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01 PIPCS Overview and Navigation - PIP staff 

1. The telephony agent will use PIPCS to enable them to answer enquiries, and update information, and issue letters. 

The best place to find the information to answer a query is to access the search screen. Telephony agents will have 

view only access to most screens in PIPCS and have access to a few editable screens. Attachments (letters and 

documents that have been scanned into Document Repository System (DRS)) in PIPCS are indexed and telephony 

agents may not be able to view all of them, for security purposes. See: DRS business guidance 

2. Entering a NINO in the search box will route the user to the PIP Search Screen, providing links to existing screens 

holding key information. Links to key data entry screens will be accessed from the toggled open view on the Search 

Screen. 

3. There are a number of screens in PIPCS that can be opened for a claimant. There will always be a ‘Person Record’ or 

‘Prospect Person’ screen with a set of tabs. 

  

4. The hyperlink available will be dependant on what ‘state’ the case is currently in, options are: 

• PIP Evidence Summary Case  

• PIP Application Case  

• PIP Decision Assist Case (when in AP space)  

• Personal Independence Payment Case  

• PIP Payment Correction Case (over/under paid)  



 

5. When an Enquiry Line or other PIPCS user toggles open “Evidence Summary”, they will have links to screens holding 

key information, including: 

• “Evidence Dashboard” screen  

• “Transaction History” screen  

6. The “Evidence Dashboard” provides key information about residence and presence, a link to medical details, 

payability, motability and a link to the assessment. 

7. The “Transaction History” provides key information about actions on the case including payment suspensions, 

changes to appointee details and when the determination was completed. 

8. Each of the cases will have a set of ‘tabs’ which means you can often find the same information in different screens, 

however to get a lower level of detail you may need to go to a specific tab. 

Note: Throughout this guidance quick navigation (QN) routes have been inserted, showing which tabs to select in PIPCS 

to view the screen described. 

PIPCS Navigation table 

9. 

QN: Search results > select Person Record or Prospect Person 

Screen Select Information 

Person Record (or  

Prospect Person) 

Relationships  

(Present) 

representatives, if a past or current relationship has been recorded 

Summary assessment status, owning unit/case owner, application status, application 

outcome, case status, last payment issue date, last payment amount, 

award end date, all notes from all cases, planned intervention date, 

unplanned intervention received date, reconsideration and appeal details, 

Motability, overlapping benefit details 

  

QN: Search results > select Benefit Delivery Case 

Screen Select Information 



 

Benefit Delivery  

Case 

Explanations past or current explanations 

  

 

 Appeals past or current appeals 

  

Reconsiderations past or current reconsiderations 

  

Current  

Determination 

latest CM decision, including descriptor choices, entitlement, payability, 

qualifying period, prospective test, list of weekly amounts paid to the 

customer, overlapping benefits 

  

QN: Search results > select Evidence Summary 

Screen Select Information 

Evidence  

Summary 

Evidence in Edit any recorded case evidence which hasn’t been finalised 

  

Items to Verify any recorded case evidence which hasn’t been verified 

  

Evidence  

Dashboard 

lay evidence, supporting evidence, payability evidence, motability 

evidence, PIP assessment determination evidence 

Transaction  

History 

event type and description, for example, determination completed   

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record or Prospect Person > select appropriate tab 

Screen Tab Information 



 

Person Record (or  

Prospect Person) 

Home national insurance number, name, address and date of birth, you will also 

be able to see any special interest flags or alternative format requirements 

from this screen 

Background education, employment, representatives, foreign residences and history 

Identity previous names 

Contact communications record with the department, attachments for copies of 

letters we have received or issued previous addresses and phone numbers, 

notes from all cases 

 

 Financials bank account details and payments and deductions 

Verification evidence that is awaiting verification for example waiting for a letter from a 

prison to confirm detention in legal custody dates 

Cases shows cases linked to record 

Application status of the claim, this is a useful screen for progress chasing as you can 

select the hyperlink in the ‘reference’ column to open the appropriate case 

screen 

Issues and  

Proceedings 

special cautions on the case 

Task actions or tasks outstanding on the case.  For example, we may have a 

piece of post that has come in.  A task will have been raised to deal with it 

but it has yet to be actioned. 

Note: PIP Enquiry Line telephony agents will not be able to view this screen 

Administration displays which benefits centre, currently owns the case 

LEAP status of the LEAP judgement, if the case has been selected for  

LEAP 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record or Prospect Person > Applications tab > PIP  

Application case link > select appropriate tab 



 

Screen Tab Information 

PIP Application  

Case 

Home provides a summary of what stage the claim is at in the ‘Applications to do 

list’ if there are any timers on the case, outcome of eligibility check, and 

any outstanding verifications 

Claimants Overview of claimant details with link to Person Record 

Benefits shows at what stage a PIP application is at 

Timers provides a description of the automatic timer that will be set following the 

issue of a ‘How your disability affects you’ form  

(PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1) 

Timers ‘PIP2 timer 40 days’ is the duration of the timer and the deadline of the 

timer is a count down of number of days left, you can extend the timer 

using the action button, and you can view previous extensions and the 

reasons for them. If the timer has  

 

  automatically been extended by PIPCS the reason will  show. 

Evidence view active evidence on the case, this may be because a claimant has gone 

into hospital or other accommodation or some new medical evidence 

needs to be considered, also view explanation 

Disputes a reconsideration on the case or an appeals interest 

Related Cases representative information linked to the case 

Eligibility checks outcome of eligibility check 

Notes free text area, where CW/CM can record for example, details of an 

alternative format 

Note: evidence screens have their own notes fields which will be updated 

with information by the PIP case worker or manager; this is where the 

telephony agent should view first for information to answer enquiries 



 

Attachments view scanned documents attached to the case. 

Note: Not all types of attachments will be viewable to the telephony agent 

for security purposes. 

Assessments where the AP assessment is created and completed by the AP and the CM, 

telephony agents will be able to view the descriptors for the award here 

Administration the case owner 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Cases tab > Personal Independence Payment Case link > select 

appropriate tab 

Screen Tab Information 

Personal  

Independence  

Payment Case 

Home provides a summary of the claim in its steady state 

Determination reasons for the decision 

Financials payments and accounts details 

Participant recognised representatives and external parties 

Dispute appeals interest or reconsideration 

Contact communications on the case 

Task outstanding tasks on case 

   

Administrator the case owner 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Cases tab > PIP Payment Correction Case link > select appropriate 

tab 

Screen Tab Information 

PIP Payment  

Correction Case 

Home closure and case details, recent transactions. ‘Payment  

Correction’ 

Financial over or underpayment details and deductions 



 

Participants recognised representatives and external parties 

Contact communications on the case 

Events such as an appeal 

Tasks outstanding tasks on the case 

Administration the case owner 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Applications tab > select case link > Assessment tab > Decision 

assist case link > select appropriate tab 

Screen Tab Information 

PIP Decision  

Assist Case 

Home overview of status of the active submission, if ‘Report completed’ 

assessment is back with DWP 

Submission history history of the active submission 

Determinations shows at what point the assessment is at for example ‘in progress’ or 

‘report outstanding’, also see reasons for a determination, check this 

screen to see if case with AP 

Notes additional info input by AP 

Tasks outstanding tasks on assessment 

Status History shows assessment status history 

  

02 PIPCS Summary View - PIP and non PIP staff 

  

Introduction 

1. From June 2020, the Personal Independence Payment Information System (PIPIS) is no  

longer available to obtain enquiry information about PIP claims. A new solution has been provided in the Personal 

Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) to allow external PIP colleagues in DWP and Department for 

Communities (DfC) to obtain enquiry information about PIP claims. A new view only ‘Summary’ section has been 



 

created in PIPCS to provide the same level of information provided by PIPIS. A new PIPCS user role has been created 

specifically for this external user access, which is the  

‘Summary View User’ role. The PIPCS solution will be available in PIPCS Release 13.1 from 1 June 2020. 

2. This document provides details of how to log on to PIPCS, how to access the new PIPCS view only ‘Summary’ section 

and what information is available within the screens. 

Subpages 

• Logging On  

• PIPCS Home Screen  

• Personal Details  

• Medical Details  

• Claim Details  

• Payments  

• Other Details  

Logging On 

  

Logging On (refers to non PIP staff only) 

1. A PIPCS icon will be displayed on your Desktop, which you should ‘double click’ to launch PIPCS. 

Note: To access PIPCS, there will be a new PIPCS user role for non PIP users called ‘Summary View User’, available to 

request through the normal TechNow route. All current PIPIS users who have been identified, are being given the new 

role automatically, so they won’t have to request access individually. However, any users who have not been identified 

or new users who require PIPCS access at a later time, will have to request the new PIPCS role through TechNow.’ 

2. To request the ‘Summary View User’ role in TechNow, take the following action: 

Step  Action 

1 select the ‘Access Catalog’ option 

2 in the ‘Search’ box type ‘PIPCS’. This will return the option ‘PIPCS – manage access’. Selecting this displays the 

‘PIPCS – manage access’ page 

3 select the ‘PIPCS – manage access’ link. This displays the page ‘Add, amend or remove access to  

PIPCS’ 



 

4 complete these fields as follows: 

• Action Required – Add New User ->’Yes, install the PIPCS icon’  

• Site Type – DWP View Only  

• User’s Job Role – Summary View User  

• Primary Position – Summary View User  

PIPCS Home Screen 

  

PIPCS Home Screen (refers to non PIP staff only) 

1. When PIPCS opens, you will be presented with the following ‘Home’ screen. Enter the National Insurance Number 

(NINO) in the blank ‘Search’ field on the top menu bar and select the magnifying glass symbol or select ‘Enter’ to 

start the search. The ‘Search’ field is not case sensitive, so the NINO can be input in both lower and uppercase. 

  

2. If a record cannot be found on PIPCS, an error message will be displayed to inform you of this. 

3. If there is a PIP record registered for the NINO, you will be taken straight to the ‘Summary’ section of the PIP record. 

PIPCS will also check if the PIP record is held as a Special Customer Record (SCR). If the claimant is SCR, PIPCS will 

display an error message informing you of this on the first screen in the ‘Summary’ section, as PIPCS will never 

display details of an SCR case without the required user access.  

The error message will display as follows. 



 

  

You will therefore need to refer your enquiry to an authorised PIPCS User in line with the business as usual (BAU) 

process. 

4. If the PIP record is not SCR, the ‘Summary’ section will display the first screen. There are 5 options to select from, on 

the left hand side menu of the ‘Summary’ section, as follows: 

• Personal Details – This screen is always displayed when the Summary section is first accessed  

• Medical Details  

• Claim Details  

• Payments  

• Other Details  

   



 

5. As the ‘Summary View User’ role only has access to view the ‘Summary’ section, any attempt to access any of the 

other sections of the Person record will result in any of the following 2 error messages being displayed. 

Error message 1 

  

Error message 2 

  

  

Personal Details 

  

Personal Details 

1. The Personal Details screen has 2 sub-screens within it called ‘Personal’ and ‘Third Parties’. 

2. Personal - The ‘Personal’ sub-screen displays the following information. 



 

This is the top half of the screen. 

  

This is the bottom half of the screen. 

  

3. Personal Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed in each field. 

Field Name Data Definition 



 

Details Section 

Name 1 The claimant’s main name. 

Name 2 The claimant’s secondary name, if one exists. 

Requested  

Name 

The claimant’s requested name, that is, the name they want to be known as, if one exists. 

Date of Birth The claimant’s Date of Birth. 

Date of Birth  

Verified 

Confirmation of the claimant’s date of birth being verified or not (populated with 'Yes' or 'No'). 

Date of Death The claimant’s Date of Death. 

Date of Death  

Verified 

Confirmation of the claimant’s date of death being verified or not (populated with 'Yes' or 'No'). 

Support Section 

SRTI Indicates if the claim has been made under Special Rules due to Terminal Illness (populated with 

‘Yes’ or ‘No’). 

 

Additional  

Support 

Indicates the claimant has a mental health or behavioural condition, learning difficulty, 

developmental disorder or memory problems and may require additional support. 

The Field will be populated with either of the following values: 

Not Known – where no claim has been made yet, that is, no Application case has been received. 

No – where the claimant hasn’t indicated a need for additional support through the PIP new claim 

Application. 

Indicated – where the claimant has suggested through the PIP new claim Application that they may 

need additional support. 

Determined – where the Case Manager (CM) has confirmed that the claimant does need additional 

support. 



 

UCB Indicates if the claimant (or PAB or another member of their household and so on) has an 

Unacceptable Customer Behaviour marker against them on Customer Information Service 

(CIS)/Searchlight. 

Primary Address section 

Address The claimant’s primary address. 

Type The type of address, that is, Residential, DLO Residential, PWA, NFA. 

From Date The date the primary address is valid from. 

Correspondence Address section 

Address The claimant’s correspondence address. 

Type The type of address, that is, Correspondence, DLO Correspondence. 

From Date The date the correspondence address is valid from. 

Phone Number section 

Type The type of phone number, for example, Home, Mobile, Work. 

Area Code Area code of the phone number, or displays blank. 

Extension Work extension, or displays blank. 

Country Code Country code of the phone number, or displays blank. 

Phone Number The full phone number. 

4. Third Parties - The ‘Third Parties’ sub-screen displays the following information. 

  



 

  

5. Third Parties Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed in each 

field. 

Field Name Data Definition 

Type This is the type of Third Party, for example, Appointee, Power of Attorney (Enduring), Corporate PAB, 

Personal Representative, Carer. 

Reference The Third Party reference number, for example, NINO, Corporate ID. 

Name The full name of the Third Party. 

Address The full address of the Third Party. 

From Date The start date of the relationship between the claimant and the Third Party. 

Phone  

Number 

The phone number of the Third Party. 

6. If any Third Party recorded on the claimant’s case is SCR on CIS/Searchlight, then nothing will be displayed on the 

‘Third Parties’ screen. Instead an error message will be displayed as follows. 



 

  

   



 

Medical Details 

  

Medical Details 

1. The Medical Details screen displays the following information. 

This is the top half of the screen. 

  

This is the bottom half of the screen. 



 

  

2. Medical Details Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed in each 

field. 

Field Name Data Definition 

Disability Information section 

Primary  

Disability 

This field contains the claimant’s primary disabling condition. 

Other  

Disabilities 

This field contains all other disabling condition(s) of the claimant. This field can contain a list of 

multiple conditions. 

Health Care Professional 1 section 

Name The Health Care Professional’s name. 

Phone  

Number 

The Health Care Professional’s telephone number. 

Type The type of Health Care Professional, that is, General Practitioner, Specialist Nurse, Hospital 

Doctor/Consultant. 



 

Address The Health Care Professional’s address. 

Health Care Professional 2 section 

Name The Health Care Professional’s name. 

Phone  

Number 

The Health Care Professional’s telephone number. 

Type The type of Health Care Professional. This includes all of the 3 types for Health Care  

Professional 1 plus others, for example, Social Worker, Family Member, Carer, Friend. 

Address The Health Care Professional’s address. 

   



 

Claim Details 

  

Claim details 

1. The Claim Details screen has 4 sub-screens within it called ‘Claims’, ‘Interventions’, ‘Application Disputes’ and 

‘Benefit Delivery Disputes’. 

Claims 

Interventions 

Application Disputes 

Benefit Delivery Disputes 

  

2. Claims – The ‘Claims’ sub-screen displays the following information. 

This is the top half of the screen. 

  

This is the bottom half of the screen. 



 

  

3. Claims Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed in each field. 

4. The ‘Current Claim’ section displays details of the current live claim or the latest closed claim. 

5. The ‘Current Entitlement’ section displays details of the entitlement of the current live claim or the latest closed 

claim. 

6. The ‘Advance Claim’ section displays details of an advance claim if one has been received. It will not display any 

details if there is no advance claim or once the advance claim becomes the current claim, that is, the date the agent 

is viewing the screen is now on or after the advance claim start date. 

7. The ‘Claim History’ section displays details of any previously awarded PIP claims. It will not display any claims that 

were disallowed from the outset, that is, those never awarded. 

Field Name Data Definition 

Current Claim section 

Application  

Submitted Date 

The date the current claim was received by the Department. 

Application Start  

Date 

The start date of the claim. 

PIP2 Issued Date The date the PIP2 form was issued to the claimant. 



 

 

 This will be blank if it is an SRTI claim or if the PIP2 has not yet been issued. 

PIP2 Returned Date The date the PIP2 form was received by the Department. 

This will be blank if it is an SRTI claim or if the PIP2 has not yet been issued or has been issued 

but not yet returned. 

Date Sent to  

Assessment  

Provider (AP) 

The date the claim was sent to the AP for assessment. 

This will be blank if the case has not yet been sent to the AP. 

Date Returned from  

AP 

The date the claim was returned to the Department from the AP. 

This will be blank if the case has not yet been sent to the AP or has not yet been returned by 

the AP. 

Assessment  

Location 

Displays as follows: 

Blank – the claim has not yet been sent to the AP for assessment. 

With AP – the claim is with the AP waiting for the assessment to be completed. 

With DWP – the claim is now back with DWP. 

Date Passed to CM The date the AP report was received by the Department following completion of the 

Assessment. 

This will be blank if the AP report has not been received by the Department. 

Assessment  

Determination  

Status 

The status of the returned assessment from the AP, that is, Report Outstanding, In Progress, 

Completed. 

Date Referred to AP for 

Advice 

Displays the date the CM referred the case to the Assessment Provider for advice in relation 

to the new claim. 

This will be blank if the case has not been sent to the AP for advice. 

Date Determination  

Completed 

The date the new claim Determination status on the current claim changed to Completed. 

This will be blank if the status is not Completed. 



 

Application Status Displays as follows: 

Submitted – the claim has not been decided yet. 

Decision Made – Awarded – the claim has had the decision made and has been  

 

 awarded. 

Decision Made – Disallowed – the claim has had the decision made and has been 

disallowed. 

Withdrawn – the claim has been withdrawn by the claimant before a decision has been 

made. 

Reassessment  

Indicator 

This indicates the claim is a PIP Reassessment claim, that is, was previously on DLA. 

If the claim is not a Reassessment claim, the field will be blank. 

Date Decision  

Notified 

The date the relevant new claim decision notification was issued to the claimant. 

This will be blank if the decision notification has not yet been issued. 

Special Rules  

Terminally Ill (SRTI) 

Indicates if the claim has been made under Special Rules due to Terminal Illness (populated 

with ‘Yes’ or ‘No’). 

Additional Support Indicates the claimant has a mental health or behavioural condition, learning difficulty, 

developmental disorder or memory problems and may require additional support. 

The Field will be populated with either of the following values: 

Not Known – where no claim has been made yet, that is, no Application case has been 

received. 

No – where the claimant hasn’t indicated a need for additional support through the PIP new 

claim Application. 

Indicated – where the claimant has suggested through the PIP new claim Application that 

they may need additional support. 

Determined – where the Case Manager has confirmed that the claimant does need 

additional support. 



 

Current Entitlement section 

Decision If the new claim decision has not yet been made, the field will be blank. 

If the new claim is awarded it will display as Awarded. 

If the new claim is disallowed from the outset it will display as Disallowed. 

If the current claim is now closed because it has been disallowed, e.g. following  

 

 an Award Review it will display as Awarded-Disallowed. 

If the current claim is now closed because it has reached the expected End of Award date, or 

the claim has ended because the claimant is deceased, it will display as Awarded-Ended. 

Decision Date If the claim is awarded at the new claim stage, it will display the date the new claim award 

decision was made. 

If the new claim decision has not yet been made, the field will be blank. 

If the claim is disallowed at the new claim stage, it will display the date the new claim 

disallowance decision was made. 

If the award is changed and the claim is still awarded, it will display the date the latest 

decision was made. 

If the claim was previously awarded and then disallowed at a later point, it will display the 

date of the disallowance decision. 



 

Award From If the claim is awarded at the new claim stage, it will display the start date of the claim. 

The field will be blank if: 

• the new claim decision has not yet been made,  

• the claim is disallowed at the new claim stage  

If a new decision is made after the new claim decision which changes the award, to either 

increase or decrease the component, or to add or remove a  

component, it will display the start date of the new award in which the change to the 

component occurred. 

NOTE: It will not display the date an existing component was uprated. 

Award To The last date the claim was awarded to, that is, the End of Award date. 

 This could be because the claim has naturally reached its End of Award date, or because the 

claim has ended for another reason, e.g. disallowed on Award Review or claimant is 

deceased. 

It will be blank if: 

• there is no End of Award date present.  

• the new claim decision has not yet been made  

 

 • the claim is disallowed at the new claim stage  

Daily Living  

Component 

The level of Daily Living component awarded, that is, Standard or Enhanced, when the screen 

is being viewed. 

This field will be blank if: 

• the Daily Living component is not awarded.  

• the new claim decision has not yet been made  

• the claim is disallowed at the new claim stage  

If the awarded claim is closed, it will display the rate that was awarded on the last day of 

entitlement, or blank if not awarded. 



 

Mobility Component The level of Mobility component awarded, that is, Standard or Enhanced, when the screen is 

being viewed. 

This field will be blank if : 

• the Mobility component is not awarded.  

• the new claim decision has not yet been made  

• the claim is disallowed at the new claim stage  

If the awarded claim is closed, it will display the rate that was awarded on the last day of 

entitlement, or blank if not awarded. 

Review Date The date the claim has to be reviewed by the Department. 

 The field will be blank if: 

• there is no review date present on the awarded  claim  

• the claim is disallowed at the new claim stage  

• the new claim decision has not yet been made  

• the awarded claim is closed, for any reason  

End of Award Date The last day of entitlement, that is the recorded End of Award date. 

The field will be blank if: 

• the new claim decision has not yet been made  

• the claim is disallowed at the new claim stage  

• there is no End of Award Date present on the awarded claim,  

Advance Claim section 

 

Application  

Submitted Date 

The date the advance claim was received by the Department. 

Application Start  

Date 

The start date of the claim. 

PIP2 Issued Date The date the PIP2 form was issued to the claimant. 

This will be blank if it is an SRTI claim or if the PIP2 has not yet been issued. 



 

PIP2 Returned Date The date the PIP2 form was received by the Department. 

This will be blank if it is an SRTI claim or if the PIP2 has not yet been issued or has been 

issued but not yet returned. 

Date Sent to AP The date the claim was sent to the AP for assessment. 

This will be blank if the case has not yet been sent to the AP. 

Date Returned from  

AP 

The date the claim was returned to the Department from the AP. 

This will be blank if the case has not yet been sent to the AP or has not yet been returned by 

the AP. 

Assessment  

Location 

Displays as follows: 

Blank – the claim has not yet been sent to the AP for assessment. 

With AP – the claim is with the AP waiting for the assessment to be completed. 

With DWP – the claim is now back with DWP. 

Date Passed to CM The date the AP report was received by the Department following completion of the 

Assessment. 

This will be blank if the AP report has not been received by the Department. 

Assessment  

Determination  

Status 

The status of the returned assessment from the AP, that is, Report Outstanding, In Progress, 

Completed. 

Date Referred to AP for 

Advice 

Displays the date the CM referred the case to the AP for advice in relation to the advance 

claim. 

This will be blank if the case has not been sent to the AP for advice. 

 

Date Determination  

Completed 

The date the advance claim Determination status on the current claim changed to 

Completed. 

This will be blank if the status is not Completed. 



 

Application Status Displays as follows: 

Submitted – the claim has not been decided yet. 

Decision Made – Awarded – the claim has had the decision made and has been awarded. 

Decision Made – Disallowed – the claim has had the decision made and has been disallowed. 

Withdrawn – the claim has been withdrawn by the claimant before a decision has been 

made. 

Date Decision  

Notified 

The date the relevant advance claim decision notification was issued to the claimant. 

This will be blank if the decision notification has not yet been issued. 

SRTI Indicates if the claim has been made under Special Rules due to Terminal Illness  

(populated with ‘Yes’ or ‘No’) 

Additional Support Indicates the claimant has a mental health or behavioural condition, learning difficulty, 

developmental disorder or memory problems and may require additional support. 

The Field will be populated with either of the following values: 

Not Known – where no claim has been made yet, that is, no Application case has been 

received. 

No – where the claimant hasn’t indicated a need for additional support through the PIP new 

claim Application. 

Indicated – where the claimant has suggested through the PIP new claim Application that 

they may need additional support. 

Determined – where the CM has confirmed that the claimant does need additional support. 

Claim History section  

Start Date The first day of the previously awarded PIP claim. 



 

  

End Date The last day of the previously awarded PIP claim. 

  

8. Interventions – The ‘Interventions’ sub-screen displays the following information. 

  



 

9. Interventions Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed in each 

field. 

10. The Intervention entries displayed on the screen can be expanded by clicking on the arrow to the left of the entry, 

which displays further details. 

Field Name Data Definition 

Unexpanded Entry 

Type This is the type of intervention. 

Planned – This has been arranged by the Department, for example, when the Review Date is 

reached. 

Unplanned – This is when the claimant has reported a change in their condition. 

Requested By This is who has requested the intervention, for example, Secretary of State, Claimant. 

Creation Date The date the intervention record was created. 

Outcome The outcome of the intervention decision, for example, Increased, Decreased, Disallowed – 

Assessment. 

Status The status of the intervention, that is, Open or Closed. 

Expanded Entry 

Received Date The date the intervention was received. 

Part 2  

Required 

This is either ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. 

Part 2 Issued The date the Part 2 is issued if one is required. 

Date Closed The date intervention was closed following the outcome decision. 

Comments Displays any comments recorded by the CM to support the outcome of the decision. 

  

11. Application Disputes – The ‘Application Disputes’ sub-screen displays the following information. 

12. The Disputes displayed are in relation to the new claim Application case. 



 

  

13. Application Disputes Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed in 

each field. 

14. The ‘Explanation’ section displays details of any Explanations the claimant has requested in respect of the new 

claim decision. 

15. The ‘Reconsideration’ section displays details of the any Reconsiderations the claimant has requested in respect of 

the new claim decision. 

16. The ‘Appeals’ section displays details of the any Appeals the claimant has requested in respect of the new claim 

decision. 

Field Name Data Definition 

Explanation section 

Type This is the result of the new claim decision the Explanation relates to, for example, Disability 

Disallowed, Payability. 

Decision  

Date 

The date of the disputed decision. 

Start Date The date the Explanation was received. 



 

Conclusion The conclusion of the Explanation, for example, Reconsideration Requested, No Further Action. 

Status The status of the Explanation, that is, Open or Closed. 

  

Reconsideration section 

Type This is the result of the new claim decision the Reconsideration relates to, for example, Disability 

Disallowed, Payability. 

Decision  

Date 

The date of the disputed decision. 

Request  

Date 

The date the Reconsideration was received. 

Conclusion The conclusion of the Reconsideration, for example, Reconsidered – New Decision  

Unchanged, Reconsidered – New Decision changed 

Status The status of the Reconsideration, that is, Open or Closed. 

Appeal section 

Start Date The date the Appeal was received. 

Decision  

Date 

The date of the disputed decision. 

Conclusion The conclusion of the Appeal, for example, New Decision Unchanged, New Decision changed, Appeal 

Lapsed. 

Status The status of the Appeal, that is, Open or Closed. 

17. The entries displayed in the Explanation, Reconsideration and Appeal sections of the screen can be expanded by 

clicking on the arrow to the left of the entry, which displays 3 further sub-screens as follows: 

• Details – This displays further information about the expanded Explanation, Reconsideration or Appeal.  

• Decision – This displays further information about the decision that is being disputed. There may be some 

hyperlinks within this sub-screen which are identifiable by the highlighted blue text.  

Selecting any of the hyperlinks will display an error message as follows.  



 

  
• Change History – This displays further information about the history of the Explanation, Reconsideration or 

Appeal decisions.  

18. Benefit Delivery Disputes – The ‘Benefit Delivery Disputes’ sub-screen displays the following information. 

19. The Disputes are in relation to the Benefit Delivery case (payment case), which relate to any decisions made on an 

ongoing claim. 

  

20. Benefit Delivery Disputes Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is 

displayed in each field. 

21. The ‘Explanation’ section displays details of the any Explanations the claimant has requested in respect of any 

ongoing claim decision. 

22. The ‘Reconsideration’ section displays details of any of the Reconsiderations the claimant has requested in respect 

of any ongoing claim decision. 

23. The ‘Appeals’ section displays details of the any Appeals the claimant has requested in respect of any ongoing claim 

decision. 



 

Field Name Data Definition 

Explanation section 

Type This is the result of the decision the Explanation relates to, for example, Disability Disallowed, 

Payability. 

Decision  The date of the disputed decision. 

Date  

Start Date The date the Explanation was received. 

Conclusion The conclusion of the Explanation, for example, Reconsideration Requested, No Further Action. 

Status The status of the Explanation, that is, Open or Closed. 

Reconsideration section 

Type This is the result of the decision the Reconsideration relates to, for example, Disability Disallowed, 

Payability. 

Decision  

Date 

The date of the disputed decision. 

Request  

Date 

The date the Reconsideration was received. 

Conclusion The conclusion of the Reconsideration, for example, Reconsidered – New Decision  

Unchanged, Reconsidered – New Decision changed 

Status The status of the Reconsideration, that is, Open or Closed. 

Appeal section 

Start Date The date the Appeal was received. 

Decision  

Date 

The date of the disputed decision. 



 

Conclusion The conclusion of the Appeal, for example, New Decision Unchanged, New Decision changed, Appeal 

Lapsed. 

Status The status of the Appeal, that is, Open or Closed. 

24. The entries displayed in the Explanation, Reconsideration and Appeal sections of the screen can be expanded by 

selecting the arrow to the left of the entry, which displays 3 further sub-screens as follows: 

• Details – This displays further information about the expanded Explanation, Reconsideration or Appeal.  

• Decision – This displays further information about the decision that is being disputed. There may be some 

hyperlinks within this sub-screen which are identifiable by the highlighted blue text.  

Selecting any of the hyperlinks will display an error message as follows.  

  

• Change History – This displays further information about the history of the Explanation, Reconsideration or 

Appeal decisions.  

   



 

Payments 

  

Payments 

1. The Payments screen has 4 sub-screens within it called ‘Current Payments’, ‘Historical Payments’, ‘Non Payability 

Periods’ and ‘Overlapping Benefits’. 

Current Payments 

Historical Payments 

Non Payability Periods 

Overlapping Benefits 

  

2. Current Payments – The ‘Current Payments’ sub-screen displays the following information. 

  



 

3. Current Payments Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed in 

each field. 

 

Field Name Data Definition 

General Details section 

Payment Cycle The frequency in which payments are made to the claimant (that is, weekly or 4 weekly), for 

example, 4 weekly in Arrears by Direct Payment on Thursday. 

Next Payment Details section 

Due Date The date the next payment is due to the claimant, that is, the claimant’s payday. 

Mobility Amount The total amount of the Mobility component due to be included in the next weekly or 4 

weekly payment period, prior to any deductions being taken. 

This will be blank if the Mobility component is not awarded. 

Daily Living Amount The total amount of the Daily Living component due to be included in the next weekly or 4 

weekly payment period, prior to any deductions being taken. 

This will be blank if the Daily Living component is not awarded. 

Deductions Amount The total amount of all deductions to be taken from the total gross weekly or 4 weekly 

payment amount for the next payment period. 

This will be blank if there are no Deductions. 

Total Net Payment  

Amount 

The total net amount payable to the claimant for the next weekly or 4 weekly payment 

period, that is, the total of all components payable less the total of any deductions, if any are 

being taken. 

Next Payment Period The period of the next PIP payment due to be issued to the Claimant. 

Last Payment Details section 

Processed Date The date the last payment was processed in order for it to reach the claimant by their 

payday. 

Due Date The date the last payment was due to the claimant, that is, the claimant’s payday. 



 

Mobility Amount The total amount of the Mobility component, prior to any deductions being taken, included 

in the last weekly or 4 weekly payment 

This will be blank if the Mobility component is not awarded. 

Daily Living Amount The total amount of the Daily Living component, prior to any deductions being taken, 

included in the last weekly or 4 weekly payment. 

This will be blank if the Daily Living component is not awarded. 

 

Deductions Amount The total amount of all deductions taken from the total of the last weekly or 4 weekly 

payment. 

This will be blank if there are no Deductions. 

Total Net Payment  

Amount 

The total net amount of the last weekly or 4 weekly payment paid to the claimant, that is, 

the total of all components payable less any deductions, if any are being taken. 

Payment Status The status of the last payment, for example, Issued, Cancelled, Recalled. 

Last Payment Period The period of the last PIP payment issued to the Claimant. 

Motability Details section – This section will be blank if there is no Motability agreement on the claim 

Agreement Type This displays the Motability Vehicle Agreement Type, for example, Open Ended. 

Safe Date The safe date is a date it is safe to commence a Motability Agreement from without risk of 

an overpayment of the Mobility component of PIP. 

Start Date The date the Motability Agreement commenced. 

End Date The date the Motability Agreement is expected to end. 

Agreement Amount The total 4 weekly amount of the Motability Agreement. 

Customer Reference  

Number (CRN) 

The Customer Reference Number of the Motability Agreement. 



 

Agreement  

Reference Number  

(ARN) 

The Agreement Reference Number of the Motability Agreement. 

Last Payment  

Amount 

The last payment amount issued to the Motability Provider. 

Last Payment Period The period of the last Motability payment issued to the Motability Provider. 

Current Suspension Details section 

Start Date The date the Suspension started. 

Suspension Level The level of the Suspension, that is, Component, Nominee, Case. 

Suspension Type This displays the type of suspension set at each level, that is, 

Component Level will display which of the components are suspended, that is, Mobility, 

Daily Living, or both. 

Nominee Level will display which of the nominees are suspended, that is, it will display the 

claimant’s name. 

Case Level will display Case. 

Other Payment Details section 

Type The type of the payment, that is, Christmas Bonus. 

Due Date The Due Date of each payment type. 

Amount The amount of each payment type, for example, £10 for Christmas Bonus. 

Status The status of each payment type, for example, Issued. 

  

4. Historical Payments – The ‘Historical Payments’ sub-screen displays the following information. 



 

  

5. Historical Payments Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed in 

each field. 

6. This sub-screen displays all previous payments made prior to the latest payment made, as this is displayed in the 

‘Last Payment Details’ section of the ‘Current Payments’ sub-screen. 

Field Name Data Definition 

Historical Payments section 

From The first day of the payment period of the payment. 

To The last day of the payment period of the payment. 

Daily Living Component  

Amount 

The total amount of the Daily Living component included in the payment period of the 

payment. 

Mobility Component  

Amount 

The total amount of the Mobility component included in the payment period of the 

payment. 

Total Amount Paid The net amount paid to the claimant, that is, the total of all components paid less any 

deductions, if any were taken. 

Due Date The claimant’s payday for each payment. 

Status The status of each payment, for example, Issued, Cancelled. 

Historical Deductions section 



 

From The start date of the deduction. 

To The end date of the deduction. 

Weekly Amount The weekly amount of the deduction. 

Type The benefit type the deduction relates to, for example, Income Support, ESA  

(Income Related, and so on) 

7. Historical Deductions – The ‘Historical Deductions’ sub-screen displays the following information. 

  

8. This sub-screen displays all the historical deductions that were previously displayed in the ‘Historical Deductions’ 

section of the ‘Historical Payments’ sub screen. 

Field Name Data Definition 

From The start date of the deduction. 

To The end date of the deduction. 

Weekly  

Amount 

The weekly amount of the deduction. 

Type The benefit type the deduction relates to, for example, Income Support, ESA (Income  

Related, and so on) 

9. Non Payability Periods – The ‘Non Payability Periods’ sub-screen displays the following information. 



 

  

10. Non Payability Periods Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed 

in each field. 

11. The Non Payability Periods entries displayed on the screen can be expanded by clicking on the arrow to the left of 

the entry, which displays further details. 

12. The entries relate to periods where PIP components have not been payable due to stays in hospital, care or nursing 

homes and prison, i.e. from the 29th day in the relevant establishment. 

Field Name Data Definition 

Unexpanded Entry 

From The start date of the payability adjustment, that is, the 29th day in the establishment. 

To The last day that the payability adjustment applies to. 

Reason The reason for the payability adjustment, for example, in Hospital, Care or Nursing  

 Home, Prison. 

Component The component that is not payable due to the payability adjustment, for example, Daily Living 

only, Daily Living & Mobility. 

Expanded Entry – Non Payability Evidence 

Type The type of establishment the claimant is currently residing in or has resided in, for example, 

Hospital, Care or Nursing Home, Prison. 



 

Start Date The date the claimant entered the establishment. 

End Date The date the claimant left the establishment. 

This will be blank if the payability adjustment is still ongoing, that is, there is no ‘To’ date 

displayed. 

Agreement To  

Repay 

This will display either ‘Don’t Know’, ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. 

Note: This does not apply to Prison so will always display as blank if Type is Prison. 

Fund Provider The type of Fund Provider, for example, Health Authority. 

Note: This does not apply to Prison so will always display as blank if Type is Prison. 

Name of  

Residence 

The name of the establishment, for example, the name of the Hospital or Prison if Type is Prison. 

Address of  

Residence 

The address of the establishment. 

Expanded Entry – Boarder Periods Evidence 

From The start date of the boarder period, that is, the first day out of the establishment, for example, 

for the period of a home visit. 

To The end date of the boarder period, that is, the last day out of the establishment, for example, 

for the period of a home visit. 

13. Overlapping Benefits – The ‘Overlapping Benefits’ sub-screen displays the following information. 



 

  

14. Overlapping Benefits Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed 

in each field. 

Field Name Data Definition 

Type The type of overlapping benefit, which are: 

WP CAA, IIDB CAA, WPMS, DLA, NTC 

Rate The name of the overlapping benefit rate, for example, DLA may display ‘Highest Care/Higher 

Mobility. 

Award Start Date The date the overlapping benefit is awarded from. 

Payment Start  

Date 

The date the overlapping benefit payment started. 

Award End Date The date the overlapping benefit is awarded to. 

  

Other Details 

  

Other Details 



 

1. The Other Details screen has 3 sub-screens within it called ‘Notes’, ‘Tasks’ and ‘Communications’. 

Notes 

Tasks 

Communications 

  

2. Notes – The ‘Notes’ sub-screen displays the following information. 

  

3. Notes Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed in each field. 

4. The Notes entries displayed on the screen can be expanded by clicking on the arrow to the left of the entry, which 

displays further details. 

Field Name Data Definition 

Unexpanded Entry 

Created On The date the note was created. 

Subject The subject text of the note. 



 

Entered By The name of the user who created the note. 

Category The area of the PIP claim the note is located, for example, Person record, Decision Assist case. 

Expanded Entry 

Note  

History 

This displays the full note details. 

5. Tasks – The ‘Tasks’ sub-screen displays the following information. 

  

6. Tasks Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed in each field. 

Field Name Data Definition 

Task ID The task reference number. 

Subject The task subject. 

Priority The priority of the task, that is, Standard or High. 

Deadline The date the task must be cleared. 

Task Type The type of task. 

Date Created The date the task was created. 

  



 

Assigned To Who the task is assigned to, for example, a user 

7. Communications – The ‘Communications’ sub-screen displays the following information. 

  

8. Communications Data Field Table – This lists all the field names and an explanation of what data is displayed in each 

field. 

Field Name Data Definition 

Date of Contact The date the Communication record was created. 

Contact With Who the contact was with, for example, Claimant, Unofficial Representative. 

Channel The origin of the contact, for example, Telephony, Correspondence. 

Inbound/Outbound If the contact was by the claimant or representative (Inbound) or the Department (Outbound). 

Contact Reason The reason for the contact, for example, Post, Evidence, Enquiry. 

Contact Sub- 

Reason 

The detailed reason for the contact, for example, PIP7001 – 

Decision Notification New Award. 

Security Questions Confirms if the Security Questions were passed or if they weren’t applicable. 

System The system that triggered the creation of the Communication record, that is, PIPCS or CAMLite. 
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01 Workflow and Task Management 

Scanning and Mail Opening Unit Overview 

1. Incoming post is handled by, our contracted mail services provider. The contractor handles incoming mail using Mail 

Opening Units (MOUs) and Data Service Centres. 

2. When post is handled by the contractor, the post is scanned into the Document Repository Service  

(DRS) and the Event Service enables DRS to notify Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) that a 

document of interest has been received. An automated task is created for this document and tasked to the relevant 

User or Work Queue (WQ). 

Contracted Mail Opening Units (MOUs) 

Items exempt from Mail opening and Scanning  

3. The MOUs open all post except for exempt items. 

See: Scanning Exempt Items 

See: Exempt Items 

See: Valuables received at the Mail Opening Unit 

4. The MOUs sort all mail into appropriate categories (keeping all the contents of each envelope together). 

5. Once the mail has been opened and sorted the MOU will: 

• scan the mail in batches. The simple and complex work is grouped into separate smaller batches of 

approximately 50 envelopes;  

• photocopy delicate items to ensure the scanned image is of the best quality;  

• check each image for quality purposes;  

• scan all post on the same day of receipt (including courier mail); and  

• scrutinise PIP2 form received and, when un-signed or completed in pencil, forward to SPOC in the relevant 

Benefit Centre (BC)  

6. Physical documents other than valuables are kept for 4 weeks at the MOU after scanning. 

Subpages 

• Contracted Data Service Centre  

• Unindexed post  



 

• Unstructured or Unrecognised post  

• Task Overview  

• Workflow Team Actions  

• System generated Tasks Overview  

• Work Queue Overview  

• How is work allocated from a Work Queue  

• Tips for Managing Work Queues  

• Inboxes  

• Task Dashboard for Users  

• Skill sets  

• User roles for Creation (Registration) of business events  

• Documents  

• WPS0123 FORM (War pension and Industrial injuries Disablement Benefit)  

• Unscanned Documents  

• Mandate or authority to act received  

• Claim made by means other than telephony  

• Complaint Letters  

• UCB (unacceptable customer behaviour) form  

• Tasks  

• Activate Running of the Lay Rules  

• Workload Balancing  

• Workflow Team  

• Create a Communication Record  

• How to determine whether the case is with the AP or DWP  

• SRTI Cases  

• Assessment Case  

• Reclassifying a document  

• Team Leader or Allocator Action  

• Task Dashboard - Workqueues  

• Allocation Blocking  

• Removing skillsets  

• View Deferred Tasks  

• PIP User Action  

• PIPCS-CIS(Searchlight) Transaction failures  

• Managing Tasks  

• MI for Team Leaders and Allocators  

Contracted Data Service Centre 



 

1. The Contracted Data Service Centre will: 

• index each item of mail with a NINO (If no NINO other claimant info will be used)  

• index each document with a document type. The most common forms are given the form name as the doc 

type. Less common forms are given the doc type ‘Whitemail – Unstructured’.  

2. Any un-indexed mail is sent to the relevant BC who will: 

• scrutinise and accurately index mail  

• when required identify task types in order to create the appropriate tasks in PIPCS.  

Actions Contractor is not responsible for 

3. The Contractor does not: 

• scan everything. Certain forms are exempt from the scanning process  

• read or prioritise each document. The scanning suppliers’ priority is to scan all documents. Forms are usually 

easily identified and they are given the correct document type. All other correspondence including hand 

written letters will not be read. All such documents will be received by the Workflow Team (WfT) for 

categorisation and assignment  

• trace or verify a NINO. As the contractor have no access to DWP systems, they are unable to use claimant 

information provided to trace a NINO or verify that a NINO provided is correct or  

• open envelopes addressed to a member of staff or noted with a restricted marking.  

Event Service 

4. Many PIP forms and certain other documents are recognised when scanned. The Event Service creates an 

automated task to tell an appropriate User or WQ that a document of interest has been uploaded to DRS. 

Unindexed post 

1. Unindexed post includes any forms or documents received without a NINO. The 'unindexed post' task is routed to 

the appropriate OU Workflow 1 WQ if this can be identified by an office address on the post. If not, it will route to 

Scotland BC 1 WQ.  This WQ also receives all MP/MEP letters. 

2. Where the document is not recognised, the unindexed post task subject is shown as ‘unstructured white mail’. 

3. When the document is recognised, the appropriate document type is shown. 

4. The WfT must take the following action on these tasks: 

Step Action 



 

1 attempt to trace the NINO 

2 when the NINO has been traced, close the ‘unindexed post’ task 

3 update the NINO in metadata. This will trigger DRS to create and send a new task for the image to the relevant 

WQ or User 

Note: The metadata should remain Benefit Unit 'PIP' and Benefit Type 'PIP' for any NISSA cases 

4 if the NINO cannot be traced, refer the task to the Specialist Trace Officer 

See: Identify and validate claimant from postal enquiry or post with no NINO 

Unstructured or Unrecognised post 

1. Any unstructured/unrecognised post received with a NINO will have a task subject of ‘unstructured white mail’. 

These tasks are sent to the BC Workflow WQ. 

2. The WfT will close this task and create a task relevant to the scanned image and send this task to the appropriate 

User or WQ. 

3. If the post received is further evidence (FE) and: 

• the case is with the AP, send a task to the AP Doc Received WQ  

• the case has been returned by the AP, forward the task to the CM to consider the next action  

See: Categorising White Mail Documents as Further Evidence within this chapter 

Note: If any metadata has been changed other than the NINO this will not trigger a new automated task.  



 

Task Overview 

1. Every piece of work which requires an action to be performed needs a task. Tasks can be manual or automated and 

may be raised from the following sources: 

• automatic creation as part of PIPCS business process - for example-Issue How your disability affects you  

• automatic creation as part of Customer Information System (Searchlight) broadcast process - for example CIS 

(Searchlight) Broadcast-Change of date of birth  

• manual creation by PIPCS User - for example– PIP 3049 (BR330) issued to gather DAP details  

• manual creation by Customer Account Management Lite (CAMLite) User - which becomes an automated task 

on PIPCS - for example Outbound Call required.  

Automated Tasks 

2. Automated tasks are generated by PIPCS and other systems such as CIS (Searchlight)  as a result of a business 

process ‘trigger point’ being reached. Tasks are automatically assigned to a User or WQ, based on a series of 

business rules which control case ownership. 

3. An example of an automated task is: 

• PIP Award Review – the subject of this task is to check the PIP2/AR1 has been returned.  

Further Evidence Tasks 

4. When further evidence is received with other documents that are identified as primary or secondary documents, 

only one task will be generated by PIPCS. Communication records are created for all documents received, including 

when a task is not triggered for the document. 

Note: Users must check the communication tab in every instance of a further evidence task being received. 

5. Under existing BAU rules, a separate task will be generated for any evidence received that is not identified as a 

primary or secondary document. 

6. The task created will be for the highest ranked Primary document. In the case where there are no Primary 

documents in the evidence received, the task will be the first one created from the Secondary documents list. There 

is no ranking order for Secondary documents. 

Primary Documents 

Rank Doc ID Name 

1 1268 AP Assessment Report 



 

 

   

   

 

   

 

   

   

   

   

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

  

1373 NHS Hospital Report 

7. When a case is not with the AP, this task is assigned to a CM with the appropriate skill set relating to the open 

business event (undecided) held in PIPCS. 

8. Where more than one open (undecided) business event is held in PIPCS, the tasks will automatically allocate to a CM 

with the skill set relating to the business event in the following order: 

Open business event in PIPCS CM skill set 

Reconsideration Reconsideration 

Unplanned intervention (Change of Circs  

Reviews) 

CofC Reviews 

Planned intervention (Award Reviews) Award Reviews 

Advance claim Advance Claims 

New claim with reassessment indicator in PIPCS Reassessment (inc R16) 

New claim General 

Appeal Appeals 

  

See: Skill sets 

Manual Tasks 

9. Manual tasks are created by the User as a result of a business process ‘trigger point’ being reached, or at anytime a 

User feels it is appropriate. Manual tasks could be created by any User including WfT.  

Examples of manual task subjects can be found in the Task Deskaids. 

See: Tasks Deskaid 

Workflow Team Actions 

1. The WfT is responsible for checking and scrutinising each scanned image received by them. This includes checking 

that the image is attached to the correct claimant/NINO. The WfT closes the task and if appropriate, creates a new 

manual task relevant to the scanned image, making sure the relevant task subject is used from the Task Deskaid. They 



 

send this task to the relevant User or WQ. The WfT must reclassify the unstructured white mail item in DRS as 

appropriate. 

See: Categorising White Mail Documents as Further Evidence in this chapter 

See: Tasks Desk aid  



 

System generated Tasks Overview 

System generated white mail tasks (structured) 

1. These tasks are auto allocated to users on the WfT. 

2. To receive these tasks, users must be assigned: 

• SRTI – for DOC TYPE 1340: PIP.1019 received  

• Workflow – for all other Doc Type tasks (majority)  

3. WfT users action and close the task or manually allocate the task to a user or WQ. 

4. Unstructured white mail tasks will auto assign to a workflow WQ. 

5. A task is automatically generated in PIPCS and allocated to the appropriate user, AP or WQ when a white mail 

document is reclassified in DRS. A communication record is automatically created and comments are added to the 

notes section of the communication tab as ‘Whitemail reclassified’. 

Note: The WfT user doesn’t need to set a manual task. 

Auto allocation of System Generated Tasks to users 

6. System generated tasks are allocated to Users based on their job role and skill set.  

Auto allocation of System Generated Tasks to over flow work queue 

7. Where a task cannot be auto assigned to a user it goes to the appropriate overflow WQ (CW/CM).  

Automatic allocation of tasks from overflow work queues (All staff) 

8. The task allocation rules assign tasks to the appropriate Overflow WQ where the task cannot be assigned to a user. 

See: Work Allocation and Case Ownership 

9. Team Leaders and Allocators allocate tasks from the WQ. 

10. System generated tasks held in the overflow work queues are allocated automatically to users each day by a batch 

run scheduled outside of working hours. These tasks are assigned in accordance with case ownership task 

allocation rules and assigned to users with the correct role and skill set associated with the task. 

11. Tasks are automatically assigned to the user with the most capacity, however if all users are over capacity they are 

assigned to the user with the fewest number of tasks over their inbox capacity limits, for: 



 

• High priority tasks where the deadline date will be reached within 20 working days  

• Standard tasks where the deadline date will be reached within 5 working days.  

12. All tasks where the deadline threshold date has not been reached, which cannot be automatically assigned to 

users inboxes under existing rules due to lack of user inbox capacity will automatically return to the relevant 

overflow WQ. 

13. Tasks cannot be auto allocated to users from the overflow WQ in PIPCS where no users with appropriate skill are 

available. These must be manually assigned by team leaders and allocators. 

Tasks allocated to Individuals 

14. Tasks are allocated to an individual with the relevant skill set. 

Routing of multiple tasks 

15. If the Team Leader/Allocator reserves or forwards one of the following tasks: 

• CAM-Lite Generic Outbound Call task  

• CAM-Lite Generic To Do task  

• CAM-Lite Generic Exception Task  

• Lay Conditions Check  

• CIS (Searchlight) Discrepancy Check  

• General Scrutiny  

• Identification Issue  

• PAB Discrepancies and New PAB action  

to a particular user, or reserves the task for themselves, PIPCS will check if there are any further tasks from this list 

present for this NINO/CRN across all WQs. If any of these tasks are present, PIPCS will automatically assign the tasks to 

the same user who has the initial reserved or forwarded task. 

Grabbing and Closing Tasks 

16. When you action a task, you must always check for any other outstanding tasks for the same claimant case. Where 

appropriate, action them at the same time. You can close the task without grabbing it if you're clear all action has 

been fully completed. 

Managing a Task 

17. If there is an additional task, or tasks, you can see if the task is in a WQ or if it’s assigned to another user. The WQ 

or user log in name is displayed in the column at the far right of the task row. 



 

18. If additional tasks are displayed in a queue, you can grab them to work on, along with the tasks you have already 

been assigned , you can still grab a task that has already been assigned to another user. 

  

19. You can grab a task from another user via the Task tab in the Person Case. 

20. To grab a task: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Tasks tab on the Person record for the case 

2 select the Task ID hyperlink of the required task 

3 select Add To My Tasks from the Action Button drop down 

4 .select Save 

Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to grab a task 

Learning Simulation: Grabbing a Task  



 

Work Queue Overview 

1. A WQ is a collection’ of tasks 

2. It is very important to select the correct WQ for the task. There will also be separate WQs for Assessment Providers 

(AP). 

3. Lead positions such as Team Leaders (TL), Quality Assurance Managers (SAM) and Allocators can subscribe to the 

overflow WQ in order to manage the flow of work. 

4. The following work queues are available for specialist teams and tasks that can’t be allocated (default): 

• Welsh Language  

• Mota Liaison  

• Mota NISSA  

• Exportability NISSA  

• General reassessment failure Queue (Blackpool)  

• Exportability reassessment failures  

• Scotland Workflow (national default)  

• Blackpool SC1 WQ (national default)  

5. There will also be separate WQs for APs. 

Work allocation and Case Ownership 

6. Automatic allocation of system generated tasks to a user and individual case ownership is based upon users’ job role 

and skill set. 

7. When a user owns a case, further tasks relating to the case can be automatically allocated to them by PIPCS, 

providing they have the correct job role and skill set, giving the user more accountability as tasks are cleared - See: 

Case Ownership. 

Step Action 

1 from the Homepage the TL will select the Teams and Workload tab 

2 expand the Left Hand Side (LHS) shortcut panel 

3 from the LHS short cut panel section select My Work Queues. WQs that you have subscribed yourself to display 

separately at the top of the screen above WQs that you have been subscribed to by your position 



 

4 look through all the unused WQs to see if any tasks have been allocated to them. This will be shown by a 

number other than ‘0’ being shown against the WQ 

5 if any WQ has tasks select the Action button on the right hand side of the relevant WQ 

6 from the dropdown select view and forward 

7 select date range and priority from the dropdown and press search 

Assessment Provider Work Queue Overview 

8. APs are contracted to complete an assessment for a specific postcode area. They have their own set of WQs which 

are meaningfully titled to reflect the action required, as shown below: 

• AP New Referrals  

• AP TI Referral  

• AP Advice  

• AP Change of Circs  

• AP UCB  

• AP Doc Received  

• AP Case Withdrawn  

• AP Rework  

• AP In Progress – for AP internal use only  

Note: As PIPCS has a direct interface to the AP’s IT the AP’s do not access their work queues on PIPCS.  

The tasks in these work queues close automatically 30 days after being produced. 

How is work allocated from a Work Queue 

1. To allocate work from a WQ a user will need to be subscribed to a WQ. 

2. Each WQ will have one or more Allocators. The Allocators will allocate tasks from the WQ to Users.  

Users will not have direct access to WQs. 

3. Where it is not critical that a task is handled by a particular person it is allocated to the relevant WQ. This allows the 

task to be dealt with by any number of suitably qualified users, based on skill, workload and availability. 

4. When PIPCS is unable to route an automated task (including CAMLite tasks), for example, it cannot identify the 

correct BC or AP geographical area or there is no PIPCS case to link to, the tasks will be sent to the default WQ of BC 

Scotland Workflow Team 1. This team identifies where the task should be routed to. Reassessment cases sent to 

Scotland Workflow Team 1 because there is no PIPCS case must be routed to the appropriate WQ. These tasks can 

be identified as they will be marked as Reassessment in the comments field of the task. 



 

Note: The cases routed to Scotland BC will include any Department for Communities (DfC) automated tasks that PIPCS 

is unable to route. 

5. All manual tasks will be assigned to the claimant’s owning BC, to either a WQ or a User. If the postcode is incorrect, 

missing, or cannot be found on look up tables, tasks will still be assigned to claimant’s owning BC using the Office 

Post Code from the DCR. If Residential Address is No Fixed Abode (NFA) or Person Without Address (PWA) then 

again tasks will be assigned to the claimant’s BC. 

6. Tasks can be allocated in bulk. The list can also be sorted by Date Created and Priority as well as Task Type and the 

Task Subject. The Task Subject field must always be prefixed by the claimant’s NINO or CRN if no NINO. 

7. Users will be able to see information contained in the relevant pod (box) on their homepage. TLs will be able to view 

information on any WQs they are subscribed to as an Allocator. 

Note: The ‘Refresh’ button must be used frequently to ensure all tasks are correctly displayed. 

8. A TL/Allocator can view any tasks that have been assigned to their WQs but will need to allocate the task to their 

own inbox if they wish to work on it further themselves. 

Tips for Managing Work Queues 

1. When managing WQs it is recommended that TLs/Allocators: 

• check for tasks with high priority, nearing or passed their deadline, including SRTI, payment related and death. 

See:  Task Dashboard for Workqueues     

• sort the WQ view by one of the column headings, for example Priority, Subject or Deadline Date. Sorting by 

Task Subject will identify tasks for the same claimant as the Task Subject is prefixed with the claimant’s NINO 

or CRN. This sort can be applied from the bulk reserve window.  

2. Assign tasks the night before to team members who start work before you or assign tasks before you leave to those 

who work later than you. 

3. Be aware that if a TL/Allocator needs to pull back a deferred task from a User it will display in the TL/Allocator’s own 

Deferred Task Inbox. 

Team Member is absent from or returns to work 

4. If a member of your team is absent, it is important to check for any tasks in their workspaces using the Task 

Dashboard. See: Task Dashboard for Team Leaders and Allocators 

5. The TL/Allocator must: 



 

• consider transferring case ownership first as this would transfer all system tasks to the new user and stop any 

subsequent allocating to the absent member of staff  

• check the tasks that are remaining  

6. It is important for all User roles to check their inbox when they return to work after an absence. 

Viewing Work Queues 

7. My Work Queues displays both the following WQs: 

• User subscribed WQs – WQs that the User has subscribed themselves to  

• Organisation Object Subscribed WQs – WQs that you are subscribed to because of your position  

8. My Users displays both the following: 

• My Users – Users that you have subscribed  

• Organisational Users – Users that are subscribed because of your position  

What is the difference between Allocating or Assigning a Task? 

9. Tasks can be allocated and assigned: 

• Allocating a Task is the process of an Allocator or PIPCS specifying a user to work on a task. This is performed 

by the Allocator using the Reserve functionality  

• Assigning a Task is the process of a user passing a task that has been allocated to them to another user or, 

back to the TL/Supervisor, for potential re-allocation. This would occur if the user is unable to re-allocate the 

task themselves. This is performed using the ‘Forward’ functionality, or by sending a task that they have 

created, to the correct WQ or User, this is performed using the ‘Assign To’ functionality.  

10. A user can forward any tasks currently held within their inbox to another user or WQ without having to go via 

their TL. 

11. If a user has already received a task and is still dealing with the case, any new tasks for the same case should 

be allocated to that user either automatically or manually, if the task is appropriate to the User’s Job Role. 

Note: This rule does not apply to the Outbound Explanation Call task as this task will always route to the CM that made 

the decision. If the CM who made the decision is unavailable the TL will allocate the task to another CM.  



 

Inboxes 

1. Users have three inboxes which contain all tasks that need to be actioned - whether the tasks have been 

allocated or assigned to them: 

• My Open Tasks - displays all tasks which have been allocated/reserved to that user and which the user is 

working on  

• My Deferred Tasks - displays all tasks which the user has deferred. A deferred task will automatically move into 

My Open Tasks when the Restart Date has been reached  

• Available Tasks - displays all tasks which have been forwarded to a user and manually created tasks that have 

been assigned directly to a User. A user must move a task into My Open Tasks to work on it.  

2. Each inbox displays the first 45 items per page, although the user can change the number of items to show 15 

or 30 items per page. High priority tasks are displayed first in date order followed by standard priority tasks in date 

order. The overall number of tasks is displayed at the bottom of the page. 

   



 

Task Dashboard for Users 

1. The ‘Task Dashboard’ is selected from the LHS Inbox shortcut panel. It displays: 

• a list of all the task types in a user’s inbox (open and available)  

• a count of each task type  

• the total number of tasks in a user’s inbox (open and available)  

Note: Task types will not display if they are non available. 

2. Selecting the Count hyperlink next to the task type opens a Task Type List View tab. 

Task Type List View for Users 

3. In the Task Type List View, Users can sort and filter tasks within their inboxes to identify and prioritise their work. 

4. Users can view: 

• tasks assigned to them and allocated to them  

• tasks assigned to another user but allocated to them  

• tasks assigned to them but allocated by another user  

• tasks assigned to a WQ but allocated by them  

Note: In the Users Workspace view the user name and task type information will be displayed. 

5. Note: In the Task Dashboard, Users may see the same Task Type displayed twice. The task count or the tasks are not 

duplicated. There are five Task Types where users may see the two entries for same task type as follows: 

• To Do  

• AP Advice  

• DLA Response  

• Payment Action  

• Verification Outstanding  

6. Users can view tasks grouped under each of these tasks types by viewing each one individually. 

Task Type List View - How to sort and filter tasks for Users 

7. 

Step Action 



 

1 navigate to your inbox 

2 select My Tasks from LHS shortcut panel 

3 select Task Dashboard. 

all available task types in the inbox are displayed 

4 select the Count hyperlink to view more information about a task type, for example ‘Inbound  

Correspondence’ 

5 • the Task Type List View will display in a new tab  

• select Filter to view a list of all tasks grouped under the selected task type  

Note: Tasks will display with the oldest task listed first, based on the Created date field 

Note: Some task types display as two separate list entries - See: Note at para 5 

6 select Filter Criteria where required - See: Task Type List View - Filter Criteria 

Select the learning simulation Task Dashboard for Users to see a demonstration of how to filter tasks using the Task 

Dashboard 

See: Full list of Task Type and Task Sub Types  

Task Type List View - Filter Criteria 

8. Once you have selected a type of task, you can filter your selection further to prioritise work. 

9. Tasks can be filtered by one or more of these fields: 

• Date Created If Date Created is used, you cannot also search using Deadline. Select Date Created from 

these options: 

• Today  

• 1-5 days  

• 6-10 days  

• 11-20 days • Over 20 days  

• Priority select from: 

• High  

• Standard  



 

• Task Subtype for example ‘Change Personal Details’. Some task types will have a task subtype. For 

example, Inbound Correspondence has multiple task subtypes. This field will not apply to every task as 

some tasks do not have a subtype. You will see task subtypes listed in ascending order, with a total 

number of tasks for each task subtype displayed. For example, Appeals 25 would mean there are 25 

tasks with Appeals subtype.  

• Deadline If Deadline is used, you cannot also search using Date Created. Select Deadline from these 

options:  

• Overdue by more than 5 days  

• Overdue 1-5 days  

• Due today • Due after today  

• SRTI select from: 

• Yes  

• No  

10. When you have chosen your selected criteria, select Filter to sort the tasks into Created date order. 

11. You can also sort tasks by selecting a column heading. For example, you can select Deadline to view tasks with the 

oldest deadline. 

12. If tasks are allocated or assigned to other users, you can allocate tasks to yourself by using the Add to my Tasks 

function. 

Note: If you select a number of tasks to Add to My Tasks, any tasks already reserved to you will be excluded. 

13. You can assign tasks to other users or WQs by using the ‘Forward to’ drop down function. 

14. The task information will display in real time at the point it’s selected. 

Note: When you bulk Forward or Reserve tasks the following message will display: ‘The forward/reserve bulk task (xx 

tasks) request is being processed’. 

15. When you Reserve or Forward tasks, the page refreshes and the tasks listed will disappear and the page will go 

blank. When you select the Filter button, the Reserved or Forwarded tasks are no longer listed. 

Note: You must refresh the page regularly to ensure the task information is current. For example if you close a task, 

the task will still be displayed in your selection until you refresh the page to update your information. 

16. You can close tasks within the Task Type List View, but if you try to close more than one at a time, you’ll receive an 

error message. 

Skill sets 



 

1. User skill sets are used to ensure system generated tasks are automatically allocated to the correct users. 

2. Skill sets ensure that users that have the same user role can receive different work, for example, CMs with an 

appeals skill set will receive all appeals tasks whilst CMs (Case Managers) with a  

Reconsiderations skill set will receive reconsideration tasks. CMs with more than one skill set will receive tasks 

appropriate to each skill set. 

3. Case Closure tasks will be allocated to a CW (Case Worker) with the general skillset as opposed to a CM with a 

Reassessment skillset. 

4. CMSOs (Case Management Support Officer) and CWs can create the following business events (providing they have 

the correct skill): 

 Appeals  

 Reconsiderations  

 Unplanned Intervention (CofC Reviews)  

 Explanation  

5. Once the CMSO and CW has created the relevant business event, PIPCS generates a task that will be auto-allocated 

to a user with the correct role and skill set using the task allocation rules. If however someone with the correct job 

role and skillset has created the business event, no other task will be created, as the user will be able to complete 

the necessary action. 

6. For example, if a CMSO creates an Appeal event, PIPCS will generate a task that will be allocated to a user that has 

the correct skill set to perform the next action, which will usually be a CM who has an Appeals Writing skill set. 

7. The Skills will be assigned to the skill sets as follows: 

Skill Case  

Manager 

Case  

Worker 

Team 

Leader 

Admin 

Support 

role 

CO Rules (Case Owner) √ √ √ √ 

General (new claims & maintenance) √ √ x √ 

SRTI √ x x √ 

Reconsideration √ √ x x 

See: skill set by site     



 

Reconsideration Negative Determinations – FTA/FTC, Lay conditions, 

Non Return PIP2/AR1/PIP2UI, Overpayments and  

Payability 

√ √ x x 

Explanations √ x x x 

Appeals 

See: skill set by site 

√ x x √ 

Appeals Writer √ x x x 

Award Reviews (PI) √ x x x 

CofC Reviews (UI) √ x x x 

Advance Claims √ x x x 

Reassessment  √ x x x 

Age 16 Reassessment 

(R16 Team Members only) 

√ x x x 

Workflow x x x √ 

Xmas Bonus x √ x x 

Winter Fuel (Years prior to 2020 - SPOC only) x √ x x 

Complaints x x √ X 

Reviews (no task will route to this skill, retained for future need) x x x X 

  

Skill set by site  

  

Reconsiderations 

Blackpool CRT Reconsiderations 



 

Blackpool Mota Reconsiderations 

Blackpool Service Centre 1 Reconsiderations Blackpool Service Centre 2 Reconsiderations 

Blackpool Service Centre 3 Reconsiderations 

Blackpool Service Centre 4 Reconsiderations 

Bootle Reconsiderations 

Bristol Reconsiderations 

Scotland Reconsiderations 

Wales Reconsiderations 

Yorkshire Reconsiderations 

  

Appeals 

Blackpool CRT Appeals 

Blackpool Mota Appeals 

Blackpool Service Centre 1 Appeals 

Blackpool Service Centre 2 Appeals 

Blackpool Service Centre 3 Appeals 

Blackpool Service Centre 4 Appeals 

Bootle Appeals 

Bristol Appeals 

Scotland Appeals 

Wales Appeals 

Yorkshire Appeals 

  



 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   



 

User roles for Creation (Registration) of business events 

1. These user roles can register business events in PIPCS: 

• PIP Administrative Support role (Case Management Support Officer (CMSO))  

• PIP Delivery Officer role (Case Worker (CW)  

2. The CMSO and CW roles will be able create the following record in PIPCS: 

• Appeal  

• Reconsideration  

• Change of Circumstance Award Review and  

• Explanation  

3. System generated tasks which prompt the creation of an Appeal business event when forms SSCS1, GL24 and DL6 

are received will route to the appropriate BC WQ. These tasks are allocated manually to the PIP Administrative 

Support role/CMSO to action. 

4. If either a Reconsideration or Explanation is created and saved with a conclusion reason in a single action, no task 

will be produced.  



 

Documents 

Categorising White Mail Documents 

1. Any un-recognised documents received by the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) and scanned for PIP are categorised 

as white mail. On receipt of white mail tasks the WfT must scrutinise each scanned image and consider if re-

categorisation is appropriate. 

2. WfT should aim to leave nothing as white mail. Use the most appropriate document type or 'Generic 

Acknowledgement (NON application) letter'. 

3. Documents that are clearly of no use, for example compliments slips, blank sheets of paper, should be left as 

white mail, classified as ephemeral and closed in DRS, so that they are deleted from the system. 

How to action White mail Tasks (not further evidence) 

4. 

Step Action 

1 open DRS, PIPCS & PIP lot checker 

2 input NINO in DRS 

3 if there is no NINO type envelope ID into DRS using the advanced search facility 

4 view document and check document is for correct customer 

5 update metadata with NINO if required 

6 re-classify document with the most appropriate Document Type from the Look Up drop down list in DRS 

7 change document classification to Supporting if appropriate 

Remember that any document containing bank details, except DLA claim packs, must remain as  

White Mail COB so that it cannot be seen by the AP 

See: DLA claim form received 

See: Records Management Policy 



 

8 supporting documents/data are those which support an outcome decision and contain  

information on which a decision has been based, e.g. claim and review forms, medical evidence, AP reports, 

Documents/data required for security and accuracy checks are also classified as  

 supporting, for example award notifications 

any documents/data that do not fulfil the criteria for supporting are classified as ephemeral, and will be deleted 

from DRS and PIPCS after 4 weeks. Ephemeral documents used for checks should be reclassified as supporting 

9 check and action any other associated unstructured white mail tasks within own skill set 

10 send task if appropriate – see below for how to action different types of document 

11 close your white mail task(s) 

12 go into PIPCS 

13 to check where the claim is sitting click on the Summary tab 

14 next to Assessment status it will tell you who has the claim (With DWP or With AP) 

15 if the status is blank this usually means the PIP 2 hasn’t been received yet. Check the attachments and open 

tasks to see if your document(s) need to be tasked 

Categorising White mail Documents as Further Evidence 

5. If a WfT user receives an Unstructured White mail task which needs to be reclassified as Further Evidence, they must 

check to see if a PIP2 has also been received. Users must check their inbox for the date the white mail task was created 

and then consider the action to take from the following options: 

Option 1- Reclassifying white mail as Further Evidence the same day as the Unstructured White mail task is created. 

If white mail is received with a PIP2, an Unstructured White mail task prompts the workflow user to reclassify the white 

mail. 

The workflow user will reclassify the white mail as Further Evidence and PIPCS will automatically create and allocate a 

“Further Evidence received” task. 

The workflow user must close the Unstructured White mail task. 

They must then locate the “Further Evidence received” task from the Open Tasks tab within the Person Case and close 

it. 

When the AP is prompted of the PIP2 task, the further evidence will be visible to them. 



 

Note: There is no need to notify the AP that the white mail has been reclassified. 

Option 2 – Reclassifying white mail as Further Evidence not on the same day the Unstructured White mail task is 

created. 

White mail is received with a PIP2 and an Unstructured White mail task prompts the workflow user to reclassify the 

white mail. 

The PIP2 will have already progressed to the AP following the overnight batch run. 

The WfT must reclassify the white mail to Further Evidence and close the Unstructured White mail task. 

A further evidence task will be automatically generated to the AP. 

Note: There is no need to notify the AP the white mail has been reclassified. 

Claim with the AP 

6. If the claim is with the AP - Create a communication record with 

• contact reason post and  

• sub-reason reclassification for AP  

7. PIPCS will automatically trigger a task “Reclassification for AP” and assign the task to the AP referrals Work Queue. 

8. When further evidence is received with a PIP2/AR1, create a communication record which will produce an 

automatic task for the AP ‘AP doc received’ WQ to tell them that further evidence has been received. 9. No further 

action required 

Claim with DWP 

10. Create a manual task to the appropriate work queue or individual. 

See: Tasks allocated to a Work Queue and Tasks allocated to Individuals 

Refer to list of standard work queues 

How to action common document types 

AP document cover letter 

11. 



 

Step Action 

1 cover letter scanned on the same day as the mail) 

2 re-classify whitemail as AP Document Cover  

Letter 

3 close your task, no other task required 

  

Further evidence – automated through DRS 

12. 

• 1241 Further Evidence  

• 1242 DS1500  

• 1248 Care Plan  

• 1253 Photographic evidence  

• 1297 PIP.1005 Additional information request to support decision  

• 1229 Visual impairment certificate  

• 1340 PIP.1019 DS1500 further information required  

• 1343 PIP.2008 further evidence request  

• 1326 GP Factual report (Capita or Independent Assessment Services)  

• 1327 Hospital Factual report (Capita or Independent Assessment Services)  

• 1373 NHS hospital Appointment letter  

• 1372 Med 3 (fit note)  

• 1373 NHS hospital report  

13. If the case is with the AP PIPCS will automatically create a new communication record and generate a task to the 

relevant APs lot. 

14. If the case is with DWP, PIPCS will create the communication record, generate and allocate a task by task allocation 

rules. 

*If any of the above mail is received as whitemail - You must re-categorise, and task if appropriate. 

See: How to action White mail Tasks earlier in this chapter 

Mail to be dealt with by Caseworkers (Delivery team) 

15. Types of mail for the CW team are any information that could affect the amount of benefit in payment, for 

example admission to custody, hospital dates, customer now in care home, reconsideration requests, and letters 



 

from claimants or others writing on their behalf to notify a change of circumstances, official representatives or 

death notifications. 

16. Reclassify to the most appropriate document type or Generic Acknowledgement (NON application) letter. 

17. A system generated task will be created and assigned to a user with a role and skill to action that task  

See: Standard workqueue list 

Task Type – manual white mail Further Evidence vs Factual Reports 

18. If a White Mail document is identified as a Factual Report then the document should not be recategorised as FE 

but as either: 

• a GPFR (A factual report from a GP) or  

• a Hospital FR (A factual report from an NHS hospital, NHS Trust or private hospital)  

19. Create a task to the AP Docs received Queue 

20. Task subject: “NINO – hospital/GP factual report received” 

Task Type – manual white mail 

21. For white mail documents that are not categorised as Further Evidence: 

Step Action 

1 consider if the document should be classified as ephemeral or supporting, for example it contains information 

relevant to the claim, and amend the metadata if required 

2 if the document is to be classified as ephemeral, close the document in DRS if appropriate 

3 if the document is classed as supporting, task to the appropriate work queue or task owner 

GP factual report fee and AP Travel expense Forms 

22. Fee forms for factual reports requested by the AP or claimant expense requests for attending their AP assessment 

may sometimes be scanned in error. 

23. If so: 

Step Action 

1 create a communication record to confirm receipt 



 

2 print off and send to the relevant AP address below 

Assessment Provider addresses 

Independent Assessment Services 

Westminster House 

St Marks Court 

Stockton-On-Tees 

TS17 6QD 

or 

Capita PIP 

Unit 500 Fort Dunlop 

6th Floor Fort Parkway 

Birmingham 

B24 9FD 

Failure to Attend (AP contact history) 

24. If a Failure to Attend (AP contact history) task is received. Please forward this to the relevant WQ. 

25. Refer to list of standard work queues 

Maternity/Prescription exemption forms 

26. If you receive one of these: 

Step Action 

1 print form and send to the address on the front of the form 

2 update metadata to white mail ephemeral and close the document in  

DRS 

Other documents not for PIP 

27. Occasionally documents for other parts of DWP will be scanned in error and received in workflow as white mail. 

28. Action will depend on whether the business unit has been transferred to mail scanning or not. 



 

 Business not transferred to mail scanning 

29. 

Step Action 

1 print document(s) 

2 identify the owning office on CIS (Searchlight)  

3 send to the owning office by courier 

  

4 in DRS, re-classify as ephemeral and close the document 

 Business transferred to mail scanning 30. 

Step Action 

1 print document(s) 

2 if the documents do not contain the NINO, write this on every page 

3 write the correct benefit on the first page, for example AA, Child DLA 

4 send to the correct scanning centre in a purple polylope, remembering to put each document into a separate 

plastic wallet 

See: Scanning Centre Addresses 

Note: Make sure you use the correct office title from the address list on the polylope so that the documents are 

scanned into the correct benefit type. Refer to list of standard work queues. 

  

WPS0123 FORM (War pension and Industrial injuries Disablement  

Benefit) 

1. Upon receipt of form WPS0123: 

  

Step Action 



 

1 update metadata to BI105 Overlapping benefit form 

2 create a communication record 

3 create a task to Delivery team 1 (subject- Overlapping benefit form and task type- manual white mail) 

4 create AP WQ 

2. When correspondence in Welsh is received at MOU, it will be scanned into DRS and referred to the WfT. The WfT 

CW will create a task to Wales BC Welsh translation team to translate the correspondence instead as this would be 

the correct procedure. Welsh translation team will update PIPCS of action taken and create a task to the PIP user to 

action the correspondence. 

See: Welsh Claimants 

3. Where the office postcode value is NULL or blank/missing, a task will be generated based on the document type. 

The task will be allocated to the appropriate default Workflow 1 WQ. 

4. Where there is no document ID a task will be generated to the appropriate Workflow 1 WQ in the owning unit. The 

WfT will undertake basic tracing searches before directing these tasks to the relevant WQ or User, or if needed, to a 

team who will undertake a more detailed search for the NINO. 

See: Duplicate and incorrect National Insurance Number (NINO) allocation 

5. When the NINO is found the WfT will access the DRS Portal to update the NINO on the scanned image. 

See: DRS Portal guidance 

6. In certain circumstances where the correct NINO cannot be traced and a CRN is not appropriate, for example a piece 

of mail with no NINO, address or phone number, the WfT must mark these documents as untraceable using the DRS 

Portal. The document can be found using the Envelope ID in the Primary Action. 

See: DRS Portal guidance 

7. If no claimant record is held on PIPCS for any scanned images received. An automated task will be sent to the WfT 

who will create a Prospect Person record to link the scanned image to. 

8. The user chooses the WQ or User to assign the task based on the task type.  



 

Unscanned Documents 

1. The WfT will receive any un-scanned documents that include 3 or more NINOs or claimant names.  

When the hard copy is received: 

  

Step Action 

1 it should be photocopied (multiple times) so there is a hard copy produced for each NINO or name mentioned 

in the document 

2 each copy should have the details of all but one claimant blanked out so each copy will show the details of a 

different claimant 

3 the documents should then be returned to the MOU by courier so they can scan one document for each NINO 

or name. The documents will then have separate tasks created for each one. 

See: Sending hard copy documents to be scanned 

  



 

Mandate or authority to act received 

1. A mandate will be sent by a third party to confirm they are helping the claimant with their claim to PIP. 

Important - make sure the mandate says PIP. 

Check mandate is signed and for PIP 

2. If it is on DRS as white mail, change metadata to Representative Letter. This will apply to any 3rd party contacts and 

includes voluntary and official support organisations such as Citizens Advice Bureau and welfare rights and legal 

advice organisations etc but NOT Appointees, Power of Attorneys and Receivers (for court of protection). 

Mandate mentions PIP: 

3. 

Step Action 

1 in PIPCS click on contact tab 

2 then on the left hand side click contacts 

3 click new 

4 enter the representative’s name 

5 click on type select Organisational rep if the mandate mentions PIP 

6 change date to the date the mandate was signed (if there is no date on the mandate, leave it as today’s date) 

7 enter the representative’s address and phone number if you have one 

8 select Save 

9 if the claim is with the AP create a communication record which will create an automatic task to the ‘AP doc 

received’ workqueue to let them know that a rep has been appointed 

Mandate doesn’t mention PIP: 

4. 

Step  Action 



 

1 in PIPCS click on contact tab 

2 on the left hand side click contacts 

3 select new 

4 enter the representative’s name 

5 click on type select Potential PAB 

6 change date to the date the mandate was signed (if there is no date on the mandate, leave it as today’s date) 

7 enter the representative’s address and phone number if you have one 

8 select save 

9 issue a PIP3031 Create a communication record (PIP3031 issued) 

10 close your task 

11 if rep is already held on PIPCS 

12 add a comment to your task (rep already on system) 

13 close your task 

Customer deceased 

5. If you receive a task confirming the claimant is deceased. 

6. Create a communication record 

See: 02 Death Notifications 

Claim made by means other than telephony 

1. Occasionally, claimants may use alternative clerical methods to claim PIP. This could be by letter or by completing 

DLA1, DLA1 child, AA1 and DLA434. 

2. These are to be dealt with as follows: 

Step Action 



 

1 for claims made by claimants aged 16 or over and under 65 on DLA Adult/Child forms or AA forms 

See: Claim in the Alternative 

2 update metadata to supporting and category type PIP1016 claim in alternative 

3 create task/refer for the Internet Protocol for Contact Centres (IPCC) team to contact the claimant to complete 

the claim via Camlite. 

PIP 1 requests – (customer letter asking for claim pack) 

3. 

Step Action 

1 trace customers NINO 

2 update metadata with the customers NINO and white mail supporting 

3 create prospect person 

4 action to take depends on whether there is an existing claim on PIP 

See: PIP Paper Claim requested 

5 can’t trace NINO- create a prospect person the system will automatically give the customer a CRN  

(customer reference number) 

6 update metadata with the CRN number 

7 complete communications record 

8 send task to appropriate workqueue - refer to list of standard work queues 

Clerical PIP 1 received 

4. When a clerical PIP1 is received as a scanned document task/refer to IPCC or CW team to register claim. 

Verification documents 

5. Verifications documents will be requested when IDV has failed to be confirmed during the new claim process. 

6. Types of Verification docs are: Passport, Birth certificate, Marriage Certificate, Drivers Licence, Council Tax Bill, home 

office docs 

7. Upon receipt of these documents: 



 

  

Step Action 

1 update metadata to “verification document” or ‘Generic Home Office’ document 

2 if task for PIP3009/PIP3005 is on the tasks no need to create another task. 

3 if there is no PIP3009/3005 create a task (verification docs received) and send to relevant work queue/person 

who deferred the task. Refer to list of standard work queues 

  



 

Complaint Letters 

1. Create a task to Task to Complaints Resolution Manager Work queue (task subject- Complaint and task type Manual 

white mail) 

See:  Right of Access Requests   and Harmful Information   



 

UCB (unacceptable customer behaviour) form 

1. If a UCB form is received: 

• if the customer is not on the staff protection list – no action required  

• if the customer is on the staff protection list- print form and task to HEO manager to update UCB marker  

See: UCB Accessing Staff protection list  



 

Tasks 

Telephony Tasks 

1. Front end telephony agents for PIP will be using CAMLite as the telephony and contact history tool. There will be 

scenarios where the enquiry or change needs to be handed off to the appropriate PIP benefit processing team. The 

3 CAMLite tasks that the telephony agent will create are: 

• CAMLite To Do - For tasks to be effective for the recipient it will be essential for the notes on the CAMLite task 

to include all relevant information available as the notes will inform the PIPCS User on the relevant action. 

Existing Guidance and L&D will support the full capture of information.  

• CAMLite Call Back - If a phone number is not held on system or a claimant requires a call back on a different 

number the telephony agent must include this on the Notes part of the task.  

• CAMLite Exception - This task type would be used if there is a NINO failure (e.g. can’t match, Guernsey/Jersey 

NINO etc), corrupt or incomplete data which prevents the telephony agent from being able to deal with the 

claimant’s enquiry. Or when the claimant has no NINO or when the case is a SCR (Special Customer Record).  

2. Please note there are 29 sub type tasks (see table below). 

For details of the new tasks see: PIP enquiry line. 

3. For a full Breakdown of how the sub type tasks are assigned see: Enquiry line task desk aide. 

  

Sub Type Task PIPCS Priority User Role 

Change AP LOT High Delivery Officer 

CofC Reviews(UI) Standard (unless SRTI) Delivery officer 

Consider SUSP High Delivery Officer 

Copy doc/send me Standard (unless SRTI) Delivery Officer 

C/Personal Details Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Evidence Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Decision Maker 



 

Mota Agreement Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Motability Delivery  

Officer 

Normal Rules to SRTI High Decision Maker 

   

Other Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Overseas bank acct Standard (unless SRTI) Delivery Officer 

+28 Payab evidence Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

-28 Payab evidence High Delivery Officer 

Payab other bens High Delivery Officer 

Payments Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

PIP2 Ext X2 Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Decision Maker 

Prison Evidence High Delivery Officer 

R&P/Absence Abroad Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Reassessment Med Ev Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Recon other Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Decision Maker 

Register Recon Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Req Reinstate DLA High Decision Maker 



 

Return Original Doc Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Visiting Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Withdraw PIP High Decision Maker 

4. When a PIP task type of ‘Outbound Call’ is selected, the following new task sub types will be available for selection 

in CAMLite. 

  

Sub Type Task PIPCS Priority Job Role 

Explanation 5 days Decision Maker 

MP enquiry/complaint 3 hours PIP Supervisor 

Outbound Call 5 days Delivery Officer 

PIP2 Completion 5 days Delivery Officer 

SRTI call back 48 hours Decision Maker 

CIS (Searchlight) Broadcast Tasks 

5. Certain updates received from CIS (Searchlight) will require user intervention. For example a change to 

someone’s date of birth would require some additional checks to ensure the claimant remains within the age 

eligibility criteria. 

Outbound call Tasks 

6. In the event of the claimant phoning to request an explanation of a decision a CAMLite task will be generated by 

telephony agents. 

7. The CAMLite task will then automatically be allocated to a CM with the relevant skill set. 

8. The outbound call task will not be generated in this instance providing the CM updates PIPCS to show that the 

explanation call has taken place. 

Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues Task 

9. Where discrepancies are identified you may receive one or more Tasks. The tasks will be: 



 

• Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues  

• Payability Issues (This replaces ‘Evidence’ Task)  

• UCB  

Note: A scrutiny check must be carried out at the same time as a Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues check. 

10. Only one Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues task will be created. The user must check the ‘Smart Panel’ in 

the application case for the discrepancy reasons. There may be more than one reason for the discrepancy. Within 

the smart panel users can select the hyperlink which will take them to the appropriate screen (NB: “Not all 

discrepancy actions will have a hyperlink, for example, Residence and  

Presence – receiving foreign benefits set to ‘yes’ and take appropriate action.) 

11. When actioning the task you must also check for any payability issues by checking the evidence tab as they are not 

always displayed in the smart panel. 

Note: If you need to complete a CIS500A to add or amend CIS(Searchlight) you must use office ID 60010. 

12. Where any of the tasks listed are received you must always check for other open tasks and where appropriate grab 

tasks for the same claimant. 

13. If an open/deferred ‘Task – Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues’ exists then a further ‘Task – Discrepancy 

Failures and Payability Issues’ will not be generated. 

14. When a claimant is converted from a Prospect Person to a Person, if further discrepancies are identified then 

another ‘Task – Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues’ task will not be generated as the initial task will still be 

open. Although a new task is not generated, any new discrepancies identified will show in the smart panel. 

Note: The user must check the smart panel. 

15. ‘Task – Payability Issues’ will not be created if ‘Task – Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues’ exists as the 

Payability evidence will already be included in the other task. 

16. ‘Task – Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues’ cannot be closed if any of the following are outstanding: 

• CIS (Searchlight)  discrepancies  

• ID failure  

• PAB discrepancies  

• the initial Check Eligibility has not been completed  

• Lay conditions  

• Payability  

17. Eligibility cannot be run until all of the above except payability have been cleared. 



 

18. An error message will be displayed to a User if they try to run the check before the issues are cleared. 

19. All users must check the ‘Smart Panel’ for further details of each outstanding, Discrepancy Failure and Payability 

Issues verification. 

Specialist Tasks 

20. Specialist tasks must be treated as priority, due to possible adverse consequences of any processing delay. 

21. When PIPCS auto-allocates a Specialist Task, and all the users are over their inbox capacity limit, the task will then 

be allocated to the next user inbox with the least amount of tasks above their inbox capacity. 

22. Specialist tasks can include: 

• UCB/UCB Incident Report received/UCB Repeat Behaviour form received  

• Returned from AP and TI provisions not met  

• Fraud interest reviews  

• Manual Reassessment invite/reminder and address outside UK  

• On-going Appeal/Reconsideration and new claim submitted  

• DS1500 received  

• PIP 1019 received  

• MP letter received   

Case Closure task 

23. All case closure tasks will be allocated to a CW with General skill set to action.  



 

Activate Running of the Lay Rules 

1. To activate the running of the lay rules take the following action: 

  

Step Action 

1 from the Application Homepage select the Evidence tab. The Evidence Dashboard displays 

2 select the green action button on the Evidence Dashboard 

3 select Apply Changes from the dropdown menu 

4 from the Evidence Dashboard select Eligibility Checks tab. The Eligibility Checks page displays 

5 select Check Eligibility on RHS of screen. 

Note: This must be done before the Discrepancy and Payability Issues task is closed  



 

Workload Balancing 

For Automated Tasks 

1. Workload Balancing does not take account of staffing numbers attached to WQ or the working patterns of staff. 

2. The use of Workload Balancing functionality is not being used for Department for Communities (DfC) tasks. 

Department for Communities (DfC) have developed an organisational structure and routing approach that fits their 

business model so this feature will not be utilised. 

For Manual Tasks 

3. Manual Tasks will require the TL or Allocator to manually ‘balance the load’ of work between Users. 

4. To do this the TL or Allocator needs to view the Users workload to see what work is still on hand and balance out the 

work fairly. They must take into account aspects such as what the task entails, contractual hours and working 

patterns - 

See: Where TL and Allocators needs to look on PIPCS to obtain MI in this chapter  



 

Workflow Team 

Workflow Team Action Mail received without a NINO 

1. Any mail received without a NINO will be scanned and an ‘unstructured white mail’ task sent to the WfT. The CRN 

will be included on the task when known. Each BC WfT will have a nominated member of staff who will perform 

tracing action to enable the task to be forwarded to the correct User or WQ. 

2. When the NINO is found the WfT will access the DRS Portal to update the NINO on the scanned image by following 

the guidance on ‘updating metadata’ from the DRS Portal guidance. 

See: DRS Portal guidance 

PIP Claim Form received from claimant in receipt of DLA – Self Selector 

3. Any PIP claim forms received from claimants in receipt of DLA must be sent to the Reassessment WQ. Any DLA 

claim forms scanned in by MOU for PIP will be sent to the WfT as an ‘unstructured white mail’ task. 

Workflow Team Leader Action 

4. The WfT TL is responsible for allocating all the tasks (including ‘unstructured white mail’ tasks) to the Users in their 

team. High Priority tasks must be allocated first, then standard priority tasks in date order, oldest first. 

5. TLs of the default WQs at Scotland BC WfT1 and Blackpool BC SEO1 must also identify tasks sent to them through 

the default process and ensure action is taken to direct the tasks to the correct location. 

6. The default WQ TLs must also consider if a task has been routed to the default WQ as a result of an IT problem 

which needs to be raised via the agreed route. 

WfT Team Member Action 

7. WfT must ensure that they action all tasks in priority order and then date order, oldest first within each priority. 

8. For all tasks received the WfT will access PIPCS and: 

Step Action 

1 on the application homepage enter the claimant’s NINO or CRN in the top RHS box. The search results page will 

be displayed. If NINO or CRN not found on PIPCS a Prospect Person record must be created 

 See: Creating a Prospect Person in this chapter 



 

2 select Person. The claimant’s Person Homepage will be displayed 

3 select the Contact tab 

4 select Attachments on the Left Hand Side (LHS) menu 

5 this will display a list of scanned documents. Identify the document(s) which relates to the task and open this or 

these documents. Staff must be aware that all documents received within an envelope must be considered 

together. Multiple documents for the same NINO will be notified on one task 

9. When ‘unstructured white mail tasks’ are received by the WfT they must scrutinise each scanned image to ensure 

it is readable, refers to the correct claimant and they must give it the correct document type. 

10. If the scanned image is not readable (except images marked as ‘Best Quality Image’), contains multiple documents 

within the one image or has missing information the WfT must send a rescan request to MOU. 

See: Rescans 

Note: The WfT must set a task for them selves, if they request a rescan. 

11. If the scanned image has been given an incorrect document type the WfT must access the DRS Portal to amend it 

by following the guidance on ‘updating metadata’ from the DRS Portal guidance. This is particularly important for 

the APs as they can only view images with specific document types. For example: 

 if an image of a DS1500 Fee Form is noted with the document type for a actual DS1500 the document type must 

be amended to the correct type to prevent the AP viewing the GP’s bank details; or  

 when an unstructured white mail task is received, the document type must be updated to allow the AP to view 

the document if appropriate  

See: DRS Portal guidance 

12. If the scanned image has been attached to the wrong claimant’s record, the WfT must perform a trace for the 

correct NINO and if found access the DRS Portal and update the NINO on the image by following the guidance on 

‘updating metadata’ on the DRS Portal guidance. 

See: DRS Portal guidance 

13. If the scanned image is not relevant to the PIP claim and is meant for another benefit or Government Department, 

for example DS1500 received for a DLA/AA claim: 

See: PIP Hand Offs in the General PIP guidance chapter 



 

14. Every inbound and outbound external communication must have a Communication Record created to record the 

action. A Communication Record will be created automatically for every ‘unstructured whitemail task’ received by 

the WfT (if the NINO is available).  

Scanned Document is about an Appeal WfT action 

15. Appeal documents received from HM Courts & Tribunal Service (HMCTS) are indexed according to their type or as 

generic HMCTS documents. PIPCS automatically creates a task that will auto-allocate to a user with the relevant 

role and skill set. See Appeals appendix 30. 

16. If an appeal document requires reclassifying see: Reclassifying a document and Appeals appendix 30.  

If any requests for an appeal are received in error see: Appeal Sent to DWP in Error – Workflow Team Action 

Creating a Prospect Person 

17. When the task received includes details of a scanned image where a NINO or CRN cannot be traced on PIPCS the 

WfT must create a Prospect Person record to link the scanned image to. This enables Users to be able to see and 

take action on the document that has been received. For example this will need to be done when the following 

documents are received: 

 lone DS1500   

 DS1500 fee form  

 unsolicited PIP claims – these are PIP claims that we have not issued, the claim form may have been 

photocopied  

 DLA claims that we have to treat as a claim in the alternative to PIP  

 any white mail without a record held on PIPCS  

18. When the NINO or CRN is entered in the RHS search field on the Application Homepage and the magnifying glass 

icon is selected if there is no record held on PIPCS the following message will display: 

‘No items could be found that matched your reference number’. 

19. To create the ‘Prospect Person’ record, take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 on the Search Results page expand the LHS shortcuts menu 

2 select Registration on the shortcut menu 

3 select Prospect Person on the LHS menu. Register Prospect Person pop up displays 



 

4 input NINO and select Search. Warning displays to confirm no matching NINO on PIPCS 

5 select Next on bottom RHS of screen. Register Prospect Person pop up displays with Prospect  

Details tab – step 2, open 

6 complete the following mandatory and non mandatory fields as a minimum: 

 1st Name  

 last name  

 address  

 gender – unknown cannot be selected from the dropdown list as an error will display when you select 

Save. If gender is not known either Male or Female can be selected  

7 select Save. Person Homepage displays showing ‘PROSPECT’ as a watermark in the context panel. 

20. Once the Prospect Person record is created the WfT must access the DRS Portal and amend the details on the 

scanned image by following the guidance on ‘updating metadata’ on the DRS Portal guidance. 

Note: When a Task is created on a Prospect person record which is then converted to a Person record, the hyperlink 

within the task will take the User to the Person record. 

See: DRS Portal guidance 

21. The following users: Allocators, SAMs, PIP Team Leader and PIP Command Managers can grab a task (except 

Management Check tasks) and pull it into their own inboxes (add to My Tasks) from the person and prospect 

person record. 

22. These users: 

 are required to subscribe and unsubscribe to WQs  

 have to request other users to forward tasks on their behalf.  

How to Create a Manual Task Workflow Team 

23. From the User’s homepage, to create a manual task for the PIP WQ or PIP user, the WfT must: 

Step Action 

1 input NINO or the CRN (when there is no NINO and a Prospect Person has been created) into the quick search 

field and click on the magnifying glass icon 



 

2 if the Person Homepage is not displayed, select Person Case from the results, which displays the  

Person Homepage 

3 select Tasks tab 

4 this screen shows if there are any other tasks for this claimant already reserved to a User.  

Identified by an orange dot. To confirm the User, click on Task ID, the task displays and shows ‘worked on by’ 

5 select New, a New User Task pop up displays. 

24. Complete the New User Task pop up as follows: 

Step Action 

1 the claimant’s NINO, or CRN if there is no NINO, will be auto populated in the Subject field. Follow this by: 

 selecting the correct title for the task from the desk aid; or  

 for white mail (letters) read the letter and enter a suitable Task Subject, for example if the letter advises 

of a change of bank account or a change of address the Task Subject could be ‘NINO – change of bank 

account received or NINO - change of address’  

See: Tasks Deskaid 

2 in the Task Type field select the most relevant type from the drop down menu 

See: Tasks Deskaid 

3 select either High or Standard from the drop down menu in the priority field 

See: Tasks Deskaid 

4 to complete the deadline field select the appropriate date from the online calendar (this will usually be 30 

working days for the return of the PIP2/AR1 although this can be extended) and use the drop down menu to 

select the time (this will usually be set at 20.00). 

Note: English Bank Holidays should not be counted as working days. 

25. The Subject Title of the task must always be meaningful to the activity the task requires. If the activity on the task 

changes and no longer corresponds to the title name, the original task should be closed and a new task created to 

reflect this new activity. 

For example: 



 

 a white mail task is created for bank details with the task title ‘NINO – Change of bank details’. The task is sent to 

the Support Officer to action  

 the Support Officer completes their activity and changes the bank details but discovers further information 

relating to hospital dates later on in the letter  

 the Support Officer closes their task and creates a new task with the task title ‘NINO – Hospital details’. The task is 

then sent to the appropriate WQ  

26. It may also be necessary to complete additional information in the Comments field of the task. 

To assign a task to yourself 

27. Take the following action if the task you have created is to be assigned to yourself: 

Step Action 

1 select Add to my Tasks (checkbox) 

2 select ‘Save’. Task is assigned to the My Tasks inbox of the task creator. 

To assign a task to AP or PIP WQ or another PIP user 

28. Each task created by the WfT must be assigned to either the AP, a PIP WQ or a PIP user by completing the 

Assignment Details on the New User Task pop up screen as follows: 

Step Action 

1 from the drop down menu in the ‘Assign To’ field, select either: 

 User; or  

 Work Queue  

Note - if there is already an open task for the claimant any subsequent tasks created should be referred to the 

same User subject to that User having the correct skill set. See How to Create a  

Manual Task Workflow Team in this chapter 

2 select search button (magnifying glass icon) to the RHS of screen 

3 when a task is to be directed to a specific user the User Search screen will display. Input relevant search criteria 

and select the search button 

4 search results are displayed at the bottom of the screen, select the entry required 

5 when a task is to be directed to a WQ. Select the relevant WQ using the WQ Search facility 



 

6 insert comments if needed – this is unlikely when creating a new task 

7 select Save before moving from this screen for the task to be created and assigned. The Task screen will display 

showing the new task 

8 continue this process for other tasks by populating the reference number search box at the top  

 RHS of the screen 

Note: When action has been completed on a case you must ensure that the case is closed and the tab is not left open. 

Create a Communication Record 

1. To create a new Communications Record, take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 in the Person Homepage select the Contact tab 

2 select Communications from the LHS menu 

3 select New action button on right hand side (RHS) of screen which displays a pop up Record New  

Communication screen 

4 complete the following information: 

• Date of Contact - this defaults to today’s date and will not accept a future date  

• Contact With – choose one of the following options from the drop down list: 

• Claimant  

• Recognised Representative  

• Unofficial Representative  

• Not Known  

5 from the drop down list in the Channel field the user must select one of the following: 

• Telephony  

• Correspondence  

• E-Channel  

• Text Phone  

• SMS  



 

6 in the Inbound/Outbound field select either Inbound or Outbound. This will display as a blank field but is 

mandatory and one of these options must be selected 

7 the Security Questions field must be completed with one of the following options: 

• Pass Automated  

• Pass Biographical questions  

• Pass Memorable Information  

• Authenticated  

• Unauthenticated  

• Pass Security Questions  

• Fail Automated  

• Fail Biographical Questions  

• Abandoned Insufficient Data  

 

 • Abandoned Other  

• Fail Security Questions  

• Passed  Alternative Enquiry  

• Failed Alternative Enquiry  

• Not Applicable i.e. correspondence (post)  

8 in the Contact Reason field select the appropriate contact reason from the drop down list: 

• Post  

• Reclassification for AP  

• Change of Circumstances  

• Enquiry  

• Evidence  

• Update  

• New Claim  

• Feedback  

9 the Contact Sub Reason field must be completed from the drop down lists which are specific to the Contact 

Reason selected above 

10 only complete the Notification Type field if it is a request for a Certificate of Entitlement, a request for a Letter 

of Entitlement or a PIP1007 (paper PIP1 pack) 



 

11 complete the Notes Box with details of what has been received and select ‘save’. A new communication record 

will now be visible in the communications page. 

How to determine whether the case is with the AP or DWP 

1. When certain documents are received the WfT must determine whether a case is with the AP or DWP.  

For example medical evidence could have been requested by the AP or the CM. 

2. To check if a case is with the AP or DWP the User must: 

Step Action 

1 from the return Search Results page click on Decision Assist tab, this displays the PIP Assessment page and in 

the bottom LHS of the Context Panel the Assessment Location field will display as either: 

• With DWP; or  

• With AP  

2 if the field is blank then the Determination Status needs to be checked: 

• If the Determination Status is either Report Outstanding, Further Evidence Requested or AP Advice 

Requested then the case is with the AP and the relevant task needs to be created manually to notify 

the AP of the change of circumstance or the inbound correspondence  

• If the Determination Status is anything other than Report Outstanding, Further Evidence Requested or 

AP Advice Requested then the case is not with the AP and no further action is required.  

SRTI Cases 

1. For SRTI cases PIPCS automatically allocates any AP tasks created to the correct lot’s AP TI Referrals work, 

irrespective of the WQ the user allocated. 

Assessment Case 

1. An Assessment Case will automatically be created when a case is automatically referred to the AP for an 

Assessment. When a task is being created manually to refer a case to the AP for an Assessment, an Assessment Case 

will also be created automatically. 

Manually creating an Assessment Case 

2. The only circumstance when you will need to manually create an Assessment Case is when the interface 

between PIPCS and PIPAT is not working. To create a manual Assessment Case: 



 

Step Action 

1 in the Application Home page select the Assessments tab. This displays the Assessment page 

2 select ‘new’ and a New Assessment pop up will display 

3 if document is the PIP2/AR1 staff must complete the following fields: 

• Client Name – this is automatically populated  

• Assessment Name – this will be PIP Assessment  

• Assessment Date – this must be completed with the Application Date – this date can be found on the 

Application Homepage context panel  

4 select ‘Save’ 

5 close ‘application tab’ 

6 close ‘search results’ 

Reclassifying a document 

1. If a PIP user requires the classification on a scanned document to be changed, they will create a task for the 

WfT advising them of the change needed. 

2. On receipt of the task, follow the guidance in the DRS Portal business guide (Updating metadata) to change the 

classification. 

Team Leader or Allocator Action 

Viewing Work Queues you are subscribed to 

1. The TL will navigate from their Homepage using the Teams and Workload tab to give them an overview of 

tasks that have been allocated to the users in their team and tasks that are waiting to be assigned. 

2. Before allocating tasks the TL or Allocator will need to view the type of task a user has in their inbox as well as 

the number of tasks they have. Some tasks will be quickly cleared and others will be more time consuming. The 

Reserved Task column and Assigned Task column will inform the TL or Allocator how many tasks are outstanding for 

each user. The total number of reserved tasks will include the User’s deferred tasks. This information is displayed in the 

My Users screen. 

Task Dashboard - Workqueues 

1. The Task Dashboard is automatically launched when the WQ is accessed. The WQ view displays: 



 

• a list of all the task types held in a WQ  

• a count of tasks grouped under each task type  

• the total number of tasks for all task types  

Note: Task types will not display if they are non available. 

2. To see more information about a specific task type, select the count figure hyperlink. A new Task Type List View will 

display as a new tab. 

Task Type List View for Workqueues 

3. In the Task Type List View, you can: 

• sort and filter tasks within the WQ to identify and prioritise their work  

• allocate or assign them to users  

• close tasks  

Note: In the Users Workspace view the user name and task type information will be displayed. 

4. Note: In the Task Dashboard, Users may see the same Task Type displayed twice. The task count or the tasks are not 

duplicated. There are five Task Types where users may see the two entries for same task type as follows: 

• To Do  

• AP Advice  

• DLA Response  

• Payment Action  

• Verification Outstanding  

5. Users can view tasks grouped under each of these tasks types by viewing each one individually. 

Task Type List View - How to sort and filter tasks in Workqueues 

6. 

Step Action 

1 navigate to your Teams and Workload 

2 select My Workqueues from LHS shortcut panel 

  



 

3 • select the appropriate WQ for available options. The Task Dashboard will automatically display 

• all available task types in the WQ are displayed 

4 select the Count hyperlink to view more information about a task type, for example ‘Inbound  

Correspondence’ 

5 • the Task Type List View will display in a new tab 

• select Filter to view a list of all tasks grouped under the selected task type 

Note: Tasks will display with the oldest task listed first, based on the Created date field 

Note: Some task types display as two separate list entries. See: Note para 4 

6 select Filter Criteria where required see: Task Type List View - Filter Criteria 

See: Full list of Task Type and Task Sub Types 

7. You can forward tasks to your users in your own hierarchy using the pre-populated field ‘My Users’.  

Team select from the drop down menu. 

8. You can reserve tasks to other users or WQs using the ‘Forward to’ drop down function. 

Note: When you bulk Forward or Reserve tasks the following message will display: ‘The forward/reserve bulk task (xx 

tasks) request is being processed’. 

For further information on the Task Dashboard see: PIP Workflow and Task Management Good Practice Guide and 

Team Leader Tools 

How to View Tasks due Next Week or Next Month 

9. The TL or Allocator can view the tasks within a WQ where the deadline is due next week or next month by taking 

the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select Team & Workloads tab 

2 select My Work Queues shortcut 

3 select relevant WQ 



 

4 select View Tasks due Next Week/Next Month. A bar graph will be displayed confirming all assigned and 

reserved tasks allocated/reserve to that WQ 

5 click on the assigned task bar or reserved tasks bar to view the graph. A list of tasks will be displayed 

6 select My Work Queues shortcut 

7 select relevant WQ 

8 select View Tasks due Next Month. A bar graph will be displayed confirming all assigned and reserved tasks 

allocated/reserved to that WQ 

9 click on assigned task bar or reserved tasks bar to view the graph. A list of tasks will be displayed depending on 

the assigned or reserved tasks bar clicked on the graph 

10. If a task is not actioned within the deadline, a red icon will appear alongside the task in the users Homepage to 

advise this task is overdue. 

Allocating Tasks 

11. The TL/Allocator will decide on the number of tasks they will allocate to each team member based on their skill set, 

availability and workload. Tasks will also be allocated according to their priority levels of either: 

• High Priority or  

• Standard  

and also taking into account their deadline date. 

How to Allocate work from WQ to User 

12. The TL must view the tasks waiting to be allocated in their WQs and view the workloads of their staff to decide who 

they will allocate what tasks to. Tasks can be allocated one at a time or they can be allocated in bulk to users by 

selecting more than one task at step 10 below: 

Step Action 

1 from their Homepage the TL selects the Team and Workloads tab and the My Work Queues screen will display 

showing the tasks in their WQs 

2 select the icon ‘>>’ on the LHS of the screen as part of the shortcuts panel. This displays the expanded shortcuts 

panel 



 

3 select Users, this displays additional headings 

4 select My Users. This displays a list of all the TL’s users 

5 the TL can now toggle between My Users and My Work Queues as they are on separate tabs 

6 from the My Work Queues tab the TL selects the WQ that they wish to allocate tasks from 

7 if not already in the Assigned Tasks tab, click on this tab, the assigned tasks for that WQ will be displayed 

8 select the Reserve Tasks button (orange square with a white triangle) and the Reserve Tasks pop up screen is 

displayed and the tasks now have a tick box next to them 

9 select the team member that tasks are to be allocated to from the drop down menu in the Reserve to User field 

10 select the task or tasks to be allocated or reserved to that User by ticking the box next to the task 

11 select Save and the pop up screen closes and the WQ is visible again 

12 The TL or Allocator will repeat this process for every team member and as often as required to allocate all the 

tasks assigned to their WQs 

13 tasks allocated to a user will appear in their My Open Tasks inbox 

13. Tasks can be reserved by the TL/Allocator direct to a user if the user is currently working on a particular task. This 

will ensure the user receives and actions all tasks associated with the case they are currently working on. 

TL Action to re allocate work from Users tasks when User away from the office 

14. The user can manually assign or reassign case ownership to themselves or other users within their team; it is 

beneficial to do this before actioning individual tasks, as follows: 

Step Action 

1 go to claimant homepage 

2 select cases tab 

3 select reference number of the appropriate evidence summary (there can be more than 1 evidence summary 

for example from previous claim and other business event) 



 

4 select admin tab 

5 select case owner (LHS) 

6 select new (a pop up box will appear) 

7 choose 'user' from the pop up box 

8 select reason as 'other' from the drop down 

9 search using the magnifying glass 

10 type user's 1st name and last name (this can be done with typing in the first 3 letters of 1st name and first 3 

letters of last name of the user you want to assign the case ownership to) 

11 search using the magnifying glass 

12 select the user 

13 save 

15. It may be necessary for the TL or Allocator to move tasks if the user is likely to be unavailable for a period of time 

due to absence or is undertaking other duties. This also applies if the User has an  

Allocation Blocking applied to their account. The TL must view the User’s Inbox and ensure any tasks are forwarded to 

other members of the team by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 from their Homepage the TL selects the Team and Workloads tab and the My Work Queues screen will display 

showing the tasks in their WQs 

2 select the icon ‘>>’ on the LHS of the screen as part of the shortcuts panel. This displays the expanded shortcuts 

panel 

3 select Users, this displays additional headings 

4 select My Users. This displays a list of all the TL’s users 

5 select the User whose tasks need to be checked and re allocated. The User’s workspace is displayed 

6 select the Task Tab, the User’s tasks are displayed with additional options down the LHS 



 

7 select Open Tasks. The Users open tasks are displayed 

8 select the Forward Reserved Tasks button (orange square with a white star) and the Forward  

Reserve Tasks pop up screen is displayed and the tasks now have a tick box next to them 

9 the drop down button next to the My Users box displays a list of the TL’s users. Select the User that tasks are to 

be forwarded to and the Users name will appear in the My Users box 

10 select the task or tasks to be forwarded to that User by ticking the box next to the task 

11 select Save and the pop up screen closes. The User’s workspace is displayed and the tasks have been re 

allocated 

12 the TL or Allocator will repeat this process until all the tasks needing to be re allocated have been  

 forwarded to other Users 

Un-reserve Task Functionality 

16. This functionality is available only for supervisors on the task action button. It sends a task from a  

User’s My Open Tasks back to the User’s Available Tasks. It does not send the task back to the team WQ. 

TL action to Subscribe themselves to another WQ 

17. TLs are able to subscribe themselves to other WQs by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 from the TL Homepage select the Inbox tab 

2 expand the LHS shortcut panel 

3 from the LHS short cut panel section select Work Queue 

4 select the LHS link to Work Queue 

5 select the User Subscribed Work Queues tab 

6 select Subscribe on RHS. Subscribe pop up box displays 

7 select the WQ required 



 

8 select Save. The pop up screen closes and the WQ is shown added to the list on the User  

Subscribed Work Queues screen 

TL action to Unsubscribe themselves from a WQ 

18. TLs are able to unsubscribe themselves from a WQ by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 from the TL Homepage select the Inbox tab 

2 expand the LHS shortcut panel 

3 from the LHS short cut panel section select Work Queue 

4 select the LHS link to Work Queue 

5 select the User Subscribed Work Queues tab 

6 select RHS action button 

7 select Unsubscribe from the dropdown menu 

8 select Yes from the pop up confirmation box. The pop up screen closes and the WQ is removed from the list on 

the User Subscribed Work Queues screen 

 

Allocation Blocking 

To set an Allocation Block 

1. The TL can set allocation blocking to make their users unavailable. This feature can be used when staff are 

absent from the office or undertaking other duties. The TL must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select Team and Workloads tab 

2 select My Users shortcut 

3 select relevant User 

4 select Actions button against User and Allocation Blocking 



 

5 complete Start Date (mandatory). The End Date should be input if known 

2. The TL or Allocator will also need to manage a User’s Deferred Task Inbox. If the TL or Allocator needs to pull 

back a deferred task from a User, they must be aware that it will end up in their own Deferred Task Inbox for action. 

3. LM’s can increase or reduce the user’s inbox size to restrict the amount of work being allocated from PIPCS via 

the user’s workspace in PIPCS. 

4. Allocation Blocking will stop all automated tasks from being sent to a User's Available Tasks Inbox. Automated 

tasks which have been blocked will be allocated to the WQ for the user’s team under the task allocation rules. 

5. There are however certain tasks that will overrule the blocking functionality, for example Management Checks. 

6. The TL/Allocator can view the task allocation blocking history for any user selected by using the View from 

Task tab in their user workspace. 

7. If a task is forwarded to a User that has their Allocation Blocking set the User forwarding the task will receive 

the following error message: 

• ‘The task cannot be forwarded because the user is currently being blocked from the allocation of new task.’  

Note: If this message appears the task should be routed to the appropriate WQ. 

8. If a new task is created and is assigned to a User that has their Allocation Blocking set, the User assigning the 

task will receive the following error message: 

• ‘This task cannot be created because the user is currently being blocked from the allocation of new task.’  

Note: If this message appears the task should be routed to the appropriate WQ. 

9. If a user tries to ‘grab’ a task whilst Allocation blocking is assigned to them, the following error message will 

display: 

• 'This task cannot be added to your task list as you have an active task allocation blocking period.'  

Note: If this message appears, the task will remain in the WQ.  

To unset an Allocation Block 

10. An Allocation Block will automatically unset when the end date input is reached. If the end date was not 

known when the block was set and the field was left blank, it should be completed to end the block. 

Removing skillsets   



 

Removing skillsets 

1. Only an Allocator or a Team Leader can remove a skillset allocated to a user. Note: A user cannot remove their own 

skillset allocation. 

2. To remove an allocated skillset, take the following actions: 

Step Action 

1 Access PIPCS 

2 Select either ‘Team and Workload’ or ‘Cases and Outcomes’ 

3 Expand the shortcut 

4 ‘Select ‘My Organization Units-List of teams’ within the organisation’ displays 

5 ‘Select the relevant Team- List of team members’ displays 

6 ‘Select the appropriate team member you wish to remove the skillset from-The users workspace’ displays 

  

Step Action 

7 Select the skills tab- the skillsets applied to the User display 



 

8 Identify the active skillset to be removed and select the 3 action dots-dropdown options to edit/delete display 

  

Step Action 

9 Select Delete- Delete User skill window displays ‘Are you sure you want to delete this skill’ 

  



 

Step Action 

10 Select yes-the Users workspace is re-displayed. The active skillset status will now show as cancelled 

3. Removing a skillset will prevent any tasks being automatically sent to a user. Any tasks reserved or forwarded from a 

WQ will instead be manually assigned. Skillsets can be reallocated when appropriate. 

4. Removing a skillset simply removes the auto allocation of tasks, it doesn’t stop the user carrying out the 

required work. 

View Deferred Tasks 

1. The TL/Allocator and/or user can view the deferred task details by selecting the Task Tab in the User Workspace. 

Deferred Task History 

2. The TL/Allocator and/or user can view: 

• deferred task history and comments associated to a deferred task or  

• deferred task assignment  

by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 from My Task Inbox select My Deferred Tasks 

2 select relevant task to expand Deferred Task details 

3 select History and Comments or Assignments tab which will further expand details as shown on screenshot 

below. This acts like an audit trail for the deferred task 

PIP User Action 

How to open a task 

Inboxes 

1. Users will have inboxes which will contain all the tasks that need to be actioned. Two inboxes can be viewed in the 

My Tasks screen: 

• my Tasks  

• available Tasks  

2. When the My Tasks inbox has been opened a further two inboxes are visible: 



 

• my Open Tasks – this is where all tasks should be worked on  

• my Deferred Tasks  

Available Tasks 

3. Tasks shown in Available Tasks must be reserved by the User to themselves before they can start to work on them, 

by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the box next to the relevant task 

2 select Add Selected to My Tasks 

3 select Reserve Task 

4. Once a task has been reserved it will move from the users Available Tasks, be visible in My Open Tasks and can be 

actioned. 

5. When the User clicks on a task it will display a history of the claimant’s case and primary (and supporting where 

appropriate) action hyperlinks also display which direct the task recipient to the correct screen in the case where 

they need to action the task. 

6. The user can view their open tasks or deferred tasks by accessing screen User inbox-My Tasks and selecting which 

inbox they wish to view further. The highlighted yellow toolbar will show: 

• subject - Part 2 Returned  

• priority - this will be set as either High or Standard  

• deadline – for example, 2 working days for High Priority tasks and 10 working days for Standard tasks  

• date Created - will confirm the date task was created. This will be the trigger used to set the deadline date.  

7. Users should always check if there is any action outstanding with the AP or if the case is with the AP each time a 

claimant record is accessed. 

See: How to determine whether the case is with the AP or DWP in this chapter 

8. All fields showing on the yellow toolbar can be filtered. This will enable the user to individually sort tasks into the 

order they need to action these; e.g. oldest date order, deadline, priority or task type order etc. 

PIP User Identifies Other Outstanding Tasks on the Case they are Actioning 



 

9. When a user is actioning a task, on a claimant’s case, they are required to check and see if there are any other 

outstanding tasks that they can action at the same time. 

10. If it is identified that there is an additional task, or tasks, the user will be able to see straight away if the task is in a 

work queue or assigned to another user. The column (at the far right of the task row) will display the work queue 

or user log in name. 

Automated Tasks Created by the Event Service User Action 

11. When an automated task is received advising that a document or form recognised by DRS has been received and 

scanned, Users must check and scrutinise each scanned image received. This includes checking that the image is 

attached to the correct claimant/NINO. 

12. The task must be returned to the WfT if the image is: 

• unreadable; or  

• attached to the wrong claimant/NINO  

13. Users (CWs and CMs) must also check to see if more than one scanned image is covered by the one task they have 

received. If multiple documents are received within one envelope only one task will be created for all the images 

stored. This task will be given a priority level and title to reflect the highest priority document received. 

Forward a task back to an Allocator or TL 

14. If a User receives a task that they are unable to action, maybe due to not having the correct skills, they must 

forward the task back to their TL/Allocator as follows: 

Step Action 

1 from their Homepage the User selects the Team and Workloads tab and the My Work Queues screen will 

display showing the tasks in their WQs 

2 select the Task Tab, the User’s tasks are displayed 

3 select the ‘Action’ button on RHS of the task and select the ‘Forward’ function 

4 select ‘User’ from the ‘Forward to’ drop down menu and click on the magnifying glass screen 

5 the User Search screen displays, input the search criteria for your TL and select Search 

6 search results are displayed at the bottom of the screen, select your TL 

Note: A User must be aware of where they are forwarding a task from. If they forward a task from their Deferred Task 

inbox, it will arrive in the TL or Allocator’s Deferred Task Inbox. 



 

Create a Manual Task User 

15. To create a manual task for the AP, PIP WQ, PIP user or yourself, from the Person Homepage you must: 

Step Action 

1 if the Person Homepage is not displayed, select Person Case from the results, which displays the  

Person Homepage 

2 select Tasks tab 

3 this screen shows if there are any other tasks for this claimant already reserved to a User.  

Identified by an orange dot. To confirm the User, click on Task ID, the task displays and shows  

‘worked on by’ 

4 select New, a New User Task pop up displays 

16. Complete the New User Task pop up as follows: 

Step Action 

1 the claimant’s NINO, or CRN if there is no NINO, will be auto populated in the Subject field. Follow this by: 

• selecting the correct title for the task from the desk aid; or  

• for white mail (letters) read the letter and enter a suitable Task Subject, for example if the letter 

advises of a change of bank account or a change of address the Task Subject could be ‘NINO – change 

of bank account or NINO - change of address received’  

 See: Tasks Deskaid 

2 in the Task Type field select the most relevant type from the drop down menu 

See: Tasks Deskaid 

3 select either High or Standard from the drop down menu in the priority field 

See: Tasks Deskaid 

4 to complete the deadline field select the appropriate date from the online calendar (this will usually be 30 

working days for the return of the PIP2/AR1 although this can be extended) and use the drop down menu to 

select the time (this will usually be set at 20.00) 

Learning simulation: Creating a Manual Task 



 

• if there is no NINO, will be auto populated in the Subject field. Follow this by:  

• selecting the correct title for the task from the desk aid; or  

• for white mail (letters) read the letter and enter a suitable Task Subject, for example if the letter advises of a 

change of bank account or a change of address the Task Subject could be ‘NINO – change of bank account or 

NINO - change of address received’  

Note: English Bank Holidays should not be counted as working days 

17. The Subject Title of the task must always be meaningful to the activity the task requires. If the activity on the task 

changes and no longer corresponds to the title name, the original task should be closed and a new task created to 

reflect this new activity. 

For example: 

• a white mail task is created for bank details with the task title ‘NINO– Change of bank details’. The task is sent 

to the Support Officer to action  

• the Support Officer completes their activity and changes the bank details but discovers further information 

relating to hospital dates later on in the letter  

• the Support Officer closes their task and creates a new task with the task title ‘NINO – Hospital details’. The 

task is then sent to the appropriate WQ  

It may also be necessary to complete additional information in the Comments field of the task. 

Assign a Manual Task User 

User to assign a manual task to themselves 

18. Take the following action if the task you have created is to be assigned to yourself: 

Step Action 

1 select Add to my Tasks (checkbox) or 

select Add to my deferred Tasks (checkbox) 

2 the system will automatically move this to the ‘ the appropriate inbox’ 

User to assign a task to AP or PIP WQ or another PIP user 

19. Each task created must be assigned to the AP, a PIP WQ or a PIP user by completing the Assignment Details on the 

New User Task pop up screen as follows: 



 

Step Action 

1 from the drop down menu in the ‘Assign To’ field, select either: 

• Person; or  

• Work Queue  

Note: If there is already an open task for the claimant any subsequent tasks created should be referred to the 

same User subject to that User having the correct skill set 

2 select search button (magnifying glass icon) to the RHS of screen 

3 when a task is to be directed to a specific user the User Search screen will display. Input relevant search criteria 

and select the search button 

4 search results are displayed at the bottom of the screen, select the entry required 

5 when a task is to be directed to a Work Queue. Select the relevant WQ 

Note: Do not assign a task to the AP In Progress WQ, this is for AP use only. 

6 the WQs can be sorted alphabetically by clicking on ‘Name’ at the top of the Name column 

7 insert comments if needed – this is unlikely when creating a new task 

8 select ‘Save’ before moving from this screen for the task to be created and assigned. The Task  

Screen will display showing the new task 

9 close the Person Homepage Tab and you are returned to Search Results 

Change of Owning Benefit Centre 

20. When amending the owning BC the wildcard search displays 201 names including WQ names. Users must ensure 

that they select the new owing BC or Blackpool BC Organisational Unit and not a WQ.  

Selecting a WQ can prevent payments being issued.  



 

PIPCS-CIS(Searchlight) Transaction failures 

1. Where any of the documented (or other unexpected) failures occur (in non-real-time that is 

background/batch) between PIPCS and CIS(Searchlight) - PIPCS should trigger a new task for the users attention with 

any supporting details included in the task where available. 

2. If a Person/Prospect record exists the task should be directed to the user and: CIS (Searchlight) and PIPCS 

person data should be manually compared and a decision made about the most up-to-date/correct data. 

3. If the transaction failure has occurred on PIPCS then a PIPCS user will manually correct PIPCS (subject to access 

levels). 

4. If the transaction failure has occurred on CIS (Searchlight) due to an error in the address or telephony details, 

then the PIP user will forward the task to the specialist team at Warbreck House providing full details of the change 

required for any other changes the user must follow BAU for a manual CIS (Searchlight) change. 

Note: All action required to clarify the reason for failure e.g. if the user has to contact the claimant or a VO is required, 

this must be completed prior to sending the task to the Specialist Team. 

Managing Tasks 

How to Defer an Existing Task 

1. If a user is waiting for information to arrive, for example form PIP3019 (BF9) has been issued to capture hospital 

dates the User must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the green action button 

2 select Defer Tasks from the drop down menu 

3 input the new restart date – task will remain in the Users Deferred Tasks showing the restart date 

4 complete the Comment box with any relevant comments. This must be completed for all deferred tasks and 

should include the reason for the deferral for example - awaiting return of form PIP3019  

(BF9) 

5 select Save. The task will now show in the Users Deferred Tasks 

6 consider whether the task deadline is still appropriate for the deferred task. If deadline needs amending 

Learning simulation: Defer a Task 



 

Deadline Reached 

2. When a task deadline has been reached a red icon will be displayed alongside the task in the users Homepage. 

How to Edit the Deadline of a Task 

3. Users can extend deadlines if there is a genuine reason for doing so and it is appropriate. The deadline set should 

be reflective of the action being taken. To extend the deadline Users must: 

Step Action 

1 select the green action button on the RHS of the task 

2 select Edit Deadline from the drop down menu 

3 input the new priority 

4 always complete the Comments box to show the reason the priority has been  

 amended 

5 select Save 

Learning Simulation: Edit Deadline of a Task 

How to Edit the Priority of a Task 

4. Users are able to amend the priority of a task by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the green action button on the RHS of the task 

2 select Edit Priority from the drop down menu 

3 input the new priority 

4 always complete the Comments box to show the reason the priority has been amended 

5 select Save 

Note: All tasks created for an SRTI case will be given a priority of High. This priority will not be editable once the task 

has been created. 



 

How to Add a Comment to a Task 

5. Users are able to add a comment to any task at any point by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the green action button on the RHS of the task 

2 select Add a Comment from the drop down menu 

3 complete the Comments box 

Note: The comments box will hold up to 2, 000 characters and once saved the comment cannot be edited 

4 select Save 

How to close a task 

6. It is important to remember that a task may need to be closed because the task subject no longer accurately 

reflects the activity required for that task. 

7. Most tasks must be closed manually and very few tasks will close automatically. Eligibility rules need to be run 

prior to task closure for PIP2 issue. The task which can be closed is Discrepancy failures and Payability issues, not 

CIS (Searchlight) discrepancy. 

8. Before closing a task the user must ensure the  action has been fully completed. Tasks cannot be reopened once 

closed. You can close the task without grabbing it if you're clear all action has been fully completed. 

9. Failure to close a completed task could result in the 

●next process being unable to start until the preceding task is closed 

●user being allocated/reserved additional tasks for that claimant (on the basis that they already have an open task for 

the claimant). 

10. All users must close completed tasks to ensure that both WQs are efficiently managed and  

Management Information (MI) is accurate 

11. To close a task the User must: 

Step Action 

1 select the Action button on the RHS of the task to be closed 



 

2 select Close Task from the drop down menu 

3 select Yes when asked ‘Are you sure you want to close this task?’ 

12. Users undertake a number of task searches on a daily basis. Users are able to view previously closed tasks for the 

PIP claimant by accessing the ‘Closed Tasks’ tab from the Person Home Page. 

13. The ‘Closed Tasks’ tab will list all tasks for the claimant that have been closed within 9 calendar months from the 

session date and for a further 9 calendar months will remain on the PIPCS database.  

After this period of time the task will be automatically and permanently deleted. . 

14. As now, all current open and deferred tasks will be displayed on an open task tab. 

How to search for tasks 

15. It is possible to carry out a search using different parameters including looking at the tasks a User has closed. This 

facility supports the TL checks. To search for a task the User must: 

Step Action 

1 select Task Search from the LHS shortcuts within the Inbox section 

2 the Task Search window will display and the relevant information known about the task must be input. When 

searching for tasks allocated to a particular user select User from the Assign To drop down menu in the Assign 

to field. The search facility can then be used to locate a specific User 

3 the Status field within the Search Criteria can be changed to closed to display all of the tasks that have been 

closed by the User. The required filters, using the column headings, can be applied. This allows the TL to check 

work that has been actioned by the User. 

16. To look at tasks, including closed tasks, for a particular claimant the TL must: 

Step Action 

1 select Task Search from the LHS shortcuts within the Inbox section 

2 the Task Search window will display. Amend the Business Object Type to Person. The search facility can then be 

used to locate a specific claimant 

3 selecting the claimant will display both open and closed tasks and allow the TL to confirm what action has been 

taken and by which Users 

Task History 



 

17. The History and Comments for a task are viewable by selecting the History and Comments tab which displays when 

you access a task. 

Restart a Deferred Task 

18. To restart a task that has been deferred: 

Step Action 

1 from the deferred tasks inbox select the green action button on the RHS of the task 

2 select Restart from the drop down menu 

3 the task will move to My Open Tasks 

Note: Users should be aware that as the restart batch is run overnight, the restart date for a deferred task is one 

working day less than the deadline date input. This ensures that the task is available in your Open Inbox from the 

deadline date. However, this means that if the deadline input is a Monday, the restart date will be the previous Friday, 

and the task will actually appear over the weekend, to be available on Monday. 

For example, deadline date input 06/07/2015 will have a restart date of 03/07/2015, and the task will reappear on the 

Saturday (04/07/2015) 

Management Check Tasks 

19. The Management Check tasks is utilised when a case is selected for a check, the task will be routed to all TL and 

enabled SAM positions in the User’s Team and an automated task created back to the user when a check is 

rejected. 

See: Management Check guidance 

How to check who a Management Check is for before reserving the task 

20. When a management check is generated by a User the system creates a task to each of the TL and SAM positions in 

the User’s Team. This shows in the TLs/SAMs ‘Available Tasks’. There are two types of task that are generated, 

‘Evidence of type …’ (that can be generated by CWs and CMs) and ‘AA000000A Management check’ (generated by 

CMs). 

21. TLs/SAMs must look at each of these tasks separately to establish if the check is for one of their members of staff: 

22. ‘Evidence of type’ 



 

Step Action 

1 TL/SAM must expand the Management Check task 

2 click on View Evidence. The User’s name will display under ‘updated by’ 

3 TL/SAM must now use the Back button to return to the list 

23. ‘Management check’ 

Step Action 

1 TL/SAM must expand the Management Check task 

2 click on the primary link from the ‘Primary’ link (PIP Benefit). The User who took the last action is displayed 

within this page 

3 TL/SAM must now use the Back button to return to the list 

24. Checks generated by a member of their staff must be reserved by the TL/SAM into their ‘Open Tasks’. This removes 

the task from all other TLs/SAMs ‘Available Tasks’ view. 

Note: A SAM will not be able to clear any management checks that they have generated themselves. 

See: Management Check guidance 

Action to take if a Management Check Task is reserved by the wrong TL 

25. If the check is reserved by the wrong TL, the TL cannot forward the task and the correct TL cannot action the task. 

The following action must be taken: 

Step  Action 

1 TL who has reserved the Management Check task in error must create a manual task including: 

 full task details of the Management Check;  

 details of the User that generated the check;  

 Task Subject completed as ‘Management Check reserved in error’; and  

 set the task priority setting to ‘High’  

and send the manual task to the correct TL 



 

2 the correct TL must complete the Management Check 

See: Management Check guidance 

3 once the check is complete the correct TL must forward the manual task back to the TL who has reserved the 

Management Check Task, advising them that the check has been completed and whether it was approved or 

rejected 

4 TL who has reserved the Management Check Task must approve or reject the management check based on the 

information provided and then close the manual task 

MI for Team Leaders and Allocators 

1. Team Leaders and Allocators can scrutinise WQs to see how many tasks are in the queue. They can also filter tasks 

according to task type to prioritise work based on selected criteria. 

2. The TL will only be able to view the outstanding tasks in a WQ which they are subscribed to. 

3. In the Task Dashboard view for Team Leaders and Allocators, they: 

• can sort and filter tasks in both WQs and user’s inboxes so they can identify and prioritise work  

(to target certain types of tasks) on their team quickly and efficiently  

• are able to quickly identify MI on certain types of task or tasks with particular subjects  

See: Task Dashboard for Workqueues 

02 Appendix 1 Workflow and Task Management 

Summary 

This aid has been produced to assist Work Flow staff to complete their day to day and any ad-hoc duties. 

Subpages 

• Finding NINO  

• Classification of White Mail  

• Selecting the most appropriate document type in DRS  

• Examples of further evidence  

• Medical Evidence not relevant to the claim  

• Documents that do not need to be viewed by the AP  

• Tasking white mail  

• Bank account details  



 

• Reassessment (document retrieval from DLA claim)  

• DS1500  

• Claim in the alternative  

• Appeals  

Finding NINO 

Any mail received without a NINO will be scanned and an ‘unstructured white mail’ task sent to the WfT.  

WF AA will try to trace the NINO on CIS. If they are unable to trace, they will forward the task to the Specialist Trace 

Officer for action When the NINO is found the WfT will access the DRS Portal to update the NINO on the scanned 

image by following the guidance on ‘updating metadata’ from the DRS Portal guidance. 

Classification of White Mail 

You must examine all documents and data relating to a case as you action your white mail task. Then classify them in 

DRS under one of the following categories: 

• Supporting  

• Ephemeral  

Supporting documents/data - are those which support an outcome decision and contain information on which a 

decision has been based, e.g. claim and review forms, AP reports, medical evidence, verification documents etc. 

Documents required for security and accuracy checks are also classified as supporting. 

Any documents that do not fulfil the criteria for supporting are classified as ephemeral and closed in DRS, and will be 

destroyed after 4 weeks following the PIP decision being recorded on PIPCS, unless marked or identified as exceptions. 

Selecting the most appropriate document type in DRS 

Always select the most appropriate document type. (If the PIP form number is not listed, select the closest match and 

consider referring the issue to your Business Champion for a DRS change request). 

Medical evidence – only use further evidence if a specific document type is not available, for example NHS Hospital 

report. Hospital factual report should be used for letters and reports from private clinics and such. 

Further evidence is any document that provides details of the claimant’s medical condition or disability and its effects 

on mobility or day to day living. 

Examples of further evidence 

  

• A report/letter from a health professional involved in the claimant’s care, for example psychiatric nurse, 

community health team  

• A report/letter from a social care professional for example, social worker, key worker care coordinator  



 

• A report/letter from any other professional for example, ophthalmologist, occupational therapist 

physiotherapist  

Note - Only use the Further Evidence document type if there is no specific type available, for example GPFR, Specialist 

Nurse letter, GP letter. 

Medical Evidence not relevant to the claim 

Use this document type for generic medical information not specific to the claimant, for example, information about a 

condition downloaded from the internet or copied from leaflets/books and so on. 

This should be classified as Ephemeral and closed in DRS. 

Documents that do not need to be viewed by the AP 

Bank account details – change to “White Mail COB” 

Lay evidence, for example, UK residence permits, passports and so on – categorise Verification  

Document 

Note - WfT should aim to leave nothing as white mail, by using the most appropriate document type or  

“Generic Acknowledgement (NON application) letter” 

Documents that are clearly of no use, for example compliments slips, blank sheets of paper, should be classified as 

ephemeral and closed in DRS, so that they are deleted from the system. 

Tasking white mail 

If you need to create a new task this is done by accessing the person case and selecting the task tab. By clicking on the 

new task button a “New User task” window will display. Complete this window appropriately for the type of task you 

want to create. A task can be assigned to a number of different sources and include specific Work Queues and 

individual Users. 

Always give the task a descriptive name after the NINO so that the recipient knows what the task is, for example, FE 

received, hospital dates. 

You can also forward an existing task by opening the task, selecting the Action button at the top Right Hand Side of the 

screen and selecting “forward” from the drop down list. The forward task window displays. Once again you can 

forward this task to a variety of different locations. 

Note: If the original task does not describe the action required by the recipient, create a new task rather than 

forwarding the original. 

Bank account details 



 

When a change of bank account details task is received the WFT should create a “Communication record”. The change 

of bank account details should be dealt with as soon as possible. The new details are updated by selecting the financial 

tab from the Person case, selecting Bank accounts from the Left hand side menu and select the ‘Edit’ from the options 

button on the right hand side and complete appropriately. Close the task. 

Note: For reassessment cases make sure that DLA is also updated with the new details. 

Reassessment (document retrieval from DLA claim) 

When taking a claim for PIP the telephony agent will ask “Is there any other specific evidence from your DLA claim that 

you think might help?” A Camlite “To Do“ task will be created to prompt the WfT to obtain the relevant file and 

arrange for the evidence to be sent to the MOU. This will then create a White mail task where the evidence will be 

classified correctly. 

DS1500 

You could receive a digital DS1500 as part of a public beta service which is currently available in England. The DS1500 

will look different to the standard DS1500 form; this will be typed and will be sent to us digitally through a web 

application. This will be uploaded onto the Document Repository System (DRS).  

You must accept this without the requirement for a signature. 

On receipt of the digital DS1500 form, the fee section will not be attached. The DS1500 fee form will arrive separately 

by post and will be uploaded to DRS and must be dealt with in the usual way. You must print the DS1500 fee form as a 

double sided one page document. 

When the digital DS1500 is received within the department, it will be routed through DRS to one of the following areas: 

 DLA Child for claimants under 16  

 PIP for claimants aged 16 to State Pension age  

 AA for claimants State Pension age or over  

If you receive a digital DS1500 that is not for your area, take action in line with business as usual process for your area. 

There are currently two ways in which a Lone DS1500 could arrive within the department, direct at Mail Opening Unit 

(MOU) or Direct at Blackpool Benefits Centre (BBC). 

If received at MOU the DS1500 is scanned into DRS and tasked to Glasgow WFT who creates a prospect person and 

record on DBD699 register, it is then tasked to the appropriate Regional Benefits Centre (RBC). When the task for a 

Lone DS1500 is received at the RBC, a CW (dual user) will need to establish if it is a reassessment case and if it is, task 

to Blackpool Benefit Centre. 

If received at RBC the DS1500 will be forwarded to the CW who will create a prospect person and record on DBD699 

register. 



 

Claim in the alternative 

Claim in the alternative is used where a claimant has applied for the wrong age related benefit and that claim is then 

considered as a claim to another benefit. 

The Team Member will conduct an age check and determine if the claimant is: 

• of working age (age between 16 and 64); or  

• state pension age at the date of claim but was under 65 at 08 April 2013 with a linked claim to DLA or PIP 

which ended within the previous 12 months - See: State Pension age timetable  

• the DLA/AA TM will check that the DLA/AA claim form has been signed by the appropriate person and will send 

it to the PIP Mail Opening Unit (MOU) with form DBD89. They will also issue form DBD89A to the claimant 

advising them of their action  

Appeals 

SSCS1 is the generic appeal form used by all benefits. If it is sent to DWP in error and scanned into DRS, take action - 

See: Appeal Sent to DWP in Error Workflow Team Action. 

Note: When returning the SSCS1 to the claimant with letter PIP2006, also return any FE submitted. The SSCS1 can then 

be marked as ephemeral in DRS and closed. 

Appeal documents received from HM Courts & Tribunal Service (HMCTS) are indexed according to their type or as 

generic HMCTS documents. PIPCS automatically creates a task that will auto-allocate to a user with the relevant role 

and skill set - See: Appeals appendix 30.  



 

03 Action for Nominated Work Queue Monitors 

Action for Nominated Work Queue Monitors 

1. To check for any tasks misdirected to an unused Work Queue (WQ) the nominated Team Leaders (TL) must ensure 

that they are subscribed to all unused work queues - See: Workflow and Task Management - TL action to subscribe 

themselves to another WQ. 

2. The nominated staff must take the following action to ensure there are no misdirected tasks in unused  

WQs: 

Step Action 

1 from the TL Homepage select the Teams and Workload tab. 

2 expand the Left Hand Side (LHS) shortcut panel. 

3 from the LHS short cut panel section select My Work Queues. WQs that you have subscribed yourself to 

display separately at the top of the screen above WQs that you have been subscribed to by your position. 

4 look through all the unused WQs to see if any tasks have been allocated to them. This will be shown by a 

number other than ‘0’ being shown against the WQ. 

5 if any WQ has tasks, select the relevant WQ. The Work Queue Space displays. 

6 select the Assign Tasks tab and the task displays. 

7 select Reserve Tasks to send the task to a Person or select Forward from the Action button dropdown menu to 

forward the task to a WQ. 

04 Tasks deskaid 

Introduction 

Tasks are allocated to either work queues or individual users. 

Note: It is important when manually creating these tasks that the ‘task subject’ is worded exactly as shown on the 

desk-aid below. The claimant’s full National Insurance number (NINO), which is prepopulated, should precede the ‘task 

subject’ as shown in the following examples: 



 

Note: If a NINO isn’t held, the Case Reference Number (CRN) must precede the ‘task subject’. Learning Simulation: 

Unable to action a task - forward to T/L 

Example 1 

If a PIP document number is specified, the user should input the full NINO number and ‘task subject’ in the following 

format: 

UO 123456 C - PIP.3000 received 

Example 2 

If a PIP document number is not specified, the user should input the full NINO number and ‘task subject’ in the 

following format: 

UO 123456 C - DPGEN received 

If the AP is dealing with the case, the user must notify them of a report of a death immediately and no later than 2 

days after receipt. In the following change of circumstances the user must notify the AP within 5 working days after 

receipt: 

• change of address;  

• new or amended external party;  

• change of medical evidence;  

• absence abroad;  

• admittance to hospital/care home; and  

• detention in legal custody/prison.  

05 PIP Workflow and Task Management Good Practice Guide 

Introduction 

1. The Work and Task Management Good Practice Guide (GPG) is intended to supplement PIP Learning and Guidance 

on Task Management. This guide does not replace the existing supporting material that is available to PIP users. 

2. The GPG covers some key areas of PIP Task Management and provides a signpost to PIP Guidance for additional 

help. 

Subpages 

• Work Queues  



 

• Forwarding or Reserving Tasks  

• Grabbing Tasks  

• Allocation Blocking  

• Removing skillsets  

• Team member is absent or returns  

• Tasks  

• Task dashboard  

• Task Type List View for Users  

• Task Dashboard – WQs-Users workspace  

• Manual Tasks  

• Position updated on PIPCS  

• Search Facilities  

• Useful Shortcuts (Screenshots)  

Work Queues 

3. A Work Queue (WQ) is an electronic bucket designed to hold tasks. The WQ label is made up of 3 parts to create a 

single, unique name (i) Owning office (ii) WQ type (iii) Team Name. Each Benefit Centre/Service Centre has been 

developed with a set of WQ types. 

4. Following the successful, introduction and implementation of case ownership on a rolling basis, there will be a 

reduction on the number of individual WQs. This will increase efficiency by reducing the amount of time spent 

tracing for these cases. 

5. All Work Queues will display a SRTI “Y/N” column to indicate that such tasks can be sorted using this new entry 

Subscribing and unsubscribing to Work Queues 

6. To subscribe to a WQ the following actions need to be undertaken: 

Step Action 

1 from the User Homepage select the Inbox tab 

2 expand the Left Hand Side (LHS) shortcut panel 

3 from the LHS short cut panel section select Work Queues 

4 select the LHS link to My Work Queue 

5 select Subscribe on Right Hand Side. Subscribe pop up box displays 



 

6 search for the required WQ 

7 select the WQ required 

8 select ‘Yes’ to confirm. The pop up screen closes and the WQ is shown added to the list on the User Subscribed 

Work Queues screen 2.3. The above process can be repeated for each WQ that the user needs to subscribe to 

Note: You must unsubscribe to all WQs on a daily basis, once you have finished using them, as this can have an effect 

on PIPCS performance. 

7. To unsubscribe to a WQ the following actions need to be undertaken: 

Step Action 

1 from User Homepage select the inbox tab 

2 expand the LHS shortcut panel 

  

3 from LHS shortcut panel section select Work Queues 

4 select LHS link to My Work Queue 

5 from the list of WQs displayed select the ‘Action tab’ for the WQ you wish to unsubscribe 

6 select RHS action button 

7 select unsubscribe from the drop down menu 

8 select Yes from the pop up confirmation box. The pop up screen closes and the WQ is removed from the list on 

the User subscribed Work Queue screen 2.4. 

8. To ‘Add to my tasks’ the user will: 

Step Action 

1 from the claimant ‘Person page’ select the task tab 

2 click on the ‘Task ID’ for the task you wish to obtain. Task is opened in users ‘Inbox’ 

3 click on actions button to display dropdown 



 

4 select ‘Add To My Tasks’. Pop up for comments and save displayed 

5 add any comments that are required and select save. The task will now be in the users ‘My Open  

Tasks’ 

Filtering a Work Queue (including Overflow Work Queues) 

9. To apply a filter to the overflow work queue you must: 

Step Action 

1 select the Teams and Workloads tab 

2 expand the shortcut panel if appropriate 

3 select My Work Queues 

4 identify the correct work queue and select the associated action button 

5 from the dropdown list select the relevant action you wish to perform 

6 apply the filter criteria you wish to search against. The options are: 

• Date created  

• Priority  

• Deadline  

• Participant  

• SRTI  

• Application Date  

10. For each of the six filters that can be searched against there are different options that can be selected from a 

dropdown list. These are: 

Date Created 

• Today  

• 1-5 days  

• 6-10days  

• 11-20 days  

• Over 20 days  



 

Priority 

• High  

• Standard  

Deadline 

• Overdue more than 5 days  

• Overdue 1-5 days  

• Due today  

• Due after today  

Participant 

• this field is actioned the same as any other participant search 

SRTI 

• 0-50 Calendar days  

• 51-100 calendar days  

• 101-150 calendar days  

• 151-200 calendar days  

• over 200 calendar days  

Application Date 

• 0-50 Calendar days  

• 51-100 calendar days  

• 101-150 calendar days  

• 151-200 calendar days  

• over 200 calendar days  

Sorting the List View Page 

11. Once you have completed the filter criteria search a list view of 200 tasks that match the search will be displayed. 

There can be more than 200 tasks in a work queue but only the first 200 of your filter criteria will be displayed. 

12. You can then further sort this screen by selecting on the appropriate column heading. These are: 

• Task Id  

• Subject  



 

• Priority  

• SRTI  

• Application Date  

• Deadline  

• Task Type  

• Created  

Forwarding or Reserving Tasks 

Forwarding Tasks 

13. Before forwarding a task to a work queue, consider: 

• completing the required action. For example, registering a reconsideration will create a system task which will 

be auto-allocated and more efficient than forwarding the task or creating a manual one.  

• forwarding the task to the case owner, if appropriate, clicking on the case owner’s name will tell you their user 

role.  

• forwarding the task to a user rather than a work queue.  

• closing any manual tasks and creating a new task if the task subject is not meaningful.  

Note: Reference the original task (by number) or copy the information from it into the new task. 

14. Never close a system task and replace it with a manual task. 

15. If forwarding a task to a work queue is the correct action, consider whether it is a system or manual task and take 

the appropriate action: 

• System task - forward the task to the appropriate CM/CW Overflow WQ. This will ensure the task is auto 

allocated to the appropriate OU and skill set.  

• Manual task - forward the task to the appropriate Manual WQ – refer to the National WQ list, contact your WQ 

SPOC or TL if you are unable to access the list.  

16. To Forward a Task or Tasks to a user, the LM must: 

Step Action 

1 select the Teams and Workloads tab 

2 expand the shortcut panel if appropriate 

3 select My Work Queues 



 

4 identify the correct work queue 

5 select ‘View and Forward Assigned Tasks’ 

6 select filter criteria and then click ‘search’ button 

7 select ‘user’ from ‘my users’ dropdown list 

8 LM checks the task(s) to be sent to the selected user and clicks ‘forward’ at tope of screen 

9 tasks are forwarded to user 

Reserving Tasks 

17. To Reserve a Task the LM must: 

Step Action 

1 select the Teams and Workloads tab 

2 expand the shortcut panel if appropriate 

3 select My Work Queues 

4 identify the correct work queue 

5 select view and Reserve Assigned tasks 

6 select filter criteria and then click the search button 

7 select ‘Reserve to User’ magnifying glass to launch user search 

8 enter user name in search, find and select user 

9 check the task(s) to be sent to the selected user and click ‘Reserve’ at top of screen 

10 tasks are reserved to user 

Note: LMs can bulk reserve or forward tasks using the Reserve/Forward functionality at the top of the views (next to 

the star) or can individually forward/ reserve using the action button for each task. 

Grabbing Tasks 



 

18. When the user actions a task, the user must always check for any other outstanding tasks for the same claimant 

case and action them at the same time, if appropriate. 

19. If there is an additional task, or tasks, the user can see the task in a WQ or if it’s assigned to another user. The WQ 

or user log in name is displayed in the column at the far right of the task row. 

20. If additional tasks are displayed in a queue, the user can grab them to work on; along with the tasks they have 

already been assigned. To do this the user must subscribe to the WQ and ‘add to my tasks’. However, if the user 

tries to grab a task that has already been assigned to another user, they will receive the following error message: 

‘This task has already been added to another user’s my tasks list’. 

Learning Simulation: Grabbing a task 

  

21. A user can grab a task from another user through the Task tab in the Person Case. The user must: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the tasks tab on the person record for the case 

2 select the Task ID hyperlink of the required task 

3 select Add To My Tasks from the Action Button drop down 

4 select Save 

Allocation Blocking 

22. A user in a lead position can set allocation blocking. This feature can be used when staff are absent from the office 

or undertaking other duties. 

Note: A user cannot set their own allocation blocking. 

23. To put allocation blocking on, the following actions need to be undertaken: 

Step Action 

1 to be sent to the selected user and click ‘Reserve’ at top of screen 

2 select My Users shortcut and search for the appropriate user 



 

3 select relevant user 

4 select Actions button and Allocation Blocking 

5 complete Start Date (mandatory) and time. The End Date should be input if known 

24. Allocation Blocking will prevent any tasks being automatically sent to a user including tasks reserved or forwarded 

from a WQ. Instead these will be manually sent to the user’s team WQ. 

25. Allocation blocking can be removed once a user returns to work. 

Tip: The Line Manager (LM) must only use allocation blocking once: 

• a user’s job role has temporarily changed  

• period of sick leave starts; or  

• a period of extended leave, for whatever reason starts   

This list is not exhaustive. 

Removing skillsets 

Removing skillsets  

26. Only an Allocator or a Team Leader can remove a skillset allocated to a user.  Note: A user cannot remove their 

own skillset allocation. 

27. To remove an allocated  skillset, take the following actions: 

Step Action 

1 access PIPCS 

2 select either ‘Team and Workload’ or ‘Cases and Outcomes’ 

3 expand the shortcut 

4 ‘Select ‘My Organisation Units-List of teams’ within the organisation’ displays 

5 ‘Select the relevant Team- List of team members’ displays 

6 ‘Select the appropriate team member you wish to remove the skillset from-The users workspace’ displays 



 

  

Step Action 

7 select the skills tab- the skillsets applied to the User display 

8 identify the active skillset to be removed and select the 3 action dots-drop down options to edit/delete display 

  

Step Action 



 

9 select Delete- Delete User skill window displays ‘Are you sure you want to delete this skill’ 

  

Step Action 

10 select yes-the Users workspace is re-displayed. The active skillset status will now show as cancelled 

28. Removing a skillset will prevent any tasks being automatically sent to a user. Any tasks reserved or forwarded from 

a WQ will instead be manually assigned. Skillsets can be reallocated when appropriate. 

29. Removing a skillset simply removes the auto allocation of tasks, it doesn’t stop the user carrying out the 

required work. 

Team member is absent or returns 

30. If a member of your team is absent, it is important to check for any tasks in their inboxes: 

• My Open Tasks  

• My Available  

Users inboxes and tasks are described later in this document. 

31. The LM or allocator can forward tasks to another team member to action during a person’s absence.  

Monitoring team members’ inboxes when they are absent will ensure work is progressed promptly. 

Tasks 



 

32. Tasks are an Instruction to do a piece of work. Every piece of work which requires an action to be performed will 

need a task. Tasks can be manual or automated. 

33. Automated Tasks are system created and generally allocated to WQ based on the allocation rules. In specific 

circumstances they can be allocated to individual people (For example cases that have been submitted for 

approval and a Management Check is required). 

34. The task can include a primary and/or secondary action link. This is a hyperlink that takes the user to the most 

appropriate part of the claimant’s case to action you need to take. 

35. PIPCS will distribute automated tasks to WQs using Load balancing. 

36. Automated Tasks are allocated to an individual when the task needs to be handled by a particular user or when a 

user has an open task for a claimant role. 

Learning Simulation: Unable to action a task - forward to T/L 

Task dashboard 

37. Use the ‘Task Dashboard’ to view in real time: 

• a list of all outstanding task types in a user’s inbox (open and available), Users workspace and WQ • a count of 

each task type  

• the total number of tasks in a user’s inbox (open and available), Users Workspace and WQ  

Note: Task types will not display if they are non available. 

38. The ‘Task Dashboard’ can be accessed by: 

• all PIPCS Users via their Inbox  

• Team Leaders via WQs and their Users Workspaces (when the Team Leader opens a WQ, the Task Dashboard 

will automatically display)  

39. Select the Count hyperlink next to the task type to open the Task Type List View page. 

Note: In the Task Dashboard, Users may see the same Task Type displayed twice. The task count or the tasks are not 

duplicated. There are five Task Types where users may see the two entries for same task type as follows: 

• To Do  

• AP Advice  

• DLA Response  

• Payment Action  

• Verification Outstanding  



 

40. Users can view tasks grouped under each of these tasks types by viewing each one individually. 

Task Type List View for Users 

41. In the Task Type List View, users can sort and filter tasks within their inboxes to identify and prioritise their work. 

42. Users can view tasks assigned to: 

• them and allocated to them  

• another user but allocated to them  

• them but allocated by another user  

• a WQ but allocated by them  

43. How to sort and filter tasks for all PIPCS Users 

Step Action 

1 navigate to your inbox 

2 select My Tasks from LHS shortcut panel 

3 select Task Dashboard. 

all available task types in the inbox are displayed 

4 select the Count hyperlink to view more information about a task type, for example ‘Inbound  

Correspondence’ 

5 • the Task Type List View will display in a new page  

• select Filter to view a list of all tasks grouped under the selected task type  

Note: Tasks will display with the oldest task listed first, based on the date created. Some task types display as 

two separate list entries - See: Task Dashboard - Workqueues - Note para 4  

6 select Filter Criteria where required see: Task Type List View - Filter Criteria 

See: Full list of Task Type and Task Sub Types. 

See: Learning simulation - Task Dashboard for Users for further information. 

Task Type List View - Filter Criteria 

44. Once you have selected a type of task, you can filter your selection further to prioritise work. 

45. Tasks can be filtered by one or more of these fields: 



 

• Date Created - if Date Created is used, you cannot also search using Deadline. Select Date  

Created from these options: 

• Today  

• 1-5 days  

• 6-10 days  

• 11-20 days • Over 20 days  

• Priority select from: 

• High  

• Standard  

• Task Subtype - for example, ‘Change Personal Details’. Some task types will have a task subtype. For 

example, Inbound Correspondence has multiple task subtypes. This field will not apply to every task 

type as some task types do not have a subtype. Task subtypes are listed in ascending alphabetical 

order, with a total number of tasks for each task subtype displayed. For example, Appeals 25 would 

mean there are 25 tasks with Appeals subtype.  

Note: There are up to 38 task subtypes 

• Deadline - if Deadline is used, you cannot also search using Date Created. Select Deadline from these 

options:  

• Overdue by more than 5 days  

• Overdue 1-5 days  

• Due today • Due after today  

• SRTI select from: 

• Yes  

• No  

46. When you have chosen your selected criteria, select Filter to see a list of tasks in accordance with the filter criteria 

applied. 

47. You can also sort tasks by selecting a column heading. For example, you can select Deadline to view tasks with the 

oldest deadline. 

48. If tasks are allocated or assigned to other users, you can allocate tasks to yourself by using the Add to my Tasks 

function. 

49. You can assign tasks (also in bulk) to other users or WQs by using the ‘Forward to’ drop down function as long as 

the tasks are not reserved to you. 



 

Note: When you bulk Forward or Reserve tasks the following message will display: ‘The forward/reserve bulk task (xx 

tasks) request is being processed’. 

50. When you Reserve or Forward tasks, the page refreshes and the tasks listed will disappear and the page will go 

blank. Select the Filter button, the Reserved or Forwarded tasks are no longer listed. 

51. The task information (including manual tasks) will display in real time at the point it’s selected. 

Note: You must refresh the screen regularly to ensure the task information is current. For example, if you close a task, 

the task will still be displayed in your selection until you refresh the page to update your information. 

52. You can close tasks within the Task Type List View, but if you try to close more than one at a time, you’ll receive an 

error message.  



 

Task Dashboard – WQs-Users workspace 

53. Line Managers can access the Task Dashboard from the WQs and Users Workspace. 

54. The Task Dashboard displays: 

• a list of all the task types held in a WQs and Users Workspace  

• a count of tasks grouped under each task type  

• the total number of tasks for all task types  

55. To see more information about a specific task type, select the Count figure hyperlink. A new Task Type List View 

will display as a new page. 

Task Type List View for WQ/Users Workspace 

56. In the Task Type List View, you can: 

• sort and filter tasks within your inboxes to identify and prioritise your work  

• allocate or assign them to users  

• close tasks  

57. How to sort and filter tasks in WQ: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to your Teams and Workload 

2 select ‘My Workqueues’ from LHS shortcut panel 

3 • select the appropriate WQ for available options. The Task Dashboard will automatically display  

• all available task types in the WQ are displayed  

4 select the Count hyperlink to view more information about a task type, for example ‘Inbound  

Correspondence’ 

5 • the Task Type List View will display in a new page  

• select Filter to view a list of all tasks grouped under the selected task type  

Note: Tasks will display with the oldest task listed first, based on the Created date field. Some task types display 

as two separate list entries - See: Task Dashboard - Workqueues - Note para 4 



 

6 select Filter Criteria where required - See: Task Type List View - Filter Criteria 

58. How to sort and filter tasks in Users Workspace: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to your Teams and Workload 

2 select ‘My Users’ from the shortcut panel 

3 select the (the user’s name) hyperlink 

4 • on Tasks tab select ‘Task Dashboard’ from the LHS navigation  

• all available task types in the Users Workspace are displayed  

5 select the Count hyperlink to view more information about a task type, for example ‘Bootle  

BC_Admin Support 1 - 5c Workspace’ 

6 • the Task Type List View will display in a new page  

• select Filter to view a list of all tasks grouped under the selected task type  

Note: The user name and task type information will be displayed. Tasks will display with the oldest task listed 

first, based on the Created date field. Some task types display as two separate list entries - See: Task Dashboard 

- Workqueues - Note para 4 

7 select Filter Criteria where required - See: Task Type List View - Filter Criteria 

Select the learning simulation Task Dashboard for Team Leaders to see a demonstration of how to filter tasks using the 

Task Dashboard. 

59. You can forward tasks to your users in your own hierarchy using the pre-populated field ‘My Users’.  

Team select from the drop down menu. 

60. You can reserve tasks to other users or WQs using the ‘Forward to’ drop down function. 

Note: When you bulk Forward or Reserve tasks the following message will display: ‘The forward/reserve bulk task (xx 

tasks) request is being processed’. 

61. You can close a task by selecting the Close action button. ‘Only one task can be closed at a time’ will be displayed. 

This is to prevent the task from being closed accidently. 

62. If the task is a case ownership task the Case Ownership will end automatically on task closure. 

Note: Tasks that have been forwarded, reserved or closed are removed from the task list when the screen is reset. 



 

63. Each task sub type contains tasks grouped with similar subjects or business events together which will allow 

specific tasks or tasks with particular subjects to be identified and targeted quickly, for example, AP reports. 

For further information on the Task Dashboard - See: Workflow and Task Management and Team Leader Tools. 

Manual Tasks 

64. How to create a manual task: 

Step Action 

1 from the Person Homepage select tasks tab 

2 this screen shows if there are any other tasks for this claimant already reserved to a user, identified by an 

orange dot. To confirm the user, click on Task ID, the task displays and shows ‘worked on by’ 

3 select New, a New User Task pop up displays. Complete the New User Task pop up as follows: 

4 the claimant’s NINO, or CRN if there is no NINO, will be auto populated in the Subject field. Add an event, for 

example, NC, AR, MR. Follow this by: 

• selecting the correct title for the task from the desk aid; or  

• for white mail (letters) read the letter and enter a suitable Task Subject, for example if the letter advises 

of a change of bank account the Task Subject could be ‘NINO – NC change of bank account received’  

See: Tasks Deskaid 

5 in the Task Type field select the most relevant type from the drop down menu 

6 select either High or Standard from the drop down menu in the priority field 

See: Tasks Deskaid 

7 to complete the deadline field select the appropriate date from the online calendar (this will usually be 30 

working days for the return of the PIP2 although this can be extended) and use the drop down menu to select 

the time (this will usually be set at 20.00) 

8 assign the task to the correct user or work queue 

See: Tasks Deskaid 

Learning simulation: Creating a Manual Task 

65. Here are some tips to help you create manual tasks: 



 

• the user must only ever create manual tasks from the Person Homepage  

• the task subject will always start with the claimant’s NINO or CRN (if no NINO exists), followed by the purpose 

of the task. The user must ensure that the purpose is clear for anyone who will receive the task to action  

• the user must only use the task type ‘Manual to Do’ if the appropriate task is not covered on the Tasks Deskaid 

.This helps everyone within the BC dealing with the claimants case and ensures consistency in the daily 

management of work  

• it is essential that the user selects the correct priority level to avoid unnecessary delay. The user can amend 

the priority level if it is input incorrectly. Please refer to the Tasks Deskaid to determine both the correct 

priority level and deadline for the task  

• the user must complete the subject, task type, priority and deadline when creating a manual task  

• a user can create a manual task for themselves if an existing task is not specifically related OR there is no 

existing task at all, in other words claimant goes into hospital, BF 9 issued to find out whether they have been 

discharged  

Step Action 

1 create a manual task 

2 complete all mandatory fields 

3 select Add to my Tasks (checkbox) or My Deferred Task inbox 

4 select ‘Save’. Task is assigned to the My Tasks inbox of the task creator 

66. A user can also create a manual deferred task for themselves 

Step Action 

1 create a manual task 

2 complete all mandatory fields 

3 select Add to my Deferred Tasks (checkbox) 

 



 

4 select ‘Save’. Task is assigned to the Deferred Tasks inbox of the task creator 

• a deferred task deadline date can also be deferred within the Deferred Tasks inbox  

• always remember to close a task if the task subject no longer reflects the activity required and create a 

new task with an appropriate Task Type and Task subject for the new activity. The ‘Closed Tasks’ tab 

will list all tasks for the claimant that have been closed within 9 calendar months from the session date 

and for a further 9 calendar months will remain on the PIPCS database  

• when ALL verification action has been completed and all areas updated where applicable the user must 

Close the Task and any associated Discrepancy Tasks  

• if it was an Advance Claim the user should add a comment in the Task to advise that the IDV Failure 

was on an Advance Claim and also if the user had to amend any of the provided details  

• always remember to create manual tasks from the Person Homepage  

Position updated on PIPCS 

67. LM must make sure that their team’s positions are updated on PIPCS if their team member’s role or team changes. 

68. If the User changes Position on PIPCS: 

The LM must complete a UA27 to update their team member’s position on PIPCS. These position changes update 

immediately once the ITSM applies the changes to the system, however role changes do not update until the following 

day. 

Note: Position changes are applied immediately role changes are applied the following day. 69. The 

following should be considered before submitting your UA27 

Positions 

• one user to one Position. (if possible)  

• from R3 changes have been made to the UA27 which restrict non-management type roles to one position only  

Setting up a team 

• the LM needs to be in place first – management checks need a route  

• when setting up a new team the accompanying email and UA27s (Further Information) should be marked up in 

the order they are desired to be actioned (in other words 1 of 5, 2 of 5 and so on). This enables the ITSMs to 

action them in sequence  

• the UA27 can be saved, amended and resaved as many times as needed (in other words create case worker 

one, save to specified file then amend the user details and save again then repeat as required)  



 

70. The UA 27 form states ‘This form supersedes all previous authorities’ so a user should not be in more than 3 

positions. 

71. The use of primary, secondary and tertiary are only to highlight that 3 positions are being taken, not that they 

somehow have a specific hierarchy. 

Search Facilities 

Work Queue Search Facility 

72. When using the search facility to find a work queue to assign a task to or to subscribe to and such, the user must 

be aware that only the top 100 results can be viewed. If the site has more than 100 work queues (currently 

Blackpool and non Case Ownership sites) not every queue will be visible if the site word ‘Blackpool’ is used. 

73. Additionally where SRTI is involved, within the task inboxes and Work Queues the SRTI field will include either “Y” 

for Yes or “N” for No to indicate if the claim, reconsideration, intervention, reassessment or appeal as a High 

Priority task referring to SRTI prioritisation of tasks. 

74. All task inboxes and Work Queues include an “Application Start Date” to enable PIPCS users to identify old/priority 

cases. This will enable the user to prioritise against existing cases New Fields in Work Queues and inboxes. SRTi 

(Y/N) and Application Start Date fields in Work Queue and inboxes enable users to prioritise cases. 

75. All operational and AP task inboxes and Work Queues will have an additional field entitled “Application Date”. The 

application start date will enable users to quickly and easily identify tasks generated and prioritise the oldest 

cases. 

76. In addition, all task inboxes and all Work Queues (including overflow Work Queues) will include an additional field 

entitled SRTI (Y/N). Users will be able to filter tasks to effectively identify the SRTI cases and treat these as a 

priority. 

77. This will be key to effective management of work and tasks. 

78. The user will need to choose the appropriate word or words to use in the search. For example: 

• If a user wanted to find a workflow work queue from any BC, they could use ‘workflow’ as the search 

parameter. This would return a search result containing every workflow queue within PIPCS, which is below 

100  

• When a user wants to find a work queue within Blackpool BC, they can enter ‘Boo’ into the search engine and 

all the queues within Blackpool BC will be displayed, as there are less than 100  

79. The user must be more specific when searching for a work queue within Blackpool BC. For example, entering ‘Del’ 

to search for Delivery Teams across all the BCs cannot be used as there are more than 100 results, so not all of 

them are visible. If the user searches ‘Blackpool BC Delivery’ then less than 50 results are returned. 



 

80. Similar multi word searches can be used based on the type of queue that is being searched for: 

• CAM-Lite_Bootle – would show all the Bootle BC CAMLite queues  

• Workflow 1 – would show every BC ‘Workflow 1’ queue  

Note: When using multiple words within the search, the format must be followed the exact way it is displayed within 

the queue names otherwise no results will be shown from the search. 

User Search Facility 

81. The user can follow the process below to search for users: 

Step Action 

1 user opens PIPCS 

2 select the ‘Supervisor user search’ from the ‘Quick Links’ on the home page 

3 a pop up ‘User Search’ is displayed 

4 enter the individuals name into the ‘Search Criteria’ and click ‘search’ 

5 the results are returned with the organisational unit and the position held. If more than one position is held 

then all positions are displayed 

Useful Shortcuts (Screenshots) 

82. The following three screenshots show screens available using the ‘My Workload shortcuts’ 



 

  

83. Tab names and shortcuts may vary depending on the user’s log in access.  

User’s Home Page 

  

Recently Viewed Cases 



 

  

84. The recently viewed case list allows Users to see the cases they have recently accessed in ‘Evidence Summary’ and 

‘Benefit Delivery’. 

06 Single Document Upload (SDU) 

Background 

1. Currently if a PIP user needs to have a document uploaded to DRS the requirement is to 

• Print the document off, note it ‘Copy’  

• Forward it via the Courier Service to the MOU  

• MOU will upload it to DRS  

Subpages 

• New SDU Process  

New SDU Process 

2. For designated users with view only access to DRS the introduction of a new process Single Document Upload (SDU) 

from 29 June 2015 will remove the need to send the document to MOU to be scanned and will remove the 

unnecessary tasks back to the RBC/BBC Service Centre, thus eliminating a high volume of unnecessary tasks from 

Workflow. This will be particularly beneficial to such areas as Appeals, Clerical Notifications and when dealing with 

emails. 



 

Note: The SDU process should be used for Appeals Reponses to HMCTS, but current practices on how to deal with 

decisions / direction notices from HMCTS should continue, with users getting the information from the EADON shared 

mail box and dealing appropriately. 

3. The new process will be for all PIP users when developing non-generic clerical notification as documents need to be 

in PDF format as these cannot be amended post DRS upload. There are exceptions to this, such as emails, which 

need to be saved as word documents. 

Note: Any attachments within the email will also need to be converted to PDF documents. 

4. To convert the document to PDF format: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘File’ and then ‘Save As’. A box will appear entitled ‘Save as’ 

2 from left hand menu under ‘Favorites’, click on ‘Desktop’ 

3 go to field labelled ‘Save as type’ and select ‘PDF’ from drop down menu and click ‘Save’. A PDF will be created 

and displayed 

4 in the PDF document go to ‘File’- then ‘send file’ 

5 click ‘Continue’ in the ‘Send Email’ box for ‘How would you like to send this email?’, leaving the  

‘default email application’ selected 

6 a new email window will open – type in the DRS Upload email address – see below 

7 in the subject field type: 

• OFFICIAL  

• claimant’s NINO (in capital letters)  

• claimant’s surname and  

• document / notification type (e.g. appeal submission or PIP7003)  

8 check that the PDF is attached and click send 

9 go to your ‘Desktop’ and DELETE the PDF document you have just saved 

  

10 go to your Outlook sent items and delete the message from your email account 



 

Note: If when trying to save the document, you get the message advising you the document already exists, you need to 

delete the previous PDF document before saving the new one. All PDF templates must be deleted once emailed for 

security reasons. 

5. If you need to send an email to the centralised mailbox for uploading (for example, from the bereavement service or 

a claimant) 

• copy the email text into MS Word  

• save the Word document to your desktop and follow the steps above to send the word document for 

uploading into DRS.  

6. This is because DRS cannot accept a ‘.msg. document (outlook messages) in their original format: 

Site GAL Email Address 

Blackpool SC1  

Blackpool SC2  

Blackpool SC3  

Blackpool SC4  

Blackpool SC5  

Bootle BC  

Bristol BC  

Scotland BC  

Yorkshire BC  

Wales BC  

• The e mail should include the name, NINO and document type (for example, PIP7000) in the subject field (in 

line with DWP instructions) to speed up the DRS user’s actions. Ensure the NINO is correct as the DRS user will 

not be opening the documents to check  

• once this is complete, the user should delete it from their desktop and their email ‘sent/deleted’ items  

• a Designated user will upload the PDF or other format document Into DRS.  

7. There are only to be a limited amount of users that are able to upload documents to DRS there is not a requirement 

to have everybody with the functionality due to the impact it will have on DRS. 



 

07 List of Task Types and Task Sub Types 

  

List of Task Types and Task Sub Types 

List of 'switched-off' Task types  

List of Task Types and Task Sub Types 

 Task Subject (User Display) Task Type 

Determination copied to Existing  

Advance Claim Claim 

Task Sub Type  

Unable to copy Determination to  
Advance Claim Existing 

Claim 

Unable to create UI on Existing Claim Advance Claim 

Not Required 

UI created on Existing claim 

Shared Evidence - Consider Impact 

Advance Claim 

Advance Claim 

Open Intervention Exists 

Consider Disallowance on Existing  

Advance Claim  

Claim 

Evidence Held on Existing Claim but  

Advance Claim  

not Advanced Claim 

Hospital & Other Accommodation  

Advance Claim  

Evidence Exists on Advanced Claim  

Action required - Additional Support  

Advance Claim  

indicated and Part 2 not returned 
AP - Assessment required  

Action required - Additional Support 

indicated and PIP2 (UI) not returned 

AP - Assessment required 

Not Required 

New Assessment required AP - Assessment required  

New Assessment required 

Action required  PIP2 questionnaire  

AP - Assessment required 

AP - Assessment required 

 

received 

Action required - Change of  

Communication Exception 
AP - Change of Circs  



 

Action required - Change of name received 

Action required - New/Updated  

Representative 

Action required - Change of Address 

Action required - New/Updated  

External Party 

Action required - Medical Details modified 

Action Required - Appointee Death  

Notified 

Action Required - Detention in Legal  

Custody/Prison 

AP - Change of Circs 

AP - Change of Circs 

AP - Change of Circs 

AP - Change of Circs 

AP - Change of Circs 

AP - Change of Circs 

AP - Change of Circs 

Not Required 

Action Required - Hospital/Residential  

AP - Change of Circs 

Care details 

Action Required - 

 

Boarder details 
AP - Change of Circs  

Action Required - Absence Abroad AP - Change of Circs 
 

Action required - Relationship with  

Action Required - Change of  

AP - Change of Circs  

Telephone 
AP - Change of Circs  

Action Required - DOB changed AP - Change of Circs 
 

Action Required - Death Notified AP - Change of Circs 
 

Action Required - NINO changed 

Action required - Change to  

AP - Change of Circs  

Alternative Format 
AP - Change of Circs  

End Entitlement failure DLA Response Not Required 

Data not returned DLA Response 
 

End of Entitlement not returned DLA Response 
 

Data extract response DLA Response 
 

 



 

Data invalid/incomplete DLA Response  

Motability data verification 

Motability  

DLA Response Mota Spec  

evidence/invalid/incomplete 

Failed to Create Reassessment  

DLA Response Other 

Person Record 
DLA Response Not Required 

Rejected - Management Check 
 

Approval 

Approval 

Payment 

Payment 

 Rejected 

NINO ended 

Amended Verified Date of Death 

Amended Verified Date of Birth 

Management Check 

Management Check 

Management Check 

Management Check 

Management Check 

Management Check 

Management Check 

Management Check 

Not Required 

 Account Details Management Check  

Payment Correct Management Check 
 

Payment Management Check 
 

 Check O/P Management Check 
 

User Access Check User ID Management Check 
 

Deferred Task Management Check 
 

Notification suppression Management Check 
 

Check Date of Death Removal Management Check 
 

Date of Death Removal Approved Management Check 
 

MP enquiry/complaint Outbound Call  Call complaint 

Outbound Call Outbound Call  call back  

PIP2 completion Outbound Call  PIP 2 completion 

SRTI call back Outbound Call  SRTI call back 



 

Explanation Outbound Call  Explanation  

Possible replacement Payment action  

Consider replacement 

Consider special payment 

Possible replacement 

Check for adjustments 

Manual  Recall 

Manual  Recall 

Payment action 

Payment action 

Payment action 

Payment action 

Payment action 

Payment action 

Payment Other 

Cancelled Payment Payment action  

Manual Recall Failure Payment action 
 

Cancelled Payment 

Payment for , Ref No , could not be  

Payment action  

issued as bank account data has expired 

Change in Payment Frequency,  

Payment action  

Update Deduction 
Payment action  

 Xmas Bonus Other Benefit = Payment action 

Christmas 

Xmas Bonus- Rejection Reason = Payment action  

Death of Claimant Return from AP 
 

Determination Cancellation 

ID Failure 

Reason 'Other' 

Return from AP 

Return from AP 

Return from AP 
Other 

TI Provisions not met Return from AP  

Withdrawal 

Subject received from AP via  

Return from AP  

interface 
Return from AP  

Failure to Attend Return from AP FTA AP Return 

Failure to Comply Return from AP FTC- AP return 

Supplementary Report not received Return from AP Supp  Report not recd 



 

Payment for , Ref No , could not be  Standard Not Required 

issued as bank account data has  

expired 

Eligibility failed on case of type PIP  

Standard 

Benefit for 

Waiver Request for Part 2 Timer 40  

Days Milestone in Case xxxx of type  

Standard 

Integrated Case for has been approved 

Determine Product Delivery Eligibility  

for Case nnnnn did not complete  Standard successfully  

To Do To Do 

Issue notification To Do 

Resolve outstanding tasks To Do 

Allocate LOT To Do 

 Issue notification To Do 

Unable to transfer To Do 

Unplanned Intervention Registration  

To Do 

Other 

Complete-Further action required 

Explanation Registration Complete- 

 

Further action required 
To Do  

Reassessment Med Ev To Do 
 

Req Reinstate DLA To Do 
 

Withdraw PIP  To Do 
 

CofC Reviews(UI) To Do 
 

Return original doc To Do 
 

Copy doc/send me To Do 
 

Visiting To Do 
 

Evidence To Do 
 

C/Personal Details To Do  



 

Change AP LOT To Do 
 

R&P/Absence Abroad To Do 
 

 

PIP2 ext X2 To Do  

+28 Payab evidence To Do 
 

-28 Payab evidence To Do 
 

Prison evidence To Do 
 

Payab other bens To Do 
 

Overseas Bank Acct To Do 
 

Payments To Do 
 

Other To Do 
 

Consider SUSP To Do 
 

Check ESA85a/DS1500 To Do 

SRTI to do 

Normal Rules to SRTI 

Appeal Registration Complete- 

To Do  

Further action required 

Reconsideration Registration  

To Do Appeal to do 

Complete-Further action required To Do 

Recon to do 

Register Recon To Do  

Recon Other To Do 
 

Mota Agreement 

Action required Award Review AR1  

To Do Other 

received in time 

Action required Award Review AR1  

To Do AR1 in time 

received out of time 
To Do AR1 out of time 

PAB/CPAB Verification outstanding 
 

Date of Death enquiries 

Verification needed where = 

1 of:- 

Verification outstanding 

Not Required 



 

Date of Death 

Start date of Legal Custody 

End date of Legal Custody 

Verification outstanding  

Scottish Hospital/Residential home Verification Outstanding 
 

 

Assessment no longer required AP - Case withdrawn  

Report not received AP Questionnaire submitted 

AP - AP Advice 

Action required - Advice required AP - Reconsideration Referral 

Action required - UCB marker created AP - UCB Notification 

Action required - UCB marker updatedAP - UCB Notification 

Not Required 

Action required - Advice AP Advice 

Action required - Rework AP Rework 
 

Further evidence not received 
Appeal Reminder - Further evidence not 

received 

 

Hearing Date for Presenting Officer 

 Check DMA progress 

Appeal Reminder - No Hearing Date scheduled 

Appeal Reminder - DMA action outstanding 

Not Required 

 SOR not received 
Appeal Reminder - Further evidence not 

received 

 

Ongoing Appeal/Reconsideration &  

New Claim Submitted 

Appeal/Reconsideration Reminder -  

Further Evidence 

 

As defined in PIP1258.60 Exception Task   



 

Not received 

Control Measures 

Duplicate 

Consider Contact 

External Party Bank Details 

External Party ended 

Remove Review Date 

Scrutiny 

 UCB 

Suspension held + 

Suspension held + 

Part 2 not received 

UCB notification received 

Duplicate Alternative ID held 

End Relationship 

Missing Evidence 

End Relationship 

Appointee review  

Part 1 - Scrutiny  

Part 1 - Discrepancy Failures 

Reminder - Payment Suspended 

Reminder - Payment Suspended 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

Reminder - Payment correction 

Under/Overpayment 

Unplanned Intervention 

PIP2 not received 

Further evidence not received 

Agreement status 

Management Check Rejected 

Consider Extension 

Verify agreement to repay 

Suspension held 

DLO status 

Address 

Residency outside EEA 

Foreign residency periods 

Inform Mota supplier 

Establish good cause 

PIP1 not received  

Reassessment Person Record not created 

as Person/Prospect Record already exists 

Alternative format 

Consider Planned Intervention 

Fraud Interest 

outstanding  

Fraud Interest 

Part 2 not received 

Reminder - Further evidence not received 

Reminder - Pending Motability  

Agreement 

Management Check Rejected 

Reminder - Leave to Remain 

Review Agreement to Repay 

Reminder - Payment Suspended 

Review DLO 

Review address 

Review Address 

Change of Circs   

Award End 

  

Establish Good Cause 

  

Reminder - Reassessment PIP Part 1 

  

CIS Response 

  

PIPCS Discrepancy   

PIP2 (UI) not received   

Fraud Interest 

  

PIP2 not received PIP2 (UI) not received 

Action required  PIP2 questionnaire 

received 

Read deadline date, if doc received on or 

before deadline date then 'AP -  

Assessment required' ELSE 'Inbound  

Correspondence'  

 PIP2 questionnaire Inbound Correspondence 



 

Consider Special Caution 

Assessment Determination Evidence 

Action required - Further Evidence 

received 

High Value Payment Manual Task  

Required 

Issue Manual Reassessment Invite -  

Address outside UK 

Issue Manual Reassessment Invite  

Reminder - Address outside UK 

CIS / PIPCS Transaction Failure 

Discrepancy failures and Payability issues 

Payability issues 

CIS – 01: Change of Date of Birth CIS – 02: 

Change of Nationality 

CIS – 04: Change of NINO/NINO  

Status 

CIS – 06: Change of Gender 

Immigration status 

External Party started 

CIS – 12: Change of Name 

Other Benefits + 

Reminder - Case Deletion Exemption 

Evidence Outstanding 

Inbound Correspondence 

Reminder - High Value Payment Manual  

Task required 

Issue Manual Reassessment 

Invite 

Issue Manual Reassessment Invite  

Reminder 

Transaction Failure 

Discrepancy failures 

Payability 

CIS (Searchlight) Broadcast 

CIS (Searchlight) Broadcast 

  

CIS (Searchlight) Broadcast 

  

CIS (Searchlight) Broadcast 

  

CIS (Searchlight) 

  

Broadcast 

CIS (Searchlight)   

Broadcast   

CIS (Searchlight) Broadcast   

CIS (Searchlight) Broadcast 

  

  

  

  



 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

DOC TYPE 17: GL24 received Inbound correspondence Appeals 

DOC TYPE 19: MP letter received Inbound correspondence Complaints 

DOC TYPE 27: Remittance received Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 28: Death Certificate  

Other 

Inbound correspondence 

received 

DOC TYPE 29: Verification Document  

Deceased  

Inbound correspondence 

received 

DOC TYPE 30: Non-Monetary  

Payability enquiry 

Inbound correspondence 

Valuable received 

DOC TYPE 31: Returned Instrument of  

Other 

Inbound correspondence payment 

(IoP) received 

Other 

DOC TYPE 7: BD8 received Inbound correspondence Deceased  

  

DOC TYPE 8: BF600 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 9: BF9 received Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 



 

DOC TYPE 43: DPGEN received Inbound correspondence Bank details 

DOC TYPE 45: BF56 received Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE: Unrecognised Document  

Appointee/PAB/Rep 

Inbound correspondence Other 

Type received  

DOC TYPE 117: DLO received Inbound correspondence Change personal details 

DOC TYPE 1201: BF57/a received Inbound correspondence Appointee/PAB/Rep 

DOC TYPE 1204: PIP.1001 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1205: PIP.1002 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1207: PIP.3000 received Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1208: PIP.4001 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1209: PIP.4002 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1210: PIP.4003 received Inbound correspondence Bank details 

DOC TYPE 1211: PIP.4004 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1212: PIP.4005 received Inbound correspondence Bank details 

DOC TYPE 1213: PIP.5000 received Inbound correspondence Mota Spec  

DOC TYPE 1214: PIP.5001 received Inbound correspondence Mota Spec  

DOC TYPE 1215: PIP.0500 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1216: PIP.0501 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1217: PIP.0504 received Inbound correspondence Appointee/PAB/Rep 

DOC TYPE 1218: PIP.0504 (R)  

Inbound correspondence received Appointee/PAB/Rep 

DOC TYPE 1219: PIP.3002 received Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 1220: PIP.3002 (R)  

Payability enquiry 

Inbound correspondence received Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1222: PIP.1006 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1223: PIP.0505 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1225: PIP1 received Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 1227: Generic Home Office  

PIP1  



 

Inbound correspondence 

Document received 

DOC TYPE 1228: Gender recognition  

Payability enquiry 

Inbound correspondence Other 

Certificate received 

Action required Certificate of Visual  

 

Impairment (CVI) received 
Inbound correspondence Medical Evidence 

DOC TYPE 1232: PIP.3005 received Inbound correspondence Change personal details 

DOC TYPE 1234: PIP.3004 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1235: PIP.4010 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1236: PIP.4011 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1237: PIP.4012 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1238: PIP.4013 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1239: PIP.4014 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1240: PIP.4015 received 

Action required Further Evidence  

Inbound correspondence Change personal details 

received 
Inbound correspondence Medical Evidence 

Action required DS1500 received 

DOC TYPE 1243: DS1500 Fee  

Inbound correspondence DS1500 

received 
Inbound correspondence DS1500 

Action required Care Plan received 

DOC TYPE 1249: Customer  

Inbound correspondence Medical Evidence 

 Inbound correspondence Other 

expenditure receipt received 

 

DOC TYPE 1250: Generic HMRC letter   

Inbound correspondence received Appeals 

DOC TYPE 1252: PIP.3019 received Inbound correspondence 

Action required Photographic  

Payability enquiry 

Inbound correspondence evidence 

received 

Medical Evidence 

DOC TYPE 1254: PIP.4016 received Inbound correspondence Other 



 

DOC TYPE 1255: BI105 received Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 1256: End of award  

Other 

Inbound correspondence 

notification received 

DOC TYPE 1257: Generic  

Other 

Acknowledgement (Non application) Inbound correspondence letter received 

DOC TYPE 1259: Christmas bonus  

Other 

Inbound correspondence received Seasonal  

DOC TYPE 1261: DBD106 received Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 1262: Compensation  

Other 

Inbound correspondence 

Recovery Unit (CRU) form received 

DOC TYPE 1263: Bereavement  

CRU 

Inbound correspondence questionnaire 

received 

Deceased  

DOC TYPE 1264: PIP.4006 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1266: MF47 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1268: AP Report received Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 1269: AP Supplementary  

AP Reports 

Inbound correspondence 

Report received 

DOC TYPE 1270: AP Report where  

AP Reports 

assessment could not be completed  Inbound correspondence received 

DOC TYPE 1271: UCB Incident Report  

AP Docs 

Inbound correspondence 

Form  received 

DOC TYPE 1272: UCB Repeat  

UCB 

Inbound correspondence Behaviour 

Form  received 

UCB 

If document unindexed (task017) then 

Task Type = 'Inbound Correspondence' Action 

required  PIP2 questionnaire  ELSE Read deadline date, if doc  

received received on or before deadline date  

then 'AP - Assessment required' ELSE  

'Inbound Correspondence'  

DOC TYPE 1281: Whitemail Change of  

PIP2 



 

Inbound correspondence Other 

Address  

DOC TYPE 1282: PIP.0502 received 

DOC TYPE 1283: Generic Reminder  

Inbound correspondence Other 

received 
Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1284 PIP.3008 received 

DOC TYPE 1285: PIP.3008 (R)  

Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

received 
Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1286: PIP.3007 received 

DOC TYPE 1287: PIP.3007 (R)  

Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

received 
Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1288: PIP.3006 received 

DOC TYPE 1289: PIP.3006(R)  

Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

received 
Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1290: PIP.0504 received 

DOC TYPE 1291: PIP.0504(R)  

Inbound correspondence Appointee/PAB/Rep 

received 
Inbound correspondence Appointee/PAB/Rep 

DOC TYPE 1292: PIP.4008 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1293: PIP.3009 received Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1295: PIP.2000 received Inbound correspondence Appeals 

DOC TYPE 1296: PIP.4009 received Inbound correspondence Deceased  

DOC TYPE 1297: PIP.1005 received Inbound correspondence Medical Evidence 

DOC TYPE 1298: PIP.3011 received Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1299: PIP.3027 received 

DOC TYPE 1300: DBD316 APP  

Inbound correspondence Deceased  

 Inbound correspondence Other 

received 

 

DOC TYPE 1301: DBD316 NC receivedInbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 1302: DBD545 enquiry  

Other 

Inbound correspondence received Other 



 

DOC TYPE 1303: DBD305R received Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 1304: DBD384 (DBD384A)  

Reconsideration 

Inbound correspondence received Other 

DOC TYPE 1305: DBD237 received Inbound correspondence Deceased  

Unstructured White mail received Inbound correspondence White Mail 

DOC TYPE 1311: PIP.3001 (R) receivedInbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1312: PIP.3003 received Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 1313: PIP.3009 (R)  

Deceased  

Inbound correspondence received Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1314: PIP.4007 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1316: EBS1 received Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1317: EBS2 received Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1318: PIP.6000 received Inbound correspondence FTA 

DOC TYPE 1319: DBD231 received Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

DOC TYPE 1320: PA7 received Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 1322: AP Contact History  

AP Docs 

Inbound correspondence FTA 

received  

DOC TYPE 1323: PIP.2500 received 

DOC TYPE 1324: Claimant Requests  

Inbound correspondence Other 

Explanation received 
Inbound correspondence Explanation request 

DOC TYPE 1325: PIP.0010 received 

Action required  GP Factual Report  

Inbound correspondence Other 

received 

Action required  Hospital Factual  

Inbound correspondence Medical Evidence 

Report received 

Action required  AP Request for  

Inbound correspondence Medical Evidence 

Information received 
Inbound correspondence AP Docs 

DOC TYPE 1329: Appeal Outcome  

received 
Inbound correspondence Appeals 

DOC TYPE 1330: PIP.0009 received Inbound correspondence PIP2 



 

DOC TYPE 1332: PIP.0110 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1333: PIP.0111 received Inbound correspondence Appeals 

DOC TYPE 1334: PIP.0200 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1335: PIP.0420 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1336: PIP.0421 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1337: PIP.0422 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1338: PIP.1016 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1339: PIP.1018 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1340: PIP.1019 received Inbound correspondence DS1500 

DOC TYPE 1341: PIP.1022 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1342: PIP.1024 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1343: PIP.2008 received Inbound correspondence Appointee/PAB/Rep 

DOC TYPE 1344: PIP.3013 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1345: PIP.3033 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1346:PIP.3034  received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1347: PIP.7017 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1348: PIP.7018 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1349: PIP.0107 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1350: PIP.0185 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1351: PIP.0186 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1352: PIP.0201 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1353: PIP.0202 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1354: PIP.0204 received Inbound correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 1355: PIP.0203 received 

DOC TYPE 1357: Interventions PIP2  

Inbound correspondence Other 

Questionnaire received 
Inbound correspondence PIP2 

DOC TYPE 1358: PIP.1025 received Inbound correspondence Other 



 

DOC TYPE 1359: PIP.2001a received Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 1371: NHS Hospital  

Appeals 

Inbound correspondence Appointment 

letter 

Other 

DOC TYPE 1372: Med 3 (fit note) Inbound correspondence 

DOC TYPE 1379: Medical Evidence  

Other 

Inbound correspondence not 

relevant to claim 

Other 

DOC TYPE 10276: PIP.1045 received Inbound Correspondence Other 

DOC TYPE 10277: PIP.7041 received Inbound Correspondence 

Action required - NHS Hospital  

Other 

Inbound Correspondence 

appointment letter received 

Action required - Med 3 (fit note)  

Medical Evidence 

Inbound Correspondence Medical Evidence 

received 

Action required - NHS Hospital Report  

 Inbound Correspondence Medical Evidence 

received   

PIP.ASCR02 Received Inbound Correspondence Other 

Power of Attorney received Inbound Correspondence Appointee/PAB/Rep 

SSCS1 received Inbound Correspondence Appeals 

Change of Address received Inbound Correspondence Change personal details 

Change of Bank received Inbound Correspondence Bank details 

Representative Letter Received 

Medical Evidence Not Relevant  

Inbound Correspondence Appointee/PAB/Rep 

 Inbound Correspondence Medical Evidence 

Received 

Action required  digital PIP1 received Inbound Correspondence Other Action required  digital PIP2 

received Inbound Correspondence Other 

Payment Correction: Under Payment  

 Inbound correspondence Payability enquiry 

‘Special Payment’ referral received 

Task 086: Return original document Inbound Correspondence Other 

Task 087: Copy document/send me Inbound Correspondence Other 



 

Task 107: Other Inbound Correspondence Other 

Tasks 110 and 112 - see system tab see system tab, tasks 110 and 112 AR1 

List of ‘switched-off’ Task types 

This is the list of those Task types, which have been ‘switched-off’ from 1 June 2020 as they are not required and are 

creating unnecessary work. 

Task Subject  

CIS-01: CIS Broadcast change of Date of Birth  

CIS-02: CIS Broadcast change of Nationality  

CIS-04: CIS Broadcast change of NINO/NINO Status  

CIS-06: CIS Broadcast change of Gender 

DOC TYPE 9: BF9 received 

DOC TYPE 27: Remittance received 

DOC TYPE 30: Non-Monetary Valuable 

DOC TYPE 1204: PIP.1001 received 

DOC TYPE 1205: PIP.1002  received 

DOC TYPE 1211: PIP.4004 received 

DOC TYPE 1215: PIP.0500  received 

DOC TYPE 1216: PIP.0501 received 

DOC TYPE 1222: PIP.1006 received 

DOC TYPE 1223: PIP.0505  received 

DOC TYPE 1234: PIP.3004  received 

DOC TYPE 1236: PIP.4011 received 

DOC TYPE 1256: End of award notification received 

DOC TYPE 1257: Generic Acknowledgement (Non application) letter received 

DOC TYPE 1259: Christmas bonus received 

DOC TYPE 1264:PIP.4006 received 

DOC TYPE 1282: PIP.0502 received 



 

DOC TYPE 1283: Generic Reminder received 

DOC TYPE 1292: PIP.4008 received 

DOC TYPE 1314: PIP.4007 received 

DOC TYPE 1325: PIP.0010 received 

DOC TYPE 1330: PIP.0009 received 

DOC TYPE 1332: PIP.0110  received 

DOC TYPE 1334: PIP.0200 received 

DOC TYPE 1335: PIP.0420 received 

DOC TYPE 1336: PIP.0421 received 

DOC TYPE 1337: PIP.0422  received 

DOC TYPE 1338: PIP.1016 received 

DOC TYPE 1339: PIP.1018  received 

DOC TYPE 1341: PIP.1022 received 

DOC TYPE 1343: PIP.2008  received 

DOC TYPE 1344: PIP.3013  received 

DOC TYPE 1347: PIP.7017 received 

DOC TYPE 1348: PIP.7018 received 

DOC TYPE 1349: PIP.0107 received 

DOC TYPE 1350: PIP.0185 received 

DOC TYPE 1351: PIP.0186 received 

DOC TYPE 1352: IP.0201 received 

DOC TYPE 1353: PIP.0202 received 

DOC TYPE 1354: PIP.0204  received 

DOC TYPE 1355: PIP.0203 received 

DOC TYPE 1358: PIP.1025 received 

DOC TYPE 1371: NHS Hospital Appointment letter 

DOC TYPE 1372: Med 3 (fit note) 



 

DOC TYPE 1379: Medical Evidence not relevant to claim 

DOC TYPE 10276: PIP.1045 received 

DOC TYPE 10277: PIP.7041 received 

WS2-10 Payment Correction: Under Payment ‘Special Payment’ referral received 

08 Task to Skills Desk Aide 

Case Worker (CW) / Delivery Officer (DO) role with General skill 

Case Manager (CM) / Decision Maker (DM) role with General skill 

CM / DM role with an SRTI Skill 

Mota CW / DO role with a General skill 

Fraud CW / Fraud role with a General skill 

CW/DO role with a Reconsideration skill 

CM/ DM role with an Explanation skill 

CM / DM role with a Reconsiderations skill 

CM / DM role with an Appeals skill 

CM / DM role with an Appeals writing skill 

CW / DO role with a Reassessment skill 

CM / DM role with a Reassessment skill 

CM/ DM role with an Award Review skill 

CM / DM role with an Advance claims skill 

CW / DO role with a CofC Reviews skill 

CM / DM role with a CofC Reviews skill 

CW / DO role with a Xmas bonus skill 

CW / DO role with a call back skill 

Appeals/ Admin Support role with an Appeals skill 



 

Workflow Admin/ Admin support role with a SRTI skill 

Workflow Admin / Admin Support role with a General skill 

CM /SAM role with a General skill 

PIP UCB Team Leader / Team Leader Role with a General skill Team Leader / Supervisor role with a Complaints skill 

Doc Types  

Case Worker (CW) / Delivery Officer (DO) role with General skill 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

Date of Birth 

Home 

N Change of Date of Birth 

broadcast from CIS 

See: Age 

Nationality 

Home 

N Change of Nationality broadcast 

from CIS 

 See: CIS (Searchlight)   discrepancy task   

NINO 

Home 

N Change of NINO/NINO status 

broadcast from CIS 

 See :   NINO Allocation  

Immigration status 

Home 

Y Change of Immigration status 

broadcast from CIS 

Within the evidence tab 

Click on Res & Pres 

Click Edit 

Update with correct details 

External Party 

started 

Home 

Y CIS broadcast received notifying 

start of PAB/CAB for a claimant 

See: Appointee process  

Name Change 

Home 

N Change of Name broadcast from 

CIS and claimant has a current 

mota agreement. 

See: Change of name  



 

PAB/CPAB 

Home 

Y 10 working days after PAB/ 

CPAB record created &  

verification indicator is set to 

‘no’ 

Check if case deferred 

Check for a visit 

Check for BF56 

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

   Check any on-going action 

Check if a discrepancy task is being worked on 

Check notes to see if visit is arranged which 

should be indicated in discrepancy task 

Date of Death 

enquiries 

Home 

Y Date of Death broadcast from 

CIS for claimant and claim still 

on-going or Date of Death 

broadcast from  

CIS for claimant and Date of  

Death Removal Management 

Check is outstanding 

See: Death  

Duplicate 

Home 

Y 2 Open Alternative ID’s held of 

the same type. To be checked at 

end of business day. 

 See :   NINO Allocation   



 

Consider Contact 

Home 

N An Active Contact type of 

Personal Rep or  

Organisational Rep is held and 

65 working days after one of the 

following decision notifications 

was issued: 

a. Disallowance (following 

running of lay rules). 

b. Award/Disallowance  

(following full eligibility  

check post AP process). 

c. Reconsideration 

outcome notification 

Check the current on-going action 

Remove contact if no longer required 

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

  d. Appeal outcome 

notification. 

e. Supersession – changes 

to evidence which result in a re-

running of the rules. 

Notification types for the above 

are: PIP.7001,  

PIP.7002, PIP.7003,  

PIP.7011, PIP. 7012,  

PIP.7013 and PIP.7015 

 

External Party  

Bank Details 

Home 

Y Bank details not updated on 

person10 working days after 

new External Party recorded. 

Check the BF56 

If no bank details held on BF56 issue  

PIP.3048 cover letter with Dp Gen 



 

External Party ended 

Home 

Y Broadcast from CIS notifying 

end of PAB/CPAB External 

relationship for a claimant or 

when user manually enters an 

end date on a CPAB and saves 

the change 

Check if appointee details removed by another 

benefit and if appointee should have been 

removed 

If so check if new appointee needed if so follow 

new appointee action. If not check for new bank 

details 

If appointee should not have been removed re-

input PAB details on PIPCS and check bank 

details 

Lift suspension 

Notify AP, HMCTS of change to PAB details 

If other benefit has been established and 

appointee no longer needed there would be no 

need for us to establish it. 

See: Appointee process  

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

verification needed 

where = 1 of 

Date of Death 

Start date of legal 

custody 

End Date of Legal 

custody 

Home 

Y An item is flagged for 

verification 

When a claimant is released from Legal Custody, 

to improve the process of reinstating payment, 

you are now able to accept the prison release 

information provided by the claimant by phone. 

If there are grounds to doubt the information 

provided, such as previous notes suggesting a 

claimant has tried to obtain money whilst still in 

prison, Issue the relevant document for 

verification, for example PIP.3001 for prison 

details 



 

Possible  

Replacement 

Home 

Y When a payment has had its 

status set to ‘cancelled’ by a BLS 

CW selecting cancel from the 

action list or via the batch ARUC 

process. 

The task is only to be created 

when: 

claimant nominee level 

suspension with a suspension 

reason other than ‘BLS’ is 

already set or 

ARUC transaction return code = 

2 (beneficiary deceased) or 

A claimant nominee level 

suspension with a suspension 

reason other than ‘BLS’ is 

already set AND ARUC 

transaction return code = 2 

(beneficiary deceased) or 

Consider whether to invalidate the cancelled 

payment 

Make enquiries to see if the payment or part of 

the payment is to be reissued 

If full payment due do not invalidate the 

cancelled payment and select re issue from the 

action button 

If none or part of payment due you must 

invalidate the cancelled payment and create a 

payment correction case 

If you can re-issue through PIPCS 

If not CPS payment is required 

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

  A payment is cancelled when a 

change of circumstances has 

been applied to the case since 

the last payment was made 

 



 

Consider  

Replacement 

Home 

Y Payment status set to lost/ 

missing and 5 working days have 

passed 

Check PIPCS to see what stage the payment is at 

for example, payment received 

Then action the information accordingly 

Include a link to Replacement Instructions 

Consider special 

payment 

Home 

N ‘The day the payment is made is 

more than 12 months after the 

first day of the underpayment’ 

for payment correction 

underpaid cases 

Check if a payment is due to the claimant 

Forward task to TL, if a payment is due 

Suspension held 

Home 

N Payment component suspended 

20 working days ago and is still 

suspended 

Check why the suspension was input 

If enquires not returned may require duplicate 

forms to be issued 

Possible replacement 

Home 

Y If a BLS CW attempts to reissue 

a payment when there is a 

payment correction case 

covering all or part of the 

payment period then validation 

is required to prevent the 

reissue with ‘error: cannot 

reissue, payment correction in 

progress – hand off to PIP  

CW 

Cancel the recall if it’s within the same day 

enabling the payment to go out as planned. 

Re-issue the payment once it’s back or, 

Issue the payment clerically via CPS, if unable to, 

via PIPCS. 

Suspension held+ N Nominee payment suspension 

created 20 working days ago 

and is still  

Check why the suspension was input 

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 



 

Home  suspended If enquiries have not been received. You must 

consider sending out reminder forms 

Under/ 

Overpayment 

Home 

Y A payment correction case exists 

with a status of ‘open’ 24 hours 

from creation of the Payment 

Correction case 

Must check for an under/ overpayment held on 

PIPCS. If an under/overpayment is showing on 

PIPCS, users need to check that they are in fact 

entitled to the underpayment and if the 

overpayment is correct needs to be referred on 

the ereferral tool. 

Death of Claimant 

Home 

Y AP selects Reason for  

Return of Assessment as  

‘Death’ 

If date of death has been verified and enquiries 

made check on PIPCS or CIS for next of kin details 

If DOD has not been verified through CIS or the 

Tell Us Once Service, issue a  

PIP.3049 

Determination  

Cancellation 

Home 

Y AP selects Reason for  

Return of Assessment as  

‘Determination Cancellation  

Request’ 

Cancel the ‘ in progress’ determination in  

PIPCS 

If case is to be returned to AP create a new 

determination Task back to AP 

See: AP overview  

Failure to Attend 

Home 

Y AP returns the assessment with 

the reason as ‘Failure  

to Attend’ 

If an additional support marker is set issue form 

PIP.6000 to check reasons for FTA 

If no AS marker is identified and the process has 

been followed correctly by the AP and DWP then 

a CM would impose lay disallowance. On receipt 

of PIP.6000 send to CM for good reason decision 

If good reason accepted refer back to AP for an 

assessment 

If good reason not accepted claim  

 



 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

   disallowed 

See: AP overview or 

Decision Making FTA and FTC 

Reason ‘Other’ 

Home 

Y AP selects Reason for  

Return of Assessment as ‘Other’ 

and AP Report ( doc type 1270) 

has not been received within 10 

working days 

Check decision assist for further action required 

If no further action is required following a user 

checking Decision Assist, then they should issue 

the relevant documents to the claimant 

Consider suspending the claim 

Withdrawal 

Home 

Y AP selects Reason for  

Return of Assessment as  

‘Withdrawal’ 

Check if decision is outstanding 

If no additional support, withdraw claim through 

applications tab in PIPCS and send form PIP.1002 

to notify them claim disallowed 

If additional support, contact claimant (via post 

or phone) to check they understand what this 

means to them and action accordingly. 

See: Withdraw claim  



 

Consider  

Extension 

Home 

N 12 months from the Leave to 

Remain End Date where the 

leave to remain status is set to 

‘Extension  

Application’ and then every 

subsequent 12 months where 

the leave to remain status is still 

set to  

‘Extension Application’ 

Check for an update 

Issue the relevant documents to the claimant to 

verify current immigration status 

Verify agreement to 

repay 

N Agreement to repay start date is 

2 years in the past 

Check for funding 

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

Home    

Suspension held 

Home 

Y On-going Enquiry field was set 

to ‘Yes’ 20 working days ago and 

there is a BD Case in active 

status 

Check if ‘yes’ was input in error and update if 

required 

Check why the suspension was input 

DLO status 

Home 

N Address status set to DLO and it 

is still DLO after 2 calendar 

months 

Try to contact claimant to obtain a 

correspondence address. If cannot get an 

address follow NFA/PWA action. 

If unable to contact claimant, refer the case to 

CM to look at termination of benefit 

See: Change of address  

Address 

Home 

N CIS broadcast of Change of 

Address received for claimant 

Check if the COA may affect payability for 

example, (claimant in prison) 

Check if claimant has changes AP lot. 

If all above OK change address details on  

PIPCS See: Change of address  



 

Residency outside  

EEA 

Home 

N Habitually Resident field is set to 

‘Outside EEA’ 

Issue form PIP.3022 and defer task for 20 days 

If no reply send duplicate PIP.3022 and create a 

communication record 

Once status known update PIPCS 

See: Residence & Presence  

Foreign residency 

periods 

Home 

N Foreign Residency evidence  

‘start date’ is after entitlement 

start AND  

Foreign Residency evidence  

‘End Date’ held AND total 

Foreign Residency period is 

greater than 4 weeks or 

Issue form PIP.3022 and PIP.3033 to obtain 

further information about the foreign residency 

(if req’d) 

Once reply received you must validate and apply 

the evidence 

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 



 

  Foreign Residency evidence  

‘Start Date’ is after entitlement 

start date AND no foreign 

residency ‘End Date’ held AND 

Foreign  

Residency evidence ‘Start Date’ 

is more than 4 weeks in the past 

Or 

More than 7 periods of Foreign 

Residency absence in the last 

three years 

Or 

Absence abroad periods total 9 

months or more in the last 3 

years 

Or 

Absence abroad period of 6 

months or more that ended in 

the last 12 months 

Or 

Any periods of absence in the 

last 3 years where the Reason 

type is anything other than 

‘Holiday’ 

Or 

There is a current period of 

absence with no end date and 

no intention to return 

See Residence & Presence  

Other benefits + Y CIS other benefit received  You must manually enter the other benefit  

 



 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

Home  for WPMS, WPCAA,  

IIDBCAA and applied to  

PIPCS 

details on PIPCS 

You must make enquiries about the other 

benefit award (rate and dates) 

Once enquiries completed you must activate the 

other benefit evidence in PIPCS. 

See: Overlapping benefits  

Scottish hospital/ 

Residential home 

Home 

Y Task triggered 8 weeks prior to a 

claimants 65th birthday where: 

1. The claimant has an 

active hospital and other 

accommodation record of type 

‘Care’ or ‘Nursing Home’ with a 

Scottish post code and 

2. The hospital and other 

accommodation is NOT state 

funded 

You must contact the care home to check if 

claimant to receive FPC. 

If yes, the DL component will not be payable 

after the first 28 days from the date the LA starts 

to pay. The evidence will be input into PIPCS 

If no, the DL component is payable. 

See: Payability (CM)  

Issue Notification 

Home 

Y Automated processing to 

disallow due to Failed to Attend, 

PIP. 6000 not  

returned 

Update medical evidence details on PIPCS 

Suppress the system notification and manually 

issue the appropriate disallowance notification 

See: Decision Making FTA and FTC 

Alternative  

Format 

Home 

N Mapping of DLA alternative 

format failed 

Forward task to TL 



 

Allocate LOT N The system is unable to 

determine a LOT ID for the 

claimant and raises a task  

Check the address details 

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

Home  for a user to manually allocate 

one. NOTE: The task will apply 

to instances where an AP task 

does not have a LOT ID assigned 

against the person 

Manually update the LOT on PIPCS – if no LOT 

held this is most likely because the customer is 

NFA/PWA, therefore correspondence address 

would need to be input to LOT checker to decide 

which LOT it is and will need editing in PIPCS 

through the actions tab. 

Manual Recall 

Home 

Y Following creation of a Payment 

Correction case the system 

determines that the last 

payment needs to be recalled 

because of overpayment 

resulting from a CIS broadcast 

(Date of Death) and it is after 

the  

BACS Day 1 cut off time for  

Recalls but before BACS  

Day 2 cut off 

Ring BLS before 11.30 to recall the payment 



 

Cancelled payment 

Home 

Y A BLS user sets the status of a 

payment, that has been 

successfully manually recalled to 

‘cancelled’ (recalled). i.e the 

payment status changes from 

any status to ‘cancelled’ 

‘(recalled)’. 

Or 

PIPCS sets the status of a 

payment to ‘cancelled’ 

‘(recalled)’ on maturity of a 

manual recall record received 

via the batch interface BLS Man 

Recall to  

PIP 

Check why the payment was cancelled in  

PIPCS 

Check if any or no arrears due 

Manual Recall  Y Work flow is required to  If BLS was not phoned before 11.30 to  

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

Failure 

Home 

 generate a task to the PIP CW 

when a Manual  

Payment Recall request is 

processed in batch and the 

payment status is still  

‘Issued (manually recall)’ 

recall the payment 

Delete the recall on PIPCS 

Check if an overpayment has occurred 

If so refer for an overpayment decision 

Cancelled payment 

Home 

Y Following maturity of a system 

recall for example, status 

updated to Cancelled (recalled), 

the workflow that generated the 

update of the payment status is 

also required to generate a task 

the next working day 

Check why the payment was cancelled in  

PIPCS 



 

Account data has 

expired 

Y PIPCS is erroneously setting an 

end date (randomly) against 

some bank accounts that have 

had payments previously issued 

into them. Therefore PIP 

Payments are stopping due to 

PIPCS thinking the bank account 

has expired. 

An Out of the Box (OOTB) task is 

generated for a user to update 

bank account details and 

remove the end date. The OOTB 

task “Payment for , Ref No , 

could not be issued as bank 

account data has expired” is 

routed to the Lead user/position 

of the OU who would be 

unaware of the task 

The root cause for the bank accounts ending 

cannot be determined, therefore the fix will 

ensure that a new task  

“Payment for , Ref No , could not be issued as 

bank account data has expired””. This new task 

will automatically route to a Case Manager with 

a general skill set to take the necessary action. 

The new task will continue to be generated daily 

until the bank account details are updated and 

the end date removed. 

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

Subject received from 

AP via interface 

Home 

Y Task received from AP via the 

IF8 inbound interface 

Take Action as per information supplied and 

close task 

Issue notification 

Home 

Y From PIP. 2006, for 

reassessment cases, where 

claimant has Failed to Attend, 

PIP.6000 not received and 

Additional Support has not been 

requested 

Check that a clerical letter has been issued to the 

claimant 

These are appeals tasks 



 

Unable to Transfer 

Home 

N The system is unable to transfer 

(i.e update case owning office) 

to appropriate RBC and raises a 

task for a user to manually  

update 

To transfer cases first check LOT checker 

according to customers post code for correct 

RBC, perform ‘Quick Search’ select evidence 

case, administration, case owner, new owner, 

search for relevant BC, select and save. Go back 

to Summary screen should now show correct 

RBC. 

Check details and update PIPCS 

Check for overpayment action and pass details 

on 

Consider special 

caution 

Home 

N 6 months from when a Special 

caution – deletion exemption is 

created and then every 

subsequent 6 months until an 

end date is set on the special 

caution – deletion exemption 

Check who set the marker in the ‘Type’ field 

Forward the task to the SPOC for the area 

required (for example, appeals) 

See: Deletion Exemption Marker  

Change in payment 

frequency, update 

deduction 

Y Whenever a system or user 

changes the Delivery pattern for 

a claimant who has an on-

going/future dated deduction 

Check for deductions 

Inform Debt Management of the change 

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

Home    

Issue Manual  

Reassessment Invite 

– Address outside UK 

Home 

Y Within the reassessment 

process (managed or natural), 

PIP suppresses the automated 

Reassessment  

invite notification due to the 

claimant/PAB postcode being 

outside the UK 

Issue form PIP.0201 manually (via air mail) 

Defer the task for 14 days for the return of the 

PIP.0201 



 

Issue Manual  

Reassessment  

invite reminder – 

address outside the 

UK 

Home 

Y Within the Reassessment 

process (managed or natural), 

PIP surpresses the automated 

reassessment invite reminder 

notification due to the 

claimant/PAB postcode being 

outside the  

UK 

Issue form PIP.0203 manually 

Defer task for 14 days for return of the form 

CIS/PIPCS  

Transaction failure 

Home 

N A transaction has failed : 

- between PIPCS and CIS 

Or 

- between CIS and PIPCS 

which is on the PIP.4501 – 

Exception and Report list 

Check notes on PIPCS 

Check address/contact details/PAB details etc 

Evidence held on 

existing claim but not 

advanced claim 

Home 

N When advanced application is 

submitted – active evidence 

exists in the integrated case (on-

going case) that spans the 

advanced claim submission date 

but does not exist in the 

Advanced Application (source 

claim) then create task 

Check all evidence on PIPCS 

Hospital & other  N When advanced application  Check for update details 

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

accommodation 

evidence exists on 

advanced claim 

Home 

 is submitted – in edit hospital & 

other accom evidence exists in 

the advanced application 

Issue relevant documents 



 

Discrepancy failures 

and payability issues 

Home 

Y Roll up of discrepancy and 

payability tasks (lay discrepancy, 

CIS discrepancy, IDV failure &  

PAB discrepancy) 

Check the discrepancy 

Try to contact claimant 

If unable issue relevant documents or request a 

visit 

See: Discrepancy Guidance 

Payability issues 

Home 

Y Automated processing detects 

payability issue where hospital 

and the accommodation 

evidence issue has been created 

AND neither an open or 

deferred task are already 

outstanding on the claim 

Check if the hospital evidence has been applied 

Check if evidence has been received 

If non issue relevant documents to the 

claimant/PAB 

PIP.ASCR02 received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type  

1377 received from DRS  

(subject to use case PIP  

1269) 

This task will come from the workflow team 

Open the attachment and check the document 

Action the document accordingly or forward to 

the relevant area (for example,  

MOTA) 

Power of attorney 

received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type  

5062 received from DRS  

(subject to use case PIP  

1269) 

This task will come from the workflow team 

Open the attachment and check the document 

Action the document accordingly or forward to 

the relevant area (for example,  

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

   MOTA) 



 

Change of address 

received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 128 

received from DRS (subject to 

use case PIP 1269) 

This task will come from the workflow team 

Open the attachment and check the document 

Action the document accordingly or forward to 

the relevant area (for example,  

MOTA) 

Representative letter 

received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type  

1378 received from DRS  

(subject to use case PIP  

1269) 

This task will come from the workflow team 

Open the attachment and check the document 

Action the document accordingly or forward to 

the relevant area (for example,  

MOTA) 

Medical evidence not 

relevant received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type  

1379 received from DRS  

(subject to use case PIP  

1269) 

This task will come from the workflow team 

Open the attachment and check the document 

Action the document accordingly or forward to 

the relevant area (for example,  

MOTA) 

Resolve outstanding 

tasks 

Home 

N Task to be triggered by 

PIP.1272.1 system close where 

there are open or deferred tasks 

(at any level e.g person) 

Check which tasks (if any) are outstanding 

If required forward task to the CM 

If in a work queue – task to be deferred 

Return original doc 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task type in CAMLite with a task 

sub type of ‘Return original doc’ 

a  

Complete a document retrieval request form, 

making sure to list all docs required and include 

the batch ID and envelope ID 

 



 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

  corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘return original doc’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Docs should be received within 5 working days 

See: Request for original docs  

Original docs can only be returned if they have 

been on the system for 28 days or less. After this 

period we can only send copies 

Copy doc/send me 

Home 

N When an agent select a ‘To Do’ 

task type in CAMLite with a task 

sub type of ‘copy doc/send me’ 

a  

corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘Copy doc/send me’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Check request for potentially harmful 

information 

If no harmful information the details can be 

printed off through the attachments tab on 

PIPCS. 

See: Request for copy docs 

Visiting 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task in CAMLite with a task sub 

type of ‘Visiting’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘visiting’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

See: Requesting a visit 

C/personal details 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task in CAMLite with a task sub 

type of ‘C/personal details’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘C/personal details’ is generated 

in  

PIPCS 

Check the notes in the task and action the details 

accordingly 



 

Change AP LOT 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task in CAMLite with a task sub 

type of ‘Change AP LOT’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘Change AP LOT’ is generated in 

PIPCS 

Check if there is also a change of BC 

If case is with the AP send to SAM for them to 

contact the AP to check if assessment to 

continue 

If yes, change the AP LOT on PIPCS once  

 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

   the assessment has been received 

See: Moving between AP LOT 

R&P Absence abroad 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task in CAMLite with a task sub 

type of ‘R&P absence abroad’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘R&P absence abroad is 

generated in PIPCS 

Check the notes in the task 

Check if a suspension is required 

+28 Payable evidence 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task in CAMLite with a task sub 

type of ‘+28 payable evidence’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘+28 payable evidence’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Check the notes in the task 

Check if additional enquiries to be made. If so, 

issue relevant documents 

-28 Payable evidence 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task in CAMLite with a task sub 

type of ‘-28 payable evidence’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of ‘-

28 payable evidence’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Check the notes in the task 

Input the details onto PIPCS and issue the 

relevant documents to the claimant 



 

Prison evidence 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task in CAMLite with a task sub 

type of ‘Prison evidence’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘Prison evidence’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

Check notes in the task 

Input the details onto PIPCS 

Issue the verification document 

Payable other bens 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task in CAMLite with a task sub 

type of ‘Payable other bens’ a 

corresponding  

Check the notes in the task 

Action the information accordingly 

Task Subject  

(displayed in  

PIPCS) 

Case  

Ownership  

(Y/N) 

What triggers the task How to clear the task 

  ‘to do’ task of ‘payable other 

bens’ is generated in PIPCS 

 

Other 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task in CAMLite with a task sub 

type of ‘Other’ a corresponding 

‘to do’ task of ‘Other’ is 

generated in  

PIPCS 

Check the notes in the task 

Action the information accordingly 

Consider SUSP 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task in CAMLite with a task sub 

type of ‘Consider SUSP’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘Consider SUSP’ is generated in 

PIPCS 

Check the notes in the task 

Check why the suspension has been input 

Check if any further enquiries to be made 
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Task Subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

Scrutiny 

Home 

Y On automated or manual application of lay rules 

for new claims for reassessment cases, where lay 

conditions are not met 

Check why the lay 

conditions not met 

If PIP2 not received, contact 

claimant for further info 

Look at making a 

disallowance decision 

Issue clerical letter 



 

Failure to comply 

Home 

Y AP selects Reason for Return of  

Assessment as ‘Failure to comply’ and AP report 

(doc type 1270) has not been received within 10 

working days 

Check if UCB 

Contact claimant by phone 

(or PIP.3033) to check 

reason for FTC 

If no good reason for FTC 

claim to be disallowed 

If good reason accepted 

refer back to AP 

See: AP overview (CM) 

ID failure 

Home 

Y AP selects Reason for Return of  

Assessment as ‘ID failure’ and AP report (Doc type 

1270) has not been received within 10 working 

days 

Details must be checked to 

decide the next steps to 

take 

Once all details checked and 

enquiries made, if no ID or 

will not attend with ID will 

need to look at decision to 

disallow 

If now has ID refer to AP  

 

   for assessment to be 

completed 

See: Decision making 

Establish good cause 

Home 

Y Automated processing when PIP.6000 not 

returned within timescales and claimant has 

indicated additional support 

Consider if a negative 

determination is 

appropriate 

See: Decision making 



 

Determination copied to 

existing claim 

Home 

Y Task triggered on award/disallowance, when the 

full rule has been run and the submissions are 

successfully transferred from determination. This 

task is not triggered on disallowance due to lay 

conditions failures. 

A CM with an advance claim 

skill set can action this task. 

See: New Claim Process  

– Advance Claims 

Assessment 

Determination evidence 

Home 

Y Task created when Assessment  

Determination evidence remains unapplied  

3 working days after its creation 

Check submission history 

Check in the determinations 

tab for the Assessment 

questionnaire 

Action required 

certificate of visual 

impairment received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 1229 received from  

DRS (subject to generic rule 1269) 

Open and check the details 

in the attachment 

Action the info if required 

Action required further 

evidence received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1241 received from  

DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Open and check the details 

in the attachment 

Action the info if required 

Action required care 

plan received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1248 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Open and check the details 

in the attachment 

Action the info if  

 

   required 



 

Action required 

photographic evidence 

received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 1253 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Open and check the details 

in the attachment 

Action the info if required 

Action required PIP2 

questionnaire received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1274 received from  

DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Open and check the details 

in the attachment 

Action the info if required 

Action required GP 

factual report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1326 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Open and check the details 

in the attachment 

Action the info if required 

Action required hospital 

factual report received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1327 received from  

DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Open and check the details 

in the attachment 

Action the info if required 

Action required AP 

request for information 

received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 1328 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Open and check the details 

in the attachment 

Action the info if required 

Action required NHS 

hospital report received  

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1373 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Open and check the details 

in the attachment 

Action the info if required 



 

DOC type 1268: AP 

report received 

Y Notification of Doc type 1268 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269). 

Open and check the details 

in the  

 

Home  Additional rule for reassessment cases: 

If other benefit evidence type DLA present when 

doc type 1268 received then trigger doc type 

1268, else wait for 2 days and if other benefit 

evidence type DLA present when time expires 

then trigger doc type 1268 or wait for 1 more day 

and trigger doc type 1268 (regardless of whether 

other benefit evidence type DLA present) 

attachment 

Action the info if required 

DOC type 1269: AP 

supplementary report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1269 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269). 

AP selects reason for return of assessment as 

supplementary report and  

Supplementary report is received within 10 

working days 

Check if the AP report is 

attached to the  

Supplementary Report 

If so process as required 

DOC type 1270: AP 

report where 

assessment could not be 

completed received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1270 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269). 

Open and check the details 

in the attachment 

Action the info if required 

Action required further 

evidence received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1241 received from DRS ( 

then generic rule 1269) (note receipt of further 

medical evidence via the DRS event service) 

Open and check the details 

in the attachment 

Action the info if required 



 

Withdraw PIP 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in 

CAMLite with a task sub type of  

‘Withdraw PIP’ a corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘withdraw PIP’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check for any outstanding 

decisions 

If no look into CofC award 

review 

If yes check if additional 

support required and if so 

See: Withdraw claim If no 

withdraw PIP on  

 

   the applications tab on  

PIPCS 

See: Withdraw claim 

Evidence 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in 

CAMLite with a task sub type of  

‘Evidence’ a corresponding ‘to do’ task of  

‘evidence’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check the note in the task 

Action the information 

accordingly 

PIP2 ext x2 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in 

CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘PIP2 ext x2’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of ‘PIP2 ext x2’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Need to consider if 

reasonable to add more 

time 

Check for additional needs 

See: Request for more than 

a 2 week extension 

Overseas bank acct 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in 

CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘Overseas bank 

acct’ a corresponding ‘to do’ task of ‘overseas 

bank acct’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check what  

information/ documents 

received 

Action the information 

accordingly 

CM-DM – SRTI skill set 

  



 

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the 

task 

Remove review 

date 

Home 

Y Where the external party type = appointee and TI provisions 

met = yes and have been recorded by the  

AP 

Go to the appointee 

screen in PIPCS 

Remove the review 

date 

TI provisions not 

met 

Home 

Y Return assessment reason set to ‘TI provisions not met’ and 

AP report not received within 2 working days 

Update ‘medical 

evidence’ details 

Remove answers  

to motability 

questions 

Issue PIP2 

See: SRTI CM action  

Check ESA85a/ 

DS1500 

Home 

Y Automated processing where special rule has been indicated 

in IEG and lay rule passed 

Check if the DS1500 in 

the attachments 

Check ESA portal for 

the ESA85a 

If all docs there send 

to AP 

If not defer for 7 days 

Action required  

DS1500 received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1242 received from DRS  

(subject to generic rule 1269) 

Check the document 

received 

Action if required 

 



 

SRTI call back 

Home 

Y When an agent selects an ‘outbound call’ task type in 

CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘SRTI call back’ a 

corresponding ‘outbound call back’ task of ‘SRTI call back’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Check the notes in the 

task 

Check if the person 

details are known 

Action the 

information 

accordingly 

Normal rules to  

SRTI 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in CAMLite with a 

task sub type of ‘Normal rules to SRTI’ a corresponding ‘to 

do’ task of ‘normal rules to SRTI’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check the notes in the 

task 

Check if the case is 

with the AP 

Action the 

information 

accordingly 

  



 

Mota CW-DO mota – General skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

Agreement 

status 

Home 

N If a provisional MOTA agreement has been activated, 

task required at safe date +30 working days and every 

30 working days thereafter if the active provisional 

MOTA agreement remains and no existing open or 

deferred task of the same type exists 

Enquire about the current 

position of the agreement 

If unable to advise when the 

agreement will be sent, set a  

28 day wait calendar event 

See: Motability  

Inform Mota 

supplier 

Home 

N When an active Motability agreement is ended by the 

end of award process 

Check for an advance claim 

Advise MOps using the schedule 

Manually terminate the 

agreement 

See Motability  

Motability data 

verification 

Home 

Y When a flag is set on the data response from DLA 

indicating that Motability details is to be investigated, 

then work flow is required to mature daily and 

generate a task to the Motability CW when the benefit 

determination is made (following the running of the 

legislative rule) 

See: Reassessment 



 

Motability 

evidence/inv 

alid/  

incomplete 

Home 

N When use case PIP0006.15 determines that there is 

invalid or incomplete data in the Motability evidence 

returned by DLA (evidence could not be validated 

when created as system rule require an active BDC 

before MOTA evidence can be activated. It is to be 

activated and validated on confirmation of closure of 

DLA by application of other benefit evidence type ‘DLA’ 

with ‘DLA verified?’ check box set to be checked. Any 

in-edit MOTA evidence is to be  

See: Reassessment 

 

  submitted for full validation at this point). Task is to be 

generated if evidence fails any MOTA agreement 

evidence validation rule. 

 

DOC type 1213:  

PIP.5000 

received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 1213 received from  

DRS (subject to generic rule 1269) 

Open the attachment and check 

the document 

Action the document 

accordingly 

DOC type 1214: 

PIP.5001 

received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 1214 received from  

DRS (subject to generic rule 1269) 

Open the attachment and check 

the document 

Action the document 

accordingly 

Mota 

agreement 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task in CAMLite with a 

task sub type of ‘MOTA agreement’ a corresponding 

‘to do’ task of ‘MOTA agreement’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check the notes box in the task 

to see what Action is required (if 

any) 

Complete the action required (if 

any) 



 

Agreement 

ended.  

Inform  

MOTA  

supplier 

Home 

N When an active Motability agreement is ended by the 

end of award process. 

When there is an active Motability agreement and the 

case has been automatically disallowed due to planned 

intervention (for example, on non return of AR1 and 

additional support determined is no). 

The routing of this task will be 

amended in Release7.0. 

Following the release, if there 

are no users within the  

OU with the Delivery Officer 

MOTA Role security role with a 

CO Rule General skillset, the task 

will route to  

Blackpool MOTA BC work queue 

(GB) or NISSA BC MOTA work 

queue (NI). 

Fraud CW-Fraud agent – General skill set 

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the 

task 

How to action the task 

Unplanned  

Intervention  

(fraud interest) 

Home 

N Unplanned 

Intervention activity 

has started on the 

Case and the fraud 

indicator is set 

Currently users manually forward the task to Fraud but 

following Release 7.0, if there are no users within the OU with 

the Fraud Agent Role security role and a CO  

Rule skillset then these tasks will route to Blackpool CRT work 

queue (GB) or NISSA Fraud Specialist work queue (NI). From 

Release 7.0 only CRT users will receive these tasks via their 

own inbox or a work queue. If you want to detail how to 

process this task, you will need to contact CRT. 

Fraud Interest 

Home 

N Planned Intervention 

created and claimant 

has a fraud interest 

Until Rel 7.1 (June 23rd) users are to close this task 

DOC type 1266: 

MF47 received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc 

type 1266 received 

from DRS ( subject to 

use case PIP  

1269) 

Open the attachment and check the document 

Action the document accordingly  

CW-DO – Recons skill set 

  



 

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

Further 

evidence not 

received 

Home 

N Reconsideration was created and saved and the further 

action reason ‘sending further evidence’ checkbox has 

been selected for 21 calendar days or a Reconsideration is 

edited and saved and the ‘sending further evidence’ 

checkbox was amended from unselected to selected for 21 

days 

Issue PIP.2008 for 

verification 

Register  

Recon 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in CAMLite with 

a task sub type of ‘Register Recon’ a corresponding ‘to do’ 

task of ‘Register recon’ is generated in PIPCS 

Let the CW know how to 

decide whether to register 

the recon in the BDC, or re-

open the application and 

register it there 

See: Reconsiderations  

CM-DM – Explanation Skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the 

task 

Explanation registration 

complete, further action 

req’d 

Home 

Y This task is generated when an explanation is created 

(registered) in PIPCS 

Provide explanation 

where possible 

Complete all fields in 

open explanation and 

save 

See: Claimant decision 

explanation  



 

Explanation 

Home 

N When an agent selects an ‘Outbound Call’ task type in 

CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘Explanation’ a 

corresponding ‘outbound call’ task of ‘explanations’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Check for a fraud 

indicator 

If non get more details 

before making the call 

See: Claimant decision 

explanation  

CM-DM – Recons skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

DOC type 1303:  

DBD305R received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1303 received 

from DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Check the document in the 

attachment 

Action if required 

DOC type 1268: AP report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1268 received 

from DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Note: On receipt of Doc type 1268, task 

WS2-16 gets closed and SMS template 

26500 is issued. 

Check the document in the 

attachment 

Action if required 



 

DOC type 1269: AP 

supplementary report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1269 received 

from DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269) 

AP selects reason for return of 

assessment as supplementary report and 

sup report is received within 10 working 

days 

Note: On receipt of Doc type 1269, task 

WS2-16 gets closed but SMS template 

26500 is not issued. 

Check if AP report attached to 

Supplementary report If yes, 

action as required 

DOC type 1270: AP report 

where  

assessment could not be 

completed received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1270 received 

from DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Check the information in the 

attachment 

Action if required 

Action required further 

evidence received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1241 received 

from DRS (then generic rule 1269) (note: 

receipt of further medical evidence via 

the DRS event  

Check the information in the 

attachment 

Action if required 

 

  service)  

Reconsideration registration 

complete, further action 

required 

Home 

Y This task is generated when a 

reconsideration is created  

(registered) in PIPCS 

The CM to reconsider previous 

decision 

See: Reconsiderations   



 

Withdraw PIP 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type 

in CAMLite with a task sub type of 

‘Withdraw PIP’ a corresponding ‘to do’ 

task of  

‘withdraw PIP’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

Check for any outstanding 

decisions 

If no, look into CofC award 

review 

If yes, check if additional 

support required and if so  

See: Withdraw claim  

If no, withdraw PIP on the 

applications tab on PIPCS 

See: Withdraw claim 

Recon other 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type 

in CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘Recon 

other’ a  

corresponding ‘to do’ task of ‘recon 

other’ is generated in PIPCS 

The CM needs to look at the 

whole case to find out what 

action needs to be taken in 

these tasks. For example, 

Check Notes 

Check Reason for Call Back 

Evidence 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type 

in CAMLite with a task sub type of 

‘Evidence’ a corresponding  

‘to do’ task of ‘evidence’ is generated in 

PIPCS 

Check the notes in the task 

Action accordingly 

PIP2 ext x2 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type 

in CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘PIP2 

ext x2’ a  

corresponding ‘to do’ task of ‘PIP2 ext x2’ 

is generated in PIPCS 

Need to consider if reasonable 

to add more time 

Check for additional needs 

 

   See: Request for more than a 2 

week extension 



 

Overseas bank acct 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type 

in CAMLite with a task sub type of 

‘Overseas bank acct’ a corresponding ‘to 

do’ task of  

‘overseas bank acct’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

Check what information/ 

documents received 

Action the information 

accordingly 

  

 

CM-DM – Appeals Skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

Further evidence not 

received 

Home 

Y Open appeal record and awaiting 

further evidence checkbox initially 

selected and awaiting further 

evidence not deselected within 1 

calendar month 

Refer task to CM for them to write the 

appeal. (these tend to be Recons and not 

appeals) 

CM will then close task once their action is 

complete 

On-going  

appeal/reconsideratio n 

& new claim submitted 

Home 

N New claim is submitted and there 

is an open appeal event or an open 

reconsideration event for the 

claimant 

Forward this task to the New claims at 

RBC for them to action 

Check status of the Appeal received and 

action by CM working on further 

evidence, will either send a 

supplementary response to HMCTS if 

already written to inform them or add 

paragraph on appeal response advising 

new claim has been made. 

DOC type 1329: 

appeal outcome 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1329 

received from DRS (subject to use 

case PIP 1269) 

Check the information in the attachment 

Action if required 



 

DOC type 1359:  

PIP.2001a received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1359 

received from DRS (subject to use 

case PIP 1269) 

Check the information in the attachment 

Action if required 

DOC type 1268: AP report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1268 

received from DRS (subject to use 

case PIP 1269) 

Additional rule for reassessment 

cases: 

If other benefit evidence type  

DLA present when Doc type  

CM will action (if required) 

 

  1268 received then trigger  

Doc type 1268 

Or 

Wait for 2 days and if other benefit 

evidence type DLA present when 

timer expires then trigger Doc type 

1268 

Or 

Wait for 1 more day and trigger 

Doc type 1268 (regardless of 

whether other benefit evidence 

type DLA present) 

 

DOC type 1269:  

supplementary report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1269 

received from DRS (subject to use 

case PIP 1269). 

AP selects reason for return of 

assessment as  

supplementary report and sup 

report is received within 10 

working days 

Check the information in the attachment 

Action if required 



 

DOC type 1270: AP report 

where assessment could 

not be completed 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1270 

received from DRS (subject to use 

case PIP 1269). 

Check the information in the attachment 

Action if required 

Action required further 

evidence received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1241 

received from DRS (then generic 

rule 1269) (note: receipt of further 

medical evidence via the DRS 

event service) 

Check the information in the attachment 

Action if required 

Withdraw PIP Y When an agent selects a ‘To  

Do’ task type in CAMLite with  

Check for any outstanding decisions 

 

Home  a task sub type of ‘Withdraw PIP’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘withdraw PIP’ is generated in 

PIPCS 

If no look into CofC award review 

If yes check if additional support required 

and if so See: Withdraw claim  

If no withdraw PIP on the applications tab 

on PIPCS 

See: Withdraw claim 

Evidence 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task type in CAMLite with a task 

sub type of ‘Evidence’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of  

‘evidence’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

Check the notes in the task 

Action the information accordingly 



 

PIP2 ext x2 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task type in CAMLite with a task 

sub type of ‘PIP2 ext x2’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of  

‘PIP2 ext x2’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

Need to consider if reasonable to add 

more time 

Check for additional needs 

See: Request for more than a 2 week 

extension  

Overseas bank acct 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ 

task type in CAMLite with a task 

sub type of ‘Overseas bank acct’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of 

‘overseas bank acct’ is generated 

in PIPCS 

Check what information/ documents 

received 

Action the information accordingly 

  

CM-DM – Appeals writing skill set 

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

Appeal registration 

complete, further action 

req’d 

Home 

Y This task is generated when an 

appeal is created (registered) in  

PIPCS 

This will be closed by the appeals 

writer once the appeal has been 

written 

  



 

CW-DO – Reassessment 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the 

task 

Reassessment  

Med Ev 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To do’ task type in  

CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘Reassessment Med Ev’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of ‘reassessment med ev’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Check the DLACS for 

evidence 

If evidence is listed call 

the file through  

RS Web.NET 

Include in the notes 

the action you have 

taken 

 

CM-DM – Reassessment 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

Not received 

Home 

Y Part 2 deadline date reached and 

additional support not indicated, and 

case is a reassessment case 

Check DLACS to see if there is a 

reason for non return, for example, 

in hospital 

Check if there is an appointee 

If so check the AAADG  

(Agents, Appointees, Attorneys and 

Deputies Guide) applies before 

suspending benefit 

If no appointee suspend benefit on 

DLACS from the 29th day after the 

invite was issued. 



 

End entitlement failure 

Home 

Y On receipt of the response from DLA to 

PIP unable to end DLA entitlement 

Go into DLACS and manually 

calculate the end of entitlement 

date 

See: Reassessment  

Data not returned 

Home 

Y Expiry of DLA data request event wait When PIPCS request details of 

claimants DLA award from DLACS, 

PIPCS sets a timer to allow for data 

exchange and a task is created if 

DLA evidence is not in PIPCS when 

the timer runs out. If so user would 

need to manually enter Other 

Benefits DLA evidence and leave ‘in 

edit’ 

End of entitlement not 

returned 

Home 

Y Expiry of DLA end entitlement request 

event wait 

Go into DLACS and manually 

calculate the end date including the 

run on. 

 

   Once action complete task will close 

automatically 

See: Reassessment  



 

Data extractresponse 

Home 

Y The following DLA reassessment data 

extract response status values will 

generate a task for the PIP DM detailing 

one of the following status response 

values: 

‘record not found’ 

‘no entitlement’ 

‘suspended pending deletion’ 

‘suspended transferred out’ 

‘claimant deceased’ 

‘DLA entitlement ended’ 

Check DLACS and PIPCS for reasons 

why the data exchange failed 

See: Reassessment  

Data  

invalid/incomplete 

Home 

Y When either use case PIP1006.85 or 

PIP1006.86 determines that there is 

invalid or incomplete data in the data set 

returned by DLA 

Go into DLACS and Manually input 

the information 

Include in notes the manual action 

and why 

PIP1 not received <if 

special rule indicator 

present on DLA task 

subject to include  

‘SRTI’> 

Home 

N 28 calendar days after the PIP invite has 

been issued and Part 1 data gather has 

not been submitted, and no open 

manual task with task type 

‘reassessment’ end claim follow up exists 

Send task to CW 

CW will attempt to make outbound 

call. If not successful  

V.O referral to be made 

Defer task for 28 days 

DOC type 1268:AP report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1268 received 

from DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269). 

Additional rule for reassessment cases: 

If other benefit evidence type DLA 

present when doc type 1268  

Check the document in the 

attachment 

Action if required 

 



 

  received then trigger doc type 1268, else 

wait for 2 days and if other benefit 

evidence type DLA present when time 

expires then trigger doc type 1268 or 

wait for 1 more day and trigger doc type 

1268 (regardless of whether other 

benefit evidence type DLA present) 

Note: On receipt of Doc type 1268, task 

WS2-16 gets closed and SMS template 

26500 is issued. 

 

DOC type 1269: AP 

supplementary report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1269 received 

from DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269). 

AP selects reason for return of 

assessment as supplementary report and 

sup report is received within 10 working 

days 

Note: On receipt of Doc type 1269, task 

WS2-16 gets closed and SMS template 

26500 is not issued. 

Check the information in the 

attachment 

Action if required 

DOC type 1270:AP report 

where assessment could 

not be completed – 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1270 received 

from DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269). 

Check the information in the 

attachment 

Action if required 

Action required further 

evidence received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1241 received 

from DRS (then generic rule 1269) (note: 

receipt of further medical evidence via 

the DRS event service) 

Check the information in the 

attachment 

Action if required 



 

Req Reinstate DLA 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task 

type in CAMLite with a task sub type of 

‘Req reinstate DLA’ a corresponding ‘to 

do’ task of ‘req  

Check why the DLA was terminated. 

If terminated incorrectly for  

 

  reinstate DLA’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

example, procedural error you will 

need to look at re instating  

DLA 

• If not terminated incorrectly 

inform claimant DLA cannot be 

reinstated 

Withdraw PIP 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task 

type in CAMLite with a task sub type of 

‘Withdraw PIP’ a corresponding ‘to do’ 

task of  

‘withdraw PIP’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

Check whether any outstanding 

decisions on  

DLACS 

If no withdraw PIP on the 

applications tab on PIPCS 

See: Withdraw claim 

Evidence 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task 

type in CAMLite with a task sub type of 

‘Evidence’ a corresponding ‘to do’ task 

of  

‘evidence’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check the notes in the task 

Action the information accordingly 

PIP2 ext x2 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task 

type in CAMLite with a task sub type of 

‘PIP2 ext x2’ a corresponding ‘to do’ task 

of ‘PIP2 ext x2’ is generated in PIPCS 

Need to consider if reasonable to 

add more time 

Check for additional needs 

See: Request for more than a 2 

week extension  



 

Overseas bank acct 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task 

type in CAMLite with a task sub type of 

‘Overseas bank acct’ a corresponding ‘to 

do’ task of  

‘overseas bank acct’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

Check what information/ 

documents received 

action the information accordingly 

  

CM-DM – Award Review skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

Consider planned 

intervention 

Home 

Y Benefit delivery case not in payment at any point from 

start of review date and intervention part 2 has not 

been returned by the part 2 deadline date 

Check for additional 

support 

If yes, refer case to  

AP 

If no, consider a 

decision 

PIP2 not received 

Home 

Y Part 2 deadline date reached, benefit delivery case in 

payment since start of review date and additional 

support not indicated 

Issue reminder 

Consider a decision 

Action required PIP2 

questionnaire received 

Home 

Y When a Doc type 1357 is received and handled by 

Document Management and type of intervention is 

‘planned intervention’ 

Refer case to the  

AP 



 

DOC type 1268: AP report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1268 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269). 

Additional rule for reassessment cases: 

If other benefit evidence type DLA present when doc 

type 1268 received then trigger doc type 1268, else 

wait for 2 days and if other benefit evidence type DLA 

present when time expires then trigger doc type 1268 

or wait for 1 more day and trigger doc type 1268 

(regardless of whether other benefit evidence type 

DLA present) 

Note: On receipt of Doc type 1268, task WS216 gets 

closed and SMS template 26500 is issued. 

Forward task to DM to 

make a decision 

DOC type 1269: AP  Y Notification of Doc type 1269 received from  Check the  

 

supplementary report 

received 

Home 

 DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269). 

AP selects reason for return of assessment as 

supplementary report and sup report is received 

within 10 working days 

Note: On receipt of Doc type 1269, task WS216 gets 

closed but SMS template 26500 is not issued. 

information in the task 

Action if required 

DOC type 1270: AP report 

where assessment could 

not be completed  

Received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1270 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269). 

Check for reasons why 

it has not been 

completed 

Issue PIP.6000 



 

Action required further 

evidence received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1241 received from DRS (then 

generic rule 1269) (note: receipt of further medical 

evidence via the DRS event service) 

Check if we have 

already received this 

information before a 

decision has been 

made 

If the info is received 

before a decision is 

made, check with the 

DM 

If the info is received 

after the decision is 

made, check if the info 

will have any impact 

Withdraw PIP 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in CAMLite 

with a task sub type of ‘Withdraw PIP’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of ‘withdraw PIP’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Check for any 

outstanding decisions 

If no look into CofC 

award review 

If yes check if 

additional support 

required and if so  

 

   See: Withdraw claim  

If no withdraw PIP on 

the applications tab on 

PIPCS 

See: Withdraw claim 



 

Evidence 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in CAMLite 

with a task sub type of ‘Evidence’ a corresponding ‘to 

do’ task of ‘evidence’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check the information 

in the task 

Action accordingly 

PIP2 ext x2 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in CAMLite 

with a task sub type of ‘PIP2 ext x2’ a corresponding 

‘to do’ task of ‘PIP2 ext x2’ is generated in PIPCS 

Need to consider if 

reasonable to add 

more time 

Check for additional 

needs 

See: Request for more 

than a 2 week 

extension  

Overseas bank acct 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in CAMLite 

with a task sub type of ‘Overseas bank acct’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of  

‘overseas bank acct’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check what 

information/ 

documents received 

action the information 

accordingly 

Action required Award 

Review AR1 received in 

time 

Home 

Y Doc Type 10274 – task created when an AR1 is 

received and handled by document management, and 

type of intervention is ‘Planned Intervention’ and the 

AR1 is received on or before deadline date 

Check AR1 for 

signature and content 

Decide whether CM to 

make a decision or 

whether to refer to AP. 

 

   See: Award  

Reviews  



 

Action required  

Award Review AR1 

received out of time 

Home 

Y Doc Type 10274 – task created when an AR1 is 

received and handled by document management, and 

type of intervention is  

‘Planned Intervention’ but there is no active  

PIP2 timer 

Check for additional 

support 

If yes sent to AP for 

assessment 

If no disallow the claim 

See: Award  

Reviews  

 

CM-DM – Advance claims skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

Unable to copy 

determination to existing 

claim 

Home 

Y Task triggered on award/disallowance when the full 

rule have been run, and determination status on the 

existing BDC is not completed or cancelled when 

transferring the latest AP and CM determination 

submission. This task is not triggered on disallowance 

due to lay conditions failure 

Close the intervention 

Delete the evidence 

Delete the new 

determination 

Unable to create UI on 

existing claim 

Home 

Y Task triggered on award/disallowance when there is a 

difference in determination on the claim and an 

Unplanned Intervention could not be created on the 

existing BDC as an open intervention already exists 

Close the intervention 

Delete the evidence 

Delete the new 

determination 



 

UI created on existing 

claim 

Home 

Y Task triggered on award/disallowance when system 

creates an Unplanned Intervention on existing BDC as 

a result of a difference in determination on the 

advanced claim 

Close the intervention 

Delete the evidence 

Delete the new 

determination 

Check previous 

decision 

Shared evidence consider 

impact 

Home 

Y When evidence is applied, the system determines 

that evidence to be shared between cases. This task 

builds up the outcome of that transfer action for all 

evidences before it’s generated 

Close the intervention 

Delete the evidence 

Delete the new 

determination 

Check previous 

decision 

 

Open intervention exists 

Home 

Y Task triggered when application type of ‘Advance 

claim’ is submitted and an open intervention exists on 

existing BDC 

Close the intervention 

Delete the evidence 

Delete the new 

determination 

Check previous 

decision 



 

DOC type 1268:AP report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1268 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269). 

Additional rule for reassessment cases: 

If other benefit evidence type DLA present when doc 

type 1268 received then trigger doc type 1268, else 

wait for 2 days and if other benefit evidence type DLA 

present when time expires then trigger doc type 1268 

or wait for 1 more day and trigger doc type 1268  

(regardless of whether other benefit evidence type 

DLA present) 

Note: On receipt of Doc type 1268, task WS216 gets 

closed and SMS template 26500 is issued. 

Check the information 

in the attachment 

Make a decision 

DOC type 1269: AP 

supplementary report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1269 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269). 

AP selects reason for return of assessment as 

supplementary report and sup report is received 

within 10 working days 

Note: On receipt of Doc type 1269, task WS216 gets 

closed but SMS template 26500 is not issued. 

Check the information 

in the task 

Action if required 

DOC type 1270: AP report 

where assessment could 

not be completed – 

received 

Y Notification of Doc type 1270 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269). 

Check the information 

in the attachment 

 

Home   Action if required 



 

Action required further 

evidence received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1241 received from DRS (then 

generic rule 1269) (note: receipt of further medical 

evidence via the DRS event service) 

Check the information 

in the attachment 

Action accordingly 

Withdraw PIP 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in CAMLite 

with a task sub type of ‘Withdraw PIP’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of ‘withdraw PIP’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Check for any 

outstanding decisions 

If no look into CofC 

award review 

If yes check if 

additional support 

required and if so See: 

Withdraw claim  

If no withdraw PIP on 

the applications tab on 

PIPCS 

See: Withdraw claim 

Evidence 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in CAMLite 

with a task sub type of ‘Evidence’ a corresponding ‘to 

do’ task of ‘evidence’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check the information 

in the task 

Action accordingly 

PIP2 ext x2 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in CAMLite 

with a task sub type of ‘PIP2 ext x2’ a corresponding 

‘to do’ task of ‘PIP2 ext x2’ is generated in PIPCS 

Need to consider if 

reasonable to add 

more time 

Check for additional 

needs 

See: Request for more 

than a 2 week 

extension 



 

 

Overseas bank acct 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in 

CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘Overseas bank acct’ 

a corresponding ‘to do’ task of  

‘overseas bank acct’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check what 

information/ 

documents received 

Action the 

information 

accordingly 

 

CW-DO – CofC Reviews skill set 

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

CofC  

Reviews  

(UI) 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in CAMLite with a 

task sub type of ‘CofC Reviews (UI)’ a corresponding ‘to do’ 

task of ‘cofc reviews (UI)’ is generated in PIPCS 

Go to evidence summary 

within interventions 

Create a new intervention 

(Unplanned  

Intervention) 

  



 

CM-DM – CofC Review Skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

PIP2 not received 

Home 

Y Open Unplanned intervention record exists and part 

2 not received within 35 working days (manual task 

type ‘AP assessment required part 2 received’) 

Check if a reminder has 

been issued 

If no consider a 

disallowance 

Check for additional 

support 

PIP2 questionnaire 

received 

Home 

Y When a Doc type 1357 is received and handled by 

Document management and type of intervention is 

‘Unplanned intervention’, PIPCS will generate a task 

to the complex decision work queue to advise that a 

part 2 is returned for an unplanned intervention 

Check if the PIP2 has 

been fully completed 

and signed 

Evaluate the evidence 

If necessary, refer to  

the AP 

DOC type 1268: AP report 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1268 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269). 

Additional rule for reassessment cases: 

If other benefit evidence type DLA present when 

doc type 1268 received then trigger doc type 1268, 

else wait for 2 days and if other benefit evidence 

type DLA present when time expires then trigger 

doc type 1268 or wait for 1 more day and trigger 

doc type 1268 (regardless of whether other benefit 

evidence type DLA present) 

Note: On receipt of Doc type 1268, task WS216 gets 

closed and SMS template 26500 is issued. 

Check the evidence 

Check the decision 

If there are any 

problems refer back to 

the AP 

If none, make a decision 



 

DOC type 1269: AP  Y Notification of Doc type 1269 received from  Check the  

 

supplementary report 

received 

Home 

 DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269). 

AP selects reason for return of assessment as 

supplementary report and sup report is received 

within 10 working days 

Note: On receipt of Doc type 1269, task WS216 gets 

closed but SMS template 26500 is not issued. 

information in the 

attachment 

DOC type 1270: AP report 

where assessment could 

not be completed – 

received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1270 received from DRS 

(subject to use case PIP 1269). 

Check for FTA and such 

action 

Action accordingly 

Make a decision 

Unplanned intervention 

registration complete, 

further action req’d 

Home 

Y This task is generated when a CofC review is created 

(registered) in PIPCS 

Check if a change has 

occurred 

Check if a AR1 UI  

(Formerly known as  

PIP2 UI) is required 

Check if a referral to the 

AP is needed without a 

AR1 UI  

(Formerly known as  

PIP2 UI) 

See: Change of 

circumstances Award  

Reviews  



 

Action required further 

evidence received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type 1241 received from DRS 

(then generic rule 1269) (note: receipt of further 

medical evidence via the DRS event service) 

Check the information 

received Action 

accordingly 

Withdraw PIP 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in  

CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘Withdraw  

PIP’ a corresponding ‘to do’ task of ‘withdraw  

PIP’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check for any 

outstanding decisions 

 

   If no look into CofC 

award review 

If yes check if additional 

support required and if 

so  

See: Withdraw claim 

If no withdraw PIP on 

the applications tab on 

PIPCS 

See: Withdraw claim 

Evidence 

Home 

Y When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in 

CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘Evidence’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of ‘evidence’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Check the notes in the 

task 

Action the information 

accordingly 



 

PIP2 ext x2 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in 

CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘PIP2 ext x2’ a 

corresponding ‘to do’ task of ‘PIP2 ext x2’ is 

generated in PIPCS 

Need to consider if 

reasonable to add more 

time 

Check for additional 

needs 

See: Request for more 

than a 2 week extension 

Overseas bank acct 

Home 

N When an agent selects a ‘To Do’ task type in 

CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘Overseas bank 

acct’ a corresponding ‘to do’ task of  

‘overseas bank acct’ is generated in PIPCS 

Check what 

information/ 

documents received 

Action the information 

accordingly 

CW-DO – Xmas bonus payment skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

Xmas bonus 

other benefit =  

Home 

N 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Certain other benefits(s) received in Xmas bonus 

interface from CIS (Searchlight) 

Check other benefits in  

CIS (Searchlight) 

If there are other benefits 

above PIP they pay Xmas 

bonus 

If no other benefits go to the 

evidence tab add evidence 

here 



 

Xmas bonus – 

rejection reason 

=  

Home 

N 

Claimant has current and on-going entitlement that 

indicates at least one day within the Xmas bonus 

qualifying week (and no higher ranking benefit is in 

payment, as per use case  

PIP05240.241 determine Xmas bonus priority order) and 

any of the following case conditions exist: 

A) A date of death is held for the claimant  

(verified or unverified) 

b) The status of the claimants residential address 

is DLO 

c) There is ‘In edit’ evidence held for the claimant 

d) There are outstanding Management checks 

e) There is boarder evidence present 

f) A BDC level, nominee or component suspension 

is held on the case 

g) ‘Other PIP’ payment is scheduled to be 

generated to the claimant’s nominee in the next 

financials batch run. Other PIP payments  

For Date of Death 

If claimant died during the 

Xmas bonus entitlement 

week a CPS payment will be 

paid to the next of kin. 

If died before the 

entitlement week no  

Xmas bonus due 

For DLO cases 

Action the DLO first 

Once DLO action completed 

Xmas bonus can be paid 

For in edit evidence 

Apply the evidence to clear 

the ‘in edit’ evidence and 

PIPCS will pay Xmas bonus 

 



 

  scheduled for processing For management checks 

Checks must be closed so 

that PIPCS can pay the Xmas 

bonus 

For Boarder cases 

Check if PIP due in the Xmas 

bonus entitlement week. If 

so then Xmas bonus to be 

paid 

For suspension 

Suspension must be cleared 

before the Xmas bonus can 

be paid 

For other payment 

Wait for other payment to 

be issued before bonus can 

be paid 

Task must be deferred until 

previous payment  

made 

DOC type 1259: 

Christmas bonus 

received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 1259 received from DRS  

(subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Follow DLO action as above 

Check payment has been 

made 

CW-DO – Call back skill set 

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 



 

Outbound  

call 

Home 

N When an agent selects an ‘Outbound call’ task type 

in CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘Outbound call’ a 

corresponding ‘outbound call’ task of ‘outbound 

call’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

Check the date and time 

completed 

If 0 – 3 hours urgent call back 

required – ring claimant.  

If still no reply send a text or leave 

a voice mail 

If 3 – 24 hours make 3 calls over a 

24 hour period and if no contact 

made with the claimant, update 

notes accordingly 

If contact made action accordingly 

PIP2 

completion 

Home 

N When an agent selects an ‘Outbound call’ task type 

in CAMLite with a task sub type of ‘PIP2 

completion’ a corresponding ‘outbound call’ task of 

‘PIP2 completion’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

Set a task for a visiting officer to go 

out to help with the PIP2 

completion 

Appeals-Admin support – Appeals skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

DOC type 17: GL24 

received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 17 received from 

DRS (subject to use case PIP  

1269) 

Check that the appeal is registered 

If not register the appeal 

SSCS1 received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 5074 received from 

DRS (subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Check that the appeal is registered 

If not register the appeal 



 

Hearing date for 

presenting officer 

Home 

N Open appeal record and no hearing date 

exists and presenting officer required 

checkbox selected and response issue date 

exists and today’s date is response issue 

date + 61 working days 

Task can be closed as HMCTS will 

advise the presenting officer 

directly of the hearing  

date 

Check DMA progress 

Home 

N DMA response of ‘Appeal to upper tribunal’ 

recorded and open appeal record 3 

calendar months later. Task to be 

regenerated every subsequent 3 months if 

trigger condition still satisfied 

Task can be closed as no further 

action can be taken until the 

decision is received 

SOR not received 

Home 

N Statement of reasons from HMCTS 

checkbox selected AND open appeal record 

1 calendar month later 

Ring HMCTS to establish the 

current position and defer the task 

depending on the info rec’d 

See: First Tier Tribunal  

Unstructured white 

mail received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 131 received from 

DRS (subject to Generic Rule  

1269 

Check the document for a NINO 

and if the document has been 

actioned by someone before, if so 

forward the task on to the relevant 

CW/CM. 

 

   If the document has no NINO or 

any previous action taken forward 

the task to a CW/CM with the 

correct role and skill set. 



 

DOC type:  

unrecognised document 

type received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type received from  

DRS that is not recognised by PIPCS  

(subject to use case PIP 1269) 

Check the document for a NINO 

and if the document has been 

actioned by someone before, if so 

forward the task on to the relevant 

CW/CM. 

If the document has no NINO or 

any previous action taken forward 

the task to a CW/CM with the 

correct role and skill set. 

Action required – NHS 

hospital appointment 

letter received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 1371 received from 

DRS (subject to use case PIP  

1269) 

Check the document for a NINO 

and if the document has been 

actioned by someone before, if so 

forward the task on to the relevant 

CW/CM. 

If the document has no NINO or 

any previous action taken forward 

the task to a CW/CM with the 

correct role and skill set. 

Action required – Med 3 

(fit note) received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 1372 received from 

DRS (subject to use case PIP  

1269) 

Check the document for a NINO 

and if the document has been 

actioned by someone before, if so 

forward the task on to the relevant 

CW/CM. 

If the document has no NINO or 

any previous action taken forward 

the task to a CW/CM with the 

correct role and skill set. 

Change of bank 

received 

N Notification of Doc type 129 received from 

DRS (subject to use case PIP  

Check the document for a  

NINO and if the document has  

 



 

Home  1269) been actioned by someone 

before, if so forward the task on 

to the relevant CW/CM. 

If the document has no NINO or 

any previous action taken 

forward the task to a CW/CM 

with the correct role and skill set. 

  



 

Workflow Admin-Admin support – SRTI skill set 

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

DOC type 1340: 

PIP.1019 received 

Home 

Y Notification of Doc type  

1340 received from DRS  

(subject to use case PIP  

1269) 

Check the document for a Nino and if the 

document has been actioned by someone before, 

if so forward the task on to the relevant CW/CM. 

If the document has no NINO or any previous 

action taken forward the task to a  

CW/CM with the correct role and skill set. 

 

Workflow Admin-Admin support – General skill set 

Task subject Case ownership What triggers the task How to action the task 

 

CM-SAM – General skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task  How to action the task 

Report not received 

Home 

N AP assessment report ( Doc type 1268 or 

Doc type 1269) not received within 10 

working days of  

AP submitting questionnaire 

A ‘Answer Determination Questionnaire 

(Report not received) task will be 

produced 7 working days after the AP 

returned the case to DWP if the: 

‘AP Supplementary Report (PA6)’ 

‘AP assessment report (PA2, PA3,  

PA4)’ 

Hasn’t been received. See: NonPIPAT 

assessment submitted 7 day auto task 

matures 



 

Supplementary 

report not received 

Home 

N AP selects reason for return of 

assessment as ‘supplementary report’ 

and supplementary report  

(Doc type 1269) not received within  

10 working days 

See: AP overview (CM)  

UCB TL – General skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

Control measures 

Home 

N CIS (Searchlight) broadcast notification 

of PV for claimant 

CIS (Searchlight) broadcast 

notification of PV for PAB acting for 

claimant 

CIS (Searchlight) broadcast 

notification of change to PV for 

claimant (where claimant still PV) 

CIS (Searchlight) broadcast notification 

of change to PV for  

PAB acting for claimant (where  

PAB still PV) 

See: Control Measure Matrix 



 

Unacceptable  

Customer  

Behaviour (UCB) 

Home 

N 1) on application submission for 

a person where there is a UCB and/ or 

PAB UCB special caution for the 

person or 

2) on application submission for 

a prospect person (telephony 

channel) where there is a UCB and/or 

PAB UCB special caution for the 

prospect person or 

3) on registration of a prospect 

person as a person where: 

>CIS supplies information on 

claimant/PAB UCB and no 

claimant/PAB UCB markers held on 

PIP prospect person 

>CIS supplies information on 

claimant/PAB UCB which does  

Check staff protection list 

If control measures held, access issues 

and proceedings tab on the PIPCS home 

page, then copy and paste the control 

measure on the  

‘edit special caution page’ 

See: Unacceptable Customer  

Behaviour 

 

  not match claimant/PAB UCB markers 

held on PIPCS 

> CIS does not supply information on 

claimant/PAB UCB and claimant/PAB 

UCB markers held on PIP prospect 

person 

 

DOC type 1271: UCB 

incident report form 

received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 1271 

received from DRS 

Users complete this form when they 

need to report UCB for a claimant who is 

not currently registered as PV. 

See: Unacceptable Customer  

Behaviour 



 

DOC type 1272: UCB 

repeat behaviour form 

received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 1272 

received from DRS 

   

  

PIP TL-Supervisor – Complaints skill set 

  

Task subject Case 

ownership 

What triggers the task How to action the task 

DOC type 19: 

MP/MEP  

letter received 

Home 

N Notification of Doc type 19 received from 

DRS (subject to use case PIP  

1269) 

Check the MP letter received 

If a reply is required send a reply to the MP 

and record all details in notes. If a reply isn't 

required update details in notes 

If the MP letter contains Further Evidence 

arrange for the MP letter to be reclassified 

as ‘Further Evidence ' 

See: Reclassifying a document and Single 

Document Upload have the MP letter 

rescanned with a document type of 

‘MP/MEP letter received’ with classification 

of ‘Supporting ' 

Note: This action will ensure a task is sent to 

the AP if the MP letter contains Further 

Evidence and that the AP can view the 

evidence, whilst maintaining DWP records of 

receipt of an MP letter. 



 

MP 

enquiry/comp 

laint 

Home 

N When an agent selects an  

‘Outbound call’ task type in CAMLite with 

a task sub type of ‘MP enquiry/complaint’ 

a corresponding  

‘outbound call’ task of ‘MP 

enquiry/complaint’ is generated in  

PIPCS 

Send the task to a CW/CM for them to action 

first (issue resolution team) 

If cannot be resolved as once and done 

forward on to the complaints resolution 

team 

Doc Types 

  

Doc type 7, 8, 9, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 43, 45,117, 1201, 1204, 1205,  Notification of  This task will  

 

1207, 1208, 1209, 1210, 1211, 1212, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219,  

1220, 1222, 1223, 1225, 1227, 1228, 1232, 1234, 1235, 1236,  

1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1243, 1249, 1250, 1253, 1254, 1255,  

1256, 1257, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285,  

1286, 1287, 1288, 1289, 1290, 1291, 1292, 1293, 1296, 1297,  

1298, 1299, 1300, 1301, 1302, 1304, 1305, 1311, 1312, 1313,  

1314, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1322, 1232, 1323, 1324,  

1325, 1330, 1332, 1333, 1334, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1338, 1339,  

1341, 1342, 1343, 1344, 1345, 1346, 1347, 1348, 1349, 1350,  

1351, 1352, 1353, 1354, 1355, 1358, Home 

Doc type …. 

received from DRS 

(subject to use case  

PIP.1269) 

come from the 

workflow team 

• Open the 

attachment and 

check the document 

• Action the 

document  

accordingly or 

forward to the 

relevant area (for 

example, MOTA) 

 

03 New Claims process 

  

1. From 01/07/19 there will be a change to the point at which a PIP2 is issued for both normal rules and SRTI claimants 

with a National Insurance Number (NINO). This includes reassessment, non reassessment, New Claims and Advance 

claims when IDV fails. 

2. Claimants with a NINO who fail IDV, the discrepancy task will no longer be generated and will continue the eligibility 

process. 

Note: IDV Failures/Prospect cases will still be produced when there is insufficient information on CIS to generate 

security questions. It is only if IDV is failed for another reason that the discrepancy task will not be generated. 



 

3. PIPCS will create a ‘person case’ to allow the lay rule to run: 

• If the lay rule fails the claim will be auto disallowed.   

• If the lay rule is passed a PIP2 will be issued to the claimant.   

4. Claimants without a  NINO will continue to follow the current instruction when IDV fails. 

Note: SRTI Task 015 will continue to be generated. 

  

Subpages 

• 01 NINO Allocation  

• 02 Discrepancy Tasks  

• 03 Completing the Scrutiny Check  

• 04 Person Without an Address (PWA) or No Fixed Abode (NFA)  

• 05 Age  

• 06 Residence and Presence including Exportability  

• 07 Claim in the Addition  

• 08 Claim in the Alternative  

• 08a PIP Claim in Alternative deskaid  

• 08b PIP Claim in Alternative scrutiny checklist  

• 09 Linking To Previous Entitlement  

• 10 Welsh Claimants  

• 11 Additional Support  

• 12 Withdrawn claim  

• 13 PIP Paper Claim requested  

• 14 Paper claim (PIP1) received - CM  

• 15 New Paper claim (PIP1) received - (Case Worker)  

• 15a Appendix 1 - Mandatory Questions  

• 15b Appendix 2 - Conditional Mandatory Questions  

• 15c Appendix 3 - Hospital, Hospice and care home questions  

• 15d Appendix 4 - Additional Support questions  

• 16 Reset the timers for return of PIP2  

• 18 PIP2 unsigned, signed in pencil or not signed by the claimant  

• 19 Duplicate Paper and Telephony Claims  

• 20 PIP Claim Outstanding DLA/AA Interest Present  



 

• 21 PIP2 late return  

• 22 Advance claims  

• 23 SMS Automated Texting  

• 24 Advance Claim IDV Failure  

• 25 Standardised Work Instructions (SWI)  

01 NINO Allocation 

Introduction 

  

Note: For SRTI cases – see SRTI NO NINO 

1. New claims for Personal Independence Payment (PIP) received without a National Insurance number (NINO) 

are recorded on PIPCS as being made by a ‘Prospect Person’ rather than a ‘Person’. 

2. Contact Centre Services (CCS) telephony agents are unable to launch the PIP1 script in CAMLite without a 

NINO. When a claimant contacts CCS to make a new PIP claim without a NINO, the agent will obtain the claimant’s 

Surname, Forename, date of birth, address and post code and contact telephone number. They will insert this 

information in the ‘Notes’ field of CAMLite and create an exception task in CAMLite to the Team Leader (TL) in the 

benefit centre. No connection ID or contact history will be passed to PIPCS - See: ’Smartscripts and CAMLite 

navigation’ guidance - CAMLite screen navigation pages. 

3. When a claimant calls CCS to make a claim to PIP and their NINO is prefixed with a ‘JY’ or ‘GY’ (NINO’s issued in 

the Jersey or Guernsey Islands) the agent will complete a CAMLite exception task. This is because the agent cannot 

launch the IEG in CAMLite without a NINO or UK NINO. 

4. On receipt of the task, the TL will assign the task to the appropriate PIP user to complete a check against the 

Customer Information System CIS (Searchlight) to try and trace the claimant’s NINO. 

5. Where a Great Britain (GB) NINO can be traced, an Internet Protocol Contact Centre (IPCC) enabled user will 

make an outbound call to the claimant to complete a PIP1 claim data gather – See: ’New Claim Outbound Telephony 

IPCC Enabled Agent’ guidance. Once the claim has been ‘logged’, the claim continues – See: ’New Claim Telephony’ 

guidance. If the GB NINO cannot be traced, the PIP user will create a ‘Prospect Person’ record in PIPCS - See: 

’Workflow and Task Management’ guidance Creating a Prospect Person and the ’PIP Paper Claim 

requested’instructions. 

Subpages 

• For ‘JY’ or ‘GY’ prefixes  

• PIP claim entered in PIPCS as a Prospect Person  

• Enquiries that may affect payability  



 

• Lay conditions  

• PIP2 not returned  

• PIP2 received  

• Disallowing a PIP claim when no NINO is identified  

• Adding claimant NINO to the Prospect Person record  

• Creating a Person record  

• Workaround  

• Alternative format team action   



 

For ‘JY’ or ‘GY’ prefixes 

1. The IPCC enabled user must make an outbound call to the claimant to establish if the claimant was resident in 

the UK prior to 06 April 1975 for one full tax year and if so complete a PIP1 data gather, See: ’New Claim Outbound 

Telephony IPCC Enabled Agent’ instructions. Once the claim has been ‘logged’, the claim continues, See: New Claim 

Telephony instructions. 

2. If the claimant was not resident in the UK for a year prior to 1975, the PIP user will create a ‘Prospect Person’ 

record in PIPCS and follow the NINO allocation process as outlined in these instructions, See:  

PIP claim entered in PIPCS as a Prospect Person. 

3. On receipt of the claimant’s PIP1 - Making a claim, the benefit centre PIP user finds the ‘Prospect Person’ 

record and inputs the data in PIPCS – See: ’New Paper claim (PIP1) received (Case Worker)’ instructions. 

Note: When processing a paper claim, you must check that the first two characters are not ‘GY’ or ‘JY’. 

PIP claim entered in PIPCS as a Prospect Person 

1. When PIP1 data is entered in PIPCS, a task will be generated to a PIP user to complete a further check against 

CIS(Searchlight) to try and find the NINO. Where the NINO cannot be traced and before continuing with the claim, 

the PIP user must check the following information provided in the PIP1: 

• claimant is within the age limits for claiming PIP and make further enquiries as appropriate – See: ’Age’ 

instructions  

• the Residence and Presence (R&P) questions have been fully answered. Where information is missing, make 

further enquiries as appropriate – See: ’Residence and Presence including Exportability’ instructions  

• make further enquiries where there is missing information, that is ’don't know answers’ given that may affect 

entitlement  

• whether the claimant has a Personal Acting Body (PAB) or Appointee and take appropriate action – See: 

’Appointee process (Pre and Post claim)’ instructions  

Note: The next steps of the process must not be taken until all enquiries relating to the above are complete. 

Enquiries that may affect payability 

1. The PIP user must check to see if any enquiries are needed that may affect payability, such as hospitalisation, certain 

accommodation or imprisonment. Where further enquiries are necessary, these must be made in parallel to any other 

enquiries such as R&P, PAB or Appointee details and must not stop the claim from continuing where R&P, PAB or 

Appointee enquiries are not needed. 

It is not necessary at this stage to obtain missing bank details as these will be requested only where an award is 

appropriate at the decision making stage. 



 

Once enquiries are complete, the PIP user will update the information in PIPCS. 

Note: The reference number (this is an 8 digit long number allocated where the claimant’s NINO isn’t known resulting 

in the registration of a ‘Prospect Person’ record) must be inserted on any enquiry forms issued (where the NINO would 

normally be shown). 

Lay conditions 

Lay conditions are not satisfied 

11. The Case Manager (CM) will scrutinise the PIP1 and any associated enquiry correspondence to determine whether 

the claimant satisfies the lay conditions. Where lay conditions are not satisfied, the CM will complete a clerical 

disallowance notification PIP.7000 inserting the reference number on all outbound correspondence, sending a 

copy of PIP.7000 to MOU to scan on to Document Repository System (DRS) and updating PIPCS with the decision. 

Note: PIPCS cannot run the lay rules when a ‘Prospect Person’ record is held and therefore, lay rules need to be 

manually scrutinised by the CM. 

Note: the Department cannot allocate a NINO unless the claimant is eligible for benefit. 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Application’ home screen on PIPCS. 

2 PIPCS displays the ‘Application Case’ home screen with the submitted PIP application listed and an option to 

’withdraw’ the claim. 

3 select the relevant PIP application to withdraw and PIPCS displays the ‘Withdraw Benefit Application’ screen. 

4 in cases where lay conditions are either not satisfied, no NINO is established or the claimant has not returned 

the form PIP2 - How your disability affects you, select the ‘None of the above’ option from the drop down 

menu and complete the ‘comments’ box to show either: 

• ‘case disallowed as claimant does not have a NINO’ and select ‘Save’, 

• ‘claimant does not satisfy Residence and Presence conditions’ and select ‘Save’, 

• ‘claimant has not returned the PIP2’ and select ‘Save’. 

Note: Disallowance may be due to failed lay conditions, non-return of the PIP2 or failure to attend an 

assessment and so on requiring a different option to be selected from the drop down menu. 



 

5 PIPCS validates the details entered and updates the PIP application status to show that the application has 

been withdrawn. 

6 if incomplete or invalid details are entered and saved at step 4, PIPCS identifies that the details are incomplete 

or invalid and displays an error message advising that validation has failed. 

Lay conditions are satisfied 

12. Where lay conditions are satisfied, the CM will send a PIP2 to the claimant, quoting the reference number instead 

of the NINO on the form together with covering letter PIP.1003. The CM will update the ‘Communication Record’ 

on PIPCS noting the action taken and create a task at 19 days to prompt the issue of a reminder for the return of 

the PIP2. 

Note: The claimant has 1 calendar month to return the PIP2. 

PIP2 not returned 

13. Where the PIP2 is not returned by the 19 calendar day maturity point, the CM issues a clerical reminder PIP.1006 

to the claimant, PAB or Appointee and sets a further task on PIPCS for its return at 40 calendar days from the date 

the PIP2 was initially issued. 

14. If the PIP2 is not returned by the time the 40 day maturity point matures in PIPCS, a task will be created to the CM. 

The CM will need to check if the claimant has been flagged as needing additional support. If the claimant does 

need additional support, the CM will create a task to the Assessment Provider and update PIPCS of action taken. 

Note: Claimants with Additional Support, the PIP2 timer is not automatically extended, it will stay at the current 40 

days. 

15. If the claimant does not need additional support, the CM will: 

• disallow the PIP claim on failure to provide information  

• input the decision in PIPCS - in line with steps 1- 6 of the Step and Action table  

• complete and issue a clerical disallowance notification PIP.7000 inserting the reference number and sending a 

copy of PIP.7000 to a designated user for DRS upload.  

• update PIPCS of action taken.  

PIP2 received 

  

16. If the PIP2 is received within 40 calendar days in the mail opening unit (MOU), the form is scanned onto DRS and 

referred to the appropriate workflow team (WfT). They will clear the task for PIP2 return, create the ‘assessment 

case’ and create a task in PIPCS for the AP to conduct the assessment – See: ’Assessment Provider process’ 

guidance. 



 

17. On completion of the assessment, the AP will upload the report onto DRS and a task to the CM will be created. 

18. On receipt of the task the CM will consider all the evidence and determine whether an award to PIP is appropriate. 

If an award is not appropriate the CM will: 

 disallow the PIP claim on insufficient needs  

 input the decision in PIPCS – in line with steps 1- 6 of the Step and Action table  

 complete and issue a clerical disallowance notification PIP.7000 inserting the reference number and sending a 

copy of PIP.7000 to a designated user for DRS upload.  update PIPCS of action taken  

19. If a PIP award is appropriate, the CM creates a manual task on PIPCS to the NINO allocation specialist for them to 

take the appropriate action to establish the claimant’s NINO. On receipt of such a task, the Specialist user will 

complete specialist trace action and if appropriate make further enquiries with the claimant to try and identify the 

NINO. If the NINO cannot be established, (including 3rd party application), the Specialist user will complete form e-

DCI1 which is sent to the NINO Centre (NC) via email for an evidence of identity interview as per BAU process. On 

return of e-DCI1 the specialist user manually creates a task to the CM ‘NINO established’, prints the e-DCI1 and 

sends to MOU for scanning into DRS. In all cases where a NINO is allocated, the Specialist user will change the 

‘Prospect’ record to a ‘Person’ record in PIPCS- See: Creating a Person record, update the ‘Communication Record’ 

and create a task to the CM to input the decision. See:  eDCI1 completion instructions.   

20. In cases where a NINO is not allocated (despite having followed the process described at paragraph 19), the NINO 

allocation specialist updates the progress status in the ‘Communication Record’ in PIPCS to record why a NINO 

cannot be allocated and creates a manual task to the CM to disallow the claim. 

Disallowing a PIP claim when no NINO is identified 

21. On receipt of the task, the CM will: 

• disallow the PIP claim on failing to provide sufficient information to find or allocate a NINO  

• input the decision in PIPCS - in line with steps 1- 6 of the Step and Action table  

• complete and issue a clerical disallowance notification PIP.7022 inserting the reference number and send to a 

designated user for DRS upload  

• update PIPCS of action taken  

Adding claimant NINO to the Prospect Person record 

22. If the NINO allocation specialist identifies the claimant’s NINo, they must change the ‘Prospect Person’ record to a 

’Person’ record in PIPCS by adding the claimant’s NINO to the ‘Prospect Person’ record as follows: 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Prospect Person’ home screen on PIPCS and select the ‘Identity’ tab. 



 

2 select the ‘Alternative ID’ option from the left hand menu and click on the ‘New’ icon. 

3 PIPCS displays the new ‘Alternative ID’ screen and prompts for Alternative ID details to be entered. 

4 enter the relevant information that is, the NINO, ‘from date’ and so on and select ‘Save’. 

5 PIPCS determines that the Alternative ID details are valid, saves the Alternative ID record for the claimant, sets 

this record as the Primary Alternative ID and closes the ‘New Alternative ID’ screen. 

 

Creating a Person record 

23. Once the NINO has been added, the NINO allocation specialist must then create a ‘Person’ record for the claimant 

by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Prospect Person’ screen and take action as at step 4 or access the ‘To Do List’ screen and select the 

'Resolve prospect applicants' option. 

2 PIPCS checks that a NINO exists (it will not allow a ‘Person’ record to be created without a NINO) and then ’pulls’ 

it from CIS(Searchlight) . If a NINO does not exist on CIS(Searchlight) , an error message is displayed prior to 

the 'confirmation' screen showing as mentioned at step 3 below. 

3 PIPCS contacts CIS(Searchlight) and displays a ‘confirmation’ screen for completion to confirm registration of a 

‘Prospect Person’ to ‘Person’ record. 

4 select ‘Yes’ on the ‘confirmation’ screen. 

Note: If ‘No’ is selected at step 4, PIPCS closes the confirmation screen and displays the ‘Register Prospect as 

Person’ screen. 

5 PIPCS checks that there is no date of death on CIS(Searchlight) for the claimant NINO being registered and 

if not, creates the ‘Person’ record using the NINO and information received from CIS(Searchlight) . 

Note: If details provided by CIS(Searchlight) include a non-verified date of death for the claimant, PIPCS 

displays a date of death item for verification. 

Note: Once a verified item has been cleared, CIS(Searchlight) is updated with that verification. 



 

6 PIPCS identifies whether any discrepancies exist in the data gathered, closes the ‘Confirmation’ screen and 

displays the ‘Person’ home screen. 

Note: There should not be any discrepancies at this stage unless the PIP user has missed information previously. 

24. Once a ‘Person’ record has been created in PIPCS: 

• the information will be broadcast to CIS(Searchlight)  

• a scrutiny task will be created to the PIP user and any ‘Communication Records’ will be passed to CAMLite 

‘Contact History’.  

Note: An exception task would only be created where discrepancies have been identified – See:  

‘Discrepancy Tasks’ instructions. 

Workaround 

25. Where the claimant doesn’t have a NINO, the PIP2 has to be issued clerically. This requires suppression of the PIP2 

automatically issued by PIPCS. On receipt of the scrutiny task the CM will: 

 insert the Alternative format flag as ‘Other Alternative Format’ in PIPCS, and record the reasons in the 

"Additional Information" field  

 insert a note in the ‘Person Page’ stating ’Workaround to suppress PIP2. Alternative format action not required’  

 ensure that all necessary enquiries have been made and are complete before applying the changes and 

selecting the ‘check eligibility’ function in PIPCS  

 When a user selects the ’apply changes’ and ’check eligibility’ options in PIPCS, this will invoke the issue of a 

PIP2. There is no functionality in PIPCS to suppress the issue of the PIP2 to the claimant. Therefore, the 

‘workaround’ identified is the CM setting the Alternative format flag as ‘Other Alternative Format’ in PIPCS.  

Note: The CM must set a manual task for the following day to prompt the removal of the Alternative format flag in 

PIPCS and input the decision. 

26. Setting the Alternative format flag as ‘Other Alternative Format’ will trigger any system produced enquiries or 

notifications being sent to a separate print queue in Output Services (OS). On receipt of the PIP2, OS will forward these 

documents via secure courier to the Alternative format specialist. 

See: Suppress Automated Notification or an Enquiry Form 

Alternative format team action 

27. On receipt of the PIP2, the Alternative format team must access the PIPCS ‘Comments’ screen to confirm that 

the request relates to the ‘workaround’ process and that no action is required. The Alternative format team will 

dispose of the PIP2 hard copy in ‘confidential waste’ and update the ‘Comments’ box with ‘PIP2 hard copy to 

confidential waste’. 



 

28.  

02 Discrepancy Tasks 

What this means 

1. During the initial new Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claim process there may be instances where you will 

need to obtain further information from the claimant. This could be as a result of tasks generated by the PlP 

Computer System (PIPCS) where discrepancies have been identified following the submission of Part 1 data 

gather. 

Note: A change has been made to the IEG (PIPCS) New claim gather screens which will now display all/any of the 

names – ‘Name 1 and ‘Name 2’ the claimant is using. The agent should only make a change in the IEG if the 

information provided by the claimant is different to any of the information that is presented on screen. 

2. Where discrepancies are identified you may receive one or more Tasks. The tasks will be; 

• Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues  

• Payability Issues (This replaces ‘Evidence’ Task)  

• UCB  

Note: A scrutiny check must be carried out at the same time as a Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues check. 

3. Only one Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues task will be created. The user must check the ‘Smart Panel’ in 

the application case for the discrepancy reasons. There may be more than one reason for the discrepancy. Within 

the smart panel users can select the hyperlink which will take them to the appropriate screen (NB: “Not all 

discrepancy actions will have a hyperlink, for example, Residence and Presence – receiving foreign benefits set to 

‘yes’ and take appropriate action. 

4. When actioning the task you must also check for any payability issues by checking the evidence tab as they are not 

always displayed in the smart panel. 

Note: If you need to complete a CIS500A to add or amend CIS(Searchlight) . you must use office ID 60010. 

5. Where any of the tasks listed are received you must always check for other open tasks and where appropriate 

grab tasks for the same claimant. 

See: PIP Workflow and Task Management – Good Practice Guide 

6. If an open/deferred ‘Task – Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues’ exists then a further ‘Task – Discrepancy 

Failures and Payability Issues’ will not be generated. 



 

7. When a claimant is converted from a Prospect Person to a Person, if further discrepancies are identified then 

another ‘Task – Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues’ task will not be generated as the initial task will still be 

open. Although a new task is not generated, any new discrepancies identified will show in the smart panel. 

Note: The user must check the smart panel. 

8. ‘Task – Payability Issues’ will not be created if ‘Task – Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues’ exists as the 

Payability evidence will already be included in the other task. 

9. ‘Task – Discrepancy Failures and Payability Issues’ cannot be closed if any of the following are outstanding: 

• CIS (Searchlight) discrepancies  

• ID failure   

• PAB discrepancies   

• the initial Check Eligibility has not been completed  

• Lay conditions   

• Payability  

10. Eligibility cannot be run until all of the above except payability have been cleared. 

11. An error message will be displayed to a User if they try to run the check before the issues are cleared. 

12. All users must check the ‘Smart Panel’ for further details of each outstanding, Discrepancy Failure and Payability 

Issues verification. 

Subpages 

• IDV Failure  

• Prospect Person to Person  

• CIS (Searchlight) Discrepancies  

• PAB Discrepancies  

• Lay Conditions  

• Further enquiries needed for Identity Verification (IDV)  

• Upper Tribunal (UT) judgement on Past Presence Test  

IDV Failure 

13. Claimants with a NINO but fail IDV for failing to answer the security questions correctly, the discrepancy task will 

no longer be generated and will continue the eligibility process.  PIPCS will create a ‘person case’ to allow the lay 

rule to run.  Claimants without a NINO will continue to follow the current instruction when IDV fails. 



 

Claim made by a claimant, third Party/officially held appointee/PAB/COP but not passed 

IDV – SRTI 

14. Where an SRTI claim is made by a claimant, third party, or officially held appointee, PAB or COP, a Prospect Person 

will be registered and the watermark will present as terminally ill. The evidence records will show that the claim 

had been made under SRTI by a 3rd party during the initial data gather. Identity authentication action is not 

relevant at this stage but must be passed before an award under SRTI can be made. 

15. However, if the claimant, third party, officially held appointee, PAB or COP contacts the Department by phone at 

any point and passes the IDV questions, the Prospect Person should be registered as a Person. 

See Special rules for terminally ill people (SRTI) – Case Manager 

Claim made by a potential appointee who is not held on the system as an appointee, a 

PAB or COP 

16. To identify a claim made by a potential PAB, from the Person homepage select the ‘Contact tab’ and select 

Communication (LHS). Details of how the claim was made and who made the claim will display. If the claim was 

made by a potential PAB this will display as “Unofficial Rep”. The Evidence records will also show whether the 

claim had been made by someone other than the claimant. 

Note: Appointees whether already appointed officially or a prospective appointee will only display as ‘appointee’ 

in the evidence record. To check the status of the appointee, from the Person Homepage click ‘Relationship’ (LHS) 

this will show whether the ‘Relationship’ is verified or not. If a prospective appointee is held verification will be 

‘No’, if an appointee is held verification will be ‘Yes’. See: Appointee process (pre & post claim) and New PAB and 

COP (excluding appointees) 

Note: Identity authentication action is not relevant at this stage. 

Claim made by a Claimant/officially held appointee/PAB/COP has not passed  

IDV – normal rules 

17. To identify a claim made under the normal rules where IDV has not been passed from the Person homepage select 

the ‘Contact tab’ and select Communication (LHS). Details of how the claim was made and who made the claim 

and whether IDV has been passed will display. If the claimant, third party, officially held appointee, PAB or COP 

has not passed IDV the Security Questions will display as “Unauthenticated”. 

18. Claimant verification is best carried out by phone using the IDV Security Questions for making an outbound call. 

See: IDV Security Questions outbound call 



 

19. You must convert the Prospect Person to Person only after you have confirmed the claimant’s identity. You will 

then be able to run the eligibility rules. The data held in PIPCS is only compared against  

CIS(Searchlight) when eligibility is run and therefore, any discrepancies are only identified and displayed in the smart 

panel at this point. 

20. If IDV hasn’t been successful during the outbound call, you must issue a PIP.3009 to the claimant asking them to 

provide evidence of ID and defer the task for 10 working days to await the response. See: How to defer task 

IDV successful 

21. In order to register a Prospect Person as a person, you must record verification items on PIPCS where IDV has 

been successful through an outbound call. The documents include passports, birth certificates, Council Tax 

documents and so on. You must: 

Step Action 

1 select the relevant hyperlink in the smart panel 

2 add’ three documents to indicate that the following three documents of verification have been seen: 

• other acceptable document  

• similar document to passport  

• original birth certificate issued in  

3 select the ‘Document Type’ and for each one selected: 

• enter the ‘date of claim’ in the date field;  

• the ‘Provided by’ field will default to ‘person’ – don’t change this;  

 • in the ‘Provided by’ field select the claimant from the ‘Case Participants’ list. The ‘Add  

Verification’ page will now display; and  

 • in the ‘Add verification’ list displayed add ‘Documentation not seen – IDV completed via (as relevant, 

PIP.3009 or CIS(Searchlight) ) on xx/xx/xxxx (date)‘  

22. You’ll then be able to create a ‘Person’ record. 

See: Prospect person to person 

Prospect Person to Person 

23. Following successful IDV validation, you can only change a Prospect Person to a Person in the following situations: 

• when the claimant registered as a Prospect Person has successfully submitted an application to PIP; and  



 

• the claimant has a NINO but fails IDV for failing to answer the security questions correctly.   

24. The following 3 screens can be used to register the Prospect Person as a Person: 

• your Personal Home Page;  

• Prospect Person Home Page; or  

• Application Case Home Page  

Personal Home Page 

25. From your ‘Personal Home Page’: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Search for a Person’ link in the ‘Quick Links’ box. Search Results are displayed below the Search 

section 

2 in the ‘Person Search’, input the search criteria in the relevant fields and select ‘Search’ (minimum criteria is 

first and last name) 

3 select the small green ‘Action’ button next to the Date Of Birth (DOB) and select the ‘Register as  

Person’ option 

4 on the ‘Confirm Registration of a Prospect to Person’ page, select ‘Yes’ to complete registration action 

5 PIPCS creates the Person record with the NINO and information held on the Prospect Person 

Prospect Person Home Page 

26. From the ‘Prospect Person Home Page’: 

Step  Action 

1 select the ‘’ACTIONS’ button at the top right above the ‘Context Panel’ and select the ‘Register’ option that 

displays 

2 on the ‘Confirm Registration of a Prospect to Person’ page, select ‘Yes’ to complete registration  

 action 

3 PIPCS creates the Person record with the NINO and information held on the Prospect Person 

Application Case Home Page 



 

27. From the ‘Application Case Home Page’: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Claimants’ tab to display the ‘Claimants List Page’ 

2 select the small green ‘Action’ button under the ‘Registered’ column and select the ‘Register’ option which 

displays 

3 on the ‘Confirm Registration of a Prospect to Person’ page, select ‘Yes’ to complete registration action 

4 PIPCS creates the Person record with the NINO and information held on the Prospect Person 

 

CIS (Searchlight) Discrepancies 

28. If there is a CIS (Searchlight) discrepancy, a Discrepancy Failure and Payability Issues task will be generated. If 

the claimant has failed IDV, the system will not generate a separate Discrepancy Failure and Payability Issues task. 

You must take failed IDV action before you can close this task. Any CIS  

(Searchlight) discrepancies will only display in the smart panel when you change from prospect to a person record. 

CIS (Searchlight) discrepancies are: 

 date of Birth mismatch  

 nationality mismatch  

 name mismatch (name types 1 / 2)  

 name mismatch (requested name)  

 gender mismatch  

 no residential address supplied  

29. On checking that IDV Security Questions have been authenticated, if you receive a Discrepancy Failure and 

Payability Issues task, where any of the above apply take the following action: 

30. Access CIS (Searchlight) and perform an initial sense check to establish whether the mismatch is due to a simple 

error, such as a spelling mistake (for example, the address shows as ‘RD’ instead of ‘Road’ or ‘Lane’ shows instead 

of ‘Ave’). If there is insufficient evidence available to be able to complete the sense check, these queries can 

sometimes be resolved by a phone call to the claimant. 

31. Where you identify a simple spelling mistake you can continue with the claim without further verification from the 

claimant and register the Prospect Person as a Person. 



 

32. Where there is insufficient data on CIS (Searchlight) to clarify the mismatch and contact by phone has failed, you 

will issue a PIP.3009 to the claimant and defer the task to await the response. 

See: Further enquiries needed for IDV 

Note: IDV failure on Advance claims follow a different process. 

See: Advance Claims IDV Failure 

Date of birth mismatch 

33. If after one attempt you can’t contact the claimant by telephone or during the telephone call with the claimant 

the date of birth given differs from that held and verified in CIS (Searchlight) you will have to request sight of the 

claimant’s birth certificate to resolve the CIS (Searchlight) mismatch. You should defer the Discrepancy Failure 

and Payability Issues task for 10 working days and issue enquiry form PIP.3005 and create a communication 

record. 

See: Workflow and Task Management and Communication Record instructions. 

34. When a birth certificate is received this will be scanned by the Mail Opening Unit (MOU). The MOU will then 

return the original birth certificate to the claimant. A task will be created to allow you to see the Birth Certificate. 

35. If the DoB is different to that held in CIS (Searchlight) you should ensure PIPCS holds the correct DoB. 

See: Age 

36. In order to verify the date of birth on PIPCS you will need to select one of the following items: 

 Birth Certificate  

 Passport  

 Sense Check  

 Other approved document  

 Visa  

Nationality mismatch 

37. If the claimant provides a different nationality to that held on CIS (Searchlight) , PIPCS will generate a 

Discrepancy Failure and Payability Issues task, which will be allocated to you to action. If the claimant’s nationality 

on the PIP claim is British and CIS (Searchlight) does not hold a nationality or the claimant’s nationality is not 



 

known, the CIS (Searchlight) nationality will be automatically updated to British and the Discrepancy Failure and 

Payability Issues task will not be generated. 

Name Mismatch 

38. In order to verify the name on PIPCS you will need to select one of the following items: 

 Birth Certificate  

 Passport  

 Sense Check  

 Other approved document  

 Adoption Certificate  

 Marriage Certificate  

 Civil Partnership Certificate  

 Deed Poll Certificate  

 Home Office Documents  

 Visa  

 Driving Licence  

Requested Name Mismatch 

39. In order to verify the requested name on PIPCS you will need to select one of the following items: 

 Sense Check  

Claimant Contact  

Gender Mismatch 

36. In order to verify the gender on PIPCS you will need to select one of the following items: 

 Claimant Contact  

 Birth Certificate  

 Passport  

 Gender Certificate  

Action to take on resolving CIS (Searchlight) Discrepancies 

40. Complete the following step and action on PIPCS: 



 

Step Action 

1 select ‘hyperlink’ in smart panel (this will take you to the verification tab in the claimant home page application 

case evidence tab verifications) 

2 select ‘hyperlink to verification outstanding’ tab on LHS 

3 select ‘action’ button on RHS on the relevant verification item 

4 select ‘add proof’ 

5 select relevant item in item field in ‘pop up’ box 

6 select ‘case participant’ in drop down box 

7 select ‘claimant’. If claimant does not appear use ‘magnifying glass’, input NINO in ‘pop up’ box and select ‘save’ 

to perform a person search. 

8 complete ‘comments’ box if appropriate 

9 select ‘Save’ 

41. Once saved, the Item will be removed from verifications and the smart panel and CIS (Searchlight) updated as 

appropriate. 

PAB Discrepancies 

42. If there is a PAB discrepancy a Discrepancy Failure and Payability Issues task will be generated.  

However, if the claimant has failed IDV the system will not generate another Discrepancy Failure and Payability Issues 

task. You must take failed IDV action before you can close this task. Any PAB discrepancies will only display in the 

smart panel when you change from prospect to a person record. 

43. There are several reasons for PAB discrepancies. You will need to look at the details held (on PIPCS and 

CIS(Searchlight) and so on) to establish the circumstances and make enquiries either by phone or by letter to 

resolve the situation. 

There are two types: relationship mismatch and unacceptable relationship. 

Examples of relationship mismatches are: 

• where there is a PAB/COP on CIS(Searchlight) but not on PIPCS (and vice versa)  

• where a PAB/COP contacts us but there is no PAB/COP record on CIS(Searchlight)  



 

• where relationship types do not match, for example, PAB contact CAB in CIS(Searchlight) , or  

• where PAB/CAB/COP address entries don’t match between PIPCS and CIS(Searchlight)  

• where a (prospective) PAB who has contacted us is a PIP claimant themselves and has a PAB acting on their 

behalf  

• where a (prospective) PAB has called for a claimant who is a PAB for another claimant, or  

• where partners for example are asking to be PABs for each other  

Note: These lists are not exhaustive 

Relationship mismatch 

44. Where a relationship mismatch exists you should check the information held to establish whether the mismatch is 

simply an error, for example a spelling mistake. 

45. You may have to contact the PAB COP by telephone to determine the correct details. When the correct details 

have been verified in PIPCS, CIS(Searchlight) will be updated and you can continue with the new claim process. 

46. However, if the mismatch is for some other reason, for example no PAB or COP held on CIS(Searchlight) , 

verification documents or a visit will be required. 

See: New PAB and COP 

47. If the record retrieved from CIS(Searchlight) is for an Alternative Payee, this is recorded on PIPCS as a PAB. PIP 

does not use Alternative Payees as these are for Child Benefit cases only. 

48. These will need to be removed to prevent all notifications being incorrectly issued to the Alternative Payee and 

payments being issued to the incorrect bank account. 

49. To remove the Alternative Payee, you must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Person’ homepage and select the ‘Background’ tab 

2 select the ‘Relationships’ option from the left hand menu to display the related person screen 

3 select the ‘action’ button underneath ‘status’ at the right hand side of the appropriate related party and select 

‘Edit’ from the menu 

4 complete the ‘to’ field with the date of claim as the end date (to prevent an error message) and select the ‘End 

reason’ as ‘Other’ from the drop down menu 



 

5 select ‘Save’ 

6 to end the external party, if applicable, select the ‘Cases & Outcomes’ tab 

and expand the shortcuts panel 

7 select the ‘Search all participants’ link and search for an existing external party with the NINO and click on the 

search results link to the external party homepage 

8 from the action button select ‘Edit’ to display the 'Edit External Party page' 

9 input an end date the same as the start date 

10 select ‘Save’ 

50. Where a PAB provides their name and this does not match that held on CIS(Searchlight) , the telephony agent 

will not attempt IDV. A Discrepancy Failure and Payability Issues task will be generated and the record will be 

created as a Prospect person. 

51. If contact cannot be made by phone issue PIP.3033 to the existing PAB or COP and send a copy to the MOU for 

scanning onto DRS. 

See: Appointee process (pre & post claim) and New PAB and COP (excluding appointees)instructions. 

Unacceptable relationship 

52. Where an unacceptable relationship exists as described above, on receipt of the task, you must establish if the 

claimant requires someone to act on their behalf and whether they are still appropriate to act for the existing 

claimant. 

See: Appointee process (pre & post claim) guidance or New PAB and COP (excluding appointees) 

Relationship mismatch - Claimant contact - no PAB on PIP but PAB on  

CIS(Searchlight)  

53. If the PAB Discrepancy is as a result of a relationship mismatch - Claimant contact - no PAB on PIP but PAB on CIS, 

in order to verify the PAB on PIPCS you will need to select one of the following items: 

• Sense Check  

• PAB Documents  

• Other approved documents  

• Claimant Contact  



 

Actions to be taken as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘hyperlink’ in smart panel (this will take you to application case evidence tab verifications) 

2 select ‘action’ button on RHS on the relevant verification item 

3 select ‘add proof’ 

4 select ‘relevant item’ in item field in ‘pop up’ box 

5 select ‘case participant’ in drop down box 

6 select ‘claimant’. If claimant does not appear use ‘magnifying glass’ to perform a person search. 

7 complete ‘comments’ box if appropriate 

8 Select ‘save’ 

54. Once saved, the Item will be removed from verifications and the smart panel and CIS(Searchlight) updated as 

appropriate. 

55. Once the external party has been verified, this will clear the PAB Discrepancy in the smart panel. 

Note: If the PAB Discrepancy is for any other reason, this can only be cleared by verifying/amending/cancelling the 

external party record. 

Lay Conditions 

56. If there is an issue with Lay Conditions a Discrepancy Failure and Payability Issues task will be generated. However, 

if the claimant has failed IDV the system will not generate another Discrepancy Failure and Payability Issues task. 

You must take failed IDV action before you can close this task. Any Lay Conditions issues will only display in the 

smart panel when you change from prospect to a person record. 

Lay Conditions issues are: 

• claim in the alternative  

• foreign Benefits  

• working Abroad  

• nationality – outside EEA/Switzerland  

• nationality inside EEA moved to UK before 1 January 2021 or answer 'not known' - See: EU Exit  



 

 PIP   instructions   

• nationality inside EEA moved to UK on or after 1 January 2021 See:  EU Exit PIP   instructions   

• Refugee/Humanitarian Protection. See: Refugee/Humanitarian Protection  

• normally Resident – in EEA/Switzerland  

• normally Resident – outside EEA/Switzerland  

• age (under 16 and of State Pension age)  

• residency check required   

• persons of Northern Ireland and Third Country Nationals. See: PNI and TCN  

Note: Lay Conditions can only be cleared by applying the evidence. 

Note: Claimants with a NINO but fail IDV for another reason, the discrepancy task will no longer be generated and will 

continue the eligibility process. PIPCS will create a ‘person case’ to allow the lay rule to run. 

• If the lay rule fails the claim will be auto disallowed.  

• If the lay rule is passed a PIP2 will be issued to the claimant.  

Claimants without a NINO will continue to follow the current instruction when IDV fails. 

Actions to be taken as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Hyperlink ‘where appropriate from ‘Smart Panel’ 

2 click the ‘Residence and Presence’ link 

3 select the ‘Residence and Presence’ link in the description column and check information 

 See: Residence and Presence including exportability 

4 once information is correct close the tab 

5 select the ‘next evidence’ link and follow the action for that type of evidence 

6 repeat for all additional evidence displayed 

7 click on the ‘green action’ button on the right hand side and select ‘validate changes’ 

8 the validate Changes Pop Up will display 

9 tick all the evidence that needs to be validated 



 

10 select ‘save’ 

11 the ‘validate Changes Pop Up’ will disappear. You will be taken back to the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ and will then 

need to apply the changes 

12 click on the ‘green’ action button on the right hand side and select Apply changes 

13 the ‘Apply Changes Pop Up’ will display 

14 tick all the evidence to apply 

15 select ‘Save’ 

16 the ‘Apply Changes Pop Up’ will close. You will be taken back to the Evidence Dashboard and the  

Evidence in Edit marker will have been cleared 

Age conditions 

57. Where the claimant has applied for PIP and a Discrepancy Failure and Payability Issues task is received because 

the claimant’s date of birth indicates they are under 16 or of State Pension age you should follow the relevant 

procedures 

See: State Pension age timetable  and Age 

Foreign benefits or working abroad 

58. If the claimant answered ‘yes’ or ‘don’t know’ to the questions: 

 ‘Are you, or is a family member, receiving any pensions or benefits in another European Economic Area state or 

Switzerland?’ or  

 ‘Are you, or is a family member, working in or paying insurance in another European Economic Area state or 

Switzerland?’  

 ‘Receiving Foreign Benefit Don’t Know’ or ‘Working abroad Don’t Know?’  

See: Residence and Presence including exportability and Further enquiries needed for Nationality and Residency. 

59. If the claimant’s: 

 nationality is not European Economic Area (EEA) or Switzerland  

 normally resident outside the UK but in the EEA or Switzerland  normally 

resident outside the EEA or Switzerland.  



 

Actions to be taken as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘action’ button on RHS on the relevant verification item 

2 select ‘add proof’ 

3 select relevant item in item field in ‘pop up’ box 

4 select ‘case participant’ in drop down box 

5 select ‘claimant’’ If claimant does not appear use ‘magnifying glass’ to perform a person search 

6 complete comments box if appropriate 

7 select ‘save’ 

60. Once saved, the Item will be removed from verifications and the smart panel and CIS(Searchlight) updated as 

appropriate 

See: Residence and Presence including exportability guidance. 

Leave To Remain 

61. If no dates are supplied for the questions: 

 ‘When does your Leave to Remain end?’  

 ‘When did you apply for an extension to your Leave to Remain?’  

See: Residence and Presence including exportability guidance. 

Check UCB 

62. If the claimant has a UCB indicator held on CIS(Searchlight) , PIPCS will generate a UCB task which will be 

allocated to a specialist user to action. 

See: ‘Unacceptable Claimant Behaviour (UCB)’ guidance. 

Further enquiries needed for Nationality and Residency 

63. On receipt of the task, and to obtain verification of Nationality and Residency: 



 

Step Action 

1 issue PIP.3009 to the claimant 

2 defer the task for 10 working days 

See: 'Workflow and Task Management' guidance - How to defer an existing task 

3 create a ‘Communication Record’ 

See: ‘Communication Record’ guidance 

See: See: Residence and Presence including exportability guidance. 

64. The above action will clear the hyperlinks for lay condition discrepancies in the smart panel 

PIP.3009 returned 

65. When PIP.3009 is returned, change the Nationality on PIPCS as follows: 

Step Action 

1 on the ‘Person Homepage’, select the ‘ACTIONS’ button on the ‘Context  

Panel’ 

2 select the ‘Edit’ option and amend the Nationality as required 

3 select ‘Save’ 

PIP.3009 not returned 

66. If PIP.3009 is not returned: 

Step Action 

1 issue reminder forms PIP.3009R to the claimant as appropriate 

2 defer the task for 10 working days 

  See:  Workflow and Task Management  guidance - How to defer an existing task 



 

3 create a ‘Communication Record’ 

See: Communication Record 

67. If there is still no reply to enquires made you should refer the case to the CM to look at the specific facts of the 

case and make a decision on the balance of probabilities. See: Decision Making Previewing the claim, Initial checks 

  

Further enquiries needed for Identity Verification (IDV) 

1. When you receive an IDV failure task you must first establish that it relates to a new claim and not an  

Advance Claim as the process is different. Claimant verification is best carried out by phone using the IDV Security 

Questions for making an outbound call. 

See: IDV Security Questions outbound call 

2. Only after you have confirmed the claimant’s identity must you convert the Prospect Person to  

Person. You will then be able to run the eligibility rules. The data held in PIPCS is only compared against  

CIS(Searchlight) when eligibility is run and therefore any discrepancies are only identified and displayed in the smart 

panel at this point. 

3. If IDV hasn’t been successful during the outbound call, you must issue a PIP.3009 to the claimant asking them to 

provide evidence of ID and defer the task to await the response. 

4. If the claimant contacts the Department by phone at any point before this action is taken and passes the IDV 

questions the Prospect Person can be registered as a Person and no further action is required to satisfy IDV. 

See: Prospect person to person 

If verification can’t be confirmed: 

Step Action 

1 Issue PIP.3009 for identity enquiries. 

2 Defer the task for 10 working days. 

3 Create a Communication Record. 

See: Advance Claims IDV Failure 

PIP.3009 not returned 



 

5. If PIP.3009 is not returned: 

Step Action 

1 Issue reminder form PIP.3009R to the claimant. 

2 Defer the task for one month from the date the initial PIP.3009 was issued. 

3 Create a Communication Record. 

PIP.3009 returned 

6. When PIP.3009 is returned with confirmation of the claimant’s identity or claimant’s residency status, you must 

record details of these documents as outlined in IDV successful on an outbound call but if at step 1 the documents 

returned are not on the list in the Verifications tab, you must select the documents on the list and then ‘other 

acceptable document’ can be selected once. 

7. If there are still documents provided which are not on the list you must select the description which most closely 

describes the document provided, for example, if the claimant has provided a rent card the user could select the 

option ‘council tax documents’. Where ‘other acceptable document’ or any document is selected which is not 

accurately described in the drop down list you must insert a comment to state what sort of document was 

provided by the claimant. You can then manually change the Prospect Person record into a Person record on 

PIPCS. 

See Prospect Person to Person 

8. If the claimant sends in a photocopy of a passport or other form of document that is annotated as 'original not 

seen' by the Valuables Processing Team, then it cannot be accepted. You must contact the claimant and explain 

that we cannot accept a photocopy and ask them to send the original document and defer the task for 10 working 

days. 

See: Workflow and Task Management defer an existing task 

PIP.3009(R) not returned and Additional Support not required 

9. If PIP.3009(R) is still not returned after the reminder has been sent and the claimant does not require additional 

support: 

Step Action 

1 Keep the record as a Prospect Person. 



 

2 Issue clerical disallowance PIP7004 to the claimant. Pick the option for ‘Not Provided’ information requested at 

PIP1 stage and enter the date the original PIP.3009 was issued. 

3 Send a copy to the MOU for scanning onto DRS. 

4 Create a communication record. 

5 Defer the task for 6 weeks to withdraw the application if information is not received which enables the Case 

Manager (CM) to reconsider the case. 

10. The disallowance carries dispute rights therefore if the claimant disputes the decision within one month of the 

notification of the disallowance and provides the required information to prove identification, the CM can 

consider that identity has been proved and details of the documents received should be recorded on PIPCS. 

See: IDV Successful on outbound call and change the Prospect Person to a Person. 

See: Prospect Person to Person and the task to withdraw the claim should be closed. 

11. If the claimant does not dispute the decision when the task is generated after 6 weeks the application should be 

withdrawn using the option ‘defective’. 

See: Withdrawn Claim 

PIP.3009(R) not returned and Additional support required 

12. If the claimant requires additional support, and is not in prison, a DWP Visiting referral should be requested using 

the DWP Visiting Referral Tool. 

See: ‘Requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by DWP visiting’. 

13. You should insert in the Reason for Referral box “PIP – Verify Identity (IDV) and completion of clerical PIP2”. To 

support the VO it would be useful to include any information regarding the claimant’s need for support/reason for 

vulnerability if any is held. 

14. If IDV is not satisfied at the visit the visiting officer will ask the claimant to sign a permission form and return that 

to PIP with the PIP2. This will enable us to contact other offices to obtain identity verification if necessary later in 

the process. For information on contacting the Department, please see:  Verifying the identity of a DWP Visiting 

Officer 

15. If claimant requires additional support and is in prison and requires additional support, the guidance in  Standard 2 

of the CSIV document must be followed.  

16. You must:  



 

Step Action 

1 Write to the prison governor (using a generic general PIP enquiry form) explaining that this person has made a 

claim to PIP and before we can progress with the claim we need to verify their identity. 

Note: the claimant’s permission will have already been obtained during the PIP data gather 

2 Provide a list of the information we have on the claimant that we would reasonably expect them to have on 

their records. For example: 

• claimants full name  

• claimants DOB  

 • spouse's name (if held in CIS(Searchlight) /other benefits);  

• spouse's DOB (if held in CIS(Searchlight) /other benefits)  

See appendix 5 of CSIV verification standards of example questions. 

3 Ask them to confirm that the information we have provided is consistent with the information they are holding 

on their records. 

17. If confirmation is received, the Prospect Person record is changed to a Person record. 

See: Prospect Person to Person. 

18. If confirmation is not received. 

See: PIP3009 not returned and additional support not required 

Appropriate documents seen by the visiting officer 

19. The PIP2 and the advice from the visiting officer will be scanned onto DRS. If the visiting officer advises that the 

appropriate documents were seen to verify identification details of the documents they saw should be recorded 

on PIPCS and the Prospect Person record should be changed to a Person record. 

See: ‘Prospect Person to Person’. 

20. The automatic issue of the PIP2 must be prevented using the workaround to suppress system notifications. 

See: ‘Suppress automated notification or enquiry form. 

21. If the claimant fails the lay conditions check the claim will be disallowed and the decision will be issued 

automatically. If they pass the lay conditions the case should be referred to an Assessment Provider (AP) for 

assessment, 



 

See: Assessment Provider 

Claimant failed to keep appointments with visiting officer 

22. If the claimant has failed to keep 2 appointments with the visiting officer to confirm IDV. 

See ‘Appropriate ID not provided’ for the correct action to take. 

Appropriate documents not seen by the visiting officer 

23. If the visiting officer didn’t see the relevant identity documentation the PIP2 will still have been completed. The 

PIP2 will be scanned onto DRS along with the permission form action should then be taken as per ‘New claims 

guidance’. 

See: ‘New Claim Process – NINO Allocation’ and then manually referred to the AP for an assessment. 

The AP conducted face to face consultation 

Appropriate ID provided 

24. If the AP advises that a face to face consultation was completed and the claimant provided the appropriate ID for 

the AP and the CM is content that the identity of the claimant has been confirmed, then the Prospect Person 

should be registered as a Person. 

See: Prospect Person to Person’ 

Appropriate ID not provided 

25. If the CM does not consider that the identity of the claimant has been confirmed, the guidance in Standard 2 of 

the CSIV document should be followed. 

26. However, permission is not required to enable you to use information held by HMRC, Housing Benefit, Council Tax 

Benefit or historical information held by DWP. Therefore, the CM should only contact the appropriate 

organisation/s named in the permission provided by the claimant to the visiting officer, HMRC, DWP, Housing 

Benefit or Council Tax Benefit to request information to confirm the identity of the claimant. 

27. If no documentation can be obtained to confirm the identity of the claimant: 

Step Action 

1 Keep the record as a Prospect Person. 



 

2 Issue clerical disallowance PIP7004 to the claimant. Pick the option for ‘Not Provided’ information requested at 

PIP1 stage and enter the date the original PIP.3009 was issued. 

3 Send a copy to the MOU for scanning onto DRS. 

4 Create a communication record. 

5 Defer the task for 6 weeks to withdraw the application if information is not received which causes the CM to 

reconsider. 

Appropriate ID was not presented at the face to face consultation and assessment not 

attempted 

28. If the AP advises that appropriate ID was not presented at the face to face consultation the assessment will not 

have been attempted. You should follow the guidance in Decision Making Process Part 2 – IDV Failure. 

Note: as the record is still a Prospect Person there will be no system generated or automated actions. 

29. If the claimant still does not provide confirmation of their identity, See: Appropriate ID not provided see above . 

The AP conducted a paper based assessment 

AP advises award appropriate 

30. If the AP has been able to provide advice without a face to face consultation and that advice is that an award is 

appropriate. 

See: Appropriate ID not provided see above. 

AP advises award not appropriate 

31. If the AP has been able to provide advice without a face to face consultation and the CM considers that the 

claimant does not satisfy the disability criteria: 

Step Action 

1 Issue clerical disallowance PIP.7011. 

2 Send a copy of PIP.7011 to the MOU to be scanned onto DRS. 

3 Create a communication record. 



 

4 Create a task for six weeks to withdraw the application if information is not received which leads the CM to 

reconsider the case. 

Upper Tribunal (UT) judgement on Past Presence Test 

Background 

The UT judgement of 17/03/2016 decided the First tier Tribunal erred in law in finding that the Past Presence Test 

(PPT) for refugees was justified under EU law. The UT found that the PPT which requires claimants to have been 

present in Great Britain for 104 weeks out of the 156 weeks preceding a claim test, unlawfully discriminates against 

refugees and their family members contrary to EU legislation and the European Court of Human Rights.  The UT 

decided that it was therefore appropriate to disapply the  

PPT in respect of both claimants. An Advice for Decision Makers Memo has been published ADM 21/16 

New Process 

From 17/03/2016 the past presence test will not be applied to those who have been granted Refugee or Humanitarian 

Protection status or their family members and who have claimed PIP. To enable this, a new process has been 

developed 

Action 

New Claim  

1. The claim will be made as normal. In cases where a claimant who has Refugee or Humanitarian Protection 

status their nationality will not be GB or EEA or Switzerland. Therefore when the claim is entered in PIPCS an 

exception task 074 is created.  

2. Where “Discrepancy failure and Payability issues” task 074 or a “Lay Conditions Check” task has been 

allocated and received and it has been established that the claimant has Refugee or Humanitarian Protection 

Status and has been granted leave to remain on that basis or is a family member of such, the OU no longer 

needs to be changed to Exportability and forward the task to contingency WQ Bristol BC_Command7_Manual  

Bradford Team 

3. On receipt of the task the Team will check the details of the case and if necessary adjust the details in PIPCS 

absence abroad to show that they have been in the GB for the last 3 years. This will enable PIPCS to apply the 

correct law.  

4. They will investigate if GB is the competent state and action accordingly  

5. This will allow evidence to process and a PIP2 can be issued. At this point the correct details of absence should 

be recorded in the Comments Box of the R & P Evidence field as “Exportability R&P PPT Satisfied - 

Humanitarian protection”.  



 

6. Once the residence and presence issue has been resolved and any adjustment updated into PIPCS the team 

have completed their action. The case will then be returned to the original owning unit who will complete any 

outstanding actions for the claim.  

Operations 

7. When dealing with a case where it is clear that Bradford team have entered details in the R&P screen 

it is important that these details are not changed. If there is any concerns or you want to change these details 

please contact them.  

 

03 Completing the Scrutiny Check 

Telephony Claims 

1. For telephony claims a scrutiny check must be carried out, if a discrepancy task is created. This is to ensure all the 

necessary questions have been answered in PIP1 where entitlement may be affected and to prompt further 

enquiries to be made as appropriate before applying the changes in PIPCS. If no discrepancy task is created, PIPCS 

will automatically run the lay rules and issue PIP2.  

2. On receipt of the discrepancy task must first of all check to see whether there is a DLA interest. If the claimant has 

an outstanding DLA claim you should issue PIP.0210 to the claimant or PAB. The notification advises that as there is 

an outstanding claim to DLA we are not able to take a claim for PIP. You should complete a Communication record. 

See: ‘Create a Communication Record’ instructions. If the PIP claim can progress, the following action is taken to 

complete the scrutiny check. 

Subpages 

• Carrying out the scrutiny check  

• Paper claims  

Carrying out the scrutiny check 

3. Check to see if any enquiries are needed that may affect payability such as hospitalisation, certain accommodation, 

imprisonment. Where enquiries are necessary, these must be made in parallel to any other enquiries and must not 

stop the claim from continuing. Where bank details have not been provided, these will be requested if an award is 

appropriate at the decision making stage. This is to avoid raising claimant expectation. Before applying the changes 

in PIPCS to activate running of the lay rules, ensure you check the following information provided in PIP1: 

Step Action 

1 open the User Homepage 

2 click the ‘Person Homepage’ link within the supporting information field and review/check the claimants 

personal details 



 

3 select the Evidence tab to open the Evidence Dashboard 

4 click the Residence and Presence link 

5 select the Residence and Presence link in the description column and check information 

See: Residence and Presence 

6 once information is correct close the tab 

7 select the next evidence link and follow the action for that type of evidence 

8 repeat for all additional evidence displayed 

9 click on the green action button on the right hand side and select Validate changes 

10 the validate Changes Pop Up will display 

11 tick all the evidence that needs to be validated 

12 select save 

13 the validate Changes Pop Up will disappear. You will be taken back to the Evidence Dashboard and will then 

need to apply the changes 

14 click on the green action button on the right hand side and select Apply changes 

15 the Apply Changes Pop Up will display 

16 tick all the evidence to apply 

17 select Save 

18 the Apply Changes Pop Up will close. You will be taken back to the Evidence Dashboard and the  

Evidence in Edit marker will have been cleared 

4. For telephony claims, run the lay rules now. 

See: Workflow and Task Management (Activate Running of the Lay Rules) 

Paper claims 

5. The Date of Claim (DOC) for a PIP1 paper claim is set by PIPCS as the date the claim is created. This is the date the 

PIP1 information is submitted into PIPCS. You must amend this to the date the claimant requested the PIP1 if the 

PIP1 is received within one calendar month of being requested. 



 

See: Paper Claim (PIP1) Received – CM action (Para re Amending Date of Claim) 

6. Do not amend the DOC if the PIP1 is not received within one calendar month. Complete the Notes box on the 

Context Panel of the Application Homepage to highlight that PIP1 was not received within one calendar month and 

the DOC has not been amended. This will then be considered by the CM when they complete their action. 

7. In addition to the scrutiny check detailed above, on receipt of a PIP1 paper claim, check for the following: 

• absence abroad; 

• dates spent in hospital or other accommodation; or 

• if the claimant is aged between 64 and State Pension age during the period from the date of request of the PIP1 and 

the date of receipt of the PIP1 

Note: Where the term “State Pension age” is used in these instructions, it refers to the age of when a person can 

claim their State Pension  or age 65, whichever is the higher.” See : State Pension age timetable 

if any of the above applies you must refer the case to your TL. 

8. The TL will refer the case to a CM who must input the correct DOC in PIPCS. 

9. When the CM has amended the DOC the case will be returned to you to check the Hospital/Other Accommodation 

Evidence screen to ensure that the information held is still correct now the DOC has been amended before 

activating the running of the lay rules. 

See: Workflow and Task Management (Activate Running of the Lay Rules) 

04 Person Without an Address (PWA) or No Fixed Abode (NFA) 

Background 

1. A claimant without an address (PWA) is a person who is homeless. They may sleep on a park bench, in a car or 

somewhere similar. 

2. A claimant with no fixed abode (NFA) is a person not living on the street but does not have a home they can call 

their own. These people may be living in a hostel, bed and breakfast or some other place (with friends). 

3. For PIP claims to proceed, a claimant must provide an address for the Data Gather script to be launched. 

4. The claimant may however advise the telephony agent that they are homeless or have no permanent address. 

5. As part of the Data Gather script the telephony agent will ask the claimant if they are homeless. 



 

Claimant without an address 

6. If the claimant is PWA, the telephony agent will advise the claimant that letters can be sent to a local  

Jobcentre. The telephony agent will then assist the claimant to identify the address of a local Jobcentre. 

Claimant with no fixed abode 

7. If the claimant has NFA, the telephony agent will advise the claimant that letters can be sent to a correspondence 

address and will ask for such an address or that letters can be sent to a local jobcentre. 

Correspondence address provided 

8. If the claimant can provide a correspondence address, the telephony agent will enter the address on PIPCS, 

continue with the rest of the Data Gather script and submit the claim. 

Correspondence address not provided 

9. If the claimant can’t provide a correspondence address, the telephony agent will assist the claimant to identify the 

address of a local jobcentre. 

05 Age 

Introduction 

1. Entitlement to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) is restricted by the claimant’s age. 

2. Claimants are eligible to claim PIP from their 16th birthday up to the day before they reach State Pension age  See: 

State Pension age timetable  subject to some exceptions, see paragraphs 5-11. 

Note: Where the term “State Pension age” is used in this guidance it refers to the age of when a person can claim their 

State Pension  See: State Pension age timetable  or age 65 whichever is the higher.” 

3. Claimants won’t be entitled to PIP where at date of claim they’re: 

• of State Pension age 

• under the age of 16, or 

• under the age 65 at 08/04/2013, but of State Pension age at date of claim for PIP and, had no entitlement to either 

Disability Living Allowance (DLA) or PIP in the previous 12 months before the date of claim 

See: ‘Claim in the Alternative’ guidance and ADM Chapter P5 

4. The telephony agent will ask the claimant their date of birth. If the claimant is: 



 

• age 65 or over on 08/04/2013 • under the age of 16 

they will be signposted to the appropriate AA or DLA claim helpline number. 

Subpages 

• Claimant under the age of 65 on 08 April 2013 and over State Pension age at date of claim and has had a 

previous DLA award within 12 months  

• Claimant under the age of 65 on 08 April 2013 and over State Pension age at date of claim and has had a 

previous PIP award within 12 months  

• Requesting verification of a date of birth (DOB) from a claimant  

• How to amend a date of birth on PIPCS  

• Birth certificate received  

• Birth Certificate not available but secondary evidence provided  

Claimant under the age of 65 on 08 April 2013 and over State Pension age at date 

of claim and has had a previous DLA award within 12 months 

5. Where the claimant is under age 65 on 08 April 2013 and State Pension age at date of claim, PIPCS will create a 

discrepancy task. The task will prompt the user to check CIS for entitlement to DLA in the previous 12 months See: 

State Pension age timetable 

6. If the claimant has had a previous award of DLA within 12 months of the PIP claim, this will be sufficient to 

enable a PIP claim to proceed. Unlike a previous PIP claim, the award of DLA does not have to be for the same or 

similar condition. 

Claimant under the age of 65 on 08 April 2013 and over State Pension age at date 

of claim and has had a previous PIP award within 12 months 

7. Where the claimant is under age 65 on 08 April 2013 and State Pension age at date of claim, PIPCS will create a 

discrepancy task. The user will then check for entitlement to PIP in the previous 12 months See: State Pension age 

timetable 

8. If there is a link to PIP within the last 12 months (date from the end of the previous award) a person can be 

eligible for PIP due to the linking conditions. 

See: ‘Linking to Previous Entitlement (concerning the QP)’ and ‘Claim in the Alternative’  

9. Where there is a previous PIP award in the last 12 months you should telephone the claimant. Explain that, to 

be entitled to PIP, their condition must be the same or a similar condition to that for which they were previously 

awarded PIP. If it is quite clear that the claimant is not claiming PIP for the same or a similar condition for which they 



 

were previously awarded PIP, inform them that the claim will be sent to the AA Unit for them to treat as a claim for 

AA. Complete a Communication Record. 

 See: ‘Communication Record’  and ADM chapter P5 

10. If there is any doubt as to whether this claim is for the same or similar condition as the previous PIP claim, or 

the claimant insists that we give a decision on the PIP claim, then the PIP claim should continue in the normal manner. 

Complete a Communication Record. 

See: ‘Communication Record’  

11. If there is a link to DLA within the last 12 months (date from the end of the previous award) before a PIP claim, 

a person can be eligible for PIP due to the linking conditions. 

See: ADM Chapter P5 paragraphs 5107 – 5108. 

Requesting verification of a date of birth (DOB) from a claimant 

12. At the end of the data gather script, the telephony agent will submit the claim. If there is a mismatch between 

the DOB in PIPCS and the DOB held on CIS(Searchlight), PIPCS will automatically set a Customer Information Service 

(CIS)(Searchlight) discrepancy task to the Workflow Team. 

13. The Workflow Team will allocate the CIS(Searchlight) discrepancy task to a Case Worker (CW). There are 

several CIS(Searchlight) discrepancy task reasons, including a mismatch between the date of birth held in 

CIS(Searchlight) and the date of birth entered in PIPCS. If you receive a CIS(Searchlight) discrepancy task, look to see if 

the telephony agent has clicked on the wrong date in error, for example, clicked on 1960 instead of 1961. Contact the 

claimant to establish which year is correct, for example, whether they were born in 1960 or 1961. If the date they 

supply is the same date as the date held in  

CIS(Searchlight), create a task for your Supervisor to amend the DOB held in PIPCS. Complete a  

Communication Record 

- See: ‘Communication Record’  

How to amend a date of birth on PIPCS 

14. The Supervisor will: 

Step Action 

1 access the Person Homepage. 

2 select the Verification tab. 

3 select the action tab on the top right hand of the screen. 



 

4 select the ‘edit’ button. 

5 the Edit Person pop up screen will then be displayed. 

6 amend the date of birth. This can be done either via a calendar box or by typing the correct date of birth in the 

box. 

7 tick the box next to the date of birth to show that this is now verified. 

8 select ‘save’. 

15. If however, during the telephone call with the claimant, the date of birth given differs from that held and verified 

in CIS(Searchlight), you will have to request sight of the claimant’s birth certificate to resolve the CIS(Searchlight) 

mismatch. Complete a Communication Record and defer the CIS(Searchlight) discrepancy task for 10 working days. 

See: ‘Communication Record’  

Birth certificate received 

16. When a birth certificate is received,  it is scanned by the Mail Opening Unit (MOU). The MOU will then return the 

original birth certificate to the claimant. A Document Repository System (DRS) task will be created for you to view 

the birth certificate. If the DOB is different to that held in CIS(Searchlight), create a task for your Supervisor to 

modify the DOB held in PIPCS. 

17. If the DOB is the same as that held in CIS(Searchlight), create a task for your Supervisor to modify the DOB held in 

PIPCS (refer to paragraph 14). 

18. If after three attempts, you can’t contact the claimant by telephone, defer the CIS(Searchlight) discrepancy task for 

10 working days and issue enquiry form PIP.3005. 

See: ‘Workflow and Task Management’  

The form asks the claimant to confirm their date of birth. Create a Communication Record. 

Birth Certificate not available but secondary evidence provided 

19. A claimant may be unable to provide primary evidence such as a birth certificate but may supply other secondary 

evidence to confirm their date of birth. Examples of secondary evidence may be a NHS Medical card, passport or 

Insurance Policy taken out before middle life. Secondary evidence carries less weight than primary evidence. 

20. When the date of birth verification is received, the document will be scanned by the MOU. 

21. A DRS task will be set to advise a birth certificate or other correspondence has been received. The Workflow Team 

will then allocate this DRS task to a CW. 

See: ‘Workflow and Task Management’ 



 

22. Return to the Person Homepage, go into ‘tasks, select both the DRS task and the CIS(Searchlight) discrepancy task 

and clear each task. 

See: ‘Workflow and Task Management’ 

23. When all discrepancy tasks have been cleared, including age, go back to the Application Case Homepage. If the 

claim was made by paper, check whether the date of claim needs changing on PIPCS. Now run the lay rules: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘apply changes’ button on the Evidence dashboard 

2 close the evidence tab 

3 the Evidence dashboard will then be displayed on the left hand side 

4 select the ‘action’ button 

5 select the ‘apply changes’ from the drop down 

6 the ‘check eligibility’ pop up appears 

7 select Personal Independence Payment 

8 select ‘yes’ 

24. If the result is ‘eligible’ PIPCS will automatically issue a PIP2 – ‘How your disability affects you’ to the claimant and 

the claim process will continue. 

06 Residence and Presence including Exportability 

The Residence and Presence conditions 

1. To satisfy the R & P conditions, a person must: 

 be habitually resident in the Common Travel Area ( the UK, Republic of Ireland, Isle of Man or the Channel 

Islands) See: ADM Chapter 2 - Chapter 2021 refers  

 be present in GB See: ADM Chapter 2 - Chapter 2021 refers  

 have been present in GB for a period or periods amounting to 104 weeks out of the 156 weeks immediately 

before that date (unless Special rules Terminally Ill) (SRTI) See: ADM Chapter 2 - Chapter 2026 refers. ( known 

as the Past Presence test)  



 

 not be subject to immigration control See: ADM Chapter 2 -  Chapter 2021 refers. You must resolve any issues 

relating to R & P before looking at disability conditions.  

2. People who satisfy the SRTI don’t need to meet the past presence test. 

3. A Judgment by the European Court Justice (ECJ) dated 18 October 2007 affected the way in which the  

European Union (EU) regulations on the co-ordination of Social Security Systems Regulation (European Economic 

Countries) (EEC) 1408/71 and Regulation (European Court) (EC) 883/04 have to be interpreted. 

Note: On 01July 2013 Croatia joined the European Union (EU). From this date claims received from people living in 

Croatia, or who have spent time in Croatia, must now be actioned as an EU country and must be referred to the 

Exportability team at Blackpool Service Centre. See: How to transfer a case to the Exportability team 

4. The Exportability Team at Blackpool Service Centre will consider: 

 New claims from people living in a European Economic Area (EEA) member state or Switzerland.  

 New claims from EEA nationals living in the UK before 1 January 2021 and currently living in the UK, who do not 

satisfy the past presence condition at date of claim, due to time spent in an EEA country or Switzerland.  

 New claims from EEA nationals living in the UK before 1 January 2021 and currently living in the  

UK, who do not satisfy the past presence condition at date of claim, due to time spent in a non EEA country  

5. In such cases, the team leader (TL) must transfer the case to the Exportability team at the Blackpool Service Centre. 

See: How to transfer a case to the Exportability team 

Subpages 

• How to transfer a case to the Exportability team  

• Habitually Resident  

• Present in Great Britain  

• Past Presence  

• Reciprocal agreements  

• EEA and Swiss Nationals New Claims from 1 January 2021  

• Persons of Northern Ireland and Third Country Nationals  

• Calculating 104 weeks out of the last 156 weeks Past Presence test  

• People not subject to Immigration Control  

• Claimant is subject to Immigration Control  

• Leave to remain claimant has no recourse to public funds  

• Extension Application Date for leave to remain  

• Awarding PIP when leave has been granted for a limited period of time  

• Exemption to Section 115 of the Immigration and Asylum Act  



 

• Task received following a change of circumstances for a non EEA country  

• Asylum seekers  

• Any periods of absence in the last 3 years where the Reason type is anything other than Holiday • EEA country 

or Switzerland for any period of absence  

• Refugees  

• Non EEA country EEA country or Switzerland for any period of absence  

• Current period of absence with no end date and no intention to return EEA country or Switzerland  

• Humanitarian Protection and Discretionary Leave  

• Current period of absence with no end date and no intention to return non EEA country  

• Indefinite Leave to Remain  

• Residence and Presence confirm outside EEA Status task  

• CAMLite task  

• Manual task  

• Extensions of Exceptional Leave to Enter or Remain or Humanitarian Protection and Discretionary Leave  

• Navigation to the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen  

• Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details Screen  

• Sponsored Immigrants  

• Validation  

• How the telephony claim or paper claim questions help  

• Navigation to the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details Screen  

• Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen  

• Validation for Foreign Residency Evidence Details  

• Lay Conditions Check task  

• CIS (Searchlight) discrepancy task or Lay Conditions Check task received, further enquiries are needed  

• Discrepancy - Residency Check  

• Validating evidence and applying evidence changes  

• Checking eligibility  

• Modifying the end date of a previous award  

• CIS (Searchlight) discrepancy task  

• Claimant gone abroad temporarily  

• Foreign Residency evidence Start Date is after entitlement start date and Foreign Residency evidence End Date 

held and total Foreign Residency period is greater than four weeks  

• Claimant returns within 13 weeks  

• Claimant does not return within 13 weeks  

• Foreign Residency evidence Start Date is after entitlement start date and no Foreign Residency evidence End 

Date held and Foreign Residency evidence Start Date is more than four weeks in the past  

• Non EEA country absence solely in connection with arrangements made for the medical treatment  

• Claimant gone abroad permanently  



 

• More than 7 periods of Foreign Residency absence in the last three years or absence abroad periods total 9 

months or more in the last three years  

• Civil Servants abroad  

• Special Rules Terminally Ill cases SRTI  

• Absence abroad period of 6 months or more that ended in the last 12 months  

• PIP Award terminated and Motability agreement in place  

• EEA countries including the EU countries and EFTA countries  

• Task received following a change of circumstances for an EEA country or Switzerland  

How to transfer a case to the Exportability team 

Change ownership of the case 

6. The TL must: 

Step  Action  

1 go to Application homepage (this is for new claims, post award action must be taken from  

Integrated Case home page) 

2 go to Administration tab 

3 Select ‘New Owner’ action button 

4 in the pop up search for Exportability and select “Exportability BC” 

5 select ‘save’ 

7. You must then add a note to the task you are actioning to explain that exportability action is required and why. You 

must then return the task to your team leader. 

8. The TL or must then forward the case to the appropriate Exportability work queue: 

 Blackpool Exportability BC_Complex Decision_Exportability Multi-function Team1 – For cases involving living 

in, time spent in or working/receiving benefits from another EEA state or Switzerland; or  

 Blackpool Exportability BC_Delivery Team_Exportability Multi-function Team1 – For cases involving EEA 

nationals living in the UK before 1 January 2021, who do not meet the past presence test because they have 

spent time outside of the EEA or Switzerland  

 Blackpool Exportability BC_Disputes_Exportability Multi-function team2 - For post 1 January 

2021 EU cases  

9. Unless the Exportability Team feel the case has been referred inappropriately (in which case they will return the 

case with a note to explain why) they will then take ownership of the case, make appropriate enquiries and deal 



 

with any follow up action. For further information - See: Exportability Team Instructions - PIP Exportability-New 

Claim. 

10. Even where the claimant is resident in GB the Exportability Team will issue a PIP.2 if required and will make the 

final determination based on advice from the Assessment Provider (AP). 

11. For cases where the claimant is resident in GB, the Exportability Team will change case ownership back to the 

relevant Regional Service Centre (RSC) once their action is complete, however they will retain responsibility for 

any dispute activity. If a reconsideration/appeal/request for an explanation is received then the steps above must 

be followed to refer the case for Exportability Team action. 

Habitually Resident 

12. A Claimant must be habitually resident in the United Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland, the Isle of Man or the 

Channel Islands, known as the Common Travel Area (CTA). See: ADM Chapter 2 - Chapter 2028 refers. 

13. There is no statutory definition of habitual residence but facts to consider may include if a person has a home in 

Great Britain, whether a person is required to pay council tax, has a tenancy agreement in place or is registered 

with a GP or dentist. This list is not exhaustive and each case must be considered on its own merits. When looking 

at whether a person has a home in this country it may not be possible for some people for example due to 

financial circumstances. See: ADM  Chapter 2  - Chapter 2028 refers. 

Present in Great Britain 

14. Normally, a claimant must be physically present in GB when they claim PIP. The PIP1 claim form asks ‘have you 

been abroad for more than 4 weeks at a time in the last 3 years’. This question is to try and obtain an overall 

picture of a person’s lifestyle to consider where they actually live. You will have to look at when a claimant is 

present in the UK or EEA. This will help you decide if the claimant can be treated as being present in Great Britain. 

15. In some instances, it’s possible to treat someone as being present when they are not actually here. Further 

questions are asked on the PIP 1 claim form and these will help you decide if the person can be treated as being 

present in GB on a particular day. Claimants who are abroad must be treated as present if on that day they are 

only abroad because they are: 

• Serving members of Her Majesty’s Forces  

• Aircrew or mariners  

• Someone in prescribed employment on the continental shelf  

• Someone living with a serving member of Her Majesty’s Forces who is the spouse/civil partner, son, daughter, 

stepson/daughter, father, mother, father-in-law, mother-in-law or stepfather/mother of that person  

• Someone temporarily absent from GB for a period of not more than 13 weeks.  

• absent for the specific purpose of receiving medical treatment. This is limited to 26 weeks.  



 

16. Serving Members of Her Majesty’s Forces and their family members are treated as meeting the Habitual 

Residence test when on duty abroad. 

Note: If the claimant is absent from GB for more than 13 weeks (temporary absence) or 26 weeks  

(specific purpose of receiving medical treatment) and there is EEA involvement, task the case to the  

Exportability team for their consideration 

Past Presence 

17. This condition is applied to all new claims and means the claimant must have been present or treated as being 

present in GB for 104 weeks out of the last 156. See: ADM Chapter 2 - Chapter 2026 refers. 

18. In some circumstances an EEA national arriving in the UK, from the EEA or Switzerland may satisfy the past 

presence test from a date earlier than 104 weeks.  

Note: A claimant who has ‘Refugee or Humanitarian protection’ do not need to satisfy the past presence test. 

Reciprocal agreements 

19. Great Britain has a reciprocal agreement with Northern Ireland. This means periods of residence in one of these 

areas can be counted as periods of residence in GB for the purposes of the past presence test. 

20. For Northern Ireland, this means that on or from 6th April 2016 a claim to, or award of, PIP in one territory will be 

treated as a claim to, or award of, PIP in the other territory. When a claimant moves to or from Northern Ireland, 

they will notify the PIP Benefit Centre of their change of address and their claim will be transferred to the correct 

Owning Office.  

21. If it’s not clear from the information provided whether a claimant has moved to NI permanently, you must contact 

the claimant by telephone (or letter if telephone contact can’t be made), to establish when the claimant moved to 

NI and if the move is permanent. 

22. When a claimant moves to Northern Ireland temporarily, See: Claimant change of address in PIPCS. 

23. When a claimant moves to Northern Ireland permanently, See: Claimant moves permanently to Northern Ireland. 

Additional Actions for Reassessment 

24. If the claimant’s move to NI is permanent and Reassessment action is ongoing, the CW will create a manual task 

for the CM to consider any outstanding actions. See CW Department for Communities in the Reassessment 

Instructions. 

25. The CM will take action as appropriate on the case. See CM Department for Communities. 

Moving from NI to GB during Reassessment 



 

26. It is important that the user checks the Reassessment Indicator when rebuilding the DLA case following a move 

from NI to GB. See Reassessment Indicators (RIs) shown on DLACS. 

EEA and Swiss Nationals New Claims from 1 January 2021 

Background 

On 31 January 2020 the United Kingdom (UK) left the European Union (EU) and is no longer a Member State. 

The UK is England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

Note: The UK has reciprocal agreements in place which mean that existing rules continue for UK and Irish citizens 

moving between Ireland and the UK therefore, Irish Citizens are subject to the same rules as UK nationals. 

A transition period was in place lasting from 1 February 2020 until the 31 December 2020, during which there was no 

change for citizens. 

New rules apply for access to benefits in the United Kingdom for claims made from 1 January 2021. From  

1 January 2021 the UK launched the Future Points-Based Immigration System, which means European Economic Area 

(EEA) and Swiss citizens coming into the UK on or after 1 January 2021 are treated the same as non-EU citizens. 

EEA and Swiss citizens who are lawfully resident in the UK before 1 January 2021 have the right to live and work in the 

UK, including access to benefits and services, protected until 30 June 2021. This is known as the grace period. 

For further information see:  

• GOV.UK (link is external)   

• Brexit Transition .  

Searchlight now provides access to Home Office (HO) data, enabling DWP to verify immigration information for 

EU/EEA nationals (and their Third Country National (TCN)/non EU family members) who have applied to the EU 

Settlement Scheme (EUSS). 

Overview/index of information covered in this chapter 

From 1 January 2021 an additional question will be asked to EEA/Swiss citizens as part of the new claim data gather 

Were you living in the UK before 1 January 2021? 

Dependant on the customer’s response a discrepancy task will be generated: 

• nationality inside EEA moved to UK before January 2021 or answer “NOT KNOWN”   

• nationality inside EEA moved to UK on or after 1 January 2021   

Nationality inside EEA moved to UK before January 2021 or answer “NOT  

KNOWN” 

Answer “not known” 



 

The Case worker (CW) will check the Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) ‘Residence and 

Presence’ screen for the response to ‘Living in the UK on or before 31/12/2020’ and if the system holds ‘Don’t know’, 

they must verify details and enter either a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ response in the screen. 

1. Check Searchlight ‘Get Home Office Data’ to confirm whether customer has EUSS. 

1. If Indefinite Leave to Remain or Leave to Remain held, update answer in residence and 

presence screen to “Yes” and follow: Answer “Yes”.  

2. If No status held on Searchlight move to point 2.  

2. Contact customer to establish date of entry. 

1. Customer arrived before 1 January 2021, update answer in residence and presence 

screen to “Yes” and follow: No EUSS.  

2. Customer arrived on or after 1 January 2021, update answer in residence and presence 

screen to “No” and follow: nationality inside EEA moved to UK on or after 1  

January 2021.  

3. If you are unable to establish the date of entry follow: No status.  

Answer “yes” 

Check EUSS on Searchlight ‘Get Home Office Data’. 

Where an EEA or Swiss citizen is confirmed as living in the UK before 1 January 2021, check the claimant’s EUSS status 

using Searchlight. 

EEA or Swiss citizens living in the UK before 1 January 2021 will have one of the below status’ 

• Settled status confirmed – Indefinite leave to remain  

• Pre settled status confirmed – Leave to remain  

• No status  

Settled status (SS) confirmed – Indefinite leave to remain  

Where the claimant has settled status confirmed, users should not complete the “leave to remain” field on PIPCS as 

Searchlight can be accessed to check EUSS status. 

Consider and action any other lay conditions issues, see: Lay conditions. 

Note: Where the customer does not meet the Past Presence Test, users should continue to refer cases to Exportability: 

follow Residence and Presence Including Exportability. See also: Exportability Process for European Economic Area or 

Swiss citizen in United Kingdom on or after 1 January 2021. 

Pre Settled status (SS) confirmed – Limited Leave to remain 



 

Where the claimant has pre settled status confirmed, users should not complete the “leave to remain” field on PIPCS 

as Searchlight can be accessed to check EUSS status. 

Consider and action any other lay conditions issues, see: Lay conditions. 

Note: Where a DM makes an award of PIP to a person who has been granted Pre SS, a Fixed Term award where the 

award end date must be the same as the date to which status has been granted. 

Note: Where the customer does not meet the Past Presence Test, users should continue to refer cases to Exportability: 

follow Residence and Presence Including Exportability. See also: Exportability Process for European Economic Area or 

Swiss citizen in United Kingdom on or after 1 January 2021. 

No status 

Where the customer arrived in the UK before 1 January 2021 and no status is held on Searchlight, a  

Factual Habitual Residence Test (HRT) must be completed as at the end of the transition period (31 December 2020) 

Note: In any cases where the customer has no EUSS status and arrived in the UK before 1 January 2021, you must 

signpost the claimant to the Home Office using a bespoke letter, an SMS text or by telephone.  

Refer the case to a DM. 

Evidence Gather Factual Habitual Residence Test  

See: HRT Instructions 

Decision maker action 

HRT at the end of the transition period (31 December 2020) - Met 

Where claimant has met the HRT at the end of the transition period (31 December 2020), record the decision in the 

Person Case notes in PIPCS. 

Users should not complete the ‘Leave to remain’ or ‘Habitually Resident’ field in the ‘Residence and Presence’ screen 

in PIPCS. 

Mandatory Person Case Note entry: ‘Claimant has met HRT at the end of the Transition Period.’ 

Change the answer to the question in the ‘Residence and Presence Evidence Screen’: ‘Living in UK on or before 31 

December 2020?’ to ‘Yes’. 

Consider and action any other lay conditions issues see: Lay conditions. 

Note: The claimant must also meet the HRT at date of claim and PPT, where this is not the case, refer cases to 

Exportability: Residence and Presence Including Exportability. See also: Exportability Process for European Economic 

Area or Swiss citizen in United Kingdom on or after 1 January 2021. 



 

HRT at the end of the transition period (31 December 2020) - Not Met 

Where claimant has not met the HRT at the end of the transition period (31 December 2020), the claimant is now 

subject to the new Future Immigration system. 

The claimant is unable to rely on the Withdrawal Agreement. Until granted status by the Home Office, they are a 

Person Subject to Immigration Control (PSIC) and fail the right to reside condition. 

Record the decision on PIPCS by inserting the following text in the decision in the Person Case notes in PIPCS: 

‘On the evidence available, I have determined that [name] was not living in the UK and exercising an EU Treaty Right 

on 31/12/2020. As a result, they are unable to rely on the citizen’s rights contained within the European Union 

(Withdrawal Agreement) Act 2020, and within the EEA EFTA separation agreement or the Swiss citizens’ rights 

agreement. It has been confirmed that [name] has not applied for and been granted leave to remain by the Home 

Office and does not hold a right to reside that allows access to benefits.’ 

Change the answer to the question in the ‘Residence and Presence Evidence Screen’: ‘Living in UK before 1 January 

2021?’ to ‘No’. 

Note: A Third Country National is a claimant whose nationality is outside EEA/Switzerland 

The claimant is now subject to the new Future Immigration system so follow the ‘Third Country National’ BAU process 

and see: Lay Conditions. 

 Nationality inside EEA moved to UK on or after 1 January 2021 

Where the claimant has answered ‘no’ to the question “Were you living in the UK before 1 January 2021.” The 

claimant is now subject to the new Future Immigration system so follow the ‘Third Country National’ BAU process and 

see: Lay Conditions. 

Note: A Third Country National is a claimant whose nationality is outside EEA/Switzerland. 

Further Information 

• Frontier Worker  

Subpages 

• Family Permit process  

• HRT Instructions  

Family Permit process 

The Withdrawal Agreement protects the right of the existing EEA/Swiss citizen to bring family to join them. This right 

exists regardless of how the family member enters the UK. DWP DMs do not award a ‘right to reside’ but only identify 

what ‘right to reside’ is held at a relevant date. 



 

As part of establishing the claimant’s immigration status, check Searchlight to establish if family member permit is 

visible to confirm whether customer has EUSS. If the claimant has full or pre settled status see:  

Settled status and see: Pre settled status. 

If not visible on Searchlight, issue PIP.3009 to identify if the claimant has a: 

• ‘Family member permit’ stamp shown in their passport, or  

• a ‘Visitor permit’  

If they have, transfer the case to the Exportability team, who will take action depending on whether the claimant has 

a: 

• Family Permit: or  

• Visitor Permit  

Check if the claimant has other Leave to remain, if the claimant has another form of Leave to Remain for example, it is 

verified that they hold a ‘British Residency Card’ see: Third Country National. 

If the claimant does not have Leave to Remain, you must signpost the claimant to the Home Office using a bespoke 

letter, an SMS text or by telephone. 

HRT Instructions  

Customers who are not subject to immigration control include those who are listed in ADM Chapter 2 Persons Subject 

to Immigration Control if the relevant date (the start date or date of review) is before 1 January 2021. 

However, from 1 January 2021 the rules relating to the European Economic Area (EEA) states changed. An EEA or Swiss 

citizen may be a Person Subject to Immigration Control (PSIC). Where the relevant date is on or after 1 January 2021, 

EEA or Swiss citizens, and their family members, need to show that they are not a PSIC. 

Changes affecting EEA and Swiss citizens, and their family members, from 1  

January 2021 

The residence and presence conditions say that customers must: 

• be habitually resident in the Common Travel Area  

• not be subject to immigration control or a person who is exempt from the exclusion of a person subject to 

immigration control (PSIC)  

• be present in Great Britain (GB) (Great Britain is England, Scotland and Wales) and have been present in GB for 

a period of, or periods totalling, not less than 104 weeks in the previous 156 weeks.  



 

Changes from 1 January 2021 mean that EEA or Swiss citizens, and their family members, may now fall into the 

category of PSIC. New claims from citizens of countries that are signatories to the European Convention on Social and 

Medical Assistance (ECSMA) or Council of Europe Social Charter (CESC) may also fall into the category of PSIC. 

The European Union (EU) Exit Transition Period ended on 31 December 2020. From 1 January 2021 the United 

Kingdom (UK) launched the new Points-Based Immigration System, which means EU citizens coming into the UK on or 

after 1 January 2021 are treated the same as non-EU citizens. The UK is England, Scotland, Wales and Northern 

Ireland. 

EEA or Swiss citizens, and their family members, who are lawfully resident in the UK before 1 January 2021 have the 

right to live and work in the UK, including access to benefits and services, protected until 30 June 2021. This is known 

as the grace period. 

In practice this means: 

• in order to access DWP’s benefits and services, EU citizens who are resident in the UK before  

11pm 31 December 2020 require settled status (Indefinite Leave to Remain) or pre-settled status  

(Limited Leave to Remain) after the end of the grace period  

All EEA or Swiss citizens who arrive after 11pm 31 December 2020 will be unable to access to benefits until they are 

granted an immigration status from the Home Office that allows access to benefits. Until then they will be a Person 

Subject to Immigration Control (PSIC) 

We now need to be able to distinguish between EEA or Swiss citizens and family members of EEA or Swiss citizens 

who: 

• have settled status (Indefinite Leave to Remain) or pre-settled status (Leave to Remain, also known as Limited 

Leave to Remain)   

• People of Northern Ireland (PNI) or third Country national (TCN) family members of PNI  

• EEA or Swiss citizens and their family members here before 11pm 31 December 2020 that have not (yet) 

applied for a European Union Settlement Scheme (EUSS) status  

• EU citizens and their family members arriving in the UK on or after 1 January 2021  

Note: 11pm is the time the Transition Period and grace period end as set down in the Withdrawal 

Agreement and the subsequent Statutory Instruments. 

Impact on Residence and Presence – Future Access to Benefits 

The new rules affect the information and evidence that must be gathered before a Habitual Residence 

test (HRT) is made by the Case Manager using the HRT tool. 



 

In all cases where the customer is an EEA or Swiss citizen, or their family member, and they hold no 

status, and the relevant date is between 1 January 2021 and 30 June 2021 (dates are inclusive) the Case 

Manager must arrange for the HRT question set.xlsm to be completed with the customer. 

Residence and Presence Decision Maker 

Simply being present in the UK before 11pm 31 December 2020 is not enough to be legally resident. The 

customer must have been exercising an Initial Right to Reside (Regulation 13 of the Immigration (EEA) 

Regulations 2016), an extended Right to Reside (Regulations 14 and 6 of the 2016 regulations, for 

example jobseeker, retained worker, student and so on) or a Permanent Right to Reside (Regulation 15 

of the 2016 regulations). They may also derive rights as a family member of an EEA or Swiss citizen who 

is exercising a right to reside listed above. 

The Case Manager (CM) must take the following action on receipt of a referral for an EEA or Swiss 

citizen or a family member of an EEA or Swiss citizen: 

 

Step 

 

Action 

 

1 Use the Get Home Office Data option in Customer Information system (CIS), the Home Office (HO) Status 

checker or the HO Evidence and Enquiry stencil: 

• if the customer has been granted settled status (Indefinite Leave to Remain), pre-settled status 

(Limited Leave to Remain) or another HO status they are not a PSIC from the date of award – a full 

HRT is not required. Follow EEA or Swiss citizens from 1 January 2021 process  

• if the customer has not been granted status by the HO – go to step 2  

2 Contact the EEA or Swiss citizen to complete the eHRT by outbound phone call. At the end of the call use the 

EUSS Signposting LtT to signpost to the EUSS and offer to send the Signposting manual SMS. Read 'Pass/Fail 

HRT' LtT - If the call is successful - go to step 4  

If unable to contact by phone - go to step 3 



 

3  Copy and paste the relevant questions from the HRT template into the PIP.3033 in the clerical letters 

template and tick the box next to ‘HRT (pilot)’ which will add the ‘Pass/Fail HRT paragraph to the letter 

Complete the EUSS Signposting letter in clerical letters template and add to envelope 

Defer the case for 2 weeks. Where the customer hasn’t replied or made contact after two weeks then 

attempt call to the customer. If unsuccessful reissue the PIP.3033 as a reminder and redefer for another 2 

weeks 

If no contact, close the claim after one calendar month from date of initial contact for failure to supply 

information 

Navigate to the Medical Evidence Summary screen and then to 'Failure To Supply Requested Information'. 

In 'Good Reason Accepted' select 'No'. Issue the PIP.7004 clerical disallowance notification. No further 

action required  

If evidence gather is successful – go to step 4 

4 Establish when the EEA or Swiss citizen (this might be the customer or their family member) started living in 

the UK: 

• if the EEA or Swiss citizen came to the UK after 1 January 2021 - go to step 8  

• if the EEA or Swiss citizen came to the UK before 1 January 2021 – go to step 5  

5 Establish whether the EEA or Swiss citizen was legally resident on or before 11pm 31 December 2020: 

 

 Note: If any information is missing the CM must take action to establish the facts: 

• if the EEA  or Swiss citizen was not legally resident on or before 11pm 31 December 2020 – go to step 

8  

• if the EEA or Swiss citizen was legally resident on or before 11pm 31 December 2020 – go to step 6  

6 Establish whether the customer was actually habitually resident at the date of claim or renewal: 

• if HRT is passed go to step 7  

• if HRT is failed go to step 8  



 

7 Complete and record the decision in Person case notes 

On the evidence available, I have determined that [name] was in the UK and exercising an EU Treaty Right 

on 31 December 2020. As a result, they are able to rely on the citizen's rights contained within the European 

Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Act 2020, and within the EEA  

EFTA separation agreement or the Swiss citizen's rights agreement. Note: If case is 

SRTI, refer the discrepancy task back to the SRTI team. 

Go to step 11   

8 Complete and record the decision in Person case notes: 

The customer is unable to rely on the Withdrawal Agreement. Until granted status by the Home Office they 

are a Person Subject to Immigration Control (PSIC) and fail the conditions of entitlement 

Insert the following text in the decision: 

On the evidence available, I have determined that [name] was not living in the UK and exercising an EU 

Treaty Right on 31 December 2020. As a result, they are unable to rely on the citizen’s rights contained 

within the European Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Act 2020, and within the EEA EFTA separation 

agreement or the Swiss citizens’ rights agreement. 

It has been confirmed that [name] has not applied for and been granted leave to remain by the Home Office 

and is treated as a Person Subject to Immigration Control. They do not meet the conditions of entitlement.  

Go to step 9 

9 Set 'leave to remain' as 'no leave to remain' and 'no access to public funds' as 'yes' in the Residence and 

Presence Evidence summary screen, save, validate and apply the evidence – go to step 10 

10 Clear any outstanding discrepancy tasks and run eligibility. The claim is disallowed and the PIP.7000 will be 

issued by the Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS). No further action is required 



 

11 Where the customer does not meet the Past Presence Test users must continue to refer cases to Exportability 

- See: 06 - Residence and presence including Exportability 

If there are no Past Presence Test issues, clear any outstanding discrepancy tasks and run eligibility. Where the 

customer meets the lay conditions a PIP2 is issued by PIPCS 

  

Family members of EEA and Swiss citizens coming to the UK after 31  

December 2020  

1. EEA and Swiss citizens who are protected by the Withdrawal Agreement retain the right to bring their family 

members to join them. In many cases this means EEA or Swiss citizens who have been given status under the 

EU Settlement Scheme. During the grace period (1 January 2021 to 30 June 2021) it might also include EEA or 

Swiss citizens who have not yet applied to EUSS but were legally resident in the UK on or before 31 December 

2020.  

2. The newly arrived family member of a EEA or Swiss citizen might be a EEA or Swiss citizen, or a non-EEA 

citizen.  

3. If permission to join the EEA or Swiss citizen in the UK is applied for by a non-EEA citizen, before arrival they 

will receive a EEA or EUSS Family Member entry clearance permit, in their passport. This is valid for up to 6 

months, although the normal period is 3 months. EEA and Swiss citizens coming to join a EEA or Swiss family 

member are not required to have a EEA family permit but may enter the country under another lawful entry 

route.  

4. The newly arrived family member must apply to the EUSS before the permit expires, or by the end of the grace 

period, whichever comes later. All those who have applied but not yet received a decision on 

their EUSS application at the end of the grace period will be able to access benefits until a final 

decision is made.  

5. The EEA or EUSS Family Member entry clearance permit will not show under the Get Home 

Office Data option in CIS (Searchlight).  

6. The family member might arrive in the UK under another type of permit. For example, a visitor 

visa or visa waiver. They can still derive rights if the conditions are satisfied.  

These conditions are that:  

• the EEA or Swiss citizen relative was legally resident in the UK before 31 December  

2020. They may have been granted status under the EUSS  



 

• the relationship between the newly arrived family member and the EEA or Swiss citizen must be 

considered durable and have been formed before the end of the Transition Period on 31 

December 2020  

• the relationship must still be valid at the date of claim. For example, married couples or civil 

partners may be separated but must not have had the relationship dissolved and there would 

need to be a relationship of dependency between parents and their children aged over 21  

7. The normal evidence of relationship is required. Immediate family may provide birth certificates, 

marriage certificates, or similar. Extended family members, including unmarried partners, require 

confirmation of their status from the HO. In practice this means that extended family members 

must apply to the HO for EUSS.  

8. Where the newly arrived family member has either EUSS or an EEA Family Member entry 

clearance permit, the HO will have confirmed that these conditions were met at the date of 

issue.  

9. Decision makers (DMs) must confirm that the conditions are still met at the relevant date. The 

relevant date might be the date of claim or the date of the change of circumstances.  

10.Where the conditions are met, the newly arrived family member might be able to derive rights 

from the EEA or Swiss citizen. Whether they have settled status, presettled status or are 

protected by the Withdrawal Agreement during the grace period, the EEA or Swiss citizen must 

be exercising a right to reside within the meaning of the Immigration (EEA) Regulations 2016, 

that allows access to the benefit claimed.  

11. Depending on the right to reside being exercised by the EEA or Swiss citizen it might be 

necessary to consider the test of actual habitual residence if the newly arrived family member 

has come to the UK recently.  

Note: A family member permit is not leave to remain; it is confirmation that at the date of issue the  

holder was in a durable relationship with an EEA or Swiss citizen and is entry clearance only. It ceases to be 

valid if the relationship ends. 

Frontier Worker Permit 

12.From 1 January 2021 a new Frontier Worker Permit was introduced by The Citizens’ Rights 

(Frontier Workers) (EU Exit) Regulations 2020. Where the customer holds a Frontier Worker Permit 

this will show by using the Get Home Office Data option in CIS (Searchlight). 



 

   

13.Not all frontier workers will hold a Frontier Worker Permit. The Withdrawal Agreement says that 

this status is declaratory so it is not mandatory to hold a Frontier Worker Permit. 

   

14.Where a Frontier Worker Permit is held it is evidence that the conditions were met at the date of 

issue. It is not proof that the circumstances have not changed since. 

   

15.Where a Frontier Worker Permit is not held the DM must determine whether the conditions are 

met at the relevant date.  

16.A person is a frontier worker for the purposes of these Regulations if, at the end of the Transition 

Period, they are:  

• an EEA or Swiss citizen  

• not primarily resident in the United Kingdom, and  

• either: 

 a worker in the United Kingdom  

 a self-employed person in the United Kingdom  

 a person who retains worker or self-employed status in the UK. The normal conditions to 

retain worker or self-employed status apply   

• the customer can change between different ways of retaining worker or selfemployed status   

• a person is to be treated as not being primarily resident in the United Kingdom at a particular 

point in time (the relevant date) if either: 

 they have been present in the United Kingdom for less than 180 days in the twelve-month 

period immediately before the relevant date  

 they have returned to their country of residence either at least:  

• once in the six-month period immediately before the relevant date  

• twice in the twelve-month period immediately before the relevant date, unless there are 

exceptional reasons for not having done so  

17.The frontier worker must have satisfied these conditions at the end of the Transition Period on 31 December 

2021, and continuously since then. 

   

18.For the purposes of the Residence and Presence decision, a frontier worker is treated in the same way as an EEA 

worker, self-employed person or person who retains this status. They are not a PSIC. 

   



 

19.A holder of a Frontier Worker Permit who no longer satisfies these conditions will be a PSIC.  

Numbers of these cases are expected to be very low.  

Persons of Northern Ireland and Third Country Nationals 

1. To support policy changes for Persons of Northern Ireland (PNI) - From 24 August 2020 a Third Country National 

(TCN) will be able to access PIP dependant on their European Settlement Scheme (EUSS) status, where they are a 

family member of a PNI. 

2. The claim is made as normal. In cases where a claimant is ‘self identifying’ as a family member of a PNI they will not 

be a national of GB or EEA or Switzerland. Therefore, when the claim is entered in PIPCS a ‘Discrepancy failure and 

Payability issues task 074’ is created. 

3. If identified as a family member of a PNI during the New Claim data gather a ‘To-Do task other’ must be created 

manually by the New Claims agent with details of the family member. 

4. Where ‘Discrepancy failure and Payability issues task 074’ or a ‘Lay Conditions Check’ task has been allocated and 

received, the case worker must perform the relevant checks to establish the customer’s eligibility for PIP. 

Note: This instruction refers specifically to establishing the customers European Union Settlement Scheme (EUSS) 

status (leave to remain), any other discrepancies/lay conditions should be investigated in line with process. 

5. You must: 

Step Action 

1 perform status check using Searchlight (CIS) to establish claimant’s EUSS status. 

2 where claimant has been granted Indefinite leave to remain (Settled Status) update details on PIPCS and 

continue process to complete eligibility checks. 

3 where claimant has been granted Leave to remain (Pre-Settled status) Case Worker  

(CW) completes  Home Office template to verify the PNI (TCN) relationship 

4 on receipt of Home Office decision update details on PIPCS, consider the Past Presence Test and continue 

process to complete eligibility checks 

5 where the claimant has no leave to remain (no Settled Status) update details on PIPCS and continue process to 

complete eligibility checks. 

  Calculating 104 weeks out of the last 156 weeks Past Presence test 

27. The PIP 1 claim form asks the claimant if they’ve been abroad for more than 4 weeks at a time in the last 3 years. 

This question is to try and obtain a picture of a person’s lifestyle to consider where they actually live. Someone going 

back and forth many times may be a person visiting GB from elsewhere. However a person who is accepted as 



 

habitually resident in GB may be abroad for a one week absence which may have been for a holiday. You’ll need to 

make sure the claimant has been present in GB or treated as present for at least 104 weeks out of 156 weeks. Any 

absences that can be treated as present can count towards the past presence test of 104 out of 156 weeks. See: ADM 

Chapter 2 - Chapter 2026 refers. 

From 17 March 2016, the Past Presence test will not be applied to individuals who have applied for PIP who have been 

granted Refugee or Humanitarian Protection status or for their family members. 

Example 1 Past Presence test 

Date of claim to PIP 24 June 2013 

Claimant has advised they were abroad from 02 February 2013 to 19 May 2013. This was for an extended holiday. 

CM may need to consider: 

• Habitual Residence test  

• Presence Test  

• Past Presence test that is 104 weeks in the past 156 weeks  

• Not be subject to Immigration control.  

Habitual residence consideration 

As the claimant has advised they went abroad for a holiday and live in this country they will be regarded as satisfying 

the habitually resident test. 

Presence test consideration 

As the claimant has advised they returned to this country they will be regarded as satisfying the Presence test. 

Past Presence test consideration 

A claimant who is temporarily absent from GB shall be treated as being present for the first 13 weeks of absence See: 

ADM Chapter 2 - Chapter 2056 refers. The first 13 weeks of any absence would be accepted and the claimant treated 

as present. Therefore the claimant will be accepted as being present for 104 out of the 156 weeks. The claimant will 

satisfy the Past Presence test and the lay rules will be satisfied. 

Example 2 Past Presence test 

Date of claim is 01 July 2013 



 

Claimant has advised that they previously lived in India and only arrived in the country on 01 June 2013 CM will need 

to consider: 

• Habitual Residence test  

• Presence Test  

• Past Presence test that is 104 weeks in the past 156 weeks  

• Not be subject to Immigration control.  

Habitual residence consideration 

The claimant has advised that they previously lived in India but have now decided to come and live with relatives and 

make their home here. They have advised that they do not intend to return to India. The CM decides that the claimant 

can be regarded as being Habitually Resident in this country. 

Presence test consideration 

As the claimant is now present in this country the CM decides that the claimant is present in the country. 

Past Presence test consideration 

As the claimant has not however been present in this country for 104 weeks in the past 156 weeks, they will not 

satisfy the Past Presence test. 

The result is ineligible and the claimant is not entitled to PIP. The claimant may however satisfy the Past Present test 

from a later date and will have to submit a new PIP claim. 

Example 3 

Claimed PIP 10 June 2013 

Claimant’s nationality is British but they lived in Australia from 01 January 1999 to 01 May 2013. 

CM will need to consider: 

• Habitual Residence test  

• Presence Test  

• Past Presence test that is 104 weeks in the past 156 weeks.  

• Not be subject to Immigration control.  

Habitual residence consideration 



 

The claimant has advised that they previously lived in Australia but have now decided to come and live here. They have 

advised they do not intend to return to Australia. The CM decides that the claimant can be regarded as being 

Habitually Resident in this country. 

Presence test consideration 

As the claimant is now present in this country the CM decides that they are present in the country. 

Past Presence test consideration 

Claimant has not been in the UK for 104 out of 156 weeks but as they may be considered to be an EEA national, the 

case must be referred to the Exportability team for further enquiries. The Exportability CM will need to establish if the 

claimant has lived in any other EEA country before making the decision. If they have, they could satisfy the past 

presence test from an earlier date by considering whether EU legislation assists them to satisfy the condition. 

People not subject to Immigration Control 

28. People who are not subject to immigration control include those who are nationals of the following: 

 United Kingdom (that is GB and Northern Ireland)  

 Channel Islands  

 Isle of Man  

 EEA countries and Switzerland where the person was living in the UK before 1 January 2021  

See:  European Economic Area (EEA) countries include the European Union (EU) countries and the European Free Trade 

Area (EFTA) countriesand also - See: EU Exit PIP instructions. 

29. There’s no need to make any further enquiries about immigration status if the claimant is a national of one of the 

above 

30. The following will satisfy immigration control 

 a holder of a British or Commonwealth passport, including those with dual nationality, when it is endorsed: 

‘holder has the right of abode in the UK’ British Citizen’; or ‘Holder is entitled to admission to the UK’  

 anyone with a certificate of entitlement to the ‘right of abode’  

31. There are other people who are not subject to immigration control and will satisfy this test. They are: 

 those granted refugee status  

 those granted exceptional leave to remain in the UK (abolished 1 April 2003)  

 those granted Humanitarian Protection and Discretionary Leave  



 

32. If a request is made to extend Humanitarian Protection and Discretionary Leave whilst the award is still current 

they remain lawfully resident in the UK, whilst the application is outstanding. 

Claimant is subject to Immigration Control 

33. When a manual task has been set and enquiries made to the Home Office it can sometimes take several months 

before a reply is received. This holds up processing a case. The Home Office must always be contacted in the initial 

stages if you need to confirm immigration status. You may be able to obtain the evidence needed from another 

source, such as the claimant, their representative, the local social security or Jobcentre Plus office. Other sources 

may be able to provide copies of the passport or letters from the Home Office. 

Leave to remain claimant has no recourse to public funds 

34. On 3 April 2000 the Social Security (Immigration and Asylum) Consequential Regulations 2000 and Immigration 

and Asylum Act 1999 section 115 came into force. We now refer to a person being subject to immigration control 

and this legislation means there is no entitlement to benefit for persons who are subject to immigration control 

unless they benefit from an exception. 

35. The exceptions are generally in place to honour the UK’s commitments under European Union or reciprocal social 

security treaties. A person subject to immigration control means a person who is not a national of a European 

Economic Area (EEA) State or Switzerland, who was living in the UK before 1 January 2021 and an EEA or Swiss 

national who arrived in the UK on or after 1 January 2021: 

 requires leave to enter or remain in the UK but does not have it  

 has leave subject to the condition “no recourse to public funds”  

 is a sponsored immigrant  

 has an appeal pending against a decision to vary, refuse or to vary any limited leave to remain.  

36. A person with limited leave to enter or remain will often have a residence condition endorsed in their passport or 

documentation from the Home Office such as ‘no recourse to public funds’. Where there is no evidence from the 

Home Office, for example an entry in the passport or a letter or document, you shouldn’t assume a residence 

conditions exist. 

Extension Application Date for leave to remain 

37. A task Leave to Remain End Date Passed - Review Leave to Remain Status will be set 12 months from the Leave to 

Remain End date where the Leave to Remain Status is set to 'Extension Application', and then every subsequent 

12 months where the Leave to Remain Status is still set to 'Extension Application'.  

Awarding PIP when leave has been granted for a limited period of time 

38. If you make an award of PIP to a person who has been granted exceptional leave, the award end date must be the 

same as the date to which exceptional leave has been granted. On a second claim, an application for leave to be 

extended may have been made but not yet decided. PIPCS will generate a task - ‘Leave to Remain End date passed 



 

– review leave to remain end date’ for you to check with the claimant. In these cases an award can be made for a 

limited period.  

Exemption to Section 115 of the Immigration and Asylum Act 

39. The following people are exempt from Section 115 of the Immigration and Asylum Act: 

• A member of the family of an EEA national or Swiss national (the EEA national on who they depend would 

usually need to have exercised their right of movement within the EEA and the passport would normally show 

a stamp stating ‘A right of residence in the UK as a family member of an EEA national’, it will include the name 

of the EEA national and an expiry date)  

• A person lawfully working in GB who is a national of Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia or Turkey or the member of the 

family of such a person  

• A person with a maintenance undertaking will be entitled to all social benefits for the first 4 weeks from arrival 

into the UK and after this period there is no entitlement to benefits  

• A person who has been granted leave to enter or remain in the UK as a result of a maintenance undertaking 

falls within para 4 of Part II of the Schedule to SI 2000 No. 636, making them an exception to the general rule 

of being defined as a PSIC. They will be entitled to PIP providing they satisfy any other entitlement conditions - 

See: ADM Chapter 2008.  

Task received following a change of circumstances for a non EEA country 

154. If this task is received the CW must issue PIP notification PIP.3022 (general enquiry notification).  

The CW must create a Communication record. See: Communication. 

155. When a reply is received the CM will decide whether the absence is for a temporary purpose or whether the 

absence is to be regarded as being permanent. See: Claimant gone abroad temporarily and also See: Claimant 

gone abroad permanently. 

Asylum seekers 

40. Asylum seekers do not have leave to be in the UK but are given temporary admission which means they are 

permitted to be here but they are subject to immigration control and therefore not entitled to benefit in accordance 

with Section 115 of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999. A person who has applied for asylum will continue to be an 

asylum seeker until the Home Office make a decision on their application. A person who is not granted refugee status 

(indefinite leave) may be granted Humanitarian Protection and Discretionary Leave. Before 1 April 2003 this was 

known as exceptional leave to enter/remain. For benefit purposes these grants of leave are treated in the same way as 

exceptional leave. 

See: Humanitarian Protection and Discretionary Leave 

41. An asylum seeker is given an Application Registration Card (ARC) which is issued by the Home Office. This 

replaces the Standard Acknowledgment Letter (SAL 1), although these will continue to be valid until an ARC is issued. 

Some asylum seekers will also have a Notice of Temporary Admission (IS96). In April 2000, the Home Office introduced 



 

the ‘National Asylum Support Service’ (NASS) which is responsible for the support and accommodation of asylum 

seekers. 

Any periods of absence in the last 3 years where the Reason type is anything 

other than Holiday 

156. The CW must look at the evidence given by the claimant and check that the treated as field has been considered 

and input correctly. 

157. If the case is a new claim, it may be that the claimant does not satisfy the past presence test. See:  

Past Presence. 

 

EEA country or Switzerland for any period of absence 

158. The CW must transfer the case to the Exportability team at Blackpool Service Centre. See: How to transfer a case 

to the Exportability team. 

159. The Exportability CM will then consider the reason why the claimant had been abroad and determine whether 

the UK is the competent State and whether the claimant had a genuine and sufficient link to the UK. 

Note: The phrase ‘genuine and sufficient link’ is not defined but EU Case law gives some indications of the factors to 

take into account. Among the relevant factors which may be considered are: 

• personal factors and  

• periods of residence or work in the UK  

Note: Each case must be considered on its own merits and genuine and sufficient link must only be considered by the 

Exportability team 

160. If contact is made with the claimant the Exportability CM must defer the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task 

for 20 working days and create a Communication record. See: Communication record. 

Refugees 

42. An asylum seeker who is granted refugee status will be granted leave to remain status for five years initially 

and therefore is not subject to immigration control. The leave granted can be extended and eventually lead to 

settlement. The granting of leave for a limited period instead of indefinite leave changed on 30 August 2005. 

From 17/03/2016 the past presence test will not be applied to claimants who have been granted Refugee status or 

their family members and who have claimed PIP. 

43. You will need to establish if the claimant is granted an extension at the end of the period granted by making 

the usual enquiries into the claimant’s status. Any PIP award must be limited to the period of leave allowed, or less if 



 

appropriate. Humanitarian Protection and Discretionary Leave are also limited to 5 years but would also satisfy 

immigration control for the period awarded. 

44. The Home Office provides documents to confirm refugee status. If the claimant is resident in the UK the Home 

Office can issue a travel document under the 1951 Geneva Convention or they can provide a statement saying the 

person is eligible for such a document. Therefore, if you see a document, an authenticated copy or a statement, the 

person is not subject to immigration control and may be entitled to PIP. 

45. A refugee doesn’t have the nationality of the country granting them refugee status, although it may be 

granted if applied for. Refugee status is not transferable from one country to another because a person who is granted 

refugee status is granted the protection only of the country they’re in. 

46. Actions to take will depend on whether the claimant is making a new claim or if there is an existing claim. 

See: New instructions 'Refugee or person given Humanitarian Protection Refugee 

  

Non EEA country EEA country or Switzerland for any period of absence 

161. The CW must look at the information given by the claimant and the information already held in the Edit Foreign 

Residency screen. See: Edit Foreign Residency Details screen. 

162. If the CW is unsure as to whether the claimant satisfies the Habitual Residence test or Past Presence test the 

Consider Foreign Residency task must be deferred for 10 working days and allocate the task to a CM. 

163. The CM must then look at the information given by the claimant. If the CM decides that the claimant is still 

habitually residence in this country he must close the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task. 

164. If the CM decides that the claimant is no longer habitually resident in this country he must close the Consider 

Foreign Residency Periods task. 

165. The CM must then decide the effective date of change. The CM must enter the effective date of change and 

amend the Habitually Residence field appropriately depending on the specific circumstance of the case. The CM 

must then ‘save’ this information. 

166. The CM must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes. 

167. The result will be ineligible PIPCS will then issue a PIP.7000 disallowance notification. 

Current period of absence with no end date and no intention to return  

EEA country or Switzerland 

168. The CW must transfer the case to the Exportability team at Blackpool Service Centre. 



 

169. The Exportability CW will then consider the reason why the claimant had been abroad, that is competency, and 

whether the claimant has a genuine and sufficient link. If contact is made with the claimant the Exportability CM 

must defer the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task for 20 working days and create a communication record. 

See: Communication record. 

Note: The phrase ‘genuine and sufficient link’ is not defined but EU Case law gives some indications of the factors to 

take into account. Among the relevant factors which may be considered are: 

• personal factors and  

• periods of residence or work in the UK  

170. Each case must be considered on its own merits and genuine and sufficient link must only be considered by the 

Exportability team. 

Humanitarian Protection and Discretionary Leave 

47. From 1 April 2003, exceptional leave for asylum seekers has been replaced by Humanitarian Protection and 

Discretionary Leave. These types of leave can be treated in the same way as exceptional leave to remain/enter and the 

person will have access to public funds. 

48. Exceptional leave awarded before 1 April 2003 will remain effective until its expiry date. People who have the 

types of leave mentioned here are allowed to travel abroad and usually use their own passports. They must be 

readmitted when they return and the leave will continue. The leave is usually granted for an initial period of 5 years 

but can be extended. The CM must take this into account when deciding the review period or end of award for PIP. 

49. A person granted Humanitarian Protection and Discretionary Leave is given a status document containing a 

residence permit. This document confirms a person's immigration status. The letter informing a person this has been 

granted states the letter itself confers no leave to enter or remain but will only give an idea of when the status 

document was sent to the claimant. The residence permit confirms their immigration status and the effective date. 

50. From 17/03/2016 the past presence test will not be applied to claimants who have been granted Humanitarian 

Protection status or their family members and who have claimed PIP. 

51. Actions to take will depend on whether the claimant is making a new claim or if there is an existing claim. 

Refugee or person given Humanitarian Protection 

New claim 

52. A new field on the residence and presence evidence screen will now appear called ‘Refugee or Humanitarian 

Protection’. With three answer options: 

• Yes  



 

• No, or  

• Not Known dependent on what has been captured on the IEG script  

53. If the answer to ‘Refugee or Humanitarian protection’ is set to ‘Yes’ then the answer to ‘No recourse to public 

funds’ will be automatically set to ‘No’ to show that they do have recourse to public funds. 

54. This will give the agent the option to amend the ‘Refugee or Humanitarian Protection Status value captured on 

IEG script, for example ‘No’ to ‘Yes’. 

55. PIPCS functionality has been introduced so the ‘past presence’ test will be automatically be ‘met’ to satisfy 

system lay rule where ‘Refugee and Humanitarian Protection’ field is set to ‘Yes’. 

56. The claim will be made as normal. In cases where a claimant who has Refugee or Humanitarian Protection 

status, their nationality will not be GB or Irish. Also, their nationality will not be EEA or Swiss if they were living in the 

UK on or before 31 December 2020. Therefore, when the claim is entered in PIPCS, an exception task 074 is created. 

57. Where “Discrepancy failure and Payability issues” task 074 or a “Lay Conditions Check” task has been allocated 

and received and it has been established that the claimant has Refugee or Humanitarian  

Protection Status and has been granted leave to remain on that basis, or is a family member of such, the OU no longer 

needs to be changed to Exportability, and you must forward the task to contingency WQ “Bristol 

BC_Command7_Manual". 

Spare paragraphs 58 - 61  

Bradford Team 

62. When dealing with a case where it is clear that the Bradford team have entered details in the R&P screen it is 

important that these details are not changed. If there is any concerns or you want to change these details please 

contact the exportability team. 

Current period of absence with no end date and no intention to return non EEA 

country 

171. The CW must look at the information given by the claimant. If further enquiries are needed the CW must defer 

the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task for 20 working days. The CW must issue PIP notification PIP.3022 

(residence and presence general enquiry notification) or a PIP.3033 (multiple use general enquiry notification). 

The CW must create a Communication record. See: Communication record. 

172. When a reply is received the CW must look at the information given and decide whether: 

• The claimant is still habitually resident in this country - See: Habitually Resident.  

• Whether the absence can be accepted as being for a temporary purpose.  



 

• If the CW is unsure of the above considerations he must defer the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task for 

10 working days and allocate this to a CM.  

173. The CM must then consider the facts of the case and close the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task. The CM 

must amend the details held in the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen and the Edit Foreign 

Residency Evidence Details screen. The CM must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. 

Indefinite Leave to Remain 

67. There is a difference between ‘indefinite leave to enter or remain’ and ‘exceptional leave to enter or remain’. 

Indefinite leave to remain is granted to a person who satisfies the normal immigration rules and they are treated as 

not being subject to immigration control. 

68. This will be stamped in the passport. There are no conditions or restrictions attached to a grant of indefinite 

leave. In respect of indefinite leave to enter, there may be a valid from/ valid to date shown on the document. This 

indicates the dates between which the person has to make use of the entry document itself. It doesn’t affect the 

immigration status and they would be a person not subject to immigration control. 

69. A person with limited leave to enter or remain will often have a residence condition endorsed in their passport 

or documentation from the Home Office such as ‘no recourse to public funds’. Where there is no evidence from the 

Home Office, for example an entry in the passport or a letter or document, you shouldn’t assume a residence 

conditions exist. 

Residence and Presence confirm outside EEA Status task 

174. This task will be generated where the habitually resident field in the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence 

details screen is set to 'Outside EEA'. 

175. The Residency outside EEA task (with a deadline of 20 working days) will go to the CW. You must ensure that 

all action has been taken correctly and that the full absence details are recorded. See: Workflow and Task 

Management. 

176. You must defer the Residence & Presence – confirm outside EEA Status task for a further 10 working days and 

issue a PIP.3022 (general enquiry notification). You must create a Communication record. See: Communication record. 

177. If after the 10 working days this enquiry form hasn’t been returned you must again defer the Residence & 

Presence – confirm outside EEA Status task for a further 10 working days and send a duplicate enquiry notification 

PIP.3022R (general enquiry notification). You must create a  

Communication record. See: Communication record and also See: Workflow and Task Management.  

178. When the enquiry form is then received the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) will scan the reply received. You must 

update the information in the Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen. You must close the Residence & 

Presence – confirm outside EEA Status task and access the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen and: 



 

Step  Action  

1 ‘edit’ the information held as necessary. 

2 select ‘save’ 

179. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. If the result is ‘not eligible’ a notification 

PIP.7000 will be issued to the claimant. See: Validating evidence and applying evidence changes. 

spare paragraphs 180 - 185  

CAMLite task 

186. A CAMLite task will be created when a change of circumstances has been notified to the department by a 

telephony agent and no other task has been generated by the actions of the agent. 

187. The claimant may for example have notified the department he has gone abroad for a holiday or may have 

gone abroad permanently. The telephony agent will not edit any information already held in PIPCS but will create the 

CAMLite task. R&P/Absence abroad is selected by the user as the sub type task. PIPCS will then automatically send the 

task to the user with the appropriate job role and skill set. 

Note: For details on how to set up a task or what tasks are available. See: PIP enquiry line. 

Manual task 

188. A manual task can be generated by PIP User who has identified a need for an R & P activity but doesn’t have 

the knowledge to deal with a case themselves. This task must be generated for 10 working days. 

189. Post may also be received into the department or written enquiry forms may be returned to the department. 

This is called ‘white post’. The correspondence will be scanned into DRS by MOU. The Workflow team will create a 

manual task for 10 working days. This will be referred to you to consider the information received and amend details 

held in PIPCS if applicable. 

Extensions of Exceptional Leave to Enter or Remain or Humanitarian  

Protection and Discretionary Leave 

70. If a person has made a Home Office application for an extension of their exceptional leave to enter or remain 

(a variation of leave order) or their Humanitarian Protection and Discretionary Leave in the UK before their current 

leave runs out they remain lawfully resident in the UK, whilst the application is outstanding. 

71. This is because the Home Office automatically extends their present leave to enter or remain until the 

application is decided. This applies even if the current leave to enter or remain expires before a decision is made. 



 

Navigation to the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen 

190. To access the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen you will: 

Step  Action  

1 access the Person homepage 

2 select the Applications tab 

3 select the current application number 

4 this brings you to the Application homepage 

5 select the ‘Evidence tab 

6 this displays the Evidence dashboard. 

7 select the Residence and Presence link. This will open up the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details 

screen. 

8 select the drop down for the current period 

9 this brings a ‘change summary’ line with an ‘action’ box on the right 

10 select the ‘action’ button (within ‘Change summary) You will see the options ‘edit’ or ‘delete’. 

11 select the ‘edit’ option 

12 PIPCS will then show the Edit Residence and Presence pop up screen. 

Note: For step 9 if the evidence is already ‘in edit’ the options will be: ‘Continue editing’ or ‘delete’. 

Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details Screen 

191. The fields displayed and requirements are as follows: 

Received date 

192. This will default to today’s date and is mandatory. This is the date the department receives the evidence. 

Effective Date of Change 

193. The CM must record the effective date of change. 



 

Nationality 

194. This is the first R & P question on the PIP 1 claim form. The nationality field displays what is held in the PIPCS 

personal details (which in turn can be taken from CIS(Searchlight). Values are shown in alphabetical order as 

follows: 

African Estonian Norwegian Turkish 

American Fijian Not known Turks and Caicos 

Angolan Finnish Peruvian Ugandan 

Austrian French Polish Ukrainian 

Australian German Portuguese Vatican 

Argentinean Greek Polynesian Vietnamese 

Ascension Hungarian Romanian West Indian 

Belgian Icelandic Russian Yugoslavian 

Bolivian I-Kiribati Rwandan   

Brazilian Illois Sabah   

British Indian Sahwi   

British/West Indian Indonesian Samoan   

Bulgarian Irish San Marino   

Burundian Italian Sao Tome   

Cambodian Italian Sarawak   

Canadian Japanese Sharjah   

Chilean Kenyan Slovak   

Citizen of United  

States 

Latvian Slovenian   

Citizen of UK Lesotho South African   



 

Columbian Liechtenstein Spanish   

Croatian Lithuanian Stateless  

Person 

  

Cuban Luxembourg Swedish   

Czech Maltese Swiss   

Danish Marianans Tahitian   

Dutch Moldovan Tongan   

Ecuadorian New Zealander Tristan da Cunha   

Note: if the Nationality is not known at the data gather stage the telephony agent must enter ‘Not Known’ which is in 

the drop down list under the letter ‘N’ 

Normally Resident 

195. The PIP.1 claim form asks ‘which country do you normally live in’. This question is to find out if a person is 

normally resident in this country. Note – Great Britain does not include Northern Ireland, Isle of Man or the 

Channel Islands who have their own benefit systems. 

196. The normally resident field initially holds the answer to the question "Where do you normally live" from the 

claim script, there is another field, that isn't viewable that aggregates this into UK, EEA and nonEEA to assist 

system processing. The values are: 

 UK  

 EEA  

 Non EEA  

197. If the claimant is resident in Great Britain (GB) then the value must be UK. 

Habitually resident 

198. This question is to find out if a person is habitually resident in this country. 

199. This mandatory field will be auto-populated with information obtained from the telephony agent.  

Values are: 

 UK  



 

 in EEA  

outside EEA  

Leave to Remain 

200. The PIP 1 claim form asks ‘what restrictions, if any, are there on your leave to remain?’ This question is to find 

out if a person is subject to immigration control. A person subject to immigration control means a person who is 

not a national of a European Economic Area (EEA) State and who: 

 requires leave to enter or remain in the UK but does not have it  

 has leave subject to the condition ‘no recourse to public funds’  

 is a sponsored immigrant  

 is a national of an EEA state or Switzerland who was not resident in the UK before 1 January 2021 and not in 

scope of the Withdrawal Agreement  

Note: An EU limited award could be for 3 or 5 years and this will be decided by IG. 

201. A person with limited leave to enter or remain will often have a residence condition endorsed in their passport 

or identity card such as ‘no recourse to public funds’. Where there is no evidence from the Home Office, for 

example, an entry in the passport or a letter or document, you must not assume the conditions exist. 

202. This is an optional field but must be entered if the nationality is from a non EEA country. Values are: 

 leave to remain  

 extension application  

 indefinite leave to remain  

 no restriction  

 no leave to remain  

 not known  

203. The value will be taken from the information obtained by the telephony script. You must enter the appropriate 

entry. 

Leave to Remain End Date 

204. The PIP.1 claim form asks ‘when does your leave to remain end?’ If a person has leave to remain, this question is 

to find out the leave to remain end date. 

205. This is an optional field and is a calendar. This must be completed if the leave to remain is entered. If this field is 

entered for other reasons an error message will be displayed and the entry must be removed. The value will be 

taken from the information obtained by the telephony script. You must enter Leave to Remain end date. 



 

Extension Application date 

206. The PIP.1 claim form asks ‘when did you apply for an extension to your leave to remain?’ When a person’s leave 

to remain expires they must apply for an extension. This is the date they apply for an extension of their leave to 

remain. 

207. This is an optional field and is a calendar. You must enter the date the new Leave to Remain application was 

submitted. 

No Recourse To Public Funds 

208. The claim asks ‘does your passport or any other documentation from the Home Office, say ‘no recourse to public 

funds?’. If a person is subject to immigration control they will have no access to public funds such as social 

security benefits. This is an optional field. Values are: 

 yes  

 no  

 don’t know  

209. A valid entry must be entered if the leave to remain field has been completed with a value other than no leave to 

remain. 

210. If a person has no recourse to public funds noted on their passport or other documentation, the value ‘yes’ must 

be entered. If a person does have recourse to public funds the value ‘no’ must be selected. 

Receiving Foreign Benefits 

211. The PIP.1 claim form claim asks the questions ‘are you, or is a family member, receiving any pensions or benefits 

from another EEA country or Switzerland. Values are: 

 yes  

 no  

 don’t know  

212. The value will be taken from the information given from the telephony script. 

Working Abroad 

213. The PIP.1 claim form asks ‘are you, or is a family member working in or paying insurance to another EEA country 

or Switzerland’. This question is to ascertain if a person is working abroad. 

This is a mandatory field. Values are: 



 

 yes  

 no  

 don’t know  

Note: If the value is ‘yes’ you will also have to complete the Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen. 

UK Competent State 

241. This is not a direct question on the claim. This field is only required if a person may benefit from the ECJ 

Judgement of 18 October 2007. This is an optional field. Values are: 

 yes  

 no  

 space  

This field isn’t pre-populated. 

UK Competent State Reason 

215. This question is not asked on the claim and would only be needed if a person may benefit from the ECJ 

Judgement of 18 October 2007. 

216. This is an optional field. Values are: 

 in receipt of State Pension  

 in receipt of ESA/Incapacity Benefit  

 inside UK Sickness Insurance period  

 paying UK National Insurance contributions  

 family member of someone in receipt of State Pension  

 family member of someone in receipt of ESA/Incapacity Benefit  

 family member of someone within Sickness Insurance period  

 family member of someone paying UK National Insurance contributions  

 not in UK sickness Insurance period  

 in receipt of Foreign Sickness Benefit  

 has Foreign Sickness Insurance  

 is working abroad  

 is a family member of someone in receipt of Foreign Pension  

 is a family member of someone in receipt of Foreign Sickness Benefit  

 is a family member of someone with Foreign Sickness Insurance  

 is a family member of someone working abroad  



 

 other reason  

Genuine Link to UK 

217. This is another question relating to the ECJ Judgement of 18 October 2007. This again is not a direct question on 

the claim. The field is to find out if a person has links to this country. This is an optional field.  

Values are: 

 yes  

 no  

 space  

This field isn’t pre-populated. 

Absence Abroad 

218. This question is to find out if the claimant has been abroad. Values are: 

 yes  

 no  

 space  

Note: If the value is ‘yes’ you will also have to complete the Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen. 

Comments 

219. This is a free text box for you to populate with any relevant information. 

220. You will need to ‘save’ the information held in the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen. This will 

then be held as ‘in edit’ evidence PIPCS will then return to the page from which the action was requested. 

You will then have to validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes. 

Withdrawal Agreement Status 

221. To record a Withdrawal Agreement determination select edit evidence. In the Withdrawal  

Agreement Status field select the drop down and then the appropriate determination which is to be displayed from 

the options of: 

• In scope of EUWA  

• Not in full scope  



 

• Partial not checked  

• Irish SSC RA 2019    

In Payment in EU on 31 December 2020  

222. Where a claim has been in payment in the EU before the end of the Transition Period (31 December 2020), it will 

be marked in this field automatically by an exercise run early January 2021. This will show that the claimant was 

in the EU and receiving PIP at the end of the Transition Period, and therefore treated as in scope of the 

Withdrawal Agreement. The options are: 

• Yes  

• No  

• Blank field  

which can be edited manually if necessary, for example, there is a relevant change of circumstances which leads to a 

Withdrawal Agreement Check being undertaken and the original entry being no longer appropriate. 

Living in the UK on or before 31 December 2020? 

223. The PIP claim form asks ‘Were you living in the UK on or before 31/12/2020?’. If the claimant has given an EEA or 

Swiss nationality, the values are:   

• Yes  

• No  

• Don’t know  

• Space  

The field will be blank for applications made before 1 January 2021. For applications made after 1 

January 2021 where the nationality is anything other than EEA or Swiss, the field must be blank. spare 

paragraphs 224 - 225 

Sponsored Immigrants 

72. Section 115(9) of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 provides that sponsored immigrants are subject to 

immigration control and therefore would have no entitlement to certain benefits. 

73. However, on 3 April 2000 the Immigration and Asylum (Consequential Amendments) Regulations came into 

force. These regulations (Schedule, Part 11, paragraph 4) exclude sponsored immigrants from the disqualification in 

Section 115 (c) and they’re therefore entitled to certain benefits, including PIP. 



 

Validation 

226. Depending on the information input into the R & P screen you may receive validation messages when saving or 

applying evidence to the screen. These will be in the following circumstances: 

Error – Invalid Leave to remain. A Leave to Remain must be either Leave to Remain or Extension Application if Leave 

to Remain end date is selected. 

Error – No Leave to Remain end date. Leave to Remain end date must be entered if Leave to Remain is selected as 

Leave to Remain. 

Error – No Leave to Remain, but Recourse to Public Funds. Leave to Remain and no Recourse to Public Funds: no. 

Error – No recourse to public funds must be set to ‘No’ when ‘Refugee and Humanitarian Protection’ field is set to 

‘Yes’ 

Error – No recourse to public funds must be set to ‘No’ when ‘Refugee and Humanitarian Protection’ field is set to 

‘Yes’ 

Error – Leave to Remain must be selected. Leave to Remain must be populated if nationality is not in an EEA country. 

Error – Leave to Remain End date not to be completed. Leave to Remain end date must not be completed if Leave to 

Remain is not selected. 

Error – Leave to Remain must equal Extension Application. If Extension Application date is entered then Leave to 

Remain end date must be set and Leave to Remain must equal Extension Application. 

Error – Leave to Remain Extension Application date or Leave to Remain end date missing. If leave to Remain is set to 

Extension Application then both Extension Application date and leave to Remain end date must be entered. 

Error – PIP only Habitually Resident updated.  

Error – Confirm Habitually Resident Change. If Habitually Resident is updated but no other fields on the screen are 

amended. If you are unsure of this change, please edit the evidence details. 

Error – Competent State Genuine Link must be selected. Competent State and Genuine Link must be completed when 

Habitually Resident in EEA. 

Error – Competent State Genuine Link must not be selected. Competent State and Genuine Link must not be 

completed when Habitually Resident is Outside EEA. 

Error – Competent State must be selected. Competent State must be completed if habitually Resident in UK and 

either Working Abroad or Receiving Foreign Benefit is yes.  



 

Error – Competent State must not be selected. UK competent State must not be completed if Habitually Resident in 

UK and Working Abroad and Receiving Foreign Benefit are both no.  

Error – Competent State must be selected. UK Competent State reason must be completed when UK Competent State 

is completed. 

Error – Leave to Remain - No Restriction no Recourse to Public Funds. Leave to Remain: No restriction and No 

Recourse to Public Funds: yes. 

Error – Nationality EEA - No Recourse to Public Funds. If Nationality is an EEA country, then No Recourse to Public 

Funds cannot be set to yes. 

Error – No Recourse to Public Funds must be selected. Valid value must be selected for No Recourse to Public Funds if 

Leave to Remain field has been completed with a value other than No Leave to Remain. 

Error – Competent State Reason does not correspond. The selected UK Competent State Reason does not correspond 

to the selected UK Competent State. 

Error – No Foreign Residency record found. This Residence and Presence Evidence cannot be activated, as the related 

Foreign Residency (child Evidence) record could not be found. 

How the telephony claim or paper claim questions help 

74. The PIP.1 claim form asks questions about R & P. The questions are designed to help decide if R & P conditions 

are satisfied. 

75. The telephony agent will go through the data gather including questions about R & P. When the claim has 

been submitted, PIPCS will then auto populate the information provided from the data gather in the Residence and 

Presence Evidence Details screen. 

Important Note: any system issued notifications or enquiry forms going to an abroad address will need to be 

suppressed and issued clerically instead. See: Suppress automated notification or enquiry form instructions. 

76. One of the following tasks will then automatically be created. The task will be sent to a CW to consider. These 

are: 

• Lay Conditions Check task  

• Consider Foreign Residency Periods task  

• CIS (Searchlight) discrepancy task  

77. When either task is generated you must then go into the Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen. 

Navigation to the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details Screen 



 

227. Navigation to the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen will depend whether the evidence comes in pre 

or post decision. Navigation will be as follows: 

Pre Decision 

Step  Action  

1 access the Person homepage 

2 select the Applications tab 

3 select the current application number 

4 this brings you to the Application homepage. Select the ‘Evidence’ tab 

5 this displays the Evidence dashboard. Select the ‘active’ tab on the left hand side 

6 this brings up the Activate Evidence screen. Select the ‘action’ within the Active Evidence screen 

7 this then gives the ‘new evidence’ option. You must then select ‘New Evidence’ 

8 the New Evidence pop up will then be shown 

9 select the action button alongside ‘Foreign Residency’ 

10 the select ‘add’ 

11 select radio button next to the current Residence and Presence Evidence details 

12 select ‘next’. This brings you to the New Foreign Residency details screen 

Post decision 

Step  Action  

1 access the Person homepage 

2 select the Cases tab 

3 select the current case number 

4 this brings you to the Benefit Case/ Evidence Summary homepage. Select the ‘Evidence’ tab 



 

5 this brings the Evidence dashboard. Select the ‘active’ tab on the left hand side 

6 this brings up the Activate Evidence screen. Select the ‘action’ button within the Activate  

Evidence screen 

7 this then gives the ‘new evidence’ option. You must then select ‘New Evidence’ 

8 the New Evidence pop up will be shown 

9 select the action button alongside ‘ 

Foreign Residency’’ 

10 the select ‘add’ 

11 select radio button next to the current Residence and Presence evidence details 

12 select ‘next’. This brings you to the new Foreign Residency details screen 

Note: You can also select the Action button within the evidence dashboard in order to get the New evidence option. 

Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen 

228. The fields displayed and requirements are as follows: 

Received date 

229. This will default to today’s date and is mandatory. This must be the date the department received the evidence. 

Effective Date of Change field 

230. The CM must record the effective date of change. This field must be left blank if the CM is making a correction to 

the evidence held in this screen. 

Country 

231. This is a mandatory field. This field has a drop down list of all countries as in CIS(Searchlight) plus ‘other’. 

Reason 

232. This is a mandatory field and has a drop down list of the reasons allowing someone to be treated as present. 

Values are: 



 

• Employed with Foreign Employer (or family member)  

• Employment/business abroad( or family member)  

• Employed with UK based employer (or family member)  

• UK Civil Servant (or family member)  

• Holiday  

• Living abroad  

• Approved medical treatment  

• A member of Her Majesty’s Forces (or a family member)  

• Aircraft Worker  

• Mariner  

• Continental Shelf Operator  

• Other  

Start date 

233. This is an optional field. However, if there is a start date this must be entered and must be the day after the 

claimant went abroad.  

End date 

234. This is an optional field. This date must be the last full day of the absence for example, the day before the 

claimant returned to this country if applicable or known. 

Intention to Return 

235. This is a mandatory field. This field is to establish if the claimant has an intention to return to this country, that 

is, the UK. The values are: 

• Yes  

• No  

Treated as 

236. This is an optional field. Values are: 

• temporary  

• permanent  

• in UK  



 

Note: It is important that this field is populated correctly. The entry in this field will dictate how the legislative rules 

must deal with each period abroad if needed. If no entry is input in this field PIPCS will not take the start date and end 

date of an absence into account when running the legislative rules. 

Comments 

237. This is an optional field for you to populate with any relevant information. 

238. You must: 

Step  Action  

1 note the received date. This field will default to today’s date 

Note: you must amend this to note the date the department received the evidence 

2 note the Effective Date of Change. 

Note: this must be the day after the claimant went abroad. 

3 note the ‘country’ field. 

4 Note the ‘reason’. This is a drop down box and lists the reasons which would allow someone to be treated as 

present. Values are: 

 



 

 • employed with foreign employer 

• mariner 

• continental shelf operative 

• other 

• employed/business abroad (or family member) 

• employed with UK based employer (or family member) 

• UK civil servant 

• holiday 

• living abroad 

• approved medical treatment 

• a member of her Majesty’s Forces (or family member) 

You must normally select either Holiday, approved medical treatment or ‘living abroad. ’ 

5 note the ‘start’ date. This field is mandatory and can be a future start date. 

Note: This must be the day after the claimant went abroad 

6 note the ‘end’ date if known. This is an optional field but cannot be a future date. 

Note: this must be left blank. 

7 Note the ‘intention to return’ field. Values are: 

• yes 

• no 

You must select ‘no’ 



 

8 note the ‘Treated as ‘field. 

Values are: 

• temporary 

• permanent 

 • in UK 

You must select ‘permanent’ 

9 note any comments in the free text ‘comments’ field. 

10 select ‘save’ 

239. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes. 

Validation for Foreign Residency Evidence Details 

240. Depending on the information input into the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen you may receive 

validation messages when saving or applying evidence to the screen. These will be in the following 

circumstances: 

 Error - the end date cannot be a future date (Note: Future start dates will be allowed). This means a closed 

period of absence abroad, where the start and end date are now in the past can be entered. However, an end 

date cannot be entered when that end date is in the future. A future start date can be entered but in such 

cases, the end date must be left blank. If a future end date is entered, the error message will display  

 Error – If no ‘in edit’ or active Residence and Presence record exist the Foreign Residency record cannot be 

created  

 Error – the start date and end dates of Foreign Residency record can be earlier that the Residence and Presence 

parent record start date  

 Error - When an ‘Effective Date of Change’ is entered, it must be the same as or between the start date and end 

date of the evidence record  

 Error – when an effective date is entered, the user must be prevented from amending the start date or end date 

of the evidence record  

 Error – ‘Were you living in the UK on or before 31/12/20?’ must be ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ – when ‘Don’t know’ has been 

recorded, the user must establish a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ response  

 Error – Nationality British or Irish - No Recourse to Public Funds – the field must be set to ‘blank’. Validation has 

been removed for EEA and Swiss nationals  



 

 Error – Leave to Remain must be populated if nationality is an EEA country and ‘‘Were you living in the UK on or 

before 31/12/20?’ is set to ‘No’ – all relevant ‘Leave to Remain’ fields must be populated  

 Error – Refugee or Humanitarian Protection must not be selected if nationality is British or Irish - this must be a 

‘blank’ field. New validation message: ‘Refugee or Humanitarian Protection must not be completed if claimant 

is living in the UK on or before 31/12/2020’. For EEA or Swiss nationals living in the UK on or before 

31/12/2020, this must be a ‘blank’ field  

 Error – Refugee or Humanitarian Protection must be completed if claimant is not living in the UK on or before 

31/12/2020 - For EEA or Swiss nationals living in the UK on or before 31/12/2020, where the answer is ‘No’, 

there must be a value entered in the ‘Refugee or Humanitarian  

Protection’ field. Values are ‘Yes’, ‘No’ ‘Don’t know’     

  

Lay Conditions Check task 

78. This task will be generated where: 

 The Receiving Foreign Benefits field has been set to 'Yes'  

 The Working Abroad field is set to 'Yes'  

 The Nationality supplied by the claimant is ‘Non EEA or Switzerland’  

 For Persons of Northern Ireland and Third Country Nationals. See: PNI and TCN  

 The Normally Resident- field is set to 'In EEA' Country or Switzerland  

 The Normally Resident field is set to 'Outside EEA' Country or Switzerland  

79. If the claimant advises that they are receiving any Foreign Benefit including an income or pension from an EEA 

State, the claimant is working abroad or the Normally Resident field is set to EEA Country or Switzerland the CM 

must transfer the case to the Exportability team for their continued consideration. See: How to transfer a case to 

the Exportability team. 

80. If the Normally Resident field is set to ‘Outside EEA’ you will need to phone the claimant to obtain any further 

information needed. You must create a Communication Record.  

See: Navigation to the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screenand also  

See:  Communication record.   

81. If after three attempts you have been unable to contact the claimant by telephone you must defer the Lay 

Conditions Check task for 10 working days and issue the relevant enquiry notification for example: 

 PIP.3005 (verification request for Nationality)  

 PIP.3009 (verification request for passport, travel documents or Home Office details).This notification must also 

be used to confirm whether the claimant has recourse to public funds or has any restrictions on their stay.  

 PIP.3024 (EEA – genuine and sufficient link notification)  

 PIP.3022 (residence and presence general enquiry notification)  



 

 PIP.3023 payment whilst abroad)  

 PIP.3033 ( multiple use general enquiry notification)  

Important Note: Any system issued notifications or enquiry forms going to an abroad address will need to be 

suppressed and issued clerically instead. See: Suppress automated notification or enquiry form instructions. 

82. You must create a Communication record. See: Communication record and also See: Workflow and Task 

Management. 

83. If after 10 working days no reply has been received you must defer the Lay Conditions Check task for a further 

10 working days and issue the appropriate duplicate enquiry notification. You must create a Communication record. 

Note: if there is still no reply to enquires made the CM must look at the specific facts of the case and make a decision 

on the balance of probabilities.  

See: Communication record and also See: See: Workflow and Task Management. 

spare paragraphs 84 - 88  

CIS (Searchlight) discrepancy task or Lay Conditions Check task received, further 

enquiries are needed  

241. If you are unable to establish the claimant’s nationality or immigration status you must defer the task raised 

(either CIS/Searchlight discrepancy task or Lay Conditions Check task) for 10 working days and issue one of the 

following enquiry notification to the claimant, depending on the information required: 

 PIP.3005 (verification request for nationality)  

 PIP.3009(verification request for passport, travel documents or Home Office details) Note: For 

persons of Northern Ireland and Third Country Nationals. See: PNI and TCN  

242. You must create a Communication record. See: Communication record. 

243. When the enquiry form is returned you will consider the information received. You must clear the appropriate 

task (either CIS/Searchlight discrepancy task or Lay Conditions Check task). You must access the Edit Residence 

and Presence Evidence Details screen. See: Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen and: 

Step  Action  

1 edit the information held depending of the specific circumstances of the case 

2 select ‘save’ 



 

244. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes. 

245. If no reply is received to the PIP.3005 (verification request for nationality) or PIP.3009 (verification request for 

passport, travel documents or Home Office details).you must defer the relevant task (either CIS/Searchlight 

discrepancy task or Lay Conditions Check task) for a further 10 working days. You must issue a further PIP.3005 R 

(verification request for nationality) or PIP.3009 R verification request for passport, travel documents, or Home 

Office details). You must create a Communication record. See:  

Communication record. 

246. If no response is received despite the reminder you must then look on CIS(Searchlight) to see if any information 

is held regarding the claimant’s nationality or Immigration status. If verified information is held you must access 

the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen. See: Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details 

screen and: 

Step  Action  

1 edit the information held depending of the specific circumstances of the case 

2 select ‘save’ 

247. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes. 

248. Remember if you’re using evidence from the local social security or Jobcentre Plus office, where it’s been 

decided a person is not subject to immigration control for the purposes of another benefit, you must look at the 

evidence used to make the decision and not rely on the decision itself. 

249. If no information regarding the claimant’s nationality or immigration status is held in  

CIS(Searchlight) and the claimant has not told us their nationality, you must then contact the UK Border  

Agency which is part of the Home Office. You must complete a Status Verification, Enquiries and Checking form, attach 

it to and send an email to the UK Border Agency to deal with the enquiry. There can only be one attachment per email 

and the subject heading must be noted ‘SVECREQUEST. PIP staff must email the request from their group email to: 

250. You must create a manual task for 30 working days to await the reply. You must create a Communication 

Record. See: Communication record. See: Status Verification, Enquiries and Checking Form   - DWP PIP Stencil 

V5.docx 

Note: You must fully complete the first section of the form including justification of why you are requesting the 

information and how it is intended to be used. The legislation under which you are requesting the information is the 

Welfare Reform Act 2012. 



 

251. When a reply is received from the Home Office you will need to consider the information received. You must 

clear the task (either CIS(Searchlight) discrepancy task or Lay Conditions check task) and access the Edit 

Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen. See: Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen. 

252. You must: 

Step  Action  

1 edit the information held depending of the specific circumstances of the case 

2 select ‘save’ 

253. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes. 

254. If after all reasonable efforts no further information is forthcoming the CW must assign the task back to their 

team leader (TL). The TL will then assign the task to a CM. See: Workflow and Task Management – ‘What is the 

difference between Allocating or Assigning a task’ - refers. 

255. The CM must then make a decision on the balance or probabilities. The CM must decide whether it is more likely 

than not an event occurred or that an assertion is true. It does not mean that the claimant can be given the 

benefit of the doubt. See: DMG Volume 1 Chapter 1 point 01343 refers. 

256. The CM must access the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen. See: Edit Residence and Presence 

Evidence Details screen. 

257. The CM must then: 

Step  Action  

1 edit the information held depending on the specific circumstances of the case 

2 select ‘save’ 

225. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. 

Discrepancy - Residency Check  

89. If the evidence start date for the claimant's date of birth on CIS (Searchlight) is less than two years old, a 

Discrepancy task with comment Residency Check Required will be generated. 

90. If the claimant or a family member is an EEA National and “Living in the UK before 1 January 2021” is set to 

'Yes', the claim is to be sent to the Exportability Team - See: How to transfer a case to the Exportability team. 



 

Note: Currently, Rising 16 cases are also triggering this task due to the age of the searchlight record showing as less 

than 2 years old. 

Rising 16 action: 

Where the customer is a Rising 16 case a sense check should be undertaken prior to referring the case to exportability. 

Where the customer is British and there is no evidence to suggest the customer has been abroad the task can be 

cleared without referring the case to exportability. 

91. If it is identified the claimant is a refugee current procedures should be followed. Further information on how 

to deal with claims from refugees (in addition to that held in Instructions) can be found in Implementation Update 

513v5.1. 

92.The CW will need to perform a CIS (Searchlight) sense check to establish the CIS (Searchlight) account creation date 

to ensure it is at least 2 years prior to the date of the PIP application. If following these checks there are no further 

reasons to doubt eligibility, no enquiries are required and lay rules can be run. 

93. If the user finds that the CIS (Searchlight) account creation date is less than 2 years prior to the start of the claim, 

they must also check Foreign Residency evidence screens and PIP attachments (if available) to confirm the date 

the claimant moved to the UK. If information is available, Lay Conditions can be run. 

94. If following all relevant checks, it is unclear if the Past Presence Test (PPT) is satisfied, further enquiries must be 

made - See: Calculating 104 weeks out of the last 156 weeks Past Presence test. 

95. For Prospect claims with no National Insurance number that have been allocated a Clerical  

Reference Number, Residency checks and Lay checks must be completed manually - See: PIP claimed  entered in PIPCS 

as a Prospect   Person.  

96. If further enquiries are needed, the CW will initially contact the claimant by phone to establish the date they 

came to reside in the UK. If following these discussions, it is clear the claimant doesn’t satisfy the PPT, no further 

enquiries are required. The User will update PIPCS, apply the evidence and run eligibility rules to disallow the 

claim - See: Action to take when the customer has recently moved to the UK below. 

97. If it isn't clear that the PPT is satisfied or the customer indicates they have satisfied the PPT, the user must ask 

the claimant to provide original evidence to support their claim. Satisfactory evidence can include, for example: 

• Passport  

• Official Home Office Immigration document  

• Residency permit  

• Any other original document confirming dates of UK residency  

98. If the CW is unable to contact the claimant by phone, they must make further enquiries by issuing a PIP.3033. 



 

99. The clerical letter template is to be completed as follows:  

• Select PIP3033 from General Enquiries  

• Information required – select ‘To process the claim’    

• We need – select “Send Letter”  

100. The following standard wording is to be used in the freetext field to ensure Business consistency: 

• Tell us the date you came to live in the UK’    

• ‘Since coming to live in the UK or in the last three years have you been abroad for 4 weeks or more?  

• If yes, then please tell us the dates you went abroad, where you went and why you went.’      

• If you have lived in the UK more than 2 years please send your original passport and documentation that 

shows the date you came to reside in the UK. Documents can be taken to your nearest Jobcentre Plus office, 

where they will check your documents and pass on the information. Take this letter with you.  

101. Users must always consider if an Alternative Format of Communication is required, for example, large print, 

Welsh and so on. 

102. The CW must ensure that all discrepancy task action is taken, for example: 

• Residency Check Required and  

• Nationality - outside EEA/Switzerland  

103. Once all enquiries have been made, update PIPCS and run Eligibility rules.  A PIP2 will be system issued if Lay 

conditions are satisfied or the claim is disallowed. 

Action to take when the customer has recently moved to the UK 

104. Create New Foreign Residency PIP evidence : 

• Received Date (mandatory) – the date defaults to today’s date but can be amended if required  

• Country (mandatory) – from a dropdown list of countries the relevant country should be selected  

• Reason (mandatory) – From the dropdown options select ‘Living Abroad’  

• Start Date (optional) – Input the Customers Date of Birth  

• End Date (optional) – the date before the claimant moved to the UK.  

• Intention to Return (mandatory) – Select No  

• Treated As (mandatory) –Select ‘Permanent’ dependent on what is selected here dictates which rules deal 

with each period abroad.  

• Comments (optional) – any relevant information can be recorded here  

  



 

Validating evidence and applying evidence changes 

259. When the R & P evidence has been saved it will create an ‘in edit’ record. You must then validate and apply the 

evidence (to make sure that it is correct) so that the legislative rules can be run. 

Accessing the Evidence screen to Validate changes 

260. From the PIP case homepage, (application or integrated case) you must: 

Step  Action  

1 select ‘Case and Outcomes’ tab at the top of the determinations page to open the case home page 

2 select ‘Evidence’ tab to display the ‘Evidence’ dashboard 

261. From the evidence dashboard you can select and view any evidence recorded to check. 

262. You must: 

Step  Action  

1. select ‘Validate Changes’ option from the action drop down menu 

263. A dialogue box opens showing all the evidence and details. Any evidence and /or issues to be resolved will be 

shown. You must make any changes to the R & P evidence in the R & P screens and select ‘save’ to validate all 

the evidence. You must then close the dialogue box and return to the evidence dashboard. 

spare paragraphs 264 - 268  

Accessing the Evidence screen to Apply Changes 

269. Apply changes is a mandatory step which is needed to trigger PIPCS to activating all the evidence and later run 

the legislative rules. From the evidence dashboard you must: 

Step  Action  

1 select in edit evidence option from the navigation panel on the left 

2 select Apply changes option from the action drop down button that opens a dialogue box showing the 

evidence details 

3 select ‘save’ 

270. The action to ‘Apply changes’ will do one of two things: 



 

• show error messages. See: Validation; or  

• activate the evidence.  

271. If further amendments are needed to the R & P evidence screens you must make the necessary changes to the 

evidence before selecting ‘apply changes’ again to continue. 

Checking eligibility 

272. Once all the evidence is validated in PIPCS you must run the legislative rules against the information held. This 

will include the R & P evidence. In an existing award case this will also include payability details (if held) 

qualifying period (QP) prospective test (PT) and descriptors (if held). 

273. Eligibility can be checked on a case at any time after the PIP application has been submitted in  

PIPCS. The eligibility rules are run on the evidence at the time a check is made. The result will be either ‘eligible’ or 

‘ineligible’ 274. You must: 

Step  Action  

1 select ‘eligibility checks’ tab. If previous eligibility checks have been run a list of previous eligibility will be 

displayed 

2 select ‘Check Eligibility’ from the action drop down menu in the top right-hand corner. This opens a ‘check 

eligibility’ dialogue box. This displays all the available PIP claims for the case 

3 tick ‘Use Active Evidence only’ checkbox if not already ticked 

275. An error message will display and the eligibility check will fail if there is no active evidence (including R &P 

evidence). If this is the case you’ll need to return to the R & P evidence screens to check, but validating the 

evidence and applying changes means the eligibility check fail shouldn’t occur. 

You must: 

Step  Action  

1 tick the current PIP claim check box if not already ticked 

2 select ‘yes’ to run the legislative rules and return the eligibility checks list 

276. The legislative rules are now run and PIPCS will provide a detailed result of each rule and an overall outcome of 

eligible or ineligible. 

Eligibility result Eligible 

277. Where the result is ‘eligible’ on a new claim PIPCS will automatically issue a PIP 2 to the claimant. 



 

Eligibility result Ineligible 

278. Where the result is ‘ineligible’ you will then have to return to the eligibility checks, select the last ineligible tab, 

select the ‘action’ button and select ‘disallow.’ PIPCS will then issue a PIP.7000 disallowance notification. 

Note: if the address held is an address abroad PIPCS will not issue a notification. You will have to issue a manual e 

notification. You must complete a Communication record. 

Modifying the end date of a previous award 

279. Before closing a case you must record the correct end date of the award so it reflects the entitlement period. To 

do this you must access the PIP Benefit case. 

You must: 

Step  Action  

1 input Claimant NINO into search box. 

2 select the PIP Benefit case from the search results. 

3 select the 'Action' button within the context panel. 

4 system will display the ‘Edit Case’ Window. 

280. The Edit Case window displays a number of dropdown options. These are: 

• Classification field  

• Objective field  

• Outcome field  

• Priority field - this will show ‘Priority’  

• Start date field - this field will show the start date of the PIP award  

• Date received field -this field will show the date the PIP claim was received  

• End of award date field - this field will show the end date of the PIP award  

• Recommended Review date field - this field will show the existing Recommended Review date if one is held  

• Comments field.  

Note: The Objective and Outcome fields must not be amended. 

281. You must: 

Step  Action  



 

1 amend the ‘End of Award’ date this must be today’s date. 

2 delete the ‘Recommended Review’ date if this date is present. 

3 select ‘Save’ system updates PIP Benefit case and returns to the PIP ‘Benefit Case’ homepage. 

See:  Communication record . 

282. You must close both the manual task and the Leave to Remain End date passed task. If there is a new leave to 

remain end date, you must access the Edit Evidence and Presence Evidence Details screen and input the new 

Leave to Remain End date. You must then select ‘save’. You must then validate the evidence and apply evidence 

changes. See: Validating evidence and applying evidence changes and also See: Navigation to the Edit Residence 

and Presence Evidence Details screen. 

CIS (Searchlight) discrepancy task 

105. This task will be created where there is a CIS (Searchlight) discrepancy, including a Nationality mismatch between 

the nationality held in CIS (Searchlight) and nationality held in the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence details 

screen. 

106. If the claimant’s nationality on the PIP claim is British and CIS (Searchlight) does not hold a nationality or the 

claimant’s nationality is not known, no enquiries are needed. You must close the CIS (Searchlight) discrepancy 

task and continue with claim action. 

107. If there is a CIS (Searchlight) discrepancy you will have to resolve this discrepancy. You must issue notification 

PIP.3005 (verification request for nationality) or PIP.3009 (verification request for passport, travel documents or 

Home Office details) depending on the specific circumstances of the case. You must create a Communication 

record. See:  Communication record  and also See: Workflow and Task Management. 

108. When a CIS (Searchlight) discrepancy task is generated, you must check if there are any other tasks for the 

claimant. Multiple discrepancy tasks may be allocated to different work queues and you must resolve all the 

outstanding discrepancies and clear all tasks. See:  Communication record  and also See: Workflow and Task 

Management. 

109. When the enquiry form is returned and correct nationality is known, you must clear the CIS (Searchlight) 

discrepancy task. You must then update the correct nationality in the Person homepage in the context panel. See: 

CIS (Searchlight)   discrepancies . PIP.3005 returned refers. An update on the claimant’s nationality will then 

broadcast to CIS (Searchlight). 

Discrepancy failure and Payability issues – task 74 

110. PIPCS will generate the ‘Discrepancy failures and Payability issues’ task when a period of foreign residency is 

saved and relevant conditions are met. 



 

111. The task will trigger when there: 

• are more than 7 periods of Foreign Residency absence in the last three years  

• is absence abroad periods total 9 months or more in the last three years  

• is absence abroad of 6 months or more that ended in the last 12 months  

• is any periods of absence in the last 3 years where the Reason type is anything other than ‘Holiday’  

• is a current period of absence with no end date.  

112. The task will be assigned to the: 

• CW  

• person who registers the prospect person as a person.  

113. On receipt of task 74 you must make enquiries/consider 

• how individual periods of foreign residency must be treated in terms of entitlement to PIP, that is, whether the 

period must be considered temporary, permanent, or, as if the claimant was in the UK  

• whether a pattern of periods suggests that the claimant is not (or no longer) habitually resident in the UK  

114. These actions will allow evidence to process and a PIP2 can then be issued. All details of absence must be 

recorded in the Comments box of the R&P Evidence field as “Exportability R&P PPT Satisfied – “Humanitarian 

Protection”. 

115. Once the residence and presence issues have been resolved and any adjustment updated into PIPCS, the case 

must be returned to the original owning unit for completion of any outstanding actions for the claim.  

116. When a reply is received from the claimant you must clear the Discrepancy failures and Payability issues task, edit 

the following in the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen: 

• Reason field  

• Intention to Return field  

• Treated as field  

• Comments field if appropriate  

• Start date  

117. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes. 

118. If the Residence and Presence evidence indicate the claimant is not Habitually Resident this will be shown in the 

Evidence screen. You must make any changes to the R & P evidence in the R & P screens and select ‘save’ to 



 

validate all the evidence. You must then close the dialogue box and return to the evidence dashboard. Consider 

Foreign Residency Periods Task 

119. A Consider Foreign Residency Periods task will be created where: 

• the Foreign Residency evidence Start Date is after entitlement start date and Foreign Residency evidence End 

Date held and total Foreign Residency period is greater than four weeks or  

• the Foreign Residency evidence Start Date is after entitlement start date and no Foreign Residency evidence 

End Date held and Foreign Residency evidence Start Date is more than four weeks in the past or  

• more than 7 periods of Foreign Residency absence in the last three years or absence abroad periods total 9 

months or more in the last three years or  

• the absence abroad period of 6 months or more that ended in the last 12 months or  

• any periods of absence in the last 3 years where the Reason type is anything other than Holiday or  

• there is a current period of absence with no end date and no intention to return  

 This task will also prompt you to make further enquiries about the absence. 

spare paragraphs 120 - 125 

Claimant gone abroad temporarily 

283.A claimant is temporarily absent if, at the beginning of the period of absence, their absence is unlikely to exceed 

52 weeks. A claimant who is temporarily absent from GB shall be treated as being present for the first 13 weeks of 

absence  See: ADM Chapter 2 C2056 refers. 

284. If the absence is for a temporary purpose, PIP can continue to be paid for a period of 13 weeks. 

285. At the end of 13 weeks, unless the care component is exportable the claimant will cease to satisfy the conditions 

of entitlement to PIP. ADM Chapter 2 C2057 refers. 

Example temporary absence abroad Claimant is 

entitled to PIP. 

Claimant contacts the department and advises that they are going abroad for a holiday on 01 August 2013 and 

are due to return 16 September 2013 CM may need to consider: 

• Habitually Residence test  

• Presence Test  

• Past Presence test i.e.104 weeks in the past 156 weeks.  

• Not be subject to Immigration control  



 

Habitually resident consideration 

286. The claimant has further advised that they are keeping their home and personal effects in this country whilst on 

holiday. The CM decides that the claimant is still habitually resident in this country. 

Presence test consideration 

287 As the absence is for a temporary purpose, the claimant can be regarded as being present. The Presence condition 

is therefore satisfied. 

Past Presence test consideration 

288. As the claimant is only going abroad for 6 weeks and 4 days and has spent no other periods abroad they will 

satisfy the Past Presence test. 

289. As the absence is for a temporary purpose payment can continue. 

EEA country or Switzerland 

290. If the absence is in an EEA country you must defer the Foreign Residency Periods task for 10 working days and 

allocate this task to the Exportability team at Blackpool Service Centre for their consideration. 

291. The Exportability CM must then go into the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen. 

292. The Exportability CM must note the following: 

Step  Action  

1 the received date Note: this date must be the date the evidence was first received in the Department.  

2 the Effective Date of Change field. Note: this date must be day after the claimant went abroad.  

3 absence abroad field. You must select ‘yes’ 

4 select ‘save’ 

293. The Exportability CM must then go the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen. To navigate from the Edit 

Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen to the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen. 

You must:  

Step  Action  



 

1 select ‘Active Evidence’ from navigation panel on the left side. 

A new window will display showing all active evidence. 

2 expand the arrow against ‘Foreign Residency’. 

3 the ‘Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen will then appear 

294. The Exportability CM must then note the following: 

Step  Action  

1 received date. This date must the date the evidence was first received in the department. 

2 the Effective Date of Change field. Note: this date must be the day after the claimant went abroad.  

3 the Country. You select the appropriate country from the drop down box 

  

4 the Start date. Note: this date must be the date after the claimant went abroad  

5 the Reason. The appropriate reason must be selected from the drop down box 

6 the Intention to Return field 

7 select save 

295. You must then select ‘save’. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. PIPCS will set 

a 13-week End of Award date, where PIP will remain in payment. No actual notification is issued. 

See: Validating evidence and applying evidence changes 

Non EEA country for Claimant gone abroad temporarily 

296. You must defer the Foreign Residency Periods task and go into the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details 

screen. 

You must then note: 

Step  Action  



 

1 the Received date 

2 the Effective Date of Change field. Note: this date must be the day after the claimant went abroad 

3 the Country from the drop down menu. 

4 the Start date. Note: this date must be the day after the claimant went abroad. 

5 the Reason for the absence from the drop down menu. 

6 the Intention to Return field 

7 select save 

297. You must then go into the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen. 

You must note the following: 

Step  Action  

1 received date. This date must the date the evidence was first received in the department. 

2 the Effective Date of Change field. Note: this date must be the day after the claimant went  

 abroad. 

3 the Country. You select the appropriate country from the drop down box. 

4 the Start date. Note: this date must be the day after the claimant went abroad.  

5 the Reason. The appropriate reason must be selected form the drop down box. 

6 the Intention to Return field. 

7 select save 

298. You must then select ‘save’. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. PIPCS will set 

a 13 week End of Award date, where PIP will remain in Payment. No actual notification is issued. 

See: Validating and See: Validating evidence and applying evidence changes 

Foreign Residency evidence Start Date is after entitlement start date and Foreign 

Residency evidence End Date held and total Foreign  



 

Residency period is greater than four weeks 

126. You must look at the information given by the claimant and the information already held in the Foreign 

Residency screen as to the nature and length of the absence. See: Edit Foreign Residency Details screen. 

127. If further enquiries are needed you must defer the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task for 20 working 

days. You must issue either a PIP.3022 (general residence and presence enquiry notification) or a PIP.3033 (multiple 

use general enquiry notification). You must create a Communication record. See:  

Communication record. 

128. When a reply is received from the claimant you must clear the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task, edit 

the following in the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen: 

• Reason field  

• Intention to Return field  

• Treated as field  

• Comments field if appropriate  

• Start date and end date (if applicable)  

129. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes.  

Claimant returns within 13 weeks 

299. If the claimant returns to this country within 13 weeks and notifies the department either by phone or in writing, 

a manual task (for postal letter received) or CAMLite task (for phone call received) will be created for you to 

consider. 

EEA country or Switzerland for Claimant returns within 13 weeks 

300. Such a case will already be held by the Exportability team at the Blackpool Service Centre. The Exportability CM 

must then delete the appropriate task, go into the Edit New Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen and 

note: 

Step  Action  

1 the Received date. This date will be the date the new information was received in the department. 

2 the Effective Date of Change field 

Note: this date must be the day before the claimant returned to this country.  

301. The Exportability CM must then select ‘save’. 



 

302. The Exportability CM must then access the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen and note the 

following: 

Step  Action  

1 the Received date. This date will be the date the new information was received in the department.  

2 the Effective Date of Change field. 

Note: this date must be the day before the claimant returned to this country. 

3 the Country. You select the appropriate country from the drop down box. . 

4 the End date 

Note: this date must be the last full day of the absence i.e. the day before the claimant returned to this 

country.  

5 the Intention to Return field. You must select ‘yes’ 

6 select save 

You must: 

• validate the evidence  

• apply the evidence changes  

See: Validating evidence and applying evidence changes 

• enter original End of Award date  

• enter original Review date  

Note: No actual notification is issued 

Non EEA country for claimant returning within 13 weeks 

303. You must defer the original task for 10 working days and access the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence 

Details screen. 

You must note: 

Step  Action  



 

1 the Received date. This date will be the date the new information was received in the department. 

2 the Effective date of change field 

Note: this date must be the day before the claimant returned to this country 

3 select save 

304. You must then go into the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen and note the following: 

Step  Action  

1 the received date. This date must the date the evidence was first received in the department. 

2 the Effective Date of Change field. 

Note: this date must be the day before the claimant returned to this country.  

3 the country. You select the appropriate country from the drop down box. 

4 the end date 

Note: this date must be the last full day of the absence for example, the day before the claimant returned to 

this country 

5 the intention to return field. You must select ‘yes’ 

6 select save 

You must: 

• validate the evidence  

• apply the evidence changes  

See: Validating evidence and applying evidence changes 

• enter original End of Award date  

• enter original Review date  

Note: No actual notification is issued 

Claimant does not return within 13 weeks 

305. If the claimant does not return to this country within 13 weeks, PIPCS will automatically suspend payment at 13 

weeks. The ‘Consider Foreign Residency Periods’ task will prompt you to consider the case. spare paragraphs 

306 - 309 



 

EEA country or Switzerland for claimant not returning within 13 weeks 

310. The Exportability CM will consider the facts of the case and will then issue one or more of the following 

enquiry notifications to establish competency and genuine and sufficient link: See: ADM Chapter 2 Chapter C2130 

refers. 

• PIP.3022 (general residence and presence enquiry notification)  

• PIP.3024 (genuine and sufficient link notification)  

• PIP.3023 (payment of benefit whilst abroad notification)  

311. When a reply is received, a manual task will be generated for you to view the information or reply received. 

You must close both the manual task and the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task. You must then access the 

Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen and update the data held accordingly.  

If no return date is known you must make a note in the ‘Comments’ box. 

312. You must then select ‘save’. You must then validate the evidence and then apply the evidence changes. 

See: Validating changes and applying evidence changes 313. The 

result will be either: 

• ‘Eligible’. The daily living component will be exportable. The mobility component will be ‘not eligible’ The 

Exportability CM will then issue a manual notification PIP.3050. You must create a Communication record.  

• ‘Not eligible’. The daily living component will not be exportable The mobility component will be ‘not eligible’. 

The Exportability CM will then issue a manual notification PIP.3050.You must create a Communication record.  

See: Communication record 

Spare Paragraphs: 314 - 319 

  

Foreign Residency evidence Start Date is after entitlement start date and no 

Foreign Residency evidence End Date held and Foreign  

Residency evidence Start Date is more than four weeks in the past 

130. You must look at the information given by the claimant and the information already held in the Foreign 

Residency screen. See: Edit Foreign Residency Details screen as to the nature and length of the absence. 

131. If further enquiries are needed you must defer the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task for 20 working 

days. You must issue either a PIP.3022 (general residence and presence enquiry notification) or a PIP.3033 (multiple 

use general enquiry notification). You must create a Communication record. 



 

Note: The deadline to clear a Foreign residency periods task is 20 working days. See: Communication record. 

132. When a reply is received from the claimant you must clear the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task, edit 

the following in the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen: 

• Reason field  

• Intention to Return field  

• Treated as field  

• Comments field if appropriate  

• Start date  

133. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes. 

Non EEA country absence solely in connection with arrangements made for the 

medical treatment 

320. You must close the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task and go into the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence 

Details screen. 

You must note: 

Step  Action  

1 the received date.  

Note: This date must the date the evidence was first received in the department. 

2 the Effective Date of Change field.  

Note: this date will remain the same and must be the day after the claimant went abroad.  

3 the reason for the absence,  

Note: this must be amended to reflect that the absence is now solely in connection with arrangements made 

for the medical treatment  

4 select ‘save’ 

321. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. Payment of PIP will continue for 26 weeks. 

No actual notification is issued to the claimant. 

See: Validating evidence and applying evidence changes 



 

Claimant abroad in non EEA country solely in connection with arrangements made for the 

medical treatment 

322. If the claimant does not return within 13 weeks and is abroad in a non EEA country you must then consider all 

the available evidence. 

323. You must go into the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen and: 

Step  Action  

1 ‘edit’ any information held as appropriate. 

2 select ‘save’ 

See: Navigation to the Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen 

324. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes  

325. If you decide the absence is not solely in connection with arrangements made for the medical treatment the 

result will be ‘not eligible’. You must issue a manual PIP 7000 notification. You must create a Communication 

record. 

See: Communication record  

Claimant gone abroad permanently 

Claimant gone abroad permanently to EEA country or Switzerland 

326. If notification is received that the claimant has moved abroad permanently, either a manual task will be created 

(for postal notification) or a CAMLite task will be created for a telephone notification. 

327. If a CAMLite task has been created you must clear the CAMLite task, create a manual task and allocate this task 

to the Exportability team at the Blackpool Service Centre. If a manual task has been created you must defer the 

manual task for 10 working days and allocate this task to the Exportability team at the Blackpool Service Centre. 

Exporting benefit to another EEA Member State or Switzerland 

328. UK law doesn’t allow claimants who go to live permanently in another country to export their benefit. In these 

types of cases you must consider whether the EU law could help their claim. To be assisted by EU law a claimant 

must: 



 

• be an EEA National or a family member of an EEA National or a third country National in some circumstances 

and  

• come within the personal scope of EU law or Switzerland and  

• have moved to the EEA or Switzerland.  

329. The ECJ Judgement of 18 October 2007 ruled that AA, DLA care component and CA are sickness benefits. The PIP 

daily living component will also be regarded as a sickness benefit. When the relevant domestic conditions of 

entitlement are satisfied, PIP daily living component may be exported to, or claimed from another EEA Member 

state if certain conditions are met. 

330. These types of cases are complex and will be considered by the Exportability team at Blackpool Service Centre. 

You must create a manual task for 10 working days. The Workflow team will then allocate this task to the 

Exportability team at Blackpool Service Centre. 

See: Workflow and Task Management  

331. EEC law applies to all Nationals of the Republic of Cyprus following their accession to the EU. People residing in 

the ‘area of Cyprus not under the control of the Cypriot government’ will also benefit if in possession of a 

passport issued by the Republic of Cyprus. 

332. Although Gibraltar is stated as part of the UK it must be treated as a separate EU country for exportability 

purposes. 

333. The Exportability CM will consider all the available evidence and make a consideration on: 

• working abroad and receiving foreign benefits  

• whether a claimant has a genuine and sufficient link  

See: ADM Chapter 2 Chapter C2130 refers. 

334. The Exportability CM must go into the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence Details screen and note the 

following: 

Step  Action  

1 the Received date. This will be the date the evidence was received 

2 the Effective Date of Change field. 

Note: this date must be the day after the claimant moved abroad 

3 the Normally Resident field 



 

4 the Habitually Resident field 

5 the Absence Abroad field . This must be set to ‘yes’ 

6 select save 

335. The Exportability CM must then go into the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen and note the 

following: 

Step  Action  

1 the Received date This will be the date the evidence was received 

2 the Effective Date of Change field 

Note: this date must be the day after the claimant moved abroad 

3 the Country field 

4 the Reason field 

5 the Start date. 

Note: this date must be the day after the claimant moved abroad 

6 the Intention to Return field. This must be set to ‘no’ 

7 The treated as field. 

Note: It is important that this filed is populated correctly as this field will determine how the claimant is to be 

regarded when the lay rules are run. 

8 select save 

336. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes 

337. The result will be either: 

• Eligible. The daily living component will be exportable. The mobility component (if applicable) will be ‘not 

eligible’ The Exportability CM will then issue a manual notification PIP.3050. You must create a Communication 

record.  

• Not eligible. The daily living component will not be exportable. The mobility component will be ‘not eligible’ 

The Exportability CM will then issue a manual notification PIP.3050. You must create a Communication record.  



 

Spare Paragraphs: 338 - 341 

Claimant moved to non EEA country 

342. If notification is received that the claimant has moved abroad permanently, either a manual task will be created 

(for postal notification) or a CAMLite task will be created for (for telephone notification). 

343. You must clear either the CAMLite or manual task. You must go into the Edit Residence and Presence Evidence 

Details screen and note the following: 

Step  Action  

1 the Received date. This date must be the date that the evidence was first received in the Department. 

2 the Effective Date of Change. 

Note: this date must be the day after the claimant went abroad 

3 the Normally Resident field. This must be amended to ‘Non EEA’ 

4 the Habitually Resident field. This must be amended to ‘outside EEA’ 

5 the Absence Abroad field This must be set to ‘yes’ 

6 select save 

344. You must then go into the Edit Foreign Residency Evidence Details screen and note the following: 

Step Action 

1 the Received date This date must be the date that the evidence was first received in the  

 Department 

2 the Country field 

3 the Start date. 

Note: this date must be the day after the claimant moved abroad 

4 the Intention to Return field. This must be set to ‘no’ 

5 the reason field 



 

6 the end date field 

7 the treated as field 

345. You must then select ‘save’. You must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. 

See: Validating evidence and applying evidence changes 

346. The result will be not eligible. As the address held is an address abroad you must then issue a manual 

notification PIP 7000. You must create a Communication record. See: Communication record   

More than 7 periods of Foreign Residency absence in the last three years or 

absence abroad periods total 9 months or more in the last three years 

134. It is important to note that periods of absence abroad do not link. However, if the claimant has spent 7 or 

more periods abroad in the last 3 years or the absences total more than 9 months in the last 3 years, serious 

consideration must be given as to whether the claimant is still habitually resident in this country. See: Habitually 

Resident. 

135. You must look at the information given by the claimant. If the CW is unsure as to whether the claimant is still 

habitually resident in this country, they must defer the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task and allocate this to a 

CM. 

136. If the CM then considers that further information is required they must defer the Consider Foreign Residency 

Periods task for 20 working days and issue either a PIP.3022 (general residence and presence enquiry notification) or a 

PIP.3033 (multiple use general enquiry notification). The CM must create a Communication record. See: 

Communication record. 

137. When a reply is received from the claimant the CM must clear the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task 

and edit information held in the Edit Residence or Presence Evidence Details screen as required. 

138. The CM must then validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and 

applying evidence changes. 

Civil Servants abroad 

347. Dealing with these cases has in some circumstances been affected by the ECJ Judgment. Cases must be referred 

to the Exportability Team at Blackpool Service Centre if a Civil Servant (or family member) moves to the EEA or 

Switzerland. If a claimant moves to anywhere else in the world the following guidance remains appropriate. 

348. Civil Servants (or family members) serving abroad outside the EEA or Switzerland for more than 13 weeks and 

not for the specific purpose of medical treatment cannot be treated as being present in GB after 13 weeks. 

Therefore such cases will be disallowed because the presence conditions are not satisfied. 



 

349. If the lay rules are run and a determination is given to disallow a Civil Servant (or family member) abroad 

because the presence conditions are not satisfied, and you are satisfied they remain habitually resident in GB, 

you must consider notional entitlement to PIP and what rate of benefit you would have given. Notice of the 

notional entitlement must be sent to the claimant on notification PIP.3026.The claimant will then present this to 

their employer. 

350. The notional entitlement is given because there is an agreement with employing departments that ex gratia 

payments may be made equivalent to the amount of benefit that would have been paid. 

351. There are reconsideration rights against the decision to disallow the claim because the presence conditions are 

not satisfied. However, there is no recourse against the rate of notional entitlement although this can be looked 

at again if requested. 

  

Special Rules Terminally Ill cases SRTI 

352. The information on the claim pack will help you decide if the terminally ill conditions are satisfied 

353. Terminally ill cases may be exempt from the past presence test if they have recently lived or live in any EEA 

country and were living in the UK before 1 January 2021. Normal rules regarding competency and genuine and 

sufficient link apply. 

See: ADM Chapter 2 Chapter C2027 refers. 

354. Claims from terminally ill claimants from the EEA or Switzerland, who were living in the UK before 1 January 

2021 must be forwarded to the Exportability Team at Blackpool Service Centre. You must set a manual task for 

10 working days. The Workflow team will then allocate this task to the Exportability team at Blackpool Service 

Centre. 

355. When the legislative rules are run and the R & P conditions are met, PIPCS will create a task for the CW to check 

whether a DS1500/ESA85a has been received. 

Absence abroad period of 6 months or more that ended in the last 12 months 

139. If this task is received at the new claim stage serious consideration must be given as to whether the claimant 

satisfies the past presence test. See: Past Presence. 

EEA country or Switzerland 

140. The CW must transfer the case to the Exportability team at Blackpool Service Centre. See: How to transfer a case 

to the Exportability team. 



 

141. The Exportability CM will then consider the reason why the claimant had been abroad and whether the claimant 

has a genuine and sufficient link to the UK. If contact is made with the claimant the Exportability CM must defer 

the Consider Foreign Residency Periods task for 20 working days and create a Communication record. See: 

Communication record. 

Non EEA country 

142. The CW must contact the claimant to establish the reason for the absence for instance, what the intention was at 

the start for the absence. The CW must create a Communication record. See:  

Communication record. 

143. The absence may have been for a holiday or the claimant may have been previously resident in another country. 

Note: Serious consideration must be given as to whether the claimant is habitually resident in this country and 

whether they satisfy the Past Presence test. See: Habitually Resident and also See: Past Presence test. 

144. If it is established that the claimant is habitually resident in this country and advises that the absence was for a 

temporary purpose the CW must enter ‘temporary’ in the ‘treated as’ field. The CW must then close the Consider 

Foreign Residency task, validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating evidence and 

applying evidence changes. 

145. The result will be ‘eligible’ and a PIP 2 will be issued to the claimant. 

146. If however, it is established that the absence was of a permanent nature, the claimant may not satisfy the past 

presence test. See: Past Presence .The CW must enter ‘permanent’ in the ‘treated as’ field. The CW must then 

close the Consider Foreign Residency task, validate the evidence and apply the evidence changes. See: Validating 

evidence and applying evidence changes. 

147. The result will be ’ineligible’ and the claimant will not be entitled to PIP. 

spare paragraphs 147 - 150 

PIP Award terminated and Motability agreement in place 

356. Where a claimant is no longer entitled to PIP and has an existing Motability Agreement in place, you have to 

notify Motability Finance Limited. You have to complete a Change of Circumstances schedule to inform 

Motability Operations. A daily schedule is then sent to Motability Operations to advise them that a claimant is no 

longer entitled to PIP. Motability Finance Limited will then contact the claimant directly about their Motability 

agreement. 

EEA countries including the EU countries and EFTA countries 

357. These are: 

Austria   



 

Belgium   

Bulgaria From 1 January 2007 

Croatia From 01 July 2013 

Cyprus* from 1 May 2004 

Czech Republic from 1 May 2004 

Denmark excluding the Faroe Islands and Greenland 

Estonia from 1 May 2004 

Finland except the Aland Islands 

France including Corsica, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Reunion and French Guiana but excluding  

Monaco 

Germany   

Greece including Crete and the Greek Islands 

Hungary from 1st May 2004 

Iceland EFTA Country 

Ireland   

Italy including Sicily, Sardinia and Elba but excluding the Vatican City and San Marino 

Latvia from 1 May 2004 

Liechtenstein EFTA Country 

Lithuania from 1 May 2004 

Luxembourg   

Malta from 1 May 2004 

Netherlands excluding the Dutch Antilles 



 

Norway EFTA Country 

  

Poland from 1 May 2004 

Portugal including Madeira and the Azores 

Romania From 1 January 2007 

Slovakia from 1 May 2004 

Slovenia from 1 May 2004 

Spain including the Balearic Islands, the Canary Islands and the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and  

Melilla 

Sweden   

UK including Gibraltar** but excluding the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands 

* EEC legislation will apply to all Nationals of the Republic of Cyprus following their accession to the EU. People 

residing in the "area of Cyprus not under the control of the Cypriot government" will also benefit if in possession of a 

passport issued by the Republic of Cyprus. 

** Although Gibraltar is stated as part of the UK it must be treated as a separate EU country with regard to 

exportability. 

Task received following a change of circumstances for an EEA country or 

Switzerland 

151. This task will trigger a suspension of benefit in PIPCS where PIP is already in payment on an existing case and 

the absence has reached 13 weeks. 

152. If this task is received following a reported change of circumstances the CW must transfer the case to the 

Exportability team at Blackpool Service Centre. See: How to transfer a case to the Exportability team. 

153. The Exportability CM will then consider the reason why the claimant had been abroad, that is competency, 

and whether the claimant has a genuine and sufficient link. Depending on the information received the CW will decide 

whether the absence can be accepted as being ‘temporary or ‘permanent’ 

Note: The phrase ‘genuine and sufficient link’ is not defined but EU Case law gives some indications of the factors to 

take into account. Among the relevant factors which may be considered are: 



 

• personal factors and  

• periods of residence or work in the UK  

Note: Each case must be considered on its own merits and genuine and sufficient link must only be considered by the 

Exportability team 

07 Claim in the Addition 

Background 

1. In certain circumstances a claim for one benefit can be treated as a claim for another. For PIP the law allows 

for the interchange of claims between DLA, AA and PIP. This will normally be where the claimant has made a claim for 

the wrong age benefit. See: Claims In the Alternative. 

2. However where there is doubt as to the correct benefit that should be claimed then we will need to make a 

decision on PIP to consider entitlement. If we decide that there is no entitlement to PIP, we then need to pass the 

claim to AA for them to consider entitlement. This is known as a claim in addition as one claim is being treated as a 

claim for 2 benefits. 

3. Doubt can arise as to the correct benefit where the claimant of State Pension age, makes a claim for PIP and 

there is a potential that the claim can be linked to a previous award of PIP or DLA. 

Note: Where the term “State Pension age” is used in these instructions, it refers to the age at which a person can claim 

their State Pension  or age 65 whichever is the higher.” See:  S tate Pension age timetable and See: Age . 

Note: A PIP claim has the potential to be linked to a previous award of PIP or DLA where the claimant is under age 65 

at 08 April 2013, of State Pension age at the date of claim and has a previous award of PIP or DLA that has ended in the 

last 12 months. 

4. When you need to make a decision on a PIP claim for someone of State Pension age at date of claim (DOC) you 

will have to consider: 

• if the claimant had entitlement to Disability Living Allowance (DLA) in the 12 months prior to the date of claim 

• if the claimant had entitlement to PIP in the 12 months prior to the date of claim 

• was the award for substantially the same condition or similar condition to that for which the claimant is now claiming 

PIP 

or 

• is the condition a new condition that has developed as a result of the previous condition? 



 

5. You should contact the claimant by telephone to try to establish whether the condition for the new PIP claim is the 

same as, or similar to, the one on which the previous entitlement was based. If it appears that this is the case the 

new claim will proceed in the usual way. If it is unclear whether the claimant is claiming PIP for the same or similar 

condition for which they were previously awarded PIP you should explain this and inform them that we will 

continue with the new claim process. Only when it is absolutely clear that the claimant is not claiming PIP for the 

same or similar condition to that for which they were previous awarded PIP should you inform the claimant that you 

will send their PIP claim to the AA Unit to treat as a claim in the alternative for AA. You should create a 

Communication Record on PIPCS. See:  

Communication Record and also See: Claim in the Alternative. 
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Link to PIP claim in the previous 12 months for same or similar condition 

6. If the previous claim was a PIP claim and you decide that the claimant does have the same or similar condition, 

make a determination to either award PIP or disallow the claim because the claimant has failed to satisfy the 

conditions for entitlement to PIP, that is, the descriptors that apply do not amount to sufficient points in order to 

award PIP. Consider all the available evidence, including that supplied by the Assessment Provider (AP) in their 

report, to decide whether the new PIP claim is for the same or similar condition as the previous PIP claim. 

Making a determination to disallow the PIP claim 

7. The Evidence dashboard will be shown on the left hand side of the screen. You will: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘action’ button 

2 select ‘apply changes’ from the drop  

down 

3 select the ‘check eligibility’ Tab 

4 the ‘check eligibility’ pop up appears 



 

5 select Personal Independence Payment 

6 select ‘yes’ 

8. The Personal Independence Payment computer system (PIPCS) will then run the lay rules. 

9. The result will be ‘not eligible’ and PIPCS will automatically send a PIP.7000 disallowance notification to the 

claimant. PIPCS will automatically generate a Case Manager (CM) task for a mandatory explanation of the decision 7 

working days after the date the PIP.7000 disallowance notification is issued. The PIP claim must be referred to the 

AA Unit to treat as a claim in addition as soon as possible so they can start their decision making process. Therefore, 

you must refer the PIP documents to the AA Unit when you complete the determination. 

Sending PIP documents to the AA Unit 

10. Input all the relevant claim data from PIPCS onto a PIP1 paper claim form and print off the AP report held if 

one is held and any other supporting evidence available held in DRS. The AP report held will be either: 

• PA1 - Review File note 

• PA2 - Review report - Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) 

• PA3 - Review report (paper based) 

• PA4 - Consultation report 

• PA5 - Supplementary advice note 

• PA6 - Supplementary advice note 

• PA7 - Harmful Information note 

Note: The above will also apply for Special Rules cases. See: Mail Opening Unit and Service Centre . Hard copy 

document request and rescans refers. 

11. The PIP1 paper claim, PIP2, AP report and any other supporting evidence (if applicable) should be sent to the AA or 

DLA Unit via Courier with a covering internal notification PIP.0106.  

See: Communication Record. 

You should then issue one of the following notifications to the claimant: 

• PIP.1016 o65 (for claimant’s over state pension age); or 

• PIP.1016 u16 (for claimant’s under age 16) 

Note: If the claim is SRTI, do not include the optional ‘What you need to do now’ paragraph in the notification. 



 

12. Create a Communication record and record all the evidence sent to the AA or DLA Unit.  

See:  Communication record . 

Mandatory explanation of the decision 

13. A mandatory explanation will be required when a disallowance decision is made on a claimant who is of State 

Pension age or over at DOC if the disallowance is because the claimant has failed to satisfy the disability conditions 

for entitlement to PIP (that is, the descriptors that apply do not amount to sufficient points to award PIP). A 

mandatory explanation will not be required if the claimant was disallowed PIP as they failed to satisfy the 

exceptions to the PIP age regulations. See: State Pension age timetable. 

14. When undertaking the mandatory explanation, you must explain the reasons for the decision. You must also 

advise the claimant that, as the PIP claim has been disallowed, we have sent the documents that relate to that 

claim to the AA Unit with a covering notification so that they can consider whether they are entitled to AA. Create 

a Communication Record on PIPCS once explanation is completed. See:  

Communication Record. 

15. Issue PIP0010 to the claimant and print two copies – one for the claimant. Marked the other as 'copy' and send to 

the Document Repository Service (DRS) for document retention. Create a Communication Record. See: 

Communication Record. 

Link to PIP claim in the previous 12 months not for same or similar condition 

16. If the previous claim was a PIP claim and you confirm that entitlement for that claim was not for the same or 

similar condition as the recent PIP claim, disallow the claim because the claimant has failed to satisfy the 

exceptions to the PIP age regulations. See: Making a Decision, Disallowance decision and also See: Linking 

Conditions . 

17. As the system disallowance notification PIP.7000 won’t be appropriate as it doesn’t include a disallowance due to 

age you will suppress that notification. As the claim has been disallowed due to age  

PIPCS won’t automatically generate a task and a mandatory explanation isn’t needed. See: Suppress Automated 

Notification and also See: Enquiry form. 

18. Once you suppress the PIP.7000 disallowance notification you should issue PIP.0010 to the claimant which will: 

• notify the age disallowance decision 

• explain the PIP documents have been sent to the AA Unit to consider entitlement to AA 

19. Prepare two copies – one for the claimant and mark the other as 'copy' and sent to DRS for document retention. 

You should create a Communication Record. See:  Communication Record . 

Link to DLA claim in the previous 12 months 



 

20. If the previous claim was a DLA claim the CM will consider the AP report to decide if the claimant satisfies the PIP 

entitlement. See: Assessment Provider and also See: Previewing the AP scores. 

21. If you decide to award PIP follow the new claim process to make the decision. PIPCS will automatically issue the 

PIP.7001 notification. 

22. For a PIP claim linked to a previous DLA claim there is no need to consider if the claim is for the same or similar 

condition as the previous DLA claim. If you decide to disallow this may be due to failure to satisfy the exceptions 

to the PIP age regulations. The disallowance will be due to the fact that the claimant failed to satisfy sufficient 

descriptors to be awarded PIP. 

23. Now make a determination in PIPCS. See: Completing the determination. 

Mandatory explanation of the decision. 

24. You will then undertake a mandatory explanation. Paragraph 13 on Mandatory explanation refers.  

See: Claimant requests an explanation. Mandatory explanation of the decision refers. 

25. When undertaking the mandatory explanation you should explain to the claimant the reasons for the decision and 

also advise them that as the PIP claim has been disallowed we will send the documents that relate to that claim to 

the AA Unit with a covering notification so that they can consider whether they are entitled to AA. You should 

create a Communication Record on PIPCS. See: Communication Record. 

26. Issue PIP.0010 to the claimant and print two copies – one for the claimant. Mark the other as 'copy' and send to 

DRS for document retention. 

27. Input all the relevant claim data from PIPCS and copy this onto a PIP.1 claim form. Send the PIP.1 claim form to the 

AA Unit by Courier with a covering internal notification PIP.0106. Create a Communication Record. See: 

Communication Record. 

08 Claim in the Alternative 

What this means 

1. Claim in the alternative is used where a claimant has applied for the wrong age related benefit and that claim is then 

considered as a claim to another benefit. An example is a claim to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) can be 

treated as a claim to Disability Living Allowance (DLA) or Attendance Allowance (AA) in the following circumstances: 

• claimant is of State Pension age - See: State Pension age timetable - PIP not appropriate due to age, claim AA 

as an alternative to PIP. Could still be a claim in the alternative to DLA if there had been previous entitlement 

to DLA within the last 12 months 



 

• under 65 at 08 April 2013 but of State Pension age at date of claim to PIP See: State Pension age timetable, no 

previous entitlement to PIP or DLA within the last 12 months – claim AA as claim in the alternative to PIP 

• aged under 16 at date of claim – PIP not appropriate due to age – claim DLA as a claim in the alternative to PIP 

Note: Where the term “State Pension age” is used in these instructions, it refers to the age at which a person can claim 

their State Pension or age 65 whichever is the higher.” See: State Pension age timetable. 
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PIP claim received 

2. If any of the circumstances above apply and a Person record exists, for example, a PIP1 claim is submitted and IDV is 

passed, PIPCS will identify where a claimant’s age is out of scope for PIP. PIPCS will create a Discrepancy Task for you 

to consider the claimant’s age. On receipt of the task check: 

• how old the claimant was at the date of claim and on 08 April 2013; and  

• whether the claimant had entitlement to DLA or PIP within the previous 12 months  

The PIP claim can be treated as a claim to DLA or AA provided: 

• the claimant is under 16  

• the claimant is of State Pension age and has no previous entitlement to DLA or PIP within last 12 months  

• the claimant is of State Pension age with previous entitlement to DLA within last 12 months  

See: State Pension age timetable 

4. If the claimant was under age 65 on 8.4.13, but of State Pension age at date of claim and with previous 

entitlement to DLA or PIP within last 12 months, claim is not a claim in the alternative but a properly received claim to 

PIP. Claim may become a claim in addition if no entitlement to PIP established - See:  

 Claim in Addition  instructions. 

You should: 

Step Action 

1 complete a clerical PIP1 claim with all the relevant claim details and send it with PIP.0106 to the  

DLA or AA benefit centre providing the date the PIP claim was made 



 

2 send PIP1016 to the claimant which explains that as they are either under 16 or over State Pension age, they 

should have claimed a change of circumstances for DLA/AA and we've sent their claim details to the 

appropriate office 

3 after issuing notification PIP.1016 to the claimant, create a communication record to record the 

correspondence sent to the claimant 

4 correct the PIP system - withdraw the PIP claim, delete the SI marker and change the reassessment indicator to 

'00' 

5 defer a task for 3 days to allow the data exchange attempt, this will create the 0834 

6 inform your local DEX to remove the 0834 and 0835 case control 

DLA or AA claim form received in the relevant benefit centre or AAU 

5. When an age check is carried out on a DLA or AA claim form, the DLA or AA Team Member will check the 

claimant is: 

• aged under 16; or 

• state pension age with no entitlement to DLA or PIP which ended in the previous 12 months. 

See: State Pension age timetable 

6. If the age check determines the claimant is: 

• of working age (i.e. age between 16 and State Pension age); or 

• state pension age at the date of claim but was under 65 at 08 April 2013, with a linked claim to DLA or PIP which 

ended within the previous 12 months. 

See: State Pension age timetable  

7. The date of claim will be determined by the rules governing the originally claimed benefit, not by the PIP rules. 

This means, for example, that the 6 week period will apply. For details on how to establish the date of claim - See: 

DMPG Chapter 01 - Claims. If there is any doubt, please contact the referring office and ask to discuss with a decision 

maker. 

8. The DLA/AA TM will check that the DLA/AA claim form has been signed by the appropriate person and will 

send it to the PIP Mail Opening Unit (MOU) with form DBD89. They will also issue form DBD89A to the claimant 

advising them of their action. 



 

9. Although we will treat the DLA/AA claim as a claim to PIP the MOU will not be aware of this and they will scan 

the claim form and form DBD89 from the DLA or AA Unit onto DRS in the same way that they scan all white mail. Once 

the documents have been scanned onto DRS, PIPCS creates a task and sends it to the workflow queue. The TL will 

access the queue and allocate the task to the Case Worker (CW). 

10. On receipt of the task, scrutinise the claim form to ensure that you have all the appropriate mandatory data to 

enable you to input this onto PIPCS using the telephony data gather script - See: PIP Claim in alternative scrutiny 

checklist. Once you have obtained all the appropriate data, launch the telephony data gather script and submit the PIP 

claim details to PIPCS - See: PIP Claim in alternative desk aid. 

Personal Independence Payment Critical Process Points – Must Do  

Actions 

11. You must check the correct Date of Claim (DoC) has been used; the DoC can be impacted by date of first 

contact or issue of clerical PIP1 or claim in the Alternative. You must follow Operational Instructions to determine the 

effective date for reassessment cases. 

Consequences: 

Checking that you have used the correct date of claim (DOC) is essential, not getting the DoC right can mean: 

• the decision will be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring rework to correct  

• the wrong DoC will be used and issued with the legal notification, misinforming the claimant  

• the Benefit payments may be incorrect, causing possible under of overpayments  

• incorrect payments being issued and can lead to financial hardship, including our most vulnerable customers  

• increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

• possible reputational damage to DWP  

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  

12. The date of claim (DOC) on PIPCS will be automatically created as the date the claim was submitted therefore, 

the PIP user will have to raise a manual task for the Case Manager (CM) to amend the DOC to reflect the DLA or AA 

date of claim. 

DLA claim received from a Special Customer Record (SCR) claimant 

13. If DLA receive a claim from a SCR claimant, which needs to be treated as a PIP Claim in the Alternative, the 

Benefits Centre will contact the relevant PIP SCR Team to arrange transfer.  



 

08a PIP Claim in Alternative deskaid 

DLA1 DLA1A AA1 AA1A claim form received in the relevant benefit centre or AAU 

1. DLA or AA will have checked the claim form has been signed and if necessary returned it for signature before it is 

referred to PIP. See: Claim in the Alternative. 

2. The workflow team will create a person or prospect person record in PIPCS if one doesn’t already exist. 

3. The workflow team will allocate the form to an appropriately skilled user. 

4. Where an AA claim is made under Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI), the PIP Case Worker (CW) must liaise with 

the CM and if appropriate use an IPCC enabled phone to contact the claimant, if the claimant completed the form, 

or third party, if the third party has signed the form, and ask the mobility questions. If any information about 

mobility has been provided in any sort of format, the CM will decide whether they can use the information. If they 

can’t reach claimant or third party, for example, not answering phone, the CM will estimate the SRTI mobility 

questions and add note to comments box to confirm the answers were not provided by the claimant. 

5. The PIP CW must scrutinise the DLA or AA claim form before launching the data gather script to input any 

information (See step 1 below). 

Claim scrutiny: 

Step Action 

1 Use the claim in the alternative scrutiny checklist to identify if you need to make further enquiries with the 

claimant. See: PIP Claim in the Alternative scrutiny checklist 

2 Refer the case to the CM to give advice in the following circumstances: 

• the claim has been made under SRTI, how to record the answers to the mobility questions; and  

• the claimant has signed the claim form themselves and they are NOT claiming under SRTI, how to 

record the answers to the additional support questions  

3 Contact the claimant/PAB if any other information is needed. See: PIP Claim in the Alternative scrutiny checklist 

4 Once all the information has been received, launch the PIP telephony script and input the information. 

 



 

 Note: PIPCS must hold an address for the claimant from and including the Date of Claim (DOC). If  

Residential address starts later than DOC, then you must input a Correspondence address from  

DOC up to date before Residential address starts. The Correspondence address can be same as Residential 

address. The Correspondence address can be cancelled after the decision has been made on the claim. 

08b PIP Claim in Alternative scrutiny checklist 

Claim in the Alternative scrutiny checklist 

If you have to phone the claimant, or the person claiming for them (the person signing the form for someone else) for 

any missing mandatory information, you should also ask any questions not covered on the DLA (or AA) claim form. 

Questions on PIP telephony screen not 

covered by DLA (or AA) claim form. 

What to input on the PIP telephony screen where the question has 

not been provided on the DLA (or AA) claim form. 

Please tell us the name you want us to use 

when we write to you, if it is different from 

above. 

Leave blank unless there is anything on the DLA or AA claim form to say 

the claimant wants to be known as another name. 

Previous surname Leave blank 

Can we write to you at this address? 

Mandatory Yes/No 

Input ‘Yes’ unless the claimant/PAB has told you anywhere else on the 

form that you must not write to them at this address. In these cases 

you will need to contact the claimant/PAB to confirm which address we 

can write to. 

Address we can write to Leave blank unless there is anything on the DLA or AA claim form to say 

the claimant wants you to write to them at another address. 

How would you prefer us to contact you? Leave blank 

Do you need communications in another 

format such as large print, braille or audio CD? 

Leave blank unless a large print form has been received. 

If you live in Wales, do you want us to 

communicate with you in Welsh? 

If the question is unanswered on the form, and the question is asked 

on screen, answer as ‘No’. 



 

Does your passport, or any other document 

from the Home Office, say ‘No recourse to 

public funds’? 

If the claimant is not a GB, EEA or Swiss national, contact the 

claimant/PAB. See: PIP User Guide New Paper claim (PIP1) received – 

(Case Worker) 

What restrictions, if any, are there on your 

leave to remain? 

If the claimant is not a GB, EEA or Swiss national, contact the 

claimant/PAB. See: PIP User Guide New Paper claim (PIP1) received – 

(Case Worker) 

 

When does your leave to remain end? If the claimant is not a GB, EEA or Swiss national, contact the 

claimant/PAB. See: PIP User Guide New Paper claim (PIP1) received – 

(Case Worker) 

When did you apply for an extension to your 

leave to remain? 

If the claimant is not a GB, EEA or Swiss national, contact the 

claimant/PAB. See: PIP User Guide New Paper claim (PIP1) received – 

(Case Worker) 

When you went away, did you intend to 

return? 

If appropriate, contact the claimant/PAB. See: PIP User Guide  

New Paper claim (PIP1) received – (Case Worker) 

Signing the form for someone else: How 

would you prefer us to contact you? 

Leave blank 

Signing the form for someone else: Do you 

need communications in another format such 

as large print, braille or audio CD? 

Leave blank unless a large print form has been received. 

Signing the form for someone else: If you live 

in Wales, do you want us to communicate 

with you in Welsh? 

Unless there is anything on the form to say the person signing for 

someone else or claimant wants communications in Welsh:  

Answer as ‘No’. 

Questions on PIP telephony screen not 

covered by DLA claim form. 

How to treat questions not asked on DLA or AA claim forms. 

Hospital, hospice, care home questions See: Appendix 1 and also See: New Paper claim (PIP1) received – (Case 

Worker) - Scrutinising the paper claim form before inputting claim data 

to PIPCS 



 

Which Healthcare professional can best tell us 

about your illness or health condition and how 

it affects you? 

Record the GP's details. 

If GP's details not provided, record other HCP’s details. 

If none provided, leave blank if normal rules. 

If SRTI, contact whoever has signed the form, claimant, PAB or third 

party, for the details. 

Are you going to send us a DS1500 to support 

your claim? Only asked on an SRTI case and it 

is compulsory. 

Don’t know 

Mobility questions Take instructions from the CM. 

Additional support questions: Refer the  Take instructions from the CM. 

case to the CM for advice.  
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Appendix 1 

Question on DLA claim form: How to record the answers on PIP telephony screen:  

If ‘Are you in hospital a care home or a 

similar place now?’ is answered No 

and 

‘Have you come out of hospital, a care 

home or a similar place in the past 6 

weeks?’ is answered No. 

Record the answer to: ‘Are you in hospital as an in-patient today?’ as 

No. 

Record the answer to: ‘Are you in a hospice as an in-patient today?’ as 

No. 

Record the answer to: ‘Are you living in a care home, nursing home, 

sheltered housing, a residential college or a hostel today?’ as No. 



 

If ‘Are you in hospital a care home or a 

similar place now?’ is answered Yes 

and 

Any answer (including not answered) to 

questions below: 

‘Have you come out of hospital, a care 

home or a similar place in the past 6 

weeks?’  

When did you go in? 

Record the answer to: ‘Are you in hospital as an in-patient today?’ as 

Yes 

Record the answer to:  

‘Were you in hospital yesterday?’ or 

‘Were you in the hospice yesterday?’ or 

‘Were you living in this place yesterday?’ as Yes 

You must make enquiries before the decision is made to ensure the 

correct information is recorded in PIPCS. 

‘Do you have an agreement with the local 

authority to repay any of the costs?’ 

If a local authority is paying for the costs of the stay, contact the 

claimant to ask for this information. See PIP User Guide  

New Paper claim (PIP1) received – (Case Worker) 

09 Linking To Previous Entitlement 

Background 

1. Normally a claimant must have met the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) daily living and/or mobility 

criteria for a 3 month period prior to the commencement of an award of PIP – this is known as the 3 month qualifying 

period (QP). However, in some instances the 3 month QP won’t need to be served. 

2. Where a PIP claimant has a condition where their functional effects have decreased, their entitlement to PIP 

may be reduced to a lower rate or it may end. If they make a new claim for PIP within 12 or 24 months (dependent on 

their age), they do not need to satisfy the 3 month QP for any component to which they were previously entitled. See: 

ADM Exceptions to normal payability rules para 4082 to 4084 and Transitional provisions para 5084 to 5086. 

3. There are differences between the linking conditions that apply when the previous entitlement was to 

Disability Living Allowance (DLA) and where it was to a previous PIP claim. 

Note: These instructions do not affect consideration of the 9 month prospective test. 
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PIP claim received previous DLA award 



 

4. Where a new claim for PIP is made, and there is a previous award of DLA the 3 month QP does not need to be 

satisfied where a: 

• claimant aged 16 to 64 has been entitled to DLA within the previous 24 months  

• claimant is of State Pension age and has been entitled to DLA within the previous 12 months - See: State 

Pension age timetable  

Note: Where the term “State Pension age” is used in this guidance it refers to the age of when a person can claim their 

State Pension or age 65 whichever is the higher.” See: State Pension age timetable. 

5. The previous illness or condition for which the DLA award was made is not considered. Therefore, the QP will 

not need to be satisfied even if the new PIP claim is for a different condition to the condition for which the linking DLA 

award was made. 

PIP claim received previous PIP award 

6. For a previous PIP claim that links to a new PIP claim, the 3 month QP won’t need to be served for any 

component or components the claimant was previously entitled to where they: 

• have substantially the same condition or conditions for which the previous award was made, or  

• have a new condition which developed as a result of the condition or conditions for which the previous award 

was made  

And where: 

• for claimant aged 16 to 64, there was a previous PIP award within the last 24 months  

• for claimant of State Pension age, there was a previous award of PIP in the last 12 months - See: State Pension 

age timetable  

7. If the claimant has had a previous linked PIP claim within the period appropriate to their age but this award 

was for a different condition to that for which their new PIP claim has been made, they will have to serve another 3 

month QP before entitlement can begin. 

8. In most cases you will be able to establish the facts as outlined above from the PA3 Review report (paper 

based report) or the PA4 Consultation report. These reports will provide advice on the functional effects of a 

claimant’s condition and advice on the QP - See: Assessment Provider Process and also See:  

Case referred to the AP and PIP Assessment Guide instructions. 

9. However in cases of doubt you should seek further advice from the Assessment Provider (AP) by completing 

the PA5 form (Supplementary Advice note) - See: Assessment Provider Process and also See:- Case referred to the AP 

and PIP Assessment Guideinstructions. 

10 Welsh Claimants 



 

Welsh claimant rings freephone number for a PIP new claim 

1. Claimants living within the Welsh geographical area, with a Welsh language requirement will be able to make 

claims to PIP. When a claimant rings the freephone number for a Personal Independence Payment (PIP) new claim (or 

0800 PIP Enquiry Line) or textphone number) the telephony system does a Welsh geographical check to establish if the 

caller is ringing from a Welsh STD code, if they are there will be an Interactive Voice Response/Recognition (IVR) 

message to ask them if they would like to continue their claim with a Welsh speaker, if yes they will be directed to a 

Welsh Language Agent (WLA). 

2. For redirecting calls to a WLA, which have been made from a mobile phone or a blocked number the 

telephony agent will advise that the claimant can either ring from a Welsh STD number or arrange for a Welsh speaker 

to call them back by creating an ‘Exception Task’. 

3. 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Create Task’ at the bottom of the screen 

2 create ‘New Task’ 

3 in ‘Type’ drop down select ‘Exception Task’ 

4 in ‘Sub-Type’ drop down select ‘Other’ 

5 in the notes field input the following: ‘PIP Welsh 

New Claim’ and mark as ‘Urgent’ 

enter the following details in the ‘Notes Field’: 

• Name  

• Telephone number  

• NINO  

• Address including postcode  

6 select ‘Owner’ button and select Team Leader ID and assign 

7 complete Wrap up SmartScript 

4. Claimants must live in the Welsh geographical area to be able to request correspondence in Welsh; PIPCS will 

not allow the claim to be flagged if they do not. 



 

5. A PIP user will know if a claimant wants to correspond to us in writing in Welsh from the preferred language 

screen in PIPCS. The user will need to check the customer’s preferred language for verbal communication in the notes 

box prior to any contact with the customer. 

Subpages 

• Claimant speaks to Welsh Language Agent (WLA)  

• Focused DLA Reassessment areas  

• Debt Recovery  

• PIP user receives exception or discrepancy task and checks PIPCS eligibility rules  

• Reassessment - Failure of Lay Conditions  

• CW receives exception task that requires further enquiries  

• Welsh Operational Team actions  

• Assessment Reports  

Claimant speaks to Welsh Language Agent (WLA) 

6. 

Step Action 

1 WLA will complete the IDV with the claimant before completing the claim. 

Note: For reassessment cases - When a DLA claimant is invited to claim PIP, a ‘PIP Person Record’ is created. If 

whilst making the PIP claim, the claimant fails the IDV, the ‘Person Record’ will remain in place. A CIS 

(Searchlight) discrepancy task will be triggered for the user to make further enquiries to verify ID. 

This differs from a standard new claim which, when failing IDV, will create only a ‘Prospect person’ until the 

discrepancy task is resolved. 

2 WLA will complete PIP new claim data gather (PIP1), completing the script in English on PIPCS –  

See: New Claim Telephony 

3 WLA will complete SmartScript question ‘Do you want us to communicate with us in writing in  

Welsh with you’ and select the Yes/No radio buttons 

4 WLA will submit PIP claim 

PIPCS will apply business rules to the data received to identify any potential discrepancies. See:  

Discrepancy Tasks 

Focused DLA Reassessment areas 



 

7. From 28 October 2013 DLA reassessment has been introduced however this will focus on specific postcode areas. 

Introducing reassessment more gradually will enable us to test the claimant reassessment journey with a smaller 

number of cases using the same approach that DWP takes with all its major change programmes. Any-one with a 

Disability Living Allowance (DLA) award for: 

• Awards for renewal  – living in the correct postcode area  

• Young people turning 16  – living in the correct postcode area  

• Claimants reporting a change  in their health condition or disability – living in the correct postcode area  

will be invited to claim PIP. 

8. There will be claimants who phone the PIP new claims line, who are entitled to DLA, are aged 16 – 64 and want to 

claim PIP. These claimants are known as ‘Self Selectors’ and will also have their postcode checked before they are 

able to make a claim - See: Self Selectors. 

If the claimant is not in the correct postcode areas please signpost to DLA / AA Helpline  

Agents will be checking the claimant’s postcodes at initial contact using the PIP lot checker to determine whether the 

claimant should be on the PIP or DLA journey. Depending on the reason for the call - See: Benefit Check agents will 

advise appropriately. 

Note: if a reassessment claimant moves out of the specified geographical area whilst on the reassessment journey 

they will continue with the PIP claim. (The reassessment journey commences once the invite for reassessment has 

been issued although an invite is never issued for self selectors) 

9. Although DLA claimants with awards ending before 24 March 2014 will not be selected for  

Reassessment there is an exception. This is when a DLA case has a short award and has been input into the DLA 

computer system with less than 20 weeks until the end of the award. Where claimants are in the correct postcode 

area for PIP a PIP Invite will be issued. This will only apply to a very few cases in the seven weeks after go-live and is 

mentioned for completeness. 

  

Debt Recovery 

10. Where a reassessment claimant is having a debt recovery, they will be selected for reassessment as usual. When 

the PIP decision is made, we don’t inform Debt Management. After a couple of missed payments, Debt 

management will conclude the recovery has stopped and consider a new recovery plan, possibly taking payment 

from PIP. In this instance Debt Management will contact the claimant to identify if PIP in payment to consider a 

new recovery plan.  

11. To make a claim for Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claimants will need to call 0800 917 2222 number. Calls 

to ‘0800’ numbers are free from BT land lines and most mobiles. 

PIP user receives exception or discrepancy task and checks PIPCS eligibility rules 



 

12. When PIP1 has been logged, PIPCS will identify and create either a discrepancy or an exception task. The PIP case 

worker (CW) must make enquiries where appropriate and defer the task for the return of the enquiry. Once the 

enquiries are completed, the CW will close the task in PIPCS – See: Workflow and Task Management 

13. Standard enquiry forms will be available in Welsh via a desktop template. When a standard enquiry form is not 

available or freetext is required, the (CW) or PIP Case Manager (CM) will need to complete the enquiry and send to 

the Welsh Operational Team (WOT) for translation and issue.  

Note: a Welsh letter printed from the desktop template will also require an English version to be printed and the two 

versions sent to the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) to scan into Document Repository System (DRS). 

14. All enquiries need to be returned by the claimant before the lay rules can be run and PIP ‘How your disability 

affects you’ (PIP 2) can be issued. Once all the relevant information has been returned the CW or CM will input 

appropriate information into PIPCS; close the task and select apply changes and check eligibility function in PIPCS. 

This will invoke the running of lay rules in PIPCS. Where lay rules are not satisfied, CM will need to select disallow 

application in PIPCS. This will invoke an automated disallowance notification in PIPCS. This will be printed out in 

output services, who will refer them to WOT for translation and issue - See: Disallowance decision. 

Reassessment - Failure of Lay Conditions 

See: Discrepancy Tasks check Lay Conditions 

15. If a reassessment claimant fails lay conditions, the PIP claim is no longer a reassessment case. 

Activity on PIPCS is halted and a ‘Work Available. Report’ (WAR) is triggered to the reassessment team. 

The action and notification to inform the claimant their claim to PIP is disallowed needs to be manually taken. 

A ‘Superuser’ alters the reassessment indicator / Special Indicator in DLACS / PIPCS to reflect the prereassessment 

position. 

The impact of the information should be impacted against their DLA with any action taken as per DLA BAU. 

17. WOT is located within Wales Benefits Centre – See: Courier Address. The CW will be responsible for progress 

chasing and closing the task once complete. 

18. When PIPCS eligibility rules are passed, a trigger is sent to HP Exstream to issue ‘How your disability affects 

you’ form (PIP2) with the appropriate covering letter or a reminder. PIPCS will set a task at 19 calendar days to issue a 

reminder; once reminder is issued PIPCS will set a trigger for 40 calendar days (from PIP2 issue date) for its return. 

19. Where PIP2 is not returned and additional support flag is set, a task is routed by PIPCS to Assessment Provider 

(AP) to complete face to face assessment –See: Vulnerable Claimants. 



 

20. Where the additional support flag is not set PIPCS will trigger a task to the CM. The CM should consider if the 

claimant is in a vulnerable situation and needs any additional support – See: Vulnerable Claimants. The CM will invoke 

an automated disallowance notification in PIPCS. This will be printed out through output services who will refer them 

to WOT for translation and issue – See: Workflow and Task Management and See: Disallowance decision for navigation 

details. 

CW receives exception task that requires further enquiries  

21. 

Step Action 

1 make appropriate enquiries using Welsh standard forms. 

2 where free text is required refer to WOT for translation and issue of Welsh version to claimant under business 

as usual (BAU) procedures. 

3 defer task in accordance with process on particular subject – See: Making a decision for navigation details. 

4 where reminder action is needed, you will be responsible for progress chasing. If claimant has indicated they 

wish to verbally communicate in Welsh progress chasing will need to be done by a Welsh speaker. 

5 once enquiries complete and PIPCS updated, close task or tasks 

6 select ‘apply changes’ and select check eligibility rules in PIPCS – See: Eligibility check for navigation details. 

7 if PIPCS eligibility rules are passed no further action. 

Note: If PIPCS eligibility rules are not passed select ‘disallow application’ option to invoke the issue of a 

disallowance decision – See: Disallowance decision for navigation details. 

Welsh Operational Team actions 

22. HP Exstream output services will recognise all forms needing to be sent in Welsh as these will be sent to a different 

print queue. System issued notifications triggered by PIPCS will be printed in English through HP Exstream and sent 

to WOT for translation and issue via output services using a courier service. 

23. WOT will hold a stock of Welsh PIP2s and standard covering letter. 

24. Output services will forward reminder letter for return of PIP2 to WOT (via courier service) for translation and 

issue, and will forward decision notifications. 



 

WOT receives request for PIP227: 

Step Action 

1 insert claimant’s name and NINO on PIP 2 

2 insert claimant’s name, address, NINO, salutation and expected return date on PIP 2 covering letter and include 

a return stamped addressed envelope (SAE) 

3 issue under BAU procedures 

4 close task 

WOT receives reminder letter: 

25. 

Step Action 

1 note receipt of task on PIPCS 

2 identify if claimant requires additional support or not and translate and issue appropriate reminder form. 

Additional support would only need to be identified if the claimant has already had a reminder and not 

returned within the 40 days 

3 translate and issue under BAU procedures 

4 close task 

WOT receives decision notification: 

26. 

Step Action 

1 develop and issue Welsh decision notification under BAU procedures 

2 close task 

3 send copy to MOU to scan into DRS 

WOT receives solicited / unsolicited mail from claimant 



 

Solicited Mail 

27. Where the Department has written to the claimant directly, the customer may respond in writing. In such cases, 

the correspondence will be received addressed to a named individual and will be routed to them accordingly. 

Unsolicited Mail 

28. Where the claimant has written in which has not been prompted by the Department. 

29. 

Step Action 

1 All Welsh correspondence will be work flowed by PIPCS to the WOT for translation before it is sent to the 

appropriate business areas to action 

2 The documents which include PIP part 2 and any supporting documents will then be sent to MOU.  

The user will note PIPCS in notepad ‘Participant case’ of action taken 

3 The document will be prepared; scanned, indexed and stored in DRS. These scanned images will be visible in 

PIPCS automates a task to AP 

4 PIPCS automates a task to the Assessment Provider. The AP will check the ‘Preferred method of contact’ in 

PIPCS and if verbal / written communications are showing the AP will arrange Welsh written or Welsh verbal 

communications to the claimant 

Claimant completes and returns enquiry form or PIP2 

30. All enquiries and PIP2 forms will be returned directly to MOU, they will scan all documents into DRS. 

31. A list of all documents scanned into DRS will be referred to the PIP Workflow Team (WfT). This will avoid transfer 

of hard copy mail. WfT will be situated in each Benefits Centre. 

WOT receives returned enquiry or PIP2 from WFT 

32. 

Step Action 

1 close tasks on PIPCS as appropriate 

2 translate correspondence under BAU procedures 

3 send a translated copy to MOU to scan into DRS 



 

4 create task to PIP user to action returned enquiry or  

PIP2 

5 Dispose of English PIP part 2 

 

 Assessment Reports 

33. Provided there are no further enquiries at the PIP2 stage, WfT will task AP to complete the assessment report or 

descriptor.The AP will upload the report onto DRS and a task created for a CM to complete, make and input the 

decision on PIPCS – See: Making a decision. 

CM action on receipt of assessment report 

34. On receipt of the assessment report from the AP the CM will make and input the decision on PIPCS. The 

appropriate decision notification will be sent to WOT for translation – See: Creating a decision notification letter. 

Reassessment claimants 

35. Where the reassessment claimant has claimed PIP but is disallowed PIP due to non compliance for example 

failing to attend the AP appointment the CW / CM will complete the following action: 

36. 

Step Action 

1 CW / CM will select ‘Non-Compliance’ from the drop down menu in the evidence screen 

2 PIPCS informs DLACS to pay DLA up to the two week safe date and close the case 

3 DLACS confirms closure to PIPCS and the system letter is issued explaining the PIP decision and when DLA is 

paid up to 

4 If DLACS cannot close the case a WAR is triggered and the user will follow up the reasons and manually end 

entitlement to DLACS 

VED Certificate 

37. For reassessment cases, PIPCS will establish if H/R mobility component was in payment on DLA. If the PIP 

mobility component is not awarded or is awarded at the standard rate the appropriate paragraph will be added to the 

system issued decision letter. There is no user intervention required for this task. 



 

Claimant requests copy of the assessment report in Welsh 

38. It is a requirement for the AP to comply with the provisions of the Welsh Language Act (this will form part of 

the contract), however, the assessment report will be completed in English only. DWP will be responsible for 

translating and issuing copies of the assessment report to Welsh speaking claimants when requested. If a claimant 

wanted a copy of the AP assessment report for dispute purposes, for example, the request should be referred to WOT 

who will have access to a copy in DRS and can translate and issue under BAU. 

Step Action 

1 CW checks PIPCS to see if the claimant has requested communications in Welsh in the preferred language 

screen 

2 CW will create a task to WOT to translate assessment report 

3 WOT will translate correspondence under BAU procedures and issu task thee to claimant 

4 WOT will update PIPCS of action taken and close task 

Case with the AP and request to change preferred language 

40. If the claimant advises they prefer communication to be in Welsh, or no longer want to receive communication in 

Welsh and a case is with the AP, a Quality Assurance Manager must contact the AP by telephone to inform them of 

this change. 

11 Additional Support  

Background 

1. PIP claimants with a severe mental health or behavioural condition, learning difficulty, developmental 

disorder or memory problems, with no Personal Acting Body (PAB), may have difficulty interacting and understanding 

communication and requirements.  

2. These requirements are set by DWP throughout the life cycle of the benefit claim. Claimants who find it 

difficult to engage with the process are described as having Additional Support (AS) needs. 3. These needs can change 

at any time and should be reviewed during each interaction on the claim. 

4. The claimant does not qualify for the AS marker if they have a PAB, such as: 

• an appointee  

• a Power of Attorney  

• a Deputy  

• a Corporate Other Payee or Corporate Appointee  



 

• a Tutor (under Scottish law)  

• a Curator bonis or judicial factor (under Scottish law)  

• a Guardian (under Scottish law)  

5. If at any stage of the claim you recognise that a claimant cannot manage their own affairs, please consider taking 

appointee action. See:  05 PABs and Appointees 

6. A claimant with AS needs may not understand, or their condition may affect their ability to be fully aware of the 

consequences of: 

• not returning forms  

• not responding to a reassessment invite or reminder  

• failing to attend an assessment  

• communications or decision notifications sent by DWP  

7. During the new claim initial information gather, we tell the claimant they will be sent a PIP2 form, to tell us how 

their condition affects them. They’re told how important it is to give as much information as possible and send it 

back to us. They’re told if they don’t return the form in time their PIP claim may be disallowed. 

8.They’re asked if they usually need help or support, for example, to fill in forms, and who would help them. For 

example a family member, friend, neighbour, or local support organisation such as Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB). 

Support from such persons or organisations does not prevent the application of the  AS marker. 

9. If the claimant has help, the name, address and phone number of the person providing help must be recorded in the 

contact notes. If the claimant has a PAB then correspondence must be carried out through their PAB. 

10.The support marker is not appropriate at this stage but can be reviewed throughout the life of the benefit. 

11.If the claimant only has informal support it may still be appropriate to set the support marker.  

12. If at any point during the claim process it is felt that the AS marker should be applied then it can be applied at any 

point, not just at the new claim stage. The AS marker can be set by the Case Manager  

(CM ) if the CM deems it appropriate based on the claimant’s circumstances and information provided. 

13. If the claimant does not have a PAB and evidence indicates that they have a severe mental health or behavioural 

condition, learning difficulty, developmental disorder or memory problems, then it is likely that it will be 

appropriate for the AS marker to be applied.  The relevant conditions are likely to include, but are not limited to, 

the conditions shown in the table below: 

NOT DEFINITIVE BUT ILLUSTRATIVE 



 

Health conditions  

Note: these conditions may occur in 

addition to, or be exacerbated by, 

physical health conditions 

Examples 

Mental health condition Severe depression (evidenced by, for example, previous hospitalisation for 

depression, intensive support from communitybased mental health teams or 

significant input from a psychiatrist or other mental health practitioner). 

Bipolar disorder 

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) 

Psychosis 

Schizophrenia 

Personality disorders 

Behavioural condition Severe Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) 

Conduct disorder 

Learning disability Down’s Syndrome 

Fragile X Syndrome 

Developmental disorder Severe Autistic Spectrum disorder 

Developmental delay 

Speech or language disorders 



 

Dementia or cognitive disorder 

resulting in cognitive decline 

Alzheimers 

Dementia with Lewy bodies 

Vascular dementia 

Dementia associated with other conditions such as Parkinson’s disease 

Severe brain injury resulting in cognitive decline 

14. If the claimant has a condition falling into one of the general categories outlined above or one of the specific 

conditions listed and no PAB, they are likely to meet the DWP definition for AS and the context panel in PIPCS 

Application home page displays ‘AS Indicated’. The Medical Details Evidence page displays ‘Yes’ in answer to the 

‘Indicated’ question. A watermark appears on the 'person home page'. If the CM, based on all the available 

information, deems it appropriate to apply the AS Marker, they are permitted to do so with justification at any 

stage of the claim.  CM are reminded that the AS marker may be applied regardless of whether or not the claimant 

falls within one of the specific categories/conditions listed above. 

15. Claimants identified as having AS needs who don’t: 

 respond to a reassessment invite will be contacted by a case worker or visiting officer to complete a PIP1  

 return the PIP2 won’t be disallowed automatically, but will be referred to the AP for an assessment  

 attend an assessment, will be contacted to find out the reasons for not attending before a good reason decision 

is made  

16. Additional communication attempts will be made where necessary to gather additional information from these 

claimants as appropriate before making a decision. 

See: Reassessment Case Worker - No response to the Reassessment invite or reminder received from the claimant  

See: PIP New Claim FTA Process – Additional Support Marker 

Subpages 

• Assessment Provider (AP) and Additional Support  

• The CM and Additional Support  

Assessment Provider (AP) and Additional Support 

11. When the AP completes the Assessment Questionnaire, they answer a mandatory question linked to Additional 

Support ‘The claimant has a mental, intellectual or cognitive impairment and may need additional support to 

comply with future claim processes’. The HP only answers the first part of the question. 



 

12. The HP will answer ‘Yes’ to the question if they consider the claimant has a severe mental health or behavioural 

condition, learning difficulty, developmental disorder or memory problems in line with the DWP definition. The AP 

will no longer give advice on whether in their opinion the claimant may need additional support to comply with 

future claim processes. 

13. The HP should provide reasons in the PA3 or PA4 report where the question is answered. The PIP Assessment 

Guide has been updated to reinforce the AP should only indicate if the claimant has a severe mental, intellectual 

or cognitive impairment in line with the PIP definition when answering the question and providing reasons. 

The CM and Additional Support 

14. It’s the CMs decision whether or not the claimant is identified as needing AS. 

15. The claimant would not have additional support needs if they didn’t meet the DWP definition for Additional 

Support for example, they have depression but it isn’t severe or they’ve never been hospitalised for it. Or they 

have someone providing support. 

16. When the CM is making their decision and completing the Assessment Questionnaire they must consider if the 

claimant has a support network in place or if they meet the DWP definition for additional support needs. 

Additional Support is needed 

17. Where the CM’s answer is ‘Yes’ in the Assessment Questionnaire there’s no further action to take as PIPCS 

automatically updates the Additional Support Determined in the Medical Details evidence screen which then 

updates the context panel in PIPCS Application home page. This also sets a watermark on the 'person home page'. 

Additional Support isn’t needed 

18. In cases where the claimant identified themselves as needing Additional Support and the PIPCS home page 

displays ‘Additional Support Indicated’ the Medical Details Evidence page at Additional Support Determined will 

display ‘Yes’, no matter what the CM includes in decision assist. 

19. The Additional Support Determined field in the Medical Details Evidence page is updated only after the CM has: 

• completed and clicked ‘Next’ to submit their questionnaire  

• recorded their Reasons for the decision in decision assist  

• selected ‘Complete Determination’ in Decision Assist  

20. To correct these cases the CM must answer ‘No’ in the Assessment script and change both the ‘Additional Support 

determined’ and ‘Additional Support indicated’ fields to ‘No’. You must update the most recent medical details 

evidence and Apply the changes. 



 

Note:  Should the AS ‘indicated’ status of the claimant change from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’ at any point following the new claim 

you must update both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support indicated’ fields to ‘Yes’. You must 

update the most recent medical details evidence. 

See: Completing the Determination in PIPCS. 

CM decides AS Marker needs amending but case doesn’t need Assessment  

Questionnaire completing 

21. In cases where the CM decides the Additional Support marker needs amending or setting and there’s no 

Assessment Questionnaire to complete they must change the ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ in the Medical Evidence details as 

appropriate. 

Note: Where the claim has been made under SRTI and the AP has determined they are not SRTI on return from the AP, 

the CM must ensure the Additional Support Determined is showing Yes in the Medical Evidence details screen. (Even if 

the claimant doesn’t have a severe mental health or behavioural condition or learning difficulty, development disorder 

or memory problem.) 

22. All CMs must continue to check on return of the AP Report or when considering a claim, whether an AS 

marker is needed. It continues to be the responsibility of the CM whether or not the claimant should be marked as 

needing additional support. 

Note:  If at the new claim the claimant doesn’t indicate AS and you or the AP determines the claimant isn’t AS, the 

‘Additional Support determined’ field is left blank. If the ‘AS indicated’ status of the claimant changes from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’ 

at any point following the new claim for example Award Review and the ‘Additional Support determined’ is left blank, 

when the AR1 timer expires PIPCS updates the medical details with part 2 returned as ‘No’ and concludes the award 

review with ‘Disallowed’ and issues a disallowance notification which includes an incorrect end of aware date. 

However, the benefit case remains active and in payment. 

To prevent AS claimants from being disallowed if they fail to return the AR1 you must update both the ‘Additional 

Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support indicated’ fields to ‘Yes’ and apply the most recent medical details 

evidence to prevent AS claimants from being automatically disallowed and prevent any overpayments. 

12 Withdrawn claim 

Background 

1. This instruction only relates to a request to withdraw a new claim. If the claimant is already entitled to  

Personal Independent Payment (PIP) and requests that an ongoing Change of Circumstance Award Review is 

withdrawn - See: Change of Circumstance Award Review instructions.  

2. A claimant, Personal Acting Body (PAB) or Corporate Other Payee (COP) can request that their application for a 

new claim to PIP is withdrawn at any time prior to a decision being made. 



 

3. If the claimant already has entitlement to PIP, the request may need to be considered as a Change of Circumstance 

Award Review - See: Change of Circumstance Award Review instructions. 

4. A claim can be selected as withdrawn, on the Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS), for the 

following reasons: 

• claimed in error  

• change in circumstances  

• does not wish to proceed  

• death of claimant (if representative or NOK doesn’t want to continue with the claim or cannot be traced)  

• defective; or  

• none of the above  

5. When a new PIP claim is withdrawn, the application will be closed. If the claimant, PAB or COP then decides to 

proceed with the claim, they would need to go through the whole new claim process again and provide all the 

details again. 

6. The request to withdraw does not have to be in writing but must be made at one of the following: 

• an appropriate office, that is, a specified PIP address  

• by telephone to a specified number, that is, the PIP Helpline  

• through the Assessment Provider (AP); or  

• other manner as the Secretary of State (S of S) decides or accepts  

Subpages 

• Telephone call received requesting withdrawal of a new claim  

• Post received requesting withdrawal of a new claim  

• Decision made on new claim  

• Outstanding decision  

• AP contacted re claim withdrawal  

• Reassessment Case  

Telephone call received requesting withdrawal of a new claim 

7. On receipt of a telephone call to withdraw a new claim, the telephony agent will complete Identity  

Verification (IDV). If IDV is passed, the ‘Contact History’ in CAMLite and the ‘Communication Record’ in PIPCS will be 

created. The telephony agent will send a task for you to consider. If IDV fails, the telephony agent will create a task for 

a call back - See: Workflow and Task Management instructions.  

Post received requesting withdrawal of a new claim 



 

8. If a request to withdraw a new claim is received by post, the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) scan the post and send the 

scanned item to the Workflow Team (WfT) to create a manual task and assign to a work queue.  

Decision made on new claim 

9. On receipt of the task, you must check if there is an outstanding claim awaiting decision. If there isn’t an 

outstanding claim awaiting a decision and the claimant is already in receipt of PIP - See: Change of Circumstance 

Award Review instructions. If the claimant is not in receipt of PIP, but a decision has already been made to 

disallow, you should check the claimant’s record for their preferred method of communication. If the preferred 

method of communication is in writing, issue notification PIP.0110 including free-text to explain. You must ensure 

you remove the following paragraph as it is not appropriate: 

‘Remember, you must tell us straightaway about any changes in your life that could affect your benefit. Based on these 

changes your benefit may go up, go down, stay the same or it may stop. If we overpay you, you normally have to repay 

the money.’ 

Alternatively, phone to explain that you have received their request to withdraw the PIP claim but you are unable to 

do this as a decision has already been given on that claim – See: Vulnerable Claimants instructions. If the claimant’s 

preferred language is Welsh - See: Welsh Claimants instructions. 

Outstanding decision 

10. If there is an outstanding decision, you must determine if the claimant needs ‘Additional Support’ using the 

relevant questions from the data gather. 

Additional Support indicated 

11. If ‘Additional Support’ is indicated, check the claimant’s record for their preferred method of communication. If the 

claimant’s preferred contact method is in writing, issue notification PIP.1002a allowing 2 weeks for the response. 

Then contact them to explain the consequences of their request to withdraw the PIP claim. If an Unacceptable 

Customer Behaviour (UCB) marker is present - See: Unacceptable Claimant Behaviour (UCB).  

12. You must ensure the claimant fully understands the effect of their request and ask if they still wish to withdraw the 

claim – See: Vulnerable Claimants. You must also consider if a visit is appropriate or if PAB action is necessary – 

See: Requesting a visit to a PIP Claimant by DWP Visiting and also See: New PAB and COP (excluding appointees) 

instructions. If not, and they appear to fully understand the effect of their withdrawal request and they still want 

to withdraw - See: Additional Support not indicated. 

13. If the claimant does not require a visit or PAB action, appears to fully understand the effect of their withdrawal 

request and decides they no longer want to withdraw the claim and is not a reassessment case, the new claim 

process continues. If the claimant does not require a visit or PAB action and does not appear to fully understand 

the effect of their withdrawal request, the new claim process should continue. However, you should recognise the 

claimant’s potential vulnerability and show empathy, sensitivity and respect - See: Vulnerable Claimants. 



 

Additional support not indicated 

14. If additional support is not indicated and it is not a reassessment case: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Applications’ tab from the ‘Claimant Homepage’ to display the ‘Application home page’. 

2 • select the ‘Application reference number’ 

• select the ‘Action’ button in the ‘Benefits Applied for’ section; and 

• select ‘Withdraw’ 

3 complete the fields as follows: 

• Benefit – pre-populated to Personal Independence Payment 

 • Requested by – pre-populated with claimant or PAB name 

• Withdrawal date – insert today’s date 

• Withdrawal Method – select ‘by paper, by phone, or in person’ as applicable from the drop down box 

• Withdrawal reason – select ‘claimed in error, change in circumstances, do not wish to proceed, death 

of claimant or none of the above’ as applicable from the drop down box 

• Description – free text field 

• Comments – free text field and 

• select ‘Save’ 

4 notify the claimant, PAB or COP of the withdrawal decision using manual notification PIP.1002, available from 

the Desktop Template Icon and update the ‘Communication Record’ on PIPCS -  

See: Communication Record 

5 print and send a copy of the letter to MOU for scanning onto the Document Repository System  

(DRS) 

15. When you have updated PIPCS with the appropriate information, close down any ‘in progress’ tasks. PIPCS will 

automatically create a task to notify the Assessment Provider (AP), if appropriate, withdraw the claim, close any 

DRS documents and broadcasts to CIS (Searchlight). 



 

  

AP contacted re claim withdrawal 

16. If the claimant, PAB or COP advises the AP that they wish to withdraw their claim, the AP completes the report, 

where possible, and uploads to DRS. A task is raised for you to take withdrawal action having considered any need 

for ‘Additional Support’. Where no ‘Additional Support’ is identified –See: Additional support not indicated. Where 

additional support is identified – See: Additional support indicated. 

For further instructions - See: Additional Support 

Reassessment Case 

17. If the claimant is going through reassessment and a request to withdraw is received, you must ensure the claimant 

fully understands that they cannot continue to claim DLA and that it will end. If claimant has been invited and fails 

IDV an outbound call (OBC)/letter (using standard template) to advise claimant they need to ring the department 

will be necessary. 

Note: If claimant continues to fail IDV they will eventually have their DLA suspended/terminated.  

18. If the claimant passes IDV and is going through reassessment, a High Priority Work Available Report (HPWAR) will 

be raised for you, as the dual user, to terminate DLA from the 2 week safe date. This is to ensure that the claimant 

has had time to fully understand the implications of withdrawing their claim. 

19. The reassessment dual user CW should now take action to terminate the DLA following  

‘Reassessment Case Worker Action’ - See: Claimant wishes to withdraw their PIP claim and also See: Termination of 

DLA award as claimant does not wish to claim PIP processes in the Reassessment section of these instructions. 

20. The reassessment dual user CM will receive a task from the reassessment CW to withdraw the PIP claim - See: 

Claimant wishes to withdraw PIP claim of the Reassessment Case Manager Action section of these instructions. 

13 PIP Paper Claim requested 

Background 

1. The Department won’t accept a claim to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) unless it is made by the claimant or 

an authorised legal representative, for example, an appointee, Power of Attorney (POA) or Deputy. However, there 

are two exceptions where the Department may accept a PIP claim from a third party who isn’t a legal 

representative. 

2. These are when: 

• the caller wants to be an appointee  

• the caller is claiming for the claimant under the Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) provisions  



 

3. If a third party contacts the Department to make a PIP claim, the claimant must be present and give permission to 

allow the claim to progress (except in SRTI cases). 

4. If during the call, the telephony agent identifies the claimant is struggling to understand, they need to consider 

arranging a visit to help with claim completion – See: Requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by  DWP Visiting  and also 

- See: Vulnerable Claimants instructions. 

Note: Even though a visit is requested for the claim completion, a paper claim form must be issued to the claimant in 

order to protect the date of claim. 

5. If, during the call the claimant requests a paper PIP1 claim; this must be a specific request a paper PIP1 claim form. 

The Contact Centre Services (CCS) telephony agent will encourage the claimant to proceed with the telephony 

claim, rather than issuing a paper PIP1 claim form, whenever possible. 

Subpages 

• Who can you accept a request for a PIP1 paper claim form from?  

• PIP paper claim requested by letter  

• Personal Independence Payment Critical Process Points – Must Do Actions  

• The ‘age’ and ‘benefit’ check  

• Telephone number held  

Who can you accept a request for a PIP1 paper claim form from? 

6. You can consider issuing a PIP1 if the request is made by: 

• the claimant, Personal Acting Body (PAB), Corporate Other Payee (COP) and an appointee  

• a potential appointee, that is if the claimant is too ill or disabled to claim for themselves and the third party 

caller wants to be appointed to act on their behalf  

• a third party, if the claim is being made under SRTI  

• any third party if the claimant is present  

Note: Everyone should claim by telephone unless they’re unable, or find it very difficult to use the phone. 

For example, if a potential appointee asks for a claim form because the claimant is too ill or disabled to claim 

themselves, this isn’t a reason to use a paper claim form. In this circumstance, we can take the claim by phone from 

the third party as a prospective appointee. 

Note: If a third party telephones you can continue if: 

• they’re not a prospective appointee; and  

• the claim isn’t under SRTI; and  



 

• the claimant is present and gives permission to continue the call with the third party  

Note: Third party calling to claim under SRTI 

Where a third party agrees to claim by phone, ask if the claimant is with them. If so, ask if the claimant can come to 

the phone to answer a couple of questions. After the claimant has answered the questions, you can continue the call 

with the third party. If the claimant isn’t with them, carry on with the call. The claimant doesn’t need to be present if 

the claim is being made under SRTI. 

Explanation to the caller 

7. When a caller requests a paper claim use the following text to explain: 

• the way to make a claim to PIP is by phone  

• paper forms are for people who can’t use the phone because of their disability  

• claiming over the phone is a quicker process. It can be done today. I can do that with you now  

• we only need some basic information about your personal details, such as name, address, DOB, GP or other 

healthcare professional details, nationality and bank details. We’ll then send you a form for you to tell us 

about your disability and how it affects you. Note: If it’s a SRTI claim the telephony agent will ask some limited 

mobility questions  

• I can wait for you to get the information you need  

• if you have difficulty with or don’t understand some of the questions I can help you  

• we won’t ask about your disability in detail during this call; we’ll send you a form for you to tell us about your 

disability and how it affects you  

• someone can speak on your behalf as long as you’re there to give permission for them to speak for you  

When is it appropriate to issue a paper claim? 

8. It may be appropriate to issue a paper claim when: 

• the claimant is unable or finds it very difficult to use the phone themselves for any length of time and has no 

one to speak for them  

• the claimant has speech, hearing or communicating difficulties and cannot or doesn’t wish to use textphone or 

has no one to speak for them  

• the claimant refuses to claim by phone after the benefits of claiming by phone have been pointed out  

• a third party in SRTI cases refuses to claim by phone  

• a paper claim form will always be issued when the claimant doesn’t have a NINO  

This list isn’t exhaustive and there may be other reasons why a claimant cannot complete the data gather over the 

phone. 



 

9. If the claimant, PAB, COP, other legal representative or third party (if claiming under SRTI), subsequently agree to 

make a telephone claim – See: New claim end to end process (minimum) data gather instructions. 

10. If the telephony agent agrees to issue a PIP paper claim form they will attempt to gather the minimum amount of 

data required. This will include the claimant’s: 

• name and address, and  

• Date of Birth or NINO  

11. When the caller is a Personal Acting Body (PAB), for example, an appointee, Power of Attorney (PoA), Deputy, 

potential Appointee or a third party, where the claim is made under SRTI, the telephony agent will capture: 

• the claimant’s name and address, and  

• Date of Birth or NINO, and  

• name and address of the PAB, potential appointee or third party  

12. Regardless of whether the claimant/PAB has passed identity verification (IDV) or not a ‘PIP New Claim’ record will 

be created when the telephony agent launches PIPCS: 

• if IDV is passed, PIPCS will create a ‘Person record’  

• if IDV is failed, PIPCS will create a ‘Prospect person record’, (only when no record already exists on PIPCS)  

13. If the telephony agent considers a visit is necessary they will create a manual ‘to do’ task for the relevant Benefit 

centre staff to arrange the visit. They will enter ‘Requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by DWP Visiting’ in the task 

Notes field - See: Requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by DWP Visiting instructions.  

14. Important - if the claimant or third party refuses to make the claim by phone, a paper claim form should be issued. 

Note: When the telephony agent agrees to issue a PIP1 paper claim form, the agent will tell the caller they have one 

month from the date of issue to return the form. 

Issuing a paper claim form 

15. A PIP paper claim form can be issued from the Communication Record screen on PIPCS. To issue a PIP paper claim 

form you must take the following actions: 

Step Action 

1 when in the ‘Claimant Record’ in PIPCS select ‘Contact’ tab 

2 select ‘Communications’ from left side navigation panel 

3 select the ‘New’ icon to create a new communication record 



 

4 a ‘Record New Communication’ window will appear. 

You must complete all mandatory fields 

5 for Date of Contact this will default to today’s date 

6 for ‘Contact With’ select ‘Claimant’ or ‘Recognised Representative’, or as appropriate 

7 for Inbound/Outbound field select ‘Outbound’ 

8 for Channel select ‘Correspondence’ 

9 for Contact Reason select ‘Enquiry’ 

10 for Security Questions select ‘Not applicable’ 

11 for Contact Sub-Reason select ‘Can you send me?’ 

12 for notification type select ‘PIP.1007’ 

13 select ‘Save’. 

The communication record will be automatically updated to show you have issued the PIP.1007.  

 The letter will be automatically generated and issued by PIPCS 

Note: If the claimant has PAB, COP, other legal representative or third party (if the claim is being made under SRTI). 

The PIP1 paper claim form is listed as PIP1007 on PIPCS. When a PIP1007 is requested, it will include: PIP1007 covering 

letter, additional information PIP1 (AI) and the PIP1 paper claim form. The PIP.1007 advises the claimant that they 

have a month from the date at the top of the letter to return the PIP1. 

Note: If a paper claim form is requested in Welsh or in any of the following alternative formats it can be supplied in 

large print, Braille, audio CD. 

16. The PIP1 paper claim form issued by PIPCS will be personalised for the claimant and populated with the claimant’s 

surname, first name, address, post code and it will be bar coded. This means that it cannot be used to claim by 

anyone else. 

PIP paper claim requested by letter 

Background 

17. On receipt of a written request for a PIP paper claim form, the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) will scan the letter and 

the image will be electronically stored on the Document Repository System (DRS). PIPCS will then create a task of 



 

the scanned letter and route it automatically to the appropriate Work Queues (WQ) at the Benefit Centre (BC) 

Workflow Team (WfT). 

18. The WfT will identify and validate the claimant by conducting a search on CIS (Searchlight) using the information 

provided. They will validate the claimant’s details on PIPCS and search for existing ‘Person’ or ‘Prospect Person’ 

with NINO that matches the information provided. 

19. If a ‘Person’ or ‘Prospect Person’ record isn’t held on PIPCS, the WfT will create a: 

• ‘Prospect Person’ record  

• ‘Communication’ record  

• manual task and re-assign it to a CW  

Note: Where a ‘Prospect Person’ record is held on PIPCS, there won’t be a PIP interest held on CIS (Searchlight) . 

Existing PIP claim 

20. If there is an existing live PIP claim, you must re-assign the task to your Team Leader or Allocator for them to re-

assign the task to the Case Manager (CM) work queue. The CM will decide on the appropriate action to take (this 

will depend on the content of the letter and the stage of the claim). 

No existing PIP claim 

21. If there is no existing PIP claim held on PIPCS, check the claimant’s age and refer to - The age and benefit check 

information later in these instructions. 

Personal Independence Payment Critical Process Points – Must Do  

Actions 

You must check the correct Date of Claim (DoC) has been used; the DoC can be impacted by date of first contact or 

issue of clerical PIP1 or claim in the alternative. You must follow Operational Instructions to determine the effective 

date for reassessment cases. 

Consequences: 

Checking that you have used the correct Date of Claim (DoC) is essential, not getting the DoC right can mean: 

• the decision will be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring rework to correct 

• the wrong DoC will be used and issued with the legal notification, misinforming the claimant 

• the Benefit payments may be incorrect, causing possible under or overpayments 



 

• incorrect payments being issued and may can lead to financial hardship, including our most vulnerable customers 

• increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals 

• possible reputational damage to DWP 

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim 

Date of Claim 

22. When a claimant requests a PIP1 paper claim form by letter and they cannot be contacted by phone a PIP1 

and the covering letter PIP.1007 must be issued. 

23. Provided the claimant completes and returns the PIP1 within a month of the date of issue, the date of claim 

(DOC) will be protected, that is, DOC will be the date we received the original request. 

24. For ease of calculation the CM will consider one month as 32 calendar days, that is, they will count 32 days 

from the day after the PIP1 claim form and the covering letter was issued. 

Example 

A claim is requested by telephone on 13 May 2013. PIP1 paper claim form issued with a covering letter on 15 May 

2013. The claimant or PAB returns it on or before 16 June 2013, therefore the date of claim is 13 May 2013. 

25. If the PIP1 paper claim form is returned outside the one month allowed the date of claim will be the date of 

receipt. However, the time for returning the form can be extended where the Secretary of State considers this to 

be reasonable. 

26. When a PIP1 paper claim form is requested by letter and the claimant can be phoned and encouraged to claim via 

telephony, the date of claim (DOC) will be the date the letter request was received, provided the telephony claim 

is made within 1 month or such longer time considered reasonable. 

Note: The claimant can request an extension to the date they have to return the PIP1 claim form by. 

Note: When inputting the paper claim information on PIPCS if the outcome to the lay rules decision is incorrect 

because of incorrect DOC you must create a manual task to the CM to change the DOC. 

The ‘age’ and ‘benefit’ check 

27. A person cannot make a claim to PIP if they have an outstanding claim to DLA. A claim is outstanding until a 

decision on entitlement is given. The claimant can claim PIP alongside any dispute or Appeal activity arising on the 

DLA claim. 



 

Claimant is under 16 at date of claim - no existing entitlement 

28. You must check whether a DLA interest is held on the Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS). If not, 

manually issue a form PIP.1016 u16 to the claimant which advises them they should have claimed DLA; form 

PIP.0106 to the DLA Unit (DLAU) for them to issue a DLA claim form and closes the task. 

Claimant is under 16 at date of claim - existing entitlement 

29. If a DLA interest is held on DLACS, issue a form PIP.1023 and closes the task. 

Claimant is under 65 on 08/04/2013 but is State Pension age or over at date of claim – no 

existing entitlement 

30. If there isn’t a DLA or AA interest held on DLACS, check whether entitlement to DLA has stopped within the last 12 

months. If so, take action as described at  Telephone number held -   paragraph 37 onwards. If a DLA award has 

not been made in the last 12 months, issue a form PIP.1016 o65 to the claimant which advises them they should 

have claimed AA; form PIP.0106 is issued to the AA Unit (AAU) for them to issue an AA claim form and closes the 

task. 

Claimant is under 65 on 08/04/2013 but is State Pension age or over at date of claim – 

existing entitlement 

31. If an AA interest is held on DLACS, issue a form PIP.1023 and close the task. 

Claimant is State Pension age or over on 08/04/2013 date of claim – no existing 

entitlement 

32. If a DLA or AA interest isn’t held on DLACS, issue a form PIP.1016 o65 to the claimant advising them they should 

have claimed AA; form PIP.0106 to the AAU for them to issue an AA claim form and close the task. 

Claimant is State Pension age or over on 08/04/2013 date of claim – existing entitlement 

33. If a ‘live’ DLA or AA claim is held, manually issue a form PIP.1023 and close the task. 

Claimant 16 or over and under 65 on 08/04/2013 date of claim – DLA interest held 

34. If a DLA award is held on DLACS and the claim has been decided, take action as described at  Telephone number 

held -   paragraph 37  onwards. If a DLA claim remains undecided, PIP cannot be claimed, therefore issue a 

PIP.0210. 

Claimant 16 or over and under 65 on 08/04/2013 date of claim – No DLA interest 



 

35. If no DLA interest is held on DLACS take action as described at  Telephone number held -   paragraph 36 onwards. 

Telephone number held 

36. If a telephone number is held, use an Internet Protocol Contact Centre (IPCC) enabled phone to contact the 

claimant and use the telephony data gather script to complete the claim –See: Explanation to the caller. 

Note: If the correspondent has provided valid reasons why a phone claim cannot be made, then issue a PIP.1007-[Part 

1] – See: Issuing a paper claim. 

37. Otherwise, use an IPCC enabled phone to contact the claimant, their legal representative, a prospective Appointee 

or third party (if claim being made under SRTI) to advise that the way to make a PIP claim is by phone – See: New 

Claim - Outbound telephony contact instructions. If a claim is made under the SRTI provisions, you must treat the 

application as priority, that is, make 3 attempts in a working day to phone the third party before issuing the 

relevant forms. 

38. If the letter is from a third party and: 

• they are not the claimant’s legal representative or prospective appointee  

• the letter content doesn’t indicate that they want to be nor are they in the process of becoming a PAB  

• there is no indication that they are claiming under SRTI  

If we have the claimant's contact details, use IPCC enabled phone to contact the claimant first advising them that the 

third party has contacted us. Conduct the ‘age’ and ‘benefit’ checks and either: 

• attempt to take the claim over the phone  

• tell the claimant how to make a claim for PIP  

• arrange to issue the correct benefit claim form depending on the claimant’s age and benefit entitlement 

details  

You must also suggest that the claimant informs the third party that we have contacted them. 

39. If you cannot contact the claimant by phone, issue PIP.1023 letter and PIP leaflet DWP041 to explain how to claim. 

If the claimant cannot be identified, issue form PIP.1023 and DWP041 to the 3rd party. 

40. If a telephone claim can be taken at point of call, conduct the ‘age’ check, investigate if there’s existing Disability 

Living Allowance (DLA) or Attendance Allowance (AA) entitlement and refer to The age and benefit check 

information earlier in these instructions. If PIP conditions are fulfilled, either: 

• take the claim by phone at point of call, (Remember to always use an IPCC enabled phone)  

• agree a call-back or provide the ‘freephone’ number  



 

41. If the claimant, their legal representative, a prospective appointee or third party (if claim being made under SRTI) 

cannot or refuse to make a telephone claim, you must either: 

• agree to issue a PIP.1007-[Part 1] – See: Issuing a paper claim  

• arrange a visit if the claimant is considered to be struggling to fully understand the conversation – See: 

Requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by DWP Visiting instructions  

No telephone number held 

42. If no telephone number is held, check the letter to identify who it has been sent by. If it has been sent by the 

claimant, PAB, COP, other legal representative or by a third party (if claiming under the SRTI provisions), issue a 

PIP.1007-[Part 1] through the Communication Record screen in PIPCS showing what, when and who it has been 

issued to and close the task - See: Issuing a paper claim. 

43. If there isn’t enough information held to identify the claimant’s age, issue form PIP.1023 and PIP leaflet DWP041 

to the claimant at their address, if known. If the letter has been sent by an unauthorised third party requesting a 

claim form and the claimant’s address isn’t known, form PIP.1023 and PIP leaflet DWP041 would need to be sent 

to the third party’s address. 

14 Paper claim (PIP1) received - CM 

Background 

1. This chapter explains the instructions to follow when the Department receives a PIP postal claim. This includes 

Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) claims. It explains how to establish if the claim is valid and how the Case Manager 

(CM) determines the date of claim. It should not be used in isolation and should be read along with the relevant law 

and Advice for Decision Making (ADM) – See: Decision Making. 

Subpages 

• Requesting a paper claim  

• Receipt of postal claim  

• Receipt of postal claim unsigned or signed in pencil  

• Claim not returned on maturity of the task  

• Date of claim  

• Unsolicited claim forms  

• Withdrawn Claims  

• Reassessment  

• Self Select  

Requesting a paper claim 



 

2. When a claimant or Personal Acting Body (PAB) phones the Department to request a PIP1 paper claim form, the 

telephony agent will advise them the normal method of claiming is by phone. The claimant or PAB will be given the 

opportunity to make a phone claim. 

Note: If the claimant or PAB indicates that they would prefer to conduct their business in Welsh, all contact with them 

must be carried out in Welsh - See: Welsh Claimants. 

3. In all cases the telephony agent will check the claimant’s age to check they are within the criteria for reassessment. 

That is, they are aged 16 - 64 on 8 April 2013 or who reach 16 after 28 October 2013 - See: New Claim Telephony 

instructions. 

4. When a letter is received requesting a paper claim form the Case Worker (CW) will check: 

• claimants’ age eligibility 

• if claimant receiving DLA or AA or the DLA claim is undecided 

• if there is a Duplicate claim 

• if there is currently Reassessment action on the case 

• if a visit is required to complete the claim form 

5. At the same time the CW will do a search to establish if a person or prospect person record already exists on 

PIPCS. If no record exists the CW will create the person or prospect person as appropriate, so that the issue of the 

PIP1 claim form can be recorded. 

6. If the claimant satisfies the PIP claim criteria the CW will try to phone the claimant to establish if they can make a 

phone claim. However, if they can’t make a phone claim a PIP.1007 claim pack is issued via the Communication 

Record screen. The claim pack includes PIP.1007 – standard covering letter, PIP1 (AI) (additional information) and 

PIP1 claim form. The covering letter advises the claimant the claim will be accepted as being made on the date 

they requested the form if they return it within one calendar month, that is, 32 calendar days from the date of the 

date at the top of the letter - See: Communication Record. 

7. If a person or prospect person record already exists on PIPCS the telephony agent or the CW will consider if 

another PIP1 is appropriate or not. This will depend on whether there’s an existing PIP claim and if a decision has 

already been made - See: Duplicate Claim. 

Receipt of postal claim 

8. A PIP1 paper claim can be made by the claimant, someone appointed to act for them for example, appointee or 

Power of Attorney or by someone who wants to be appointed to act for the claimant. However, a claim made 

under the Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) can be accepted from a third party other than the appointee, PAB or 

potential PAB. This is because the claimant may not be aware of their prognosis or diagnosis and they may not be 



 

aware a claim to PIP has been made for them. A note has been added to the PIP1 paper claim to the effect that a 

third party should speak with the claimant about the PIP claim as any letters and payment will be sent to the 

claimant. 

9. For PIP claims made under the normal rules, no acknowledgement will be sent when the claim is received. 

However the claimant will be sent the PIP2 following the running of the lay rules. For claims made under SRTI, a 

PIP.1001 acknowledgement letter will be issued to the claimant or PAB when a PIP1 paper claim is submitted to 

PIPCS because a PIP2 will not be sent for such claims. The CM should update the Communication record - See: 

Communication Record. 

10. When a PIP1 paper claim, signed in ink, is received the document will be scanned by the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) 

for retention in Document Repository System (DRS). Event Service will identify the data in the scanned form and 

link it to a PIPCS record where one exists and create a Workflow CW task. The CW will scrutinise the claim form 

held in DRS to ensure all mandatory information has been provided before they input the claim data onto PIPCS. 

11. If no record exists on PIPCS the MOU will create a task to the Workflow team to scrutinise the claim form. 

Workflow CW will create a prospect person record as appropriate on PIPCS and create a task to the CM to consider 

whether the claim can be accepted as a valid claim. 

Claim in the Alternative 

12. When the CW scrutinises the claim they will check the claimant’s age. If the claimant doesn’t satisfy the age 

criteria for PIP their PIP claim can be considered as a claim to DLA/AA (claim in the alternative) in the following 

circumstances: 

• claimant is State Pension age - PIP claim not appropriate due to age, PIP claim to be treated as claim to AA  

• claimant is under 65 at 08/04/13 but of State Pension age at date of claim to PIP and no entitlement to DLA or 

PIP in 12 months prior to DOC, PIP claim to be treated as claim to AA  

• claimant is under 65 at 08/04/13 but of State Pension age at date of claim to PIP and entitlement to DLA or 

PIP in 12 months prior to DOC, but not for same/similar condition as condition for which they were previously 

awarded - PIP claim to be treated as a claim to AA  

• claimant is under 16 at date of claim - no entitlement to DLA, PIP claim to be treated as claim for DLA  

Note: Where the term “State Pension age” is used in these instructions, it refers to the age at which a person can claim 

their State Pension or age 65 whichever is the higher - See: State Pension Age timetable and also - See: Claim in the 

Alternative. 

13. If the PIP claim is to be treated as a claim in the alternative, the CW will 

• send a PIP.0106 to the AA/DLA Unit. The PIP.0106 sets out the details of the PIP claim including if the claim is 

made under SRTI to enable the AA/DLA Unit to begin their claim process  



 

• send a PIP.1016 (claimant aged under 16 or over State Pension age as appropriate) to the claimant which 

explains they should have claimed DLA/AA and their claim details have been sent to the AA/DLA Unit  

• update the Communication record with all actions taken  

Note: No decision is required for the PIP claim in these circumstances - See: Claim in the Alternative. 

Receipt of postal claim unsigned or signed in pencil 

14. If a postal claim is received unsigned or completed in pencil, the claim form won’t be scanned onto DRS by the 

MOU. The MOU will complete an Exempt Item Referral Sheet, denoting that an unsigned PIP1 or a PIP1 completed 

in pencil was received and send this with the PIP1 to the Benefit Centre Workflow Team Single Point of Contact 

(SPOC). On receipt of the PIP1, the SPOC will return the form to the claimant with a notification PIP.0009.This form 

advises the claimant to return the form completed and signed in ink within one month of the date we sent the 

form back to them. The SPOC will update the Communication record with the reason why the PIP1 was returned to 

the claimant and the date it was sent - See: Communication Record. 

15. The CW will create a manual task for one month for the return of this claim form. The CW should state clearly in 

the task notes that if the task matures and the claim has not been returned as requested the CW should forward 

this task to a CM to consider disallowing the claim as defective. 

Claim not returned on maturity of the task 

16. If, on maturity of the manual task the claim hasn’t been returned as requested the CM should: 

• create a notification PIP.7004 using the appropriate defective claim decision paragraph  

• produce two copies – one for the claimant  

• mark the other ‘COPY NOTIFICATION’ and send to DRS for document retention  

• update the Communication record, detailing that a PIP.7004 defective decision notification has been issued  

• withdraw the claim on PIPCS - See: Withdrawn Claim  

Date of claim 

17. PIPCS will automatically create the date of claim as the date the claim was submitted to PIPCS by the CW. This date 

will be incorrect as the DOC should be: 

• the date the request for the paper claim form was received if it was received at the MOU within one month of 

the date it was issued or  

• the date the request for the paper claim form was received if it was received at the MOU outside one month 

of the date it was issued and the Secretary of State (SoS) has considered it reasonable to extend the return 

date or  

• the date it was received at the MOU if it is received outside one month from the date it was issued and the 

SoS has not considered it reasonable to extend the return date.  



 

18. For ease of calculation the CM should consider one month as 32 calendar days from the date of the covering letter 

issued with the claim form and count 32 days from the day after the claim was issued. 

Example: If a claim is requested by phone on 13 May 2013, paper form issued with a covering letter on 15 May 2013 

and the claimant or PAB returns it on or before 16 June 2013, the date of claim is 13 May 2013. 

Date of claim - Saturday/ Monday 

19. When deciding the date of claim the CM on behalf of the Secretary of State must always consider the day of 

receipt of the postal form. You must exercise care where the claim form could have been received but for the 

office being shut. For example the claim form is received on a Monday but could have been delivered on the 

Saturday if the office hadn’t been closed. Each case should be considered on its own merits. Any previous 

communication from the claimant about difficulty returning the form should be considered when deciding if to 

allow a longer period for returning the form than one month specified in the covering letter. 

20. Where any paper communication is received on a Monday and the date of receipt is relevant to the decision the 

CM will make; it is important the correct date is used. Case law requires the CM to consider if the document could 

have been received earlier but for the office being closed and the Post Office could not deliver it or it couldn’t be 

delivered by hand. 

21. The PIP1 paper claim advises the claimant where to return it to. As the address for PIP claims is only a mailing 

address the CM won’t have to consider if the claim could have been delivered by hand but when appropriate they 

still have to consider the appropriate date of claim when post couldn’t be delivered because the mailing address 

was closed. 

Amending date of claim 

22. The date on PIPCS for the date of claim for all paper claims will be incorrect. When the assessment report is 

created the user will need to know the correct date of claim so it can be input in the assessment date field. When 

the CW receives a discrepancy task for a paper claim they will refer the case to a CM to determine and input the 

correct date of claim. 

23. Where PIPCS does not create a discrepancy task automatically the CW will create one by entering the answer to 

the question: 

Are you, or is a family member receiving any pensions or benefits from another EEA country or Switzerland? 

‘Don’t know’. 

This is a workaround to prevent a PIP2 being issued automatically and allowing the date of claim to be changed. 

24. In these cases the CW will create a manual task for you to amend PIPCS to record the correct date of claim. Once 

you have amended the DOC you should return the case to a CW to continue their action. 



 

25. After the lay rules have been run the CW will amend the answer to ‘No’ - See: Validating evidence and applying 

evidence changes. 

26. To amend a date of claim on PIPCS you should access the Application homepage. The Application homepage 

provides summary details of the Application presented in a number of discrete panels. These panels may be 

expanded and contracted by the CM or CW. 

27. The context panel contains primary details of the claimant. The context panel is divided into separate areas and 

provides the facility for the CW or CM to: 

• view details of the clamant for example, name, reference number, name of benefit  

• the status of the application  

• view hyperlinks to verify on an application  

• see the identifier of the user currently responsible for the application  

• see the Application ‘To Do’ list. This displays to the user the number of outstanding tasks and their status that 

must be completed before the application processing is finished  

• see the Benefits applied for, including the outcome if known and the date  

• see the preferred communication – alternative format required  

• see the eligibility checks  

• see evidence  

• see any notes  

• Attachments. This allows the user to view a list of scanned documents held in DRS and access the attachment 

in DRS  

• Alerts and timers. This provides a summary of the benefit timers and the number of days remaining to 

maturity of each event  

• Outstanding verifications. This provides a summary of the verifications flagged on the application for the 

claimant and the number of days remaining of the request for verification items  

• Application Details outputs the submitted date and time and the method of receipt of the application (for 

example, in person, phone paper)  

28. You should extend an Application from the list of Applications. You should then ‘amend’ the ‘Application date’. 

To amend the application date: 

Step Action  

1  the Application screen, click on the 'Actions' tab at the top right hand corner of the screen 

2  'Edit Details'. A pop up box will appear 



 

3  the application date to the correct date 

4  in the ‘Notes’ that the date of claim has been amended. 

29. The CM should then create a manual task for 10 working days for the CW to continue with the claim.  

The CW will then ensure that any outstanding discrepancies are clarified and all tasks are cleared. 

30. If any further information is required, the CW should phone the claimant to obtain information required. The CW 

must recognise the claimant’s potential vulnerability and must show empathy, sensitivity and respect. The CW 

should try to contact the claimant three times over two days. If however, the claimants nationality is required this 

information has to be obtained in writing. In this instance the CW should create a manual task for 10 working days 

and issue notification PIP.3005. If the claimant’s nationality and additional information is required the CM should 

request this information on a notification PIP.3033 so that only one enquiry is sent to the claimant. The CW should 

create a communication record. 

31. When all information has been received the CW should close the manual task. The CW will then run the lay rules 

and check eligibility – See: Date of claim, Date of claim - Saturday/Monday and also See: Workflow and Task 

Management instructions. 

Unsolicited claim forms 

32. If a PIP1 paper claim is received from a person for which there is no record of a person or prospect person on 

PIPCS the PIP1 must have been obtained from some source other than DWP for example the claimant or PAB did 

not contact DWP to request a paper claim form and may have photocopied someone else’s form. 

33. When such a claim form is received the manual task will be referred to the Workflow team who will create a 

prospect person on PIPCS before referring the task (complex decision) to the CM in order for you to contact the 

claimant to establish why they have made the claim in the way that they have. 

34. If you are able to contact the claimant by telephone (IPCC enabled) you should check whether any additional 

information is required from the claimant before phoning them to explain that the normal way of claiming PIP is 

by telephone and asking them where they obtained the claim form from and why they made the claim in this way. 

If they are able to provide good reason for claiming in the way they have you can tell them that we will continue to 

deal with their claim and you should obtain any additional information that you need from them. You should 

create a Communication record and create a manual task for the CW to continue with the claim scrutiny check - 

See: Carrying out the scrutiny check . 

35. However, if they are unable to provide a good reason for claiming in this way you should inform them that as the 

normal way of claiming PIP is by telephone you are unable to take any action on the form they have sent in and if 

they want to claim PIP they should do so by contacting the appropriate claim number. You should inform them 

that you will send them a letter confirming this. You should then send PIP.1023 and leaflet DWP041 to them. A 



 

copy of PIP.1023 should be retained on DRS. You should then update the Communication record with details of the 

phone call and notifications issued. 

36. During the call, you should also establish evidence if the claimant is in a vulnerable situation and if there are 

additional support requirements to be considered. 

37. If you are unable to contact the claimant by telephone you should issue PIP.1023 and DWP041 to the claimant, 

retaining a copy in DRS. You should update the Communication record - See: Communication Record. 

Note: If the claimant’s preferred language is recorded as Welsh on PIPCS then you must conduct the business in Welsh 

and issue a Welsh version of the form - See: Welsh Claimants. 

38. Once the PIP.1023 has been sent to the claimant you will have to close the case down on PIPCS. This is done by 

following the steps set out below: 

39. You should access Application Case homepage. The system displays the Application Case homepage and lists the 

submitted PIP application with an option to withdraw the claim. You should select the PIP application to withdraw. 

The system will then display the Withdraw Application Request page. 

Withdrawn Claims 

40. Although this screen refers to withdrawn claims, it is the only screen through which defective claim action can be 

progressed. There is a drop down field available in this screen that refers to withdrawn claims and will be 

appropriate to defective claims in this instance. You will: 

Step  Action  

1  the requested by field. This is a mandatory pre populated field and will show either the claimant or  

PAB if these details are held 

2  the withdrawal date – this should be today’s date 

3  the withdrawal method from a drop down list. Values are: 

• by paper  

• by phone  

• in person  

• online  

• value ‘by phone’ should be selected if the claimant has been contacted by telephone, or  

‘by paper’ if an enquiry has been issued  



 

4  the withdrawal reason. This is mandatory and has a drop down list. Values available are: 

• claimed in error  

• change in circumstances  

• do not wish to proceed  

• death of claimant  

• none of the above.  

• value selected should be ‘none of the above’  

5  in the comments field that the case is a defective claim. This is because the claim was not made in the 

prescribed manner as prescribed in legislation 

6  the ‘save’ button 

7  the ‘approve’ button 

Reassessment 

41. If a PIP claim is received from a DLA claimant whose age is within the Reassessment criteria or if there is a 

Reassessment indicator on PIPCS or DLACS, you must handover the case/record to the Reassessment Team to 

process. 

42. The Reassessment criteria for PIP for a claimant already receiving DLA are: 

• if they are aged 16 to 64 on 8 April 2013 or reach age 16 after 28 October 2013 

• if they are under the age of 65 on 8 April 2013 

Note: If the claimant was aged 65 or over on 8 April 2013 and receiving DLA, their case cannot be considered for 

Reassessment. The claim should be actioned business as usual by the DLA unit. 

Re-use of medical evidence 

43. The CW will check the ‘Communication Record’ to see if the claimant has asked for any DLA medical evidence to 

be re-used - See: Reassessment Case Worker (CW)  and also See: Case Manager (CM) Outbound call. They must 

contact the claimant three times over a two day period. 

44. If contact is made and the claimant does request re-use of DLA medical evidence, the CW will transfer the task to 

their TL. They will allocate this task to a Case Manager Support Officer (CMSO) for their action - See: Claimant 

request re-use of DLA medical evidence. 

45. If contact is not made with the claimant, the CW will send a PIP.3033 General Enquiry notification or the claimant 

PAB or COP with the following wording: 



 

"You recently made a PIP paper claim. You will receive a ‘How your disability affects you’ PIP2 form to complete. When 

you return the PIP2 form you can include any medical or supporting evidence you think may help us. You will then be 

referred to an Assessment Provider who may gather further medical evidence. 

Is there any specific medical evidence from your DLA claim that you think might help?" 

46. The CW will access DLACS DA110 Notepad and input ‘PIP paper claim received outbound call to claimant 

unsuccessful. DBD33 issued to claimant’. 

Note: In this instance, the CW will not set a CC in DA530 Maintain Case Controls. 

47. Staff processing Reassessment cases at Blackpool Benefit Centre will have dual access enabling them to use both 

systems, PIPCS and DLACS. 

Self Select 

48. From 28 October 2013, a DLA claimant can self select for PIP Reassessment: 

• if the DLA claim is live 

• whether or not the DLA award was made within the last 12 months 

• if they satisfy the PIP claim conditions 

See: Reassessment – DLA claimant Self Selects instructions 

15 New Paper claim (PIP1) received - (Case Worker) 

Background 

1. The way to claim Personal Independence Payment (PIP) is by phone. A paper claim form - PIP1 can be requested 

by telephone or in writing and the form will only be issued in exceptional circumstances - See:  

PIP Paper Claim requested. 

2. Before a PIP1 is issued to the claimant a Prospect Person or Person record is created on Personal  

Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS). The PIP user will then access the claimant’s Communication record 

screen and select PIP.1007 from the drop down list. A PIP.1007 claim pack consisting of covering letter – PIP.1007, 

PIP1(IA) Additional Information and a PIP1 claim form will be automatically issued to the claimant - See: 

Communication Record. 

Note: If the claimant indicates that they would prefer to conduct their business in Welsh, all contact with them must 

be carried out in Welsh. This includes issuing a PIP1 - See: Welsh Claimants. 



 

3. The PIP.1007 letter advises the date the form should be returned by, which is a month from the date the form was 

issued. The claimant is advised they could lose money if the claim form isn’t returned by this date - See: New 

Paper Claim (PIP1) received - CM instructions. 

4. The PIP1 issued is personalised with a ‘bar code’ for the claimant. This means that it cannot be used to claim PIP 

by anyone else and it won’t be accepted as a claim if it is used by another person. Photocopies of the form for use 

by someone else will not be accepted either. 

Subpages 

• Unsolicited claim forms  

• PIP1 received  

• Claimant record does not exist on PIPCS  

• Claimant’s age  

• Person or Prospect person record not held on PIPCS  

• Claimant record exists on PIPCS  

• Person or Prospect person record held on PIPCS  

• Scrutinising the paper claim form before inputting claim data to PIPCS  

• About You  

• Missing information  

• Reassessment case  

• Inputting postal claim data onto PIPCS  

• Date of claim  

• Amending the date of claim  

Unsolicited claim forms 

5. If a PIP1 paper claim is received from a person for which there is no record of a person or prospect person on 

PIPCS, the PIP1 must have been obtained from some source other than DWP, for example, the claimant or PAB did 

not contact DWP to request a paper claim form and may have photocopied someone else’s form. 

6. When such a claim form is received, the PIP User must create a manual task to the Workflow team, who will 

create a prospect person on PIPCS before referring the task to the CM in order for them to contact the claimant to 

establish why they have made the claim in the way that they have - See: Person or Prospect person record not 

held on PIPCS. 

PIP1 received 

7. When the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) receives the PIP1, they will check if the form and declaration have been 

signed and completed in ink. If it is not signed or has been completed and signed in pencil, the form will not be 

scanned. 



 

8. MOU will treat the PIP1 as exempt mail and forward it to the Single Point of Contact (SPOC) in the relevant Benefit 

Centre (BC) Workflow Team - See: Workflow and Task Management. 

PIP1 unsigned or completed in pencil 

9. If the PIP1 paper claim form is unsigned or completed in pencil, the BC SPOC will: 

• check for a Prospect Person or Person record on PIPCS  

• create a Prospect Person if no Prospect Person or Person record is held  

• return the PIP1 with an accompanying notification – PIP.0009 to the claimant explaining why it has been 

returned, for example the signature must be entered or the form should be completed and signed in ink  

• inform the claimant they must return the properly completed form within one calendar month from the date 

we returned the paper claim form to them  

• create two copies of the PIP.0009, send one copy to the claimant and one copy to MOU to be scanned in 

Document Repository System (DRS) and linked to the claimant’s record - See: Clerical notifications  

• create a manual task for one month to await the return of the properly completed PIP1 - See: Workflow and 

Task Management  

• state in the task notes that when the task matures and the claim form has not been returned the Case Worker 

(CW) should forward this task to a Case Manager (CM) to consider disallowing as a defective claim  

• create two Communication records:  

• an ‘Inbound correspondence’ – record the original date of request (PIP1) and in the comments record ‘PIP1 

received and not scanned and the reason why’ (completed in pencil or not signed)  

• an ‘Outbound correspondence’ – record in the comments when the PIP1 and PIP.0009 were returned to the 

claimant for signature  

10. If on maturity of the manual task the claim form has not been returned in accordance with the instructions, the 

CW must refer the case on a manual task to the CM to consider as a defective claim. 

Note: The defective claim decision should be notified on PIP.7004 and the claim withdrawn on PIPCS - See: 

Withdrawn Claim. 

PIP1 paper claim form is a valid claim 

11. If the form has been signed and completed in ink, MOU will scan the form into DRS. Event Service will identify the 

data in the scanned form and link it to a PIPCS record where one exists and create a Workflow CW task. 

12. The Workflow CW will check that the information on the paper claim form matches the PIPCS Prospect Person or 

Person record. 

Claimant record does not exist on PIPCS 

13. Where a claimant’s record does not exist on PIPCS, a task will be created to the Workflow team (Wft). 



 

14. The Workflow team will check the paper claim for the following details: 

• claimant’s age  

• Disability Living Allowance (DLA) interest (Reassessment or self selector)  

• Claim in the alternative  

Claimant’s age 

15. Claimants are eligible to claim PIP from their 16th birthday up to the day before they reach State Pension age. 

Note: Where the term “State Pension age” is used in these instructions, it refers to the age at which a person can claim 

their State Pension or age 65 whichever is the higher - See: State Pension timetable. 

16. Where the claimant satisfies the age criteria and if there is a Reassessment indicator on Disability Living Allowance 

Computer System (DLACS) the CW will: 

• create a manual task and refer the case to Blackpool BC who are responsible for processing Reassessment 

cases  

• update the Communication record  

DLA interest 

17. The CW will also check whether a DLA interest is held on the DLACS, because a person cannot make a claim to PIP 

if they have an outstanding claim to DLA. 

18. From 7 October 2013 a claimant of working age and entitled to or awarded DLA can self select for PIP 

Reassessment. The claimant can self select if: 

• the DLA claim is live  

• the DLA claim was awarded within the last 12 months  

• they satisfy the PIP claim conditions  

See:  Reassessment   – DLA claimant Self Selects  instructions 

Claim in the Alternative 

19. If the claimant does not satisfy the age criteria for PIP, their PIP claim can be considered as a claim to 

DLA/Attendance Allowance (AA) (claim in the alternative) in the following circumstances: 

• claimant is State Pension age - PIP claim not appropriate due to age, PIP claim (as per existing AA linking rules) 

to be treated as claim to AA - See: State Pension Age timetable  

• claimant is under 65 at 08/04/13,of State Pension age at Date of Claim (DOC) to PIP, no entitlement to DLA or 

PIP in 12 months prior to DOC, PIP claim treated as claim to AA  



 

• claimant is under 65 at 08/04/13, of State Pension age at date of claim to PIP and entitlement to DLA/PIP 

within 12 months prior to date of claim, but not for same/similar condition as condition for which they were 

previously awarded - PIP claim to be treated as a claim to AA  

• claimant is under 16 at date of claim - no entitlement to DLA, PIP claim to be treated as claim to DLA - See: 

Claim in the Alternative  

20. After the above checks have been done the CW must create a: 

• Prospect Person record on PIPCS, and  

• manual task to the CM to consider whether the claim can be accepted as a valid claim or be treated as 

defective claim  

21. PIP Users with dual access to PIPCS and DLACS will be responsible for dealing with cases where: 

• there is a Reassessment indicator set on PIPCS or DLACS  

• the Wft identifies there is no Person or Prospect Person record and it is a self select reassessment case  

22. If there is a Reassessment indicator set on DLACS, the CW will create a manual task and refer the PIP1 claim form 

to the Reassessment team for their action. 

23. A Person or Prospect Person should have been already created when the PIP1 claim form was originally requested. 

Person or Prospect person record not held on PIPCS 

24. If a Person or Prospect Person cannot be found on PIPCS, this would indicate that the claimant did not contact 

DWP to request the paper claim form. The CM will have to consider whether such a claim can be accepted as a 

valid claim. However, the CW must create a Prospect Person record on PIPCS and record receipt of the paper claim 

form in the Communication Record. 

25. The CW will then refer the case on a manual ‘complex decision’ task to the CM. 

26. The CM will use an IPCC enabled phone to call the claimant, if possible to establish why they made the paper claim 

to decide if the claim form can be accepted as a valid claim. 

27. During the phone call to the claimant the CM will explain that claims to PIP should be made by phone.  

They will ask the claimant where they obtained the paper form from and why they didn’t claim by phone. 

Note: PIP staff must help the claimant claim PIP by telephone or, when available, online. They should encourage 

claimants to communicate with us this way in any future contact. They must recognise the claimant’s potential 

vulnerability and the need to show empathy, sensitivity and respect. 

28. If the CM is satisfied the claimant had good reason to make a paper claim they will: 

• inform the claimant they can accept the claim form as a valid claim  



 

• update the Communication Record with details of the phone call - See: Communication Record  

29. The CM will create a manual task for the CW to continue with the claim scrutiny action - See:  

Scrutinising the paper claim form before inputting claim data to PIPCS. 

30. If the CM decides the claim is not a valid claim, they will: 

• inform the claimant they cannot take any action on the PIP1  

• advise the claimant they should claim PIP by phone and give them the PIP claim telephone number  

• tell the claimant they will write to them to confirm how to claim PIP  

• access the desktop Notification tool to produce a PIP.1023 notification and issue this and leaflet DWP041 to 

the claimant - See: Communication Record  

• send a copy of PIP.1023 to MOU to be scanned in DRS and linked to the claimant’s record  

• update the Communication Record with details of the phone call and notifications issued - See: 

Communication Record  

31. When the claimant cannot be contacted by phone the CM will: 

• access the desktop Notification tool to produce a PIP.1023 notification - See: Clerical notifications  

• issue PIP.1023 and DWP041 to the claimant  

• create a Communication Record noting the date they were issued  

• send a copy of the PIP.1023 to MOU to be scanned in DRS and linked to the claimant’s record  

Claimant record exists on PIPCS 

32. If upon scanning, Event Service has linked the paper claim form data to the claimant’s record, PIPCS will generate a 

work queue task: ‘PIP1 – Clerical Application form received’. 

33. When a paper claim form is received, there should already be a Person or Prospect Person record on PIPCS, 

because this was created when the claimant phoned or wrote in to request the PIP1. 

34. The CW must check the information on the paper claim form matches the PIPCS Person or Prospect Person record. 

35. The CW will search for a Prospect Person or a Person record for the claimant on PIPCS so that the receipt of and 

return of the PIP1 can be recorded. This is done using the Quick Search function, which is located in the top right-

hand corner of any page in PIPCS. The CW will enter the NINO or reference number in the field and select the 

Search (magnifying glass icon). 

Note: The reference number is found in the Alternative IDs screen, alternative ID field. It will be visible if the case was 

originally created when a NINO was not provided. 

Important Note: If there isn't a trace of the claimant’s record when the NINO or date of birth is entered in the Person 

Search screen in PIPCS, the CW must try and search using the claimant’s first name, last name, address, postcode, 



 

date of birth or gender. This is because the paper claim could have been issued under the Case Reference Number 

(CRN) or a NINO. It is important the original request for the claim form is linked to the returned claim form so the 

correct date of intention to claim is used. 

Person or Prospect person record held on PIPCS 

36. When the PIP1 paper claim form is scanned and a Person or Prospect Person record exists, PIPCS will automatically 

create a Communication Record to show PIP1 received. 

37. Before a Prospect Person is changed into Person record on PIPCS the CW must check if: 

• the paper claim form is a duplicate PIP claim - See: Duplicate Claim  

• the claim was made by a third party who is authorised to act for the claimant or is making the claim under 

Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI), if not - See: Appointee process (Pre and Post claim)  

• the NINO type reference numbers where the first two characters are GB, NK, TN, PY, GY, JY or  

ZZ, these are unacceptable because they are not valid UK NINO - See: NINO Allocation  

• the case is without a NINO - See: NINO Allocation  

38. If the completed paper claim form is not a duplicate claim and appointee action is not required the CW must check 

the: 

• information on the PIPCS record matches the information given on the paper claim form  

• personal data provided on the paper claim form, matches the data held on CIS (Searchlight) for that claimant  

before they can change the Prospect Person record to a Person record. 

Note: It is important that where DOB or DOD is ‘verified’ on CIS (Searchlight) , PIPCS is not updated with ‘not verified’ 

as this will change the CIS (Searchlight) record and interrupt other benefit payments. 

39. If there are any mismatches, this could indicate the claimant details have been linked to the wrong record. It is 

important you resolve these before the Prospect Person is changed to a Person record. 

40. If the claimant has no NINO, the Prospect Person record shouldn’t be changed into a Person record and the claim 

data gather must be undertaken on the Prospect Person record. 

41. To change the Prospect Person record into a Person record: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Register person’ under Quick Links on the Person Homepage 

2 click on the Action button when the Prospect person detail is displayed 



 

3  select ‘Register’ from the drop-down options 

 PIPCS will display a confirmation screen ‘Confirm Registration of Prospect to  

 

 Person’ 

4  select 'Yes' on the confirmation box 

 PIPCS automatically changes Prospect Person record into Person record 

 

Scrutinising the paper claim form before inputting claim data to PIPCS 

42. After the Prospect Person record is changed to Person record (except where the claimant has no NINO), the CW 

must scrutinise the claim form before they launch the data gather script. 

43. The paper claim form can be viewed from the Attachments tab on the Person Homepage. 

44. The CW must scrutinise the claim form so that they can contact the claimant to answer any questions they failed 

to answer on the paper claim form. 

45. The CW will use an IPCC enabled phone to call the claimant. They may also want to confirm answers to questions 

the claimant didn’t need to answer, for example: 

• Question (a) Are you in hospital or a hospice as an in patient now? 

• Answer: No 

• Question (c) When did you go in? 

• Answer: 03/08/2013. 

46. As some of the questions are mandatory, the CW won’t be able to complete the data gather script and submit the 

PIP claim to PIPCS until they have the answers to those questions. Therefore, it is important that they scrutinise 

the PIP1 carefully and make a note of any missing mandatory data. They must then contact the claimant to obtain 

the response, before they launch the data gather script. 

47. It’s preferable to phone the claimant (even if the claimant has said their preferred method of contact is ‘letter’). 

However if you can’t contact the claimant by phone or they have speech or hearing difficulties, you should send a 

PIP.3033 to request the information needed (although nationality must be obtained in writing and form PIP.3005 

is available if this is the only missing information required). 



 

48. If the claimant fails to provide the data requested, even after reminder action has been taken, the CW must create 

a task to the CM, for them to consider disallowing the claim as a defective claim. The Communication Record must 

be updated with the details of the claim being referred to the CM. 

49. The CW must go through each question on the claim form and check that the claimant has provided the answer 

and make note of any missing evidence required. 

Motability mailshot question 

50. Under GDPR, Motability UK allows a claimant to opt-in to automatically receive a Motability mailshot. To support 

this, the PIP1 form now includes a question asking if the claimant wishes to opt in to or opt out of the Motability 

scheme. 

Note: An ambiguous reply, for example, ‘Don’t know’ or a clear ‘No’ reply is to opt-out and a ‘Yes’ reply is to opt-in. If 

the claimant has failed to indicate their preference, this must also be treated as an opt-out. Do not return the form to 

the claimant for completion of this question only as it may delay the customer journey. 

51. Take the following action to record the Motability mailshot preference:   

Step Action 

1 navigate to the ‘Person’ or ‘Prospect Person’ homepage to view the Motability Mailshot Opt-in marker 

2 select the ‘Action’ button at the top RHS of the screen– this displays the ‘Edit Person’ screen. Now select either 

‘Yes’ to record an opt-in preference or ‘No’ to record an opt-out preference as appropriate 

3 Finally select the ‘Refresh’ button, which will show the updated details 

Note: Each time the marker is reviewed and refreshed, the ‘Transaction History’ will show the latest preference 

and the date it was recorded 

  

  

 About You  

Have they provided all information about themselves, for example, full name, NINO, DoB, Gender, address, and so on? 

• Working and Living Abroad  



 

Have they answered all the Residence and Presence questions, for example, Nationality, No recourse to public funds, 

time spent abroad, and so on. 

• Hospital or hospice  

Have they answered all the hospital or hospice questions, for example, if they are in hospital/hospice now, date they 

went in, and so on? 

• Residential or nursing care  

Have they answered all the residential/care home questions, for example, type of accommodation they are in now, 

date they went in, who pays for the cost of the stay, and so on. See Appendix 3 - Being in residential or nursing care. 

• Medical information  

If claiming under the Special Rules for Terminally Ill, have they answered all questions about Special Rules for 

Terminally Ill? 

• Permission  

Have they signed and dated the permission. 

• Additional support  

Is this applicable, have they answered the additional support questions? 

• How we pay you  

Have they provided the full bank account details? 

• Motability Mailshot  

Have they indicated a preference? 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the ‘Person’ or ‘Prospect Person’ homepage to view the Motability Mailshot Opt-in marker 



 

2 select the ‘Action’ button at the top RHS of the screen– this displays the ‘Edit Person’ screen. Now select either 

‘Yes’ to record an opt-in preference or ‘No’ to record an opt-out preference as appropriate 

Note: An unclear answer such as ‘Don’t know or Not sure’ MUST be recorded as ‘No’ 

3 Finally select the ‘Refresh’ button, which will show the updated details 

Note: Each time the marker is reviewed and refreshed, the ‘Transaction History’ will show the latest preference 

and the date it was recorded 

52. The CW must phone the claimant to obtain the missing information and record the phone call accurately in the 

Communication Record. If the claimant cannot be contacted by telephone the CW must issue form PIP.3033. A 

copy of the notification must be scanned by MOU for retention in DRS and linked to the claimant’s record and a 

Communication Record created in PIPCS. An event wait must also be set for the return of the reply - See: 

Communication Record. 

Note: Send form PIP.3005 if nationality is the only missing information. 

53. If the case is SRTI and the Health and Social Care Professional (HSCP) details are missing, the CW must phone (if 

possible) the claimant or third party to obtain the information. 

54. Permission is required in writing from the claimant. The wording for the permission question used on the claim 

form is available for selection when you send PIP.3033 to the claimant. 

55. The CM will contact the claimant at the stage when the claimant is to be awarded PIP and obtain the account 

details or go through the informed choice questions. If the claimant cannot be contacted a DPGEN will be issued 

with covering letter PIP.3048. 

Missing information 

56. The CW must try to phone the claimant on three separate occasions over two days to obtain any information 

missing from the paper claim form. They must update the Communication Record with note of any contact made 

with the claimant as well as any unsuccessful attempts to call the claimant. 

Note: An exception to this is when the claimant has failed to indicate their preference about the Motability mailshot 

question only. In such cases, non-completion of this question must be treated as an opt-out. Do not attempt to 

contact the claimant by phone or issue general enquiry notification PIP.3033 to the claimant purely to obtain an 

answer to this question as it may delay the customer journey. 

57. If the claimant cannot be contacted by phone, the CW must issue the general enquiry notification PIP.3033 

(PIP.3005 in Residence and Presence cases) to obtain the information required. If you need a response to the 

nationality question as well as other information you should insert the nationality questions on the PIP.3005 onto 



 

a PIP.3033 and send one letter instead of two. Allow one calendar month for the return of the information - See: 

Clerical notifications. 

58. Two copies of the notification must be printed. One letter should be marked with the words ‘Copy Notification’. 

59. The CW must send the letter to the claimant or the person authorised to act on their behalf and the letter marked 

‘Copy Notification’ must be sent to MOU to be scanned into DRS and linked to the claimant’s record. 

60. After sending the enquiry form the CW must: 

• set a manual task to check the return of the form with a deadline date of one calendar month after it was sent 

- See: Workflow and Task Management  

• create a Communication Record to detail what has been sent to the claimant and the date - See: 

Communication Record  

61. When the manual task matures if the information is not received within the time limit, the CW must create a 

manual task to the CM, who will consider disallowing the claim as a defective claim - See:  

Workflow and Task Management. 

Reassessment case 

62. If it’s establish that the claim is a Reassessment case, that is, there is a Reassessment indicator set on PIPCS, Dual 

users will check if the claimant has requested that DLA evidence be used as supporting evidence for their PIP 

claim. The claimant may have requested the re-use of DLA medical evidence by phone, letter or during the AP 

assessment. 

63. When contacting the claimant for missing information, the Dual user will use an IPCC enabled phone and ask the 

claimant what evidence they would like us to use. If the claimant cannot be contacted a PIP.3033 will be issued - 

See: New Claim telephony data gather. 

64. When all missing information is available, the CW can launch the PIP data gather script to enter the claim data and 

submit to PIPCS. 

Inputting postal claim data onto PIPCS 

65. The CW should launch the data gather script in PIPCS when all the relevant information needed to submit the 

claim on PIPCS is available. 

66. If the mandatory information is not entered, the system will prevent the completion of the data gather onto 

PIPCS. 

67. The data gather script can be launched by accessing the Applications tab on the Person Homepage. 



 

68. When the data gather script is launched some basic information may be pre-populated in the script as this was 

either pulled from CIS(Searchlight) when the Person record was created or entered manually by a PIPCS user. The 

CW must check that the basic details are correct so that they don’t have to re-enter the information. 

69. To navigate through the data gather script: 

• use the buttons at the bottom of the screen to move to the next page, or go back to the previous one  

• select Save & Exit to close the data gather script. You can select either:  

• Save the application for completion at a later date and then select Exit to come out of the data gather script  

• Exit the ‘application’ without saving any of the answers  

• view the summary screen at the end of the data gather script. Where you can check the details you have 

entered have been input correctly  

70. The questions on the paper claim form PIP1 are not all the same as the questions within the telephony data gather 

script and do not follow the same sequence in which they are presented on the telephony data gather script. 

71. The telephony data gather script must be used to input the PIP claim data on PIPCS. Therefore it is important that 

you scrutinise the claim form to make sure all of the mandatory questions have been answered. 

See: Appendix 1 - Mandatory Questions 

         Appendix 2 – Conditional Mandatory Questions 

         Appendix 3 – Hospital, Hospice and Care Homes questions  

         Appendix 4 – Additional support questions  

72. The data gather script sections will be displayed as shown in the table below. The CW will need to enter the 

answers to all mandatory and subsequent questions that will be asked following the initial response in the order 

that they are asked in the script. 

Section Explantion 



 

About You This section of the form enables the PIP User to record personal details about the claimant: 

• If the claimant has a Personal Acting Body (PAB), Corporate Other Payee (COP) (excluding 

appointees), Appointee or a third party claiming for them under SRTI or a potential 

PAB/COP, third party or Appointee you will be asked for their personal details before you 

are asked to enter the claimant’s personal details  

• The details required here include their name and address, phone number, date of birth, 

gender, preferred method of contact, and if they need communications an alternative 

format  

• Quick Address Search is available to help you find the full postal address  

• If the claimant has a Welsh geographic postcode a question about communication in 

Welsh will be appropriate within this section  

Work and live 

abroad 

This section includes questions about the claimant’s nationality and any periods spent abroad: 

• If the claimant is not British, EEA or Swiss they will also need to tell us whether they have 

any restrictions on their right to remain in the UK or to claim UK benefits  

• If answers to any of these questions have not been given and there is no facility to insert a 

“Don’t know” answer you will have to make a note of the relevant question in order that 

you can contact the claimant to get the answer before you launch the data gather script  

Note: if the nationality is the only missing information send form PIP.3005 to the claimant if this 

question has not been answered 

Note: A task is not being generated to prompt the CM to “Consider Foreign Residency  

Periods” on new claims (telephony and paper) 

If the answer is unclear, the answer should be entered as ‘don’t know’ 

Where periods abroad totalling 1 year within the last 3 years are recorded in PIPCS, Enhanced 

Application Processing will result in such cases being disallowed inappropriately 

On other cases where there were foreign residency periods requiring consideration (less than 1 

year in the last 3 years), PIPCS would automatically issue a PIP2 before habitual residence had been 

considered. At present when a PIP2 is returned and  

 



 

 scanned in, the case will be referred automatically to the AP, perhaps unnecessarily 

In answer to the question ‘has the claimant reported any periods abroad 4 weeks in the last 3 

years?’ : 

• If the answer is ‘no’ to the question about periods spent abroad continue inputting the 

postal claim data as normal  

• If the answer is ‘yes’, you must always select “yes” in response to the next question 

(whether the claimant or their family member is receiving foreign benefits), regardless of 

the actual response to this question  

Where the answer to the foreign benefits question is actually “no” or “don’t know” – you must still 

select “yes” and then create a To Do task. With the following details: 

• subject – enter ’’ To Do – Residence and Presence workaround – receiving foreign benefits  

• priority – enter ‘normal’  

• task type  

• deadline – enter 5 days  

• comments – enter ‘Residence & Presence workaround – receiving foreign benefits has 

been set to no [or don’t know]”  

Note: The CW must  make all the relevant enquiries before they can complete the claim 

Hospitalisation 

and Care 

The questions on the data gather script about periods spent in hospital a hospice or a care home 

are not the same as the questions contained within the paper claim form. This is because when the 

telephony agent gathers the claim data they are asking the claimant about their circumstances on 

the day of the PIP claim. When a paper claim form is completed however the information they 

provide is not given on the day of the  

PIP claim - See: Appendix 3 – Hospital, Hospice and Care Homes questions 



 

Medical 

information 

This section is where information about SRTI claims and HSCPs is entered: 

• It also includes whether or not the claimant has given us permission to contact the HSCP 

they told us about. If the claimant has failed to answer the SRTI question or has answered 

No to this and there is no other indication on the PIP1 that they wish to claim under SRTI 

you should select “No” on the data gather script  

• If the claim has been made under SRTI subsequent questions relating to their illness and 

HSCP are generated on the data gather script  

 Note: If the claimant has not answered the SRTI question, but indicated on the form, for example, 

that they have a terminal illness and you are unsure from the information provided that this could 

potentially be an SRTI case, you must immediately create a  

 ‘High Priority’ CM manual task for advice 

Permission Permission (It is mandatory to answer either Yes or No and to sign the permission question) 

How we pay you This section is about the claimant’s bank details: 

• If the claimant has failed to provide their bank details you can select “No” when you launch 

the data gather script  

• Further enquiries about bank details will not be made until it has been established that 

they are entitled to PIP  

About your 

condition 

This section includes the Additional support questions, which are not asked on the data gather 

script if the claim has been made under SRTI or if the claim has been made by an authorised 

PAB/COP, Appointee or third party: 

• If the claim has been made under SRTI or was made by an authorised PAB/COP, Appointee or 

third party and the PIP1 includes answers to these questions you will not have to insert the 

answers when you complete the data gather script  

- See: Appendix 4 – Additional support questions  

Summary This section displays a summary of all the information that you have entered into PIPCS and you 

should check this to ensure that it is accurate before you select Continue: 

• If you need to amend any of the information you will select Edit and you will be able to edit 

the appropriate information  



 

Confirmation Once you have selected Continue the declaration will display: 

• If the claimant has signed the declaration on the PIP1 you should select the check box “This 

is my claim for PIP” to confirm that this has been done  

• You will then select “Submit” and the claim will be submitted to PIPCS  

73. After the details from the paper claim form have been submitted to PIPCS, a discrepancy task will be generated - 

See: Completing the Scrutiny Check  and also See: Discrepancy Task instructions. 

Date of claim 

74. If the claim form is requested by: 

• phone, the date of intention to claim is the date of the phone call  

• letter or email, the date of intention to claim is the date the letter or email is received in the Department  

75. If PIPCS is down, the telephony agent completes the contingency version of the PIP1. The date of claim will be the 

date the form was completed and this information is recorded in the header - See:  

Unable to launch the IEG script and Contingency instructions for agents. 

Note: There won’t be a record of the phone call on PIPCS. 

Amending the date of claim 

76. Normally PIPCS automatically registers the date of claim as the date the application data is submitted on the 

system. This will not be the correct date of claim for all paper claim form. 

77. The 'workaround' to change the date of claim is that a discrepancy task must be created on PIPCS.  

This is done by entering the answer to the question: 

"Are you, or is a family member receiving any pensions or benefits from another EEA country or  

Switzerland?" "Don’t 

know” 

This will prevent a PIP2 from being issued automatically and allow the date of claim to be changed. 

78. The CW must then create a manual task and refer the case to the CM to consider amending the date of claim on 

PIPCS before progressing the claim and running the lay rules. 

79. The CW must remember to change the answer back to ‘No’ after the lay rules have been run  

- See: Validating evidence and applying evidence changes and also - See: Workflow and Task Management and - See: 

Making a decision instructions.  



 

15a Appendix 1 - Mandatory Questions 

Mandatory Questions 

For completion of the telephony script from a PIP1 

The following is a list of all of the mandatory information that must be input into the telephony script. Users must be 

sure they can answer all of these questions before they input the paper claim form onto PIPCS. 

About You 

• Who the claim is for (an option is selected, either Myself or Someone Else)  

• If the claim is being made by a PAB or authorised third party (that is, Someone Else is selected above) users 

will be asked for PAB or third party's name, address, contact details)  

• Name: Title, surname/family name and first name  

• For addresses, there's a question to ascertain if the address is in England, Northern Ireland, Scotland or Wales? 

(This is used to launch the quick address search QAS for UK countries). The telephony agent won't ask the 

question, they'll assume UK address. Note: This question isn't on the PIP1 paper form  

• Address (including the postcode if UK address)  

• Date of birth  

• Gender  

Working and Living Abroad 

• Nationality  

• Refugee/ Humanitarian Protection. See: Refugee/Humanitarian Protection  

• Which country do you normally live in?  

• Have you been abroad for more than four weeks at a time out of the last three years?  

• Are you, or is a family member, receiving any pensions or benefits from another European Economic Area 

country or Switzerland?  

• Are you, or is a family member working in or paying insurance to another European Economic Area country or 

Switzerland?  

Hospital and Care Homes 

• Are you in hospital as an inpatient today?  

Medical Details 

• Are you claiming under the special rules for terminally ill people?  

• Consent (It is mandatory to answer either Yes or No)  



 

How We Pay You 

• Can you give us your account details now?  

Note: The account name must be completed in capital letters as payments can fail if not. 

About Your Condition 

• Additional support question (not asked if SRTI or if claiming for someone else)  

Finish 

• Declaration  

15b Appendix 2 - Conditional Mandatory Questions 

For completion of the telephony script from a PIP1 

The following is a list of all of the questions that become mandatory based on the response to other questions. 

Users must be sure they can answer all of the relevant questions before they input the paper claim form onto PIPCS. 

Section  Condition Mandatory Questions 

About You Phone number is input What type of [phone] number is this? (Home, Work,  

Mobile, Textphone) 

Address has a Welsh geographic 

postcode 

Do you want communications in Welsh? 

Working and 

living Abroad 

Nationality is not British, EEA or  

Swiss 

Does your passport or any other document from the Home 

Office say 'No recourse to public funds? 

Have you been granted Refugee or Humanitarian 

Protection status? Select Yes or No from the dropdown. 

Nationality is not British, EEA or Swiss. What restrictions, if any, are there on your leave to 

remain? 



 

What restrictions, if any, are there on 

your leave to remain? 

Answer - Limited leave to remain. 

When does your leave to remain end? 

What restrictions, if any, are there on 

your leave to remain? 

Answer - Limited leave to remain, 

extension applied for. 

When does your leave to remain end? 

When did you apply for an extension to this date? 

Have you been abroad for more than 4 

weeks at a time in last 3 years? 

Answer = Yes 

Which country did you go to? 

Why did you go? 

When you went away did you intend to return? 

 

Hospital and  

Care Homes 

Are you in hospital as an in-patient 

today? 

Answer = Yes 

Were you in hospital yesterday? 

Are you a private patient paying all your own costs? 

Claimant not in hospital Are you in a hospice as an in-patient today? 

Are you in a hospice today? 

Answer - Yes 

Were you in the hospice yesterday? 

Claimant not in hospital or a hospice Are you living in a care home, nursing home, sheltered 

housing, a residential college or a hostel today? 

Are you living in a care home, nursing 

home, sheltered housing, a residential 

college or a hostel today? 

Answer - Yes 

You need to select the type of accommodation the 

claimant is in. 

Were you living in this place yesterday? 

Are you paying all the costs of your stay without help from 

a LA, HA, LEA, JCPlus or a charity? 



 

Are you paying all the costs of your stay 

without help from a LA, HA, LEA, JCPlus 

or a charity? 

Answer -No 

Who is paying? 

Who is paying? 

Answer - Local Authority (LA) 

Do you have an agreement with the local authority to 

repay any of the costs? 

Who is paying? 

Answer - Local Authority, Health  

Authority, Local Education Authority or 

a Charity. 

What is the name of the authority or charity? 

Note: If the claimant has not provided the name or doesn’t 

know then you must type Don’t Know here instead (this is 

free-text). 

Medical  

Details 

SRTI claimed What is your illness? 

Which healthcare professional can best tell us about your 

illness or health condition and how it affects you? 

What is their name? 

4 mobility questions 

 

   

How We Pay  

You 

Can you give us your account details 

now? 

Answer - Yes 

Full valid account details required. 

Note: If these are not present (or not valid), select No to 

the question ‘Can you give us your account details now?’ 

and continue to the next section. 

 

15c Appendix 3 - Hospital, Hospice and care home questions 

For completion of the telephony script from a PIP1 

Use tables on pages 1 and 2 to help you enter the questions in the Hospital and Care Homes section of the script. 

Users must be sure they can answer all of the relevant questions before they input the paper claim form onto PIPCS. 



 

Being in hospital or a hospice 

  

Answer combinations questions on PIP1 How to answer questions on telephony script 

Are you in hospital or a hospice as an in-patient now?  

Answered No. 

and 

Have you been in hospital or a hospice in the last 4 weeks? 

Answered No. 

Record the answer to ‘Are you in hospital as an inpatient 

today?’ as No. 

Are you in hospital or a hospice as an in-patient now?  

Answered Yes. 

and 

Any answer (including not answered) to questions below: 

Have you been in hospital or a hospice in the last 4 weeks? 

When did you go in? 

Record the answer to ‘Are you in hospital etc today?’ as 

Yes. 

Record the answer to ‘Were you in hospital etc 

yesterday?’ as Yes. 

If it is unclear from the answers on the paper form whether the claimant is referring to a hospital or a hospice, you 

should complete 

the script as if it is a hospital. 

Being in residential or nursing care 

  

Answer combinations questions on PIP1 How to answer questions on telephony script 



 

Are you living in a care home, nursing home, sheltered 

housing, a residential college or a hostel now? Answered 

No. 

and 

Have you been in a care home, nursing home, sheltered 

housing, a residential college or a hostel in the last 4 

weeks? Answered No. 

Record the answer to 

‘Are you living in a care home, nursing home, sheltered 

housing, a residential college or a hostel today?’ 

as No. 

Are you in sheltered housing, a residential college or a 

hostel today? 

Answered Yes. 

and 

Any answer (including not answered) to questions below: 

Have you been in a care home, nursing home, sheltered 

housing, a residential college or a hostel in the last 4 

weeks? 

When did you go in? 

Record the answer to ‘Are you in you living in a care home, 

nursing home, sheltered housing, a residential college or a 

hostel today?’ as Yes. 

Record the answer to ‘Were you living in this place 

yesterday?’ as Yes. 

If the claimant has said they are living in a Care home, Nursing home, Sheltered housing, Residential college, or Hostel, 

this will generate another question: Please tell us what type of accommodation you’re living in. Check the address to 

see if this is a care home, nursing home, sheltered housing, a residential college or hostel. If it is not clear from the 

address what type of accommodation this is, ask the claimant for this information when you contact them. 

15d Appendix 4 - Additional Support questions 

For completion of the telephony script from a PIP1 

Use this table to help you enter the questions in the About Your Condition section of the script. 

Users must be sure they can answer all of the relevant questions before they input the paper claim form onto PIPCS. 

  

Question on the 

script 

Question on paper claim form (PIP1) How to answer questions on the script 



 

Q1. Do you have a 

condition like this? 

Do you have a condition like this?  

(page 16). 

Record Yes, No or Don’t Know as per the answer given 

on PIP1 paper claim form, Question 1 (page 16). 

Q2. Do you have a 

condition like this? 

Do you see a psychiatrist or community 

psychiatric nurse, psychologist or 

counsellor about your condition? (page 16) 

Question 1 is repeated on screen but not on the PIP1. 

Use the answer to Question 2 on the PIP1 to complete 

this field on screen. Record Yes, No or  

Don’t Know as per the answer given on PIP1 Question 

2 (page 16). 

Q3. Do you see 

any of these 

people? 

Do you see a psychiatrist or community 

psychiatric nurse, psychologist or 

counsellor about your condition? (page 16) 

If Question 3 displays on screen, record the answer 

given on PIP1 for Question 2 again. 

Record Yes, No or Don’t Know as per the answer given 

on PIP1, Question 2 (page 16). 

16 Reset the timers for return of PIP2 

Request for PIP2 form 14 day extension 

Without Additional Support 

1. A claimant, recognised representative, or verified third party no longer need to request a 14 day extension as this is 

automatically applied. 

2. From 19 August 2019 a new version of the PIP.1006 will be issued at day 19 and will tell the claimant they have an 

extra 14 days to return their PIP2. 

3. The PIP2 timer will automatically extend by 14 days. 

With Additional Support 

4. There will be no change to the current process. 

5. A claimant, recognised representative or verified third party will need to request a 14 day extension. 

6. The current version of the PIP.1006 is issued at day 19. 

7. The PIP2 timer will not be automatically extended. 



 

8. When a PIP2 further extension is requested check ‘Timers’ tab in the ‘PIP application’ tab. Task to PIP Case Manager 

(CM), in PIPCS, for the return of the PIP2. 

9. If a claimant, recognised representative or verified third party makes a further request for PIP2 extension. The 

claimant must provide a good reason for the further extension and this must be decided by the CM. 

Note: Don’t reset the timer. Create a CM task detailing the good reason for the additional PIP2 extension. 

CM decides further extension is allowed 

10. To reset timer for PIP2 extension access the ‘PIP application’ tab. 

(‘Claimant name’ tab, ‘Application’ tab, select link to open ‘PIP application’ tab) and action as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Timers’ tab; 

 a list of timers that have been set against the case will display 

2 select the ‘arrow’ button next to ‘PIP2 timer 40 days’ to expand the timer and check there has been no 

previous extension 

Note: If the PIP2 has already had an extension you will see a panel with ‘Days Extended’ in it. You cannot reset 

the timer: 

create a To Do task additional PIP2 extension required and ask the claimant, recognised representative or 

verified third party if they have a good reason for an additional extension and record in the To Do task ‘notes’ 

field 

3 select the ‘action’ button 

4 select ‘Extend’ from the drop down 

5 type ’14’. in the ‘Days Extended’ field 

6 if the claimant offers a reason why they want the extension this can be typed into the ‘Reason’ notes field, 

however it is not mandatory 

7 select ‘Save’ 

Subpages 

• Extending the PIP2 timer after death if PIP2 not returned  



 

Extending the PIP2 timer after death if PIP2 not returned 

1. If the PIP2 has not been returned and a date of death of a claimant is notified, the PIP2 timer must be extended as 

follows: 

Step Action 

1 on the PIP Application homepage an Alerts and Timers box displays. In the Alerts and Timers box select the 

green action button next to PIP2 timer 

2 select Extend from the drop down menu. The Extend pop up screen display 

3 type 90 in the Days Extended field and complete the Reason as ‘Claimant died PIP2 not returned’ 

4 select Save 

 

18 PIP2 unsigned, signed in pencil or not signed by the claimant 

PIP2 unsigned or signed in pencil 

1. If PIP2 is received at the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) and is unsigned or the signature is in pencil, the MOU will date 

stamp the PIP2. It will not be scanned and will be treated as exempt from the claim process. The MOU will send the 

PIP2 and any additional evidence to the Workflow Team (WfT) at the relevant benefit centre (BC). 

By ‘unsigned’ we mean there is no signature from the claimant on the Declaration page. If there is no signature in the 

box but it is somewhere else on the Declaration page you can accept that it has been signed. 

Note: Where email as a reasonable adjustment is in place, an email signature is acceptable.      

For PIP2 signed by someone other than the claimant or representative - See: PIP2/AR1 signed by  someone other than 

the   claimant or representative . 

Subpages 

• PIP2 received by the Workflow Team at the relevant BC  

• PIP2 received within 2 weeks  

• PIP2 not received within 2 weeks  

• PIP2/AR1 signed by someone other than the claimant or representative  

PIP2 received by the Workflow Team at the relevant BC 

2. When a PIP2 is received by the WfT at the relevant BC the WfT member will: 



 

Step Action 

1 note the date on the Communication Record on PIPCS of when PIP2 and any additional evidence was received 

at the MOU 

2 Photocopy the PIP2 and return the original along with any additional evidence received together with form PIP. 

009 to the claimant/PAB for the signature to be written in ink 

3 note the date on the Communication Record on PIPCS of when PIP2, any additional evidence was received and 

when form PIP. 009 was returned to the claimant/PAB for inked signature 

4 set a task for 10 working days on PIPCS for return of PIP2 

5 extend any outstanding tasks and/or timer for the return of PIP2 

 

PIP2 received within 2 weeks 

3. If a signed PIP2 and any additional evidence are received within 10 working days, the MOU will scan the documents. 

The new claim process will then continue - See: Making a decision. 

PIP2 not received within 2 weeks 

4. If PIP2 is not received within 10 working days the WfT member will: 

Step Action 

1 contact the claimant or PAB by telephone, make 3 attempts over two days to chase up the signed  

PIP2 

2 set a task for 5 working days to await return of PIP2 if telephone contact is made 

3 if PIP2 is not returned: 

• scan and upload the photocopied PIP2  

• Go into PIP Application case – Evidence tab – Medical Details Link – in comments box write “KIV No 

Claimant signature on PIP2”  

• Then keeping within the Application case, access “Assessment” tab and create “new”  

The above will ensure that the claim continues but the HP will be aware that there is no signature on the PIP2 

 



 

PIP2/AR1 signed by someone other than the claimant or representative 

  

5. The PIP2/AR1 is scanned in and a task routes directly to the CM, the MOU will not identify a PIP2/AR1 signed by an 

unauthorised person. The AP is not expected to identify an incorrect signature so the first person who may identify 

this is the CM as they make the determination when the AP has completed the report. 

6. There is no legal requirement for a PIP2/AR1 to be signed by the claimant or PAB, but if the AP has provided a 

report based on the PIP2/AR1 there may be consequences of an unauthorised signature if the case were later to go 

to appeal or prosecution. The CM must decide if the weight of the evidence has been applied to the PIP2/AR1 - See: 

Previewing the evidence. 

7. If a face to face consultation has taken place the CM can continue their action and input the decision. However if 

the AP has assessed the case and provided a report only using the PIP2/AR1 which has not been signed by an 

authorised person (claimant / PAB / authorised representative) the CM must: 

Step Action 

1 print off a copy of the PIP2/AR1 

2 return the PIP2/AR1 to the claimant /PAB for a signature with notification  

PIP.0009 

3 set a task for 10 working days on PIPCS for return of PIP2/AR1 

8. On return of the PIP2/AR1 the CM should continue to input the decision as normal. 

9. If PIP2/AR1 is not received within 10 working days the CM must: 

Step Action 

1 contact the claimant or PAB by telephone, make three attempts over two days to chase up the signed 

PIP2/AR1 

2 set a task for 5 working days to await return of PIP2/AR1 if telephone contact is made 

10. If PIP2/AR1 is not returned with a signature, the CM should refer the case to the AP as a new assessment. The 

CM should consider asking the SAM to call the AP to explain the situation and reason for the new assessment - See: 

Referring claim to SAM AP. However in the notes of the referral the CM should also confirm that the AP must obtain 

further evidence and not base the new report solely on the PIP2/AR1 again. 

19 Duplicate Paper and Telephony Claims 



 

Background 

1. A duplicate claim can be received when there’s already an existing decision on PIP entitlement, or where an initial 

application has been made but the decision is outstanding. 

Note – from release 3, no duplicate claims will be received. However, these instructions will remain in place to enable 

staff to deal with any existing duplicate claims. 

Subpages 

• Duplicate Paper Claim received  

• Duplicate Claim received via the Telephony Channel  

• Case Manager Action on receipt of task existing claim outstanding and no current award  

• Duplicate claim and award ongoing  

• Duplicate claim made within a month of disallowance notification  

• Decision notified more than 1 month ago and less than 6 months until end of current award  

Duplicate Paper Claim received 

2. If a paper claim is received, it is scanned on to the Document Retention System (DRS) where the Workflow Team 

(WfT) will identify it’s a duplicate claim. The WfT will raise a task for the Case Manager to consider the new 

information. 

Duplicate Claim received via the Telephony Channel 

3. When a claimant phones to make a PIP claim, the telephony agent will conduct Identity Verification (IDV) - See:  

Smart Scripts and Camlite Navigation for PIP Telephony Agents  instructions and check if there’s already an existing 

claim. 

4. The agent will navigate to the PIPCS ‘Person Search’ screen and enter: 

• NINO  

• First Name  

• Last Name  

• Date of Birth  

• Address  

• Post Code and  

• select ‘Search’  

5. If there’s an existing PIP claim, the telephony agent will explain it isn’t necessary to complete another claim. The 

telephony agent should create a communication record to note the details of the call and update the contact 

history - See: Workflow and Task Management. 



 

6. If the claimant insists on making a duplicate PIP claim, the agent will create the claim inputting the details in PIPCS 

‘New Claim Data Gather’ screens, linked to the existing person or prospect person. The Telephony Agent will 

create a task for the Case Manager to consider the information on the claim and resolve any discrepancies. 

Case Manager Action on receipt of task existing claim outstanding and no current 

award 

7. If there’s an existing claim outstanding but no ongoing award, the Case Manager should consider the information 

in the duplicate claim as evidence and update PIPCS. The existing claim should then continue. The Case Manager 

should issue PIP.7014 to the claimant to inform them of this and take withdrawn claim action for the duplicate 

claim on PIPCS - See: Clerical notifications (April to Oct 2013) and also See: Withdrawn Claims instructions. 

8. If the ‘Lay Rules’ haven’t previously been run, the Case Manager should run the ‘Lay Rules’ before any other action 

is taken - See: Residence & Presence including Exportability. 

9. Once the Lay Rules have been run, if successful and the result is ‘eligible’ the PIP2 will be automatically issued. On 

return it is referred to the Assessment Provider for a Health Professional to make an assessment – See: Referring 

claim to SAM AP. 

10. If on running the lay rules the result is ‘not eligible’, PIPCS will automatically issue a PIP.7000 disallowance 

notification to the claimant. 

Note: If a duplicate claim has been received where the initial claim was made by a third party and SRTI has been found 

not to be SRTI or where the claim has been made by a potential PAB and it is found the claimant doesn’t need one, 

provided these claims are received within one month of the original claim, the original DOC will be protected. 

Duplicate claim and award ongoing 

11. On receipt of the task if the decision was notified more than 1 month ago, the Case Manager will consider the 

evidence and may decide the decision needs to be changed. The duplicate claim would then be treated as a 

Change of Circumstance Award Review - See: Change of Circumstance Award Review. 

12. If the information indicates there hasn’t been a change in the Residence & Presence (R&P) information and the 

claim isn’t being made under the Special Rules for the Terminally Ill (SRTI) the Case Manager should phone the 

claimant to ask: 

• has there been any change in their condition; or  

• are they disputing the existing award; or  

• are they trying to report a change in their daily living or mobility needs  

If none of these points apply the Case Manager should ask the claimant if they have made the claim in error and do 

they want to withdraw the duplicate claim. 



 

13. A duplicate claim may state the claimant doesn’t agree with the decision and wants to dispute the current 

decision. Irrespective of whether the duplicate claim was requested within or outside the 1month dispute period, 

the Case Manager should treat the duplicate claim as reconsideration - See:  

Reconsiderations. 

14. If the duplicate claim indicates this application is now being made under the SRTI rules, the Case Manager should 

not contact the customer, but should follow the SRTI guidance - See: Special Rules for Terminally Ill New Claim. 

15. If the claimant doesn’t want to dispute the existing decision, isn’t reporting an improvement or deterioration, the 

Case Manager should make a duplicate claim decision. They should do this via the ‘Withdraw Application Request’ 

page - See: Withdrawn Claims. 

16. The Case Manager should: 

Step  Action  

1 access the ‘Application Case’ homepage 

2 select the PIP application to be withdrawn from the list of submitted PIP applications 

3 select the claimant or PAB details from the ‘requested by’ field on the ‘Withdraw application’ page 

4 enter the ‘withdrawal date’ – this will be the date of the phone call 

5 the ‘withdrawal method’ from the drop down list: 

 • by paper  

• by phone  

• in person  

6 the withdrawal reason: 

• claimed in error  

• change in circumstances  

• do not wish to proceed  

• death of Claimant  

• none of the above  

The Case Manager should select ‘claimed in error’ 

7 add comments in the ‘comments field’ to say this is a duplicate claim and the date it was made 



 

8 select ‘save’ 

9 select ‘approve’ 

17. The Case Manager should issue clerical notification PIP.1002 to the claimant. This will also advise the claimant of 

their reconsideration rights - See: Clerical notifications (April to Oct 2013). 

18. The Case Manager should send a copy of this notification marked ‘copy’ to the Mail opening Unit (MOU) to be 

scanned and stored in DRS. They should: 

• update the contact history  

• close the task - See: Workflow and Task Management  

19. Where no SRTI has been reported the Case Manager will initially phone the claimant. If phone contact fails after 

three attempts over a 2-day period, the sending of a manual SMS text message should be considered, notifying the 

claimant that the DWP has attempted to contact them and advising them that  

DWP will attempt to call them back or advising the claimant to call - See How to Log in and Send Manual Messages. 

The Case Manager will create a 14-calendar day task and send a PIP.3033 enquiry to the claimant to establish if: 

• there has been an improvement or deterioration in the claimant’s condition  

• the claim was made in error  

• the claimant wants to dispute a decision - See: Workflow and Task Management  

20. The Case Manager should produce two copies of the PIP.3033. One copy should be issued to the claimant and the 

other should be sent, marked ‘copy’ to the MOU to be scanned and stored in DRS. The Case Manager should 

create a communication record and update the contact history - See; Workflow and Task Management. 

21. The claimant will be given 14 calendar days to reply. If a reply isn’t received the Case Manager should create a 

further task and send a PIP.3033 reminder to the claimant - See: Workflow and Task Management. 

22. If the claimant hasn’t replied after a further 7 calendar days the Case Manager should make a duplicate claim 

decision. 

23. The Case Manager should: 

Step  Action  

1 access the ‘Application Case’ homepage 

2 select the PIP application to be withdrawn from the list of submitted PIP applications 



 

3 select the claimant or PAB details from the ‘requested by’ field on the ‘Withdraw application’ page 

4 enter the ‘withdrawal date’ – this will be the date of the telephone call 

5 the ‘withdrawal method’ from the drop down list: 

• by paper  

• by phone  

• in person  

6 the withdrawal reason: 

• claimed in error  

• change in circumstances  

• do not wish to proceed  

• death of Claimant  

• none of the above  

The Case Manager should select ‘Claimed in error’ 

7 add comments in the ‘comments field’ to say this is a duplicate claim and the date it was made 

8 select ‘save’ 

9 select ‘approve’ 

24. The Case Manager should issue clerical notification PIP.7010 to the claimant. This notification will advise the 

claimant of their reconsideration rights - See: Clerical notifications (April to Oct 2013). 

25. The Case Manager should send a copy of the PIP.7010 marked ‘copy’ to the MOU to be scanned and stored in DRS. 

They should also update the contact history - See: Workflow and Task Management. 

26. Where there has not been a change of circumstances and the claimant isn’t disputing the decision, the Case 

Manager should make a duplicate claim decision, issue the decision notification to the claimant and update PIPCS. 

Duplicate claim made within a month of disallowance notification 

27. If an appeal has been lodged with HMCTS the PIP user should inform the Tribunal of the existence of the duplicate 

claim and of any subsequent decision made. A decision made at this point may restrict the period of time the 

Tribunal can consider.  

Decision notified more than 1 month ago and less than 6 months until end of 

current award 



 

28. If the duplicate claim has been received and there’s a current PIP award which has less than 6 months until it 

expires, the claim should be treated as an Advance Claim. 

20 PIP Claim Outstanding DLA/AA Interest Present 

Introduction 

1. There will be instances, where a claim for PIP is received and there is: 

• a Disability Living Allowance/Attendance Allowance (DLA/AA) interest displaying due to an outstanding 

DLA/AA new claim decision; or  

• a DLA/AA claim which has been disallowed and there is an ongoing Reconsideration; or  

• an ongoing Appeal; or  

• a DLA/AA award displays  

Note: These instructions should be read in conjunction with ADM Chapter P5 - Transitional Provisions. 

2. The purpose of these instructions is to identify scenarios where we have legitimate DLA and PIP claims running 

concurrently and to prevent PIP claims being taken outside the reassessment area when there is an ongoing DLA 

claim. 

Subpages 

• Telephony claims – Contact Centre Services (CCS) action  

• Request to withdraw PIP Claim received  

• Discrepancy or Identity Verification (IDV) Failure Task received  

• No discrepancy or IDV task received  

• PIP new claim submitted with DLA disallowance  

• Receipt of a Completed Assessment from the AP  

• DLA awarded following dispute, PIP claim determined award  

• DLA awarded following dispute, PIP claim determined disallowance  

• DLA Awarded Following Appeal or Reconsideration when PIP Claim ongoing  

• AA Claim made whilst a PIP claim is ongoing  

• PIP claim determined DLA dispute determined later  

• PIP claim disallowed before DLA dispute determined  

• Decision made on DLA dispute before PIP determination  

• Decision made on PIP claim – CM action  

• Notification Received from DLA Advising a Reconsideration or Appeal is in Progress against a DLA Decision  

• Reconsideration or Appeal ongoing against the PIP Disallowance  

• DLA Disputes contact details  



 

Telephony claims – Contact Centre Services (CCS) action 

3. When a claimant phones the new claims line, a check is made for DLA interest/award in the CAMLite benefits tab. 

Telephony agents are advised to ask relevant questions to ascertain the status of any DLA claims. If there is an 

award in CAMLite the telephony agent will need to check the PIP lot checker to ensure they are in the correct 

geographical area. 

Claimant is in the correct geographical area 

4. If the claimant is in the correct geographical area - See: Reassessment instructions. 

Claimant is not in the correct geographical area 

5. If the claimant is not in the correct geographical area and an ongoing DLA award is found, the telephony agent will 

advise the claimant that a claim for PIP would be unsuccessful. However, if a claimant insists on a claim being made, 

the telephony agent will not take the claim but will create a ‘To Do’ task in CAMLite and advise the claimant that a 

CM will call them back. 

6. Where there is a DLA interest and the claimant satisfies the age requirements, a PIP claim will be taken if: 

• there’s a DLA end date in the past  

• DLA has been disallowed in the past  

• claimant has applied for DLA but has been disallowed and a reconsideration is ongoing  

• claimant has applied for DLA but has been disallowed and is appealing that decision  

7. Scenarios to Consider (list not exhaustive): 

• PIP claim received, DLA claim disallowed and dispute decision outstanding  

• PIP claim received, DLA claim disallowed and is at Appeal stage  

Spare Paragraph 8  

  

Request to withdraw PIP Claim received 

9. A claimant is able to withdraw their PIP claim until a decision is made. If a request to withdraw a PIP claim is 

received from a claimant who is being reassessed, you should check whether they had become entitled to DLA 

because of a successful reconsideration or appeal. 

Claimant was entitled to DLA when withdrawal requested 

10. If the claimant does become entitled to DLA because of a successful reconsideration or appeal, withdrawing the PIP 

claim in these circumstances will mean that the claimant's entitlement to DLA will be terminated 14 days following the 



 

next DLA payment date. It is unlikely that the claimant will have been informed of this or that they realise the 

consequences of such action. You should take steps to contact them and explain the consequences of withdrawing 

their PIP claim, if they wish to continue - See: Withdrawn claims. 

Discrepancy or Identity Verification (IDV) Failure Task received 

11. Where a PIP claim’s been submitted, a discrepancy task may be created, or an IDV failure task created for a 

Prospect Person. 

12. On receipt of a discrepancy task or IDV task, before any other action is taken, you must check CIS (Searchlight) to 

identify any DLA interest or award. If there is a DLA award and the claimant is not in the correct geographical area, 

you should contact the claimant and explain that the PIP claim was taken inappropriately and they can withdraw 

their claim. However, if they don't withdraw the PIP claim we will make a decision to disallow it. Issue PIP.0210 to 

advise the claimant of the disallowed PIP claim. 

13. Where there’s an award of DLA and they are in the correct geographical area - See: Reassessment. 

Note: Claimants with a NINO who fail IDV, the discrepancy task will no longer be generated and will continue the 

eligibility process.  PIPCS will create a ‘person case’ to allow the lay rule to run. 

Claimants without a NINO will continue to follow the current instruction when IDV fails. 

No discrepancy or IDV task received 

14. If no discrepancy or IDV task is received, the claimant will be issued a PIP2 automatically. It is possible that no 

action will be taken on these cases until the case is returned from the AP. Therefore, it is important that checks for 

DLA entitlement are made throughout the PIP process. The action to take will depend on what stage in the PIP 

process you identify that the claimant is entitled to DLA: 

• before AP referral - contact the claimant to discuss withdrawing their PIP claim - See:  

Discrepancy or Identity Verification (IDV) Failure Task received  

• whilst the case is with the AP - contact the claimant to discuss withdrawing the PIP claim and advise them not 

to attend their appointment. You should cancel the assessment - See: Assessment Provider process  

• after the case is referred back from the AP, but before a PIP decision is made, contact the claimant to discuss 

withdrawing the PIP claim and seek advice from the CM on how to close down the PIP claim; or  

• after a decision has been made on PIP, you will need to seek advice from the CM before taking corrective 

action on these cases  

15. Where there is an award of DLA and they are in the correct geographical area - See: Reassessment. If they are not 

in the correct geographical area, issue PIP.0210 as above. 

PIP new claim submitted with DLA disallowance 



 

16. If a PIP claim is submitted and the claimant then asks for a reconsideration/appeal against the DLA disallowance, 

DLA will notify you of this, and the dispute outcome. You must notify DLA of the outcome of the PIP claim and 

create a 'to do' task in PIPCS to prompt the CM at decision stage to notify Blackpool Benefits Centre (BC) of the 

outcome and to check the status of the DLA dispute. 

Reconsideration or Appeal Ongoing Against the DLA Disallowance 

17. You must notify Blackpool Benefits Centre (BC) that a claim to PIP has been made and also send form PIP.0106. 

They should also update the communication record noting the action taken - See:  

Communication Record. 

18. You must create a ‘to do’ task in PIPCS to prompt the CM at decision stage to check the DLA reconsideration or 

appeal status - See: Workflow and Task Management. This is because a DLA award will affect the effective date of 

the PIP decision. If a DLA award has not been made, you should notify Blackpool Benefits Centre (BC) of the 

outcome of the PIP claim - See:  Decision Made  instructions. 

Reconsideration or appeal ongoing against the DLA award within the correct geographical 

area 

19. You must notify Blackpool BC that a claim to PIP has been made and also send form PIP.0106. You should also 

update the communication record noting the action taken - See: Communication Record. 

20. You must create a ‘to do’ task in PIPCS to prompt the CM at decision stage to notify Blackpool BC of the outcome - 

See: Workflow and Task Management. Once a decision’s been made on the PIP claim - See: Decision Made 

instructions. 

Reconsideration or appeal ongoing against the DLA award outside the correct 

geographical area 

21. If there is a reconsideration or appeal ongoing against the DLA award, and the claimant lives outside the 

geographical area, issue PIP.0210 as above. 

Receipt of a Completed Assessment from the AP 

22. It is possible a claim to DLA may have been registered by Blackpool BC, with an earlier date of claim than the PIP 

claim, but after the check at paragraph 10. 

23. The CM must be satisfied that that there isn’t an outstanding decision against a DLA claim or that  

DLA hasn’t been awarded before making the PIP decision. A final check must be made in CIS (Searchlight)  to see if 

there’s DLA interest - See: CIS (Searchlight) checks and take action as at paragraph 10 if appropriate. 

DLA awarded following dispute, PIP claim determined award 



 

24. The effective date of the PIP award determination must be 28 days from the first DLA pay day following the date 

of the PIP decision. The CM should: 

• complete the manual decision notification  

• suppress the decision notification in PIPCS  

• pass to the nominated pseudo AP, through the Quality Assurance Manager (SAM) and advise them of the new 

PIP effective date. This should be 28 days from the first DLA payday after the PIP decision was made. For 

example: 

• PIP claim received 12 June 2013, DLA awarded following dispute from 01 December 2012.  

Today’s date is 25 July 2013. PIP effective date should be amended to 28 August 2013. DLA will then 

pay up to 27 August 2013  

• the pseudo AP should change the effective date field in the IEG script in PIPCS and return to CM dealing with 

the case; and  

• the CM should complete the descriptors/determination and so on in PIPCS, in line with PIP 

instructions and issue decision notification - See: Suppress Automated and Notification or Enquiry 

Form  

DLA awarded following dispute, PIP claim determined disallowance 

25. The effective date of the PIP disallowance determination will be date of claim. The CM should: 

• complete the manual decision notification  

• suppress the decision notification in PIPCS  

• pass to the nominated pseudo AP, through the Quality Assurance Manager (SAM) and advise them of the 

new PIP effective date. This should be the date of claim. For example: 

• PIP claim received 12 June 2013, DLA awarded following dispute from 01 December 2012. Today’s date is 

25 July 2013. PIP effective date should be amended to 12 June 2013  

• the pseudo AP should change the effective date field in the IEG script in PIPCS and return to CM dealing 

with the case; and  

• the CM should complete the descriptors/determination etc in PIPCS in line with PIP instructions and 

issue decision notification - See: Suppress Automated Notification or Enquiry Form  

DLA Awarded Following Appeal or Reconsideration when PIP Claim ongoing 

26. Where there is an ongoing PIP claim and DLA is awarded (for example, following an appeal or reconsideration of a 

previous disallowance), you should ensure PIPCS calculates the correct effective date for the PIP Claim Decision 

and notifies DLACS when the decision is made: 

Step Action 

1 Arrange for a team leader or a CM to set the 'Special Interest' indicator on the PIPCS person homepage to 

‘Voluntary Reassessment Submitte’ 



 

2 DLA other benefit evidence record on PIPCS: 

• Enter the correct components, for example, Higher Mob/Middle Care  

• Enter correct DLA Payday  

• Enter DLA Start Date  

• Leave the End Date blank  

• Leave the DLA Verified Checkbox unchecked  

• Leave the Evidence in in-edit  

27. Following this action, PIPCS will treat the claim as if it were a reassessment case and correctly calculate the start 

date of PIP and end date of DLA when the PIP decision is made. 

AA Claim made whilst a PIP claim is ongoing 

28. If a claim to AA is made for someone who has already claimed PIP, the claim to AA cannot be registered unless the 

PIP claim is disallowed or withdrawn. The AA Unit will not make a decision on the AA claim until they know the 

outcome of the PIP claim.  They will contact the relevant PIP Unit and notify them of the ongoing AA claim.  On 

receipt of this notification: 

• record the AA interest in the notes section of the PIPCS Person Record; and  

• notify the AA Unit of the outcome of the PIP claim once a decision is made  

PIP claim determined DLA dispute determined later 

29. If a PIP claim is determined, you should notify DLA of the decision and if DLA is awarded, it should be awarded up 

to the day before the PIP award starts. 

PIP claim disallowed before DLA dispute determined 

30. If PIP is disallowed before the DLA dispute is determined, you should notify DLA of the decision and set a 'to do' 

task in PIPCS for one month to check the DLA dispute outcome if the claimant requests a PIP reconsideration. 

Decision made on DLA dispute before PIP determination 

31. If a decision is made on the DLA dispute before a PIP determination is made, DLA will contact PIP to notify them of 

the outcome. 

Note: If the claimant asks for their PIP claim to be withdrawn, the agent can accept this but must advise the claimant 

their DLA will also terminate. 

Decision made on PIP claim – CM action 

32. Once the decision has been entered on PIPCS, the CM should notify DLA of the PIP decision and where awarded 

provide: 

• Date of determination (decision)  

• the award date; and  



 

• the period of the award  

33. The CM should telephone Blackpool BC and also send form PIP.0106. 

Notification Received from DLA Advising a Reconsideration or Appeal is in 

Progress against a DLA Decision 

34. When a PIP claim has been received and the claimant has also asked for a reconsideration or appeal against the 

DLA disallowance decision, the Blackpool BC will check CIS for any PIP interest. Where there is an interest, DLA will 

notify PIP in writing. 

35. The DLA notification will be scanned into the Document Repository System (DRS) and appear as a task for the CM 

to action - See: Workflow and Task Management. On receipt of the task, the CM should follow Reconsideration or 

appeal ongoing against the DLA award within the correct geographical area or Reconsideration or appeal ongoing 

against the DLA award outside the correct geographical area instructions. 

Reconsideration or Appeal ongoing against the PIP Disallowance 

36. When a PIP claim has been received and the claimant has also asked for a reconsideration or appeal against a 

previous PIP disallowance decision, after the CM have made their decision on the new claim for PIP, they must 

notify the relevant BC. This is to inform the Tribunal that they should limit any award they make to the day before 

the effective date of the new claim. 

DLA Disputes contact details 

37. The scenario in which the DLA disputes at Midlands Benefits Centre is to be contacted is where both (a) a PIP new 

claim and (b) a DLA dispute against a disallowance are outstanding, where the claimant has not been invited to 

claim PIP, as they were not in receipt of DLA at the relevant point. More specifically, this is where:  

1. a PIP new (non-reassessment) claim has been made; and    

2. the claimant is not in receipt of DLA; and  

3. there is an outstanding DLA dispute (recon or appeal) against a previous decision to disallow DLA (at DLA new 

claim/supersession/renewal stage)  

21 PIP2 late return 

Background 

1. When an application to PIP is made a PIP2 is issued to the claimant with a covering letter PIP.1003. This tells 

the claimant to complete and return the PIP2 within a calendar month from the date of issue. A reminder PIP.1006 is 

issued automatically by PIPCS if the PIP2 hasn’t been returned after 19 days. 

2. The PIP.1006 will tell the claimant they have an extra 14 days to return their PIP2. Claimants no longer need to 

request a 14 day extension as this is now automatically applied. The exception to this is claimants who require 



 

additional support. The PIP2 timer isn’t automatically extended, for example, it stays at the current 40 days and they 

receive a different version of  PIP.1006 which doesn’t mention a 14 day extension. 

3. The claimant isn’t contacted again after the issue of the reminder at 19 days. Where the PIP2 isn’t returned 

within the agreed period (or any agreed extended period) the case progresses no further (provided additional support 

isn’t indicated) and the system applies an automatic disallowance, a negative determination decision. However a PIP2 

issued as a result of an intervention is dealt with differently – See: Change of Circumstance Award Review and also 

See: PIP Award Review instructions. 

4. A system disallowance is not applied if ‘Additional Support Indicated’ is recorded in PIPCS (this is displayed in 

the context panel of the application case and also by a watermark on the 'person homepage') and PIP2 isn’t scanned 

into Document Repository System (DRS) by end of the calendar month or agreed extended period. Instead PIPCS 

automatically tasks the case to the AP without the PIP2 for AP assessment action. 

PIP2 returned before PIPCS automatic disallowance 

5. If the PIP2 is received and scanned into DRS before PIPCS applies the automatic disallowance, the case is 

automatically tasked to the AP for an assessment. 

PIP2 received case with AP as Additional Support indicated 

6. If a PIP2 is received and scanned into DRS when the case is with the AP for assessment (this should only arise 

in cases where Additional support is indicated) PIPCS tasks the PIP2 to the AP New Referrals WQ. If the case is with 

DWP, the task will go to the Complex Decision WQ. 

Subpages 

• PIP2 not returned – system disallowance  

• Action in PIPCS – Good reason accepted for late return  

• Action in PIPCS – Good reason not accepted for late return  

PIP2 not returned – system disallowance 

7. If the PIP2 isn’t returned within the agreed period (or any agreed extended period) and there is no indication 

of additional support PIPCS: 

• automatically disallows the claim and creates a negative determination decision in PIPCS  

• updates the medical evidence details screen, that is sets the ‘Part 2 Not Returned – Good Reason Accepted to 

‘No’ (Note: PIPCS refers to the PIP2 as Part 2 and this is to be amended in a future release)  

• generates the issue of a disallowance notification (PIP.7000) to the claimant or their representative  

PIP2 not returned - reassessment indicator in PIPCS 



 

8. PIPCS doesn’t automatically disallow cases where a reassessment indicator is held in PIPCS. Instead, if a PIP2 

isn’t returned within the agreed period (no additional support indicated) and a Reassessment indicator is set, at the 

end of the calendar month (or extended period) PIPCS tasks the case to the CM complex work queue task ‘Part 2 not 

received’. 

9. On receipt of this task the CM dealing with reassessment should access the ‘Medical evidence details’ screen 

in PIPCS and select the ‘No’ option to the question ‘Part 2 Not Returned – Good Reason Accepted'. The CM should go 

on to check eligibility and disallow the claim as detailed in the step and actions under Action in PIPCS – Good reason 

not accepted for late return later in these instructions. 

10. The CM should go on to take the action required on the DLA claim - See: Reassessment CM - Decision to 

terminate the DLA award instructions. 

PIP2 received after disallowance – negative determination decision 

11. If a PIP2 is received after PIPCS has automatically disallowed the claim the receipt of the PIP2 is treated as a 

request for reconsideration. The CM creates a reconsideration record and if the PIP2 is received within the dispute 

period refers the case to the AP. If the PIP2 is received outside the dispute period the CM considers if lateness for the 

reconsideration application can be accepted - See:  

Reconsideration instructions and also See: ADM Chapter A1 Principles of Decision Making and Evidence. 

Spare paragraphs 12 - 14 

Action in PIPCS – Good reason accepted for late return 

15. If the PIP2 was returned after the system disallowance and the CM decides good reason has been shown, the case 

is referred to the AP for an assessment to be carried out. Although a reconsideration record is created, as the late 

PIP2 is treated as a reconsideration the case shouldn’t be referred to the AP using the reconsideration referral 

process. This is because there has been no previous assessment by the AP in this case, so if referred as a 

reconsideration, it would be directed incorrectly with incorrect results. 

16. To refer the case to the AP the CM should: 

• record in the ‘Medical evidence details’ screen in PIPCS that good reason is accepted  

• task the case manually to the AP for an AP assessment checking the Person case in PIPCS to ensure the correct 

AP lot queue is selected. Task Type: ‘AP - Assessment required’, Subject: 'NINO - New assessment required' 

and Work queue: AP new referrals or AP TI referrals as appropriate  

Note: If for some reason the interface between PIPCS and PIPAT isn’t operative before tasking the case to the AP, the 

CM will need to create an assessment case in PIPCS - See: Modifying, cancelling and reworking a determination. 

17. If an assessment case does need to be created manually in PIPCS, this is done before the case is tasked manually 

and before good reason accepted is set in PIPCS. To create the assessment case from the Application home page: 



 

Step Action 

1 select the New action button 

This opens a New assessment dialogue box with three mandatory fields 

2 Amend Claimant name field only if displayed incorrectly 

3 select ‘PIP Assessment’ option in Assessment Name field 

4 input the Assessment Date (date of claim) 

5 select ‘Save’ 

The system returns to the List Assessments page and displays the assessment in the list 

18. To set ‘Good reason accepted’ to ‘Yes’ in PIPCS before a referral to the AP the CM should navigate to the 

Application case homepage: 

 

Step  Action  

1 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

2 select ‘In Edit’ option from the left hand navigation panel 

‘In edit evidence list’ page opens 

3 select toggle next to ‘ Medical Details type’ evidence to expand 

Note if medical evidence has already been activated, expand ‘Modify medical details evidence’ option to 

amend 

4 select ‘Continue editing’ from the action button on the right hand side (RHS) of the expanded details 

System opens the ‘Edit Medical Evidence Details’ page, refer to the ‘Failure to Supply Information’ section on 

this page. 

5 select ‘Yes’ option from drop down arrow to the question: 

‘Part 2 Not Returned – Good Reason Accepted' 



 

6 record details in Comments box at the bottom of the page 

Example comment: ‘PIP2 now returned, good reason accepted for lateness’ 

7 select ‘Save’ 

System saves information and returns to the medical evidence details list page 

8 select ‘Evidence dashboard’ to view all evidence 

9 select ‘Validate Changes’ option from action drop down, check evidence shown in dialogue box is correct 

10 select ‘Save’ to validate evidence and return to evidence dash board 

Action in PIPCS – Good reason not accepted for late return 

19. If the CM decides there is no good reason for the late return of the PIP2 in most cases, the system will have already 

applied a negative determination. 

20. Where the disallowance decision was made and issued by the system and the late PIP2 is received and accordingly 

treated as a reconsideration, medical evidence details in PIPCS are already set to Good reason not accepted. In 

that case the CM takes action to ‘refuse to revise’ the negative determination in the reconsideration screens - See: 

Reconsiderations . The CM should suppress the notification as the PIP.7015 ‘refuse to revise’ does not cover a 

negative determination. A clerical notification refusing to revise the negative determination because good reason 

has not been shown will be needed - See:  

Suppress automated notification instructions. 

21. However if unusually, the PIP2 is late but is received before PIPCS has applied a negative  

determination decision and the CM decides no good reason applies, the claim is manually disallowed. The CM sets 

Good reason accepted to 'No' and then manually disallows the case as a negative determination in PIPCS. When ‘Good 

reason accepted’ is set to ‘No’ in ‘Medical evidence details’ in PIPCS, the rules fail when check eligibility action is taken. 

22. From the Application case homepage: 

Step  Action  

1 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

2 select ‘In Edit evidence’ from the left hand navigation panel 

‘In Edit Evidence List’ page opens 



 

3 select toggle next to Medical Details type to expand 

Note if medical evidence has already been activated, expand ‘Modify medical details evidence’ option and take 

the action in modify details 

4 select ‘Continue editing’ option from the action button on the right hand side of the expanded details 

System opens the ‘Edit Medical Evidence Details’ page, pre populated with the previously recorded details 

5 select: ‘No’ option from drop down to the question: 

‘Part 2 Not Returned – Good Reason Accepted' 

6 record details in the Comments box at the bottom of the page, that is explain reasons provided  

 and considered but not accepted 

7 select ‘Save’ 

system saves information and returns to the medical evidence details list page 

8 select ‘Evidence dashboard’ to view all evidence 

9 select ‘Validate Changes’ option from action drop down 

check evidence shown in dialogue box is correct 

10 select ‘Save’ to validate evidence and return to evidence dash board 

11 select ‘In edit evidence’ 

12 select ‘Apply changes’ from the action drop down button 

This opens a dialogue box and displays a list of all evidence not applied 

13 select ‘all evidence’ to apply changes 

14 select ‘Save’ 

23. After applying changes to activate the evidence as above, the next step is to check eligibility in PIPCS. Return to the 

Application case home page and: 



 

Step  Action  

1 select ‘Eligibility checks’ tab to display list of all previous eligibility checks 

2 select ‘Check Eligibility’ from the action drop down button in the top right hand corner 

This opens the dialogue box 

3 tick ‘Use active evidence only’ checkbox 

4 tick current PIP claim checkbox 

5 select ‘Yes’ to run the rules and return to the eligibility checks list page 

6 select toggle next to the completed check to view details 

7 select ‘Ineligible’ tab, to view the check 

status displays ‘Lay eligibility failed’. 

Note this shows ‘Full eligibility failed’ when there has been an assessment  

 completed 

8 select ‘Disallow’ from the action button on right of ‘lay eligibility failed’ 

A confirmation dialogue box displays 

‘Are you sure you want to disallow?’ 

9 select Yes 

24. When the action above is taken by the CM, the application and programme status is updated to ‘Disallowed’ and 

PIPCS sends a report to CIS (Searchlight) that PIP is disallowed. This action also generates the issue of system 

notification PIP.7000 to the claimant to explain their claim to PIP is disallowed because they did not return their 

PIP2 in the time specified. 

22 Advance claims 

Background 

1. Legislation allows a claimant to make a claim up to six months before an existing award of PIP ends.  



 

This is known as an Advance Claim. Advance Claims are handled in the same way as a new claim. The Telephony Agent 

will still ask the same questions as they do now for a new claim. 

2. The effective date of an Advance Claim is the day after the current award end date and benefit is awarded from 

this date. This is on the condition that the claimant still satisfies all the necessary requirements of a new claim. 

3. Where a claim is decided in advance, it must be decided on circumstances obtained at the date of the decision. 

This excludes any prediction of what a claimant’s circumstances might be on the actual date of entitlement of the 

Advance Claim. 

4. However, when making their decision, the Case Manager (CM) can take account of any change that will inevitably 

occur due to the claimant’s condition. 

5. When the claimant makes a new claim for PIP, PIPCS determines if the claim: 

• can be treated as an Advance Claim; or  

• is a duplicate claim and prevents it from being taken. Where this occurs, the user will be prompted by the 

Script to ask if the claimant is reporting a change in their needs or circumstances. If this is the case, Business 

As Usual (BAU) Change of Circumstance Award  

Review processes should be followed. See: ‘Change of Circumstance Award Review’ guidance  

6. When the data gather has been completed and submitted, PIPCS will create a new Application Case for the 

Advance Claim. PIPCS will check if there are any discrepancies and will create tasks as appropriate. If there are no 

discrepancies the Advance Claim will follow normal new claim processing. 

Note: PIPCS will update the Person details even if identity verification (IDV) fails. 

7. New functionality has been added to PIPCS to allow evidence sharing between advance, existing and historic 

claims. Any information gathered on Advance Claims can become relevant to the current and historic award and 

the other way round. 

8. New functionality has been added to identify when: 

• the Advance Claim Determination should be copied to the existing claim; and  

• if an UI can be created on the existing claim  

Subpages 

• Administrative Exercise (AE) deferred Open Advance claim event identified  

• Tasks  

• Advance Claim Application  

• Duplicate Claim  

• Dispute Action Identified  



 

• Compare and Copy Determinations  

• Motability Cases  

• Sharing Evidence  

 

Administrative Exercise (AE) deferred Open Advance claim event identified 

9. An Administrative Exercise (AE) is the process for looking at cases to see if claimants are impacted by the Upper 

Tribunal (UT) decisions. See: Upper Tribunal and  AE   

Note: All 1st Tier staff working on AE will be positioned in AE OU (this is the Blackpool Alt Format OU, and will be used 

by AE staff only). 

10. If there’s an ongoing event registered, the AE review can't be completed, the AE teams will move the case into the 

OU when appropriate. 

11. AE action will be deferred if an on-going Advance claim event is registered. This could happen in the following 

circumstances: 

• The claimant has requested an immediate AE review or  

• An Advance claim is registered after the case has been selected for AE review or  

• The case has been selected manually for AE review.  

12. Where the claimant has requested an immediate AE review an AE CW or CM will create a PIPCS manual 'To Do' 

task, task subject ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is completed’. You must 

defer this task until the Advance claim event is cleared. 

13. If an Advance claim event is registered after the case has been selected for AE review there will be an open 

‘Progress Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress Review LB/MH/RJ’ task. You must grab the task/s and defer 

them. 

14. Where an Advance claim event is registered and the case has been manually selected for AE review. The AE CW will 

create a PIPCS manual 'To Do' task, task subject ‘Case identified for AE Review when ongoing event is completed’. 

You must defer this task until the event is cleared. 

Note: There will not be any deferred ‘Progress Review’ tasks if the case is manually selected. 

15. You should make a decision on the Advance claim event and apply the correct descriptor scores from the 

appropriate effective date either: 

• date of application, plus QP if required, or  

• 4 week run on or  

• date of decision or  

• date of change.  



 

16. The AE teams will deal with any past periods from the relevant determination date to the appropriate effective 

date. 

Note: Only in certain circumstances would you use the relevant determination date, for example; where an official 

error was made on or prior to the relevant determination date. 

17. After the advance claim event has been completed, you must close either:   

• the ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is completed’ or  

• ‘Case identified for AE Review when ongoing event is completed’  

And create a new manual ‘to do’ task with subject ‘AE request, event now closed’ and assign the task to Blackpool Alt 

Format BC_Overflow CM work queue. 

Or Move the case into the AE OU and forward the ‘Progress Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress  

Review LB/MH/RJ’ task/s to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM work queue 

Note: Consideration should be given by the AE team whether AE should be completed  within the potential dispute 

period. See: AE 

Tasks 

13. There are several tasks that have been designed to support the Advance Claim process. These are: 

• Task 49: Determination copied to Existing Claim. This task notifies the CM that the latest Assessment Provider 

(AP) and CM Determination submissions have been copied to the existing claim, because the Advance Claim 

Determination is different to the existing claim;  

• Task 50: Unable to copy Determination to Existing Claim. This task notifies the CM that the latest AP and CM 

Determination submissions could not be applied to the existing claim but the Advance Claim Determination is 

different to the existing claim;  

• Task 51: Unable to create Change of Circumstance Award Review on Existing Claim. This task notifies the CM 

that the Review could not be created on the existing claim;  

• Task 52: Change of Circumstance Award Review created on Existing Claim. This task notifies the CM that a 

Review has been created on the existing claim, as a result of the Determination on an Advance Claim differing 

from the Determination on an existing claim;  

• Task 54: Shared Evidence – Consider Impact. Where the system determines that Evidence types are to be 

shared between cases, this task builds up the outcome of that transfer before it is generated. Only one task is 

created which will list all the shared evidences;  

• Task 55: Advance Claim received and Open Intervention Exists. This task notifies the CM that an Open 

Intervention exists on the existing claim (this task is only generated at the point the Advance Claim application 

is submitted); and  



 

• Task 56: Consider Disallowance of Existing Claim. This task is produced when an Advance Claim is disallowed 

due to lay conditions failure, to prompt the user to consider action on existing claim. On a negative 

determination for failure to return the PIP2 or failure to attend an assessment we cannot disallow the existing 

claim, therefore there is no action for the CM to take on these cases other than close the task.  

• Task 71: Evidence held on existing claim but not advanced claim. This task is produced when the advanced 

application is submitted and active evidence exists in the integrated/Evidence Summary (ongoing) case that 

spans the advance claim submission date but does not exist in the advance application case.  

• Task 73: Hospital and other accommodation evidence exists on advance claim. This task is produced when 

the advanced application is submitted in - edit Hospital and other accommodation evidence exists in the 

advanced application case.  

14. From 01 February 2016 tasks generated to support the Advance Claim process will be automatically assigned to the 

Case Manager (CM) with an Advance Claims skill set. 

Advance Claim Application 

15.Before a new Application is created in PIPCS, the system will determine: 

 there are no applications awaiting submission or in progress, and check there is an existing Benefit Delivery Case 

(BDC); and  

 that an End of Award Date is set on the existing BDC, which is between today and up to a maximum of 6 months  

16. If the above apply, the new Application is treated as an Advance Claim. When the Advance Claim data gather 

has been completed and submitted, PIPCS will create a New Application Case. 

17. To prevent any overlapping awards, PIPCS will set the Advance Claim Application Start Date to the day after 

the End of Award Date on the current existing claim BDC. 

18. If there are no Discrepancy or IDV issues and the claim is not SRTI, PIPCS will run the lay rules. If they pass, 

normal processing applies, for example, PIP2 issued if normal rules or tasked out and referred to AP if Special Rules for 

Terminally Ill (SRTI). 

19. On receipt of the PIP2, the claim will be automatically referred to the AP. If the PIP2 is not returned - See: PIP2 

late return.  

20. If the claim is SRTI or there are Discrepancy or IDV issues then the appropriate SRTI/Discrepancy Tasks are 

created and BAU action applies, see: ‘Discrepancies’ guidance. 

Note - If the claimant has failed IDV, the Advance Claim application must still be taken - See: Advance Claim IDV Failure 

Appendix 25. 

21. If the lay rules are not passed the following task (Consider Disallowance of Existing Claim) is created for the 

CM to consider the disallowance against the existing claim. On a negative determination for failure to return the PIP2 



 

or failure to attend an assessment, we cannot disallow the existing claim, therefore the CM should close the task on 

these cases. If the disallowance is for other lay reasons, for example, Residence and Presence (R&P) and does need to 

be applied to the existing claim, the CM will need to manually create an UI. 

22. If there is outstanding activity on the existing claim because of an UI, the following task (Advance Claim 

received and Open Intervention Exists) will be created to advise the CM that an Advance Claim has been made and an 

UI exists on the existing claim - See: New Tasks. 

Note: PIPCS prevents the end of award letter from being issued if an UI request or an advance claim is received prior to 

the end of award letter being issued. However, an advance claim can still be made. 

23. If the task above has been created, the CM should deal with the UI on the existing claim first, if appropriate. 

Claims should be dealt with on a case by case basis, depending on what stage the on-going action is at. If a AR1 UI 

(Formerly known as PIP2 UI) has already been issued and the CM decides the PIP2 on the Advance Claim is not 

required, they will suppress the issue of the Advance Claim PIP2 and the notification - See: Suppress Automated 

Notification or Enquiry Form instructions. 

24. If the PIP2 for the advance claim has already been issued, the CM, if appropriate will contact the claimant and 

advise them not to complete it. The CM will update or stop the timer for the return of the PIP2 on the advance claim, 

as appropriate, to prevent the reminder going out. 

25. If the UI action is quite advanced, the CM should complete the relevant action before addressing the Advance 

Claim. 

26. However, if the UI action is in the early stages, the CM should consider dealing with both at the same time, for 

example, one set of evidence for both. 

27. If the claimant is entitled, PIPCS will create the BDC and if a payment is due PIPCS will generate a payment file 

and send to central Payment System (CPS) for payment to be issued. PIPCS will also issue a notification to the claimant 

or their PAB, and a copy of this notification is stored in DRS. 

28. If the claimant is not entitled, PIPCS will issue a notification to the claimant or their PAB, and a copy of this 

notification is stored in DRS. 

Duplicate Claim 

29. PIPCS may determine that an Advance Claim Application cannot be taken for one of the following reasons: 

• an application exists which has a status of Pre-Submission, Submitting or Submit Failed  

• an application exists which is currently in progress, i.e. status is submitted  

• there is a current on-going BDC with no End of Award Date; or  

• there is a current on-going BDC with an End of Award Date that is greater than 6 months from today’s date  



 

30. If PIPCS identifies it as a duplicate claim the following error message will be displayed ‘A new claim cannot be 

made as an existing claim is in progress’. The user should advise the caller that their claim cannot be taken, and ask if 

they have a change in their circumstances. If the caller is reporting a change - See: Change of Circumstance Award 

Review. 

Dispute Action Identified 

31. PIPCS will determine that Dispute Action should be considered and the following warning message will be 

displayed to the user ‘Claim was disallowed within the last month, consider whether dispute action is required’ if the 

date of the Application is within 1 calendar month of an existing application, or BDC being disallowed. 

32. There may be occasions where the caller does not want to take dispute action, may or may not have a new set 

of circumstances and insists on making a new claim. The Application will be treated as a new claim. 

Compare and Copy Determinations 

33. In line with BAU action, when the AP report has been completed, all descriptors are uploaded to PIPCS and the 

report uploaded to DRS, a task will be created for the CM to make the decision. Prior to making the decision the CM 

must check PIP2 has been signed by the correct person. 

34. When the CM selects Award or Disallow, PIPCS will identify that the new Determination has been made on the 

Advance Claim and will compare the Determination with that on the existing claim and will decide if the Determination 

can be copied to the existing case. 

35. Once PIPCS has decided that the Determination needs to be copied over to the existing claim it will attempt to 

automatically copy it and also attempt to create an UI when: 

• the rate is different on the Advance Claim to the existing claim; or  

• the rate is the same on both cases but there is an SRTI marker on the Advance Claim and not on the existing 

claim  

36. If PIPCS successfully copies the Determination over and creates the UI, the following tasks will be created: 

• Task 49: Determination copied to Existing Claim  

• Task 52: Change of Circumstance Award Review created on Existing Claim  

33. The Review will be created as either ‘Claimant Initiated’ or ‘Secretary of State’, as follows: 

Claimant Initiated: 

• Total Amount Increases  

• SRTI Determined = Y on Advance Claim and SRTI Determined = N on Current Claim  

Secretary of State: 



 

• Total Amount Decreases  

• Disallowed  

38. If PIPCS is unsuccessful in copying the Determination over or creating the UI, the following tasks will be created: 

• Task 50: Unable to copy Determination to Existing Claim  

• Task 51: Unable to create Change of Circumstance Award Review on Existing Claim  

39. If PIPCS cannot copy the Determination or create the Review, then the CM will need to manually modify the 

Determination and create the Review on the existing claim. 

Note: If PIPCS is unsuccessful in copying the Determination, it may still create the UI as these are 2 separate actions 

and are not dependent on each other. Similarly, the Determination may have been successfully copied over but the UI 

is not created. The relevant tasks will be generated as appropriate. 

40. PIPCS will decide the Determination does not need to be copied over to the existing claim or an UI created when: 

• the rate is the same on both the Advance Claim and the existing claim  

• the rate is the same on both cases and there is an SRTI marker on the existing claim and not on the Advance 

Claim; or  

• the rate is the same on both cases and there is an SRTI marker on both cases  

Motability Cases 

41. PIPCS will automatically terminate an existing Motability Agreement when the current award expires unless there 

is a future dated award or an ongoing Advance Claim. 

Advance Claim decision awarded enhanced mobility – existing award active 

42. If an award of enhanced rate mobility is made on the Advance Claim and the existing award is still active, PIPCS 

will automatically apply the Motabilty Agreement to the new award and create an UI. This only happens if the 

Motability Agreement spans the end of award. 

43. The CM will complete the Determination and notify the claimant. PIPCS will issue a notification to the claimant for 

the UI (this will be for a closed period from the effective date of the decision to the end of the current award). 

44. PIPCS will copy the existing Motability Agreement details over to the Advance Claim decision. 

45. The CM will suppress the issue of a duplicate ‘Motabilty Agreement’ letter to the claimant - See:  

Notifications. 

Advance Claim decision awarded enhanced mobility – existing award ended 



 

46. If an award of enhanced rate mobility is made on the Advance Claim and the existing award has ended, the CM 

completes the Determination on the Advance Claim and notifies the claimant. You must check if the claimant still 

has possession of the Motability car before finalising the award - See:  

Motability. 

47. PIPCS creates a new BDC for the Advance Claim award and will compare and copy the Advance Claim 

Determination over to the existing award and creates an UI. 

48. If the CM completes the UI on the existing claim, PIPCS will create a payment correction case for the under/over 

payment on the existing case and issue a notification to the claimant for the UI (this will be for a closed period 

from the effective date of the decision to the end of the current award). Payments on the Advance Claim BDC will 

commence immediately. 

49. If an existing Motability Agreement has not been terminated, PIPCS will copy the agreement details over to the 

Advance Claim decision. 

50. The CM will suppress the issue of a duplicate ‘Motabilty Agreement’ letter to the claimant - See:  

Notifications. 

51. If the Motability Agreement has already been terminated, Motability staff will ‘rebuild’ the Motability agreement 

details on the Advance Claim. 

Advance claim decision does not award enhanced rate mobility – existing award active 

52. If the CM does not award enhanced rate mobility and the existing award is active, they will complete the 

Determination on the Advance Claim and notify the claimant. 

53. If there are any payments to be made on the Advance Claim, these will not start until the current active BDC has 

ended. 

54. PIPCS will compare and copy the advance claim Determination over to the existing award and create an UI. 

55. If the CM completes the UI on the existing claim, PIPCS will create a payment correction case for the under/over 

payment on the existing case and issue a notification to the claimant for the UI (this will be for a closed period 

from the effective date of the decision to the end of the current award). 

56. PIPCS will automatically terminate the existing Motability Agreement from the date the CM has determined the 

claimant’s circumstances changed on their existing claim. 

Advance Claim decision does not award enhanced mobility – existing award ended 

57. If the CM does not award enhanced rate mobility and the existing award has ended they will complete the 

Determination on the Advance Claim and notify the claimant. 



 

58. PIPCS creates a new BDC for the Advance Claim, compares and copies the Advance Claim Determination over to 

the existing award and creates an UI. 

59. If the CM completes the UI on the existing claim, PIPCS will create a payment correction case for the under/over 

payment on the existing case and issue a notification to the claimant for the UI (this will be for a closed period 

from the effective date of the decision to the end of the current award). 

60. If there are any payments to be made on the Advance Claim, these will commence immediately. 

61. If there is an existing Motability Agreement which hasn’t been terminated, Mota staff will terminate the existing 

Motability Agreement - See: Motability. 

Sharing Evidence 

62. The ‘Share Evidence’ function on PIPCS makes it possible for evidence (for example, lay evidence or change in 

circumstances) between the Advance Claim, existing and historic claim to be shared. 

63. PIPCS will firstly identify if there is another existing case and if the evidence can be shared. Evidence can only be 

shared once it has been activated. 

Note: It is recommended that all evidence is applied to the Advance Claim first and then shared with the existing 

claim. 

64. If evidence can be shared, PIPCS will copy the Evidence Record from the Advance Claim to the existing and/or 

historic claim and create a new task to the user to check for outstanding action. 

65. PIPCS will create the following task (Shared Evidence – Consider Impact) to advise the user that evidence has been 

shared (the task will list all evidences that have been shared) - See: New Tasks. 

66. On receipt of the task, the CM reviews the ‘In edit’ evidence and selects the ‘Apply changes’ from the Action 

menu, selects the relevant evidence to apply and saves the changes. 

Note: some evidences may require further enquiries before the CM applies changes, for example, hospital 

dates need checking. 

67. If the CM decides the evidence is not relevant to the existing claim, it should be discarded if it is still In Edit. 

68. PIPCS will then run validation rules and update the evidence to ‘Active’. 

Note: If the evidence is Active but has been applied incorrectly or applied to the wrong case, it should be deleted. 

69. If the existing claim is affected by the shared evidence, then normal processes will apply in order to complete 

action. 



 

  

23 SMS Automated Texting 

Introduction 

1. Automated SMS texting has been introduced to replace the previous manual process and will be issued in addition 

to the notifications but won’t replace them. 

2. The automated SMS text messages will inform claimants on the progress of their PIP claim. 

3. Automated SMS texts will not be sent to Appointees, COPs, or SRTI cases and so on. 

4. PIPCS will trigger the automated SMS texts, which will be sent to claimants at certain touch points during the 

claimant journey. This will apply to: 

• New Claims (Including Advance Claims)  

• Reassessment  

• Reconsiderations  

• PIP Award Reviews  

• PIP CoC Award Reviews  

• Appeals  

Introduction of SMS Text messages 

5. SMS Text messages have been introduced at the following claimant journey touch points: 

• Acknowledgement of an application to PIP (new claim/reassessment claim)  

• When the PIP2 form has been issued (new claim/reassessment claim)  

• A reminder that the PIP2 is due (new claim/reassessment claim)  

• When the PIP2 form has been received and the claim is with the Assessment Provide (all claim types)  

• When a duplicate PIP2 issued on a Reassessment  

• When a duplicate PIP2 on a New Claim is issued to the claimant  

• When a duplicate PIP2 is issued on an Change of Circumstance Award Review  

• When a PIP2 has been automatically issued on a PIP Award Review  

• When the case is back with DWP from the Assessment Provider  

• Acknowledgement of a Mandatory Reconsideration request  

SIMS  

ID 

Title of Existing Template (if 

applicable) 

Business Trigger Template wording 



 

26476 PIP - Acknowledgement On submission of the PIP  

New Claim Application  

Thanks for claiming Personal  

Independence Payment. We will  

 

  (excluding Reassessment) shortly send you a 'How your disability 

affects you' form. You'll need to fill it in 

carefully and return it to us so we can see 

if we can award you PIP. 

26482 PIP - Reassessment On submission of the PIP  

New Claim Application 

Thanks for claiming Personal 

Independence Payment. We will shortly 

send you a 'How your disability affects you' 

form. You'll need to fill it in carefully and 

return it to us so we can see if we can 

award you PIP. From now on if you need to 

contact us or tell us of any changes, please 

call the PIP enquiry line. The phone 

number is on the top of the letter, we will 

send you the form. 

26484 PIP – PIP2 issued on a New  

Claim 

When the PIP2 is automatically 

issued to the claimant – New 

Claims 

We've sent you a 'How your disability 

affects you' form. Please allow 7 days to 

receive it. It's important you fill it in 

carefully and return it to us by the date 

printed on the front page so we can see if 

we can award you PIP.  

Thanks. 

26486 PIP – PIP2 issued on a  

Reassessment 

When the PIP2 is automatically 

issued to the claimant - 

Reassessment 

We've sent you a 'How your disability 

affects you' form. Please allow 7 days to 

receive it. It's important you fill it in 

carefully and return it to us by the date 

printed on the front page. If you don't your 

DLA payments will stop and we won't be 

able to see if we can award you PIP. 

Thanks. 



 

26478 PIP – Reassessment invite 

reminder issued 

When the invite reminder 

notification is issued to the 

claimant on Reassessment 

cases. 

Your DLA payments are due to end. Please 

call us now if you want to claim PIP. If you 

don’t contact us, you’ll get a reminder 

letter in 7-10 days about your DLA ending. 

Thank you 

26490 PIP – PIP2 reminder on a  

New Claim 

When the reminder  

notification is issued to the  

We haven’t received your ‘How your 

disability affects you’ form yet.  

 

  claimant for PIP2 return on  

New Claim cases 

Please fill it in and return it to us by the 

date we asked you, or we won’t be able to 

see if we can award you PIP. If you’ve 

contacted us about your form, or returned 

it in the last few days, please ignore this 

text.  

Thanks 

26492 PIP – PIP2 reminder on a  

Reassessment 

When the reminder  

notification is issued to the 

claimant for PIP2 return on  

Reassessment cases 

We haven’t received your ‘How your 

disability affects you’ form yet. Please fill it 

in carefully and return it to us by the date 

we asked you, or we won’t be able to see if 

we can award you PIP. If you don’t your 

DLA payments will stop sooner. 

If you’ve contacted us about your form or 

returned it in the last few days, please 

ignore this text. Thanks 

26496 New Title: PIP – PIP2 received 

referred to AP 

When the PIP2 is received and 

the case is referred to the 

Assessment Provider for the 

following case types; New 

claims, reassessments, 

unplanned interventions, 

planned interventions 

Thanks for sending us your ‘How your 

disability affects you’ form. We may need 

you to attend a consultation with a health 

professional before we make our decision. 

We’ll contact you again if we do. Please 

call us if any of the details you gave us 

have changed 



 

26494 PIP – Duplicate PIP2 issued on a 

NEW Claim 

When the duplicate PIP2 on a 

Reassessment issued to the 

claimant 

We’ve sent you another ‘How your 

disability affects you’ form. You’ll get it in 

7-10 days. Please fill it in carefully and 

return it by the date we asked so we can 

decide if you can get PIP. If you don’t your 

DLA will stop sooner 

26518 PIP – Dup PIP2 issued on a  

New Claim 

When the duplicate PIP2 on a 

New Claim is issued to the 

claimant 

We’ve sent you another ‘How your 

disability affects you’ form. You’ll get it in 

7-10 days. Please fill it in carefully and 

return it by the date we asked so we can 

decide if you can get PIP.  

Thank you 

26520 PIP – Dup PIP2 issued on  When the duplicate PIP2  We’ve sent you a ‘How your disability  

 Unplanned Intervention has been issued to the 

claimant – Unplanned  

Intervention 

affects you’ form. You’ll get it in 7-10 days. 

Please fill it in carefully, and return it by 

the date we asked so that we can decide if 

you can get PIP.  

Thank you 

26522 PIP – Dup PIP2 issued on a 

Planned Intervention. (Title not 

changed to award review as 

trigger in PIP CS is 

planned/Unplanned intervention 

and no date for  

IT date as yet) 

When the duplicate PIP2 is 

issued to the claimant – 

Planned Intervention 

We’ve sent you a ‘How your disability 

affects you’ form. Please fill it in carefully 

and return it by the date we asked so we 

can decide if you’re getting the right 

amount of PIP.  

Thank you 

26500 Case back from Assessment  

Provider 

AP report received in  

PIPCS 

We've received the written report of your 

PIP assessment. We will write to you once 

we've made a decision on your PIP. As a 

guide you should hear from us within 6 

weeks. You don't need to contact us unless 

any of the details you gave us have 

changed.  

Thank you 



 

26528 Mandatory Reconsideration On submission of the  

Mandatory  

Reconsideration 

You've asked us to look at our recent PIP 

decision again. We will write to you once 

we've done this. As a guide you should 

hear from us within 10 weeks. You don't 

need to contact us unless any of the details 

you gave have changed. Thank you 

6. Further automated SMS text messages will be introduced at later stages to reflect other claimant journey touch 

points, including Appeals. 

Opting out or in for SMS Text messages 

7. At the initial data gather stage, the telephony agent will ask the claimant if they wish to opt out. 

Note: Do not ask this question if the claimant is claiming under SRTi provision. 

8. For all SMS texts, an entry will be made in the communications record that will show an SMS has been issued (the 

SMS message content will not be shown – for manual message content) - See: PIP SMS Templates. 

9. Claimants will also be able to opt out of automated SMS texts on the PIP1 form. 

10. Claimants are able to Opt In or Opt Out of automated SMS Text at any time throughout their PIP claim. When a 

CAMlite task is sent through by an Enquiry agent to take the necessary action to ‘Opt Out’ or ‘Opt In’, there must 

be a mobile number held. 

Note: ‘Opt Out’ or ‘Opt in’ action within the Communications Exception tab must only be done where a mobile 

number is held. Where no mobile number is held, the system will automatically recognise this, therefore ‘Opt Out’ 

step action is not required. 

11. To opt out to SMS texts complete the following: 

Step Action 

1 select claimant homepage 

2 select contact tab 

3 select communication exceptions on the left hand side  

(LHS) 

4 select new 



 

5 select SMS from the drop down menu 

6 select ‘claimant request’ in the reason box 

7 select save 

12. To opt in to SMS texts once the claimant has been submitted a user must ensure that a mobile number is recorded 

and then: 

Step Action 

1 select Claimant Home page 

2 select Contact Tab 

3 select Communications Exception tab from LHS 

Note: ‘Opt Out’ or ‘Opt In’ must only be done where a mobile number is held. Where no mobile number is 

held, the system will automatically recognise this, therefore ‘Opt Out’ step action is not required 

4 select the appropriate entry 

5 select action button on the right hand side (RHS) 

6 select delete 

7 select save 

13. Claimants will not be able to reply to the texts. 

Note: Only messages linked to touch points will be switched on. 

Outstanding manual texts at 30 November 2015 

14. Issue of outstanding manual texts acknowledging receipt of the PIP2 must be cleared and the manual process 

terminated. 

15. Where a PIP2 is returned after the 40 day deadline, a disallowance letter (PIP7000 lay disallowance) will already 

have been issued. In this case, the CM should take normal action to consider good reason for the late return of 

PIP2, which may include contacting the claimant. Therefore, a SMS text message is not required. 

16. If action you take on a case will generate an inappropriate SMS message, you can suppress automatee SMS text 

messages for 24 hours by completing the step and action below: 



 

StepAction 

1 select claimant homepage 

2 select contact tab 

3 select communication exceptions (LHS) 

4 select new 

5 select SMS from the drop down menu 

select ‘other’ in the reason box and input the reason for the suppression in the comments  

6 

box. 

7 input today’s date in the ‘from’ field and tomorrow’s date in the ‘To’ field   

8 select save 

24 Advance Claim IDV Failure 

Background 

1. When a user receives a 'Check ID Failure' task, they must first determine whether this relates to an initial New 

Claim or an Advance Claim (new claim before the end of current award). 

2. The process to follow differs for each claim. The type of claim must be established before proceeding. 

Note: In cases of claimants with a NINO who fail IDV, the discrepancy task will no longer be generated and will 

continue the eligibility process. PIPCS will create a ‘person case’ to allow the lay rule to run. 

• If the lay rule fails the claim will be auto disallowed  

• If the lay rule is passed a PIP2 will be issued to the claimant   

Claimants without a NINO will continue to follow the current instruction when IDV fails. 

Subpages 

• Advance Claim  

• New Claim  

• User Action  

Advance Claim 



 

3. To determine whether a claim is an Advance Claim, the user will navigate to the Application Home Page (through 

quick search) and check the Application Date in the context panel. If this date is in the future, then it is an Advance 

Claim (new claim before the end of current award). 

4. If the Application Date is today’s date or a date in the past, then check the Submitted Date Time at the bottom of 

the Application Home Page. If this date is before the Application Date, then it is an Advance Claim (new claim 

before the end of current award). 

New Claim 

5. To determine whether a claim is a New Claim, the user will navigate to the Application Home Page (through quick 

search) and check the Application Date in the context panel and the Submitted Date at the bottom of the 

Application Home Page. 

6. If both these dates are the same, then it is a New Claim to PIP (most likely submitted by Telephony). If the 

Submitted Date is after the Application Date, then it is still a New Claim but most likely one submitted by a Paper 

Claim. 

7. If the Search results return only a Prospect Person (may also return an External Party record if applicable) and an 

Application (submitted), then it is a New Claim to PIP. 

8. If the search Results return multiple Cases (of type Application, Benefit Delivery Cases and/or Details of Decision 

Assist/Evidence Summary) and the User is still unsure, after following the method in Advance Claim, then checks 

against certain Cases, their Status and their Dates will have to be carried out. 

9. If the Application Date and the Submitted Date are both after the End of Award date within the Benefit Delivery 

Case listed in the second grouping within the quick search, then it is a New Claim after the End of Award - See: 

Verification Post Award End. 

User Action 

10. If the user determines that the Identity Verification (IDV) Failure is for an initial New Claim and not an Advance 

Claim then existing business processes are to be followed - See: Further enquiries needed for IDV. 

11. If the user determines that the IDV Failure is for an Advance Claim, then there are key differences that the User 

must be aware of before proceeding. 

12. If the claim has been submitted by either, the claimant, a third party or a bogus claim and they have failed 

Telephony Identity Verification questions and provided new and/or existing details within the claim, then from 

Release 4.5 PIPCS will hold any updated details for Address and Bank Accounts until the claim and claimant are 

verified. 



 

13. Whilst this verification process is being completed, the user needs to be aware that the current Award for the 

Claimant is active and in payment/entitlement exists, there will be active address(es) to receive system generated 

notifications. 

Note: The Award may have come to an end by the time the Task is actioned. 

Verification of Claimant 

14. Verification of the claimant cannot be done by post if an updated address has been given during the Advance 

Claim. 

15. When a new address is provided and IDV has failed, the user cannot be assured that either the new address is 

correct, it may be a bogus claim. 

16. Verification on the claimant is best carried out by a phone call and use of the IDV Security Questions for making an 

outbound call - See: IDV Security Questions outbound call. 

17. If a new number has been provided during the Advance Claim, then this cannot be used as it may prove to be 

incorrect. 

Note: Unlike Address, the Telephone Number will not be held until Verified and will update PIPCS and CIS upon 

submission of the Advance claim. 

18. Verification of the Claimant should follow: 

• use Primary Telephone number if unchanged  

• if Telephone Number has changed, use Active Address (Residential or Correspondence if applicable) if 

unchanged, that is, there is no Verification Item for Address - See: Verification Items • if both Address and 

Telephone Number have changed then use alternate methods of Verification  

– existing (that is, not any updated details from the Advance Claim) Named Third Party Contact  

(Rep, GP and so on) or Visiting Officer (VO)  

19. If the claim has been made by an External Party an unverified External Party record will be created. Verification of 

the claimant similarly applies to verification of the Claimant by the External Party. 

20. If there is an existing External Party and contact details for the unverified record are the same, then contact can be 

made to verify the Claimant by the External Party. If the Address or Telephone number are different, then follow 

the same process as with Claimant. 

21. If all details are different, such as name, address, phone and so on, then contact may have to be established with 

the existing External Party, but only if the Relationship is Active and there is no indication of cessation. 



 

22. If there is not an existing External Party, then Visiting Officer/Appointee Action may have to be instigated to verify 

the External Party, the claim and that the claimant requires an appointee. 

Note: If the claim has been made by non External Party but under Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI) and different 

Bank or Address details have been given, then enquiries to the Claimant will have to be made. 

23. If the user is unable to verify the Claimant and believes that the Advance Claim may be a bogus claim, then 

appropriate Fraud Referral action must be undertaken. The Verification Item must not be accepted. 

Verification Items 

24. In addition to the discrepancy Task (“Check ID Failure”) for Advance Claims, there will be an outstanding 

Verification Item for NINo and possibly one or both of the following: 

• Bank Account  

• Address  

25. All Verifications outstanding are listed within the Verifications tab on the Person record. Clearance of the 

Verification Item for National Insurance Number, once Claimant is Verified - See: Verification of  

Claimant follows existing business processes. Three Items must be added to clear the outstanding Verification - See: 

IDV Successful within New Claim, Discrepancy Tasks. 

26. Once the NINo Verification Item has been verified, the user can then clear the Verification Items for either (or 

both) Address and Bank Account. The User, as part of their verification of the Claimant, should confirm with the 

Claimant that all the details they gave during the Advance Claim IEG Script are still valid and correct. 

27. The user must navigate to either the Address list page within Contact or the Bank Accounts tab within Financial tab 

to see the appropriate Verification Item. 

Note: The Task (“Check ID Failure”) must remain Open until all Verification action is complete 

Address 

28. In the Address list page each unverified address will be held with a Status of Verification Required and a Start and 

End Date of the date of the Application Submission. The existing Address(es) remain Active until verification of the 

held Address(es) is complete. 

29. The user must check all addresses held for verification before clearing the Verification Item. 

Note: There is only one Verification Item generated against Address regardless of whether Residential or 

Correspondence Address or both is updated through the Failed IDV Advance Claim. 



 

30. To clear the verification, the user will click on the Action button and “Add Item”. The pop up will present and the 

user will use the search icon to search for the NINo of the Claimant (similar to the NINo Verification). Once 

selected, the user saves and the Address is now Verified. 

31. The previous Address(es) will be ended with an End Date of the day before the date the user added the 

Verification. The new Address(es) will be Active with a Start Date of the date the user added the Verification. 

Address Not Needed 

32. If during the verification of the Claimant they indicate that some of the details they provided are no longer 

required, the user will have to accept the Verification Item and then amend the address/es as appropriate. 

Example 1 

During the Advance Claim Intelligent Evidence Gather (IEG) Script, the Claimant gave the same  

Residential Address as held but provided a new Correspondence Address where none existed before. The 

Correspondence Address is held awaiting Verification. Whilst the user confirms the Claimant to clear the NINo 

Verification, the Claimant advises that although they provided a Correspondence Address they no longer require it. 

33. The user will have to accept the Address Verification and then End the Correspondence Address as it is not 

required. 

Example 2 

During the Advance Claim IEG Script, the Claimant gave the same Residential Address as held but provided an updated 

Correspondence Address to the one already held. The Correspondence Address is held awaiting Verification. Whilst 

the user confirms the Claimant to clear the NINo Verification, the Claimant advises that although they provided a new 

Correspondence Address they no longer require it and the Department can continue to use the existing one. 

34. In this example, the user will have to accept the Address Verification Item and then add a new Correspondence 

Address entering the previously held details. This will End the Correspondence Address given during the Advance 

Claim IEG Script and create an Active Correspondence Address with the correct details. 

35. In both these examples, the user must enter a comment in the Address Verification Item pop up to detail that 

although they have accepted the Address it is not required and the user is updating based on the verified 

Claimant’s request. 

Note: The Task ('Check ID Failure') must remain Open until all Verification action is complete 

Bank Account 



 

36. In the Bank Account list page, the unverified Bank Account will be held with a Status of Verification Required and a 

Start and End Date of the date of the Application Submission. The existing Bank Account remains Active until 

verification of the held Bank Account is complete. 

37. To clear the verification, the user will select the Action button and 'Add Item'. The 'pop up' will present and the 

user will use the search icon to search for the NINo of the Claimant (similar to the NINo Verification). Once 

selected the user Saves and the Bank Account is now Verified. 

38. The previous Bank Account will be ended with an End Date of the day before the date the user added the 

Verification. The new Bank Account will be Active with a Start Date of the date the user added the Verification. 

Note: Depending on when the user clears this verification, it may be too late for the claimant’s next payment and the 

user may have to recall that payment. 

Example 

Claimant fails IDV and submits Advance Claim 29/06/2015. 

Next payment generated 03/07/2015 and issued. 

User contacts and verifies Claimant 09/07/2015. 

Payment is too late to be recalled and will have been issued to the existing Bank Account and not the new account 

given during the Advance Claim. 

User will have to explain this to the Claimant when the NINo Verification call takes place as they may believe that they 

have updated the Department with their new account details in time for their next payment and be unaware that they 

failed IDV and the Department is holding that update. 

Pending Bank Account Verification 

39. PIPCS will prevent an application to PIP from being awarded where there’s already an active Bank account for 

the claimant and new Bank account details pending verification. 

40. You must check for and clear any pending Bank Account Verification activities before awarding the 

Application. 

Bank Account Not Needed 

41. If during the verification of the Claimant, they indicate that some of the details they provided are no longer 

required, the user will have to Edit the Verification Required Bank Account before accepting the Verification Item. 

Example 



 

During the Advance Claim IEG Script the Claimant gives a new Bank Account. That Bank Account is then awaiting 

Verification. Whilst the user confirms the Claimant to clear the NINo Verification the Claimant advises that although 

they had provided a new Bank Account they do not wish to use it and wish to revert to the existing account. This could 

be because it is not set up by the bank or not available as yet. 

42. The user will have to Edit the Bank Account to the previously held details, add a comment to explain this and 

Save. Once saved, the user will then clear the Bank Account Verification Item and they must enter a comment in the 

Bank Account Verification Item 'pop up' to detail that although they have accepted the (amended) Bank Account, it is 

based on the verified Claimant’s request. 

Note: The Task ('Check ID Failure') must remain Open until all Verification action is complete. 

Verification Post Award End 

43. If after following Advance Claim and New Claim processes, the user determines that the claim is a New Claim 

after the End of Award, then the Verification process is the same as it is for a New Claim. 

44. However, the user needs to be aware that as there will only be a Verification Item for the NINo any changes to 

the Address(es) and/or Bank Account will be auto updated. 

45. If the previous Award has recently ended and there is outstanding Payment action (under payment case or 

recalled last payment and so on), then the user may have to suspend the Nominee (as there will be no component 

level suspension available) until Verification of the claimant can be completed. 

46. Verification of the claimant will still have to follow as Verification of Claimant but the user needs to be aware 

there will not be an Address Verification Item nor a Bank Account Verification Item. They will have to check if these 

have been updated from the Failed IDV New Claim. 

Task Closure 

47. Only once all Verification action has been completed and all areas updated where applicable the user must 

Close the Task ('Check ID Failure') and any associated Discrepancy Tasks - See: New claim – Discrepancy tasks and also 

See: further enquiries needed for IDV. 

48. If it was an Advance Claim, the user should add a comment in the Task to advise that the IDV Failure was on an 

Advance Claim and also, if the user had to amend any of the provided details - See: PIP Work and Task Management 

Good Practice Guide. 

25 Standardised Work Instructions (SWI) 

Below is a list of the SWIs related to the New Claims instructions 

  



 

 New Claims.docx 

04 Unacceptable Customer Behaviour 

Subpages 

• 01 Unacceptable Customer Behaviour  

01 Unacceptable Customer Behaviour 

What this means 

1. Unacceptable Customer Behaviour (UCB) is: 

• any act of verbal abuse (including those of a discriminatory nature) for example, face to face, including over 

the telephone  

• threatening behaviour  

• intimidation • harassment  

• abusive written correspondence, including information from: 

• a claim pack  

• a letter  

• another organisation for example, Assessment Provider (AP), Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service 

(HMCTS)  

• an actual or attempted physical assault  

This list is not exhaustive. 

2. UCB can be defined as any act, which causes staff to feel upset, threatened, frightened or physically at risk and is 

directed at them because of their work in the Department. This definition of UCB also applies to incidents that take 

place outside the workplace, providing they can be directly connected to work in the Department. 

3. The Secretary of State has made it clear that violent and abusive behaviour from claimants (including the claimant’s 

families or representatives) will not be tolerated and the procedures below apply to all. 

4. Therefore, all staff must ensure that they report all incidents where the claimant's behaviour could be interpreted 

as being unacceptable. It is the responsibility of all staff to co-operate with their line manager in any activity 

designed to reduce the risk of incidents occurring. Staff should also be aware that their behaviour can and will 

influence the behaviour of others. 

Note: If a claimant who already has UCB control measures applied, makes contact and displays UCB, an incident report 

form must always be completed. If the claimant’s behaviour gives cause for concern but no incident takes place, a 

behaviour report form should be completed. If there is no cause for concern, then no further action is needed. 



 

5. For further information on UCB - See: The Unacceptable Customer Behaviour portal. 

Subpages 

• New claim  

• Control Measure task  

• Scrutiny check  

• Existing claim CIS (Searchlight) broadcast  

• Claim or letter received  

• Telephone call received  

• AP identifies potential UCB  

• Contact with an existing UCB  

New claim 

1. When the data gather for Personal Independent Payment (PIP) claim has been completed or the case has been 

identified for reassessment and PIP Computer System (PIPCS) has identified a UCB marker from Customer Information 

System (CIS) Searchlight, it creates a ‘Special Caution’ record and sets a task for the specialist user (with the 

appropriate skills) to input a control measure. The control measure field is mandatory and will always have an entry 

where a UCB marker exists. However, if the claim is disallowed on the Lay rules, the wording of the control measure 

must be replaced with ‘check control measure’. 

Note: In cases identified for reassessment, the UCB maker will be stored on the person record. The person record must 

be updated even where no claim has been submitted. This ensures that UCB information is available to telephony 

agents and PIP staff for inbound and outbound calls and where a visit may need to be arranged. 

Note: There should only be one UCB marker held for each claimant or Personal Acting Body (PAB). However, PIPCS will 

allow more than one UCB marker to be held for each claimant or PAB. Therefore, you must ensure that only one is 

held at any one time and if changes are required then the existing UCB marker must be modified. 

Note- The UCB lead or caseworker must issue a PIP2 or complete any further action that will be required once the UCB 

marker has been updated. Failure to complete this action will mean the PIP 2 will not be issued. 

2. The claim must also be scrutinised for any payability issues and any exception tasks raised must be dealt with. 

When the exception or scrutiny checks have been dealt with, the new claim process will continue, for example, PIP2 – 

‘How your disability affects you’ issued if appropriate - See: Discrepancy Tasks instructions. 

Control Measure task 

1. On receipt of the control measure task, the specialist user will: 

Step Action 



 

1 access the Staff Protection List (SPL) and check the UCB status and control measure details. If no control 

measure details are held, refer to the nominated manager to investigate if the UCB marker is still appropriate. 

2 if control measure details are held, access the Person Homepage on PIPCS 

3 select the ‘Issues and Proceedings’ tab 

4 on the ‘Special Cautions List’, select ‘Edit’ from the action button of the relevant record to open the ‘Edit Special 

Caution’ page, copy and paste the control measure details taken from the SPL and select ‘Save’ – See: Control 

Measure Matrix instructions 

5 close the task - See: Workflow and Task Management instructions 

2. Once the decision on the PIP claim has been input to PIPCS, a manual task will be created by the Case Manager (CM) 

for the specialist user to replace the current control measure wording with ‘check control measure’. The UCB 

Manager or Case Manager must then issue a form PIP2 or complete any further action that may be required on this 

case once the UCB marker has been updated. 

Scrutiny check 

  

1. If no UCB marker is received from CIS (Searchlight), you must perform a scrutiny check. If no payability issues 

are identified, continue with the new claim process. 

2. If any payability issues are identified - See:  Payability  instructions. When the scrutiny check is complete, the 

new claim process will continue, for example, PIP2 issued if appropriate. 

Existing claim CIS (Searchlight) broadcast 

1. When CIS (Searchlight) broadcasts a new UCB marker, PIPCS will automatically store the UCB marker and place 

an entry in the control measure field on the ‘Special Caution’ record and raise a task for the specialist user to check if 

the case is with the AP or HMCTS - See: Workflow and Task  

 Management  instructions. If not with the AP or HMCTS, the control measure will need to be replaced with the 

wording ‘check control measure’ - See: Control Measure task. 

2. If the case is with or is due to go to the AP, then the control measure will need to be input into PIPCS as shown 

in - See: Control Measure task and a task is automatically set for the AP. In exceptional circumstances, the specialist 

user will refer it to the Quality Assurance Manager (SAM) to telephone the AP if they feel they need to know the 

control measure straightaway, for example, due to the nature of the control measure. 



 

3. If the case is with HMCTS, the specialist user will send the details of the control measure immediately on form 

AT39 to them. If the control measure has not been disclosed to the claimant, this fact and the reasoning behind it 

should be highlighted on the referral papers. 

Claim or letter received 

1. If a claim form or piece of post is received, the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) scans it onto the Document  

Repository System (DRS) and includes it on the daily schedule for the Workflow team to raise a task - See:  

Workflow and Task Management  instructions. 

2. On receipt of the task, if you identify potential UCB: 

Step Action 

1 you must complete the UCB third party Referral form 

2 access the DRS portal and open the image (piece of post or claim form) 

3 save it into a shared folder and attach it to the email 

4 send the email to the nominated manager or deputy 

5 delete the image from the shared folder 

6 if the case is with, or due to go to, the AP create an urgent or priority task to the nominated manager or deputy 

to decide if an UCB marker is appropriate and, if so, update the UCB database. A specialist user will input a 

control measure in line with instructions - See: Control Measure task and a task will be automatically set for the 

AP. In exceptional circumstances, the specialist user will refer it to the SAM to telephone the AP if they feel 

they need to know the control measure straightaway, for example due to the nature of the control measure. 

Note: If there is not already an UCB marker set and there are any delays in setting the new UCB marker, the 

specialist user will set the control measure as ‘UCB under consideration’. This will be removed or replaced 

when investigations are complete 

7 if the case is with HMCTS, the specialist user will immediately send the details of the control measure on form 

AT39. If the control measure has not been disclosed to the claimant, this fact and the reasoning behind it 

should be highlighted on the referral papers 

8 if the case is awaiting a visit from DWP Visiting the specialist user will update the visiting officer if appropriate 

Telephone call received 



 

1. If potential UCB is identified during a telephone call, you must complete the UCB incident report form using 

the desktop icon. If an UCB marker is appropriate, the nominated manager or deputy updates the  

UCB database. A specialist user will input the special caution marker on PIPCS in line with instructions in - See: Control 

Measure task. If the case is with or due to go to the AP, the nominated manager or deputy will arrange for the input of 

the control measure and, if appropriate, set a task for the AP. In exceptional circumstances, the specialist user will 

refer it to the SAM to telephone the AP if they feel they need to know the control measure straightaway. 

2. Be aware that if there is not already an UCB marker set and there are any delays in setting the new UCB 

marker, the specialist user will set the control measure as ‘UCB under consideration’. 

3. If the case is with HMCTS, the specialist user will immediately send the details of the control measure on form 

AT39 to them. If the control measure has not been disclosed to the claimant, this fact and the reasoning behind it 

should be highlighted on the referral papers. 

4. If the case is awaiting a visit from DWP Visiting, the specialist user will update the visiting officer if appropriate. 

AP identifies potential UCB 

1. If the AP identifies a new potential UCB incident they will complete and return the assessment, where 

possible, including details of any UCB on a Third Party Referral form. If the assessment was not completed they will 

return the incomplete assessment and report the UCB details on a Third Party Referral form. In exceptional 

circumstances, the AP may telephone and report the incident if we need to know as a matter of urgency. It is 

important that third party referrals are not treated as live incidents as this can impact upon the UCB Management 

Information (UCB MI). 

2. If the AP has highlighted any UCB, they must complete a Third Party Referral form. A task will be allocated to 

you to email the Third Party Referral form to the nominated manager or deputy. To provide any further details in 

relation to UCB’s please email  The nominated manager or deputy will action the referral and update the UCB 

database, if appropriate. They will notify the AP of their decision, if appropriate and arrange for the input of a UCB 

marker and control measure in line with current instructions - See: Control Measure task  and update PIPCS. Any new, 

revised or removed UCB will broadcast to CIS(Searchlight) . When UCB has been considered the CM will consider if the 

case needs to be re-referred to the AP - See: Cancelling the determination and See: Completing the determination. 

3. If a UCB marker is held for a claimant the AP will only complete a Behaviour Report Form (BRF) if the claimant 

displays behaviour that gives cause for concern, but is not considered to fall under the definition of a UCB. Where an 

actual incidence of UCB occurs, the AP should complete the UCB incident report form as normal UCB incident report 

form. 

Contact with an existing UCB 

1. Before contacting a claimant with an existing UCB marker, PIP agents must check the National Staff Protection List 

for details of the control measures in place for dealing with this claimant. PIP agents should complete a BRF and 



 

email it to the nominated manager or deputy when a claimant with control measures in place, displays behaviour 

that gives some cause for concern (but is not considered to fall under the definition of an UCB). 

2. If another incidence of UCB occurs, complete the UCB incident report form in the usual way. 

05 Managing threats of Suicide and Self harm  

Introduction 

1. There may be times when a claimants behaviour indicates an intention to attempt suicide or self-harm.  

They may even tell you of their intention.   

2. Whilst some claimants may say they intend to kill or harm themselves as a threat or a tactic to 'persuade', others will 

mean it. Our actions must be organised around the assumption that it is a real possibility that the claimant will do 

what they say.  

4. Colleagues are not counsellors but must be aware of the principles of DWP’s Six Point Plan and should use 

these as a basis to enable them to effectively manage situations that may arise.  

5. The safety of the colleague must always come first when dealing with this type of incident. DWP colleagues 

have a responsibility for their own safety and the safety of colleagues and they must ensure that they do not put 

themselves, or others, at risk when attempting to help or advise the claimant. 

6. A vulnerable claimant is defined as someone who has difficulty in dealing with procedural demands at the time 

when they need to access a service. This includes life events and personal circumstances such as a previous suicide 

attempt, domestic violence or abuse or bereavement. It should be noted that in the context of PIP the definition of 

Vulnerability differs from that of Additional Support, which relates to a defined range of health conditions. 
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01 Role of the Champion  

1. DWP has agreed to put an ‘out of process’ support ‘champion’ in place in each benefit centre. This ‘champion’ 

will provide additional support to claimants from within the benefit centre, after the initial incident call has been 

completed. 



 

2. The ‘champion’s’ role is to work ‘out of process’ to take whatever action is necessary to support the claimant 

through the PIP process and not to undertake generic process activity. 

3. The ‘champion’ will require a high level of access to PIPCS. - See: List of Vulnerable Claimant Champions. 

4. A series of principles have been designed to help staff and managers deal with these situations and to guide 

staff. However, the aim of the ‘champion’ is to do whatever is necessary to support a claimant through the PIP 

process. Therefore the principles are broad rather than prescriptive. 

Guiding Principles 

• whoever takes the initial call or contact with the claimant should ‘own’ the call and be responsible for seeing 

that call through to a suitable conclusion  

• this staff member should be taken off line to enable them to concentrate on this matter  

• each benefit centre should have a nominated ’champion’ to provide additional support to claimants and who 

will discuss cases with staff  

• case conference within your office and with external experts as required after an incident such as this. 

Evaluate the actions taken and consider lessons learned  

02 Six Point Plan Process  

Claimant indicates they intend to attempt suicide or self-harm 

1. Refer to the list of Team Leaders available to provide support and make contact either: 

• by using your HELP card (if working from the office) or  

• by Microsoft Teams Group Chat message (if remote working or unable to gain support from a social distance)  

whenever the six-point plan needs to be invoked as a result of a claimant indicating they intend to attempt suicide or 

self-harm. 

Important: Please ensure you send your message to the Microsoft Teams Group Chat. 

2. The Team Leader will help you follow the six-point plan correctly and provide any additional information you may 

need. If necessary, they will call the emergency services for you. 

3. When office working, you should use the HELP card but if for any reason the HELP card is not successful or you are 

unable to discuss the case and receive support from a social distance, office workers can use the Microsoft Teams 

Group Chat for remote workers and ask for help this way. 

1 Take the statement 

seriously 

• Remain calm and listen carefully  

• Stop what you are doing - give the customer or your full attention  



 

2 Summon a colleague to act 

as a support partner 

• If the claimant is on the phone - do not put them on hold  

• Summon help by alerting a Team Leader/Deputy by either raising your HELP 

card or via Microsoft Teams Group chat  

• The Team Leader/Deputy will provide support throughout the call  

• Where possible the Team Leader/Deputy will access the case so they are able 

to view the claimants address/location and if there are any named people who 

may be available to contact (if required)  

• Whilst contacting the Team Leader/Deputy support via Microsoft Teams, 

please ensure you manage the silences with the customer effectively, for 

example you are taking down details to get them some support.   

The support network is there for two reasons: 

• to support you as you deal with the customer  

• to act as a witness to what was said  

 

  With social distancing measures and the use of Microsoft Teams your Team 

Leader/Deputy support will not be able to hear the conversation or act as a witness but 

can still support you throughout the call. 

In the case of Office Working, your Team Leader/Deputy support may be able to live 

listen to the call using NGCC Workspace and can guide you through the process 



 

3 Gather information to 

gauge level of risk 

• Talk to the claimant to gather information. This could include asking:  

• do they have specific plans? What are they? how imminent are they?  

• do they have the means to carry out their plans to hand?  

• have they already taken action? If so, find out what and when?  

• have they tried to harm themselves before? Have they have received 

treatment or are they currently receiving treatment?  

• where is the customer? Do they intend to go anywhere else?  

• Record key information such as the customer’s location and any plans 

they have to go elsewhere to harm themselves.  

• You may need to share this information with the Team Leader/Deputy 

Support  

• It is important that we keep the claimant talking, whilst recording as 

much key information as possible.  

It is understandable that people may feel uncomfortable when asking these questions, 

however, it is vital that they gather as much information as possible, in order for us to 

get the right help for the claimant.   

For those using Microsoft Teams chat, you need to ensure you provide all information 

the claimant gives you to your Team Leader/Deputy Support in the messages. 

4 Provide referral advice–  if 

situation is non-urgent, for 

example. general distress 

but no immediate plans or 

means to attempt suicide 

or self harm 

• Encourage or help the claimant to seek help from GP or Community Mental 

Health Team immediately.  

• Share contact details for appropriate support organisations such as:  

• Samaritans - a confidential emotional support service available 24 hours a day 

- 116123  

• MIND - mental health charity providing confidential mental health information 

services - 0300 1233393  

• Breathing Space - a free, confidential phone and web based service for people 

in Scotland experiencing low mood, depression or anxiety - 0800 838587  

• Get Connected - a free, confidential helpline service for young people under 25 

- 0808 8084994  

 



 

  • Bereavement Trust – helps people to overcome the grief and sorrow that can 

follow bereavement - 0800 435455  

• Ask the claimant if there is anyone they would like us to call for example, a 

family member or friend.  

• Ask the claimant about their health care team, find out about their location 

and contact arrangements. (Some of this information may also be on the 

system) Your Team Leader/Deputy Support can look this up whilst you are on 

the call and contact them if necessary.  

• If the situation is non-urgent (for example, general distress but no immediate 

plans or means-to-hand) help the claimant to contact their support team and 

encourage them to seek help immediately.   

• You can ask if they have any pending appointments and advise that these be 

brought forward.  

The ‘Specialist Support’ section of the District Provision Tool for your area holds details 

of local organisations that can provide support for claimants  at risk of suicide or self-

harm in each district 

Note: some of these organisations may not be available due to the current situation, 

however your Team Leader/Deputy Support should still attempt contact if requested by 

the claimant 



 

5 Summon Emergency  

help – claimant is 

distressed at serious risk or 

in immediate  

danger 

You do not need the claimants consent to contact the emergency services - but you 

should tell them what is happening and why 

You can use the following statement: 

‘I have a duty of care and because you have told me that you intend to harm yourself 

(or others) I will need to inform the emergency services’. 

• Do not delay in contacting the emergency services if you think this is 

appropriate  

• Notify the Team Leader/Deputy Support - they will contact the emergency 

services for you  

• Share the claimants location and any other relevant details you have 

uncovered with your Team Leader/Deputy Support, so they can pass this on to 

the emergency services  

The Team Leader/Deputy Support contacts the emergency services by calling 999 and 

requesting the appropriate service. They need to: 

• state that they are calling from a contact centre.   

• tell them the area claimant lives in.   

It is important that they provide this information immediately as the call will  

 

  route to the area from which the call is made. 

Let the emergency services know the location of the claimant and any other relevant 

details you have uncovered; they may have additional questions they wish to ask you.  

This is why it is important to gather as much information during the call as you can and 

ensure you have provided all key details via Microsoft Teams to your Team 

Leader/Deputy Support. 

You then need to try to keep the claimant on the line until the emergency services 

arrive. 

Although this is rare if the emergency services state they cannot get to the claimant  

immediately, you can look up the number for the Mental Health crisis team for the 

customer’s local area and ask them to provide assistance to the claimant . 



 

6 Review This experience can be upsetting for you. You need to look after yourself and reassure 

yourself that you did all you could and what you did was ‘right’. 

You must ensure that you receive support from your line manager and have some 

down time from making further calls and a break if needed. 

A referral to welfare support can also be arranged and you can sign post staff to 

employee services. 

You should ensure that your line manager arranges a call (for those remote working) 

or a face to face meeting (if office working) with you to complete a peer review (on the 

review template) of the incident, to consider if all has been done to support the 

customer at that time and that office procedures and guidance were operational and 

useful. 

See: Review of incident form 

See: Record of customer declaration 

You and your manager need to keep these documents in a secure place. 

The next action is for your Line Manager to refer the case to a Vulnerable  

Claimant champion (please note this can be anyone who is available off the VCC list). A 

copy of the review template should be sent to the VCC via email and also a copy sent 

to the VCC Referral Inbox so they have full documentation of the call. 

 

Accessible version  

Review of Incident form 

Review of incident – Claimant declaration of intention to attempt suicide or self harm 

For all claimant declarations of intention to attempt suicide or self harm complete a record of customer declaration of 

intention to attempt suicide or self harm form or UCB Incident Report form, if appropriate 

Use this form to record the review discussion between the member of staff who handled the incident and their line 

manager. 



 

 



 

 

If UCB action is appropriate and has not yet been taken complete an Incident Report Form 

Copies of this form should be retained by the member of staff who dealt with the incident, the line manager 

and the manager responsible for developing and reviewing local plans.  

Managers must retain this form for six years in line with DWP Health and Safety Document Retention Schedule 

Record of customer declaration of intention to attempt suicide or self harm  



 

Record of customer declaration of intention to attempt suicide or self harm  

If Unacceptable Customer Behaviour action is appropriate complete the UCB 

Incident Report Form 

For non-UCB cases complete the form below: 

 



 

 



 

Managing the conversation with the customer 

  

1. You are not expected to counsel the claimant. The purpose of your conversation with the claimant is to identify their 

needs and encourage or help them to seek appropriate support 

Do Don't 

Do stay calm Don’t attempt to resolve the claimant  personal crisis 

or offer counselling 

Do listen to the claimant  and be non-judgemental Don’t tell the claimant  that you know how they feel 

Do express concern for the claimant Don’t dismiss the claimant  problems or feelings 

Do let the claimant  talk about their feelings and plans Don’t be sworn to secrecy 

Do ask the claimant about their plans: you may be gathering 

important information 

  

Do try to be yourself. If you are at ease it will help reassure the 

claimant 

  

Do reassure the claimant that help is available   

    

03 Six Point Plan using Microsoft Teams  

Instruction for colleagues handling calls and escalations 

 1. This instruction explains how to escalate calls for colleagues using Teams Softphone, following the Six Point Plan. 

Additional Learning 

2.There are links to how-to guides in this document, and in addition all colleagues new to Teams must complete the 

Teams Essentials training or watch the brief On demand videos available. These demonstrate how to use the main 

features used previously in Skype and will be used as part of this process. 



 

Overview 

3.The process of escalating a call or requesting support is the same using Teams Softphone as it was using Skype 

Softphone. The Six Point Plan support team will create a recurring meeting and colleagues will be sent an invitation to 

the meeting (and associated chat) to be accessed when making calls. 

4. This link will open the meeting in Teams. 

5. The meeting chat remains open when the meeting is set up as recurring, so the same chat can be used daily, without 

needing to start a new one. 

General Etiquette 

6. The normal guidance applies with Teams as it would in Skype. 

7. The chat for the support meeting is for colleagues to ask for help when required: 

• No general messaging, such as saying hello/good morning or sharing unrelated content/GIFs/images.  

• Do not share customer information in the meeting chat, this can be shared in a separate chat with an 

individual member of the support team.  

• See our acceptable use and data policies for further information about appropriate use of Teams.  

Scheduling a meeting in Teams 

8. For colleagues providing support, arrange recurring meetings in Teams in the same way as you did in Skype. 

9. The meeting is created in Outlook calendar, selecting the Teams button to insert the link to make it a Teams 

meeting. 

10. If you need for information on how to schedule a Teams meeting - See: Microsoft Teams - Schedule a meeting. 

Step 1: Join the support meeting 

1. You should only need to join the meeting once. 

2. Once you have joined the meeting for the first time, the meeting chat can be pinned to your chat window and it will 

stay open. Chat history is retained in Teams for 30 days; if it is not used in 30 days it will disappear from your chat 

window. 

3. If the chat window does disappear, open the meeting invite again and type a message and it will come back. If you 

need for information on using the chat features in Teams – See: Microsoft Teams – 1:1 or a group chat. 

Step 2: Pinning the meeting chat 

 4. To easily access the support chat associated with the meeting, you can use the “pin” feature so that it stays at the 

top of your chats. This makes it quick and easy to access when you are on the phone, or if you need to monitor for 

requests for assistance. 



 

tep 3: Notifications in Teams meeting 

5. For colleagues taking calls, you should mute the chat for the support meeting. This means you will not receive 

notifications in Teams if one of your colleagues asks for help. 

6. To do this, select the ellipses (three dots) next to the meeting chat and then select mute. 

7. For colleagues providing support, you must not mute the chat and ensure chat notifications are switched on in your 

settings. 

Consulting, transferring or adding a colleague to a call  

8. You can consult on calls and transfer them using a single button in Teams. You can also add a colleague to an 

ongoing call as a third participant. This feature places the customer on hold while you speak to a colleague - See: 

Microsoft Teams - Consult then transfer a call.  

04 Using Microsoft Teams Business phone system  

Getting Started 

• If you already have Skype Softphone within Skype for Business, then the function will continue to be available 

within Teams.  

• If you are already use the Skype Softphone, you can continue to do so, however it is recommended that you 

start to use the function in Teams as soon as possible.  

• It is recommended that you use the phone system from within Teams and are using an approved headset and / 

or connected device.  

Check and adjust your audio settings 

It is recommended that you check your audio device settings within Teams before you start to use the phone system 

functions. To check your audio device settings, please follow the steps below: 

• Plug the headset into one of the USB ports on the PC or if you are using a Laptop or Surface Pro, you can plug 

the headset directly into the headphone jack.  

• In Teams select your user profile which is in the top right corner of the window.  

 

• From the drop down menu, select the ‘Settings’ option and another menu will be displayed.  

• Within this menu, select the section called ‘Devices’  

  

• Using the drop down menus, you can select the correct Audio, Speaker and Microphone devices.  Any changes 

can be applied using the available drop down selections.  



 

  

Making a call from Microsoft Teams  

• Making calls from Skype Softphone is similar to using Teams.  

• To open your Softphone key pad, select the ‘Calls’ icon located down the left column of the window.  

To make a call you can either: 

• Copy and paste a telephone number into the search bar underneath the icon ribbon and click Call on the dial 

pad.  

• Dial the number by pressing the relevant key on the pad and click Call.  

• Use the numbers on the keyboard to input the number on the search bar.  

• If you’re dialling a landline number; include the full number including the area code (for example, 0191)  

• Please note: you do not need to include a “9” before dialling external numbers.  

 During an Ongoing Call 

• Once you select the Call button you will hear the phone ringing until the person you’re calling picks up.  

• Once the call is connected you will be able to communicate with the claimant.  

• The ongoing call duration will appear in the top right corner of the screen.  

• The number dialled displays in the blue bar at the top of the call window.  

In Call Controls  

• During a call you will have a number of call controls, which can be used to help progress and 

manage the call.  

• The controls can be access from the call control console; this will be either located within the 

middle or along the top of the call window.  

  

Placing a Call on Hold 

• If you need to place a call on hold, you can use the hold button as described above.  

• You will need to tell the claimant you’re going to place them on hold before doing so, advise them  

the line will go silent, but you have not cut them off.  

• Once you press the hold button, they won’t be able to communicate with you and they won’t be able to hear 

you.  

• With the claimant on hold, you can make another call to a colleague through Teams. You can either dial their 

phone number or call them using their Teams profile.  

• Tip: If you need to call a colleague using Teams, it is best practice to send them a chat message first. You can 

use chat at the same time as making calls.  



 

• When you need to resume the call, select the “Resume” button from within the call console.  

• Once the call is resumed, you will be able to communicate with the claimant again.  

Ending a Call 

• Once you have finished a call with the claimant, press the leave call button.  

• The Teams call window will automatically close down and you don’t need to do anything else.  

Add Additional Participants to Call 

Once you are connected in a call with the claimant, if you need to, you can invite someone else from DWP into the call 

for support. To do this, following the steps below: 

• From within the call window, select the ‘Participants’ icon  

• In the invite field you can either enter a telephone number or search for a colleague profile by typing their 

name.  

• Once added, the new participant will be called to join. It is recommended that you send a chat message to the 

colleague(s) prior to adding them into the call.  

Warm transfer a call to someone else in DWP 

If you are on a call with a claimant and you need to transfer perform a warm transfer to a colleague, you must not use 

the transfer icon. 

• To perform a warm transfer, use the consult then transfer icon. This will place the call with the claimant on 

hold, so make sure the claimant is aware of this.  

• Within the pop up box, select a colleague to consult with. You can search by their first name or surname.  

With their profile selected you can consult by chat, or call them.  

Note: that by using the ‘Teams audio call’ option you will call straight through to your colleague without 

warning.  

Tip: Send an instant message to your colleague before you call outlining the reasons for calling. 

• When ready, you can press the transfer button to pass the claimant to your colleague. Once done, you do not 

need to do anything further and you will not be in the call.  



 

Further Instruction  

• Claimants can call back the number which displays on their phone. If the claimant tries to call back, they will 

receive an automated message stating that they have been called by the DWP.  

• These calls are not recorded.  Recording is disabled in Teams and cannot be used for these outbound calls.  

• Please do not use the phone system to make emergency 999 calls or any non-approved premium rate 

numbers.   

 05 Teams Calls FAQs  

Are Claimants able to call back if they miss my call? 

No, Teams is for outbound calls only, the same rules apply as with Skype Softphone. This means that if a claimant 

misses your call, they are presented with a 0800 number rather than your specific number.  

There are occasions, where the number displayed when calling a claimant is not the correct 0800 DWP number but a 

direct number that when called will deliver a call back to Teams. The number of incidents is very small and Digital 

colleagues are working with suppliers to identify and resolve the cause of the issue. 

Action: Anybody who receives an inbound call through Teams should either reject or ignore the call. 

Call Settings – Can I change Call answering rules? 

The default settings must be kept unchanged.  Teams is set up so that 1-to-1 calls work the same way as they did in 

Skype. 

By changing any settings, you may impact processes such as the 6PP as well as make it harder to troubleshoot any 

technical issues down the line. 

Call Settings – Can I change the Caller ID setting? 

No, the default settings must be kept unchanged.  Outbound calls made using Teams presents to the claimant with a 

0800 number in line with DWP telephony policy.  This ensures that the claimant recognises calls are from DWP and 

there is a greater chance that they will answer the call. 

You can see your individual number in Teams however, you must not disclose this number. 

  

06 Staff Member Activity   

1. The following activity is for staff members when an incident of threatening self harm or suicide occurs: 

Step Action 

1 hear the initial threat to self harm or suicide 



 

2 create a High Priority ‘To Do’ task for the benefit centre ‘champion’ to set an additional support marker – See: 

Workflow and Task Management 

3 mark task as urgent, ask the ‘champion’ to set the additional support flag, if not already input automatically by 

the answers given, and request ‘champion’ takes ownership of the task from this point on (see paras 4 to 6 

below) 

4 put facts about the case in notes in the medical evidence screen in PIPCS, ensuring the information is adequate 

and relevant 

5 telephone ‘champion’ to explain task is on the way and give details of the claimant and the incident  

2. If a person threatened self harm or suicide before a claim had been submitted, the agent will ring the ‘champion’ and 

provide all the information in that call. 

3. Once these activities are completed, the staff member’s responsibility or ownership will cease. The ‘champion’ will 

then be responsible for any additional activity over and above the normal process. 

4. Details of the ‘champion’ and deputy ‘champion’ will be placed on ‘FIND’. Staff members will use the FIND function 

on PIPCS to identify who the ‘champion’ and deputy ‘champion’ is. 

5. Throughout the claim, the medical evidence screen should be checked for all incoming enquiries and outgoing calls 

but not for every back office task. The case worker, case manager and Assessment Provider will still complete their 

usual process tasks but will approach the ‘champion’ for help prior to contacting the claimant. 

6. Work should still be allocated to the designated business as usual (BAU) staff. In addition, the ‘champion’ should be 

informed of any activity to check that workflow tasks can be actioned in the usual manner (as the ‘champion’ may 

choose to ring the claimant to advise something is on the way). 

07 Champion Activity   

1. The ‘champion’ is only responsible for carrying out additional tasks to support the claimant throughout the 

process, for example, additional reminders to the claimant or speaking to their support workers. 

2. The ‘champion’ is not responsible for generic process activity such as issue of PIP2 ’How your disability affects 

you’ form or completing the explanation call. 

3. The ‘champion’ should check the tasks on a daily basis to establish if new tasks are allocated and speak to the 

person they are allocated to so they have a full understanding of the incident and can discuss if anything different 

needs to be done. 

4. Following receipt of a call from the staff member who dealt with the incident, the ‘champion’ will set the 

additional support flag (if not already input) immediately after an incident as follows: 



 

Step Action 

1 select New Evidence from the Action drop down menu on the Evidence homepage; 

the New Evidence type list page will display 

2 navigate to Medical Details type and select ‘new’ from the action drop down menu 

3 on the New Medical Evidence details page, enter ‘yes’ in the Additional Support indicated field 

4 if the case has been returned from the Assessment Provider, update the Additional Support determined box (a 

different box to Additional Support indicated and only available after return from the Assessment Provider) 

5 select ‘save’ 

6 inform the workflow allocator that a task will be pending – to go to the ‘champion’ 

7 update comments in the medical evidence screen to outline the incident and show ‘champion’ activity on the 

case 

8 put their name and telephone number in the comments section in the medical evidence screen -  this will 

identify the ‘champion’ to all dealing with the case (including the Assessment Provider) 

9 consider if there are other DWP benefit interests – advise of incident 

5. The following are actions for the ‘champion’ to consider when he / she has been notified of an incident and 

the case is just after the new claim stage: 

Step Action 

1 ring claimant after PIP2 ‘How your disability affects you’ form has been issued. Advise claimant a form is 

pending and where they can get help to complete it if necessary 

2 contact the claimant’s support person (if we know who) to advise a form is on the way and the claimant may 

need help 

3  for next steps 

See: Forms completion  

6. The following are actions for the ‘champion’ when he or she has been notified of an incident and the case is at 

the how your disability affects you stage: 



 

• if the PIP2 'How your disability affects you' form is not returned – consider, as well as an automatic reminder 

at 19 days, ringing to remind claimant or the claimant’s support person (if we know who)  

• if PIP2 is returned – the ‘champion’ must put their name and telephone number in the comments section in 

the medical evidence screen so the Assessment Provider will be able to contact them if they require further 

information.  

7. The ‘champion’ will not be able to telephone the Assessment Provider directly to discuss the claimant’s case 

due to organisational arrangements. 

8. The following is action for the ‘champion’ when he or she has been notified of an incident and the case is at 

the decision stage: 

• consider if a case conference is required with case manager or Assessment Provider and  

‘champion’ prior to decision being made and or prior to explanation call if one is required  

• if a case conference is required make arrangements using the existing escalation route currently used by the 

decision maker when they wish to challenge anything with the Assessment Provider.  

08 Identifying an existing out of process support case   

1. Currently, cases where a claimant has threatened self harm or suicide are identified by the Additional Support 

flag and an accompanying comment / note to explain the incident has been reported to the benefit centre ‘champion’. 

2. For Enquiry Line staff, and for PIP users carrying out a workflow task, if a claimant becomes distressed, take 

the following action to identify whether the claimant is an existing ‘out of process’ support case: 

Step Action 

1 check if the Additional Support (AS) watermark is present on the 'person home page' 

or 

check to see if the additional support flag is set in the application and integrated case screens 

2 if so, check the notes or comments in the medical evidence screen to see if the ‘champion’ is providing support 

for this claimant 

3 if so, consider informing the ‘champion’ of your activity and check that it is ok to carry on (as the  

‘champion’ may choose to ring to advise the claimant) 

  

06 PABs and Appointees 

Subpages 

• 01 Appointee process (Pre & Post claim)  



 

• 02 New PAB and COP (excluding appointees)  

• 03 Appointee Review  

• 04 New or Change of Representative  

01 Appointee process (Pre & Post claim) 

Background 

1. A claimant who cannot manage their own affairs because of incapacity must have another person appointed by the 

Secretary of State (SofS) to act on their behalf. This person must be aged 18 or over.  

The decision to appoint another person to act on behalf of a claimant is reviewed on a regular basis - See:  

Appointee Review. 

Where there is a suggestion of, or it is clear that the claimant might not understand the claims process and their 

subsequent responsibilities, then appointee action must be considered. 

Subpages 

• Who can make a PIP claim  

• Failed or by passed IDV  

• Appointee details held on CIS (Searchlight) claim made by claimant  

• Appointee details provided not held on CIS (Searchlight) or do not match those held  

• Claim made by third party CIS (Searchlight) details do not match appointee details COP discrepancy task raised  
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Who can make a PIP claim 

1. A PIP claim can be made by the following: 

• the claimant  



 

• an existing Personal Acting Body (PAB) such as an appointee  

• a third party who wants to be appointed to act for the claimant  

• a third party who is claiming PIP for the claimant under the special rules terminally ill (SRTI) provisions  

Note: This instruction refers specifically to appointees. 

Claim made by third party Identity Verification IDV discrepancy 

2. When a claim to PIP is made by any person other than the claimant, and the telephony agent identifies they are a 

Corporate Other Payee (COP), following input of the claimant’s NINO, CAMLite will show the information about the 

claimant and the appointee or any other type of COP. 

3. If Customer Information System (CIS) / Searchlight holds the same appointee details as those provided in connection 

with the PIP claim, the telephony agent will take the appointee through IDV for the claimant. If they pass IDV, the 

claimant will be created as a ‘Person’ on PIPCS and the appointee will be recorded as an External Party with a 

‘verified’ link to the claimant’s record - See: Create an external party. If they fail IDV, the claimant will usually be 

created as a ‘Prospect Person’ (see ‘Note’ below for exception) and the appointee will be created on PIPCS as an 

External Party but their link with the claimant will be shown as ‘unverified’. 

Note: In exceptional cases, if the third party passed IDV at the initial new claim data gather stage but the new claim 

could not be submitted, the claimant will have been created as a ‘Person’. However, if the appointee phones again 

within 30 days of the original call, to complete the new claim data gather but fails IDV at that stage, an ‘Discrepancy 

failures and Payability’ task will be generated. In these circumstances, the claimant will already have been created as a 

‘Person’ and not a ‘Prospect Person’ on PIPCS. 

Create an External Party record 

4. You must: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Cases & Outcomes’ tab and expand the shortcuts panel 

2 select the ‘Registration’ link and search for an existing external party with their NINO 

3 PIPCS shows there is no external party registered, select ‘Next’ 

 

  

4 PIPCS makes a successful call to CIS(Searchlight) and displays the correct information for the external party, 

select ‘Save’ to confirm the details and to create the external party record 



 

5 access the ‘Person Homepage’ on PIPCS 

6 click the ‘Background’ tab and select the ‘Relationships’ link on the left hand navigation bar 

7 select ‘New’ to add a new relationship type 

8 enter the relationship details, including the Primary External party, if applicable and whether verified or not 

and select ‘Search’ 

Note: Do not select ‘Split Payment Payees’ from the drop down list 

9 select the new ‘External party’ and enter the details as appropriate 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 PIPCS will broadcast the new relationship to CIS (Searchlight) 

 

Failed or by passed IDV 

1. Whenever IDV fails or when IDV action is by-passed by the telephony agent, PIPCS will generate a ‘Discrepancy 

failures and Payability’ task. When a ‘Discrepancy failures and Payability’ task is received, the PIP user should check the 

‘Communication Record’ to see why this check has been generated. It may be because IDV has failed or it may be 

because IDV was by-passed because the claim has been made by a third party whose details do not match with those 

held on CIS (Searchlight) . In those circumstances, the ‘Discrepancy failures and Payability’ task will state ‘authority 

unauthenticated’. 

2. PIP claims can be made by a third party under the SRTI provisions. For action to take when a Discrepancy task 

is raised in these circumstances - See: SRTI New Claim. 

3.  

Appointee details held on CIS (Searchlight) claim made by claimant 

1. If CIS (Searchlight) holds a record of an appointee and the claimant wishes to make the claim, the Contact Centre 

Services (CCS) telephony agent will explain to the claimant that the appointee must make the claim on their behalf. If 

the claimant insists on making the claim, the agent will continue to take the claim, record it as ‘unauthenticated’, 

bypass IDV security questions and create a ‘Prospect Person’ record for the claimant. To ensure that enquiries are 

made before the claim can progress PIPCS automatically generates a ‘Discrepancy failures and Payability’ task for the 

PIP user to investigate who should make the claim - See: Claimant no longer requires an appointee and also - See: Part 

5 of the Agents, Appointees, Attorneys, Deputies Guide. 

Appointee details provided not held on CIS (Searchlight) or do not match those 

held  



 

1. If CIS (Searchlight) does not hold any appointee details or the details held  do not match those provided for the PIP 

claim, the telephony agent will be unable to take the appointee through IDV and the claimant will be created on PIPCS 

as a ‘Prospect Person’. The individual or organisation making the claim will be created on PIPCS as an External Party 

with an ‘unverified’ link to the claimant - See: Create an external party. This ‘unverified’ link will remain on PIPCS until 

the PIP user has completed all necessary enquiries to confirm their relationship with the claimant. 

Note: A ‘Communication Record’ will be created by the telephony agent recording whether IDV has passed or failed - 

See: Communication Record. 

Claim made by third party CIS (Searchlight) details do not match appointee details 

COP discrepancy task raised 

1. If the person making the PIP claim passes IDV but their relationship detailed in the claim does not match the 

appointee details held on CIS (Searchlight) , PIPCS automatically raises a ‘COP Discrepancy failures and Payability’ 

task. The claimant will be created on PIPCS as a ‘Person’ but the person making the claim on their behalf will be 

created as an External Party with an ‘unverified’ link to the claimant - See:  

Create an external party. 

2. When a COP discrepancy is generated, the PIP user must make enquiries to resolve the discrepancy before 

amending the link between the claimant and the External Party from ‘unverified’ to ‘verified’. 

3. You must check the External party has a NINO or Ref number by looking on the External Party homepage before 

verifying the external party relationship. 

4. If no NINO or Org Id number is present: 

Step Action 

1 access the external party homepage 

2 select the ‘Alternative ID’ tab 

3 select ‘New’ to open the New Alternative ID screen 

4 enter the NINO or Org Ref number as appropriate 

5 on the Type field, select ‘NINO’ or ‘Org Ref No’ as appropriate 

6 select ‘Save’ 

5. To amend the link between the claimant and external party: 



 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Person’ home screen and select the ‘Background’ tab 

2 select the ‘Relationships’ link from the left-hand navigation panel 

3 select the relationship to be verified from the list displayed and then select ‘Edit’ from the ‘Action’ menu for 

that relationship 

4 check that the relationship details are correct, select ‘Verify’ and select ‘Save’ 

6. If the enquiries show the claimant is able to manage their own affairs and does not require someone to act on their 

behalf, the claim from the third party cannot be accepted as a valid claim. This is because it has not been made by 

the appropriate person. For details of action to take - See: Issuing a paper form PIP1 – Making a claim to the 

appropriate person. 

PIP new claim has been made COP Discrepancy failures and Payability task raised 

for IDV and COP 

1. If CIS (Searchlight) does not hold appointee details and a ‘Discrepancy failures and Payability’ task is generated, the 

PIP user will need to consider whether the appropriate person has made the claim. The PIP user must contact the 

person who made the claim to establish: 

• whether the claimant is mentally capable of managing their own affairs or not or  

• whether someone has already been, or is in the process of being appointed to act for the claimant by the SofS 

or the courts - See: Part 5 of the Agents, Appointees, Attorneys, Deputies Guide  

2. If CIS (Searchlight) does hold appointee details, and a ‘COP Discrepancy failures and Payability’ task is generated, the 

PIP user will need to resolve any mismatches with CIS(Searchlight) before the claim can progress. The ‘COP 

Discrepancy’ may be due to a simple error made when submitting the new claim data. For example, the name of the 

appointee is spelt differently to that already held on CIS(Searchlight) . Such a mismatch is easily resolved by 

telephoning the person who submitted the claim and checking the spelling. It could be that the appointee has 

changed address and this has not been notified to  

CIS(Searchlight) . In this circumstance, the PIP user will contact the person who made the claim to check this and 

resolve the mismatch before continuing with the claim - See: New claim – Discrepancy Tasks. 

3. If the record retrieved from CIS (Searchlight) is for an Alternative Payee, this is recorded on PIPCS as a COP. PIP does 

not use Alternative Payees as these are for Child Benefit cases only. 

4. These will need to be removed to prevent all notifications being incorrectly issued to the Alternative Payee and 

payments being issued to the incorrect bank account. 

5. To remove the Alternative Payee, you must take the following action: 



 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Person’ homepage and select the ‘Background’ tab 

2 select the ‘Relationships’ option from the left hand menu to display the related person screen 

3 select the ‘action’ button underneath ‘status’ at the right hand side of the appropriate related party and select 

‘Edit’ from the menu 

4 complete the ‘to’ field with the date of claim as the end date (to prevent an error message) and select the ‘End 

reason’ as ‘Other’ from the drop down menu 

5 select ‘Save’ 

6 to end the external party, if applicable, select the ‘Cases & Outcomes’ tab and expand the shortcuts panel 

 

7 select the ‘Registration’ link and search for an existing external party with the NINO 

8 from the action button select edit to display the 'Edit External Party page' 

9 input an end date same as the start date 

10 select ‘Save’ 

 

Claimant unable to manage their own affairs someone already legally authorised 

and not held on CIS (Searchlight) 

1. In cases where the claimant is unable to manage their own affairs but the person making the claim has already been 

legally authorised to act for them (they are the claimant’s Power of Attorney (PoA) and so on), the PIP user must 

obtain sight of the documents confirming this. As the person making the PIP claim will have been recorded as the 

claimant’s External Party with an ‘unverified’ relationship, the PIP user will have to update their relationship to 

‘verified’ following sight of the documents - refer to paragraph 10. 

Claimant unable to manage their own affairs – someone else already legally authorised but has not 

made the claim 

2. In cases where the claimant is unable to manage their own affairs but somebody other than the person who made 

the PIP claim has already been authorised to act for the claimant, for example, they are the claimant’s PoA, the PIP 

claim cannot be accepted as a valid claim. For details of action to take -  



 

See: Issuing a paper form PIP1 - Making a claim to the appropriate person and also - See: Rival appointee. The PIP user 

must send a paper PIP1 – ‘Making a claim’ to that person with covering letter PIP.1007, which explains that they must 

make a PIP claim on behalf of the claimant. A record of the documents issued is kept in the ‘Communication Record’ 

and a manual task is set to await the return of the PIP1. 

Claimant is unable to manage their own affairs - no one appointed to act 

3. It may be established that the claimant is incapable of managing their own affairs and the person who made the PIP 

claim has not already been appointed to act for the claimant. In this circumstance, the PIP user must telephone the 

person who has made the claim to establish: 

 whether appointee action is actually appropriate; and if so  

 do they fully understand the responsibilities of the role and still wish to become the claimant’s appointee  

If so, appointee action should be taken, please refer to  PIP requesting a visit . In cases of doubt, appointee action 

should be taken regardless. 

Making a call to a prospective appointee 

1. Below are some questions to ask and information you can gather when on the call. 

Is the claimant able to manage their own affairs? 

2. For example: 

 can they deal with day-to-day financial affairs like paying utility bills and banking?  

 are they able to understand letters we may send them?  

 would they know when to notify us of any change in their circumstances?  

3. A person may need an appointee because of their condition or disability not because you think the person can’t 

cope or because you would prefer to handle their benefit payments for them. Even if you’ve looked after the person 

in the past, it doesn’t automatically mean for benefit purposes they can’t manage their affairs, even if they need 

some help. 

Has somebody already been, or in the process of being, appointed to act for the claimant? 

4. If yes what’s their: 

 name  

 address  

 telephone number  

or are there legal documents we could see? 



 

5. If the appointee is a CPAB you must obtain the following details: 

 name (also title/team if there is one)  

 room number  

 name of building  

 full postal address  

Check relationships on PIPCS to see if appointee/PAB/CPAB/POA already appointed (POA take precedence). 

Are you willing to be their appointee 

6. The law allows DWP to appoint someone to act for the claimant; we call this person an appointee. 

7. An appointee is a position of trust you must be over 18 and will be fully responsible for acting for the claimant in all 

their dealings with DWP. This includes: 

 claiming benefits, including completing and signing any claim forms  

 collecting and receiving benefit payments, and  

 reporting changes of circumstances such as their condition gets better or worse, changes of address or bank 

account  

Do you have all appointee details 

 NINO  

 full address and postcode  

 telephone number  

 relationship to claimant  

8. If you’re not willing to be their appointee, can you suggest the name, address and telephone number of a 

relative or someone suitable who may be able to be their appointee? 

9. If you’re unable to contact the person by phone issue PIP.3033; cut and paste wording from Prospective 

Appointee document Appendix 1 into the free text box. 

10. If a prospective appointee has claimed PIP, the prospective appointee will have been registered on PIPCS as an 

External Party with an ‘unverified‘ relationship link to the claimant. New appointee action will need to be taken, please 

see PIP requesting a visit . Once the person has been appointed to act for the claimant, the PIP user will need to 

change the External Party ‘unverified’ status to ‘verified’ as per paragraph 10. This prompts PIPCS to send a broadcast 

to CIS (Searchlight) and the PIP user must set an appointee review date - See: Appointee Review. 

11. However, if the claimant is incapable of managing their own affairs and the person who made the PIP claim 

does not want to become the claimant’s appointee, the PIP user must establish who is willing and able to act for the 



 

claimant. Current External Party details must be ended on PIPCS - See: Changing an existing appointee on PIPCS. Details 

of the person who now wants to be appointed to act for the claimant should be recorded as the new External Party. 

New appointee action will need to be taken, please see PIP requesting a visit  The prospective appointee’s link with the 

claimant remains set to ‘unverified’ until the outcome of the visit has been obtained after which, the status of the link 

is changed to ‘verified’- refer to paragraph 10. 

12. If the PIP User is unable to establish who can be appointed to act for the claimant - See: Part 5 of the Agents, 

Appointees, Attorneys and Deputies Guide. 

  

Claimant is unable to manage their own affairs but acts as appointee for another 

person or persons 

1. It may be that the claimant who is now incapable of managing their own affairs is appointed to act for another 

person. In this circumstance, the PIP user must check whether the claimant has been appointed to act for someone 

else and if so, the PIP user must end the External Party link with that person - See: Changing an existing appointee 

on PIPCS. If an appointee has multiple claimant responsibilities, the PIP user must make a note of everyone who the 

claimant is an appointee for. 

2. The relevant PIP user will have to individually break the ‘Relationship’ link between the appointee and each claimant 

and then continue with any residual work on that claim. Once the last relationship link is ended, the PIP user will 

then end the External Party and suspend benefit if appropriate. See: PIP requesting a visit 

Note: If the other persons who the claimant is appointed to act for are in receipt of benefits other than PIP, the PIP 

user must contact the relevant office. That office must terminate the appointee relationship on the appropriate 

computer system. 

3. When appointing someone to act for the claimant, the PIP user must amend the External Party’s  

‘unverified’ link with the claimant’s record to ‘verified’. If someone other than the person who made the PIP claim has 

been appointed to act for the claimant - See: Issuing a paper form PIP1- Making a claim to the appropriate person and 

also - See: Appointee Review. 

  

Claimant is a death arrears payee 

1. The PIP user must establish whether the claimant is already acting as a Death Arrears Payee (DAP) for another 

PIP claimant or other benefit. If the claimant is acting as an External Party for another PIP claimant, a ‘COP Discrepancy 

failures and Payability’ task is automatically raised by PIPCS as an ‘Unacceptable relationship’. If so, the PIP user must 

end the DAP relationship on PIPCS before inputting appointee details and making any outstanding payments as 

appropriate. Using the claimant’s National Insurance number (NINO), the PIP user performs an External Party search to 

identify the claimant(s) with whom on PIPCS, this claimant has the relationship. To do this: 

Step Action 



 

1 select the ‘Cases and Outcomes’ tab 

2 open the ‘Shortcuts’ panel and select ‘External Party’ search 

3 enter the claimant’s NINO and select ‘Search’ 

4 select the hyperlink for each person(s) listed to view the relationship details to identify any DAP relationship 

with the claimant 

5 if a DAP relationship is present, select ‘Edit’, record an ‘End date’ and select ‘Save’ 

6 PIPCS will send a broadcast to CIS (Searchlight) ending the relationship 

2. If an External Party link does not exist for a supposed relationship, the PIP user will contact the claimant to 

obtain documentary evidence of the DAP relationship. Once satisfied of the relationship, the PIP user will create an 

External Party relationship on PIPCS and then end it to enable any outstanding payments to be made. 

3. If the claimant is a DAP for another claimant in receipt of a benefit other than PIP, the PIP user must contact 

the relevant office and request that they end the DAP relationship on their computer system.  

Once this has been done, PIPCS can then be updated with new appointee details. 

Visiting officer establishes claimant able to manage their own affairs 

1. If the PIP claim was made by a third party and it is established that the claimant does not require an appointee 

- See: Issuing a paper form PIP1- Making a claim to the appropriate person. 

2. If the claimant is able to manage their own affairs and does not require someone to act on their behalf, the 

claim from the third party cannot be accepted as a valid claim. This is because it has not been made by the appropriate 

person. For details of action to take - See: Issuing a paper form PIP1 – Making a claim to the appropriate person and 

See: PIP requesting a visit 

Issuing a paper form PIP1 Making a claim to the appropriate person 

1. It may be established that the PIP claim has been made by an inappropriate person such as a rival appointee or 

a third party and so on. If the claimant already has somebody legally authorised to act for them, for example, a Power 

of Attorney (PoA), the PIP user will need to inform the person who made the claim that it cannot be accepted as a valid 

PIP claim. 

2. However, if the appropriate person to claim wants to pursue the PIP claim that has been made, they can do so. 

The PIP user must issue a blank form PIP1 – ‘Making a claim’ to the claimant or PoA (or other such appropriate person) 

to ‘sign up’ to the originally submitted claim - See: Communication Record. For security reasons, as the Department 

cannot return the original completed PIP1 for the correct signature, a blank PIP1 paper claim form must be issued to 

the appropriate person for full completion and signature with a PIP.1007. The associated discrepancy task is deferred 



 

to await the return of the form. If the PIP1 isn’t returned within one month (or longer if considered reasonable by the S 

of S), no reminder is issued and no decision is made as a valid PIP claim has not been made. The PIP user must take 

action to withdraw the initial claim on PIPCS and update PIPCS with a ‘Communication Record’ - See: Withdrawn Claim 

and also - See: Communication Record. 

3. On receipt of the further PIP1 paper claim form, the PIP user completes a ‘Communication Record’ to update 

PIPCS and the new claim continues. The PIP user must be aware that details might need amending, particularly bank 

account details on PIPCS - See: Change of bank account. 

Note: The further PIP1 will be treated as a new paper claim and if reasons for lateness are provided or consideration of 

lateness is specifically requested, the Case Manager (CM) will consider the earlier date of claim - See: Paper Claim 

received - CM action. 

Prospective appointee action task received from Assessment  

Provider 

1. During the course of the assessment, the Health Professional (HP) may identify that the claimant has a mental health 

or behavioural condition, learning difficulty, developmental disorder or memory problems. If the HP has indicated in 

the PIPCS assessment questionnaire that there is a potential need for  

‘Additional Support’, the PIP user must consider if appointee action is appropriate - See: Decision making process Part 

1 - PIPCS assessment questionnaire and also - See: Vulnerable Claimants. 

No appointee related action needed 

2. If the PIP user identifies that appointee related action isn’t required, they check whether the AP has completed an 

assessment (this may not have been possible if the claimant was unfit to properly comply with the assessment and had 

no support.) If the assessment has been provided, the PIP user continues with their action - See: Create an Assessment 

Record. If the assessment has not been completed, the PIP user sets a task to the AP to complete the assessment. 

Potential appointee action needed 

3. If potential appointee related action is needed, the PIP user takes the appropriate action - See: PIP New claim has 

been made - IDV or COP Discrepancy raised and See:  PIP requesting a visit  The PIP user checks the AP assessment 

position.  

Prospective appointee action through CIS (Searchlight) 

New appointee identified through CIS (Searchlight) broadcast no existing appointee 

1. On receipt of a CIS(Searchlight) broadcast notifying new appointee details, where the claimant does not have an 

existing appointee, PIPCS automatically creates an External Party record with a ‘verified‘ relationship link. If the 

claimant has already been awarded PIP, any payment due is automatically suspended by PIPCS. In all cases, PIPCS will 

create a task for the PIP user to obtain the appointee’s bank details - See:  Change of Bank Account  and to check if 



 

there is any ongoing action at the AP or at Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service (HMCTS). If so, the relevant 

office needs to be contacted and made aware of the change. 

New appointee identified through CIS (Searchlight) existing appointee 

2. If an External Party record already exists on PIPCS and CIS (Searchlight) broadcasts a change of appointee details, 

PIPCS will automatically end the existing External Party relationship and suspend payment. A task is automatically 

raised to the PIP user to investigate whether the claimant needs a new appointee before any new External Party can 

be created - See:  New COP (excluding appointees)   - Create an External Party. 

CIS (Searchlight) broadcast notifying end of appointee 

3. On receipt of a CIS (Searchlight) broadcast notifying the end of appointee, PIPCS automatically ends the 

relationship with the claimant and suspends any payment due (if appropriate). An automated task is created for the 

PIP user to investigate whether the appointee has been removed by another benefit and if so, whether removal of 

details is correct. 

4. If details have been incorrectly removed, the PIP user re-inputs appointee details onto PIPCS, checks that the 

bank account details are correct and lifts the suspension (if appropriate). To enter appointee details: 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Person’ home screen and select the ‘Background’ tab 

2 selecting the ‘Relationships’ link from the left-hand navigation panel displays the ‘Relationship  

List’ screen 

3 select the ‘New Relationship’ icon and enter the new relationship details for the appointee being re-instated 

Note: do not select ‘Split Payment Payees’ from the drop down list 

4 search for and select the ‘Related Party’, that is the External Party, which the CIS(Searchlight) broadcast has 

previously ended the relationship with 

5 select ‘Appointee’ from the ‘Type’ drop-down list, input the ‘Start date’ of the new relationship and select ‘Yes’ 

from the ‘Verification’ drop-down list 

6 in the ‘Comments’ box add a note explaining why the relationship has been re-instated and select  

‘Save’ 

7 PIPCS will broadcast the re-instated relationship to CIS (Searchlight) 



 

5. If details have been correctly removed but a new appointee is needed for the claimant - See: Claimant unable 

to manage their own affairs - no one appointed to act. Once new appointee action has been completed, the PIP user 

must obtain the claimant’s bank account details – See: Change Bank Account. If appropriate, the PIP user will notify the 

AP or HMCTS that appointee details have changed, consider changing the bank account details and lifting the payment 

suspension. 

Prospective appointee action through postal and telephony routes 

Changing an existing appointee on PIPCS 

1. Notification may be received by letter or telephone that the person already recorded as the ‘verified’ External 

Party for the claimant has changed, is no longer required or is unable to act for the claimant. In these circumstances, 

the PIP user must end the relationship with the existing appointee - See: New COP (excluding appointees) - Changing a 

COP relationship on PIPCS. Enquiries must then be made to investigate whether a new appointee is required. 

2. If a letter is received asking for someone to be appointed to act for an existing PIP claimant, the post will be 

received in the Mail Opening Unit (MOU), scanned onto the DRS and indexed. A ‘To Do’ task is raised for the ‘back 

office’ PIP user to investigate. If prospective appointee details are taken by telephone, the agent will manually set a ‘To 

Do’ task to the PIP user. 

3. On receipt of the task the PIP user must make enquiries by telephone (if possible) to establish whether new 

appointee action is required or not - See: PIP new claim has been made - IDV or COPCOPCOP discrepancy task raised. 

4. If following enquiries, it is established that the claimant does not require an appointee, the PIP user records 

details of the telephone call in the ‘Communication Record’ and closes the task. If appropriate, complete any other 

ongoing action. 

5. If following enquiries, it is established that new appointee action is needed, the PIP user will suspend payment 

(if appropriate) and manually create an External Party record with an ‘unverified’ relationship link on PIPCS - See: New 

COP (excluding appointees) - Create an External Party. Appointee action now needs to be instigated - See: Claimant 

unable to manage their own affairs - no one appointed to act. 

Claimant no longer requires an appointee 

6. If notification is received from the claimant that they no longer require an appointee, the PIP user should 

manually suspend payments to the appointee,  confirm that they are able to act for themselves and notify the 

appointee of the intended course of action. If on receipt of the notification, the appointee agrees that the claimant is 

capable, a DWP visit is not required – See: Part 5 of the Agents, Appointees, Attorneys and Deputies Guide. If it is 

decided that the appointment can be revoked, as the claimant is able to manage their own affairs, the PIP user must 

arrange for payment to be made to the claimant. 

7. If on receipt of the notification, the appointee agrees that the claimant is not capable, please refer for a visit. 

See: PIP Requesting a visit 



 

Change of appointee with an existing Motability agreement 

8. In cases where notification is received of a change of appointee details where they hold a Motability agreement, the 

PIP user must carefully consider the nature of the changes. If appropriate, a manual task must be raised to the 

Motability Agreement Section stating full details of the relevant change. For full details of what changes need to be 

referred to the Motability Agreement Section for action - See:  

Motability. 

Death of an appointee 

9. When notification is received of the appointee’s death and PIP is awarded and in payment, the PIP user must 

suspend payment, enter the date of death on PIPCS (if not already held) and access CIS (Searchlight) to see if new 

appointee details are held. If details are not held, the PIP user contacts the person who notified the death, asking for 

the name and address of the person who wants to be considered as the new appointee, this could be themselves. 

When details are known - See: Claimant unable to manage their own affairs - no one appointed to act and also - See: 

Changing an existing appointee on PIPCS. 

10. If the case is with the AP when death of COP is entered on PIPCS, PIPCS will create an automatic task to notify 

the AP. 

Rival appointee 

11. If the claimant already has a person legally authorised to act for them or the SofS has appointed someone to act for 

them and an enquiry or claim is received from another potential appointee, then enquiries will need to be made to 

establish if the potential appointee wishes to continue with the claim. If the potential appointee wishes to continue, 

please refer to  PIP requesting a   visit to establish who should act for the claimant. 

Appendix 1 

We’re writing to you as you’ve said you want to be an appointee for [Insert full name]. 

If [insert name] can’t do things like, deal with day-to-day financial affairs for example paying utility bills and banking, 

doesn’t understand letters we send them, or doesn’t know when to notify us of any change in their circumstances, 

then another person may need to act for them. 

This must be because of their condition or disability not because you think the person can’t cope or because you would 

prefer to handle their benefit payments for them. Even if you’ve looked after the person in the past it doesn’t 

automatically mean for benefit purposes they can’t manage their affairs, even if they need some help. 

If someone can’t manage their affairs the law allows Department for Work & Pension (DWP) to appoint someone to act 

for the claimant; we call this person an appointee. 

An appointee is a position of trust you must be over 18 and will be fully responsible for acting for the claimant in all 

their dealings with DWP. This includes: 



 

Claiming benefits, including completing and signing any claim forms 

Collecting and receiving benefit payments, and 

Reporting changes of circumstances such as their condition gets better or worse, changes of address or bank account. 

Please contact us to confirm you’re willing to act as an appointee so a visit can be arranged. 

We’ll visit you and [name] to check you understand your responsibilities as an appointee and make sure an appointee 

is needed. 

Your reply 

Are willing to be their appointee? 

Your relationship to the claimant? 

Your telephone number? 

Your National Insurance number? 

Your full address and postcode? (If different from above) 

If you’re not willing to be their appointee, can you suggest the name, address and telephone number of a relative or 

someone suitable who may be able to be their appointee? 

02 New PAB and COP (excluding appointees) 

Introduction 

1. Claimants who cannot manage their own affairs because of their health condition or disability must have another 

person or organisation appointed to act on their behalf. This is known as a Personal Acting Body (PAB) or a Corporate 

Other Payee (COP) and they can make a claim and receive payment on behalf of the claimant. A COP is also known as a 

Corporate (Personal) Acting Body (CPAB or CAB) For further information - See: Agents, Appointees Attorneys and 

Deputies Guide  
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New claim made by PAB 

1. Where a PAB has submitted a new claim to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) on behalf of the claimant, PIP 

Computer System (PIPCS) searches for the external party on the Claimant’s Customer Information System 

CIS(Searchlight). 

PAB details held on claimants CIS(Searchlight) record match 

1. When found and the details match, PIPCS creates an external party record and a verified relationship link. 

PAB details held on claimants CIS(Searchlight) record do not match 

1. If the PAB details found on CIS(Searchlight) do not match, PIPCS will create a Discrepancy failures and 

Payability task which will be allocated to you. You must also check the ‘Smart Panel’ for other issues and actions to 

take and, if appropriate to you, link all tasks for the same claimant together and deal with these accordingly. 

2. On receipt of the Discrepancy failures and Payability task, you will need to check the reason for the 

discrepancy in the Smart Panel, this could be due to IDV or a potential PAB. When you have established the reason for 

the discrepancy is a potential PAB, you must telephone the PAB to establish if the mismatch is simply an error, for 

example a spelling mistake. If contact cannot be made by telephone, issue PIP.3033 - See: Discrepancy Tasks guidance. 

3. If the mismatch is an error that can be rectified, verification documents are not required and an external party 

record must be created - See: Create an External Party record. 

Create an External Party record 

1. You must:  

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Cases & Outcomes’ tab and expand the shortcuts panel 



 

2 select the Registration’ link click external party, enter the NINO in the reference field and select type 

3 PIPCS shows there is no external party registered, select ‘Next’ 

4 PIPCS makes a successful call to CIS(Searchlight) and displays the correct information for the external party, 

select ‘Save’ to confirm the details and to create the external party record 

5 access person homepage on PIPCS and click Background tab 

6 select the ‘Relationships’ link on the left hand navigation bar 

7 select ‘New’ to add a new relationship type 

8 enter the relationship details, including the Primary External party, if applicable and whether  

‘Verified’ or ‘Unverified’ and select ‘Search’ 

9 search for related party by clicking on the magnifying glass, enter NINO, select the correct external party, enter 

relevant review date, verify and save 

10 PIPCS will broadcast the new relationship to CIS(Searchlight) 

2. If the mismatch is an error that cannot be rectified, for example the PABs are 2 different people, request verification 

documents from the PAB, defer the task and create a communication record - See:  

‘Workflow and Task Management’ guidance and ‘Communication Record’ guidance. 

No PAB details held on claimants CIS(Searchlight) record 

1. If no PAB details are held on CIS(Searchlight) and the claim is not being made under the Special Rules for Terminally 

Ill (SRTI), you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 issue PIP.0504 to request verification documents 

2 scrutinise the claim and deal with any payability evidence issues - See: Completing the Scrutiny  

Check 

3 defer the task to await return of verification documents See: Workflow and Task Management 

4 create a Communication Record - See: Create a Communication Record 



 

2. If the claim is being made under SRTI See: Special Rules for Terminally Ill New Claim 

Documents received or task matures 

1. When you have received all relevant documents or the task matures, if the PAB is not empowered to act, you 

will need to consider appointee action - See: ‘Appointee process (Pre and Post claim)’ guidance. 

2. If the PAB is empowered to act, create an external party record and a verified relationship on PIPCS - See: 

‘Create an external party record’ and update any payability evidence if appropriate. PIPCS will broadcast the PAB to 

CIS(Searchlight). 

New claim made by claimant 

1. PIPCS searches for the external party on the claimant’s CIS(Searchlight) record. When found and the details 

match, PIPCS creates an external party record and a verified relationship link. 

2. If you receive a Discrepancy failures and Payability task you will need to check the reason for the discrepancy 

in the Smart Panel, this could be due to IDV or a potential PAB. When you have established the reason for the 

discrepancy is a potential PAB and a claimant has made a new claim and the PAB details are held on the claimant’s 

CIS(Searchlight) record, you must contact the PAB or COP by telephone to establish if a PAB is still appropriate. If a PAB 

is still appropriate, see: ‘Appointee process (pre and post decision) – Issuing a paper for PIP1’. If not continue with new 

claim action. 

New PAB by phone or post 

1. If a new PAB request is made by phone the telephony agent will take the call and a task will be created. If a new PAB 

request is received by post the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) will scan the post and a task will be created. 

2. On receipt of the task, establish if the new prospective PAB is a: 

• new Corporate Personal Acting Body (COP) - See: New claim made by COP  

• new appointee - See: ‘Appointee process (Pre and Post claim)’ guidance  

• new Power of Attorney (POA) - See: Attorneys  

• Enduring Power of Attorney (EPOA), Deputy, Guardian, Curator Bonis or Tutor - See: Agents, Appointees, 

Attorneys and Deputies Guide’ guidance.  

Attorneys 

1. A claimant may have more than one attorney recorded in PIPCS but only one of them must be set as the primary 

external body. We would see a record of any previous Attorneys in Relationship History within the Person case in 

PIPCS. When attorneys act jointly they must be sent copies of all relevant notifications. Because we only have one 

active on the system copies of the same documents would need to be sent clerically to the other Attorney. 

2. If a claim to PIP or a PIP enquiry is received from a person(s) or organisation stating they are the claimant’s Lasting 

Power of Attorney (LPA), check their details are already held on Searchlight then documentation would not be 



 

required as this will have already been supplied to another office. If LPA was registered pre 01/09/2019 you must 

ask for the LPA documentation. If registered after 01/09/2019. 

For further information and what to do to verify a LPA on Gov.uk, please see DWP Agent Process to Verify Lasting Power 

of Attorney using the Lasting Power of Attorney online service. 

3. Input a note on the Person Page in PIPCS – detailing the outcome from LPA on-line. 

4. If verification has been confirmed and the LPA is empowered to act and no bank details have been provided 

you must contact the LPA to obtain bank details. This should be completed by calling the LPA using a recorded line. If 

you are unsuccessful contacting the LPA via telephone - take following steps:  

Step Action 

1 Issue PIP.0504 and bank details form DPGEN if appropriate 

2 Defer the task to await return of the documents - See: Workflow and Task  

Management 

3 Create a Communication Record - See: Create a Communication Record 

5. suspend payment if appropriate - See: ‘Suspensions’ guidance. 

6. When the bank account details have been received - See: ‘Create an external party record’. 

CIS(Searchlight) broadcast 

New PAB 

1. On receipt of a CIS(Searchlight) broadcast of a new PAB, PIPCS will automatically create a new relationship 

between the PAB and the claimant and suspend payment. A task will be created for you to obtain bank account details 

and to advise the Assessment Provider (AP) or Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service (HMCTS) of the new PAB, if 

appropriate. 

Removal of PAB 

2. On receipt of a CIS(Searchlight) broadcast, PIPCS will automatically end the relationship and suspend payment. 

An ‘External Party ended’ task will be created for you to consider if a PAB is still needed and to obtain bank account 

details - See: ‘Change of Bank or Building Society Account’ guidance. You must also consider contacting the AP or 

HMCTS if appropriate to advise of the removal of PAB. 

Note: If the ‘External Party ended’ task isn’t actioned in 10 days, it will turn red enabling users to quickly identify and 

prioritise these tasks in inboxes or work queues. 



 

New claim made by COP 

COP details held on claimant’s CIS(Searchlight) record match 

1. Where a COP has made a new claim to PIP on behalf of the claimant, PIPCS searches for the external party on 

the claimant’s CIS(Searchlight) record. When found and the details match, PIPCS creates an external party record and a 

verified relationship link. 

COP details held on claimants CIS(Searchlight) record do not match 

2. If COP details held on the claimant’s CIS(Searchlight) record do not match, PIPCS raises a Discrepancy failure 

and Payability task which will be allocated to you. On receipt of the task, you will need to check the ‘Smart Panel’ for 

the reason for the discrepancy, this could be due to IDV or a potential COP. When you have established the reason for 

the discrepancy is a potential COP, you must check for other open tasks and, if appropriate to you, link all tasks for the 

same claimant together and deal with these accordingly - See: ‘PAB Discrepancy’. 

No COP details held on claimants CIS(Searchlight) record 

1. If there are no COP details held on the claimant’s CIS(Searchlight) record and the Corporate ID cannot be 

traced - See: ‘Appointee process (Pre and Post claim)’ guidance. You must also scrutinise the claim and deal with any 

payability issues - See: ‘Completing the Scrutiny Check’ guidance. 

2. If the COP is traced in CIS(Searchlight) and already links to our claimant there is no need to obtain a copy of the 

BF56. However if the COP is traced in CIS(Searchlight) but does not link to our claimant request completion of form 

BF56 and create an external party with a non-verified relationship link, see:  

‘Create an External Party record’. When form BF56 is received: 

  

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Person’ home screen and select the ‘Background’ tab 

2 select the ‘Relationships’ link from the left-hand navigation panel 

3 select the relationship to be verified from the list displayed and then select ‘Edit’ from the ‘Action’ menu for 

that relationship 

Note: don’t select ‘Split Payment Payees’ from the drop down list 

4 check the relationship details are correct, select ‘Verify’ and select ‘Save’ 

Change of PAB or COP by phone or post 



 

1. If a change of PAB or COP request is made by phone the telephony agent will take the call, complete the Contact 

History and refer to  PIP requesting a   visit . If a change of PAB or COP request is received by post the MOU will scan 

the post and a task will be created. 

2. On receipt of the task, if the change relates to: 

 a change of PAB - See: ‘New PAB by phone or post’;  

 an additional attorney, obtain verification - See: Agents, Appointees Attorneys and Deputies Guide and create 

the external party record and verified relationship link on PIPCS - See: ‘Create an External Party record’ and 

alter the primary indicator if appropriate; or  a change to a COP - See: Change to a COP.  

Change to a COP 

1. Where there is a change to a COP and you have traced their corporate ID in CIS(Searchlight):  

Step Action 

1 suspend payment if appropriate and notify the COP of the suspension 

2 request form BF56 if not already held 

3 end the previous relationship and create a new one, see: ‘Changing claimant and PAB or COP relationship on 

PIPCS 

4 advise HMCTS or the AP of the change of COP if appropriate 

5 update PIPCS with the new bank details 

2. If there is no corporate ID in CIS(Searchlight), see ‘Appointee process (pre and post claim)’ and when form BF56 is 

received: 

  

Step Action 

1 access the external party record and select the ‘Action’ link 

2 from the dropdown, select ‘Assign corporate ID’ 

3 select ‘Yes’ to the confirmation box that appears 

4 PIPCS makes a call to CIS(Searchlight) to obtain a new Corporate ID and stores the new Corporate  

ID as the Primary Alternative ID in the Reference Number field 



 

5 end the previous relationship and create a new one, see: ‘Changing claimant and PAB or COP relationship on 

PIPCS 

6 advise HMCTS or the AP of the change of COP if appropriate 

7 update PIPCS with the new bank details 

Changing claimant and PAB or COP relationship on PIPCS 

1. Sometimes it will be necessary to change or delete relationship details between the claimant and the PAB/COP 

on PIPCS. To do this:  

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Person’ homepage and select the ‘Cases & outcome’ tab 

2 select the ‘Relationships’ option from the left hand menu to display the related person screen 

3 select the ‘modify’ option to display the ‘Edit relationship’ box 

4 complete the ‘to’ field with the appropriate date and select the appropriate ‘End reason’ option from the drop 

down menu 

5 select ‘Save’ 

2. In cases of multiple relationships you will need to end each ‘Relationship Link’ and when the last relationship 

link is ended you will need to end the ‘External Party’. 

To do this: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Cases & Outcomes’ tab and expand the shortcuts panel 

2 select the ‘Registration’ link and search for an existing external party with the  

NINO 

3 select the ’Edit’ button to display the ‘Edit External Party’ page 

4 complete the relevant details, including the end date 

5 select ‘Save’ 

Motability cases 



 

1. If the claimant is in receipt of a motability vehicle, you must create a manual task to inform the Mota team of the 

PAB or COP or change in PAB or COP. 

03 Appointee Review 

Background 

1. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities states that there should be a proportionate 

process of review in place to measure the performance of those who legally act for others. As such, the Government 

must ensure that reviews are undertaken to check the continuing need for and suitability of people who have been 

appointed by the Secretary of State to act for others. For PIP this means appointees. 
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What this means 

1. The objective of the Appointee Review process is to help minimise the risk of financial abuse of our claimants and 

thereby ensure the benefit is used in their best interest at all times. 

Note: Further information can be obtained in the ‘Agents, Appointees, Attorneys and Deputies Guide’. 

2. Appointee Reviews will take place every: 

• five years for appointees who represent pension age claimants; or  

• eight years for appointees who represent working age claimants.  

Note: In some instances the DWP Visiting officer, the Team Leader or the Case Manager (CM) will indicate that an 

earlier review is appropriate. 

3. Cases that will be excluded from the review process are: 



 

• fraud cases (only when FIS – Disability and Carer’s Team enquiries or investigations are ongoing); • deceased 

claimants;  

• Special Rules/Terminally Ill claimants;  

• appeals cases (only when appeal action is ongoing);  

• Power of Attorney (POA); • Corporate Appointees; or  

• Deputies.  

Appointee required when new claim made to PIP 

1. When PIPCS has identified an appointee has been requested, an IDV task is set for you to take new appointee 

action and the claim is registered as a prospect person until the appointment is confirmed - See: ‘Appointee process 

(Pre and Post claim) guidance. 

2. When appointee action is completed and form BF56 is received, you must check the claim is not an SRTI claim, 

deceased claimant, POA, Corporate Appointee or a Deputy before setting a review date.  

Fraud and appeals cases will be identified at the maturity of the review date. 

Setting the Appointee Review date 

1. To set the review date take the following action:  

Step Action 

1 from the Person Homepage select the Background tab 

2 the Relationships section will display. Click the action button on the RHS of the appointee 

3 select Edit from the dropdown menu. The Edit Relationship screen displays 

4 set the review date: 

• for 8 years from the date form BF56 is signed or earlier if indicated on form BF56, if the claimant is 

under State Pension Age; or 

• for 5 years or less if the claimant has reached State Pension Age since the claim was made. 

 

Existing appointee when claim made to PIP 

1. When an appointee or claimant makes a telephone claim, the Contact Centre Agent (CCA) completes the PIP1 

data gather and submits the claim on PIPCS. If there is an existing appointee on  

CIS(Searchlight) and the details are not exactly the same as the details of the person making the PIP claim a 

discrepancy task will be created. 



 

2. You must check the appointee details and take the appropriate action to clear the discrepancy task and when 

complete set the Appointee Review date. 

3. If an existing appointee is held on CIS(Searchlight) and the details match the details input to PIPCS then no 

discrepancy task will be produced and the Appointee Review date must be set when the CM inputs the decision on the 

claim. 

4. You must identify from CIS(Searchlight), whether the appointee has been in place for more than 8 years. 

5 If the appointee has been in place for more than 8 years, the initial review will have been performed by ESA or JSA so 

the user should calculate the date for the next review, for example, if CIS(Searchlight) shows the appointee start date 

as March 2003, the first review would have been in March 2011 so the review date of March 2019 should be set on 

PIPCS. 

6. If the appointee has not been in place for 8 years yet, you must set the review date as the  

CIS(Searchlight) appointee start date plus 8 years, for example, if CIS shows the appointee start date as April 2009 the 

review date should be set as April 2017 on PIPCS. 

Note: No Appointee Review date should be set prior to April 2014. 

Appointee Review 

1. When inputting the decision the CM will check if a claimant has an appointee and where an appointee is in place: 

• check for a review date on the relationship screen; and  

• if there isn’t one they will manually set a review date on the edit relationship screen; or  

• perform the appointee review if the review date has already been reached.  

2. The CM will check if there is Fraud flag present or an appeal ongoing. If there is a Fraud flag present or an appeal 

ongoing, they should extend the appointee review date for another 6 months. 

3. Where no Fraud flag is present or appeal ongoing, the CM will:  

Step Action 

1 issue generic BF57A to the appointee 

2 update the communication record, see: ‘Communication record’ guidance 

3 set a 14 day task to await the appointee’s reply, see: ‘Workflow and Task Management’ guidance 

Note: If the case is a Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI) case, the CM must remove the review date as these cases are 

exempt from the appointee review process. 



 

BF57A not received 

4. When the 14 day task matures and the reply to the BF57A has not been received, the CM will telephone the 

appointee to remind them to complete and return the form. Before contact is made, they will check for any UCB 

markers, see: ‘Unacceptable Claimant Behaviour’ guidance. 

5. If contact cannot be made by phone, the CM will send a duplicate BF57A with PIP.3004 and update the 

communication record, see: ‘Communication Record’ guidance. 

6. If contact has still not been made following the reminders, the CM will consider suspending payments, see: 

‘Suspensions’ guidance. 

BF57A received 

7. When the reply to BF57A is returned a task is generated for the CM to check if the BF57A has been fully 

completed. If not, they will:  

Step Action 

1 print the incomplete BF57A from DRS and return it with PIP.3033 advising the missing parts to be completed 

2 update the communication record, see: ‘Communication Record’ guidance 

3 arrange for PIP.3033 to be scanned onto DRS, see: ‘Mail Opening and Service Centre’ guidance 

4 and set a 14 day task, see: ‘Workflow and Task Management’ guidance 

8. If the BF57A has been correctly completed, the CM will: 

Step  Action 

1 access the ‘Person’ home screen and select the ‘Background’ tab 

2  select the ‘Relationships’ link from the left-hand navigation panel 

3  select the relationship to be verified from the list displayed and then select ‘Edit’ from the ‘Action’ menu for 

that relationship 

Note – do not select ‘Split Payment Payees’ from the drop down list 

4 re-set the review date and update the comments box with ‘Appt review completed --/--/---- no issues’ 



 

9. If the BF57A has been correctly completed but there are some issues with the response, the action to take will 

depend on the issue. 

Claimant can now manage own affairs 

1. If the claimant can now manage their own affairs, the CM will:  

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Person’ homepage and select the ‘Background’ tab 

2 select the ‘Relationships’ option from the left hand menu to display the related person screen 

3 select the ‘modify’ option to display the ‘Edit relationship’ box 

4 complete the ‘to’ field with the appropriate date and select the appropriate ‘End reason’ option from the drop 

down menu 

5 select ‘Save’ 

6 update the comments box with ‘Appt review completed --/--/---- appt no longer required’ 

7 suspend payments, see: ‘Suspension’ guidance 

8 obtain bank account details from the claimant, see: ‘Change of bank account or building society details’ 

guidance 

See: ‘Agents, Appointees, Attorneys and Deputies’ 

Appointee wishes to discuss the appointment 

1. If the appointee indicates on the BF57A that they wish to discuss the appointment, the CM will telephone them to 

discuss whether it is still appropriate for them to manage the claimant’s benefit. Before contact is made, they will 

check for any UCB markers, see: ‘Unacceptable Claimant Behaviour’ guidance. 

2. If contact cannot be made, the CM will:  

Step  Action 

1 issue PIP3033 to advise the appointee to telephone them 

2  update the communication record, see: ‘Communication Record’ guidance 



 

3  arrange for PIP.3033 to be scanned onto DRS, see: ‘Mail Opening and Service Centre’ guidance 

If PIP.3033 is not returned, the CM will consider suspending payments, see: ‘Suspensions’ guidance 

3. If contact can be made, the CM will discuss the issues with the appointee. They must listen to what the appointee is 

saying but must steer them to make the decision, for example, if they are still suitable or the claimant no longer 

needs an appointee. If the CM considers the appointee is not appropriate, they will determine if: 

• a subsequent review should be requested earlier;  

• a change of appointee is required;  

• there has been a reported improvement in the customer’s condition; • a reported CoC suggests there needs to 

be a change of appointee; or  

• the customer can manage their own affairs.  

4. The CM will update the details on the comments box and take any further action as required. 

Appointee is now a POA 

1. If the appointee advises they now have Power of Attorney, see: New PAB and COP 

Appointee is not meeting their responsibilities 

1. If the appointee is not meeting their responsibilities the CM will manually suspend payments to the appointee. Refer 

to  PIP Requesting a visit   

2 If it is decided that the claimant can manage their own affairs, see: ‘Claimant can now manage own affairs’. 

3. If it is decided that another appointee has been established, see: ‘Appointee process (pre and post claim)’ guidance 

04 New or Change of Representative 

Background 

1. The claimant can authorise another person or organisation to represent them in relation to their PIP claim and 

its subsequent dispute. Such people are recorded as a representative on PIPCS. 

Note: The representative would need to indicate that they will represent the claimant for their Mandatory 

Reconsideration and at the appeal stage should they be required. 

2. Representatives who work for another organisation such as Citizen’s Advice Bureau (CAB) are recorded on 

PIPCS as an 'Organisational Representative'. Any other representative will be recorded as a 'Personal Representative' 

on PIPCS. 



 

3. Representatives are not the same as appointees or other authorised Personal Acting Bodys (PABs), for 

example, a Power of Attorney. 

4. A representative is authorised to act for a limited period during an ongoing event such as a claim and its 

subsequent dispute and can be sent notifications relating to that event, in addition to the notifications that are sent to 

the claimant. 

5. A task will be automatically created to end the representative's relationship with the claimant once all action 

on that event has finished. 
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Notification of a new or change of representative 

Notification of a new or change of representative received by telephone 

1. If the claimant or representative telephones to notify the department of a new or change of representative for the 

existing PIP claimant, the telephony agent will create a CAMLite 'To Do Task' –  

See: CAMLite How to Create a Task  

2. Once the task is created it will automatically update the communication record in PIPCS. The task will automatically 

go to the Workflow Team (WfT) to allocate to the appropriate team within the PIP Benefit Centres (BCs). 

3. The telephony agent must instruct the caller to make sure that the representative is willing to act for the claimant. 

The telephony agent must also advise the caller to send in written permission from the claimant authorising that 

person to act for them. 

4. Permission must be obtained from the claimant before notifications can be issued to a representative. 

5. No further action will be taken until written permission is received. 

Notification of a new or change of representative received by post 

6. If the claimant or representative notifies the department of a new or change of representative for an existing PIP 

claimant by post, the document will be scanned onto the Document Repository Service (DRS) at the Mail Opening 

Unit (MOU). 



 

7. The PIP user must check the scanned image of the letter to make sure the letter contains all the details of the person 

that the claimant wants to represent them, as well as permission from the claimant for them to act as their 

representative. 

8. If permission has not been provided but there are sufficient details available to record the potential representative 

details on PIPCS, the PIP user must create the potential representative as contact type 'Potential Personal Acting 

Body (PAB)' on PIPCS whilst waiting on receipt of the claimant’s permission. 

9. The PIP user must take the following action to record the contact details on PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 Access  PIP Person Homepage. 

2 Select the 'Contact' tab. 

3 Select  'Contacts' from the left hand navigation panel. 

4 Select New -when a Contact record is created PIPCS creates a Representative record. 

5 Select appropriate type from the dropdown. 

6 Record the representatives details, including their address in the contacts screen . 

7 If written permission has not yet been received input as Potential PAB and send PIP3031 . Defer task 10 days to 

await written permission..  

10. Once the potential representative has been recorded as a contact on PIPCS a contact icon will display on the 

person homepage. Following reminder notification, PIPCS will issue an automated task to the PIP user if the written 

permission has not been received before the task matures. 

Notification of a new or change of representative from someone other than the claimant 

or representative 

11. If you are notified of a new or change of representative from someone other than the claimant or the person 

that they want to represent them, e.g. from the AP or HMCTS, you will have to take the same action as you would if 

you were notified of this by the claimant or the representative. You must ensure that the claimant has provided 

written permission for the person to act for them before creating the representative on PIPCS. 

Permission 

What to do when written permission is not received from the claimant 



 

1. The PIP user must contact either the claimant or the person who wants to represent the claimant by telephone, if 

possible, asking them to provide written permission from the claimant. If the PIP user tries to contact the 

claimant/representative by phone then a communication record will need creating. 

See: Create a Communication Record within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of PIPCS guidance  

If contact cannot be made by telephone the PIP user must: 

Step Action 

1 Issue reminder notification PIP.3031 to the claimant or representative. 

2 Record details of the notification that has been sent in the communication record. 

3 Defer the task for 10 working days to await written permission. 

2. Following reminder notification, PIPCS will issue an automated task to the PIP user if the written permission has not 

been received before the task matures. 

3. When the PIP user receives the automated task, the PIP user must: 

Step Action 

1 Issue reminder notification PIP 3004 to the claimant. 

Type in details of date. 

2 Record details of the notification that has been sent in the communication record one copy to customer one 

copy to DRS. 

3 Defer the task for 10 working days to await written permission. 

What to do when written permission is received from the claimant representative is 

willing to act for claimant 

4. When written permission has been received from the claimant, and you are satisfied that the representative is 

willing to act for the claimant, the PIP user must check to see if there is an existing representative on PIPCS. The PIP 

user must end that relationship with the claimant on PIPCS before any representative changes can be made on 

PIPCS. 

End an existing representative 

1. To end an existing representative relationship the PIP user must:  



 

Step Action 

1 Access the PIP 'Person Homepage'  

2 Select the Contacts Tab 

3 Select 'Contacts' from the left hand navigation panel 

4 Click hyperlink . The representatives Home Page now displays 

5 select Edit from the Action button (top RHS )   

6 Input end date select Save 

2. When the end date has been input the Contact / Representative will still show as Active. The Contact hyperlink 

within the Person Home page will also continue to display as if a representative is still current . To correct this 

access the representive details and select the action button alongside the hyperlink at the step 4 above, select 

Delete. The Representative will then display as Cancelled. Note : PIPCS will display the a Representative has been 

held for a closed period .  

Amend contact type 

Amend contact type 

1. To amend the contact type from 'Potential PAB' to 'Organisational Representative' or 'Personal Representative'  

Step Action 

1 Access the  PIP 'Person Homepage' 

2 Select the Contact tab   

3 Select 'Contacts' from the left hand navigation panel 

4 The current representative name shows as a hyperlink 

5 Select Edit via action button alongside the representatives hyperlink 

6 Select appropriate representative from the dropdown and save 

Amend /add the Representative address, telephone number, email  



 

2. To amend details: 

Step Action 

1 Access the PIP Person Homepage 

2 Select the ' Contacts' Tab   

3 Select 'Contacts' from the left hand navigation panel 

4 The current Representative name shows as a hyperlink ,Click on the hyperlink 

5 Select the 'Contact ' Tab from Representatives Home Page ( top LHS ) 

6 Select the appropriate tab that requires changing from the left hand navigation panel 

7 Edit using the Action button or click 'New' to add details 

8 Select Save 

  

Create PAB in PIPCS 

1. If the representative's details have not been recorded as a 'Potential PAB' on PIPCS, the PIP user must create the 

'Organisational Representative' or 'Personal Representative' details within the contacts screen on PIPCS. 

2. To do this, the PIP user must: 

Step Action 

1 Access the claimant's 'Person Homepage.' 

2 Select from the 'Cases and Outcomes' section 'Person' tab. 

3 Select the 'Contact' tab. 

4 Select 'Contacts' from the left hand navigation panel. 

5 Select 'Create a New Contact' – when a ‘Contact’ record is created PIPCS creates a ‘Representative’ record. 



 

6 Record the representative's details, including their address, in the contacts screen as  

'Organisational Representative' or 'Personal Representative.' 

7 Select 'Save.' 

8 Close the task. 

See: How to close a task  within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of PIPCS guidance 

3. When the contact record is created PIPCS will display a contact icon within the claimant's home page and will 

automatically create a representative record. 

Representative details recorded on PIPCS and the case is with the  

Assessment Provider 

4. Once details of the new representative have been input onto PIPCS and the case is with the Assessment Provider 

(AP) an automated task will be created to the AP to notify them of the new representative. 

Representative details recorded on PIPCS and the case is with Her Majesty's  

Courts and Tribunal Service 

5. The PIP user must: 

Step Action 

1 Check on system to see if the case is with Her Majesty's Courts and Tribunals Service (HMCTS). 

2 Inform HMCTS (by telephone) of new representative details if the case is with HMCTS. 

Action following decision made by case manager or Tribunal 

6. When the decision on the case has been made by the Case Manager or by the tribunal, details of the decision 

should be input onto PIPCS. 

7. PIPCS will notify the decision to the claimant and to the representative. PIPCS will automatically create a task for 13 

weeks after the notification is issued in order to check for any ongoing reconsideration, appeal or supersession on 

the case. 

8. At the end of the 13 week period, if there is no ongoing action on the case, PIPCS will automatically end the contact 

record on PIPCS. 



 

9. If there is any ongoing action on the case PIPCS will raise a task to the PIP user to consider whether the contact 

record should be ended on PIPCS or not. 

What to do when written permission not received after reminders issued 

10. If a reminder requesting written permission has already been issued and written permission has not been received, 

the PIP user must: 

Step Action 

1 End contact details from the date one day following the start date. 

2 Access the claimant's 'Person Homepage' and access the 'PIP person record.' 

3 Select 'Edit' from the 'Representative Home Page': 

– if the PIP user wishes to amend specific details for a 'Contact' ('Organisational Representative' or 'Personal 

Representative') the changes would be applied through this function. 

4 End existing representatives details in the 'Modify Representative' screen. 

5 Close the task. 

6 Select 'Save.' 

11. PIPCS saves the data ending the contact and representative details.  

07 Special Rules 

Subpages 

• 01 Special rules for terminally ill people (SRTI) - Case Manager  

• 02 SRTI new claim, DS1500 received, Lone DS1500, No DS1500  

• 03 SRTI No NINO  

• 04 Fee Payment DS1500  

• 05 Security for DS1500  

01 Special rules for terminally ill people (SRTI) - Case Manager 

Background 

1. To ensure claims are dealt with quickly and sensitively claimant’s can make a claim under Special Rules for 

Terminally Ill (SRTI) .These are for claimants with a progressive disease who are not reasonably expected to live for 

longer than six months. 



 

2. SRTI new claims are made by contacting the PIP New Claim Line and choosing the Special Rules option. SRTI 

calls will be diverted to the SRTI Dedicated Claim Team (DCT) to take the new claim data gather. A SRTI application can 

be made by the claimant, their appointee, personal acting body (PAB) or a third party; for example, a Macmillan Nurse 

or friend. They must indicate they wish to claim or have an existing award looked at again under the SRTI. During the 

telephony claim the third party is advised to tell the claimant they have made a PIP claim for them, as all letters and 

payments from us will go to the claimant. The claimant must not find out about their condition or prognosis from 

DWP. If a claimant asks why a claim has been made for them, by a third party, we must suggest they talk to the third 

party – See:  

SRTI Dedicated Claim Team. 

3. To support a SRTI new claim the caller will be asked if they’re providing a DS1500. A DS1500 is a medical report 

completed by a General Practitioner (GP), Health Professional (HP) or by Macmillan Nurses and contains medical 

information to support their patient’s benefit claim. The PIP claimant will be prompted to get a DS1500 when they 

submit the claim. A DS1500 can be sent directly to DWP by the GP or HP or given to the claimant to post to us. A 

DS1500 can also be completed and submitted electronically and securely by a medical professional using a nhs.net or 

wales.nhs.uk email address. The case manager (CM) needs to be aware the electronic DS1500 will look different as 

they will be typed and will not have a signature or surgery stamp. You can view the form by selecting the attachments 

view – See: DS1500 medical report. 

4. When a lone DS1500 has been received and there’s no PIP claim, we need to make urgent enquiries as to why 

it has been received. A lone DS1500 may be sent in by the GP or HP, and the claim has yet to be made. The claimant, 

recognised representative, GP or HP may not realise the DS1500 is not a claim to PIP on its own. The DS1500 supports 

the claim but can’t be considered as a claim in itself. 

Note: The date a DS1500 is received is not considered as date of claim – See: Lone DS1500. 

5. Where the claimant already receives PIP and becomes terminally ill (TI), we will consider Change of 

Circumstance (CofC) Award Review (AR) action. This can be prompted by a call to PIP Enquiry Line, by post or by a 

DS1500 arriving – See: SRTI Change of Circumstance Award Review 

6. All SRTI claims sent to the Assessment Provider (AP) will be returned within two working days of the referral. 

The AP can view PIPCS Medical Evidence Details screen. The AP completes ‘Review report form Terminal Illness)’ form 

PA2, this will confirm if the claimant is SRTI or not; the CM will consider this when making their decision – See: 

Previewing the AP scores, See: SRTI claim, CM actions and also – See:  

SRTI claim Normal Rules (NR). 

7. If evidence of a TI which meets the SRTI criteria is identified during a normal rules assessment, the AP will treat 

it as a SRTI referral, provided the claimant is aware of their prognosis. The AP’s Healthcare professional (HP) gives 

advice on this - See: AP Assessment Guide and also – See: NR now SRTI. 



 

8. If the AP identifies any harmful information, they will also complete a PA7 – ‘Harmful information note’. The 

CM will make sure this is marked up on Document Repository System (DRS) so it won’t be copied to the claimant - See: 

The PIP Assessment Tool - PIPAT PDF reports and also - See: Harmful information. 

Subpages 

• Differences between normal rules and SRTI Claim  

• Administrative Exercise (AE) deferred Open SRTI claim identified  

• SRTI claim CM actions  

• AP indicates claimant isn’t terminally ill under the SRTI definition  

• SRTI Award ending Advance Claim made  

• SRTI Change of Circumstance Award Review  

• Undecided NR new or Change of Circumstance Award Review claim now SRTI  

• Reassessment of Existing Special Rules DLA Cases  

• Critical Process Points – must do actions  

• Removal of the DLA 28 day run-on for reassessment cases  

Differences between normal rules and SRTI Claim 

1. SRTI claims are dealt with quickly and sensitively, SRTI claims don’t need: 

• to meet the qualifying period of the conditions  

• to satisfy normal residence and presence of having been present in Great Britain for a period or periods 

amounting to 104 weeks out of the 156 weeks immediately before that date  

• a face-to-face consultation  

• a ‘How your disability affects you’ (PIP2) form completing  

2. Other differences include: 

• SRTI telephony new claims will be routed to and taken by the SRTI Dedicated Claim Team – See:  

SRTI Dedicated Claim Team background:  

• SRTI claim can be made by a third party  

• a DS1500 medical report can be used to support the claim – See: DS1500  

• name and contact details of HP involved with the claimant’s care, for example GP, Consultant, Specialist Nurse, 

carer, relative and friend  

• mobility questions are asked during the new claim data gather or when reporting SRTI on an existing PIP claim, 

by phone – See: SRTI mobility questions  

• all tasks are treated as high priority  

• there’s a ‘TI ’ watermark on the ‘Person’ record context panel to alert the PIP user the claim is SRTI  

• SRTI assessment report is returned to DWP within two working days of the referral being made to the AP  



 

• SRTI criteria is met the CM makes a three year award without a review date. Daily living component is awarded 

automatically, and mobility component is assessed  

• with effect from 31st May 2019, once you have made a decision, if the claimant is aged 62  or over you must 

remember to check the claimant’s State Pension Age (SPa).If the three year award end date is on or after  the 

claimant’s SPa date, then you must set an ongoing award with a review at 10 years - See: Setting an award 

period. SRTI claims are paid weekly in advance  

Administrative Exercise (AE) deferred Open SRTI claim identified 

1. An Administrative Exercise (AE) is the process for looking at cases to see if claimants are impacted by the Upper 

Tribunal (UT) decisions. See: Upper Tribunal and See: AE 

Note: All 1st tier working on AE will be positioned in AE OU (this is the Blackpool Alt Format OU, and will be used by AE 

staff only). 

2. If there’s an ongoing event registered the AE review can’t be completed, the AE teams will move the case into 

the AE OU when appropriate. 

3. AE action will be deferred if an on-going SRTI claim event is registered. This could happen in the following 

circumstances:  

• The claimant has requested an immediate AE review or  

• A SRTI claim is registered after the case has been selected for AE review or  

• The case has been selected manually for AE review.  

4. Where the claimant has requested an immediate AE review an AE CW or CM will create a PIPCS manual 'To Do' 

task, task subject ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is completed’. You must defer this 

task until the SRTI claim event is cleared. 

5. If a SRTI claim event is registered after the case has been selected for AE review, there will be an open 

‘Progress Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress Review LB/MH/RJ’ task.  You must grab the task/s and defer them. 

6. Where a SRTI claim event is registered and the case has been manually selected for AE review an AE CW will 

create a PIPCS manual 'To Do' task, task subject ‘Case identified for AE Review when ongoing event is completed’. You 

must defer this task until the event is cleared.  

Note: There will not be any deferred ‘Progress Review’ tasks if the case is manually selected.  

7. You should make a decision on the SRTI claim event and apply the correct descriptor scores from the 

appropriate effective date either: 

• date of application, plus QP if required, or  

• 4 week run on or  



 

• date of decision or  

• date of change  

8. The AE teams will deal with any past periods from the relevant determination date to the appropriate effective 

date. 

  

Note: Only in certain circumstances would you use the relevant determination date, for example; where an official error 

was made on or prior to the relevant determination date. 

9. After the SRTI claim event has been completed, you must close any manual ‘to do’ task with the subject: 

• ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is completed’ or  

• ‘Case identified for AE Review when ongoing event is completed’  

And create a new manual ‘to do’ task with subject ‘AE request, event now closed’ and assign the task to  

Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM work queue.   

Or Move the case into the AE OU and forward the ‘Progress Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress  

Review LB/MH/RJ’ task/s to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM work queue.  

Note: Consideration should be given by the AE  team  whether AE should be completed  within the potential dispute 

period. See: AE 

SRTI claim CM actions  

1. When the SRTI claim is made, the CM will make a number of checks. These checks will also need to be made for 

SRTI CofC AR and when a NR case is deemed SRTI. For an overview list of all the steps in the process – See: CM 

actions overview on SRTI claim process. 

Seven working day task for DS1500 

2. When a SRTI claim is submitted, a check is made to see if a DS1500 is being sent in. If it is a seven working day task 

is created to await the DS1500 (if the answer is ‘Don’t know’ treat as ‘No’). The CW will create and transfer the 

seven working day task to the CM if the SRTI claim is a: 

• postal new claim  

• postal CofC AR  

• telephony CofC AR  

When it is a telephony new claim, the CM will do the check and create the seven working day task. 



 

3. The CM will check if a DS1500 is expected by looking at the medical evidence summary in the ‘Evidence’ tab in the 

‘PIP application case’. To calculate the seven working days using the date of claim as day 1, for example, date of 

claim is Tuesday 07 May 2013, the task will be deferred until Wednesday 15 May 2013. 

Note: Date of claim is the date the claim was submitted by phone or the date a paper form was issued provided, it was 

returned within the appropriate time frame. 

4. As soon as the DS1500 arrives or the seven working day task matures (whichever is sooner), the CM will clear the 

seven working day task. Continue with SRTI checks and refer the case to the AP. If the DS1500 was expected but 

didn’t arrive, the CM will note this in the comments box on the medical evidence screen – See: CM actions 

overview on SRTI claim process. 

Check attachments all evidence 

5. The CM will check all attachments. If a lone DS1500 has been found, it will be viewable in DRS. The CM will 

familiarise themselves with all available information – See: Lone DS1500 and also - See: Previewing the evidence. 

Medical evidence details screens 

6. To update the medical evidence details screen: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Evidence’ tab from the ‘PIP application case’ 

2 select on ‘Medical details’ 

3 select on the toggle to display the information 

4 select ‘Edit’ or ‘Modify’ (as appropriate) in the action link 

5 select ‘Save’ after making changes and then ‘Apply  

Changes’ 

7. For all SRTI cases, the CM will check the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ before creating the AP assessment to make sure all 

medical evidence details have been validated and applied. 

Terminally ill requested field 

8. Within the ‘Medical Evidence Details’ screen, there’s a ‘TI Requested’ field, for a TI claim. The CM will check this is 

marked as ‘Yes’. If a SRTI case comes back from the AP and isn’t TI, under the SRTI definition, the ‘TI Requested’ 

field must be changed to ‘No’ –See: SRTI case now NR. 



 

Mobility questions 

9. The mobility questions are not asked when a PIP new claim is made under normal rules or postal CofC AR. 

However they’re asked when a telephony SRTI new claim or telephony SRTI CofC AR is made. The mobility 

questions are asked so we can provide the AP with evidence, as a PIP2 form isn’t issued to SRTI claimants. If this 

information is missing, the CM may have to contact the third party or claimant – See:  

Telephony agent PIP new claim going out and moving about and also - See: NR to SRTI Desk aid. 

Health Professional details 

10. The first set of HP details is mandatory to progress the SRTI claim. The data gather holds up to two sets of details, 

one of these can be a family member, carer or friend. 

11. If the phone number is missing, the CM must try to find the number before referring to the AP but this mustn’t 

delay the referral. If the phone number can’t be traced immediately, the CM must refer to AP without the number. 

ESA check 

12. On every SRTI case the CM must check the Customer Information System (CIS) / Searchlight to see if there’s an 

Employment and Support Allowance (ESA) interest. Where one exists, check the Medical Services Referral System 

(MSRS) portal on your desktop to see if an ESA85A/UC85 is held – See:  

Access portal DMPG chapter 2 ESA 85 and also – See: Medical Services Referral System (MSRS) ESA User Guide. 

13. An ESA85A/UC85 report will clarify if an ESA award was or wasn’t made under Special Rules. It is important we 

avoid duplicate DS1500’s for PIP and ESA, from both the claimant’s perspective and the doctors, who’d be asked to 

complete duplicate DS1500 reports and claim their fee twice. 

Note: The DS1500 can’t be viewed on MSRS. The ESA85A/UC85 will confirm if: 

• the claimant falls in the support category of TI  

• the claimant isn’t suffering from a progressive disease likely to limit life expectancy to less than 6 months  

14. It is important to make sure the AP is aware of the SRTI award on ESA. If they reach a different conclusion for PIP, 

there must be a good reason, for example, the condition has changed. The CM will update the factual ESA85/UC85 

findings in the ‘Comments’ box on the medical evidence details screen, for example: 

• no ESA85A/UC85  

• ESA85A/UC85 dated 00/00/00 TI award  

• ESA85A/UC85 dated 00/00/00 not TI  

If there’s any information on the ESA85A/UC85 justification box (on page 2), the CM must also copy this word for word 

into the ‘Comments’ box on the medical evidence details screen. 



 

15. If an ESA85A/UC85 is traced on MSRS but we’re expecting a DS1500, providing the information from the 

ESA85A/UC85 is recent, there’s no need to wait for the DS1500. The CM will make a judgement based on the date 

of the ESA decision and the level of information received. 

Save and apply 

16. If there’s any evidence ‘In Edit’, the CM will make sure changes are applied before creating the AP referral task so 

the PIPCS to PIPAT interface works correctly when referring SRTI cases to the AP. 

Step Action 

1 from the ‘Evidence’ tab select the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ screen 

2 select the green action button on the RHS and select ‘Apply Changes’ to display the ‘Apply  

Changes’ pop up 

3 tick all the evidence to validate and apply 

4 select ‘Save’ this will close the ‘Apply Changes’ pop up and return you to the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ screen. 

 The evidence ‘in edit’ marker will now be cleared – if it isn’t cleared and left ‘in edit’, the case will fail AP 

referral action in PIPAT 

See: Case referred to the AP and also – See: Workflow and Task Management - How to Create a Manual Task. 

Note: For all SRTI Cases, the CM will check the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ before creating the ‘AP assessment required’ task, 

to make sure all evidence has been validated and applied – See: Save and apply. 

17. Once the AP’s action is complete, the CM will receive task ‘Action Required – AP Assessment Report Received’ 

directly to their task Inbox. 

Note: AP will return the SRTI assessment report within two working days of the referral – See: AP background. 

18. All tasks relating to an SRTI case must be set with a ‘High’ priority. The system validates if a case is SRTI and 

automatically changes the priority, if previously set to ‘Standard’, to ‘High’. This priority isn’t editable once the task 

has been created. 

SRTI referral returned 

19. Once the AP’s action is complete, the CM will receive a task ‘Action Required – AP Assessment Report Received’ 

indexed directly to their task inbox. The assessment report will indicate if the claimant is or isn’t TI under the 

definition of SRTI: 



 

• if the claimant isn’t SRTI and case is now deemed NR – See: SRTI to NR  

• if the assessment report indicates a NR rules case is now SRTI – See: NR now SRTI  

Note: For PIPAT cases, the HP’s answer to the question ‘TI Provisions met’ in the  

questionnaire/submission will indicate if the claimant is or isn’t TI under the definition of SRTI. CM can also check the 

Medical Evidence screen on PIPCS to see whether the claimant is deemed TI. 

IDV outstanding 

20. If there’s an IDV discrepancy task outstanding and the case is still a ‘Prospect Person’ record, the CM will have to 

clear this task before inputting the award – See: IDV Failure SRTI. 

21. Where a third party made the PIP claim and a ‘Prospect Person’ record was created, IDV is completed or accepted 

as being completed where: 

• there’s an existing ESA special rules award  

• the DS1500 confirms the claimant’s ID (providing the third party isn’t the author of the DS1500)  

• there’s a record of a call between the HP and the claimant’s GP (providing the third party isn’t the claimant’s 

GP or HP)  

Note: When changing a ‘Prospect Person’ to a ‘Person’ the PIP notification PIP.1001 acknowledgement letter may need 

to be suppressed – See: IDV Failure SRTI. 

Check CIS (Searchlight) for other benefits 

22. Before the CM completes the assessment questionnaire, reasons for decision, and determination, the CM must 

check CIS (Searchlight) to see if the claimant has benefit interest: 

• DLA/AA  

• UC/ ESA  

DLA/AA interest 

For example, in CIS (Searchlight) the CM may see: 

• DLA Interest Start date: End Date (if applicable)  

• DLA Award Care H Start Date End Date  

• DLA Award Mobility L Start Date End Date  

23. If there’s any doubt DLA/AA has been claimed, is in payment or there’s been a recently closed claim, you may not 

be able to proceed. If there’s a recently closed DLA/AA claim, you’ll need to phone the relevant BC to check if 

there’s a reconsideration or appeal outstanding on the case - See: Completing the scrutiny check telephony claims, 



 

See: PIP Claim Outstanding - DLA/AA interest , See: Claim in the Alternative and also - See: Reassessment Case 

Manager action. 

24. Once the CM is satisfied the claimant isn’t receiving DLA or has an outstanding DLA/AA decision, they’ll complete 

the questionnaire and give a three year award, with no review date – See: Award period and reviews. 

Note: With effect from 31 May 2019, once you have made a decision, if the claimant is aged 62 or over, you must 

remember to check the claimant’s State Pension Age (SPa). If the three year award end date is on or after the 

claimant’s SPa date, then you must set an ongoing award with a review at 10 years - See: Setting an award period. 

Where the previous award was under normal rules, the date is calculated from the date the HP completes the 

assessment report. You would normally need to supersede the previous decision in this circumstance – See: Setting an 

award period and also – See: Setting a review date. 

UC/ESA interest 

25. If the decision is favourable and the claimant is in receipt of ESA/UC you must share details of the SRTI PIP decision 

with UC and ESA. The sharing of decisions means: 

• vulnerable claimants will not be invited to unnecessary consultations  

• claimants are not disadvantaged by remaining on a less favourable award of benefit  

Where ESA or UC is in payment, you must complete the template below with the claimant details. You must state 

whether the claimant is aware of their prognosis. 

Notifying Another Benefit.docx  

Reasons for decision 

26. When recording the reasons for decision and the claim is made under SRTI provisions, the CM mustn’t: 

• mention the claim has been awarded under SRTI provisions  

• refer to a DS1500  

27. When recording their reasons the CM will use the following paragraph for the daily living component: 

‘I have reviewed all the evidence in relation to your case and am satisfied you are entitled to daily living component at 

the enhanced rate.’ 

28. Where the mobility component is awarded, the CM must provide reasons for the mobility component in the usual 

way. The CM must use their judgement and make sure they show sensitivity when recording the reasons for the 

mobility component award – See: Mobility descriptors and also – See: Creating a decision notification letter. 



 

Reason for decision – maximum award cases 

Where a CM awards both enhanced daily living and enhanced mobility, reasons for decision must be entered for Daily 

Living Reasons as follows: 

‘I am satisfied you are entitled to daily living component at the enhanced rate and the evidence indicates your medical 

conditions cause you substantial difficulties with mobility.’ 

29. Where the period of the award is limited, no reasons for limiting the period of award are needed unless this is 

related to a limitation on the claimant’s right to stay in Great Britain. For these cases, the option to use would be: 

‘I have limited the period of your award as your right to stay in Great Britain is limited.’ 

Note: Any aspect not otherwise covered in the notification must also be covered in the reasons, for example, reason 

why an award wasn’t made from the date of a CofC or date of claim. For Mobility, the option ‘No reason required – 

Mobility’ must be selected 

PIPCS assessment questionnaire 

30. Follow Assessment questionnaire overview for how to complete assessment questionnaire. 

Account details 

31. Bank account details must be recorded when the claim is made. If there are no bank account details in PIPCS, the 

CM will get an error message when they input the award on PIPCS. The CM must check PIPCS holds bank account 

details before inputting an award. If no account details, the CM will need to get the bank account details. The 

claimant mustn’t find out about their condition or prognosis from DWP. Account details can be taken from a third 

party (implicit consent applied) only if it is a SRTI new claim and there are no existing account details on PIPCS. If 

the claimant, recognised representative or third party can’t be contacted by phone, manually send DPGen with 

PIP.3048 – See: 

Payment details check and MOP. 

32. Reassessment claimants who don’t supply account details when they make the claim, will be asked if we can use 

account details we may hold on DLA. If they agree, the telephony agent will create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ task to say 

the claimant gives their permission. 

Award 

33. For a SRTI claim, the CM will give a three year award with no review date. The three year award end date is 

calculated from the date the HP completes the assessment report. 



 

Note: With effect from 31 May 2019, once you have made a decision, if the claimant is aged 62  or over, you must 

remember to check the claimant’s State Pension Age (SPa). If the three year award end date is on or after the 

claimant’s SPa date, then you must set an ongoing award with a review at 10 years – See:  

Setting an award period. 

34. For an Advance Claim under SRTI, the CM will give a three year award, with no review date. Where the previous 

award was under SRTI, the three year award end date is calculated from the effective date of the Advanced Claim. 

Note: With effect from 31 May 2019, once you have made a decision, if the claimant is aged62  or over, you must 

remember to check the claimant’s State Pension Age (SPa). If the three year award end date is on or after the 

claimant’s SPa date, then you must set an ongoing award with a review at 10 years - See: Setting an award period. 

Where the previous award was under normal rules, the date is calculated from the date the HP completes the 

assessment report. You would normally need to supersede the previous decision in this circumstance – See: Setting an 

award period and also – See: Setting a review date. 

NR claim now SRTI 

35. A claim might not have been made under the SRTI conditions, however during the scrutiny process or 

consultation, the HP may receive evidence that indicates the claimant satisfies the SRTI criteria. If the claimant is 

aware of the severity of their condition, the HP should treat the case as a SRTI referral. The HP should consider 

whether it would be appropriate to complete a clerical form PA2 or the relevant screens in the PIPAT where, in 

their opinion, the claimant is terminally ill under the prescribed conditions. They should also provide advice on the 

mobility component based on the evidence. The assessment report must be completed and returned to the DWP 

using the work queue for SRTI within 2 working days from that point. The advice should fully justify why the claim 

is being treated under the SRTI process. When the CM receives the case, they will then decide if the claim can be 

treated as expressly made under SRTI. However if the evidence indicates that the claimant is not aware they are 

terminally ill, then the CM must make a decision under the normal rules. 

Note: If there’s an appeal ongoing, the CM will send task to Appeals Team – See: PIP Assessment Guide, See: Undecided 

NR new claim or CofC Award Review now SRTI and also See: Appeals further evidence received. 

CM Overview on SRTI claim process 

36. 

Step Action 



 

1 if the SRTI claim was made by: 

• paper new claim  

• telephony CofC AR  

• postal CofC AR  

the CW checks if claimant is sending in a DS1500 and if yes, a seven working day task will be transferred to you 

to await the DS1500 

  

if the SRTI claim was made by telephony new claim you’ll need to check if claimant is sending in a DS1500, if yes 

create a seven working day task to await the DS1500 – See: Seven working day task 

2 check the attachments on the case in PIPCS to make sure you’re aware of all the relevant information 

  

 

 if a lone DS1500 was found it will be viewable in DRS 

3 open and edit the medical evidence details screen – See: Medical evidence details 

4 check ‘TI’ requested is marked as ‘Yes’ – See: Terminally ill requested field 

5 if SRTI CofC AR to add mandatory and mobility information; if appropriate contact claimant or third party – See: 

Change of Circumstance Award Review and also See: NR to SRTI Desk aid 

6 add or change the HP information, if appropriate – See: HP details 

7 do ESA check and record information in comments box – See: ESA check 

8 ‘Save’ and ‘Apply Changes’ – See: Save and apply 

9 if the DS1500 comes in before the seven working day task expires, clear task  

if the seven working day tasks expires and DS1500 hasn’t been received make a note of this by editing the 

Medical Evidence details screen comments box, save and apply changes – See: Seven working day task 

 

10 for all SRTI Cases check the ‘Evidence Dashboard’, prior to creating the AP assessment referral task, to make 

sure all evidence has been validated and applied 



 

11 create manual task Type ‘AP - Assessment required’ this will automatically create the assessment case in PIPCS 

12 when you receive task ‘Action Required – AP Assessment Report Received’, check all tasks on case are set to 

high priority 

13 if the AP has decided SRTI criteria is met, the assessment questionnaire in PIPCS will have been completed by 

the AP and report will be viewable in DRS – See: Previewing the AP scores  

if AP has decided SRTI criteria aren’t met, the AP doesn’t complete PA2 form and will return the PIP case for the 

full lay rules to be run prior to the issue of the PIP2 – See: SRTI now NR, See: SRTI referral returned, See: SRTI 

not met and also - See: AP indicates SRTI not met 

14 look at all the available evidence to make decision – See: Previewing the evidence 

15 CM must check for an appointee. If an appointee is present, the CM must remove the review date 

16 if case is still a ‘Prospect Person’ complete IDV verification 

 Note: You’ll be unable to input award and put into payment on a prospect person case – See: IDV outstanding 

17 check CIS (Searchlight) for other award –See: Check CIS (Searchlight) for other benefits DN: Link up to 

new paragraph. 

18 in PIPCS complete: 

• assessment questionnaire – See: Assessment questionnaire overview  

• reasons for decision – See: Decision reasons  

• determination – See: Completing the determination  

19 check bank account details held in PIPCS – See: Payment details check and MOP  

Note: You’ll be unable to input award and put into payment if there are no bank account details 

20 apply changes, check eligibility and make a three year award without a review date; submit for approval and 

confirm approval to activate award  

Note: With effect from 31 May 2019, once you have made a decision, if the claimant is aged 62  or over, you 

must remember to check the claimant’s State Pension Age (SPa). If the three year award end date is on or after 

the claimant’s SPa date, then you must set an ongoing award with a review at 10 years – See: Eligibility check, 

See: Award, See: Setting an award period and also – See:  

Setting a review date 



 

Note: All payment correction action and any Debt Management interest on an SRTI case must be considered in line 

with Normal Rules instructions. To identify Debt Management interest – See: 05 Payment Correction – underpaid - 

Debt Management interest. When payment correction action is identified – See: 04 Payment Correction - overpaid.    

AP indicates claimant isn’t terminally ill under the SRTI definition 

1. If the AP decides the claimant isn’t TI under the definition of SRTI, the AP will task the case back to the  

CM without completing the assessment questionnaire. An ‘In Progress’ status will show on PIPCS. The AP will send a 

PA2 confirming the claimant isn’t TI under our definition. 

The claim will now need to be considered under the normal rules. The CM will: 

• update medical evidence details screen Additional Support Indicated field to ‘Yes’  

• update medical evidence details screen TI requested field to ‘No’  

• remove answers to the ‘Mobility’ questions  

• save and apply changes and check eligibility to prompt issue of PIP2  

The claim will now follow the normal rules process with the case being automatically tasked to the AP for a normal 

rules assessment after 40 days or on receipt of the PIP2 - See: AP report returned – other reason and also - See: 

Cancelling the determination. 

2. If the claim was made by a third party, don’t issue a PIP2 - See: New claim not SRTI made by third party. 

3. The CM will change the ‘TI requested’ field from ‘Yes’ to ‘No’ and remove the original answers to the mobility 

questions so the PIP2 can be issued once the changes have been applied. The additional support questions aren’t 

asked on a SRTI claim. Any claimant, who’s made a SRTI claim and found not to be TI under our definition, must be 

considered as potentially requiring Additional Support. The CM will update the Medical Evidence Details screen to 

change the ‘Additional Support Indicated’ field to ‘Yes’.  

This stops PIPCS disallowing the claim where a PIP2 isn’t returned - See: PIP2 late return. 

4. The CM will validate then apply the changes and check eligibility. This will trigger PIPCS to issue notification 

PIP.1004 ‘Not TI PIP2 covering letter new claim’ and a ‘How your disability affects you’ PIP2 form - See: Check eligibility 

new claim - discrepancy.  

New claim not SRTI now NR (not a third party claim) 

5. 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Evidence’ tab 



 

2 select ‘Medical details’ 

3 select the toggle to display the information 

4 select ‘Edit’ in the action link 

5 change the ‘Additional Support Indicated’ field to ‘Yes’ and type ‘Potential additional support due to original 

claim under SRTI’ in the ‘Comments box’ 

6 change ‘TI requested’ field from ‘Yes’ to ‘No’ 

make sure there’s a note in the ‘Comments Box’ the claimant claimed under the SRTI 

Note: This is a workaround and will cease once PIPCS is updated 

7 remove the answers to the mobility questions 

8 select ‘Save’ and ‘Apply Changes’ and check eligibility this will prompt the issue of PIP.1004 and  

PIP2 

New claim not SRTI and made by a Third party 

6. Where the SRTI new claim was made by a third party, the CM will ring them and explain PIP can’t be awarded under 

SRTI and the claimant needs to make their own claim under normal rules. This is because a normal rules claim can’t 

be made by a third party. Note: Third party contact details will be viewable from the ‘Contacts’ tab in the ‘Person’ 

record - See: Outbound call SmartScript. 

 

7. Following the conversation with the third party the CM may decide there’s further relevant evidence the AP may 

not have seen, for example, details of another HP. They must re-look at the assessment and discuss or manually 

task the case, with details, to the Quality Assurance Manager (SAM) - See: Further evidence received and also - See: 

Referring claim to SAM AP. 

8. Consider if appointee action is needed and if so, take appropriate action - See: Appointee process Pre and Post 

claim. 

9. The CM will issue notification PIP.1018 ‘Not TI' and advise the third party to inform claimant to claim under normal 

rules’. This letter explains how to make a claim to PIP and the date of claim from the first claim (third party claim) 

will be honoured if a subsequent new claim from the claimant is received within 1 month from the date on the 

notification - See: ADM Chapter A2. 

10. The CM will send an annotated copy of the notification to the MOU for scanning into DRS, and update the 

communication record as appropriate - See: Communication Record. 



 

11. The CM will cancel the task and take action to withdraw the third party SRTI claim. 

12. The CM will set up a manual task showing that the date of claim from the first claim (third party claim) will be 

honoured if a subsequent new claim from the claimant is received within 1 month from the date on the PIP.1018 

notification. 

13. If the NR claim is made within one calendar month of the PIP.1018 notification being issued, the receipt date of the 

new claim will be amended to the date of claim from the third party SRTI claim, if accepted by Secretary of State (S 

of S) as in time - See: ADM in time. 

New claim not SRTI and made by third party 

14. 

Step Action 

1 contact third party by phone to explain claimant needs to make a new claim under NR themselves and update 

communication record 

if after conversation you think AP must re visit the case go to step 2 

if not go to step 3 

Note: If you think appointee action is required take appropriate action 

2 take any additional information the third party can offer for example additional HP details and task case to SAM 

asking them to contact AP to get further evidence, process end 

3 issue PIP.1018 to third party and update communication record 

4 annotate a copy of PIP.1018 ‘COPY NOTIFICATION’ and send to MOU to be scanned into DRS 

5 withdraw PIP Claim 

6 cancel task 

7 set up manual task - date of claim from the first claim (third party claim) will be honoured if a subsequent new 

claim from the claimant is received within 1 month from the date on the PIP.1018 notification. 

8 if new claim received within 1 calendar month change date of claim to original SRTI third party  

 

 date of claim 

 



 

SRTI Award ending Advance Claim made 

1. 14 weeks before an SRTI case ends, a claimant is informed they need to make an advance claim if they wish their 

award to continue. If we receive an advanced claim it will be treated as such. If it is received after previous award has 

ended it is a new claim. The date of claim will be the date they make the claim. Any payments before the date they 

made the claim can’t be considered. If the claimant makes an advance claim under normal rules or the AP indicates the 

claimant doesn’t satisfy the TI conditions, the advance claim must be considered under normal rules and the previous 

award continue as a TI award pending a decision on the new claim. The period of the award should remain the same as 

the SRTI award. 

Note: Due to a PIPCS issue, the TI flag on the Person Page must be removed which stops the current award. An incident 

has been raised. Until PIPCS can be updated, the following action should be taken: 

PA2 returned from AP advising claimant not terminally Ill: Advance claim only 

2. 

Step Action 

1 update medical evidence details screen TI requested field to ‘No’ 

2 remove answers to the ‘Mobility’ questions 

3 remove ‘Determined’ answer and leave blank 

4 change to ‘Additional Support’ 

make sure there is a note in the ‘Medical Details’ Evidence tab advising 'advance claim considered under SRTI 

by AP' 

5 click on ‘Save’ and ‘Apply Changes’ and check eligibility this will prompt the issue of PIP2 

Note: Check the end of award date is still correct. You may need to edit the end of award date if it was changed 

by the system 

6 create a 7 working day task for receipt of the PIP2 - See: Workflow and task management – How to create a 

manual task 

PIP2 issued and has now been returned 

Advance claim: 

3. 



 

Step Action 

1 update medical evidence details screen Additional Support Indicated field to ‘Yes’ 

make sure there is a note in the ‘Medical Details’ ‘Evidence’ tab advising 'advance claim considered under SRTI 

by AP' 

Original Claim: 

4. 

Step Action 

1 • time slice the ‘Medical Details’ Evidence in the original claim from the day after the paid up to date (this 

will prevent the latest payment being recalled). Remove SRTI, that is “no” to claim made under special 

rules, remove mobility answers, remove ‘determined’ answer and leave blank  

• apply the evidence  

2 perform an internal review of the current determination 

• remove the ‘TI provisions met’ “tick” and answer Daily living questions with the highest score for each 

descriptor  

• the descriptors from the original claim should be left in for the mobility component  

Note: The assessment complete date should be the day after the paid up to date. 

3 to apply the evidence after completing determination, select medical evidence from dashboard  

(you will see one line of medical evidence which starts after paid up to date) 

click on the left hand toggle on this line to view the medical evidence you will see two lines: 

• one for date of claim to paid up date  

• one from paid up to date with no end date  

discard the changes for the period from claim date to the paid up to date (this will avoid creating an 

overpayment back to the original date of claim. Apply only the evidence from the day after the paid up to date 

after the evidence is applied, check the end of award date is still correct 

Note: You may need to edit the end of award date if it was changed by the system 



 

4 run eligibility and make sure claimant is still eligible; submit for approval 

Note: System will change payment frequency to 4 weekly in arrears. To make sure weekly payments continue, 

you must get the payment frequency changed to weekly in advance by a team 

 leader 

5 check if PIP2 has been referred to the AP, if not refer PIP2 to AP by manual task 

 

SRTI Change of Circumstance Award Review  

SRTI Change of Circumstance Award Review background 

1. An SRTI CofC AR occurs when the department is told a normal rules award is now SRTI it will prompt a CofC AR. 

The CofC AR can be instigated by the: 

• claimant; by phone or post  

• recognised representative; by phone or post  

• third party; by phone or post  

• receipt of a DS1500  

2. If you are superseding and awarding SRTI, then the SRTI award should be a 3 year limited award as for normal 

SRTI awards, whatever the decision that is being superseded was. 

Note: With effect from 31 May 2019, once you have made a decision, if the claimant is aged 62  or over, you must 

remember to check the claimant’s State Pension Age (SPa).If the three year award end date is on or after the 

claimant’s SPa date, then you must set an ongoing award with a review at 10 years - See:  

Setting an award period. 

3. Where PIP has been awarded and a DS1500 arrives, treat it as a SRTI CofC AR request unless the DS1500 

indicates the TI condition was present before the date of entitlement, in which case, seek AP’s advice through your 

SAM – See: Change of Circumstance Award Review, See: PIP Assessment Guide, See: Request AP advice and also – See: 

Referring claim to SAM AP. 

4. The CM must manually assign case ownership to themselves to allow any further tasks that arrive in PIPCS for 

the CM to route directly to them to the point a decision has been made and case ownership can be manually ended – 

See: Reassigning Tasks and Case Ownership – CW/CM Action. 

5. Where an SRTI CofC AR was requested by a third party and the claimant is found not TI, providing all of the 

normal warnings were given at the outset such as ‘we’ll contact the claimant’, you’ll give a decision ‘not to supersede’ 

and notify the claimant – See: Change of Circumstance Award Review. 



 

SRTI Change of Circumstance Award Review notified by post 

6. Where the SRTI CofC AR is reported by letter without a DS1500 or by a DS1500, the CM will complete the 

mandatory information and mobility questions in the medical evidence details screen. They will use the information in 

the letter and/or DS1500, without contacting the claimant or third party if they can. The CM mustn’t estimate the 

answers and will use the ‘Comments’ box to explain where the information has come from – See: Updating medical 

evidence details screen. 

7. If the CM can’t complete the mandatory and the mobility questions in the medical evidence details screen 

using the evidence held, they’ll contact the claimant. The CM must check who to contact and then phone the claimant 

or third party (up to 3 attempts) to get the information. When a CW or CM attempts to contact a claimant by outbound 

telephone call and fails to make contact, the sending of a manual text message must be considered, notifying the 

claimant DWP has attempted to contact them and advising them DWP will attempt to call them back or advising the 

claimant to call – See: What to do if you can’t contact the claimant. The CM must use the NR to SRTI desk aid and 

follow the script to ensure they give and get the correct information. Update PIPCS and create the communication 

record. Do not delay the AP referral, so if you’ve been unable to contact the claimant by phone, make a note of this in 

the ‘Medical Evidence Details’ comments box – See: NR to SRTI Desk aid, See: Outbound call SmartScript and also – 

See: Communication Record. 

 SRTI Change of Circumstance Award Review telephony 

8. 

Step Action 

1 register CofC AR – See: Creating a Change of Circumstance Award Review  

2 set PIP2 required field to ‘No’ 

3 continue with the SRTI checks in the same way as a SRTI new claim – See: CM actions overview on SRTI claim 

process 

Note: If postal CofC AR you may need to contact claimant/third party if information isn’t available on the letter 

or DS1500 for you to complete the mandatory and mobility questions in the medical evidence details screen – 

See: Outbound call SmartScript and also – See: NR to SRTI Desk aid 

SRTI Change of Circumstance Award Review notified by telephony 

9. When we’re notified by phone, through the PIP Enquiry Line that an NR claim is now SRTI, the telephony agent will 

gather information such as is a DS1500 being supplied and they’ll ask mobility questions. This information will be 

recorded on a CAMLite ‘To Do’ Task – See: NR to SRTI Desk aid and also – See: PIP Enquiry Line SRTI actions. 

10. Always include the date of claim in Decision Assist Notes for TI new claim referrals. 



 

11. On receipt of the task, the CM will register a CofC AR, setting the PIP2 required field to ‘No’, and continue with the 

SRTI checks in the same way as a SRTI new claim – See: Creating a Change of Circumstance Award Review and also 

– See: CM actions overview on SRTI claim process. 

12. For a SRTI CofC AR, the CM will use the date the claimant met SRTI definition as the effective date, providing it’s 

within 13 months of the application date.The HP will give some direction on when this happened – See: PIP 

Assessment Guide. 

However if due to special circumstances, it was not practical for the applicant to give notice of the change of 

circumstances within the relevant notification period, in which the date the claimant met the definition of SRTI. The 

CM can look at extending the time allowed for a person to give notice of a change of circumstances - Regulation 36 of 

the UC, PIP,JSA & ESA(D&A) Regulations 2013. 

See: ADM Chapter 4 – Supersession, Suspension and Termination 

13. If there is a period between the date of claim and the date the AP states the claimant is TI and the AP doesn’t 

provide advice on what descriptors apply for the closed period, a CM/SAM should ring the AP and ask them 

whether the TI conditions were satisfied for this closed period. If the AP says no, they would then need to complete 

a PA6 to cover which descriptors apply for the closed period. 

SRTI CofC Award Review by telephony process 

14. 

Step Action 

1 register CofC AR – See: Creating a Change of Circumstance Award Review  

2 set PIP2 required field to ‘No’ 

3 continue with the SRTI checks in the same way as a SRTI new claim – See: CM actions overview on SRTI claim 

process  

Note: If telephony CofC AR, record all the information from the task in the medical evidence details screen 

Undecided NR new or Change of Circumstance Award Review claim now SRTI 

1 . Where an undecided NR new claim or NR CofC AR is already held and we’re notified the claimiant is TI the claim 

must now be considered under SRTI, the AP, where possible, will require mobility information if a PIP2 hasn’t already 

been returned. If we’re notified by phone the mobility questions will be asked by the telephony agent, if not the CM 

must telephone the claimant or third party as appropriate - NR to SRTI Desk aid. 

2 . CM must check if the case is with the AP, so they don’t complete a normal rules assessment while we wait for a 

DS1500. Where a normal rules referral has been made, create a manual task asking the SAM to contact the AP 

urgently by phone to explain the SRTI status and return the assessment case in PIPCS. 



 

3 . CM must be aware of task allocation when a claimant has applied for PIP under normal rules and a  

DS1500 has been received during the claim. When the case is with the AP, a task is sent straight to the AP specialist 

work queue. When the AP has completed their action and returned the AP report confirming SRTI, this will route to a 

CM with a general skill set and assign them as case owner. 

Note: Users must forward any task marked ‘High’ priority to a CM with the SRTI skill set or specialist team. If the case is 

with DWP then the DS1500 would create a task which assigns case ownership to a CM with SRTI skill set - See: 

Reassigning Tasks and Case Ownership – CW/CM Action, See: Workflow and Task Management How to Create a 

Manual Task and also – See: CM and SAM referral and return process. 

4 . Where a normal rules application has been registered and a PIP2 issued, don’t delay the AP referral waiting for its 

return, continue with the SRTI checks in the same way as a SRTI new claim. When the claim has been converted to 

SRTI, the PIP2 timer will be cancelled automatically - See: CM actions overview on SRTI claim process. 

Undecided NR new or Change of Circumstance Award Review claim now SRTI process 

5 . 

Step Action 

1 check to see if case is with the AP 

if yes go to step 2 

if no go to step 3 

2 create task to SAM asking AP to return NR assessment case 

3 when the assessment case is returned in PIPCS, or if not already gone to the AP the PIP2 timer is cancelled 

automatically 

4 continue with the SRTI checks in the same way as a SRTI new claim - See: CM actions overview on SRTI claim 

process 

Note: If telephony CofC AR, record all the information from the task in the medical evidence details screen, 

contact claimant or third party as appropriate if information is missing - See: NR to  

SRTI Desk aid 

Reassessment of Existing Special Rules DLA Cases 

1 . Existing SR DLA claims won’t normally be reassessed until their three year award expires. 

2. Claimants receiving DLA Higher Rate (HR) and HR mobility award, who report a change in needs, as they’re now TI, 

will be signposted to DLA Helpline for a SR indicator to be put on the DLACS case, and won’t be reassessed for PIP. 



 

3 . If a TI DLA claimant, appointee, PAB or third party phones DLA Helpline or PIP Enquiry Line to report a change 

in needs, the PIP reassessment process will be explained. They’ll be issued a reassessment invite; they’ll be advised to 

contact the PIP New Claims Line immediately, to make a PIP new claim. If they phone PIP New Claim Line first, and 

choose the special rules option, their call will be directed to SRTI Dedicated Claim Team and the new claim will be 

taken. 

4 . For the CM, additional actions will need to be taken on DLACS as well as the usual SRTI claim checks - See: 

Reassessment DLA Helpline change in needs, See: Reassessment PIP Enquiry Line change in needs, See: Reassessment 

telephony new claim and also – See: Reassessment Case Manager action. 

Critical Process Points – must do actions 

You must check all cases at every stage of the claim if DLA is in payment.  

Check CIS(Searchlight) Interest and Award History for DLA interest. If there’s interest or award history showing you 

must check DLACS for further information, for example, DLA could be suspended or DLA decision could have been 

change at appeal. 

When processing reassessment cases: 

• You must check special interest (SI) marker every time you action a case, to ensure SI is recorded accurately on 

PIPCS, is showing as submitted before the decision is made and that the reassessment indicator is recorded 

accurately in DLACS to reduce the risk of overpayments  

You must follow separate instructions when dealing with reassessment SRTI cases. 

Consequences: 

If you do not check to see if DLA is in payment this may mean: 

• you make an incorrect decision and cause large unrecoverable overpayments, with both DLA and PIP in 

payment  

• there is additional avoidable contact with the claimant – poor customer service  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the case  

• reputational damage to DWP  

When processing reassessment cases (including SRTI for which you must follow separate instructions) failure to 

accurately record the ‘special interest marker' on PIPCS and the reassessment indicator in DLACS can mean: 

• the wrong decision will be made and the wrong notification issued to the claimant, misinforming them  

• DLA may stay in payment incorrectly causing overpayments  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the case  



 

• increased complaints and appeals against the overpayment  

• the case may end up in the wrong administration unit  

Removal of the DLA 28 day run-on for reassessment cases 

Background 

1. All claimants who move from DLA to PIP wait a minimum of 28 days (run-on period) following the PIP award 

decision. 

2. The 28 day rule on SRTI reassessment cases has changed. This is to make sure the claimant benefits from the 

increased award as quickly as possible. Once the PIP decision is made, DLA will stop at the end of the current DLA 

pay week with the PIP payment starting the following day. 

3. Where the CM identifies the award amount for PIP would be less than the award amount currently in place for DLA 

a 28 day run-on will be applied. 

4. When processing an SRTI award the CM must consider if the award of PIP is financially higher than the DLA award. 

5. Where you decide a claimant is Terminally Ill (TI) at Mandatory Reconsideration (MR) following a Reassessment 

case, you will normally award from the date the claimant became TI and pay any arrears back to this date. The 

exception to this is when the claimant was TI before the start of the run-on period.  

For these cases, entitlement will start from the day of the run-on period. 

Note: Any difference in payment must be paid as an adjusted payment, offsetting any amount already paid. See: 

Manual Payments 

If the award is a lower amount 

6. Although these cases are expected to be exceptional, the normal reassessment process and 28 day run-on will be 

applied. This will make sure these claimants aren’t disadvantaged, for example, where the award could be a lower 

amount if a DLA claimant was entitled to HR care and LR mobility gets an award of enhanced daily living but no 

mobility. 

If the award is a higher amount 

7. You must close the DLA award. Make sure: 

• there’s no outstanding action on DLACS to prevent closure of DLA - See: End of entitlement failure task and   

• any payability details are copied to PIPCS as appropriate - See: Payability.  



 

8. You must also check if the claimant has a motability agreement in DA315. If there’ is check if PIPCS contains 

motability evidence. If there’s no motability evidence on PIPCS send a high priority task to the Mota Spec team. 

Only complete the process below once motability evidence is on PIPCS. 

9. To manually close the DLA record: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS 

2 manually calculate the end date (the earlier of either the last day of the current pay week or the first Tuesday 

after the PIP decision) - See: Examples 1-3 

3 access DA091-Picklist screen: 

• input DLA end date in ‘change effective from date’ field  

• input a Y in ‘Entitlement’ field  

• select ‘Enter’  

4 amend current line so ‘to date’ is the DLA end date 

5 delete ‘Y’ in the indefinite period field, if present 

6 ‘I’ in the action field to create a new line 

enter the PIP start date in the ‘from date’ field 

7 enter ‘Y’ in the indefinite field 

input ‘N’ in rate and new end reason codes for PIP Award 

leave the ‘end date’ blank 

the new end reason code will be: 

• C69 PIP Daily Living Enhanced  

• M69 PIP Mobility Enhanced  

8 in the ‘Next Item’ at the bottom of the page input ‘@’ 

in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field, enter ‘DA200’ 

select ‘End’ 



 

9 DLACS will then show dialogue DA200 Evidence Summary screen 

• select ‘Enter’  

10 in the ‘Decision Type’ field, enter ‘3’ 

in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field, enter ‘M’ 

 Note: The decision date will be displayed as today’s date 

11 in the ‘Next Item’ field, enter ‘@’ 

in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field, enter ‘DA105’ 

select ‘Shift’ and ‘F3’ 

12 DLACS will then show dialogue DA105 - Method of Payment screen 

select ‘Enter’ 

13 in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field, select ‘Y’ 

in the ‘Next Item’ field, enter ‘@’ 

in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field, enter ‘DA535’ 

select ‘End’ 

Note: A warning message will be displayed for clerical notification required 

14 select ‘End’ 

check DA535 for any outstanding Case Controls and clear any outstanding case controls in  

DA530 

15 input a note in DA110 ‘DLA ended xx/xx/xx PIP paid from xx/xx/xx reduced run-on period case’ 

Input the decision on PIPCS 

Complete the Determination and effective date 

10. Answer the questionnaire and record your reasons in PIPCS as normal but don’t include the run-on paragraph. In 

decision assist determination tab, the reasons completed status will display as ‘active’. 



 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Action’ button on the right hand side (RHS) of the relevant determination which has a status of ‘In 

Progress’ 

2 the drop down menu has the options: 

• Complete Determination  

• Cancel Determination  

• View History  

 

 • Request AP Advice  

3 select option ‘Complete Determination’ 

4 system displays a confirmation dialogue box text: 

'Are you sure you want to complete this determination?' 

5 select ‘Next’ to confirm, system opens the Complete Determination box 

6 set the effective date 

'Please enter the effective date of the determination' 

Note: This date will be the day following the DLA end date – See: Examples 1-3 

7 select ‘Next’ 

8 a pop up box will appear stating 'is the effective date correct?' 

9 if the date recorded is correct select ‘Save’ 

10 check and apply evidence (except DLA other benefits) 

11 run eligibility 

12 submit for approval 



 

13 access DLA other benefits 

change the ‘End date’ field, to the DLA paid up to date 

apply the DLA other benefits evidence 

14 go back into the DLA other benefits evidence tick the ‘DLA verified’ field 

apply again 

15 make sure any management checks are cleared. Go to the benefit delivery case, select the action button and 

‘active case’ 

16 refresh the search results and make sure the status of the benefit delivery case has changed from  

‘approved’ to ‘active’ 

17 go to benefit delivery case, determinations tab, make sure the coverage periods run from the correct PIP start 

and end dates, show as ‘eligible’ 

18 go to financial tab check first payment has been issued, if not go to under/over payments. Select  

 appropriate underpayment and submit for approval 

11. PIPCS will pay from the effective date and issue a PIP.7006 notification to the claimant. 

12. The regulations state the DLA end date will be the earlier of: 

• the last day of the payment period during which the PIP decision is made, or  

• the first Tuesday after the PIP decision  

13. PIP will start from the day after the DLA end date. 

Example 1 - DLA paid 4-weeks in arrears, Wednesday payday 

SRTI reassessment claim made on: Wednesday 18/05/2016 

SRTI PIP decision made on: Friday 27/05/2016 

The last DLA payment was for period 20/04/2016 to 17/05/2016 

DLA paid up to 17/05/2016, the last day of the payment period during which PIP decision made and the next 

Tuesday after the PIP decision is 31/05/2016. DLA end date is 31/05/2016. DLA Arrears paid from 18/05/2016 to 

31/05/2016. PIP start date is 01/06/2016. 



 

Example 2 - DLA paid 4-weeks in arrears, Wednesday payday 

SRTI reassessment claim made on: Friday 20/05/2016 

SRTI PIP decision made on: Tuesday 31/05/2016 

The last DLA payment was for period 27/04/2016 to 24/05/2016 

DLA paid up to 24/05/2016, the PIP decision was made on 31/05/2016, the last day of the payment period 

31/05/2016. DLA end date is 31/05/2016. DLA Arrears paid from 25/05/2016 to 31/05/2016.  

PIP start date is 01/06/2016.  

In cases were the PIP decision is made on a Tuesday, we treat that Tuesday as the last day of the current payment 

period during which PIP decision made to ensure we pay the claimant as soon as possible. 

Example 3 - DLA paid 3-weeks in arrears 1-week in advance, Wednesday payday 

SRTI reassessment claim made on: Friday 17/06/2016 

SRTI PIP decision made on: Monday 27/06/2016 

The last DLA payment was for period: 08/06/2016 to 05/07/2016 

DLA paid up to 05/07/2016, the last day of the payment period during which PIP decision made and the next 

Tuesday after PIP decision is 28/06/2016. Using 28/06/2016 as DLA end date would cause an overpayment. 

As Policy intent is not to make double payments resulting in overpayments. The PIP start date is 06/07/2016, the 

day after current DLA paid up to date. 

02 SRTI new claim, DS1500 received, Lone DS1500, No DS1500 

Background 

1. We have Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI) people making a claim to PIP, to ensure claims are dealt with quickly 

and sensitively. These rules are for claimants with a progressive disease who are not reasonably expected to live for 

longer than six months. The claimant, recognised representative or third party will be asked to get a DS1500 medical 

report from their doctor to support the claim. They can send it to us at: 

FREEPOST DWP PIP 10 

Health Professionals hold PIP special envelopes, which can be posted first class. 

2. A DS1500 can also be completed and submitted: 

• electronically and securely by a medical professional in England and Scotland (e-DS1500)  



 

• digitally and securely by medical professional in England using the digital DS1500 public beta service (phased 

rollout starting January 2017)  

3. SRTI claims are dealt with quickly and sensitively and as such, the following qualifying criteria to PIP are not 

required: 

• qualifying period of the condition  

• satisfy normal residence and presence of having been present in Great Britain for a period or periods 

amounting to 104 weeks out of the 156 weeks immediately before that date  

• to attend a face to face consultation  

• to complete a ‘How your disability affects you’ (PIP2) form  

4. A SRTI claim can be made by the claimant, recognised representative or third party on their behalf. The claimant, 

recognised representative or third party will indicate SRTI at the PIP new claim data gather stage or by reporting a 

deterioration of their condition for an existing claim. This will be treated as a  

Change of Circumstance (CoC) Award Review - See: SRTI Change of Circumstances Award Review .  

5. A DS1500 medical report is not a claim to PIP in itself, a claimant doesn’t have to wait for a DS1500 from their doctor 

to make a claim to PIP or report a change in their condition. 

6. If a DS1500 is received before a new claim is made, it will be registered on the system as a prospect person, when a 

new claim is received. The claim must also be registered as a prospect person and ‘person’ applied later - See: Lone 

DS1500. 

Note: The date a DS1500 is received is not considered as the date of claim. 

Note: It’s important to keep a task open on all lone DS1500 prospect person cases to make sure PIPCS doesn’t 

automatically delete the case after 5 weeks. 

6. New claims calls being made under SRTI will be directed to the SRTI Dedicated Claim Team (DCT) - See: SRTI 

Dedicated Claim Team. 

Subpages 

• SRTI new claim received from claimant, recognised representative or third party  

• Change of Circumstance Award Review, normal rules submitted now terminally ill  

• Claimant SRTI with existing claim to DLA  

• SRTI new claim logged  

• Discrepancy Tasks  

• Eligibility rules  

• Claimant has an existing claim to PIP  

• Claimant doesn’t have existing claim to PIP  



 

• DS1500 form received for an existing new claim or award  

• Lone DS1500  

SRTI new claim received from claimant, recognised representative or third party 

1. When a claimant, recognised representative or third party indicates SRTI at new claim data gather stage, the 

claim will be marked with a special caution flag, which can be removed if deemed not terminally ill (TI) later. A claimant 

can also change the claim to TI after normal rules PIP new claim has been submitted. 

2. If the claimant or third party doesn’t have a National Insurance number (NINO), they’re sent a PIP1007 

covering letter and paper PIP new claim (PIP1) form, which must be returned within one calendar month from the date 

of the call. This protects the date of claim as there will be no record of the claim on PIPCS. 

SRTI DCT telephony new claim 

3. 

Step Action 

1 telephony agent finds out the claim is SRTI 

2 telephony agent captures new claim information on PIPCS -  See: SRTI Dedicated Claim Team 

3 telephony agent will prompt the claimant, recognised representative, or third party to send in a  

DS1500 form 

4 telephony agent asks the mobility questions, which is part of the telephony script when SRTI option has been 

selected 

Note: If the claimant/third party doesn’t know the answer to a mobility question, select  

‘Sometimes’. The telephony agent will create a CAMLite task to back office to update the medical evidence 

screen comments box with a note to say the caller didn’t know the mobility answers 

5 if a third party is making the claim the telephony agent will inform the third party to tell the claimant they’ve 

made a PIP claim for them, as all letters from us will go to the claimant 

6 telephony agent submits the claim. PIPCS will issue a PIP.1001 acknowledgement letter to the claimant unless a 

prospect person record has been created. In this case the form will be sent manually by the case worker (CW) 

Note: If requested the PIP.1001 acknowledgment letter can be re-issued from the Communication 

Record - See: Re- issuing a system notification 

Paper PIP new claim SRTI indicated 



 

4. 

 

Step Action 

1 request for PIP1 paper new claim received - See: PIP paper claim requested 

2 paper claim is received at Mail Opening Unit (MOU), scanned into Document Repository System (DRS), and 

tasked to a PIP CW as a priority. 

3 CW inputs information from paper PIP1 into PIPCS - See: New paper claim (PIP1) received CW 

4 if a third party is making the claim they’ll have been told at the relevant point on the form to inform the 

claimant they’ve made a PIP claim for them, as all letters from us will go to the claimant, including the PIP.1001 

acknowledgement letter 

5 if indicated on the form ‘yes’ DS1500 to be sent on, create a 7 working day task (from receipt of the paper claim 

in to MOU) to mature for receipt of the DS1500 See: Workflow and Task Management - How to create a manual 

task - User 

if indicated ‘don’t know’ DS1500 to be sent on treat as if ‘No’ DS1500. At the relevant point in the form an 

explanation will have been given as to how this form can help the claim 

if indicated on the form ‘No’ continue as per normal rules claim 

6 check date of claim before submitting a claim see OED Compliance Note 007, re ‘Changing  

Application Date’ then submit claim 

Change of Circumstance Award Review, normal rules submitted now terminally ill 

1. 

Step Action 

1 claimant, recognised representative, or third party contacts PIP enquiry line to say a normal rules claim is now TI 

2 if third party making the claim, the telephony agent must tell third party to tell the claimant they’ve claimed PIP 

for them, as all letters from us will go to the claimant 

3 enquiry line telephony agent to ask HP mobility questions and prompts caller to send a DS1500 form. All this 

information to be captured on a CAMLite To Do task: NR to SRTI - See: CAMLite task list desk aid 



 

4 PIP case manager (CM) to action To Do task: NR to SRTI – See: Change of Circumstance Award Review – CM SRTI 

action 

Note: Check for an appeals interest on the case, if ‘Yes’ inform Her Majesty’s Court & Tribunal  

Service (HMCTS) the claim is now SRTI 

Postal Change of Circumstance Award Review 

2. 

Step Action 

1 claimant, recognised representative or third party contacts PIP by post to say they submitted a  

NR claim but they’re now TI 

2 letter is scanned into DRS and tasked to PIP CW 

3 CW will check if DS1500 form has been received and linked to case 

if indicated DS1500 to follow defer task for 7 working days from the date letter was received and task case to 

CM to make ESA enquiries 

if not task to CM 

4 if DS1500 comes in before 7 working days or doesn’t arrive after 7 working days refer task to CM 

Note: If third party making the claim, you must tell third party to inform the claimant they’ve claimed PIP for 

them, as all letters from us will go to the claimant - See: Change of Circumstance  

Award Review - CM SRTI action 

 

 

 Claimant SRTI with existing claim to DLA 

1. Most claims will have been sign posted at point of contact to the correct benefit. There are separate processes 

for claim in the alternative or addition if a claim has been registered on PIPCS - See: Claim in the alternative. 

2. For reassessment, existing DLA Special Rules (SR) claims won’t normally be reassessed until their 3 year award 

expires. 

Note: If DLA award is HR/HR and claimant is now reporting SRTI, do not treat as a reassessment for PIP.  

Instead, signpost to DLA Helpline who will take details on a DBD508 to have SR indicator put on DLACS. 



 

3. If an existing DLA claimant or third party contacts the DLA Helpline (as that’s the number they still hold) to 

report SR status, the PIP claiming process will be explained and they’ll be told to ring the PIP New Claim line. A 

reassessment indicator will be set at that point on DLACS by DLA Helpline and further written details sent out. DLA 

Helpline won’t take PIP new claims. The claimant will be advised not to wait for the reassessment letter but to make 

the claim immediately and be advised on where to send the DS1500 - See: Reassessment PIP Enquiry Line and also - 

See: DLA Helpline.  

4. DLA claimants reporting a change in needs to SRTI won’t be asked if they want to re use DLA medical evidence 

due to time restrictions on SRTI evidence. 

Claimant now SRTI with existing claim to DLA 

5. 

Step Action 

1 claimant, recognised representative or third party makes contact through DLA Helpline, PIP New  

Claim Line, PIP Enquiry Line or by post 

2 PIP New Claim telephony agent or PIP Enquiry Line telephony agent to check benefit interest tab in CAMLite to 

see if there’s an existing claim to DLA, DLA Helpline will check DLACS 

Note: If contact by post, this will be tasked to a PIP CW (dual user) to check and carry out further actions 

3 if they’ve a DLA claim treat as a reassessment for PIP new claim and tell claimant to contact new claim line 

immediately and choose the special rules option, also provide address to send in  

DS1500 - See: Reassessment PIP Enquiry Line 

Note: If DLA award is HR/HR and are now SRTI don’t treat as a reassessment for PIP signpost to DLA Helpline – 

DLA Helpline will take details on a 508 to have SR indicator put on DLACS - See:  

Reassessment DLA Helpline 

 

 if they don’t have an existing DLA claim, register PIP claim or signpost to PIP New Claim line as appropriate 

 

SRTI new claim logged 

1. When SRTI new claim is logged on PIPCS a search is performed for an existing person or prospect person. This will 

apply business rules to the data received in the data gather and CIS (Searchlight) to identify discrepancies. There will be 



 

one of each task type created which may contain a list of one or more discrepancies for the PIP CW to check the 

evidence. These tasks may be: 

 Standard scrutiny task (only if there’s a discrepancy)  

 Discrepancy task  

 Identify and verification (IDV) exception  

 Personal acting body (PAB) discrepancy  

 CIS(Searchlight) discrepancy  

 Lay conditions  

 Unacceptable claimant behaviour (UCB)  

Note: Claimants with a NINO: If there is insufficient information on CIS (Searchlight) to generate security questions, the 

IDV discrepancy task will be produced.  However, if the claimant fails IDV for another reason, the discrepancy task will 

no longer be generated and will continue the eligibility process. PIPCS will create a ‘Person Case’ to allow the lay rule to 

run. 

2. If the claim was made by a third party and the claimant wasn’t present during the call, the claim is registered as a 

prospect person until point of decision when the CM will consider IDV. The CW will get an IDV exception task, send 

letter PIP.1001 to the claimant (as this system issued letter will have been suppressed as claim is registered as a 

prospect person), and scrutinise claim. 

3. If the claimant passed the IDV questions on an outbound or inbound call before the decision is made the claim can 

be registered as a person and the IDV task cleared. A person record can also be created if the claimant’s ID is 

confirmed after receipt of a DS1500. Where a third party made the PIP claim and a ‘Prospect Person’ record was 

created, IDV is completed or accepted as being completed where: 

 there’s an existing ESA special rules award  

 the DS1500 confirms the claimant’s ID (providing the third party isn’t the author of the DS1500)  

 there’s a record of a call between the HP and the claimant’s GP (providing the third party isn’t the claimant’s GP 

or HP)  

4. When the person record is created PIPCS will want to issue a PIP.1001; this will need to be suppressed if one has 

already been sent manually - See: Suppress automated notification or enquiry form. Make sure this doesn’t impact 

any other notification due to go out at the same time. 

5. When an SRTI claim fails on age rules the claim must be treated as a claim in the alternative and treated with the 

appropriate urgency - See: Claim in the alternative. 

6. Where no discrepancy tasks are identified PIPCS will create a ‘Check ESA85A/UC85/DS1500 position’ task, for the 

CM to check the evidence - See: Medical Evidence details screen. 

7. CW responsibilities and DS1500 fee form check: 



 

 telephony agent takes new claim/CoC Award Review, or  

 post is received for TI at BC  

Yorkshire WfT will be responsible for: 

 the electronic DS1500 email box  

 checking for a Person Record  

 creating a Prospect Person and Communication Record  

 uploading the PDF and email to DRS and link to PIP Case  

CW: 

 eligibility rules - See: Eligibility Rules  

 existing claim to PIP  

 check for Prospect person  

 various checks for DS1500 received and lone DS1500 - See:  Lone DS1500       

CM: 

 check the special caution flag has been set  

 capture any ESA85A/UC85 information - See: Medical Evidence Details Screen  

 check if a DS1500 will or has been sent  

 update the medical evidence details screen  

 create SRTI AP assessment  

 make decision and notify claimant - See: CM Overview on SRTI claim process  

Wft: 

 check for NINO and log DS1500 when received  

 Lone DS1500  actions  

 updating DBD699 register  

 uploading ‘No DS1500’ template to DRS  

Discrepancy Tasks 

1. CW resolves any issues following discrepancy tasks and follows instructions for the task that has been created - 

See: Workflow and Task Management for following tasks: 

• prospect person  

• PAB and appointee  

• new claim and incomplete data  



 

• residence and presence  

• age  

• unacceptable Claimant Behaviour  

• payability  

• existing DLA claim recorded on CIS(Searchlight)  

2. Where, on a prospect person record, an IDV failure discrepancy task is still outstanding on completion of any 

scrutiny tasks, the CW must assign the task to the CM. 

Eligibility rules 

1. When discrepancy and scrutiny tasks have been cleared you must re run the eligibility rules. They can’t be run when 

a prospect record is held. 

Step Action 

1 CW to run eligibility rules, go to ‘PIP Application’ tab, then select the ‘Eligibility Checks’ tab 

  select the ‘check eligibility’ action button 

2 this will launch a ‘Check Eligibility’ window. Select ‘Yes’ 

3 SRTI cases failing lay evidence will be disallowed; PIP CW must select action button and select  

‘disallow application’ from the drop down menu. PIPCS will issue PIP.7000 disallowance letter 

 

Claimant has an existing claim to PIP 

1. 

Step Action 

1 CW to check if there’s an existing PIP claim 

if no existing PIP claim check if there’s a prospect person DS1500 already received 

if there’s an existing PIP claim follow CoC Award Review process - See: Change of Circumstance  

Award Review  



 

2 check if claimant has indicated they’ll send in a DS1500 

if ‘yes’ set a 7 working day task for receipt of the DS1500 and task to CM to make ESA enquiries.  

Once DS1500 received or if DS1500 not received after 7 working days task to PIP CM. Note: Copy of 

DS1500 will be in ‘Attachments’ 

if ‘no’ open a CoC Award Review and set ‘PIP2 required’ to ‘No’, task to CM 

 

Claimant doesn’t have existing claim to PIP 

1. 

Step Action 

1 CW to check if there’s a prospect person DS1500 on PIPCS 

Note: PIPCS must highlight if a DS1500 is already held under a prospect person for this claimant. It is possible a 

lone DS1500 may be registered and not matched, as name is spelt incorrectly or date of birth is different 

2 CW to contact WfT to check if there’s a lone DS1500 on DBD699 register. For explanation of  

DBD699 - See: Lone DS1500 

3 register prospect person as a ‘person’ and link DS1500 with the claim 

4 from the ‘Home’ tab select the ‘action’ button on the top right 

Note: This button will only become active to register prospect person as a person when there are no 

outstanding discrepancy tasks against the prospect person. The system will display a confirmation box requiring 

you to confirm the registration of prospect person to person. Select  

‘Yes’ on the confirmation box. PIPCS will change prospect person into a person record 

5 a confirmation box will display asking you to ‘confirm the registration of prospect person to person’, select 

‘Yes’; PIPCS will change prospect person into a person record 



 

6 If DS1500 CW to check if one is being sent in 

if ‘yes’ set a 7 working day task for receipt of the DS1500 and task to CM so they can make ESA enquiries. Once 

DS1500 received or if DS1500 not received after 7 working days task to PIP CM. 

if ‘no’ or ‘Don’t Know’ task to CM 

Note: Remember to do any scrutiny or IDV actions 

DS1500 form received for an existing new claim or award 

DS1500 form background 

1. Form DS1500 is a medical report completed by a General Practitioner (GP), General Medical Council (GMC) 

registered consultant or Macmillan Nurses containing medical information which is used to decide patient’s claim to 

benefit. The PIP claimant will be prompted to get a DS1500 when they submit claim. 

2. There are 3 separate versions of the DS1500 form, these are: 

• Clerical DS1500  

• E-DS1500  

• Digital DS1500 from January 2017  

3. A DS1500 can be sent directly to DWP by the Health Professionals using a pre-paid envelope or given to the claimant 

to post in to the department. 

4. A DS1500 can also be completed and submitted electronically and securely by Health Professionals by email using an 

NHS.net  or wales.nhs.uk email accounts. We can provide them with an electronic PDF version of the DS1500 and 

DS1500 fee form if they provide their current NHS.net or wales.nhs.uk email address. This applies to the e-DS1500 / 

e-DS1500 fee form only. 

5. When a claimant sends in a DS1500 it will be treated as priority post at all stages including the post opening at the 

Mail Opening Unit (MOU). The DS1500 medical report will be scanned into Document Repository System (DRS), and 

classified. 

6. Electronic DS1500 sent by email will be saved in the allocated network folder and initial scrutiny checks performed. 

The user will update the DS1500 spreadsheet to record the details of the electronic DS1500 forms received, upload 

and classify the document into DRS. 

7. Yorkshire WfT will initially handle the electronic DS1500 and create a manual high priority task for a CW at the 

relevant BC to check the case status, take lone DS1500 action where appropriate or for electronic DS1500 fee form 

send to Bristol BC - See: Uploading a document into DRS.  



 

8. From January 2017 a GP or HP can send a digital DS1500 as part of the Digital DS1500 public beta service which is 

currently available in England. The DS1500 will look different to the standard DS1500 form and will be typed and be 

sent to us digitally through a web application. This will be uploaded onto the Document Repository System (DRS). 

You must accept this without the requirement for a signature.  

You must print the DS1500 fee form as a double sided one page document. 

9. The CW performs a series of checks to find out why we’ve received the DS1500. Most will be because a new claim is 

registered and the claimant was prompted to get a DS1500 at PIP new claim data gather stage. The DS1500 will 

either be linked to an existing claim or enquiries made as to why it’s been sent. A lone DS1500 is registered as a 

prospect person - See: Lone DS1500. 

Note: All possible action must be taken to trace a NINO where a NINO isn’t provided on a DS1500 to ensure it is linked 

to the appropriate claimant - See: SRTI no NINO. 

10. A DS1500 should detail who asked for it to be completed. If it isn’t clear from the DS1500 who requested it, a 

PIP.1019 letter will be sent to the GP or HP to check. If the doctor completed the DS1500 of their own accord 

without the claimant knowing the letter tells the GP or HP to consider speaking to their patient about claiming. In 

this scenario the PIP user will make no contact with the person named on the DS1500 but the form is retained for 6 

months in case a claim is submitted. 

11. If GP or HP confirms the claimant or recognised representative asked for DS1500, CW must make a sensitive 

enquiry to the claimant or recognised representative to explain how they can make a claim. If there’s already an 

existing claim to PIP and the DS1500 was requested by the claimant or third party, the DS1500 can be treated as a 

CoC Award Review and the claim revisited. 

12. Check who requested the DS1500 if considering making any contact with the claimant, for example, to ask 

mobility questions. The claimant mustn’t discover the DS1500 has been completed or requested on their behalf by a 

GP or HP or third party from DWP. The claimant should not find out about their condition or prognosis from DWP. 

Staff must show empathy, sensitivity and respect when dealing with SRTI claimants. 

WfT check for NINO on DS1500 

13. 

Step Action 



 

1 WfT to check if NINO is visible on the DS1500 

not applicable for the electronic e-DS1500 which will already have been recorded onto the eDS1500 spreadsheet 

if yes go to step 3 (electronic DS1500 will always have been uploaded with NINO) 

if no go to step 2 

2 if no NINO visible WfT will perform trace in CIS(Searchlight) 

when NINO found, go to step 3 

if NINO not traced in CIS(Searchlight) WfT to create a Prospect Person in PIPCS and refer a high priority task to 

CW. Update DBD699 register 

Electronic DS1500 could be uploaded to DRS with a NINO or CRN - See: Lone DS1500 

3 if NINO is visible WfT will perform search person in PIPCS and link DS1500. PIPCS can identify if  

 the claim is either with the AP or with DWP and will send the task on appropriately to either AP or  

CM 

For electronic DS1500s the WfT will create a high priority task for the CW to check the case status 

CW checks to find out why DS1500 received 

14. 

Step Action 

1 CW checks PIP SRTI new claim (undecided) is registered but not with the AP or CM 

if yes clear 7 working day DS1500 medical report task and priority task to CM 

if no go to step 2 

2 CW checks PIP SRTI new claim (undecided) is registered and with the AP 

if yes CW to link DS1500 medical report with claim and task to AP as a priority 

if no go to step 3 



 

3 CW checks PIP SRTI new claim (undecided) is with the CM 

if yes CW to link DS1500 medical report with claim and task to CM as a priority 

if no go to step 4 

4 CW to check PIP Normal Rule new claim (undecided) is registered 

if yes transfer task as a priority to CM 

if no go to step 5 

5 CW checks PIP Normal Rate new claim (undecided) is registered 

if yes CW to link DS1500 medical report with claim and task to AP as a priority 

6 CW to check to see if SRTI caution flag is set 

if yes go to step 7 

if no go to step 8 

7 CW to check if enhanced rate of mobility was awarded 

 

 if yes CW to transfer task to CM to consider if DS1500 is to be linked to record or referred to AP 

if no go to step 9 

8 if PIP award not already under SRTI CW to check if an CoC Award Review is registered 

if yes CW to transfer task to CM 

if no and the claimant is entitled to enhanced rate of both mobility and daily living components transfer task to 

CM 

if no and the claimant isn’t entitled to enhanced mobility and daily living components go to step 9 



 

9 CW to check if DS1500 form indicates if the claimant or recognised representative asked for it 

if yes CW to task to CM 

if no CW to send notification PIP.1019 and set a 14 day task for its return. When reply received refer to CM as a 

CoC Award Review or wait for a response from claimant or third party 

Note: Check who requested the DS1500 if considering making any contact with the claimant. The claimant 

mustn’t discover a DS1500 has been completed or requested on their behalf by a GP or third party from DWP. 

The claimant should not find out about their condition or prognosis from  

DWP 

Lone DS1500 

Lone DS1500 background 

Claims under Special Rules can be supported by a DS1500 medical report. Claimants or representatives 

can request that the form is completed to support the claim. The DS1500 is completed by a relevant 

clinician such as a GP, Hospital Doctor or Macmillan nurse and it confirms the claimant’s diagnosis, 

current treatment, whether the claimant is aware of the condition or prognosis and if the medical 

professional considers the condition terminal. 

The DS1500 is not a claim form as doctors cannot claim on behalf of their patients.  

The date the form is received is not to be considered the date of the PIP claim. 

Note: All possible action must be taken to trace a NINO where a NINO isn’t provided on a DS1500 to 

make sure it is linked to the appropriate claimant - See: SRTI no NINO. 

Note: The claimant must not find out about their prognosis from DWP. Any enquiries made by DWP 

staff should not alert the claimant to the fact they have a terminal prognosis 

Case Worker Action 

Note: Case Worker to establish if the claim is a reassessment case and if so task to Blackpool Benefit 

Centre 

1. When a lone DS1500 has been received and hasn’t been linked to a claim we need to make urgent enquiries as to 

why it’s been received.  

2. if a claim to PIP isn’t received within 2 days of receiving the DS1500  



 

• You must contact the HP on the DS1500 form by phone regardless of how it has been received, 

this will prevent further delays. Ask them to contact the claimant or representative to advise 

them to make a claim.  

• If the HP is willing to contact the claimant or representative this should be recorded in notes 

within PIPCS.    

• If the HP is unavailable or unwilling to contact their patient or representative and if you are able 

to obtain a phone number from the HP or by tracing the details in Searchlight take the following 

action:  

If claimant is aware of their condition or prognosis 

• Attempt to call the claimant or representative directly to explain the claim process.  

• If you are unable to contact patient or representative by phone issue PIP 3034 letter advising 

the patient to make a claim. This should only be considered as an exception as this will delay 

any possible claim.  

If claimant is unaware of their condition or prognosis 

• Check DS1500 to see who requested it’s completion, attempt to call them directly to explain 

the claim process.  

• if no representative is recorded on the DS1500 call the patient to enquire if they want to claim 

PIP and explain the PIP claim process (stating we have been contacted by your GP or HP), DO 

NOT DISCLOSE the terminal diagnosis.   

3. Update the action taken in the ‘comments’ box in the ‘communication record’ screen and defer 

the task for 14 days, if you made contact by phone update communication record  

Step Action 

1 When the 14 day task set for the HP matures the CW checks if a new claim has been received if 

yes new claim received go to step 2 if no, defer task to periodically check for receipt of new 

claim then go to step 3 

Note: You must not issue reminders for the PIP.3034 letter sent to the claimant or 

representative  



 

2 CW ensures DS1500 is linked to case and closes the task. They continue SRTI new claim process - 

See: SRTI new claim  

3 When a lone DS1500 task matures after 6 months and no claim has been received or decided, 

the Case Worker will amend document classification to ephemeral, close the document in DRS 

and close the task. Note: There’s no need to close or archive the ‘Prospect Person’ case in PIPCS. 

4 CW will delete the document from DRS after the 6 month retention period expires. 

4. If all checks to link DS1500 with a PIP new claim or existing award have failed, the DS1500 becomes an unlinked 

report. The Case Worker will have already registered the DS1500 as a ‘prospect person’ on PIPCS. 

Case Worker checks for other benefits 
 

Step Action 

1 Case Worker to check if claimant is of working age if yes go to step 2 if no establish whether claimant is under 16 

or over 65 reclassify the DS1500 in DRS so that document is then viewable for DLA or AA as appropriate. Upon 

reclassifying the document, a notification will be sent to DLA or AA via the system. 

PIP users should also send through hard copies to DLA or AA, the address for each are as follows; 

Attendance Allowance Unit 

Mail Handling Site A 

Wolverhampton 

WV98 2AD  

Department for Work & Pensions 

Disability Living Allowance 

Warbreck House 

Warbreck Hill Road 

Blackpool 

FY2 0YE 

2 CW to check if claimant is entitled to ESA or UC, If benefit interest found, email the  

DS1500 to all benefits listed See: How to email the DS1500 

3 No need to close or archive the ‘Prospect Person’ case in PIPCS - See: DRS  

Business User Guide - Document closure and also - See: Benefits Document and  

Data Retention Guide for more information 



 

How to email the DS1500 

5. 

 

Step Action 

1 From the PIP Person Page: 

• Select ‘Contact’  

• Open the ‘attachments’ tab  

• Select ‘DS1500’  

• Select ‘View’  

• Select ‘Open’  

Save the DS1500 to the shared folder & name the file using the DS1500 - claimant’s surname 

and NINo. For example: DS1500 – Smith AB255689C 

2 Open a new email - populate the ‘To’ field with the relevant benefit DS1500 group email address: 

• For ESA email to:  

• For UC FS/US LS email to:  

3 In the ‘Subject’ field type the benefit interest you have found e.g. 

• ESA DS1500  

• UCFS DS1500  

• UCLS DS1500  Attach the DS1500 

4 Request a Delivery Receipt (‘Options’ tab -  ‘request delivery receipt’) 

Select ‘Send’ 



 

5 Once delivered, delete the DS1500 email from your mailbox and  deleted items. At the end of the 

day, recover and purge deleted items. 

To recover and purge deleted items: 

1. Go into the email ‘folder’  

2. Recover deleted items  

3. ‘Select All’  

 Purge selected items 

6 At the end of the day delete the DS1500s from the shared folder 

Update PIPCS Notes 

6. 

Step Action 

1 Update PIPCS notes: 

• Select ‘Contact’  

• Select  ‘Notes’  

• Select ‘New’ (at Right hand side)  

• In the Subject field type: ‘DS1500 shared’  

Input the appropriate note: 

• DS1500 received. Checked CIS/Searchlight – No benefit interest found. or 

• Checked CIS/Searchlight – DS1500 shared with ESA/UC LS/UC FS to [add appropriate email 

address]  

Team Leader Check 

7. Team Leaders must do a weekly random check to ensure DS1500 pdfs are being deleted from the folders and seek 

assurances that staff are deleting the DS1500 pdfs from their mail boxes. 

Prospect person with no claim submitted 



 

8. 

Step Action 

1 when there’s a prospect person record with no case linked to it 

create a deferred task (to yourself) for 30 calendar days in notes field type 'check claim submitted 

- if no claim take document closure action for 'No DS1500' on DRS' 

2 when task matures check to see if a claim has been submitted 

 

 if yes, close task, no further action 

if no claim submitted take document closure action and classify ‘No DS1500’ on DRS as 

ephemeral - See: Document closure action 

 

03 SRTI No NINO 

Introduction 

1. The way to claim PIP is by phone, however a claimant, recognised representative or third party (SRTI claim only) 

without a National Insurance Number (NINO) must submit a PIP1 paper claim. This applies to any claim without a NINO 

and will make sure the date of claim is protected - See: PIP Paper claim requested . 

Note: Paper claims can only be authorised when the caller contacts the department by telephone. PIP paper claim 

forms won’t be available from any external organisation, such as Citizens Advice. 

Subpages 

• Claimant recognised representative or third party contact by telephone  

• PIP1 paper claim returned  

• DS1500  

• Referring the SRTI claim to the AP  

• Normal rules claim  

• Specialist Trace Team Actions  

• Notifications  

Claimant recognised representative or third party contact by telephone 



 

1. When a caller with no NINO contacts the PIP New Claims Line the telephony agent gathers details, such as, the 

claimant’s name, address, date of birth and searches for the claimant’s NINO in CAMLite during the call. 

2. If the NINO can’t be traced, the telephony agent creates an exception task to the Case Worker (CW) to issue a PIP1 

paper claim. 

Note: The telephony agent may not have found out the claimant intended to claim under SRTI. Any claimant’s data 

captured is also forwarded urgently. 

3. When actioning the exception task you must try to trace the claimant’s NINO on PIPCS and Customer Information 

System (CIS) / Searchlight. If the NINO: 

• can be traced a prospect person record must be created with NINO  

• can’t be traced a prospect person record with an Alternative ID must be created  

4. After claimant record is created in PIPCS a PIP1 paper claim can be issued to the claimant, recognised representative 

or third party – See: IP Paper claim requested to issue the paper claim form. 

5. The Department cannot allocate a NINO unless the claimant is eligible for benefit. 

PIP1 paper claim returned 

1. When the PIP1 paper claim is received at Mail Opening Unit (MOU) it’s scanned into Document Repository 

System (DRS) and the PIP workflow team (WfT) generates a task to the CW. 

2. On checking the claim form, if NINO is quoted and all CIS (Searchlight) details match, you must amend the 

claimant record from prospect person to person and create the claim as normal. Once a person is registered, PIPCS 

automatically applies the lay rules – See: SRTI new claim to continue processing the claim. 

3. If the NINO can’t be traced or it’s not quoted on the claim form you must manually read the scanned PIP1 

image, consider the lay rules and action any discrepancies. If required make further enquiries urgently to confirm lay 

rules are satisfied, for example, the residence and presence, age, appointee. 

Note: PIPCS can’t automatically run the lay rules when record is held as prospect person. 

4. The Case Management Support Officer (CMSO) must update the claim on PIPCS using the Alternative ID, PIPCS 

then generates a task for the CW.  



 

DS1500 

1. A DS1500 report is likely to be completed in SRTI cases. When scrutinising the lay rules you must check: 

 the claimant, representative or 3rd party have indicated on the paper claim form if they’re sending in a DS1500 

to support their claim  

 the WfT if a DS1500 has been recorded on the Lone DS1500 register  

 if a DRS task has been received for a DS1500 or a prospect person DS1500  

2. If a DS1500 is indicated but not received, don’t delay in processing the claim any longer than 7 working days 

from the date of receipt of the paper claim. You must contact the Specialist Trace Officer (STO) whilst waiting for the 

DS1500 as they may be able to trace a NINO. 

3. Create a task in PIPCS and allow 7 working days from the date of receipt of paper claim, for the receipt of 

DS1500. If it hasn’t been received by then continue processing the claim - See: Referring the SRTI claim to the AP. 

4. When the DS1500 is received at MOU it is scanned into DRS and a CW task is generated, Electronic eDS1500s 

are saved into the allocated network folder. Once saved into the allocated network folder, the PDF and email will be 

uploaded to DRS by the Yorkshire WfT. 

5. From January 2017, you could receive a digital DS1500 as part of a public beta service which is currently 

available in England. The DS1500 will look different to the standard DS1500 form; this will be typed and will be sent to 

us digitally via a web application. This will be uploaded onto the Document Repository System (DRS). You must accept 

this without the requirement for a signature. 

6. On receipt of the digital DS1500 form, the fee section will not be attached. The DS1500 fee form will arrive 

separately by post and will be uploaded to DRS and must be dealt with in the usual way. You must print the DS1500 fee 

form as a double sided one page document. 

7. When the digital DS1500 is received within the department, it will be routed via DRS to one of the following 

areas: 

• DLA Child for claimants under 16 

• PIP for claimants aged 16 to 64 

• AA for claimants aged 65 or over 

8. If you receive a digital DS1500 that is not for your area, take action in line with the business as usual process for your 

area. 

9. CW task received to scrutinise lay rules on SRTI claim with no NINO. Take the following actions: 

 



 

Step Action 

1 view and check the task details in PIPCS before scrutinising lay rule - See: Workflow and Task  

Management  

2 check a lone DS1500 isn’t already registered as a prospect person in PIPCS and check DBD699 register - See: 

Lone DS1500  

3 take steps to find out if NINO exists - See: NINO Allocation  

if NINO traced you can register prospect person to person. To register person on PIPCS: 

 access prospect person homepage using the Alternative ID  

 access the Application Case Home Page  

 select on the Claimants Tab  

 select on the Actions Tab  

 select ‘Register Prospect as a Person’ from the Action list  

 select Yes when the Confirm Registration of Prospect to Person screen displays, you’re directed to the 

Person homepage, continue following – See: SRTI new claim  

if NINO not traced go to next step 

4 scrutinise claim and consider lay rules (R&P, age, appointee and so on) 

 if urgent further enquiries needed see link relevant process for gathering missing information  

 if no further enquiries needed, go to next step  

5 check if claimant is sending DS1500. To view this on PIPCS: 

 access claimant’s ‘Case and Outcomes’ screen  select 

the ‘Evidence’ tab on the Navigation Bar  

 select ‘In Edit Evidence’ on the Page Group Navigation Bar on the LHS of the screen, a List of the Medical 

Details is displayed  

 select on the List Dropdown Toggle to expand the Medical Details view and select the ‘Details’ tab  

 DS1500 Requested or Expected is displayed under ‘Terminally Ill Provisions’  

if claimant isn’t sending in DS1500, create assessment and task transfers to Assessment Provider  

(AP) without NINO. (AP can accept with the Alternative ID) 



 

6 DS1500 returned: 

 don’t wait for 7 working days task to mature, check the DS1500 for a NINO  

 if there’s a NINO link with prospect person and continue as from step 3  

 

  if no NINO, link DS1500 to claim and create assessment and task transfers to AP without NINO  

DS1500 not returned: 

 you must create assessment and task transfers to AP without NINO  

 

Referring the SRTI claim to the AP 

1. If the claimant satisfies the lay rules the CW refers task to the Case Manager (CM) who’ll create the SRTI 

Assessment case and task transfers to the AP under the Alternative ID with or without the DS1500 as soon as it is 

received or found, and immediately, if a DS1500 not expected. 

2. PIPCS generates a task to the AP, who completes the assessment report within the agreed 2 days timescale 

and uploads onto DRS. A task transfer to the CM is generated. 

CM action 

3. CM considers the evidence and checks report. If AP indicates claim is SRTI the CM creates an urgent task for 

NINO allocation with the STO - See: Specialist Trace Team Actions. 

4. If the claim isn’t SRTI the CM creates a CW task to continue processing the claim as Normal Rules (NR) - See: 

NINO Allocation . 

5. After a NINO has been allocated a CM task is created. CM treats the task as priority, makes a decision on the 

claim and updates PIPCS. 

Normal rules claim 

1. If the case isn’t SRTI, you must follow the SRTI not met to process the claim. 

2. If a claim made by a third party isn’t accepted under the SRTI rules then the claimant would need to begin the claim 

process again from the initial PIP 1 data gather stage - See: SRTI New Claim and also - See: NINO Allocation. 

3. During the PIP1 telephony claim, the third party is advised to tell the claimant they’ve made a PIP claim for them, as 

all letters and payments from us will go to the claimant. 



 

 Specialist Trace Team Actions 

1. A STO is responsible for tracing or allocating a NINO as an urgent task (from CM) on SRTI claims. The STO attempts 

to sensitively contact the claimant or representative by phone for evidence of: 

• a passport  

• a birth certificate  

• a previous NINO  

• proof of work  

• any other benefits claimed  

2. STO updates progress in the prospect person comments box (home page) or contact history screen on PIPCS if 

there’s any delay due to further enquiries, for example, awaiting identity documentation. 

3. If the STO is satisfied with the evidence and documentation available to them, they allocate a level 3 NINO and PIPCS 

is updated in line with business as usual ‘specialist trace section’ action.  

Note: A NINO will only be allocated when claimant’s entitled to benefit. 

4. Once a NINO is traced or allocated, the prospect person record with the Alternative ID is changed to person and the 

record is created in PIPCS. A task is generated to the CM to update PIPCS with a SRTI decision. 

5. PIPCS also broadcasts changes to CIS (Searchlight). 

6. The STO recognises that SRTI claim without a NINO is a way of getting a NINO by deception. If necessary, they’ll 

request original claim documentation. If there's any doubt of authenticity of documents received, the STO refers 

case to National Identity Fraud Unit (NIFU). Under no circumstances must the claimant be told documents are with 

NIFU - See: NIFU.  

Notifications 

1. Notifications on claims with a NINO are produced and issued as business as usual. 

2. For claims that are disallowed without a NINO, disallowance notifications are produced locally with the Alternative 

ID as the case reference number. 

3. You must send a copy of the disallowance notification to be scanned by MOU for retention in DRS and linked to the 

claimant’s record on PIPCS. A Communication Record must be created - See: Create a Communication Record. 

04 Fee Payment DS1500 

Note: Form DS1500 was revised from September 2017 to reflect the introduction of additional boxes in 

official use space to accommodate new longer SOP cost centres, account numbers and business unit 



 

codes. If an old version is received, staff can still accept it but must annotate the form clerically with the 

new SOP cost centre account number and business unit code. 

Fee form for DS1500 medical report 

Introduction 

1. People with a progressive disease who aren’t expected to live longer than six months can make a 

claim for PIP under special rules terminally ill (SRTI), which can be supported by a DS1500 medical 

report from a relevant clinician - See: SRTI New Claim. A DS1500 report may attract a fee. 

2. The fee for completing DS1500 must only be paid to General Practitioners (GPs) or GMC 

registered Consultants. Whilst it is accepted that nurses, specialist nurses, Macmillian nurses and other 

hospital doctors may also complete the DS1500, including a copy to claim the fee, these fee claims must 

be refused. 

3. The top copy of the DS1500 is the report used to determine whether a claimant is terminally ill 

and the fee form is used to claim the fee for completing the DS1500. 

4. The GP or Health Professional (HP) is asked to send the clerical fee form to their nearest Benefit 

Centre whereas the DS1500 medical report may have been sent to the relevant office for the benefit 

being claimed. 

Lone DS1500 Fee Form  

5. Complete a cross benefit check in Searchlight using the information in the DS1500 Fee form to 

establish if a claim to benefit has already been made. All possible action must be taken to trace a NINO 

where a NINO isn’t provided  

Note: The DS1500 Fee form does not indicate if the claimant is aware of the prognosis so you must not 

contact them directly before speaking with the GP or HP. The claimant must not find out about their 

condition or prognosis from DWP. Any enquiries made by DWP staff should not alert the claimant to the 

fact they have a terminal prognosis either directly or indirectly for example by mention of a form name.  



 

No Claim registered – contact GP or HP  

6. If there is no record of any claim and a lone DS1500 fee form is received you must contact the GP or 

HP immediately on the number provided on the form to establish who has asked for the DS1500 form 

to be completed or where the DS1500 report was sent to.   

7. You should ask the GP or HP if they are willing to contact the patient or relative to discuss claiming 

PIP, this will need to be done urgently to ensure that an SRTI decision can be made quickly. Record 

details of the conversation with the GP/HP in Homepage Person Notes. 

8. If the GP or HP is unwilling to contact their patient or relative:  

• if you have established that the patient is aware of their condition or prognosis you must contact 

the patient or third party by phone to explain the PIP claim process OR 

• If you are unable to contact patient or third party by phone and the patient is aware of their 

prognosis issue PIP 3034 letter advising the patient to make a claim. This should only be considered 

as an exception as this will delay any possible claim. 

• if you have established that the patient is unaware of their condition or prognosis you must contact 

the third party if one is named by phone or letter to explain the PIP claim process OR 

• if you have established that the patient is unaware of their condition or prognosis and no third 

party is available contact the patient by phone to enquire if they want to claim PIP and explain the 

PIP claim process (stating we have been contacted by your GP or HP), DO  

NOT DISCLOSE the terminal diagnosis OR 

• if this isn’t possible and only if the patient is aware of their prognosis issue PIP 3034 letter advising 

the patient to make a claim. This should only be considered as an exception as this will delay any 

possible claim.  

• You should attempt to contact the patient or third party even if you cannot locate a  

DS1500.   

No Claim Registered – unable to contact the GP or HP  

9. You should make every effort to contact the GP or HP to ensure the claim is dealt with as quickly as 

possible. On the rare occasions you are unable to contact the GP or HP by telephone you must issue a 

PIP1019 to the address of the Surgery or Health Authority using the free text field to advise the GP or HP 



 

to discuss claiming PIP with the patient or a relative. This should only be considered as an exception as 

this will delay any possible claim.  

PIP Claim registered  

10. If you have established that a PIP claim has been made you should contact the GP or HP to 

establish the whereabouts of the missing DS1500 Form.   

11. Where the GP or HP has given the DS1500 form to the patient (who is therefore aware of their 

prognosis) or a third party you must contact them to establish if they will be sending in the DS1500 

form.  

12. if a DS1500 is expected, set a task for seven days. If the DS1500 form is received or task matures 

send the case to the Assessment Provider. If the DS1500 form is not received in the seven-day period, 

this will be automatically sent to the Assessment Provider.   

13. If the DS1500 has been returned to ESA or UC you must ensure that the fee is paid. However, if 

following your enquiries, you have been unable to locate the DS1500 report the fee form must still be 

paid as It is unlikely a GP or HP will have completed the fee form without completing the report.   

Fee form 

14. The fee form asks for GP or HP name, surgery or Health Authority address, General Medical Council 

(GMC) number, VAT number and unique payee reference which provide an auditable reference. GP 

or HP bank account details are recorded by SSCL and are only required on the fee claim if it’s a first 

claim or details have changed. 

15. The fee must be paid within 30 days of receiving the DS1500 report in a DWP office,  

16. The CW will need to manually check and authorise the fee form prior to it being sent to  

SSCL. If any information is missing or the DS1500 report is missing, the CW must contact the GP or HP by 

phone. 

17. In order to avoid a duplicate payment being made or a payment being missed, when the DS1500 fee 

form has been authorised and sent to SSCL, record this in the claimant’s record. On the PIPCS 

Person home page, select Contact Notes and enter "DS1500 fee form authorised and forwarded to 

SSCL. 



 

18. If a duplicate fee form is received (and Contact Notes screen does not indicate that a duplicate 

DS1500 report was requested) CW must contact Newport Gwent DWP Scanning Helpline and check 

if the payment has been made. If payment has been made contact GP or HP to explain payment was 

sent on (date); and ask them to confirm in writing if they’ve not received it. If payment hasn’t been 

made, ask Newport Gwent DWP Scanning to make payment. 

19. The CW will report any trends they identify for example if DS1500 fee claim is paid but many 

DS1500 medical reports aren’t used as they don’t arrive within 7 working days. 

Check and authorise DS1500 fee form 

20. There are 3 separate versions of the fee form, these include: 

• Clerical DS1500 fee form  

• E-DS1500 fee form  

• Digital DS1500 fee form (phased rollout starting January 2017) 

21. From January 2017 you could receive a digital DS1500 as part of a public beta service which is 

currently available in England. The DS1500 fee form will be received separately and will look 

different to the standard DS1500 fee form. This will be uploaded onto the Document Repository 

System (DRS) and must be dealt with in the usual way. You must print the DS1500 fee form as a 

double sided one page document. 

22. Action to take:  

Step Action 

1 check the: 

• GP or HP bank account details or Payee Reference Number, name, address are present 

and legible  

• VAT number if applicable. If GP has indicated they’re VAT registered but hasn’t included a 

number contact the surgery by phone to get the number and note the DS1500 fee form. If 

no indication of VAT registration, action as normal  

• name of GP or HP  

• official address stamp of the hospital or surgery (clerical only)  

• address of surgery or health authority (e-DS1500 fee form / Digital DS1500 fee form only)  

• claimant’s details are fully completed complete the DS1500 fee form with: 



 

• amount payable –2 

• BU – 0391 (for DWP)  

• your SOP Cost Centre number  

• the account code - (for PIP SRTI)  

sign and date the form to confirm you’ve examined and authorised it there is no  

3 

requirement to stamp the form 

Note the claimant's record. On PIPCS Person home page, select Contact Notes and  

4 

enter 'DS1500 fee form authorised and forwarded to SSCL'  

Subpages 

• Workflow Team actions  

• CW receives task to check fee form  

Workflow Team actions 

1. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 check if you can link the DRS image ‘DS1500 fee form’ to a new claim or ‘prospect person’ on PIPCS 

if yes task to the appropriate CW 

if no go to step 2 

2 check if the person is of working age 

if yes go to step 4 

if no send a printed copy of the DRS image ‘DS1500 fee form’ to DLA or AA confirming fee not paid (this may be 

an email process in the future). 

Note: Only send DS1500 fee form. You must never send the DS1500 patient’s copy or any other medical 

information to SSCL. 

Go to step 3 

3 in DRS change classification to ephemeral and retention period for the image to 4 weeks. Action is complete - 

See: Change DRS document classification and closure 



 

4 create a prospect person on PIPCS and link DRS image. Task to CW to check fee form. Go to step  

5 

5 register the ‘lone’ DS1500 fee form in the DBD699 register 

CW receives task to check fee form 

1. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 check all required information is on the fee form by looking at the DRS image ‘ fee form’ stored on PIPCS - See: 

Step 1 check and authorise DS1500 fee form 

if yes go to step 8 

if no go to step 2 

To view DRS image: 

• from the ‘Claimant record’ go to ‘Contact’ tab  

• highlight ‘Attachments’ on LHS, select appropriate DRS image  

• select the ‘Action’ button and select ‘view’ from the drop down list (this will show you an image of the 

‘DS1500 fee form’ stored in DRS  

• select ‘print’ from the drop down list to print  

2 print a copy of the ‘DS1500 fee form’ image and send to the GP or HP with PIP.1019 letter Note: Ensure a 

copy of PIP.1019 letter is forwarded to be scanned into DRS 

then go to step 3 

3 set a task for 14 days for the return of PIP.1019 letter. Go to step 4 - See: Workflow and Task  

Management – How to create a Manual task - user 

4 create a new communication record. Go to step 5 

Note: To create new communication record make sure you’re in ‘Claimant Record’ in PIPCS, select  

‘Contact’ tab and select ‘Communications’ from LHS navigation panel - See: Workflow and Task  

Management - Create communication record 



 

5 when the task matures check to see if PIP.1019 letter has been returned by looking at communication records 

and a DRS image 

if yes go to step 8 

if no send a reminder PIP.1019R letter, update communication record (see step 5) and defer task for 14 days. Go 

to step 6 - See: Workflow and Task Management - How to defer an existing task 

6 once the reminder task matures check to see if PIP.1019 letter has been returned 

 

 if yes go to step 8 

if no go to step 7 

7 update ‘Medical Evidence Details’ screen, in ‘comments’ box type “DS1500 fee not paid, no reply to enquiry”. 

Go to step 9 - See: Payability - edit and modify action to take on evidence screens 

8 update ‘Medical Evidence Details’ screen, in comments box type “DS1500 fee claim sent to SSCL  

--/--/-- to pay”. Record GP details in order to avoid duplicate claim if more than one GP Go to step  

9 

Note: Nurses, specialist nurses, Macmillan nurses or hospital doctors 

may complete the DS1500 medical report but a fee isn’t payable. 

Note: You must never send the DS1500 patient’s copy or any other medical information to SSCL  

(formerly P2P) - See: Payability - edit or modify evidence screen 

9 print off ‘DS1500 fee form’ DRS image (see step 5 to view), check and sign form - See: Step 2 check and 

authorise DS1500 fee form and send to SSCL through normal method; in a pouch to courier address ‘Newport 

Gwent DWP Scanning’. Go to step 10 

Note: You must never send the DS1500 patient’s copy or any other medical information to SSCL -  

See: Courier address list 

10 change ‘DS1500 fee form’ DRS document classification to ephemeral go to step 11 - change DRS document 

classification 

11 perform DRS document closure and start retention period of 4 weeks. DRS image will delete after period of 4 

weeks - See: DRS Business User Guide - Document closure 

05 Security for DS1500 



 

GP or HP requires a replacement DS1500 Pad 

1. When a General Practitioner (GP) or Health Professional (HP) requires a replacement DS1500 pad, the order must be 

faxed on headed notepaper  

 Any queries a GP/HP may have on this process must ring APS Helpline Any doubt to the authenticity of the request will 

be investigated by APS for example if a request comes from a person who isn’t on the General Medical Council (GMC) 

register. 

2. There are 6 DS1500s per pad. APS restricts pads as follows: 

• 1 per lone GP  

• 3 per hospital ward  

• 10 per hospice  

• 50 per health authority manager 

• DLA Child for claimants under 16  

• PIP for claimants aged 16 to 64  

• AA for claimants aged 65 or over (AA will forward to DLA 65+)  

3. The DS1500 pads are sent out by DWP Service Provider to the Medical Practitioner. 

4. HPs and Macmillan Nurses can request a PDF version of the DS1500 and fee form by sending an email to us using 

their NHS.net or Wales.nhs.uk email address. This applies to the e-DS1500 / e-DS1500 fee form only. The WfT will 

move the email into a subfolder within the inbox and OED will populate the HP spreadsheet and send the PDF. The 

details added to this spreadsheet are held for audit and checking purposes.. 

5. From January 2017 a GP or HP can send a digital DS1500 as part of the Digital DS1500 public beta service which is 

currently available in England. The DS1500 will look different to the standard DS1500 form; this will be typed and 

will be sent to us digitally through a web application. This will be uploaded onto the Document Repository System 

(DRS). You must accept this without the requirement for a signature. 

6. On receipt of the digital DS1500 form, the fee section will not be attached. The DS1500 fee form will arrive 

separately by post and will be uploaded to DRS and must be dealt with in the usual way. You must print the DS1500 

fee form as a double sided one page document. 

7. When the digital DS1500 is received within the department, it will be routed through DRS to one of the following 

areas: 

8. If you receive a digital DS1500 that is not for your area, take action in line with the business as usual process for your 

area. 

Subpages 

• Completing DS1500 medical report form  



 

• Receipt of electronic e-DS1500  

• Advice for Staff Receiving DS1500 Emails  

• Security of DBD699 register  

 

Completing DS1500 medical report form 

1. The GP/HP is told on the instruction page of the DS1500 to use language that would normally be used when 

communicating with other doctors. This is a form of safeguard as a layperson would not know the general terminology 

used for diagnosis and clinical features. For example, rate of progression, tumour markers, CD4 count, viral load and 

treatment. 

2. The GP/HP signs a declaration the claimant is their patient and prints their name on the form. The declaration 

requires a Family Health Services Authorities (FHSA) stamp or address as a security measure for authenticity. The 

electronic DS1500 doesn’t require a signature or surgery stamp as the NHS.net or Wales NHS.uk email address will 

confirm the identity of sender. The digital DS1500 is a web based application that GP or HP’s access by authenticating 

using their NHS smartcard. 

Receipt of electronic e-DS1500 

1. The HP completes PDF versions of DS1500 and fee form and sends to the dedicated DWP PIP email account 

which has been provided for use by HPs using their NHS.net or wales.nhs.net email accounts only. 

2. The electronic DS1500 will only be actioned and accepted from NHS.net email or wales.nhs.uk accounts. Any 

emails sent which aren’t from an NHS.net or wales.nhs.uk email accounts will automatically be moved into a deleted 

items folder. This will be monitored on a daily basis by Yorkshire WfT, recording the number of deleted emails in the 

folder onto a spreadsheet prior to emptying this folder. This spreadsheet must be kept securely for six months for 

checking purposes then deleted. 

• Emails received from NHS.net or wales.nhs.net will be saved to the network folder and deleted after uploading 

onto DRS. The WfT will check if a DS1500 is attached. If no DS1500 the user will print off the documents and 

send to MOU for scanning. If a DS1500 is attached the email will be saved in the allocated network folder and 

initial checks performed. The WfT will update the DS1500 received spreadsheet recording the details of the 

electronic DS1500 forms received which will be kept securely for six months for checking purposes then 

deleted.  

3. The Fraud and Error team must be contacted if it’s considered a suspicious email has been received. The list of 

received emails must be monitored on at least a weekly basis and the Fraud and Error team contacted if we’ve 

received: 

• more than 10 DS1500s from one GP in one week  

• more than 50 DS1500s from a specialist nurse or Doctor including Macmillan nurses, hospice nurses/doctors or 

Oncologists (the reason for the different thresholds is we wouldn’t expect GPs to have many people in their 



 

practise diagnosed with a terminal illness at the same time but obviously specialist nurses/doctors who 

specifically work with the terminally ill will send in a higher number of DS1500s)  

• more than 50 pieces of non DS1500 related emails from one source in one week  

Advice for Staff Receiving DS1500 Emails 

1. All DWP staff is responsible for the protection of information received and held by the department. Staff 

responsible for receiving and processing emails, which contain the electronic DS1500 must make sure they’re satisfied 

the email is from a genuine NHS.net account. Users must give consideration to the following list when considering 

whether or not an email is from a genuine source (please note this list isn’t exhaustive): 

• if more than 2 eDS1500s have been received in one day from the same email address. This may be genuine if, 

for instance, a GP practice 'pool' DS1500s and submit through one practice email address  

• because the WfT record eDS1500 users onto a spreadsheet, it is easy to identify if several HPs are using the 

same email address to send them in  

• be aware common 'scam' emails frequently include poor punctuation, grammar and spelling mistakes  

• check what time the email was received. If an email is received outside of usual NHS working hours, for 

example, 2am it may raise suspicion, but give consideration to whether or not there’s a genuine reason for this  

• frequency and bunching, for example, multiple emails arriving within a short timescale, for example, 3 in a 

minute  

• any email received from a non-NHS.net account  

2. If users feel the electronic DS1500 may not be genuine they must consider completion of a Fraud Referral 

Form, providing as much information as possible. 

Security of DBD699 register 

1. The DBD699 register is a book with record sheets to log information for lone DS1500 medical reports and lone 

DS1500 fee claim forms. The register must be kept securely by a nominated officer and the lone DS1500 report 

entry in the register removed completely (torn out) and destroyed as confidential waste after 6 months. 

2. The lone DS1500 fee form will be monitored by the WfT, if they identify five or more lone DS1500 fee forms in a 12 

month period from the same surgery that haven’t been linked to a claim they’ll refer to Fraud. The lone DS1500 fee 

form entry in the register will be removed completely (torn out) and destroyed as confidential waste after 12 

months. For electronic DS1500 - See: Receipt of electronic eDS1500. 

3. The WfT will manage the DBD699 register and the WfT team leader will check the DBD699 register weekly to make 

sure any potential fraud is identified - See: PIP Benefit and Payment Fraud . 

4. On a weekly basis the team leader will select 10% of lone DS1500 reports and fee forms and: 

• check lone DS1500 report and fee form is being kept securely  

• check lone DS1500 reports and fee forms have been recorded in the DS1500 register (form DBD699)  



 

• check DS1500 register (form DBD699) has been completed correctly  

• check all lone DS1500 reports and fee forms are actioned correctly  

• all lone DS1500 reports are weeded after 6 months if no further claim is received  

• all lone DS1500 fee forms are weeded after 12 months if no further claim is received  

5. The check will be classed as a failure if one of the above processes hasn’t been followed. Refer failed checks to the 

security advisor. 
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01 Assessment Provider Overview for CMs 

Introduction 

1. The Assessment Provider (AP) is a supplier that provides DWP with assessments for PIP. This is usually through 

a face to face consultation with the claimant by a Health Professional (HP), but it can be paper based. These 

instructions provide the Case Manager (CM) and other DWP users with background and some detail of what’s involved 

in the AP process. 

2. There are four AP areas called Lots covering England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, the boundaries 

being defined by post codes, they are: 

• lot 1: Scotland, North East and North West England Provider: Independent Assessment Services 

• lot 2: Wales and Central England, Provider: Capita Health and Wellbeing 

• lot 3: London and Southern England, Provider: Independent Assessment Services 

• lot 4: Northern Ireland, Provider: Capita Health and Wellbeing. 

3. The claimant will be assessed by the AP for the lot covering the post code area the claimant lives in. 



 

4. PIPAT users can have access to multiple geographical lots and carry out assessments across these lots. The AP must 

contact their AP user admin to arrange this. 
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Referrals to the AP 

1. Referrals for advice are made to the AP for: 

• new claims  

• Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI) claims  

• PIP Award Review (PI), where a review date has been recorded by the Case Manager (CM) in PIPCS  



 

• Change of Circumstances Award Review (UI), where a request has been made to look at the case again or new 

evidence is received  

• reassessment of an existing Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claim  

• rework  

• additional advice on a previously completed report, for example when new evidence is received  

Note: Although Interventions have now been renamed to Award Reviews and Change of Circumstances Award Review, 

any output from the system will still refer to them as Planned Intervention (PI) and Unplanned Intervention (UI). 

2. In appeal cases, HMCTS may also refer a case back to the AP for additional information through DWP. 

3. Each AP lot has a set of AP Work Queues (WQ). Automated and manual tasks are generated by PIPCS and received 

into the WQ of each AP lot. 

See: The PIP Assessment Tool for more information. 

4. When PIPCS sends a task to the AP’s IT system, the task creates a record in the AP IT system for them to view. The 

AP checks the information received before referring it to the HP for initial review. The AP will then control the case 

on their own IT until their action is completed. 

5. The AP views a case within their system, which holds all the information they require to be able to identify what 

action needs to be taken, for example, ‘New Assessment Required’. There are two assessment referral task types: 

• AP Assessment required – automated task 

• Manual AP Assessment required - manually created from New User Task screen, shown in the screen shot 

New task screen shot  

 



 

6. When the AP action is completed, the PIPCS case is tasked back to DWP with all relevant documents uploaded into 

DRS.The case is ready for: 

• the CM to make the decision, and 

• other DWP user action 

7. If a claimant doesn’t return the PIP2 within a calendar month or an agreed extended period, the claim details in 

PIPCS are not referred to the AP (unless Additional Support indicated) and their claim to PIP ends. The claim is 

disallowed as a ‘negative determination’ and the claimant is notified – See: ADM - Assessment for PIP - Chapter P2 re 

negative determination instructions and refer to the Social Security (Personal Independence Payment) Regulations 

2013. 

Additional support 

1. A claim will not be disallowed under a ‘negative determination’ where: 

• the PIP2 is not returned within the calendar month (or agreed extension) and  

• PIPCS shows that when the claim was made the claimant indicated additional support is needed to make their 

claim.  

2. The claimant is identified as having additional support needs if when the claim is taken and recorded in PIPCS, they 

advise the telephony agent they have one of the following health conditions: 

• severe depression, for which they have been hospitalised, psychosis, schizophrenia, severe ADHD, or  

• Down syndrome, Fragile X syndrome, severe autism, severe developmental delay or any form of dementia (for 

example, Alzheimer’s, Lewy body dementia or vascular dementia or severe brain injury resulting in cognitive 

decline)  

Note: Vulnerable claimants are defined as someone who has difficulty in dealing with procedural demands at the time 

when they need to access a service. This includes life events and personal circumstances such as a previous suicide 

attempt, domestic violence or abuse or bereavement. It should be noted that in the context of PIP the definition of 

Vulnerability differs from that of Additional Support, which relates to a defined range of health conditions. 

3. If a claimant hasn’t been identified as requiring additional support when they claimed PIP, it may be indicated later 

by the: 

• HP during the assessment, if the claimant has one of the conditions referred to above and in consequence the 

HP considers they need additional support  

• claimant (or representative) when they phone the office  

• receipt of further evidence  



 

4. Where additional support needs are indicated and the claimant does not return the PIP2 the case will be 

automatically referred, that is tasked to the AP for assessment without a claimant questionnaire. 

5. Additional support details can be viewed by the AP in: 

• the context panel of the home page of the claimant’s application case in PIPCS  

• PIPAT in the Assessment File Details, indicated by a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ in the ‘Additional Support indicated’ field  

• PIPCS person homepage, where a watermark is visible.  

Other information on the claimant’s health condition and medical details can be viewed in the Medical details evidence 

screens. 

Note: SRTI claims are not asked about additional support, so if the HP decides an SRTI claim does not meet the 

terminally ill criteria they will return it to DWP to issue a PIP2 claimant questionnaire. The case must be marked as 

‘Additional support indicated’ in the medical details evidence in PIPCS when the case is returned to DWP before issuing 

the PIP2 - See: SRTI CM instructions for details. 

The PIP Assessment Tool 

1. PIPAT is a computer system for APs to support the PIP assessment process. PIPCS and the PIPAT are linked so that 

assessments and reports can be completed and returned through PIPAT into PIPCS. 

2. The information captured by the AP in PIPAT is output to DWP in two ways: 

• converted into Portable Document Format (PDF) report and uploaded and stored in the DRS. PIPAT PDF 

reports in these instructions  

• data is sent directly into PIPCS, to populate the completed assessment questionnaire within the determination 

section of PIPCS  

3. This information is uploaded into PIPCS once the AP completes all sections of the assessment and submits the report 

to DWP. All information is retained in PIPAT for the AP after it’s sent to DWP. 

4. Certain changes recorded in PIPCS after the case has been referred to the AP automatically update PIPAT. APs 

receive a task in their own IT system to alert them to the change, for example, a change of: 

• residential address  

• telephone number  

• appointee telephone number; and  

• telephone numbers on PIPAT  

these changes are broadcast across all AP systems. 

5. Most changes in PIPCS update PIPAT through the overnight batch process. Urgent changes, for example, changes to 

SRTI referrals or the creation of an Unacceptable Customer Behaviour marker (UCB) are notified by an hourly batch. 



 

6. The CM should check DRS evidence for the report and proceed with the case as normal - See: Referring claim to SAM 

AP for instructions on returning for rework if appropriate. 

7. The AP will need to communicate in Welsh if the Preferred Language indicator ‘Welsh’ is selected on the Person 

Homepage in PIPCS. PIPAT is updated with the language indicator when the PIP claim is first recorded on PIPCS. 

PIPAT PDF reports 

8. The report forms produced in PIPAT are not laid out in the same way as the clerical forms but the layout is similar 

and the purpose the same. The clerical forms include the PA number in the heading; the PIPAT forms include the PA 

number in the footer.  

9. The PDF report forms from PIPAT are: 

• Review file note – containing evidence used details and other PA1 (where used) type information including a 

record of the HP that carried out the assessment or advice  

• Assessment report form - paper based PA2 type (SRTI)  

• Assessment report form - paper based PA3 type  

• Assessment report form – consultation report PA4 type  

• Supplementary advice note – PA5 type  

• Supplementary advice note – PA6 type (additional or changed advice)  

• Harmful Information note – PA7 type  

• Assessment is terminated – a Return Assessment Function (RAF) report is produced and stored in DRS when 

the AP returns the case through PIPAT  

• Additional Evidence Form (AEF) – this is verbal or non-documented further evidence (FE) captured by the HP in 

PIPAT and is based on information keyed into PIPAT by the HP for example a phone conversation with GP  

Note: There is no clerical form for the Return Assessment functionality (RAF) or the Additional evidence record. If 

PIPCS is used, the PA1 clerical form (where used) along with any other relevant form (for example, a PA5) is completed 

clerically uploaded onto DRS.  

Supplementary advice 

10. The supplementary advice report contains any new advice, amended descriptors and justification where 

referred because more clarification required or new information needed to be addressed - See:  

Returning with a Supplementary Report.  

The role of the Assessor 

1. The role of the assessor is that of a HP who is specially trained to assess and evaluate the impact of disability on a 

claimant’s ability to carry out activities of daily living and mobility. This includes the effects of variable conditions. 



 

2. They have appropriate knowledge of clinical aspects of a wide range of medical conditions and are skilled in 

assessing people with physical and mental health conditions. 

3. A HP will be one of the following: 

• An occupational therapist 

• Nurse (level 1) 

• Physiotherapist 

• Paramedic 

• Doctor. 

4. The HP provides advice to the CM on the functional effects of the claimant’s disabling condition. The HP’s 

advice is based on the impact of the claimant’s impairment or health condition on their ability to carry out key 

activities set out in legislation. The HP recommends which of the descriptors in each activity apply to the claimant - 

See: ADM - Chapter P2 Assessment for PIP, Appendix 2 for descriptors. 

5. Using their knowledge of the disabling condition and all the evidence, the HP assesses if the claimant can 

reliably complete the activity as described in the descriptor. Completing the activity reliably means doing so safely, to 

an acceptable standard, repeatedly and in a reasonable time period. The claimant is asked in the PIP2 to say if they can 

do an activity safely, as often as they need to, in a reasonable time and so on. 

6. For SRTI claims, the HP also advises whether a claimant meets the SRTI criteria and advises on mobility 

activities where appropriate – refer to Special Rules instructions - See: SRTI CM. 

Note: There may exceptionally be SRTI claims where it hasn’t been possible for the HP to obtain evidence. If so, the HP 

may contact the claimant (or third party) by phone before providing their advice for the CM. 

7. Mental Health champions within the AP organisation are available to the HP to provide advice and support on 

conditions or disabilities specifically affecting mental health or behavioural condition, learning difficulty, 

developmental disorder or memory problems. 

8. The HP also has access to the PIP Assessment Guide produced for the AP by DWP. This provides information on 

the assessment process including the consultation and report completion and is also useful for the CM - See:  PIP 

Assessment Guide . 

9. The HP gives advice in the form of a report and information is recorded in PIPCS (Decision Assist) in an 

assessment questionnaire. This information is recorded by the AP either directly into PIPCS or through PIPAT. The 

information recorded includes the descriptor choices made by the HP for the daily living and mobility activities and 

evidence and justification. 



 

10. The HP also provides additional information, confirmation or clarification of advice in their assessment report 

form including their descriptor choices. Requests for additional information or supplementary advice may be made to 

the AP by phone or through PIPCS depending upon the type of advice requested. 

11. For example, advice may be requested by phone call by the Quality Assurance Manager (SAM) on behalf of the 

CM when the CM has received and considered a case. If the phone request can be resolved by discussion the SAM 

should record the details in the assessment notes for the case and/or a communication record. The HP may also 

complete and return a supplementary advice note PA5 or PA6 if needed, either uploaded into DRS or scanned in as 

appropriate. A request for advice to the AP is returned to DWP by the AP using the RAF directly through PIPCS or 

through PIPAT - See: AP returns a case without an assessment, See: Referring claim to SAM/AP and also - See: 

Returning with a supplementary report. 

12. A ‘Answer Determination Questionnaire (Report not received) task will be produced 7 working days after the 

AP returned the case to DWP if the: 

• ‘AP Supplementary Report (PA6)’  

• ‘AP assessment report (PA2, PA3, PA4)’  

hasn’t been received - See: Non PIPAT assessment submitted 7 day auto task matures. 

Case referred to the AP 

1. An automatic task to the AP is triggered in PIPCS by task type ‘AP assessment required’ when: 

• a PIP2 is received and scanned into DRS within a calendar month (or agreed extended period); or  

• PIPCS indicates the claimant needs additional support and the PIP2 isn’t returned after the calendar month (or 

agreed extended period)  

2. The task is sent to the AP directly into their own IT system. 

Note: If a PIP2 is received after the calendar month or agreed extended period the task type triggered is ‘Inbound 

correspondence’ and it’s sent to a complex decision queue. 

3. Once the task for a new assessment is created there is a 30 working day deadline for the AP to clear it.  

The task closes automatically when the AP submits the assessment questionnaire for the claimant in PIPCS or through 

PIPAT. Claims made under the SRTI provisions (with or without a DS1500) have a two working day deadline when 

tasked to the AP. For SRTI claims, the PIP user or CM creates the PIPCS assessment case and manually tasks the case to 

the AP - See: SRTI CM. 

The assessment case in PIPCS 

4. An assessment case is automatically created in PIPCS at the same time the task to the AP for a new assessment is 

triggered in PIPCS either automatically or manual task. The assessment case is within the decision assist section of 



 

PIPCS which contains the assessment questionnaire, the determination and reasons sections. The AP will either 

access this in PIPCS directly or through PIPAT.  

5. The manual creation of an assessment case is required only where a case needs to be manually tasked to the AP. 

6. If an assessment case does need to be created this must be done before the manual task is created -  See:  PIP2 late 

return  instructions in New Claims guidance in PIPCS for details. 

7. When created either automatically or manually, the assessment case status in PIPCS is ‘Report Outstanding’ this 

changes to ‘In Progress’ when the HP has answered the PIPCS questionnaire and submitted it in PIPCS directly or 

through PIPAT. Otherwise, it remains as 'Report Outstanding' until all related AP activity is complete. 

8. The PIP BC can only see that the report is outstanding in PIPCS, they cannot see what stage in the assessment 

consultation process the case is at on new referrals. 

Changes of circumstances reported to the AP 

9. The AP must advise DWP of any changes in circumstances notified to them by the claimant while the assessment 

case is with them. The AP creates a notification in their own IT and sends this to PIPCS, which generates a task 

automatically to a delivery team work queue for action. APs are not able to make updates to PIPCS, for example, 

because of a change of address. The new information should be included in the comments box when the AP creates 

the notification cases referred back to the AP 

10. A case may also be referred to the AP through the PIPCS auto task process, which includes, for example, a 

request for clarification, advice or further evidence using the Request AP advice function in PIPCS. When the task is 

generated in PIPCS, PIPCS updates the determination status to ‘AP advice requested’ whilst the assessment status 

updates from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Report Outstanding’. This process and the process for returning for Rework is covered 

in - See: Referring claim to SAM/AP and also - See: Modifying, cancelling and reworking a determination. 

AP accesses case details and tasks 

11. The AP accesses the case details from their own IT system (which is generated by the tasks sent through the 

interface with PIPCS) to look at the action needed. PIPCS data for the case is sent over to PIPAT and a PIP 

Assessment file is automatically created in PIPAT. Referred tasks are manually accessed by the AP or HP from PIPCS 

whether or not the AP uses PIPAT. Once opened relevant details of the case are entered into the AP’s own IT 

records. 

12. The AP allocates the case to the appropriate HP. The HP can access the evidence held in DRS through PIPCS or 

PIPAT using the claimant’s NINO or CRN. 

13. When the case is found in PIPCS it opens the Participant page (person type) from the data recorded in quick 

search. The AP and HP see the same PIPCS screens as the CM but if there is a benefit delivery case for a claimant 



 

(this only applies where there is previous claim and award of PIP) they can’t access this as it contains information on 

payment and award details. If PIPAT is used the relevant information from PIPCS is sent to PIPAT and viewed 

through PIPAT. 

14. The HP accesses all appropriate evidence for a case that has been scanned into the DRS. Mail is coded or 

indexed according to the type of mail it is, the AP can access mail through DRS provided it is appropriately coded. 

Mail containing financial details will be coded accordingly and not accessible to the AP or HP. 

15. The HP can search, retrieve and view medical and other relevant evidence and the scanned PIP2 stored. DRS 

also holds previous fully completed assessment reports for PIP. 

16. When the HP has opened the case through quick search in PIPCS or accessed the case in PIPAT as appropriate 

they can check what medical evidence should be available to view in DRS for the case. The details in the PIPCS 

‘Medical evidence details’ screen show what evidence is held. The HP accesses the evidence by selecting the 

Contacts tab and the Attachments link on the left of the person home page. 

17. Each time the attachments tab is clicked, the data is loaded and viewable. The HP is not able to update any of 

the documents. This means that if, for example, the HP identifies anything harmful in a report, they cannot mark the 

detail in the report but will record the details in Harmful information note - PA7. The HP cannot view all evidence in 

DRS, for example, they cannot view documents identified as containing financial data. 

What the Health Professional (HP) considers initial review evidence permission 

  

1. HP advice is based on: 

• the information given by the claimant in the claimant questionnaire  

• any other evidence the claimant provides, for example, statements from a carer, social worker, friends or 

family  

• additional evidence gathered by the HP, for example, General Practitioner factual reports  

• a face to face consultation if completed  

2. If further evidence is received at DWP (through the MOU, and scanned into DRS) and the case is with the AP, PIPCS 

sends a task, which generates an entry on the AP’s IT system to notify them that a document has been received. 

Note: if evidence is received and the case is not with the AP, a task is generated to the DWP delivery team who will 

refer the case to the CM -  See:  Further evidence received . 

The initial review 

1. When cases are referred to the AP they have an initial review by a HP to determine the appropriate way to proceed. 

The HP considers the evidence to decide if: 



 

• further evidence (FE) is needed; or  

• the PIP assessment including descriptor selection can be concluded on the basis of the paper based review 

only or  

• the case requires a face to face consultation  

Note: There is provision for consultations by phone if needed. 

2. If the HP decides FE is needed, this is requested by the AP. When the FE is received, the HP considers all the 

evidence again to decide how best to assess the case, that is, by face to face consultation or paper based 

assessment. In addition to completing an assessment report form, either paper or consultation (clerical forms PA3 

or PA4), the HP (or AP using HP’s report if PIPCS used) will also complete the PIPCS assessment questionnaire 

through PIPAT or if PIPAT isn’t used, through direct access to PIPCS. 

Note: There may exceptionally be SRTI claims, where it hasn’t been possible for the HP to obtain evidence. If so, the HP 

may contact the claimant (or third party) by phone before providing their advice for the CM. 

3. In most non SRTI cases, a face to face consultation will be required. Where exceptionally the HP doesn’t consider a 

face to face consultation is needed, the HP completes a paper based review  

(Assessment report form paper review - PA3) based on all the evidence held. A paper based assessment should only be 

completed where the HP is satisfied there is sufficient conclusive supporting evidence for all aspects of the case. 

4. Where a paper review report is completed, the evidence usually includes a PIP2 claimant  

questionnaire. A claimant who is identified as needing Additional Support and doesn’t provide a PIP2, will usually have 

a face to face consultation for the initial claim – See: The Consultation and See: The System Assessment Questionnaire 

for more details and also – See: Special Rules instructions for more details about SRTI cases. 

Further Evidence 

  

1. If the Health Professional (HP) decides further evidence (FE) is needed to help with the assessment and advice, the 

Assessment Provider (AP) requests the FE, which is to be returned to DWP MOU, notifying the claimant at the 

same time. The AP also records the issue of the notification to the claimant in the Contact history in their own IT. 

Consent 

2. The AP checks the Medical evidence details held in PIPCS or PIPAT to check ‘Consent Provided’ field, if No the AP 

will need to investigate further - See:  PIP Assessment Guide   . 

Evidence obtained by phone 



 

3. If the evidence is obtained by phone, the AP will not notify the claimant that it has been requested. However, the 

claimant’s decision notification contains all the evidence that has been considered by the CM in making their 

decision. 

4. The HP will undertake the phone call for further evidence which may be to the claimant or to a professional. If the 

call is to: 

• the claimant, the HP makes a written record of their call and reads it back to the claimant  

• the claimant’s health care or other professional, the HP will advise them a written record of the call will be 

made and it will be available to the claimant  

5. The written record will be available to the CM in the ‘Additional Evidence Form where PIPAT is used otherwise in 

the appropriate clerical report from the HP for consideration with the other evidence - See:  

Assessment questionnaire overview. 

6. The AP records the reasons for needing or not needing FE on the Review file note PA1 (where used). The form is 

uploaded onto DRS. Any other relevant documentation will also be sent if not already in DRS once AP assessment 

action is finished. 

7. The AP records details about the FE request in PIPAT if used or in their own IT system and chases up receipt of the 

FE issuing reminders as appropriate. Contact history in the AP IT is updated with any notifications. The AP also 

issues payment where appropriate for example for a GP factual report. DWP reimburses the AP fees paid. Fees for 

form DS1500 are paid by DWP as it is usually DWP that requests the SRTI DS1500 form - See: Special Rules 

instructions. 

8. The request for FE has a unique ID on the coversheet for DRS to identify the appropriate post as FE on its return. 

When FE is returned, MOU open and scan it and convert it to PDF document, which is then stored in DRS. When 

evidence is received in DRS a task is generated in PIPCS to the AP with the subject ‘action required further 

evidence received’. 

9. If the requested FE is not received within a reasonable period as determined by the AP, the HP reviews the case 

again to decide the best way to proceed. It is also possible for the AP if appropriate for the case, to request FE and 

to schedule a consultation at the same time. 

Evidence received late 

10. If evidence requested by the AP is received after the case has been returned to DWP, a task to the  

DWP delivery team is generated and they will task the case to the CM to consider the further evidence. 

11. If the CM considers the evidence is likely to make a difference to the HP’s assessment they should refer the FE to 

the AP for urgent advice. If the evidence shows there may have been a change in needs since the initial assessment 



 

the CM should take unplanned intervention action - See: Referring claim to SAM/AP and also - See:  What the HP 

considers . 

12. If the claimant brings further medical or supporting evidence to their consultation it is copied by the  

AP. The copy is sent to the MOU to be scanned into PIPCS when the AP returns the assessment report. 

13. If the claimant presents additional information at a home consultation but won’t let the HP take it to copy and 

return, the HP must note all relevant details including the type, date and body responsible for the document on 

the assessment report form. 

14. With their medical knowledge and expertise in disability analysis the HP should identify the need for and type of 

any medical evidence that may be needed. However the CM can ask the AP to obtain a specific piece of evidence if 

after considering all the evidence and facts they decide it is appropriate. The SAM on behalf of the CM should have 

contacted the AP to discuss the matter before requesting FE through PIPCS - See: Referring claim to SAM/AP. 

15. If the AP requires FE from abroad in a case where the claim is made by a claimant living in the EEA/Switzerland or 

members of the forces and families stationed abroad, the AP will return the case to DWP to obtain the evidence. 

The AP will return a Review File and note PA1 (where used) to DRS - See: 

Other Reasons for returning the case to DWP – Return assessment functionality. 

16. If the case is an EEA case then this will be dealt with by the Exportability team, if not it may need to be sent to the 

International Pension Centre (IPC) who deal with requests for FE from abroad. 

DWP requesting Further Evidence through the AP 

17. To request further evidence, DWP use the ‘Request Further Evidence’ functionality. To do this the  

Determination Status must be 'In Progress' and the Assessment Status must be ‘Report Outstanding’, that is, DWP 

have not made the decision. 

18. If appropriate, the Quality Assurance Manager (SAM) can phone the AP to discuss the case. The SAM will create a 

‘Further Evidence Required’ task and select either 'missing evidence' or 'evidence request'.  

Details of the type of evidence requested are added to the Assessment Notes. 

19. PIPCS updates the determination status from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Further Evidence Requested’. The assessment status 

is still ‘Report Outstanding’. 

20. PIPCS generates a task to the AP Advice Work Queue with the information input in PIPCS requesting further 

evidence (see ‘Navigate to a Work Queue’). This task creates a record in the AP IT system to notify them that 

further information is required. 

Note: The task that was received in PIPCS will automatically close after 30 days. 



 

21. The AP will review the case and ‘Assessment notes’ in their own IT system which is generated by the task sent from 

PIPCS. 

How to find medical contact details 

22. The AP needs to find the name and contact details of the claimant’s main healthcare professional and the owning 

benefit centre and check there is permission to request further evidence in PIPCS. 

23. Information about the claimant’s benefit claim is held on the PIP Application Case. To open this case, select the 

‘Applications’ tab on the Person Case. Next, select the application you wish to view from the list. This will open the 

PIP ‘Application’ Homepage. 

24. The PIP ‘Application’ Homepage is where the AP will find details of the DWP office dealing with the case. The office 

name is shown on the right hand side of the top line of the page. 

25. Any further information the AP needs is on the ‘Evidence’ tab of this case. To view any evidence associated with 

this case, select the ‘Evidence and Verification’ tab. This will display the Evidence Dashboard. From here the AP can 

select any of the hyperlinks to display more details for each evidence type. 

26. Select the toggle under ‘Medical Evidence’ to expand the ‘Medical Details Evidence’ screen. The name and contact 

details of the claimant’s main healthcare professional and if consent has been provided is shown here. 

27. Before obtaining further evidence, the AP must check there is valid consent held from the claimant. Consent is 

usually obtained at initial claim. If the consent is over two years old the AP should confirm the consent is still valid 

with the claimant before requesting further evidence. 

28. If no consent is held or if it is over two years old the AP should try to obtain consent over the phone. 

29. The AP will produce the correct further evidence document and send it to the relevant healthcare professional. 

The AP will use the appropriate Business Reply Stationery (BRS) as part of the written request for further evidence. 

This will ensure the evidence is returned to the appropriate MOU for scanning into DRS. 

30. Once the AP has sent the further evidence request they will return the case to DWP. 

31. The AP will complete Return Assessment Functionality (RAF) with reason code ‘Other’. 

32. The AP will need to complete an ‘Assessment Note’ on PIPCS every time they select the reason code other. See 

‘Creating an Assessment Note on PIPCS’ for details on how to do this. 

AP Report Content 

1. PIPAT produces reports from the data recorded in PIPAT by the HP and these are uploaded into DRS. The list of 

forms is included at PIPAT PDF reports earlier in these instructions. 



 

2. If the claimant asks for a copy of their report the AP directs them to DWP. A copy of the report will be provided 

to the claimant by DWP apart from any harmful information. 

Linking claims - Substantially the same condition 

3. The HP may also provide information to help the CM decide if the claim may potentially link with a previous 

PIP claim. The HP will advise if the claim is based on a physical or mental condition, which is: 

• ‘substantially the same’ as or  

• developed as a result of the condition(s), which previously gave them entitlement  

4. On a new assessment if the claimant tells the HP they have claimed previously the HP will give advice on this. If 

the CM identifies a previous claim within the last two years they may need to ask the HP for advice on whether the 

condition is substantially the same to decide if the claim links. If this wasn’t picked up on the original assessment 

referral it may need to be tasked back for advice before the CM can make the decision on the new claim - See: PIP 

Assessment Guide and also - See: ADM Chapter P4 instructions. 

The Assessment 

1. If PIP is claimed by a person living in the EEA or Switzerland or by a member of the forces and families stationed 

abroad the AP is asked to undertake a paper based assessment. In DWP, EEA cases are dealt with by the 

Exportability team - See: Residence and Presence including Exportability instructions. 

Paper Review assessment 

2. Paper review assessment reports apply in a minority of claims, where there is robust evidence for the HP to advise 

on all aspects of the case, for example, where the evidence: 

• indicates that it is unlikely the claimant’s condition has any impact on any of the descriptors for daily living or 

mobility or  

• highlights a significant impact in many of the activity areas for daily living and mobility  

• is strong and the HP considers that a face-to-face consultation is likely to be stressful for the claimant - See: PIP 

Assessment Guide for more details on when the HP may complete a paper review report  

3. The evidence for the HP usually includes a completed PIP2 where a paper review report is completed. There may 

be cases where there will only be a PIP2 and the paper review report. This will be for cases where the PIP2 contains 

very detailed descriptions about the impact of the claimant's condition on their ability to carry out activities and 

detailed information on medication and dosage. In such cases, the HP may provide paper based advice using the 

PIP2 alone. As in all cases the HP justification will contain an overall summary of the evidence used and justification 

for all descriptor choices. 



 

Consultation Assessment 

4. The AP arranges the consultation and the claimant is encouraged to take someone with them for support and to 

take any evidence if they have not done so already. 

5. The claimant can phone the AP with any enquiries about the assessment and appointment on a local call rate 

number between 8am and 8pm Monday to Friday. 

6. If the claimant contacts the AP in advance of their appointment to say they are unable to attend, they are offered a 

new appointment. A claimant is offered only one further appointment by the AP. 

7. If the claimant fails to attend the rescheduled appointment the AP refers the case back to the CM and the claimant 

is advised their case will be referred to the CM when the rescheduled appointment is made. That is unless an 

appointment had to be rescheduled due to the AP rather than at the claimant’s request. 

8. If the claimant arrives late for their consultation, the AP will try to fit them in later that day. If this isn’t possible and 

this isn’t the claimant’s first re scheduled appointment, the case will be referred to the CM – See: Failed to attend 

later in these instructions for details. 

9. In the following circumstances the AP may arrange a consultation at the claimant’s home. These are: 

• at the request of the DWP (exceptionally)  

• at the claimant’s request but usually only if the AP accepts the claimant’s disability or health condition 

supports the need for a home visit  

• where the claimant’s health care professional confirms the claimant is unable to travel on health grounds  

• if for business reasons the AP considers a home visit is appropriate  

10. However, where an AP has limited venues for centre based assessment consultations and/or in certain rural areas 

where public transport is difficult, there will be more home consultations than in other AP areas. 

11. If during the consultation for a normal rules claim evidence provided by or on behalf of the claimant is received 

indicating the claimant is terminally ill the HP should decide if the SRTI criteria are met. The HP should still 

complete the assessment questionnaire (directly in PIPCS or through PIPAT) including both daily living and mobility 

descriptors. If the claimant expressly states at the consultation they want to claim under SRTI rules and the HP’s 

advice is they meet SRTI criteria the HP: 

• should treat the case as a SRTI referral  

• may decide to complete and return Assessment Report form SRTI - PA2 instead of Assessment Report - 

consultation PA4 at this point but they must include advice on the mobility component  

12. The HP should record all the details and explain the claimant meets the SRTI criteria. It is important that anything 

the claimant said about the claim or prognosis during the consultation is recorded clearly by the HP in the report. 



 

The CM will need to decide if they can treat the claim as made expressly under SRTI. If there is no evidence that the 

claimant has said anything about terminal illness the CM will make a decision under normal rules. 

13. The claimant must provide evidence of identity at the consultation and this will be verified by the AP before the HP 

assessment takes place. If the AP can’t confirm a claimant’s ID the consultation doesn’t take place and the case is 

tasked back to DWP – See: ID failure return reason later in these instructions for more information. 

14. A consultation can also be stopped prematurely, because: 

• the claimant left early; or  

• the claimant refused to comply with the consultation process; or  

• unacceptable claimant behaviour (UCB) occurred (with or without a previous UCB marker) - See: PIP - 

Unacceptable Customer Behaviour (UCB) instructions; or  

• the claimant attempted covert audio recording; or  

• of environmental factors, for example, fire alarms   

  

Completing the report 

1. The HP will read the PIP2 before the consultation, to find out the claimant’s assessment of their disability and which 

descriptors they consider apply. They also read any supporting information. If the referral is for a case with existing 

entitlement to PIP there may also be documents about earlier assessments to look at. In existing DLA cases referred 

for reassessment the claimant may ask the HP to consider evidence held by DWP relating to a previous DLA award. 

The AP will continue the assessment process obtaining details of the evidence from the claimant. The assessment 

report will include details of the request. 

Note: A claimant can ask for previous Disability Living Allowance (DLA) medical evidence to be used at any stage in 

their PIP claim. Previous DLA medical evidence may only be used at the claimants request and the claimant should 

identify which evidence they wish to be used. Once the claimant identifies the previous evidence and it’s received it is 

submitted to the HP for consideration -  See:  

Reassessment instructions about ‘Re-use of DLA medical evidence’, which includes details of action to be taken to 

retrieve evidence as appropriate. 

2. At the consultation: 

• the HP explains the purpose and what it entails; and  

• the claimant has the opportunity to explain their medical history and how their health condition or disability 

affects them, including fluctuations  

3. The HP does not give the claimant an opinion about the possible outcome of the assessment. 

4. The HP records in their report: 



 

• medical conditions, and impairments  

• the claimant’s medical history and how their condition or disability affects them  

• details of current medication and treatment and  

• social and occupational history  

See: AP report Content later for details about the AP reports and also - See: PIP Assessment Guide. 

The History 

1. During the consultation the claimant has the opportunity to explain how their condition affects them. The HP 

records this and does not amend or alter what is said but may ask the claimant to expand on relevant parts of the 

history. 

2. The HP must record sufficiently detailed information in the history so all the key factors are included, for example: 

‘I walk to the local parade of shops, about a quarter of a mile away, to buy bread and milk’. 

3. The quote above is unhelpful for the CM, it gives no indication of factors such as the: 

• ease or difficulty with which the claimant states the task can be accomplished  

• manner in which it is completed or  

• variability and repeatability  

4. If the HP had asked the claimant to expand upon this and recorded the additional information, this may have read: 

‘I walk to the local parade of shops about twice a week, to buy bread and milk. This is downhill and about a quarter of a 

mile away, and it takes me 25 minutes to get there. I have to walk slowly and stop twice to rest for about five minutes 

when I get out of breath. I catch a bus back. I don’t set out if my chest is really bad, which happens on average one 

week out of every month’. 

5. Alternatively the HP questions may have revealed the following detail: 

‘I walk to the local parade of shops about twice a week, to buy bread and milk. This is about a quarter of a mile away 

and takes me about 8 to 10 minutes each way. I occasionally get breathless whilst walking and use my spray. This 

happens about twice a month.’ 

Justification for Descriptor Choice 

1. The justification for descriptor choice selections in the report are completed by the HP either during or after 

the consultation has taken place. 

2. The HP considers all the evidence and the claimant’s likely ability over a year before selecting the most 

appropriate descriptor for each activity area. This is to allow for fluctuating conditions. They consider ability level, if the 

claimant needs to use aids or appliances and if they need help from another person or an assistance dog. 



 

3. Where the HP considers two descriptors apply in any activity area the HP will select the descriptor that attracts 

the highest number of points and which applies for the majority of the days, that is at least half the period. The HP 

cannot see the scores in PIPCS but the points increase according to the degree of difficulty indicated by the descriptor. 

The HP can identify the appropriate descriptor in this way. The  

HP should explain further detail in the report form PA3 or PA4 (PA2 for mobility descriptors) for the CM. 

4. The ‘Justification for descriptor choice’ section is particularly important as this is where the HP explains their 

justification for their advice. The CM will refer to the detail here to help them when they come to write and explain the 

reasons for their decision. 

5 If the HP’s opinion differs from the claimant as indicated in their PIP2 the HP must provide detailed justification for 

their descriptor choices. 

6. The AP will select “The claimant did not report significant functional problems with this activity in their 

questionnaire or at consultation, and there was no evidence to suggest otherwise.” 

7. A brief 'Justification for descriptor choice' should be written in plain English and provide: 

• a clear explanation for the reasons for the advice, including why their opinion differs if it does, from that of any 

other person involved in the management of the claimant’s condition  

• a full explanation of any contradictions and the HP’s choice of one piece of evidence over another should be 

fully justified  

• a highlight of the evidence underpinning their advice considering history, formal examination, observations, 

the HP’s knowledge of the disabling condition, evidence and treatment and so on  

See: PIP Assessment Guide  for further information about the HP’s summary justification', See: Previewing the AP 

scores for more information and also - See:  AP Report Content for further details of what is included in the report 

forms. 

The System Assessment Questionnaire 

1. Where PIPAT is used, the HP accesses and answers the assessment details in PIPAT. This creates the report and 

uploads it into DRS and uploads all the relevant assessment questionnaire information into  

PIPCS. If PIPAT isn’t being used, the assessment report form (PA2, PA3, PA4, PA6) is completed by the HP after the 

consultation and the AP accesses and answers the PIPCS assessment questionnaire directly in PIPCS. 

2. The assessment questionnaire consists of 8 pages in the Decision Assist section of PIPCS which, when opened 

sit on the PIP Determinations tab. If completed using PIPAT once the AP submits the assessment it won’t look any 

different to the CM or other DWP user when seen in PIPCS. However for the AP completing the assessment using PIPAT 

is very different. It is arranged and displayed differently because it also includes completing all information previously 

only in the clerical report form. 



 

3. If the AP is using PIPCS the blank questionnaire for the appropriate case is selected by the AP from the 

Determinations tab of the PIP Assessment case. When the Determinations tab is selected, the determinations page 

displays tabs in the following order: 

• Questionnaires  

• Submissions  

• Reasons  

4. In PIPCS the AP cannot access the Reasons tab as it’s for the decision makers reasoning and so for the CM only 

as it populates the decision notification - See: Decision reasons. The AP selects the Questionnaires tab to view the first 

blank questionnaire as: 

‘Assessment Questionnaire’ Type ‘Medical’ and Number 1 (provided it is the first for the case). 

5. Once the AP completes and submits the questionnaire, either directly though PIPCS or through PIPAT, this 

generates an active Submission in PIPCS. 

6. Whilst the case is with the AP the assessment status will be ‘Report Outstanding’. When the questionnaire is 

completed and submitted in PIPCS or through PIPAT the status of the Application case and of the assessment case 

changes to ‘In Progress’. 

7. If the assessment and report are completed in PIPAT the report uploads into DRS. If the AP isn’t using PIPAT 

the reports are uploaded into DRS by the AP. The receipt of the reports in DRS generates a task to the CM complex 

work queue for the CM. 

8. A 5 working day event wait is generated in PIPCS Cases where the AP isn’t using PIPAT and they submit a 

questionnaire through PIPCS. 

9. The CM takes their action in the Decision Assist section of PIPCS, that is completes the questionnaire, the 

reasons and the determination and makes the decision. The CM must also clear the event wait at the same time so 

that it should only mature where documents have not been received - See: Making a decision. 

Assessment questionnaire pages 1 to 8 

Page 1 - Introduction 

Type of Assessment: the AP selects one of five options for this: 

• Paper-based  

• Face to face consultation – home consultation  

• Face to face consultation – assessment centre consultation  

• Telephone consultation  

• Video consultation  



 

The Terminally Ill (TI) fields are: 

TI Provisions Claimed: Yes or No. This is a display field only: 

• it is populated from the data recorded in the PIPCS Medical Details Evidence screen usually when the claim was 

made  

• the corresponding field in the ‘Medical Details Evidence’ screen is ‘TI Provisions Requested’, this is either Yes or 

No and the answer displays here in the questionnaire. If Yes or No has been selected in Medical Details 

Evidence this field displays ‘Not applicable’  

TI Provisions Met: If a claim is made under SRTI this is where the AP indicates the HP’s opinion. This is a checkbox, the 

AP will select the checkbox if the SRTI provisions are met and leave it blank if not: 

• selecting the check box here populates the field ‘TI provisions determined’ yes or no in the PIPCS ‘Medical 

Details Evidence’ screen  

• if the SRTI provisions are met the AP does not complete the daily living activities in the questionnaire and will 

complete the mobility activities page omitting the questions about the QP for mobility – refer to Special Rules 

instructions  

Note: At the point the HP decides a claim made under SRTI does not meet the SRTI provisions, they must return the 

claim to DWP. The AP cannot complete the assessment questionnaire in PIPCS or PIPAT until after the claim has been 

processed in the standard way. After this action, when the AP accesses the questionnaire for the case, the AP will not 

select the ‘TI Provisions Met’ check box it will be left defaulted blank. 

Identity Verification: Where there has been a consultation (that is the assessment is not paper based), the AP is 

required to specify the identify verification documentation (IDV) the claimant provided: 

• There is a drop down list of options on the Introduction page ranging from ‘UK or Foreign Passport’ to ‘Other – 

please specify’ for the AP to select. Note: If the claimant arrives at the consultation without IDV the 

consultation will not take place and the case will be referred to the DWP user. For more details See: ID failure 

return reason for information about ID failure returns  

• The IDV provided by the claimant is not copied and scanned in as part of the case documentation, but the type 

and reference number if appropriate is identified here  

• The AP selects 'Next' to move to the next page of the questionnaire  

Page 2 – Identity Verification: 1st IDV screen 

• There are two screens to the IDV page of the questionnaire, but unless the IDV type selected in the 

Introduction page is ‘Other’ only this first screen will open. The ‘other’ option is selected by the AP if the IDV 

provided is not available on the listed options  



 

• The details at the top of this IDV page are pre populated with the IDV type selected from the drop down 

options in the Introduction page. For example: Identity verification type selected: ‘UK or Foreign passport’.  

• ‘Please enter identity reference number for the type shown above’ this text is shown is below the IDV type 

and there is a free text field beside it for the AP to enter the reference number if appropriate.  

Page 2 – Identify verification – other: 2nd IDV screen 

• ‘Please specify the other identity verification’ there is a free text field next to this text for the AP to input the 

details of ID provided  

• ‘Please enter the reference number for other identity verification entered above’ there is another free text 

field for next to this text for the AP to input the reference number  

Page 3 - Evidence 

Harmful Information Present: This is a mandatory question only for the AP. Options to select are ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ from the 

action button. The CM will then be able to see at a glance in this page of the AP submitted questionnaire that there is 

Harmful information in some documentation for the case and will check in DRS scanned evidence: 

• The details of the harmful information that the HP has identified in the documentary evidence are provided in 

the report form PA7. The HP (or AP) can view relevant scanned documentation but cannot add anything 

directly into any scanned medical documents to identify where the harmful information is  

• No harmful information should be included in other report forms apart from the Harmful information note - 

PA7. All the other forms include a statement to be signed by the HP verifying there is no harmful information in 

the report- See:  Right of Access   Requests (RAR)  in the Data retention management instructions for 

information  

Supporting evidence: This is mandatory information for the AP to complete in the assessment questionnaire. The AP 

cannot move from the page (for example, select Next) unless at least one option has been selected using the actions 

button and the drop down list 

The AP selects the relevant evidence types from the drop down options list which includes both medical and non 

medical evidence for example: 

• ‘General Practitioner – Telephone advice’  

• ‘How your disability affects you form’  

Additional supporting evidence: This is a mandatory question for the AP who selects either Yes or No from the drop 

down options of the actions button 



 

• If ‘Yes’ is selected then another page opens for the supporting evidence options to be selected by the AP. The 

page includes the question ‘additional supporting evidences’ again as there is no limit to the number of 

supporting evidence that can be included. This can be evidence from the claimant, the AP or the CM  

• If ‘No’ is selected the additional pages for supporting evidence are not available and the AP should continue to 

complete the next relevant or next mandatory question on this page  

Other supporting evidence: This is a free text field for the AP to include any evidence outside the list of options 

available 

Number of documents sent: This is a mandatory numerical field that can be zero or more. It is for the AP to input the 

number of documents they will uploading into DRS for a case. This would not include any documents already scanned 

into DRS but the documents the AP will send: 

• The CM can check the number recorded here when viewing the AP’s questionnaire against the number of 

documents available in DRS. If there is a discrepancy the CM will need to ask the SAM to contact the AP to 

check - See: Referring claim to SAM/AP  

Page 4 - Disability 

The first page is sub headed ‘Primary Disability’, as the AP records the claimant’s main disabling condition here. 

Disability code: The three fields beside this text are mandatory for the AP and they are: 

• Category: The AP selects the disability category from the first drop down options list. The selection the AP 

makes here results in the related options for the disease and disability code in the next fields to become 

available  

• Category Subgroup: The AP selects the relevant option from the drop down list  

• Disease: The AP selects the relevant option from the drop down list  

Record additional disability: This is also mandatory for the AP who must select Yes or No from the drop down options 

as appropriate. If the AP selects Yes, they are presented with a further screen to record an additional disability. There 

is no limit to number of disabilities that can be recorded and each screen presented will require this question to be 

answered so that the AP can either add more disabilities or select Next to move on through the questionnaire. 

Page 5 – Daily Living 

This is the title of the page or screen in this part of the PIPCS assessment questionnaire and it includes the daily living 

activity descriptors and the QP or PT aspects. 

QP/PT: This is the first sub heading on the page and it is followed by questions relating to the Qualifying Period (QP) 

and Prospective Test (PT). 



 

• the first two questions are for the AP only and the remaining questions on QP and PT are for the CM only after 

having decided if the claimant meets the QP and PT based on all evidence.  

The first question relates to the QP and is mandatory for the AP: 

The functional restriction affecting the daily living activities identified in this report is likely to have been present 

for? The AP selects the appropriate option from the drop down list on the right of the question and they are: 

• at least 3 months  

• less than 3 months  

• not applicable  

The second question is about the PT and is also mandatory for the AP: 

The functional restriction affecting the daily living activities identified in this report is likely to remain for? The AP 

selects the appropriate option from the drop down list on the right of this question, the options are: 

• at least 9 months  

• less than 9 months  

• not applicable  

The remaining questions on the QP and PT are for the CM only and they are: 

• Was the qualifying period satisfied before the date of claim? A mandatory question for the CM only  

• Will the qualifying period be satisfied? Non mandatory and for the CM only  

• When will the qualifying period be satisfied? Non mandatory for CM only  

• Will the prospective test be met? Non mandatory for the CM only.  

Full details about the above four questions for the CM are included in the disability decision making process 

instructions - See: Assessment questionnaire overview section on completing the assessment questionnaire. 

• Daily: This is the next sub heading on the page and the 10 activity areas of daily living are below this sub 

heading. The activities follow the same order as they are in the PIP2 and as in the Social  

Security (Personal Independence Payment) Regulations 2013  

The AP selects the descriptor the HP has decided is appropriate from a drop down next to the activity area. 

The example below shows the AP has selected option a. for the activity preparing food and is yet to select a descriptor 

for taking nutrition. The scores are not viewable by the AP in PIPCS. 

Preparing food: a Can prepare and cook a simple meal unaided ▼ 



 

Taking nutrition: ….Please Select... ▼ 

Managing therapy or monitoring a health condition: ….Please Select… ▼ 

Note: Care should be taken to select the correct descriptor when you are making a selection from the options. Ensure 

that the intended descriptor for each activity area has been selected on the page before clicking ‘Next’ to move on. 

Page 6 – Mobility: 

This is the title of the page in this part of the assessment questionnaire and it includes the mobility activity descriptors 

and the QP and PT aspects. 

The first two questions on the mobility page are for the CM only, they are: 

• Can’t be considered for Mobility and  

• No Mobility – Over 65  

When the CM completes their assessment questionnaire for the claimant they will indicate if one of the above applies 

by selecting the check box beside the question. Details about this are in the disability decision making process 

instructions - See: Assessment questionnaire overview - Page 6 of the assessment questionnaire Mobility. 

• QP/PT: This is the next sub heading and the first two questions are for the AP only and the remaining 

questions on QP/PT are for the CM only  

• the CM must decide if the claimant meets the QP/PT based on all evidence. The CM checks the questions in 

this screen and all the other evidence including the details provided by the HP in the assessment report  

The first question relates to the QP and is mandatory for the AP: 

‘The functional restriction affecting the mobility activities identified in this report is likely to have been present for?’ 

The AP must select the appropriate option from the drop down list on the right of the question, the options are: 

• at least 3 months  

• less than 3 months  

• not applicable  

The option ‘not applicable’ is the appropriate option for claims made and accepted by the HP under the SRTI provisions 

– refer to Special Rules instructions. 

The second question is about the PT and is also mandatory for the AP: 

The functional restriction affecting the mobility activities identified in this report is likely to remain for? The AP 

selects the appropriate option from the drop down list on the right of this question and the options are: 



 

• at least 9 months  

• less than 9 months  

• not applicable  

For claims made and accepted by the HP under the SRTI provisions the option ‘not applicable’ is the appropriate 

selection by the AP - refer to Special Rules instructions. The remaining questions on QP and PT for mobility are for the 

CM only and they are: 

• Was the qualifying period satisfied before the date of claim? A mandatory question for the CM only, but if the 

answer to ‘TI provisions met’ on page 1 of the PIPCS assessment questionnaire is Yes, this will not be 

mandatory and should not be answered  

• Will the qualifying period be satisfied? Non mandatory and for the CM only • When will the qualifying period 

be satisfied? Non mandatory and for CM only  

• Will the prospective test be met? Non mandatory and for the CM only.  

Mobility 

The two activity areas for mobility follow this subheading on the mobility page. If the claimant has not completed the 

mobility section of the PIP2 and the HP identifies no mobility issues during the consultation, then the HP will not 

complete the mobility pages of assessment questionnaire 

The example below shows the two activity areas for mobility as they appear in the screen and the descriptors that the 

AP has selected in PIPCS questionnaire for each of the two areas. 

Planning and following journeys: a. Can plan and follow the route of a journey unaided. ▼ 

Moving around: f.(i) Cannot either aided or unaided stand ▼ 

Page 7 – Recommendations 

Additional Support 

This is the first question on the page and is mandatory for the AP. The AP selects Yes or No as appropriate for the case. 

The answer recorded by the AP here populates the ‘Additional support determined’ field in the Medical Details 

Evidence page in PIPCS however this only happens after the CM: 

• completes and submits their questionnaire for the case in PIPCS and  

• completes the determination for the case.  

The context panel of the PIPCS Application or Integrated case home page will show ‘Additional Support  

Indicated’ and if determined as ‘Yes’, will change to show ‘Additional Support Determined.’ 



 

If the AP or CM selects No to the question about additional support in this page but the marker was previously set to 

Yes, the marker will remain at Yes. If a claimant has stated at initial claim they may need additional support, the case 

will remain marked as needing additional support. 

If the claimant did not indicate that they need additional support and the HP agrees that they do not need additional 

support the AP will select ‘No.’ 

The AP should select ‘Yes’ if the claimant did not indicate that they needed additional support when making their claim 

but the HP decides during the assessment the claimant has severe depression, for which they have been hospitalised, 

psychosis, schizophrenia, severe ADHD, or Down’s syndrome, Fragile X syndrome, severe autism, severe 

developmental delay, or any form of dementia (for example,  

Alzheimer’s, Lewy body dementia, or vascular dementia, severe brain injury resulting in cognitive decline) and may 

need additional support in future - See: Additional Support. 

Review recommendations 

These questions are for the AP only. They are not mandatory but the AP is required to answer one of the questions. It 

is not appropriate to answer both. 

The AP will answer either: 

‘Based on the claimant’s likely future circumstances, it would be appropriate to review the claim in’: The AP enters 

Years and Months here if the HP has decided a review is appropriate (this information is also in the report form PA3 or 

PA4) that is: 

Year(s) ….Please  ▼ 

 Select….  

Month(s) ….Please Select…. ▼ 

For example: ‘Based on the claimant’s likely future circumstances, it would be appropriate to review the claim in’: 

Year(s) Five ▼ 

Month(s) Six ▼ 

The next question will be answered by the AP instead of the first on review if the HP considers this is appropriate. 

I consider there to be no requirement for future reviews of this claim as significant change is unlikely. 

The PIP Assessment Guide indicates where the HP considers the claimant has a stable health condition highly unlikely 

to improve or deteriorate, they may advise they consider there to be no reason for review and so the above question 

would be selected 



 

The assessment report forms for paper review, consultation and supplementary change of advice (PA3, PA4 and PA6 if 

clerical) give more information as to the HP’s recommendation about review. The forms also include a question about 

whether it is likely the functional restrictions will be present at the recommended point of review, see AP report types 

for more information 

The CM makes a decision on entitlement including the period of an award and review date, but the decision is not 

recorded in the PIPCS questionnaire. It is recorded by the CM later in the decision making process when they go on to 

make an award 

Information about award periods and review is included in the Disability decision making process guidance. 

Information about what the CM considers on award duration and review dates, is in the PIP Assessment Guide and the 

ADM Assessment for PIP chapter – See: Setting an award period, See: Setting a review date and also – See: PIP 

Assessment Guide  for further information about Review dates. Additionally – See: ADM Chapter P2 - Assessment for 

PIP and also – See: AP Report Content in these instructions for more information. 

Page 8 Summary: 

• the final pages are the summary and they allow the AP to check the summary of the answers they have given 

in the questionnaire  

• the AP reviews the answers and if amendments are needed they can do this on the summary screen by 

selecting the back button at the bottom of the summary screen to return to the appropriate page to edit  

• the AP selects ‘Next’ on the final summary page which submits the questionnaire into PIPCS.  

When ‘Next’ is selected it is not possible to go back into the questionnaire to edit, so the AP must be sure the 

summary is correct before they click Next. This applies to the CM when they complete their questionnaire  

• the answered questionnaire becomes the ‘active submission’ in PIPCS and the system returns to the 

Determinations tab and adds a new submission (that is the completed questionnaire) to the submissions list in 

PIPCS. If the AP is using PIPAT this data will be sent through to PIPCS once all action is completed in PIPAT 

including any quality audit.  

 

Sending the report to DWP 

1. Where the assessment report and assessment questionnaire details are completed through PIPAT, reports are 

automatically uploaded into DRS. 

2. If the AP isn’t using PIPAT the AP submits the completed assessment questionnaire in PIPCS and uploads the 

completed report onto DRS.  

3. When the assessment action in PIPAT or directly in PIPCS is completed the: 

• assessment report form (paper review, SRTI or consultation) (PA2-PA4)  

• review file note (PA1- where used)  



 

• if appropriate the harmful information note (PA7)  

are uploaded into DRS at the same time if PIPAT is used, or is sent for scanning into DRS if not used. Any supporting 

evidence, not already scanned in will also be sent for scanning into DRS. 

4. Once the documents are in DRS, either uploaded through PIPAT or scanned in as appropriate, a task is generated to 

the CM complex work queue for the CM to take their action - See: Previewing the AP scores. 

5. When the task is received by the CM they deal with all assessment and decision action on the case. If the case was 

referred by the AP using PIPCS directly the CM will need to clear the 7 day auto task. If the CM doesn’t clear the auto 

task at the decision stage it will come up to be actioned after 7 working days have elapsed, resulting in unnecessary 

work for other users. 

Non PIPAT assessment submitted 7day auto task matures 

6. A ‘Answer Determination Questionnaire (Report not received) task will be produced 7 working days after the AP 

returned the case to DWP if the: 

• ‘AP Supplementary Report (PA6)’  

• ‘AP assessment report (PA2, PA3, PA4)’  

hasn’t been received. 

7. If the assessment has been dealt with by the AP directly through PIPCS and the 7 working days auto task date is 

reached: 

• the workflow team checks the case status in PIPCS and they search and link the reports and other documents 

checking with the AP if necessary  

• the workflow team task the case to the CM to advise the assessment is available for their consideration or for 

the CM to make further enquiries if appropriate. The clearance for the task is 2 working days  

• the receipt of all relevant documentation will be required before the CM can make the decision. If the 

workflow team haven’t located the documents and have referred to the CM, the clearance date for the task 

should be amended by the CM to allow for receipt of the documents. Receipt of the documentation closes the 

task  

8. The status of the Application case and of the Determination remains ‘In Progress’ until the CM completes their 

action in PIPCS. The questionnaire completed with the HP’s answers will be the latest ‘active submission’ available 

for the CM to view in PIPCS. 

9. Once an assessment is completed and returned to DWP, the AP will not normally need to deal with the case again 

for that assessment, unless, for example, the SAM contacts them to clarify or query the report or if something else 



 

arises such as further evidence is received - See: Workflow and Task Management instructions and also - See: 

Further evidence. 

Claimant is in prison/hospital and AP report is not available 

10. Where a claimant is in hospital or prison at the date of claim, or enters such an establishment after claiming 

but before the AP can complete a consultation, the AP will attempt to provide an assessment report without a face-

to–face consultation. Occasionally this will not be possible and the AP will return the case to the Department, unable 

to give advice having failed in gathering any other information. If such a case is returned, the AP will detail what 

steps they have taken to obtain other sources of evidence having failed to complete the face-to-face consultation. 

11. In cases such as this it is the responsibility of the Case Manager in their decision making role to dispose of the 

outstanding claim. How the claim is disposed of will depend on the circumstances of the case. All claims must be 

decided on the balance of probabilities (ADM1340). 

Note: There is no legal requirement for an AP consultation report to have been completed before a PIP decision can be 

made. Although not always relevant to PIP, medical evidence that the department holds regarding other disability 

benefits may be of help when deciding on the balance of probabilities. 

Cases where no information is held as to the claimant’s day-to day functional 

abilities 

1. Where we have received a claim only and there is no other evidence (PIP2, AP Report and so on), the first 

consideration will be if the claimant should be disallowed, as they have not complied with our request for information 

(a Negative Determination). If the CM decided that there is good reason for the non-return of information, they should 

consider the next step. Where there is insufficient evidence that will allow us to assign a descriptor activity to the 

claimant, consideration must be given to the onus of proof. As this is a new claim, the responsibility lies with the 

claimant to prove their case, that is, they satisfy the conditions of benefit. Do not consider giving ‘benefit of the doubt’ 

(refer to ADM A1341). Therefore, providing the AP has made sufficient enquires and the claimant has been given 

sufficient opportunity to state their needs, the CM may consider disallowing, as they have not established the claimant 

satisfies the criteria for benefit. 

Cases where there is partial information as to the claimant’s functional abilities 

1. There may be cases where we have some information, for example, PIP2 'How your disability affects you', that gives 

some indication as to descriptor choice. Again, the same rules apply as above with ‘balance of probability’ and ‘failure 

to establish’. However in these cases, there may be sufficient information to decide which descriptors fit the claimant 

and this might result in sufficient scoring to make an award on either one or both components. If there is insufficient 

evidence to come to a balance of probabilities decision on individual activity descriptors, then those activities will be 

marked as ‘a’ and score 0. 

Payability of any award 



 

1. The normal payability rules will apply to claimants in prison or hospital. Where a claimant was in such 

accommodation at the start of entitlement neither component is payable until they are released/discharged. 

2. Where they are remanded/admitted after the date of entitlement then they are allowed 28 day run-on of PIP before 

benefit stops. 

3. Where a case manager considers that any such award is based on uncorroborated evidence they may want to 

consider marking the case to suspend payment on any subsequent release/discharge. This could enable additional 

evidence to be gathered or a fresh referral to the AP, before any long term payment of benefit is made. Although 

there is no legal requirement for corroboration, the Secretary of State may require the CM in certain cases to gather 

additional evidence other than the claimant’s. 

4. Where a CM has made an award that they would like to review prior to any benefit paid then they will: 

• make the decision  

• run the rules (which will include the fact that they are in prison or hospital)  

• issue notifications  

• create a benefit delivery case Suspension, please contact you Business Champion on how to do this  

• create a note in Personal record Contact tab Notes input 'When claimant comes out of  

Prison/Hospital please suspend benefit using Reg 44 of the Decisions and Appeals Regulations 2013 and 

instigate a UI'  

Scenario 1 

Claim made for PIP (PIP1). 

Before any further action is possible the claimant goes into hospital or is imprisoned. 

No PIP 2 is received. Because the reasons for PIP2 not being returned was because the claimant was in hospital, this is 

likely to be regarded as “good reason”. 

(If the PIP2 has not been returned from a prison, then it is reasonable to assume that it will have been received and 

that the claimant will have had sufficient time to complete it. In these cases the DM may wish to consider the negative 

determination provision.) 

Case is referred to AP for a consultation report, but they are unable to complete and case is returned.CM has no other 

evidence about health conditions. 

CM will make a decision on the balance of probabilities. If there is no evidence, then the claimant has not established 

that they satisfy conditions for entitlement. 

Scenario 2 



 

Claim made for PIP. 

PIP 2 received. 

Before AP can do his assessment the claimant goes into hospital or prison. AP will be asked to provide a report. 

If they can, they will complete a report. 

If they are unable to gather sufficient evidence they will return the case to the CM without a report. 

CM must decide on the evidence held. 

If CM decides that an award should be made, then normal payability rules apply (see above) 

Scenario 3 

Claim made for PIP. 

PIP 2 received. 

AP is asked to provide a report. 

Report provided to CM. 

CM must decide on the evidence held. 

CM decides that an award should be made. 

Claimant goes into hospital/remanded in custody. 

Normal payability rules apply (see above 

Cases where a claimant has died before a consultation report can be produced 

1. In cases where the claimant has died leaving little or no evidence, the principle is the same as previously advised, 

in that the CM must make a decision on the balance of probabilities. In the case of death, which has been caused 

by the original medical condition (if known), it might be considered reasonable in light of the other evidence held 

to conclude that the individual had significant functional impairment. It would be an unusual case where the 

outcome would be a disallowance for the period before the date of death, unless no information was received 

about the original condition and the cause of death. 

2. Cases may also be returned without a new assessment when they have been referred to the AP for further advice, 

for example, when further evidence has been received in DWP. 



 

3. After taking all relevant action (and this action depends on the reason the case was referred to the AP and the 

reason for its return), the AP: 

• updates their own IT and  

• returns the case using the RAF directly through PIPCS or through PIPAT  

4. The AP’s action in PIPCS/PIPAT triggers PIPCS to generate a task to return the case to DWP. 

5. In cases where the AP completed a Review file note PA1, the AP uploads the form into DRS. A ‘Return Assessment 

Function’ report containing the details is also produced in PIPAT. This gives the additional detail that the AP would 

include in assessment and or task notes if using PIPCS - See: AP Report Content and also - See: PIPAT PDF reports in 

these instructions for more details. 

Return assessment functionality 

6. The PIPCS return assessment functionality is available for the AP only from the Assessment case home page, either 

directly in PIPCS or through PIPAT. It is only available to the AP when the case is at a status of ‘Report 

Outstanding’. 

7. The AP may return the case using this functionality when: 

• a questionnaire has been submitted by the AP; and  

• the SAM on behalf of the CM discussed the case with the AP; and  

• the SAM or CM returned the case for written clarification or further advice usually before the CM completes 

the determination but it can be referred after the determination is completed  

8. An ‘Answer Determination Questionnaire' (Report not received) task will be produced 7 working days after the AP 

returned the case to DWP if the: 

• ‘AP Supplementary Report (PA6)’  

• ‘AP assessment report (PA2, PA3, PA4)’  

has not been received - See: Non PIPAT assessment submitted 7 day auto task matures. 

9. The AP also uses this functionality to return cases where they have not been able to complete a consultation and 

assessment questionnaire, for example, because the claimant failed to attend the consultation. 

10. The following detail on the return assessment screens in PIPCS, is for background information purposes only for 

the CM, as this is not available for DWP PIPCS users. 

11. If PIPCS is accessed directly and PIPAT isn’t used, the AP logs into PIPCS and accesses the case using 'Quick search' 

and opens the 'Case and Outcomes' tab. The AP navigates to the assessment case in decision assist and from there, 

into the 'Determinations' screen. 



 

12. On the 'Determinations' screen in PIPCS the AP will select the 'Actions' button in the top right corner of the 

'Assessment' screen and then select the ‘Return Assessment’ option. 

13. A 'pop up' dialogue box ‘Return Assessment’ opens and the AP selects the appropriate reason for return from the 

options available on the drop down menu. The same options are available for APs using PIPAT. The options are as 

follows: 

• Supplementary Report  

• Failure to Attend (FTA)  

• TI provisions not met  

• Withdrawal  

• Failure to Comply (FTC)  

• ID failure  

• Determination Cancellation request  

• Death  

• Other  

14. The AP confirms they want to return the case in PIPCS or through PIPAT, for the reason chosen by selecting ‘yes’. 

Once confirmed, the system updates the assessment status and generates the task. 

15. The system case is automatically tasked to DWP directly in PIPCS or through PIPAT. The case will go to the ‘CM 

complex decision’ work queue or the ‘Delivery team’ work queue, depending on the reason selected for return. For 

example, a case returned due to a FTA will be tasked to the CM complex work queue and an ID failure return 

would be sent to the Delivery team. However, if a user already has a task open (assigned, deferred, reserved) for 

that case, the task will go to that user. 

16. If the case needs to be tasked on from the Delivery team to a CM if a decision is required or to a case worker (CW) 

for any other action required, it is manually tasked. 

17. The deadline for task completion is: 

• 2 working days for the return reasons Death and FTC  

• 15 working days, for task ‘Reason-Other’  

• 10 working days for all other return reasons  

18. When the return reason is selected, the system updates the 'Application' case so that the reason for return is 

identified in the determination status. The 'Assessment' case status remains at ‘Report Outstanding’ and the 

reason type is also noted in the task. 

19. Any specific details about the reason for return should be recorded by the AP/HP in the 'Assessment' notes in 

PIPCS' if the AP is using PIPCS. If PIPAT is used by the AP, the details that would have gone into the 'Assessment' 

notes in PIPCS should be captured in PIPAT and displayed in the ‘Return Assessment Function’ report. Notes in 



 

PIPCS RAF cases would normally only be necessary for those cases the AP returns with reason ‘Other’ or 

‘Determination cancellation request’. 

20. Whatever the reason for the AP returning the case through the PIPCS or PIPAT RAF process, no incomplete 

assessment report forms should be sent to DWP. The AP is unable to submit any incomplete assessment report 

forms to DWP. 

21. The PIPCS Assessment status history displays the return reason and this can be checked by the DWP user when the 

task is received. 

22. From the ‘Application case’ home page, the DWP user checks the Assessment status history  

by selecting the 'Assessment' tab. 

23. The assessment status history will display: 

• an initial status of ‘report outstanding’ which is set when the assessment is created  

• a second status equal to the return reason selected by the AP from the reason drop down options  

• a status of ‘report outstanding’ because the assessment case has been returned for one of the reasons options 

- See: Workflow and Task Management instructions  

Return for FTA and FTC 

Failure to Attend 

1. If the AP returns the case to DWP for FTA/FTC, the CW or CM should follow these FTA/FTC  instructions . 

2. A ‘Failure to Comply’ task will be produced 7 working days after the AP returned the case to DWP, if the AP 

assessment report couldn’t be completed or the PA1 hasn’t been received - See: Non PIPAT assessment submitted 7 

day auto task matures. 

SRTI not met or ID failed 

SRTI provisions not met 

1. When the AP selects to return the case in PIPCS for this reason, the TI data in the 'Medical Evidence' details screen 

updates automatically, that is, the ‘TI Provisions Determined’ field will default to ‘No’. 

2. The ‘Terminally Ill’ watermark displayed in the person context panel of the PIPCS case is removed when medical 

details evidence is ‘applied’ by the CM or CW. The special caution record is deleted when the medical details 

evidence is saved by the CM or other DWP user. 

3. When the case is returned to DWP for this reason, PIPCS awaits the return of the RAF report form. Once the RAF is 

scanned or uploaded (uploaded if PIPAT used) into DRS, a task to the appropriate work queue is created. 



 

4. Where a SRTI claim was made but the claimant did not meet the SRTI provisions, the next step is for PIPCS to run the 

full lay rules for the case. If the claimant satisfies all the lay rules, PIPCS issues a ‘claimant questionnaire’ PIP2 to 

complete and return and the full assessment process commences - refer to general ‘Special Rules’ instructions and 

also - See: Residence and Presence including Exportability for lay rules information in R&P cases. 

ID failure 

5. The HP will not proceed with the consultation if the claimant attends and either: 

• fails to provide ID; or  

• the ID they provide is inappropriate  

6. If the claimant forgot their ID or the ID they brought wasn’t sufficient or appropriate and they are attending the first: 

• appointment or it is not their first rescheduled appointment, the consultation will not proceed and the AP will 

return the case to DWP for reason ‘ID failure’. The claimant is advised the case will be returned to DWP  

• rescheduled appointment, that is they phoned to rearrange this appointment, the case will be referred for a 

new appointment to be arranged. The claimant is advised they must provide ID at this next appointment or 

they cannot be assessed for PIP  

7. A Return Assessment Function report is completed detailing the reason why the assessment has been terminated 

(ID&V Failure). All the documentation is uploaded into DRS. 

8. If the ID provided is not one of the options in the drop down list in the IEG questionnaire, the AP records it as ‘other’ 

and provides details. The list of ID available in the IEG questionnaire is as follows: 

Photographic ID 

• UK or Foreign Passport  

• Foreign National ID Card  

• UK Photo Card Driving Licence  

• Northern Ireland Electoral Identity Card  

• Biometric Residence Permit issued by UKBA  

• UK Travel Pass with photograph  

Non-photographic ID 

• Birth certificate, UK and Foreign  

• Marriage certificate, UK and Foreign  

• Decree Absolute, UK and Foreign  

• UK Driving Licence (old style, no photograph)  



 

• Naturalisation or UK citizenship certificate  

• UK Council or Housing Association rent agreement document  

• UK Council or Housing Association tenancy agreement document  

• UK Council Tax Demand  

• UK Utility Bill  

• UK evidence of entitlement to State or local authority benefit  

Returning with a Supplementary Report 

1. Requests for supplementary advice may be made at any point in the decision making process for a variety of 

reasons. 

2. Advice requests include: 

• on a reclaim case whether the claimant’s condition is ‘substantially the same as a condition(s) or is a new 

condition that developed as a result of the previous condition on which the last award was made  

• clarification or explanation of any possible inconsistencies in the report  

• advice requested when further evidence is received after the HP assessment  

• advice as a result of a claimant requesting reconsideration and including more evidence  

• interpreting medical terminology, or general advice about the likely functional restrictions arising from a 

specific disabling condition  

This list is not exhaustive. 

3. The HP will provide advice using the most appropriate form, currently: 

• Supplementary advice note – (change of advice) - PA6, if their advice about descriptors or TI has changed, for 

example as a result of new evidence or an issue raised by the CM through the SAM  

• Supplementary advice note - PA5 where the case has been referred for specific advice, for example, advice on 

‘substantially the same condition’ and any advice that does not require a new descriptor selection by the HP  

HP descriptors change after referral 

1. If as result of a referral to the AP for advice or further evidence, the HP decides the descriptors or other detail 

included in the last APs submitted questionnaire has changed, it will need to be re answered and submitted. 

2. Once the Supplementary advice note - PA6 is uploaded to DRS, it is automatically tasked to the CM. 

3. A ‘Supplementary Report’ task will be produced 7 working days after the AP returned the case to DWP, if the AP 

Supplementary Report (PA6) hasn’t been received - See: Non PIPAT assessment submitted 7 day auto task matures. 



 

4. If the CM hadn’t yet completed the determination on the case, when it was decided to refer back to the AP, they will 

have referred the case through PIPCS using the ‘request further evidence’ process. This automatically tasks the case 

to the AP. 

5. If the determination and decision was complete, when a referral to the AP was required, for example, for a 

reconsideration or intervention, the determination would have been modified. This also tasks the case automatically 

to the AP and allows the AP to access and re answer the questionnaire, if necessary directly in PIPCS or through 

PIPAT as appropriate -  See:  Modifying, cancelling and reworking a determination. 

6. Where the case is tasked to the CM, action taken by the CM will depend on the reason for referral however, in all 

cases, the Supplementary advice note (PA6 clerical) and all evidence will need to be considered. The CM should 

complete and submit their answers in the PIPCS assessment questionnaire and proceed to make the decision. 

Note: If the CM has any issues with the HP’s advice, they should consult the SAM. If the SAM isn’t available to discuss 

the case immediately, the CM must manually task it to the SAM ensuring full details are included in task notes - See: 

Referring claim to SAM/AP and also - See: Reconsiderations. 

AP returns for other reasons 

Death 

1. If the case is with the AP for an assessment and the AP is notified the claimant has died, the AP will use the return 

assessment functionality to return the case selecting the option ‘Death’. The exception to this is where the death is 

notified after a consultation or paper based assessment has taken place but before the assessment has been input in 

PIPCS or PIPAT. This may happen if the case is going through the AP quality review process. If so, the AP completes 

the assessment action in PIPCS and returns the assessment report to DWP completed - See: Notification of death. 

Note: Until a future PIPCS Release, this return reason is also used to return a case through PIPCS or through PIPAT 

when the claimants PAB dies while the case is with the AP. The DWP CW will need to check the case assessment 

notes or task notes if AP is using PIPAT, for details, as the task subject will not identify that it’s the PAB that died. 

Withdrawal 

2. This return reason is used if the case is with the AP and the claimant tells them they want to withdraw their claim to 

PIP. The claimant may do this at any stage including at the consultation. However, if the claimant withdraws their 

claim and a consultation or a paper based assessment has been completed, the  

AP won’t use the RAF process. Instead, the AP completes the assessment questionnaire in PIPCS or PIPAT and 

completes and returns the assessment report - See: Withdrawn claim. 

3. A Return Assessment Function report detailing the reason why the assessment has been terminated (Withdrawal) is 

produced and uploaded onto DRS. 



 

4. The AP accesses the case through PIPCS directly or through PIPAT, selects ‘withdrawal’ and ‘yes’. Once confirmed, 

the system updates the assessment status and generates the task directly through PIPCS or PIPAT as appropriate. 

5. The task is forwarded by the DWP delivery team work queue to the appropriate CW when the report is received into 

DRS for follow up action - See: Withdrawn claim.  

Other reason 

6. This return reason is to cover cases that don’t fit into any of the other return reason options. For example, if a PIP2 

or other document hasn’t been scanned properly, the AP will return the case using reason 'Other'. When the CM 

receives the task, they will refer the case to the WfT to request a re scan. After the document is rescanned, the case 

should be manually tasked back to the AP for them to continue the assessment action - See: Hard Copy Document 

Requests and Rescans in the PUG. 

7. If the reason selected for return is ‘Other’, the AP must input reasons for return in the PIPCS or PIPAT.  

If the AP uses PIPAT, they don’t have access to assessment notes in PIPCS. Instead, details are input into PIPAT and this 

displays in the Return Assessment Function report. 

8. An ‘Other’ task will be produced 7 working days after the AP returned the case to DWP if the Review file note (PA1) 

(where assessment couldn’t be completed) or hasn’t been received - See: Non PIPAT assessment submitted 7 day 

auto task matures. 

9. When the Return Assessment Function report is received in DRS either scanned or uploaded, this generates a task to 

the appropriate work queue to be assigned to a CM or other user for their action. 

Determination Cancellation Request 

1. This is used if the AP recognises that there has been a significant error made by the AP when the assessment 

questionnaire was submitted into PIPCS directly or through PIPAT. This only applies after the AP has completed and 

submitted the questionnaire. The determination must be cancelled and the case referred back to the AP either as 

Rework or a new determination - See: Cancelling the determination. If the questionnaire has been completed but 

saved, the AP can access the assessment questionnaire and change or delete the information. 

2. The determination (may also be called the active submission) needs to be cancelled if, for example, after completing 

and submitting the assessment questionnaire through PIPCS or through PIPAT, the AP then realised the information 

was recorded in the wrong case, that is, the details relate to a different person. 

3. The only option in this situation is to cancel the determination in PIPCS. As the AP does not have the relevant 

access, the case must be returned to DWP for the CM to check the details and to cancel the determination. 

4. After cancelling the ‘In Progress’ determination in PIPCS and if the case is to be re referred to the AP, the CM should 

manually: 



 

• create a new determination  

• task the case back to the AP  

See: Manually creating a new determination for the action to take. 

5. The AP may phone the CM/SAM to explain why the action is required, but the case needs returning in PIPCS so the 

CM can take the system action. 

6. The AP will: 

• note the details in Review file note PA1(where used)  

• record details in PIPCS assessment notes for the claimant  

• select and confirm the return reason ‘Determination Cancellation request’ in PIPCS or PIPAT as appropriate  

7. The automatic task is generated straight away and when the review note is received in DRS, the case is tasked to the 

CM work queue for the appropriate action - See: Modifying, cancelling and reworking a  determination . 

Checking AP notes in PIPCS 

1. If the AP is not using PIPAT and the case is returned from the AP using the return reasons options RAF, the CM 

should check the assessment case notes. This is because although generally the AP won’t need to record notes in 

PIPCS, they will if the reason for return is ‘other’ or ‘determination cancellation request’. The AP will be able to record 

details in the Person (& Prospect Person) and Assessment Notes. All existing notes recorded against the Benefit 

Delivery Case\Application Case should remain and will be 'read only', which will allow historical notes to be viewable. 

2. Similarly, it is good practice for the AP to check the assessment case notes when they receive a case for further 

advice. For example, the SAM may have recorded information from a phone conversation with the provider about the 

reason for the CM referring the case back to the AP - See: Referring claim to SAM AP for advice or further evidence. 

3. If PIPAT is used, the AP will not have access to assessment case notes in PIPCS. If the case is returned using the 

RAF, the details will be input in PIPAT and this updates and can be viewed in the RAF report note. If the AP needs to 

record any more detail in any other case they can do so in the task notes. The AP and CM must check task notes when 

cases are returned from the AP to make sure they are aware of all relevant detail for the case. 

02 PIP Assessment Guide 

The PIP Assessment Guide is DWP guidance for Health Professionals carrying out PIP assessments and Case Managers 

making PIP decisions.  

It can be found at PIP Assessment Guide 

03 ESA85 Guide for PIP 



 

Guidance for PIP Case Managers (CMs) on how to use ESA85 reports when 

considering PIP claims 

Section 1 – Background 

ESA is an income-replacement benefit for people that cannot work because they are disabled or have a health 

condition. Many PIP claimants have a current or recent claim to ESA. Lots of very useful information relating to the 

claimant’s health condition and functional limitations will be available in the WCA report. Using this information may 

save the claimant from having to undergo an assessment in connection with their PIP claim, and reduce the need to 

get further information from the claimant’s doctor. 

The assessment for deciding entitlement to ESA is the WCA. The WCA assesses the impact of the claimant’s health 

condition(s) or disability on their ability to carry out a range of activities. Within the  

WCA, there are two methods by which the Healthcare Professional can advise the ESA decision maker: 

• Paper-based review: The healthcare professional reads documents from the claimant, their GP or any other 

evidence, and provides a report to the ESA decision maker without the need for the claimant to be seen at an 

appointment. This report is called an ESA85A  

• Face-to-Face assessment: The claimant is seen by a Healthcare Professional and a report is sent to the DM. This 

report is called an ESA85  

On the basis of the ESA85 or ESA85A report the decision maker will decide if the claimant either has no limited 

capability for work, has limited capability for work, or has limited capability for work and limited capability for work-

related activity. These outcomes determine the type of help the claimant receives at the job centre and the amount of 

money they receive. 

Section 2 – The ESA85 and its use in PIP 

There are significant differences between ESA and PIP and it is important to remember when using an ESA85 in PIP 

that: 

• In PIP, daily living activities are considered for example dressing; however in ESA this would cover several 

different activities such as manual dexterity, reaching and initiating and completing personal actions  

• In ESA a claimant may have a disability and be considered incapable of work. However, they may not 

necessarily have significant daily living and mobility needs from a PIP viewpoint. Equally a claimant might not 

meet the criteria for ESA but may have significant daily living and mobility needs which would make them 

eligible for PIP  

When considering PIP activities, the descriptor choices in the ESA85 are of little relevance and no weight should be 

given to them in isolation when considering the PIP activities. For example, a woman might qualify for the highest 

payment in ESA due to a pregnancy related health condition, but she would not necessarily qualify for PIP. A person 



 

receiving curative aimed treatment for cancer would receive the highest payment in ESA, but would usually not meet 

the qualifying period for PIP. A person with one arm might not qualify for ESA, but could meet the criteria for needing 

aids and appliances for various activities in PIP 

The most relevant information is at the start of the ESA85 where it describes how the claimant is affected by their 

conditions and how they manage their typical day. 

Where sections of the ESA85 say “none of the above apply” – no relevance should be drawn from these as the 

criteria are so different. 

In the ESA85, the review period is based on the claimant’s expectation to return to work. It should not to be used to 

determine a PIP review period. People with a new diagnosis or health condition may adapt to their condition and 

find alternative suitable work even though their condition is permanent. For example, a person who has both legs 

amputated might qualify for ESA for 12 months as it could be expected that they would adjust to using a wheelchair 

and would look for work at an appropriately adapted workplace. 

Section 3 – The ESA85 

The ESA85 report contains information about the claimant’s health condition and / or disability, and their functional 

limitations. 

The information in the ESA 85 presented under the following headings: 

• List of health conditions  

• Medication  

• Side effects of the medication  

• History of the health conditions and how they affect function  

• Social and occupational history  

• Description of a typical day  

• Medical opinion: This section records the Healthcare Professional’s advice. Within each of these groupings 

they include the salient points from earlier in the report, some examination findings and informal observations  

• Advice on Exceptional Circumstances  

• Limited Capability for Work Related Activities  

• Advice on review period  

• Personalised Summary Statement this should address any inconsistencies within the evidence.  

It is used by ESA DMs in their decision making  

The first sections (up to the Typical Day section) will be most useful to PIP CMs when considering the functional 

implications for PIP. These sections are very similar to the PIP assessment reports. 



 

While the points awarded (and some of the information the ESA assessor will have documented under the activities) 

won’t be relevant, there can be some very useful information found for PIP purposes underneath each activity.  

The criteria are very different and whilst some may seem similar, for example mobilising may be thought to be 

similar to activity 12 in PIP, The legislation and application of the criteria in ESA are very different.  

Section 4 – ESA Activities 

Activity 1: Mobilising unaided by another person with or without a walking stick, manual wheelchair or other aid if 

such aid is normally, or could reasonably be, worn or used.  

This is different from PIP which considers walking. A wheelchair user would not meet the criteria for ESA, but would be 

entitled to PIP at the enhanced rate. Important information about walking and moving around will be in the typical 

day, examination and observations. 

Activity 2: Standing and sitting. 

This information relates to the ability to stand, rise from a chair, transfer and sit. Information might be useful when 

determining the help needed with the bath/shower, using the toilet and preparing a meal. 

The descriptors under this heading refer to remaining at a work-station and have no direct connection with any of the 

PIP activities. 

Activity 3: Reaching. 

This information could be used to consider the need for help with cooking, eating, washing, dressing and toileting. 

Activity 4: Picking up and moving or transferring by the use of the upper body and arms. 

This information could be used to consider the need for help with cooking, eating, washing, dressing and toileting. 

Activity 5: Manual dexterity 

This information could be useful when considering cooking, eating, washing, dressing, toileting and also the ability to 

use aids/adaptations. 

Activity 6: Making self understood through speaking, writing, typing, or other means which are normally, or could 

reasonably be, used, unaided by another person.  

This information relates to ability to express yourself rather than simply speech. Alternative methods of 

communication are considered for ESA whereas PIP considers the ability to speak. 

The ESA85 may contain details of whether the claimant spoke and the typical day may include details of how they 

communicate. 



 

Activity 7: Understanding communication by verbal / non-verbal means using any aid that is normally or could 

reasonably be, used, unaided by another person.  

This information relates to the ability to hear and read. 

This information reflects people’s ability to hear, see and understand so will have relevance to PIP activities of 

communicating verbally, reading and planning and following journeys. 

Activity 8: Navigation and maintaining safety, using a guide dog or other aid if either or both are normally, or could 

reasonably be, used.  

This information is useful when considering reading and planning and following journeys. 

The typical day might include details of whether they can read and how they manage getting out of the house. 

Activity 9: Absence or loss of control whilst conscious leading to extensive evacuation of the bowel and/or bladder, 

other than enuresis (bed-wetting) despite the wearing or use of any aids or adaptations which are normally, or could 

reasonably be, worn or used. 

This information could be useful when considering toileting. There might be details of incontinence aids or help from 

others to manage if this is a problem. 

Activity 10: Consciousness during waking moments. 

This information might be useful when considering the use of the microwave due to safety fears with cooking. It may 

also state if the person has a useful warning of the episode so preventative measures could be taken and the amount 

of supervision that the person might require. 

Activity 11: Learning tasks. 

Mental state exam documentation might give information on general memory and concentration, their ability to cope 

at interview, insight and requirement for prompting. 

Learning has relevance when considering for the need for prompting in respect of self-care/main meal preparation and 

also the requirement for supervision with activities or help budgeting. 

Activity 12: Awareness of everyday hazards (such as boiling water or sharp objects).  

This activity reflects a lack of understanding and insight that something is dangerous. The mental state exam might 

have information on cognition and insight. 

This activity might be useful when considering the level of prompting or supervision needed when cooking, washing, 

dressing, toileting and following journeys. 



 

Activity 13: Initiating and completing personal action (which means planning, organisation, problem solving, 

prioritising or switching tasks).  

This activity might be useful when considering the level of prompting or supervision needed when cooking, washing, 

dressing, toileting and following journeys. 

Activity 14: Coping with change. 

This activity reflects the flexibility needed to cope with changes in normal routine. This information is useful when 

considering prompting to undertake a journey, engaging with others and budgeting. 

Activity 15: Getting about. 

This activity reflects inability to travel without support from another person. 

This activity might be useful in determining whether people require prompting to planning and following journeys. 

Activity 16: Coping with social engagement due to cognitive impairment or mental disorder. 

This activity is helpful in determining whether prompting or social support is needed to engage socially or undertake a 

journey. 

Activity 17: Appropriateness of behaviour with other people, due to cognitive impairment or mental disorder. 

This activity is intended to reflect difficulties in social behaviour which might result from lack of insight. 

This activity might be useful when determining requirement for prompting or social support to engage with others.  

04 Referring cases to the Assessment Provider 

Background 

1. It is critical that cases are progressed correctly to ensure receipt of all relevant tasks and referrals on the Assessment 

Provider’s (AP) system. 

2. There is an issue with cases being incorrectly sent to the AP when: 

• Failure to Attend (FTA) and Failure to Comply (FTC) on a new claim or Reassessment Assessment  referral and 

the Application is open  

• FTA and FTC on a new claim or Reassessment Assessment referral and the Application is closed   

• Planned Award Review and Unplanned Award Review Assessment referrals   

• Reconsideration and Appeal Advice Request   

• AP Advises an Assessment referral is required for a Reconsideration or Appeal   



 

• FTA and FTC on Planned Award Review and Unplanned Award Review Assessment referrals   

• FTA and FTC on Reconsideration and Appeal Assessment referrals   

• late return of PIP 2 cases on New claims and reassessment claims   

• late return of PIP 2 cases on Award Review claims .  

3. An IF7 skip checklist is available - See: Conditions to check. 

Subpages 

• Action to take  

• Assessment Provider Lot ID  

• Title or Forename missing causing IF7 load failure  

• Appendix 1 Task Types and associated Work Queue (WQ)  

• Appendix 2 - Decision Assist Assessment and Determination combinations  

Action to take 

Failure to Attend and Failure to Comply on a new claim or Reassessment  

Assessment referral and the Application is open 

1. Once good reason has been considered and accepted and the claim is being referred back to the AP, take the 

following action: 

Step Action 

1 Complete the Failure to Attend Good Reason Accepted or the Failure to Supply Requested  

Information Good Reason Accepted field in the Medical Details evidence as Yes 

2 Update comments to inform the AP for the reason for re-referral 

3 Apply the evidence 

4 Access Decision Assist and cancel the current In Progress Determination. If the Determination is already 

Cancelled continue from step 5 

Note: If it’s FTC there won’t be a determination to cancel 

5 Create a new Determination 

6 Create a Manual AP Assessment required task from the task tab in Decision Assist 

7 Allocate the task to the AP TI Referrals or the AP New Referrals work queue (WQ) 



 

2. Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to refer a case to the AP when FTA and FTC on 

New Claims or Reassessments (and Reconsiderations or Appeals on New Claim/Reassessment cases). 

Learning simulation: FTA and FTC on New Claims or Reassessments (and Recons or Appeals on New  

Claim/Reassessment Cases) 

Failure to Attend and Failure to Comply on a new claim or Reassessment  

Assessment referral and the Application is closed 

3. If an Application has already been disallowed following FTA or FTC on a new claim or reassessment  

Assessment referral the Application will have a status of Decision Made and an Outcome of Disallowed. In these 

instances once good reason has been considered and accepted and the claim is being referred back to the AP take the 

following action: 

Step Action 

1 Re-open the Application: 

1. Search Results  

2. Decision Made Application  

3. Benefits Tab  

4. Green Action Button  

5. Re-open  

2 Complete the Failure to Attend Good Reason Accepted or the Failure to Supply Requested  

Information Good Reason Accepted field in the Medical Details evidence as Yes 

3 Update comments to inform the AP for the reason for re-referral 

4 Apply the evidence 

5 Access Decision Assist and cancel the current In Progress Determination. If the Determination is already 

Cancelled continue from step 6 

6 Create a new Determination 

7 Create a Manual AP Assessment required task from the task tab in Decision Assist 

      8 Allocate the task to the AP TI Referrals or the AP New Referrals WQ 

Note: If the scenario also requires an Explanation or Reconsideration to be recorded, then you must follow the 

business as usual (BAU) process. 



 

4. Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to refer a case to the AP when FTA and FTC on 

New Claims or Reassessments (and Reconsiderations or Appeals on New Claim/Reassessment cases). 

Learning simulation: FTA and FTC on New Claims or Reassessments (and Recons or Appeals on New  

Claim/Reassessment Cases) 

Planned Award Review and Unplanned Award Review Assessment referrals 

5. When dealing with Planned Award Review and Unplanned Award Review cases and it’s appropriate to manually 

refer the case to the AP for an Assessment, the Request AP Advice function must be used as follows: 

Step Action 

  1  Select the action button from the latest Completed Determination and select Request AP Advice. 

The Request AP Advice window will display. Complete the fields as follows: 

 • AP Advice Reasons - select the relevant Intervention option: 

• Planned Intervention  

• Unplanned Intervention - non SRTI  

• Unplanned Intervention – SRTI  

• Request for - select DM  

• Comments – state the reason for the referral, for example, claimant has informed you that their 

condition has deteriorated and that a new Assessment is required  

  2  A system AP - Assessment required task will be created automatically and allocated to the AP TI Referrals, or 

the AP New Referrals WQ. The comments recorded above will be included in the task and sent to the AP 

6. Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to refer a case to the AP on Award Review 

Assessment referrals. 

Learning simulation: Award Review Assessment Referrals 

Reconsideration and Appeal Advice Request 

7. When dealing with Reconsideration and Appeal cases and it’s appropriate to request advice only from the AP, the 

Request AP Advice function must be used as follows: 

Step Action 



 

  1  Check the status of the Application, that is: 

• if the Application is Decision Made and Outcome = Awarded no further action is required on the 
Application  

• if the Application is Decision Made and Outcome = Disallowed the Application must be reopened first  

1. Search Results 

2. Decision Made Application 

3. Benefits Tab 

4. Green Action Button 

5. Re-open 

  2  Access Decision Assist and select the action button from the latest Completed Determination and select 

Request AP Advice 

 The Request AP Advice window will display. Complete the fields as follows: 

• AP Advice Reasons - select the relevant option: 

• Reconsideration  

• Appeal  

• Request for - select DM  

• Comments – state that the referral is for advice only and that a further Assessment is not appropriate 

at this point  

  3  A system AP - Reconsideration Referral task will be created for a Reconsideration and a system  

AP Advice task will be created for an Appeal. Both these tasks are allocated to the AP TI Referrals, or the AP 

Advice WQ. The comments recorded above will be included in the task and sent to the AP 

8. Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to refer a case to the AP on a Reconsideration and 

Appeal Advice request. 

Learning simulation: Reconsideration and Appeal Advice Request 

AP Advises an Assessment referral is required for a Reconsideration or Appeal  

– Workaround 

9. If the AP advises that a further Assessment is required following the advice request, then refer to the AP for an 

Assessment using the following workaround: 



 

Step Action 

  1 Access Decision Assist and cancel the current In Progress Determination 

  2 Select Request AP Advice from the latest Completed Determination 

  3 The Request AP Advice window will display. Complete the fields as follows: 

• AP Advice Reasons - select the relevant ‘Unplanned Intervention’ option: 

• Unplanned Intervention - non SRTI  

• Unplanned Intervention – SRTI  

• Request for - select DM  

• Comments – state the reason for the referral, for example, the AP has advised that a new Assessment 

is required for either a Reconsideration or an Appeal and that the referral is not for an Award Review  

  4  Record a note in the Decision Assist notes stating that the Determination is not for an Award  

Review but is for a Reconsideration or an Appeal referral 

  5  A system AP - Assessment required task will be created and allocated to the AP TI Referrals, or the AP New 

Referrals WQ. The comments recorded above will be included in the task and sent to the AP 

10. Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to refer a case to the AP when the AP Advises an 

Assessment Referral is required for a Reconsideration or Appeal. 

Learning simulation: AP Advises Assessment Referral required for Recon or Appeal 

Failure to Attend and Failure to Comply on Planned Award Review and  

Unplanned Award Review Assessment referrals 

11. Once good reason has been considered and accepted for FTA or FTC and the claim is being referred back to the AP 

for an Assessment, take the following action: 

Step Action 

  1 Complete the Failure to Attend Good Reason Accepted or the Failure to Supply Requested  

Information Good Reason Accepted field in the Medical Details evidence as Yes 

  2 Apply the evidence 

  3 Access Decision Assist and cancel the current In Progress Determination 



 

  4  Select Request AP Advice from the latest Completed Determination 

  5  The Request AP Advice window will display. Complete the fields as follows: 

• AP Advice Reasons - select the relevant option:  

• Planned Intervention  

• Unplanned Intervention - non SRTI  

• Unplanned Intervention – SRTI  

• Request for - select DM  

Comments – state the reason for the referral, for example, FTA or FTC on previous referral so being re-referred 

as good reason accepted 

  6 A system AP - Assessment required task will be created automatically and allocated to the AP TI Referrals, or 

the AP New Referrals WQ. The comments recorded above will be included in the task and sent to the AP 

12. Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to refer a case to the AP when FTA and FTC on 

Award Review Assessment referrals (and Award Review Recon or Appeals). 

Learning simulation: FTA and FTC on Award Review Assessment Referrals (and Award Review Recon or Appeals) 

Failure to Attend and Failure to Comply on Reconsideration and Appeal assessment 

referrals 

13. Once good reason has been considered and accepted for FTA or FTC and the claim is being referred back to the AP 

for an Assessment take the following action: 

Step Action 

  1 Complete the Failure to Attend Good Reason Accepted or the Failure to Supply Requested  

Information Good Reason Accepted field in the Medical Details evidence as Yes 

  2  Update comments to inform the AP for the reason for re-referral 

  3  Apply the evidence 

  4  Access Decision Assist and cancel the current In Progress Determination 



 

  5 Create a new Determination. 

Note: This step is required as using the Request AP Advice function for Reconsideration and Appeals does not 

create an AP - Assessment required task which is required by the AP for them to undertake an Assessment 

  6 Create a Manual AP Assessment required task from the task tab in Decision Assist 

  7 Allocate the task to the AP TI Referrals or the AP New Referrals WQ 

14. Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to refer a case to the AP when FTA and FTC on 

Award Review Assessment referrals (and Award Review Reconsiderations or Appeals). 

Learning simulation: FTA and FTC on Award Review Assessment Referrals (and Award Review Recon or Appeals) 

Late Return of PIP 2 on New Claims and Reassessment claims - once good reason has been 

accepted 

15. Once good reason has been accepted: 

Step Action 

   1 Re-open the Application. 

 1. Search Results  

 2. Decision Made Application  

3. Benefits Tab  

4. Green Action Button  

Re-open 

   2 Complete the Part 2 Not Returned - Good Reason Accepted field in the Medical Details screen as  

Yes 

   3 Apply the evidence 

  4 Create a Manual AP Assessment Required task from the Person Case and allocate it to the AP TI  

Referrals or the AP New Referrals WQ 

16. It is also possible to create the AP task from Decision Assist rather than the Person Case: 

Step Action 

  1 Re-open the Application 



 

  2 Complete the Part 2 Not Returned - Good Reason Accepted field in the Medical Details screen as  

Yes 

  3 Apply the evidence 

  4  From the Assessments tab select New 

  5  Once the Decision Assist case is created access the Tasks tab and select the New button to create the Manual 

AP Assessment Required task. Allocate it to the AP TI Referrals or the AP  

New Referrals WQ 

Note: If the scenario also requires an Explanation or Reconsideration to be recorded then you must follow the BAU 

process. 

17. Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to refer a case to the AP when there is a late 

return of PIP2 on New Claims or Reassessment Claims. 

Learning simulation: Late Return of PIP2 on New Claim or Reassessment Claims 

Late Return of PIP2 or AR1 on Award Review Claims - once good reason has been accepted 

18. Once good reason has been accepted: 

Step Action 

  1 Complete the Part 2 Not Returned-Good Reason Accepted field in the Medical Details screen as  

 Yes 

  2 Apply the evidence 

  3 Access Decision Assist and select Request AP Advice from the latest Completed Determination 

  4 The Request AP Advice window will display. Complete the fields as follows: 

• AP Advice Reason - select the relevant option: 

• Planned Intervention  

• Unplanned Intervention - non SRTI  

• Unplanned Intervention - SRTI  

• Request for - select DM  

• Comments - state the reason for the referral, for example, late return of PIP2 and referral made as 

good reason accepted  



 

  5  A system AP - Assessment required task will be created automatically and allocated to the AP TI Referrals, or 

the AP New Referrals WQ. The comments recorded above will be included in the task and sent to the AP 

Note: If a PIP2 is returned within the dispute period good reason will not need recording, however an Explanation and 

Reconsideration will still need registering on all cases where the late PIP2 results in a task being sent to the AP. 

19. Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to refer a case to the AP when there is a late 

return of PIP2 on Award Review Claims. 

Learning simulation: Late Return of PIP2 on Award Review Claim 

20. See Appendix 1 for a table detailing which tasks are generated and which WQ they are allocated to when using the 

Request AP Advice function. See Appendix 2 for a table which details all the Decision Assist Assessment and 

Determination combinations and the expected location for each combination. 

21. Before referring to the AP in any of the above scenarios, check the Medical Details evidence to ensure it is Active 

and that it doesn’t hold an end date. If there is only one evidence record which is In Edit or it is Active but has an 

end date, the AP task and relevant data will not be sent via IF7 and it will skip. 

22. If there is both an In Edit and Active record, only details of the Active record will be sent to the AP as long as it 

doesn’t have an end date. If the correct details are held on the In Edit record then this must be activated before 

the AP referral is made. 

Assessment Provider Lot ID 

1. A Lot ID must be present and all addresses recorded on the claim must have at least the Country field and 

Address Line 1 completed, where required, in order for the relevant address to be sent to the AP. All addresses refer to 

the following: 

• Claimant’s address  

• Contact’s address  

• External Party address  

• Health Care Professional address held in the Medical Details evidence  

• Hospital and Other Accommodation address held in Hospital and Other Accommodation evidence  

• Detention In Legal Custody address held in Detention In Legal Custody evidence  

2. Address Line 1 for Claimant, Contact and External Party addresses only needs to be completed where 

required, to record a house name, as follows: 

• a claimant reports they now have a house name for their existing address. Edit the current address and record 

the house name in Address Line 1  



 

• when creating a new address using the post code function and the house name is automatically recorded in 

Address Line 2, do not move it to Address Line 1  

• when creating a new address using the post code function and the house name is not automatically recorded 

in Address Line 2, it must be recorded in Address Line 1  

3. If there is both a Residential and Correspondence address, then both must have at least the Country field and 

Address Line 1 completed, where required as above. 

4. If the claimant’s Residential Address is NFA, PWA or DLO, only the Correspondence address must have at least 

the Country field and Address Line 1 completed, where required as per above. 

5. Address Line 1 for the Health Care Professional, Hospital and Other Accommodation and Detention In Legal 

Custody addresses must be completed when recording the address in all instances along with the Country field. 

Title or Forename missing causing IF7 load failure 

1. A failure can occur when referring a case to the Assessment Provider when a Title or Forename is missing. 

They do not cause IF7 batch skips but cause the failure of the IF7 record to load onto the AP’s system. They can occur 

when a claim is created with a Prospect Person as a result of Identity and Verification failure during a telephony claim. 

2. Do not edit the name entry following Application Submission and remove the Title or Forename while the 

Person is still a Prospect. 

3. Ensure that you check that the Title and Forename fields are complete before referring cases to the AP. 

Note: There is no validation requirement to force a user to enter a Title or Forename when the claimant is a Prospect 

Person or when the Prospect is made a Person. 

Appendix 1 Task Types and associated Work Queue (WQ) 

Request Assessment Provider (AP) Advice Functionality 

Request AP Advice Reason Determination  

Reason 

AP Task Type  

Created 

AP WQ 

AP Rework - Contradictory AP Rework AP Rework AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Rework 

AP Rework - Not legible/concise AP Rework AP Rework AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Rework 

AP Rework - Legislative error AP Rework AP Rework AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Rework 



 

AP Rework - Not comprehensive/ 

insufficient info 

AP Rework AP Rework AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Rework 

AP Rework - Not in plain English/ 

unexplained medical jargon 

AP Rework AP Rework AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Rework 

AP Rework - No evidence to support 

decision/selected descriptor 

AP Rework AP Rework AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Rework 

AP Rework - Not fair/impartial AP Rework AP Rework AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Rework 

Evidence Needed AP Advice AP Advice AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Advice 

Clarification Needed AP Advice AP Advice AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Advice 

Advice Needed AP Advice AP Advice AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Advice 

Reconsideration Reconsideration AP - Reconsideration  

Referral 

AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Advice 

Planned Intervention Intervention AP - Assessment required AP TI Referrals, or AP 

New Referrals 

Unplanned Intervention - NON SRTI Intervention AP - Assessment required AP New Referrals 

Unplanned Intervention - SRTI Intervention AP - Assessment required AP TI Referrals 

Appeal Appeal AP Advice AP TI Referrals, or AP 

Advice 

1. If the Determination has a status of Complete, all of the Request AP Advice Reasons listed above are presented for 

selection. 

2. If the Determination has a status of In Progress, only the Request AP Advice Reasons from AP Rework – 

Contradictory up to Advice Needed above are presented for selection. 

3. If the Determination has a status of Complete and there is another Determination with a status of In  



 

Progress, then only the Request AP Advice Reasons from AP Rework – Contradictory up to Advice Needed above are 

presented for selection. 

4. The Request AP Advice function cannot be selected if there is another Determination with a status of Report 

Outstanding. 

Appendix 2 - Decision Assist Assessment and Determination combinations  

Decision Assist Assessment and Determination Status Combinations 

Assessment  

Status 

Determination Status Case With AP or DWP 

Report Outstanding Report Outstanding With AP 

Report Outstanding AP Advice Requested With AP 

Report Outstanding In Progress With DWP 

Report Outstanding Cancelled With DWP 

Report Completed Completed With DWP 

1. On an initial referral, if the Decision Assist Assessment Status and the Determination Status are both Report 

Outstanding and the Assessment Location is blank, then the case has not been sent to the AP meaning IF7 has not 

processed correctly. It is still in the DWP space. 

2. There is also a Determination Status of Replaced. This is set on the Completed Determination, which has had 

an Intervention, Reconsideration or Appeal requested from it, but only when the Intervention, Reconsideration or 

Appeal Determination has been completed. 

05 Correct use of the Manual AP Assessment Required task 

Summary 

1. It is critical that the Manual AP Assessment Required task is completed correctly to ensure that unnecessary IF7 

batch skips do not occur. 

Subpages 

• When to complete the Manual AP Assessment Required task  



 

• Conditions that must apply to the claim before the Manual AP Assessment Required task is created  

• Other tasks  

• Additional information  

When to complete the Manual AP Assessment Required task 

1. You must only complete the Manual AP Assessment Required task for the following scenarios: 

• the initial referral of Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) cases  

• the late return of PIP2 for new claims  

• the late return of PIP2 for reassessment claims  

• an assessment re-referral following a return assessment functionality (RAF) case that is returned from the 

Assessment Provider (AP) for failure to attend (FTA) and failure to comply (FTC.  

Note: More information on these scenarios is available - See: Referring cases to the Assessment Provider. 

2. Ensure that you complete any address information correctly. 

Conditions that must apply to the claim before the Manual AP  

Assessment Required task is created 

Condition 1 

1. The Application must exist and the status must either be Submitted or Decision Made, Outcome = Awarded. 

2. If an Application status is Decision Made and the Outcome = Disallowed, the Application must be reopened before 

the task is created as this will change the status to Submitted. 

3. If an Application status is Withdrawn, then this cannot be referred to the AP as the Application is no longer valid, 

cannot be re-opened and the task must not be created. 

Condition 2 

4. A Decision Assist case must exist and the Status of it must be Report Outstanding. 

5. To ensure the correct Decision Assist case is always associated with the Manual AP Assessment Required task for 

initial AP referrals, manually create the Decision Assist case first, then create the task from the Tasks tab within the 

Decision Assist case. 

6. For Assessment re-referrals, the Decision Assist case already exists and the task must always be created from the 

Tasks tab within the Decision Assist case. 

Condition 3 



 

7. If the Determination has a status of Cancelled or Completed, then a new Determination must be created before 

the Manual AP Assessment Required task is created. 

Condition 4 

8. Do not create multiple tasks for a referral. This creates multiple Assessments on the AP’s system causing additional 

work. When a task is created and allocated to an AP WQ the task is placed in the IF7 table at this point ready for 

processing. 

9. Any action taken on the task after this, does not stop the task from being sent through IF7. Therefore, closing any of 

the multiple tasks in the AP WQ or allocating them to yourself, will not prevent those tasks from being sent through 

IF7. 

Other tasks 

1. Only specific AP task types will be sent to the AP. The creation of non AP related tasks, even when assigned to 

an AP work queue (WQ), for example, Manual To Do task, will not be sent to the AP. 

2. Tasks must not be forwarded to AP WQs. Any task forwarded to an AP WQ will not be received by the AP. A 

new AP task must be created. 

Additional information 

1. Before creating an Assessment Provider (AP) referral ensure that: 

• the LOT ID field on the Person home page is completed  

• the following evidence based addresses have at least Address Line 1 and the Country fields completed:  

• Health Care Professional (held in the Medical Details evidence)  

• Hospital and Other Accommodation  

• Detention In Legal Custody  

• there is at least one active Medical Details evidence record present and the End Date field must not be 

recorded  

• the Consent Provided field in the Medical Details evidence is completed and is not blank  

• the active Relationships record is verified  

Title or Forename missing causing IF7 load failure 

2. A failure can occur when referring a case to the Assessment Provider when a Title or Forename is missing. They do 

not cause IF7 batch skips but cause the failure of the IF7 record to load onto the AP’s system. They can occur when a 

claim is created with a Prospect Person as a result of Identity and Verification failure during a telephony claim. 



 

3. Do not edit the name entry following Application Submission and remove the Title or Forename while the Person is 

still a Prospect. 

4. Ensure that you check that the Title and Forename fields are complete before referring cases to the AP. 

Note: There is no validation requirement to force a user to enter a Title or Forename when the claimant is a Prospect 

Person or when the Prospect is made a Person. 

06 Assessment Provider Task Reconciliation Report and reduction of  

IF7 batch skips 

Background 

1. As a result of system and user error, there are some tasks, which are sent to the Assessment Provider (AP), which 

fail to pass through the IF7 interface and fall out of view. These are reported on the daily AP Task Reconciliation 

Report. 

2. It is critical that the AP batch skips are kept to a minimum and tasks are completed correctly - See:  

Areas to check. 

If an AP task is not sent through IF7 

3. A task will not be created on the AP’s system and the AP will be unaware of the task’s existence. 

4. A Case will not be created on the AP’s system. 

5. An Assessment will not be created on the Personal Independence Payment Assessment Tool (PIPAT). 

Subpages 

• Action to take  

• The AP Task Reconciliation Report  

• Areas to check  

• AP Tasks  

• Appendix  

Action to take 

1. When checking the case in order to identify what has caused the AP task to skip - Areas to check to ensure the case 

is in the correct state. 

2. All cases not in the correct state must be corrected, where possible, so that the skipped task can be successfully sent 

to the AP in the next IF7 batch run. In some circumstances, a further AP task will need to be created once the case 



 

has been corrected as the skipped task will still not be processed in the next IF7 batch run and will continue to 

appear on the report. 

3. If no new task is required and the corrective action has been successful, the skipped task will be processed in the 

next IF7 batch run and the task will not appear on the following day’s report. 

4. Where it is deemed no further action is required as the case has now progressed to or beyond the AP or it is 

confirmed the case should never have been referred to the AP, then the NIno for the skipped task must be added to 

the list of cases requiring SQL deletion from the report. 

5. When a new task has been created to progress the case to the AP, the NIno for the skipped task must be added to 

the list of cases requiring SQL deletion from the report. The new task should not be present on the following day’s 

report but the old task entry will remain on the report until the SQL has been run.  

The SQL will be run regularly to clear these entries. 

6. Sometimes when a new task is created via a system action, for example, creating an intervention determination, the 

original task will not necessarily remain on the reconciliation report. If it has an Assessment ID it will also be 

processed in addition to the new task when the determination is corrected. 

7. The skipped task does not need to be added to the SQL list in every case where a new task is created.  

Only those, which have no Assessment ID will need to be added. 

Note: For the different scenarios - See: Referring cases to the Assessment Provider and the correct actions required to 

ensure that AP tasks are successfully sent through IF7, including where new AP tasks are required. 

8. If the reason for the task skip cannot be identified using the Areas to check section, there may be a system issue that 

is preventing the task from being successfully sent to the AP. If this is the case raise an incident ensuring the Short 

Description includes the text 'IF7 skip – reason for the skip is unknown'. 

9. The Areas to check section must be followed for all Task Types listed on the 'AP Task Reconciliation Report'. 

10. The 'Application Case' and the 'Decision Assist Case' checks must be performed for all task types including 'AP 

Change of Circs' tasks. The remainder of the checks do not need to be performed for the 'AP Change of Circs' tasks as 

only the data related to the change reason is sent to the AP. You only need to check that everything is correct in that 

area. 

For Example: 

'Task Subject' = Hospital/Residential Care details 

'Task Type' = AP Change of Circs 



 

Access the 'Hospital and Other Accommodation' evidence and check the address details are fully completed as normal, 

including address line 1. If not update the address details. 

11. For 'AP Change of Circs' task skips no new task is required as PIPCS will either generate a new task 

automatically as a result of the update or the existing task will be processed by IF7 as long as the corrective action 

was successful. 

The AP Task Reconciliation Report 

1. The AP Task Reconciliation Report has numerous columns with different information recorded in each one. 

Most of the information in the columns is self-explanatory, in line with the column heading but some need further 

explanation as follows: 

Owning Office 

2. Any entry of type 'Other' will more often than not be due to the fact that there is only a Person or Prospect 

Person record on PIPCS, with no Application or Decision Assist case present when the task was created. Alternately, 

there is an Application and a Decision Assist case present now but the task was created prior to the Application or 

Decision Assist case being created. 

Assessment Case ID 

3. The entry recorded here is the unique system ID for the Decision Assist case, which is not visible in PIPCS. A 

task must have an Assessment Case ID in order for it to be processed by IF7. Any tasks with a blank entry can never be 

processed by IF7, even after corrective action is taken. If any of the tasks with a blank entry in this column still need to 

be progressed to the AP, then a new appropriate task must be created, for example, a 'Manual AP Assessment 

Required' task. All the NInos with a blank entry in this column must be added to the deletion SQL, once corrective 

action has been taken. 

Assign To 

4. If the entry is blank, it means the task is closed. If the entry is numeric, it means the task is assigned to a user 

in PIPCS, as the numeric entry is the agent’s ID. Due to an existing IT issue, any AP tasks assigned to a user will skip and 

any other AP tasks created afterwards will also skip. Closing the AP task assigned to the user will ensure the task is 

processed in the next IF7 batch run. 

Areas to check 

Application Case 

Confirm the following apply to the claim 

1. The Application must exist and the status is either: 



 

• 'Submitted'; or  

• 'Decision Made' and the 'Outcome' = 'Awarded'  

Additional information 

2. If the Application Status is anything other than these, the AP task will skip. 

3. For example, if the Status is 'Decision Made' and the 'Outcome' is: 

• 'Disallowed' - if the AP referral is still required re-open the Application so the status resets to Submitted before 

referring to the AP  

• 'Withdrawn' – this should not have been referred to the AP as the Application is no longer valid and can’t be 

re-opened  

Decision Assist Case 

Confirm the following apply to the claim 

4. A Decision Assist Assessment must exist so that: 

• 'Assessment Status' = Report Outstanding  

• 'Determination Status' = Report Outstanding or AP Advice Requested  

Note: For the expected location for each combination of Assessment Status and Determination Status - See: Appendix. 

Additional information 

5. The AP task will skip if an Assessment does not exist. 

Note: if the AP referral is still required a further AP task will need to be created - See: Referring cases to the 

Assessment Provider. The task on the Reconciliation Report will never be processed through the IF7 if the Assessment 

didn’t exist or the Determination status was incorrect at the point the task causing the skip was created. 

6. The AP task will skip if the Assessment does exist and the latest Determination status is 'Cancelled' or 'Completed'. 

7. If a Decision Assist (Assessment) does exist but the determination is in the incorrect status of 'Completed' or 

'Cancelled' then the skipped task will often have an Assessment ID. If the Determination is then corrected a 

skipping task with an assessment ID will be processed in the next batch and will not need to be added to the SQL 

and a new task will not be needed. 

8. In some instances the corrective action needed to the determination will result in an unavoidable second system 

task being created. 



 

9. For example, when a manual task is incorrectly created for an Award Review the determination will have a status of 

'Completed' so the manual task will skip, however it will have an Assessment ID. 

10. The corrective action is to create an Intervention determination from the completed determination using AP 

advice, which will not only create a new system task but also push the determination into AP space. 

11. The correcting of the determination will then release the original manual task, which will no longer appear on the 

reconciliation report. 

12. The Assessment must be in the correct state before the new task is created. 

Person Home Page 

Confirm the following apply to the claim 

13. Ensure the correct Lot number is recorded against 'Lot ID'. 

Addresses 

Confirm the following apply to the claim 

14. For all areas of the claim where addresses can be recorded check all active addresses have been completed 

correctly. 

15. Addresses are located as follows in PIPCS: 

• Claimant address is accessed from the 'Contact' tab on the 'Person' record  

• Contact address is accessed from the 'Contact' tab on the 'Person' record  

• External Party record is accessed from the 'Relationships' record in the 'Background' tab on the 'Person' record  

• Health Care Professional is held in Medical Details evidence  

• Hospital and Other Accommodation is held in Hospital and Other Accommodation evidence  

• Detention In Legal Custody is held in Detention In Legal Custody evidence  

Additional information 

16. Only 'Active' addresses are included in IF7. 

17. If there is both a Residential and Correspondence address recorded for the claimant, then both have to be fully 

completed. Only complete address line 1 if required, for example, a house name. 

18. If the claimant’s Residential Address is no fixed abode (NFA), person without address (PWA) or dead letter office 

(DLO) only the Correspondence address will need to be fully completed. 



 

19. The addresses recorded in the following evidences must have the address fully completed as normal including 

Address Line 1 and Country: 

• Health Care Professional held in Medical Details evidence  

• Hospital and Other Accommodation evidence  

• Detention In Legal Custody evidence  

20. If Address Line 1 and Country are not completed for these addresses, this will cause the AP task to skip. 

21. All the evidences in paragraph 39 are accessed from the 'Dashboard' page in the 'Evidence' tab either in the 

Application or Evidence Summary case, whichever is appropriate for managing the evidence, that is: 

• If the Application status is 'Submitted' use the Application Case  

• If the Application status is 'Decision Made' and 'Outcome' = 'Awarded' use the Evidence Summary Case  

Medical Details Evidence 

Confirm the following apply to the claim 

22. There must be at least one active evidence record present and the 'End Date' must not be recorded. 

Additional information 

23. Check if the 'Consent Provided' field is blank, as this will cause the AP task to skip. If it is, then make the relevant 

enquiries to confirm permission. Request the call recording from Serco or ring the claimant to establish if 

permission was given and record the answer to enable IF7 to process the task. 

24. If there is only one record held and it is 'In Edit', this will cause the AP task to skip. 

25. If there is both an 'In Edit' and 'Active' record, only details of the 'Active' record will be sent to the AP. 

26. If the correct details are held in the 'In Edit' record, this must be activated before referring to the AP. 

Relationships record 

Confirm the following apply to the claim 

27. The following must apply for the data to be included in IF7: 

• Verification = Yes • To Date must be left blank  

• Status = Active.  



 

Additional information 

28. The Relationships record must be verified and active. No 'To Date' recorded, in order for the External Party details 

to be sent via IF7. 

AP Tasks 

Confirm the following apply to the claim 

1. Check if the AP task is assigned to a user or an AP WQ. 

2. If it is assigned to a user you must check each individual case and determine whether they are pre or post Release 

6.4.9 cases. 

Note: Release 6.4.9 was implemented 22 - 23 October 2016. 

3. Ensure the correct workaround is applied for IF7 to process the task successfully. 

Workaround on cases affected prior to Release 6.4.9 

4. If the AP task is assigned to a user, this causes this task and all other AP related tasks to skip. 

5. Closing the task assigned to a user will allow the case to be processed in the next IF7 batch run. 

6. There is no need to create a manual AP task. 

Workaround on cases affected since Release 6.4.9 

7. If the AP task is assigned to a user this causes this task and all other AP related tasks to skip. 

8. Close the AP Assessment Required task and manually create a Decision Assist Case. 

9. Create a Manual AP Assessment Required task and assign to the appropriate AP New Referral WQ. 

Note: In both these scenarios, incidents need to be raised through Business Champions against each case affected by 

this problem. 

Appendix 

Decision Assist Assessment and Determination Status combinations 

Assessment  

Status 

Determination Status Case With AP or DWP 

Report Outstanding Report Outstanding With AP 



 

Report Outstanding AP Advice Requested With AP 

Report Outstanding In Progress With DWP 

Report Outstanding Cancelled With DWP 

Report Completed Completed With DWP 

1. On an initial referral if the 'Decision Assist Assessment Status' and the 'Determination Status' are both 'Report 

Outstanding' and the 'Assessment Location' is blank then the case has not been sent to the AP and IF7 has not 

processed the task. The case is available to the AP in PIPCS only. The 'Return  

Assessment' option is displayed on the 'Action' button but nothing has been sent to PIPAT or the AP’s system as the 

case is still in the DWP space. As the APs are no longer accessing PIPCS they will not be aware of the assessment 

referral. 

2. If the 'Determination Status' is 'In Progress' it has been to the AP and is now back with DWP. 

3. There is also a 'Determination Status' of 'Replaced'. This is set on the Completed Determination, which has had an 

Intervention, Reconsideration or Appeal requested from it but only when the Intervention, Reconsideration or 

Appeal Determination has been completed. 
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Glossary   



 

Introduction 

  

Purpose of this Document 

1. This product is intended to give an overview of how the Personal  

Independence Payment Assessment  

Tool (PIPAT) will be used by  

Assessment Providers (APs). 

Structure and Navigation 

2. This product has been written in a broadly chronological order, following the actions you will take on PIPAT from 

opening the Homepage to submitting the completed  

Assessment Report to the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP). 

3. When navigating this guidance product, please note that actions that have already been described earlier in the 

document will be referenced and will include a hyperlink for easy access. This is to be borne in mind particularly when 

navigating the  

Conducting an Assessment chapter. 

4. An Appendix chapter has been included, which details other relevant topics when using PIPAT, namely  

Understanding Data Flows, Portable Document Format (PDF) Documents and Error Messages. 

5. A glossary has been included before the Introduction section. 

6. When performing actions in PIPAT, tabs will open displaying the screens that require information to be added to 

progress a case. All open tabs are displayed in a row at the top of the screen. These tabs will remain open after you 

have opened a new claimant's case but are closed down when you log off and log back on again. When you have 

finished viewing or entering data on any particular claimant's case you should close all the open tabs by selecting ‘x’ in 

the top right-hand corner of each tab. This will ensure the same tabs are not displayed when you open a new 

claimant's case or when you log back on to PIPAT. 



 

Abbreviation Description 

AP Assessment Provider 

CIS Customer Information System(Searchlight) 

CM Case Manager 

CofC Change of Circumstances 

CRN Customer Reference Number 

DRS Document Repository Service 

DWP Department for Work and Pensions 

FE Further Evidence 

HP Health Professional 

HWD Health and Well-being Directorate 

ID&V Identification and Verification 

IEG Intelligent Evidence Gathering 

IGS Information, Governance and Security Directorate 

MI Management Information 

MOU Mail Opening Unit 

NINO National Insurance Number 

PA Form Personal Assessment Form 

PAB Personal Acting Body 

PCT Phrase Capture Tool 

PDF Portable Document Format 

PIP Personal Independence Payment 

PIPAT Personal Independence Payment Assessment Tool 



 

  

 

 

 

7.   When using PIPAT you will be prevented access to functions for which you do not have the appropriate privileges. An 

error message will be displayed and you will be prevented from accessing the screens/system. 

8.   You shouldn’t allocate an assessment for download whilst a second user is actively working on the assessment. 

9.  Action menus will appear in PIPAT dependent on your security profile. 

10. You will need to communicate in Welsh if the Preferred Language indicator ‘Welsh’ is selected on the Person 

Homepage in PIPCS. PIPAT is updated with the language indicator when the PIP claim is first recorded on PIPCS. 

Scope of Guidance 

11. This product describes all the process actions you will take in PIPAT. The content is structured under the 

following chapter headings: 

• Initial Review and Data Capture  

• Conducting an Assessment  

• Returning Assessment File to DWP  

• Appendices  

12. This product provides an explanation of the processes that you may have to carry out on PIPAT. This guidance 

will support the PIPAT for Assessment Providers learning module. 

13. When using PIPAT, a warning message will be displayed in the event that the system has determined another 

user is already accessing the case. In the event that you are attempting to update information in PIPAT and another 

user is in the same PIPAT record, an error message will be displayed advising the second user to exit or refresh the 

screen before proceeding with further edits. An error message will be displayed advising the second user that the 

assessment isn’t available to be updated as it’s locked for offline. 

14. In general, information that is entered onto the system is automatically saved when you move to a different 

screen. However, with the introduction of various 'wizard' functions, for example, you may instead be presented with a 

'save' option before moving to another screen. 

15. There is no one ‘optimum route’ to any process, and the route suggested by any DWP product isn’t the only 

path to any given screen or process. 

PIPCS Personal Independence Payment Computer  

System 

QR Quality Review 

RAF Return Assessment Function 



 

Additional References 

16. It is intended that this document will be used in conjunction with the other guidance made available by DWP 

including the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) Assessment Guide, and further Departmental guidance in areas 

such as Unacceptable Claimant Behaviour (UCB). 

17. PIPAT has been pre-built with the potential for 'ihelp' system functionality.  However this functionality is 

currently unavailable.  You may see the word 'help' or a question mark on screens.  When clicking on these options you 

will be presented with a message stating ‘Please note that no on-line help is available at this time’. 

18. Some of the options available in the selector windows are optional and some are mandatory. An asterisk (*), 

message/static message will display on screens where mandatory information is required.  

Error messages will display at point of submission when mandatory information has not been completed. 

Phrase Capture Tool 

19. You will record the details of how the claimant’s disability affects them by selecting options in static and variable 

selector windows and by using free-text fields. 

20. The Phrase Capture Tool (PCT) will capture these entries and define the phrase content. 

Free-text and Phrase character limits 

21. You will use free-text fields, if required, in addition to the static and variable selector windows. The free-text 

fields have limits on the number of and/ or valid characters which they can contain. The step/action tables in this 

guidance include a note of the limit for each free-text field.  

22. When the limit is exceeded PIPAT will display an error message that the character limit has been exceeded. 

When this happens you’ll need to edit the entry to reduce it before it can be saved.  Similarly during the consultation 

when entering free-text phrases the error message will only be displayed when the ‘save’ or ‘add’ action is selected.  It 

is therefore essential that new free-text entries are saved/added regularly before the character limit is exceeded. By 

regularly saving free-text sentences you will more effectively edit the text at the end by moving sentences around to 

create a more logical report. There is no limit to the number of standard or free-text phrases you can add during the 

consultation. 

23. Certain characters cannot be entered in the free-text field. When invalid characters are used PIPAT will display 

an error message ‘Please remove invalid characters in field (….) in the following context: (…)’ will display when the data 

is being saved or submitted. 

Spell-checker 

24. If you record any evidence in a ‘free-text’ field you’ll be required to perform a spell check as follows: 

Step Action 



 

1 on completion of each free text field, right click within the free-text field and click on ‘Spellex’ to display the 

‘Checking Spelling’ window 

2 the claimant’s NINO will always be identified as a potential spelling mistake, click ‘Ignore’ or ‘Ignore all’ if the 

NINO is repeated in this field 

3 • further spelling mistakes will be highlighted and suggestions for alternatives will be displayed upon a 

right click  

• select ‘Ignore, Ignore all’ if appropriate or select one of the alternatives by selecting ‘Change’  

4 click ‘Ok’ 

5 click ‘save’ 

PIPAT system time-out 

25. You must be aware that the session time-out is set to deploy after a period of 90 minutes.  

Furthermore, no warning is issued by PIPAT, audible or visual, that the session is about to time-out.  

Time-out will result in the loss of any unsaved data entered. 

26. The session time-out counter will reset every time the user clicks on a new tab, saves data in a modal or navigates 

between screens. You must note that if you spend more than 90 minutes in a free text screen without exiting the 

screen, you will be timed out, irrespective of any input to the screen within the time limit. It is important therefore 

that you save any data entered before moving away from your computer as the timer will continue to run. 

27. It should be noted that typing in a free-text box (without saving) won’t reset the time-out counter. If you’re typing 

in one of the 10,000 character free-text fields, for example, and exceeds the time-out limit, you will time-out and 

the data would be lost. 

28. You must save free-text data regularly in order to avoid time-out and loss of data. 

Dual lot access 

29. You can have access to multiple geographical lots and carry out assessments across these lots. You must 

contact your user admin to arrange this. 

Exclusions 

30. This product is a generic learning product relevant for APs; it has not been tailored to specific job roles within 

the AP’s organisation. Where the AP is referenced in the document, it will refer both to the organisation and individual 

roles. 



 

31. This product does not describe the AP’s processes in Personal Independence Payment Computer System 

(PIPCS) or the AP’s own clerical and system processes.  

Initial review and Data Capture  

Functions available on the AP Homepage 

1. You will be presented with one, or more of the following functions depending on your role: 

• Cases and Outcomes  

• Audit Plans  

• Case Audits  

Search for Claimant 

2. You will use the search functionality to confirm whether a claimant record exists before accessing an existing 

Assessment File. The search will normally be conducted using the claimant’s National Insurance Number (NINO) or 

Customer Reference Number (CRN). The NINO Search field isn’t case sensitive. The NINO format is two letters, six 

numbers and a final letter which is always A, B, C or D and can be entered in either upper or lower case. The CRN is a 

unique number issued by PIPCS which can be used to search for a claimant record where the claimant’s NINO isn’t 

available. 

How to search for a claimant 

3. To search for the claimant record: 

Step Action 

1 enter the claimant’s NINO or CRN in the field on the title bar of the  

Homepage 

2 select the search icon (the magnifying glass symbol to the right of the field) 

4. A search results page will appear showing: 

• Name  

• Integrated case  

• Assessment file  

• To view the Person Homepage, select the claimant’s name. The following fields will display:  

Personal Details for example. name, date of birth, NINO, requested name  

• Supporting Evidence for example, preferred language, appointee held and whether or not TI is claimed  

• Cases for example, integrated case reference number, start date and case status  

• Special Cautions Details (where Special Caution details exist they will be viewed by selecting the  

Special Cautions tab) - refer to 'Special Cautions' below  



 

5. If the search is unsuccessful, or if the user isn’t authorised to view the claimant record, error message ‘No items 

could be found that matched your reference number’ will display in the Search Results screen. 

6. If a technical problem, related to the interface, occurs error message ‘A technical error has been encountered. 

Please try again. If problems persist, please contact the Support team.’ will display. 

Special Cautions 

7. Where Special Cautions exist a small exclamation icon is displayed in the profile picture of the Person Homepage. 

Selecting this icon will display the Special Caution. 

8. Special Caution details are also displayed in the Special Cautions tab if a claimant record contains one or more of the 

Special Cautions listed below: 

• UCB under consideration  

• Potentially Violent  

• Partner Potentially Violent  

• Customer and Partner Potentially Violent  

• Other Member of Household Potentially Violent  

• Customer and Other Member of Household Potentially Violent  

• Partner and Other Member of Household Potentially Violent  

• Customer, Partner and Other Member of Household Potentially Violent  

• Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI)  

9. To view details of the Special Caution: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Special Cautions’ tab 

all Special Cautions entries will be listed in the Special Cautions pane 

2 select the toggle to the left of the Special Caution to display the Control Measures in place 

select the toggle again to hide the Control Measures 

  

View Assessment File 

10. When cases are referred to you, you must conduct an initial review to determine the appropriate way to 

proceed. The assessment file begins to be constructed at the point of referral, when claimant details are sent from 

PIPCS to PIPAT. The file will continue to be constructed throughout the PIP assessment process before being sent back 



 

to DWP. The Assessment File contains all the information held relating to the assessment referral. You will consider the 

evidence in the Assessment File to decide if: 

• Further Evidence (FE) is required, or  

• the assessment can be concluded on the basis of a paper based review, or  

• the case requires a consultation  

11. Warning message: ‘The assessment has been locked for offline processing’ will display in the assessment panel 

if a second user views an assessment when it is locked for offline. 

Viewing the Assessment File 

12. The Integrated Case contains the Assessment File, any supporting evidence and Supplementary Advice. The 

Integrated Case record, along with the Person record, is automatically created in PIPAT via data load from PIPCS. 

13. To view the Assessment File select ‘Integrated Case’ from the Search results page. 

14. The Integrated Case Home screen will display the following: 

• Case Details  

• Cases  

15. There are two instances of highlighted text that may display in the context panel of the Person Homepage: 

• Terminally Ill – when a claim has been made under SRTI  

• Deceased – when claimant has died  

16. To view a summary of the Assessment File, select ‘Assessment File’ in the Cases pane on the Integrated Case Home 

screen. 

17. The tabs available to navigate the Assessment File will vary depending on the status of the  

Assessment File, your role and the type of assessment for example, TI, Paper Based Review or  

Consultation. The available navigation options listed below are displayed as tabs on the Assessment File screen: 

• Home  

• Case Review  

• Consultation  

• Conditions  

• History  

• Observations  

• Opinion  

• Finalisation  



 

18. The Home tab of the Assessment File screen will display the following: 

• Case Details (a summary of the Assessment File)  

• Recent Transactions (a list of all recent actions taken on the claimant record)  

19. When a claim has been made under SRTI, the Assessment File Type will be pre-selected by PIPAT.  

This will display in the Recent Transactions pane as ‘Terminal Illness Assessment’ and cannot be edited. 

20. To view the Assessment File details, select the ‘Case Review’ tab. 

21. The Assessment File Details on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the Case Review tab will display the 

following: 

• Assessment File Type  

• Assessment File Details  

• Health Professionals (HPs)  

View Evidence 

22. This topic describes how you use PIPAT to view evidence relating to the claimant’s case. PIPAT will display the 

evidence in an Acrobat Reader window which pulls data from the Document Repository Service (DRS). 

Viewing Evidence 

23. To view the evidence: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Supporting Evidence’ from the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the Case Review tab 

the View Evidence pane will display documents held, including any previous Assessment Reports 

2 select the action icon alongside the relevant document: 

a drop-down menu will display: View Document Record Evidence Used 

3 select ‘View Document’ from the drop-down menu 

24. The document selected will display in a pop-up acrobat reader window. 

25. If DRS is unavailable error message ‘DRS unable to process request’ will display. 



 

26. If you receive verbal evidence and record it in PIPAT, this will then generate an Additional Evidence Form (AEF), 

which will be stored in DRS. You can view this evidence by navigating to the specified screen - refer to 'How to 

record evidence used held in DRS' below. 

Note: Any evidence considered, even if it is irrelevant, must be recorded as it will be included within the notification to 

the claimant. 

How to record evidence used held in DRS 

27. To record evidence used, for example telephone conversation to support the assessment: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Supporting Evidence’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of Case Review tab 

the List Evidence pane will display the following tabs: 

• View Evidence  

• Further Evidence Requested  

• Evidence Used  

2 the View Evidence tab will display documents held, select the action icon alongside the relevant document 

a drop-down menu will display: 

• View Document  

• Record Evidence Used  

3 select ‘Record Evidence Used’ 

the ‘Add Evidence Used’ window will display 

4 select the ‘Source’ from the drop-down list 

5 select the ‘Type’ from the drop-down list 

6 consider entering a description of the evidence used in the ‘Other Document Description’ freetext field for 

example PA form 

this is a mandatory field if the Source or Type field is blank 

this text field has a limit of 50 characters 



 

7 the ‘Evidence Date’ will be pre-populated with the current date 

if the evidence is dated on another date enter the date in the ‘Evidence Date’ field by typing it in or by selecting 

the calendar icon alongside the ‘Evidence Date’ field * 

8 enter details of the evidence used in the ‘Evidence Details’ free-text field 

this text field has a limit of 2048 characters 

9 select ‘Save’ 

Note: An error message: ’Please remove invalid characters in field {…..} in the following context {…..}’ will 

display if invalid characters have been used in the free-text field, when the Evidence Used is saved 

How to record evidence used not held in DRS 

28. To record evidence used, take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Supporting Evidence’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of Case Review tab 

the List Evidence pane will display the following tabs: 

• View Evidence  

• Further Evidence Requested  

• Evidence Used  

2 select ‘Record Evidence Used’ 

the ‘Add Evidence Used’ window will display 

3 select the ‘Source’ from the drop-down list 

4 select the ‘Type’ from the drop-down list 

5 consider entering a description of the evidence used in the ‘Other Document Description’ freetext field, for 

example DS1500 

this is a mandatory field if the Source or Type field is blank, this text field has a limit of 50 characters 



 

6 the ‘Evidence Date’ will be pre-populated with the current date - QUERY 

if the evidence is dated on another date enter the date in the ‘Evidence Date’ field by typing it in or by selecting 

the calendar icon alongside the ‘Evidence Date’ field * 

7 select the 'Paper Evidence? If so, check box and post urgently to DWP for scanning’ checkbox, if documentation 

is to be sent to DWP with the Assessment File 

Note: This checkbox should only be used when an AP is sending a paper copy of evidence used in an assessment 

to the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) to be scanned onto DRS. Ticking this box generates a wait event of five days for 

the evidence to be received, but if it is ticked in error then this would cause an unnecessary delay on the case 

8 enter details of the evidence used in the ‘Evidence Details’ free-text field 

this text field has a limit of 2048 characters 

9 select ‘Save’ 

Note: An error message: ’Please remove invalid characters in field {…..} in the following context {…..}’ will 

display if invalid characters have been used in the free-text field, when the Evidence Used is saved 

29. The Supporting Evidence summary screen will display. 

30. Evidence entered will be available to view in the ‘Record Evidence Used’ tab. 

Deleting details of the evidence used 

31. To  delete details of the evidence used as part of the assessment from the Evidence Used list: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Supporting Evidence’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of Case Review tab 

the List Evidence pane will display the following tabs: 

• View Evidence  

• Further Evidence Requested  

• Evidence Used  



 

2 select the ‘Evidence Used’ tab 

the Evidence Used tab will display details under the following headings: 

• Evidence Date  

• Evidence Document  

3 select the action icon to the right of the Evidence Document required 

a drop-down menu will display: 

• Edit  

• Delete  

4 select ‘Delete’ from the drop-down menu 

the Confirm Delete window will display: 

‘Are you sure you want to delete Evidence Used Details?’ 

5 select ‘Yes’ to confirm deletion 

the Evidence Used screen will display and the selected data row is deleted 

6 selecting ‘No’ will retain the Evidence Used details which can be viewed in the Record Evidence  

Used tab 

  

Changing details of the evidence used 

32. To change the selections from the drop-down options for evidence used in the Evidence Used list, select ‘Edit’ from 

the drop-down menu to display the Edit Evidence Used window. 

33. All previous evidence data is available to be edited. 

34. Consider which evidence data is to be changed and select the appropriate fields to edit: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Source’ from the drop-down list 

2 select the ‘Type’ from the drop-down list 



 

3 consider entering a description of the evidence used in the ‘Description (Other)’ free-text field 

this is a mandatory field if the Source or Type field is blank 

this text field has a limit of 50 characters 

4 the ‘Evidence Date’ will be pre-populated with the current date 

if the evidence is dated on another date enter the date in the ‘Evidence Date’ field by typing it in or by selecting 

the calendar icon alongside the ‘Evidence Date’ field * 

5 the remaining actions to edit evidence are the same as described in steps 8 and 9 of the 'How to record 

evidence used held in DRS' and in 'How to record evidence used not held in DRS'  

35. The Evidence Used tab will display Evidence details and Evidence document. To view free-text entered, select the 

toggle to the left of the Evidence Date. 

36. Selecting ‘Cancel’ will return the AP to the Supporting Evidence screen and the existing Evidence Used details 

won’t be updated. 

Determine Assessment File Type 

37. You may need to update the Assessment File Type when the initial review is completed or when evidence is 

received that impacts on the type of assessment required. 

38. When a claim has been made under SRTI the Assessment File Type and Justification will be set by the system and 

cannot be amended.  For these cases you won’t have the option to Determine Assessment File Type. 

39. When a claim is made under normal rules the Assessment File Type will default to Consultation and can be 

amended. 

40. For  cases where the claim hasn’t been made under SRTI the Assessment File Type options are: 

• Consultation – where you determine a consultation is required to assess the claimant  

• Paper Based Review – where you determine there is enough information to proceed  

• Terminal Illness (TI) – where a claim has been made under SRTI or you determine that SRTI apply  

Determining the Assessment File Type 

41. You will consider the evidence and determine: 

• the claimant is TI under the prescribed definition, or  

• that a paper based review can be conducted as there is sufficient evidence available, or  

• that a consultation is now required  



 

42. To input or change the Assessment File Type and enter the Justification for your decision, view the Assessment File 

summary. 

43. In the Case Review tab: 

Step Action 

1 select 'Assessment File Details' on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the screen 

the Type of Assessment File will display as either: 

• Consultation [Change] [as initially set by the system]  

• Terminal Illness [Change…]  

• Paper Based Review [Change…]  

Message: “Type of assessment must be selected and saved”, will be displayed to remind the user that the 

Type of Assessment File must be selected before the assessment file can be submitted. 

2 select the change hyperlink from list in step 1 above 

the Determine Assessment File Type window will display 

3 select the appropriate File Type option: 

 • Consultation  

• Paper based review  

• Terminal Illness  

4 ‘Justification for Decision’ in text field will be pre populated with ‘Assessment’ for all system set Consultations. 

If the File Type option is amended  the ‘Justification for Decision’ text field must be completed 

this text field has a limit of 10000 characters 

5 ‘Consideration/Writing-Up Time from the Hrs and Mns’ field will be pre populated with ’00:00’ for all system set 

Consultations. The Hrs and Mns drop-down must be changed as appropriate 

6 select the ‘I can confirm that there is no harmful information recorded other than in the ’Harmful Information’, 

with the possible exception of the claimant’s conditions’. Checkbox will be checked for all system set 

Consultations and must be re-checked if the assessment file type is changed 

7 select 'Save' 



 

44. The Assessment File Details screen will display the new Assessment File Type: 

• Consultation, or  

• Paper based review, or  

• Terminal Illness  

45. The Recent Transactions pane will update with the new Assessment File Type. You can view Recent Transactions by 

selecting the ‘Home’ tab. 

View Assessment Report 

46. You can view a read only version of the Assessment Report at any time. This report will include all of the data that 

has been input onto the Assessment File at that point in time. These includes viewing a report for an assessment that is 

on going but not yet complete or released to DWP. 

Viewing the Assessment Report 

47. To view the Assessment Report: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘ACTIONS’ button at the top right-hand side of the Assessment File screen 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘View Assessment Report’ from drop-down menu 

 a pop up window will display asking if you wish to open a read only Assessment  

Report 

3 select ‘Open’  view a read only Assessment Report 

the Assessment Report will open in an Adobe Acrobat window 

4 to close select ‘X’ at the top right-hand side of the window 

  

Recording a Request for Further Evidence 

48. PIPAT functionality enables you to add, edit or delete any requests you have made for FE.  Requests for further 

evidence are not included in the Assessment Report they are instead output on a Review File note (PA1), which is 

viewable by DWP in DRS. This functionality only notes that FE has been requested.  

Normal business rules to request FE must be followed. 

49. To record a request for FE: 



 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Supporting Evidence’ from the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the Case Review tab 

2 select the ‘Further Evidence Requested’ tab 

3 select  the star icon ‘Add Further Evidence Request…’ at the top right-hand side of the screen 

the Add Further Evidence Request window will display 

4 select the appropriate option from the drop-down list in the Type field *: 

• General Practitioner  

• Consultant  

• Community Psychiatric Nurse  

• Counsellor  

• Hospital Doctor  

• Occupational Therapist  

• Psychiatrist  

• Psychologist  

• Physiotherapist  

• Social Worker  

• Specialist Nurse  

• Teacher  

 • Other  

when ‘Other’ option is selected enter details of other document in the ‘Other Document Description’ field 

this text field has a limit of 400 characters 

5 complete the ‘Summary Justification’ text field with details of further information required * 

this text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

6 select Consideration/Writing-Up Time from the Hrs and Mns drop-down lists * 

7 select the ‘I can confirm there is no harmful information recorded other than in the ’Harmful  

Information section’, with the possible exception of the claimant’s conditions’ Checkbox * 



 

8 select ‘Save’ to record the request 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will disregard the data entered 

50. When all data has been correctly entered details of the FE request will display in the Further Evidence Requested 

tab. 

51. To view full details of the further information / evidence requested select the toggle next to the ‘Request Number’. 

Editing or deleting Further Evidence requests 

52. If FE already exists you will have the following options available: 

• Record further evidence details  

• Edit a request for further evidence  

• Delete a request for further evidence  

53. To edit a FE request take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the appropriate evidence request 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Edit’ 

the Edit Further Evidence Request window will display 

3 edit the fields as necessary 

4 select ‘Save’ to save changes made 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will disregard any changes made 

  

Deleting a Further Evidence request 

54. When you determine that a particular request for FE isn’t required delete the FE request as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the appropriate evidence request 

a drop-down menu will display 



 

2 select ‘Delete’ from the drop-down menu 

the Confirm Delete pop up window will display a question ‘Are you sure you want to delete Further  

Evidence Request Details?’ 

3 select ‘Yes’ to delete 

selecting ‘No’ will result in FE request not being deleted 

Harmful Information 

55. Harmful information is information which could have a detrimental effect on the claimant’s health, if it were 

disclosed. For example, evidence identified during the Assessment of a disorder that was not previously diagnosed, or 

a prognosis that the claimant isn’t aware of. 

56. Any Harmful Information identified should be recorded here. If the claimant’s conditions are deemed harmful 

they will be captured within the assessment and may appear in the body of the PA2, PA3, PA4 or PA6.  This is to ensure 

that no Harmful Information is inadvertently disclosed to the claimant. 

Capturing Conditions considered harmful 

57. If a condition is identified during the assessment and the claimant isn’t aware of that condition, you must 

capture and record here that the claimant isn’t aware of their condition and the assessment contains Harmful 

Information. 

58. The AP will record any Harmful Information for a claimant where that information was discovered during the 

assessment or within evidence they have viewed on DRS - refer to 'How to record evidence used held in DRS'. 

Recording Harmful Information 

59. To record Harmful Information: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘ACTIONS’ button at the top right-hand side of the Assessment File screen 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Record Harmful Information’ from the drop-down menu 

the Add Harmful Information window will display 



 

3 populate the Harmful Information text field * with details of the claimant’s harmful information including 

where in the document the harmful information can be found 

this text field has a limit of 10000 characters 

4 select ‘Save’ 

5 to view the recorded harmful information, select ‘Harmful Information’ from the navigation pane on the left-

hand side of the Case Review tab 

the Harmful Information summary screen will display the recorded information. The free-text entered can be 

viewed by using the toggle to the left 

  

Editing existing Harmful Information 

60. To edit Harmful Information: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Harmful Information’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of Case Review tab 

2 select the action icon alongside the Harmful Information which is to be edited 

a drop-down menu will display: 

• Edit  

• Delete  

3 select ‘Edit’ 

 the Edit Harmful Information window will display 

4 edit the details in the Harmful Information text field * 

this text field has a limit of 10000 characters 

5 select ‘Save’ to save changes made 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will disregard any changes made. 

The Harmful Information screen will display the revised information. 



 

  

Deleting existing Harmful Information 

61. To delete previous harmful information: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Harmful Information’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of Case Review tab 

2 select the action icon alongside the Harmful Information which is to be deleted 

a drop-down menu will display: 

• Edit  

• Delete  

3 select ‘Delete’ 

the Confirm Delete window will display: 

‘Are you sure you want to delete Harmful Information Details?’ 

4 select ‘Yes’ 

62. The Harmful Information screen will display. Harmful information will have been successfully deleted95. 

63. If you selected ‘No’ when prompted by the Confirm Delete window, the harmful information will be retained. 

64. If the previously harmful information is relevant in another area, place it where it is deemed to be appropriate. 

Conducting an Assessment 

1. There are three types of assessment which the AP can carry out: 

• Consultation - when the AP sees the claimant face-to-face to gather sufficient factual information to provide 

advice on all aspects of the case  

• Paper Based Review - when the AP is able to provide advice on all aspects of the case on the basis of the 

documentary evidence alone  

• Terminal Illness - when the AP assesses whether SRTI apply under the prescribed definition  

Consultation 

  



 

1. You must record the following information in PIPAT before recording finalisation details and submitting the 

Assessment File. This information can be input to the system in any order: 

• Consultation details  

• Conditions details  

• History details  

• Observation details  

• Opinion details  

Identification and Verification (ID&V) details 

2. When a claimant attends a consultation, you are required to check the claimant’s identity and record details of the 

ID&V documentation that was provided. The following roles can perform the ID&V check: 

• AP Clerical  

• AP Clerical QC  

• AP HP Trainee  

• HP Approved QC  

• AP HP Approved  

3. Guidance has been produced and issued to APs for the type of evidence or the documentation which can be 

accepted in order to perform the ID&V check. 

4. ID&V documentation is only required for consultations and although the check needs to be done prior to 

commencement of the consultation the AP can record this information on PIPAT at any point prior to the 

assessment file being submitted for approval. 

5. You can add, edit and delete details of the ID&V documentation used by a claimant at any point prior to the 

assessment file being submitted for approval. 

6. PIPAT will only display option to add ID&V details when they do not already exist against an  

Assessment File. If ID&V details have already been added then PIPAT will display option to edit or delete instead. 

Adding ID&V details 

7. The option to add ID&V details will only be available if the Assessment File Type is ‘Consultation’. 

8. Once you are satisfied that the claimant has provided sufficient and appropriate identification evidence: 

Step Action 



 

1 Select ‘ID&V’ from the navigation pane on the left hand side of the case review tab or from the actions menu on 

the right hand side of the screen 

Message – ‘ID&V details must be added and saved’ will be displayed to remind the user that the information 

must be added before the assessment file can be submitted 

2 Select the ‘Add ID&V Details’ star icon on the top right hand side of the ID&V screen. 

The Add ID&V details window will display. 

3 Enter details for the following: 

• Document Type (select from drop-down list) *  

• Other Document Description (for example Passport)  

• Reference Number (for example Passport Number) this field has a limit of 20 characters  

If the document used to verify the claimant’s identity isn’t on the Document Type drop-down list, use the 

‘Other – Please Specify’ option and add a description of the document in the Other Document Description field, 

this field has a limit of 50 characters. 

4 Select ‘Save’ to save. 

If you select ‘Cancel’ you will disregard changes made. 

The ID&V screen will display. 

Editing ID&V details 

9. The option to edit ID&V details will only be available if the details have already been added and the assessment file 

has not been submitted for approval. 

10. To edit ID&V details: 

Step Action 

1 Select the action icon to the right of the Document Type in the ID&V screen. 

A drop-down menu will display: 

• Edit  

• Delete  



 

2 Select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu. 

The Edit ID&V Details window will display. 

3 Edit details for the following: 

• Document Type (select from drop-down list)*  

• Other Document Description (for example Passport)  

• Reference Number (for example Passport Number)  

4 Select ‘Save’ to save. 

If you select ‘cancel’ you will disregard changes made. 

The ID&V screen will display. 

Deleting ID&V details 

11. The option to delete ID&V details will only be available if the details have already been added and the assessment 

file has not been submitted for approval. 

12. To delete ID&V details: 

Step Action 

1 Select the action icon to the right of the Document Type in the ID&V screen. 

A drop-down menu will display: 

• Edit  

• Delete  

2 Select ‘Delete’ from the drop-down menu. 

The Confirm Delete window will display ‘Are you sure you want to delete ID&V  

Details?’ 

3 Select ‘Yes.’ 

The relevant information will be deleted and the AP will return to the ID&V screen. 

13. If you decide not to delete the ID&V Details and select ‘No’ when presented with the Confirm Delete window, the 

information will be retained and you will be returned to the ID&V screen. 



 

Capture Consultation Time 

14. The timer is an optional feature that can only be started and stopped once per assessment. 

15. When the timer feature is used the time recorded cannot be edited. You are required to manually insert actual 

time taken when finalising the assessment file if the timer feature isn’t used. 

16. Consultation time is captured for Management Information (MI) purposes only. 

17. The Start Timer star icon is only available when the claimant’s Assessment File has been accessed and when the AP 

is in one of the following tabs: 

• Consultation  

• Conditions  

• History  

• Observations  

18. The “Timer not started” prompt will display at the top of the screen prior to you starting the timer. 

19. To start the timer: 

Step Action 

1 Select the action icon at the right-hand side of the Conditions/History/observation tab. 

A drop-down menu will display. 

2 Select ‘Start Timer’ from the drop-down menu. 

The following message will display at the top of the screen: 

‘Consultation started on [date] at [time]’ 

20. When the consultation is completed stop the timer by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 Select the action icon at the right-hand side of the Conditions/History/Observation tab. 

A drop-down menu will display. 



 

2 Select ‘Stop Timer’ from the drop-down menu 

The message at the top of the screen will update to: 

‘Consultation completed on [date] at [time]’ 

Capture claimant consent 

21. You will record or update the claimant’s Consultation Consent details when carrying out a face to face 

Consultation. 

22. You must capture: 

• whether the purpose and nature of the consultation has been clearly explained to the claimant  

• whether the claimant has provided permission to carry out any necessary examination during the consultation  

23. To record or update Claimant Consent details: 

Step Action 

1 Select the ‘Consultation’ tab in the Assessment File screen. 

2 Select the Action button ‘Add Details’ alongside Consultation Details on the right-hand side of the Consultation 

tab. 

The Assessment Purpose Wizard window will display with the ‘1 Assessment Purpose’ option as default details 

to be captured: 

‘Has the purpose and nature of the consultation been clearly explained to the claimant?’ 

3 Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ as appropriate. 

4 Select ‘Save & Next’ saves the data and proceed to the ‘2 Claimant Consent’ wizard. 

Select ‘Save & Exit’ saves the data and closes the wizard. 

Select ‘Save & Back’ saves the data and takes you back to Assessment Purpose. 

If you select ‘Cancel’ you will close the wizard without any changes made. 

Note: An error message: ‘A value must be entered to confirm whether the purpose and nature of the 

consultation has been clearly explained to the claimant’ 



 

5 Select ‘2 Claimant Consent’ will display the Claimant Consent Wizard: 

‘Has consent to carry out any necessary examination been obtained from the claimant?’ 

Note: The Claimant Consent Wizard will also display when selecting ‘Save & Next’ in the  

Assessment Purpose Wizard 

Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ as appropriate. 

 Select Save & Back saves the data and proceeds back to the previous descriptor wizard page. 

Select ‘Save & Exit’ saves the data and closes the wizard. 

If you select ‘Cancel’ you will close the wizard without any changes made. 

Note: An error message: ‘A value must be entered to confirm whether the claimant has provided consent to 

carry out any necessary examination’ 

Editing the Assessment Purpose or Claimant Consent 

24. To edit the Assessment Purpose or Claimant Consent: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the ‘The purpose and nature of the consultation and The Consent to carry out 

any necessary examination’ 

a drop-down menu will display: 

• Edit Assessment Purpose  

• Edit Claimant Consent  

2 • select ‘Edit Assessment Purpose’ will display the Edit Assessment Purpose window: ‘Has the purpose 

and nature of the consultation been clearly explained to the claimant?’ 

select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ as appropriate 

select ‘Save’ saves the data and closes the window 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will close the window without any changes made 



 

3 select ‘Edit Claimant Consent’ will display the Edit Claimant Consent’ window: 

‘Has consent to carry out any necessary examination been obtained from the claimant?’ 

select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ as appropriate 

select ‘Save’ saves the data and closes the window 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will close the window without any changes made 

Capture Conditions 

25. You can record or update the claimant’s health conditions when  you are: 

• capturing TI Details  

• capturing Paper Based Review Details  

• capturing Consultation Details  

• capturing Supplementary Advice  

26. If a condition is identified during the assessment and the claimant isn’t aware of that condition, you must capture 

and record in the H 

27. The AP will record or update health condition details as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Conditions’ tab in the Assessment File screen 

2 select the action icon alongside Capture Conditions on the right-hand side of the Conditions tab 

a drop-down menu will display 

3 select ‘Add Conditions’ from the drop-down menu 

the Capture Conditions Selector window will display 

all conditions affecting the claimant must be recorded 

Message: All conditions affecting the claimant must be recorded. The Primary condition must be entered first. 

4 the following 2 methods can be used to search for a medical condition 

Method 1 for Quick Search medical condition 



 

5 select the magnifying glass icon along side the ‘Search for a Condition’ field 

the Medical Condition Search window will display 

6 type in a minimum of first four letters of the required medical condition in the ‘Condition Name’ field 

select Search 

a list of matching Search Results will display 

7 select the required medical condition from the results list by clicking on ‘Select’ under Action 

the selected medical condition will be populated under the: 

• Condition Category  

 

 • Condition Subcategory  

• Condition  

in the Capture Condition Selector window 

8 select Reset 

will clear the previous search entered in the Condition Name field and a new medical search can be entered 

9 if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Capture Condition Selector window without making any changes 

Note: Any previously saved conditions won’t be removed. 

10 following the action at step 7, the Capture Condition Selector window will display the selected medical condition 

select ‘Save & New’ if there are further conditions to record 

otherwise select ‘Save’ 

the Conditions tab will display the Capture Conditions: 

• Category  

• Subcategory  

• Condition  

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Conditions tab 

Method 2 for Searching the medical condition 



 

11 select: 

the Condition Category from the drop-down list * 

the Condition Subcategory from the drop-down list * 

the Condition from the drop-down list * 

12 select ‘Save & New’ if there are further conditions to record, 

otherwise select ‘Save’ 

the Conditions tab will display the Capture Conditions: 

• Category  

 • Subcategory  

• Condition  

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Conditions tab 

Deleting Condition details 

28. To delete condition details: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the appropriate Condition listed in the Capture Conditions pane on the 

Conditions tab 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘delete’ from the drop-down menu 

a confirmation screen displays asking the user to confirm whether they want to delete the condition. If 

selected, the condition will be removed from the list 

Capture Condition History details 

29. The bulk of the PIP Assessment Report will be compiled by using the functions that capture History details. 

Generally, History data will be entered during the consultation in the presence of the claimant. To support this, the 

History screens can be accessed in any order. 

Capturing the claimant’s Condition History details 

30. To capture the claimant’s condition history details: 



 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘History’ tab in the Assessment File screen 

the History tab will display: 

• A History navigation pane on the left-hand side displaying a list of Phrase  

Categories  

• Phrases pane  

• Narrative pane  

31. You must select a phrase name for each phrase category by taking the action below: 

Step Action 

1 the History navigation pane will display the following list of Phrase Categories: 

 



 

 

• History of Conditions*  

• Current medication*  

• Current treatment*  

• Social & occupational history*  

• Functional history*:  

FH Variability 

FH Preparing food 

FH Taking Nutrition 

FH Managing therapy or monitoring a health condition 

FH Washing and bathing 

FH Managing toilet needs or incontinence 

FH Dressing and undressing 

FH Communicating verbally 

FH Reading and understanding signs, symbols and words 

FH Engaging with others face to face 

FH Making budgeting decisions 

FH Planning and following journeys 

FH Moving around 

FH Other relevant functional history (free-text field) 

Message: “At least one phrase from each of the top four phrase categories must be selected and saved”, will 

be displayed to remind the user that at least one phrase from the Phrase Categories list must be selected 

before the assessment file can be submitted. 

Message: “At least one phrase from the Functional History categories must be selected and saved”, will be 

displayed to remind the user that at least one phrase from the Functional history list must be selected before 

the assessment file can be submitted. 

Note: Some of the above phrase categories have an expanded list which can be viewed by  



 

 

 selecting ‘+’ 

2 select a Phrase Category to display an expanded list of phrase subcategories: 

for example, selecting ‘History of Conditions’ will display the following expanded list of phrase subcategories 

below: 

• Neurology  

• Cancer  

• Gynaecological  

• Cardiorespiratory  

• Endocrine  

• Haematology  

• Musculoskeletal  

• Mental Health  

• Dermatological  

• Gastroenterology  

• Immunology  

• Sensory  

• Urogenital  

this isn’t an exhaustive list and is subject to change; 

Note: Some of the above phrase categories have an expanded list which can be viewed by selecting ‘+’ 

3 selecting one of these phrase subcategories will display a list of phrase names in the Phrases pane 

for example, selecting ‘Musculoskeletal’ will display the following list of Phrase Names: 

• Condition Symptoms  

• No Variability  

• Variability  

• Progress  

• Treatment  

• No Admissions  

this isn’t an exhaustive list and is subject to change 



 

4 select the action icon next to the phrase name that you wish to select 

a drop-down menu will display 

5 select ‘Add’ from the drop-down menu 

 depending on the subcategory selected, PIPAT will either present a: 

• a static phrase that will be added to the narrative pane or  

• a variable selector window containing options for the AP to select from - refer to  

'Completing a variable phrase when gathering History details' below  

6 repeat steps 2-5 for each Phrase Category listed in step 1 

7 select the relevant sub category and/or complete the free-text field under the Functional history phrase as 

appropriate 

Completing a variable phrase when gathering History details 

32. To complete a variable phrase: 

Step Action 

1 select the appropriate options provided within the variable phrases window 

2 use the free-text field when capturing ‘Other’ options 

3 select ‘Save and Exit’ 

33. The complete variable phrase will display in the Narrative pane. 

Adding 'free-text' when gathering History details 

34. There is a facility to ‘Add Free Text’ to expand upon information in selected phrases and for when not all outcomes 

are covered by the variable or static phrases. 

35. To add 'free-text': 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon at the top right-hand side of the History tab 

a drop-down menu will display 



 

2 select ‘Add Free Text’ from the drop-down menu 

the Free Text Entry window will display 

3 enter the free-text in the Free Text Phrase field 

this text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

4 select ‘Save and Exit’ 

36. The free-text will display in the Narrative pane of the History tab. 

Editing, deleting or moving phrases 

37. Phrases can be re-ordered, removed and edited on the Narrative pane. 

38. To edit, delete or move phrases: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon to the right of the phrase 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select the appropriate option from the drop-down menu: 

• Edit  

• Remove  

• Move Up  

• Move Down  

39. To change the order of the phrases, select Move Up or Move Down. 

40. If Edit is selected, take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 amend the chosen option(s) in the Comment free-text field to reflect the revised phrase 

2 select ‘Save’ 

41. Phrases cannot be edited by adding free-text to the phrase or deleting parts of the phrase. 

42. If Remove is selected, the phrase will be removed from the Narrative pane. 

Capture and record Observation details 



 

43. Your observations will be recorded under the following Phrase Categories (this isn’t an exhaustive list and is 

subject to change): 

• General Appearance  

• Mental state  

• Visual Acuity  

• Speech  

• Hearing  

• Cardiovascular / Respiratory system  

• Musculoskeletal system  

• Central nervous system  

• Other systems  

• Informal observations  

44. In most scenarios the data will be entered after the consultation. 

Adding values when recording Observations 

45. To record your observations: 

Step Action 



 

1 select the ‘Observations’ tab in the Assessment File screen 

the Observations pane will display a Phrase Categories list: 

• General appearance  

• Mental state  

• Visual Acuity  

• Speech  

• Hearing  

• Cardiovascular / Respiratory system  

• Musculoskeletal system  

• Central nervous system  

• Other systems  

• Informal observations  

Note: Some of the above phrase categories have an expanded list which can be viewed by selecting ‘+’ 

this isn’t an exhaustive list and is subject to change 

Message: “At least 1 phrase from the 10 phrase categories must be selected and saved”, will be displayed to 

remind the user that at least one phrase from the Phrase Categories list must be selected before the 

assessment file can be submitted. 

2 select a phrase category 

a list of Phrase Name definitions will display in the Phrases pane, for example the Phrase Names for Visual 

Acuity are: 



 

 • Sight no problem  

• Sight difficulty  

• Sight unable  

• Snellen distance vision  

• Snellen near vision  

• Wore glasses for test  

• Forgot glasses  

• Wears glasses distance only  

• Glasses reading only  

• Does not wear glasses  

• Visual aids benefit  

• Navigate  

this isn’t an exhaustive list and is subject to change 

3 select the action icon alongside the selected Phrase Name definition 

a drop-down menu will display 

4 select ‘Add’ from the drop-down menu 

a window will display with options 

5 select the phrase details option as appropriate 

6 select ‘Save & Exit’ 

46. The complete variable phrase, based on the above selections, will display in the Narrative pane. 

Adding 'free-text' when recording Observations 

47. When capturing your observations in the Variable Selector window, you can expand upon information in selected 

phrases and add information when the available options do not apply to the claimant. 

48. To add free-text to your observations: 

Step Action 

1 select the Observations tab in the Assessment File screen 

2 select the action icon at the top right-hand side of the Observations tab 

a drop-down menu will display 



 

3 select ‘Add Free Text’ 

 the Free Text Entry window will display 

4 add free-text into the ‘Free Text Phrase’ field* as appropriate 

This text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

Note: An error message ‘The phrase {phrase name} field is too large. Please reduce text by {NN} and try again’ 

appears. Close the message and edit the text’ 

5 select ‘Save & Exit’ 

Note: An error message: ’Please remove invalid characters in field {…..} in the following context  

{…..}’ will display if invalid characters have been used in the free-text field, when the file is submitted 

Note: An error message “Unable to Un-marshal the data. The error message is 'Parsing Error: Character 

Reference "is an invalid XML Character. Line: 1 column: 567.’ You must delete all text and re-type straight into 

the Free Text Phrase field 

49. The free-text phrase, based on the above entry, will display in the Narrative pane. 

Capture and record Opinion details 

Recording Opinion details for Daily Living Activities 

50. You will record your opinion of the descriptor that applies based on the evidence available in each of the Daily 

Living Activities, by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Opinion’ tab in the Assessment File screen 

the Daily Living Activities screen will display showing the Daily Living Descriptors and Daily Living Conditional 

Advice panes 

Message: “All Descriptors and conditional advice must be captured”, will be displayed to remind you that 

details of all the Daily Living Activities must be captured before the assessment file can be submitted. 

2 select the Descriptor Wizard star icon at the top right-hand side of the tab 

51. The Daily Living Descriptor Wizard window will display the Daily Living Activities as follows. You will be guided 

through these activities in the order they appear: 

1. Food – Food Preparation Descriptor 



 

2. Nutri - Nutrition Descriptor 

3. Therapy –Therapy Descriptor 

4. Wash - Washing & Bathing Descriptor 

5. Toilet - Descriptor 

6. Dress - Dressing Descriptor 

7. Comm - Communicating Descriptor 

8. Read   Reading Descriptor 

9. Engag - Engaging Descriptor 

10. Budget - Budgeting Descriptor 

52. Recording each of the activities is mandatory and must be completed.  If any of the activities are missed error 

message ‘Daily Living – (descriptor) must be entered’ will display when an attempt is made to submit the 

assessment file. 

53. All daily living activities will display. Select the appropriate descriptor by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the appropriate Descriptor from the list 

2 select the ‘Claimant did not report significant functional problems with this activity in their questionnaire or at 

consultation and there was not evidence to suggest otherwise’ Checkbox and/ or complete the Justification for 

descriptor choice free-text field 

this text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

Note: The ‘Justification for descriptor choice’ free-text field must be completed if the ‘Checkbox’ isn’t selected. 

You must select the Checkbox or free-text field otherwise the following error message will be displayed: 

‘You must confirm that “Claimant did not report significant functional problems”, or enter a “Justification for 

descriptor choice”’ 

For each activity one Daily Living Descriptor must be captured and either or both the functional problems with 

activity check box / Justification for descriptor choice must be captured 



 

3 select ‘Save & Next’ will save the data and proceed to the next descriptor wizard window. Repeat steps 1 – 2 for 

the remaining 9 Daily Living Descriptors 

select ‘Save & Back’ will save the data and proceed back to the previous descriptor wizard window 

 select ‘Save & Finish’ will save the data and close the wizard window i.e. when completing the final Daily Living 

Descriptor (10 Budget) 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Assessment File screen. No data will be saved (this includes any data 

entered in previous screens) 

54. The Daily Living Descriptors pane will display the selected Descriptor Value alongside the Descriptor 

Questionnaires. If a descriptor has not been answered a value of ‘No Descriptor Selected’ will display. 

Selecting Daily Living Conditional Advice values 

55. Below the Daily Living Descriptors pane, the Daily Living Conditional Advice pane will display the following Advice 

Questionnaires: 

• How long have functional restrictions been present?  

• How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?  

56. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ by 

taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Daily Living Conditional Advice window will display the following: 

The functional restriction affecting the daily living activities identified in this report is likely to have been present 

for: 

• At least 3 months  

• Less than 3 months  

• Not applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 



 

4 select ‘Save’ 

57. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?’ by 

taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions  

 likely to remain?’ 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Daily Living Conditional Advice window will display the following: 

The functional restriction affecting the daily living activities identified in this report is likely to remain for: 

• At least 9 months  

• Less than 9 months  

• Not Applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 

4 select ‘Save’ 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Daily Living Activities screen and the details entered in steps 1 – 3 

won’t be recorded 

58. The Daily Living Conditional Advice pane will display the selected Advice Value alongside the Advice 

Questionnaires. Where a value has not been selected “No Advice Selected” will display. 

Recording Opinion details for Mobility Activities 

59. Record your opinion of the descriptor that applies based on the evidence available  in each of the Mobility 

Activities by taking the following action: 

Step Action 



 

1 select ‘Mobility Activities’ on the navigational pane on the left-hand side of the Opinion tab 

the Mobility Activities screen will display the Mobility Descriptors and Mobility Conditional Advice panes 

Message: “All Descriptors and conditional advice must be captured”, will be displayed to remind the user that 

details of all the Mobility Activities must be captured before the assessment file can be submitted 

2 select the Descriptor Wizard star icon at the top right-hand side of the tab 

the Mobility Descriptor Wizard window will display the following Mobility Activities: 

• Journey  

• Moving  

3 select the appropriate descriptor from the list 

For each activity one Mobility Descriptor must be captured and either or both the functional problems with 

activity check box / Justification for descriptor choice must be captured 

4 select the ‘Claimant did not report significant functional problems with this activity in their questionnaire or at 

consultation and there was no evidence to suggest otherwise’ Checkbox and/or complete the Justification for 

descriptor choice free-text field 

this text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

Note: The ‘Justification for descriptor choice’ free-text field must be completed if the ‘Checkbox’ isn’t selected. 

You must select the Checkbox or free-text field otherwise the following error message will be displayed: 

‘You must confirm that “Claimant did not report significant functional problems”, or enter a “Justification for 

descriptor choice”’ 

5 select ‘Save & Next’ 

the next activity, Moving, will display in the Mobility Descriptor Wizard window 

6 select the appropriate descriptor for the Moving Descriptor 

then take action as per Step 4 



 

7 select ‘Save & Next’ will save the data and proceed to the next Mobility Descriptor Wizard window 

select ‘Save & Back’ will save the data and proceed back to the previous Mobility Descriptor Wizard window 

select ‘Save & Finish’ will save the data and close the Mobility Descriptor Wizard window 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Assessment File screen. No data will be saved (this includes any data 

entered in previous screens) 

60. The Mobility Descriptors pane will display the selected Descriptor Value alongside the Descriptor Questionnaires. 

Where a value has not been selected ‘No Descriptor Selected’ will display. 

Selecting Mobility Conditional Advice values 

61. Below the Mobility Descriptors pane, the Mobility Conditional Advice pane will display the following Advice 

Questionnaires: 

• How long have functional restrictions been present?  

• How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?  

62. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ by 

taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Mobility Conditional Advice window will display the following: 

The functional restriction affecting the mobility activities identified in this report is likely to have been present 

for: 

• At least 3 months  

• Less than 3 months  

• Not Applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 

4 select ‘Save’ 

63. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?’ by 

taking the following action: 



 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?’ 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Mobility Conditional Advice window will display 

The functional restriction affecting the mobility activities identified in this report is likely to remain for: 

• At least 9 months  

• Less than 9 months  

• Not Applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 

4 select ‘Save’ 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Mobility Activities screen and the details entered in steps 1 – 3 won’t 

be recorded 

64. The Mobility Conditional Advice pane will display the selected Advice Value alongside the Advice 

Questionnaires. Where a value hasn’t been selected “No Advice Selected” will display. 

Completing the Opinion Summary 

65. To record your opinion summary of the claimant’s prognosis and the justification for your summary take the 

following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Opinion Summary’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the Opinion tab 

the Opinion Summary Details pane will display 

Message: “All fields must be completed”, will be displayed to remind the user that all the fields in the Opinion 

Summary Wizard must be completed before the assessment file can be submitted. 



 

2 select the Opinion Details Wizard star icon at the top right-hand side of the tab 

the Opinion Summary Wizard window will display: 

• Prognosis  

• Additional Information  

3 record the prognosis in - 1 Prognosis by completing the following: 

• Review not required / Review period  

• Justification for Review Period Choice (free-text field)  

• Functional Restrictions at Review  

• Additional Support Required for Future Claims  

• The claimant’s Primary Condition is likely to be:  

insert medical condition, searched for as follows: 

• Method 1  

 i. select the magnifying glass icon along side the ‘Search for a condition’ field to display the  

Medical Condition Search window ii. type in a minimum of first four letters of the required 

medical condition in the ‘Condition  



 

 Name’ field and select ‘search’ to display a list of matching search results iii. select the required 

medical condition from the results list by clicking on ‘Select’ under ‘Action’, the selected medical 

condition will be populated under:  

a. Condition Category  

b. Condition Subcategory  

c. Condition  

in the Capture Condition Selector window 

i. select ‘Reset’ to clear the previous search entered in the Condition Name field and a new medical 

search can be entered  

ii. if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Capture Condition Selector window without making any 

changes  

iii. select ‘save’  

• Method 2 for Searching the medical condition: select: 

i. the Condition Category from the drop-down list * ii.

 the Condition Subcategory from the drop-down list * iii. the 

Condition from the drop-down list *  

iv. ‘Save & New’ if there are further conditions to record v. 

otherwise select ‘Save’  

the Conditions tab will display the Capture Conditions: 

 Category  

 Subcategory  

 Condition  

 i. if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Conditions tab  

• Terminal Illness Advice Details  

Select the following ‘Terminal Illness Advice Details’ as appropriate: 

i. In my opinion, the claimant isn’t terminally ill under the prescribed definition or ii. In my 

opinion, the claimant is terminally ill under the prescribed definition and I have indicated the 

relevant mobility descriptors below  

Note: The user should ensure that the category, sub category and condition details selected are consistent with 

those selected/populated in the conditions section of PIPAT 



 

 select ‘Next’; 

the Opinion Summary Wizard window will display - 2 Additional Information 

4 add optional Additional Info in the Additional Information free-text field; For example, if more than one 

Additional Attendee is present, this information must be captured here 

this text field has a limit of 10000 characters 

5 select ‘Finish’ will save the data and return to the Opinion Summary Details window 

select ‘Back’ won’t save any data entered and return to the previous window 

if you select ‘Cancel’ or Close icon (‘X’) you won’t save any data entered in the wizard and you will return to the 

Opinion Summary Details window 

66. The Opinion Summary Details pane will display the recorded prognosis. 

67.To view the Additional Info text, select the toggle on the right-hand side of the Opinion Summary Details pane. 

Editing the Opinion Summary details 

68. Edit the Opinion Summary details as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Opinion Summary’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the Opinion tab 

2 select the action icon alongside the Opinion Summary Details 

3 a drop down menu will display: 

• Edit Prognosis  

• Edit Additional Information  

4 select ‘Edit Prognosis’ will display the ‘Edit Opinion Summary Prognosis’ window 

amend and update details/fields as necessary 

5 select ‘Save’ will save the data and the Opinion Summary Details window will be updated if you select ‘Cancel’ 

or Close icon (‘X’)  you won’t save any data entered and you will return to the  

Opinion Summary Details window 

6 select ‘Edit Additional Information’ will display the ‘Edit Opinion Summary Additional Information’ window 



 

 update or amend the Additional Information in the free-text field as appropriate 

7 select ‘Save’ will save the data and the Opinion Summary Details window will be updated 

if you select ‘Cancel’ or Close icon (‘X’) you won’t save any data entered and you will return to the  

Opinion Summary Details window 

Finalisation 

69. Finalisation consists of: 

• Assessment Sign Off Details  

• Consultation Summary Details  

• Consultation Wrap Up Details  

70. Finalisation of the assessment file cannot be completed without these. 

Finalising Assessment File 

71. To finalise the Assessment File: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Finalisation’ tab 

the Finalisation tab will display: 

• Supporting Evidence Sent to DWP  

• Assessment Sign Off Details  

• Consultation Summary Details  

2 select the Consultation Summary star icon at the top right-hand side of the tab 

the Consultation Summary Details window will display 

Message: “Complete and save all fields. Except Attendee details only when applicable”, will be displayed to 

remind you that all the fields in the Consultation Summary Details screen, except Attendee details when 

applicable, must be completed before the assessment file can be submitted 



 

3 enter the following details as appropriate: 

• Date of Consultation  

• Name of Professional (this defaults to the current user but can be overwritten)  

• Place of Consultation (this is a drop-down list, with values of Assessment Centre or Domiciliary Visit)  

 • Additional Attendee Name (mandatory if an appointee is held)  

• Additional Attendee Relationship (mandatory if an appointee is held)  

• Note - If more than one Additional Attendee is present, this information must be captured in Opinion 

Summary, Additional Information  

• Actual Time (mandatory if recorded consultation time not available)  

• Consideration / Writing Up Time (recorded time will be displayed if the timer has been executed)  

4 select the ‘I can confirm that there is no harmful information recorded other than in the ‘Harmful Information 

section’ with the possible exception of the claimant’s conditions’ Checkbox to confirm that harmful information 

has been recorded if any exists. If harmful information has been captured within the assessment you must still 

select the Checkbox. 

See: Harmful Information 

5 select ‘Save’ 

the Finalisation summary screen will display the following: 

• Supporting Evidence Sent to DWP  

• Assessment Sign Off Details  

• Consultation Summary Details  

72. To view Consultation Summary Details in full select the toggle on the left-hand side of the pane. 

73. To view Timing details in full select the Timings tab in the Consultation Summary Details pane. 

Submitting the Assessment file 

74. Take action as detailed in  Submit Assessment File . 

  

Paper Based Review (PBR) 

1. This topic describes how the AP will record Conditions details, Opinion details and Finalisation details for a 

paper based review assessment. 



 

2. Where the Assessment File Type is Paper Based Review the Assessment File screen won’t display the following 

tabs: 

• History  

• Observations  

• Consultation  

3. The Identification & Verification details (ID&V) option in the Case Review tab won’t be available for paper 

based review assessments as the claimant isn’t attending a consultation. 

Recording Conditions details 

4. Record conditions details for a paper based review assessment as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Conditions’ tab in the Assessment File screen 

2 select the action icon alongside Capture Conditions on the right-hand side of the Conditions tab 

a drop-down menu will display 

3 select ‘Add Conditions’ from the drop-down menu 

the Capture Conditions Selector window will display 

4 the following 2 methods can be used to search for medical conditions 

Method 1 for Quick Search medical condition 

5 select the magnifying glass icon along side the ‘Search for a Condition’ field 

the Medical Condition Search window will display 

6 type in a minimum of first four letters of the required medical condition in the ‘Condition Name’ field 

select Search 

a list of matching Search Results will display 

7 select the required medical condition from the results list by clicking on ‘Select’ under Action 

 



 

 

the selected medical condition will be populated under the: 

• Condition Category  

• Condition Subcategory  

• Condition  

in the Capture Condition Selector window 

8 select Reset 

will clear the previous search entered in the Condition Name field and a new medical search can be entered 

9 if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Capture Condition Selector window without making any changes 

Note: Any previously saved conditions won’t be removed 

10 following the action at step 7, the Capture Condition Selector window will display the selected medical condition 

select ‘Save & New’ if there are further conditions to record, 

otherwise select ‘Save’ 

the Conditions tab will display the Capture Conditions: 

• Category  

• Subcategory  

• Condition  

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Conditions tab 

Method 2 for Searching the medical condition 

11 select: 

• the Condition Category from the drop-down list *  

• the Condition Subcategory from the drop-down list *  

• the Condition from the drop-down list *  

12 select ‘Save & New’ if there are further conditions to record, 

otherwise select ‘Save’ 



 

 the Conditions tab will display the Capture Conditions: 

• Category  

• Subcategory  

• Condition  

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Conditions tab 

  

Recording Opinion details for Daily Living Activities 

5. Record your opinion of the descriptor that applies based on the evidence available,  in each of the Daily Living 

Activities, by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Opinion’ tab in the Assessment File screen 

the Daily Living Activities screen will display showing the Daily Living Descriptors and Daily Living  

Conditional Advice panes 

2 select the Descriptor Wizard star icon at the top right-hand side of the tab 

  

6. The Daily Living Descriptor Wizard window will display the Daily Living Activities as follows (the full meaning of 

the abbreviated headings are in brackets). You will be guided through these activities in the order they appear: 

1. Food – Food Preparation Descriptor 

2. Nutri - Nutrition Descriptor 

3. Therapy –Therapy Descriptor 

4. Wash - Washing & Bathing Descriptor 

5. Toilet - Descriptor 

6. Dress - Dressing Descriptor 

7. Comm - Communicating Descriptor 

8. Read - Reading Descriptor 

9. Engag - Engaging Descriptor 



 

10. Budget - Budgeting Descriptor 

7. Recording each of the activities is mandatory and must be completed.  If any of the activities are missed error 

message ‘Daily Living (descriptor) must be entered’ will display when an attempt is made to submit the assessment file. 

8. All Daily Living Activities will display. Select the appropriate descriptor for the Activity by taking the following 

action: 

Step Action 

1 select the appropriate descriptor from the list 

2 select the ‘Claimant did not report significant functional problems with this activity’ Checkbox and/or complete 

the Justification for descriptor choice free-text field 

this text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

Note: The ‘Justification for descriptor choice’ free-text field must be completed if the ‘Checkbox’ isn’t selected. 

You must select the Checkbox or free-text field otherwise the following error message will be displayed: 

‘You must confirm that “Claimant did not report significant functional problems”, or enter a “Justification for 

descriptor choice”’ 

3 select ‘Next’ to go to the next activity 

          

9. The next activity, Nutrition, will then display. Repeat the above process for all ten activities. On the final 

activity (Budgeting) select ‘Finish’. 

10. The Daily Living Descriptors pane will display the selected Descriptor Value alongside the Descriptor 

Questionnaires. If a descriptor has not been answered a value of ‘No Descriptor Selected’ will display. 

Selecting Daily Living Conditional Advice values 

11. Below the Daily Living Descriptors pane, the Daily Living Conditional Advice pane will display the following 

Advice Questionnaires: 

• How long have functional restrictions been present?  

• How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?  

12. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ by 

taking the following action: 



 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Daily Living Conditional Advice window will display the following: 

The functional restriction affecting the daily living activities identified in this report is likely to have been present 

for: 

• At least 3 months  

• Less than 3 months  

• Not applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 

4 select ‘Save’ 

13. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?’ by 

taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?’ 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Daily Living Conditional Advice window will display the following: 

The functional restriction affecting the daily living activities identified in this report is likely to remain for: 

• At least 9 months  

• Less than 9 months  

• Not Applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 

4 select ‘Save’ 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Daily Living Activities screen and the details entered in steps 1 – 3 

won’t be recorded 

  

14. The Daily Living Conditional Advice pane will display the selected Advice Value alongside the Advice 

Questionnaires. Where a value has not been selected “No Advice Selected” will display. 



 

Recording Opinion details for Mobility Activities 

15. Record your opinion of the descriptor that applies based on the evidence available in each of the Mobility 

Activities by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Mobility Activities’ on the navigational pane on the left-hand side of the Opinion tab 

the Mobility Activities screen will display the Mobility Descriptors and Mobility Conditional Advice panes 

Message: ‘All descriptors and conditional advice must be captured’ will be displayed to remind the user that  

details of all the Mobility Activities must be captured before the assessment file can be submitted. 

2 select the Descriptor Wizard star icon at the top right-hand side of the tab 

the Mobility Descriptor Wizard window will display the following Mobility Activities: 

• Journey  

• Moving  

3 select the appropriate descriptor for the Journey Descriptor 

at least one Mobility Descriptor must be captured and either or both the functional problems with activity 

check box/justification for descriptor choice must be captured 

select the ‘Claimant did not report significant functional problems with this activity’ Checkbox and/or complete 

the Justification for descriptor choice free-text field 

this text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

Note: The ‘Justification for descriptor choice’ free-text field must be completed if the ‘Checkbox’ isn’t selected. 

You must select the Checkbox or free-text field otherwise the following error message will be displayed: 

‘You must confirm that “Claimant did not report significant functional problems”, or enter a  

“Justification for descriptor choice”’ 

4 select ‘Next’ 

the next activity, Moving, will display in the Mobility Descriptor Wizard window 



 

5 select the appropriate descriptor for the Moving Descriptor 

select the ‘Claimant did not report significant functional problems with this activity’ Checkbox and/or complete 

the Justification for descriptor choice free-text field 

this text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

Note: The ‘Justification for descriptor choice’ free-text field must be completed if the ‘Checkbox’ isn’t selected. 

You must select the Checkbox or free-text field otherwise the following error message will be displayed: 

‘You must confirm that “Claimant did not report significant functional problems”, or enter a “Justification for 

descriptor choice”’ 

6 select ‘Finish’ 

16. The Mobility Descriptors pane will display the selected Descriptor Value alongside the Descriptor 

Questionnaires. Where a value has not been selected ‘No Descriptor Selected’ will display. 

Selecting Mobility Conditional Advice values 

17. Below the Mobility Descriptors pane, the Mobility Conditional Advice pane will display the following Advice 

Questionnaires: 

• How long have functional restrictions been present?  

• How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?  

18. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ by 

taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Mobility Conditional Advice window will display the following: 

The functional restriction affecting the mobility activities identified in this report is likely to have been present 

for: 

• At least 3 months  

• Less than 3 months  



 

 • Not Applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 

4 select ‘Save’ 

19. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?’ by 

taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?’ 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Mobility Conditional Advice window will display: 

The functional restriction affecting the mobility activities identified in this report is likely to remain for: 

• At least 9 months  

• Less than 9 months  

• Not Applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 

4 select ‘Save’ 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Mobility Activities screen and the details entered in steps 1 – 3 won’t 

be recorded 

  

20. The Mobility Conditional Advice pane will display the selected Advice Value alongside the Advice 

Questionnaires. Where a value has not been selected “No Advice Selected” will display. 

Completing the Opinion Summary 

21. Record your opinion summary of the claimant’s prognosis and the justification for your summary for a non TI case 

take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Opinion Summary’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the Opinion tab 



 

 

 the Opinion Summary Details pane will display 

2 select the Opinion Details Wizard star icon at the top right-hand side of the tab 

the Opinion Summary Wizard window will display: 

• Prognosis  

• Additional Information  



 

3 record the prognosis by completing the following: 

• Review not required / Review period  

• Functional Restrictions at Review  

• Additional Support Required for Future Claims  

• The claimant’s Primary Condition is likely to be:  

insert medical condition, searched for as follows: 

Method 1 

i. select the magnifying glass icon along side the ‘Search for a condition’ field to display the Medical 

Condition Search window 

ii. type in a minimum of first four letters of the required medical condition in the ‘Condition Name’ field 

and select ‘search’ to display a list of matching search results 

iii. select the required medical condition from the results list by clicking on ‘Select’ under ‘Action’, the 

selected medical condition will be populated under: 

a. Condition Category  

b. Condition Subcategory  

c. Condition  

i. in the Capture Condition Selector window  

ii. select ‘Reset’ to clear the previous search entered in the Condition Name field and a new medical 

search can be entered  

iii. if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Capture Condition Selector window without making any 

changes  

iv. select ‘save’  

Method 2 for Searching the medical condition: 

• select:  

 i. the Condition Category from the drop-down list *  



 

 ii. the Condition Subcategory from the drop-down list * iii. the 

Condition from the drop-down list *  

iv. ‘Save & New’ if there are further conditions to record, v. 

otherwise select ‘Save’  

the Conditions tab will display the Capture Conditions: 

 Category  

 Subcategory  

 Condition  

 i. if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Conditions tab  

• Terminal Illness Advice Details  

Select the following ‘Terminal Illness Advice Details’ as appropriate: 

i. In my opinion, the claimant isn’t terminally ill under the prescribed definition or  

ii. In my opinion, the claimant is terminally ill under the prescribed definition and I have indicated the 

relevant mobility descriptors below 

4 select ‘Next’ 

the Opinion Summary Wizard window will display the Additional Information text field 

5 add the justification in the Additional Information text field 

this text field is optional and has a limit of 10000 characters 

6 select ‘Finish’ 

  

22. The Opinion Summary Details pane will display the recorded prognosis. 

23. To view the Additional Information text, select the toggle on the right-hand side of the Opinion Summary Details 

pane. 

Finalising the Assessment File 

24. To finalise the Assessment File: 

Step Action 



 

1 select ‘Finalisation’ tab 

2 select the Assessment Summary star icon at the top right-hand side of the tab 

the Assessment Summary Details window will display 

Message: “All fields must be completed and saved”, will be displayed to remind the user that all the fields in 

the Assessment Summary Details screen must be completed before the assessment file can be submitted 

3 enter time taken into the ‘Consideration/Writing Up Time’ fields 

4 select the ‘I can confirm that there is no harmful information recorded other than in the ‘Harmful  

Information section’ with the possible exception of the claimant’s conditions’ Checkbox 

5 select ‘Save’ 

the Finalisation screen will display the following: 

• Supporting Evidence Sent to the DWP  

• Assessment Sign Off Details  

• Assessment Summary Details  

             

Submitting the Assessment File 

25. The AP will take action as detailed in  Submit   Assessment File . 

Terminal Illness 

1. This topic describes how to gather and record details of an assessment for a TI case. 

2. You will review the case and record whether or not in your opinion the claimant is terminally ill under the SRTI 

prescribed definition. 

Terminal Illness claimed 

3. The claim may have been made under SRTI in which case PIPAT will: 

• display a ‘Terminally Ill’ watermark in the context panel  

• display the Assessment File Type as ‘Terminal Illness’ (PIPCS sends this information to PIPAT)  

• display a Special Cautions hover showing ‘SRTI’ in the context panel  



 

Terminal Illness not claimed 

4. If the claim isn’t made under SRTI and you subsequently determine, in your opinion, that SRTI is met you will need to 

decide the most appropriate approach depending on when identified, and where appropriate amend the 

Assessment File Type to Terminal Illness - See: Determine Assessment File Type. 

5. If Harmful Information exists - See: Harmful Information. 

Terminal Illness is determined 

6. If, in your opinion, the claimant is terminally ill under the SRTI prescribed definition, the Daily Living Activities 

won’t be assessed. 

7. You will record advice and opinion details for Mobility Activities and capture conditions. If you consider the 

evidence used to be harmful for example, DS1500 these details must be recorded in Harmful Information. 

Recording Opinion details for Mobility Activities 

8. To record opinion details for mobility activities: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Mobility Activities’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the Opinion tab 

the Mobility Activities screen will display the Mobility Descriptors and Mobility Conditional Advice panes 

2 select the Descriptor Wizard star icon at the top right-hand side of the tab 

the Mobility Descriptor Wizard window will display the following Mobility Activities: 

 

 • Journey  

• Moving  

3 select the appropriate descriptor for the Journey Descriptor 



 

4 select the ‘Claimant did not report significant functional problems with this activity’ Checkbox and/or complete 

the Justification for descriptor choice free-text field 

this text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

Note: The ‘Justification for descriptor choice’ free-text field must be completed if the ‘Checkbox’ isn’t selected. 

Select the Checkbox or free-text field otherwise the following error message will be displayed: 

‘You must confirm that “Claimant did not report significant functional problems”, or enter a “Justification for 

descriptor choice”’ 

5 select ‘Next’ 

the next activity, Moving, will display in the Mobility Descriptor Wizard window 

select ‘Save & Next’ will save the data and proceed to the next Mobility Descriptor Wizard window; 

select ‘Save & Back’ will save the data and proceed back to the previous Mobility Descriptor Wizard window; 

select ‘Save & Finish’ will save the data and close the Mobility Descriptor Wizard window; 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Assessment File screen. No data will be saved (this includes any data 

entered in previous screens); 

6 select the appropriate descriptor for the Moving Descriptor 

7 select the ‘Claimant did not report significant functional problems with this activity’ Checkbox and/or complete 

the Justification for descriptor choice free-text field 

this text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

Note: The ‘Justification for descriptor choice’ free-text field must be completed if the ‘Checkbox’ isn’t selected. 

You must select the Checkbox or free-text field otherwise the following error message will be displayed: 

‘You must confirm that “Claimant did not report significant functional problems”, or enter a “Justification for 

descriptor choice”’ 

8 select ‘Finish’ 

             

Recording Terminal Illness Advice details 

9. Record your advice by taking the following action: 



 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Opinion’ tab on the Assessment File screen 

2 select Opinion Summary from the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the Opinion tab 

3 select the TI Advice star icon at the top right-hand side of the tab 

the Terminal Illness Advice window will display 

Message: You must complete and save all appropriate fields. (Additional Information is only mandatory if the 

claimant isn’t Terminally Ill will be displayed to remind you that all the fields in the Terminal illness Advice 

screen must be completed before the assessment file can be submitted. 

4 select the following option: 

• In my opinion, the claimant is terminally ill under the prescribed definition and I have indicated the 

relevant mobility descriptors below  

5 the following 2 methods can be used to search for a medical condition 

Method 1 for Quick Search of the Primary Condition 

6 select the magnifying glass icon along side the ‘Search for a Condition’ field 

the Medical Condition Search window will display 

7 type in a minimum of first four letters of the required medical condition in the ‘Condition Name’ field 

select Search 

a list of matching Search Results will display 

8 select the required medical condition from the results list by clicking on ‘Select’ under Action 

the selected medical condition will be populated under the: 

• Condition Category  

• Condition Subcategory  

 

 • Condition  

in the Capture Condition Selector window 



 

9 select Reset 

will clear the previous search entered in the Condition Name field and a new medical search can be entered 

10 if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Capture Condition Selector window without making any changes 

Note: Any previously saved conditions won’t be removed 

11 following the action at step 8, the Capture Condition Selector window will display the selected medical condition 

select ‘Save & New’ if there are further conditions to record, 

otherwise select ‘Save’ 

the Conditions tab will display the Capture Conditions: 

• Category  

• Subcategory  

• Condition  

if you select ‘Cancel' you will return to the Conditions tab 

Method 2 for Searching the Primary Condition 

12 select the appropriate claimant’s Primary Condition options from each of the following drop-down lists: 

• Condition Category  

• Condition Subcategory  

• Condition  

13 record the justification for their advice in the ‘Additional Information’ text field * (mandatory for TI cases) 

this text field has a limit of 10000 characters 

14 select ‘Save’ 

if you select ‘Cancel’ in the TI Advice window you will return to the Opinion summary screen and  

 any details entered in the previous steps won’t be recorded 

  

10. To view the Justification text, select the toggle on the Terminal Illness Advice Details pane. 



 

Capturing Conditions 

11. To determine that SRTI applies under the prescribed definition capture conditions as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Conditions’ tab in the Assessment File screen 

2 select the action icon alongside Capture Conditions on the right-hand side of the Conditions tab 

a drop-down menu will display 

3 select ‘Add Conditions’ from the drop-down menu 

the Capture Conditions Selector window will display 

4 the following 2 methods can used to search for a medical condition 

Method 1 for Quick Search medical condition 

5 select the magnifying glass icon along side the ‘Search for a Condition’ field 

the Medical Condition Search window will display 

6 type in minimum of first four letters of the required medical condition in the ‘Condition Name’ field 

select Search 

a list of matching Search Results will display 

7 select the required medical condition from the results list by clicking on ‘Select’ under Action 

the selected medical condition will be populated under the: 

• Condition Category  

• Condition Subcategory  

• Condition  

in the Capture Condition Selector window 

8 select Reset 

 

 will clear the previous search entered in the Condition Name field and a new medical search can be entered 



 

9 if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Capture Condition Selector window without making any changes 

Note: Any previously saved conditions won’t be removed 

10 following the action at step 7, the Capture Condition Selector window will display the selected medical condition 

select ‘Save & New’ if there are further conditions to record 

otherwise select ‘Save’ 

the Conditions tab will display the Capture Conditions: 

• Category  

• Subcategory  

• Condition  

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Conditions tab 

Method 2 for Searching the medical condition 

11 select: 

the Condition Category from the drop-down list * 

the Condition Subcategory from the drop-down list * 

the Condition from the drop-down list * 

12 select ‘Save & New’ if there are further conditions to record 

otherwise select ‘Save’ 

the Conditions tab will display the Capture Conditions: 

• Category  

• Subcategory  

• Condition  

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Conditions tab 

Recording Finalisation details 

12. The actions taken to record Finalisation details for TI case are the same as the actions taken to record Finalisation 

details for a paper based review assessment. See: How to finalise the Assessment File. 



 

Submitting the Assessment File 

13. Take action as detailed in  Submit Assessment File . 

Terminal Illness claimed and not met 

14. When a claim has been made under SRTI and you subsequently determine that SRTI does not apply under the 

prescribed definition, the Mobility Activities are not required to be completed. Record your advice and submit the 

Assessment File. 

Recording Advice details for SRTI claimed and not met 

15. Record your opinion by taking the following actions: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Opinion’ tab on the Assessment File screen 

2 select Opinion Summary from the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the ’Opinion’ tab 

3 select the TI Advice ‘star’ icon at the top right-hand side of the tab: 

the Terminal Illness Advice window will display 

4 select the following option: 

• In my opinion, the claimant isn’t terminally ill under the prescribed definition *  

5 record the justification for their advice in the ‘Additional Information’ text field; * Additional 

Information is mandatory where TI isn’t met 

this text field has a limit of 10000 characters 

6 select ‘Save’ 

if you select ‘Cancel’ in the TI Advice window you will return to the Opinion Summary screen and any details 

entered in the previous steps won’t be recorded 

          

16. The TI Advice Details will display in the TI Opinion Summary screen. 

17. You can view the Additional Information text by selecting the toggle next to the TI Advice. 

Submitting the Assessment File for SRTI claimed and not met 

18. To submit the Assessment File when SRTI is claimed and not met: 



 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘ACTIONS’ button at the top right-hand side of the Assessment File screen 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Submit Report’ from the drop-down menu 

19. The Assessment status will update to Submitted for Approval in the Recent Transactions pane. 

20. You can view the Recent Transactions pane by selecting the ‘Home’ tab. 

21. The report content will be converted to PDF and will be available for Quality Review (QR) process.  

See: Quality Review an Assessment File. 

Returning Assessment File to DWP 

Submit Assessment File 

1. The Assessment File will be validated for completeness by PIPAT before it goes into the QR processing cycle. 

2. The validation rules for the Assessment File are processed at this point to ensure that the Assessment File is 

complete and valid. 

3. Error messages will display if errors are found in the completed assessment advising you to review, correct and 

complete, before re-submitting. 

Submitting the Assessment File 

4. To submit the Assessment File for QR or consideration for QR: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘ACTIONS’ button at the top right-hand side of the Assessment File screen 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Submit Report’ from the drop-down menu 

5. All Assessments submitted by AP HP Trainee will automatically be selected for QR. PIPAT will identify these cases 

and update the Assessment File status to Identified for Quality Check. 

6. If you recognise an error has been made and the report has not been submitted then amendments can still be 

made. If the error is recognised after the submission, you will need to determine the most appropriate course of 

action your QR team will need to take. 



 

Select Assessment Files for Quality Review 

7. The Audit Plan contains the cases that are available for QR. 

8. When an Assessment File has been submitted it will automatically be added to an Audit Plan ifthe file was 

submitted by an AP trainee 

9. An Assessment File can only be added to the Audit Plan if its status is ‘Submitted for Approval’. 

10. You will use your own systems to select cases which require a QR before they are released to DWP. This will be 

done by accessing your own systems to obtain the NINO/CRN details which will be entered in the search function to 

display the case. 

11. If you identify a problem with the Assessment Report when undertaking the QR, take action to record the case for 

QR in PIPAT and refer it back to the HP to correct any errors. 

12. If no QR is required the Assessment File is released to DWP - See: Releasing an Assessment File. 

Viewing the Audit Plan Reference details 

13. The Audit Plan Application Home screen will display the My Audit Plans window after you have logged in. 

14. The My Audit Plan window will display Audit Plans under one of the following headings: 

• Reference  

• Purpose  

• Status  

15. You will select an Audit Plan by selecting a hyperlink under the Reference heading. The Audit Plan Home screen will 

display: 

• Details  

• Schedule  

• Audit Plan Progress.  

Adding an Assessment File to the Audit Plan 

16. To add an Assessment File to the Audit Plan: 

Step Action 



 

1 select the Add Cases star icon at the top right-hand side of the Audit Plan Home tab 

the Select Specific Cases for Audit window will display the following panes: 

• Choose Search Criteria: Reference Number field  

• Search Results  

• Cases Selected for Audit  

2 enter search details (the claimant’s NINO or CRN ) in the Reference Number field * 

clear any entries in the search field by selecting the ‘Reset’ button 

Note: The NINO Search field isn’t case sensitive. The NINO must be entered two letters, six numbers and a final 

letter which is always A, B, C or D and can be entered in either upper or lower case. 

3 select ‘Search’ 

 the search will return cases that match the details entered in the Search Results pane 

4 select the required cases by selecting the relevant Checkbox to the left of the cases in the Search  

Results pane 

5 select ‘Add Selected’ 

this will move the cases to ‘Cases Selected for Audit’ pane 

Note: Any cases moved here in error can be removed by selecting the ‘Remove’ hyperlink 

6 select ‘Finish’ 

this will change the Assessment File status to ‘Identified for Quality Check’ and this will be viewable in the Audit 

Plan Home screen 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Audit Plan Home screen and no cases will be selected for QR or 

added to the Audit Plan 

17. For an unsuccessful search, the Search Results screen will display error message ‘No items could be found that 

matched your reference number’ will display. 

Viewing cases selected for Quality Review 

18. You can view cases that have been selected for QR and added to the Audit Plan - See: Quality Review an 

Assessment File. 



 

Quality Review an Assessment File  

Viewing cases selected for Quality Review 

1. You can view cases that have been selected for QR and added to the Audit Plan. 

Quality Review an Assessment File 

2. You have the option to approve or reject the Assessment File and capture your reasons which are mandatory in the 

case of a rejected Assessment. 

Quality Reviewing an Assessment File 

3. To QR an Assessment File: 

Step Action 

1 enter the claimant’s NINO or CRN in the double click in the field on the top right-hand side of the  

Homepage 

2 select ‘Case Audits’ on the Search Results pane 

3 select ‘PIPAT Assessment ### (submitted)’ hyperlink in the Case Audit context panel to view details of the case 

4. You can review the case details using the Dynamic Assessment Report (DAR) by selecting the Case Review tab, using 

the following navigation panes: 

• Assessment File Details  

• Supporting Evidence  

• Harmful Information  

and selecting the PDF documents shown in these navigation panes. 

5. The DAR is a key tool available to view the contents of the Assessment File, which will populate the report forms in 

DRS and then be transferred to DWP. Both the DAR and the transaction log held in PIPAT have been enhanced to 

provide more details of the various business events that have taken place on a case. This supports a faster and more 

effective audit process of assessments that have been subject to re-work after QA. 

Adding Findings 

6. When you have reviewed the case, record your findings to either approve or reject the QR as follows: 

Add Findings – Approved and edit 

7. From the Case Audits Home Page,  Add Findings and mark the Assessment as Approved by taking the following 

action: 



 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon to the right of the Assessment Audit in the Focus Area Findings pane 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Add Findings’ or ‘Edit Findings’ as appropriate from the drop-down menu 

the Add Findings or Edit Findings window will display 

3 select ‘Approved’ from the Quality Review Result drop-down list 

4 there is a free-text field to enter the justification for the decision; this is optional when the QR is approved 

this text field has a limit of 850 characters 

the justification comments are not displayed in Recent Transactions on the Assessment File home screen 

5 select ‘Save’ to save 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you won’t save result entered 

Note: If the Result field isn’t completed an error message: ‘”Result” must be entered’ will be displayed on save 

Note: An error message: ’Please remove invalid characters in field {…..} in the following context {…..}’ will display 

if invalid characters have been used in the free-text field, when the Add Findings is saved 

Add Findings - Rejected 

8. From the Case Audits Home Page, Add Findings and mark the Assessment as Rejected by taking the following 

action: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon to the right of the Assessment Audit in the Focus Area Findings pane 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Add Findings’ from the drop-down menu 

the Add Findings window will display 

3 select ‘Rejected’ from the Quality Review Result drop-down list 



 

4 enter the reasons for the assessment failing the QR in the Justification free-text field *; this field is mandatory 

when the case has been ‘Rejected’ 

this text field has a limit of 850 characters the justification comments will be displayed as ‘Quality Review 

Rejected’ in Recent Transactions on the Assessment File home screen. 

Note: If this field is left blank when ‘Save’ is selected, “No reasons recorded” will display. 

5 select ‘Save’ to save 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you won’t save result entered 

9. Where QR is failed PIPAT will re-present the previously entered assessment file for editing. The reason for rejection 

will be displayed in the Recent Transactions log. 

10. The Recent Transactions on the Assessment File home screen can be viewed by the following roles: 

• AP Clerical  

• AP Clerical QC  

• AP HP Trainee  

• AP HP Approved  

• HP Approved QC  

• AP HP Quality Controller  

Completing a Quality Review 

11. When you have recorded an ’Approved’ Quality Review Result, complete the Case Audit on PIPAT as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Mark Complete’ star icon at the top right-hand side of the Case Audit Home tab 

the Complete Findings window will display the message: 

‘Are you sure you want to complete findings on the case audit?’ 

2 select ‘Yes’ 

selecting ‘No’ won’t complete the QR 

12. When you have recorded a ‘Rejected’ Quality Review Result you do not need to complete the Case Audit on PIPAT. 

13. The ‘Quality Check Rejected’ Assessment State can be viewed in the Assessment File home screen. 

14. The ‘Quality Check Approved’ Assessment State does not display in the Assessment File home screen. 



 

15. Where an assessment has been approved after previously having failed QR, or been reworked, the user will 

not need to select the ‘Mark Complete’ star icon to complete the case audit prior to ‘Release to DWP’. 

Terminate Assessment 

1. The reasons for terminating and returning an Assessment File to DWP are as follows: 

• the claimant arrives for their consultation, does not have the required identification and it isn’t appropriate to 

rearrange the consultation  

• the claimant fails to attend their consultation  

• the claimant fails to comply with the assessment  

• the claimant has died  

• the claim has been withdrawn  

• for other reasons (the list isn’t exhaustive)  

2. Complete a mandatory justification field to explain the circumstances when returning an Assessment File for the 

following reasons: 

• ID Failure  

• Failure to Comply  

• Other  

3. Death, Fail to Attend and Withdrawal require no further justification. 

Terminating assessment 

4. To terminate the assessment prior to its completion and return the Assessment File to DWP: 

Step Action 

1 select the Case Review tab on the Home screen 

2 select the ‘ACTIONS’ button at the top right-hand side of the Assessment File screen 

a drop-down menu will display 

3 select ‘Terminate Assessment’ from the drop-down menu 

the Terminate Assessment window will display 



 

4 select the appropriate reason for terminating the assessment from the Return Assessment Reason drop-down 

list * 

• Death  

• Failure to Attend  

• Failure to Comply  

• ID Failure  

• Other  

 • Withdrawal  

5 complete the reason in the ‘Justification for Decision’ text field; this field is mandatory if the reason is ID 

Failure, Failure to Comply or Other 

this text field has a limit of 1000 characters 

6 select ‘Save’ 

a message window will display: 

‘Are you sure you want to terminate the assessment?’ 

7 select ‘OK’ 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you won’t terminate the assessment 

Following the successful termination of an assessment 

5. The case Recent Transactions pane will update the status to terminate the assessment.  You can view details in the 

Recent Transactions pane by selecting the ‘Home’ tab. 

Release Assessment File 

1. Before an Assessment File can be released to DWP its status must be ‘Submitted for Approval’ or ‘Quality 

Check Approved’ - See:  Submit   Assessment File . 

2. Where the status of the Assessment File isn’t ‘Submitted for Approval’ or ‘Quality Check Approved’ the option 

to Release to DWP won’t be available. 

Releasing an Assessment File 

3. To release a completed Assessment File to DWP view the claimant’s Integrated Case - See:  View   Assessment File . 

4. In the Integrated Case Home screen: 



 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon to the right of the Assessment File in the Cases pane 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Release to DWP’ 

the Confirm Release window will display ‘Are you sure you want to transfer this Assessment File or  

Supplementary Advice to DWP?’ 

3 select ‘Yes’ 

  

5. Selecting ‘Yes’ will update the Assessment File status to Closed and submit the following information to DWP: 

• Assessment Report  

• Assessment results  

• Review File notes  

• Harmful Information (when applicable)  

6. The Assessment results will be sent to PIPCS and the Assessment Reports will be sent to DRS. 

7. Selecting ‘No’ when presented with the Confirm Release window won’t update the Assessment File status to Closed 

and the Assessment File won’t be returned to DWP. 

  

Gather Supplementary Advice Details 

1. Supplementary Advice may change any aspect of the assessment report, for example the descriptors, TI advice or 

conditions details previously submitted. Supplementary Advice may also provide additional information to support the 

assessment. 

Creating a Supplementary Advice file 

2. Supplementary Advice is created on the Integrated Case Home screen against the Assessment File to which it 

relates. The Integrated Case Home screen contains case details (namely all assessments and Supplementary Advice 

details). 

3. PIPAT will allow for more than one Supplementary Advice file to be created, however only one must be 

created at one time. 

4.The action to create a Supplementary Advice file is the same for SRTI cases and non-SRTI cases. 



 

5. To create a Supplementary Advice file: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the relevant Assessment File in the Integrated Case Home screen 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Create Supplementary Advice’ from the drop-down menu 

the Create Supplementary Advice window will display: 

‘Are you sure you want to create a Supplementary Advice?’ 

3 select ‘Yes’ 

selecting ‘No’ won’t create a Supplementary Advice file 

6. Data from the Assessment File is copied into the Supplementary Advice file so it can be reviewed and updated 

where necessary. 

7. The Supplementary Advice file will display in the Cases pane, on the Integrated Case Home screen, along with the 

Assessment File. The Associated Assessment File reference number will display alongside the Supplementary 

Advice file. 

8. To access the Supplementary Advice file select the ‘Supplementary Advice’ hyperlink in the Cases pane. 

9. The Supplementary Advice screen will display the claimant’s Details and Recent Transactions. 

10. The Recent Transactions pane will display the newly created Supplementary Advice file. The transaction will be 

listed as ‘Supplementary Advice Created’. The description will be listed as ‘New Supplementary Advice File’. 

11. To review the previously submitted Assessment File and view details such as History and Observations: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Case Review’ tab in the Supplementary Advice screen 

2 select ‘Supporting Evidence’ from the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the screen 

the View Evidence tab will display showing a list of evidence documents 



 

3 select the action icon alongside Assessment File, under the Document Type header 

a drop-down menu will display 

4 select ‘View Document’ from the drop-down menu 

the Assessment Report will display in a pop-up acrobat reader window 

12. To close the Assessment Report, select ‘X’ on the PDF toolbar. 

Changing Daily Living descriptors as part of Supplementary Advice 

13. Change one or more of the Daily Living descriptors by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Opinion’ tab in the Supplementary Advice screen 

the Daily Living Descriptors pane will display a list of the Descriptor Questionnaires 

2 select the action icon alongside the Descriptor Questionnaire to be amended 

a drop-down menu will display: 

• Edit  

3 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Daily Living Descriptor window will display a list of descriptors 

4 select a new descriptor from the list 

5 select the ‘Claimant did not report significant functional problems with this activity’ Checkbox and/or complete 

the Justification for descriptor choice free-text field 

this text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

Note: the ‘Justification for descriptor choice’ free-text field must be completed if the ‘Checkbox’ isn’t selected. 

Select the Checkbox or free-text field otherwise the following error message will be displayed: 

‘You must confirm that “Claimant did not report significant functional problems”, or enter a “Justification for 

descriptor choice”’ 



 

6 select ‘Save’ 

14. The Daily Living Descriptors pane will display the newly selected Descriptor Value alongside the relevant Descriptor 

Questionnaire. 

Selecting Daily Living Conditional Advice values 

15. Below the Daily Living Descriptors pane, the Daily Living Conditional Advice pane will display the following 

Advice Questionnaires: 

• How long have functional restrictions been present?  

• How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?  

16. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ by 

taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Daily Living Conditional Advice window will display the following: 

The functional restriction affecting the daily living activities identified in this report is likely to have been present 

for: 

• At least 3 months  

• Less than 3 months  

• Not applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 

4 select ‘Save’ 

17. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?’ by 

taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?’ 



 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Daily Living Conditional Advice window will display the following: 

The functional restriction affecting the daily living activities identified in this report is likely to remain for: 

• At least 9 months  

• Less than 9 months  

• Not Applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 

4 select ‘Save’ 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Daily Living Activities screen and the details entered in steps 1 – 3 

won’t be recorded 

18. The Daily Living Conditional Advice pane will display the selected Advice Value alongside the Advice 

Questionnaires. Where a value has not been selected “No Advice Selected” will display. 

Changing Mobility descriptors as part of Supplementary Advice 

19. Change one or more of the Mobility descriptors by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Opinion’ tab in the Supplementary Advice screen 

2 select ‘Mobility Activities’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the screen 

the Mobility Descriptors pane will display a list of the Descriptor Questionnaires 

3 select the action icon alongside the Descriptor Questionnaire to be amended 

 a drop-down menu will display: 

• Edit  

4 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Mobility Descriptor window will display a list of descriptors 

5 select a new descriptor from the list 



 

6 select the ‘Claimant did not report significant functional problems with this activity’ Checkbox and/or complete 

the Justification for descriptor choice free-text field 

this text field has a limit of 4000 characters 

Note: The ‘Justification for descriptor choice’ free-text field must be completed if the ‘Checkbox’ isn’t selected. 

Select the Checkbox or free-text field otherwise the following error message will be displayed: 

‘You must confirm that “Claimant did not report significant functional problems”, or enter a “Justification for 

descriptor choice”’ 

7 select ‘Save & Next’ will save the data and proceed to the next Mobility Descriptor Wizard window 

select ‘Save & Back’ will save the data and proceed back to the previous Mobility Descriptor Wizard window 

select ‘Save & Finish’ will save the data and close the Mobility Descriptor Wizard window 

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Assessment File screen. No data will be saved (this includes any data 

entered in previous screens) 

20. The Mobility Descriptors pane will display the newly selected Descriptor Value alongside the relevant Descriptor 

Questionnaire. 

Selecting Mobility Conditional Advice values 

21. Below the Mobility Descriptors pane, the Mobility Conditional Advice pane will display the following Advice 

Questionnaires: 

• How long have functional restrictions been present?  

• How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?  

22. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ by 

taking the following action: 

Step Action 

  

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long have functional restrictions been present?’ 

a drop-down menu will display 



 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Mobility Conditional Advice window will display the following: 

The functional restriction affecting the mobility activities identified in this report is likely to have been present 

for: 

• At least 3 months  

• Less than 3 months  

• Not Applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 

4 select ‘Save’ 

23. Select an Advice Value for the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?’ by 

taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the action icon alongside the Advice Questionnaire ‘How long are functional restrictions likely to remain?’ 

a drop-down menu will display 

2 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

the Edit Mobility Conditional Advice window will display: 

The functional restriction affecting the mobility activities identified in this report is likely to remain for: 

• At least 9 months  

• Less than 9 months  

• Not Applicable  

3 select the appropriate value 

4 select ‘Save’ 

 if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Mobility Activities screen and the details entered in steps 1 – 3 won’t 

be recorded 



 

24. The Mobility Conditional Advice pane will display the selected Advice Value alongside the Advice 

Questionnaires. Where a value has not been selected “No Advice Selected” will display. 

Changing the Opinion Summary (Supplementary Advice cases) 

25. If an assessment record is held and you receive a Supplementary Advice request you may decide to change the 

Opinion Summary by editing the prognosis and adding new Additional Information by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Opinion Summary’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the Opinion Summary tab 

you will be presented with a blank free text field 

2 select the action icon on the right-hand side of Opinion Summary Details pane 

a drop-down menu will display: 

• Edit Prognosis  

• Edit Additional Information  

26. The Opinion summary screen will display, you must select the toggle on the left-hand side of the Opinion 

Summary Details pane to view the new Additional Information. 

Amending the Additional Information for the TI determination 

27. To amend the Additional Information for the TI determination: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Opinion Summary’ on the navigation pane on the left-hand side of the Opinion Summary screen 

the Terminal Illness Advice Details pane will display 

2 select the action icon on the right-hand side in the Terminal Illness Advice Details pane 

a drop-down menu will display: 

• Edit  

3 select ‘Edit’ from the drop-down menu 

 the Terminal Illness Advice window will display 



 

4 record the new Additional Information in the Additional Information text field * (mandatory for TI cases) 

this text field has a limit of 10000 characters 

5 select ‘Save’ 

Capturing Conditions in Supplementary Advice cases 

28. Record or update health conditions details in Supplementary Advice cases as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Conditions’ tab in the Assessment File screen 

2 select the action icon alongside Capture Conditions on the right-hand side of the Conditions tab 

a drop-down menu will display 

3 select ‘Add Conditions’ from the drop-down menu 

the Capture Conditions Selector window will display 

4 The following 2 methods can be used to search for a medical condition 

Method 1 Quick Search medical condition 

5 select the magnifying glass icon along side the ‘Search for a Condition’ field 

the Medical Condition Search window will display 

6 type in a minimum of first four letters of the required medical condition in the ‘Condition Name’ field 

select Search 

a list of matching Search Results will display 



 

7 select the required medical condition from the results list by clicking on ‘Select’ under Action 

the selected medical condition will be populated under the: 

• Condition Category  

• Condition Subcategory  

• Condition  

 

 in the Capture Condition Selector window 

8 select Reset 

will clear the previous search entered in the Condition Name field and a new medical search can be entered 

9 if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Capture Condition Selector window without making any changes 

Note: Any previously saved conditions won’t be removed 

10 following the action at step 7, the Capture Condition Selector window will display the selected medical 

condition; select ‘Save & New’ if there are further conditions to record 

otherwise select ‘Save’ 

the Conditions tab will display the Capture Conditions: 

• Category  

• Subcategory  

• Condition  

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Conditions tab 

Method 2 Searching the medical condition 

11 select: 

• the Condition Category from the drop-down list *  

• the Condition Subcategory from the drop-down list *  

• the Condition from the drop-down list *  



 

12 select ‘Save & New’ if there are further conditions to record, 

otherwise select ‘Save’ 

the Conditions tab will display the Capture Conditions: 

• Category  

• Subcategory  

• Condition  

if you select ‘Cancel’ you will return to the Conditions tab 

Submitting the Supplementary Advice file to be considered for Quality Review 

29. To submit the Supplementary Advice file to be considered for QR for both SRTI and non-SRTI cases: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Finalisation’ tab in the Supplementary Advice screen 

the Finalisation screen will display: 

• Supporting Evidence Sent to the DWP  

• Assignment Sign Off Details  

• Assessment Summary Details  

2 select the Assessment Summary star icon 

the Assessment Summary Details window will display 

3 enter Consideration / Writing Up Time * 

4 if confident this is the case, select the ‘I can confirm that there is no harmful information recorded other than in 

the ‘Harmful Information section’, with the possible exception of the claimant’s conditions’ Checkbox * 

5 select ‘Save’ 

the Assessment Summary Details pane will display the details entered 

6 select the ‘ACTIONS’ button at the top right-hand side of the Assessment File screen 

a drop-down menu will display 



 

7 select ‘Submit Report’ from the drop-down menu 

30. The Assessment File is submitted for consideration for QR but the Supplementary Advice file isn’t automatically 

selected for QR. 

  

Handling Requests for Re-work 

293. If DWP sends a case back that requires rework, the Rework assessment file will appear in PIPAT. The Rework 

assessment file will be presented in the same way as a new referral is displayed but will contain all previously input 

data from the assessment that needs rework and will be editable. The PIP Assessment Guide produced by HWD 

contains the reasons why DWP will refer a case for rework. The assessment file that requires rework will also be 

viewable in DRS. Take the most appropriate action to rework the Assessment File in PIPAT.’ 

Appendix 

Appendix - Understanding Data Flows 

Changes of Circumstance 

1. For changes of circumstance (CofC), only the updated data will be sent from PIPCS to PIPAT. The following urgent 

CofC data will be sent hourly during the day, between 9am and 6pm: 

• TI referrals  

• TI CofC  

• Withdrawn CofC  

• Death CofC  

• Evidence details modified  

• Change of gender  

• FE received  

• New or modified UCB or Personal Acting Body (PAB) UCB  

Recognising components that are not appropriate 

2. PIPAT won’t recognise cases where a new claimant is aged over 65 years old and the Mobility component isn’t 

appropriate. The Mobility screens will be presented and the AP will recognise where the component isn’t 

appropriate. But the AP will need to answer all of the descriptors otherwise, at the point of submission, error 

message “Mobility - Moving Around” must be entered or error message “Mobility - Planning and Following 

Journeys” must be entered will display. 

3. The Case Manager (CM) will decide that the Daily Living / Mobility descriptors are not appropriate. 

4. PIPCS will recognise if the referral was sent to the AP prior to PIPAT go-live. Cases initiated prePIPAT go-live will 

continue to be operated outside of PIPAT even where there is a reconsideration / appeal. 



 

5. Where supplementary advice, changes of circumstance or advice tasks are received for these cases, PIPCS will advise 

the AP via a task that additional action is required.  PIPCS won’t send any personal details to PIPAT in this case as the 

case will have been assessed on PIPCS. 
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01 Initial checks 

Initial checks 

Step Action 

1  Check for any outstanding tasks for the claimant 

Where appropriate, action them at the same time - See: Grabbing tasks for more information on how to do 

this. 

2  Make the following checks: 

  

√ Claimant withdrawal check  

√ SRTI check 



 

√ PIP2/AR1 signature check  

√ PIP/DLA/AA check 

√ Overlapping benefit check 

√ Payment details check 

√ Deceased marker check 

√ Additional support marker check 

√ ID verification check 

√ UCB marker check 

√ AP return other reason check 

3  Once all checks are complete and you’re satisfied there are no problems: 

• preview the evidence  

• preview the AP descriptors and scores  

02 PIP2 AR1 signature check 

PIP2 AR1 signature check 

Critical Process Point 12. 

Security – Personal Details 

You must check the Personal Details during every interaction with the claimant. That is: correspondence and 

telephony. 

You must update PIPCS accurately when a change to Personal Details has occurred. 

Consequences 

If you do not check the personal details and update PIPCS accurately with any reported changes this may lead to: 

 any notifications, which are a legal requirement, being sent to the wrong address  

 reduced accuracy of information, leading to error and possible under or overpayments  



 

 the risk of fraudulent overpayments  

 delays in processing benefits  

 additional contact with the claimant for the information they have already provided – once and done – poor 

customer service  

 avoidable and costly rework to correct the case  

 reputational damage to the Department  

 the claimant being put at risk of identity fraud  

 a failure to comply with the Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, 

which could lead to disciplinary action  

1. When the Assessment Provider (AP) report is returned, you must check the PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as 

PIP2 UI)AR1 to see if it’s been signed by the claimant or appointee. 

2. If the PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 was signed by someone other than the claimant or 

Personal Acting Body (PAB)/Corporate Other Payee (COP) but a face to face consultation has taken place, then you can 

progress the claim. 

3. If the PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 form hasn’t been signed by the claimant or their PAB/COP 

and: 

 the report and assessment was paper based, or  

 a report wasn’t required  

You must: 

Step Action 

1  print the PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 and return it to the claimant, PAB/COP to be signed 

2  set a 10 working day task to await a reply. On return of the signed rescanned PIP2/AR1 UI  

(Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 you can then progress the claim 

4. If, after the 10 working days, there’s been no reply - See: PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 signed 

by someone other than the claimant for the actions to take.  



 

03 Previewing the evidence 

Previewing the evidence 

Critical Process Point 13. 

Claims and Reassessment cases - Duplicate payments of DLA/PIP (Case Manager) You must check 

all cases at every stages of the claim if DLA is in payment.  

• Check CIS (Searchlight) Interest and Award History for DLA interest; if there’s interest or award history showing 

you must check DLACS for further information, for example, the DLA award could be suspended or the DLA 

decision could have been change at appeal.  

When processing reassessment cases: 

You must check special interest marker every time you action a case to ensure SI is recorded accurately on PIPCS, is 

showing as submitted before the decision is made and the reassessment indicator is recorded accurately in DLACS to 

reduce the risk of overpayments. 

You must follow separate instructions when dealing with reassessment SRTI cases. Consequences 

If you do not check to see if DLA is in payment this may mean: 

• you make an incorrect decision and cause large unrecoverable overpayments, with both DLA and PIP in 

payment  

• there is additional avoidable contact with the claimant – poor customer service  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the case  

• reputational damage to DWP  

When processing reassessment cases (including SRTI for which you must follow separate instructions) failure to 

accurately record the ‘special interest 'marker on PIPCS and the reassessment indicator in DLACS can mean: 

• the wrong decision will be made and the wrong notification issued to the claimant, misinforming them  

• DLA may stay in payment incorrectly causing overpayments  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the case  

• increased complaints and appeals against the overpayment  

• the case may end up in the wrong administration unit  

Learning Simulation - Receipt of the AP Report 



 

1. When you’ve viewed and read all the documents and evidence you must carefully consider the evidence and facts, 

particularly how the evidence and facts relate to the descriptors. 

2. The evidence from the AP includes: 

• PIP2 ‘How Your Disability Affects You’ form  

• the AP Report, for example PA3 or PA4  

• any supplementary reports, for example PA5 or PA6  

• any further evidence the AP requested  

• any previous evidence used on the claimant’s Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claim which they specifically 

identified as relevant and requested we re-use. This information will be scanned onto Document Repository 

Service (DRS)  

• any other evidence provided  

Note: For PIP Award Reviews, an AP report may not be required. You may also be able to seek advice from onsite APs - 

See: PIP Award Reviews for more information. 

3. You must check Customer Information System (CIS) / Searchlight before taking any further action on the case to see 

if the claimant is either receiving DLA/Attendance Allowance (AA)/PIP, awaiting a decision on DLA/AA/PIP or if 

there’s been a recently closed claim. If there’s a recently closed PIP claim you must check the ‘Disputes’ tab in the 

Application case to find if there’s a reconsideration or appeal outstanding for a previous claim. If there’s an 

outstanding DLA claim, you’ll need to phone the relevant Benefit Centre (BC) - See: Critical Process Points – Must Do 

Actions. 

Note: You may not be able to proceed to award PIP at this stage depending on the result of your CIS (Searchlight) 

check - See: Completing the Scrutiny Check – telephony claims. See: PIP Claim Outstanding DLA Interest Present and 

also - See: Claim in the Alternative. 

4. You must decide the facts from the evidence and apply the law to the facts to make a decision. Any contradictions or 

inconsistencies in the evidence should have been addressed by the AP in their report, where one has been used. If 

any still need to be addressed, you must discuss them with the SAM, who may: 

• request an AP Report  

• seek advice from an AP, or  

• send the case back for rework where a report hasn’t fully addressed the evidence - See: When a case may need 

Rework and also - See: Referring claim to SAM/AP  

Note: A claimant can ask us to use evidence previously submitted in support of a Disability Living Allowance (DLA) 

claim. We would then recall the DLA file and suitably experienced staff can identify any relevant evidence - See: 

Reassessment instructions ‘Reuse of DLA medical evidence, which includes details of action to be taken to retrieve 

evidence as appropriate. 



 

5. The AP’s assessment includes medical evidence, which can be both fact and opinion and there may also be medical 

evidence with the case from the claimant’s Health and Social Care Professional (HSCP). 

Subpages 

• Fact and opinion  

• Medical Evidence  

• Medical Fact  

• Medical opinion  

• Documents that cannot be scanned  

• Hardcopy documents seen by AP  

Fact and opinion 

1. A fact is either a relevant circumstance or an occurrence which exists at the time the decision is given and is from 

direct experience or observation: 

• known  

• accepted or  

• proved to be true  

2. An opinion is either 

• a judgement or belief not founded on certainty or on proof, or  

• an evaluation or judgment given by an expert  

Medical Evidence 

1. Medical evidence can be: 

• factual or opinion or both  

• clinical findings, diagnosis, treatment, investigation findings, observations of function, and customer's reported 

functional ability as recorded in their medical records, information about treatment and response  

• first hand from the claimant or reported by a relative or carer for example diagnosis, medication  

Medical Fact 

1. A medical fact is something that is: 

• objectively verifiable such as a new diagnosis, amputation, pulse or blood pressure measurements, treatment 

and results of tests  

• based on direct observations (for example of getting up and walking around)   



 

Medical opinion 

1. A medical opinion: 

• usually involves some interpretation of facts and expert interpretation to answer a given question. An opinion 

is more robust if justified using facts  

• is an expert evaluation or judgement based on established fact  

2. Whether a medical opinion can be regarded as fact depends on if the opinion is supported by sufficient established 

facts. Medical opinion may establish fluctuating needs despite medical and observable facts only applying at the time 

of a face-to-face consultation. 

3. In the consultation report the better the physical findings and observations from the AP, that is, clinical findings and 

observations of function, then the more reasons to accept them as fact. 

4. The ADM contains detailed instructions on evidence, including types of evidence - See: Chapter A1 - Principles of 

Decision Making and Evidence. 

5. When considering an AP’s report and descriptor choices, you expect the AP to clearly justify how they reached their 

opinion and selected descriptors and all information obtained is addressed. 

6. The AP should include key evidence in support of their descriptor choice in their report. It should include fact-based 

evidence and or well supported opinion from all the evidence, for example, claim form, medical evidence, informal 

observations from the face-to-face consultation and formal functional assessment - See: PIP Assessment Guide and 

also - See: Assessment Provider Process. 

Documents that cannot be scanned 

1. Any documents sent in by the claimant, which can’t be scanned (such as x-rays or DVDs), will be sent to the 

appropriate benefit centre with a cover note. The benefit centre will record a note on PIPCS of what the item is and 

then return it to the claimant. Only scanned items will be made available to the AP. 

Hardcopy documents seen by AP 

1. The AP will indicate on the case if they are sending any hardcopy documentation, such as evidence brought to a 

consultation by the claimant. This can be viewed in the ‘Evidence Considered in formulating advice’ text box. You 

must wait five days to allow time for these documents to arrive, be scanned and linked. 

All the evidence used is noted by the AP in: 

• the ‘number of documents sent’ field  

• the PA3 ‘Review Report’ paper based; or  

• the PA4 ‘Consultation report (face to face consultation)’  



 

2. This doesn’t include the report itself or any evidence already scanned into Document Repository System (DRS) 

including any further evidence (FE) the AP received before the consultation. 

3. The report received in the DRS may not be an assessment report. If the report is for example a ‘Review  

File Note’ PA1 only or ‘Supplementary Advice Note’ PA5 and the assessment status is ‘Report Outstanding’ but the 

determination status is ‘In progress’, check the status history in PIPCS. 

4. If evidence is missing, you must ask the SAM to contact the AP to supply it, before you can proceed - See: Referring 

case to SAM AP. 

Status Check 

5. A quick assessment case status check can be made by viewing the context panel in PIPCS Decision Assist against the 

‘Progress field’. One of four options displays in the context panel to indicate the status of the assessment. They are: 

Assessment with Provider case is with the AP either Capita or Independent Assessment Service 

assessment status is Report Outstanding 

determination status either Report Outstanding or AP Advice  

Requested 

Assessment with Case Manager case with CM awaiting their action 

assessment status Report Outstanding 

determination status either AP advice requested, In Progress,  

Cancel 

Assessment completed awaiting  case with CM awaiting their action 

decision  

assessment status Completed 

determination status Completed 

application status Submitted 

Completed  Determination and decision completed 

Status Determination Meaning 



 

‘In progress’ PIPCS only allows the CM to complete the assessment questionnaire when this is the 

determination status 

Report Outstanding’ or  

‘AP advice requested’ 

PIPCS only allows the AP to answer the questionnaire if this is the determination status. 

If this status is shown, the AP hasn’t completed and submitted the assessment 

questionnaire into PIPCS directly or through  

PIPAT 

6. When the determination is expanded you will see three tabs: 

Questionnaires this is the tab to select when you are ready to answer the assessment questionnaire.  

When the AP selects to answer the questionnaire it will be blank 

Submissions this contains all submitted questionnaires, that is, all questionnaires that have been completed for 

a case and submitted into decision assist. Only the latest questionnaire submitted is ‘active’. Each 

questionnaire shows who answered it and it’s status 

Reasons this is where you will record reasons for your decision 

04 Previewing the Assessment Provider (AP) scores 

Previewing the Assessment Provider (AP) scores 

Learning Simulation: Accessing the Questionnaire 

Learning Simulation: Receipt of the AP Report 

1. Your role as a Case Manager is a very important one and the overall determination is yours. It’s your responsibility 

to use all the evidence to make a fair, justified and legally correct decision. 

2. You must remain impartial using only the facts you have in evidence to make an informed decision. 

3. You’ll be considering and deciding the claimant’s entitlement to PIP on the basis of a selection of scores. These 

scores result from descriptors selected by yourself and the AP in the activities for Daily Living and Mobility 

components. 

Note: It’s for you to make the final decision on the claim based on all of the evidence provided. The AP report and 

assessment questionnaire are there to help you make your decision. You don’t have to accept the descriptors given by 

the AP but it’s important you give reasons to support your own descriptor choices. 

4. On receipt of the AP Report Received task, you must access the AP evidence and view the information available. To 

do this: 



 

Step Action 

1  select the hyperlink in the task to the Participant Home  

Page 

2  select the ‘Contact’ tab to open the ‘Contact’ page 

3  select ‘Attachments’ from the left-hand navigation panel 

4  view the list of all associated documents for the claim 

5. To view a document: 

Step Action 

1  select ‘View’ from the ‘Actions’ button drop-down menu next to the appropriate document. This will open the 

document in DRS 

2  check the application first page in PIPCS. This is to ensure there are no outstanding applications or existing 

awards 

3  check for ‘SRTI’ interest 

SRTI can be viewed on the ‘Person’ page as a ‘TI’ watermark. 

4  select the task from ‘My Tasks’ on the home page or Application case home page. From the  

‘Person’ home page, open the attachments 

5  select the ‘Contacts’ tab 

6  select the ‘Attachments’ link on the left hand side of the screen. Open each numbered document individually. 

Every time the single session is closed, and then re-opened, the attachments will be renumbered. The numbers 

won’t display alongside the attachments when viewing in DRS 

7  check for a clerical AP report and a PIPAT system version. If they’re different, contact the SAM to ask which is 

valid 

8  identify the name of the AP report author. This information is important if you have any queries about the 

report or any of the descriptors 

6. To view the completed AP questionnaire: 

Step Action 



 

1  visit the ‘Assessment case’ home page 

2  select the appropriate assessment for the claim (latest on top line) 

3  select the ‘Determinations’ tab. The questionnaire and reasons for decision are held in the determinations 

section of Decision Assist in PIPCS 

4  view the latest determination on the top line 

5 view the effective date and the determination status shown beside the determination. The status of the 

determination at this stage should be ‘In Progress’ 

6  view the ‘Current Assessment Owner’ indicator as ‘with DWP’ 

7. To view the AP’s answers: 

Step Action 

1  select the answer button 

2  select ‘Answer’ 

3 check and consider any evidence that may have been sent by the AP in page 3 ‘Evidence’ of the  

AP’s PIPCS assessment questionnaire 

Subpages 

• Checking the assessment case status in PIPCS  

Checking the assessment case status in PIPCS 

1. To access the assessment case in PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1  select ‘Decision Assist’ 

2  select the determination number (in blue) 

3  view the assessment in the ‘Determination’ tab 

4  ensure the status reads as ‘Report outstanding’. It stays at ‘Report outstanding’ until you complete the 

determination. The status then changes to ‘Report complete’ 

  



 

05 Questionnaire not submitted 

Background 

1. You may receive a task to consider a case when the reports: 

• PA3 ‘Review Report’  

• PA4 ‘Consultation Report’  

are held, but the Assessment Provider (AP) hasn’t completed the assessment in PIPCS. 

2. PIPCS will only allow the AP to complete the assessment questionnaire if the determination status is either: 

• ‘Report Outstanding’  

• ‘AP Advice Requested’  

3. If the determination status is showing as either of these, then the AP hasn’t completed and submitted the 

assessment questionnaire into PIPCS directly or through PIPAT. 

4. You can only complete an assessment questionnaire when the determination status is ‘In progress’. 

Note: This isn’t the same as a case where it wasn’t possible to complete an assessment, for example, failed to attend 

(FTA). 

5. You can check the status of the claim. To do this: 

Step Action 

1  select the ‘Assessment’ tab from the ‘Application’ case 

2 select the appropriate assessment (this opens Decision Assist) 

3  select the ‘Determinations’ tab 

4  view the last active submission for the case. The recent AP submitted questionnaire and the determination 

status should be ‘In Progress’ 

6. If there’s no current active submission from the AP and the assessment and determination status show as ‘Report 

outstanding’, this indicates the AP hasn’t submitted the assessment questionnaire, so: 

Step Action 

1  refer the case to the SAM to contact the AP to explain and ask them to answer and submit the assessment 

questionnaire straight away 



 

2  defer the task until later that day or the following morning if the call to AP was made late in the day 

3  access the task later to check the determination status is now ‘In Progress’ and the AP's active submission is 

available - See: Referring claim to SAM AP 

  

06 Referring claim to the SAM  

Referring claim to the SAM 

Learning Simulation: SAM Query Action 

Learning Simulation: Case Manager Query  

1. An award decision is based on all available evidence. You can ask the Service Assurance Manager (SAM) for 

advice if: 

 there’s evidence missing  

 there are contradictions or inconsistencies in the evidence  

 they need to discuss additional evidence that has arrived since the assessment was completed  

 the Assessment Provider (AP) descriptors aren’t fully justified and need clarification  

 you need further clarification on any comments the AP has made  

 you need to discuss variable needs  

 you need to request a medical term to be explained; or  

 you are uncertain about any aspect of the case  

2. If you think the descriptors or award period suggested by the AP aren’t supported by the evidence, you must 

explain why to the SAM. They will explain this to the AP. If you’re confident in selecting a different descriptor or award 

period to that suggested by the AP, you can do so using the Empowerment process - See: Modifying reworking 

cancelling a determination – Empowerment section. 

Note: If the AP hasn’t submitted the assessment questionnaire you must refer the case to the SAM to contact the AP - 

See: Report received no assessment in PIPCS.  

3. The SAM must be contacted as soon as an issue is identified. All issues must be resolved before the PIPCS 

assessment questionnaire is completed. 

4. A discussion with the SAM may resolve your issue, they’ll work with you to find a resolution. If the SAM 

identifies descriptor scores to be changed, the SAM may contact the AP for further advice or clarification. The SAM 

may suggest that you change it. 

Note: There must not be any direct contact between you and the AP. 



 

5. If you identify problems with the AP assessment questionnaire and require advice from the SAM you must: 

Step Action 

1  create an ‘advice task’ and send it to the SAM 

 ‘SAM advice needed’ 

2  defer your task to await advice back from the SAM 

3  record full details of the query in the notes field of ‘Decision Assist’ (text limited to 2000 characters). If the 

query is complex, you can request a discussion with the SAM 

4  keep the ‘AP report received’ task open in ‘your deferred tasks’ pending return from the SAM with their 

response 
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The SAM gives advice without an AP referral 

1. If the SAM can resolve your query straight away they will: 

Step Action 

1  record their answers/explanation in the ‘Decision Assist’ notes 

2  forward the original task back to you adding in task notes ‘see ‘Decision Assist’ notes’ 

2. On receipt of the task back from the SAM: 

Step Action 



 

1  open the deferred task ‘AP report received’ 

2  take appropriate action as advised to clear the case 

 

The SAM needs to contact the AP for advice 

1. If the SAM can’t advise you straight away and needs to contact the AP for advice, they will: 

Step Action 

1  select the relevant determination in PIPCS to refer the case to the AP 

2  select the appropriate ‘Request AP advice’ option 

3  record they have referred the case to the AP in the ‘AP report query’ task notes and return the task to you 

2. On receipt of the task back from the SAM, you: 

Step Action 

1  close the ‘AP report received’ task 

2  create a manual task and assign it to themselves to await return of the new AP report 

3 assign case ownership to yourself 

3. The ‘Request AP advice’ action in PIPCS is also used to task a case to the AP if clarification, further advice or evidence 

is required following a reconsideration, Award Review or appeal. 

Contacting the AP 

Preparing for the call 

1. Whatever the reason for contacting the AP, the SAM must fully prepare for the call - See: PIP  

Assessment Guide, as it includes details about what the AP can provide for you and what’s needed in the discussion. 

2. Before the SAM makes the call they must check you have: 

Step Action 

1  thoroughly considered all of the evidence and facts. The SAM needs to read the referral notes in the 

assessment case notes and, if appropriate, discuss the case with you before the call 



 

2  explained exactly what needs to be asked (you may make a note of questions for the SAM to use if necessary) 

3  explained what and why evidence supports your descriptor choices if different from the AP 

3. The SAM doesn’t need to task the case to the AP before they make their call. The AP can access the case in PIPCS 

using 'Quicksearch' and through the Personal Independence Payment Assessment Tool (PIPAT). 

4. The telephone contact numbers which are only for the SAMs to use are: 

Independent Assessment Services:  

Capita Admin enquires only:  

AP direct line:  

Request AP Advice action in PIPCS 

1. If a telephone call to the AP would take too long, a system request for advice can be made. Take the following 

action: 

Step Action 

1  select the ‘Determinations’ from Decision Assist 

2  select the action drop down button on the right hand side of the relevant determination 

Other options available include ‘Complete determination’, ‘Cancel determination’ and ‘View history’ 

3  select the option ‘Request AP Advice’ 

System displays a dialogue box 



 

4  select the appropriate reason from the drop down options in the ‘AP Advice Reasons’ field (Note: not all may 

be available, it depends on the status of the determination): 

• AP Rework - Contradictory 

• AP Rework - Not legible/concise 

• AP Rework - Legislative error 

• AP Rework - Not comprehensive/insufficient info 

• AP Rework - Not in plain English/unexplained medical jargon 

• AP Rework - No evidence to support decision/selected descriptor 

• AP Rework - Not fair/impartial 

• Evidence needed 

• Clarification needed 

• Advice needed 

• Reconsideration 

• Planned Intervention 

• Unplanned Intervention – Non SRTI 

 

 • Unplanned Intervention - SRTI 

• Appeal 



 

5  select the appropriate option from the ‘Requested For’ list, that is: 

• Claimant 

• DM (this means the CM) 

• DWP Advisor (this means the SAM) 

• HMCTS 

• LEAP 

• Other 

6  input details in the Comments field as appropriate for example: 

‘What does abbreviation ‘ABV’ in PA4 report page 6 mean?’ 

7  select ‘Save’ 

 

Action after the call 

1. After contact with the AP the SAM will: 

Step Action 

1  make a note of the discussion in the ‘Decision Assist’ notes of the case for future reference 

2  record details of call - See: Create a communication record 

3  copy and paste the AP advice along with any relevant record of the telephone call used to make the decision 

into the ‘Medical Details Evidence Comments’ field. (Maximum characters available are 3000) 

4  create a task for CM action 

2. On receipt of the task from the SAM, take the following action: 

Step Action 

1  complete the PIPCS assessment questionnaire 

2  make the decision 



 

3. If the AP is using PIPAT, they won’t be able to view the ‘Decision Assist’ notes in PIPCS. If there’s information you or 

the SAM want the AP to be aware of, you must record it in the task notes. 

Decision Assist Notes in PIPCS 

1. Decision Assist Notes can be automatically created by the system or recorded by you or the SAM. Comments and 

reasons recorded by you (when the advice was requested or determination modified), are transferred by the system 

into the assessment notes for the case. 

2. You or the SAM must create a ‘Decision Assist’ note where appropriate, for example, to provide more information 

about a re-referral to the AP. 

3. ‘Decision Assist’ notes can also be edited or deleted by selecting the appropriate option. If a note is edited or 

deleted, the originally created note is retained for future reference. 

4. To access the ‘Decision Assist’ notes, take the following action: 

Step Action 

1  select the ‘Notes’ tab from the ‘Decision Assist’ notes 

2  select the ‘New’ button 

system displays the New note dialogue box 

3  input the appropriate detail 

4  select ‘Save’ 

  

Case Notes Deletion 

1.Selected users can be given temporary permissions to delete notes. This replaces the previous method, which 

required an Operational Change Request (OCR) to be raised to delete notes that are in breach of Data Protection/GDPR 

or can cause reputational damage to the Department. 

2. If a user identifies a note to be deleted, they must first raise the request through their line manager and seek 

agreement to delete the note by their SEO. This email chain must be kept locally for audit purposes and retained 

under the usual GDPR/DPA guidelines. 

3. Once the SEO has approved the request then an email should be sent to the PPSD Inbox to confirm this -  



 

4. The email should include: 

• Claimants details (name, NINO)  

• Location of note to be deleted (Person homepage or Decision assist)  

• Date/Time of note  

• Name of User who made the note  

• Description of the note for deletion, including reason for example GDPR)  

5. The Products and Planning team will be responsible for deleting the note from PIPCS. 

6. A request will be made via TechNow to gain Specialist Customer Record access, sensitivity level 4.  

The note will then be deleted. 

7. Specialist customer record access must be removed following the notes deletion as per normal BAU process for 

Sensitive access case. 

8. The user should check the next day that the note has been deleted. 

9. For any other notes that are not in Person Record or Decision Assist that need deleting will still need an OCR 

request. 

Actions after the AP contact 

1. The discussions between the SAM and the AP will result in three possible outcomes: 

 the AP explains and justifies their choice of descriptor scores  

 the AP agrees with your justification of the descriptor scores  

 the AP doesn’t agree with your descriptor scores  

AP explains their choice of descriptors that you and the SAM can accept 

or 

AP agrees with your justification of the descriptor scores 

2. The SAM will: 

Step Action 

1  thank the AP for their explanation and advise them that agreement has been reached 

2 make a note of the discussion in the ‘Decision Assist’ notes of the case for future reference 



 

3  copy and paste the AP advice along with any relevant record of the telephone call used to make the decision 

into the ‘Medical Details Evidence Comments’ field. (Maximum characters available are 3000) 

4  return the task to you asking you to complete the PIPCS assessment questionnaire and make the decision 

3. You must: 

Step Action 

1  complete the assessment questionnaire 

2  selecting the appropriate descriptor(s) and make the decision 

The AP doesn’t agree with your justification of the descriptor scores 

4. If the AP disagrees with you, the SAM will: 

Step Action 

1  thank the AP for their explanation and advise them agreement hasn’t been reached 

2  tell the AP they’ll discuss the case with you 

3  task you to refer to their notes in ‘Decision Assist’ 

4  instruct you to complete the assessment questionnaire selecting the appropriate descriptor(s) and make the 

decision 

5. You must: 

Step Action 

1  receive the task 

2  discuss the case again with the SAM 

3  complete the PIPCS assessment questionnaire and make the decision 

  



 

Further evidence received 

1. If you can’t decide if the new evidence makes a difference, you must consult the SAM who may phone the AP on 

your behalf. 

2. Depending on the evidence, queries may be resolved either by: 

 phone call (details must be recorded in PIPCS assessment case notes)  by referral to 

the AP to provide a supplementary advice report (PA5 or PA6)  

3. Supplementary advice from the AP may involve: 

 interpreting and explaining medical terminology and or clinical examination findings  

 advising on the significance of special investigations or medication  

 advice on whether the claimant may be suffering from ‘substantially the same condition’ as in a previous claim  

 advice on the nature of surgical or other treatments  

4. The report is uploaded automatically into the Document Repository System (DRS), and the case tasked to you. You 

must consider whether or not anything further needs to be done, liaising with the SAM as appropriate. When you 

complete your action on the case you must ensure any associated tasks are closed - See: Modifying reworking 

cancelling a determination. 

Requesting advice or evidence for Award Reviews 

1. When you refer a case to the AP where the determination is complete using the ‘Request AP advice’ function, 

the system: 

• modifies the last completed determination  

• will change ‘AP Advice Requested’ to ‘Report Outstanding’  

2. This allows the AP to answer a new assessment questionnaire pre populated with answers from the last active 

submitted questionnaire. 

3. Where you return a case for AP advice or rework and the current determination is ‘In Progress’ a new 

determination isn’t required.  

4. The system saves the data entered in the ‘Determination history’ and updates the Assessment case status to 

‘Report Outstanding’ and the determination status to ‘AP Advice requested’. 

5. PIPCS generates a task to the AP Advice work queue (or the Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) referrals work 

queue if the case is SRTI ‘high priority’) requesting further evidence or advice. 



 

6. The deadline date for the ‘AP Advice requested’ task is two working days (this includes SRTI referrals). If the 

case is with the AP for over two working days, a reminder is referred to you and the task is escalated if the reminder 

isn’t actioned. 

AP Supplementary Reports 

1. If a supplementary report is needed or the case needs to go to the AP for clarification, the case is tasked to the AP 

through PIPCS. 

2. When the case is returned by the AP as a ‘supplementary report’ it is tasked to you. 

3. If the advice request results in the AP changing their descriptor selection, the AP will complete the assessment 

questionnaire in PIPCS (or through PIPAT). 

4. When the AP opens the questionnaire to answer, it will be pre-populated with the responses that were given by you 

on the last active submission. The AP will submit their completed assessment questionnaire in the usual way by 

selecting ‘Next’ on the final summary page. 

5. The appropriate report form will be uploaded onto DRS 

6. The content should be the same in both reports. You must proceed with the case as normal but mark the clerical 

report as ephemeral. This ensures only one report marked ‘Supporting’ is retained. 

7. If there’s any difference between the reports, you must contact the SAM to liaise with the AP. 

8. They need to confirm, which of the reports is valid before proceeding - See: Modifying reworking cancelling a 

determination. 

9. If the advice request doesn’t result in a change to the AP descriptors the AP will complete a Supplementary advice 

note - PA5 providing their advice. The AP will then return the case. 

Note: Action to refer to AP for advice or evidence can only be taken if the status of the determination is ‘In Progress’ or 

‘Completed’. So if the determination status is ‘Report outstanding’ or ‘AP advice requested’ the PIPCS case is already in 

the AP workspace for their action. 

09b Making a decision 
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07 Introduction to decision making 

Introduction to decision making 

Learning Simulation: Awarding Benefit CM End to End 

1. As a Case Manager (CM), you’ll make decisions on: 

 new claims to PIP  

 PIP Award Reviews  

 Changes of Circumstance Award Reviews  

 Reconsiderations and Appeal requests  



 

2. The decision making process for PIP involves you acting on behalf of the Secretary of State (SofS) to consider and 

decide: 

 if the claimant meets the qualifying criteria in terms of the duration of disability (3 month qualifying period (QP) 

9 month prospective test (PT) (known as the ‘required period condition’)  

 the claimant’s entitlement to PIP on the basis of the scores resulting from descriptors selected by you in the 

activities for Daily Living and Mobility  

 the level of award, length of award and period for a PIP Award Review  

3. An Assessment Provider (AP) organisation will undertake an assessment of the claimant’s health condition. This will 

evaluate the impact of the health condition on a claimant’s ability to carry out activities of Daily Living and Mobility. 

4. The AP will: 

 provide us with a detailed medical assessment report  

 request any medical evidence needed from Healthcare Professionals involved with the claimant’s care  

5. For Award Reviews (AR), the AP report may not be required. If form AR1 is received from the claimant, you’ll 

consider all the evidence provided and can make a decision without an AP referral. 

6. If technical advice is required, APs can provide support and medical advice through your SAM - See:  

 Referring claim to SAM / AP.  

7. The claimant provides information about their circumstances when they make the claim and provides details about 

their health condition in ‘How your disability affects you’ forms: 

 PIP2 new claim and reassessment  

 AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) Change of Circumstances Award Review  

 AR1 Award Review  

8. Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI) claimants who meet the TI provisions won’t complete a PIP2/AR1. 

9. Claimants who fail to return the PIP2/AR1 within a calendar month but who are marked as ‘Additional Support’ will 

be referred for an assessment even where they fail to return a PIP2/AR1. 
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Checklist 

  

√ consider all lay conditions 

√ take into account payability aspects 

√ provide reasons for your decision 

√ complete the assessment questionnaire 

√ check eligibility 

√ view and check the eligibility results 

√ run the legislative and business rules 

√ complete the determination 

√ draft a decision notification letter 

√ set a recommended review date and/or end date (if applicable) 

1. You must use all available evidence to decide a claimant’s entitlement and assess whether the claimant can 

undertake Daily Living and Mobility activities: 

• safely  

• to an acceptable standard  

• as often as they need to  

• in a reasonable time  

Note: It’s important to check all attachments for the case before any action is taken to ensure you’re aware of all 

relevant evidence. For example, there will be cases where the claim wasn’t made or assessed under the SRTI 

provisions but a DS1500 is received before the decision is made. 

What is PIPAT? 

1. The PIP Assessment Tool (PIPAT) is a computer system for APs to support the assessment process. PIPCS and 

PIPAT are linked; assessments and reports are completed and returned through PIPAT into PIPCS. APs can also access 

PIPCS. 



 

2. Once the assessment questionnaire is submitted in PIPCS through PIPAT the report is uploaded automatically 

into DRS and the case tasked to you. 

Note: Not all APs have full access to PIPAT. 

Checking assessment case status in PIPCS 

1. To access the assessment case in PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1  go to ‘Search Results’ 

2  select ‘Decision Assist’ 

3  select the determination number in blue 

2. If an assessment was requested, the assessment shows in the ‘Determination’ tab and the status shown should be 

‘Report Outstanding’. It stays at ‘Report Outstanding’ until you complete the determination. 

3. After you’ve completed and submitted the questionnaire, the status will change to ‘Report complete’. 

4. A quick assessment case status check can be made by viewing the context panel in ‘Decision Assist’ against the 

‘Progress’ field. 

5. One of four options displays in the context panel to indicate the status of the assessment. They are: 

• Assessment with Provider this means:  

• case is with the AP either Capita or Independent Assessment Services  

• assessment status is Report Outstanding  

• determination status either Report Outstanding or AP advice requested 

• case with CM awaiting their action  

• assessment status Report Outstanding  

• determination status either AP advice requested, In Progress, Cancel  

• case with CM awaiting their action  

• assessment status Completed  

• determination status Completed  

• application status Submitted  

• determination and decision completed  

• Assessment with Case Manager this means:  

• Assessment completed awaiting decision once the determination is completed the CM usually 

completes the decision immediately after  



 

• Completed this means:  

• determination and decision completed  

08 The Assessment Questionnaire Overview 

The Assessment Questionnaire Overview 

Critical Process Point 1. 

Daily Living/Mobility Descriptor Choice (Case Manager) You must 

check each descriptor: 

• all available evidence in PIPCS has been considered and you must review all attachments related to the case  

• all claimed needs have been addressed (either supported or dismissed)  

• the justification supports the descriptor selected; review descriptors, starting at the highest scoring first to 

ensure descriptors are supported by the evidence and there are no inconsistencies/contradictions  

• criteria detailed in the PIP Descriptor Log, which can be found within the PIP Assessment Guidance have been 

applied correctly  

See information contained in PIP instructions around descriptor choice - Daily Living and Mobility. 

Where descriptor choice is not supported by all the evidence you must either use CM empowerment or refer to SAM 

for advice (when there is conflicting evidence). 

Consequences: 

Checking the DMA descriptors is essential in ensuring the correctness of the evidence required, not doing this can 

mean: 

• the decision may be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring additional requests for information  

• the wrong legal notification may be issued, misinforming the claimant  

• if the decision is wrong, the rate of benefit may also be wrong causing possible under or overpayments  

• an incorrect decision, resulting in incorrect payments can lead to financial hardship, including our most 

vulnerable customers  

• an incorrect decision can result in increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

• possible reputational damage to DWP  

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  

Critical Process Point 2. 

Qualifying Period / Prospective Test (Case Manager) 



 

You must make further enquiries when applicable, for example, checking onset of needs. You must 

consider changes in the claimant’s condition and impact upon QP and PT Consequences: 

Not checking PIP2 for the correct date the claimant needs started, can mean: 

• the decision may be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring rework to correct  

• the wrong dates of entitlement will be issued in the legal notification, misinforming the claimant  

• if the wrong date is used this might impact on other Benefit entitlements and result in under or overpayments  

• an incorrect decision, resulting in incorrect payments can lead to financial hardship, including our most 

vulnerable customers  

• an incorrect decision can result in increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

• possible reputational damage to DWP  

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  

Learning Simulation - Accessing the Questionnaire 

Learning Simulation - Answering the Questionnaire  
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What is the assessment questionnaire? 

1. The assessment questionnaire is a report initially completed by the Assessment Provider (AP). It records a set of 

descriptors and scores. These are based on how much help the claimant needs in their day- to-day activities and 

their mobility (getting around). 

2. These descriptors are based on all available evidence relating to the claimant’s Daily Living and  

Mobility needs. The rate paid depends on how much the condition affects the claimant, not the condition itself. 

3. You’ll need to look at all available evidence and make an objective decision about which descriptors apply. The AP’s 

report is supporting evidence to help you make your own decision about the benefit award.  



 

Where is the assessment questionnaire? 

1. The assessment questionnaire is in the ‘Decision Assist’ section of PIPCS. 

2. It’s where: 

• the AP’s descriptors have already been populated for you to see  

• you record your own descriptor choices  

3. Once you’ve submitted the questionnaire, PIPCS will calculate the rate of benefit the claimant is entitled to based on 

the total scores. 

4. This means all the information about the assessment will be held and entered in one place. It also records whether 

the claimant satisfies: 

• the Qualifying Period (QP)  

• the Prospective Test (PT)  

• the Special Rules for Terminally Ill people (SRTI) - See: QP/PT and also - See: SRTI not met  

How do I open the assessment questionnaire? 

1. To open the questionnaire you: 

Step Action 

1  navigate to the assessment or application case homepage 

2  select the ‘Assessments’ tab to open the ‘Assessments’ homepage 

3  select the ‘Determinations’ tab to display the following three tabs in a line: 

• Questionnaires  

• Submissions  

• Reasons  

4  select the ‘Questionnaires’ tab 

5  select ‘Answer’ from the action button on the right of the relevant ‘Assessment Questionnaire’ 

This opens a new questionnaire for you to view the AP’s answers and then select your own 

2. The questionnaire will be launched, ready for you to answer. 



 

Note: You can only answer the questionnaire when the Determination Status is ‘In Progress’. If the Determination 

status reads as ‘Further Evidence Requested’ or ‘Report Outstanding’, this is still with the AP and can’t be amended by 

you until the AP completes their activity. 

What is recorded in the assessment questionnaire? 

1. The assessment questionnaire consists of eight screens or pages. These appear on the Determinations tab. 

2. Some of the information you submit in the questionnaire will automatically appear in the decision letter issued 

to the claimant. These are: 

• all the information recorded in the evidence pages  

• all the descriptors and your selected scores - See: Personal Independence Payment Critical Process Points – 

Must Do Actions  

3. When you’ve completed and submitted your questionnaire, the AP’s submission will be retained in PIPCS for 

viewing purposes and your questionnaire will become the ‘active’ submission. All questionnaires completed and 

submitted by you and the AP are saved in PIPCS. 

Progressing through the Questionnaire: 

1. Once you’ve selected to answer the questionnaire: 

Step Action 

1  progress through each page by selecting ‘Next’ 

2  select your own answers throughout 

3  select the back button in any page to return to previous pages to check or amend answers 

4  select ‘Save and Exit’ in any page if, for example, you need to check something out or are called away. This 

saves the answers selected so far 

5  check all information shown in the summary pages is correct 

6  only if everything is correct should you select ‘Next’ on the final summary to complete and submit your 

response. This now becomes the active submission for the case 

2. Once you’ve submitted the questionnaire, PIPCS adds up the points for each descriptor in the Daily Living and 

Mobility activities and gives a total score for each component. 

Note: Once you’ve selected ‘Next’ to submit on the final summary page, the questionnaire can’t be amended or re-

submitted. 



 

3. If the assessment questionnaire needs to be completed again for example you’ve made a mistake, you may have to 

modify the determination. 

4. If the case needs to go back to the AP to re-answer, this can be done by modifying the determination or by referring 

the case through your SAM. Exceptionally, a case may need a new determination. In these cases, you’ll have to 

manually task it to the AP - See: Modifying cancelling reworking a determination and also - See: Completing the 

determination. 

Assessment questionnaire pages 

Page 1. Introduction 

1. The page covers the following: 

Type of  

Assessment 

A mandatory field for the AP and the five options are: 

• Paper-based  

• Face to face consultation – home consultation  

• Face to face consultation – assessment centre consultation  

• Telephone consultation  

• Video consultation  

TI Provisions  

Claimed 

Displays for AP and you 

The field displays ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ depending on the answer input into the Medical evidence details 

screen in PIPCS to the question ‘TI provisions requested’ 

It is a mandatory question when the claim is taken. It can be amended at any stage in a claim, 

for example, where a change of circumstances is reported 



 

TI provisions Met If the claim was made under SRTI and in the AP’s opinion provisions are met, they’ll select the 

check box. 

You must: 

 omit the daily living activities page and  

 be aware when completing the mobility activities page, the QP/PT for mobility aren’t 

required  

When you complete the determination in PIPCS, the ‘TI Provisions Determined’ field in the 

Medical evidence details screen shows as ‘Yes’ 

Once the determination is complete and this field is populated in Medical evidence details by 

either Yes or No the answer can’t be amended by a user 

The start and end date of medical details evidence can be amended 

ID Verifications field 

(IDV) 

This displays an IDV option according to what the claimant provided at the face-toface 

consultation. The field isn’t completed by the AP if the assessment was paper based 

The option selected may be ‘other’ and if so the details are input by the AP in the  

 Identity verification – other screen 

Page 2. Identity verification 

2. The page shows the following fields: 

Identity verification 

number page 

This page opens to display the reference number input by the AP for the IDV type 

selected on the Introduction page 

Identity verification – 

other 

This page opens if the IDV selected by the AP in the Introduction page was  

‘other’. It displays the details of the IDV provided and a reference number 

Page 3. Evidence 

3. The AP will include all the evidence they considered. Your responses will confirm the evidence fields already 

completed by the AP unless there’s additional evidence you’ve seen and considered: 

Step Action 

1  check all evidence in DRS 



 

2  check the appropriate responses for each question 

4. Evidence selected will be included in the decision notification letter sent to the claimant when you complete the 

determination and make the decision in PIPCS. 

5. Specific forms for example form DS1500 (SRTI cases) aren’t included in the available options but may be selected as 

a report from the author, for example, a GP report. 

Harmful information present 

6. If harmful information is included within the evidence, the AP will answer ‘Yes’ against the question. Details will be 

provided by the AP in the PA7. This also alerts you to check the PA7 and DRS (although at this stage you should 

have considered all the evidence). 

Important: If evidence is harmful it mustn’t be included as this information is uploaded into the decision notification - 

See: Subject Access Request and Harmful Information. 

7. Ensure: 

 the type of assessment undertaken by the AP is recorded on system  

 the claimant notification letter makes it clear where the evidence and supporting evidence have come from. You 

must record:  

Step Action 

  

1  health professional consultation report for a face-to-face consultation or 

2  health professional review report for a paper based review 

Supporting evidence 

8. This is mandatory and at least one option must be selected from the drop down menu in order to select ‘Next’ and 

move on. 

Additional 

supporting evidence 

Options of either ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ 

If ‘Yes’ is displayed (selected by the AP), details of the evidence will show on an additional 

page for you to view and check 

If ‘No’ is displayed and you agree there’s no additional supporting evidence, the details page 

isn’t available 



 

Other supporting 

evidence 

A free text field displays any evidence the AP has considered which is outside the listed 

options available. The information received in this field is not included in the decision 

notification to the claimant 

Number of  

Documents Sent 

A mandatory field zero or more completed by the AP 

This is for any documents sent by the AP when they submit the assessment questionnaire 

that haven’t been scanned in DRS already 

It doesn’t include the AP assessment report or the PIP2/AR1 

Note: If you notice a discrepancy between the documents held in DRS and number recorded here you must refer the 

case to the SAM. 

Page 4. Disability 

9. The first page is headed ‘Primary Disability’. This is to record the claimant’s main health condition or disability. 

You’ll need to input your own answers to the same questions or agree with the AP’s answers as appropriate. 

10. The page includes the disability code, category, sub group and disease with linked drop down options. 

Disability code All fields beside this are mandatory For 

example: 

 • Category: Respiratory disease  

• Category: subgroup: Asthma T17-T20  

• Disease: Asthma  

Record additional 

disability? 

A mandatory question options Yes or No 

If Yes is selected, the next page opens to record the next disability code and associated details. 

This question can be repeated. There’s no limit to the number of disabilities that can be 

recorded 

Page 5. Daily Living 

11. This page includes: 

 separate questions about the QP and PT for the Daily Living activities  

 all the Daily Living activity descriptors  



 

12. If the claim was made under SRTI and the AP decides the SRTI provisions are met, this page should be missed by 

you and the AP. This means the check box against ‘TI provisions Met’ is ticked and the ‘TI Provisions Claimed’ 

displays ‘Yes’ in the Introduction page of the assessment questionnaire. 

Note: Where the QP/PT isn’t relevant, the answer is always Yes - See: Daily Living descriptors, See:  

QP/PT and also - See: Personal Independence Payment Critical Process Points – Must Do Actions. 

Page 6. Mobility 

13. This page includes: 

 separate questions about the QP and PT for Mobility activities  

 all the Mobility activity descriptors  

14. If the claim was made under SRTI and the AP decides the SRTI provisions are met, this page should be missed by 

you and the AP. This means the check box against ‘TI provisions Met’ is ticked and the ‘TI Provisions Claimed’ 

displays ‘Yes’ in the Introduction page of the assessment questionnaire. 

Note: Where the QP/PT isn’t relevant, the answer is always Yes - See: Daily Living descriptors, See:  

QP/PT and also - See: Personal Independence Payment Critical Process Points – Must Do Actions. 

Page 7 - Recommendations 

Additional Support 

15. Claimants with: 

 a severe mental health or behavioural condition  

 a learning difficulty  

 a developmental disorder  

 memory problems  

may have difficulty engaging with the claims process especially if they have no support network. These claimants are 

described as having ‘additional support (AS) needs’. 

16. This information is usually identified at the new claim stage but you’ll need to consider whether or not the 

claimant has AS needs. 

17. If the claimant has been identified as having AS needs the context panel in PIPCS Application home page displays 

‘Additional Support Indicated’. The Medical Details Evidence page displays ‘Yes’ in answer to the ‘Indicated’ 

question. 



 

18. When you complete the questionnaire and make your decision on the claim, you’ll need to look at what support 

the claimant has and whether the claimant meets any of the criteria for having AS needs. 

19. It’s mandatory for you to answer Yes or No in the Medical Evidence details page on PIPCS. You must consider if the 

AS marker is set correctly and change it where appropriate - See: Additional Support. 

Award Review 

20. The review questions are for the AP only. You’ll make the final decision on the period of award and review date 

based on all the evidence. You’ll record these later in the decision making process - See:  

Setting a review date. 

21. The AP will advise a date for review based on their medical knowledge and the circumstances of the case. Their 

recommendation will appear in the PA report but PIPCS will also contain details on this screen including their 

recommended review date. 

22. The date they record is from the date of the assessment (face to face consultation or paper based). 

Page 8 Summary 

23. The final page is a summary of answers you’ve given in the assessment questionnaire. 

24. You can review your answers and edit them on the summary screen if amendments are necessary.  

You can also select the back button on the summary page to return to the appropriate page to edit. 

25. The final summary page gives a warning note in red at the top: 

‘Important – If you select 'Next' on this page the assessment will be submitted and you won’t be able to make any 

further changes’. 

09 Daily Living Descriptors 

Daily Living Descriptors 

Critical Process Point 1. 

Daily Living/Mobility Descriptor Choice (Case Manager) You must 

check each descriptor to confirm: 

• all available evidence in PIPCS has been taken into considered  and you must review all attachments related to 

the case  

• all claimed needs have been addressed (either supported or dismissed)  



 

• the justification supports the descriptor selected; review descriptors, starting at the highest scoring first to 

ensure descriptors are supported by the evidence and there are no inconsistencies/contradictions  

• criteria detailed in the PIP Descriptor Log, which can be found within the PIP Assessment Guidance have been 

applied correctly  

See information contained in PIP instructions around descriptor choice - Daily Living/Mobility. 

Where descriptor choice is not supported by all the evidence you must either use CM empowerment or refer to SAM 

for advice (when there is conflicting evidence). 

Consequences: 

Checking the DMA Descriptors is essential in ensuring the correctness of the evidence required, not doing this can 

mean: 

• the decision may be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring additional requests for information  

• the wrong legal notification may be issued, misinforming the claimant  

• if the decision is wrong, the rate of benefit may also be wrong causing possible under or overpayments  

• an incorrect decision, resulting in incorrect payments can lead to financial hardship, including our most 

vulnerable customers  

• an incorrect decision can result in increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

• possible reputational damage to DWP  

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  

Critical Process Point 4. 

Notification of the decision, this must include dispute rights (Case Manager) 

You must use the DMR template to produce a personalised record of reasons ensuring this gives an accurate 

representation of your decision. Consequences: 

The DMR template provide consistency and the correct information being used for not only your decision making, but 

all decisions, not using DMR can mean: 

• you do not comply with the legal requirement in the information to be provided and possible misinformation 

to the claimant – poor customer service  

• inaccurate information is provided, confusing the customer  

• key paragraphs that should be included in the decision are missed  

• increased request for reconsiderations from claimants who think the decision is incorrect  

• reputational damage to DWP if we keep getting it wrong, in particular the document must be of professional 

standard and not handwritten  



 

• an incorrect decision may result in judicial review, attracting reputational damage  

Subpages 

• What are the Daily Living components?  

• Rate of entitlement  

• Changing the AP Descriptors  

What are the Daily Living components? 

1. The claimant’s entitlement to PIP and the rate it’s paid at, are based on a set of scores. These scores come from the 

different descriptors selected by you in different activities for the Daily Living components. 

2. For PIP there are ten activities for the Daily Living component. 

1 Preparing food 

2 Taking nutrition 

3 Managing therapy or monitoring a health condition 

4 Washing and bathing 

5 Managing toilet needs or incontinence 

6 Dressing and undressing 

7 Communicating verbally 

8 Reading and understanding signs, symbols and words 

9 Engaging with other people face-to-face 

10 Making budgeting decisions 

3. Each of these ten activities has a set of descriptors that define increasing levels of difficulty in carrying out the 

activity. 

4. When selecting a descriptor, the claimant’s ability to carry out the activity safely, reliably, repeatedly and in a timely 

manner must also be considered. This is something both you and the AP must bear in mind as it’s integral to the 

assessment. 

5. The harder it is for the claimant to complete the activity, the higher the score. 



 

Example 

Activity Descriptor Points 

1. Preparing food a. Can prepare and cook a simple meal unaided 0 

b. Needs to use an aid or appliance to be able to either prepare or cook a simple  

meal 

2 

c. Cannot cook a simple meal using a conventional cooker but is able to do so  2 

 using a microwave  

d. Needs prompting to be able to either prepare or cook a simple meal 2 

e. Needs supervision or assistance to either prepare or cook a simple meal 4 

f. cannot prepare and cook food 8 

6. Only one descriptor can be chosen for each activity. 

7. You must make your selection carefully based on all the relevant evidence including the: 

 AP report  

 AP’s descriptor choices and justifications  

 PIP2, AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) and AR1 - See: ADM and Daily Living descriptors  

Rate of entitlement 

1. Entitlement to the Daily Living component depends on the total number of points reached from the Daily Living 

activity descriptors added together. 

2. The rate of entitlement depends on whether the claimant has: 

• limited ability to carry out Daily Living activities (standard rate 8 to 11 points)  

• severely limited ability to carry out Daily Living activities (enhanced rate 12 plus points)  

3. An award of PIP may be at either rate for each component or an award of one component but not the other. 

The PIP Descriptor Log 

4. The PIP Descriptor Log, which can be found within the PIP Assessment Guide is designed to provide further 

instructions to help you interpret the descriptors. It includes additional instructions on each of the individual 

activities. 



 

5. The information in the log is intended as an aid to increase your understanding of the criteria for selecting a 

particular descriptor. It doesn’t replace the PIP Assessment Guide or the ADM as main sources of instructions on 

the criteria for selection. 

Deciding your descriptor choices 

6. Each of the descriptors within the ten Daily Living activities are available to select from a drop down buttons next 

to the activities. You won’t be able to see the actual scores at this stage. 

7. If you agree with the AP’s opinion based on all available evidence: 

Step Action 

1  select ‘Next’ on the screen 

2  select a descriptor for each Daily Living activity 

8. Care should be taken when selecting an option from the drop down list to make sure the correct selection for each 

line is entered. 

9. An example of the Daily Living questionnaire page layout follows. Select the drop down arrow on the right to select 

the option. 

Preparing food d. Needs prompting to be able to either prepare or cook a  ▼ 

 simple meal  

Taking nutrition d. Needs prompting to be able to take nutrition ▼ 

Managing therapy or monitoring a health 

condition 

a. (ii) Can manage medication or therapy or monitor a health 

condition unaided 

▼ 

Washing and bathing a. Can wash and bathe unaided ▼ 

See: The PIP Descriptors Log, See: Assessment Provider Process and also - See: ADM Chapter P2 – Assessment for PIP. 

10. When you’re ready to make your decision, you must follow current instructions for completing the assessment 

questionnaire and recording the reasons for your decision. 

11. You must record your justifications for the different descriptor choices in the Decision Assist notes. 

Selecting a descriptor where more than one applies in one activity 

12. There will be cases when more than one descriptor in an activity area applies to a claimant. 



 

13. You can only select one descriptor in any activity area. 

14. When more than one descriptor applies you must select the highest scoring descriptor for the majority of the days 

(defined as over 50% of the days) for the activity. 

15. The higher scoring of the descriptors are to be selected. 

16. You must consider the claimant’s likely ability over a year before selecting the most appropriate descriptor for each 

activity area. 

17. The ADM covers examples where more than one descriptor applies but none of them apply for 50% of the days - 

See: ADM. 

Changing the AP Descriptors 

1. You must decide whether the AP’s descriptors accurately reflect the actual needs and abilities of the claimant 

taking into account all the evidence. If you’ve reviewed the evidence and considered the AP’s selected descriptors, 

you may select different descriptor(s) to the AP without seeking advice from the SAM. However, under the revised 

rework criteria, if using empowerment would result in a change in level of award, the report is classed as Category 

4 – Unacceptable and must be returned for rework through the SAM - See: Modifying reworking cancelling a 

determination – Empowerment section and also - See:  

ADM A1300 and ADM A1520. 

Empowering the Case Manager 

2. When considering a case, you must decide if the descriptors accurately reflect the actual needs and abilities of the 

claimant taking into account all the evidence. This is no different to the standard process. 

3. If after reviewing both the evidence and the selected descriptors, you select different descriptor (s) to the AP you 

may do so without seeking advice from either the SAM or the AP. The normal rules of evidence apply. However, 

under the revised rework criteria, if using empowerment would result in a change in level of award, the report is 

classed as Category 4 – Unacceptable and must be returned for rework through the SAM - See: ADM A1300 and 

also - See: ADM A1520. 

4. You can select any number of different descriptors to those advised by the AP, where appropriate, provided there’s 

sufficient evidence and you’re confident in doing so. 

5. If a decision can be made, you’ll follow current instructions for completing the PIPCS assessment questionnaire and 

recording your reasons for the decision. You must record justifications for different descriptor choices in Decision 

Assist notes. 

6. If you’re unsure about any of the descriptors provided and don’t feel you can make a robust decision from the 

evidence to hand or you require clinical information, you must still discuss the case with your  



 

SAM. 

7. The SAM will decide if re-work or advice from the AP is required and will follow the current Business As Usual 

(BAU) process. 

8. It may be appropriate for the SAM to contact the AP to: 

• ask for further explanation or clarification of the AP’s answers in the assessment questionnaire in PIPCS and or 

in the report  

• ask for further evidence if after careful consideration you think that further evidence is needed before you can 

make a decision  

• discuss any additional evidence received in DWP since the assessment was completed. This might mean a 

further referral to update the AP’s assessment  

Note: If a report isn’t ‘fit for purpose’ (that is, you aren’t able to make a decision), it should be returned to the AP for 

rework - See: Referring claim to SAM AP. 

SRTI consideration 

9. The AP may receive evidence during the consultation to support their decision the claimant is terminally ill, 

although the claim hasn’t been made as a SRTI claim. If so, the AP will: 

• continue to consider the Daily Living descriptors in the standard way  

• record all details including anything the claimant has said about their health condition in the report  

10. When you receive the case: 

Step Action 

1  consider any evidence which suggests the claim can be treated as made under  

SRTI 

2  make a decision whether the claim can be treated as made under SRTI 

11. If the claim was made under SRTI and the AP decides the SRTI provisions are met: 

Step Action 

1  ensure the check box is ticked against the field ‘TI provisions Met’ 

2  ensure the ‘TI Provisions Claimed’ displays ‘Yes’ in the Introduction page of the assessment questionnaire 



 

3  leave this page incomplete 

Note: Where the QP/PT isn’t relevant, the answer is always ‘Yes’ - See: SRTI not met. 

10 Mobility descriptors 

Mobility descriptors 

Critical Process Point 1. 

Daily Living/Mobility Descriptor Choice (Case Manager) You must 

check each descriptorto confirm: 

• all available evidence in PIPCS has been considered and you must review all attachments related to the case  

• all claimed needs have been addressed (either supported or dismissed)  

• the justification supports the descriptor selected; review descriptors, starting at the highest scoring first to 

ensure descriptors are supported by the evidence and there are no inconsistencies/contradictions  

• criteria detailed in the PIP Descriptor Log, which can be found within the PIP Assessment Guidance have been 

applied correctly 

See information contained in PIP instructions around descriptor choice - Daily Living/Mobility. 

Where descriptor choice is not supported by all the evidence you must either use CM empowerment or refer to SAM 

for advice (when there is conflicting evidence). 

Consequences: 

Checking the DMA Descriptors is essential in ensuring the correctness of the evidence required, not doing this can 

mean: 

• the decision may be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring additional requests for information  

• the wrong legal notification may be issued, misinforming the claimant  

• if the decision is wrong, the rate of benefit may also be wrong causing possible under or overpayments  

• an incorrect decision, resulting in incorrect payments can lead to financial hardship, including our most 

vulnerable customers  

• an incorrect decision can result in increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

• possible reputational damage to DWP  

costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim Critical Process 

Point 2. 



 

Qualifying Period / Prospective Test (Case Manager) 

You must check PIP2/AR1  for date claimant needs started. Qualifying Period (QP) and Prospective Test (PT).  

You must make further enquiries when applicable, for example, checking onset of needs You must 

consider changes in the claimant’s condition and impact upon QP and PT. 

Consequences: 

Not checking PIP2 for the correct date the claimant needs started, can mean: 

• the decision may be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring rework to correct  

• the wrong dates of entitlement will be issued in the legal notification, misinforming the claimant  

• if the wrong date is used this might impact on other Benefit entitlements and result in under or overpayments  

• an incorrect decision, resulting in incorrect payments can lead to financial hardship, including our most 

vulnerable customers  

• an incorrect decision can result in increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

• possible reputational damage to DWP  

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  

Critical Process Point 3. 

Date of Claim (Case Manager) 

You must check the correct Date of Claim (DoC) has been used; the DoC can be impacted by date of first contact or 

issue of clerical PIP1 or claim in the alternative. You must follow Operational Instructions to determine the effective 

date for reassessment cases. 

Consequences: 

Checking that you have used the correct Date of Claim (DoC) is essential, not getting the DoC right can mean: 

• the decision will be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring rework to correct  

• the wrong DoC will be used and issued with the legal notification, misinforming the claimant  

• the Benefit payments may be incorrect, causing possible under or overpayments  

• incorrect payments being issued and may can lead to financial hardship, including our most vulnerable 

customers  

• increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

• possible reputational damage to DWP  

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  



 

Subpages 

• What are the Mobility components?  

• Rate of entitlement  

• Mobility – further consideration  

What are the Mobility components? 

1. The claimant’s entitlement to PIP and the rate it’s paid at, are based on a set of scores. These scores come from the 

different descriptors selected by you in different activities for the mobility (getting around), components. 

2. For PIP there are two activities for the mobility component. 

1 Planning and following journeys 

2 Moving around 

3. Each of these 2 activities has a set of descriptors that define increasing levels of difficulty in carrying out the activity. 

4. When selecting a descriptor choice, the claimant’s ability to carry out the activity safely, reliably, repeatedly and in a 

timely manner must also be considered. This is something both you and the AP must bear in mind as it is integral to 

the assessment. 

5. The harder it is for the claimant to complete the activity, the higher the score. 

Example 

Activity Descriptor Points 

1. Planning and following 

journeys. 

a. Can plan and follow the route of a journey unaided 0 

b. Needs prompting to be able to undertake any journey to avoid overwhelming 

psychological distress to the claimant 

4 

c. Cannot plan the route of a journey 8 

d. Cannot follow the route of an unfamiliar journey without another person, 

assistance dog or orientation aid 

10 

e. Cannot undertake any journey because it would cause overwhelming 

psychological distress to the claimant 

10 

f. Cannot follow the route of a familiar journey without another person, an 

assistance dog or an orientation aid 

12 

6. Only one descriptor can be chosen for each activity. 



 

7. You must make your selection carefully based on all the relevant evidence including the: 

 AP report  

 AP’s descriptor choices and justifications  

 PIP2, AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) and AR1 - See: ADM Mobility descriptors  

Rate of entitlement 

1. Entitlement to the Mobility component depends on the total number of points reached from the Mobility activity 

descriptors added together. 

2. The rate of entitlement depends on whether the claimant has: 

• limited ability to carry out Mobility activities (standard rate 8 to 11 points)  

• severely limited ability to carry out Mobility activities (enhanced rate 12 plus points)  

3. An award of PIP may be at either rate for each component or an award of one component but not the other. 

The PIP Descriptor Log 

4. The PIP Descriptor log, which can be found within the PIP Assessment Guide is designed to provide further 

instructions to help you interpret the descriptors. It includes additional instructions on each of the individual 

activities. 

5. The information in the log is intended as an aid to increase your understanding of the criteria for selecting a 

particular descriptor. It doesn’t replace the PIP Assessment Guide or the ADM as main sources of instructions on 

the criteria for selection. 

Deciding your descriptor choices 

6. Each of the descriptors within the two Mobility activities are available to select from a drop down button next to 

the activity. You won’t be able to see the actual scores at this stage. 

7. If you agree with the AP’s opinion based on all available evidence: 

Step Action 

1  select ‘Next’ on the screen 

2  select a descriptor for each Mobility activity 

8. Care should be taken when selecting an option from the drop down list to make sure the correct selection for each 

line is entered. 



 

9. An example of the Mobility questionnaire page layout follows. Select the drop down arrow on the right to select 

the option. 

Planning and following journeys. a. Can plan and follow the route of a journey unaided ▼ 

Moving around. f. (ii) Cannot, either aided or unaided, move more than 1  

metre 

▼ 

See: The PIP Descriptors Log, See: Assessment Provider Process and also - See: ADM Chapter P2 - Assessment for PIP. 

10. If a decision can be made, you must follow current instructions for completing the assessment questionnaire and 

recording the reasons for your decision. 

11. You must record your justifications for the different descriptor choices in the Decision Assist notes. 

Selecting a descriptor where more than one applies in one activity 

12. There will be cases when more than one descriptor in an activity area applies to a claimant. 

13. You can only select one descriptor in any activity area. 

14. When more than one descriptor applies you must select the highest scoring descriptor for the majority of the days 

(defined as over 50% of the days) for the activity. 

15. The higher scoring of the descriptors are to be selected. 

16. You must consider the claimant’s likely ability over a year before selecting the most appropriate descriptor for each 

activity area. 

17. The ADM covers examples where more than one descriptor applies but none of them apply for 50% of the days - 

See: ADM. 

Changing the AP Descriptors 

18. You must decide whether the AP’s descriptors accurately reflect the actual needs and abilities of the claimant 

taking into account all the evidence. 

19. If you’ve reviewed the evidence and considered the AP’s selected descriptors, you may select different 

descriptor(s) to the AP without seeking advice from the SAM - See: Modifying reworking cancelling a determination 

- Empowerment, See:  ADM  A1300  and also - See: ADM A1520. 

20. If you’re unsure about any of the descriptors provided and don’t feel you can make a robust decision from the 

evidence to hand (or you require clinical information), you must discuss the case with your SAM - See: Referral To 

SAM AP. 



 

Mobility – further consideration 

1. The first two responses to think about are whether mobility will need to be considered in the future. 

2. The two responses are: 

Can’t be considered for mobility this applies to certain people such as those living abroad 

No mobility – Over 65 this applies for certain people over 65 years 

3. If you tick either of the check boxes, the rest of the mobility questions shouldn’t be answered. It’s important to 

consider the consequences before you tick either of the checkboxes. 

4. For example, If the claimant is over 65 years at the review date and mobility difficulties are present on review that 

arose before age 65 years, a mobility assessment is required and it wouldn’t be appropriate to tick the checkbox 

when the award is made. 

SRTI consideration 

5. The AP may receive evidence during the consultation to support their decision the claimant is terminally ill, although 

the claim hasn’t been made as a SRTI claim. If so, the AP will: 

• continue to consider the Mobility descriptors in the standard way  

• record all details including anything the claimant has said about their health condition in the report  

6. When you receive the case: 

Step Action 

1  consider any evidence which suggests the claim can be treated as made under  

SRTI 

2  make a decision whether the claim can be treated as made under SRTI 

7. If the claim was made under SRTI and the AP decides the SRTI provisions are met: 

Step Action 

1  ensure the check box is ticked against the field ‘TI provisions Met’ 

2  ensure the ‘TI Provisions Claimed’ displays ‘Yes’ in the Introduction page of the assessment questionnaire 

3  leave this page incomplete 



 

  

Note: Where the QP/PT isn’t relevant, the answer is always ‘Yes’ - See: SRTI not met. 

11 Daily Living, Mobility and the Qualifying Period (QP) and Prospective  

Test (PT) 

Daily Living, Mobility and the Qualifying Period (QP) and Prospective  

Test (PT) 

Critical Process Point 2. 

Qualifying Period / Prospective Test (Case Manager) 

You must check PIP2/AR1 for date claimant needs started. Qualifying Period (QP) and Prospective Test (PT).  

You must make further enquiries when applicable, for example, checking onset of needs You must 

consier changes in the claimant’s condition and impact upon QP and PT. 

Consequences: 

Not checking PIP2 for the correct date the claimant needs started, can mean: 

• the decision may be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring rework to correct  

• the wrong dates of entitlement will be issued in the legal notification, misinforming the claimant  

• if the wrong date is used this might impact on other Benefit entitlements and result in under or overpayments  

• an incorrect decision, resulting in incorrect payments can lead to financial hardship, including our most 

vulnerable customers  

• an incorrect decision can result in increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

• possible reputational damage to DWP  

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  

Critical Process Point 3. 

Date of Claim (Case Manager) 

You must check the correct Date of Claim (DoC) has been used; the DoC can be impacted by date of first contact or 

issue of clerical PIP1 or claim in the alternative. You must follow Operational Instructions to determine the effective 

date for reassessment cases. 

Consequences: 



 

Checking that you have used the correct Date of Claim (DoC) is essential, not getting the DoC right can mean: 

• the decision will be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring rework to correct  

• the wrong DoC will be used and issued with the legal notification, misinforming the claimant  

• the Benefit payments may be incorrect, causing possible under or overpayments  

• incorrect payments being issued and may/can lead to financial hardship, including our most vulnerable 

customers  

• increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

• possible reputational damage to DWP  

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  

The Required Period Condition for PIP: 

1. To be entitled to PIP, claimants must satisfy the Required Period Condition for two components. You will know 

these as the qualifying period and prospective test (QP/PT). 

2. This means, the claimant must have needed support for three months before their entitlement can start (the 

qualifying period). They must also be expected to continue to have those needs for at least another nine months 

after the date of entitlement (prospective test). 

3. A claim can be submitted before the qualifying period is satisfied. 

4. The AP will advise you: 

• how long the functional restrictions have been in place  

• how long the functional restrictions are likely to remain for  

5. The AP report will say ‘The functional restriction affecting the <daily living> <mobility> activities identified in this 

report is likely to have been present for’. 

6. The AP will choose one of three options: 

• at least 3 months  

• less than 3 months  

• not applicable  

7. The second statement says ‘The functional restriction affecting the <daily living> / <mobility> activities identified in 

this report is likely to remain for’. 

Again, the AP has three options to choose from: 

• at least 9 months  



 

• less than 9 months  

• not applicable  

8. This information will be used by you to establish the length of award or review date (where appropriate). It will also 

be used to determine whether or not the claimant has met the Required Period Condition. 

9. If the qualifying period isn’t satisfied at the date of claim: 

Step Action 

1  calculate the end date of the QP 

2  input the end date into Decision Assist 

3  notify the claimant in the decision notification 

10. If the prospective test isn’t satisfied at the date of claim, you must notify the claimant in the disallowance decision 

notification. 

11. The Decision Maker’s Reasoning (DMR) template helps you explain why you’ve made the decision you’ve chosen. 

12. Options to cover QP/PT: 

QP first award your difficulties with daily living and mobility started on [date] so I cannot award you until 

[date + 3 months] 

QP first award 

increasing needs 

your difficulties with daily living and mobility started before [date] these were only enough 

to award you from [date] so I cannot award you until [+ 3 months] 

QP increased award your difficulties with daily living and mobility started before [date] but were only enough 

for an enhanced award from [date] so I cannot increase your award until  

[date + 3 months] 

QP disallowance your difficulties with daily living and mobility started on [date] and are likely to reduce so 

you will not satisfy the disability conditions on [date + 12 months] 

PT disallowance your difficulties with daily living and mobility are likely to reduce so you will not satisfy the 

disability conditions on [date]. 

13. Standard options for QP or PT are included in the decision notification depending on your response to the QP or PT 

questions in the assessment questionnaire. 

14. You’ll need to include details of where QP/PT isn’t satisfied. 



 

15. The standard text includes the definition of QP or PT and then for example: 

• Your needs are likely to reduce so you won’t satisfy the disability conditions ‘from and to’ or  

‘within the period specified above’. Because of this you aren’t entitled to (either component or  

PIP) ’from and including date of claim’.  

16. The standard text on QP/PT doesn’t include enough information in some cases to ensure the claimant receives an 

accurate decision notification. 
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Daily Living 

1. The AP gives advice and detail in their report about their opinion on the functional restriction in daily living 

activities. That is, whether in their opinion the functional restriction: 

• has been in place for 3 months  

• is likely to remain for 9 months  

2. The date the AP gives is based on their findings and opinion at the date of assessment. 

AP questions about QP/PT for daily living activities 

3. The first question is mandatory for the AP only and relates to the QP: 

‘The functional restriction affecting the daily living activities identified in this report is likely to have been present 

for?’ 

4. Answer options: 

• at least 3 months  

• less than 3 months  

• not applicable (‘not applicable’ is appropriate for claims made and accepted by the AP under the SRTI 

provisions)  

5. The second question is mandatory for the AP and relates to the PT: 

‘The functional restriction affecting the daily living activities identified in this report is likely to remain for?’ Answer 

options: 



 

• at least 9 months  

• less than 9 months  

• not applicable (‘not applicable’ is appropriate for claims made and accepted by the AP under the SRTI 

provisions)  

Your decision on QP/PT for Daily Living activities 

6. You’ll decide on the QP/PT based on all the evidence including the AP’s advice. 

7. There’s more detail in the report form PA3 or PA4. If for example the AP’s opinion is the functional restriction will 

remain for less than 9 months it should be fully justified in their report. 

8. The date the AP gives is based on their findings at the date of assessment. It’s for you to decide the QP/PT taking 

into account the claimant's health condition or impairment, the APs advice and the evidence supporting the claim. 

9. You must answer the mandatory questions before being able to proceed. If the mandatory questions aren’t 

answered you will receive an error message - See: Critical Process Points – Must Do Actions. 

Was the qualifying period 

satisfied before the date of claim? 

Option Yes or No 

If ‘TI provisions claimed’ and ‘TI provisions met’ are both Yes in  

Introduction page, this whole page should not be answered (Where the  

QP/PT isn’t relevant the answer is always YES) 

Will the Qualifying period be 

satisfied? 

If you answer ‘No’ to the previous question you must complete this field, ‘Yes’ or 

‘No’ as appropriate. 

When will the Qualifying period 

be satisfied? 

If you answered ‘Yes’ to the previous question they should record the date the QP 

will be satisfied having made their decision based on all the evidence. 

The date to be recorded will be the first date from which the claimant will satisfy 

the QP. 

Will the prospective test be met? Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ as appropriate. 

If ‘Will the qualifying period be satisfied?’ is answered ‘No’ and you attempt to 

answer this question an error message will display. 

Mobility 

1. The AP gives advice and detail in their report form about their opinion on the functional restriction in mobility 

activities. That is, whether in their opinion the functional restriction: 



 

• has been in place for 3 months  

• is likely to remain for 9 months  

The date the AP gives is based on their findings and opinion at the date of assessment. 

AP questions about QP/PT for mobility activities 

2. The questions mirror those in the daily living activity pages 

3. The first question is mandatory for the AP only and relates to the QP: 

‘The functional restriction affecting the mobility activities identified in this report is likely to have been present for?’ 

Answer options: 

• at least 3 months  

• less than 3 months • not applicable  

‘Not applicable’ is appropriate for claims made and accepted by the AP under the SRTI provisions. 

4. The second question is about the PT and is mandatory for the AP: 

‘The functional restriction affecting the mobility activities identified in this report is likely to remain for?’ Answer 

options are: 

• at least 9 months  

• less than 9 months • not applicable  

‘Not applicable’ is appropriate for claims made and accepted by the AP under the SRTI provisions. 

Your decision on QP/PT for Mobility activities 

5. You’ll decide on the QP/PT based on all the evidence including the AP’s advice. 

6. There’s more detail in the report form PA3 or PA4. If for example the AP’s opinion is the functional restriction will 

remain for less than 9 months it should be fully justified in their report. 

7. The date the AP gives is based on their findings at the assessment date. You must decide the QP/PT taking into 

account the claimant's health condition or impairment, the APs advice and the evidence supporting the claim. 

8. You must answer the Mandatory Questions before proceeding. If the Mandatory Questions aren’t answered you will 

receive an error message. 



 

Was the qualifying period 

satisfied before the date of 

claim? 

Option ‘Yes’ or No. If ‘TI provisions claimed’ and ‘TI provisions met’ are both  

Yes in Introduction page, this whole page should not be answered 

Note: Where the QP/PT isn’t relevant the answer is always yes 

Will the Qualifying period be 

satisfied? 

If you answer ‘No’ to the previous question you must complete this field,  

Yes or No as appropriate 

When will the Qualifying 

period be satisfied? 

If you answered ‘Yes’ to the previous question you must record the date the QP will 

be satisfied having made your decision based on all the evidence. The date to be 

recorded will be the first date from which the claimant will satisfy the QP 

Will the prospective test be 

met? 

You will select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ as appropriate. If ‘Will the qualifying period be satisfied?’ is 

answered ‘No’ and you attempt to answer this question an error message will display 

9. As in the daily living page, the AP will have completed their descriptor choices and answered the QP and PT 

questions as appropriate in this page. 

10. When the qualifying period isn’t satisfied at date of claim, it will be your responsibility to calculate the end 

date of the QP. This will need to be input onto PIPCS and subsequently notified to the claimant in the decision 

notification. 
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Setting an award period 

1. These instructions do not apply to SRTi cases (Special Rules for Terminally Ill people) - See: Special Rules. 

2. When making an award, you’ll need to enter how long you are awarding benefit for. 

Note: Once you have made your decision you must check if the claimant is aged 57 or over. If the claimant is aged 57 

check the claimant’s State Pension age (SPa) using the State Pension age calculator - See: State Pension Age checker . If 

the Award Review date is on or after the claimant’s SPa date, then you must set an on-going award with a ‘light touch’ 

review at 10 years. 

3. You can select from different award periods.  Award lengths are based on a range of factors including the claimant’s 

condition(s), age and the needs arising and whether or when those needs may change, (taking into account such 

matters as planned treatment/therapy or learning/adapting to manage a condition). 

4. An award period can be from a minimum of 9 months to an ‘On-going award.’ (With a 10 year Award Review date) - 

See: Setting a Review date. 



 

5. The award period options for you to consider are: 

On-going award • these are made where the claimant’s health condition(s) and needs arising are very 

unlikely to improve; or  

• the claimant's Award Review date is on or after the claimant's State  

Pension date  

the Award Review date will always be 10 years from the assessment date - See:  

 Setting a Review date    

Longer Fixed Term award 

(LFT) 

The award period can be for a minimum of 2 years up to a maximum of 10 years.  You 

must set the end date of the award for 12 months after the review date - See: Setting a 

Review date 

Short Fixed Term award 

(SFT)  – With  

Review 

These are for a maximum of 2 years. You’ll set the review date for 1 year after the 

consultation. You must set the end date for 12 months after the review date  

- See: Setting a Review date 

Short Fixed Term award 

(SFT) - No  

These are without Award Reviews. They can be for a minimum of 9 months and up to a 

maximum of 2 years 

Review  

When setting an award period 

6. When setting an Award period you must consider the claimant’s health condition(s), and the needs arising .The 

evidence you should consider can come from: 

• the claimant’s questionnaire  

• any other evidence provided – this includes evidence provided by the claimant and evidence collected by the 

Assessment Provider (AP)  and  

• the AP recommendations and advice  

 Following the explanation the AP gives before considering any award period, it’s important to check: 

• the period chosen is appropriate and consistent with the condition(s) and other evidence received  

• the AP has provided a suitable explanation of their recommendation  

• the AP has completed all relevant advice sections  

The AP will provide a review period unless they either consider the claimant’s needs are stable and highly unlikely to 

improve, in which case you may consider an On-going award, or the needs are expected to have improved to the point 

that a PIP award is no longer appropriate ’ 



 

• You must take the appropriate actions to clarify anything in the AP’s recommendation or other evidence that is 

unclear, or if there has been any relevant evidence received at DWP the AP may not have seen  

• If there are any issues with the report/evidence please refer to the Re-Work instruction.  If you require any 

advice regarding award duration connected to the report consult the SAM who may contact the AP - See: 

Referring to SAM  
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Ongoing award 

1. Ongoing awards for claimants can be reached in one of three ways: 

• following advice from the AP that no review is required and the claimant’s restrictions on Daily Living/ and or 

Mobility are stable and  unlikely to change significantly or they have very high levels of needs, which will only 

deteriorate  

• where the claimant is awarded enhanced/enhanced and their needs are not going to improve or would only 

deteriorate  

• the claimant’s Award Review date is on or after the claimant’s SPa date   

Note: You may also consider an enhanced daily living award alone where the claimant is State Pension Age or over and 

has either not been awarded the mobility component or has been awarded the mobility component at the standard 

rate and their mobility needs are not going to improve - See: Claimants who are State Pension Age or over. 

2. If the AP considers the claimant’s restrictions will continue but are likely to deteriorate, they may advise on an 

appropriate review period rather than no review. 

3. If the AP recommends a review date, you must consider whether the AP has: 

• also answered ‘Yes’ in the PA3/4 report to the question 'It is likely that the functional restriction identified in 

this report will be present at the recommended point of review’; or  

• stated that the claimant’s condition is not likely to improve or deteriorate over the specified period  

4. If the AP considers the claimants restrictions are likely to deteriorate, check if the outcome is enhanced/enhanced. If 

so, an ongoing award should be made. 

5. If you decide an ongoing award applies, don’t record an end date in PIPCS 



 

6. The award review date will be set from the consultation date and will always be 10 years.   

7. Ongoing awards will be subject to a ‘light touch’ review however, this process is yet to be designed.   

  

Diagram 1 

   

Longer Fixed Term (LFT) award 

Longer Fixed Term (LFT) award 

1. LFT awards with Award Reviews are appropriate, if it’s likely the claimant’s level of restriction in Daily Living 

and Mobility activities may change in the longer term. This means the claimant may have some improvement or 

deterioration that could result in a change in the rate and duration of PIP entitlement - See: Diagram One. 

2. For any decision on the period of an award, you must decide if a LFT is appropriate, based on all the evidence - 

See: When Setting an award period. 

3. A LFT award would be appropriate where the AP Indicates the functional restrictions are likely to be present at 

the recommended point of review and also recommends a review date of more than 12 months from the date of the 

consultation. 

4. Once the review date is reached, PIPCS will automatically issue AR1 with covering letter PIP1043 and the 

claimant is given 1 calendar month from the day after the date of issue to return the AR1 

   



 

Short fixed term award 

Short Fixed Term Award – With Review 

1. A SFT award with an Award Review follows the same process as longer fixed term awards but where the AP 

recommends a review date of one year or less - See: Diagram One. 

2. Once the review date is reached PIPCS will automatically issue AR1 with covering letter PIP1043 and the claimant is 

given 1 calendar month from the day after the date of issue to return the AR1. 

Example 1 

• Claimant assessment consultation on 07 June 2017  

• AP recommends review in one year  

• AP answers Yes to question ‘It is likely that the functional restriction identified in this report will be present at 

the recommended point of review’  

• Report clearly indicates that the claimant’s condition may improve to some extent but there may or may not 

be any effect on their functional limitations  

You’d make a SFT award. The Award Review date should be set for one year after the date of the consultation, and the 

End date of the award should be set for 12 months after the Award Review date - See: Setting a Review Date. This gives 

a PIP Award Review date of 06 June 2018 and end date of award as 06 June 2019. 

Short Fixed Term awards – Without Review 

3. You’d consider a SFT award without a review if the AP: 

• Answered ‘No’ to the question “It is likely that the functional restriction identified in this report will be present 

at the recommended point of review’; and  

• Indicates in the report the claimant’s limitations would be expected to improve to such an extent that they are 

unlikely to have the degree of difficulty in activities that result in entitlement at the end date of the award - 

See: Diagram One  

4. A SFT award without an Award Review stops when the award ends. If the claimant considers they still have 

difficulties with Daily Living and Mobility, they can claim again. 

5. At 26 weeks before the award expiry date PIPCS automatically issues an ‘End of Award’ notification letter to the 

claimant or the appointee. This letter advises the claimant the award is ending and how to make a new claim if they 

believe their health needs have continued - See: Advance Claims. 

Example 2 



 

• Claimant assessment consultation on 07 June 2017  

• AP recommends review in one year  

• AP answers 'No' to the question ‘It is likely that the functional restriction identified in this report will be 

present at the recommended point of review’  

• Report clearly indicates that in 9 months to a year the claimant will have improved to the extent that they will 

have either no functional limitations or very low level  

You would make a SFT  award for a year from date of consultation. The end date of the award will be recorded as 06 

June 2018. 

13 Setting a review date 

Setting a review date 

1. For all awards except Short Fixed Term awards without a review, you must set a review date. 

2. An award review is an opportunity to look at a claimant’s continuing entitlement at set intervals in the future. This 

ensures the claimant continues to get the right amount of benefit based on needs arising from their health condition 

or disability. The review date must be based on the claimant's individual circumstances. 

3. You will decide: 

• the award period based on all the evidence, this can be between 9 months to an ongoing award • the award 

review date, where applicable  

Inputting a review date 

Note: For New, Advance and Reassessment claims, including SRTI, inputting the review date is part of automating and 

completing the determination - See: Automate and complete determination screen. 

4. When you decide a Review is appropriate based on all the evidence and Assessment Provider (AP) advice and you 

are: 

• completing a split rate award   

• completing a determination for a Reconsideration where the previous decision was a disallowance  

• completing a determination for an Appeal where the previous decision was a disallowance  

you must follow these steps to input a review date: 

Step Action 



 

1 input the review date. This is a mandatory field.  Dates in PIPCS should be entered in the format dd/mm/yyyy 

2 input the end date of the award. This will be a year after the award review date. This will allow enough time for 

an award review  to take place 

3 confirm the dates are correct. If they are correct, select ‘Next’ 

4 select ‘Save’ to continue 

5. The review date triggers an Award Review task at the appropriate time. 
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The AP and review date 

1. The AP will give you their recommendations and justification for the recommended review date in their consultation 

report. These also appear in the ‘Recommendations’ screen of the assessment questionnaire. 

2. To help you, the AP will always either: 

• recommend a review period or  

• recommend a review isn’t required  

3. For a given review period, the AP will suggest: 

‘Based on the claimant’s likely future circumstances, it would be appropriate to review the claim in <Years> <Months>’ 

4. The recommended year and month date is taken from the date of the face-to-face meeting with the claimant. If the 

assessment is paper-based, this would be the date the AP fills in the assessment report. 

Note: The review date is always based on the original report date even if further evidence is received. 

5. If the AP believes a review isn’t required they’ll answer: 

‘I consider there to be no requirement for future reviews of this claim as significant change is unlikely’ 

6. If the AP answers ‘Yes’ to the review not required question, this indicates an ongoing award may be appropriate. 

The explanation from the AP should give further detail to support their answer. This must be taken into account 

when you decide on the award period. 

7. The AP may add: 

‘It is likely that the functional restriction identified in this report will be present at the recommended point of review’ 



 

8. The AP will select one of the following options for this statement: 

Not applicable if they consider the claimant either has few or no functional restrictions 

No if they consider the restrictions may not still be present at the time any award made by you is likely 

to end 

Yes if they consider the restrictions will stay the same or deteriorate 

Note: It’s important that you make the decision on a review date. You can use a different date than the one suggested 

by the AP but you must record your reasons for that decision in the Decision Assist notes - See: Link to PIP Assessment 

Guide. 
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Decision reasons 

Critical Process Point 1. 

Daily Living/Mobility Descriptor Choice (Case Manager) You must 

check each descriptor to confirm: 

• all available evidence in PIPCS has been taken into considered and you must review all attachments related to 

the case  

• all claimed needs have been addressed (supported or dismissed)  

• the justification supports the descriptor selected; review descriptors, starting with the highest scoring first to 

ensure descriptors are supported by the evidence and there are no inconsistencies/contradictions  

• to confirm that criteria detailed in the PIP Descriptor Log, which can be found within the PIP Assessment 

Guidance have been applied correctly  

See information contained in PIP instructions around descriptor choice - Daily Living and Mobility. 

Where descriptor choice is not supported by all the evidence you must either use CM empowerment or refer to SAM 

for advice (when there is conflicting evidence). 

Consequences: 

Checking the DMA Descriptors is essential in ensuring the correctness of the evidence required, not doing this can 

mean: 

• the decision may be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring additional requests for information  

• the wrong legal notification may be issued, misinforming the claimant  



 

• if the decision is wrong, the rate of benefit may also be wrong causing possible under or overpayments  

• an incorrect decision, resulting in incorrect payments can lead to financial hardship, including our most 

vulnerable customers  

• an incorrect decision can result in increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

• possible reputational damage to DWP  

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  

Critical Process Point 4. 

Notification of the decision, this must include dispute rights (Case Manager) 

You must use the DMR template to produce a personalised record of reasons ensuring this gives an accurate 

representation of your decision.  

Consequences: 

The DMR template provides consistency and the correct information being used for not only your decision making, but 

all decisions, not using DMR can mean: 

• you do not comply with the legal requirement in the information to be provided and possible misinformation 

to the claimant – poor customer service  

• inaccurate information is provided, confusing the customer  

• key paragraphs that should be included in the decision are missed  

• increased request for reconsiderations from claimants who think the decision is incorrect  

• reputational damage to DWP if we keep getting it wrong, in particular the document must be of professional 

standard and not handwritten  

• an incorrect decision may result in judicial review, attracting reputational damage  

Learning Simulation: Inputting Reasons for Decision. 

1. To support your decision made on a claim, it’s necessary to provide reasons why you selected your choice of 

descriptors. You’ll record these when you’ve: 

• considered all the evidence  

• decided which descriptors are the most appropriate  

• decided the length of the award and the review date  

2. Your decision reasons are produced using the Decision Maker’s Reasoning (DMR) template. Using this template will 

allow you to quickly address descriptors which are unlikely to be disputed and allow you to focus your time on 

generating a more detailed response. 

See: DMR Template User Guide 2018 v2.pdf  



 

3. The relevant, standard paragraphs will transfer once the template has been completed. This output is then copied 

into PIPCS. PIPCS will use this information to create a decision notification letter. This is sent to the claimant and/or 

their representative informing them of the outcome decision. 

4. Your reasons must address: 

• all descriptors selected  

• issues about the decision not covered elsewhere, for example, things not covered by PIP activities such as 

carrying shopping  

• which activities are disputed  

• the grounds for changing a decision at intervention stage  

• linking issues personal to the case, for example, why mobility hasn’t been considered for a PIP claimant who 

was under 65 when PIP Daily Living component was awarded and is now over 65  

• why Daily Living can’t be awarded for an exportability case  

• details and the effective date of any change of circumstances affecting the award  

• circumstances when QP/PT aren’t satisfied  

5. A dropdown box is provided in the DMR template to include a paragraph for the UT decisions (MH 28/11/2016 and 

RJ 09/03/2017) to help explain the change in the law. This is only relevant for LEAP decisions and not for BAU 

decisions. 

6. BAU CMs mustn’t choose any option from this dropdown irrespective of whether they are applying the UT decisions. 

Note: If the claimant has a Welsh Language preference, the free text should be completed in Welsh by a Welsh 

speaking CM. 

7. When the decision notification is printed from PIPCS, it is an automatic process. After you complete your action on 

the system, all of the necessary information will be pulled from PIPCS and formatted in the appropriate manner for 

the notification. 

8. The reasons provided by you form an important part of the decision notification letter. They may be the basis of an 

appeal response if the claimant doesn’t agree. You will need to refer to the decision notification and reasons given 

to help explain the decision to the claimant. 

9. The better the reasons explanation, the easier it will be for the claimant to understand and for you to explain later if 

an explanation is appropriate. It’s important to be brief, focused and address any points at issue. 

10. In the decision notification letter, the reasons text is set out under the heading ‘Decision Maker’s Reasoning’ 

and is followed by an explanation of: 

• the daily living and mobility descriptors and rates  

• the descriptors selected  



 

• the descriptor associated points and totals  

Note: As the points resulting from each descriptor selected are covered elsewhere in the notification, you mustn’t 

refer to rates, points or scores in your reasons - See: Creating a decision notification letter. 

11 . Reasons must: 

• be personalised and specific, to acknowledge how the claimant’s condition affects their ability to complete 

daily living and mobility activities  

• use the evidence and information provided by the claimant and by the AP and other people involved with the 

claimant’s care  

• address inconsistencies and contradictions in the evidence affecting the decision  

• explain how the evidence supports the conclusions reached with particular focus on the objective evidence 

such as clinical findings  

• use plain English and short sentences  

• avoid statements about the evidence which don’t link to objective findings  

• avoid jargon or long sentences  

• avoid over elaboration or repetition  

• avoid aspects unrelated to the decision, for example, references to complaints about services, complaints 

about the assessor or decision maker, requests for copy documents  

12. Anything entered as free text in the DMR template must be accurate, in plain English and easy to understand. 

Note: If the claim was made under SRTI provisions, you mustn’t mention terminal illness or refer to the DS1500 in the 

reasons. You must make sure you include reasons for the mobility descriptors you select - See: Claimant requests an 

explanation and also - See: QAF Making a Decision Checklist. 
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Layout for Decision Reasons 

1. It’s recommended that the following are included in the Daily Living reasons: 

1 A sentence or two about the claimant’s health condition by way of an introduction. The DMR template will 

automatically include a standard lead paragraph covering the evidence used and the claimant’s medical conditions; 

normally there is no need to personalise this 

2 The activities, listed in the order of the descriptors, where there are no difficulties or additional needs recorded. 

These can be grouped together in one paragraph 

3 The activities where you agree with the level of difficulties identified by the claimant 

4 The areas of disagreement including where you agree the claimant has difficulties but disagree with the extent of 

those difficulties. If the claimant’s condition is variable, explain why you have selected certain descriptors over 

others. There is a standard sentence covering variability which can be generated by ticking a box. 

The same format can be used for the Mobility reasons except that the information regarding health conditions does 

not need to be repeated 

5 The functional and clinical information relevant to the case followed by the conclusion 

Note: There are standard paragraphs in the DMR Tool to cover most of this. 

Order of Reasons 

1. Daily Living activities must be selected first. The reasons relating to the Daily Living component, including an 

explanation about QP or PT must be input in Daily Living reasons dialogue box. 

2. Mobility category reasons are input next. Daily Living descriptor reasons shouldn’t be input in the Mobility reasons 

category field. PIPCS should hold the text specific to each component. 

3. After the Mobility component reasons are input, other reasoning can be added if appropriate, for: 

• the end date of the award  

• the accepted date of claim (where different)  

• effective date of change  

This list isn’t exhaustive - See: Reconsiderations instructions. 



 

4. Although there are ‘No reason required’ options available, the ‘No reason - Daily Living’ isn’t required and the ‘No 

reason – Mobility’ only rarely, for example, certain exportability claims. The Daily Living reason text for accepted 

SRTI cases is covered in SRTI – Case Manager. 

5. The reasons dialogue boxes for each component allow the same number of 2100 characters. As there are only two 

Mobility activities there’s more space in the Mobility reasons box for other reasoning to be added if needed. 

6. On completion, if the final character is less than 2000, this can be retained as one set of text.  Select 'copy' to then 

copy and paste the text into PIPCS 'daily living reasons' manually within the decision notification.  If the character 

count is over 2000, split the text into two parts. 

7. Don’t select the enter key twice when creating paragraphs in your Word document as this will create a blank line 

when you transfer the text to PIPCS, resulting in a large gap in the decision notification reasons text. 

8. When the reasons have been completed in PIPCS you can go on to complete the determination. 

Formatting and layout 

1. Since the information entered into the free-text box will print directly onto the notification, you must pay particular 

attention to its format and layout. 

2. You must create your reasons in the DMR template and copy the reasons across to PIPCS. The Reason field has a 

spell check facility to improve the accuracy of the data within PIPCS - See: The Quality Assurance Framework (QAF) 

for information on the expected standards for presenting decision reasons. 

3. Here are some simple 'dos and don’ts' for you to take account of when writing your reasons. 

Do: 

√ use plain English 

√ use MS Word to draft reasons 

√ use the spell check, grammar check and character count (with spaces) functionality before copying to  

PIPCS 

√ delete the MS Word document after the reasons have been copied into PIPCS 

Don’t: 

X use bullet points or numbered lists. They will not pull through to the notification 

X underline, italicise, or bold any text. This corrupts the text within the notification 



 

X use special characters such as <> ‘ “ & \\. These will display incorrectly on notifications 

X enter any blank lines between paragraphs. (This creates large spaces in the notification) 

X use any other way of copying the text (for example, using Ctrl + V) as this has been found to cause formatting issues 

on the decision notification 

4. There’s no need to change the font size or type. These will be altered automatically by the system to match the rest 

of the notification. 

Inputting decision reasons 

1. When the decision notification is printed from PIPCS, it is a completely automatic process. In other words, there is 

no need for you to manually type up a letter to the claimant. After you’ve completed your action on the system, all 

of the necessary information will be pulled from PIPCS into the notification. 

2. This includes: 

• your choice of descriptors  

• the level of benefit awarded (if any)  

• the dates it has been awarded from and to  

• the free-text decision reasons written by you  

3. The exact wording you use on this page will be printed in the decision letter to the claimant. Therefore it’s essential 

you take great care when entering your reasons, ensuring they use the correct formatting and that spelling and 

grammar are accurate. 

Creating a reason 

1. Most decisions you make must include reasons for both the Daily Living and Mobility components. The reasons for 

these two components are recorded separately on PIPCS. You must not proceed to finalising the decision, unless 

you have recorded a reason for both components. 

2. Bear in mind that you or another CM may be requested to telephone claimants that have been disallowed, to 

explain the decision. Therefore, if your decision is reasoned and justifiable and the reasons are well written here, it 

should help you or your colleagues communicate the decision confidently and effectively during any explanation to 

the claimant later on in the process. This may lead to a reduction in the number of disputes. 

3. When you’ve completed your decision reasons and spell checked the text using the DMR template, you’ll be ready 

to copy it into PIPCS. Remember to delete the Word document afterwards. 

4. The starting point for this activity is in the Determinations tab: 



 

Step Action 

1  select the toggle next to the relevant determination, to expand it and view the details 

2  select the ‘Reasons’ tab. All the current reasons recorded against the decision will be listed. This includes any 

reasons that have previously been cancelled 

3  select ‘New’ button on the right of the list screen to open the ‘New Determination Reason’ dialogue box 

4  select one of the two first options available from the drop down menu 

• Daily Living activities  

• Mobility  

• No reason required – Daily Living activities (only used for SRTI claims)  

• No reason required – Mobility (claimant does not meet the age criteria or in exceptional cases for 

Exportability  

5  copy the relevant Daily Living reasons text from the DMR Template output. The list of reasons  

(including cancelled reasons) recorded against a determination is displayed 

6  paste using the 4th button on the tool bar in PIPCS into the reasons free text field 

7  select: ‘Save’ 

5. As with Notes, the ‘Sensitivity’ and ‘Priority’ fields must be ignored as ‘Sensitivity’ is defaulted to 1 and ‘Priority’ is 

defaulted to Medium. 

6. It’s very important to stress that you must only include the reasons for the Daily Living component when this is 

selected as the reason type and not mix them up with the Mobility reasons and vice versa.  

This will affect the output of the notification and will not read correctly to the claimant. 

7. You’ll be returned to the previous page and the new reason will be available to view and amend. 

8. To view the text that has been entered in the ‘Reason’ field after you’ve saved it, select the toggle next to the 

appropriate component. This will display all of the details relating to it, including all the free-text that was entered. 

9. After you’ve completed this process for one component, you must then go through the process again for the other. 

10. Only one active set of reasons for each component can be recorded against each determination. This means 

there will only ever be one set of Daily Living reasons, and one set of Mobility reasons that will be pulled through 

into the notification.  



 

Prospective Test 

1. Additional text should be included in ‘Reasons for decision’ if a claim to PIP results in an award of one component 

and the other is disallowed because: 

• the PT isn’t met or  

• both the PT and the QP aren’t met  

2. This is because the notifications PIP.7001, PIP.7002 and PIP.7003 don’t include the text to cover these cases. After 

recording your reasons for each component, you must add the appropriate text for QP/PT for Daily living or Mobility 

as follows: 

Daily Living  

PT or PT and  

QP not met 

To be entitled to the Daily Living component of Personal Independence Payment you must have 

satisfied the disability conditions for three months and then be expected to satisfy them for another 

nine months from the date any award could start. Therefore you must need help for at least twelve 

months. Your needs are likely to reduce so you will not satisfy the disability conditions within the 

period specified above. Because of this you are not entitled to the Daily Living component. 

Mobility PT or 

PT and QP not 

met 

To be entitled to the Mobility component of Personal Independence Payment you must have satisfied 

the disability conditions for three months and then be expected to satisfy them for another nine 

months from the date any award could start. Therefore you must need help for at least twelve 

months. Your needs are likely to reduce so you will not satisfy the disability conditions within the 

period specified above. Because of this you are not entitled to the Mobility component. 

Note: If the component isn’t met due to QP/PT not being satisfied, you must also include the detail about the 

descriptors whether or not, they meet the required score for an award at any rate. 

3. The general text on QP/PT doesn’t cover (in notifications PIP.7012 and PIP.7013) a potential change from standard 

to enhanced rate but for the fact the QP or PT isn’t met. 

4. If you make a decision on reconsideration or intervention, which would have resulted in an increase from standard 

to enhanced rate but for the fact the PT isn’t met, you’ll need to explain this fully in your reasons. 

5. All aspects of your decision need covering in reasons including: 

• the descriptors that would apply if PT would have been satisfied  

• an explanation and details of the evidence that indicates increased needs won’t be met for the PT period  

Note: The standard text to be used in the decision notification when PT isn’t met is: 

‘To be entitled to the enhanced rate of the daily living component of Personal Independence Payment you must be 

expected to satisfy the disability conditions for that rate for at least nine months from <when will the QP be met or 



 

<date of reported change or claim>. Your needs are likely to reduce so you won’t satisfy the disability conditions for 

the enhanced rate on <end date of PT>.’ 

Correcting a mistake 

1. If you create a reason and then realise you’ve made a mistake after selecting Save, you must delete the entire 

reason and start again. 

2. As with many items on PIPCS, when you select to delete something, it doesn’t remove it entirely from the system. 

Instead, the reason will remain, but the status changes from Active to Cancelled. 

3. To cancel a reason: 

Step Action 

1  select: ‘Reasons’ tab under the Determination, the last of three tabs to open the ‘Reasons list’ page 

2  select ‘Delete’ from the Actions button drop-down list, next to the reason that needs to be deleted 

3  A confirmation dialogue box will appear, asking if you are sure you want to delete the reason. 

Select ‘Yes’. 

The system will: 

• set the Determination reason status to ‘cancelled’  

• close the delete reason dialogue box  

• return to the ‘Reasons list’ page and displays the ‘cancelled’ reason  

4. You’re now able to start again by creating a new reason, in the usual manner. The new reason will be completely 

blank and no data will be carried forward into this one from the old one. 

Note: You can still view the deleted reason, by selecting the toggle next to it. If you wish to keep the majority of the 

text entered first time round, you can copy and paste this into the New Reason dialogue box and edit it as appropriate. 

5. Only a reason with the status ‘Active’ will print into the decision notification. A reason with a status of Cancelled will 

not. 

Reconsiderations and Award Review cases 

1. In all reconsiderations: 

Step Action 



 

1  modify the determination following the Modifying, cancelling and reworking a determination 

2  re-answer and submit a new assessment questionnaire before you access the DMR in PIPCS 

Note: Reasons recorded are transferred to the reconsideration notifications PIP.7012 and PIP.7002 just as they 

are for an initial award and disallowance notifications. 

3  address the points at issue raised by the claimant in their reconsideration request and related information for 

example an explanation phone call 

4  identify and address any errors which weren’t disputed or raised by the claimant 

5  give reasons explaining any new decision or reasons for maintaining the previous decision 

2. Where you continue to agree the level descriptor [any level including “A”], there’s no need to provide reasons; for 

the descriptor you select. 

3. Where you change a level, you must explain your reasons for selecting any revised descriptor. This doesn’t need to 

be extensive and could be as simple as: 

'Your problems with grip and dexterity are consistent with the findings of your musculoskeletal examination”. This 

must then be followed by your conclusion for example: “I consider you need supervision, prompting or assistance from 

another person to manage your therapy and that this therapy takes no more than 3.5 hours a week.' 

4. Where you disagree with a reported change in the claimant’s condition, you must fully explain your reasons. Again, 

this should be brief, to the point and focus on the objective evidence and findings. 

5. There’s no need to go over each detail the claimant raised about each activity. You must quickly summarise where 

the claimant has identified a difficulty in order to address this. For example, there’s no need to include: 

“You stated you have difficulty standing for a long period of time and need to sit from time to time to prepare a cooked 

meal. Instead, you can say: 

'You said you have difficulties with preparing food'. This enables you to focus your time on explaining what you’ve 

decided. 

6. Where one or more descriptors have changed but there is no effect on the rate of award, you must explain this in 

your reasons. For example, 'You are still entitled to the standard rate of daily living.' Note: When a reconsideration is 

created or amended and you select the ‘Reconsideration referral’ tick box, an auto task to the AP Advice work queue 

is created or the TI referrals work queue if the case is SRTI. 

For Change of Circumstance Award Reviews, you will need to identify the grounds for looking at the decision again - 

See: Reconsiderations, See: Award Reviews and also - See: Critical Process Points – Must Do Actions.  



 

Component maximum award cases 

1. Where you’ve awarded any component at the enhanced rate you don’t need to fully explain your reason for the 

award. 

2. If you use the DMR Template, appropriate text reasons will be automatically generated covering the points scoring 

descriptors you select for any enhanced awards of Daily Living or Mobility. 

3. Where the award is for both enhanced Daily Living and enhanced Mobility, if you don’t use the DMR Template, the 

reasons for decision should be entered for Daily Living Reasons as follows: 

'The evidence indicates your medical conditions cause you the substantial difficulties with Daily Living and Mobility 

shown below.' 

Note: You may wish to specify the main ‘medical conditions’, which lead directly to the selected descriptors. 

4. For Mobility, select the option “No reason required – Mobility”. 

5. Where an award is for the enhanced rate of the Daily Living component and Mobility is at standard rate or nil, if you 

don’t use the DMR Template, you must enter the reasons as follows: 

'The evidence indicates your medical conditions cause you the substantial difficulties with Daily Living activities as 

shown below.' 

6. You must then continue to provide reasons for the Mobility component. 

7. Where an award is for the enhanced rate of the Mobility component and Daily Living is either at standard rate or nil, 

if you don’t use the DMR Template, you must enter the reasons as follows: 

'The evidence indicates your medical conditions cause you the substantial difficulties with your Mobility as shown 

below.' 

8. You must then continue to provide reasons for the Daily Living component. 

9. Where the period of award is limited and both components have been awarded at the enhanced rate, choose either 

of the following: 

• I have limited your award period as your needs may change  

• I have limited your award period as your right to stay in Great Britain is limited  

Note: Any aspect not otherwise covered in the notification should also be covered in the reasons, for example, reason 

why an award wasn’t made from the date of a change of circumstance or date of claim. 

Split Rate Decisions 



 

1. There may be instances when you need to record a split rate decision on PIPCS: 

• the claimant reports deterioration in condition, prior to the new claim decision - See: Split Rate Decisions - 

Award Reviews; or  

• as a result of Upper Tribunal (UT) judgement  

2. An Upper Tribunal (UT) judgement changes the way the regulations/rules for daily living and mobility activities must 

be interpreted when assessing a claim for PIP. If the claim is affected by the new case law and the effective date is 

registered before the judgement ruling date, you may need to make a split rate decision onto PIPCS - See: Upper 

Tribunal and also - See: Split rate decision as a result of UT. 

3. If you require further medical evidence in order to make a decision on the reported change: 

Step Action 

1  input the new claim decision 

2  input the correct effective date 

3  run the eligibility check 

4  treat the change of circumstances as a Change of Circumstance Review - See: Change of  

Circumstance Reviews  

4. If you can make a decision on both the new claim and the change of circumstances without requiring any further 

medical evidence: 

Step Action 

1  input the original new claim 

2  input the correct effective date 

3  follow the Modifying, cancelling and reworking a determination instructions to record the change of 

circumstances decision, making sure the effective date is correct for the change of circumstances 

4  complete a manual decision notification letter explaining both the new claims and change of circumstances 

decisions and effective dates 

Backdating the claim 

1. You must cover why a claim to PIP can’t be backdated if the claimant has requested this. For example, PIP 

claim made after the claimant states their needs began and they ask for claim to be backdated two months before the 

claim. 



 

2. Explain the law says there can be no entitlement before date of claim, which means backdating to an earlier 

date cannot be considered. 

Change of Circumstances (Supersession Cases) 

1. If you’re dealing with supersession and restricting an increase of award because of the rules governing supersession 

effective dates, you can select from the following options: 

• Within 13 months 'I cannot increase the award before this date as you did not tell us within one month of the 

change affecting the amount of benefit'  

• Outside 13 months 'I cannot increase the award before this date as you did not tell us within 13 months'  

The free text box is used if you’re restricting the increase for another reason - See: Reason for decision - maximum 

award cases. 
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Completing the determination 

1. When you’ve completed the reason text and saved it in PIPCS, you’re automatically returned to the determinations 

screen. 

2. The reasons ‘completed’ status for the determination now shows as ‘active’. 

3. When you’re satisfied the assessment questionnaire and reasons are fully complete and correct, complete the 

determination. 

4. This is a mandatory step which finalises all action in the decision assist part of PIPCS. 

5. You can use the Automate and complete determination screen to complete determinations for: 

• New Claims, including SRTI  

• Advance claims, including SRTI  

• Reassessment claims, including SRTI  

See: Automate and complete determination screen 

6. You must use the Complete determination screen to complete determinations for: 

• Reconsiderations  

• Appeals  

• Split rate award  

See: Completing the determination screen  



 

Automate and complete determination screen 

7. If you are: 

• completing a determination for a split rate award  

• completing a Reconsideration  

• completing an Appeal  

 you must use the Completing a Determination screen - See: Completing the determination screen. 

8. To complete the determination using the Automate and complete determination screen, you must: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘action’ button on the right hand side of the relevant determination which has a status of ‘In Progress’ 

The drop down menu options include ‘Request AP advice’ ‘Cancel determination’ 

2 select the option ‘Automate and Complete Determination’ 

3 a confirmation popup will display, showing the question: 

 

 'Are you sure you want to complete this determination?' 

• if you want to cancel the action, select ‘Cancel’  

• to continue with the determination, select ‘Next’ and go to step 4  

4 The system displays a pop up window showing fields: 

• Decision Type  

• Effective Date  

• End of Award Date  

• Recommended Review Date  

• Disallowance  

5 select ‘New Claim’ from the Decision Type dropdown 

Note: New claim is also selected for Advance,  Reassessments and SRTI claims 



 

6 input the Effective Date 

Note: dates in PIPCS should be entered in the format dd/mm/yyyy 

7 you must enter information into all the fields that apply: 

• the End of Award Date  

• Recommended Review Date  

• Disallowance. This selection will usually prepopulate where a claimant hasn’t met certain eligibility 

conditions. You can select/deselect ‘Disallowance’ where needed. If Disallowance is selected, you don’t 

need to input an End of Award or Recommended Review date.     

Note: The date fields must be completed by the user where the information is relevant, but they are not 

mandatory in all cases. A warning message displays to prompt you to consider any incorrect or missing dates 

before automation commences or a management check is generated.  

Dates in PIPCS should be entered in the format dd/mm/yyyy. 

8 select ‘Next’ 

9 a confirmation popup will display all details that have been input you must check the information you have 

input, amending any fields as needed 

select ‘Save’ 

Note: : check for warning messages and error messages after selecting ‘Save’. The information entered will be 

used during the automated process. An error message will stop the automated completion of the 

determination, but a warning message will not. A warning message is to prompt you to consider if any 

information relevant to the decision and its notification is missing. 

   

9. The dialogue box will close. This completes all the action on the determination and automatically issues the 

decision notification. 

10. The determination status will change from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Completed’. 

11. The Assessment status for the case is updated from ‘Report Outstanding’ to ‘Report Complete’. 

12. The ‘Medical evidence details’ screens are updated when the assessment questionnaire answers have been 

updated and the determination in decision assist is completed - See: Effective dates. 

13. You must consider if the Additional Support (AS), marker is set correctly and change it where appropriate - See: 

Additional Support. 



 

14. If an Evidence Check is produced and accepted, the automation process will be completed after LM approval. 

Warning messages will be viewable by the LM, not the CM. 

15. If the check is rejected, the CM will get task to correct the case. Once the evidence has been updated, the 

automation process will continue.  

Learning simulation - Automate and Complete the Determination 

Feedback  

Change in Descriptors    

Feedback to Assessment Provider  

16. A new screen will display in the PIP Determination, when you have changed a descriptor, allowing you to 

record feedback to the Assessment Provider following a New Claim or Intervention decision.   

17. This new screen will display regardless of whether the decision is completed manually or the decision is 

completed using the automated functionality.   

Note: The extra screen will not display if there is no change being made when the determination is being completed.  

Note: Case Managers must continue to follow the current Business As Usual (BAU) process to justify reasons for any 

descriptor change in Decision Assist 

Note: ‘Working Age evidence considered’ means either a UC85 report or an ESA85 report. 

Set Feedback 

• The user must complete all feedback fields with at least one ‘Yes’ answer  

• A PA report must be selected or select ‘Prevent Feedback’ indicator.  

Prevent Feedback Tickbox 

18. When Case Managers complete the determination they must tick the 'prevent feedback' option if any of the 

following apply  

• Performing Award Review Scrutiny   

• Where a balance of probability decision has been made and the CM has used a Pseudo AP to create a 

submission (Pseudo AP inputs all category A descriptors, CM amends to appropriate descriptors) For example, 

balance of probabilities decisions are made when claimants are in prison and it’s not been possible for the 

assessment provider to obtain any evidence and therefore a submission isn’t input in to Decision Assist. The 

Pseudo-AP then enters the submission. Pseudo-AP is also often used when re-building claims  



 

• CM has input a Split Decision (when there is a change in the claimants condition since claim made)  

• Internal Review/Corrective action, for example correcting duel claims or incorrect effective dates requiring CM 

to input old award and modify.    

• When the same user completes the same determination, for example, for reconsideration the claimant can 

request several reconsideration or the claimant has provided more information to change the decision.  

• When inputting an HMCTS Outcome decision, Appeal feedback will trigger back to the reconsideration 

Manager. In this scenario this would not benefit the reconsideration CM as the appeal writers are the last Case 

Manager to look at the decision before the court’s decision.   

Feedback to previous CM  

19. This new screen will display in the PIP Determination, when you have changed a descriptor, allowing you to 

record feedback to the previous CM who either: 

• Made a decision or  

• Changed descriptor  

following a New Claim or Intervention decision.   

20.This new screen will display regardless of whether the decision is completed manually or the decision is completed 

using the automated functionality.  

Note: The extra screen will not display if there is no change being made when the determination is being completed. 

Note: Case Managers must continue to follow the current Business As Usual (BAU) process to justify reasons for any 

descriptor change in Decision Assist.   

Note: ‘Working Age evidence considered’ means either a UC85 report or an ESA85 report  

Set Feedback   

• The user must complete all feedback fields with at least one ‘Yes’ answer  

• A PA report must be selected or select ‘Prevent Feedback’ indicator.  

Prevent Feedback Tickbox 

 21. When Case Managers complete the determination they must tick the ‘prevent feedback’ option if any of the 

following apply:  

• Performing Award Review Scrutiny   

• Where a balance of probability decision has been made and the CM has used a Pseudo AP to create a 

submission (Pseudo AP inputs all category A descriptors, CM amends to appropriate descriptors)   

• CM has input a Split Decision (when there is a change in the claimants condition since claim made)  



 

• Internal Review/Corrective action, for example correcting duel claims or incorrect effective dates requiring CM 

to input old award and modify  

Request Evidence Approval task 

22. If the user doesn’t input an End of Award date or a Recommended Review date in the Automate and Complete 

Determination screen: 

• a warning message will display “No evidence changes were applied. There are changes that need to be 

manually approved before evidence can be applied successfully”  

• PIPCS will create a Request Evidence Approval task, assigned to a supervisor to approve  

23. The LM must check the end and review dates before approving.  

Note: When the LM approves the task, PIPCS will continue automating the decision. 

24. For disallowance cases, PIPCS displays an error message “No Type ‘DLA’ Other Benefits Evidence was found for this 

‘Reassessment’ case”. 

Completing the determination screen 

Note: To complete the determination for New, Advance and Reassessment claims, including SRTI - See: Automate and 

complete determination screen. For all other claims, follow these instructions. 

25. To complete a determination without automation, on the determinations list page: 

Step Action 

1  select the ‘action’ button on the right hand side of the relevant determination which has a status of ‘In 

Progress’ 

The drop down menu options include ‘Request AP advice’ ‘Cancel determination’ 

2  select the option ‘Complete Determination’. 

The system displays a confirmation dialogue box text: 

Step 1 ‘Are you sure you want to complete this determination?’ 

3  select ‘Next’ to confirm. The system then opens 

Step 2 - set effective date 

‘Please enter the effective date of the determination’ 



 

4  select appropriate effective date for this determination 

5  select ‘next’ 

6  a pop up box will appear asking ‘is the effective date correct?’ 

7  if the effective date is correct select ‘save’ 

26. The dialogue box will close. This completes all the action on the determination. 

27. The determination status will change from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Completed’. 

28. The Assessment status for the case is updated from ‘Report Outstanding’ to ‘Report Complete’. 

29. The ‘Medical evidence details’ screens are updated when the assessment questionnaire answers have been 

updated and the determination in decision assist is completed - See: Effective dates.  

30. If the submitted questionnaire included a: 

 tick in the check box for ‘TI provisions met’, then Medical evidence details page changes to ‘TI provisions 

determined’  

 ‘Yes’ in answer to the question ‘The claimant has a mental health or behavioural condition, learning difficulty, 

developmental disorder or memory problems and may need additional support to comply with future claim 

processes’ this updates ‘Medical evidence details’ in PIPCS ‘Additional support determined’  

31. It is mandatory to answer Yes or No. 

32. You must also consider if the Additional Support (AS), marker is set correctly and change it where appropriate - 

See: Additional Support. 

Note: If the ‘AS indicated’ field in Medical details is ‘Yes’ then the ‘AS Determined’ field is updated to ‘Yes’ regardless of 

the answer input into the assessment questionnaire. Corrective action will be required in these cases - See: CM and 

additional support – Additional Support isn’t needed. 

Example 1 

The claimant has an appointee and the AS marker is no longer appropriate. The AP looks at the claimant’s conditions 

when considering if the claimant needs AS, but they don’t consider there is a need for any appropriate support such as 

an appointee, Corporate Other Payee (COP) or representative. 

Example 2 

The claimant may not have a mental health or behavioural condition, learning difficulty, developmental disorder or 

memory problems but the AP has answered 'Yes' as the claimant is severely sight impaired. 
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Payment details check and MOP discussion 

Critical Process Point 15. 

Identity/Data Protection, Third Party and Security (Telephony including SERCO) You must follow 

operational instructions to: 

• confirm claimant’s identity  

• apply third party procedures  

• navigate any presented security questions  

Consequences 

If you do not correctly identify the claimant and apply third party procedures this may mean: 

• you fail to comply with the Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, 

which could result in disciplinary action  

• you fail to correctly identify the customer and end up divulging information to a bogus caller  

• delays in processing benefits  

• money is paid to the wrong person  

• there is a risk of fraudulent overpayments  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct any errors  

• the potential to cause reputational damage to DWP  

1. These instructions explain the actions to take when payment details aren’t held when a Personal Independence 

Payment (PIP) award decision is being made. 

2. The Department’s preferred method of payment is to pay directly into a bank, building society or a credit union 

account. For those who are unable to open or manage a mainstream account, HMG PES may be available. 

3. Payment details are normally taken at the PIP new claims stage. 

4. There may be instances where this isn’t possible. For example, when a claimant doesn’t have their account details 

with them or they don’t have an account but they’re going to open one. In these instances the telephony agent 

must: 

• advise the claimant to supply us with the details as soon as they have them  

• tell the claimant we will contact them  



 

5. The claimant has the option to phone back with their details or send them in with the PIP2 form or the Case 

Manager (CM) will contact them at a later stage. 

Note: The account name must be completed in capital letters as payments can fail if not. 

Subpages 

• Checking to see if the payment details are held  

• Method of Payment discussion  

• The claimant requests Direct Payment into a bank or building society account  

Checking to see if the payment details are held 

1. The Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) will generate an error message when you’re making 

an award decision and no payment details are held. 

2. You must check to see if payment details are held before applying the award decision. 

3. If this is the first payment being made and the bank account details held are more than 12 months old, telephone 

the claimant to check these are still correct. 

4. To do this: 

Step Action 

1  select the ‘Financial’ tab from the Person Homepage 

2  select ‘Bank Accounts’ from the left hand navigation pane 

5. If no payment details are held, you must phone the claimant to obtain the payment details and create a 

Communication Record - See: Creating a Communication Record. 

6. If the claimant can’t be contacted by phone, take the following action: 

Step Action 

1  manually issue the DPGen form with covering letter PIP.3048 

2  create a Communication Record - See: Create a Communication Record 

3  set a task - See: Workflow and Task Management 

Method of Payment discussion 

1. You must explain to the claimant that Direct Payment into an account is the way the Department pays pensions and 

benefits because it’s safe, efficient and fast. 



 

2. You must focus on the advantages of using a bank or building society account. For example, there’s much less risk of 

money being delayed or going missing. 

3. Having a bank account is especially important for working age claimants because it will help them move from 

benefits into work. New employees are expected to have a bank account that a wage or salary can be paid into. 

4. Advise the claimant there are many accounts including basic bank accounts, which are easy to open and easy to 

operate. 

5. If the claimant doesn’t already have a suitable account they must be advised to open one. 

6. If, exceptionally, the claimant says they can’t or won’t open or operate an account, you must explore the reasons 

for this with them. For more instructions about what you should do if the claimant can’t or won’t open or operate 

an account - See: Method of Payment Policy Statement. 

The claimant requests Direct Payment into a bank or building society account 

1. All bank and building society accounts are configured in PIPCS with a six digit sort code and an eight digit account 

number. 

2. The claimant may request to be paid into a building society account. In addition to the sort code and account 

number, they may provide a long number or roll number (more than eight digits and may be a mixture of numbers 

and letters). If any information is missing, the Direct Payment Input Guide may help. 

3. If the claimant wants to be paid into a bank or building society account you must input the payment details on 

PIPCS as follows: 

Step Action 

1  select the ‘Financial’ tab from the Person Homepage 

2  select ‘Bank Accounts’ from the left hand navigation pane 

3  select ‘New’; the Add Bank Account window will display 

4  input the ‘Account Name’; the name, as shown, on the bank account 

5  select ‘Bank Account’ from the Account Type drop down list 

6  input the ‘From’ date; this can’t be a future date 

7  input the ‘Account Details’; sort code, account number and or roll number as per instructions in the 

Direct Payment Input Guide 



 

8  select ’Save’ 

4. PIPCS will validate the information with Bank Wizard. If the information entered passes the Bank Wizard validation, 

the award decision must be completed so PIPCS can process the payment. 

5. Manually issue notification PIP.4005 ‘Confirmation of account update’ if the claimant requested a letter to confirm 

their bank details have been updated. Create a Communication Record - See: Clerical notifications and also - See: 

Creating a Communication Record. 

6. If the information entered doesn’t pass the validation check with Bank Wizard, you must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1  check the details entered match those supplied by the claimant. If not, amend the details - See:  

 Change of Account details 

2  manually issue the DPGen form with the covering letter PIP.3048 if the Bank Wizard check continues to fail 

3  create a Communication Record - See: Creating a Communication Record 

4  set a task - See: Workflow and Task Management instructions 

7. When the correct details are received, you must input the payment details - See:  The  claimant requests Direct 

Payment into a bank or building society account. 

8. If account details aren’t returned when the task matures: 

Step Action 

1  attempt to contact the claimant by phone 

2  manually issue a reminder on a PIP.3004 reminder letter, if necessary 

3  create a Communication Record - See: Create a Communication Record 

4  set a task - See: Workflow and Task Management 

9. If the payment details are still not received when the task matures you must take the following action: 

Step Action 



 

1  Prepare the PIP.7001 clerical award notification on the System Contingency template for the claimant - See: 

Clerical Notifications 

2  make a referral to a visiting officer to visit the claimant with the clerical award notification to obtain the 

payment details - See: DWP Visiting Referral Tool 

10. When the payment details are received, you must action as The claimant requests Direct Payment into a bank or 

building society account to input the payment details. 

11. Because the Visiting Officer has issued PIP.7001 clerical award notification to the claimant you must suppress the 

automated notification of PIP.7001 - See: Suppress Automated Notification or an Enquiry form. 

The claimant requests Direct Payment into a Credit Union account 

12. If the claimant requests payment into a Credit Union account refer to the Credit Union Information Pack – Paying 

DWP Benefits and Pensions into Credit Union Accounts. 

13. Action as The claimant requests Direct Payment into a bank or building society account. 

The claimant requests Direct Payment into a POca 

New applications to POca are no longer available. A method of payment discussion must be held with the customer to 

establish an alternative method of payment. 

14. A Post Office® card account (POca) should only be used for those claimants who can’t manage a bank, building 

society or credit union account. Ask for confirmation that this is the case before agreeing to pay by POca. 

15. All POcas are configured in PIPCS with a six digit sort code and an eight digit account number. 

16. A POca must be held in the claimant's name or the appointee’s name. 

17. The opening of a POca isn’t available if the claimant grants authority to a Power of Attorney (PoA) to handle their 

business and financial affairs on their behalf. A PoA can’t open a POca on behalf of a claimant, nor have their own 

benefits paid into the claimant’s POca. But a PoA can take over the running of a POca previously opened by a 

claimant - See: Appointees and Bank Accounts. 

18. A POca will be closed if it isn’t used for one year. 

19. If a claimant requests Direct Payment into a POca, you must speak to the claimant, their representative or their 

Personal Acting Body (PAB) to establish if the claimant has an active POca. If so: 

• take the account details and update the claimant’s record; or  



 

• advise the claimant to call the POL helpline number 08457 223 344 or textphone on 08457 223 355 if they 

don’t have their account details  

• create a Communication Record - See: Create a Communication Record  

20. If the claimant is currently in the process of opening a POca, advise them their account details will be automatically 

passed to the Department. 

POca details not received 

21. If the reminder task matures and the POca details haven’t been received, you must check the notes to see if 

there’s any explanation. If there’s no explanation, you must phone the claimant to ask them how their POca 

application is progressing. 

Post Office Ltd action 

22. On receipt of the Post Office Authorisation Document (PAD), Post Office Ltd (POL) will issue an invitation pack to 

the claimant. When POL have received the completed application form and accepted the application, they’ll issue 

the Pick up Notice (PUN) to the claimant. The PUN advises the claimant to attend their chosen post office to pick 

up their POca card. The Personal Identification Number (PIN) will be issued separately. 

23. The claimant will have three attempts to activate their POca account by successfully entering their PIN and carrying 

out a transaction by making a balance request. If they don’t successfully enter the PIN with three attempts, they 

must request a new PIN from the POL helpline number 08457 223 344 or textphone on 08457 223 355. 

24. When the card is activated, the new account details will be sent to DWP by post. 

POca details received 

25. When the POca details are received by post, the Workflow Team creates a ‘Communication Record’ and task in 

PIPCS for you to access the Document Repository Service (DRS) to retrieve the image - See:  

Create a Communication Record  and also - See: Workflow and Task Management. 

26. To update the POca details in PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1  open the task, retrieve the image, select the ‘Participant Homepage’ hyperlink and perform a postal identity 

and validation (IDV) check - See: Workflow and Task Management instructions and  

also - See: Identifying the claimant (Postal) – Validate Personal Details instructions 

2  input the payment details - See: Claimant requests Direct Payment into a bank/building society account  



 

POca application rejected at the Post Office 

27. If Post Office Ltd (POL) rejects the application, a rejection notification will be sent to DWP with a code, contact with 

the customer is required to gather and alternative method of payment. 

17 Payability considerations 

Payability considerations 

Critical Process Point 16. 

Payability (Case Manager) 

You must accurately record periods in hospital*, similar institutions, care homes, hospices or prison on  

PIPCS, for definitions see ADM Chapter P3 and Chapter P4 

 You must make enquiries by telephone or email whenever possible to establish dates and funding. 

You must always:  

Ensure enquiries are made where PIP2, AR1 or AP report mention/indicate stays in hospital or care homes; unless 

evidence clearly shows these were for less than 28 days or over 28 days ago and they don't link to other stays 

Ensure hospital or care homes dates are recorded correctly within PIPCS such as a note to support details above or 

within the evidence tab in cases where there will be an impact on payability 

Establish funding for periods in care home 

Ensure enquiries are made where supported housing/sheltered accommodation is recorded in PIPCS to confirm 

funding, for example, funded by local authority or housing benefit 

Consider suspending payment as and when appropriate 

* Note:  Failure to correctly record hospital periods is the main reason for payability error 

Consequences 

If you do not correctly establish dates and funding, including payment suspensions when appropriate, this may mean: 

• the customer could be over or underpaid  

• hardship and distress could be caused to customers at a very vulnerable time – poor customer service  

• increased requests for reconsiderations and appeals from claimants who think the decision is incorrect  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the error  

• an increase in avoidable complaints  



 

• the potential to cause reputational damage to the DWP  

1. Once all the evidence is validated, Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) runs the legislative 

rules against the information held for the case. This includes payability evidence. PIPCS calculates if the clamant is 

entitled, if entitled whether benefit is payable, the date payable and so on. 

2. Payment of PIP can be affected if a claimant spends time in a hospital, similar institution to a hospital, care home or 

prison. 

3. You must consider payability if you receive any of the following tasks in PIPCS: 

• hospital and other accommodation  

• detention in legal custody  

• foreign residency  

• residence and presence  

• exempt COA - See: Terminology and Abbreviations Background  

• CIS (Searchlight) COA  

• DRS  

• Discrepancy failures and Payability issues  

• Payability issues  

4. The process for decision making on other matters relevant to PIP including payability aspects is covered separately. 

5. For instructions on the law for hospitals, similar institutions, care homes, hospices and prisons - See: Advice for 

Decision Making (ADM) Chapters P3, See: Advice for Decision Making (ADM) Chapters P4 and also - See: ADM 

Chapter P5. 

6. If, after checking the ADM, you need advice on a legal instruction query, refer to DMA Leeds through the normal 

channels. 

18 Validating evidence 

Validating evidence 

1. To progress to the final stage of the decision in PIPCS, you need to navigate to the evidence dashboard for the 

case. The next steps are to apply and validate the evidence (that is making sure it is correct), so legislative rules can be 

run. 

2. PIPCS automatically validates evidence when the option to ‘apply changes’ is selected to the evidence ‘in edit’. 

It’s advisable to validate the evidence before ‘applying changes’ so you can check the evidence is correct. 

3. If evidence is missing or incorrect, the evidence in error won’t be validated and you may be unable to proceed. 



 

Subpages 

• Accessing evidence to validate changes  

• Accessing evidence to apply changes  

• Evidence approval checks  

Accessing evidence to validate changes 

1. Having completed the determination from the ‘Determinations’ screens, you need to return to the PIP Case 

home page and: 

Step Action 

1  select the ‘Search Results’ tab at the top of the screen 

(this opens the Search Results page) 

2  select the Application or Integrated case hyperlink (select integrated case if it’s not a new claim) 

3  select ‘Evidence’ tab 

2. From the evidence dashboard you can select and view any evidence recorded to check it and update it if 

appropriate. 

3. If there’s any ‘in edit’ evidence, this is indicated on the right of the evidence by a purple symbol. You will: 

Step Action 

1  select ‘In edit’ option from the options on the left hand panel 

in edit evidence list page opens 

2  select the toggle on the left of the evidence (each evidence type is selected individually to view and possibly 

change) 

3  select ‘Continue editing’ from the action button on the RHS 

this opens the in edit evidence page 

4  check all evidence displayed 

change the evidence if needed or leave it if all correct 



 

5  select save if evidence has been changed or 

select cancel if evidence is correct without changing 

to return to the ‘In edit evidence’ screen 

6  select ‘Dashboard’ from the left hand panel 

7  select ‘Validate Changes’ option from the action drop down button to open dialogue box. 

8  select tick boxes 

9  select ‘Save’ 

this validates all the evidence, closes the dialogue box and returns to the evidence dash board 

 

Accessing evidence to apply changes 

1. ‘Apply changes’ is a mandatory step which activates all the PIPCS evidence and runs the assessment (legislative) 

rules. From the evidence dashboard: 

Step Action 

1  select ‘Apply Changes’ option from the action drop down button 

this opens a dialogue box showing the evidence details. 

2  select tick boxes 

3  select ‘Save’ 

2. Completing the ‘Apply Changes’ process triggers PIPCS to do one of the following three things. 

3. It will either: 

• refer the case back to you if amendments to evidence are needed (that is PIPCS can’t validate the evidence as, 

for example, verification is needed but this won’t happen if you check and validates first), or  

• create an evidence approval task for a management check which will task to the CM responsible for the check, 

or  

• activate the evidence and this means you can complete the decision making process  

4. If amendments are needed to the evidence you must make the necessary changes to the evidence before selecting 

‘apply changes’ again to continue. 



 

5. If an evidence approval task is generated you can’t proceed further until the case is checked and tasked back to you 

by the checker. 

6. If ‘Apply changes’ has activated the evidence you can continue to take the next steps to finalise the decision. 

Evidence approval checks 

1. Generated management checks are automatically generated either at random or according to whether or not 

certain evidence or circumstances apply. PIPCS directs the check automatically to your line manager. Quality checks 

may be made as a result of an evidence approval management check. 

2. All the information has been recorded (apart from end date and review date) at the stage, this check can be 

generated, that is at the ‘apply changes’ point. The checker ensures all information has been input correctly and all 

procedures correctly followed. 

3. An evidence approval check is triggered when, for example, reasons aren’t recorded for Daily Living activities and 

descriptors for Daily Living have been selected. 

4. If the checker approves the case, they’ll approve the evidence and save to activate the evidence in PIPCS. 

5. The case is then manually tasked back for you to continue any actions such as checking eligibility and finalising the 

decision. 

6. If the case isn’t approved, the checker provides rejection reasons and comments and the case is tasked back to you 

with reasons for rejection. 

7. When you receive the reject evidence task, you’ll need to amend or take corrective procedures. 

8. You may need to discuss the case with the checker before taking action, but you can’t proceed in PIPCS unless 

evidence is approved. 

9. When you’ve amended the evidence and this can include evidence in the active submission (the assessment 

questionnaire), you’ll need to ‘apply changes’ again. 

10. The case will then need to go to the checker for evidence approval before you can continue processing in 

PIPCS. 

19 Eligibility check 

Eligibility check 

Learning Simulation: Awarding Benefit 



 

Subpages 

• Checking eligibility – new claim  

• Checking eligibility – existing award  

• Eligibility result eligible making an award  

Checking eligibility – new claim 

1. Once all evidence is validated, PIPCS will run the legislative rules against the information held for the case. This 

includes initial claim details, payability evidence, QP/PT details (required period condition), and descriptors. PIPCS 

will calculate if the clamant is entitled, and if they are, whether benefit is payable and the date. 

2. Eligibility can be checked on a case at any time after the PIP application has been submitted in PIPCS. However, 

rules are only run on the evidence available at the time the check is made. The check returns an eligible or 

ineligible result depending on the evidence held. 

3. The eligibility check results in the running of the full legislative rules only where the assessment status is ‘report 

complete’ and the determination status is ‘complete’. 

4. The full eligibility check is completed at this stage so the action to finalise the decision can be taken. 

5. To check eligibility: 

Step Action 

1  from the PIP application case homepage 

2 select the ‘Eligibility Checks’ tab 

(the list of previous eligibility checks displays) 

3  select ‘Check Eligibility’ from the action button drop down menu in the top right-hand corner 

a ‘check eligibility’ dialogue box opens to display all available PIP claims for the case 

4  tick: ‘Use Active Evidence Only’ checkbox if not already ticked 

5  tick: the current PIP claim check box if not already ticked 

(there will only be one on a new claim and determination) 

6  select: ‘Yes’ to run rules and return to the eligibility checks list 



 

Note: An error message will display and the eligibility check will fail if there’s no active evidence (Medical or R&P). If so, 

you’ll need to return to the evidence screens to check, but validating evidence and applying changes means the 

eligibility check fail shouldn’t occur. 

6. Once the legislative rules are run, PIPCS will provide a detailed result of each rule and an overall outcome of 

eligible or ineligible. 

7. The eligibility check is added to the check list and shows the date of check and displays the result of the check as 

‘eligible’ or ‘ineligible’. 

8. From the list page, you must select toggle on the left of the eligibility check just completed to expand details - The 

tabs ‘Eligible’ and ‘Ineligible’ are now available. 

9. Eligible and ineligible checks are listed together as appropriate under the relevant tab. The eligible or ineligible tab 

is selected by you depending on the outcome of the full eligibility check and you: 

Step Action 

1  select ‘Eligible’ or ‘Ineligible’ as appropriate 

2  select the toggle on the left of the check to view more details and to view a full summary of results 

3  select: blue hyperlink under heading ‘eligibility period’ 

this displays the ‘Summary’ in the ‘Supporting Details’ page for a detailed summary of the check 

10. When you’ve checked eligibility details, finalise your decision. 

11. You need to check bank account details are held before making an award. If not, an error message will display and 

you must telephone the claimant to get these details - See: Payment details check and MOP for more information 

how to do this. 

Checking eligibility – existing award 

1. Where a decision is already recorded on PIPCS, the updated Evidence Summary may already be in place. In these 

circumstances, the eligibility check must be done on the Benefit Delivery Homepage: 

Step Action 

1  select action button at top right hand side of screen 

2  check eligibility 

Eligibility result eligible making an award 



 

1. Where a determination is completed on a new claim, reconsideration or intervention when the details have 

been checked and the claim is eligible: 

Step Action 

1  select toggle on the latest eligibility check to expand the details 

2  select eligible tab from the eligible/ineligible tabs available 

status displays ‘full eligibility passed’ 

3  select: ‘Award’ on the action drop down button to open first of two dialogue boxes ‘Create Award’ this is Step 

1 ‘Confirmation’ displays: ‘Are you sure you want to Award?’ 

4  select ‘Next’ to confirm and open the next pop up box Step 2 ‘Modify Award dates’ 

Note: The ‘Award’ option isn’t available on the Ineligible tab or where ‘Lay eligibility passed’ only applies. The end date 

and review date haven’t been entered on the determination so there are no dates to modify. This functionality is only 

available when: 

• the determination is active  

• the case is eligible and  

• the status is open  

So the end date and review date can’t be amended at this point. 

2. The dialogue box states the end date is mandatory, this is incorrect. PIPCS will allow an entry in either or both 

of the fields as appropriate. Depending on the case, an end date and/or review date must be recorded. For example, 

an end date won’t be needed for an ongoing award where a review date only applies. For a SRTI award, there will be 

an end date but there will be no review date. 

3. The appropriate dates should have been decided by you based on the case evidence and advice. Dates must 

be entered in the format dd/mm/yyyy. Error messages will display if, for example, the end date entered is before the 

review date. In the Step 2 dialogue box: 

Step Action 

1  input ‘End of Award Date’ (calendar options) if appropriate 

2  input ‘Recommended Review Date’ (calendar options) if appropriate 



 

3  select ‘Save’ 

this closes the dialogue box and returns to ‘Eligibility Checks’ list page 

4. The status relating to the PIP award showing on the list page should have now changed from ‘Full eligibility 

passed’ to ‘Eligibility Authorised’. 

5. Selecting Award and Save allows for payments to be made and also generates the decision award notification. 

6. The start date of an award to PIP is automatically generated in PIPCS. The date is determined by business and 

legislative rules run on a case based on information gathered at the new claim and on your questionnaire answers 

about the QP date. 

7. When an award is made the status of the Application case changes from ‘Action Pending’ to ’Award’. The next 

step for you is to activate payment - See: Submit for approval and confirm approval to activate award. For ineligible 

awards - See: Disallowance decision. 

20 Submit for approval and confirm approval to activate award 

Critical Process Point 2. 

Qualifying Period / Prospective Test (Case Manager) 

You must check PIP2/AR1 for date claimant needs started. Qualifying Period (QP) and Prospective Test (PT).  

You must make further enquiries when applicable, for example, checking onset of needs You must 

consider in the claimant’s condition and impact upon QP and PT. 

Consequences: 

Not checking PIP2 for the correct date the claimant needs started, can mean: 

• the decision may be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring rework to correct  

• the wrong dates of entitlement will be issued in the legal notification, misinforming the claimant  

• if the wrong date is used this might impact on other Benefit entitlements and result in under or overpayments  

• an incorrect decision, resulting in incorrect payments can lead to financial hardship, including our most 

vulnerable customers  

• an incorrect decision can result in increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

• possible reputational damage to DWP  

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  



 

Learning simulation: Awarding Benefit CM End to End 

1. If the claimant is entitled and the award has been confirmed and saved you must return to the ‘Eligibility Checks’ 

tab. 

2. To complete an award and activate a payment: 

Step Action 

1  navigate to the benefit case 

2  from the person homepage select the ‘Cases’ tab to open the cases screen for the claimant 

3  select the blue case reference number on the left of the page (this opens the evidence summary screen) 

4  select the blue case reference again on the evidence summary screen 

5  select ‘Submit for Approval’ from the action button on the top RHS of the screen to open a dialogue box 

displaying: 

‘Are you sure you want to submit the case for approval?’ 

6  select ‘Yes’ to confirm and to close the dialogue box and proceed 

3. If there are no checks triggered, the status of the benefit case changes to ‘Approved’ and this automatically activates 

a payment. 

Note: After payment has been activated through ‘submit for approval’, an appointee review date should be set if 

there’s an appointee for the claimant. 

Subpages 

• After the activation of an award  

After the activation of an award 

1. When an award, change or cessation of an award is processed on PIPCS it will automatically notify CIS (Searchlight) 

of the details. CIS (Searchlight) then scans for other benefit interests for that claimant and notifies those systems - 

See: Notifying HMRC of an award/change/cessation of PIP and also - See:  

Overlapping Benefits. 

2. The final actions for you on the case are to: 



 

Step Action 

1  close all outstanding tasks 

2 check to see if the claimant has an appointee. If they do, you need to check if there’s an appointee review date 

on the relationship screen 

if a review date needs to be set or the review date has been reached - See: PABs and Appointee 

3  check all documents held and categorise as appropriate for supporting and ephemera - See: Data retention 

management – CM 

4  call the claimant to explain the decision if appropriate 

 

21 Pre-payment checks 

Pre-payment checks 

1. Most system generated management checks are triggered early in the decision making process. This happens when 

‘Apply Changes’ is selected in the evidence pages. 

2. Management checks can also be triggered at the pre-payment stage, for example, when a quality check is 

triggered. 

3. It’s possible for a case to have a management check triggered at the apply changes stage (before the decision) and 

have a pre-payment check triggered after the decision. 

4. A pre-payment check will be triggered once you’ve checked eligibility and made an award. The check is triggered 

when you select ‘Submit for approval’. 

5. A pre-payment check may also be triggered if, for example, a large first payment of PIP is involved because of 

arrears due. 

6. If a pre-payment check is triggered, a task will be sent to your line manager to review and either approve or reject 

the case. The status changes to ‘Submitted’. 

7. You don’t need to take any further actions on the case at this stage. 

8. If the case is checked and approved, the line manager will send a manual task to you to advise the case is approved 

and for you to take any final outstanding action on the case including closing all tasks. 

9. If your line manager rejects the case submitted for approval they’ll: 



 

• select the option ‘reject case approval’  

• add the reason for rejection in the free text of the dialogue box  

• task the case back to you to correct the mistake  

10. The case status will return to ‘Open’. 

11. Correction of the mistake may involve changing evidence details and if so: 

Step Action 

1  return to the evidence screens 

2  make and apply relevant changes 

3  re-submit the case for approval 

 

22 Disallowance decision 

Disability disallowed 

1. A claim will be disallowed under disability if the claimant has failed to satisfy the disability conditions to 

Personal Independence Payment (PIP). This means the claimant has insufficient points to award PIP after the 

descriptors have been selected. 

2. The decision notification is generated automatically by the system for disability disallowed claims in the 

majority of cases - See: System generated decision notification. 

Subpages 

• AE claimant not notified - action outstanding Task  

• Eligibility check and disallowance  

• Negative determination  

AE claimant not notified - action outstanding Task 

1. AE action may have been completed, but the claimant has not been notified of the decision because: 

• The claimant is deceased and no NOK/DAP has been identified  

• The claimant is deceased and the NOK/DAP was identified, but LEAP were unable to confirm their details are 

correct  

• The claimant was disallowed PIP and the AE team were unable to confirm their details are correct  



 

The AE CM will have input a note stating the claimant/NOK has not been notified - refer to AE instructions for details of 

the notes in each scenario - See: Disallowed Claims and also - See: Deceased claimants. 

2. If you identify a case where AE activity has not been notified for one of the reasons listed above and the 

claimant/NOK details have been confirmed as correct, create a manual task ‘AE claimant not notified – action 

outstanding’ to-do task and forward to the Blackpool Alt Format BC_OverflowCW work queue. 

Eligibility check and disallowance 

1. If a determination has been completed and after the details have been checked the claim is disallowed on 

disability. You will: 

Step Action 

1  return to the eligibility checks list page 

2  select toggle on the latest eligibility check to expand the details 

3  to view the eligibility check result, select the ineligible tab from the eligible/ineligible tabs available 

the status will read as ‘eligibility failed’ 

4  select ‘Disallow’ using the action drop down button on the right to open a confirmation dialogue box displaying 

‘Are you sure you want to disallow?’ 

5  select ‘Yes’ 

the system updates the case status to ‘Disallowed’ and returns to the eligibility checks list page 

the status of the listed application is now ‘eligibility disallowed’ 

Note: If a PIP.7000 system notification is generated you must supress the system notification as it won’t 

contain the correct paragraphs for the decision. The notification must be issued clerically - See: Creating a 

decision notification letter 

6  close all outstanding tasks 

Note: Disallow isn’t an option on the ‘Eligible’ tab. 

2. When this action is taken, the Application and Programme case status is updated to ‘Disallowed’ and PIPCS 

sends a report to CIS (Searchlight) that PIP is ‘disallowed’. This also generates the decision disallowance notification. 

Negative determination 



 

1. A negative determination is when a disability decision can’t be made due to non-compliance. It’s appropriate if: 

 the claimant has failed to attend an assessment/failed to participate in an assessment - See: FTA/ FTC  

 non return of PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1  failure of 

the lay rules  

2. Lay conditions and non return of PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1 are disallowed automatically on 

negative determination grounds provided additional support marker is ‘No’. 

3. A claim won’t be disallowed automatically under a negative determination where the claimant has additional 

support - See: Additional Support. 

4. Where the disallowance is a negative determination but it isn’t an automatic disallowance, for example, for FTA or 

FTC if: 

 there’s no response to phone calls and no reply to the PIP.3033 enquiry letter  

 the claimant hasn’t provided the appropriate ID or is unable or unwilling to obtain ID or to take ID to a 

consultation - See: ID Verification  

5. You must consider if there’s a good reason for non compliance. If there isn’t a good reason, a negative 

determination is the appropriate action - See: ADM Chapter 6 – Good reason. 

6. When you go on to disallow from the ineligible result, a system notification is generated, but this notification 

(PIP.7000) won’t contain the correct paragraphs for the decision, the notification must be issued clerically - See: 

Suppressing the system notification and completing the clerical decision notification. 

7. If you’ve disallowed the claim: 

StepAction 

1. close all outstanding tasks 

Cancel the determination - See: Cancelling the 2. 

determination 

  

23 Creating a decision notification letter 

Creating a decision notification letter 

Critical Process Point 11. 

Claimant Notification – Legal Requirements (Case Manager) 



 

You must ensure the correct notification has been issued to the claimant informing them of any decision made on their 

claim which must contain the correct disputes rights. 

Consequences  

If you do not issue the correct notification to inform the claimant of the decision on their claim and any dispute rights 

this may mean: 

• you have failed to comply with the legal requirement to issue the correct notification  

• inaccurate or misleading information is provided, confusing the customer and resulting in poor service  

• key paragraphs that should be included in the decision are missed  

• avoidable rework to correct any errors  

• increased requests for reconsiderations and appeals from claimants who think the decision is incorrect  

• reputational damage to the Department, in particular the document must be of professional standard and not 

handwritten  

• an incorrect decision may result in judicial review, attracting reputational damage  

Subpages 

• Summary table of appropriate notifications  

• Disallowance notifications  

Summary table of appropriate notifications  

1. 

Letter 

code 

Template Reason of Issue 

PIP.700 

0 

System Lay disallowance 

PIP.700 

1 

System New claim decision 

PIP.700 

2 

System Reconsideration decision 

PIP.700 

3 

System Intervention decision 



 

PIP.700 

4 

Clerical Lay decisions – non attendance – defective claim disallowance etc. defective claim/ negative 

determination decision 

PIP.700 

5 

Clerical Decision not to supersede 

PIP.700 

6 

System Reassessment - award 

PIP.700 

7 

Clerical Reassessment – defective claim/negative determination decision 

PIP.700 

8 

Clerical Reassessment – SofS intervention, out of scope (Postcode) 

PIP.701 

0 

System Reassessment – lay decision 

PIP.7011  System New claim disallowance decision 

PIP.701 

2 

System Reconsideration disallowance decision 

PIP.701 

3 

System Intervention disallowance decision 

 

PIP.701 

4 

Clerical Duplicate claim decision 

PIP.701 

5 (exp) 

Clerical Clerical exportability reconsideration decision notification 

PIP.701 

6 

System Reassessment - disallowance 

PIP.701 

7 

Clerical Voluntary Relinquishment confirmation – unable to make contact by phone 

PIP.701 

8 

Clerical Acceptance of Voluntary Relinquishment request 



 

PIP.701 

9 

Clerical CofC Award Review- 'Not admitted' reason notification(application to PIP has no relevance 

and the request will be deemed as hopeless as it could not produce a different decision to the 

decision that currently exists) 

PIP.702 

1 

Clerical CofC Award Review - Disallowance non return of Part 2 

PIP.702 

2 

Clerical No NINO disallowance 

PIP.702 

4 

Clerical Lay decision reconsideration – decision maintained 

PIP.703 

0 

Clerical Bereavement death award/disallowance notification 

PIP.703 

1 

Clerical Appeal outcome 

PIP.703 

2 

Clerical Appeal outcome notification – claimant has died 

PIP.704 

1 

System Disallowance due to non return of AR! 

PIP.802 

2 

  Reconsideration decision, good cause accepted 

Disallowance notifications 

1. When you have completed the disallowance in PIPCS from the application case homepage: 

Step Action 

1  suppress the system generated notification because the system letter doesn’t contain the right paragraphs 

2  create and issue the clerical disallowance notification to the claimant - See: Suppress automated notification or 

enquiry form 

  

The clerical notification 



 

2. Clerical notifications are accessed using the PIP System or Clerical Templates. The templates can be accessed from 

your desktop. 

3. Each of the templates has options for large print or Welsh. 

4. You’ll be able to populate the template with claimant name, address and NINO using information directly from 

Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS). 

5. When you have created a Communication Record, which is required for any clerical notification, access the clerical 

notifications template - See: Creating a Communication Record. 

Note: A Welsh letter printed from the desktop template will also require an English version to be printed and the two 

versions sent to the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) to scan into Document Repository System (DRS). 

PIP System template 

6. The PIP System Template is for issuing clerical versions of notifications generally issued by PIPCS, such as the 

PIP.7001, New Claim Award. 

Note: When issuing a clerical decision notification, with enhanced Mobility awarded, and there is a Certificate of 

Entitlement you must send the DVLA leaflet (INS216) - See: Enhanced Mobility awarded – Certificate of Entitlement. 

Step Action 

1  open the ‘PIP Clerical Template’ or ‘PIP System Template’ from your desktop 

2  using the drop down menus choose the appropriate category and PIP number of the notification  

 you wish to issue 

Note: This must be done before copying any information from PIPCS 

3  from PIPCS person page elect the empty space next to the claimant’s address details 

4  select Ctrl A together and the text will be highlighted 

5  select Ctrl C together to copy the selected details 

6  select the ‘C’ button in the top right hand corner of the template, following a short delay, the template fields 

will be populated with the claimants name, address and NINO 

Note: This action may be repeated in the PIPCS representative page to capture appointee details where 

necessary 



 

7  if large print is required please tick the ‘Large Print’ box, when this box is ticked, all text in the letter will be 

produced in font size 16 with the exception of customer address and return address 

Note: The Welsh version tick box can selected at any time 

8  complete the required fields to populate the remainder of the notification, you will not be allowed to progress 

to the next page until all required fields have been completed 

9  once all the information has been entered and the final page is reached, the ‘NEXT’ button will revert to the 

‘OK’ button and the letter can be produced 

10  select ’OK’ on the ‘PIP Clerical Template’ and the word document will be produced 

11  depending on whether the notification or letter is generic or non-generic you should follow the appropriate 

step actions - See: Notification or letter is generic or See: Notification or letter is not generic 

Notification or letter is generic 

7. Generic notifications are non-specific, which means there’s no need for them to be kept in the Document 

Repository System (DRS). A record will be entered on PIPCS to show that one of these forms has been issued. 

System issued notifications which have a barcode will be treated the same. 

8. If a clerical notification or letter is required and the letter is generic: 

Step Action 

1  create a Communication Record  - See: Creating a Communication Record to describe the notification or letter 

type 

2  set a manual task or defer an existing task on PIPCS to await the return of the information (if  

 appropriate) - See: How to assign or defer a task  

3  print a copy or copies of the notification or letter using the ‘PIP Clerical Template’, and issue to the claimant or 

representative and/or another area of the Department 

4  if the reply is received, close the task and action - See: How to close a task 

5  if a reply was requested and not returned the task will mature. Issue a reminder using the ’PIP Clerical 

Template’, update the communication history using the communication record as in step 1 and defer the task  - 

See: How to defer a task and Creating a Communication Record 

Notification or letter is not generic 



 

9. Non generic notifications are copies of tailored forms with specific claimant information. These must be scanned 

and kept on DRS - See: Sending hard copies to be scanned. 

10. If a clerical notification or letter is required and the letter is not generic: 

Step Action 

1  create a Communication Record in PIPCS describing the notification or letter type - See: Creating a 

Communication Record 

2  set a manual task or defer an existing task on PIPCS if the letter needs to be returned - See: How to assign or 

defer a task 

3  print 2 or 3 copies of the notification or letter as appropriate 

4  • send 1 copy to the claimant/representative/another area of the department 

• send 1 copy to the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) annotating it ‘COPY NOTIFICATION’ 

Note: Copies to the MOU mustn’t be stapled and should be sent in an individual plastic sleeve/polylope - See: 

Sending hard copies to be scanned 

5  address polylope using the one line courier address - See: Postal and Courier address list for PIP and also - See: 

Aide Memoir for Distribution of Mail (2a) 

6  once the document has been scanned, if the document is a recognised form, PIPCS will create an automated 

task and assign it for the appropriate action 

7  if the scanned document isn’t a recognised form, PIPCS will send an automated task to the appropriate PIP 

Workflow Team for further investigation 

24 Submitting and viewing descriptor rates and scores 

Submitting the questionnaire answers 

1. The final pages of the assessment questionnaire display the summary of answers you’ve given. You can review and 

edit your answers on the summary screen if amendments are necessary. You can also select the back button on the 

summary page to return to the appropriate page to edit. 

2. When you select ‘Next’ on the final summary page, the completed assessment questionnaire is submitted into PIPCS 

and becomes the active submission. 

3. It’s not possible to go back into the questionnaire to make changes when you’ve selected ‘Next’ hence the warning 

at the top of the last screen. 



 

4. It’s important before selecting ‘Next’ you: 

Step Action 

1  check the summary carefully 

2  make sure all the answers given are correct 

5. When ‘Next’ is selected a pop up dialogue box opens to tell you: 

‘Answers have been recorded successfully’. You then: 

Step Action 

1  select ‘Close’ to close the pop up box 

2  return to the Determinations tab and Home  

Page 

6. PIPCS calculates the level of entitlement based on the rules using the information in the summary. 

Subpages 

• Viewing the Rates and Scores  

Viewing the Rates and Scores 

1. When the assessment questionnaire is submitted PIPCS calculates the total scores from the descriptors for each 

component. 

2. The rates are viewed from the Determinations questionnaire home page. To view the details: 

Step Action 

1  select ‘Submissions’ tab 

2  select the toggle next to the relevant submission 

this will be the active submission / last submission 



 

3  the details are under the headings: 

Date: date the questionnaire was completed 

Type: Daily Living and Mobility 

Outcome: rates and total score for each component 

expanding the details of a selected submission also shows on the first line of text, who completed it (AP or CM) 

and the status, for example: 

Made by Assessment Provider 

Status Active 

4  complete the reasons for the decision 

Note: Check CIS (Searchlight) Interest and Award History for DLA interest - See: PIP Claim  

Outstanding DLA Interest Present  

5  if there’s a recently closed PIP claim you must check the ‘Disputes’ tab in the Application case to find if there’s 

a reconsideration or appeal outstanding for a previous claim 

6  if there’s an outstanding DLA claim, you’ll need to phone the relevant Benefit Centre (BC) 

3. You may not be able to proceed to award PIP at this stage depending on the result of your CIS (Searchlight) check. 

25 Assessment case status and return reasons 

Assessment case status and return reasons 

1. The AP will return a case when they’re unable to complete an Assessment Report. These cases will need further 

action and/or a negative determination decision. 

2. The AP can return a case on a new claim, reconsideration or award review. 

3. The case can be returned by the AP without a completed assessment for the following reasons: 

• Failure to attend (FTA)  

• Failure to comply (FTC)  

• Identity verification (IDV) failure  

• Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI) provisions not met  

• withdrawn claim  



 

• notification of death  

• other  

• cancellation of determination  

• only where the AP is investigating the UCB marker  

4. The AP won’t return partially completed reports. Where a consultation is terminated before completion, the AP will 

return a full report or none. 

5. When a case is returned, the AP will complete their action and return the case to DWP with the reason for its 

return. An automatic task is generated for you to consider this reason. 

6. The assessment case status doesn’t change to ‘In progress’. The determination status does change to ‘In progress’ 

as it would when an assessment is completed. 

7. The reason is logged in PIPCS and the assessment status returns to ‘Report Outstanding’. This shows the assessment 

questionnaire hasn’t been completed. 

8. The reason for the return is shown in: 

• status history  

• the application case transaction log  

• the task referral  

9. You will: 

Step Action 

1  go to the status history tab on the Assessment case home  

 page 

2  check the status of the case 

3  check the reason it’s been returned 

10. The assessment status ‘Report outstanding’ shows on the top line and the line below should show the reason for 

return for example ‘FTA’. 

11. A ‘Review file note PA1 is returned in all cases apart from the return reason ‘Death’. 

Note: The report forms produced in the PIP Assessment Tool (PIPAT) aren’t numbered PA1-7 but the headings and 

purpose are the same as the PA clerical form series - See: Referring claim to SAM AP and also - See: PIP Assessment 

Guide. 



 

12. The following tasks will be produced seven working days after the AP returned the case to DWP if the relevant 

reports and PA forms haven’t been received: 

• ‘Answer Determination Questionnaire (Report not received)’ task – AP assessment report (PA2, PA3, PA4) and 

AP Supplementary report (PA6)  

• ‘Failure to Comply’ task – AP Assessment report where assessment couldn’t be completed (PA1)  

• ‘Supplementary Report’ task – Supplementary Report (PA6)  

• ‘Other’ task – AP Assessment report where assessment couldn’t be completed - See: Assessment Provider 

Overview for CMs  

13. The work queue is either ‘Case Manager (CM) complex’ or ‘Delivery team’ but a case may also be tasked to a 

specific user. If a user has other open (assigned, deferred, reserved) tasks for the case the RAF task will go to that 

user. 

14. If the Returned Assessment Functionality (RAF) task is associated with reconsideration, it will go to the Dispute 

work queue and if associated with an appeal it will go to the Appeals work queue. 

Deadline for task completion 

Return reasons - death or FTC 2 working days 

Return reasons - other 10 working days 

26 Failure to Attend (FTA) and Failure to comply (FTC) 

  

For FTA instructions - See: Failure to Attend (FTA) 

For FTC instructions - See: Failure to Comply (FTC)  

27 Identity verification (IDV) 

Identity verification (IDV) 

Critical Process Point 15. 

Identity/Data Protection, Third Party and Security (Telephony including SERCO) You must follow 

operational instructions to: 

• confirm claimant’s identity  

• apply third party procedures  

• navigate any presented security questions  



 

Consequences 

If you do not correctly identify the claimant and apply third party procedures this may mean: 

• you fail to comply with the Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, 

which could result in disciplinary action  

• you fail to correctly identify the customer and end up divulging information to a bogus caller  

• delays in processing benefits  

• money is paid to the wrong person  

• there is a risk of fraudulent overpayments  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct any errors  

• the potential to cause reputational damage to DWP  

From 1 July 2019, claimants who fail identity verification when the initial application, reassessment or advance claim is 

made will progress through the claim journey if eligibility is confirmed.  

At the point that a decision is to be made on a claim and IDV failed, a warning message will appear as follows:  

  

You must check that the identity of the claimant has been confirmed.  If you have any doubt over the claimant identity, 

then you must contact the claimant to verify identity - See: Contacting the Claimant.  

Subpages 

• Background  

• Return reason received at DWP  

• Contacting the claimant  



 

Background 

1. The claimant is advised in the appointment letter they must bring identity verification (IDV), to their face-to-face 

assessment consultation. The appointment letter also lists appropriate types of acceptable ID. 

2. Failing to comply in an Assessment Provider (AP) appointment includes: 

• not providing appropriate ID or is unable or unwilling to obtain ID  

• not answering the phone or responding to the PIP.3033 enquiry letter and there’s nothing to indicate there’s 

a ‘good reason’ for the failure to provide ID - See: ADM Chapter 6: Good reason and also -See: FTA/FTC to 

take the appropriate actions  

3. If the claimant doesn’t pass IDV, the AP face-to-face consultation won’t go ahead and the claim will be referred back 

to DWP with the reason ‘Identity Failure’. 

4. If the claimant has forgotten their ID, the AP may in some cases rearrange the appointment time. 

5. The AP will return the claim back to DWP. 

Return reason received at DWP 

1. When a review file note PA1 (or RAF form), is received in DRS, a task is generated. The deadline for the FTC task 

completion is 10 working days. 

Note: If the claimant had produced ID but the AP didn’t consider it appropriate, then details must be recorded on the 

PA1 by the AP. If you suspect fraudulent intent, the case must be referred to fraud colleagues - See: Fraudulent Claims 

referral process.  

Note: ID (accepted or not) isn’t scanned into DRS as part of the case documentation. Accepted ID is recorded in the 

assessment questionnaire in PIPCS or PIPAT when the AP completes this after the faceto-face consultation. ID is only 

required for a face-to-face consultation. 

Contacting the claimant 

1. You’ll need to contact the claimant to establish why appropriate ID wasn’t offered at the time of the face-to-face 

assessment. You will: 

Step Action 

1  check all available documentation relating to ID 



 

2  telephone the claimant to: 

• determine why claimant didn’t provide appropriate ID 

• establish if they can now attend an AP appointment with appropriate ID 

3  create a communication record to show a call has been made to the claimant - See: Creating a  

Communication Record 

4  explain to the claimant before you can make a decision on their claim an appointment with the AP must take 

place and appropriate ID is required 

2. If the claimant says they’re able to attend an AP appointment with appropriate ID you will: 

Step Action 

1  record all the details in the assessment notes in Decision Assist for the case 

2  refer the case back to the AP 

3. If the claimant says they have ID but they forgot to take it with them on the day, you will: 

Step Action 

1  advise the claimant to make sure they take appropriate ID to their next appointment 

2  explain if appropriate ID isn’t provided then the claim may be disallowed 

3  advise the claimant of the different types of appropriate ID - See: ID Verification Primary documentation 

4. The claimant may have other acceptable ID but you’ll need to establish what it is and check it hasn’t already been 

rejected as inappropriate by the AP. 

5. If the claimant doesn’t have ID or can’t/won’t attend a consultation with appropriate ID, then you’ll need to 

consider making a negative determination decision - See: FTA/FTC - Case Manager Action. 

6. In cases where the claimant produced ID the AP considered wasn’t appropriate, the details of this should be 

recorded on PA1, as it may indicate fraud - See: Fraudulent Claims referral process. 

7. In circumstances where the claimant did provide ID but it’s unclear why the AP didn’t accept it, you will: 

Step Action 



 

1  ask the Quality Assurance Manager (SAM) to contact the AP for more information- See: Referring claim to SAM 

AP 

2  check all documentation 

3  telephone the claimant to establish if they can now attend with suitable ID 

4  create a communication record - Creating a Communication Record 

8. If you couldn’t contact the claimant by phone (despite having made three attempts at different times of the day on 

different days) you will: 

Step Action 

1  create and issue enquiry form PIP.3033. Explain for the PIP claim to go ahead, a consultation is required and 

appropriate ID must be provided 

2  make a copy and send to Mail Opening Unit (MOU) for scanning into Document Repository System  

(DRS) 

3  attach the ID options but advise them this isn’t exclusive 

4  set an event to wait a calendar month from the day after the PIP.3033 is issued for their reply 

5  add the issue of PIP.3033 enquiry form to the communication record - See: Creating a  

Communication Record 

9. When the PIP.3033 is returned within a calendar month, consider the reply and determine the appropriate action. 

10. If the PIP.3033 isn’t returned within a calendar month, make a decision on the claim. 

11. A disallowance decision (negative determination), is appropriate when the claimant has failed to comply with the 

requirements for an AP appointment for example, they failed to provide suitable ID. You must ensure all steps have 

been taken to contact the claimant. A negative determination under these circumstances is the appropriate 

decision - See: Disallowance decision.  

  

28 Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) provisions not met 

1. Where the AP decides the claimant isn’t Terminally Ill (TI) under the definition of SRTI: 

• the AP will task the case back to you without completing the assessment questionnaire 

• the ‘Terminally Ill Provisions’ determined field in medical evidence details of PIPCS is updated and defaults to ‘No’ 



 

2. The claim will need to be considered under the normal rules process with the case being automatically tasked 

back to the AP for a normal rules assessment - See: New Claims Process. 

3. When a PA1 or RAF form is uploaded onto DRS, a task is generated to you. The deadline for the task is 10 

working days. 

4. If the claim was made under SRTI provisions, the next step is to run all lay rules and if they’re met a PIP2/AR1 is 

issued to the claimant. The case then follows the normal assessment process - See: Assessment Provider Process and 

also - See: Special rules for terminally ill people (SRTI) - Case Manager. 

29 Withdrawn claim 

Critical Process Point 12. 

Security – Personal Details 

You must check Personal Details during every interaction with the claimant, that is: correspondence and telephony. 

You must update PIPCS accurately when a change to Personal Details has occurred. 

Consequences 

If you do not check personal details and update PIPCS accurately with any reported changes this may lead to: 

• any notifications, which are a legal requirement, being sent to the wrong address  

• reduced accuracy of information, leading to error and possible under or overpayments  

• the risk of fraudulent overpayments  

• delays in processing benefits  

• additional contact with the claimant for the information they have already provided – once and done – poor 

customer service  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the case  

• reputational damage to the Department  

• the claimant being put at risk of identity fraud  

• a failure to comply with the Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, 

which could lead to disciplinary action  

Critical Process Point 15. 

Identity/Data Protection, Third Party and Security (Telephony including SERCO) You must follow 

Operational Instructions to: 



 

• confirm claimant’s identity  

• apply third party procedures  

• navigate any presented security questions  

Consequences 

If you do not correctly identify the claimant and apply third party procedures this may mean: 

• you fail to comply with the Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, 

which could result in disciplinary action  

• you fail to correctly identify the customer and end up divulging information to a bogus caller  

• delays in processing benefits  

• money is paid to the wrong person  

• there is a risk of fraudulent overpayments  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct any errors  

• the potential to cause reputational damage to DWP  

1. The request to withdraw a claim can be received at any time during the claim process - See: New claim process – 

withdrawn cases. 

30 Notification of death 

1. If death is notified before or after the assessment has been completed - See: Death notified Pre and Post decision. 

31 Assessment Provider (AP) report returned – ‘Other’ reason 

1. The Assessment Provider (AP) returns a claim using the ‘Other’ reason option where an assessment questionnaire 

hasn’t been completed and the case doesn’t fit any other return option. For example, when the AP: 

• requests further evidence (FE) from abroad  

• request a rescan of a document in DRS - See: Assessment Provider Overview for CMs Further Evidence  

2. The case may not always need to be referred to you for action, it depends on the action needed. This return option 

wouldn’t be used for supplementary advice as this has a specific return option - See:  

Assessment Provider Process. 

3. If a document hasn’t been scanned properly, the AP will return the case using the reason ‘Other’. On receipt of the 

task: 

Step Action 



 

1  refer the case to the Work flow Team (WfT), to request a re-scan 

2  manually task the case back to the AP for them to continue the assessment action - See: Hard  

Copy Document Requests and Rescans 

Note: There may be details in the assessment notes for the case in PIPCS. The AP has access to assessment 

notes if using PIPCS but not in PIPAT - See: Mail Opening Unit and Service  Centre  instructions. 

4. The information provided by the AP may mean you can: 

• go on to answer the assessment questionnaire  

• complete the determination and reasons  

• make the decision in PIPCS  

5. If the AP requires FE from abroad in a case where the claim is made by a claimant living in the EEA/Switzerland or 

members of the forces and families stationed abroad, the AP will return the case to DWP to obtain the evidence. 

6. The AP will return a Review File note PA1 (where used) to DRS - See: Other Reasons for returning the case to DWP – 

Return assessment functionality.  

7. If the case is an EEA case, this will be dealt with by the Exportability team. If not, it may need to be sent to the 

International Pension Centre (IPC), which deals with requests for FE from abroad - See:  

International Group – Standard Work Instructions. 

32 AP report returned – cancelling the determination 

1. The AP will refer the case back to DWP (using the RAF), if they’ve made a significant error when completing and 

submitting the questionnaire. For example, they’ve recorded assessment details on the wrong case. 

2. This only applies after the AP has completed and submitted the questionnaire in PIPCS. 

3. If the questionnaire has been completed, saved but not submitted, it can be accessed again by the AP to change or 

delete information. 

4. If the AP has recorded and submitted a claimant’s assessment details in the wrong PIPCS case, the only option is to 

return the case for the determination to be cancelled - See: Assessment Provider Process. 

5. You will: 

Step Action 

1  check the details of the case 



 

2  cancel the determination - See:  Cancelling the determination 

3  if appropriate, create a new determination and re-refer the case to the AP - See: Completing the determination 

  

33 Voluntary Relinquishment 

1. A claimant, Personal Acting Body (PAB) or Corporate Other Payee (COP) may contact the department either by 

telephone or in writing to advise they no longer wish to receive benefit. 

2. This is a voluntary relinquishment of benefit. 

3. Where an application to relinquish PIP is received: 

Step Action 

1  telephone the claimant, PAB or COP if applicable to ensure the claimant’s request is genuine 

2 ensure the claimant fully understands the implications of their actions, for example, loss of benefit, loss of any 

pass-ported benefits, such as a Motability agreement 

3  create a communication record - See: Action to take on closed claim 

  

34 Award Reviews (AR1) 

1. Where the current PIP award is due for review and form AR1 has been issued, you: 

Step Action 

1  must consider the evidence provided 

2  can make a decision without referring the case to the  

AP 

2. If you require any medical advice, you can still contact the AP through your Service Assurance Manager (SAM) to 

enable you to make a robust decision. 

3. If an AP assessment is required, the SAM will return the case to you for your action. 

4. PIPCS displays a PIP Award Review as a Planned Intervention. If a PIP Award Review has closed, for example, 

due to the non-return of the AR1, it can’t be reopened when form AR1 is received. In these circumstances, if the 

reasons for lateness are accepted, the PIP Award Review must be recorded as an Unplanned Intervention on PIPCS - 

See: PIP Award Reviews.  



 

Subpages 

• Change of Circumstance (CofC) Review  

• Administrative Exercise (AE) deferred Open Award Review identified  

Change of Circumstance (CofC) Review 

1. A Change of Circumstance (CofC) Review is appropriate where DWP or the claimant wish to look at the existing 

award again. 

2. CofC Reviews may result with a change of benefit - See: Change of Circumstance (CofC) Review. 

Administrative Exercise (AE) deferred Open Award Review identified 

  

1. An Administrative Exercise (AE) is the process for looking at cases to see if claimants are impacted by the 

Upper Tribunal (UT) decisions. See: Upper Tribunal and AE. 

Note: All 1st tier staff working on AE will be positioned in AE OU (this is the Blackpool Alt Format OU and will be used 

by AE staff only). 

2. If there’s an ongoing event registered, the AE review can’t be completed.  The AE teams will move the case 

into the AE OU when appropriate. 

3. AE action will be deferred if an on-going Award Review event is registered. This could happen in the following 

circumstances: 

• The claimant has requested an immediate AE review or  

• An Award Review is registered after the case has been selected for AE review or  

• The case has been selected manually for AE review  

4. Where the claimant has requested an immediate AE review an AE CW or CM will create a PIPCS manual 'To Do' 

task, task subject ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is completed’. You must defer 

this task until the Award Review event is cleared. 

5. If a Award Review event is registered after the case has been selected for AE review. there will be an open 

‘Progress Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress Review LB/MH/RJ’ task.  You must grab the task/s and defer them. 

6. Where an Award Review event is registered and the case has been manually selected for AE review. The AE 

CW will create a PIPCS manual 'To Do' task, task subject ‘Case identified for AE Review when ongoing event is 

completed’. You must defer this task until the event is cleared. 

Note: There will not be any deferred ‘Progress Review’ tasks if the case is manually selected. 



 

7. You should make a decision on the Award Review event and apply the correct descriptor scores from the 

appropriate effective date either: 

• date of application, plus QP if required, or  

• 4 week run on or  

• date of decision or  

• date of change  

8. The AE teams will deal with any past periods from the relevant determination date to the appropriate effective 

date. 

Note: Only in certain circumstances would you use the relevant determination date, for example; where an official 

error was made on or prior to the relevant determination date. 

9. After the Award Review event has been completed, you must close any manual ‘to do’ task with the subject: 

• ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is completed’ or  

• ‘Case identified for AE Review when ongoing event is completed’  

And create a new manual ‘to do' task with subject ‘AE request, event now closed’ and assign the task to Blackpool Alt 

Format BC_Overflow CM work queue. 

Or Move the case into the AE OU and forward the ‘Progress Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress Review 

LB/MH/RJ’ task/s to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM work queue. 

Note: Consideration should be given by the AE team  whether AE should be completed  within the potential dispute 

period. See: AE. 

35 Reassessment and Rising 16 Cases 

Reassessment 

1. Reassessment of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) started in October 2013 with Natural  

Reassessment. This means claimants whose DLA awards are due to end before October 2017. 

2. Full PIP Rollout began in July 2015. All eligible claimants in receipt of a long term or indefinite DLA award are 

randomly invited to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment (PIP) - See:  

Reassessment Case Manager Action for full instructions how to deal with these cases. 

Subpages 
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Rising 16 

1. Rising 16 cases are those when existing child DLA claimants are invited to make a claim to Personal Independence 

Payment (PIP) when they reach age 16 - See: Reassessment Case Manager Action for full instructions how to deal with 

these cases. 

36 Reconsiderations 

Reconsiderations 

1. Changes in the Welfare Reform Act 2012 include the introduction of a Mandatory Reconsideration (MR) of any 

decision on benefit entitlement prior to a claimant lodging an appeal. 

2. There are time limits in which the claimant has to apply for a reconsideration. 

3. ‘MR’ means a case must have been reconsidered before it can proceed to appeal. This applies to reconsiderations 

for: 

• assessment determinations  

• lay decisions  

• negative determinations - See: Reconsiderations for full instructions how to deal with these cases  

09c Previous Negative Determination – open reconsideration record held 

  

1. When the AP report is returned the CM must check the application case to see if an open negative determination 

reconsideration record is held. 

2. The CM can identify there is an open reconsideration record from the context panel on the home page – top right 

hand corner. If there is a ‘1’ next to ‘Reconsiderations’ an open record is held - See: Application Case – 

reconsideration record open. 

  

  

3. The CM should select the disputes tab, select reconsideration from the list on the left hand side and select ‘edit’ 

from the options provided by selecting the action button next to the reconsideration. 



 

4. The CM should ensure the record held is a negative determination by checking the dispute type field. If the type is 

one of those listed below: 

• FTA/FTC  

• Non Return of PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)  

• Lay Conditions  

5. If the dispute type is anything other than the list above the CM must ensure the reconsideration record relates to a 

negative determination before completing the action below.  

6. Once the CM has established the reconsideration record is for a previous negative determination they must select 

‘delete’ from the options provided by selecting the action button next to the reconsideration. 

7. Once the record has been ‘deleted’ the status of the reconsideration record will change to cancelled. 

Note: If the reconsideration record is ‘cancelled’ before the determination is completed PIPCS will automatically issue 

the correct notification – PIP7001 or PIP7011. 

8. If there are also closed, negative determination reconsideration and appeal records held in the disputes tab, PIPCS 

will not automatically issue the correct notification. The CM must take the action above to ‘cancel’ the 

reconsideration and manually issue a PIP7001 or PIP7011 when they have submitted their determination has been 

‘approved’. 

09d Post decision 
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37 Viewing award details 

Viewing award details 

1. After you’ve completed all actions on a case, if you or another DWP user need details of an award or payment 

history, the details can be viewed in PIPCS. 

2. To do this: 



 

Step Action 

1  select ‘Determinations History’ tab from the relevant case home page 

2  the Determinations History page displays all determinations listed under ‘Headings’ 

3  select: toggle next to the relevant determination to expand the details 

(When a determination is expanded each separate tab can be selected and expanded to obtain more details 

including payments for specific periods) 

 

38 Modifying, cancelling and reworking a determination 

Learning Simulation: Modify and Complete Determination with no AP referral 

Further evidence (FE) received further AP advice required or received 

1. Further Evidence (FE) may be received from the claimant at any stage in the claim or decision making process. 

If further evidence is received by phone, the details should be recorded in the assessment notes for the case and 

referred to you. If the case is still with the AP when the phone call is received, the AP should be able to view the 

assessment notes in PIPCS when checking case details. 

2. If you identify an error in a previous decision, for example, the claimant reports a change in the restrictions 

they have in Daily Living or Mobility, the process ‘PIP Change of Circumstances Review’ should be followed - See: PIP 

Change of Circumstance. 

3. If FE is received with or after a reconsideration request of the decision, the reconsideration process is to be 

followed - See: Reconsiderations. 

4. If FE is received after the assessment questionnaire has been completed, you must decide if this new evidence 

makes a difference and if it needs referring to the SAM for advice. 

5. If the evidence is a duplicate of evidence already received and has already been considered by the AP, there 

will be no need to refer to the SAM to discuss the case or refer to the AP. Record  in PIPCS  

Assessment notes (in addition to communication record if discussed with claimant) why no further action is needed.  
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• Manually creating a new determination in PIPCS  
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• Empowerment  

• SAM action  

• PIPCS action - rework required  

• Escalation process  

• Returned rework report  

Modifying the determination 

1. A completed determination may need to be modified for various reasons for example an error has been identified. 

A modification of the determination can be done: 

 automatically by the system  

 manually by you or a SAM  

Note: Consider revising a decision before superseding the decision. According to Decision and Appeals Regulations 20 

& 33, the Secretary of State (SofS) may treat an application for supersession as an application for revision or, a request 

for a revision as supersession. Regulation 32 also instructs a decision which can be revised, can’t be superseded. A 

revision takes precedence and must be considered first. 

2. Modifying a completed determination will mean a new determination is created. This allows the assessment 

questionnaire to be re answered by you or the Assessment Provider (AP). It allows you to amend the effective date 

of the determination. 

Note: The modify determination function isn’t available unless the determination status is ‘Complete’. If a claim is at 

the ‘In progress’ stage and needs to be referred back to the AP, you must use the ‘Request AP advice’ function in PIPCS 

- See: Referring claim to SAM AP. 

3. If you want to modify a determination that has a current award on the claim: 

Step Action 

1  register a SoS Change of Circumstances in PIPCS (where you identify an error in the determination) - See: PIP 

Change of Circumstances 

2  register a reconsideration if the claimant requests a reconsideration - See: Reconsiderations 

4. If the determination is complete but there isn’t a current award on the claim yet, there are two steps to take 

depending on whether a decision has been made and notified. 

5. If a decision hasn’t been made and notified, complete all the relevant pages of the assessment questionnaire 

amending the errors identified. 



 

6. If a decision has been made and notified, register a SoS reconsideration but suppress the notification before taking 

action to modify the determination. Complete a manual notification after the determination has been modified 

and the decision made - See: Suppress automated notification, See:  

Clerical notifications and also - See: Completing the determination. 

7. The reason options available to modify a determination are similar to those when using ‘Request AP Advice’ with 

the addition of ‘Internal review’. 

8. The option ‘Internal review’ must only be selected when you need to re-answer the assessment questionnaire and 

complete the determination. 

Note: Copy and paste any AP advice along with any relevant record of evidence based telephone calls used to make 

your decision into the Medical Details Evidence Comments field. Maximum characters available are 3000. 

9. To modify a determination: 

Step Action 

1  select the action drop down button on the relevant determination Options include: 

 modify determination  

 complete determination  

 cancel determination  

 create determination  

Note: If the determination being modified has already been completed the option to cancel won’t be available 

2  select the option ‘Modify Determination’. 

system displays Modify Determination dialogue box 

3  select the reason from the options available (use the reason ‘Internal review’ when you will re answer the 

questionnaire) 

the options include those for ‘Request AP advice’ 



 

4  select the option from the ‘Requested For’ list options: 

 Claimant  

 CM (this shows DM currently)  

 DWP Advisor (use this option for SAM)  

 HMCTS  

 LEAP  

 Other  

5  input any detail if needed in the ‘Comments’ box 

see: Feedback  

 Note: ensure notes for the AP are recorded in the task notes and assessment notes 

the AP only has access to task notes not the assessment notes if using PIPAT 

6  select ‘Save’ 

the system will create a new determination with a selected reason and date created 

10. The determination status is saved to ‘In progress’ and the assessment status will show as ‘Report outstanding’. This 

allows you to take the next step to complete and submit the questionnaire. 

11. From the ‘Determinations’ tab select ‘Answer’ on the action drop down of the appropriate questionnaire. The 

questions will open pre populated with the answers that were last input, saved and agreed by the CM on the last 

completed determination - See: Assessment questionnaire overview. 

12. You must complete the questionnaire with the amended data, submitting and checking the summary carefully. If 

everything is correct, you can complete the determination adding the relevant Effective Dates. 

13. When the determination is complete the evidence will require validation. 

14. If the award or award date hasn’t changed, the current award will remain. Take the following action: 

Step Action 

1  complete the reconsideration or Change of Circumstance review record as appropriate - See:  

Reconsiderations 

2  close any outstanding tasks 

15. If the effective date is the same as the determination that has been modified, then the previous determination will 

be marked as ‘Replaced’ when you’ve completed the new determination. 



 

16. The new determination will be marked ‘Completed’. If the effective date isn’t the same the previous determination 

status will remain as ‘Completed’. 

Example 1: 

 Completed determination effective date 07 June 2016  

 Last completed determination modified and new determination created 11 September 2016  

 You re-answer and submit questionnaire and complete the determination with an effective date 07 June 2016  

 Previous determination marked as ‘Replaced’, new determination marked ‘Completed’  

 Completed determination may result in arrears or overpayment depending on the result of the new submission  

Example 2: 

 Completed determination effective date 07 June 2016  

 Last completed determination modified and new determination created 11 September 2016  

 You re-answer and submit the questionnaire and complete the determination with effective date 30 August 

2016  

 Previous determination remains marked as ‘Completed’  

 New determination marked as ‘Completed’  

A new, completed determination may result in arrears or overpayment depending on the result of new submission. 

This will be from the date last paid up to on the previous determination modified 11/09/2016, until the day before the 

new determination is awarded and paid from - See: Validating evidence and also - See: Eligibility check. 

Cancelling a determination 

1. A determination must only be cancelled when there’s no other option to progress the case. It will be appropriate to 

cancel the determination if: 

 the AP submitted the determination in error and requests cancellation, for example the AP recorded details on 

the wrong case details for the wrong person  

 a case needs to be returned to the AP for assessment after you’ve decided good reason is shown for a claimants 

failure to attend (FTA), failure to comply (FTC) or ID failure - See: Action in PIPCS Good reason shown FTA , FTC 

and ID failure  

2. The system will only allow a determination to be cancelled manually, if the determination status is ‘In progress’. 

When a determination has to be cancelled, it won’t affect any existing entitlement the claimant may have. 

3. The reason options ‘Revised Report required’ and ‘Rework Report required’ in the ‘Cancel determination’ dialogue 

box mustn’t be used. 

4. If a revised assessment report is required due to: 



 

 rework  

 further advice  

 further evidence requested, this is requested using the ‘Request AP Advice’ functionality in PIPCS - See: 

Referring claim to SAM AP 5. If it’s appropriate to cancel a determination: 

Step Action 

1  go to the ‘Determinations’ tab or home page 

2  select the action button on the RHS of the relevant determination 

the options on this drop down include: 

 ‘Complete determination’  

 ‘Request AP advice’  

3  select the option ‘Cancel Determination’ 

the system will display the ‘Cancel Determination’ dialogue box and asks ‘Are you sure you want to cancel this 

determination?’ 

4  select the reason from the drop down options of: 

  Submitted in error  

 Revised Report required (this option mustn’t be used)  

 Rework Report (this option mustn’t be used)  

5  input any detail if needed in the Comments box for example ‘Determination cancelled new determination 

created’ 

Note: ensure notes for the AP are recorded in assessment notes and task notes. 

see: Feedback  

6  select ‘Yes’ 

the system returns to the list page and the determination is marked ‘cancelled’ 

Note: The reason for a cancellation can be seen in the ‘cancellation reason’ field of the ‘Determination History’. 

6. When the determination has been cancelled because it was submitted in error, a new determination may not 

be needed. It will depend on the details of the submission error. 



 

7. If the AP identifies they’ve submitted an assessment questionnaire in error they will return the case using the 

reason ‘Determination cancellation request’ - See: Assessment Provider Process. 

  

Creating a new determination in PIPCS automatic or manual 

1. A determination is created in one of the following ways: 

 when you or a SAM select to modify a completed determination  

 when the SAM refers a claim back to the AP using the ‘Request AP Advice’ task  

 when the previous determination has been cancelled because a new determination is required For example, it 

was submitted in error or you’ve decided good reason is shown  

2. Manually creating a new determination is appropriate where there’s no other functionality in PIPCS to allow the case 

to progress. It’s only possible where the previous determination has been cancelled. 

3. You won’t be able to create a manual determination if there’s a determination on the assessment case with a status 

of: 

 report outstanding  

 in progress  

 AP advice requested  

 complete  

4. The action in those cases is to request AP advice or to modify the determination - See: Referring claim to SAM AP. 

Manually creating a new determination in PIPCS 

1. To create a new determination manually: 

Step Action 

1  open the ‘Determinations list’ on the ‘Determinations’ tab 

see: Feedback 

2  select the ‘New’ button on the RHS of the list page 

a ‘New determination’ dialogue box displays 



 

3  select the new determination reason (mandatory) from the options: 

 Submitted in error  

 Cancelled in error  

4  select the appropriate option from the ‘Requested For’ list: 

 HMCTS  

 Claimant  

 CM  

 DWP Advisor (use this for SAM)  

 Other  

5  input details in comments as appropriate 

6  select ‘Save’ 

2. PIPCS saves the new determination with a status of ‘Report outstanding’. The case must be manually tasked to the 

AP if they need to answer the questionnaire. To ensure the case moves from DWP to AP, the manual task must be 

created from the Decision Assist Tasks Bar and you must explain the action needed in: 

• the assessment case notes  

• the task notes  

Note: Notes in manual tasks aren’t retained when the task is closed. Copy and paste AP referral/advice along with any 

relevant record of evidence based telephone call used to make your decision into the Medical Details Evidence 

Comments field. Maximum characters available are 3000 - See: Referring claim to SAM AP. 

3. When the AP accesses the case and opens the assessment to re answer it will be a blank questionnaire the same as a 

new referral. 

4. The AP completes and submits the assessment questionnaire on the new determination and this becomes the active 

submission - See: Assessment Provider Process. 

5. Where the determination doesn’t need to be tasked to the AP to complete, you must select to answer a new 

assessment questionnaire. This won’t be pre populated as it’s held in a new determination. 

6. You must consider the last completed AP submitted questionnaire, the assessment report and all the evidence. 

7. If the creation and completion of a new determination results in a new award, the new award may take effect during 

part of the period of the previous determination. If the new award is for a higher or lower rate of PIP, an under or 

overpayment record is created by PIPCS. 



 

8. If there’s been an underpayment and arrears are now due, payment of arrears must be made manually - See: 

Payment Correction Case - Overpaid, See: Payment Correction Case - Underpaid and also - See: Issuing Manual 

Payment. 

When a case may need rework 

1. It is important all appropriate cases are correctly identified as rework and returned to the AP. This includes all 

new HP Medical Reports (PA2, PA3 or PA4) received and considered for the first time at any stage of the process. This 

can be new claims, award reviews, Mandatory Reconsiderations (MRs), Appeals and claims put back on the PIP journey 

after a failure to attend (FTA). A report considered not ‘fit for purpose’ must be submitted for rework before it is used 

in making the decision. 

2. An assessment report must contain everything necessary for you to make a decision. The instructions for our 

providers (PIP Assessment Guide) notes that, the assessment report must be: • Fair and impartial, so that it doesn’t 

compromise decision making 

• Legible and concise 

• In accordance with relevant legislation 

• Comprehensive, clearly explaining the medical issues raised, fully clarifying any contradictions in evidence 

• In plain English and free of medical jargon and unexplained medical abbreviations 

• Complete with no questions unanswered - See: PIP Assessment Guide for more details 

3. When looking at an AP report, you must check it covers everything it should. You then must select an Audit 

Criteria outcome category, based on the content of the report and whether it needs rework. 

Audit Criteria (outcome categories) 

Category 1 – Acceptable 

Category 2 – Acceptable – with HP learning 

Category 3 – Acceptable – with report amendment required 

Category 4 – Unacceptable 

4. If you consider the assessment report is not entirely satisfactory but can be used to make the decision, it’s not 

appropriate to return it for rework. 

Rework isn’t appropriate where: 



 

• The assessment report can be used to make the decision but includes some medical jargon 

• Further evidence is received after the AP report was written, which you want the HP to advise on 

• Advice is needed 

• The issue is procedural 

5. The guiding principles to follow are: 

• The AP report/submission and any evidence provided must be considered in its entirety before sending a case back 

for rework. Relevant information may be contained in a different area of the report than expected and this could 

provide sufficient information for a robust award to be made 

• Empowerment is still a key component of the decision making process 

• The case must only be returned to the AP for rework if you’ve decided there will be a change to the award or you’re 

confident the correct award cannot be reasonably determined 

6. Consideration must be given to the entirety of the report, not just the cut/copy & paste elements. You must 

consider: 

• Are the cut/copy & paste entries contradictory to the claimant’s stated conditions 

• Because of the use of cut/copy & paste, has the AP not provided a detailed enough description of all the claimant’s 

conditions and also the claimant’s medication 

• Because of the use of cut/copy & paste, has the AP not provided a detailed enough description of the claimant’s 

functional history 

7. You must decide whether the use of cut/copy and paste means you cannot make a robust decision and the 

case must be considered for rework if the changes required may affect the award/level of benefit. 

8. There are cases where the AP will legitimately use cut/copy and paste in a report. It must not be taken that 

because cut/copy & paste has been used, a report is unacceptable. 

9. Where you consider the HP report is not ‘fit for purpose’, that is, you’re unable to make a decision, it must be 

returned to the AP for rework through the SAM using the existing process – See: Referring claim to SAM AP 

10. A report that’s considered not ‘fit for purpose’ can only be submitted for rework before it is used in making the 

decision. This means you won’t complete the questionnaire and determination in PIPCS on a new claim to PIP or on an 

intervention or reconsideration, as appropriate. If you’re unable to make a decision using the advice in the HP report, 

it’s considered not ‘fit for purpose’ and must be referred to the SAM as soon as possible. 



 

Note: It’s only Category 4 – Unacceptable cases that must be classed as ‘not fit for purpose’ and returned for rework. 

Any rework is undertaken at the provider’s expense. 

Empowerment 

1. You will still apply the existing ‘empowerment’ process. However, under the revised rework criteria, if using 

empowerment would result in a change in level of award, the report is classed as Category 4 – Unacceptable and must 

be returned for rework through the SAM - See: ADM A1300 and ADM A1520. 

2. The only exception to this is for reports where the AP appears to have used a different interpretation of the 

descriptors in the PIP Descriptors Log, which can be found within the PIP Assessment Guide. APs are contractually 

obliged to use the PIP Assessment Guide (PIPAG) which is not updated as frequently as the PIP Descriptors Log used by 

CMs (but the actual descriptors used by the APs and CMs are the same). 

3. If you receive a report where it is absolutely clear the AP has used a different interpretation of the descriptors, 

you can make the necessary descriptor/report amendments as necessary, even if it will result in a change in the level 

of award. You must have all the relevant information/justification needed and be confident enough to do so. 

Note: This is the only scenario where you can change an award using empowerment. 

4. The following two examples highlight case types that would previously have been returned to the AP as rework 

because there are numerous errors in the report but, the overall level of benefit/award is unaffected. These case types 

must not now be classed as rework and must continue to be handled using the ‘empowerment’ process. 

Example 1: 

A case, where several justifications have been ‘cut and pasted’ and so are inappropriate to the descriptors. 

Example 2: 

A case where there are numerous grammatical errors or where the report is of a generally poor standard. 

Queries on Award Length 

When looking at the length of award and review points, you in your role as a decision maker must consider all the 

evidence available. 

When considering if a case is to be referred for rework due to the length of the award, you must consider if the review 

date advised by the AP is improbable in the light of the HP role. 

You will need to consider all the information provided by the AP and then decide if the review date suggested was 

probable or improbable. 

Example 1: 



 

You may receive an AP report for a claimant with a broken leg. There are no complications, needs are low and there is 

nothing to suggest the recovery period will be extensive. The AP has advised a review period of 7 years. In this case the 

review period recommended appears to be improbable given all the supporting information and as it would lead to a 

major error in duration then it must be classed as rework. 

Example 2: 

A claimant with a bad back is awaiting an operation, which will take place in 12 months time and the recovery period is 

normally 12-14 months. The AP has advised a review period of 2 years but reading all the information provided, you 

think it should be 2 years and 2 months. The review period recommended by the AP appears to be probable and is not 

that different to the review period you think is appropriate. This just appears to be a slight difference of opinion 

between you and the AP, not an improbable review award date. Therefore you must decide the review date and this 

case would not be classed as rework. 

Example 3: 

A claimant with Multiple Sclerosis attends an assessment. Due to the nature of the condition, the AP can see the 

claimant has many needs arising and recommends descriptor choices as appropriate to the needs. However, the AP 

also assesses that whilst the claimant is in extremely poor health, the prognosis suggests that a further deterioration 

may be expected in 3 years. A review period of 3 years is recommended. 

You decide the claimant will receive enhanced/enhanced and want to award an 8 years review date but you notice the 

AP has recommended a review period of just 3 years. You know the AP does not consider what level of award the 

claimant will qualify for when assessing needs. The fact that the claimant will qualify for enhanced/enhanced is not a 

consideration for the AP when recommending the review period. 

You consider whether or not the review period was improbable and if it must be returned for rework. You can clearly 

see that the AP states a further deterioration in health can be expected in approximately 3 years. You understand the 

rationale for the recommended review period and are satisfied it was not improbable for the AP to recommend this 

review period. It therefore is not rework. 

Note: The above examples are not exhaustive. 

SAM action 

1. When you consider a case is to be returned to the AP for rework, that is, it falls into Category 4 – 

Unacceptable, send it to the SAM using the existing process – See: Referring claim to SAM AP. 

2. SAMs must consider the report content against the 4 Audit Criteria outcome categories. If the SAM agrees the 

case is to be returned to the AP for rework, they must return the case to the AP under the existing rework process. The 

SAM must not attempt to contact the AP by phone to discuss the case prior to returning it. 

3. If the SAM agrees the case is to be referred to the AP for rework, they will select the most appropriate reason 

from the current drop down menu (see below) in Decision Assist. 



 

Category Reason 

A Not fair or impartial and could compromise decision making. 

B Not legible and concise. 

C Not in accordance with relevant legislation. 

D Not comprehensive doesn’t explain medical issues. 

E Not in plain English, not free of medical jargon. 

F Not complete. Information missing. Questions unanswered. 

4. SAMs must make a record of the case details on a rework spreadsheet – See: Annex B: SAM/QL data collection 

spreadsheet. This is so accurate data about volumes and types of cases being returned are maintained in the short 

term following rollout. 

Note: Ensure you complete the spreadsheet for your Service Centre. The SAM must close it down after entering the 

relevant case details so as not to slow down the updating. 

5. If a case is considered to fall into Category 4 – Unacceptable for more than one reason type, all appropriate 

types are recorded from the spreadsheet dropdown menu - See: Annex A: Unacceptable report reasons. This 

spreadsheet is held on system in a SAM shared folder, which all SAMs have access to: 

Note: All cases the SAM agrees are Category 4 – Unacceptable must be returned to the AP for rework. It’s for DWP to 

decide if a case requires rework. If an AP challenges a case returned for rework, it must be escalated. 

PIPCS action - rework required 

1. The Request AP Advice functionality in PIPCS is used to return cases to the AP for advice and evidence and also 

where appropriate, for rework - See: Referring claim to SAM AP for how to return a case in PIPCS for rework. 

2. The action taken by the AP will vary depending on the case, but a report will be produced and either uploaded 

to DRS (if PIPAT is used) or submitted to DRS (if PIPCS accessed) in all cases. If the report isn’t returned by the deadline 

(20 working days or 2 working days if SRTI case) a task is referred to the CM to take action as quickly as possible to 

follow this up through the SAM.  



 

Escalation process 

65. If an AP doesn’t agree a case is for rework, they will contact their Single Point of Contact (SPOC). 

66. If the AP SPOC agrees the case is not for rework they contact the DWP SPOC. The DWP SPOC is the Quality Lead 

(QL) in each Service Centre. 

67. When the AP SPOC challenges a case, the DWP SPOC accesses the SAM spreadsheet and completes all relevant 

details to record the outcome of the AP rework challenge. This will provide MI.  

Note: Ensure you complete the spreadsheet for your Service Centre. The SAM must close it down after entering the 

relevant case details so as not to slow down the updating. 

68. The DWP SPOC will discuss the case with the AP SPOC and reach agreement but the final decision on rework rests 

with DWP - See: Annex C: DWP escalation route – Single Points of Contact (SPOCs). 

69. The DWP SPOC records the outcome of the discussion on the spreadsheet, that is, whether the challenge was 

upheld or not and clear the case accordingly. 

Returned rework report 

1. The AP submits the assessment questionnaire in PIPCS or through PIPAT as appropriate. PIPCS tasks the case to 

the CM who, in discussion with the SAM must check all the evidence in the normal way. If there are no questions 

arising from the evidence or report the CM proceeds to: 

 complete and submit the assessment questionnaire  

 complete the determination  

 make the decision - See: Assessment questionnaire overview  

2. The report documents must clearly identify the case as a ‘rework’ case. A Supplementary advice note (a PA5 

report) may be completed where the HP doesn’t change descriptors. A Supplementary advice note PA6 (change of 

advice), PA3 (paper based report) or PA4 (consultation report) may be completed if a new assessment is made with 

new descriptors results - See: AP Supplementary Reports. 

39 Action to take at end of award 

Action to take at end of award 

1. A successful claimant, who’s expected to see a significant improvement in their needs arising from their health 

condition or disability, to the extent they no longer require Personal Independence Payment (PIP), will receive a 

fixed period award with no PIP Award Review - See: Award Period Award Reviews. 

2. There will be no invitation to make a further claim. 



 

Subpages 

• 14 weeks before award expiry date  

• Award expiry date  

• Notifying Carer’s Allowance  

14 weeks before award expiry date 

1. At the 14 week trigger, PIP Computer System (PIPCS) will run a rule to check whether an Advance claim, 

dispute or Change of Circumstance (CofC) Review is registered. 

2. PIPCS automatically issues an ‘end of award’ notification letter to the claimant or appointee. Where a claim, 

dispute or CofC Review is on-going, then PIPCS will suppress the ‘end of award’ notification to avoid confusing the 

claimant. 

3. This letter advises the claimant their award will be ending. It’s issued for all cases reaching the end of an award 

whether or not the award has had a planned intervention or any type of review at any point. 

4. The letter also advises the claimant how to make a new claim if they believe their health needs have 

continued. The letter also includes information about other benefits. 

5. For exportability cases, that is, those identified in PIPCS with a ‘Competent State’ marker there is a tailored 

notification. 

6. Where there’s no claim, dispute or CofC Review, PIPCS will check if a valid residential or correspondence 

address is held for the claimant: 

• where no valid residential or correspondence address is held, PIPCS will suppress the End of Award notification  

• if a valid address is subsequently input, the notification will be issued unless the award expiry date has been 

reached. If the award expiry date has been reached, the End of Award notification will never be sent, but 

further action may need to be taken - See: Award expiry date  

• where a valid address is held and no dispute or CofC Review, PIPCS will issue an automated notification. The 

notification will advise the claimant their award is due to end and explain how to contact DWP should they 

consider their needs are likely to continue  

Award expiry date 

1. Once the Award expiry date is reached, PIPCS will check if a Motability agreement exists. Where no Motability 

agreement exists, PIPCS will close the case and broadcast end of active interest to CIS (Searchlight). 

2. If there’s a Motability agreement, PIPCS will terminate the agreement and create a task to the  

Motability Specialist Team (MST) to notify Motability Operations (MOps) before automatically closing the case - See: 

Enhanced mobility expires. 



 

Notifying Carer’s Allowance 

Open or deferred task at award expiry date 

1. Where an open or deferred task exists, PIPCS will create a task and send to you, advising there’s an outstanding task 

on a case selected for closure. Take the following action: 

Step Action 

1  action and close any outstanding tasks 

2  close the task, this will trigger PIPCS to close the case 

2. Where a PIP Benefit Delivery Case (BDC) is closed and there’s a known carer, PIPCS will broadcast to: 

• Carer Allowance Computer System (CACS)  

• CIS/Searchlight  

3. Although the BDC case will have been closed, staff within Carers Allowance (CA) will have 'PIPCS -  

Summary View - non PIP staff’ access. Information relating to the PIP award can be viewed, for example: 

• PIP award period  

• component details  

• rates and payments  

40 Action to take on closed claim 

Background 

1. The Data Protection Act (DPA) places responsibility on the Department to determine retention periods for the data 

it holds. Once data isn’t needed for business purposes, it will be securely deleted.  

Information can’t be kept indefinitely so we must have a specific business need to keep it. 

2. A PIPCS record is made up of several ‘cases’: 

• an ‘application case’ is created when a PIP claim is made  

• a ‘Benefit Delivery Case’ (BDC) is created if PIP is awarded  

• other cases may be created, such as a ‘Payment Correction Case’ if PIP is under or overpaid at any point.  

3. PIPCS automatically ‘closes’ the BDC where entitlement to PIP ends in the following circumstances: 

• death  



 

• short fixed term award ends  

• disallowance on reconsideration following an award  

• disallowance following an Award Review or CofC Review  

• disallowance on appeal following an award  

• residence and presence cases where a claimant is no longer entitled to PIP  

4. PIPCS won’t be able to close the BDC if there are any open or deferred tasks - See: Open or deferred task held on 

PIPCS. 

5. A BDC can be reactivated if necessary following closure. This action must be taken by a supervisor - See: Action 

required on a closed BDC. 

6. When the claimant’s record has been ‘inactive’ for 24 months, the BDC is deleted and it can’t be reactivated. 

7. The claimant record is classed as ‘inactive’ by PIPCS if: 

• the claimant has had no entitlement to PIP within the last 24 months  

• the claimant has had no events within the last 24 months  

• there are no outstanding open tasks  

• it’s more than 24 months since an application to benefit was withdrawn  

• it’s more than 24 months since a Person Record was created for a reassessment claim, without a full claim 

being submitted  

• there’s no special caution marker recorded of type ‘Deletion Exemption’  

Note: If the case has a ‘Deletion Exemption’ marker the case will be classed as ‘inactive’ by PIPCS 24 months after the 

end date of the marker - See: Deletion Exemption Marker. 

8. When the claimant’s record has been inactive for 24 months PIPCS must automatically delete all records held on 

PIPCS that are linked to the claimant. 

9. PIPCS must permanently delete the records associated to that Primary NINO/CRN where they exist for any of the 

following record types: 

• Person Record  

• Prospect Person Record  

• all Application cases  

• Evidence Summary (Integrated case)  

• all Decision Assist cases  

• all Payment cases (Benefit Delivery cases)  

• all relationships linked to the Person/Prospect Person Record  

• all external parties linked to the claimant provided they have no link to another claimant  



 

Open or deferred task held on PIPCS 

10. A BDC can’t be closed if there are open or deferred tasks. In this case a task ‘Resolve Outstanding Tasks’ will be 

generated and the BDC status will change to ‘Pending Closure’. 

11. When you receive this task: 

Step Action 

1  action and close any outstanding tasks 

2  close the ‘Resolve Outstanding Tasks’ task, this will trigger PIPCS to close the case 

12. If there’s action still outstanding the ‘Resolve Outstanding Tasks’ task should be deferred whilst the action is on 

going. Once all the outstanding action is completed, the ‘Resolve Outstanding Tasks’ task must be closed along 

with any other open or deferred tasks. This will allow the BDC to be auto closed by the system. 

Notifying CIS (Searchlight) 

13. When a BDC is closed, PIPCS automatically broadcasts an end of active interest and start of inactive interest to CIS 

(Searchlight). 

Action required on a closed BDC 

14. If a BDC has been ‘closed’ and further action is required, for example, dispute activity, a supervisor can ‘reactivate’ 

the BDC. 

15. You’ll receive a task to let you know action is required and will reactivate the BDC, if appropriate. 

16. To reactivate: 

Step Action 

1  select the ‘Cases’ tab in the Participant’s Homepage 

2  select the ‘Benefit Delivery Case’ 

3  select ‘Reactivate case’ from the ‘Actions’ dropdown list in the context panel 



 

4  select the appropriate reason from the dropdown list: 

• new evidence  

• closed in error  

• voluntary relinquishment reversed  

5  date will prepopulate as current date 

6  select ‘Save’ 

17. Once a case has been reactivated it can be worked on in the normal way. 

18. When your action is complete and PIP hasn’t been re-awarded, the BDC will close, providing all tasks have been 

closed. A task ‘Resolve Outstanding Tasks’ will be generated where there are open or deferred tasks - See: Open or 

deferred task held on PIPCS.. 

19. Where a reactivated case is later closed, a new retention period countdown begins. After a further 24 months of 

inactivity the BDC will be deleted. 

Re-approval of a Benefit Delivery Case 

20. There have been instances where re-approval of a benefit delivery case on a disallowed case has caused the 

system to incorrectly trigger an ‘Award SMS’ text message to the claimant incorrectly advising that they have been 

awarded PIP. 

21. The circumstances of these disallowed cases are when cases are re-activated and then submitted for approval for 

example: 

• to issue an arrears of payment  

• if the case has been closed prematurely and the final payment is still outstanding before allowing the user to 

close down the case again  

• when they have been re-activated inappropriately  

22. In these cases: 

Step Action 

1  supress the SMS text message by inputting a communication exception marker 

2  set the claimant communication exception marker (day 1) - See: SMS text messages 

3  approve the Benefit Delivery Case (day 1) 



 

4  the nightly batch will process the BDC, then re-close the case and issue a disallowance letter 

5  the SMS won’t be sent as the communication exception marker is set 

6  you can now remove the SMS communication exception marker (day 2) so the claimant can now get 

subsequent relevant SMS texts - See: SMS text messages 

Subpages 

• Manually close the Benefit Delivery Case (BDC) for Voluntary Relinquishment  

• Modify the end date of the current award  

Manually close the Benefit Delivery Case (BDC) for Voluntary  

Relinquishment 

1. You’ll need to manually close the BDC if a claimant voluntarily relinquishes PIP. The BDC can’t be closed until the day 

after the decision removing entitlement. This is because PIPCS runs the rules in the overnight batch to apply the 

change and determine the period of ‘ineligibility’. You must create a manual task to your HEO to complete the case 

closure action - See: Workflow and Task Management - How to Create a Manual Task - User. 

2. You should create a manual task with the following details: 

• Subject Claimant NINO – Case Closure  

• Task Type To Do  

• Priority Standard  

• Deadline 2 days   

3. It’s important to ensure you clear any outstanding tasks, including the manual task for case closure, before you close 

a case. 

To close the BDC: 

Step Action 

1  access Benefit Delivery Case homepage 

2  select ‘Actions’ button 

3  select ‘Close case’ from the dropdown 

4  system displays the Case Closure Details page 

5  select today’s date as ‘date of closure’ 



 

6  select ‘voluntary relinquishment’ as the closure reason 

7  select ‘Save’ 

4. If there are still any outstanding tasks for the case, PIPCS will display a message ‘There are active tasks on this case’. 

  

Modify the end date of the current award 

1. Before closing a case you must record the correct end date of the award so it reflects the entitlement period. To do 

this, access the PIP Benefit case and take the following action: 

Step Action 

1  input Claimant NINO into search box 

2  select the PIP Benefit case from the search results 

3  select the 'Action' button within the context panel 

4  select 'Edit' 

2. You’ll note the Edit Case window displays a number of dropdown options. These are: 

• Classification field  

• Objective field  

• Outcome field  

• Priority field - this will show ‘Priority’  

• Start date field - this field will show the start date of the PIP award.  

• Date received field -this field will show the date the PIP claim was received.  

• End of award date field - this field will show the end date of the PIP award.  

• Recommended Review date field - this field will show the existing Recommended Review date if one is held.  

• Comments field  

Note: The Objective and Outcome fields should not be amended. You must check if there’s a ‘Deletion Exemption 

Marker’ on the case, which you will need to remove if it’s no longer required - See: Deletion Exemption Marker. 
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Claimant requests an explanation 



 

Critical Process Point 12. 

Security – Personal Details 

You must check Personal Details during every interaction with the claimant, that is: correspondence and telephony. 

You must update PIPCS accurately when a change to Personal Details has occurred. 

Consequences 

If you do not check personal details and update PIPCS accurately with any reported changes this may lead to: 

• any notifications, which are a legal requirement, being sent to the wrong address  

• reduced accuracy of information, leading to error and possible under or overpayments  

• the risk of fraudulent overpayments  

• delays in processing benefits  

• additional contact with the claimant for the information they have already provided – once and done – poor 

customer service  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the case  

• reputational damage to the Department  

• the claimant being put at risk of identity fraud  

• a failure to comply with the Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, 

which could lead to disciplinary action  

Critical Process Point 15. 

Identity/Data Protection, Third Party and Security (Telephony including SERCO) You must follow 

operational instructions to: 

• confirm claimant’s identity  

• Apply third party procedures  

Navigate any presented security questions 

Consequences 

If you do not correctly identify the claimant and apply third party procedures this may mean: 

• you fail to comply with the Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, 

which could result in disciplinary action  

• you fail to correctly identify the customer and end up divulging information to a bogus caller  

• delays in processing benefits  



 

• money is paid to the wrong person  

• there is a risk of fraudulent overpayments  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct any errors  

• the potential to cause reputational damage to DWP  

Subpages 

• Introduction  

• Vulnerable claimants  

• General guidance on managing the call  

• Preparing for the call  

• The Call  

• Identity Verification (IDV)  

• Security Questions  

• What to do if you can’t contact the claimant  

• Explaining the Decision  

• If Claimant requests a reconsideration  

• Ending the explanation call  

• Update PIPCS after explanation phone call  

• Viewing and maintaining explanations  

• Editing the explanation  

• Deleting the explanation  

Introduction 

1. If a request for an explanation is received from the claimant, by letter or phone to a telephony agent, a task will be 

created for you to call the claimant to explain the decision. 

2. You must select the task from your work list to phone the claimant to explain the decision. 

3. PIP notifications include a detailed explanation of the decision. If the claimant doesn’t understand this or wishes to 

discuss it, they may request an explanation. 

4. You should also consider providing an explanation if you think it would help clarify or resolve an issue and correct an 

error or prevent an unnecessary dispute going forward - See: Case Manager Reassessment outbound call. 

5. You must be confident your decision is reasoned and justifiable. This may help prevent a future dispute. 

6. You must familiarise yourself with: 

• the decision  



 

• any additional support required (learning needs, mental health conditions, history of vulnerability or self harm)  

• accessibility issues for example hearing, sight or language requirements  

• Assessment Provider (AP) report  

• any associated evidence used to make the decision before making the explanation call to the claimant  

• a possible fraud indicator. Do not contact the claimant but telephone the fraud team for advice.  

7. Your explanation is on behalf of the Department so treat the decision and the call as your own - See: Quality 

Assurance Framework (QAF) and also - See: Out of process when claimant threatens suicide or self harm.  

Vulnerable claimants 

1. The new claim process will identify claimants who may have difficulties because of a mental health, learning need or 

cognitive decision. This is noted on PIPCS with an 'Additional Support' flag. 

2. Some claimants may be vulnerable for other reasons, and DWP has a commitment to support these claimants 

through the process. 

3. A vulnerable claimant may need extra support to help them understand the decision and may need support during 

the explanation call by using a: 

• representative  

• family member  

• support organisation  

4. You must ensure the claimant is happy to take the call as part of the opening introduction and must check the 

claimant’s notes fully before making the explanation call. This is to understand if you need to arrange to speak to 

the claimant when they’ve support with them. In exceptional circumstances a claimant may threaten self harm or 

suicide. Staff should be aware of the Managing Customers Suicide and Self Harm Declarations guidance and fully 

understand what their office’s procedures are in these circumstances. This includes their “6 point plan” and knowing 

who their vulnerable claimant “Champion” is. They’ll be responsible for owning the case after the incident. 

5. For claimants who need language support, use the current Interpreting services. 

Claimants with a fraud indicator 

6. Before you contact the claimant, you must also check to see if there’s a fraud indicator registered. To do this: 

Step Action 

1  select the ‘Issues & Proceedings’ tab 

2  select the ‘Special Caution flag’ 



 

7. If there’s a Fraud indicator displaying ‘Under Investigation’, then: 

Step Action 

1  not contact the claimant 

2  telephone the fraud team for advice 

General guidance on managing the call 

1. When calling the claimant: 

• Recognise the existence of the claimant’s conditions and the needs arising  

• Address all the claimant’s concerns and answer their questions so you’re confident the claimant understands 

the decision  

• Explain things in a clear and understandable manner, using plain English  

• Avoid departmental jargon, medical terminology or abbreviations  

• Summarise all the evidence used and the reasoning for that decision:  

• Information from the claimant (PIP2 and any other evidence provided by them)  

• Information from the consultation  

• Other medical reports obtained on our behalf or provided by the claimant  

• Re-use of DLA medical evidence also taken into account  

• Information about good and bad days  

• Explain discrepancies in the evidence and why some evidence is given more weight than other evidence  

• Explain the decision is based on fact not personal opinion and is in context of the PIP legislation  

• Avoid talking about scores, but if the claimant asks, explain you used the most appropriate descriptors to arrive 

at a decision and not points  

• Don't be drawn into discussions covering the Assessment Provider’s conduct, refer the claimant to information 

in the consultation invitation letter  

• Where a reduction or disallowance of PIP results in the claimant not being entitled to a Motability car, refer 

the claimant to the decision notification  

• Where a reduction or disallowance of PIP may affect other benefits paid to the claimant or someone who cares 

for them, refer the claimant to the decision notification. Additional information can be found at gov.uk - See: 

Step 2 - Explaining the Decision  

Preparing for the call 

1. After you’ve completed checks for: 

√ vulnerability marker 



 

√ preferred language 

√ fraud marker 

√ accessibility issues 

Take the following action: 

Step Action 

1  identify the relevant decision in PIPCS 

2  familiarise yourself with: 

• the decision  

• the AP report  

• any evidence used to make the decision  

3  identify any harmful information in the evidence, which mustn’t be disclosed to the claimant 

4  establish the dispute request is within a calendar month of the issue of the decision notification if the claimant 

has indicated areas of dispute 

5  identify if an appointee, representative or nominated person is appropriate 

6  identify if alternative method of contact is needed 

7  update PIPCS, by selecting the ‘New Explanation’ tab and completing the following fields: 

• Start date  

• Type of decision  

• Disallowance (Mobility/Daily Living)  

• Disallowance(Other)  

• Award  

• Reconsideration  

• Reduction  

• Maintained  

• Overpayment  

• Payability  

• Dispute type (if known)  

 

 • Areas of dispute (if known)  



 

 • Start Date  

 • Qualifying period  

 • Prospective Test  

 • Daily Living - preparing food  

 • Daily Living - taking nutrition  

 • Daily Living - managing therapy or monitoring a health condition  

 • Daily Living – washing and bathing  

 • Daily Living - managing toilet needs or incontinence  

 • Daily Living - dressing and undressing  

 • Daily Living – communicating verbally  

 • Daily Living – reading and understanding signs, symbols and words  

 • Daily Living – engaging with other people face to face  

 • Daily Living - making budgeting decisions  

 • Mobility - planning and following a journey  

 • Mobility - moving around  

 The Call  

1. When calling please ensure that you identify that you are speaking to the correct claimant by following the Identity 

Verification (IDV) process. 

2. Ensure you ask at least one HIGH Question and that all claimants must correctly answer 2 from a maximum 4 

security questions. 

3. Explain the decision to the claimant in a manner that they understand. 

4. The claimant may still not accept the decision or the explanation and can at this time request a reconsideration. 

5. When you have explained the decision to the claimant, and concluded all actions, end the call appropriately in a 

polite and professional manner. 

Identity Verification (IDV) 

1. IDV is required before we discuss and explain the decision to the claimant. 

2. When you call the claimant, you must always verify their identity before disclosing any information. 



 

3. On an outbound call all claimants must correctly answer security questions,  

4. Don’t tell the claimant if the answers they give are right or wrong. 

5. You must start the call with: 

“Hello, may I speak to Mr / Mrs / Miss [Claimant surname] please? Good 

Morning / afternoon, my name is <Your name>; I am ringing from the Department for Work and Pensions. I’m calling 

about your claim. Before we go any further I need to check I’m speaking to the correct person by asking you some 

security questions.” 

6. If the claimant is unable to speak English or Welsh, follow the current Telephone Language  

Service instructions, which provide a three-way interpretation service - See: Interpreting services. 

Security Questions This section redacted for security reasons and to protect the 

identity of claimants. 

1. Even after Verification - Never disclose or confirm any details given for example: 

• claimant’s address  

• telephone number  

• date of birth  

• NINO  

• banking information  

2. If the claimant refuses to answer, or can’t correctly answer, you must end the call.  

You must advise the claimant: 

“I’m sorry I can’t continue with the conversation as you haven’t passed the security questions. Thank You”. 

3. If after the third call to the claimant and they still refuse to answer or can’t correctly answer questions, you must 

advise them to contact the department either by phone or in writing. 

4. When a call is picked up by an answering machine don’t leave a message, which contains personal information, as 

we don’t know who has access to the answer machine. 

5. Acceptable examples: 

• “This is a message for Mr / Mrs / Miss XXXX. My name is xxxx and I’m calling from the Department for Work 

and Pensions. Can you please call me on telephone number xxxxx.”  

Or 



 

• “This is a message for Mr/Mrs/Miss XXXX. My name is xxxx and I’m calling from the Department for Work and 

Pensions. I will call again later this morning / afternoon / tomorrow.”  

What to do if you can’t contact the claimant 

1. You will make up to three attempts at different times of the day, over a two-day period to contact the claimant to 

explain the decision. 

2. For the first and second failed attempts, you should update PIPCS, entering the details in the Creating a 

Communication Record. 

3. If you’ve failed to contact the claimant by telephone, then you must consider sending a SMS text message. You‘ll 

notify the claimant that the DWP has attempted to contact them and advise them DWP will attempt to call them 

back or advise the claimant to call DWP - See: Short Message Service (SMS) webpage for instructions and templates. 

Note: All Regional Benefit Centres and Blackpool Benefit Centre PIP Reassessment and Disputes Centres have 

nominated SPOCs and will obtain licenses for nominated staff to grant them access to send manual SMS text messages, 

this will consist of standard user access and super user access. 

4. After a third failed attempt to contact the claimant: 

Step Action 

1  update PIPCS, by navigating to the disputes tab in the benefit delivery case (for awards) or the application case 

(for disallowances) 

2  select explanations from the left hand menu 

3  select edit next to the current open explanation 

4  complete the following fields: 

• Claimant Response – ‘Not applicable’  

• Conclusion – ‘Failed to deliver explanation’  

• Notes – (optional)  

• Explanation attempts failed – Selected if you’ve been unable to contact the Claimant after the third 

attempt  

5  send a PIP.3013 to the claimant or appointee explaining after three attempts, you were unable to contact 

them to explain the decision 

Explaining the Decision 

  



 

Explaining the Decision 

1. On successfully passing IDV you should explain the decision. 

2. Below are some suggestions on how you could handle the call. Each call may be different depending upon the 

claimant’s situation. You’ll need to tailor the call to the needs of the claimant. 

Supporting Narrative Examples 

• "Thank you, I’m a Case Manager calling from the Department for Work and Pensions about the decision made 

on your claim for Personal Independence Payment.”  

• “This call may take some time. Is this a convenient time to talk?” and “Are you able to continue with the call on 

your own?” or “Do you need someone to support you?” (If Yes, continue with the call. If No, arrange a more 

convenient time to call back).  

• “Have you received the decision letter I sent to you? Do you have the decision letter there so I can talk you 

through the reasons for the decision and answer any questions you may have.”  

• When they have received the decision notification, you may wish to say “This call is to explain the decision I 

made in more detail and answer any questions you may have. So, before I continue are there any questions 

you have about the letter?”  

• For a Reassessment from DLA to PIP, explain PIP is a different benefit and has different criteria to DLA; there 

are no indefinite awards under PIP only on-going awards. Although you may have been entitled to DLA, 

unfortunately, based on all the evidence, I have made the decision that you don’t meet the criteria for PIP.  

• Try to engage the claimant: "What would you like me to go over in more detail?" or “What part of the decision 

would you like me to talk about first?” or “Is there any part you would like me to explain in more detail?”  

• Entitlement is based on the level of needs you have due to a condition or disability. Points are awarded against 

the descriptor for each activity, as shown on your letter. I have chosen the descriptor which best matches your 

ability to carry out each of the activities.  

• Explain that the need for a car can’t be taken into account when deciding on your entitlement to PIP.  

• Recognise the claimant’s condition(s): “From all the information we have, I have looked at how you manage 

your Daily Living and Mobility needs. I recognise that you have [Condition(s)] however, the help that you need 

as a result of these doesn’t satisfy the requirements for entitlement to Personal Independence Payment.”  

• “The assessment criteria cover 10 Daily Living and 2 Mobility activities. These activities give an overall picture 

of an individual's daily living and mobility needs. While I recognise you may have other needs, if these aren't 

covered by the assessment criteria, they can't be considered in deciding if you're eligible for benefit."  

• “While I recognise that you may have other needs, if they aren’t covered by the assessment criteria they can’t 

be taken into account when deciding whether you’re eligible for Personal  

Independence Payment.”   



 

If Claimant requests a reconsideration 

1. If the claimant specifically states “they want the decision to be looked at again,” you should accept this as a 

reconsideration request. 

2. If the claimant says “I’m still not happy with the decision” or “I don’t agree,” this doesn’t constitute a request for 

reconsideration. Ask the claimant to explain what they aren’t happy about. You could suggest they consider what 

has been discussed and come back if they’ve any more questions. 

3. If the claimant requests a reconsideration you may wish to say: 

• “If you request a reconsideration the whole decision will be looked at again, not just the part that you’ve asked 

us to look at. Your benefit may change to a higher or lower rate, last for a longer or shorter time, stay the same 

or stop altogether.”  

• “However you need to be aware the assessment criteria which I have just explained to you will still apply, so 

it’s possible that the same decision may be made.”  

• “What are the specific descriptors you disagree with and why?”  

• “Can you send us copies of any new information or evidence that you think might affect the decision?”  

4. You must document in the Reconsideration record notes section any verbal evidence the claimant may give you, so 

this can be taken into account for the reconsideration. 

5. The claimant may have documentary evidence which may support the reconsideration. You can advise the claimant 

to provide copies for it to be considered or take details over the telephone, asking the claimant to read out the 

evidence to you. 

6. When a reconsideration is registered a system task will be generated and allocated to a CM with a reconsideration 

skill set. 

7. If you identify an error on the case, you can change the decision straight away without the case going to 

reconsideration - See: Reconsiderations and also - See: Modifying, cancelling and reworking a determination. 

  

Ending the explanation call  

1. A claimant may not be happy with the explanation but you must end the call in a polite and professional manner. 

2. You may wish to end the call with: 

• "I hope that our discussion has helped explain the reasons for the decision that I made and you’re aware of 

why you aren’t entitled to Personal Independence Payment” or “why your Personal Independence Payment 

has been reduced or your Disability Living Allowance has ended.”  



 

• “I realise this may not be the news you wanted but what I suggest is you have a look at the letter I sent you 

and on the last page it gives details of what you can do next. It also includes website details for Gov.uk.”  

• “Do you have access to the internet?”  

If no 

• “You can get access to the internet at your local library. There’s lots of useful information on this website that 

can advise you on other benefits, help and support that maybe available to you.”  

Or 

• “You may like to contact your local support organisation who can provide  

• help and support in your area. You can find their details online, at your local library or in the telephone 

directory. We also have more information at www.gov.uk/pip.”  

‘Find a Community Support Group or Organisation’ 

• "Thank you for your time.”  

Update PIPCS after explanation phone call 

1. After completing the explanation, you must update PIPCS. 

2. If the decision was to award PIP: 

Step Action 

1  go to the Benefit Delivery case 

2  select the Determination History 

3  select the ‘Action ‘button for the current determination 

3. If the decision was to Disallow PIP: 

Step Action 

1  go to the Application case 

2  select ‘Disputes’ 

3  select ‘New’ 

4. Select the ‘New Explanation’ tab. The following fields should be completed: 



 

• Start date. (If not already completed when task received)  

• Type of decision. (If not completed when task received)  

• Disallowance (Mobility/Daily Living)  

• Disallowance (Other)  

• Award  

• Reconsideration  

• Reduction  

• Maintained  

• Overpayment  

• Payability 

• Satisfied with Explanation  

• Not Satisfied with Explanation  

• Not known  

• Not applicable - selected where Failed to contact claimant  

• Reconsideration Requested  

• Late Reconsideration Requested  

• No further action  

• Failed to deliver Explanation - selected where Failed to contact claimant  

• Dispute type (If not completed when task received)  

• Areas of dispute. (If not completed when task received)  

• Claimant response  

• Conclusion  

• Notes (If Reconsideration requested, the Decision Maker can add reasons given, here  

• Additional information  

• Time to request Reconsideration  

• Health Warning for Awards  

• Late Reconsideration Provisions  

• Further action  

• Change in Circumstances - Admin update required  

• Change in Circumstances – Manage Change of Circumstance Award Review  

• Sending Further Evidence Reconsideration  

• Sending further information checkbox - Can be selected if the explanation has been saved and the 

status is ‘Closed’  

• Explanation attempts failed – Selected if you’ve been unable to contact the claimant after 3 attempts  

• Save  



 

5. On selecting save, the PIPCS will create the explanation with a status set as ‘Closed’ and will automatically create a 

link between the explanation and the decision on which it was based. 

6. If you save the explanation without entering one of the following outcome reasons: 

• Claimant Response  

• Conclusion (where captured)  

• Closed Date  

7. Then the status will display as ‘Open’. 

Viewing and maintaining explanations 

1. You can navigate to the Explanations List screen through the Application Case or PIP Benefit Delivery Case 

homepage: 

• by selecting the Explanations Hyperlink or  

• by selecting the Disputes tab and then Explanations  

2. In the Evidence List page, you can view a list in order by start date for Open, Closed and Cancelled explanations. 

3. On selecting an explanation, three tabs are presented: ‘Details’, ‘Decision Details’ and ‘Change History’. 

4. On selecting an explanation to view from the list, you can: 

• expand an entry to view the details of the explanation  

• for explanations associated to an Application case, select the ‘New’ button, to record a new explanation  

• select an explanation to edit (this can only be selected where the explanation status isn’t ‘Cancelled’ or 

‘Closed’)  

• select an explanation to delete (this can only be selected where the explanation status is ‘Open’)  

5. On selecting an explanation, you can view the following details associated to that explanation/decision including: 

• Explanation Type  

• Date of decision on which the explanation is based  

• Start date (Date the explanation request was recorded, or explanation action was started by the decision 

maker)  

• Conclusion  

• Status  

View Details tab 

6. In the Details tab, you can view all the details recorded against the selected explanation. 



 

7. On selecting a decision, the explanation is presented in list form, displaying the following: 

• Explanation decision type  

• Decision date  

• Explanation start date  

• Conclusion  

• Reconsideration Requested  

• Late Reconsideration Requested  

• No further action  

• Failed to deliver Explanation - selected where unable to contact claimant  

• Status (Open or Closed)  

• Areas disputed  

• Explanation outcome including  

• Claimant response  

• Conclusion (where noted)  

• Closed date (if explanation status is closed)  

• Notes  

• Additional information provided  

• Further action, for example, claimant sending further information.  

View decision details tab 

8. On selecting the Decision Details tab, you can view the latest decision held and the award needing an explanation. 

On selecting the relevant date hyperlink for that decision, the following details are presented: 

• Decision coverage period  

• Award (Eligible or Not Eligible)  

• Amount payable  

View change history tab 

9. The explanation change history displays all relevant changes made to an explanation. Multiple changes can be 

displayed against an explanation with the status of ‘Open’. 

10. If an explanation has been completed and has a status of ‘Closed’, or a status of ‘Cancelled’, there will be one 

change history associated to the explanation. 

Editing the explanation 

1. You can edit any explanation with a status of ‘Open’. To do this: 



 

Step Action 

1  select the ‘Evidence List’ page 

2  select the ‘Edit’ option on the explanation to be edited 

3  select ‘Save’ once the explanation has been input 

2. On saving the changes, the ‘Explanation Change History’ will be updated. 

3. The change history can be viewed, by selecting the ‘View Explanation tab’ and then ‘Change History’ - See: Viewing 

and maintaining explanations. 

Deleting the explanation 

1. You can’t delete an explanation record which has been concluded and has the status ‘closed’. 

2. To delete an ‘open’ explanation: 

Step Action 

1  identify the explanation needing deletion 

2  if the status of the explanation is ‘Open’, select ‘Edit’ and ‘Delete’. A prompt will display to confirm if the 

explanation should be deleted 

3  Select ‘Yes’, the explanation will be deleted 

3. An automatic task will be created for a management check to be performed. 

4. You can view explanations by selecting the ‘Cases and Outcomes’ tab from the home page and then selecting 

‘Explanations’. 

5. An explanation with a status of ‘Open’ can be deleted, but an explanation with a status of ‘Cancelled’ can’t be 

deleted. 

6. Deleting the explanation changes the explanation status to ‘cancelled’. It will still be possible to view the 

explanation, but it can’t be used for a future reconsideration. 

7. If you create an explanation, which is subsequently marked as ‘Closed’ you won’t be able to delete that explanation. 

It can however, be deleted by a user with the appropriate levels of security. 
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Useful links 

  

Useful Links – PIP Decision Making 

Link to PIP Homepage 

Link to Critical Process Points 

Link to PIP Simulations 

Link to L&D Material 

Link to ADM 

Link to QAF Checklists 

Link to Vulnerability Hub 

PIP Descriptor Log located in the  PIP Assessment  

Guide 

Link to PIP Assessment Guide 

Terminology and Abbreviations 

10 Reconsiderations 

Subpages 

• 01 Overarching processes for all Reconsideration skill sets  

• 02 Claimant wants decision explaining - Explanation call  

• 03 Registering Reconsideration  

• 04 Reconsiderations on Disability and Award Reviews  

• 05 Reconsideration Negative Determination  

01 Overarching processes for all Reconsideration skill sets 

What is a Reconsideration 

Introduction 



 

1. Changes in the Welfare Reform Act 2012 include the introduction of a Mandatory Reconsideration (MR) of any 

decision on benefit entitlement, prior to a claimant lodging an appeal. There are time limits in which the claimant has 

to apply for a reconsideration - See: ADM Chapter A3. 

2. ‘MR’ means a case must have been reconsidered before it can proceed to appeal. This applies to 

reconsiderations for disability decisions, lay decisions and negative determinations. 

3. A reconsideration allows for a full review of the original decision, usually by another Case Manager (CM), 

taking into account any additional evidence to ensure the claimant gets the correct decision.  

However, additional evidence is not necessarily required. See: ADM A3067 - A3070 

4. A reconsideration must be requested within a month of the notification letter date. If not, reasons for lateness 

must be recorded in notes when registering the reconsideration. See:  timescales    

Subpages 

• 02 Request/Register/Withdraw a Reconsideration  

• 03 Timescales  

• 04 Outbound Reconsideration Call (ORC)  

• 05 Further Evidence (FE)  

• 06 Considering the Evidence  

• 07 Reconsideration on Disability New Claims and Award Reviews  

• 08 Reconsideration on a Negative determination  

• 09 Making a Decision  

• 10 Reducing the Award  

• 11 Notifications  

02 Request/Register/Withdraw a Reconsideration 

Before proceeding with the reconsideration  

Has the right person requested the Reconsideration 

1. The claimant, their appointee or an official representative must make the reconsideration request. If the 

reconsideration request has been made by none of these, then you must receive authority that the claimant, 

appointee or their official representative has requested the reconsideration. 

2. Contact the claimant, appointee, CAB, 3rd Party or official representative on PIPCS by phone to obtain verbal 

authority. 

3. You will make up to three attempts at different times of the day, over a two-day period to contact the claimant to 

explain the decision. 



 

4. All attempts should be updated in PIPCS, entering the details in the Creating a Communication Record 

5. If you’ve failed to contact the claimant by telephone, then you must consider sending a SMS text message. You will 

notify the claimant that the DWP has attempted to contact them and advise them DWP will attempt to call them 

back or advise the claimant to call DWP.  See: Short Message Service (SMS) for instructions and templates. 

6. If you are still unable to make contact by phone issue the request by post using form PIP.3033 giving them the 

option to call us to give verbal authority or to sign the request and return by the agreed date, one calendar month.  

7. If a reconsideration has been completed for the same lay decision, unless further evidence has been submitted 

that would require a review, direct the claimant to submit an appeal - See: Registering Reconsideration And see  Lay 

conditions    

Secretary of State instigates a review   

1. If you identify an error on the case, you can change the decision straight away without the case going to 

reconsideration.  

2. If the Secretary of State (SofS) instigates a review, this isn’t a MR.  Where the review results in a revision, the 

claimant still has the right to a MR before any appeal. The claimant must still ask for a MR before any appeal. 

  

Note: The SofS would have to commence action leading to a revision within one month of the date of notification of 

the original decision for an ‘any grounds’ revision. Otherwise specific grounds have to be identified for an ‘any time’ 

revision. See:  ADM 3058 – 3059   See: Suppress Automated Notification and also See: ADM Chapter A3.  

3.PIPCS doesn’t currently action SofS review notifications correctly. Therefore, until PIPCS is updated, the following 

workarounds must be followed. 

4. A SofS review must be registered as a SofS reconsideration and you’ll need to suppress the notification and prepare 

a manual notification PIP.7002 if the outcome is an award, or PIP.7012 if the outcome remains disallowed. You’ll need 

to modify these notifications to give the claimant MR rights.   

Claimant Withdraws Reconsideration by letter  

  

1. If the claimant decides they don’t wish to proceed with the reconsideration: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the 'reconsideration dispute' 

2 select the ‘reconsideration withdrawn notification required’ button at the  

‘conclusion' 



 

3 

input notes in the notes box and save  

Note: add notes into the ‘contact’ notes so telephony staff are able to view the details   

Claimant withdraws Reconsideration by phone  

1. A claimant can request to withdraw the reconsideration by phone. There are several ways this can be done:  

• The claimant may phone the enquiry line to withdraw the reconsideration in which case the telephony agent 

(Case Worker) would attempt to put the claimant through to a Case Manager.  

• If the telephony agent cannot transfer the claimant to a Case Manager, then the CW would create a task for a 

CM to give the claimant a call to discuss.  

2. Before attempting any call you must check PIPCS to: 

Step Action 

1 determine if an alternative method of contact has been identified and, if so, comply with this method - See:  

Alternative format request  

2 check if the claimant: 

• has an appointee or a recognised representative if so, contact them and not the claimant • UCB 

marker  

• Staff protection list  

3 If, following the Outbound Reconsideration Call (ORC), the claimant decides they don't want to continue with 

the reconsideration, you should record the outcome on PIPCS in the comms record on the ‘person homepage’ 

4 Discuss with claimant whether they would like correspondence confirming the withdrawal. If so issue clerical 

notification: 

• PIP.1002 withdrawal  

• PIP.1002 withdrawal AS claimants  

5 You must record your conclusion in the Reconsideration disputes tab. 

If sending a notification, conclude note with ‘Reconsideration withdrawal notification required’ 

If not sending a letter, conclude note with ‘Reconsideration withdrawal notification not required’ 



 

6 note which clerical notification was sent 

3. You can still continue with the reconsideration if you think the decision is wrong however, this should form part of 

your discussion with the claimant to make them aware. See: Secretary of State instigates a review   

4. In the New Reconsideration record on PIPCS there are two mandatory drop-down menus in  

Telephone Contact Section where you’ll record the ORC. The table below (para 6)bookmark shows the  

Telephone Contact fields within the New Reconsideration record.  

Note: A telephony agent or Case Worker (CW) registering the reconsideration or any role undertaking chasing activity 

for evidence or a form, mustn’t complete this field.  

ORC fields completion - Example:  

5. If you are only contacting the claimant to establish when/if they are sending in FME, don’t complete ORC fields.  

6. If you are having an active discussion about the content of the FE in relation to the decision you are making, then 

you would complete the ORC fields. 

Contact Type Contact Sub Type 

Yes (tick all which apply) Discuss FME 

 Discuss point of dispute 

Discuss good reason 

No (tick all which apply) Decision in claimants favour 

Speech/hearing problem no assistive technology 

Lay decision 

Fraud Indicator ‘Under Investigation’ 

All evidence and points of dispute clearly identified 

Attempted once 

 twice 

three times 



 

Delete Reconsideration  

1. A Reconsideration can be deleted if it was created in error. If a claimant requests to withdraw a Reconsideration. 

See: Claimant withdraws Reconsideration. 

2. To delete you must: 

Step Action  

1 navigate to the List Action Menu to select the reconsideration you wish to delete: 

• identify the reconsideration to be deleted  

• select Delete action button  

2 a message will display: ‘Are you sure you want to delete the reconsideration?’ 

• select Yes  

3. Confirmation results in the system setting the status of the reconsideration to cancelled.  

Note: A reconsideration with a status of ‘Closed’ or ‘Cancelled’ can be ‘Listed’ and ‘Viewed’, but can’t be edited. 

03 Timescales 

Lateness 

1. A reconsideration must be requested within a month of the notification letter date. If not, reasons for lateness must 

be recorded in notes when registering the reconsideration. 

2. When a reconsideration request is received outside the one calendar month time limit but within the 13 months 

absolute time limit, after the decision notification was issued, it’s considered out of time. You must then consider if 

it is reasonable to accept lateness. See: ADM 3050- A3057  

Note: However, if the claimant’s request doesn’t meet the criteria for extending the time limit, they have a right of 

appeal to the first tier tribunal (FtT) against the original decision. 

3. If you are considering ‘Lateness’, you must record the reasons in the notes field when registering a reconsideration. 

4. If reasons aren’t provided, contact the claimant/appointee/PAB (preferably by telephone unless another method of 

contact has been identified in PIPCS) to find out why the reconsideration application was late. 

5. Create a communication record for method of contact for example, by phone or correspondence. 

6. Make a note in the communication record and defer the original task for four weeks to await this information. 



 

Note: Refusing to accept a late application no longer restricts the right of appeal. It is always better for Case Manager 

to accept lateness. This enables a second look at the case for correctness before any appeal application - See: ADM 

Chapter A3 

Reasons for late application accepted  

1. If reasons for the late application are accepted, further action will depend on whether the dispute is against the 

disability decision, a lay decision, or a negative determination. 

2. Where a PIP2/PIP2 (UI)/AR1 is treated as an application for reconsideration or claimant who FTA is now prepared to 

attend an assessment, referral to the Assessment Provider (AP) will be appropriate - See:  Action to take following a 

Negative Determination due to failure to return PIP2   See: Referral to the  

Assessment Provider and also - See: Reconsideration Request following Disallowance on Lay Rules.  

3. If the reason is accepted the CM should: 

Step Action 

1 tick ‘lateness’ accepted in ‘disputes tab’ 

2 add a note in the ‘dispute tab' lateness accepted’ on PIPCS 

3 All communication should be updated in the communication tab. Noting if any other notes are made, location 

of notes and any action taken.   

4. You must accept lateness and make a decision on the application before an appeal can be made. The notification 

must include the appeal rights. See:ADM A3050-A3057 

  

Reasons for late application not accepted 

1. If you refuse the late application, you must consider if the ‘any time provisions’ for revision apply, that is, 

‘official error’, ‘mistake as to a material fact’ or ‘ignorance of a material fact’ and so on.  See: ADM  

 A3096    

2. Depending on whether the anytime provisions apply and whether the claimant has made an ‘any time’ or ‘any 

grounds’ reconsideration application will determine what action you take next. See: late application for MR 

3. If an application is made more than 13 months after notification of the original decision, refer to ADM A3100 .  

In these circumstances, the DM should: 

• refuse to give a decision (rather than give a decision refusing to revise) and there will be no right of appeal to 

the FtT  



 

• A MRN should not be issued  

• Notification PIP.7105 ‘reconsideration decision not revised’ must be issued   

4. If the claimant raises an arguable ground of ‘official error’ and the DM disagrees there was ‘official error’. The 

DM should: 

• give a decision refusing to revise (rather than refuse to give a decision)  

• A MRN should be issued  

• Notification PIP.2500 ‘out of time’ must be issued  

 see:  Notifications    

Note: In both of these late 13 month circumstances, you must also consider whether the application for revision can be 

treated as an application for supersession. 

5. These provisions won’t apply where the PIP2/PIP2 (UI)/AR1 is late or the claimant is now willing to attend an 

assessment. 

6. If revision isn’t appropriate under the ’any time provisions’, update PIPCS to show lateness hasn’t been 

accepted.   

7. There will be validation to ensure the Areas, Lateness and Conclusion fields have all been completed with 

compatible information.  

8. The status of the reconsideration will be closed. Notify the claimant using PIP.2500 and complete a 

communication record. 

 Special Circumstances  

 1. When considering special circumstances:  

• it’s the claimant’s responsibility to provide reasons and supporting evidence  

• you must look at the claimant’s reasons and seek corroboration of the claimant’s reasons/evidence if 

appropriate  

• repeated failures can affect the credibility of the claimant’s evidence in this chapter and also - See: ADM A3 

Revision  

• Does the claimant need Additional Support. See: Additional support  

2. If reasons aren’t given: 

Step Action 



 

1 call the claimant to establish why late application  

2 create a communication record 

3 record call details 

4 if contact can’t be made by phone (after your 3 calls over 2 days), issue form PIP.3033 to the claimant asking 

for reasons for lateness or consider sending a manual SMS text  

5 

Make a note in the communication record and defer the original task for four weeks to await this information. 

Note: An SMS text message must be sent after the first failed call attempt. See: Manual SMS text to PIP claimants 

following failed outbound calls 

3. If reasons are given: 

Step Action 

1 if given verbally, you should record the details of the reasons within the Communication record: 

To do this: 

 • navigate to Person Case  

• select Contact Tab  

• select Communications Sub Tab  

• select New and create the Communication record.  

• within the communication record, record the content of the conversation within the Notes section  

• select Save  

2 if the reasons are given by post, make sure the document is marked as supportive so that it can be viewed by 

other PIPCS users  

3 decide whether special circumstances apply  

 04 Outbound Reconsideration Call (ORC) 

Introduction  

1. To ensure that we are supporting our claimants the current steer is there must be a mandatory outbound 

reconsideration call to the claimant in all cases where the Case Manager (CM) thinks, based on the evidence they have, 

they will be maintaining or decreasing the previous decision. 



 

2. If a CM decides not to make a call they must explain their reasoning for that. For example, there is a note on 

the case stating the claimant does not want to be contacted over the phone due to severe anxiety. 

Making a call  

1. When a claimant requests a reconsideration, you should complete an Outbound Reconsideration Call (ORC) to 

discuss points of dispute and further evidence prior to making a dispute decision if you feel it would add value. An 

ORC must be made to: 

• clarify the points at issue  

• ask for any additional information or further evidence (FE)  

• explain the decision maker’s reasons   

• discuss any gaps, inconsistencies and clarify any further evidence     

2. This applies even if the claimant has already had an earlier requested explanation call.  

3. Before making the call you must check for any UCB markers or any Alternative Format needs. When you call the 

claimant you must always verify their identity before disclosing any information, you would do this by asking 

Identity Verification (IDV) questions – See: Case Managers script for explanation call 

4. The claimant may have additional evidence for consideration. To speed up the progress you can take details over 

the telephone, asking the claimant to read out the evidence to you and provide copies, if they wish to, for it to be 

considered.   

5. If you discuss the FE with the claimant and decide it’s not of value to the decision, you must explain this to the 

claimant and you must 'un-tick' the FE check box situated in the Disputes tab within the reconsideration record.  

6. You can advise the claimant that you can either: 

• Make a decision based on the original evidence or,  

• Wait for further evidence to be received  

7. A claimant may not want to give the information over the phone so you would have to wait to receive the evidence. 

8. To ensure that we are giving the claimant a fair and equal opportunity to answer the phone and speak with us, you 

should make up to three attempts at different times of the day, over a two-day period to contact the claimant. If 

you attempt to contact a claimant by outbound telephone call and fail, a manual SMS text message must be sent if 

appropriate to: 

• notify the claimant DWP has attempted to contact them  

• advise them when DWP will attempt to call them back  



 

See: Short Message Service (SMS) 

8. To record details of telephone contact with the claimant in PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 open person case: 

• Select Contact tab  

• Select Communications subtab  

• Click New and create a communication for  the attempted / successful phone call(s).  

• Noting in the communication record if any other notes are made, location of notes and any action 

taken.   

2 select: 

• Personal Independence Payment line 5 if previously awarded or previously awarded or  

• line 3 if not ever awarded  

• dispute tab         

3 identify the reconsideration 

4 select Edit 

5 record the ORC activity in Telephone Contact type and Contact subtype. 

when the Contact Type is selected as Yes the Contact Sub Type must be one or a combination of: 

• discuss Further Evidence  

• discuss points of dispute  

• discuss good reason  

when the Contact Type is selected as No the Contact Sub Type must be one or a combination of:  

• decision in claimant's favour  



 

 • speech/hearing problem or no assistive technology  

• lay Decision  

• fraud Indicator: Under Investigation  

• all evidence and points of issue clearly identified  

when the Contact Type is selected as Attempted the Contact Sub Type must be one or a combination of: 

• once  

• twice  

• three times  

Note: you must not record chasing activity for forms/evidence in this field. 

if not completed, you won't be able to save the conclusion and an error message will display 

6 select Save 

Note:  You must select the correct Contact Sub Type for the Contact Type.  When you conclude and save the 

reconsideration record, an error message will display if you select the wrong Contact Sub Type for the Contact Type. 

  

05 Further Evidence (FE) 

  

1. Claimants have a legislative right to submit FE within a reasonable timeframe. This timeframe is one calendar month 

and the time limit starts once the reconsideration is registered.  

2. When a claimant requests a reconsideration, they’ll be asked if they’re going to send in FE. This will be recorded on 

PIPCS and the claimant will be advised they must send in FE within one calendar month.   

3. The claimant may decide not to send any further evidence. However, there will be occasions when the Decision 

Maker decides further evidence is necessary. The Decision Maker will notify the claimant what information or 

evidence is required and the claimant will be given one month to supply it. 

Note: The one month period can be extended where the DM thinks it is reasonable to do so. See: ADM A3070  

Note: there is a 'tick box' on the reconsideration in the display tab:  

4. If written communication is used to obtain FE, you must amend the date on the letter to 1 calendar month. Send 

PIP.0100. You may be able to progress the case without waiting 1 calendar month by making an Outbound 

Reconsideration Call (ORC). You must check notes to see if a telephone call to the claimant to obtain FE can be 

completed to make a decision.  



 

5. When registering a reconsideration notes must be recorded:  

• if the claimant isn’t sending in FE, the tick box must be left blank in the reconsideration screen and recorded in 

the notes field ‘Claimant not sending FE’  

• If the claimant is sending in FE, tick the box. Once saved, PIPCS will set a timer task in the background to 

mature in 21 days - See: How the timer task works  

Note: The one calendar month period can be extended where you think it is reasonable to do so. 

6. If the claimant is unable to return the further evidence within the one calendar month they should contact our 

telephony agent who will pass the call through to the Disputes Warm Hand Over (WHO) team to discuss. 

7. This is to discuss what the further evidence is, it’s relevance to the decision and a reasonable timescale the claimant 

is able to send the information in. A decision can be made if the claimant has not sent the information in within the 

agreed timescale. The CM must reference this in their decision notification. 

For example, they have an appointment booked with CAB or a hospital consultant that is past the 1month calendar 

date. Establish the date of the appointment and agree a time to expect that information to be sent in. Every 

reasonable effort must be made not to delay the claimants journey.  

Further Evidence documents  

1. The following types of further evidence is automatically sent from DRS, for example, if the case is with the AP when 

FE is received, PIPCS will create a communication record and send a task to the relevant AP informing them of the FE:  

• 1241 Further Evidence  

• 1242 DS1500  

• 1248 Care Plan  

• 1253 Photographic evidence  

• 1297 PIP.1005 Additional information request to support decision  

• 1229 Visual impairment certificate  

• 1340 PIP.1019 DS1500 further information required  

• 1343 PIP.2008 further evidence request  

• 1326 GP Factual report (Capita or Independent Assessment Services logo)  

• 1327 Hospital Factual report (Capita or Independent Assessment Services logo)  

• 1371 NHS hospital Appointment letter  

• 1372 Med 3 (fit note)  

• 1373 NHS hospital report   

How the timer task works 



 

1. Users can’t view the 21 timer task. PIPCS will identify document classification types, as listed above. 

2. If any of the above documents are received within 21 calendar days the timer won’t mature. 

3. If none of the above documents are received within 21 calendar days, a Further Evidence not received task will be 

generated and routed to a CW.  

4. You must not ‘un-tick’ the FE box situated in the Disputes tab within the reconsideration record once the record has 

been saved as this would remove the timer. 

5. How to action a Further Evidence not received task: 

Step Action  

1 check PIPCS for any DRS documents recently received which could be considered FE 

2 if FE has been received close the Further Evidence not received task No further action 

3 if FE hasn’t been received, telephone the claimant to check they’re still sending in the FE: 

• if the claimant isn’t sending FE make a note in the reconsideration screen notes, close the task and 

refer case to CM  

• if the claimant is sending in FE use your discretion as to how long it will take to come in (minimum 7 

days) but can be longer for example if the claimant is waiting for a report or appointment defer the 

Further Evidence not received task (maximum 14 days)  

You must not record form/evidence chasing activity using telephone contact types in the reconsideration 

record 

4 if you can’t contact the claimant by phone issue PIP.2008 

5 defer the ‘Further Evidence not received’ task for 7 days 

6 when reminder task matures if FE hasn’t come in close task and refer case to CM 

6. It’s important we allow the claimant enough time to provide their evidence. 

7. If after 28 days, FE hasn’t been received, you (CM) must make an ORC to the claimant to talk through the FE and 

discuss points of dispute if you haven’t already done so. As we’ve given the claimant enough time to provide FE, if 

you have everything you need, you must review all the evidence and make a decision. 

Note: You mustn’t defer the case again unless you’ve spoken to the claimant and agreed the FE is worth waiting the 

extra time because they can’t talk you through it. For example, FE is a report being sent in from another source, which 

is likely to add value to the decision. 



 

 06 Considering the Evidence  

Referring the case to AP 

1. You may want to refer the case to the AP where: 

• new evidence is received containing relevant medical details not already seen by the AP  

• the reconsideration highlights an inconsistency or omission in the AP advice  

• a change of circumstance occurred not considered in the decision, and a further full assessment is required. 

The AP must be informed of the date of the change and the details   

2. For PIP Award Review cases decided without an AP referral and new evidence is received or new points raised, 

consideration must be given to whether an assessment is needed.- See: How to assess each claim for Award Review.  

3. If you’re uncertain, discuss the case with other CMs, Quality coach or your manager.  

Example where an AP referral is not required:  

Consider activity 3 – Managing therapy or monitoring a health condition:  

• Descriptor c – needs supervision, prompting or assistance to be able to manage therapy that takes no more 

than 3.5 hours a week  

• Descriptor d – needs supervision, prompting or assistance to be able to manage therapy that takes more than 

3.5 but no more than 7 hours a week  

• Descriptor e – needs supervision, prompting or assistance to be able to manage therapy that takes more than 

7 but no more than 14 hours a week  

• Descriptor f – needs supervision, prompting or assistance to be able to manage therapy that takes more than 

14 hours a week  

4. AP advice is clear the claimant needs supervision when having treatment. Claimant tells the AP it takes one hour a 

day; however, evidence from the carer on reconsideration states it actually takes 1 hour 15 minutes a day.  

5. As the time taken is a factual element of the decision, you must consider the claimant’s statement to the AP against 

the new evidence from the carer.  

6. After looking at all the evidence, you either: 

• agree with the AP  

• don’t agree with the AP  

• require clarification on aspects of the evidence or descriptors used   

7. If the last 2 bullet points above apply, you can refer to the Quality coach for advice. To do this: 



 

Step Action 

1 create a manual task to the Quality coach 

2 explain in the Decision Assist Notes why you disagree with the AP, or require clarification 

Learning simulation – Reconsideration Received Task to Quality coach   

8. The Quality coach may: 

• return the task to you with Quality coach advice in Decision Assist Notes  

• contact the AP for clarification before returning advice to you in Decision Assist Notes  

• contact the AP, if the case isn’t complex; if AP wants to see the case the Quality coach will create a ‘Request AP 

Advice’ task by selecting ‘Determinations’, selecting the ‘Request AP advice’ and selecting ‘Reason’ from the 

drop down option  

• create ‘Request AP Advice’ task as above, if it’s a complex case, send directly to the AP - See: PIP  

Award Reviews and also See: Workflow and Task Management  

Referring the case to AP 

1. If after reviewing the reconsideration request, you are unsure how the new evidence may or may not affect the 

original decision, you must have a discussion with your colleagues and Quality Coach. 

2. Select the relevant decision type for advice on reconsideration claim. See Referring cases to the AP - Action to take  

3. Following a discussion with a Quality Coach you may decide advice from the AP is appropriate. Advice from the AP 

can be made by phone or through Decision Assist. 

4. If you are requesting this advice via Decision Assist, the CM can request this by using the AP using  

‘Request AP advice’ functionality within the ‘current determination’ in ‘Decision Assist’ 

However, if requesting advice by phone, this must be done by the Quality Coach. 

5. If the AP changes their advice and descriptors and returns a PA6 - supplementary report, they will complete and 

submit a new assessment questionnaire in PIPCS. However, the AP can’t access the assessment questionnaire unless 

the Quality Coach has referred the case to the AP using the ‘Request AP Advice action’ in PIPCS. 

Learning simulation – Refer Reconsideration to the AP for Advice  

   



 

07 Reconsideration on Disability New Claims and Award Reviews  

Order of steps 

1. Failure to complete these steps in the correct order will result in the claimant receiving the wrong notification.   

2. The order of steps is important for all dispute types for actions to conclude. 

3. For full details of the correct order for different Disputes types see: disallowance decision, allowance decision  or 

award reviews 

Reconsideration for an Advance Claim  

1. Where an Advance Claim decision disallows benefit. The effective date to stop payment will be the day after the 

current claim ends. 

2. If the decision is made before the start of the advance claim, then a Change of Circumstance (CofC)  

Award Review will be completed and supersedes the previous award using ADM A4402 – A4011 

3. A decision will be made as a CofC and a decision will be made on the advance claim.  This means two decisions will 

be made in these cases. 

4. If the claimant then requests a Reconsideration without specifying, which of the two decisions is disputed, try to 

contact the claimant to establish which decision they are disputing and why. This Reconsideration would be treated 

as being against both decisions unless it is clear the claimant intends otherwise. 

Change of Circumstances (CofC) reported within reconsideration period  

  

1. A Change of circumstances (CofC) may be appropriate if: 

• a claimant reports a change of circumstances or  

• evidence or information is received indicating that there has been a change of circumstances  

2. If a change occurred, it must be investigated and addressed.  If this occurred during the application period, it can be 

taken into account and the DM may only revise the decision to take into account of the change where it occurred 

before the decision had effect.  

3. This can be done by considering additional evidence and/or by calling the claimant for further information.  

4. If the change occurred after a disallowance decisionhad effect this must be treated as a New Claim.  



 

See:  PIP New Claim.    

5. If the change occurred after an award, you can supersede the award after considering the QP/PT.   

6. You may need to create an unplanned intervention if the change is something that needs investigating by an AP, for 

example a new illness such as a stroke that we can only assess the extent of the difficulty with medical evidence. 

7. If the PIP disability decision resulted in an award of PIP, then any CofC that occurred after your decision, would be 

dealt with as a supersession and you’ll have to apply the normal QP and supersessions rules. 

8. If the PIP disability decision disallowed PIP, then any CofC that occurs after your decision, would be dealt with as a 

new claim. A QP will have to be applied. See: ADM A3019 to A3022  

9. If the PIP disability reassessment decision resulted in an award of PIP, then any CofC that occurred in the run on 

period would be dealt with as a supersession. 

10. If the PIP disability decision resulted in a disallowance of PIP any CofC that occurred in the run period would be 

dealt with as a new claim. 

Note: the ‘run on period is when a claimant will continue to get DLA for 28 days after a decision was made on their PIP 

claim.  

08 Reconsideration on a Negative determination 

Negative Determination  

1. A negative determination is when a disability decision can’t be made due to non-compliance. It’s appropriate if: 

• the claimant has failed to attend an assessment/failed to participate in an assessment - See:  FTA/FTC  

• non return of PIP2/PIP2(UI)/AR1  

• failure of the lay rules  

2. Lay conditions and non return of PIP2/PIP2(UI)/AR1 are disallowed automatically on negative determination 

grounds provided additional support marker is ‘No’. See: negative-determination 

3. You must consider whether there’s good reason to revise a negative determination. 

4. Negative determinations must only be revised where: 

• the initial decision was wrong, for example, the claimant returned their PIP2/AR1 in time or attended the 

consultation  

• there was good reason for non-compliance  



 

See: Reconsideration Negative Determination 

Note: Where a case is a reassessment, even if good reason is accepted and the PIP claim continues the DLA 

termination won’t be reinstated unless there’s been procedural error. For information about procedural error - See: 

ADM Chapter 3 paragraphs A3098 to A3104. 

5. Even when the claimant returns their PIP2/AR1 after the reconsideration process has started, you must still consider 

good reason in your decision but it may not be possible to revise the negative determination.- See: ADM P6024. 

6. Where good reason is accepted the claimant will only be notified following the assessment determination; this 

decision will carry reconsideration rights and the appropriate award (clerical  

PIP.7002) or disallowance (clerical PIP.7012) notification must be issued giving reconsideration rights by selecting the 

correct drop down option. 

7. If a decision is made to award PIP the date of the PIP claim must be changed to the day after the date the DLA was 

terminated. 

8. Where a PIP2/PIP2 (UI)/AR1 is treated as an application for reconsideration or claimant who FTA is now prepared to 

attend an assessment, referral to the Assessment Provider (AP) will be appropriate -  

See: Referral to the Assessment Provider and also - See: Reconsideration Request following Disallowance on Lay Rules 

Non-return of PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) 

1. For reassessment cases good reason must be considered before the negative determination decision is made. 

If there’s no good reason for the PIP2 not being returned a negative determination is given, the Disability Living 

Allowance (DLA) terminated and a PIP.7010 is issued. 

2. If a claimant was disallowed because they didn’t return the PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) and 

the PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) is subsequently received, this must be treated as a reconsideration 

application of the disallowance of PIP. 

8. If the PIP2 is received within the dispute period of the disallowance PIP.7000 (PIP.7010) being issued, refer to the AP 

for a new assessment.See:  Referrals to the Assessment Provider   

PIP2 received outside one month 

1. If the PIP2/AR/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) is received outside of the dispute period of the PIP.7000 

(PIP.7010) being issued, you must consider the criteria for lateness in ADM A3050 - A3057 . If accepted then 'good 

reason' can be  for the delay. 



 

AR1 received late, non Additional Support (AS) and case has been disallowed on 

negative determination grounds 

1. Where ‘AS Determined’ is ‘No’, PIPCS will have disallowed automatically on negative determination grounds. 

2. You must consider whether there’s special circumstances and decide whether to revise the disallowance 

decision and, if appropriate, reinstate PIP and conduct the PIP Award Review. See:  

Reconsideration Negative Determination 

Reconsideration Failure to Attend 

1. If the claimant was disallowed because they FTA a medical assessment and has since provided reasons why, this is 

also treated as a reconsideration application. Further action depends on whether or not the FTA reasons are 

received within the dispute period. See: Registering Reconsideration. 

2. When there are repeated incidences of FTA, each incidence of non-compliance and the reasons given, must be 

considered individually. See:  ADM A3 Revision 

3. When considering the reasons you must consider patterns and history of previous failures which may impact the 

credibility of the evidence presented. 

4. To determine if the claimant has good reason for non -compliance for either not providing the information required 

or not participating in a consultation, the DM should in every case consider the individual facts and circumstances 

and in particular the: 

• state of the claimant’s health at the relevant time and  

• nature of any disability the claimant has  

For example, a claimant suffering from depression may not to be able to manage their affairs effectively. The 

consideration is whether the depression has contributed to the claimant not complying with what we are expecting 

them to do for example provide information or participate in a consultation. See: determining-good-reason 

5. A lack of credibility in the evidence may mean you: 

• maintain the negative determination  

• seek evidence (from the claimant or third party) to help inform your consideration  

6. If you’re considering accepting special circumstances good reason on a repeated incident of noncompliance it is 

good practice to seek advice from the SAM. 

For example: Janine was asked to a face-to-face consultation but failed to attend. 



 

She gave no reason for her not attending. When contacted, she said she’d lost her letter and couldn’t remember her 

appointment date. 

This was accepted and a new appointment was made. 

She didn’t attend this further appointment and again, gave her reason as losing her letter. 

As this was the second time she’d lost her appointment letter, it wasn’t accepted as reasonable and a negative 

determination was made. 

Special circumstances not accepted 

1. If special circumstances aren’t accepted: 

Step Action 

1  edit reconsideration record, refer to 'Claimant does not have an award of  

PIP' 

2  record a conclusion of ‘Cannot reconsider’ 

3  select ‘save’ 

Note: There’s no need to re-open the application as you aren’t making any changes. 

2. Where a decision is made to reconsider but not revise, PIP.7024 must be issued to the claimant giving appeal rights. 

Special circumstances accepted 

1. If the claimant complies within the dispute period or lateness is accepted, the reconsideration will continue. 

Order of steps   

1. Failure to complete these steps in the correct order will result in the claimant receiving the wrong notification.   

2. The order of steps is important for all dispute types for actions to conclude. 

3. You must: 

Step Action 

1 update or complete determination 

2 in Evidence tab apply the changes 



 

3 in Disputes tab conclude the outcome of the reconsideration 

4 eligibility checks  

5 Actions – enter the new review and award end dates of an award only case 

6 submit for approval 

7 next day check the correct notification has been sent  

For full details see: Award Reviews 

09 Making a Decision  

Critical Process Point 

Establishing the Effective Date (Case Manager) 

1. You must use all available evidence and where appropriate, obtain additional evidence to establish the correct 

effective date. 

2. When considering the effective date: 

• You must consider if a revision is appropriate, if not, then consider if a supersession applies - See  

ADM Chapter 3 Revision and also - See: ADM Chapter 4 Supersessions  

Consequences 

3. If you do not establish the correct effective date, including the need for any revision or supersession, this may mean: 

 the incorrect amount of benefit may be awarded causing an under or overpayment of benefit  

 the need for avoidable and costly rework to correct the PIP entitlement  

 the decision notification is incorrect, which is poor customer service  

 reputational damage to the department  

 our most vulnerable customers may experience financial hardship and/or distress because of an incorrect 

calculation  

 an increase in complaints and/or appeals from customers who think the decision is incorrect  avoidable 

contact with the Department  

1. The use of 'effective date' applies to decisions 



 

2. When revising a decision, the 'effective date' will usually be the same as the original date of the decision you are 

revising, for example, date of claim. 

3. Using a later effective date will mean the initial determination or evidence being modified will still be applied on the 

claim for the earlier period. If this applies, for example, where there’s a change that should have been taken into 

account between the claim and the decision dates, the system notification produced is unsuitable - See: Examples of 

Effective Dates and also - See: ADM Effective Dates. 

4. Where the decision contains multiple determination periods, you must suppress automated notifications and issue 

manually - See: Suppress automated notification or enquiry form. 

Effective Dates 

What is a ‘Revision’ and ‘Supersession’ 

1.You must consider which is more appropriate: 

  

Revision  
Looking at decision again and changing it from the ‘original’ date. 

See: ADM Chapter 3 Revision 

  

Supersession  

Replacing a decision from a date later than the original decision. 

• The original and  

• The supersession  

See : ADM Chapter 4 Supersessions 

Reconsideration following reassessment or Rising 16 action  

  

1. Reassessment action applies to existing DLA claimants of working age who no longer continue to receive DLA once 

the claim for PIP has been determined, this includes DLA claimants who were under age 65 on 08 April 2013. See: 

Reassessments Case Manager 

2. Where a DLA claimant is invited to claim PIP as part of the reassessment process, their DLA will be terminated. It 

may be terminated in the following circumstances:  

• on determination of a PIP claim   

• if the claimant doesn’t claim PIP within the required timescale   



 

• where the claimant failed to comply with the process   

• where the DLA claimant informed us they didn’t wish to make a PIP claim  

3. In cases where no PIP claim is made then DLA ends as a matter of law and cannot be reinstated unless there was a 

procedural error. There is no right of appeal. See: termination of DLA 

4. Where a PIP claim has been made and decided, any dispute will be against the PIP decision only as there are no 

dispute rights against termination of DLA in these circumstances.  

5. DLA evidence should be gathered and uploaded to PIPCS. As HMCTS can request this information if the claimant 

later appeals. 

Note: A PIP claimant can ask us to re-use DLA medical evidence at any stage of their reassessment that is claim stage, 

reconsideration or appeal. 

6. To comply with a UT judgment all PIP reassessment cases where DLA evidence has not been considered, in 

determining a PIP claim, must be considered as part of the Reconsideration. Case Managers should check notes on 

PIPCS to determine if DLA evidence has been considered. If DLA evidence has not been previously considered, then 

the DLA file must be retrieved from Records Storage and the relevant medical evidence from the last DLA award 

obtained.See: Records Storage  

7. See step/action how to retrieve DLA file.   

Note: the DLA file will be sent to a DWP office. See local office instruction on how to arrange the file to be scanned on 

DRS. 

Step Action 

1 access RS Web and recall the claimant’s file. 

Note: the file will be delivered to a DWP office.  

See: RS Web User Manual 

2 defer the Recon Registration Complete, further action required task to wait for the file from storage 

3 update Notes in PIPCS that DLA file has been requested from storage 

4 if RS Web shows that the DLA file has been destroyed, you must update Notes in PIPCS that the  

DLA file has been destroyed 

5 when the DLA file is received at the DWP office, the relevant evidence from the last DLA decision must be 

extracted from the file. See: Reuse of DLA medical evidence 



 

6 locally scan the DLA evidence into Document Repository Service (DRS) with Document Type of  

‘Further Evidence’ 

create a ’task’ for the Case Manager to notify DLA evidence on DRS and to continue with the decision  

7 when the evidence is held in DRS, the original documents should be destroyed in line with the  

DPA, general retention principles. See: Managing customer records 

8 return the file to storage via the DWP courier. See Courier Process 

9 update Notes on PIPCS that DLA evidence is held 

8. Where a PIP claim is made, DLA continues to be paid for a period of four weeks following the date of the PIP 

entitlement decision. This is known as the ‘four-week run-on period’ and is provided for in legislation. The PIP 

decision will be effective from the day after the DLA end date not the date of claim.  

9. If you revise a PIP decision where claimant has an award of PIP you can’t award for any period for which DLA has 

been paid. See: Reassessment Case Manager action  and also See: ADM A3098 to  

 A3104    

10. If on reconsideration you award the enhanced rate of the mobility component and the case was previously a 

reassessment, you must check if claimant originally had a motability agreement with their DLA. If they did, you must 

create a PIPCS high priority manual task to the Motability Specialist Team. 

  

Task Subject Task Type Task Allocation (Work Queue) Task  

Priority 

Deadline date 

NINO 

Action Required: PIP  

Award Changed  

Consider Mota  

Agreement 

Manual To 

do 

Blackpool Mota BC _MotaLiaison_Mota  

Agreement Team 1 

High 2 working days 

See: New Claim reaching relevant age and see: Revision and supersession when reached relevant age 

10 Reducing the Award 



 

1. In all cases where the CM feels decreasing the award is appropriate, CM’s must speak with their team leader to 

discuss the case. The team leader and CM may agree it best to bring in a Quality Coach or experienced CM to the 

discussion, to ensure all avenues have been taken. 

11 Notifications  

1. Two manual copies must be sent to the claimant and a PDF copy to uploaded onto DRS.   

2. For notifications available. See: PIP Notifications and Forms for reconsideration standard letters and also See: 

Workaround for reconsider and not revise decisions on PIPCS 

3. There are automated and clerical notifications. 

4. A clerical notification is required where, you are: 

• reconsidering a lay decision or a negative determination  

• revising the original decision resulting in two determination periods  

• completing a SofS reconsideration on a disallowance  

Note: if no access to a printer, please see local office instructions.  

5. Using a later effective date will mean the initial decision or evidence being modified will still be applied on the claim 

for the earlier period. If this applies, for example, where there’s a change that should have been taken into account 

between the claim and the decision dates, the system notification produced is unsuitable - See: Examples of 

Effective Dates and also – See: ADM Effective Dates 

6. Where the decision contains multiple determination periods, you must suppress automated notifications and issue 

manually. See: Suppress automated notification or enquiry form. 

  

02 Claimant wants decision explaining - Explanation call 

Claimant doesn’t understand decision 

1. When a claimant receives a decision letter they don’t understand, they can ask us to further explain the reasons for 

our decision. They can request this by telephone or letter. 

Subpages 

• Register an Explanation  

• Explanation call by CM  

• Update PIPCS after explanation call  

• Unable To Contact Claimant   



 

Register an Explanation 

1. A claimant may ask for an explanation on the following types of decision: 

 A New Claim or Award review where they are awarded benefit  

 A New Claim or Award review where they were disallowed benefit  

 A Negative determination decision – for example, when a claimant hasn’t returned a form, which means they 

failed to comply with the process  

Learning simulation - Register Reconsideration: Entitled 

Learning simulation – Register Reconsideration following PIP Disallowance 

2. When the claimant requests an explanation, the telephony agent will check if any explanations have been registered 

before registering this explanation. If you find there is one explain to the claimant, they will be contacted shortly. 

You can record any times the claimant is available or unavailable in the notes section of the explanation record. 

3. You must check, which type of decision notification letter was issued to the claimant to identify dispute type: 

Note: this list is the most commonly used but is not exhaustive. See: list of notifications for full list. 

Dispute Type Decision Letter 

Disability Awarded PIP.7001 New claim disability decision 

PIP.7006 Reassessment Award 

Disability Disallowed PIP.7011 New claim disability disallowed 

PIP.7016 Reassessment Disallowed 

Award Review Disability PIP.7005 Award review decision not to supersede 

PIP.7003 Award Review decision allowed 

PIP.7013 Award Review decision disallowed 

FTA/FTC PIP.7004 – all claim types FTA or FTC 

Non return PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as 

PIP2 UI) 

PIP.7000 – New Claim Non return of PIP2 

PIP.7010 – Reassessment Non return PIP2 

PIP.7021 – Award Review or Change of Circumstances  



 

 Non Return PIP2UI 

PIP.7041 – Award Reviews Non Return of AR1 (from 27th  

June) 

Lay Conditions PIP.7004 – all claim types 

Overpayment 

PIP.7010 - Reassessment 

Generic DWP Management 

Payability PIP.0420 – Generic PIP Payment Suspension and  

Termination 

AE AE Review previously known as LEAP. See: AE Review 

4. To register a new explanation: 

Step Action 

1 you will need to know the decision letter sent to be able to select the correct dispute type 

2 from search results select Application Case or Benefit Delivery Case 

3 access the Disputes tab 

4  select explanations tab on Left Hand Side (LHS) 

5  select New 

6  the start date field will default to todays’ date 

7  in the Type field from the drop-down menu select the appropriate dispute type 

Note: You may need to check the type of decision letter to ensure you select the correct dispute type 

8  in the 'Requested by' field select Claimant 

9  in the 'Areas' field you will select one or more of the options that reflect the area or areas they don’t 

understand 

10  record in notes any further information the claimant has provided 



 

11  if the claimant has FE they wish to discuss check the tick box and detail what the evidence is in note 

12  select save 

5. Once the explanation has been registered, a system generated task 'Explanation Registration Complete – Further 

action required' task will be allocated to a CM with an explanation skill set to complete the call. 

6. If a CM with an explanation skill set registers an explanation in PIPCS, the system task won’t be generated. See: 

Create a manual task  

Note: you should try and ensure a ‘once and done’ approach. You should provide an explanation if you have the 

relevant skill set . If you can’t provide an explanation. See:  Create a manual task    

7. If an explanation is created in PIPCS and concluded at the same time, then the system task won’t be generated. 

Explanation call by CM 

1. Before attempting to make any call you must identify: 

1 the relevant decision in PIPCS 

2 any special requirements/additional support required (learning needs, mental health conditions, history of 

vulnerability or self harm) 

3 any accessibility issues for example hearing, sight or language requirements 

4 any appointee or a recognised representative, if so, contact them and not the claimant 

5 Assessment Provider (AP) Report 

6 any associated evidence used to make the decision before making the call to the claimant 

7 a special caution fraud marker is indicated, don’t call the claimant before first liaising with the  

Specialist Fraud Team to determine the appropriate next steps. See: PIP Fraud Process  

8 UCB marker check. See: Unacceptable Claimant Behaviour 

9 staff protection list. See: Staff protection list 

10 Identity Verification (IDV) check is required before you discuss and explain the decision to the claimant. See: 

Security Questions Smartscript  

2. When you call the claimant, you must always verify their identity before disclosing any information. 



 

3. When explaining the decision to the claimant, you must address all the claimant’s concerns and answer their 

questions so you’re confident the claimant understands the decision. You must establish if the claimant has any 

additional evidence, which would change the decision. This evidence can be accepted verbally over the phone. 

4. Record details of the evidence to be sent in, in the notes field in the explanation screen. If you have taken evidence 

verbally over the phone, add a note in the communication tab. 

Note: all communications should be updated in the communications tab, noting if any other notes are made, the 

location of the notes and any action taken. 

5. If the claimant isn’t happy with the explanation and specifically states ‘they want the decision to be looked at again’, 

you must accept this as a reconsideration request. See: Register Reconsideration. 

Update PIPCS after explanation call 

1. After completing the explanation phone call, including any failed attempts you must update PIPCS. To do this: 

Step Action 

1  navigate to the Disputes tab in the appropriate case in PIPCS 

2  select explanations from the left hand menu 

3  select edit next to the current open explanation 

4  complete the following fields: 

 Claimant Response  

 Conclusion  

Note: Any failed attempts must be entered in notes of the explanation recording dates and times 

5  select Save 

6 navigate to person case 

• To ‘contact’ tab  

• ‘Comms’ sub-tab to create a ‘comms’ record for each call and attempted call made  

2. On selecting save, PIPCS will save the explanation with a status set as Closed. 

3. If you save the explanation without entering a claimant response and conclusion, the status will display as Open. 



 

Unable To Contact Claimant 

1. You must make up to three attempts at different times of the day, over a two-day period to contact the claimant to 

explain the decision. An SMS text message must be sent after the first failed call attempt. See: SMS short messaging 

Service . 

2. For the first and second failed attempts, you must update PIPCS, entering the details in the notes field in the 

explanation record. If you attempt to contact a claimant by outbound telephone call and fail, a manual SMS text 

message must be sent if appropriate: 

• notify the claimant DWP has attempted to contact them  

• advise them when DWP will attempt to call them back  

Note: An SMS text message must be sent after the first failed call attempt - See Short Message Service (SMS). 

3. After a third failed attempt to contact the claimant, update PIPCS. You must: 

Step Action 

1  navigate to the appropriate case in PIPCS 

2 Awarded/Previously awarded 

select ‘Personal Independence Payment case’ (usually 5th line) Disallowed 

select ‘Personal Independence Payment Application’ (usually 3rd line)  

3  select the Dispute tab 

4  select explanation from the left hand menu 

5  select edit next to the current open explanation and complete the following fields: 

 Claimant Response – Not applicable  

 Conclusion – Failed to deliver explanation  

 Notes – (optional)  

 Explanation attempts failed – select if you’ve been unable to contact the claimant after the  

 third attempt  

6 make sure you have sent an SMS message to the claimant where applicable 



 

7  send a PIP.3013 to the claimant or appointee, explaining after three attempts, you were unable to  

 contact them to explain the decision 

8 update the communication record to record why PIP.3013 has been issued 

4. If you don’t make an explanation call, don’t complete an explanation record. 

5. You can edit any explanation with a status of Open. 

6. You can’t delete an explanation record, which has been concluded and has the status Closed. 

7. If there is a closed explanation record and an open reconsideration record, you will have to link before concluding 

the reconsideration - See: CM Edits the Explanation. 

8. The table below illustrates all the fields in the reconsideration screen and information held in the drop down menu. 

Explanation record fields 



 

Start Date (mandatory) – This field is auto populated with todays’ date and should not need to be amended 

Type: (mandatory) – You must select the most relevant from the following: 

 Disability Awarded  

 Disability Disallowed  

 Award Review Disability  

 FTA/FTC  

 Non Return of PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)  

 Lay Conditions  

 Overpayment  

 Payability  

Area (mandatory) – All the different descriptors are listed here and you should select the ones that the claimant 

wants explaining. At least one selection must be made for the explanation to be recorded: 

 Not Applicable  

 Start Date  

 Qualifying period  

 Prospective Test  

 Daily Living - preparing food  

 Daily Living - taking nutrition  

 Daily Living - managing therapy or monitoring a health condition  

 Daily Living – washing and bathing  

 Daily Living - managing toilet needs or incontinence  

 

 Daily Living - dressing and undressing  

 Daily Living – communicating verbally  

 Daily Living – reading and understanding signs, symbols and words  

 Daily Living – engaging with other people face to face  

 Daily Living - making budgeting decisions  

 Mobility - planning and following a journey  

 Mobility - moving around  

 Terminally ill Claimed and not satisfied  

 Length of Award  

 Review Date  

 Payability  

 Lay conditions  



 

 Failure to Comply  

 Late Reporting of a change in circumstances  

 Overpayment Recovery  

 Any areas that can’t be considered  

Claimant Response – This will be completed by the CM who provides the explanation: 

 Satisfied with Explanation  

 Not Satisfied with Explanation  

 Not known  

 Not applicable - selected where Failed to contact claimant  

Conclusion – This will be completed by the CM who provides the explanation: 

 Reconsideration Requested  

 Late Reconsideration Requested  

 No further action  

 Failed to deliver Explanation - selected where Failed to contact claimant  

Notes - Any other information the claimant has supplied that isn’t covered by the other fields should be recorded, for 

example, if reconsideration requested, the CM can add reasons given here Additional Information – You don’t need 

to make a selection for this field 

 Health Warning for Awards  

 Late Reconsideration Provisions  

 Time to request Reconsideration  

Further Action – You don’t need to make a selection for this field 

 Change in Circumstances – Admin update required  

 Change in Circumstances – Manage Change of Circumstance Award Review  

 Sending Further Evidence - See: Further Evidence  

 Sending further information checkbox – must be selected if the explanation has been saved and the status is 

‘Closed’  

 Explanation attempts failed – Selected if you’ve been unable to contact the claimant after 3 attempts  

 Save 

 

  



 

03 Registering Reconsideration 

How does the claimant apply for reconsideration 

1. If the claimant doesn’t agree with the decision and asks for a reconsideration of their decision, you must 

register a reconsideration. 

2. A claimant can request a reconsideration by letter, by telephone or during an explanation telephone call if they 

have requested an explanation. 

3. A third party can request a reconsideration on behalf of the claimant where authorised to do so. If appointee 

action isn’t indicated, the third party can represent the claimant if the claimant and third party give permission - See: 

PABs and Appointees Guide-New/Change of Representative.  

Reconsideration request is made over the phone  

1. If the request is made by phone, telephony agents should advise the claimant of how long they have to send in any 

additional information/evidence. 

2. The claimant doesn’t have to have new/additional information to request a Mandatory Reconsideration therefore 

the telephony agent should tell the claimant: 

'If you have additional information you want us to consider, you must get it to us within one month. We may be able to 

extend this deadline in certain circumstances. Please contact us as soon as you know you won’t be able get the 

information to us within one month'. 

3. Telephony agents should also tell the claimant how long it’s likely to take for them to get the Mandatory 

Reconsideration Notice from us: 

'We will look at our decision again as quickly as we can, but it takes a few weeks. We need to make sure we have all the 

information we need and give each case careful consideration. As a guide, you should hear from us within 10 weeks. 

We will send you a letter to tell you what we’ve decided and why. This is called a ‘Mandatory Reconsideration Notice’.” 

4. The telephony agent should advise the claimant: 

‘We will look at the decision again and the award can increase, decrease or stay the same’ 

What decision the claimant is disputing  

1. To check, which dispute type the reconsideration relates to, you must view, which type of notification letter was 

issued. 

2. To do this you must: 



 

Step Action  

1  navigate to 'Person Homepage' and select the 'Contacts tab' 

2  select the 'Communications' tab from the claimants Person case 

3  view which type of notification letter was issued to identify dispute type 

Dispute Type Notification Type 

Disability Awarded PIP.7001 New Claim disability decision 

PIP.7006 Reassessment Award 

Disability Disallowed PIP.7011 New Claim disability disallowed 

PIP.7016 Reassessment disallowed 

Award Review Disability PIP.7003 Award Review decision 

PIP.7013 Award Review disallowed 

PIP.7005 Award Review decision not to supersede 

FTA/FTC PIP.7004 – all claim types FTA or FTC 

Non return PIP2/AR1/PIP2(UI) PIP.7000 – New Claim Non return of PIP2 

PIP.7010 – Reassessment Non return PIP2 

PIP.7021 – Award Review or Change of Circumstances Non Return  

PIP2UI 

PIP.7041 – Award Reviews Non Return of AR1 (from 27th June) 

Lay Conditions PIP.7004 – all claim types 

PIP.7010 - Reassessment 

Overpayment Generic DWP Management 



 

Payability PIP.0420 – Generic PIP Payment Suspension and Termination 

AE see: AE Notifications 

3. It’s important to select the correct dispute type as this will determine, which reconsideration skill set tasks are 

routed to. 

Skill set Dispute type 

Reconsiderations 

New Claims 

Disability Awarded 

Disability Disallowed 

Reconsideration Award Review Award Review Disability 

Reconsideration Administrative Exercise   

(AE) 

Administrative Exercise  (AE) 

Reconsideration negative determinations FTA/FTC 

Non Return PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) 

Lay Conditions 

Overpayment 

Payability 

Subpages 

• Checking Reconsideration is within the time limits  

• Register a Reconsideration  

Checking Reconsideration is within the time limits 

1. A reconsideration must be requested within a month of the notification letter date. If not, reasons for lateness 

must be recorded in notes when registering the reconsideration. If a reconsideration is received outside the one 

month dispute period, you must complete the required field. 

Lateness 

2. If the Request Date is more than one calendar month after the decision notification was issued, the field in the 

reconsideration record is mandatory. For reconsiderations requests made outside of one month but within 13 

months of the decision letter being issued, select 'Lateness Accepted' from the dropdown and recorded reasons for 

lateness in the notes field when registering the reconsideration. 

  



 

Good Reason 

3. If the claimant hasn’t complied with the process (negative determination), contact them for good reasons and 

record it in the notes. 

Further Evidence 

4. You must record in notes: 

• if the claimant isn’t sending in FE, the tick box must be left blank in the reconsideration screen and recorded in 

the notes field 'Claimant not sending FE'  

• if the claimant is sending in FE, tick the sending further evidence tick box and record what type of evidence it is 

in notes. Once saved, PIPCS will set a timer task in the background to mature at 21 days - See: Negative Determination 

and Good Reason above  

Register a Reconsideration 

1. To register a reconsideration you’ll need to know the following information: 

• Requested Date – if the claimant requests reconsideration by phone, the requested date will be the date of 

the phone call. If the claimant requests reconsideration by letter it will be the date the letter arrived in Mail 

Opening Unit (MOU)  

2. You must check the date the reconsideration was requested against the date of the relevant decision to ensure 

claimant is within the dispute time: 

• Requested By  

• Dispute Type  

• Areas of dispute  

• Reasons for Lateness (if applicable)  

• Further evidence (if applicable)  

3. Whether the claimant has an ongoing entitlement to PIP or was disallowed, will determine where these events need 

to be registered within PIPCS. 

4. If the claimant is requesting a reconsideration against a decision where an award was made, you will register the 

reconsideration in the Benefit Delivery Case. 

5. If the claimant is requesting a reconsideration against a decision where an award was made, you will register the 

reconsideration in the Benefit Delivery Case 5th line in the search results. 

6. If the claimant wants a reconsideration against a disallowed new claim decision, you will need to access the 

Application case, you must: 

Step Action 



 

1 navigate to the Application Case homepage 

2 select the Disputes tab 

3 select Reconsideration from the list on the left hand side (LHS) 

4 check an open reconsideration hasn’t already been created and if not continue 

5 select 'New', the date field will default to todays’ date, you must modify to show the earliest identifiable date 

6 in the blank Dispute Type field from the drop-down menu (refer to the screen shot below), you must select the 

appropriate type: 

• Disability Disallowed  

 • FTA/FTC  

• Non Return of PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)  

• Lay Conditions  

• LEAP  

Note: Not all dispute types apply as they only relate to entitlement 

7 in the 'Requested By' field from the drop-down menu select Claimant 

8 in the 'Areas' field you will select one or more of the options that reflect the area or areas under dispute. You 

must record reasons why/what in notes 

9 if you are considering Lateness you must record the reasons in the notes field. See: Check reconsideration 

request is within the time limited 

10 if FE is to be sent check the tick box and record what type of evidence it is within notes or input no  

FE if not being sent 

11 if the claimant has requested written confirmation check the reconsideration acknowledgement box 

12 select Save 

7. Selecting the correct Dispute Type 

    



 

8. Claimant requests a reconsideration on an awarded case (5th line on search results) and for cases disallowed that 

were previously awarded, you must:  

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case 

2 access the Determination tab 

3 if an explanation recorded: 

• toggle Award  

• link and view any comments then select Determinations tab  

if no explanation select 'Determinations' tab 

Note: Enquiry Line/ Administrative Exercise (AE) don’t need to do this activity 

4 select Determinations History tab from the list on the Left hand Side (LHS) 

5 identify the determination to be reconsidered. This may not be the most recent determination due to uprating 

and other reasons 

Note: For AE please select the latest determination date (this date will not be the AE decision date) 

6 select the 'Action' button for the appropriate determination 

7 select 'New Reconsideration', the date field will default to todays’ date, you must modify to show the earliest 

identifiable date for example if reconsideration request received by letter 



 

8 in the blank Dispute Type field from the drop-down menu (refer to the screen shot above), you must select the 

appropriate type: 

• Disability Awarded  

• Disability Disallowed  

• Award Review Disability  

• FTA/FTC  

• Non Return of PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)  

• Lay Conditions  

• Overpayment  

• Payability  

• Administrative Exercise  

Note: You will never choose the dispute type Disability Disallowed when the claimant has entitlement 

9 in the Requested By field from the drop-down menu select Claimant 

10 in the Areas field you will select one or more of the options that reflect the area or areas under dispute. You 

must record reasons why/what in notes 

Note: The claimant doesn’t have to have a definite area for dispute in order for the reconsideration to take 

place, the reconsideration record requires this field to be completed 

However, it is good practice to gather as much information as possible at first point of contact to prevent 

another evidence gathering call later in the process 

11 if you are considering Lateness you must record the reasons in the notes field. See: Check reconsideration 

request is within the time limited 

Note: For AE if the latest determination date chosen (see above) is over one calendar month from the date the 

AE Mandatory Reconsideration is requested, tick lateness. 

12 if Further Evidence (FE) is to be sent check the tick box and record what type of evidence it is in notes or input 

no FE if not being sent 

13 if the claimant has requested written confirmation check the reconsideration acknowledgement box 

14 for AE  in the comments field add 'Recon request is of AE  decision made on --/--/-- see 'Notes' in  

‘Person Home Page’ 



 

15 select Save 

9. If there’s an explanation record on PIPCS, you must link it to the reconsideration. This action isn’t for Enquiry Line 

users. 

10. When a reconsideration is registered on PIPCS, a task Recon Registration Complete, further action required is 

generated and auto allocated to a Case Manager (CM) with the right reconsideration skill. 

11. If a reconsideration is created in PIPCS and concluded at the same time, then the system task won’t be 

generated. 

12. If a CM with a ‘reconsideration’ skill set registers a reconsideration in PIPCS, the system task won’t be 

generated. You must create a manual task. See: create a manual task 

Learning simulation – Register Reconsideration: Entitled  

Learning simulation – Register Reconsideration Following PIP Disallowance  

04 Reconsiderations on Disability and Award Reviews 

Introduction 

1. When a reconsideration is registered on PIPCS and saved without a conclusion reason a task ‘Recon registration 

complete - further action required’ is generated, even if the ‘Further Evidence’ check box is ticked. 

2. There are four Reconsideration Skill sets: 

Skill set Dispute type 

Reconsiderations • Disability Awarded  

• Disability Disallowed  

Reconsideration Award Review Award Review Disability - this could be awarded or disallowed 

Reconsideration negative determinations • FTA/FTC  

• Non Return PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2  

UI)  

• Lay Conditions  

• Overpayment  

• Payability  

See: Negative Determinations 



 

AE this could be any of the dispute types 

3. Whilst considering the reconsideration request: 

Step Action 

1 check reconsideration request is within the time limit. If no reasons for lateness have been recorded on PIPCS, 

enquiries and a decision on lateness must be taken. See: Lateness 

2 When inputting the decision, the Case Manager (CM) will check if a claimant has an appointee and where an 

appointee is in place: 

check for a review date on the relationship screen; and 

if there isn’t one they must manually set a review date on the edit relationship screen; or 

perform the appointee review if the review date has already been reached. 

See: Appointee review 

 

3 complete Outbound Reconsideration call (ORC) to discuss points of dispute and further evidence  

(FE) if you feel it would add value. See: Outbound Reconsideration Call 

Note: the current steer is that it is mandatory to call the claimant/ third party on all maintain/disallow decisions 

4 if further evidence hasn’t been received by 21 days the timer task will mature and a ‘Further  

Evidence not received task’ will mature. You must ring the claimant to see if FE has been sent 

5 review all documents and further evidence provided by the claimant and decide whether any descriptors need 

to be changed.See: Further Evidence 

Note: If a previous Disallowance or Negative determination has been maintained - See: Previous  

Disallowance decision Upheld 

6 if appropriate refer the case to the Assessment Provider (AP) following discussion with the team  

Quality Representative or Quality Coach (QC) 

Note: If you decide the referral to the AP is appropriate because the information provided by the claimant 

requires AP advice or FE; refer the case to the AP using ‘Request AP advice’ functionality with the current 

determination in Decision Assist. See:  Referring claim to AP   by QC  



 

7 on PIP Award Review cases decided without an AP referral and new evidence is received or new points raised, 

consideration must be given to whether an assessment or advice is needed from an  

AP 

Note: For Award Reviews cases, you can access AP advice through your Quality Coach (QC) 

8 To comply with a UT judgment all PIP reassessment cases where DLA medical evidence has not been considered, 

in determining a PIP claim, must be considered as part of the MR.  Case  

Managers should check notes on PIPCS and DRS to determine if DLA medical evidence has been considered. If 

DLA medical evidence has not been previously considered, the CM must obtain the  

DLA file and get the relevant medical evidence from the last DLA award. See: Records Storage   

Obtaining DLA medical evidence 

• Access RS Web and recall the claimant’s file. See RS Web User Manual  

• Defer the Recon Registration Complete, further action required task to wait for the file from storage  

• Update Notes in PIPCS that DLA file has been requested from storage  

• If RS Web shows that the DLA file has been destroyed, you must update Notes in PIPCS that the DLA file 

has been destroyed  

• When the DLA file is received, the relevant medical evidence from the last DLA decision  

  must be extracted from the file. See Reuse of DLA medical evidence  

 • Locally scan the DLA medical evidence into Document Repository Service (DRS) with  

Document Type of ‘Further Evidence’  

 • When the evidence is held in DRS, the original documents should be destroyed in line with the DPA, 

general retention principles. See: Managing customer records  

 • Return the file to storage via the DWP courier. See Courier Process  

 • Update Notes on PIPCS that DLA medical evidence is held  

Learning simulation – Register Reconsideration: Entitled 

Learning simulation - Register Reconsideration and Refer for AP Advice 

Learning simulation -  Complete Reconsideration after AP Advice received    

Previous Disallowance Decision Upheld 

1. If you uphold a previous disallowance or negative determination decision, you must check the status of the claim. If 

the status of the claim is showing as ‘submitted’ in PIPCS, you must re-input the previous decision before 

concluding. This will move the status of the claim from ‘submitted’ back to ‘decision made’. 



 

Note: The claim mustn’t be left in a ‘submitted’ state after the dispute has been concluded. 

2. After the dispute has been concluded you must: 

• reset good reason back to ‘no’  

• ensure all evidence has been applied  

• run and check eligibility  

• disallow the reconsideration  

See: Negative Determination re-opening new claim application  
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01 Complete Disability Decision 

Re-opening the Application on Disallowances 

1. The application will only be re-opened on disallowed cases if any action needs to be taken on the application, 

for example:  

• changing Residence & Presence (R&P) or foreign residency evidence and checking eligibility  

• making changes to the medical details evidence to accept good reason for the late return of PIP2/PIP2 (UI)/AR1 

or FTA  

• using the Modify Determination function  

2. If any of these apply, the application needs to be re-opened to allow PIPCS to take account of the changes, you 

must: 

Step Action 

1 select Application from the Person homepage 

2 select Benefits tab 



 

3 select Action button and Re-open 

3. The application will close again if the case is still disallowed after your action is complete. See: Award Reviews  

Modifying the determination  

  

1. The modify determination function is used when reconsidering a disability decision. This won’t be required if 

‘Request AP advice’ action has been taken within Decision Assist. 

2. You’ll modify the determination when you want to make changes to the descriptors but this also happens when you 

request advice from the AP. 

3. When modifying the determination, you will see the information recorded by the previous Case Manager (CM). 

4. The action you take will depend on each scenario. 

For each scenario see: 

• Award Reviews Recon – Disallowed to awarded    

• Award Reviews Recon -  Award maintained or increased  

For full details of the correct order for different Disputes types see: disallowance decision, allowancedecision or award 

reviews 

5. When you complete the new determination, you will be prompted to provide an effective date. If changing an 

effective date, you must provide a clear explanation within decision assist  as to why the effective date was 

selected.See: Effective dates and See: DMA 

Reasons for decision   

1. You must: 

• ensure the reasons are personalised and specific, to acknowledge how the claimant’s condition affects their 

ability to complete daily living and mobility activities  

• use the evidence and information provided by the claimant, the AP and other people involved with the 

claimant’s care  

• address inconsistencies and contradictions in the evidence  

• explain how the evidence supports the conclusions they’ve reached  



 

• base reasons on how they’ve interpreted the objective evidence focussing on functional ability, explaining 

difficulties and justifying their conclusions  

• use plain English and short sentences covering evidence and facts  

• avoid over-elaboration and repetition - See: Management and Quality Assurance Frameworks link  

2. Reasons must be focussed to address the points of dispute. Although you don’t have to refer to points that aren’t 

disputed. 

3. For Award Review cases - See: CM Assessment 

Note: If you change any descriptors or length of the award, you must record justification for the change(s) in Decision 

Assist Notes. 

See: Setting an award and awarding PIP for 10 years   

Change to Mobility component 

  

1. Before you can conclude the reconsideration, you must check if your outcome decision will affect the mobility 

component. 

  

2. If the enhanced rate of the mobility component has changed and the claimant originally had a MOTA agreement 

with DLA/PIP which was removed and enhanced mobility has been re-awarded you will need to contact the team: 

Motability Specialist team at Blackpool benefit centre. if a claimant originally had a MOTA agreement with DLA/PIP 

which was removed   

  

3. This is because they must be notified of any change affecting the claimant’s Motability agreement. This is to ensure 

they inform Motability Operations (Mops) when an existing enhanced rate of mobility component award is changed 

on revision that is: 

• disallowed  

• reduced or  

• increased  

the period of the award is varied or includes a period of non payability 

See:  New claim reaching relevant   Age  and see:  revision and supersessions when reached relevant   Age  

4. You will create a PIPCS high priority manual task, which is generated to the Motability Specialist team: 



 

Task Subject Task Type Task Allocation (Work Queue) Task  

Priority 

Deadline date 

NINO 

Action Required: PIP  

Award Changed 

Consider Mota  

Agreement 

Manual To 

do 

Blackpool Mota BC _MotaLiaison_Mota  

Agreement Team 1 

High 2 working days 

Recording the conclusion 

  

1. It’s important the correct conclusion is recorded in PIPCS to trigger the appropriate system notification, known as 

the Mandatory Reconsideration Notice (MRN). 

2. The decision and conclusion must be input on PIPCS on the same day to ensure the notification is issued on the day 

you make the decision. Two notifications will be issued to the claimant, as they’ll need to enclose one copy with any 

subsequent appeal request to Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunal Service (HMCTS). 

3. To record the conclusion, you will: 

Step  Action 

 

1 select: 

• Personal Independence Payment (line 5) if awarded or previously awarded or 

• line 3 if not ever awarded 

• Dispute tab 

2 identify the reconsideration 

3 select Edit 

4 record the ORC activity in Telephone Contact type and Contact subtype. 

Note: You must not record chasing activity for forms/evidence in this field.  

If not completed, you won’t be able to save the conclusion and an error message will display 



 

5 from the Conclusion drop down select the relevant conclusion options are: Reconsideration Withdrawn 

Notification Required  

where the claimant has withdrawn their request by letter so we acknowledge we actioned it 

Issue PIP.10002 or PIP.1002 if claimant needs additional support 

Note: these may need to be manually amended for Reconsiderations. Or PIP.0110 

Miscellaneous letter – manual completion with 

free text 

Reconsidered - New Decision Unchanged 

where the level of entitlement or period of award remain unchanged, for example, the descriptors changed 

but not the outcome. 

Issue PIP.7012 or PIP.7002 depending on the award Reconsidered – New 

Decision Changed  

where a new outcome decision (favourable or not) is given:  

If awarded issue PIP.7002 

 If disallowed issue PIP.7012 

Reconsidered – Decision Not revised  

where no changes are made or a non disability  decision hasn’t been revised Issue 

PIP.7015 Cannot Reconsider  

for example, where reasons for lateness aren’t accepted 

issue PIP.2500  

Reconsideration Withdrawn Notification Not Required  

where the claimant has withdrawn their request by phone so we don’t need an acknowledgement 



 

6 the Conclusion selected will generate text describing the decision you’ve made.  

Note: It’s important you conclude the outcome of the reconsideration before checking eligibility; if this isn’t 

done, the reconsideration will be ‘locked down’ and a conclusion can’t then be recorded. 

4. Completion of the comments field is optional. There is a 2000 character free text box, where you can add 

additional information specific to the reconsideration.  

02 Workaround for Reconsider and not revise decisions on PIPCS 

1. The PIP7015 cannot currently be produced, because it contains incorrect details: 

• decision dates  

• reasons for decision  

• CM name  

2. A work round has been developed which allows the system to produce either a PIP.7002 or PIP.7012, with the 

correct details on.  

3. This action will produce a PIP.7012 (disallowance) or a PIP.7002 (award) instead of a PIP7015. 

4.You must: 

Step  Action  

1 go to the ‘Evidence Summary’, 

2 select the ‘evidence’ tab 

3 select the ‘action’ button on the Right Hand Side (RHS) 

4 apply evidence changes 

5 edit the reconsideration record and record the conclusion 

Note: It’s important to record the conclusion before eligibility is run. Failure to do so will result in the 

reconsideration record being locked down and unable to record the conclusion. This applies to award cases 

only as disallowance cases can be reopened and eligibility run following that 

Note: When concluding a reconsideration of an award or disallowance, only use the two following notifications: 

• Reconsidered – New Decision changed; and  

• Reconsidered – New Decision unchanged  



 

6 select ‘save’ 

5. This action will produce a PIP.7012 (for disallowances) or a PIP.7002 (for awards), which correctly states decision 

dates, reasons and CM name - See: Notifications. 

03 Disability Disallowed 

1. A claim will be disallowed under disability if the claimant has failed to satisfy the disability conditions to Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP). This means the claimant has insufficient points to award PIP after the descriptors have 

been selected. 

Decision maintained for Disability Disallowed: 

A Printable version of this table is available for use as a desk aide. 

Nil - Maintained Nil on Reconsideration 

Step  Action 

1 from search results 

2 select Personal Independence Payment (line 3): 

• select Benefits tab  

• Action button on Personal Independence Payment line Right Hand Side (RHS)  

• select re-open  

• save  

3 return to search results 

4 select Decision Assist: 

• Determinations tab  

• select Action button (end of line)  

• select Modify determination (pop up box displays):                         

• Determination Reason – Reconsideration  

• Requested for – Claimant  

• save  

see: Feedback  



 

5 toggle Questionnaire tab: 

• Completing the questionnaire  

• Amending relevant descriptors  

• select Reasons tab and transfer over reasons for decision for both Mobility and Daily  

Living component and Save  

6 select Action button on RHS of reconsideration determination in progress:   

• select Complete determination:  

• enter effective date  

• confirm effective date  

save 

 

7 return to search results 

8 select Evidence summary: 

• Evidence tab  

• Action button (RHS)  

• apply the changes  

• select all  

• save  

9 return to search results 

10 select Personal Independence Payment (line 3): 

• select Dispute tab  

• select Reconsideration  

• Action button (RHS)  

• Edit  

• Ensure ORC activity is recorded in telephone contact type and subtype  

Conclusion field select: 

• Reconsideration New Decision Unchanged  

• save  

11 • select Eligibility checks tab  

• select Check Eligibility  

• tick box 'Yes'  



 

12 toggle new Eligibility line: 

• select Ineligible tab  

• select Action button  

• disallow  

13 return to search results 

14 select Person Homepage line 1: 

 • Contact tab  

• Communications (LHS)  

• PIP7012 notification should display immediately  

15 ensure all relevant tasks are closed in the task tab  

Decision changed (Awarded) on Disability Disallowed: 

A  Printable version  of this table is available for use as a desk aide. 

1. From 1 July 2019, if the claimant failed IDV at the initial claim stage and the original disallowance decision is changed 

following a MR and an award of benefit is made, the following warning will appear: 

  

  

2. No further follow up action is required if the user can use the available information to verify identity. 

3. If there was no previous award, you must contact the claimant as appropriate (by phone where appropriate or by 

sending form PIP.3033 using free text) to see if there were any changes affecting entitlement or payability, for 

example admission to hospital, care home or prison. A communication record must be created. If bank details have 

changed a task must be created for the case worker (CW) to input these details on PIPCS. 

Nil and Awarded on Reconsideration  



 

Step  Action 

1 from search results 

2 select Personal independence line (line 3): 

• select Benefits tab  

• Action button on Personal Independence Payment line  

• select Re-open  

 

 • save  

3 return to search results 

4 • select Decision Assist  

• Determinations tab  

• toggle Reconsideration in progress line  

• select Action button (end of line)  

see: Feedback  

5 toggle Questionnaire tab: 

• completing the questionnaire  

• amending relevant descriptors  

• select Reasons tab and transfer over reasons for decision for both Mobility and Daily Living 

component  

• Save  

6 select Action button within the line (RHS): 

• select Complete determination  

• enter effective date  

• confirm effective date  

• save  

7 return to search results 



 

8 select Evidence summary: 

• Evidence tab  

• Action button (RHS)  

• apply evidence changes  

• select all  

• save  

9 return to search results 

10 Select Personal independence Payment (line 3): 

• select Dispute tab  

• Reconsideration  

• Action button (RHS)  

• edit  

 ensure ORC activity is recorded in telephone contact type and subtype Conclusion Left Hand 

Side (LHS) field select: 

• Reconsideration New Decision Changed  

• On RHS conclusion subtype  

• Options are:  

• Change on new evidence or   

• Different conclusion on same evidence  

Save 

11 select Eligibility checks tab: 

• select Check Eligibility  

• tick box yes  

• refresh search results to see if approved or submitted. If submitted you will need a manager to clear 

approval  



 

12 toggle new Eligibility Line: 

• select Eligible tab  

• select action button  

• award  

• next   

• insert award end date   

• insert award review date  

• next  

• save  

13 return to search results and refresh 

14 select Personal Independence Payment (line 5): 

• select large Action button (top RHS)  

• submit for approval  

• click refresh RHS  

• Select large action button on RHS  

• Select activate case  

15 Notification and payment will be issued overnight 

16 ensure all relevant tasks are closed in the task tab 

Learning simulation – End to End Reconsideration 

04 Disability Allowed 

Disability Awarded  

1. A claimant may request a reconsideration on the current award of Personal Independence Payment (PIP). 

Decision maintained Disability Awarded: 

A printable version of this table is available for use as a desk aide.  

Award – Maintained on Reconsideration 

Step  Action  

1 from search results 



 

2 select Decision Assist 

• Determinations tab  

• select Action button (end of line)  

• Select Modify determination (pop up box displays)                         

• Determination reason – Reconsideration  

• Requested for – Claimant  

• Save  

see: Feedback  

3 toggle Questionnaire tab: 

• complete the questionnaire  

• amend relevant descriptors  

• select Reasons tab and input your decision for both Mobility and Daily Living component  

• Save  

4 complete Determination 

5 return to search results 

6 select Evidence Summary: 

• select Evidence tab  

• Action button Right Hand Side (RHS)  

• apply evidence changes  

 • select all  

• Save  

Note: If point 6 isn’t completed fully the following task type will be generated "Evidence Outstanding NINO 

Assessment Determination Evidence” 2-3 days later and routed to the original Case Manager requiring urgent 

action to rectify. 

7 return to search results 

8 select Action button on top RHS and check Eligibility 



 

9 select Personal Independence Payment (line 5): 

• Dispute tab  

• Reconsideration  

• Action button (RHS)  

• Edit  

• Ensure Outbound Reconsideration Call (ORC) activity is recorded in telephone contact type and subtype  

• Conclusion field select:  

• Reconsideration – New Decision Unchanged  

• Save  

10. return to search results 

11. select Person homepage (line 1): 

• Contact tab  

• Communications Left Hand Side (LHS)  

• PIP.7002 should display immediately  

12 ensure all relevant tasks are closed in the task tab  

Learning simulation - Reconsideration following Award No Change 

Decision changed (Increased) on Disability Awarded: 

A Printable version of this table is available for use as a desk aide. 

Award – Increased on Reconsideration 

Step  Action  

1 from search results 

2 Consider whether review and end dates need amending. If so go into PIP line 5 : 

 



 

 • select Action button top Left Hand Side (LHS) 

• select Edit 

• amend end date 

• save 

• amend award review date and end date if appropriate 

3 select Decision Assist: 

• Determinations tab  

• select Action button (end of line)  

• select Modify determination (pop up box displays)                         

• Determination reason – Reconsideration  

• Requested for – Claimant  

• save  

see: Feedback 

4 select Questionnaire tab: 

• complete the questionnaire and amend the relevant descriptors  

• select Reasons tab and input your decision for both Mobility and Daily Living component • save  

5 select Action button Right Hand Side (RHS) of reconsideration determination in progress: 

• select Complete determination  

• enter effective date  

• confirm effective date  

• save  

6 return to search results 



 

7 select Evidence summary: 

• Evidence tab  

• Action button (RHS)  

• apply evidence changes  

• select all  

• save  

 

 Note: If point 6 isn’t completed fully, the following task type will be generated 'Evidence  

Outstanding NINO Assessment Determination Evidence' 2-3 days later and routed to the original  

Case Manager requiring urgent action to rectify 

8 return to search results 

9 select Personal Independence Payment (line 5): 

• Dispute tab  

• Reconsideration  

• Action button (RHS)  

• edit  

• ensure Outbound Reconsideration Call (ORC) activity is recorded in telephone contact type and subtype  

Conclusion field select: 

• Reconsideration New Decision Changed  

• On RHS conclusion subtype  

• Options are:  

• Change on new evidence Or  

• Different conclusion on same evidence  

• Save  

10 return to search results and select Payment Correction line if appropriate (this is created when increasing a 

component only, not when paying a component for the 1st time) 



 

11 check amounts paying (you can check the amount in Personal Independence Payment 5th line, Financials’ tab 

on the LHS). 

Once payment confirmed as correct, return to search results and select the payment correction scree in (line 6): 

• Action button (top RHS)  

• submit for approval  

• Yes  

Note: Consider Debt Management action in CIS (Searchlight) and take appropriate action 

12 refresh search results to see if approved or submitted. If submitted you will need a manager to clear approval 

13 notification and payment will be issued overnight 

14 ensure all relevant tasks are closed in the task tab 

  

Decision changed (Decreased) on Disability Awarded: 

A Printable version of this table is available for use as a desk aide. 

Award – Decreased on Reconsideration 

Step  Action 

1 from search results 

2 select Decision Assist: 

• Determinations tab  

• select Action button (end of line)  

• select Modify determination (pop up box displays)                         

• Determination reason – Reconsideration  

• Requested for – Claimant  

• save  

see: Feedback 

3 Toggle Questionnaire tab: 

• complete the questionnaire and amend the relevant descriptors  

• select Reasons tab and input your decision for both Mobility and Daily Living component  



 

4 select Action button Right Hand Side (RHS) on in progress determination: 

• select Complete determination  

• enter effective date  

• confirm effective date  

• save  

5 return to search results 

6 select Evidence summary: 

• Evidence tab  

• Action button (RHS)  

• apply evidence changes  

• select all  

• save  

 

 Note: If point 6 isn’t completed fully, the following task type will be generated 'Evidence  

Outstanding NINO Assessment Determination Evidence' 2-3 days later and routed to the original  

Case Manager requiring urgent action to rectify 

7 return to search results 

8 select Action button on top RHS and check Eligibility 



 

9 Select Personal Independence Payment (line 5): 

• select Dispute tab  

• Reconsideration  

• Action button (RHS)  

• edit  

• ensure Outbound Reconsideration Call (ORC) activity is recorded in telephone contact type and 

subtype  

Conclusion field select: 

• Reconsideration New Decision Changed 

• On  (RHS) conclusion subtype 

• Options are: 

• Change on new evidence Or  

• Different conclusion on same evidence 

• Save 

10 refresh search results and select Payment Correction line, if appropriate 

11 check overpayment amount (you can check the amount in the PIP, 5th line, Financials’ tab then Over and 

Underpayments’ tab on LHS): 

• Action button (top RHS)  

• submit for approval  

• Yes  

12 notification will be issued overnight 

13 ensure all relevant tasks are closed in the task tab 

14 create a task for Case Worker (CW): 

• include reason for overpayment  



 

 • category (in this case other)  

• record dates and amount of overpayment  

• copy notes into Homepage notes  

Note: If claimant has a MOTA agreement and the enhanced rate of mobility has been reduced or revoked, take 

appropriate action to inform the Motability Specialist Team 

Decision changed (Disallowed) on Disability Awarded: 

A Printable version of this table is available for use as a desk aide. 

Award – Nil  on Reconsideration 

Step  Action 

1 from search results 

2 select Decision Assist: 

• Determinations tab  

• select Action button (end of line)  

• select Modify determination (pop up box displays)                         

• Determination Reason – Reconsideration  

• Requested for – Claimant  

• save  

see: Feedback 

3 toggle Questionnaire tab: 

• complete the questionnaire  

• amend relevant descriptors  

• select Reasons tab and input your decision for both Mobility and Daily Living component  

4 select action button within the line: 

• select Complete determination  

• enter effective date  

• confirm effective date  

• save  

5 return to search results 



 

6 Evidence summary: • select 

Evidence tab  

 

 • Action button Right Hand Side (RHS)  

• apply evidence changes  

• select all  

• save  

Note: If point 6 isn’t completed fully, the following task type will be generated 'Evidence  

Outstanding NINO Assessment Determination Evidence' 2-3 days later and routed to the original Case Manager 

requiring urgent action to rectify. 

7 return to search results 

8 select Action buttons on top RHS and check Eligibility 

9 select Personal Independence Payment (line 5): 

• Dispute tab  

• Reconsideration  

• Action button (RHS)  

• edit  

• ensure Outbound Reconsideration Call (ORC) activity is recorded in telephone contact type and subtype  

Conclusion field select: 

• Reconsideration New Decision Changed  

• save  

10 return to search results and refresh to show payment correction line for Overpayment if appropriate 

11 select Payment Correction line: 

• Action button  

• approve  

12 ensure all relevant tasks are closed in the task tab 



 

13 create a task for Case Worker (CW): 

• include reason for overpayment  

• category (in this case other)  

• record dates and amount of overpayment  

• copy notes into Homepage notes  

Note: if claimant has a MOTA agreement and the enhanced rate of mobility has been revoked,  

 take appropriate action to inform the Motability Specialist Team 

  

05 Award Reviews  

1. An Award Review is where the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) decides to look again at an existing 

award at a pre-determined date, to decide if it needs to be amended or changed, prior to the end of award date. 

2. A Change of Circumstances (CofC) Award Review, is where review action is taken by DWP in response to a 

communication from the claimant, usually reporting a change of needs. 

3. The action in the tables below is for Award Reviews and Change of Circumstances Award Reviews cases. 

Decision changed (Disallowed to Allowed) for Award Reviews Disability: 

A   Printable version  of this table is available for use as a desk aide. 

Award Reviews Recon – Disallowed to Allow 

Step  Action  

1 from search results 



 

2 if Personal Independence Payment Line (line 5) shows as: 

• Closed; or   

• Pending Closure  

the case needs to be Reactivated by team leader using the intervention effective date as Date of Reactivation 

When this is complete: 

• select Action button top Right Hand Side (RHS)  

• select Edit  

• amend end date  

• save  

• amend award review date and end date if appropriate 

3 return to search results 

4 select Decision Assist: 

• Determinations Tab  

• toggle Reconsideration in progress line  

 

 • select Action button (end of line)  

5 toggle Questionnaire tab: 

• complete the Questionnaire  

• amend relevant descriptors  

• select reasons tab and input your decision for both Mobility and Daily Living component  

• save  

6 select Action button within the line: 

• select complete determination  

• enter effective date  

• confirm effective date  

• save  

7 return to search results 



 

8 select Evidence Summary: 

• Evidence tab  

• Action button Right Hand Side (RHS)  

• apply evidence changes  

• select all  

• save  

9 select Administration tab within (line 5): 

• select Manual Eligibility Check LHS  

• select Check Eligibility RHS  

• save  

make sure the eligibility is at the right rate and goes up to correct end date 

10 

  

  

  

return to search results and select Personal Independence Payment line 5 

Select Disputes tab from within (line 5) 

• Reconsideration  

• select Action button (top RHS)  

• edit  

• ensure Recon Contact type and subtype is recorded, the usual types are:   

Yes for Telephone Contact 

• discuss FME is ticked  



 

 • discuss Good Reason is ticked  

No for Letter Contact 

• all evidence and points of issue identified is ticked    No for when no contact is required/made  

Conclusion field select: 

• reconsideration New Decision changed/unchanged (as appropriate) • untick sending further 

evidence (if appropriate)  

• save  

• select large Action button (top RHS)  

• select Check Eligibility  

• tick box Yes  

11 select Disputes tab from within (line 5): 

• Reconsideration  

• Action button  

• edit  

• ensure Outbound Reconsideration Call (ORC) activity is recorded in telephone contact type and 

subtype  

Conclusion field select: 

• Reconsideration New Decision Changed  

12 • select large Action button (top RHS)  

• submit for approval  

• refresh search results to see if approved or submitted. If submitted you will need a manager to clear 

approval  

• select action button and activate case 

13 notification and payment will be issued over night 

14 ensure all relevant tasks are closed in the task tab 

Decision changed (Maintained or increased) for Award Reviews Disability if in payment/ not in 

payment: 

A   Printable version  of this table is available for use as a desk aide. 



 

Award Reviews Recon – Award maintained or increased 

 

Step  Action  

1 from search results 

2 select Personal Independence Payment Line (line 5) or if claimant has a PAB select Personal Independence 

Payment Line (line 6): 

• select Action button top Right Hand Side (RHS)  

• select Edit  

• amend award review date and end date if appropriate  

• save  

3 return to search results 

4 select Decision Assist: 

• Determinations tab  

• toggle Reconsideration in progress line  

• select Action button (end of line)  

5 toggle Questionnaire tab: 

• complete the Questionnaire  

• amend relevant descriptors  

• select Reasons tab and input your decision for both Mobility and Daily Living component • save  

6 select Action button within the line: 

• select Complete determination  

• enter effective date  

• confirm effective date  

• save  

7 return to search results 



 

8 select Evidence Summary: 

• Evidence tab  

• Action button (RHS)  

• apply evidence changes  

• select all  

• save  

9 select Action buttons on top RHS and check Eligibility 

 

10 select Disputes tab from within (line 5): 

• Reconsideration  

• select Action button (top RHS)  

• edit  

ensure Recon Contact type and subtype is recorded, the usual types are: 

Yes for Telephone Contact: 

• discuss FME is ticked  

• discuss Good Reason is ticked  

No for Letter Contact: 

• all evidence and points of issue identified is ticked              No for when no contact is 

required/made Conclusion field select: 

• Reconsideration New Decision changed/unchanged (as appropriate) • untick sending further 

evidence (if appropriate)  

• save  

• select large Action button (top RHS)  

• select Check Eligibility  

• tick box Yes    



 

11 Either: 

• select large Action button (top RHS)  

• submit for approval  

• yes  

or , if Submit for Approval not available: 

• return to search results  

• select Payment Correction line if appropriate (this is created when increasing a component only, not 

when paying a component for the first time)  

12 Check amounts paying (you can check the amount in Personal Independence Payment case 5th line, Financials’ 

tab on the (LHS) once payment confirmed as correct return to search results: 

• select the payment correction screen in line 6  

• Action button (top RHS)  

 • submit for approval  

• Yes  

• refresh search results to see if approved or submitted. If submitted, you will need a manager to clear 

approval 

Note: Consider Debt Management action in CIS (Searchlight) and take appropriate action 

13 notification and payment will be issued over night 

14 Select Person Homepage (line1) Contents tab: 

• communications  

• PIP.7002 notification should display immediately  

Tasks Tab: 

• associate and close All tasks  

  

   



 

06 Payments  

1. Following reconsideration action the following may apply: 

• payment in arrears – when a component has been awarded for the first time, these arrears will generate 

overnight and will appear on PIPCS the next day  

• payment correction case overpaid or underpaid for example, where one or both components awarded are 

subsequently changed at reconsideration-  

• Always refresh the page   

• combination of both – for example, where nil mobility and standard daily living becomes standard mobility 

(arrears due) and enhanced daily living (payment correction case underpaid) on reconsideration 

   

2. You must check the payments and to follow Managing PIP Payments to ensure the claimant receives the correct 

amounts. 

05 Reconsideration Negative Determination 

Introduction 

1. A negative determination can be made at several points in the PIP journey. A negative determination is a 

disallowance, if the claimant fails to comply with the PIP process. 

2. New claims staff have the skill set Reconsideration negative determinations, which allows for the correct activity to 

route automatically to them: 

Dispute type Details 

Non return PIP2/AR1/AR1  

UI (Formerly known as  

PIP2 UI) 

Where the 40 day timer matures, no extension has been granted, the PIP2/AR1 UI 

(Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1 has not been returned and no additional support is 

identified, a negative determination is given and a disallowance PIP.7000 is issued. 

Fail to attend/Fail to comply 

(FTA/FTC) 

If the claimant was disallowed because they FTA/FTC a medical assessment and has since 

provided reasons why, this is treated as a reconsideration application. 

Lay conditions A request for a reconsideration is received and the previous decision was a disallowance 

on lay rules. 

Overpayment An overpayment reconsideration is received, and the previous decision resulted in a 

recoverable overpayment including any associated Civil Penalty. 



 

Payability A request for a reconsideration is received on a payability decision. 

Failure to supply information Further information was not received 

PIP2 

The PIP2 'How your disability affects you' form gathers information for a new claim to PIP. 

AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) 

The AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) How your disability affects you form is used for Change of Circumstances 

Award Review cases. 

AR1 

The AR1 How your disability affects you form is used for Award Review cases. 

  

Before proceeding with the Reconsideration 

3. See: Before proceeding with the Reconsideration.  

Subpages 

• New Claims  

• Reassessments  

• Award Reviews and Change of Circumstances Reviews  

• Overpayment  

New Claims  

PIP2 not returned 

1. If the PIP2 isn’t returned within the agreed period (or any agreed extended period) and there is no indication of 

additional support, PIPCS automatically disallows the claim and creates a negative determination decision in PIPCS. 

2. If a PIP2 is received after PIPCS has automatically disallowed the claim, the receipt of the PIP2 is treated as a request 

for a reconsideration. 

3. If the claimant requests a reconsideration and no PIP2 is held, contact the claimant to find out if they’ve returned 

the form. 

4. If the claimant confirms they’ve returned the PIP2 but this isn’t showing on PIPCS, create a ‘To Do’ task for the 

Workflow Team (WfT) to ask them to locate the form and attach it to the Person record. 



 

5. If the claimant hasn’t returned the form and requests a duplicate, issue a further PIP2 and PIP.3033 asking the 

claimant to return the form as soon as possible and provide reasons for lateness. Create a manual ‘To Do’ task to 

mature at 19 days to monitor the return of the form. 

6. When the PIP2 is received and good reason has been accepted, continue with the case as normal. 

Failure to Attend/Failure to Comply 

See: Failure to Attend (FTA) - Reconsiderations and also – See: Failure to Comply (FTC) - Reconsiderations. 

Good reason not accepted 

7. If good reason or lateness isn’t accepted: 

Step Action 

1  edit the reconsideration 

2  record a conclusion of ‘Cannot reconsider’ 

3  select ‘save’ 

4 issue manual notification PIP.7024 

5 upload a copy of the notification to DRS 

  

6 create a communication record to record PIP.7024 being issued - See: Creating a communication record 

New Claim Negative Determination Reconsideration Good Reason Accepted –  

PIPCS actions 

Reconsideration on New Claim FTA/FTC or PIP2 

8. When you receive 'Reconsideration Registration Complete further action required task', you will need to reopen a 

new claim application, once  the PIP2 has been received and either 'lateness' or ‘good reason’ has been accepted. 

9. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1  navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 



 

2  select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3  select the Action button and select ‘Re-open’ 

4  select ‘Save’ 

5  select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and select on the ‘Action’ button 

6 on the ‘Failure to supply information’ section, amend the ‘Part 2 Not Returned’ or ‘Failure to supply Requested 

Information – Good Reason Accepted’ marker to ‘Yes’. 

at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box, provide details why ‘good reason; was accepted for 

example, Claimant was in hospital and date DLA entitlement was reinstated from. include any other details 

which may help the AP to schedule the assessment. For example: 

if you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate or; 

claimant circumstances that might cause FTA for example: 

• If the claimant is in hospital  

• in prison  

• changed address  

 Note: Consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS – See: 13-payability 

7 save and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

8  stay within the ‘contact’ tab - ‘Notes’ and input new note -  

'Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled.' 

Following assessment determination notification PIP.7001 or PIP.7011 must be issued giving reconsideration 

rights. 

9  close all associated tasks. The reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

10  issue a PIP8020 notification, as appropriate - See: Notifications table 

11 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: To upload instructions 



 

12 create communication record - See: Creating-communication-record – to record a PIP8020 notification has 

been issued 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant does not have dispute rights against the 

negative determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘good reason’ 

10. If the claim has been reopened due to the PIP2 being received and/or 'good reason' accepted: 

Step Action 

1  stay on the Application line and select ‘Actions’ button in the top right hand corner 

2  select ‘New Assessment’ and insert original Date Of Claim 

3  select ‘Save’. This will create the Decision Assist line 

4  enter the Decision Assist line and select ‘Tasks’ 

5 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

11. Negative Determination reconsideration and appeal notifications: 

PIP8020 New Claim Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8021 Reassessment Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by  

CM 

PIP8024 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8025 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8028 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

PIP8029 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

Reconsideration request following disallowance on Lay Rules 

12. When a request for a reconsideration is received and the previous decision was a disallowance on lay rules, you 

will need to consider whether the claimant has provided information that changes the evidence held before 

checking eligibility. 

13. Examples include: 

 claimant now accepted as being habitually resident in the UK  



 

 a period of foreign residency now accepted as temporary  

 a period of foreign residency was recorded incorrectly  

14. When you receive 'Reconsideration Registration Complete further action required task' and ‘good reason’ is 

accepted, you must: 

Step Action 

1  navigate to the ‘Evidence’ tab on Application Home page 

2 select appropriate evidence to be edited 

3  toggle on the left hand side 

4  select the ‘Action’ button on right hand side 

5  elect ‘Edit’ 

6  enter ‘Received date’ 

7  enter the appropriate ‘Change Reason’ 

8  enter the ‘Effective Date of Change’ 

Note: You must ensure you use the correct ‘change effective from date’ to make any changes. This will usually 

be the date of claim, but could be something else, for example where a change occurred between the claim 

and the decision dates 

9  make any amendments to the evidence held as required 

10  select ‘Save’ 

11 then complete Step and Action at paragraph 13 

15. If the reconsideration is about a lay disallowance exportability decision, the case must be reassigned to the 

Exportability Team - See: how to transfer a case to the Exportability team. 

16. If changes to evidence mean the claimant is now eligible, it’s necessary to reopen the case and use the ‘check 

eligibility’ function from the PIP application case, to issue the PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) and on 

return refer to the AP for an assessment. 

17. For Award Reviews, issue an AR1 clerically and create a planned intervention. Make the claim 'live' and reactivate 

the claimant’s payment. A new planned intervention can now be created. 



 

18. If you are unsure whether the changes you made mean the case is now eligible, ‘check eligibility’ -See:  

Clerical notifications. 

Reassessments  

Introduction 

1. A reassessment of DLA to PIP will be administered exactly the same as a PIP new claim, however there may be 

additional DLA actions - See: Reassessment Reconsideration event registered. 

PIP2 Not Returned 

2. If the claimant requests a reconsideration and no PIP2 is held, contact the claimant to find out if they’ve returned 

the form. 

3. If the claimant confirms they’ve returned the PIP2 but this isn’t showing on PIPCS, create a ‘To Do’ task for the 

Workflow Team (WfT) to ask them to locate the form and attach it to the Person record. 

4. If the claimant hasn’t returned the form and requests a duplicate, issue a further PIP2 and PIP.3033 asking the 

claimant to return the form as soon as possible and provide reasons for lateness. Create a manual ‘To Do’ task to 

mature at 19 days to monitor the return of the form. 

5. When the PIP2 is received and good reason has been accepted, continue with the case as normal. 

6. If 'good reason' or 'lateness' isn’t accepted: 

Step Action 

1 edit the reconsideration 

2 record a conclusion of ‘Cannot reconsider’ 

3 select ‘save’ 

4 issue manual notification PIP.7024 

5 upload a copy of the notification to DRS 

6 create a communication record to record PIP.7024 being issued - See: Create a Communications record 

Reassessment Negative Determination Reconsideration Good Reason  

Accepted – PIPCS and DLACS actions 

  



 

7. You must check the DLA entitlement to establish: 

Step Action 

1 open DLACS and go to DA500. In the ‘enquire from’ field input the ‘claim effective date’, and input a ‘Y’ in the 

‘entitlement’ field. Select ‘enter’ to establish current ‘M’ and ‘C’ codes. 

2 if DLA entitlement has end reason codes M67 and C67 go to step and action - See: DLA entitlement has 

automatically terminated below 

3 if DLA ends with any other M and C codes go to step and action - See: DLA entitlement has not automatically 

terminated 

4 if DLA record has archived go to step and action - See: DLA archived 

DLA Entitlement has automatically terminated 

  

8. If DLA entitlement has been terminated with entitlement codes M67 and C67, this shows that the automated data 

exchange, instigated following the negative determination, was successful. The CM will: 

Step Action 

1 in DLACS access dialogue DA94 register event 26 the receipt date is date the reconsideration was requested 

2 suppress acknowledgement and no change letter fields with a Y 

3 select ‘end’. 

4 access DA115 in ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

5 DLACS will display the ‘Maintain Reasons for Decision’ screen 

6 input the Reasons for Decision using free text - 'DLA re-instated consequent on the OM decision' 

7 access DA091 in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

8 select ‘End’ to update and secure the reasons 

9 check for payability codes held prior to entitlement being terminated – See: DLA payability 



 

10 check DA515 for a previous MOTA agreement that ended as a result of the negative determination 

Note: The 'Termination' code will be ‘A12’ and the termination date will match the 2 week run on date. If there 

was a previous MOTA agreement, Provide the NINO and input ‘DLA reinstated’ in the subject heading of the 

email. MOTA Specialist team will deal with the agreement and any payments generated to Motability 

9. To reinstate DLA entitlement, the ‘Super User’ must: 

• reinstate entitlement to DLA  

• amend the RI held in DA91  

10. The amended RI will be the appropriate one in the 20 series or for Voluntary Reassessment cases, it will be 15 –8-

reassessment-indicators-and-special-interest-markers. 

Note: If payability codes were held prior to termination of DLA entitlement, you must include these details in the email 

to super user, for example, claimant in hospital from xx/xx/xx ensure P61 input from xx/xx/xx. 

11. The Super User will:  

Step Action 

1 in DLACS access dialogue DA091 ‘Pick List’ screen 

2 insert ‘Y’ into ‘About You’ field 

3 amend the Reassessment Indicator (RI) back to the appropriate RI in the ‘20’ series or 15 if it was a  

‘Voluntary Reassessment’ case 

4 select ‘End’ 

5 access DLACS dialogue DA91 select ‘Pick List’ screen 

Input the ‘Change Effective Date’ 

Note: If the previous DLA award was an indefinite award, this is the date DLA was terminated. If the DLA award 

was limited, this is the start date of the previous DLA award 

6 input ‘Y’ in ‘Entitlement Date’ field and ‘Evidence used’ field press ‘enter’ 

7 DLACS will display ‘Evidence Used’ screen 

8 enter ‘02’ in the ‘Evidence Code’ used for the decision and input ‘Y’ in the ‘claim form’ field. Then select 'Enter' 



 

9 enter ‘A’ to amend the ‘Action’ field of the penultimate line 

10 if the previous DLA award was indefinite remove the ‘to date’, input a Y in the indefinite period field and change 

the M and C codes to the appropriate indefinite codes. If the previous DLA award was limited enter the ‘to date’ 

of the previous award 

Note: If there are less than 8 weeks left on the DLA award consider extending - See: Extending  

DLA 

11 input D in the action field of the second line to delete the disallowance codes, M and C67 

12 access DA200 

13 enter ‘Decision date’ – this will be the date of the decision 

14 enter ‘02’ in ‘decision type’ and ‘N’ into ‘decision notification type’ 

15 select ‘F15’ to update 

16 select ‘End’ 

Note: If CM has reported payability, the super user will ensure the appropriate P codes are held on  

DLACS 

12. The CM will complete payment action on DLACS, the action on PIPCS below and issue the appropriate notification. 

13. The CM will check the claimant’s bank details in DA502 and DA500 against the bank details held on  

PIPCS and amend if necessary, then release DLA arrears 

Note: Where bank details are not held in PIPCS, you mustn’t use the DLA bank details without first confirming with the 

claimant - See:  Amending BACS details on DLACS. 

Step Action 

1 enter NINO and ‘DA105 Method of payment’ screen in the next dialogue field 

2 select ‘enter’ and DLACS will display the payment details screen 

3 enter ‘Y’ in ‘do you accept payment details shown’ and select ‘End’ 

4 access DA94 

5 select ‘End’ - DLACS will then display dialogue ‘DA94 Event Maintenance’ screen 



 

6 input ‘C’ to clear the event 26 

7 input todays date in ‘decision made’ field 

8 input Y in supress acknowledgement field 

9 input ‘02’ in the evidence code field 

10 input ‘Y19’ in the outcome code field and select 'End' 

11 access DA110 and note: – ‘DLA reinstated ‘good reason’ accepted – PIP8021 issued’ - See:  

Notifications table below 

12 select ‘End’ 

13 check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835, you will not be able to delete it. You must email the DEX. Provide the 

claimants name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or CC0834. Use the email subject heading 

‘Official Sensitive -  

DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 

14. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the Action button and select ‘Re-open’ 

4 select ‘Save’ 

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and select the ‘Action’ button 



 

6 on the ‘Failure to supply information’ section, amend the ‘Part 2 Not Returned’ or ‘Failure to supply Requested 

Information – Good Reason Accepted’ marker to ‘Yes’ 

at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box, provide details why ‘good reason; was accepted, for 

example, Claimant was in hospital and date DLA entitlement was reinstated from 

include any other details which may help the AP to schedule the assessment. For example: 

if you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate or; 

claimant circumstances that might cause FTA for example: 

• If the claimant is in hospital  

• in prison  

• changed address  

Note: Consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS – See: 13-payability 

7 save and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

8 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

and check that the verified box is ‘ticked’ 

if this field is blank check the verified box and apply the DLA other benefits evidence. Then supress the PIP7010 

that will be automatically generated by PIPCS 

Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’ DLA other benefits 

evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is ready for a decision 

9 within the ‘person home page’ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

Note: If the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘Edit’ button and change the SI to the appropriate 

submitted status - See: SI markers 

10 stay within the ‘contact’ tab - ‘Notes’ and input new note: 

'Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. DLA 

reinstated from xx/xx/xx.' Following assessment determination, a 4 week run must be applied, DLA other 

benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must be manually notified using the appropriate 

notification - PIP7006 (award) or 7016 (disallow) 

11 close all associated tasks. The reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 



 

12 issue a PIP8021 notification 

13 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: Upload instructions 

14 create communication record - See: Creating-communication-record – to record a PIP8021 notification has been 

issued 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant does not have dispute rights against the 

negative determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘good reason’ 

15 the reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

15. If the claim has been reopened due to the PIP2 being received and/or 'good reason' accepted: 

Step Action 

1 stay on the Application line and select ‘Actions’ button in the top right hand corner 

2 select ‘New Assessment’ and insert original Date Of Claim 

3 select ‘Save’. This will create the Decision Assist line 

4 enter the Decision Assist line and select ‘Tasks’ 

5 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number  

 the claim is allocated to) 

DLA Entitlement has not automatically terminated  

  

16. If DLA entitlement ends with any entitlement M or C code, other than 67 or entitlement remains indefinite, then 

the automated exchange, instigated at negative determination failed. 

17. In DLACS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 if DLA entitlement is due to end in the next 8 weeks consider extending DLA entitlement - See:  

Extend DLA 



 

2 check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835, you will not be able to delete it. You must email the DEX 

. Provide the claimants name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or CC0834. Use the email 

subject heading ‘Official Sensitive -  

DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 

  

18. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the ‘Action’ button and select ‘Reopen’ 

4 select save 

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 

6 on the ‘Failure to Supply Information’ section, amend the ‘Part 2 Not Returned’ or ‘Failure to  

Supply Requested Information – Good Reason Accepted’ marker to ‘Yes’ as appropriate.  

7 at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box provide details why ‘good reason’ was accepted, for example, 

claimant was in hospital 

include any other details which may help the AP to schedule the assessment. For example: 

 

 if you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate or; 

claimant circumstances that might cause FTA for example: 

• If the claimant is in hospital  

• in prison  

• changed address  

Note: consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS - See: Payability 



 

8 save the changes and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

9 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

input a ‘tick’ in the verified box and save and apply the DLA other benefits evidence. Then supress the PIP7010 

that will be automatically generated by PIPCS 

Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’ DLA other benefits 

evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is ready for a decision 

10 within the ‘person home page ‘ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

Note: If the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘edit’ button and change the SI to the appropriate 

submitted status - See: SI markers 

11 go to the ‘contact’ tab – ‘Notes’ and input new note: 

‘Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. DLA 

reinstated from xx/xx/xx.' Following assessment determination, a 4 week run on must be applied, DLA other 

benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must be manually notified using the appropriate 

notification – PIP.7006 (award) or PIP7016 (disallow)’ 

12 close all associated tasks 

13 the reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

14 issue a PIP8021 notification 

15 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: upload DRS 

16 create communication record to record the PIP8021 notification has been issued - See: notifications table 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant does not have dispute rights  

 against the negative determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘Good Reason’ 

19. If the claim has been reopened due to the PIP2 being received and or good reason accepted. 

Step Action 

1 stay on the Application line and select ‘Actions’ button in the top right hand corner 

2 select ‘New Assessment’ and insert original Date Of Claim 

3 select ‘Save’. This will create the Decision Assist line 



 

4 enter the Decision Assist line and select ‘Tasks’ 

5 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

20. If DLA record has been archived you must order a full record print and rebuild the DLA case - See: order a FRP on 

DLACS and also - See: Build DLA record. 

Note: If DLA award is due to end in the next 8 weeks, consider extending the award - See: Extending DLA. 

21. The CM will check the claimant’s bank details in DA502 and DA500 against the bank details held on PIPCS and 

amend if necessary, then release DLA arrears. 

Note: Where bank details are not held in PIPCS, you mustn’t use the DLA bank details without first confirming with the 

claimant - See: Amending BACS details on DLACS. 

Step Action 

1 enter NINO and ‘DA105 Method of payment’ screen in the next dialogue field 

2 select ‘enter’ and DLACS will display the payment details screen 

3 enter ‘Y’ in ‘do you accept payment details shown’ and select ‘End’ 

4 access DA110 and note: – ‘DLA reinstated ‘good reason’ accepted – PIP8021 issued’  - See:  

notifications table below 

5 select ‘End’ 

6 check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835, you will not be able to delete it. You must email the DEX  

Provide the claimants name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or CC0834. Use the email 

subject heading ‘Official Sensitive -  

 DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 

22. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 



 

3 select the ‘Action’ button and select ‘Reopen’ 

4 select save 

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 

6 on the ‘Failure to Supply Information’ section, amend the ‘Part 2 Not Returned’ or ‘Failure to  

Supply Requested Information – Good Reason Accepted’ marker to ‘Yes’ as appropriate  

7 at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box provide details why ‘good reason’ was accepted, for example, 

claimant was in hospital 

include any other details which may help the AP to schedule the assessment. For example: 

if you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate or; 

claimant circumstances that might cause FTA for example: 

• If the claimant is in hospital  

• in prison  

• changed address  

Note: Consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS -See: Payability 

8 save the changes and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

9 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

check the verified box to ensure there is a ‘tick’. If there isn’t input a ‘tick’ and save and apply the DLA other 

benefits evidence. Then supress the PIP7010 that will be automatically generated by PIPCS 

Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’  

DLA other benefits evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is  

 ready for a decision 

10 within the ‘person home page ‘ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

Note: if the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘edit’ button and change the SI to the appropriate 

submitted status - See: SI markers 



 

11 go to the ‘contact’ tab – ‘Notes’ and input new note: 

‘Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. DLA 

reinstated from xx/xx/xx.' Following assessment determination, a 4 week run on must be applied, DLA other 

benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must be manually notified using the appropriate 

notification – PIP.7006 (award) or PIP7016 (disallow)’ 

12 close all associated tasks 

13 the reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

14 issue a PIP8021 notification 

15 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: upload DRS 

16 create communication record to record the PIP8021 notification has been issued - See: notifications table 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant does not have dispute rights against the 

negative determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘Good Reason’ 

23. If the claim has been re-opened due to the PIP2 being received and or good reason accepted. 

Step Action 

1 stay on the Application line and select ‘Actions’ button in the top right hand corner 

2 select ‘New Assessment’ and insert original Date Of Claim 

3 select ‘Save’. This will create the Decision Assist line 

4 enter the Decision Assist line and select ‘Tasks’ 

5 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

24. Negative Determination reconsideration and appeal notifications: 

PIP8020 New Claim Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8021 Reassessment Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by  

 CM 



 

PIP8024 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8025 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8028 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

PIP8029 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

25. If ‘good reason’ has been accepted but the PIP2 has not been returned and the claimant is going to return the 

form, set yourself a task to wait for the return of the form.  If the claimant requests a duplicate you must: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Contact’ tab in PIPCS person record 

2 select ‘Communications’ from the navigation panel 

3 select ‘PIP.1003 cover letter and PIP2 Form’ – use the arrow to expand the record 

4 select ‘Action’ button and re-issue from the drop-down list 

5 PIPCS will automatically create a ‘Communication Record’ when form is issued 

Good reason previously accepted now not accepted 

26. The CM must manually end DLA entitlement from a two week safe date. To calculate two week safe date - See: 

Change effective date (2 week safe date). 

Step Action 

1 access the DLA Other Benefits  Evidence on PIPCS, update the ‘End Date’ and check the ‘DLA verified?’ box is 

‘ticked’ 

2 apply the changes to the DLA other benefits evidence 

Note: The DLA end date must be the 2 week safe date and the DLA verified? Box must be ‘ticked’ 

3 access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) 

4 access ‘DA091 Pick list Screen’: 

• input DLA end date in ‘change effective from date’ field  

• input a Y in ‘Entitlement’ field  



 

 select ‘Enter’ 

5 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action Field’ of the current line 

6 amend current line so ‘to date’ is the DLA end date, the 2 week safe date 

7 delete ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field, if present 

8 input ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field to create a new line 

9 enter the day after the 2 week safe date in the ‘from date’ field and leave the end date blank 

10 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite’ field 

11 input ‘N’ in ‘Rate’ and new end reason codes appropriate to the PIP decision 

12 input ‘@’ at the bottom of the page in the ‘Next Item’ field 

13 enter ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ 

14 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen 

15 select ‘Enter’ 

16 enter ‘3’ in the ‘Decision Type’ field 

17 enter ‘N’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field 

Note: The ‘Decision Date’ will be displayed as today’s date 

18 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field, if MOTA case, go to Step 23 

19 enter ‘DA105’ in the ‘Next dialogue’ field, then ‘Shift’ and ‘F3’ 

Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen 

20 select ‘Enter’ 

21 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

22 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next item’ field 



 

23 enter ‘DA535’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

24 check ‘DA535’ for any outstanding case controls and clear them in ‘DA530 Case Controls’ 

Reassessment Reconsideration request following disallowance on Lay Rules 

27. When you receive Reconsideration Registration Complete further action required task and ‘good reason’ is 

accepted, you must: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the ‘Evidence’ tab on Application Home page 

2 select appropriate evidence to be edited 

3 toggle on the left hand side 

4 select the ‘Action’ button on right hand side 

5 select ‘Edit’ 

6 enter ‘Received date’ 

7 enter the appropriate ‘Change Reason’ 

8 enter the ‘Effective Date of Change’ 

Note: You must ensure you use the correct ‘change effective from date’ to make any changes. This will usually 

be the date of claim, but could be something else, for example, where a change occurred between the claim 

and the decision dates 

9 make any amendments to the evidence held as required 

10 select ‘Save’ 

28. Then complete step and action at para 28. 

29. If the reconsideration is about a lay disallowance exportability decision, the case must be reassigned to the 

Exportability Team - See:  how to transfer a case to the Exportability team. 

30. If changes to evidence mean the claimant is now eligible, it’s necessary to reopen the case and use the ‘check 

eligibility’ function from the PIP application case to issue the PIP2 and on return refer to the AP for an assessment. 

  

Award Reviews and Change of Circumstances Reviews 



 

  

AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) Not Returned 

1. If the claimant requests a reconsideration and no AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) is held, contact the 

claimant to find out if they’ve returned the form. 

2. If the claimant confirms they’ve returned the AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)) but this isn’t showing on 

PIPCS, create a ‘To Do’ task for the Workflow Team (WfT) to ask them to locate the form and attach it to the Person 

record. 

3. If the claimant hasn’t returned the form and requests a duplicate, issue a further AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as 

PIP2 UI) and PIP.3033 asking the claimant to return the form as soon as possible and provide reasons for lateness. 

Create a manual ‘To Do’ task to mature at 19 days to monitor the return of the form. 

4. When the AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)) is received and good reason has been accepted, continue with 

the case as normal. For AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) cases, re-issuing forms is different from a PIP2 and 

payment must be reinstated once good reason has been accepted. 

Reconsideration Failure to Attend/Failure to Comply 

5. If the claimant was disallowed because they: 

• failed to attend (FTA)  

• failed to comply (FTC) with  

a medical assessment and has since provided reasons why, this is also treated as a reconsideration application. Further 

action depends on whether or not the FTA/FTC reasons are received within the dispute period. 

6. For information about FTA/FTC and 'good reason' - See: FTA/FTC,  Failure to Attend   (FTA),   ADM chapter 6 and 

also - See: Reconsiderations good reason. 

Good reason not accepted 

7. If good reason isn’t accepted: 

Step Action 

1  edit the reconsideration 

2  record a conclusion of ‘Cannot reconsider’ 

  



 

3  select ‘save’ 

Re-opening AR/CoC Review case FTA/FTC good reason accepted 

8. When you receive a 'Reconsideration Registration Complete further action required task', you will reopen the case 

once FTA/FTC 'good reason' has been accepted: 

Step Action 

1  select the Evidence Summary line 

2  select the ‘Evidence’ tab and into Medical Details hyperlink 

3  toggle the blue button on the left hand side and enter the ‘Change Summary’ line which has an open ended 

Period – this is the line where the claim has been disallowed from 

4  select the green action button and select ‘Edit’ 

5  change FTA Good Reason Accepted to Yes and insert reasons in Comments box at the bottom of the page. Save 

and apply changes when completed 

Note: Where it is evident from the information provided in the claimant’s reasons of FTA/FTC, the claimant 

does require additional support and this hasn’t been noted on PIPCS, you must update both the ‘Additional 

Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ fields to Yes - See:  

Vulnerable Claimants and Claimant requests additional support but this is not yet recorded in  

PIPCS 

6  select the Personal Independence Payment Case line (5th line) 

7  select the Dispute tab and edit Reconsideration 

8  in the telephone contact type select No 

9  in the contact sub type select decision in claimants favour 

10  link explanation record to reconsideration if there is one 

Note: You don’t need to create an explanation record if one doesn’t exist 

11  in the conclusion select ‘Reconsidered – new decision changed’ and save 

12  staying on the 5th line, the Recommended Review Date can be removed, with the End Of Award  

Date being changed to the original date 



 

13  select the Financials tab, selecting Nominees on the right hand side 

14  check that payments are Active. If they are Suspended, they will need un-suspending 

15  you can then request that your HEO reactivates payments 

16  5th line should now show that the case is Open 

17  enter the Decision Assist line and select Determinations 

18  cancel the In Progress determination 

19  select the Action button on the right hand side of the Completed determination and Request AP  

Advice 

20  AP Advice Reasons – generally either Planned Intervention or Unplanned Intervention – non SRT 

21  requested for – DM and in Comments – FTA good reason accepted 

22  this will generate a task to the correct AP WQ for them to action 

23 on the 5th line, submit the case for approval – do this from Actions button in the top right hand corner 

1 day later – Check that payments are reactivated and the claimant has received the appropriate arrears payment 

24  navigate to Evidence Summary line and select the Interventions tab 

25  select Create New Intervention button (white star on orange background) 

26  received date is todays date 

27  type – Planned/Unplanned Intervention depending what type of intervention it is 

28  requested by – SoS if planned, Claimant if unplanned 

29  part 2 required – No 

30  comments – FTA good reason has been accepted 



 

31  navigate to the claimants Person page, into the Task tab and ensure all associated tasks are closed. Generally, 

the only task to be left open is with the AP 

Negative Determination re-opening the case when AR1 or AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 

UI) forms received 

9. When you receive a 'Reconsideration Registration Complete further action required task', you will reopen the case 

when the AR1 or AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) is received and 'lateness' is accepted: 

Step Action 

  

1  select the Evidence Summary line 

2  select the ‘Evidence’ tab and into the Medical Details hyperlink 

3  toggle the blue button on the left hand side and enter the ‘Change Summary’ line which has an open ended 

Period – this line shows where the claim has been disallowed from 

4  select the green action button and select ‘Edit’ 

5  change Part 2 Not Returned – Good Reason Accepted to Yes and insert reasons in Comments box at the bottom 

of the page. Save and apply changes when completed 

6  select the Personal Independence Payment Case line (5th line) 

7  select the Dispute tab and edit Reconsideration 

8  in the telephone contact type select No 

9  in the contact sub type select decision in claimants favour 

10  link explanation record to reconsideration if there is one 

Note: You don’t need to create an explanation record if one doesn’t exist 

11  in the conclusion select ‘Reconsidered – new decision changed’ and save 

12  staying on the 5th line, the Recommended Review Date can be removed, with the End Of Award  

Date being changed to the original date 

13 select the Financials tab, selecting Nominees on the right hand side 



 

14  check that payments are Active. If they are Suspended, they need un-suspending 

15  request that your HEO reactivates payments 

16  the 5th line should now show that the case is Open 

10. If the form is an AR1: 

Step Action 

1  on the 5th line, submit the case for approval from the Actions button in the top right hand corner 

2  navigate to the Person page 

3  select the Tasks tab and create a new task 

4  the task is to be titled ‘AR1 Received’ and tasked to the appropriate AR WQ (this is Command 2 at  

 Scotland BC) 

5  one day later check that payments are reactivated and the claimant has received the appropriate arrears 

payment 

6  navigate to the Evidence Summary line and select the Interventions tab 

7  select Create New Intervention button (white star on orange background) 

8  received date is todays date 

9  type – Planned Intervention 

10  requested by – SoS 

11  part 2 required – No 

12  comments – AR1 received 

13  navigate to the claimants Person page, into the Task tab and ensure all associated tasks are closed. Generally, 

the only task to be left open is with the AR team for actioning 

11. If the form is a AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)): 

Step Action 



 

1 enter the Decision Assist line and click on Determinations 

2 cancel the In Progress determination 

3 select the Action button on the right hand side of the Completed determination and Request AP  

Advice 

4 AP Advice Reasons – Unplanned Intervention – non SRTI 

5 requested for – DM 

6 comments – AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) received 

7 this will generate a task to the correct AP WQ for them to action 

8 on the 5th line, submit the case for approval (this can be done from Actions button in the top right hand 

corner) 

9 navigate to Evidence Summary line and select the Interventions tab 

10  select Create New Intervention button (white star on orange background) 

11 received date is todays date 

 

12 type – Unplanned Intervention 

13 requested by – Claimant 

14 part 2 required – No 

15 comments – AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) received 

16 navigate to the claimants Person page, into the Task tab and ensure all associated tasks are closed. Generally, 

the only task to be left open is with the AP for actioning 

17 1 day later – Check that payments are reactivated and the claimant has received the appropriate arrears 

payment 

  



 

Overpayment  

1. When a request for an Overpayment reconsideration is received and the previous decision resulted in a recoverable 

overpayment with any associated Civil Penalty (CPen), Debt Management must be contacted to suspend the 

recovery action. 

2. When you receive a 'Reconsideration Registration Complete further action required task', send an email to Debt 

Management  

3. The email must explain why a reconsideration was requested against the overpayment decision and must include: 

 claimant name  

 claimant NINO  

 name of benefit overpaid  

 overpayment period, from  

 overpayment period, to  

 reason for the overpayment  

 sender  

 location  

 telephone number  

4. Create a communication record and continue with the reconsideration. 

Note: If the claimant disputes the CPen decision, this must be treated as a reconsideration of the overpayment 

decision and the other way round. 

5. On completion of the reconsideration, Debt Management must be notified of the outcome. 

6. If the reconsideration is in the claimant's favour and the overpayment needs revising, then where the original PIP 

overpayment was referred to Debt Management using the Clerical Referral Tool, the revised overpayment must be 

sent clerically and a communication record created. Don’t register it on EReferrals - See the Clerical overpayment 

referral guide for further details. 

7. If the original PIP overpayment was referred to Debt Management using E-Referrals - See Revising or cancelling 

referrals in the generic E-Referrals instructions. This gives further detail around how to revise the referral. This 

revised referral will tell Debt Management what has changed regarding the overpayment recovery/CPen decisions 

and it was an application for reconsideration that led to the change. Create a communication record to record this 

action - See: Payment Correction case - overpaid. 

8. If there’s no change to the original decision, send an email to, containing the following information: 

 claimant’s name and NINO  



 

 name of the benefit overpaid  

 period of the overpayment  

 reason for the overpayment  

 no change to the original overpayment decision following a reconsideration  

9. Update PIPCS with the outcome of the reconsideration - See Recording the conclusion. 
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01 Pre response 

Appeals General 

1. This chapter outlines the procedural actions needed to deal with a claimant’s appeal. For instructions on the 

legislative provisions and the correct interpretation of the law - See: Advice for Decision Making  (ADM) guide Chapter 

A5 . There is also additional procedural information contained in the Appendices to these instructions. 

2. At any point throughout this chapter where claimant contact is mentioned, you need to consider if the 

claimant may be vulnerable. Special provisions apply for these claimants - See: Vulnerable Customers Hub for further 

information. 

3. 'Appeals Writing' is a skill set for the disputes teams. When an Appeal request from Her Majesty’s Courts and 

Tribunal Service (HMCTS) is registered on PIPCS, a task - ‘Appeal registration is complete, further action required' is 

generated. The task will be assigned to a Case Manager (CM) with an 'Appeals Writing' skill set. 

Subpages 

• What an appeal means  

• Non appealable decisions  



 

• Duly made appeal  

• Late appeals PIPCS action  

• Duly made appeal received from HMCTS  

• Edit Appeal screen  

• Time limit for providing HMCTS with an appeal response  

• Appeal received from HMCTS no reasonable prospect of success (NRPS)  

• Appeal is against two different benefit decisions  

• Applying to HMCTS for an extension  

• Withdrawing an appeal  

• Consider lapsing an appeal  

• Decision to revise would be partially to claimant’s advantage  

• Decision to revise would be fully to claimant’s advantage  

• Decision to revise would be less advantageous to claimant  

• Obtaining further evidence  

• Appeal against a Negative Determination New Claim  

• Lapsing Negative Determinations - Award Reviews, Change of Circumstances Reviews and Advanced claims  

• Appeal against review action  

• Appeal against an overpayment decision including where a Civil Penalty (Cpen) has been imposed  

• Appeal following reassessment action  

• Appeal against a Negative Determination – Reassessment cases  

• Human Rights issues raised  

• Submit Your Appeal (SYA)  

• Prepare the Appeal response (SYA)  

• Further Evidence received before Appeal response issued  

• Exception Processes  

What an appeal means 

1. Where you make a decision on Personal Independence Payment (PIP), on a new claim, revision, supersession, 

reassessment, lay disallowances, terminations and negative determination the claimant has the right to a 

mandatory reconsideration. The right of appeal to a First-tier Tribunal (FtT) arises only after the mandatory 

reconsideration has taken place. This applies where the mandatory reconsideration results in a revised decision or a 

decision not to revise. The next step in either situation could be an appeal or reconsideration. 

2. The appeal has to be duly made and made within prescribed time limits. 

3. See: ADM Chapter A5  for guidance on the meaning of duly made and time limits for appealing 



 

4. The claimant is told about their appeal rights, which must be lodged direct with HMCTS, when they’re notified of 

the result of the reconsideration. They’re sent two copies of the Mandatory Reconsideration Notice (MRN). The 

claimant must send one to HMCTS, to appeal, as confirmation a mandatory reconsideration has taken place. 

5. If the application for reconsideration was outside the one-month time limit, the CM will have considered: 

• if it was reasonable to grant the application  

• whether special circumstances applied which caused the application to be late  

6. Late applications for reconsideration are considered in the same way as late appeals and, as special circumstances 

aren’t defined in law, this gives you discretion to accept lateness where reasons have been provided. The claimant 

has 14 months from the date of notification to request a revision. 

7. This is particularly important because, if a late application for reconsideration is refused, this refusal isn’t 

appealable. In these circumstances, the claimant cannot progress their dispute via a Tribunal. Accordingly a refusal 

to extend must be exceptional. Considering whether to accept a late application isn’t the same as considering 

whether or not to revise. 

See: ADM Chapter A5  

Non appealable decisions 

1. There are other circumstances where a claimant cannot appeal to a Tribunal. The ADM contains a list of decisions, 

which don’t carry appeal rights - See:  ADM annex E . 

Duly made appeal 

Who can appeal 

1. The ADM gives a list of persons from whom an appeal can be accepted - See: ADM Chapter A5. 

Claimant has an Appointee 

2. Currently the HMCTS website refers appointees to make a clerical appeal. To get round this some appointees are 

completing the on-line SSCS1 referring to themselves as a representative. These appeals mustn’t be rejected and 

must be processed as an SYA case. 

Making an appeal 

3.The claimant/Personal Acting Body (PAB) has to lodge their appeal direct with HMCTS. The appeal should be made 

on form SSCS1 but HMCTS may accept a letter. HMCTS will check if the appeal is valid and if not will return it to the 

claimant to explain what they need to do for the appeal to continue. Once resolved, HMCTS will send a response 

request. 



 

4.There may however, be information HMCTS is not aware of that means the appeal wouldn’t be accepted as duly 

made. For example, the person making the appeal doesn’t have written authority to do so from the claimant. In this 

case you should return the papers to HMCTS to investigate. 

See: ADM Chapter A5 

5. If the claimant: 

• still doesn’t comply, or  

• has had to apply for a mandatory reconsideration before an appeal can be accepted HMCTS will strike out the 

appeal and not refer it to you.  

See: ADM Chapter A5  for more information on strike out 

Appeal sent to DWP in error 

6. If, exceptionally, the claimant sends the appeal to DWP instead of HMCTS, the MOU will scan the letter in DRS. The 

task will be automatically assigned to the Appeals Admin Support who will check to see if the claimant has had a 

mandatory reconsideration (MR): 

Step Action 

1. if the appeal is against a: 

• disallowance – go to the Application Case, then select the Disputes tab  

 • an award – go to the Benefit Delivery Case, then select the Disputes tab  

2. click on Reconsiderations on the left hand side. The Status will display the current position as follows: 

• Closed – when the MR has been completed  

• Blank – when no MR has taken place  

• Open – when MR is in progress  

7. If a MR has taken place the Admin Support will: 

Step Action 

1. send a task to the CM 



 

2. the CM will check to see: 

• whether the information received would support a change of decision. If so, revise the decision 

provided the request can be accepted as in-time or can find grounds to revise the decision, See: 

Reconsiderations  

• if decision cannot be revised, record information has been considered in Decision Assist notes. Send a 

task to Admin Support. Go to step 5  

3. once the CM has decided the evidence doesn’t support a change in the decision, Admin Support will print the 

original appeal application and any additional evidence relevant to the appeal and received with the appeal 

request from Attachments 

4. return these documents and any additional evidence received with the appeal request to the claimant 

enclosing form PIP.2006 explaining the appeal must be lodged with HMCTS, 

5. ensure the appeal request is classified as ephemeral on DRS 

See: Workflow and Task Management 

6. email a PDF copy of PIP.2006 to the designated user to upload to DRS. See: upload DRS 

7. complete a Communications Record on PIPCS to note PIP.2006 issued and appeal request returned 

Note: No appeal record will be created at this stage. 

8.If there has been no MR, the Admin Support will: 

Step Action 

1. register the appeal request as a reconsideration and a task will be automatically sent to the  

 relevant Dispute Resolution Team (DRT) CM to deal with the MR 

2. issue form PIP.2006 to the claimant explaining the request will be considered as a request for a  

MR 

3. email a PDF copy of PIP.2006 to be scanned into DRS 

See: Sending Hard Copy Documents to be Scanned 

4. complete a Communications Record on PIPCS to note PIP.2006 issued and appeal request to be considered as 

a request for a MR See: Communications record 

9. If a MR is in progress, the Admin Support will: 



 

Step Action 

1. send a task to the CM requesting they consider the additional evidence whilst undertaking the MR 

2. print the original appeal application and any additional evidence relevant to the appeal received with the 

appeal request from attachments in PIPCS 

3. return the appeal application and any additional evidence relevant to the appeal received with the appeal 

request, to the claimant enclosing form PIP.2006 explaining no appeal can be made until the result of the MR is 

notified to the claimant 

4. email a PDF copy of PIP.2006 to the designated user to upload be scanned into DRS. See: upload  

DRS 

5. complete a Communications Record on PIPCS to note PIP.2006 issued and appeal request returned 

See: Communications record 

10. In either of the above situations, as the appeal isn’t lodged with HMCTS, no notification to HMCTS is needed. 

Appeal received from HMCTS mandatory reconsideration request out of time 

11. Where the claimant’s reconsideration request was out of time and, exceptionally, lateness not accepted, there’s no 

right of appeal against the original decision. However, if the claimant appeals to HMCTS, HMCTS will explain to the 

claimant they need to send in an MRN and, if they haven’t got one, to write to DWP. In these cases the claimant 

will be told by HMCTS they have no appeal rights. 

12. When there’s been no mandatory reconsideration and the appeal is returned to HMCTS you must complete form: 

No Mandatory Reconsideration Completed – Appendix 20 and email form to HMCTS.  

However, there are times when the wrong notification is issued and gives the claimant appeal rights when in fact we 

have completed a MRN. In these circumstances the claimant can appeal as the notification must be regarded as a MRN 

and shouldn’t be returned to HMCTS. 

Note: If the incorrect reconsideration notification has been sent to the claimant and it included the right of appeal in 

relation to the decision then it must be treated as if a mandatory reconsideration has been made. 

13. If, exceptionally, HMCTS refers the appeal to you for a response you must ask HMCTS to consider striking out the 

appeal using the AT39. 

 See:  ADM Chapter A5  



 

Grounds for appeal 

14. If an appeal has been accepted as lodged by HMCTS, but the grounds for appeal are not clear or the appeal has not 

been signed/or signed by someone other than the claimant, these must not be sent back to HMCTS. In most 

circumstances the appeal should be considered and processed as normal. It’s important to recognise what 

constitutes ‘grounds for appeal’ isn’t set out or prescribed in law. In some cases the reasons may not be specific 

and clear. The grounds provided may not refer to a specific PIP assessment descriptor. 

15. If the appointee details between DWP and HMCTS don’t match up then return the appeal to HMCTS as it hasn’t 

been duly made. HMCTS have logged it in absence of material fact. 

16. Where the grounds for appeal don’t appear to be clear: 

• check what grounds were raised in the Mandatory Reconsideration request to establish if they could be the 

same and have been addressed, or  

• where this doesn’t help, contact the claimant or their representative to clarify what their grounds are, 

so you can fully address this.   

17. See:  Appendix 19 - Q & A about when a claimant’s appeal isn’t duly made, but is accepted by HMCTS. 

Appeal outside the prescribed period for appealing 

18. If an appeal is late and no reasons for lateness provided, HMCTS will ask the claimant to provide reasons for 

lateness. If reasons for lateness are then provided, HMCTS will normally forward the appeal to you as a compliant 

appeal. You must only consider challenging this if the request was outside the absolute time limit. See: Late 

appeals PIPCS action. 

19. If the claimant doesn’t reply to HMCTS with reasons for lateness, HMCTS will strike out the appeal and will not 

refer it to you. There is no right of appeal against a refusal to treat a late appeal as in time.  

However, a claimant can write to the FtT for the case to be reinstated or ask for a judicial review. 

See: ADM Chapter A5 for guidance on judicial review 

20. If an appeal is late with no reasons provided, HMCTS may, in certain circumstances, send the Notice of Appeal to 

DWP without reasons. This is because HMCTS waives the requirement to provide reasons. A waiver certificate 

should be provided which explains why the requirement has been waived. This could happen where, for example, 

a local or national postal strike had recently taken place. The HMCTS only waive the requirement for the reasons 

for lateness to be provided. DWP may still object to the lateness of the appeal. See: Late appeals PIPCS action. 

21. If HMCTS don’t provide a reasons or a waiver certificate, return the case to HMCTS to correct the error using the 

AT39 – Appendix 14. 

22. Except for those cases where strike out is appropriate, HMCTS will send the appeal through to DWP on form DL16 

(Request for an appeal response – appeal late), together with the reasons for lateness or the waiver certificate, as 



 

appropriate. At the same time they will ask for a response to be prepared, unless you object to lateness being 

accepted. The date of appeal will be the date HMCTS treat it as being made. 

 See:  ADM Chapter A5 for guidance on late appeals 

23. Special circumstances for accepting a late application aren’t defined in law, allowing discretion to accept 

lateness where reasons are provided. You wouldn’t object to a late appeal being accepted unless it was received 

outside the absolute time limit.  

Late appeals PIPCS action  

1. If you object to a late appeal, take the following actions on PIPCS: 

Step Action 

 1.    create an appeal record (if one hasn’t already been created) 

2. access form AT39 – See: Appendix 14 from the local folders 

3. complete the ‘Lateness’ box and insert full details, in the further information box on the second page of the 

form, why you object to lateness being accepted 

4. email a PDF copy of AT39 to HMCTS 

5. access your shared folder and send the ‘Validity Late’ letter - See: Appendix 24 to the claimant explaining 

we’ve raised objections with HMCTS 

6. send a copy of the letter and AT39 to be scanned into DRS. See: upload DRS 

7. create a Communication Record 

See: Communication Record 

  

See: Appendices  

2. In the Notes box in the Edit Appeal screen: 

Step Action 

 1.    record the issue of the AT39 (including the reasons why you don’t accept lateness) and the letter to the 

claimant 

2. complete the Invalid Appeal Reason field by selecting the relevant reason from the drop down menu 



 

3. select save 

4. close the task 

See: Workflow/Task Management guidance 

  

See: Edit Appeal screen in this chapter  

3. The status of the appeal will change to closed.  

4. HMCTS will ask the FtT Judge for a ruling on lateness.  

5. If the FtT Judge decides to accept lateness HMCTS will complete form DL17 (Request for an appeal response – 

DMs objection to lateness not accepted by HMCTS) and ask you for an appeal response. A new appeal record 

must be created because the previous one is closed. See: How to create a new appeal record.  

6. HMCTS will allow you a further 28 calendar days from the date their notification is received in DWP, to prepare the 

response. The date of appeal will be the date HMCTS treat it as being made. 

See: Appendix 23 – How to use the new ART, for full details on how to use the tool 

See: Time limit for providing HMCTS with an appeal response in this chapter  

7. If the FtT doesn’t accept lateness they will notify the claimant and all relevant parties. They will also notify DWP 

using form DL18 (HMCTS accept DMs objection to lateness – appeal will not proceed). This form will be scanned into 

Document Repository System (DRS) and tasked to you. There will be no action to take as the appeal record will have 

been closed and a new record not needed. 

See: Workflow/Task Management instruction 

Duly made appeal received from HMCTS  

Routing of appeal request task  

1. Appeal requests sent to you via HMCTS will be tasked to you to action. 

2. When HMCTS has completed their checks, they will attach form DL6/DL16 (HMCTS request for a response) to the 

SSCS1/appeal letter, MRN and any other associated documents. These documents will be sent to you by post to 

prepare an appeal response. There is a time limit for completion of the response. 

3. When a combination of appeal documents are received in the same envelope, instead of generating multiple tasks 

for each document type, only one task will be generated to ensure that action on the case is allocated to a single 

case manager.  This will avoid duplication, confusion and nugatory action on cases. 



 

4. On receipt of the new document type DL16, a communication record is created and for existing document types, 

for example, SSCS1, DL6 and GL24, a communication record is still created for each document.      

5. The comments section of the task will confirm what other documents have been received. 

6. If the documents do not arrive in the same envelope then the existing individual tasks for each of the 4 document 

types will still be generated. 

See: Time limit for providing HMCTS with an appeal response in this chapter  

7. In addition to using a unique document identifier, HMCTS letters will bear the HMCTS logo to enable the Mail 

Opening Unit (MOU) to differentiate between the different types of documents coming into DWP and for the 

workflow team to identify it as an appeal.  

8. The MOU will scan the SSCS1, appeal letter, MRN and any associated documents into the DRS. The task will be 

automatically assigned to a user with the relevant role skill set.  

Creating an appeal record on PIPCS 

9. On receipt of the task, Admin Support will create an appeal record. 

Note: The Appeals skill has been extended to allow the Admin Support role with an Appeals skill to be subscribed to it. 

This means the SSCS1 task will automatically route to the Admin Support role and they will register the Appeal. 

10. If there is more than one claim showing on search results, you must check which reconsideration to register the 

appeal against. Check the MRN letter that should have been provided with the appeal letter. If a copy of this hasn’t 

been provided and there is only a covering note from HMCTS accepting a MRN has been carried out (as they have 

phoned DWP to check), then you may need to clarify with the claimant or rep as to which decision is being 

appealed. 

Appeal against a disallowance of PIP 

11. If the appeal is against a disallowance of PIP, take the following action: 

Step Action 

1. open the Application page 

2. select the ‘Dispute’ tab 

3. select ‘Appeal’ from the left hand menu 

4. click the ‘New’ action button 



 

5. complete the mandatory Start Date field which is the date the appeal is received in the MOU), as shown in the 

‘Date’ column in the attachments view in PIPCS 

6. insert the HMCTS reference number which will be on the correspondence sent from HMCTS 

7. complete the appeal date field which will be the date on which the appeal was received in HMCTS, or the date 

HMCTS has accepted the appeal was made on, that is, if the appeal wasn’t initially duly made 

8. select ‘Search for associated Reconsideration’ 

  

Appeal is against an existing or a previous award of PIP 

12. If the appeal is against an existing award or a previous award that has been disallowed you must create the appeal 

record straight from the claimant’s ‘Benefit Delivery Case’. Once you have navigated to the ‘Benefit Delivery Case’: 

Step Action 

1. select the ’Dispute’ tab 

  

2. select ‘Appeal’ from the left hand  

menu 

3. select ‘New Appeal’ button 

13. The following information must be recorded when creating the appeal record for appeals against disallowance and 

awards of PIP: 

Step Action 

1. complete the mandatory Start Date field which is the date the appeal is received in the MOU), as shown in the 

‘Date’ column in the attachments view in PIPCS 

2. insert the HMCTS reference number which will be on the correspondence sent from HMCTS 

3. complete the appeal date field which will be the date on which the appeal was received in HMCTS, or the date 

HMCTS has accepted the appeal was made on, that is, if the appeal wasn’t initially duly made 

4. select ‘Search for associated Reconsideration’ 

14. The system will then search for reconsiderations with the status of closed so the relevant reconsideration can be 

linked to the appeal. All results will be displayed and you will select the appropriate reconsideration for that appeal 

from the list. The system will close the ‘Search for reconsideration’ and return you to the New Appeal screen. 



 

15. The following error messages may be displayed: 

• Appeal start date is prior to the reconsideration date - you need to check the appropriate reconsideration has 

been selected and the correct receipt date of the appeal has been input  

• Start date prior to decision start date - you need to check the appeal receipt date  

• No closed reconsiderations found. Open reconsiderations found - this prompts the user to complete 

reconsideration action and close the appeal record  

• You cannot associate a reconsideration if you select ‘Reconsideration not found’ - This is displayed where the 

checkbox for the field “Reconsideration not found” is ticked as well as ‘Search for reconsideration’. Only one 

field must be completed  

 Note: Where a reconsideration can’t be found, this is usually because the initial decision was a disallowance, 

so the reconsideration would be registered in the application case, but following reconsideration, the claimant 

is awarded benefit, so the appeal is then registered in the benefit delivery case. In these cases tick the box 

‘Reconsideration not found’. 

Note: In cases, where the reconsideration decision hasn’t been made inform HMCTS that there was no reconsideration 

and ask them to strike out appeal. We would treat the appeal as a reconsideration request. 

16. You also need to consider whether any action needs to be taken on the application, for example: 

• changing R&P or foreign residency evidence and checking eligibility  

• making changes to the Medical Details evidence to accept good reason for the late return of PIP2/AR1 

or Failure to Attend   

17. If this applies, the application needs to be re-opened to allow PIPCS to take account of the changes.  

You must: 

Step Action 

1. select ‘Application’ from the Person  

homepage 

2. select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3. select ‘action’ button and ‘Re-open’ 

18. After creating and saving the appeal record consider: 

• lapsing the appeal  

• preparing the response and/or if further evidence is needed.  

See: Preparing the appeal response 



 

19. If HMCTS receive more appeal documentation they will send it to DWP. This further information will be scanned 

into DRS and tasked to you. 

Edit Appeal screen 

1. Minimum data is recorded in the New Appeal screen. The main data is captured in the Edit Appeal screen. This 

allows you to edit information already captured in the appeal screen and enter additional information later on. For 

example, the hearing date, or further evidence is awaited, the appeal has been adjourned, or details of outcome of 

the appeal. 

2. Only an appeal with a status of open can be edited. Navigation is by the Dispute tab/Appeal List screen for the 

Application Case/PIP Benefit Delivery Case. From this screen select the appeal that requires editing and the edit 

option from the List Action menu. The Edit Appeal screen will display the fields prepopulated with the data entered 

previously. 

3. There will be validation checks within this screen according to the information entered. 

Time limit for providing HMCTS with an appeal response 

1. The time limit for providing the response is 28 calendar days from the date of receipt of the appeal notification 

in MOU and not from the date the appeal is registered on PIPCS. The date of receipt is shown in the ’Date’ column in 

the attachments view in PIPCS. In calculating this time limit you need to be aware that some of that time will have 

been taken up before it reaches you. Reminders need to be put in place so this time limit is not overlooked. This is 

because you must let HMCTS know at the earliest opportunity if you require an extension to this time limit. 

Note: There maybe instances when a request for an extension can be made at the outset. This will depend on the 

individual circumstances of the case. 

Managing the time limit 

2. Initially you must set a 10 calendar day task from the date of receipt of the appeal notification which is 

recorded in the Start Date field in the New Appeal screen. 

See: Workflow/Task Management guidance 

Ten calendar day task matures 

3. When this task matures, you must consider if you will meet the 28 calendar day time limit for preparation of 

the appeal response. If, at this stage, you know the deadline will not be met you must apply to HMCTS for an 

extension. This form (TL1) can be found in the local folders. An example of the deadline not being met would be where 

the claimant has said they’re sending further evidence, which will take them about three weeks to obtain. 

See: Applying to HMCTS for an extension 



 

4. If, at the 10 calendar day reminder stage, you are unsure if you will meet the 28 calendar day deadline, bring 

the deadline forward and create a manual task to mature in 21 calendar days from the date of receipt of the appeal 

notification in MOU. Meanwhile you must continue with the appeal response where possible. This task acts as a 

prompt to apply for an extension from HMCTS. 

Twenty one calendar day task matures 

5. When the 21 calendar day task matures, if you decide you cannot meet the 28 calendar day deadline you must 

apply to HMCTS for an extension. See: Applying to HMCTS for an extension 

6. If, when the 21 calendar day task matures, you decide you can meet the deadline of 28 calendar days, 

continue with the response where possible. 

Twenty eight day deadline reached 

7. If, on the 28th day the deadline is missed, add a note to the AT38 at the section “Does the Appeals Officer 

have any further information to assist the tribunal?” to say: 

“This is an old appeal which was only processed after the 28 day deadline had passed and so there was no opportunity 

to send a TL1. Please accept our apologies for the delay”. 

See: Applying to HMCTS for an extension 

See: Workflow/Task Management guidance 

Appeal received from HMCTS no reasonable prospect of success  

(NRPS) 

1. Where HMCTS refers the appeal to the CM for a response and you consider the appeal has NRPS, ask HMCTS to 

strike out the appeal. An appeal response isn’t required at this stage. 

2. You must decide whether any other types of cases are suitable to request strike out, for example: 

• when the appeal is against the disallowance of PIP for a person under the age of 16. PIP is a benefit for working 

age people only aged 16 – 64  

• any appeal to PIP from a person over pension age:  

• where PIP wasn’t claimed within 12 months of the previous award ending  

• where PIP wasn’t claimed before and no current DLA entitlement or as above  

• the claimant is appealing because they’ve been awarded from the DOC on their current claim but want the PIP 

claim backdated to the date of an earlier claim or from an earlier date because, for example, they’ve been 

disabled from an earlier date  

See: request to HMCTS to strike-out an appeal on the grounds of NRPS CAP Appendix 15 



 

3. When there is NRPS on the appeal: 

Step Action 

1. contact the claimant by phone to advise them about NRPS 

2. complete form AT39 (form can be found in the local folders) and 

CAP Appendix 16 (form explains why the appeal has NRPS to support your request for strike out) 

and send them to HMCTS 

3. complete and send form DL/CAP31 Appendix 11 to the claimant/rep which tells them what is happening with 

their appeal 

4. send PDF copies of the letter DL/CAP31 and CAP Appendix 16 to be scanned into DRS, See:  

upload DRS 

  

Strike out requests 

4. Take the following actions for strike out requests 

Step Action 

1. select Edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

2. actions taken in the “Notes” box in the Edit Appeal screen 

3. create a communication record 

Communication Record 

4. the original task to follow-up after 28 calendar days 

5. task matures if there is no reply from HMCTS: 

• call HMCTS for an update  

• update Communication Record  

6. the task for a further 28 calendar days or earlier, depending how long HMCTS consider it will take to decide if 

strike out is appropriate 

  



 

5. The FtT will give the claimant the opportunity of responding to your request for a strike out before they make their 

decision. HMCTS will then issue the FtT’s decision to the appellant and you. This will be sent to you via MOU, 

scanned into DRS and tasked to you to action. 

6. Where their decision is not to strike out, you will be asked to prepare an appeal response in the normal way. You 

will be given a further 28 calendar days from the date of receipt of this notification in DWP to prepare the response. 

You may still have to consider if you need to apply for an extension of this time limit. 

See: Time limit for providing HMCTS with an appeal response in this chapter 

See: Applying to HMCTS for an extension 

See: Preparing the appeal response 

7. Where HMCTS agrees to strike out the appeal you will need to update PIPCS to close the appeal record. 

Step Action 

1. in the Edit Appeal screen, select ‘Appeal Struck Out’ from the drop down menu in the conclusions field 

2. select Save 

3. close the task 

See: ADM Chapter A5  

Appeal is against two different benefit decisions 

1. If the appeal request is against PIP and another benefit to which direct lodgement applies, you may need to send a 

copy of the letter back to HMCTS with AT39 to ask them to consider the appeal against the other benefit. This is only 

where there is no indication HMCTS has done anything about the other benefit. If direct lodgement doesn’t apply to 

the other benefit: 

Step Action 

 1.    obtain a copy of the letter and send it to the appropriate benefit office 

2. inform HMCTS on form AT39 of the action taken 

3. send a PDF copy of the AT39 to be scanned into DRS - See: upload  

DRS 

4. record these actions in the “Notes” box in the Edit Appeal screen 



 

5. create a communication record 

See: Communication Record 

6. select save 

Applying to HMCTS for an extension 

1. Where an extension is required this must be requested on form TL1. This must be emailed to HMCTS as an 

attachment. 

2. HMCTS will send a copy of the TL1 to the claimant so you need to word this request carefully when giving your 

reasons for the request for an extension. Claimants can challenge an extension to the time limit, for example on 

hardship grounds. 

3. You must ensure you give HMCTS a clear, detailed explanation of why the extension is needed. You also need to give 

HMCTS a date when you expect to send the appeal response to them. For example, if further evidence has been 

requested: 

• consider how long it might take to receive this evidence  

• add on to this any AP referral time (if of a medical nature)  

• add on the appeal preparation time  

4. The more information you give HMCTS, the more likely they will accept your request. When HMCTS receive the 

request for an extension they can agree this administratively, or by a full interlocutory referral to the judge. The 

decision on whether to refer for a full interlocutory referral is an HMCTS decision and an HMCTS process. These 

referrals are rare and won’t be required if you provide adequate extension reasons. 

See: Appendix 26 – Where requests for specific types of information should be directed to HMCTS 

5. To apply to HMCTS for an extension to provide an appeal response, take the following action: 

Step Action 

 1.    open TL1 to Request for Extension to Time Limit 

2. complete TL1 

3. email completed form to relevant HMCTS address 

4. email to the designated user to upload to DRS. See  : upload DRS  

5. create a communication record for the issue of the TL1, See: Communication Record  



 

6. update appeal record by selecting Edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the 

appropriate appeal 

See: HMCTS addresses 

6. The status of the appeal will remain open. 

Note: Once the late response field is populated and record saved this field cannot be edited on any subsequent edit of 

the appeal record. 

7. Meanwhile, complete any preparation on the response you can. You need to make your own judgement on this 

depending on the reason for the extension. See: 28 day deadline reached 

8. HMCTS will let the claimant and DWP know the outcome of the request for an extension. Take the appropriate 

actions. 

9. Update the appeal record. In the Edit Appeal screen update PIPCS as follows: 

Step Action 

 1.    select Edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

2. select the relevant reason from the drop down menu in the ‘Late Response’ field or 

3. select ‘Other’ and insert free text giving the reason why the response is late (250 characters maximum), if no 

suitable drop down reason 

4. record the issue of the email in the Notes box 

5. create communication record, See: Communication Record 

6. select save 

  

  

Withdrawing an appeal 

1. A claimant can ask for their appeal to be withdrawn at any time before the appeal is decided. 

2. A request to withdraw must be made direct to HMCTS and HMCTS will decide if the request must be accepted. 

Note: If the claimant sends the withdrawal request direct to you. See: Withdrawal sent to DWP later in this page. 



 

Withdrawn Appeals 

3. Where DWP has provided a response, HMCTS will forward a PDF attachment of the withdrawal request to DWP 

shared email inbox.  Including appellants HMCTS appeal reference number and the words ‘Withdrawal’ in the 

subject line. 

4. On receipt, the withdrawal request must be uploaded to DRS (follow the steps ensuring you select the correct 

document type). 

5. Following the upload to DRS, you must delete the email from the DWP shared inbox (and deleted items if 

appropriate) and then take BAU withdraw appeal action. 

Withdrawing an appeal not yet sent to DWP 

6. Where HMCTS receive a request to withdraw and they agree to the withdrawal, HMCTS won’t notify you of the 

withdrawal. This is because there is no action for you to take, as the appeal isn’t recorded on PIPCS. 

7. If, exceptionally, HMCTS refuse the request to withdraw, they will complete their usual checks and send the appeal 

to you for a response to be prepared. 

See: Creating an appeal record on receipt of an appeal and Edit Appeal screen in this chapter 

Withdrawing an appeal already sent to DWP for a response 

8. If the appeal has already been referred to you to prepare a response, and HMCTS accept the application to 

withdraw, HMCTS will inform you. This is because the appeal record will need to be closed. HMCTS will notify you 

by the MOU who will scan the document into DRS and a manual task sent to you to action. 

9. On receipt of the task, action on the appeal must be discontinued, PIPCS updated and the appeal record and 

outstanding task closed. You must open the appeal record and take the following action: 

Step Action 

  

1. select Edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

2. select the relevant reason from the drop down menu in the ‘Conclusion’ field, that is, ‘Appeal  

Withdrawn’ 

3. select save 

. 
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close the task 



 

10. This will close the appeal. 

See: Workflow/Task Management  guidance 

Note: If the appeal response has been prepared, but not sent to HMCTS, this must be disposed of as confidential waste 

as it isn’t supporting evidence for the decision under appeal. 

11. If the request to withdraw is rejected by HMCTS there’s no need for them to inform DWP as action on the appeal 

will continue as normal. 

Withdrawal sent to DWP  

12. If a claimant writes to DWP direct to request a withdrawal this will be tasked to a caseworker. The claimant will be 

contacted by phone (where appropriate) and told to contact HMCTS who will deal with their request. A 

communication record must also be created. 

13. If the appeal response request hasn’t been sent through to you then, once the claimant is told to contact HMCTS, 

there will be no further action to take. This is because it is up to HMCTS to decide whether or not they accept the 

withdrawal. 

14. If the appeal has already been sent through to you then, once the claimant is told to contact HMCTS, action on the 

appeal must continue in case: 

• you haven’t heard from HMCTS, BF for 14 days and check with them again, or  

• the claimant changes their mind about the withdrawal and doesn’t contact HMCTS  

15. Where HMCTS tell us they have accepted the request to withdraw, take the following action to update PIPCS and 

close the appeal record and outstanding task: 

Step  Action  

 1.    select Edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

2. 
select the relevant reason from the drop down menu in the ‘Conclusion’ field, that is, ‘Appeal  

 Withdrawn’ 

3. select save 

4. close the task 

16. This will close the appeal. 

See: Workflow/Task Management guidance 



 

Request for reinstatement of withdrawn appeal 

17. Any party who has withdrawn their appeal may apply to the FtT for it to be reinstated. The request must be made 

in writing and received within one month after: 

• the date the FtT received the request to withdraw the case; or  

• the date of the hearing at which the case was withdrawn orally  

18. Those cases where HMCTS refuse to reinstate won’t be notified to you. This is because either: 

• there was no appeal record set up at the time of withdrawal, or  

• any appeal record set up at the time of withdrawal will have already been close  

19. In these cases, don’t set up another appeal record. 

20. If the appeal was withdrawn before being sent to DWP for a response and HMCTS agree to reinstate, they will 

recommence their action. They will complete their usual checks (for example appeal signed, MRN included) before 

passing to you for a response. Once passed to you it will be treated as if it was a new appeal but retaining the 

original date of appeal. 

See: Creating an appeal record on receipt of an appeal in this chapter 

See: Time limit for providing HMCTS with an appeal response in this chapter 

21. If the appeal was withdrawn after it was sent to DWP for a response, that is: 

• before the response was prepared, or  

• after the response was prepared but before it was sent to HMCTS, or  

• after response was sent to HMCTS and before appeal hearing  

then in all the above circumstances, if HMCTS accept the reinstatement, they will advise you they’ve reinstated the 

appeal and ask for a response. This communication from HMCTS will be referred by MOU, scanned into DRS and tasked 

to you. You will have 28 calendar days from the date the reinstatement was received in DWP, to prepare the response. 

22. On receipt of this task you need to create another appeal record as if it was a new appeal, but retaining the original 

date of appeal/response issued date (if issued previously). A new record is needed because the original appeal 

record was closed following withdrawal. 

See: Creating an appeal record on receipt of an appeal in this chapter 

See: Time limit for providing HMCTS with an appeal response in this chapter 

See: Workflow/Task Management guidance 



 

23. If you disposed of the appeal response and associated photocopied documents following the withdrawal, then 

these will need to be prepared again. 

See: Preparing the appeal response 

24. There will be cases, for example where withdrawal was accepted at an oral hearing, where the response is still 

available because it was scanned into DRS before it was passed to HMCTS. In these cases you will only need a new 

response if the reinstatement documents contain new points raised by the claimant, or directions from HMCTS which 

need to be covered.  

Consider lapsing an appeal  

1. The purpose of lapsing an appeal is to prevent unnecessary appeals being heard. However, it must not be used 

solely to prevent an appeal being heard. You must consider if lapsing may apply: 

• whenever further evidence is received after an appeal has been received  

• when HMCTS has referred an appeal to DWP for a response to be prepared or;  

• a change of award to the claimants advantage as a result of an UT decision • See: Upper Tribunal  

Note: You can still lapse an appeal if further evidence is received after the response is sent to HMCTS 

2. Case Managers (CMs) can revise the decision at anytime. Where the effect of the UT decision could result in either a 

claim to PIP being awarded or a higher rate to PIP being awarded, the decision must be revised in the claimants 

favour. This will have the effect of lapsing the appeal - See: ADM Chapter A3 and Chapter A5 for more information 

and examples of circumstances where lapsing an appeal may be appropriate and where lapsing may be 

inappropriate. 

In considering whether to lapse an appeal you can: 

• gather supporting evidence if the issue concerns a lay decision, for example R&P, hospital admission, or  

• ask the AP for supporting medical evidence or advice if the appeal concerns disability issues, such as, the 

descriptors  

Note: In PIP reassessment cases where DLA medical evidence has not been considered in determining a PIP claim, or at 

MR, it must be considered as part of the appeal. The Case Manager must obtain DLA medical evidence See:  Obtaining 

Disability Living Allowance (DLA) medical evidence  from Records Storage and set a manual task to complete this 

action - See Records storage. 

3. If you don’t need further evidence you must decide if: 

• the decision can be revised to the claimant’s advantage, or  

• the decision can be revised but is less advantageous to the claimant and the appeal continues, or  

• the decision isn’t revised and remains unchanged and the appeal continues  



 

Note: To assist in deciding if revision is appropriate you must refer to the relevant Decision Making instructions, 

according to whether the decision is about lay issues or disability issues. 

See: Lapsing Negative Determinations - New claims/Reassessments 

Decision to revise would be partially to claimant’s advantage  

1. If revision would be to the claimant’s advantage but not give them all they asked for, you must phone the claimant 

to discuss the new decision. This will give them the opportunity to decide if they wish their appeal to continue. It must 

not be suggested lapsing is the only option. If the claimant has a representative, you must either talk directly to the 

representative yourself or inform the claimant that they must do so.  If you're unable to contact the claimant, you 

should contact the representative to discuss the new decision; they can agree to lapsing or discuss this with the 

claimant themselves.  If they agree to lapsing, you should always ask them to inform the claimant. 

2 You must create a communication record to record details of the phone call and record details in the Notes 

section of the Edit Appeal screen. 

3 If the claimant wants the appeal to go ahead, you must prepare the appeal response. This must contain details 

of the proposed revised decision with an explanation this cannot be implemented because, to do so, would mean the 

appeal would lapse. The relevant provision is Section 9(6) of the Social Security Act 1998 (SSA). This information must 

be recorded in Section 4 or Section 5 of the response - See: Time limit for providing HMCTS with an appeal response 

and See: Preparing the appeal response in this chapter 

4. Where you can’t contact the claimant to discuss the new decision, you must not revise the decision otherwise it will 

lapse the appeal. You must let the appeal proceed and, in your response, give details of the proposed revised 

decision. You must explain this cannot be implemented because, under Section 9(6) of the SSA 1998, this would 

lapse the appeal. 

Note: You don’t need to contact the claimant to discuss the new decision if it is disadvantageous. In these cases you 

can revise the appeal (disadvantageously) without speaking to the claimant first - See: Decision to revise would be less 

advantageous to claimant and See: Preparing the appeal response in this chapter 

5. You must make up to three attempts at different times of the day, over a two-day period, to contact the claimant to 

explain the proposed decision. For failed attempts you must update PIPCS. Record the details of the potential 

revised award in the Communications Record. The Notes should include details of the “proposed change” including 

the new rate for each component and the effective date and also the CM’s name and contact details including email 

address. This will ensure that the case can progress should the claimant call and the owning CM is not available. 

After failed attempts to contact the claimant by phone check the Communications Exception tab to determine if the 

claimant has opted out of SMS text messages. 

See: SMS Automated Texting 



 

6. If the claimant is subscribed to SMS text message, access Reach and complete manual SMS Template Title ‘PIP 

Lapsed appeal offer ’. Record the issue of the SMS Text in the Communications record. 

See: Personal Independence Payments SMS Templates 

Guidance on how to gain access to Reach and useful desk aids can be found on the SMS Text Messaging  

Homepage 

7. In all cases, if contact has not been made with the claimant by phone,  issue clerical letter ‘PIP.2020  

PIP Lapse Appeal Offer Letter’. Case Managers must include their direct telephone number in the letter. 

Record the issue of the letter in the Communications record and upload a copy to PIPCS through DRS. 

See: PIP Notifications and Forms 

8. If the claimant has a representative, you should either talk directly to the representative yourself or suggest to the 

claimant that they may wish to.  If you're unable to contact the claimant, you should contact the representative to 

discuss the new decision; they can agree to lapsing or discuss this with the claimant themselves.  If they agree to 

lapsing, you should always ask them to inform the claimant. 

9. If the claimant agrees the appeal can be lapsed. 

Decision to revise would be fully to claimant’s advantage  

1. If you decide the decision can be revised fully to the claimant’s advantage the appeal must be lapsed. 

Lapsing an appeal 

2.To lapse an appeal: 

Step  Action  

1 re-open the application case (only where no benefit is in payment) or Benefit Case where benefit was in 

payment 

Note: Benefit Case can only be re-opened by the Team Leader/HEO 

2 where no benefit is in payment: 

• select the ‘Benefits’ tab  

• click the action button against the PIP application, select ‘Re-open’  

• select ‘Disallowance – new decision required’ from dropdown  



 

3 modify the determination and complete the determination with the effective date - See: Reconsideration 

see: Feedback 

Note: when lapsing BAU appeal – the date of the most recent determination for the decision under appeal is 

the effective date 

4 apply the evidence in the application page or the evidence summary page if an award is already in payment 

5 navigate to the dispute tab and identify the appeal 

6 select Edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

7 select ‘Appeal Lapsed’ from the drop down menu in the ‘conclusions’ field 

8 check the eligibility - See: Eligibility check and also - See: Submitting for approval and activating an award 

9 complete form LT203C - Appendix 7 which can be found in the local folders (the case code will be 002AR (new 

claim appeal) or 003AR (reassessment appeal)). See: Appendix 5 - PIP Appeal case codes and instructions for use 

10 complete form PIP.2009 

send 2 copies to the claimant 

a copy to the representative with PIP.0100, if applicable 

11 email  PDF copies of both LT203C and PIP.2009 to HMCTS to notify them the appeal has lapsed following 

revision of that decision (after discussion over the phone with the claimant if not awarding enhanced rate of 

both components) 

12 email PDF copy: 

• of LT203C and  

• the PIP.2009  

to the designated user to upload to DRS. See: upload DRS 

13 check if a communication record has been generated in order to suppress the notification 



 

14 create a communication record for the issue of LT203C and PIP.2009 

15 select save 

16 close the task 

17 unless the claimant has a further dispute registered , you MUST input an end date AND then delete the 

representative once you have closed the appeal dispute tab See End an Existing  

Representative 

18 complete the QUEST feedback template - See: Appendix 25 

3. The status of the appeal will change to ‘closed’. 

  

Decision to revise would be less advantageous to claimant 

  

1. If you decide the decision can be revised but it gives the claimant a less advantageous decision the appeal doesn’t 

lapse. The appeal will be treated as being against the new, less advantageous decision. You will need to: 

• give your revised decision (the unfavourable decision needs to be the active decision on PCPS - See: Modifying 

a Determination)  

• notify the claimant of the revised decision on PIP.2009 which is a clerical notification  

• email PDF copy of PIP.2009 to upload to DRS - See: upload DRS complete a communication record for the issue 

of the PIP.2009  

• the appeal record should be updated but not closed. If this is not possible then the existing appeal record must 

be deleted and a new one created, but any unique information must be copied from the existing appeal record 

before deletion  

  

2. This letter will tell the claimant the appeal will continue, but it will be against the original decision as revised and 

they have a further month to make representations before the appeal response is sent to  

HMCTS. 

Note: You don’t need to contact the claimant to discuss the new decision if it is disadvantageous to the claimant. In 

these cases you can revise the appeal (disadvantageously) without speaking to the claimant first - See: 

Reconsiderations. 

3. In these cases, as the appeal response will be delayed for further representations from the claimant ask HMCTS for 

an extension of the time limit for providing the appeal response. This notification must be sent straight away and, 



 

when giving the expected date for completion of the response, this must allow for the full one calendar month for 

further representations then any appeal response preparation time after that. 

See: Applying to HMCTS for an extension 

See: Preparing the appeal response 

4. You will need to update the PIPCS appeals record as follows: 

Step Action 

     

1. 

select Edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

. 

2 

select ‘Other’ from the drop down menu in the ‘Late response’ field 

. 

3 

insert free text ‘Awaiting further representations from claimant’ 

. 

4 

record its issue in the Notes box 

       

 5. 

select save 

   

6. 

create a communication record for the issue of the PIP.2009 

       

7. 

defer the task for one month for the further representations 

. 

8 

complete the QUEST feedback template - See: Appendix 25 

5. The status of the appeal will remain open. 

6. If further representations aren’t received by the end of one month, the response must be prepared - See: Preparing 

the appeal response. 

7. If during the one month period, the claimant tells us they have nothing further to add and will not be providing 

further representations, this will be tasked to you to note and prepare the response - See:  

Preparing the appeal response. 



 

8. Where further representations are made these will be tasked to you. They must be considered carefully and 

addressed in the response, unless further revision is an option - See:  Reconsidera  tion  and also - See:  Preparing 

the appeal response . 

Decision not revised 

9. If the receipt of further evidence doesn’t lead to revision, when preparing your response it must be included in the 

response bundle and recorded in the Schedule of Events at Section 2 of the response. 

Note: If the further evidence raises any new points address this in the appeal response - See: Preparing  the appeal 

response . 

 Obtaining further evidence 

Non-medical evidence needed 

1. If you need further evidence when considering lapsing the appeal, and it’s non-medical in nature: 

• phone the claimant  

• if claimant cannot be contacted by phone issue PIP.3033.  

2. If you: 

• haven’t prepared your appeal response, or  

• have prepared it but not sent it to HMCTS  

3. You need to consider if you will meet the deadline for preparation of the response. 

4. As the claimant has one month to provide information it‘s unlikely you will meet the deadline, so you must ask 

HMCTS for an extension at the outset. You will need to defer the task for receipt of the evidence. You will need to 

complete a TL1 to ask the tribunal for more time to complete the response - See: Applying to HMCTS for an 

extension. 

5. If the further evidence isn’t received within one month, you need to continue with the appeal response - See: 

Preparing the appeal response. 

Medical advice/evidence needed 

6. If the information you need is medical, you may wish to discuss it with your SAM. Only the SAM can phone/discuss 

the case with the AP. If medical advice is required they can obtain this over the phone. However, if medical 

evidence is required this must be tasked through to the AP. Details of any discussions must be recorded in the 

notes in Decision Assist section in PIPCS. 



 

7. If the CM feels the case would benefit from a discussion with the AP this must be done via the SAM.  

Only the SAM can speak to the AP. 

Note: In PIP reassessment cases where DLA medical evidence has not been considered in determining a PIP claim, or at 

MR, it must be considered as part of the appeal. The Case Manager must obtain DLA medical evidence from Records 

Storage See: Obtaining Disability Living Allowance (DLA) medical  evidence  and set a manual task to complete this 

action - See Records storage. 

Referring the case to AP 

8. If the CM decides referral to the AP is appropriate because the information now provided by the claimant requires 

AP advice or further medical evidence; they should refer the case to the AP using ‘Request AP advice’ functionality 

with the current determination in Decision Assist. 

9. Select the relevant decision type for advice on the Appeal claim. See: Referring cases to AP- Action to take  

Note: The CM can discuss with the SAM if they feel it is necessary - See: Referring claim to SAM AP for details about 

referring cases to the SAM. 

10. After more evidence is obtained and you: 

• haven’t prepared your appeal response, or  

• have prepared it but not yet sent it to HMCTS  

you need to consider if you will meet the deadline for preparation of the response and, where appropriate, ask HMCTS 

for an extension of the time limit. The TL1 must be emailed after the 21 day task reminder has matured - See: Applying 

to HMCTS for an extension. 

11. You must defer the task for receipt of the evidence having regard to the type of evidence requested and how long 

it’s likely to take to receive it. The AP will upload the further medical evidence onto DRS. It will be tasked to the 

case owner to check if this changes the decision - See: Further evidence received before appeal response 

issuedand also - See: Consider lapsing an appeal in this chapter. 

  

Appeal against a Negative Determination New Claim 

1. You must consider whether the claimant has ‘good reason’ for their failure to ‘attend their’, failing to return their 

PIP2, failing to provide information or failing to comply - See: ADM –P6- Good Reason. 

2. If the negative determination appeal is due to Failure to Attend (FTA)/Failure to Comply (FTC) - See:  FTA/FTC 

chapter. 

3. You must also consider whether the claimants appeal indicates they are prepared to comply for example providing 

any information requested or completing a PIP2. This is because, if the claimant tells the Tribunal they will comply 



 

the Tribunal may allow the appeal against the negative determination. This is because the claimant has now 

indicated compliance. 

4. If the claimant said in the appeal letter they won’t or can’t: 

• provide the further information requested, or,  

• attend an AP consultation, as requested  

the appeal must proceed 

5. Where it’s not clear from the appeal letter what the claimant’s intentions are, attempt to call the claimant or PAB. If 

contact cannot be made send form PIP.3033 to them and explain we will wait one month for them to: 

• Provide the required information ,or  

• Tell us they will attend an AP consultation, otherwise the appeal will proceed to the Tribunal after this one 

month has elapsed  

6. If the claimant’s appeal indicates they intend to provide the information needed they must be given one month to 

provide it. You will need to ask HMCTS for an extension to the time limit for providing the response and notify the 

claimant they have one month to send us the information - See: Applying to HMCTS for an extension. 

7. If the information isn’t received by the end of this month, the appeal must proceed and the response must focus on 

the negative determination. This must include details of the subsequent attempts to achieve compliance. 

CM does not accept good reason and the claimant is not willing to comply.  

8. In these circumstances you must prepare your appeal response explaining the reasons why good reason hasn’t 

been accepted and/or the claimant is not willing to comply. The Tribunal must be asked to uphold the original 

disallowance (however, within the response please can you ask the Tribunal if they do accept good reason to direct the 

claimant to either comply or attend an assessment). 

9. The response must focus solely on the reason for the negative determination and the claimant’s refusal to 

provide the information required or refusal to attend an AP consultation. The Tribunal will then decide whether to 

proceed with the hearing or give directions (which may include asking the CM to take further steps to obtain the 

information). 

CM accepts good reason or accepts the claimant is now willing to comply 

10. Where an appeal is lodged against a negative determination and you decide to let the claimant back on the PIP 

journey, the appeal cannot be lapsed by a CM at that time. We can only lapse an appeal if you’re in a position to 

make a decision with a different outcome, that is, you can award benefit. That is the only decision which can result 

in the decision being revised and the appeal being lapsed. 



 

11. A negative determination (ND) of a new PIP claim can only be revised if you’re in a position to make a decision 

with a different outcome, that is, you can award benefit. That is the only decision which can result in the decision 

being revised and the appeal lapsed. Even where you accept the reasons provided for FTA, non-return of PIP2, 

failure to provide information or FTC, you cannot lapse at that stage as you aren’t in a position to change the 

disallowance. 

12. If you decide good reason has been shown or you accept the claimant is now willing to comply, your action will 

depend on the reason for the negative determination. 

13. You should ask the Tribunal to dispose of the appeal, using form OM1. Create an ‘OM1’ using the ART. 

Step Action 

1 on the Section 1 screen input the Appeal Reference Number 

2 extract Name & Address from PIPCS 

See: Appendix 23 

3 tick “Issue OM1” box 

4 click “Next” 

5 select the appropriate paragraph from the dropdown – ‘New claim’ or ‘Reassessment’ 

6 click “OK” 

7 email a copy of the claimant’s notification PIP8024/8028 new claims with the OM1 to the tribunal. 

14. You must tell the Tribunal the claimant’s PIP claim will continue and that the appeal has itself become nugatory 

and no further action is required either by the. Secretary of State or the Tribunal, accordingly they should dispose 

of the appeal 

15. New Claim Negative Determination Appeal Good Reason Accepted – PIPCS actions 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the Action button and select ‘Re-open’ 



 

4 select ‘Save’ 

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 

6 on the ‘Failure to supply information’ section, amend the ‘Part 2 Not Returned’ or ‘Failure to supply Requested 

Information – Good Reason Accepted’ marker to ‘Yes’. 

at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box, provide details why ‘good reason; was accepted for 

example, Claimant was in hospital and date DLA entitlement was reinstated from. Include any other details 

which may help the AP to schedule the assessment. For example: 

if you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local 

assessment or home consultation may be more appropriate. or claimant circumstances that might cause 

FTA for example: • If the claimant is in hospital 

• in prison 

• changed address 

Note: Consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS – See: 13-payability 

7 Save and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

8 stay within the ‘contact’ tab - ‘Notes’ and input new note - 

“Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. 

The claimant must to be manually notified using the appropriate notification - PIP7001 (award) or 7011 

(disallow) 

9 close all associated tasks. The reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the  

 

 claim 

10 issue a PIP8024/8028 notification, as appropriate. 

See: Notifications table 



 

11 upload a copy of the notification to DRS 

See: upload DRS 

12 create communication record 

See: Creating-communication-record – to record a PIP8024/8028 notification has been issued. 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘good reason’. 

13 select the disputes tab and the ‘appeal’ option from the left hand side. select the action button 

by the negative determination appeal record and select ‘edit’. 

in the ‘Outcomes’ section from the dropdown box next to the ‘Conclusion’ field select the option ‘new decision 

changed’ 

In the ‘Appeal Overturned Reason’ field. If ‘good reason’ was accepted by a CM select ‘Reached a different 

conclusion on substantially the same facts’. If the Tribunal accepted ‘good reason’ select the appropriate 

overturned reason depending on the circumstances of the case.’ 

14 create a ‘new’ negative determination reconsideration record. The reconsideration will stay open until the 

decision is made on the claim 

Note: The open negative determination reconsideration record will ensure the case is automatically routed to a 

CM with the correct skill set to deal with the case when it is returned from the AP. 

15 navigate to the Application Case homepage 

16 select the Disputes tab 

17 select Reconsideration from the list on the left hand side 

18 select New, the date field will default to todays’ date, you must modify to show the date used for the original 

negative determination reconsideration. 

19 in the blank Dispute Type field from the drop-down menu you must select the appropriate type: 

• Non Return of PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Fomerly known as PIP2 UI) or  

• FTA/FTC or  



 

 • Lay Conditions  

20 in the Requested By field from the drop-down menu select Claimant 

21 in the Areas field you will select one or more of the options that reflect the area or areas under dispute. You 

must record reasons why/what in notes 

Note: Copy these from the original negative determination reconsideration. 

22 select Save 

23 if the claimant has opted in for text messages you must suppress the automated SMS text message that will be 

generated due to a reconsideration being registered – See: SMS Automated  

Texting 

24 grab and close the ‘Reconsideration Registration Further Complete – Further Action Required’ task that auto 

created by PIPCS when you registered the negative determination reconsideration 

16. If the claim has been re-opened due to the PIP2 being received and or good reason accepted 

Step Action 

1 stay on the Application line and select ‘Actions’ button in the top right hand corner 

2 select ‘New Assessment’ and insert original Date Of Claim 

3 select ‘Save’. This will create the Decision Assist line 

4 enter the Decision Assist line and select ‘Tasks’ 

5 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

  

17. Negative Determination reconsideration and appeal notifications 

  

PIP8020 New Claim Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8021 Reassessment Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by  

CM 



 

PIP8024 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8025 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8028 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

  

PIP8029 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

New claim received appeal outstanding against earlier decision 

18. If a new claim or award review is received and there is an outstanding appeal against an earlier decision: 

• the new claim will be decided by the new claim team, in the usual way.  

• record the details in PIPCS.  

• prepare your appeal response and you must tell HMCTS the effective date of any new outcome decision.  

Note: A system task will be sent to you to notify HMCTS of the New Claim. You should advise HMCTS of the new claim 

and if a decision has not yet been made they will be notified when a decision has been made and then defer the task to 

await outcome of new claim. When the new decision is made, you should then advise the Tribunal of the fixed period 

the Tribunal is now limited to considering as a result of the new outcome decision - See: Preparing the appeal response 

and also - See: Workflow and Task Management. 

19. The tribunal is not limited when a new claim has been made, but is limited once a decision has been made on the 

new claim, see: Decision made on an intervening claim Similarly an on going supersession doesn’t limit a Tribunal 

until a decision has been made, see: Decision under appeal has been superseded This must be explained in: 

• the appeal response, if one hasn’t already been sent to HMCTS - See: Preparing the appeal response; or  

• a further response, where a response has already been sent to HMCTS - See: Preparing further response  

20. In addition the tribunal must be advised to restrict their decision as follows: 

• where the appeal is against a supersession disallowing PIP:  

• to the day before the effective date of the new claim, unless:  

• where the appeal is against a new outcome:  

• to the day before the effective date of the new claim  

Note: Where the claimant asks for an appeal against the new claim decision as well (after they have been through the 

mandatory reconsideration process), the Tribunal will make two decisions which won’t overlap. 

21. Once the appeal is heard you may need to revise the decision on the further claim to take into account the 

tribunal's decision or check the tribunal’s decision is still correct. 



 

See: Reconsiderations 

See: ADM Chapter A3 

See: Tribunal gives a decision that overlaps a subsequent CM decision 

See: Tribunal decision more advantageous than decision given on a subsequent claim/application 

See: Decision correct to check HMCTS decision 

Supersession of decision under appeal on another issue 

22. Where a decision under appeal is superseded for a reason unconnected with the appeal, the appeal will continue. 

For example, the appeal may concern the rate of PIP awarded but the supersession concerns payability. 

23. The response must be prepared in the usual way, but HMCTS will need to be asked to restrict their decision to the 

day before the effective date of the supersession where the rate changes or to incorporate the payability change 

in their decision, as appropriate. 

24. Once the appeal is heard you may need to revise the decision on the further claim to take into account the 

tribunal's decision. 

25. Where the supersession application leads to a decision not to supersede, don’t ask the tribunal to restrict their 

decision. This is because a decision not to supersede doesn’t have an effective date or replace the earlier decision - 

See: ADM Chapter A5. 

 Lapsing Negative Determinations - Award Reviews, Change of  

Circumstances Reviews and Advanced claims 

  

1. If at appeal stage you consider the claimant has shown good reasons, then the previous award can be 

reinstated, thereby revising favourably and lapsing the appeal. 

2. In these cases you must then proceed as per steps below, and then refer the case to the AP as appropriate. 

StepAction 

1. select ‘Evidence’ tab 

2. select ‘Medical Details’ 

3. select ‘Toggle’ 

select ‘Edit’ from the relevant action button (for example, the one with the Negative Determination 4. 



 

effective date 

5. amend the appropriate ‘Failure to Supply Information’ filed to state ‘Yes to Good Cause’ 

6. select ‘Save’ 

7. close the ‘Medical Details’ tab to return to the ‘Evidence Summary’ 

8. refresh 

9. select ‘Action’ button 

10. select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu to run the legislative rules 

11. select ‘Save’ 

access the ‘Personal Independence Payment’ case (also known as the Benefit Delivery line) from 12. 

the search result 

13. select ‘Action’ button top Right Hand Side (RHS) 

14. select ‘Edit’ 

input original end of award date where there was one. 

15. 

Note: you can find these details from the original decision letter in attachments 

16. select ‘Save’ 

17. select ‘Action’ button on RHS 

18. select ‘Check eligibility’ 

19. tick the ‘use Active Evidence only’ box 

20. select ‘Save’ 

21. select ‘Action’ on top RHS 

request Benefit Delivery Case is reactivated by a team Leader if status is showing as Pending 22. 

Closure or Closed 

23. select ‘yes’ 

24. select ‘Action’ button on RHS 

25. select ‘Activate Case’ from the drop down menu 

26. select ‘yes’ 

From search results select ‘refresh’ 27. 

Go back to ‘Personal Independence Payment’ case (also known as benefit delivery line) 



 

Note: the case should now be showing as active and next payments should be showing. If this isn’t  

28. the case, then you will need to go into financial tab and select another tab and return to ‘Financials’ tab. The next 

payment should now be showing. 

reopening the Benefit Delivery Case will create a PIP7001 notification in communications which 29. 

needs to be suppressed if generated 

30. select ‘Evidence Summary’ from the search result 

31. select ‘Interventions’ tab 

32. select ‘Create New Intervention’ 

33. input today’s date in the received date 

34. select ‘Planned’ or ‘Unplanned’ as appropriate 

35. select as appropriate ‘S of S’ if Planned Intervention and ‘Customer’ if Unplanned 

36. select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ in the ‘part 2 required’ box as ‘appropriate 

Note: issue further ARI if claimant states AR1 not received 

37. 

If the user does not select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ then the field will automatically default to ‘yes’. If an AR1 is not required, 

then the user must select ‘no’ to prevent the AR1 being issued 

38. select ‘Save’ 

39. create a Communications Record where appropriate 

40. close any outstanding tasks 

41. Issue appropriate notification to Cx to inform them appeal has been lapsed 

See: Workflow/Task Management guidance 

3. If AR1 or AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) not received Negative Determination and AR1 or AR1 UI 

(Formerly known as PIP2 UI) has been re-issued, no further action required as PIPCS will control its return. 

4. If AR1 or AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) not received, Negative Determination and AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly 

known as PIP2 UI)I now received, create a task to CM Manual WQ for relevant RSC, task subject ‘Good cause accepted, 

consider AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)I evidence’ 

5. FTA decision Negative Determination, progress case back to APReferring case back to AP: 

StepAction 



 

1. access Decision Assist by selecting the action button on the right of the completed determination 2. select AP 

advice 

3. select unplanned or planned intervention as appropriate (none SRTI) from the dropdown list 

select who requested the intervention from the dropdown list e.g. claimant (add any necessary 4. 

comments) 

5. PIPCS will automatically send a task to AP with appropriate deadline 

  

6. If HMCTS require an HP assessment they will contact you. On receipt of the request, you must forward it to 

Capita/Independent Assessment Services. 

See: Referring claim to SAM AP for advice or further evidence. 

Refer to: OED PIP Compliance Note 31v3 for Referring cases to the AP. 

7. Where requests for specific types of information should be directed to HMCTS, see: Appendix 26 

8. To pass the request to the AP, use the ‘New Assessment’ referral functionality. You must include the notes in the 

Medical Details Evidence screen to explain the reason for the further evidence request. 

9. If there are any instructions for the HP in an adjournment notice, such as a direction by a Judge for particular 

type of assessor, this should be mentioned in the referral. Record the details in Decision Assist and in the comments box 

of ‘Request AP Advice’ referral/task to the HP. 

Appeal against review action 

  

PIP Award Reviews (previously Planned interventions) 

1. PIP Planned Award reviews relate only to the disability aspects of PIP. 

2. PIP Award reviews are CM instigated in those cases where the AP recommends a review is undertaken at some 

point during the period of an award. This may be because the level of needs may change over time. 

Note: On receipt of an AR1, an AR decision can now be made by the CM with advice from a Health Professional, if 

necessary. From 27th June 2016 an AR can now be made without the need for a referral to be made to the HP. 

However, this is not in all cases. For further advice 

See: PIP Award Review 

PIP award review will generally result in: 

• supersession leading to a decision to reduce, disallow or increase benefit or the period of award, or  



 

• a decision not to supersede, or  

• negative determination leading to a supersession  

3. The claimant may appeal against any of the above outcomes once the mandatory reconsideration is notified. 

See: Preparing the appeal response for details of the documents and information needed in the response 

PIP Award review coincides with on-going appeal 

4. If a PIP award review coincides with an on-going appeal, for example, a claimant may asks for an increase in benefit 

but, on supersession (and following mandatory reconsideration), the rate remains unchanged. The claimant may 

lodge an appeal with HMCTS against the decision not to supersede but meanwhile an award review may be due. 

5. In these circumstances the appeal will continue and override the award review. 

6. If further evidence is received, for example, Award Reviews 1 (AR1), you need to consider if the tribunal needs to 

consider this new information. 

See: Outstanding Appeals and Reconsideration during the Award Review Process 

Change of Circumstances reviews (previously Unplanned interventions) 

7. These are cases where: 

• the claimant applies for supersession, or  

• you instigate a supersession on your own initiative generally because of a change in the claimant’s needs  

  

8. A change of circs review may result in: 

• supersession leading to an increase in benefit, or  

• supersession leading to a decision to reduce or disallow benefit and/or to increase or decrease the period of 

award, or  

• a decision not to supersede, or  

• application not admitted (claimant application only)  

• negative determination   

  

9. With the exception of ‘application not admitted’ the claimant can appeal against these outcomes once a mandatory 

reconsideration is notified. 



 

See: Preparing the appeal response in this chapter for details of the documents and information needed in the 

response 

Appeal against an overpayment decision including where a Civil  

Penalty (Cpen) has been imposed 

1. When HMCTS refers an appeal against a recoverable overpayment decision to DWP for a response, recovery action 

must be suspended by Debt Management. This includes the recovery of any associated Cpen against which there’s 

also a right of appeal. 

2. On receipt of an appeal which appears to be against the overpayment decision only, it is essential to consider 

whether this is also against the superseding or revision decision that brought the overpayment into being. 

3. Once you set up the appeal record, and before you prepare the appeal response, you must notify Debt 

Management the claimant has made an appeal against the overpayment decision (and Cpen decision where 

applicable). 

4. Complete the email template and include ‘in the ‘To’ field on the  

Outlook email template. The following link will take you to the email template on the intranet 

5. The following information must be included on the email: 

• the claimant’s name and NINO  

• Official: Sensitive security marking  

• the name of the benefit overpaid  

• the period of the overpayment  

• the reason for the overpayment  

  

6. They will then suspend recovery action until the result of the appeal is known. The issue of the email must be 

recorded in the ‘Notes’ box of the Edit Appeal screen for that appeal and a communication record created. 

7. If the claimant’s appeal is against the Cpen only, this must be treated as an appeal against the linked overpayment 

as well, and vice versa. 

8. If the claimant is appealing against two or three of the decisions, separate appeal responses and separate AT38s 

must be submitted for each decision. On the first AT38 you need to ask HMCTS to consider hearing all the appeals 

together. The AT38 can be accessed from the local folders - See: copy of AT38 in Appendix 3 and also - See: 

Preparing the appeal response. 

9. Once the FtT’s decision is received, a copy must be obtained from DRS and sent to Debt Management by email. The 

email must be sent to the ‘address. 



 

10. If the FtT’s decision is in the claimant’s favour then, where the original PIP overpayment was referred to Debt 

Management via the Clerical Referral Tool, the revised overpayment must be sent clerically and a communication 

record created. It must not be registered on E-Referrals - See: Clerical overpayment referral guide for further 

details. 

11. If the original PIP overpayment was referred to Debt Management through E-Referrals -  

See: Revising or cancelling referrals chapter of the generic E-Referrals guidance. This gives further detail around how to 

revise the referral. This revised referral will tell Debt Management what changed regarding the overpayment 

recovery/Cpen decisions and it was an appeal that led to change. A communication record must be created in addition 

to recording this action in the “Notes” box in the Edit Appeal screen - See: Action on receipt of FtT’s decision. 

Appeal following reassessment action 

1. Claimants over the age of 16 and born after 8 April 1948, receiving DLA are unable to have any change of 

circumstances affecting their needs considered in DLA. Therefore any DLA claimant whose award is coming to an 

end, are a rising 16 or report a change of circumstances will be advised their DLA will come to an end and they 

should make a claim to PIP. Claimants with a long term award of DLA will also be selected at random to be 

reassessed for PIP. 

2. Where a DLA claimant is invited to claim PIP as part of the reassessment process, their DLA will be terminated once 

a PIP decision has been made or if the claimant has not complied with the process the DLA will be terminated, for 

example, in the following circumstances: 

• following determination of a PIP claim  

• where no PIP claim is made/made within the required timescale  

• claimant doesn’t return the PIP2 within the timescale (and is not marked as requiring Additional Support)  

• claimant fails to attend assessment without good reasons.  

  

3. In those cases where no claim to PIP is made there is a right of appeal against the termination of DLA after a 

mandatory reconsideration. 

4. However, where a PIP claim is decided then any dispute (reconsideration and appeal) is against the PIP decision only 

as no appeal can be made against the termination of DLA in these circumstances. 

Note: A PIP claimant can ask us to re-use/not to re-use DLA medical evidence at any stage of their reassessment, that 

is, at new claim stage, reconsideration or appeal 

To comply with Tribunal Procedure rules, in all PIP reassessment cases, the Department has a legal duty to provide 

copies of all documents relevant to the case in the decision maker’s possession including information from the 

previous DLA claim, unless Tribunal directions state otherwise (rule 24(4)(b)). 



 

This change has come about following the CH&KN Upper Tribunal judgment. In this joint appeal the Judge looked at a 

number of previous UT decisions and decided that DLA medical evidence can sometimes be relevant to a First-tier 

Tribunal (FtT) in order to make a decision on a PIP appeal. 

5. The Department now has to provide, but is not limited, to: 

details of the claimant’s last DLA award, as a minimum: 

• the last award date 

• the rates of the component (for example middle rate care / higher rate mobility) 

• reason for award (for example Supervision throughout the day, or for frequent attention with bodily 

functions) where available and 

• end date of award. 

6. DLA medical evidence, as a minimum: 

a) If DLA evidence has already been obtained and considered at first decision or at MR, then the Case Manager 

needs to record that it has been considered and included in the tribunal bundle. 

b) If the DLA medical evidence is not on file, then obtain this from Iron Mountain. 

7. On receipt review, as a minimum: 

If the evidence obtained: 

• supports a more favourable outcome for the claimant then make appropriate changes and lapse the 

appeal. 

• does not add anything to the last PIP decision. Record that we have considered the DLA medical 

evidence and to support the tribunal considerations we have enclosed it. 

• shows that the condition has improved since the last DLA award, for example a rising 16 case with 

diabetes who was getting a lot of help with insulin and counting calories from their parents. Could be more 

independent now they are 16 and can undertake these function independently. Record that while we believe 

there has been an improvement in the claimant’s condition, we have attached the DLA medical evidence to 

support the tribunal with their considerations. 

c)        If the DLA file has been destroyed, then record that the file has been destroyed in accordance with DWP data 

retention policies. 



 

8. If a PIP claim is made, to enable the claimant to make any necessary adjustments, DLA will continue to be paid for a 

period of 4 weeks following the date after the PIP decision has been made. This is known as the four week run–on 

period and is provided for in legislation. 

Note: For SRTI case it will be a 1 to 8 day run-on period, see: Special rules for terminally ill people (SRTI) – Case Manager 

Guidance 

9. The 4 week run period will not apply to negative determination in the following circumstances: 

• if the claimant decides not to claim PIP, the DLA must be terminated from the date the DLA was first 

suspended (that is, 4 weeks after the invite was issued)  

• if we make a negative determination because the claimant fails to return the PIP2/AR1 (and are not Additional 

Support), the DLA must be terminated two weeks after the date of the negative decision on PIP.  

  

10. For rising 16 claimants their DLA award can be extended for up to 12 months for PIP assessment action to be 

completed providing a claim to PIP is made. Once the PIP decision is made it will then be effective from the end of 

the four week run on period after the decision is made and not from the date of claim. 

11. If the claimant does appeal against the PIP decision, the run-on period/award extension is explained in the 

appeal response to prevent the tribunal awarding PIP or increasing an award of PIP for a period DLA has been paid 

for. You must tell the FtT the earliest date PIP can be considered by them, and refer them to the relevant legislation. 

An extract from the legislation must be included in the response. The relevant legislation is The Personal 

Independence Payment (Transitional Provisions) Regulations 2013 reg 17(1) (b) and is quoted below: 

“17. (1) Upon an assessment determination being made on a claim by a transfer claimant— 

(a) the Secretary of State must, as soon as practicable, send the claimant written notification of the outcome of 

the determination, and 

(b) except where paragraph (2) of regulation 13 applies to the claimant, the claimant’s entitlement to disability 

living allowance shall terminate 

(i) where paragraph (1B) applies, on the earlier of 

(aa) the last day of the payment period during which the assessment determination is made, or 

(bb) the first Tuesday after the making of the assessment determination; 

(ii) in any other case, on the last day of the period of 28 days starting with the first pay day after the making of the 

assessment determination.” 



 

12. Where the appeal is against a negative determination then the tribunal should be told the earliest day  

PIP can be considered from will be the day following the last day of payment for DLA. Referring them to  

The Personal Independence Payment (Transitional Provisions) Regulations 2013 regs 13(2) and 17(2) (b). 

Note: Where there has been a negative determination the run-on period is 14 days for the next DLA pay day. Refer to 

PIP transitional regulations Reg 13 

See: Preparing the appeal response 

  

  

Appeal against a Negative Determination – Reassessment cases 

1. You must consider whether the claimant has ‘good reason’ for their failure to attend their PIP assessment, failing to 

return their PIP2 , failing to provide information or failing to comply - See: ADM – P6 Good Reason. 

If negative determination appeal is due to Failure to Attend (FTA)/Failure to Comply (FTC) - See: FTA chapter/FTC 

chapter. 

2. You must also consider whether the claimant’s appeal indicates they are prepared to comply for example by 

providing any information requested or completing a PIP2. This is because, if the claimant tells the Tribunal they will 

comply, the Tribunal may allow the appeal against the negative determination.  

This is because the claimant has now indicated compliance. 

3. If the claimant said in the appeal letter they won’t or can’t: 

• provide the further information requested, or  

• attend an AP consultation, as requested  

the appeal must proceed. 

4. Where it’s not clear from the appeal letter what the claimant’s intentions are attempt to call the claimant or PAB. If 

contact cannot be made send form PIP.3033 to them and explain we’ll wait one month for them to: 

• provide the required information, or  

• tell us they will attend an AP consultation  

  

otherwise, the appeal will proceed to the Tribunal after this one month has elapsed. 

  



 

5. If the claimant’s appeal indicates they intend to provide the information needed they must be given one month to 

provide it. 

6. You will need to ask HMCTS for an extension to the time limit for providing the response and notify the claimant 

they have one month to send us the information - See: Applying to HMCTS for an  extension.    

7. If the information isn’t received by the end of this month, the appeal must proceed and the response must focus on 

the negative determination. This must include details of the subsequent attempts to achieve compliance. 

8. You must consider registering an event 30 on DLACS. This event will prevent the DLA record from archiving. The DLA 

record will archive 7 months after DLA entitlement ended. If you are waiting for evidence or if good reason is not 

accepted and the claimant is not willing to comply register an event 30 on DLACS if required. 

9. Where an appeal is lodged against a negative determination and you decide to let the claimant back on the PIP 

journey, the appeal cannot be lapsed by a CM at that time. We can only lapse an appeal when a decision can be 

revised fully to the claimant’s advantage - and here that hasn’t happened because the only decision which can do 

that in this context is an award of PIP and that decision has yet to be made. 

10. A negative determination (ND) of a reassessment PIP claim can only be revised if you’re in a position to make a 

decision with a different outcome, that is, you can award benefit. That is the only decision which can result in the 

decision being revised and the appeal lapsed. Even where you accept the reasons provided for FTA, non-return of 

PIP2, failure to provide information or FTC, you cannot lapse at that stage as you aren’t in a position to change the 

disallowance. 

CM does not accept good reason and the claimant is not willing to comply  

11. In these circumstances you must prepare your appeal response explaining the reasons why good reason hasn’t 

been accepted and/or the claimant is not willing to comply. The Tribunal must be asked to uphold the original 

disallowance (however, within the response please can you ask the Tribunal if they do accept good reason to direct the 

claimant to either comply or attend an assessment). 

CM accepts good reason or accepts the claimant is now willing to comply. 

                                                                            

12. A negative Determination (ND) of a reassessment PIP claim can only be revised if you’re in a position to make a 

decision with a different outcome, that is, you can award benefit. That is the only decision which can result in the 

decision being revised and the appeal lapsed. Even where you accept the reasons provided for, non return of PIP2, 

failure to provide information or FTC, you cannot lapse at that stage as you are not in a position to change the 

negative determination 

13. You should ask the Tribunal to dispose off the appeal, using form OM1. Create an ‘OM1’ using the ART: 



 

Step Action 

1 On the Section 1 screen input the Appeal Reference Number 

2 Extract Name & Address from PIPCS 

  

 See: Appendix 23 

3 Tick “Issue OM1” box 

4 Click “Next” 

5 Select the appropriate paragraph from the dropdown – ‘New claim’ or  

‘Reassessment’ 

6 Click “OK” 

The ART will now produce the OM1 Word doc. 

14. If you decide good reason has been shown or you accept the claimant is now willing to comply, your action will 

depend on the reason for the negative determination. 

15. The response must focus solely on the reason for the negative determination and the claimant’s refusal to provide 

the information required or refusal to attend an AP consultation. The Tribunal will then decide whether to proceed 

with the hearing or give directions (which may include asking the CM to take further steps to obtain the 

information). 

16. You must tell the Tribunal the claimant’s PIP claim will continue and that the    appeal has itself become nugatory 

and no further action is required either by the Secretary of State or the Tribunal, accordingly they should dispose 

of the appeal 

17. You must take the appropriate action on PIPCS to ensure the claimants PIP claim continues and reinstate DLA 

entitlement on DLACS 

Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal Good Reason Accepted – PIPCS 

and DLACS actions 

  

18. You must check the DLA entitlement to establish: 



 

Step Action 

1 open DLACS and go to DA500. In the ‘enquire from’ field input the ‘claim effective date’, and input a ‘Y’ in the 

‘entitlement’ field. Select ‘enter’ to establish current ‘M’ and ‘C’ codes. 

2 if DLA entitlement has end reason codes M67 and C67 go to step and action. 

See: DLA entitlement has automatically terminated below 

3 if DLA ends with any other M and C codes go to step and action 

 See: DLA entitlement has not automatically terminated 

4 if DLA record has archived go to step and action 

See: DLA archived 

  

DLA Entitlement has automatically terminated 

  

19. If DLA entitlement has been terminated with entitlement codes M67 and C67 the automated data exchange, that 

was instigated following the negative determination, was successful. The CM will: 

Step Action 

1 in DLACS access dialogue DA94. If there is an event. Go to step 2. 

If there is no event 30 go to step 9 

2 De-register the event 30. Input ‘D’ in the first Event field 

3 Press F13. The warning message `Event will be deregistered - press F13 to confirm' displays.  

Press F13 again to deregister the event. 

4 go to DA110 and input a new note - ‘DLA re-instated consequent on the OM decision'. 

5 check for payability codes held prior to entitlement being terminated – See: DLA payability 



 

6 check 'DA515' for a previous MOTA agreement that ended as a result of the negative determination. 

NOTE: the Termination code will be ‘A12’ and the termination date will match the 2 week run on date. Provide 

the NINO and input ‘DLA reinstated’ in the subject heading of the email. MOTA Specialist team will deal with 

the agreement and any payments generated to Motability 

20. To reinstate DLA entitlement, the ‘Super User’ must : 

• reinstate entitlement to DLA  

• amend the RI held in DA91  

The amended RI will be the appropriate one in the 20 series or for Voluntary Reassessment cases it will be 15 –7-

reassessment-indicators-and-special-interest-markers. 

Note: if payability codes were held prior to termination of DLA entitlement you must include these details in the email 

to super user for example, claimant in hospital from xx/xx/xx ensure P61 input from xx 

21. The Super User will: 

Step Action 

1 in DLACS access dialogue DA091 ‘Pick List’ screen. 

2 insert ‘Y’ into ‘About You’ field 

3 amend the Reassessment Indicator (RI) back to the appropriate RI in the ‘20’ series or 15 if it was a  

‘Voluntary Reassessment’ case 

4 select ‘End’ 

5 access DLACS dialogue DA91 select ‘Pick List’ screen 

Input the ‘Change Effective Date’ 

Note: If the previous DLA award was an indefinite award this is the date DLA was terminated If the  

DLA award was limited this is the start date of the previous DLA award 

6 input ‘Y’ in ‘Entitlement Date’ field and ‘Evidence used’ field press ‘enter’ 

7 DLACS will display ‘Evidence Used’ screen 



 

8 enter ‘02’ in the ‘Evidence Code’ used for the decision and input ‘Y’ in the ‘claim form’ field. Then press enter 

9 enter ‘A’ to amend the ‘Action’ field of the penultimate line 

10 if the previous DLA award was indefinite remove the ‘to date’, input a Y in the indefinite period field and change 

the M and C codes to the appropriate indefinite codes. If the previous DLA award was limited enter the ‘to date’ 

of the previous award. 

Note: The DLA award may need extending. 

See: extending DLA 

11 input D in the action field of the second line to delete the disallowance codes, M and C67. 

12 access DA200. 

13 enter ‘Decision date’ – this will be the date of the decision 

14 enter ‘02’ in ‘decision type’ and ‘N’ into ‘decision notification type’ 

15 select ‘F15’ to update. 

  

16 select ‘End’. 

Note: If CM has reported payability the super user will ensure the appropriate P codes are held on DLACS. 

22. The CM will complete payment action on DLACS, the action on PIPCS, below, and issue the appropriate 

notification. 

23. The CM will check the claimant’s bank details in DA502 and DA500 against the bank details held on  

PIPCS and amend if necessary then release DLA arrears 

Note: where bank details are not held in PIPCS you mustn’t use the DLA bank details without first confirming with the 

claimant - See: Amending BACS details on DLACS. 

Step Action 

1 enter NINO and ‘DA105 Method of payment’ screen in the next dialogue field. 

2 select ‘enter’ and DLACS will display the payment details screen 



 

3 enter ‘Y’ in ‘do you accept payment details shown’ and select ‘End’ 

4 access DA94 

5 select ‘end’ DLACS will then display dialogue ‘DA94 Event Maintenance’ screen. 

6 input ‘C’ to clear the event 30 

7 input todays date in ‘decision made’ field 

8 input Y in supress acknowledgement field 

9 input ‘02’ in the evidence code field. 

10 input ‘Y19’ in the outcome code field and select END. 

11 access DA110 and note: – ‘DLA reinstated ‘good reason’ accepted – PIP8025/8029 issued’ Note: Check which 

notification is appropriate 

See:  Notifications table 

12 select ‘End’. 

13 check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

 Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835 you will not be able to delete it. You must email the DEX 

 Provide the claimants name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or CC0834. Use the email 

subject heading ‘Official Sensitive -  

DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 

24. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the Action button and select ‘Re-open’ 

4 select ‘Save’ 



 

5 Select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 

6 on the ‘Failure to supply information’ section, amend the ‘Part 2 Not Returned’ or ‘Failure to supply Requested 

Information – Good Reason Accepted’ marker to ‘Yes’. 

at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box, provide details why ‘good reason; was accepted for 

example, Claimant was in hospital and date DLA entitlement was reinstated from. Include any other details 

which may help the AP to schedule the assessment. For example: 

if you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate. 

or claimant circumstances that might cause FTA for example: • If the 

claimant is in hospital 

• in prison 

• changed address 

Note: Consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS 

See: 13-payability 

7 save and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

8 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

and check that the verified box is ‘ticked’. 

 

 if this field is blank check the verified box and apply the DLA other benefits evidence. 

Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’ DLA other benefits 

evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is ready for a decision. 



 

9 within the ‘person home page’ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

Note: If the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘Edit’ button and change the SI to the appropriate 

submitted status. 

See: SI markers 

10 stay within the ‘contact’ tab - ‘Notes’ and input new note - 

“Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. 

DLA reinstated from xx/xx/xx. Following assessment determination a 4 week run must be applied, DLA other 

benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must to be manually notified using the appropriate 

notification - PIP7006 (award) or 7016 (disallow) Note: if there is less than 8 weeks left on the DLA award 

consider extending it . 

See: extending DLA 

11 close all associated tasks. 

12 issue a PIP8025/8029 notification, as appropriate. 

See: Notifications table 

13 upload a copy of the notification to DRS 

See: upload DRS 

14 create communication record 

See: creating-communication-record – to record a PIP8025/8029 notification has been issued. 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘good reason’. 

15 select the disputes tab and the ‘appeal’ option from the left hand side. 

select the action button by the negative determination appeal record and select ‘edit’. In the ‘Outcomes’ 

section from the dropdown box next to the ‘Conclusion’ field select the option ‘new decision changed’ 



 

 in the ‘Appeal Overturned Reason’ field. If ‘good reason’ was accepted by a CM select ‘Reached a different 

conclusion on substantially the same facts’. If the Tribunal accepted ‘good reason’ select the appropriate 

overturned reason depending on the circumstances of the case.’ 

16 create a ‘new’ negative determination reconsideration record. The reconsideration will stay open until the 

decision is made on the claim 

Note: The open negative determination reconsideration record will ensure the case is automatically routed to a 

CM with the correct skill set to deal with the case when it is returned from the AP. 

17. navigate to the Application Case homepage 

18. select the Disputes tab 

19 select Reconsideration from the list on the left hand side 

20 select New, the date field will default to todays’ date, you must modify to show the date used for the original 

negative determination reconsideration. 

21 in the blank Dispute Type field from the drop-down menu you must select the appropriate type: 

• Non Return of PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) or  

• FTA/FTC or  

• Lay Conditions  

22 in the Requested By field from the drop-down menu select Claimant 

23 in the Areas field you will select one or more of the options that reflect the area or areas under dispute. You 

must record reasons why/what in notes 

Note: Copy these from the original negative determination reconsideration. 

24 select Save 

25 if the claimant has opted in for text messages you must suppress the automated SMS text message that will be 

generated due to a reconsideration being registered – See : SMS Automated  

Texting 

26 grab and close the ‘Reconsideration Registration Further Complete – Further Action Required’ task that auto 

created by PIPCS when you registered the negative determination reconsideration 

25. If the claim has been re-opened due to the PIP2 being received and or good reason accepted 



 

Step Action 

1 stay on the Application line and select ‘Actions’ button in the top right hand corner 

2 select ‘New Assessment’ and insert original Date Of Claim 

3 select ‘Save’. This will create the Decision Assist line 

4 enter the Decision Assist line and select ‘Tasks’ 

5 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

  

DLA Entitlement has not automatically terminated  

26. If DLA entitlement ends with any entitlement M or C code, other than 67, or entitlement remains indefinite then 

the automated exchange instigated at negative determination failed. 

27. In DLACS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 check how long DLA entitlement is left. If DLA entitlement is due to 

end in the next 8 weeks consider extending DLA entitlement. 

See: extend DLA 

2 check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835 you will not be able to delete it. You must email the DEX  

Provide the claimants name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or  

CC0834. Use the email subject heading ‘Official Sensitive - DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 

28. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 



 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the ‘Action’ button and select ‘Reopen’ 

4 select save 

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’  

 

 button 

6 on the ‘Failure to Supply Information’ section, amend the ‘Part 2 Not Returned’ or ‘Failure to  

Supply Requested Information – Good Reason Accepted’ marker to ‘Yes’ as appropriate.  

7 at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box provide details why ‘good reason’ was accepted, for example, 

claimant was in hospital 

  

include any other details which may help the AP to schedule the assessment. For example: 

if you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local 

assessment or home consultation may be more appropriate. or claimant circumstances that might cause 

FTA for example: • If the claimant is in hospital 

• in prison 

• changed address 

Note: consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS 

See:  Payability 

8 save the changes and apply the changes you have made to medical details 



 

9 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

input a ‘tick’ in the verified box and save and apply the DLA other benefits evidence. 

Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’ DLA other benefits 

evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is ready for a decision. 

10 within the ‘person home page ‘ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

Note: if the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘edit’ button and change the SI to the appropriate 

submitted status. 

See: link to SI markers 

11 go to the ‘contact’ tab – ‘Notes’ and input new note: 

 

 ‘Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. DLA 

reinstated from xx/xx/xx. Following assessment determination a 4 week run on must be applied, DLA other 

benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must be manually notified using the appropriate 

notification – PIP.7006 (award) or PIP7016 (disallow)’ 

12 close all associated tasks 

13 Issue a PIP8025/8029 notification. 

14 upload a copy of the notification to DRS 

See: upload DRS 

15 create communication record to record the PIP8025/8029 notification has been issued. 

See: Notifications table 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘Good Reason’. 



 

16 select the disputes tab and the ‘appeal’ option from the left hand side. 

select the action button by the negative determination appeal record and select ‘edit’. In the ‘Outcomes’ section 

from the dropdown box next to the ‘Conclusion’ field select the option ‘new decision changed’ 

In the ‘Appeal Overturned Reason’ field. If ‘good reason’ was accepted by a CM select ‘Reached a different 

conclusion on substantially the same facts’. If the Tribunal accepted ‘good reason’ select the appropriate 

overturned reason depending on the circumstances of the case.’ 

17 create a ‘new’ negative determination reconsideration record. The reconsideration will stay open until the 

decision is made on the claim 

Note: The open negative determination reconsideration record will ensure the case is automatically routed to a 

CM with the correct skill set to deal with the case when it is returned from the AP. 

18 navigate to the Application Case homepage 

19 select the Disputes tab 

20 select Reconsideration from the list on the left hand side 

21 select New, the date field will default to todays’ date, you must modify to show the date used for the original 

negative determination reconsideration. 

22 in the blank Dispute Type field from the drop-down menu you must select the appropriate type: 

 • Non Return of PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)or  

• FTA/FTC or  

• Lay Conditions  

23 in the Requested By field from the drop-down menu select Claimant 

24 in the Areas field you will select one or more of the options that reflect the area or areas under dispute. You 

must record reasons why/what in notes 

Note: Copy these from the original negative determination reconsideration. 

25 select Save 



 

26 if the claimant has opted in for text messages you must suppress the automated SMS text message that will be 

generated due to a reconsideration being registered – See : SMS Automated  

Texting 

27 grab and close the ‘Reconsideration Registration Further Complete – Further Action Required’ task that auto 

created by PIPCS when you registered the negative determination reconsideration 

29. If the claim has been re-opened due to the PIP2 being received and or good reason accepted 

Step Action 

1 stay on the Application line and select ‘Actions’ button in the top right hand corner 

2 select ‘New Assessment’ and insert original Date Of Claim 

3 select ‘Save’. This will create the Decision Assist line 

4 enter the Decision Assist line and select ‘Tasks’ 

5 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

  

If DLA record has been archived you must :  

  

Step Action 

1. the CM will task the CW to order a full record print and rebuild the DLACS record 

2. The CW will order the FRP and rebuild the DLA case 

 See: Ordering a FRP on DLACS 

See: build DLA record 

Note: if DLA award is due to end in the next 8 weeks consider extending 

See: Extending DLA 

3. the CW will then forward the task back to the CM to complete payment action on  

DLACS 



 

30. The CM will check the claimant’s bank details in DA502 and DA500 against the bank details held on  

PIPCS and amend if necessary then release DLA arrears 

Note: where bank details are not held in PIPCS you mustn’t use the DLA bank details without first confirming with the 

claimant - See:  Amending BACS details on DLACS. 

Step Action 

1 enter NINO and ‘DA105 Method of payment’ screen in the next dialogue field. 

2 select ‘enter’ and DLACS will display the payment details screen 

3 enter ‘Y’ in ‘do you accept payment details shown’ and select ‘End’ 

4 access DA110 and note: – ‘DLA reinstated ‘good reason’ accepted – PIP8025/8029 issued’ 

See: Notifications table 

5 select ‘End’. 

6 check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835 you will not be able to delete it. You must email the DEX  

Provide the claimants name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or CC0834. Use the email 

subject heading ‘Official Sensitive - DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 

31. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the ‘Action’ button and select ‘Reopen’ 

 

4 select save 

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 



 

6 on the ‘Failure to Supply Information’ section, amend the ‘Part 2 Not Returned’ or ‘Failure to  

Supply Requested Information – Good Reason Accepted’ marker to ‘Yes’ as appropriate.  

7 at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box’, provide details why ‘good reason’ was accepted, 

for example, claimant was in hospital. include any other details which may help the AP to schedule the 

assessment. For example: 

if you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate. 

Or claimant circumstances that might cause FTA for example: 

• If the claimant is in hospital 

• in prison 

• changed address 

Note: consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS 

See: Payability 

8 save the changes and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

9 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

check the verified box to ensure there is a ‘tick’. If there isn’t input a ‘tick’ and save and apply the DLA other 

benefits evidence. 

Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’ DLA other benefits 

evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is ready for a decision. 

10 within the ‘person home page ‘ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

Note: if the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘edit’ button and change the SI to the appropriate 

submitted status. 

See: SI markers 

 



 

11 go to the ‘contact’ tab – ‘Notes’ and input new note: 

‘Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. DLA 

reinstated from xx/xx/xx. Following assessment determination a 4 week run on must be applied, DLA other 

benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must be manually notified using the appropriate 

notification – PIP.7006 (award) or PIP7016 (disallow)’. 

12 close all associated tasks 

13 Issue a PIP8025/8029 notification 

See: Notifications table 

14 upload a copy of the notification to DRS 

See:  upload DRS 

15 create communication record to record the PIP8021 notification has been issued. 

See: Notifications table 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘Good Reason’. 

16 select the disputes tab and the ‘appeal’ option from the left hand side. 

select the action button by the negative determination appeal record and select ‘edit’. In the ‘Outcomes’ section 

from the dropdown box next to the ‘Conclusion’ field select the option ‘new decision changed’ 

17 create a ‘new’ negative determination reconsideration record. The reconsideration will stay open until the 

decision is made on the claim 

Note: The open negative determination reconsideration record will ensure the case is automatically routed to a 

CM with the correct skill set to deal with the case when it is returned from the AP. 

18 navigate to the Application Case homepage 

19 select the Disputes tab 

20 select Reconsideration from the list on the left hand side 



 

21 select New, the date field will default to todays’ date, you must modify to show the date used for the original 

negative determination reconsideration. 

22 in the blank Dispute Type field from the drop-down menu you must select the appropriate type: 

 • Non Return of PIP2/AR1/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) or  

• FTA/FTC or  

• Lay Conditions  

23 in the Requested By field from the drop-down menu select Claimant 

24 in the Areas field you will select one or more of the options that reflect the area or areas under dispute. You 

must record reasons why/what in notes 

Note: Copy these from the original negative determination reconsideration. 

25 select Save 

26 if the claimant has opted in for text messages you must suppress the automated SMS text message that will be 

generated due to a reconsideration being registered – See : SMS Automated  

Texting 

27 grab and close the ‘Reconsideration Registration Further Complete – Further Action Required’ task that auto 

created by PIPCS when you registered the negative determination reconsideration 

32. If the claim has been re-opened due to the PIP2 being received and or good reason accepted 

Step Action 

1 stay on the Application line and select ‘Actions’ button in the top right hand corner 

2 select ‘New Assessment’ and insert original Date Of Claim 

3 select ‘Save’. This will create the Decision Assist line 

4 enter the Decision Assist line and select ‘Tasks’ 

5 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

Negative Determination reconsideration and appeal notifications 

  



 

PIP8020       New Claim Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8021 Reassessment Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by  

CM 

PIP8024 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8025 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8028 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

PIP8029 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

33. If the claimant’s appeal indicates they intend to provide the information needed they must be given one month to 

provide it. You will need to ask HMCTS for an extension to the time limit for providing the response and notify the 

claimant they have one month to send us the information - See: Applying to HMCTS for an extension. 

34. If the information isn’t received by the end of this month, the appeal must proceed and the response must focus 

on the negative determination. This must include details of the subsequent attempts to achieve compliance. The 

Tribunal will consider if strike out is appropriate. 

35. If the claimant’s appeal indicates they are prepared to attend an AP consultation you must start this process via 

the AP. Any further refusal would be referred to the Tribunal for a decision on whether strike out is appropriate. 

The response must focus solely on the negative determination and subsequent attempts to achieve compliance. 

36. Where it’s not clear from the appeal letter what the claimant’s intentions are, attempt to call the claimant or PAB . 

If you are not able to contact the claimant or PAB  send form PIP.3033 to them and explain we’ll wait one month 

for them to: 

• provide the required information, or  

• tell us they will attend an AP consultation  

otherwise, the appeal will proceed to the Tribunal after this one month has elapsed. 

37. If the claimant produces the evidence at the hearing, or tells the Tribunal they will attend a consultation, the 

Tribunal may allow the appeal against the negative determination. This is because the claimant has now indicated 

compliance. The Tribunal may then direct the CM to continue with review action and give a decision on the 

application. You must follow the direction of the Tribunal. 

  

  

Human Rights issues raised 



 

  

1. Where the claimant raises a specific Human Rights issue in their appeal, for example specific articles are said to 

have been breached, a full response on the relevant points must be made. Where necessary, advice must be sought 

from DMA Leeds (via your SAM) for help with the preparation of the appeal response. 

2. It is insufficient for the claimant to make a general statement that the decision breaches the Convention on 

Human Rights. Use the relevant paragraph in the ART. 

See: ADM Chapter A5 for guidance on Human Rights issues when an appeal has been made. See: 

Standardised Work Instructions Workflow  

Submit Your Appeal (SYA) 

  

1. Claimants can now also access GOV.UK to complete and submit their appeal online. This chapter outlines the 

process to deal with a claimant’s appeal lodged online through Submit Your Appeal (SYA). The instructions must be 

read in conjunction with the Appeals Pre Response and The Response which outlines the BAU steps to deal with a 

claimant’s appeal.   

Admin Support Actions 

2. The online Appeal form will be received by email from HMCTS to dedicated DWP email accounts for you to action. 

HMCTS will attach the SYA SSCS1 pdf and all relevant information. 

Note: You won’t receive a DL6 as all the relevant information required to register the Appeal will be in the covering 

email from HMCTS as follows: 

• SSCS Appeal reference number in the subject of the email  

• the date submitted is included in the SSCS1 attachment – this must be utilised for the purposes of date 

received in HMCTS  

• date received in DWP will be the date the email is received  

3. For responses email addresses will be different for each HMCTS Regional Processing Centre (RPC). The email from 

HMCTS will advise which of the following offices you must return the response to the relevant email address for 

each HMCTS office is shown in the table at Appendix 1. 

Note: If there’s no HMCTS office name in the body of the email then these cases must be returned to HMCTS 

Birmingham, all other cases will state which RPC the response needs to go to. 

4. On receipt of the covering email the subject field will contain (as a minimum): 



 

• the claimant’s surname  

• SSCS reference number  

• last 3 characters of the Claimant’s NINO   

Electronically generated emails will contain a ‘date stamp’ which can be ignored. The email must be received in the 

appropriate DWP shared email inbox. 

5. Once you are satisfied all action has been completed on the received email you must delete it from the inbox 

immediately. 

Single Document Upload to DRS – Received Appeal Documents SSCS1 

6. On receipt of SYA from HMCTS you must upload SSCS1 and other document(s) to DRS. When uploading a document 

into DRS, the following fields are pre populated: 

• Document classification – Supporting  

• Harmful Indicator – Not Harmful  

• Issue Date – will display the current date   

Note: DRS only accepts documents up to 999 pages. If a document is larger than this you must split into 2 documents. 

7. To upload a document to DRS, you must: 

StepAction 

1 open DRS portal 

access the ‘Document Upload Service’ screen and select the ‘Browse’ button to search for the document to 
upload. 2 

Note: DRS will auto-populate the appropriate File Type for each document 

3 leave the ‘Local Scanned Document’ tick box unchecked 

4 select the Business Unit – Personal Independence Payment 

5 select the Benefit Type - Personal Independence Payment 

select the Document Type – ‘SSCS1’ 

6 

Note: You must ensure the correct ‘Document Type’ is selected for each document uploaded. 

7 input the NINO 

8 select the ‘Upload’ button 

9 message is displayed ‘Document Queued for Upload’ 



 

10 select ‘OK’ to finish actions 

8. Once the document(s) have been successfully uploaded to DRS you must delete this from your desktop/folder. 

9. You must check if appeal is valid before registering the appeal in PIPCS. 

Appeal not valid 

10. If you decide the appeal isn’t valid you must follow BAU steps to deal with an Appeal not valid action - See: Appeals 

Pre Response. 

Register the Appeal in PIPCS 

11. Once you are satisfied the Appeal is valid, take the following actions on PIPCS: 

StepAction record the appeal on PIPCS including all relevant information from HMCTS email 

• Date Appeal Received  

1 

• Date submitted (from SSCS1)  

• Date Received in DWP  

• HMCTS Reference number  

open ‘Dispute tab’ and record in the Appeal Notes ‘SYA Case’ and HMCTS email address for  

2 

return 

12. Once the appeal has been registered in PIPCS an ‘Appeal Registration Complete – Further Action Required’ task is 

automatically tasked to an Appeal Writer with the appropriate skills set or an appropriate work queue for them to 

prepare the appeal response. This will be closed by the CM once the appeal has been written. 

  

Prepare the Appeal response (SYA) 

  

Case Manager Action 

1. On receipt of an appeal task, before preparing the response you must carefully read through the evidence to see if 

the decision can be revised. This applies even though MR has already taken place. 

Note: If you decide the appeal can be lapsed, the Bundle Builder won’t be required and the response is a 'lapse', 

emailed to HMCTS appropriate email account - See: Consider lapsing an Appeal. 

2. If the appeal is to continue, you must prepare a response. 



 

3. The response must include copies of all relevant documents that were before the CM when making the decisions up 

to the point of the appeal. 

Preparing the documents 

4. Before sending an appeal response to HMCTS, you must obtain copies of all the documents to be included with the 

response using Bundle Builder to generate the PDF Bundle. 

5. The Bundle Builder automates the retrieval of DRS documents and displays them for review, removing the need to 

print paper copies. To create and collate the appeal bundle refer to Bundle Builder for instructions. 

6. Once the bundle has been created, continue writing the response as normal using the ART - See: The Response and 

also - See: Writing the Response. 

Create a separate AT38 and Appeal Response from the ART 

7. The appeal response is prepared using the ART. 

8. In the SYA process, the HMCTS appeal response must be sent by email. All claimant and  

representative responses, except where there is Harmful Information, a UCB indicator or an Alternative Format is 

required, must be issued through Case File Production. This allows the appeal response to be sent by email directly to 

HMCTS. 

You must: 

Step  Action 

1 create MS word output through the ART 

2 complete your response but don’t select to save the word document 

  

3 once appeal response is complete select “Add ins”, from the top tool bar 

4 select ‘Produce PDFs’ 

Note: 3 separate PDFs (4 PDFs if there's a Representative 'cover' letter will be created and stored on the 

Desktop entitled: 

• Submission  

• AT38  

• PIP2010 issued   



 

5 upload all the documents to DRS using the  Single Document Upload (SDU)   process  

Note: These documents will be automatically over written next time you follow these steps. If you have manually 

created PDFs, you must delete them from your desktop/folder. 

9. Once the bundle has been created, the appeal written and uploaded and all associated tasks closed, unless there is 

Harmful Information, a UCB indicator or an Alternative Format is required, you (CM) must upload to Case File 

Production Service and enter claimant/representative details as appropriate. In the SYA process, the CM must also 

email the relevant documents to the Admin Support CW, to send the HMCTS appeal response by email. 

Note: Do not delay emailing the HMCTS response for SYA cases because the claimant and  

representative responses will have been issued through Case File Production Service by the CM. The CM will have 

updated PIPCS with the date of issue of the response. This will be the date the claimant/representative response is 

uploaded to Case File Production Service.     

  

Further Evidence received before Appeal response issued 

1. The claimant may provide FE with their appeal which will be forwarded on by HMCTS. 

2. HMCTS will only send initial supporting evidence digitally via email if they receive it with the initial SSC1. This will 

be sent from the HMCTS email mailbox relevant to that Regional Process Centre sit, see Appendix 1. 

3. Claimants will be able to upload FE with their appeal request. FE may be received in a number of formats, which 

Admin Support must convert to a PDF file before uploading to DRS. 

Note: Where file sizes exceed the DWP email limits, HMCTS may convert to PDF before sending to DWP. In all other 

cases DWP are responsible for converting to PDF, attachments receive in non-PDF format must not be returned to 

HMCTS. 

4. When further evidence is received via HMCTS or direct in DWP, this will be scanned into DRS and tasked to you to. 

You must include the evidence in the appeal response. 

5. You must consider if the evidence changes the decision under appeal, or more evidence is needed. 

Note: If the claimant provides information indicating a change to the evidence or determination in PIPCS - See:  

Consider   lapsing an appeal . 

6. If the further evidence doesn’t change the decision, when preparing your response it must be included in the 

response bundle and recorded in the Schedule of Events at Section 2 of the response - See:  

Preparing the appeal response. 

7. If the further evidence leads to revision the next action depends on whether the revision: 



 

• is to the claimant’s advantage, or  

• isn’t in the claimant’s favour and the appeal continues - See:  Consider   lapsing an appeal   

Lapsing an Appeal 

8. If you decide the decision can be revised fully to the claimant’s advantage the appeal must be lapsed in line with 

BAU action. 

9. Once LT203 is ready to be returned to HMCTS is must be emailed to the relevant HMCTS email address. 

10. You must: 

• input Claimants HMCTS appeal reference number and the word ‘response’ in the Subject line  

• ensure EMAILBLOCK is removed from the email to HMCTS  

11. Once the email has been sent to HMCTS it must be deleted from the sent items (and deleted items if appropriate) 

immediately. 

Further evidence – supplementary submission required 

12. If the receipt of FE doesn’t lead to revision, when preparing your response it must be included in the response 

bundle and recorded in the Schedule of Events - See: Preparing the appeal response. 

13. It is unlikely there will be a requirement to provide a digital supplementary submission. 

14. Should FE be received, HMCTS will refer to Mail Opening Unit (MOU) as per BAU. 

15. Once the supplementary submission is ready to be returned to HMCTS it must be emailed to the relevant HMCTS 

email address. 

16. You must: 

• input Claimants HMCTS appeal reference number and the word ‘response’ in the Subject line  

• ensure EMAILBLOCK is removed from the email to HMCTS  

17. Once the email has been sent to HMCTS it must be deleted from the sent items (and deleted items if appropriate) 

immediately. 

Exception Processes 

PDF Bundle too big to send via email 



 

1. In exceptional circumstances the PDF bundle may be above the maximum email size limit set by DWP. These 

bundles must be sent to HMCTS clerically. The clerical bundle must be sent by courier separate to other BAU 

clerical bundles that aren’t part of the SYA Public. 

Note: Clerical bundles for Birmingham RPC must be marked FAO (refer to deskaid). 

2. In addition to sending the bundle clerically you must also send an email advising the bundle is being issued 

clerically to the relevant HMCTS email address. 

3. You must: 

• input Claimants HMCTS appeal reference number and the word ‘response’ in the Subject line  

• ensure EMAILBLOCK is removed from the email to HMCTS  

4. Once the emails have been sent to HMCTS they must be deleted from the sent items (and deleted items if 

appropriate) immediately. 

Appeal is against a Case Review Team decision 

5. Appeals against Case Review Team (CRT) decisions must continue to be dealt with by Warbreck House. 

6. These cases are easily identifiable as they have the ‘Fraud’ special indicator within PIPCS and the case ownership 

details will be Blackpool CRT BC. 

7. These cases must be referred by task to Blackpool CRT once the SSCS1 has been uploaded to DRS. 

8. In addition to this you must also send an email to HMCTS advising the appeal has been forwarded to Blackpool 

Case Review Team as it’s a CRT case and a paper appeal response will be sent via courier. You must send the email 

to the relevant HMCTS email address. 

Note: Clerical bundles for Birmingham RPC must be marked FAO (refer to deskaid for up to date named contact). 

Claimant has a representative 

9. Where the claimant has a representative the bundle must be sent to reprographics as a copy must be posted to 

both the claimant and the representative. 

10. In these cases, the email to HMCTS mustn’t be sent until the bundle is returned from reprographics.  

The email to HMCTS and the posting of the bundle to the claimant/representative must be done at the same time. 

11. You must ensure EMAILBLOCK is removed from the email to HMCTS. 

12. Once the email has been sent to HMCTS it must be deleted from the sent (and deleted items if appropriate) 

immediately. 



 

PDF Bundle contains harmful information 

13. In exceptional circumstances the PDF bundle may contain harmful information. In this instance 2 bundles must be 

created (one with harmful information and one without) by: 

StepAction 

1 creating the bundle using Bundle Builder 

save PDF to DRS – this will be the full bundle (including harmful information) which must be used for  

2 

printing 

3 open bundle builder 

4 delete all documents except the PDF of the bundle 

5 remove part of the bundle that contains the harmful information 

6 save PDF with harmful information removed to DRS 

Note: Please ensure the naming convention of PDFs indicates which PDF contains the harmful information when 

emailing to HMCTS. Names must be ‘Response – Harmful Information’ and ‘Response – Not Harmful Information’. 

14. Once the appeal response bundle is ready to be returned to HMCTS it must be emailed to the relevant HMCTS 

email address. 

You must: 

• input Claimants HMCTS appeal reference number and the word ‘response’ in the Subject line  

• ensure EMAILBLOCK is removed from the email to HMCTS  

15. Once the email has been sent to HMCTS is must be deleted from the sent items (and deleted items if appropriate) 

immediately. 

PDF Bundle contains personal information that needs redacting 

16. Where the bundle contains personal information that HMCTS aren’t allowed to see, you must take the following 

action: 

17. To fully redact a page from the bundle: 

StepAction 

delete the relevant page, noting which the page number within the larger document 

1 



 

For example: Page 3 of DLA pack containing claimants bank details. annotate ART 

‘Facts of the Case’ 

2 

For example: Page 3 removed from DLA claim form pack to protect claimants bank details, to explain missing 

page. 

18. To partially redact a page (where there is other relevant information on the same page): 

StepAction 

1. create the bundle with bundle builder 

check all the documents in the bundle for any required 2. 

redaction 

3. open the ‘Snipping’ tool 

4. open ‘Word’ 

5. highlight the parts of the document you need 

6. cut and paste the parts of the document you need into Word 

7. upload the redacted document to DRS 

8. repeat steps 5-7 for all documents that need redacting 

9. re-run the bundle builder to include the redacted documents 

10. remove the unredacted documents from the bundle 

Claimant has a UCB Marker 

19. If when preparing the appeal response, you find evidence to indicate the claimant has a UCB marker continue 

to write the appeal as normal. You must get the UCB information emailed to the Appeal Writer (rather than on clerical 

form as current process) and then include this with the Appeal response in the return email to HMCTS. 

Issues with the PDF Bundle when received in HMCTS 

20. Where HMCTS receive the PDF bundle from DWP but find there are issues for example unreadable documents, 

they will send a response to the appropriate DWP email address detailing the reasons for returning the bundle to DWP. 

Note: Once you are satisfied all action has been taken on the received email it must be deleted from the inbox (and 

deleted items if appropriate). 
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Appendix 1 

HMCTS RPC  E-mail address 

Birmingham  

Cardiff  

Leeds  

Liverpool  

Newcastle  

Sutton  

  

DWP DRT Site Email Address 

Newcastle  

Blackpool  

Belle Vale  

Glasgow  

Newport  

Springburn  

02 The Response 

Case Manager Action  

1. On receipt of appeal task before preparing the response you must carefully read through the 

evidence to see if the decision can be revised. This applies even though mandatory reconsideration 

has already taken place. 

Note: If you decide the appeal can be lapsed, the Bundle Builder won’t be required and the response is 

a ‘lapse’, emailed to HMCTS appropriate email account - See: Consider Lapsing an  

 Appeal . 



 

2. If the appeal is to continue you must prepare a response. 

3. The response must include copies of all relevant documents that were before the CM when making 

the decisions up to the point of the appeal. 

Preparing the appeal response 

4. Before preparing the response you must carefully read through the evidence to see if the 

decision can be revised. This applies even though mandatory reconsideration has already taken place. 

5. To comply with Tribunal Procedure rules, in all reassessment cases, the Department has a legal 

duty to provide copies of all documents relevant to the case in the decision maker’s possession 

including information from the previous DLA claim, unless Tribunal directions state otherwise (rule 

24(4)(b)). 

6. This change has come about following the CH&KN Upper Tribunal judgment. In this joint appeal 

the Judge looked at a number of previous UT decisions and decided that DLA medical evidence can 

sometimes be relevant to a First-tier Tribunal (FtT) in order to make a decision on a PIP appeal. The 

Department now has to provide, but is not limited, to: 

• details of the claimant’s last DLA award, as a minimum: 

 the last award date  

 the rates of the component (for example middle rate care / higher rate mobility)  

 reason for award (for example Supervision throughout the day, or for  

frequent attention with bodily functions) where available and  end 

date of award.  

• DLA medical evidence, as a minimum:  

A. If DLA evidence has already been obtained and considered at first decision or at MR, 

then the Case Manager needs record that it has been considered and included in the 

tribunal bundle. Ignore steps B and C.  

B. If the DLA medical evidence is not on file, then obtain this from Iron Mountain.  

C. On receipt review the evidence obtained and if:  



 

• It supports a more favourable outcome for the claimant then make appropriate 

changes and lapse the appeal.  

• It does not add anything to the last PIP decision. Note that we have considered 

the DLA medical evidence and to support the tribunal considerations we have 

enclosed it.  

• It shows that the condition has improved since the last DLA award, for example a 

rising 16 case with diabetes who was getting a lot of help with insulin and 

counting calories from their parents. Could be more independent now they are 

16 and can undertake these functions independently.  Note that while we 

believe there has been an improvement in the claimant’s condition, we have 

attached the DLA medical evidence to support the tribunal with their 

considerations.  

• the DLA file has been destroyed, then note that the file has been destroyed in 

accordance with DWP data retention policies.  

7. If the appeal is to continue, prepare a response which is focused, clear and concise. It must cover 

all areas of dispute as clearly as possible with reference to supporting facts as needed.  It must also 

address any points previously raised, which were not fully covered by the new claim, reassessment or 

MR decisions where the available evidence indicates a substantial risk HMCTS may reach a different 

conclusion to the CM, for example, not fully reasoned but where our decision is still correct.  

8. The response must include copies of all relevant documents that were before the CM when 

making the decisions up to the point of the appeal. 

Preparing the documents 

9. Before sending an appeal response to HMCTS, you must obtain copies of all the documents to be 

included with the response from DRS. 

10. The Bundle Builder automates the retrieval of DRS documents and displays them for review, 

removing the need to print paper copies. 

11.. If you have the appropriate access to Bundle Builder, it will help you create and collate the appeal 

bundle –See:  Bundle Builder for instructions. 

12. . If you don’t have access, you must manually complete the bundle as follows:  



 

Step Action 

1 access the Person case 

2 select the Contact tab 

3 select the Attachments on the left hand side and select view to open the attachment 

See:  Documents to be included in this chapter for more detail according to the type of case at appeal. 

Create a separate AT38 and Appeal Response from the ART 

13. The appeal response is prepared using the ART. 

14. Once the bundle has been created, appeal written and uploaded and all associated tasks closed 

unless there is harmful information, you must email both bundles and responses with the AT38 and 

CAP12 to HMCTS. 

Errors in numbering documents  

15. If an error is made in numbering the documents you must either: 

• cross out the incorrect numbering and renumber the documents; or  

• add a letter at the end of the numbering to insert additional pages  

Example 

A letter from the claimant is numbered documents 4 - 6 and the next document is an assessment report numbered 7 - 

24. If you accidentally omit a letter from the claimant’s GP which must have been included after the claimant’s letter, 

the GP letter could be numbered 6A, 6B and so on, and then recorded at Section 2 of the Schedule of Events. 
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Dealing with potentially Harmful Information 

1. Special care must be taken to identify documents containing harmful information, which must not be 

disclosed to the claimant. This can be medical or non-medical information. 

2. The decision as to whether or not a document contains harmful information ultimately lies with the 

Tribunal. Prepare two sets of documents to be sent to HMCTS only, refer to the Core Case Data desk 

aid. The unedited set of documents will include the potentially harmful evidence and the edited set 

will leave out the potentially harmful evidence. HMCTS will decide, which set must be sent to the 

claimant or their PAB and/or representative.  

3. When creating the bundle for the edited version, you must take care to ensure the claimant cannot 

be alerted to the fact they have a different version of documents. 

4. The completed form CAP Appendix 12 must be sent with the unedited set of documents. This must 

explain to HMCTS what evidence is considered potentially harmful and why. The form asks the 

Tribunal clerk to refer the papers to the Tribunal for a ruling on disclosure. You must complete the 

appropriate box on the AT38 indicating potentially harmful medical evidence has been identified and 

insert the relevant document numbers in the box provided - See:  CAP Appendix 12   

5. You must record the issue of these documents in the Notes box in the Edit Appeal screen relevant to 

that appeal. It must be clear they have been issued to HMCTS for a ruling on harmful information. 

This is particularly important if the claimant asks about the status of their appeal, in which case, we 

must say the documents aren’t ready for issuing.  

6. Following the ruling on disclosure, HMCTS will photocopy and issue the appropriate set of documents 

to the claimant/PAB and, where appropriate, the representative. HMCTS will inform DWP. This will 

identify, which set of documents must be issued to the PO, where one is to attend. We should have 

already received prior confirmation from HMCTS of the venue and time. 

7. The ruling from HMCTS will be forwarded to you when you will need to update the Notes box in the 

Edit Appeals screen for that appeal. 

8. PIPCS appeal record must be updated. In the Notes record the above action and close the task. 

9. To create the edited set of documents in Bundle Builder:  

Step Action 



 

1 Prepare the response as per business as usual but ensure any harmful documents are placed at 

the end of the bundle. 

2 Re run Bundle Builder. 

3 Discard all documents except the original unedited bundle. 

4 Delete the harmful pages from the original unedited bundle and the original index, to create the 

edited version. 

10. If part of the bundle needs redacting the CM should follow the steps detailed in Redaction of 

documents. 

Redaction of documents 

11. Redaction is the separation of disclosable from non-disclosable information by blocking out 

individual words, sentences or paragraphs or the removal of whole pages or sections prior to the 

release of the document. 

12. Where the bundle contains part of a page of personal information that HMCTS aren’t allowed to 

see or may be harmful to the claimant, you must complete the following redaction action: 

Step Action 

1 create the bundle with bundle builder 

2 check all the documents in the bundle for any required redaction 

3 open the ‘Snipping’ tool 

4 Open ‘Word’ 

5 highlight the parts of the document you need 

6 cut and paste the parts of the document you need into Word 

7 upload the redacted document to DRS 

8 repeat steps 5-7 for all documents that need redacting 



 

9 re-run the bundle builder to include the redacted documents 

 

10 remove the unredacted documents from the bundle 

 

 Documents to be included 

1. Where the decision has been given off line, this will need to be included within the documents. This will be 

rare but an example is an LT54 for an overpayment decision. This can be printed off from DRS. For PIP, you can’t 

include screen shots of computer generated decisions - See: Appendix 23.-Completing the Appeal Response Tool. 

2. The evidence relevant to the decision under appeal, including evidence produced or obtained for the 

subsequent reconsideration, must be included. 

3. The letter of appeal must be attached as part of the evidence together with the DL6/DL16 (HMCTS request for 

a response) from HMCTS. There’s no need to include waiver certificates where the Tribunal has accepted a late appeal. 

If the appeal request is not clear include a typed response in the Schedule of Events.  4. 

The evidence will usually include: 

• ‘How your Disability Affects You’ (PIP 2)/AR1?  

• all further evidence obtained the AP report and any advice from the AP where relevant to the appeal  

• any letters from the claimant regarding the dispute  

• any evidence sent in by the claimant  

• any Secretary of State certificates, authorisation forms/letters/Power of Attorney (POA) or Lasting Power of 

Attorney (LPA) documents/ BF56, where available  

• all relevant decision notifications including mandatory reconsideration notices  

• any evidence relating to a lay issue where the appeal is against, for example, a disallowance on R&P  

• any DLA evidence dated when received  

Note: As you can’t include hard copies of telephone calls in the evidence, you must record the call events in the 

Schedule of Events and the account of the call in the Facts at Section 2 of the response. 

Documents containing bank/building society account details 



 

5. If you include documents with the claimant’s bank or building society account details, these details must be 

obscured for security reasons. You must place a blank sheet of paper over the relevant section and write on the blank 

sheet ‘We have blanked out your account details for security reasons.’ This will stop claimants telephoning to ask why 

a section of a document was omitted from the appeal evidence.  

Specific cases 

6. In addition to the documents listed above there will be certain appeals that need other documents including 

helping the Tribunal with their determination.  

Negative determinations following an award review or supersession 

7. Where the appeal is against a negative determination arising from a review/intervention of a previous award. The 

evidence on which the previous award was made must be included with the appeal response. 

8. The previous papers don’t need to be separately listed in an appeal response.  There should be a single entry in the 

Schedule of Events – ‘Notification and evidence relating to previous decision’. 

9. These documents must be placed in chronological order, that is, the date of receipt of the document  

(below the DL6/DL16 from HMCTS and appeal letter) with the earliest claim first.   

Award review/supersessions leading to a reduction or disallowance of benefit 

10. Where, following a review/intervention of a previous award that has been superseded, the claimant appeals 

against the supersession, which has been upheld at reconsideration, the evidence on which the previous award was 

made must be included in all cases with the appeal response. Inclusion of these documents will allow the Tribunal to 

decide whether there were grounds to supersede or the correct reason to supersede was applied. 

Award review/supersession application leading to a decision not to supersede 

11. Where an appeal is made against a decision not to supersede, you must include the evidence showing the facts 

from the previous award to allow the Tribunal to decide whether there are reasons for superseding the previous 

decision. An appeal is more likely to arise where a decision is unchanged following a claimant initiated review. 

Advance claims received before a previous award expires 

12. Where an appeal is against an advance claim, these should be treated in the same way as award reviews and the 

evidence showing the facts from the previous award must be included to allow the  

Tribunal to decide whether there are reasons for not continuing the award.  

Claims received after a previous award expires 



 

13. Where the appeal is against a decision made after a previous award had expired, treat as a New Claim and do not 

include the previous decision.  Where there’s been no clear change of circumstances, including any supporting 

evidence from a previous claim, this may strengthen the Department’s case. 

14. If the subsequent claim is for needs resulting substantially the same condition, you must include evidence showing 

the facts from the previous decision award to allow the Tribunal to decide whether there are reasons for not 

applying a qualifying period.  If there’s a clear change of circumstances since the previous award expired, you must 

include the evidence and explain where previous evidence isn’t relevant since the change. 

15. Any previous evidence specifically mentioned in the AP report must be included. 

16. If any previous documents are no longer available, tell the Tribunal and explain this is due to GDPR weeding 

policies. 

Claims which follow a previous disallowance 

17. Where the appeal is against a claim following a previous disallowance, treat as a New Claim and do not include the 

previous decision.  Where there’s been no clear change of circumstances, including any supporting evidence from 

a previous claim, may strengthen the Department’s case. 

18. . Any previous evidence specifically mentioned in the AP report must be included. 

Consideration of preferred evidence in ALL cases 

19. Unless it’s why an award isn’t continuing, you must explain why the new evidence is preferred and must be relied 

upon over the previous decision/descriptor choices - See:  Preferred Evidence and Justification. 

Overpayments 

20. You must always include a copy of the overpayment decision, and any Cpen. The Cpen will be recorded on the 

same LT54 as the overpayment decision, if made at the same time. If the overpayment decision was given after 

the supersession/revision decision, which led to the overpayment, the appeal may be against both the payability 

and the overpayment decision. 

21. References to these decisions must be included in the response. 

22. Where the overpayment is due to a late notification/report of a claimant’s admission to hospital or care home, 

include this information in the appeal documents. This could be a written notification or record of a phone call 

reporting the admission. This will show the notification/report was received too late to prevent the overpayment. 

23. When making your response, you must show the claimant could reasonably have been expected to: 



 

• disclose the change of circumstances, or  

• disclose the material fact at issue  

• know a change had occurred  

24. It may be appropriate to include evidence to show the claimant is acting for themselves (for example, PIP Part 2). 

Only where a claimant was aware they could be held responsible for failing to notify the change, would the 

overpayment be recoverable 

25. The response must include evidence to show the claimant/representative was given specific, clear and 

unambiguous instructions of the changes to be notified. This could be a specimen uprating notice or other letter 

including the ‘Changes you must tell us about’ paragraph, such as a decision notification. You must include any 

evidence from PIPCS showing the date any up-rating letter was issued and to whom it was issued.  

26. Where there’s an appointee, you must include a copy of BF56, signed by the appointee to show they have 

accepted their responsibilities, if available. 

27. If the claimant has appointed someone to act for them on an Enduring Power of Attorney (EPoA) document and: 

• the claimant has since become mentally incapable of managing their own affairs  

• the EPoA has been registered with the courts  

you must include a copy of the registered EPoA in the appeal documents - See: New PAB and COP (excluding 

appointees). 

28. . If a Lasting Power of Attorney (LPA) was authorised since October 2007, this appointment will be registered with 

the office of the Public Guardian. You must include a copy of the LPA in the appeal documents -See: Agents 

Appointees Attorneys And Deputies Guide for further information. 

For further information and what to do to verify a LPA on Gov.uk, please see DWP Agent Process to Verify Lasting Power 

of Attorney using the Lasting Power of Attorney online service. 

29. When Income Support (IS) assesses entitlement to IS, they don’t include PIP as income. However, when a claimant 

is awarded certain rates of PIP, they can become entitled to IS premia. These premia may have been underpaid 

and could be offset against any overpayment of PIP in accordance with SS (POR) Regulations, reg 13. 

30. However, case law supports the view that unless there’s any indication of an underpayment of IS, you must 

assume all previous IS awards were correctly paid. POR Reg 13 refers to IS, which must have been paid on the 

basis of a claim as presented to the adjudication authority. A claim must have been made. It doesn’t refer to IS, 

which might have been payable had a claim been made.  

31. If the claimant or their representative doesn’t indicate there may be an underpayment of IS, you must include the 

following paragraph in the appeal response - ‘Underpayment of IS - As [Title] [Surname] didn't indicate there may 



 

be an underpayment of IS, SS (POR) Regulations, reg 13 has been considered and doesn't apply’. This paragraph is 

available for selection in the ART. 

Clerical award notification letter 

32. If no notification is available a duplicate decision notification must be produced using the PIP Clerical or System 

Template. The date produced on this letter must be amended to reflect the date the decision was first notified - 

See: Clerical notifications. 

Fraud cases 

33. If the decision under appeal was made as a result of criminal investigation of suspected benefit fraud, you must 

include the evidence obtained during the investigation, which was used to make the decision, in the appeal 

response. Judge each case individually and, if appropriate, class as complex. A PO must attend all criminally 

investigated fraud cases. 

Note: The Fraud Team will deal with any appeals that have fraud involvement. Don’t complete these appeals just refer 

it to the Fraud team - See: Complex cases in this chapter. 

34. You must make arrangements for the fraud investigator to attend the appeal hearing because they may be 

questioned about the evidence they provided. This could be documentary or video evidence obtained during the 

criminal investigation. Include the fraud investigator’s name and contact details on the AT38 in the further 

information box so the PO can notify the fraud investigator of the hearing date - See: Video Evidence . 

35. If a prosecution is pending, you must note the AT38 to advise the Tribunal about the proceedings and ask the 

appeal is heard as quickly as possible. You must not request an adjournment as this is for the discretion of the 

Tribunal - See: Appendix 1 - Suspected fraud. 

36. Alternatively, if an appeal is received from a claimant: 

• who has already been prosecuted by DWP, or  

• the Department has applied either a formal caution or Administrative Penalty (Ad Pen)  

This must be made clear on form AT38. The Tribunal must be asked to take into account Commissioner’s Decision R(S) 

2/80. 

Video Evidence 

37. Where video evidence was considered when the decision under appeal was made, copies of the video evidence 

must be obtained from the Fraud and Error Service/Disability and Carers Team (FES/DCT)/Case Review Team. 

These must be sent to the appropriate parties including HMCTS, the claimant, their representative if there is one, 

and the PO. If it’s a criminally investigated fraud case, and benefit was reduced or withdrawn, then a PO must be 



 

requested. The fraud investigator must be asked to attend the hearing to answer any questions arising from the 

video. 

Advice from an AP 

38. Advice from an AP must normally be included in the appeal documents. 

39. However, where: 

• a claim has been made under the SRTI provisions  

• the AP has advised  the claimant is not terminally ill  

• the information is classed as potentially medically harmful - See: Dealing with potentially Harmful Information  

• the claimant's disability is clearly not one which is likely to limit life expectancy to less than six months, for 

example arthritis  

there is no need to include the advice from the AP for failed SRTI cases unless the issue is raised by the claimant. 

Writing the response 

40. The appeal must be prepared using the Appeals Response Tool (ART) – See: Appendix 23 and also - See: Appendix 

18 for examples of PIP Appeal Responses. 

Unacceptable claimant behaviour  

41. If, when preparing the appeal response, you find evidence to indicate the claimant has a UCB marker as a result of 

exhibiting unacceptable claimant behaviour, ensure the AT38 is marked accordingly. Ask the Nominated Manager 

to access the UCB incident documents so they’re made available for the Tribunal to see.  

42. Where there’s a UCB marker but the UCB incident documents unavailable, mark the AT38 as UCB stating ‘UCB 

incident documents not available’. You must notify HMCTS when a claimant has demonstrated UCB so they can 

consider additional security measures. 

43. If at any stage after the response has been sent to HMCTS you know of a UCB incident occurring, resulting in the 

claimant being classified as UCB, you must notify HMCTS immediately on form AT39.  

44. Don’t send any UCB papers or copy of the AT38, which states there is a UCB marker, to DRS. This is because the 

claimant may ask for a Right of Access Request (RAR) previously known as a Subject Access Request (SAR) at any 

point. The UCB indicator will be marked on PIPCS. 

Death of claimant 

45. If the claimant died, action needs to be taken to check if the ‘death arrears payee’ wishes the appeal to continue.  

If they do wish to continue, complete the response and record the date of death on the  



 

AT38. Once the appeal response has been produced on the ART and personalised, it is ready for issue to HMCTS.  

46. Every appeal response must be accompanied by a form AT38, which can be accessed from the local folders and 

completed with the relevant information. In the case of the death of the claimant, explain that since the appeal 

was made, sadly the appellant has died and (insert name of appointee) has been appointed to proceed with the 

appeal. Take particular care to use correct terminology, for example, the ‘late ……’ and the appropriate tense is 

used throughout - See: Death notified pre & post decision (Decision Making). 

Completing the AT38 

47. All appeal responses sent to HMCTS must be accompanied by form AT38. This form is produced through the ART - 

See: Appendix 21 – How to complete the AT38. 

More than one decision under appeal 

1. In some cases it’s possible the claimant needs to appeal against more than one decision. This 

could be where a decision has been made on revision and that revised decision superseded. Mandatory 

reconsiderations will have taken place where appropriate. 

2. In this situation, where more than one decision was made on the same day, HMCTS will advise if 

they require one or two responses completing. If two responses are required, two AT38s must be 

prepared to show they’re to be listed together. The ‘further information’ box must be noted ‘First 

decision - revision’ and ‘Second decision – supersession’ to be listed together. As the appeals will be 

heard together, it’s not necessary to include 2 sets of documents, as long as all relevant documents are 

included and clearly numbered. 

Complex cases 

1. A case is classified as complex by the length of time the hearing is likely to take. A case is determined to be 

complex if it’s likely to take longer than the usual time slot HMCTS allow for each particular benefit. If, for example, 

you’re dealing with an appeal on a criminally investigated fraud case, you need to consider: 

• how long it will take to watch any video evidence at the hearing  

• whether the case involves entitlement and overpayment issues  

These will help you decide whether the hearing is likely to take longer than the usual time slot. 

2. Each case must be judged on its own merits but the following is a list of those cases that might take longer to 

hear: 

• issues such as Person Subject to Immigration Control which infrequently arise or have complex criteria  



 

• Human Rights cases  

• where complex legal arguments were raised or where contentious case law is referred to  

• fraud cases where criminal proceedings are to be taken  

• criminally investigated fraud cases  

• overpayment cases  

For complex cases you must copy the responses to the PO. 

See: HMCTS notify DWP of Scheduled Hearing Date in this chapter. 

Oral hearing requested by claimant in letter of appeal 

3. Where the claimant requests an oral hearing in the letter of appeal, an oral hearing must not be requested on 

the AT38 unless it is a case where you decide an oral hearing is required. The claimant has the opportunity to request 

an oral hearing when they’re contacted by HMCTS with details of the hearing date and venue. 

PO attendance where the claimant requests an oral hearing 

4. If the claimant has requested an oral hearing you must indicate in the PIPCS appeals record whether the 

Department should send a PO along with the reason why. This attendance won’t be mandatory but will be based on 

PO availability and shouldn’t be included on the AT38. 

5. If available in these circumstances attendance will be determined on a case by case basis where POs will 

consider cases most at risk of overturn. 

For example: 

• change of circumstance award review decisions  

• award review decisions where the previous decision awarded Enhanced Mobility and this was reduced  

• award review decisions where the new decision awards between 6 and 11 points for daily living - See: PIP 

Award Reviews  

The PO Admin Teams will optimise the use of the limited PO resource. 

Further evidence received where PO to attend 

6. If further evidence is received from the claimant, and this evidence doesn’t change the decision under appeal, 

you must send a copy of the evidence to HMCTS who will issue copies to all parties. 

7. DWP is responsible for notifying and calling its witnesses to the hearing. Where you decide a witness must 

attend the hearing, draft letter DL/CAP25 must be sent to them at the same time the appeal response is sent to 

HMCTS. A copy of the DL/CAP 25 must be sent to HMCTS. Its issue must be recorded in the Notes box in the Edit 



 

Appeal screen for that appeal and in the further information box on form AT38 and a communication record must be 

created. 

Note: Don’t send copies of the draft letter DL/CAP25 and form AT38 to DRS because if the claimant requests a Right of 

Access Request(RAR) at a later date, they will be made aware of the witness’s details. 

8.. When the date of the hearing is known, the PO will send draft letter DL/CAP 26 to the witness or interviewing 

officer informing them of this date. 

9. The Tribunal may also summon witnesses to attend a hearing. A witness can include the AP who provided the 

assessment report - See: Appeal adjourned by HMCTS in this chapter and also - See:  

Appendix 8 - DL/CAP 25  and Appendix 9 - DL/CAP 26. 

  

Response completed 

  

CM action 

1.. You must update the appeal record to say the response was issued: 

Step Action 

1 Use ART to create the Response, PIP 2010 (for claimant and Representative) and AT38 – Appendix 

3. 

Note: Do not upload a copy of the AT38 to DRS where witness details, reference to  

UCB or Harmful Information is noted 

2 check on CIS (Searchlight) the address held is correct on the Appeal Response (and PIPCS). If 

address is incorrect or changed refer to CM check for correspondence / appointee address 

3 check for UCB or representative. If there is no representative, insert ‘No representative’ in the 

notes box on the AT38 

4 ensure the copies relate to the correct claimant and the documents are in correct numbered 

order  

5 Upload the PDF’s of the appeal response, PIP 2010 and AT38 to DRS and Case File  

Production Service - See:  Single Document Upload (SDU)   



 

6 in the Notes insert ‘Appeal response written uploaded to PIPCS and Case File Production Services 

job submitted by ‘your full name, area and date’. Reprographics job reference ‘PIPCS Appeal Task 

reference number’- See:  Dealing with potentially  

Harmful Information in this chapter 

7 access Dispute tab, Edit Open appeal field and complete Response Issue Date (date you’re 

submitting the paperwork to Case File Production Service  

Note: Copy of the AT38 must only be sent to HMCTS and the PO where appropriate.  

It must not be sent to the claimant/representative. 

8 Return case to HMCTS as per instructions in the Core Case Data Desk Aid. 

9 close all tasks - See: Workflow/Task Management. 

 

Note: The appeal record will remain open for receipt of the appeal hearing details 

  

Bundle Builder  

1. The bundle builder has been designed to support the appeals response process.  

2. It will assist you to collate and create the appeal bundle. The bundle builder automates the retrieval of DRS 

documents and displays them for review (PDF), removing the need to print paper copies. 

3. You can then discard, rename and reorder pages. The whole bundle is automatically numbered.  

Launching Bundle Builder 

4. Access Bundle Builder by:  

Step Action 

1 selecting the ‘Start’ button in the bottom left hand corner of the screen 

2 scroll down to ‘Nice Systems’, which displays in the list of programs 

3 select the ‘Real-Time Client 6.7’ option 

Note: Prior to launching Bundle Builder any existing DRS sessions must be closed.       

  

5. The ‘Security Alert’ pop up will appear when the application is opened for the first time: 



 

Step Action 

1 check the ‘In the future, do not show this warning’ checkbox 

2 select ‘OK’ 

  

6. Once launched, the ‘Process Status’ window will be displayed. The window displays status and progress updates. 

  

7. Next, an internet explorer window will open and automatically log on to DRS. 

8. Once DRS has successfully opened, the ‘Enter NINO’ window will display. 

  

9. Enter the NINO of the appellant you are preparing the response for and then select the ‘Search’ button. 

Note: Enter the NINO in upper case. 

  

10. The ‘Enter NINO’ window closes whilst the relevant documents are searched for within DRS. Bundle  

Builder gathers information on each document and will select and download them.       
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Document download from DRS 

  

1. Once the DRS screen is open, a pop up will appear listing all documents to be downloaded. The documents will be 

ticked, and then the following pop up screen will appear. 

  

2. During this time, users are not to access any other applications or the downloading process will be interrupted. 



 

3. The pop up box below will appear whilst it is downloading. 

Note: Do not select anything as the ‘Bundle Builder’ will select the right option and the pop up will disappear.   

Note: It is important that the DRS application is not interrupted by the user during this part of the process. Any user 

interference will cause problems resulting in the process having to start again from the beginning. Do not remove your 

Dongle/Card from the Computer. 

Top Tip: At this point in the process, the ‘Security Alert’ pop up and the ‘Close all Tab’ pop up warnings will appear.  

4. Once the ‘Process Status’ shows as complete the documents unzip. 

  

5. The DRS download is complete once the unzipped documents reaches 100%. 

Note: If there are more than 50 PIP related documents for the NINO, documents are downloaded in batches of 50, so 

the process will repeat automatically once or several times.    

Document Processing  

1. Once all the documents are downloaded from DRS, the DRS session will close and the ‘Document Information’ 

screen will be displayed: 

Step Action 

1 the first document in the bundle, will be displayed in a separate window in PDF format. Don’t close any 

documents or the bundle will be lost 

2 for each document downloaded you must make a decision whether to include that document in the final 

bundle. Any blank pages must be deleted 

3 complete the bundle builder information for each document. Once the information panel has been completed 

select ‘Add to bundle’, the next document will be displayed for consideration 

Note: Pages cannot be deleted in bulk and must be deleted a page at a time. If in any doubt keep the document as you 

can reject it at a later stage. If you discard a document, you cannot add it later. If unsure, add to your bundle and 

delete it at the preview stage. 

Top tips: Always wait until ‘viewing page x of x’ is displayed before editing. Don’t start editing if it says ‘viewing page 0 

of x’. 

2. To navigate around a document, you can use the ‘home’ and ‘end’ keys as well as ‘page up’ and ‘page down’ 

keys. For example, finding the date of document on a PIP2, select the document, select the ‘end’ button on the key 

board and then ‘page up’ normally 3 times.  

  

  

View Selected Documents 

  



 

1. You can use ‘View Selected’ at any stage to review the documents you selected for the bundle. This is useful when 

checking for duplicate documents.  

  

2. After selecting ‘View Selected’ the ‘Selected Documents’ screen opens. The list of all the documents previously 

selected for the bundle are displayed in chronological order.  

  

3. When the last document has been added, a list of documents will be produced. At this point you can look to see if all 

your documents are in the correct chronological order. If you need to move a document and reorder, you must do 

this one document at a time. 

Note: Always select preview before creating your bundle so that you can view your numbered documents in its final 

version. Once the bundle is created, you cannot make any amendments and you will have to start the process from 

the beginning. 

4. To delete a document: 

Step Action 

1 select it from the list and the ‘Document Information’ screen will reopen 

2 select the ‘Discard’ button and the document will be deleted and you’ll be returned to the list 

3 if you decide to keep the document but one or more pages have already been marked for deletion, you must 

re-delete these before selecting ‘Add to bundle’ 

4 close this screen by selecting the ‘add to bundle’ button. You’ll be returned to the ‘Document  

Information’ screen 

Top Tip: Remember to delete all blank pages. 

The ‘Document Information’ screen  

1. The ‘Document Information’ screen contains various information about the downloaded document. 

  

• NINO: Displays the NINO entered at the beginning of the process  

• Viewing document x of x: Displays the total number of documents downloaded and the document number 

currently displayed  

Top Tip: You can check you have all the documents from PIPCS at the top of the Document Information section. (For 

example: You will see viewing document 1 of 27). 

• Classification: This is 'S' for Supporting or 'E' for Ephemeral and is the DRS document classification  

• Document name in DRS: The document name as used in DRS  



 

• Event Name: The name of the document that will be used in the ‘Schedule of Events’. The contents of this have 

been predefined and depend on the DRS name. In some instances, you select an option from a drop-down list 

but you can over type if more appropriate. It is useful to rename ‘Events’ to be more specific than just ‘Further 

Evidence’ using the drop-down menu or free text  

• Event Date: The date the document was scanned into DRS  

• Viewing page x of x: Displays the current document page number and the total number of pages in the 

document  

The ‘Document Information’ screen control functions 

• End process: Selecting this link will exit the process. All work previously carried out will be lost and the ‘Bundle 

Builder’ will be closed. Selecting here will open a confirmation window with an ‘Are you sure’ option  

• Event Name: This is a mandatory field which cannot be blank. This displays the name associated with the 

document that will be used in the ‘Schedule of Events’. It will be pre-populated but can be overtyped if 

required. In some cases, a drop-down list of alternative ‘Event Names’ is available. If one of these is selected it 

will replace the text in the ‘Event Name’ box  

• Date of Document: This is a mandatory field which cannot be blank. This box is for the user to enter the date of 

the document which can usually be read from the document displayed. The date can be selected from a 

calendar or typed in with the format dd/mm/yyyy. If a date is not appropriate, other options are available to 

select in the row below as follows, ‘N/A’, ‘Undated’ or ‘Various’. Selecting one of these replaces the date  

• Delete page: This link is only available for documents with 2 or more pages. This will mark the currently 

displayed page for deletion from the document, when it is added to the bundle. A confirmation box is 

displayed. Note: The page is not deleted immediately and the document displayed will not reflect the deletion. 

More than one page can be marked for deletion by scrolling through the document and selecting this link at 

the appropriate places  

• Undo page deletion: This link is only available when one or more pages have already been marked for deletion. 

Selecting this link will clear the list of all pages marked for deletion in the current document. A confirmation 

box is displayed  

• Discard: Selecting this button will exclude the current document in its entirety from the bundle being prepared. 

This cannot be undone. The next document will then be displayed for review  

Top Tip: Do not use the ‘X’ at the top of the PDF document to discard or the ‘Bundle Builder’ will close and fail. 

• Add to bundle: This will add the current document to the bundle, excluding any pages marked for deletion and 

will store its associated data entered in the ‘Schedule of Events’ file. The next document will then be displayed 

for review  

Note: If any of the mandatory fields have been left blank, an error message will be displayed. No action will be taken 

until all the mandatory fields are completed. 

• Rotate Document: Depending on the orientation of the document being viewed, the document can be rotated 

either, 90°, 180° or 270°  



 

  

2. This screen appears after selecting 'Rotate document' from the ‘Document Information’ screen. One of the following 

three options can be applied:  

• The first option is 'Rotate document 90° clockwise'. Select this option if required then select 'Rotate page' 

button  

  

• The second option is 'Rotate document 180° clockwise'. Select this option if required then select 'Rotate page' 

button  

  

• The third option is 'Rotate document 270° clockwise'. Select this option if required then select  

'Rotate page' button  

  

Note: Document rotations will only be applied when the bundle is created.   

Top Tip: This means in ‘real time’, you will not see the effect of the rotation. 

• Rotate page: Depending on the orientation of the page being viewed the page can be rotated either, 90°, 180° 

or 270°  

The options available and the functionality of the 'Rotate page' screen are the same as those for 'Rotate document'.  

Using the controls in this screen, each downloaded document will be displayed in a pre-defined order, which should be 

close to the order required in the bundle. 

When all documents have been reviewed the ‘Add to bundle’ or ‘Discard’ buttons will close the ‘Document 

Information’ screen and the ‘Selected Documents’ screen will be displayed. 

  

  

The ‘Selected Documents’ screen 

  

1. The ‘Selected Documents’ window lists all of the documents that were previously selected for the bundle, in 

numbered order.   

  

2. There are a number of control functions available on this window. 

• Re-order: At this stage you can re-order any documents. By ‘over typing’ the existing position number with the 

required position number and selecting the ‘Reorder’ button, the documents order will be changed. For 



 

example, move any appeal evidence to the top of the bundle or place claim forms before supporting evidence 

or change the order of supporting evidence  

Top Tip: Only one document can be re-ordered at a time. If you need to re-order more than one document, this must 

be done individually. Trying to re-order more than one document at a time will cause the ‘Bundle Builder’ to fail and 

you will have to start the process again from the beginning. 

3. Only select the re-order tab once. If you double select the tab, this will result in different documents with the same 

position number and the rest of the documents will not re-order. 

• Deleting: If at this stage there are any documents you decide you want to delete, select the ‘Event name’. That 

document will be displayed along with the ‘Document Information’ window so then select ‘Discard’. The 

document will be deleted and you will return to the main list  

4. If you change your mind and decide to keep the document, but had previously deleted individual pages, you will 

need to re-delete these before selecting ‘Add to bundle’. 

• End process: This button will exit the process. All work previously carried out will be lost and the ‘Bundle 

Builder’ will be closed. Selecting here will open a confirmation screen with an ‘Are you sure’ option  

• Preview: This button allows the Appeal Writer to preview the bundle as it would appear when printed out. The 

screen displays the option ‘Do you want to keep the bundle?’ - ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. The user must select ‘No’ if they 

are not content – this returns them to ‘View Selected’ documents screen so they can carry out further editing  

• Create Bundle: Once all the documents are listed in the required order, the ‘Create Bundle’ button can be 

selected. The chosen documents, except any pages marked for deletion, will be collected together into one 

bundled PDF document, in the order they are displayed in the list. The bundle is then page numbered and 

stored under the staff number in the ‘IAG_PIP’ folder. Also, a ‘Schedule of Events’ text file is created and stored 

in the same place. This can then be used in the ART process  

5. The bundle can now be printed. After the bundle and ‘Schedule of Events’ text file have been created from the 

‘Create Bundle’ process, any temporary download folders are removed. 

Top Tip: For printing, select ‘Print’, select ‘Advanced’ and then select within the box ‘let printer determine colour’, then 

select ‘Print’. This speeds up the printing process.  

  

Creating bundle screen  

1. After selecting the 'Create bundle' button the 'Creating bundle' screen will display until the bundle is ready.   

Browse button 

2. Once created, the bundle is uploaded to DRS using the three actions listed in the ‘pop up’. The first action is to 

locate the bundle by selecting the 'Browse' button.    

  



 

Select bundle 

3. Once located, the second action is to choose the bundle by selecting it. 

  

Upload button 

4. Once the bundle is located and selected the third action is to select the 'Upload' to DRS button.   

 

Action following upload to DRS  

Note: Do not select the 'Ok' message following successful document upload to DRS as ‘Bundle Builder’ uses this 

message to recognise the process has completed. You need to wait for a few seconds and the application will 

automatically close. 

5. If you accidentally select 'Ok' then the ‘Bundle Builder’ won't close down. You will have to manually close the 

application by right selecting the ‘NICE’ icon in the task bar and select 'exit'. 

6. Left select on the arrow at the bottom right of the task bar, right select the blue shield and select exit.  

Top Tip: If you are going to create another appeal bundle before writing this current one, rename the  

‘BundleDetail’ folder, (not the individual bundle and Schedule). This is because every time you launch ‘Bundle Builder’ 

it overwrites the ‘IAG_PIP BundleDetail’ folder. 

Note: Remember to delete the renamed folder once your appeal is completed. 

Top Tip: For a faster print - Select ‘File’, ‘Print’, tick box ‘let printer determine colour’. Press ‘Ok’, then ‘Print’. If you 

have a large print document, it may not have scanned correctly on DRS which will corrupt your print out. Select the 

range of pages associated with that document and select ‘print as image’. Print the remaining pages, as above for 

faster printing. 

  

'Schedule of Events’ text file  

1. The ‘Schedule of Events’ text file is used in the ART process as follows: 

Step Action 

1 use the 'PIP ART' in the shared folder 

2 work through your appeal response as normal 

3 when you get to the ‘Schedule of Events’ page, open the text file and copy and paste (control A,  

Control C) the file 

Appeal Response Tool  



 

2. On the ‘Schedule of Events’ page of the ART, select the ‘Insert Schedule’ tab - the schedule will be completed 

automatically for all documents in your bundle. 

  

3. You have the option to merge any events/documents. For example, the previous PIP2 and all documents will 

appear itemised. It may be relevant to merge these together to one event titled 'previous claim and associated 

documents'. Once the Appeal response is prepared, upload it to DRS following the business as usual process.    

  

PDF Bundle contains harmful information  

1. In exceptional circumstances, the PDF bundle may contain harmful information. Two bundles will need to be created 

(one with the harmful information and one without) by: 

Step  Action 

1 preparing the response in line with the business as usual process. 

Note: Ensure any harmful documents are placed at the end of the bundle 

2 re run ‘Bundle Builder’ 

3 discard all documents except the original unedited bundle 

4 delete the harmful pages from the original unedited bundle and the original index, to create the edited version 

Note: Ensure the naming convention of PDFs indicates which PDF contains the harmful information when emailing to 

HMCTS.  Names must be ‘Response – Harmful Information’ and ‘Response – Not Harmful Information’. 

2. The Case Manager must complete a CAP12 form, highlighting which pages contain harmful information. 

3. The Case Manager must follow the business as usual process. 

  

Miscellaneous 

  

Instructions on how to use Digital ‘post it’ notes 

Step Action 

1 open bundle uploaded, reopen bundle PDF 

2 view ‘Comment’ and ‘Annotations’ 

3 select page in bundle that you want to insert a ‘post it’ note 



 

4 select the speech bubble under ‘Annotations’ anywhere on the page and type a reminder of what is on the 

page, for example, MSK, Informal Observations, MSE and so on 

1. All ‘post it’ notes will appear in the panel on the right and instead of having to scroll through the bundle: 

Step Action 

1 select the page you want and it will take you directly to that page 

2 you can also save this bundle if you need to work on it the following day 

2. When creating a second bundle, users must ensure that the original bundle (if loaded onto DRS) is manually 

removed from DRS before starting a new one. If not, the original bundle will appear for adding into the new bundle 

and this may cause confusion. The user will see the first page (DL6 numbered) and it appears as if the bundle is 

bypassing the preview stage and their amendments have not been actioned.  

3. Other PDF documents open on the desk top can cause issues with ‘Bundle Builder’. If users have a PDF document 

open from PIPCS, some users have experienced errors and screen freezes. Incidents have occurred, such as ‘Bundle 

Builder’ will not be able to add it to the bundle and it will advise the user that the document is already in use by 

another user and the system will freeze. 

How to stop the PDF bundle minimising when in ART 

4. You need to shrink the Word Document the ART uses and before you select enable content: 

Step Action 

1 reduce the size of the window of the word document just enough so you can still select enable content 

2 now select ‘enable content’ to open the ART Tool 

3 now type into the ART tool while looking at the Bundle PDF without it minimising and you having to re-select 

the document 

Top Tips: 

Step Action 

1 open the Bundle PDF 

2 right select on the bundle 

3 open with Adobe Reader XI 



 

4 open ‘window’, ‘new window’ 

5. This means you will have two different windows of the bundle open so you can view and compare different pages 

within the bundle at the same time. 

6. Open the ‘Schedule of Events’ text file to help to navigate pages within the bundle. 

7. Open the ART and write the response in line with the ‘business as usual’ process.  

Appendix 1  

  

HMCTS RPCEmail address 

Birmingham  

 

 

DWP DRT Site Email address 

Newcastle  

Blackpool  

Belle Vale  

Glasgow  

Newport  

Appendix 2  

  

Open in  

Format 

DWP 

Save as PDF 

PDF Yes N/A 

Cardiff 
 

Leeds  

Liverpool  

Newcastle 

Sutton 

 



 

RTF Yes Yes (provided the RTF document is opened in Word) 

TXT Yes Yes (provided the TXT document is opened in Word) 

JPG Yes 
No unless the JPG is embedded into an MS office application (for example Word,  

PowerPoint). You would need to drop into a word document first 

PNG   
No unless the PNG is embedded into an MS office application (for example Word,  

PowerPoint). You would need to drop into a word document first 

Doc Yes Yes 

Docx Yes Yes 

Xls Yes Yes (but be careful with the format of the spreadsheet or it will be unusable) 

Xlsx Yes Yes (but be careful with the format of the spreadsheet or it will be unusable) 

  

How to convert a JPEG to PDF 132. You 

must: 

StepAction 

place your cursor over the attachment (without opening  

1 

it) 

2 right click 

3 copy 

4 open Word 

5 paste (click on the clip board) 

6 select ‘Save As’ from the File tab (top left on tool bar) 

7 file name: as appropriate 

8 select PDf from the Save As Type: dropdown menu  

03 Post response 

HMCTS notify DWP of Scheduled Hearing Date 



 

1. When HMCTS provide the date of the hearing, you must update PIPCS as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select Edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

2 insert the date of the hearing in the ‘hearing date’ field (which is part of the Outcome cluster) in the  

Edit Appeal screen 

3 where HMCTS requires a PO to attend complete the appropriate PO field 

4 close the task 

See: Workflow/Task Management  

5 select save 

2. There will be validation to ensure the hearing date is entered in the correct format. 

3. The appeal record will remain open for receipt of the Tribunal’s decision. 

4. Where a PO is to attend, their Admin Support, will identify these cases by cross referencing the published lists of 

hearing schedules with the information held in the appeal record on PIPCS. 

Subpages 

• Reasons for a further response  

• Decision made on an intervening claim  

• Decision under appeal has been superseded  

• Information received raises new issues which have not been addressed before  

• Contentious case law or legal arguments  

• Appeal adjourned by HMCTS • Issues previously addressed  

• Preparing a further response  

• Failure to comply with a direction from the FtT  

Reasons for a further response 

1. A further response is additional to the response already sent to HMCTS. It’s needed where: 

• a decision was made on an intervening new claim  

• the decision under appeal is superseded  

• information received raises new issues not previously addressed  

• contentious case law or legal arguments are given  



 

• a further response is requested by the FtT following an adjournment  

• further evidence presented on the day of the hearing and the PO has requested adjournment for time to 

consider if this affects the decision under appeal  

See: ADM Chapter A5 where the PO has requested an adjournment 

Decision made on an intervening claim 

1. In these cases it will be necessary to tell HMCTS: 

• a further claim has been made  

• the effective date of the new outcome decision  

2. HMCTS must be asked to restrict their decision on the appeal to the day before the effective date of the decision on 

the further claim. The tribunal is not limited when a new claim has been made, but is limited once a decision has 

been made on the new claim. 

Decision under appeal has been superseded 

1. In these cases tell HMCTS: 

• the effective date of the new outcome decision  

• date decision made not to supersede  

2. HMCTS must be asked to restrict their decision on the appeal to the day before the effective date of the 

supersession decision. An on going supersession doesn’t limit a Tribunal until a decision has been made. 

Note: For decision not to supersede there is no effective date and HMCTS should not be asked to restrict their 

decision. 

3. Where HMCTS requires new AP assessment report use the following workaround to request the information: 

    

Step Action 

1 access Decision Assist 

2 select Request AP Advice from the latest Completed Determination 

3 record a note in the Decision Assist notes stating that the Determination is not for an Award  

Review but is for a Reconsideration or an Appeal referral 



 

4 complete the fields in the ‘Request AP Advice’ as follows: 

• AP Advice Reasons - select the relevant ‘Unplanned Intervention’ option: 

− Unplanned Intervention - NON SRTI 

− Unplanned Intervention - SRTI 

• Request for - select DM 

• Comments – state the reason for the referral, for example, the Tribunal Judge or HMCTS has advised 

that a new Assessment is required for either a Reconsideration or an Appeal and that the referral is not for an 

Award Review. 

Note: A system AP - Assessment required task will be created and allocated to the AP TI Referrals, or the AP New 

Referrals WQ as appropriate. The comments recorded above will be included in the task and sent to the AP 

 



 



 

Information received raises new issues which have not been addressed before 

1. If information is received which raises new issues not previously addressed you need to consider if the decision 

under appeal can be revised or superseded. 

2. If the information concerns the claimant’s daily living activities/mobility which could impact on the decision, you 

may need to refer to the AP for advice before deciding if the decision under appeal can be revised, superseded or 

remains unchanged. 

3. Unless you can lapse the appeal, you must consider any new information received and notify HMCTS of the 

Department’s view of this information on form AT39. Include any supporting documents in your response. Record 

your action in Decision Assist Notes 

Note: If you know the date of the appeal hearing and think you won’t have time to take the actions above, send an 

email to HMCTS requesting a postponement and stating the reasons why. You may also need to contact the PO, PO 

Admin Team, by phone, if appropriate, to make them aware we’ve asked for the hearing to be postponed. 

See: ADM Chapter A5 

See: Decision under appeal has been superseded  

See: Consider lapsing an appeal  

Further evidence received after appeal response issued 

4. When further evidence is received either via HMCTS or direct in DWP, this will be scanned into DRS and tasked to 

you. 

5. You must consider if the evidence changes the decision under appeal, or if more evidence is needed.  

You must note the evidence has been considered in the Notes section of the Edit Appeal screen. 

Note: Information may be provided by the claimant/representative when you are dealing with the appeal indicating 

there must be a change to the evidence or determination held on PIPCS. If the claimant provides information 

indicating a change to the evidence or determination in PIPCS - See: Consider lapsing an appeal  

6. If the further evidence leads to revision the next action depends on whether the revision: 

• is to the claimant’s advantage, or  

• isn’t in the claimant’s favour and the appeal continues  

See: Consider lapsing an appeal 

See: Preparing a further response  



 

Contentious case law or legal arguments 

1. If the claimant or representative refers to contentious case law or legal arguments which aren’t generally 

accepted, a further response must be prepared outlining the Secretary of State position on the issue. 

2. The guidance in the ADM must be referred to. If the issue is complex or not covered by the ADM, you must 

consult DMA Leeds for advice via your SAM. 

See: ADM Chapter A5 

Appeal adjourned by HMCTS 

1. The First Tier Tribunal (FTT) may decide to adjourn an appeal for a number of reasons and when this happens they 

will notify you with the reason why and whether or not a further response is required. This notification will be on a 

decision notice which HMCTS will email to DWP. It will be scanned into DRS by the MOU and tasked to you. On 

receipt of this task update PIPCS as follows: 

Step Action 

1 Select 'Edit' from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal. 

2 Select the relevant reason from the drop down menu in the ‘Appeal Adjourned Reasons’ field or, if no suitable 

drop down reason select ‘Other’ and insert free text in the ‘Appeal Adjourned Text’ box giving the reason why 

the appeal is adjourned. Completion of this box is mandatory where ‘Other’ has been selected (250 characters 

maximum). 

3 Select 'Save'. 

2. The status of the appeal will remain open. 

3. If the reason for adjournment is for DWP to obtain further medical evidence for HMCTS this request must be 

referred to the AP, unless you need to speak to the AP there’s no need to go via your SAM. 

Note: For Award Review cases a referral to the AP is not always required and a decision can be made by the CM with 

advice from the Health Professional. However this is not in all cases. For further advice see:  

PIP Award Reviews. 

See: Referring claim to SAM AP 

4. If, following adjournment, HMCTS hasn’t previously requested a further response, but later decided they need one, 

they will inform DWP by post and again, this will be tasked to you for action. HMCTS may give a date to complete 

the further response which you need to comply with. 

5. HMCTS will inform DWP of the date for the resumed hearing. This notification will be tasked to you for PIPCS to be 

updated. You will: 



 

Step Action 

1 Select 'Edit' from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal. 

2 Insert the relevant date in the ‘Hearing Date’ field (part of the outcome cluster). 

3 Close the task. 

4 Select 'Save'. 

  

6. There is validation to ensure the date is entered in the correct format. 

7. If the Tribunal adjourned a case for a witness to attend, DWP must call and notify the witness. The witness must be 

contacted as quickly as possible using draft letter DL/CAP25 – Appendix 8. 

8. You must complete form AT39 from the local folders. Email a PDF copy to HMCTS advising the name and address of 

the witness, and that the witness has been notified of the need to attend the hearing. The task must then be 

closed. 

9. The issue of form AT39 and draft letter DL/CAP25 – Appendix 8 must be recorded in the Notes box of the Edit 

Appeal screen for that case and a communication record must be completed. 

Note: Don’t send copy of draft letter DL/CAP25 and form AT39 to DRS because if the claimant requests a Right of 

Access Request (RAR) at a later date, they will be made aware of the witness’s details. 

10. The PO will send draft letter DL/CAP26 – Appendix 9 to the witness when the date of the hearing is known - 

See: Preparing a further response in this chapter and also - See: Appendix 8 - DL/CAP 25 and Appendix 9 - DL/CAP 26.  

Issues previously addressed 

1. If further information is received via HMCTS which raises no new issues, there’s no need to prepare a further 

response. Record the details in Decision Assist Notes. This is likely to be the only circumstance where a further 

response isn’t needed. 

2. If further information is received by DWP, not forwarded from HMCTS, a supplementary response must be 

completed. Take the following actions: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete a form AT39. Email copy of the further evidence to HMCTS explaining the appeal decision isn’t 

affected by the new information and so no further response was prepared 



 

2 attach a copy of the further evidence from DRS and email to HMCTS with one copy of the AT39 

3 email to the designated user to upload to DRS - See: Single Document Upload 

4 select Edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

5 complete a communication record re the issue of the AT39 and further evidence 

6 record the issue of these in the ‘Notes’ box 

7 select save 

8 close the task 

3. The appeal record will remain open to await the decision from the Tribunal. 

Preparing a further response 

1. When you write a further response (a response after the original appeal response was issued), you must prepare 

this on a 'Further response' form and also complete form AT39 – See: Appendix 14. This is known as a Secretary of 

State (SoS) Supplementary Submission - See: Appendix 22. The 'Further response' form is available in the local 

folders and you must also include the following details: 

• name of benefit  

• claimant’s name and NINO  

• HMCTS reference number  

• name and address of CM completing the further response  

• the heading ‘Appeal - Further Response’  

2. You must explain the reason for the further response (for example further evidence received) and what effect, this 

has on the appeal. 

3. Any associated documents (for example further evidence that has been received) will need to be attached to an e 

mail and sent with a supplementary response to HMCTS. Take the following action: 

  

Step Action 

1 email the AT39, further response, and associated documents, to HMCTS 

Note: If the further evidence has been forwarded by HMCTS to DWP, there is no need to email it back to them. 



 

2 email copy of the further response and AT39l to the designated user to upload to DRS - See:  

Single Document Upload 

4. Update PIPCS as follows: 

  

Step Action 

1 create a communication record for the issue of the AT39, the further response and any associated documents 

2 select Edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

3 record the issue of these in the Notes box 

4 select save 

5 close any outstanding tasks 

5. HMCTS will inform DWP of the hearing date. This notification will be sent to MOU to scan into DRS when it will then 

be tasked to you for the appeal record to be updated and task closed. 

6. The appeal record will remain open to await the decision from the Tribunal - See: HMCTS notify DWP of 

Scheduled Hearing Date in this chapter and also - See: ADM Chapter A5. 

Failure to comply with a direction from the FtT 

1. The FtT has powers to take action it thinks just where a party has failed to comply with a direction, for example, 

DWP could be barred from the proceedings if you fail to comply. Therefore care must be taken to comply with any 

direction issued by the FtT. If the direction cannot be complied with, then a request in writing must be made to the 

FtT applying for another direction which amends, suspends, set aside the first direction. You can always refer the case 

to DMA Leeds (through your SAM) for advice if you don’t feel able to respond to the direction without assistance - 

See: Standardised Work Instructions Workflow. 

04 First Tier Tribunal (FtT) decision 

FtT decision received 

1. The following paragraphs explain what action must be taken when you receive the Tribunal’s decision, according to 

whether or not you agree with this decision. 

2. In addition, where the Tribunal has overturned a disallowance decision you will need to re-open the application 

case as follows: 

Step Action 



 

1 navigate to the ‘Application Case’ 

2 select the ‘Benefits’ tab, click the action button against the PIP application and select ‘Re-open’ 

3 from the drop down menu list select ‘Disallowance – new decision required’ as the reason for reopening the 

case 

3. All decisions made by Tribunals are given in summary on a decision notice issued by HMCTS. 

4. Tribunal decisions will be: 

• emailed to DWP  

• uploaded to DRS locally  

• tasked to the relevant work queue  

5. When you receive the decision it must be dealt with as soon as possible in case you may need to challenge the 

decision. This is because time limits apply. 

6. Where the appeal concerns an overpayment once the FtT’s decision is received, you must obtain a copy from DRS 

and send to Debt Management by email. The email must be sent to the ‘DWP DC DCS PORTH Hand Offs’ address 

and a communication record created. 

Note: If the decision notice shows further evidence was presented at the hearing, this will be sent by post to DWP. 

Subpages 

• Decision Maintained  

• Disallowance upheld but change of points  

• Award period and amount maintained but points changed  

• FtT overturns CM decision  

• Reassessment Negative Determination returned from Tribunal  

• New Claim Negative Determination returned from Tribunal  

• Tribunal gives partial decision  

• Review Date Guidance  

• Tribunal decision more advantageous than decision given on a subsequent claim/application  

• Advantageous Tribunal Decision given whilst a subsequent claim/application is outstanding  

• Superseding a FtT's Decision  

• Tribunal gives a decision that overlaps a subsequent CM decision  

• Decision Modified – Award already in place  

• Decision not correct  



 
• Setting aside Tribunal decisions on certain grounds  

• Decision wrong in law  

Decision Maintained 

  

1. If the FtT’s confirms the DWP decision you must: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Edit’ from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

2 select the appropriate outcome from the drop down menu in ‘Conclusion Field’ 

Note: New Decision Unchanged is used where a descriptor may have changed but the outcome has not 

3 select ‘Save’ 

4 unless the claimant has a further dispute, you must input an end date and then delete the representative once 

you have closed the ‘Appeal Dispute’ tab - See: End Existing Representative 

5 close any outstanding tasks 

  
Disallowance upheld but change of points 

  

1. If the outcome of a disallowance hasn’t changed, update the appeal record under ‘Decision Maintained’ and record 

the change in points in Decision Assist Notes. You must ensure that the claim isn’t left in a ‘submitted’ state. 

Award period and amount maintained but points changed 

  

1. For upheld awards with points change - See: Decision Modified. 

2. If the award rate or period hasn’t changed but the points have, update the appeal record as follows: 

Step Action 

1 modify the determination by selecting ‘appeal’ from the drop down, answer questionnaire as appropriate and 

record reasons as ‘see HMCTS decision’ 



 

2 complete the Determination 

3 validate and apply evidence 

4 select the appropriate outcome from the drop down menu in the Conclusion field 

Note: New Decision Unchanged is used where a descriptor may have changed but the outcome has not 

see: Feedback 

5 select save 

6 unless the claimant has a further dispute registered, you must input an end date and then delete the 

representative once you have closed the appeal dispute tab - See: End Existing  

Representative 

7 close any outstanding tasks  

FtT overturns CM decision 

  

1. If the FtT’s decision is in the claimant’s favour then, where the original PIP overpayment was referred to Debt 

Management through the Clerical Referral Tool, the revised overpayment must be sent clerically and a 

communication record created. It must not be registered on E-Referrals - See: Clerical overpayment referral guide 

for further details. 

2. If the original PIP overpayment was referred to Debt Management through E-Referrals - See: Revising or cancelling 

referrals in the generic E-Referrals guidance. This gives further detail around how to revise the referral. This revised 

referral will tell Debt Management what changed regarding the overpayment recovery/Cpen decisions and it was 

an appeal that led to that change. A communication record must be created in addition to recording this action in 

the 'Notes' box in the Edit Appeal screen. 

3. You must consider whether the decision: 

• contains an accidental error  

• is incomplete  

• needs to be set aside  

• is wrong in law  

• has been awarded from the correct effective date  

• can be superseded  



 
See: Decision not correct and also - See: ADM Chapter A5. 

4. Where the appeal concerns disability issues, all the descriptors where points have been awarded will be recorded 

on the decision notice. 

5. If the decision is correct, you must identify whether the Tribunal has awarded benefit or changed the previous 

award of benefit including the period of award. 

6. Where the CM decision is overturned by the Tribunal, additional information may be provided on the decision 

notice giving reasons for overturning.  The Edit Appeal screen has a drop down menu and you must record the 

reason for overturn here. Select the relevant option. This information will capture MI on the reasons for overturn. 

7. If there was no previous award, you must contact the claimant as appropriate (by phone where appropriate or by 

sending form PIP.3033 using free text) to see if there were any changes affecting entitlement or payability, for 

example admission to hospital, care home or prison. A communication record must be created. If bank details have 

changed a task must be created for the case worker (CW) to input these details on PIPCS. 

8. If there are changes - See: Payability. 

9. For PIPCS action for input of new awards/increased awards - See: Appendix 27 Flowchart re PIPCS input of HMCTS 

Outcome Decisions. 

10. Additionally, a clerical notification PIP.7031 must be completed where the CM decision is overturned, that is, 

the Tribunal changed the rate, period or payability of the PIP award. This notification must contain details of the 

Tribunal decision and all other payment information the claimant needs. Where there’s an award of enhanced 

mobility component a Certificate of Entitlement (CoE) will be produced. In these cases you must include a DVLA 

leaflet (INS216) – See: Appendix 17. 

11. If the award needs to continue for a period beyond that given by the FtT, you can supersede the FtT decision 

on ‘grounds’ at the same time and notify this using a modified PIP.7031.  You may wish to use the following as a 

basis of this: 

• I wanted to look at your Personal Independence Payment (PIP) to make sure you’re getting the right amount 

of help  

• I’ve looked at your PIP award and I have superseded the appeal decision. This affects the length of your PIP 

award only  

Step Action  

1 modify the determination by selecting ‘appeal’ from the drop down, answer questionnaire as appropriate and 

record reasons as ‘see HMCTS decision’ 

2 complete the determination 



 

3 validate and apply evidence  

4 if the period of award has been changed , edit the end and review dates as appropriate in benefit  

Delivery screen. Save the edits  

5 update the appeal tab as appropriate and select the appropriate outcome from the drop down menu in the 

Conclusion field 

6 run eligibility 

7 award and submit for approval as appropriate 

8 this action will then prompt PIPCS to produce the Benefit Delivery Case and generate payment as required 

9 send a PIP.7031: to the claimant if the award or period of award has been changed  

10 unless the claimant has a further dispute registered , you must input an end date AND then delete the 

representative once you have closed the appeal dispute tab - See: End Existing  

Representative  

11 complete the QUEST feedback template  

see: Feedback  

12 close any outstanding tasks  

Note: If there is a debt interest and a Payment Correction Case (underpaid) has been generated on PIPCS, for example 

arrears are due, these must be declared to Debt Management before inputting the decision - See: Overpayments and  

Generic Overpayment Decision Making   Guidance . 

Note: A Personal or Organisational Representative is only authorised to act for a limited time during the claim and 

subsequent dispute. A Personal Representative is someone like a friend or family member who may be helping the 

claimant with their appeal. An organisational Representative is someone like a Citizens Advice Bureau or Local 

Authority. 

Unless the claimant has a further dispute registered, you must input an end date and delete the representative once 

you have issued the PIP.7031 - See: End Existing Representative. 

Note: The PIP.7031 must include full payment information and therefore must only be issued once this information is 

available on PIPCS. 

 Reassessment cases 



 
12. When a negative determination has been made in a reassessment case and the DLA was terminated, if at appeal, 

the Judge/Tribunal directs the DLA should be reinstated, then FtT direction must be accepted and not disputed. In 

these cases DLA must be restored from the date of termination and arrears paid where applicable. Any subsequent 

decision on PIP will trigger the normal run on. 

Reassessment Negative Determination returned from Tribunal  

  

Reassessment CM accepted good reason or that the claimant is willing to comply and 

Judicial direction received 

Appeal ‘disposed of’ 

1.  When the tribunal judge issues a judicial direction stating because of our action the appeal has now been disposed 

of the CM should accept the appeal has been lapsed. There is no need to send a notification to the claimant as the 

direction will have been issued to both parties. The CM who accepted willingness to comply/good reason will have 

reinstated DLA entitlement and taken appropriate action to continue the PIP claim, and issued a PIP8025. 

Appeal not ‘disposed of’ 

2. If the tribunal judge issues a judicial direction requesting a response or directing DWP to provide a response once 

the HP Medical Report is received refer the case to the SAM. 

Tribunal accepts good reason or accepts the claimant is now willing to comply 

3 If good reason has been accepted by the tribunal you must accept the decision, the appeal is disposed of. 

4. If the negative determination appeal was due to FTA or FTC with the PIP assessment complete the appropriate 

PIPCS and DLACS step and action depending on the status of the DLA claim - See: Appeal against a Negative 

Determination FTA/FTC – Reassessment cases - Reassessment Negative  

Determination Appeal FTA Good Reason Accepted – PIPCS and DLACS actions from paragraph 152. 

5. If the negative determination appeal was due to non-return of PIP2 or failure to provide additional information 

complete the appropriate PIPCS and DLACD step and action depending on the status of the  

DLA claim - See: Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal Good Reason Accepted – PIPCS and DLACS actions – 

from paragraph 227. 

6. You must ensure the claimants PIP claim is re started and DLA entitlement is reinstated. 

7. Where the Tribunal hasn’t remitted the case back to the CM, but instead has issued a direction that an assessment 

report should be obtained and referred back. Then the appeal hasn’t been disposed of. Refer the case to the SAM. 



 

Tribunal does not accept good reason or that the claimant is now willing to comply 

8. If the Tribunal Judge provides a decision notice that good reason has not been accepted or the claimant is not 

willing to comply. 

 In PIPCS you must: 

Step  Action  

1 go to the application case 

2 disputes tab 

3 conclude the appeal ‘New decision unchanged’ 

In DLA you must: 

Step Action 

1 access DA94 

2 enter ‘D’ to delete the event  

30 

3 select ‘END’. 

9 There is no need to send a notification to the claimant as the direction will have been issued to both parties. 

10. If there is sufficient evidence to the Tribunal to allow them to make a full entitlement decision (at the same 

time they make a decision accepting good reason on the negative determination) the Tribunal can do so.  For 

example, where the claimant made a new claim whilst the negative determination appeal was on-going, then it is 

possible that the evidence from the new claim could be available to the Tribunal at the negative determination appeal 

hearing. 

11. If that does occur please ensure the Tribunal decision effective date includes a 4 week DLA run-on, (that is the 

DLA was originally cut off 14 days after the negative determination date, so a further 14 days of DLA is payable prior 

to the start of the PIP award). 

New Claim Negative Determination returned from Tribunal  

  



 

New Claim CM accepted good reason or that the claimant is willing to comply and Judicial 

direction received 

Appeal ‘disposed of’ 

1.  When the tribunal judge issues a judicial direction stating because of our action the appeal has now been disposed 

of the CM should accept the appeal has been lapsed. There is no need to send a notification to the claimant as the 

direction will have been issued to both parties. The CM who accepted willingness to comply/good reason will have 

taken appropriate action to continue the PIP claim and issued a PIP8024. 

Appeal not ‘disposed of’ 

2. If the tribunal judge issues a judicial direction requesting a response or directing DWP to provide a response once 

the HP Medical Report is received refer the case to the SAM. 

Tribunal accepts good reason or accepts the claimant is now willing to comply 

3. If good reason has been accepted by the tribunal you must accept the decision, the appeal is disposed of. 

4. If the negative determination appeal was due to FTA/FTC complete PIPCS action - See: Negative  

Determinations Appeal - Failed to Attend/Comply - New claims - New Claim Negative Determination  

Appeal FTA Good Reason Accepted – PIPCS actions – paragraph 128 step and action 

5. If the negative determination appeal was due to non-return of PIP2 or failure to supply information complete PIPCS 

step and action -See: Appeal against a negative determination new claim - New Claim Negative Determination 

Appeal Good Reason Accepted – PIPCS actions – paragraph 152 step and action. 

6. Where the Tribunal hasn’t remitted the case back to the CM, but instead has issued a direction that an assessment 

report should be obtained and referred back. Then the appeal hasn’t been disposed of. Refer the case to the SAM. 

Tribunal does not accept good reason or that the claimant is now willing to comply 

7. If the Tribunal Judge provides a decision notice that good reason has not been accepted or the claimant is not 

willing to comply. 

 In PIPCS you must: 

Step  Action  

1 go to the application case 

2 disputes tab 



 

3 conclude the appeal ‘New decision unchanged’ 

8. There is no need to send a notification to the claimant as the direction will have been issued to both parties.  



 

Tribunal gives partial decision 

  

1. If the Tribunal has given a partial decision and referred the case to the CM for the final outcome decision, you 

must follow the Tribunal’s direction: unless you consider the Tribunal erred in law. The Tribunal must advise the 

claimant of their partial decision and the final outcome decision will be notified by the PIP Benefit Centre in due 

course. 

2. If there’s insufficient evidence to make an outcome decision you must obtain the further evidence required 

unless it relates to disability in which case need to ask your SAM who will approach the AP - See:  

Referring claim to SAM for information about when the SAM contacts the AP. 

3. Where there’s sufficient evidence to make an outcome decision you must do this without delay and 

incorporate the Tribunal’s decision. As the Tribunal has already notified the claimant of the action that will be taken, 

it will be sufficient to notify the claimant of the final outcome decision using standard notifications. A communication 

record must be created and the task closed. 

4. The CM decision will have a right of revision. However, the claimant cannot use this revision to re-open the 

issue decided by the Tribunal, unless there are grounds to supersede. 

Example 

Claimant claims PIP but disallowed on R&P. Appeals against this decision after having a mandatory reconsideration. 

After receiving further information from the claimant, the Tribunal determines the R&P conditions are satisfied. 

Tribunal refers the case back to the CM to consider entitlement. 

CM considers entitlement, through the AP process, and awards standard rate daily living. Claimant applies for a 

mandatory reconsideration of the CM decision. This does not re-open the R&P issue decided by the Tribunal - See: 

ADM Chapter A5 . 

Review Date Guidance 

  

1. The award length is part of the Tribunal’s outcome decision and can only be changed if the Tribunal’s decision 

is successfully appealed to an UT. 

2. Tribunals won’t provide review dates as this isn’t part of their decision. However, apply the same principals to 

Tribunal decisions for review dates as we do to our own without altering the length of award. 

3. On receipt of a Tribunal award you must look at the case details. Any decision to put a review date on the 

case is a Secretary of State (S of S) function, see: PIP Award Reviews. The date you input depends on the facts of the 

case and individual circumstances. 



 
4.You must consider: 

• the prognosis; taking into account AP advice  

• any further evidence regarding the expected length of current needs  

• how long the award has to run  

Award period to run from 

date of Tribunal 

Suggested action 

Under 

2 years 

don’t add a review date 

2 – 3 years add a review date only if the evidence on the case clearly shows one is needed 

4 – 5 years add a review date: normally one year before the end of the award unless individual 

circumstances suggest otherwise 

6 -10 years you should add a review date: this will normally be one year prior to end of award 

Over 10 years or on going 

period 

you must add a review date: this will normally be 10 years from the date the assessment, 

or where there was a paper based review, 10 years from the date this was completed 

5. The above is general guidance only and individual cases will have individual solutions dependent on the fact of the 

case. However, three fundamental principles apply: 

• if a review date is set, it must be at least one year before the award is due to expire.  

• we shouldn’t put a review date of less than 2 years from the date of the tribunal unless we know something 

definite will happen.  

• no award can continue for more than 10 years without a review being considered.  

Note: Where this action results in a claimant with a review date that is past their SPa, their award will be extended to 

ongoing by PIPCS prior to the End Date.  



 

Tribunal decision more advantageous than decision given on a subsequent 

claim/application 

51. If you receive a Tribunal decision which gives a more advantageous decision than the one given on a subsequent 

claim/application made prior to the tribuinal decision, you should look to: 

• see if the FtT decision is correct  

• revise the subsequent decision unless there has been a relevant change of circumstances -  

See: ADM Chapter A3 (link is external) paras A3110-A3111  

Advantageous Tribunal Decision given whilst a subsequent claim/application is 

outstanding  

1. If the Tribunal makes a decision to award PIP which goes beyond the date of an outstanding new claim, a CM 

will then be unable to decide the new claim as entitlement is already in place. 

The options are: 

• consider challenging the Tribunal’s decision on error in law via DMA Leeds who will decide if an appeal should 

be pursued  

• supersede the FtT’s decision on the basis of the new medical evidence to:  

• reduce or increase the rate of one or both components  

• disallow one or both components  

• extend or reduce the period of the award  

• If you decide you can't supersede and extend the award, if the award has less that 14 weeks remaining, you 

will need to explain to the claimant that they will need to make a further claim  

2. For any of these options you will need to tell the claimant you can't make a decision on their claim and 

dispose of the outstanding claim on PIPCS as a duplicate claim. 

  

Superseding a FtT's Decision 

1. In some cases it may be appropriate to consider superseding a Tribunal's decision because: 

• new information is received  

• there was a change of circumstances  the Tribunal cannot take into account, or  

• an award was made on a new claim before the Tribunal made their decision but the Tribunal weren’t told 

about the decision  



 
• where a decision is changed at Award Review, grounds must be included and explained in both the AR and 

MR decisions.  The response must cover these grounds in detail to explain the grounds used and choice of 

effective date.  

2. A Tribunal's decision can only be superseded if: 

• the decision was made in ignorance of, or based on, a mistake as to a material fact (but see paragraph below)  

• a relevant change of circumstances has occurred since the decision had effect (or in the case of an advance 

award, was made)  

• medical evidence has been received from a HCP/HP (subsequent planned award review) - See: PIP Award 

Reviews  

3. Any cases where it appears appropriate to supersede a Tribunal's decision on ignorance or mistake as to a material 

fact, so as to award less benefit, must be referred to DMA Leeds via SAM for advice before the decision is made. 

4. A Tribunal's decision cannot be superseded because it is wrong in law. Instead, you must consider referring the 

case as a possible appeal to the UT - See: Decision wrong in law in this chapter. 

Tribunal gives a decision that overlaps a subsequent CM decision 

1. In circumstances where this happens, cases must be dealt with to ensure the claimant doesn’t lose out 

because procedures were not followed correctly. Examples are: 

• a decision on an intervening new claim is given but the Tribunal wasn’t asked to limit their decision to the day 

before the date of the new claim  

• the decision under appeal was superseded but the Tribunal wasn’t asked to limit their decision to the day 

before the effective date of the supersession  

2. You may need to consult DMA Leeds, via the SAM, for advice on how to deal with these overlapping 

decisions. 

Decision Modified – Award already in place 

1.This is where the relevant descriptor for one or more activity changes but the impact on the decision isn’t enough to 

move the number of points above or below a threshold. These cases still need a new determination but no 

notification. 

2. When the Tribunal decision is upheld, as regards to the level of award, you must: 

• always check the length of award the Tribunal has detailed in their decision (as it might have been changed)  

• make sure the Benefit Delivery screen review and award end dates are changed as required.  



 
3. If there’s no change to award level, modify the decision then update the appeal record and record the change in 

points in decision assist notes.  



 

Decision not correct  

Accidental error 

1. If the Tribunal decision appears to contain an accidental error, any party to the proceedings can apply to HMCTS to 

have the error corrected at any time. For example, if the Tribunal award from the date of claim without taking into 

account the run on period. If the error affects the amount of benefit which is payable and the issue is arguable it 

may be appropriate to discuss the case with the SAM with a view to obtaining the Statement of Reasons (SOR) for 

consideration of a possible appeal to the UT - See:  

Applying to HMCTS for a Statement of Reasons and also - See: Referring claim to SAM for action to take. 

2. If you wish to apply to have an accidental error corrected you must: 

Step Action 

1 • prepare a further response explaining why the decision contains an accidental error -  

See: The response-Preparing the appeal response  

2 email PDFof the prepared further response to HMCTS (ensure the claimant’s name, address, NI  

No, Appeals reference, date of Tribunal’s decision is noted on the response) 

3 copy of the prepared further response to the designated user to upload to DRS - See: Single  

Document Upload 

4  SOR has been requested, send PIP.4224 to the claimant/appointee (and representative if there is one). This 

must explain whether all or part of the Tribunal’s award is to be suspended 

65. You must update PIPCS as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal and add a note to 

show the case has been returned to HMCTS to correct an accidental error 

2 create a communication record for the issue of the PIP.4224 (if applicable), AT39, further response and decision 

notice 

3 record these in the Notes box 

4 select save 

3. The status of the appeal will remain open. You must defer the task for follow up action after one month. 

Tribunal refuses to correct the decision 



 
4. If the Tribunal refuses to correct the decision and the error affects the amount of benefit payable, you must 

consider whether the case is suitable for appealing to the UT. However, if benefit isn’t affected the decision must 

be implemented as it is. 

Note: If HMCTS don’t correct their decision, the time limit remains unchanged, but if a corrected decision is issued, 

the time limit starts from the date of issue of the corrected/fresh notice - See: ADM Chapter A5 and also - See: 

Decision wrong in law in this chapter. 

Incomplete decisions 

5. A decision is incomplete if the Tribunal failed to address all relevant issues raised by the appeal. 

6. Example:  A claim for PIP is disallowed on disability and, after mandatory reconsideration, the claimant appeals. 

The claimant is in hospital at the date of claim which would affect payability if the Tribunal makes an award. This 

is drawn to the attention of Tribunal in the appeals response. The Tribunal awards standard rate for daily living 

but fails to address the payability aspect. The decision is incomplete and must be referred back to the Tribunal 

immediately for a decision to be made. 

7. Take the following actions: 

Step Action 

1 send a supplementary response, outlining what areas haven’t been considered by the Tribunal 

direct them to the paragraphs where this was referred to in the original appeal response - See: The response-

Preparing the appeal response  

2 complete form AT39 

3 email PDF of the prepared further response and AT39 to HMCTS (ensure the claimant’s name, address, NI No, 

Appeals reference, date of Tribunal’s decision is noted on the response) 

4 email copies of the AT39 and further response to the designated user to upload to DRS - See:  

Upload DRS 

5 if SOR has been requested, send PIP.4224 to the claimant/appointee (and representative if there is one). This 

must explain why the payability aspect has not been addressed 

8. You must update PIPCS as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal and add  



 

 a note to show the case has been returned to HMCTS for an incomplete decision 

2 create a communication record for the issue of the PIP.4224 (if applicable), AT39, further response and decision 

notice 

3 record these in the Notes box 

4 select save 

9. The status of the appeal will remain open. You must defer the task for follow up action after one month. 

The Tribunal refuses to re-list appeal 

10. If the Tribunal refuses to re-list the appeal where they failed to take account of something which occurred after 

the date of claim, but before the date of decision under appeal - See: ADM Chapter A4. 

11. If a Tribunal refuses to re-list the appeal where they failed to take account of something that was an issue at the 

date of claim, the CM cannot normally supersede the Tribunal's decision on this ground. 

12. In these circumstances you must consider whether the case is suitable for appealing to the UT - See:  

ADM Chapter A5 and also See: Decision wrong in law in this chapter. 

Setting aside Tribunal decisions on certain grounds 

  

1. Any party to the proceedings can apply to have a Tribunal's decision set aside on certain grounds. These are 

explained in detail in ADM Chapter A5 together with the time limit that applies for such an application. 

2. A CM must not ask for a Tribunal decision to be set aside because a PO didn’t attend a hearing where: 

• an oral hearing was requested by DWP  

• no explanation was given for the failure of the PO to attend  

3. An application to set aside must not be made because a CM disagrees with a Tribunal's decision. An application by 

a CM to set aside a Tribunal's decision must be done on very rare occasions. 

4. Where it is appropriate to make an application to set aside a Tribunal's decision this must be considered by DMA 

Leeds. You must complete notes in Decision Assist and task the SAM to consider the case. If the SAM is in 

agreement they will contact DMA Leeds. Form AT39 must also be completed. 

5. Create two PDF copies of the minute and the AT39 and email one copy of each to HMCTS. 

6. The duplicates must be emailed to the designated user to upload to DRS. See: Single Document Upload. 



 
7. You must update PIPCS as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal and add a note to 

show the case has been returned to HMCTS to set aside their decision 

2 record these in the Notes box 

3 select save 

4 create a communication record for the issue of the AT39 and minute to HMCTS 

8. The status of the appeal will remain open. You must defer the task for follow up action after one month. 

9. Where the Tribunal refuses to set aside a decision, you must consider whether the case is suitable for appealing to 

the UT - See: ADM Chapter A5 and also See: Decision wrong in law. 

Decision wrong in law  

1. A Tribunal’s decision can be challenged on the basis it contains an error in law. Applications for permission to 

appeal to a UT are made by DMA Leeds -  See: CM decides to ask DMA Leeds to apply for permission to appeal to the 

UT 

2. It is useful to note the criteria DMA Leeds uses when deciding whether or not to apply for permission to 

appeal to the UT. The following list is not exhaustive and each case must be considered on its individual 

circumstances: 

• the provisions of the act or regulations/rules have been misinterpreted or misapplied  

• the decision isn’t supported by the evidence  

• the decision is such that no person acting judicially and properly instructed about the law could have reached 

it  

• there has been a breach of natural justice  

• there are other errors of law, for example: 

• taking irrelevant evidence into account  

• giving reasons for decisions which imply faulty reasoning  

• ignoring relevant evidence (which includes a claimant’s oral statement at a hearing)  

3. DMA Leeds will consider whether an appeal is justified. They will also consider whether the financial cost of 

an appeal outweighs the savings from a successful appeal. Even if there is an error of law they’re unlikely to apply for 

permission to appeal unless this may bring a different outcome. 



 
4. In all cases where you consider the decision must be challenged on a point of law, a Statement of Reasons 

(SOR) and a record of proceedings (ROP) if there is one, for the Tribunal’s decision must be obtained from HMCTS. It 

will explain how the Tribunal reached their decision based on the evidence before them, and help you decide whether 

or not their decision contains an error in law. 

5. The SOR can be requested by the PO at the hearing or by the CM once the decision notice is received from 

HMCTS - See: CM requires a SOR/ROP and also See: PO requests a SOR at the hearing in this chapter. 

Time limit for requesting a SOR 

6. A request for a SOR must be made within one month from the date the decision notice is issued to all parties 

by HMCTS. As long as this time limit is adhered to, then benefit awarded by the Tribunal can be suspended, or 

partially suspended. Where a request for a SOR is late, benefit cannot be suspended and the Tribunal’s decision must 

be implemented before the SOR is requested. The late request for the SOR must include a request to extend the time 

limit with reasons why the request is late - See: ADM Chapter A5. 

CM requires a SOR/ROP 

7. If a PO has attended, they will already have considered whether the decision contained an error in law and 

requested a SOR, if necessary. The PO will have reviewed and carefully considered all the evidence available to the 

Tribunal, including any additional evidence on the day of the hearing, and was therefore in the best position to 

decide whether a SOR was needed. If a PO has attended and not requested a SOR, you should not need to either. 

8. If it appears the decision may contain an error in law, you can discuss the case with the SAM to see if they agree to 

a SOR being requested from HMCTS - See: Referring claim to SAM. 

Record of Proceedings (ROP) 

9. A ROP is a written or recorded record of what happened at a Tribunal hearing. 

10. Once the SAM has agreed you should obtain a ROP documents, phone HMCTS and request the ROP faxed to you. 

The ROP will provide an understanding what happened at the hearing and if this could prevent an appeal to the 

Upper tier Tribunal. 

Note: This doesn’t extend the time limit for applying for a SOR and the ability to suspend any award that the Tribunal 

has made. Any request for the ROP must not result in these time limits being missed. 

11. You must put details of this discussion in the Decision Assist notes. 

12. If the SAM does not agree a SOR is needed, you must implement the Tribunal’s decision - See: Action on receipt of 

FtT’s decision in this chapter. 



 

SAM approval to request a ROP/SOR 

13. Having obtained approval to obtain Record of Proceeding and/ a SOR, you must seek SAM advice if any part of the 

decision can be implemented whilst waiting for the ROP/SOR. For example, if descriptors affecting entitlement are 

at issue, you must complete the assessment questionnaire, only updating descriptors you’re not challenging. This 

will allow payment to be made. SAM’s will consult DMA Leeds prior to implementation of partial decisions 

Applying to HMCTS for a Statement of Reasons 

14. Take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 send PIP.4224 to the claimant/appointee (and representative if there is one). This must explain whether all or 

part of the Tribunal’s award is to be suspended pending a response from HMCTS  

- See: Suspensions 

 Note: Unless you decide to implement part of the Tribunal’s decision, you shouldn’t modify the determination. 

2 request the SOR and ROP (if available) from HMCTS by email using PIP.2002 

3 defer the task for follow up action after four weeks 

4 access PIPCS and select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal and 

add a note to show the case has been returned to HMCTS to request a  

SOR 

5 create a communication record for the issue of the PIP.4224 and PIP.2002 

6 • record these in the Notes in the appeal record. Also record your name and date you requested the SOR  

• record the details in the Notes if you’re suspending the benefit  

7 select save 

8 email copies of PIP.4224 and PIP.2002 to the designated user to upload to DRS - See: Single  

Document Upload 

Note: The PIP.2002 is based on a generic form for all benefits which means it includes some fields not relevant for PIP 

for example ‘Other Party Details’. Information about the appellant, hearing and your details (site, room etc. as 

applicable) must be included. 

15. The status of the appeal will remain open. 



 
Note: If the request for the SOR is late and benefit cannot be suspended you still need to send a PIP.4224, suitably 

amended, to the claimant - See: Appendix 21 - Example of how to complete form PIP.4224. 

16. These types of decisions could include: 

• accidental error   

• incomplete decisions   

• PO requests a SOR at the hearing   

17. If the SOR isn’t received when the deferred task matures you must ring HMCTS to establish the current position 

and defer the task according to the information supplied by HMCTS. A communication record must be created for 

this telephone call. 

PO requests a SOR at the hearing 

18. If a PO attended the Tribunal hearing and considers the Tribunal may have erred in law when making their 

decision, the PO can ask for a copy of the SOR at the hearing using form PIP.2002. The claimant will have been 

told verbally this was requested and confirmation will be sent in writing in due course. 

19. The PO will telephone the appropriate PIP appeals section at the Benefits Centre to say a SOR was requested and 

NOT to implement the Tribunal decision (unless partial implementation is appropriate). 

20. Once contacted by the PO, you must: 

Step Action 

1 send PIP.4224 to the claimant/appointee (and representative if there is one). This must explain whether all or 

part of the Tribunal’s award is to be suspended 

2 email a duplicate request for the SOR to HMCTS, noting the PIP.2002 that it is a duplicate and inserting the date 

on which it was originally requested by the PO 

3 access PIPCS and select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal and 

add a note to show the case has been returned to HMCTS to show the PO has requested a SOR 

4 create a communication record for details of the telephone call from the PO, the issue of the  

PIP.4224 and issue of the duplicate PIP.2002 

5 record these in the Notes in the appeal record. Also record your name and date you requested the  

SOR 



 

6 email copy of the forms issued to the designated user to upload to DRS - See:  upload DRS 

7 select save 

21. The status of the appeal will remain open. 

See relevant parts in this guide according to the type of decision being implemented 

22. You must defer the task for follow up action after four weeks. If the SOR isn’t received when the task matures you 

must ring HMCTS to establish the current position and defer the task according to the information supplied by 

HMCTS. A communication record must be created for this telephone call. 

Claimant claims hardship 

23. If the claimant claims hardship after being advised that payment of benefit will be suspended, you must 

create a new task for advice from the SAM - See: Suspension and Termination Guide (S&T). 

SOR received 

24. Once the SOR is received by post from HMCTS, it will be scanned into DRS and tasked to the Case Owner for 

urgent action. DMA Leeds, on behalf of the Secretary of State, has a month from the date of issue of the SOR, in 

which to apply for permission to appeal. So these cases must be dealt with urgently to give DMA Leeds sufficient time 

to make their application for permission to appeal - See: CM decides to ask DMA Leeds to apply for permission to 

appeal to the UT and also See: ADM Chapter A5. 

SOR shows further evidence submitted at appeal hearing 

25. If the SOR shows further evidence was submitted at the hearing but not sent to us by HMCTS, you must ring 

the Tribunal office to obtain this evidence. The evidence must be emailed to us urgently. It is important this evidence 

is obtained because it could affect the CMs decision on whether or not there is an error in law. It’s also supporting 

evidence for the latest outcome decision. A communication record will need to be created for the telephone call. 

26. If, however, the evidence isn’t forthcoming, don’t delay the case but continue action as outlined in the 

following paragraphs based on the information in the SOR - See: CM decides to ask DMA Leeds to apply for leave for 

permission to appeal to the UT in this chapter. 

CM decides not to apply for permission to appeal 

27. If, after reading the SOR, you decide not to ask DMA Leeds to apply for permission to appeal, you must take the 

following action: 

Step Action 



 

1 follow the Decision Correct instructions to input the decision. 

2 select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

3 complete the conclusions field (part of the outcome cluster) by selecting the appropriate FtT outcome from the 

drop down menu 

4 select the appropriate reason for overturn (if appropriate) 

5 • send PIP.4225 (or PIP.4226 if an overpayment appeal) to the claimant/appointee (and representative if 

there is one). This explains there will be no appeal to the UT and the FtT’s decision will be implemented  

• issue PIP.7031 to the representative (where appropriate)  

6 create a communication record for the issue of the PIP.4225/4226/PIP.7031 

7 record their issue in the Notes box in the appeal record 

8 select save 

9 close the task - See: Workflow/Task Management guidance 

10 email to the designated user to upload to DRS. See: Single Document Upload 

Also See: Appendix 27 - Flowchart re PIPCS input of HMCTS Outcome Decisions 

28. The status of the appeal will change to closed. 

29. Any further evidence which we had to obtain from HMCTS by fax, because it wasn’t sent with the SOR, must be 

sent to the MOU to be scanned into DRS. 

30. Where the Tribunal has awarded benefit, and there was no previous award, you must contact the claimant by 

phone, or by sending form PIP.3033 (adapted to ask the appropriate questions), to see if there have been any 

changes affecting entitlement or payability of that award for example, admission to hospital, care home or 

prison. A communication record must be created. 

Note: If bank details have changed a task must be created for the case worker (CW) to input these details on PIPCS. 

31. If there have been changes - See: Payability and if there have been no changes - See: Decision Correct-para 15. 

32. Where any payments are now due, check for Debt interest before releasing any payments. See: Debt 

Management interest.  



 

05 Post FtT decision 

CM decides to ask DMA Leeds to apply for permission to appeal to the  

UT 

1. If, after reading the SOR, you decide there’s a potential error in law which must be challenged, discuss the case 

with the SAM. Input note in Decision Assist and then task the SAM. If the SAM agrees there’s a potential error in 

law they will email who will advise on next steps and include the following attachments: 

 Statement of Reasons (SOR)  

 Record of Proceedings (ROP)  

 the letter accompanying the SOR and ROP  

 the original Tribunal decision notice  

 the AT64  

2. To do this, the SAM must: 

Step Action 

1 open the document in DRS 

2 hover the mouse over the document to produce a list of options 

3 select the save option and save each document to their desktop 

4 attach the documents to the email from their desktop 

5 create a communication record 

6 record notes in PIPCS (Decision Assist) regarding seeking advice from DMA Leeds 

Note: You must delete the copy of the SOR from your desktop and clear it from your deleted items immediately after 

its issue to DMA Leeds to prevent a security breach. 

Remember:  

• Keep the referral brief and to the point 

• DMA Leeds can access the related documents directly so you don’t need to summarise them 

• Always ensure you’ve identified at least one error in law - See: Appendix 29 - The Upper Tribunal handout 



 
3. The purpose of the case conference is to discuss in detail the potential error in law identified and state why you 

consider the evidence doesn’t support the Tribunal’s decision. DMA Leeds will contact the SAM/ CM to discuss 

the case so they can consider at the earliest opportunity whether the FtT’s decision is suitable for referring to the 

UT. Input the details of the discussion in the Decision Assist notes. 

Note: If HMCTS have made a decision, but the circumstances of the claim are the same or similar to a case that is with 

the Upper Tribunal (UT), and cases have to be marked so they can be reviewed in light of the UT decision, you must 

consider using a deletion exemption marker - See: Deletion Exemption Marker. 

DMA Leeds agree to consider challenging the FtT’s decision 

4. If DMA Leeds agrees to consider challenging the decision they will phone/email the SAM to request the following 

documents: 

 those documents considered by the Tribunal  

 any additional evidence  

 any other information you think will be useful to DMA Leeds  

5. The SAM must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 complete Appendix 13 in the Code of Appeals (CAP), which explains to DMA Leeds why you want them to apply 

for permission to appeal. If the deadline is tight draw this to their attention on  

Appendix 13 

2 identify all documents DMA Leeds need and attach them to an e-mail 

3 create a communication record 

6. The SAM will notify you of actions take. You must update the appeal record: 

Step Action 

1 access PIPCS and select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

2 click to confirm tick in the “Refer to DMA” field 

3 select save 

Note: The appeal record will remain open. 

7. You must defer the task for follow up action after four weeks if the reply from DMA Leeds isn’t received by then. 



 

DMA Leeds confirms they are applying for permission to appeal 

8. If DMA Leeds confirm they‘re applying for permission to appeal, they will contact the SAM by email. The SAM will 

email you with the details. They will also record notes in PIPCS (Decision Assist). You must then issue PIP.4225 

(PIP.4226 if an overpayment) to the claimant/appointee/rep. The PIP.4225 must be edited to remove the 

‘Response from’ drop down because we don’t know if permission will be granted. Select ‘We’ve been given 

permission to appeal’ under the heading ‘Response from’. Once the notification is in word format delete the 

sentence ‘We've now been given permission to appeal and we will make an appeal.’ HMCTS will inform DWP and 

the claimant of their decision. 

9. You must send the email from DMA Leeds to the designated user to upload to DRS - See: Single Document Upload 

and update PIPCS as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

2 select ‘Referred to Upper Tribunal’ from the ‘DMA Response’ drop down 

3 untick the ‘SOR Requested’ box if the SOR is received 

4 create a communication record for the issue of the PIP.4225/4226 

5 record these in the Notes in appeal record 

6 select save 

7 close the task - See: Workflow/Task Management guidance 

10. The status of the appeal must remain open until the appeal to the UT is resolved - See: UT’s Decision Received in 

these instructions. 

Tribunal refuses permission to appeal to UT 

11. DMA Leeds will consider appealing directly to the UT. 

DMA Leeds decides not to apply for permission to appeal 

12. DMA Leeds will contact the SAM, who will then contact the relevant appeals section. Their reply will explain why, 

after the case conference, they decided not to take the case. You must take the following action: 

Step Action 



 

1 follow the Decision Correct instructions to input the decision 

2 send PIP.4225 (or PIP.4226 if an overpayment appeal) to the claimant/appointee (and representative if there is 

one). This explains there will be no appeal to the UT and the FtT’s decision will be implemented 

3 select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

4 the CM needs to change the DMA response field to ‘Action HMCTS outcome’ and complete the conclusions 

field (part of the outcome cluster) by selecting the appropriate FtT outcome from the drop down menu 

5 untick the ‘DMA requested’ box to stop PIPCS generating monthly tasks 

6 create a communication record for the issue of the PIP.4225/4226 

7 record them in the Notes in appeal record 

8 select save 

13. The SAM will remove and destroy any documents in the sub-file (if one is received) that are already held in DRS 

and send the reply from DMA Leeds, and any other remaining documents and email to the designated user to 

upload to DRS - See: Single Document Upload. 

14. The status of the appeal will change to closed. 

15. Where the decision of the FtT has awarded benefit, and there was no previous award, you must contact the 

claimant (by phone where appropriate, or by sending PIP.3033 adapted to ask the appropriate questions) to see if 

there have been any changes that affect entitlement or payability of that award, for example, admission to 

hospital, care home or prison, before arranging for that decision to be implemented. A communication record 

must be created. 

16. If there are relevant changes - See: Payability. 

Note: If bank details changed, a task must be created for the case worker (CW) to input these details on PIPCS 

Note: If there is a debt interest and arrears are due, these must be declared to Debt Management before inputting 

the decision - See: Debt Management interest. 

Duplicate Tribunal decision notice received 

17. If a duplicate decision notice is received this will be tasked to you to action. 



 
18. You will need to check PIPCS to see if there’s any on-going action. 

19. If this shows a SOR was requested, the Tribunal decision must not be implemented. No further action is needed 

except to close the task and record receipt of the duplicate notice in the Notes box in the Edit Appeal screen for 

that appeal. 

Duplicate SOR received 

20. If a duplicate SOR is received this will be tasked to you to action. 

21. If the original SOR has been actioned the duplicate can be disposed of. 

22. You must check PIPCS for the latest position. If the original SOR was sent to DMA Leeds, but they haven’t actioned 

it, you must: 

Step Action 

1 email the duplicate SOR to DMA Leeds, clearly showing it’s a duplicate 

2 create a communication record 

3 record the above action in the Notes box in the Edit Appeal screen for that appeal 

4 select save 

5 close the task 

Subpages 

• Decision made on new claim or supersession whilst appeal to UT is outstanding  

• Claimant appeals to the UT  

• UT’s Decision Received  

• Decision of FtT upheld  

• UT replaces the FtT’s decision  

• UT remits the appeal to be heard afresh by a FtT  

• Setting aside FtT decision  

• Reported Upper Tribunal (UT) and Commissioners decisions  

• Conflicting reported decisions  

Decision made on new claim or supersession whilst appeal to UT is outstanding 

1. If a decision is made on a new claim or supersession whilst an appeal to the UT is on-going, then DMA  

Leeds and HMCTS must be notified of the outcome of the decision, in case it affects the appeal to the UT  



 
- See: New claim received appeal outstanding against earlier decision 

2. In complex cases, you may need to consult with DMA Leeds for advice through the SAM, before the decision on the 

claim/supersession is made - See: Referring claim to SAM for details of how to refer cases to SAM. 

Claimant appeals to the UT 

1. When a claimant applies for leave to appeal to an UT, HMCTS will notify the relevant Benefits Centres at the time 

the application is made. This is so the existing appeal record isn’t archived before the appeal time limit expires or 

the appeal to the UT is heard. 

How to create a new appeal record 

2. A new appeal record must be created and linked to the reconsideration record appropriate to the decision under 

appeal to the FtT: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete the: 

• Mandatory Start Date field  

• Appeal Date field  

• HMCTS Reference Number field  

with the same details as the original appeal (which can be found in the appeal record in the Disputes tab). 

Where more than one appeal is in the Disputes tab, check that the HMCTS number corresponds with the 

number given for the Upper Tribunal appeal. 

2 select ‘Search for associated Reconsideration’ 

3 complete the response issued field date with the date the appeal response was issued on the original appeal 

4 select ‘Referred to Upper Tribunal’ from the ‘DMA Response’ drop down. 

Note: The appeal record must remain open until the result of the UT appeal is known - See: UT's decision 

received 



 

5 close the task 

Note: Because another appeal has been registered, PIPCS will create another task “Appeal registration 

complete – further action required”. You must close this task. 

Claimant’s appeal to the UT is against the Tribunal decision on a recoverable 

overpayment 

3. Where the claimant’s appeal to an UT is against a Tribunal’s decision that an overpayment is recoverable, and the 

application for permission to appeal is granted, action on the recovery of the overpayment must be suspended 

pending the outcome of the appeal. This includes the recovery of any associated Cpen. 

4. You must email Debt Management to tell them the claimant has appealed to the UT against the FtT’s decision that 

the overpayment (and any Cpen) is recoverable. They will then suspend recovery action until the appeal result is 

known. 

5. Complete the email template and include ‘in the ‘To’ field on the email template. PIP templates can be accessed 

from your local shared folders. If you are unsure how to do this please contact your business champion. 

6. The following information must be included on the email: 

• the claimant’s name and NINO  

• the name of the benefit overpaid (PIP)  

• the period of the overpayment  

• the reason for the overpayment  

• A communication record must be created for the issue of this email.  

7. Once the claimant’s appeal is decided and the UT’s decision sent to DWP, a copy of the decision must be emailed to 

Debt Management. The email must be sent to the ‘address. 

8. If the UT’s decision is in the claimant’s favour then, where the original PIP overpayment was referred to Debt 

Management via the Clerical Referral Tool, the revised overpayment must be sent clerically and not registered on 

E-Referrals - See: Clerical overpayment referral guide for further details. 

9. If the original PIP overpayment was referred to Debt Management through E-Referrals - See:Revising or cancelling 

referrals chapter of the generic E-referrals guidance for further detail around how to revise the referral. This will 

tell Debt Management what changed regarding the overpayment recovery/Cpen decisions and it was an appeal 

that led to that change - See: Overpayments for DWP. 

10. PIPCS must be updated to record the actions taken. A communication record must be created and actions 

taken must be recorded in the Notes box in the Edit Appeal screen relevant to that appeal. 

Example 1 



 
Tribunal does not take account of a superseding decision. 

PIP was claimed on 06/06/2014 and on 04/07/2014 CM awards standard mob only from 06/06/2014 to 05/06/2016. 

The claimant later appeals. 

On 04/10/2014 the claimant reports a CofC. On 06/11/2014 the CM awards standard daily living from the date of 

application indefinitely. The CM confirms entitlement to standard mobility. The Tribunal is not informed. 

On 20/11/2014 the Tribunal awards enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living from 06/06/2014 to 05/06/2016. 

Action to be taken 

The Tribunal's decision of 20/11/2014 stands. 

The CM's decision of 06/11/2014 must have a note included on PIPCS (Decision Assist Notes) stating: "Decision has no 

effect as the superseded decision of 04/07/2014 has been replaced by the Tribunal's decision of 20/11/2014". 

Example 2 

Tribunal does not take account of decision made on a further claim. 

PIP claim of 06/06/2014 is disallowed on 04/07/2014. The claimant later appeals. 

A further claim is made on 04/10/2014 and on 06/11/2014 the claimant is awarded standard daily living from the date 

of the claim for an indefinite period. The Tribunal is not informed. 

On 20/11/2014 the Tribunal awards enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living from 06/06/2014 to 05/06/2016. 

Action to be taken 

The Tribunal's decision stands. 

The CM's decision of 06/11/2014 must have a note included on PIPCS (Decision Assist Notes) stating: "Decision has no 

effect as the Tribunal's decision of 20/11/2014 awarded benefit for a continuing period from 06/06/2014" 

Example 3 

CM's decision on further application is more advantageous than Tribunal's. 

PIP was claimed on 06/06/2014 and on 04/07/2014 the CM disallows. The claimant then appeals. 

The claimant's health deteriorated and on 04/10/2014 a further claim is made. On 06/11/2014 the CM awards 

enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living from 04/10/2014 to 03/10/2016. 



 
The Tribunal held on 20/11/2014 awards enhanced mobility and standard daily living from 06/06/2014 to 

05/06/2016. 

Action to be taken 

Put a note in Decision Assist to say that it has no effect from 04/10/2014 as the CM awarded benefit at a higher rate 

on 06/11/2014. 

UT’s Decision Received 

1. Unlike a decision of the FtT, the UT decision is written in full and may be several pages long. It will be sent to the 

relevant Benefits Centre by DMA Leeds. The UT decision will be scanned into DRS and tasked to you. 

2. The decision of an UT may: 

• uphold the decision of the FtT  

• set aside and replace the FtT’s decision in its entirety, or  

• set aside the FtT’s decision and remit the appeal to be heard afresh by another FtT  

Decision of FtT upheld 

1. In these cases you must update PIPCS with the result of the UT hearing as follows: 

Step Action 

1 follow the Decision Correct instructions to input the decision 

2 select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

3 select the appropriate outcome from the drop down menu in the ‘Conclusion’ field for the FtT Note: New 

decision unchanged is used where a descriptor has changed but the outcome hasn’t. 

Note: If the points have changed but the decision hasn’t, record this in Decision Assist Notes.  

There is no need for a new determination. 

4 select the ‘Upper Tribunal Conclusion’ field and record the UT decision ‘First-tier decision upheld’ 

5 select save 

6 close the task 

2. This will close the appeal record.  



 

UT replaces the FtT’s decision 

1. Where the UT has awarded benefit, and there was no previous award, you must contact the claimant (by phone, or 

by sending PIP.3033 adapted, to find out if there were any changes that affect entitlement or payability of that 

award. A communication record must be completed. 

2. If there were changes - See: Payability. 

Note: If bank details have changed a task must be created for the CW to input these details on PIPCS 

3. If there are no changes the decision must be implemented - See: Making a decision. 

4. You will need to update PIPCS with the result of the UT hearing as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

2 select the appropriate outcome from the drop down menu in the ‘Conclusion’ field for the FtT 

Note: New decision unchanged is used where a descriptor has changed but the outcome has not 

3 select the ‘Upper Tribunal Conclusion’ field and record the UT decision as appropriate: 

• when UT decision is to increase award, award at reduced rate or disallow  

• when UT decision changes the descriptors but the outcome remains the same record ‘New Decision 

Changed’  

4 select save 

5 close the task 

5. This will close the appeal. 

6. Follow the  Decision Correct  instructions to input the decision. 

UT remits the appeal to be heard afresh by a FtT 

1. If the appeal is to be heard afresh you must ensure any directions from either DMA Leeds, and/or the  

UT judge, are followed. Directions from the judge are generally recorded within the body of the decision. In some 

instances you may be directed to provide another response for the new FtT. You may be asked to provide this within 

a certain timescale, and address certain points. Note: A PO will be required if we applied for permission to appeal to 

the UT, and the decision was set aside and the appeal is now being reheard by a new Tribunal. 

2. This maybe a complex case - See: Code of Appeals procedure - Complex issues. 



 
3. If there’s any information the FtT needs to know since the decision was appealed for example a decision on a new 

claim you will need to inform them when you prepare the response - See: Preparing the appeal response in this 

chapter. 

4. If no directions are required update PIPCS as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select edit from the action button drop down menu on the line for the appropriate appeal 

2 complete the ‘Conclusion’ field for the FtT with ‘Decision not implemented’ 

3 complete the ‘Upper Tribunal Conclusion’ field for UT with ‘New first tier decision required’ 

4 select save 

5 close the task 

5. The appeal record will close and you must create a new record to wait for the result of the rehearing. You must also 

complete the new dispute appeal record and the date of the original date of issue of the response - See: How to 

create a new appeal record. 

Setting aside FtT decision 

1. When the UT sets aside the FtT’s decision, but doesn’t replace it, the effect is the FtT decision is removed and 

the only decision remaining is the CM decision. You must re-implement the CM decision and make payments just as 

before the FtT’s decision, if the claimant was appealing the CM decision against no entitlement, you must stop 

payments altogether. This may generate an overpayment decision. 

Note: The FtT’s decision doesn’t exist anymore, so there’s no need to suspend payment of what they awarded. 

2. If there was an overpayment, it can only be recoverable if it was caused by the claimant’s misrepresentation 

or failure to disclose a fact, which isn’t in this case. Therefore any overpayment decision isn’t recoverable. 

3. If there has been an overpayment, you must create a task to the case worker informing them that the 

overpayment isn’t recoverable and why. 

Note: The FtT has no jurisdiction over this decision. 

4. An overpayment could occur if a new FtT decision is made awarding the claimant less than was awarded at 

the first Tribunal. You can’t determine this until after the appeal is re-heard.  



 

Reported Upper Tribunal (UT) and Commissioners decisions 

1. Should you require a copy of a reported Commissioner’s or UT’s decision you can get this by: 

• selecting ‘Operational instructions’ on the DWP Homepage  

• select ‘Decision Making and Appeals under Working and getting into work  

• on the Decision Makers Guide screen select ‘Reported Decisions of Commissioners and Upper  

Tribunal Judges’ from the navigation on the left under Our Publications  

Conflicting reported decisions 

1. In the event of there being conflicting reported decisions, the ADM will normally make it clear on which reported 

decision particular guidance is based. If an issue arises about conflicting decisions and the ADM is unclear (possibly 

because a later decision has only just been reported) advice must be sought from DMA Leeds via your SAM. These 

decisions may also be discussed in the PIP Descriptor Log, which can be found within the PIP Assessment Guide. 

06 PIPCS functionality 

List Appeal 

1. This facility within PIPCS enables the user to navigate to the Disputes Tab Appeal list page via the Application 

Case/Pip Benefit Delivery Case home page and selecting: 

• the Appeal hyperlink, or  

• the Disputes Tab and Appeals from the left hand navigation panel on the Disputes Tab  

2. On this List Appeal page you can: 

• expand an entry from the list to view further details relating to the appeal  

• record a new appeal for an application case by using the New Page Action menu button  

• select an appeal from the list to edit where the status of the appeal is open  

• select an appeal from the list to delete where the status of the appeal is open  

3. The List Appeal page will contain an historical list of Open, Closed and Cancelled appeals in chronological order with 

the latest at the top. Information for each appeal is displayed under the following headings (with the option to 

expand if necessary): 

• Start date  

• Decision date  



 
• Conclusion (if recorded)  

• Status  

Subpages 

• View Appeal  

• Delete Appeal  

View Appeal 

1. This facility enables the user to view all details of an appeal including the outcome, the linked reconsideration and 

associated decision under appeal. In addition the CM can view the Change History for the appeal from the Change 

History Tab. 

2. To view details of the appeal select the toggle button next to the appropriate appeal record to expand. 

3. The list will show the Start date and Conclusion (Open, Cancelled or Closed) but on expansion of an entry the 

Details Tab will display as a default and the expanded view will include the following details: 

• Appeal date  

• HMCTS reference number  

• Invalid appeal reason  

• Associate reconsideration details  

• Response issue date  

• PO required (Yes or No)  

• Late response reasons  

• Late response text  

• Awaiting further evidence (Yes or No)  

• Appeal adjourned reasons  

• Appeal adjourned text  

• Hearing date  

• Statement of Reasons from HMCTS (Yes or No)  

• DMA response  

• Upper Tribunal conclusion  

• Notes  

• Decision Tab – this provides details of the relevant latest decision. This tab will display the same details as 

those held against the associated reconsideration  

Delete Appeal 



 
1. Only appeals with a status of open can be deleted. An appeal with a status of cancelled can be listed and viewed 

but not modified. 

2. The delete function for an appeal with a status of open must only be used where the appeal record was created in 

error, for example against the wrong claimant, or there’s no appeal as no MR has taken place. 

3. To delete an appeal: 

Step Action 

1.  navigate to the List Appeal page 

2.  select the appeal you want to delete using the Action menu Delete button 

3.  select Yes to confirm you wish to delete 

4.  select save 

4. The status will be set to cancelled - See: Appendix 28 – Appeals Outcome PIPCS actions (screen shots). 
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Appendix 1 – Suspected Fraud   

Appendix 1 

Information not yet laid 

1. If an appeal is made in a suspected fraud case, on which a case is to be referred for prosecution, tell the Fraud and 

Error Service (FES). 

2. If information has not been laid (in Scotland read ‘laying information’ as ‘reporting a case to the  

Procurator Fiscal’) take normal appeal action. When the response is sent to HM Courts and Tribunals Service (HMCTS), 

inform them the case is being considered for prosecution, and ask HMCTS to ensure the appeal is heard as quickly as 

possible. Tell the FES about the result as soon as it’s known. 

3. Where an appeal is connected to matters that may result in criminal proceedings against the appellant, no mention 

of this must be made in the written or oral response. However, it must be brought to the attention of HMCTS on 

the AT38. 

Information laid 

4. If information has been laid (or is about to be laid urgently) prepare the response in the usual way.  

Include on the AT38 that criminal proceedings are pending. 

5. The response must not be delayed where the Department is bringing criminal proceedings against the appellant. 

The response must be sent to HMCTS as normal. The matter of the criminal proceedings must be brought to the 

attention of HMCTS, with details of how far those proceedings have progressed. The  

FtT decides whether the hearing must be put on hold.  



 
6. HMCTS will send out a copy of the FtT’s ruling as soon as possible. If the FtT’s ruling is to: 

• proceed with the hearing, liaise closely with the FES to make sure the appropriate papers and documents are 

available for both the appeal hearing and the court proceedings. Inform the FES as soon as the appeal is 

completed, or  

• delay or postpone the hearing, tell the FES immediately, and tell HMCTS when the court proceedings are over 

and the outcome.  

Court proceedings pending 

7. Where court proceedings were instigated following a fraud investigation, the “any other information” box of the 

AT38 must be annotated “court action pending – see page [***]”. If the appeal is still outstanding when the court 

proceedings are over, HMCTS must be informed and told the outcome. 

Attendance of a Presenting Officer  

8. The role of the Presenting Officer (PO) is to present the S of S case and support the tribunal to reach the correct 

decision on entitlement to benefit, based on the conditions set out in legislation. They must be confident the 

decision is accurate and lapse appeals where this isn’t the case. They must highlight inconsistencies and seek 

adjournment when significant new evidence comes to light. 

For further information on the PO Role see: CAP Appendix 8 and ADM Chapter 5 A5430, A5431. 

Direction to attend 

9. The PO must attend a hearing where directed to do so by: 

• a FtT or  

• an UT where an appeal is remitted to a FtT for rehearing  

10. Failure to attend, following a direction, could lead to the FtT striking out the Department’s case which means 

the Department would be barred from taking any further part in the proceedings and the FtT wouldn’t need to take 

the DWP appeal response into account. 

11. HMCTS must give offices 14 days’ notice of the date, time and venue of the hearing. If no PO is available for 

the hearing date in the office dealing with the appeal, the appeals officer must contact other offices and request 

assistance wherever possible. Alternatively, a postponement must be requested as early as possible. 

12. Exceptionally, if it’s impossible to provide a PO, for example because of unavoidable circumstances, for 

example. sickness, an explanation must be provided as soon as possible before the hearing date. 

13. HMCTS will write on behalf of the Regional Tribunal Judge to the relevant office manager asking for a written 

explanation for the failure to attend where: 



 
• a PO has been directed to attend a hearing and  

• no PO attends and  

• no explanation for the failure to attend is provided  

Difficult cases 

14. This section gives guidance where DWP consider an appeal case is likely to raise difficult issues and a PO must 

attend. Attendance in these circumstances is at local management discretion. 

15. Not all hearings require a PO to attend. In some business units the practice is for a PO to attend where the 

appeals officer considers the appeal raises difficult issues. This approach must continue. 16. Appeals officers must 

note: if the "complex appeal" box is completed on the AT38, this doesn’t necessarily indicate a PO will attend the 

hearing. This box is completed where the appeals officer considers the appeal may take longer to hear than usual. 

16. Where the business unit completes the AT38 to indicate a PO will attend, the PO must attend the hearing. 

There may be cases where business units consider a PO must attend, but the hearing is unlikely to last longer than 

usual. The "complex appeal" box must not be completed in such cases. 

 

Appendix 2 PIP Quality Assurance Framework Checklist – Preparing an Appeal 

Response 

See: 05 PIP QAF Preparing an Appeal Response checklist  

 

Appendix 3 – Form AT38 

  

Notification of response                                

Items marked * must be completed Do not 

copy this form to the appellant or representative 



 
  

*Appellant’s  

  

name 

    

 *Date of birth  *Gender Male Female 

    

       

Appointee name 

  

(if applicable) 

  

The response is submitted for the attention of the tribunal 

The following information is provided to assist the tribunal 

Does the appellant or a member of their household have an 

     

Unacceptable Customer Behaviour (UCB) marking? 

       

If Yes, please attach any relevant documents or a written explanation giving as much detail of the  

     

UCB. 

       

Has the Appeals Officer identified Potential Harmful Medical Evidence (PHME)?      

       

If Yes, please indicate which document contains the PHME     Have X-Rays (IIDB only) been used in this decision      

       

If Yes, please attach the X-Rays or say where they can be obtained from      

       

       

*Appeals Officer details 

*National Insurance No.    *Tribunal Reference No.   

          

*Case code 002 

ML 

    

              



 
Name   

    

Office address  

    

Phone no.    

    

Email address  

  

*Does the Appeals Officer request an Oral hearing even if the appellant chooses a  

    paper? 

  

Presenting Officer details (if applicable) 

Name (if known)    

Office address      

Phone no.   

Is this appeal linked to other cases currently under appeal?  

       

If Yes, what are the appeal reference numbers of these cases (if known)       

       

Does the Appeals Officer believe this appeal to be complex?      

       

If Yes, please explain why.         

       

Does the Appeals Officer have any further information to assist the tribunal?      

(This could include for example, information on appellants considered to be Vulnerable, requests for  

expedited hearings, witnesses attending on behalf of 

     



 
DWP etc. This is not an exhaustive list and Appeals Officer is encouraged to share 

information to assist the Tribunal) 

If Yes, please give details below   

*Details of person completing this form 

Name   

    

Date    

    

Office address  

    

Phone no.    

     

Fax    

     

Email  

  

Appendix 5 – PIP Appeal case codes and instructions for use   

Appendix 5 

1. Although the list below is PIP specific there are some generic codes which don’t apply to PIP. Also, the DLA codes 

must NOT be used for PIP. 

2. There are two numerical PIP codes: 

• 002 for new claim appeals  

• 003 for reassessment appeals  

3. After selecting the appropriate numerical code, this must be followed by the relevant alphabetical code, according 

to the specific issue under appeal. 

4. The alphabetical codes relating to the PIP descriptors are: 

• LC – Daily Living Component  

• MO – Mobility Component  



 
• ML – Daily Living/Mobility component  

For example, if the appeal is against a new claim disallowance of daily living component only, the relevant code will 

be 002LC 

5. There are separate alphabetical codes for: 

• Overpayments  

• Payability issues  

• Complex conditions of entitlement (if not covered by other codes for example. immigration control issues)  

• ECHR (Human Rights issues)  

• Ex legislation (i.e. EC legislation)  

• Exportability issues  

For example, if the appeal is about recoverability of an overpayment the relevant code will be 002OX (or 003OX if a 

reassessment case). 

6. Guidance on whether or not a case is complex is covered earlier in this chapter. 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002GC Good cause 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002 LE Late (Extending Back) 

 

   

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002MD Mobility (DLA) 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002OC Overpayment - Capital 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002OS Overpayment - Straightforward 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002OX Overpayment - Complex 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002RA Rate of Assessment/Payability Issues 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002RC Rate of Assessment/Payability Issues -  

Complex 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002ON One Project 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002CC Conditions of Entitlement - Complex 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002CD Care (DLA) 



 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002CE Conditions of Entitlement 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002CF Care/Mobility (DLA) 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002EC ECHR 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002EX Ex Legislation 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002AR Alternative Dispute Resolution 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002EI Exportability Issues 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002VW Verbally Withdrawn 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002CP Civil Penalties 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002LC Daily Living Component 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002MO Mobility Component 

PIP (New Claim Appeals) 002ML Daily Living/Mobility Component 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003GC Good cause 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003LE Late (Extending Back) 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003MD Mobility (DLA) 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003OC Overpayment - Capital 

 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003OS Overpayment - Straightforward 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003OX Overpayment - Complex 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003RA Rate of Assessment/Payability Issues 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003RC Rate of Assessment/Payability Issues -  

Complex 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003ON One Project 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003CC Conditions of Entitlement - Complex 



 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003CD Care (DLA) 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003CE Conditions of Entitlement 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003CF Care/Mobility (DLA) 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003EC ECHR 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003EX Ex Legislation 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003AR Alternative Dispute Resolution 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003EI Exportability Issues 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003VW Verbally Withdrawn 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003CP Civil Penalties 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003LC Daily Living Component 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003MO Mobility Component 

PIP (Reassessment Appeals) 003ML Daily Living/Mobility Component 

Appendix 6 – Law Checklist  

Appendix 6 

Law checklist 

CHECKLIST OF MOST COMMONLY USED LAW FOR PIP AND ASSOCIATED CASELAW FOR  

INCLUSION IN APPEALS 

1. Date of commencement of PIP new claims and existing  

DLA claimants 

Use if the start date of PIP, as a new benefit, is at issue  

Welfare Reform Act 2012  

Commencement Order No 8 Article 8 

2. Age 

Use the law below according to case type 

  

2(i) over age 65/pensionable age WRA 2012 sec 83(1) and Pensions Act  

1995 Schedule 4 para 1 



 

2(ii) under age 16 The Personal Independence Payment  

(Transitional Provisions) Regulations  

2013 reg 5 

3. Habitual residency, presence and competency 

Use in all R&P disputes together with the appropriate law covered 

later in this checklist under the heading R&P  

WRA sec 77(3) and Social Security (PIP)  

Regs reg 16 

4. Relevant threshold (daily living and mobility) 

Use in all disability disputes together with the appropriate law 

covered later in this checklist under separate headings  

Daily Living Component and Mobility Component 

WRA 2012 secs 78 and 79 and SS (PIP)  

Regs reg 3 

5. Required period (QP/PT) 

Use where QP and/or PT is at issue together with 6 or 6(i) below as 

appropriate 

WRA 2012 sec 81 and: 

Sec 78(1)(b) and 78(2)(b) for Daily Living, 

and/or 

Sec 79(1)(c) and 79(2)(c) for Mobility 

6. Prescribed date (for purposes of the required period) –  SS (PIP) Regs reg 14 

 

linking not at issue  

6(i) Previous entitlement to PIP (2 yr period) 

Use where claimant considers previous PIP entitlement links 

SS (PIP) Regs reg 15(3) 

7. Manner of making a claim FOR PIP The UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (Claims and  

Payments) regulations reg 11(1) 

8. Date of claim for PIP – no entitlement before date of claim 

Use where claimant disputes DOC together with appropriate law 

from 8(i), 8(ii), or 8(iii) below  

WRA 2012 sec 88 

8(i) In writing The UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (C&P) Regs reg  

12(1)(a) 



 

8(ii) By telephone The UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (C&P) Regs reg  

12(1)(b) 

8(iii) Date of intention to claim The UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (C&P) Regs reg  

12(1)(c) 

9. NO NINO 

Use where disallowed on no NINO provisions 

Social Security Administration Act 1992 sec 

1(1A) and (1B) 

10. SRTI 

Use where claim made under SRTI but claimant not TI 

WRA 2012 sec 82 

11. Daily Living COMPONENT 

Use where disallowance of DL or rate of DL is in dispute. If a variable 

condition add reg 7 of the PIP regs 

WRA 2012 sec 78 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 regs 4 and 5 and  

Part 2 of Schedule 1 

12. Mobility component 

Use where disallowance of mobility or rate of mobility is in dispute. 

If a variable condition add reg 7 of the PIP regs 

WRA 2012 sec 79 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 regs 4 and 6 and  

Part 3 of Schedule 1 

13. Daily Living and Mobility 

Use where both components are in dispute. If a variable condition 

add reg 7 of the PIP regs 

WRA 2012 secs 78 and 79 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 regs 4 and 5 and  

Parts 2 and 3 of Schedule 1 

 

14. Fixed term award 

For use where claimant disagrees with length of award 

WRA 2012 sec 88(2) and (3) 

15. Aids/appliances 

Use if claimant disagrees that aids/appliances should be taken into 

account 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 4(2)(a) and (b) 



 

16. Negative determination – failure to provide information 

Reg 8 is the requirement to provide information and reg 10 covers 

the matters that can be taken into account for deciding ‘good 

reason’ 

WRA 2012 sec 80(4) and (5) 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 regs 8 and 10 

PIP(TP) Regulations 2013, Reg 13 

17. Negative determination – failure to attend consultation 

Reg 9 is the requirement to attend and reg 10 covers the matters 

that can be taken into account for deciding ‘good reason’ 

WRA 2012 sec 80(4) and (5) 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 regs 9 and 10 

PIP(TP) Regulations 2013, Reg 13 

18. Residence and Presence   

18(i) No entitlement to daily living – UK Is not a competent state 

Decision disputed 

WRA 2012 sec 84 

18(ii) Temporary absence exceeds 13 weeks 

Decision disputed 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 17 

18(iii) Absence not for the purpose of treatment 

Decision disputed. Add reg 2 if dispute is about the type of 

treatment 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg18 

18(iv) Absence in special cases (HM Forces etc) 

Use if disallowed on absence not for a temporary purpose (regs 17 

and 18) and claimant disputes decision on the basis that special 

provisions under reg 19 apply but CM disagrees. Will need to include 

regs 17, 18 and 19 if all are considered 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 19 

18(v) Claimant residing in GB, relevant EU Regulation applies The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 22 

 

Use where PIP disallowed as genuine and sufficient link cannot be 

determined 

Case law: Case C-503/09 LS v Secretary of State 

for Work and Pensions 



 

18(vi) Claimant residing in an EEA state other than UK, or in  

Switzerland 

Use where PIP disallowed as genuine and sufficient link cannot be 

determined 

The SS (PIP) Regs2013 reg 23 

Case law: Case C-503/09 LS v Secretary of State 

for Work and Pensions 

19. Hospital 

Use in all cases where claimant disputes disallowance due to 

hospital together with appropriate law from 19(i), 19(ii)  

0r 19(iii) below 

WRA 2012 sec 86 

19(i) Dispute over non payability after 28 days or from date of 

entitlement 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 29 

19(ii) Dispute over calculation of 28 days/linking periods/transfers 

between accommodation 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 32 

19(iii) Dispute over method of payment at daily rate payment for 

example home at weekends 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (Claims and  

Payments) Regulations re 50 

20. SIMILAR INSTITUTION 

Use in all cases where claimant disputes disallowance due to similar 

institution together with appropriate law from  

20(i), 20(ii), 20(iii) or 20(iv) below 

WRA 2012 sec 86 

20 (i) Dispute over non payability after 28 days or from date of 

entitlement 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 29 

20(ii) Dispute over calculation of 28 days/linking periods/transfers 

between accommodation 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 32 

20(iii) Dispute over decision that accommodation is similar to a 

hospital. Claimant receiving medical or other treatment 

If funding at issue add R(DLA)2/06 

The SS (PIP) Regs reg 29(2). Could also refer to 

SSWP Slavin [2011] EWCA Civ  

1515 

20(iv) Dispute over method of payment at daily rate for example. 

home at weekends 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (Claims and  

Payments) Regulations re 50 

21. CARE HOME WRA 2012 sec 85(3) or, for Scotland,  

Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001  



 
 

Use in all cases where claimant disputes disallowance due to 

residence in a care home together with appropriate law  

from 21(i), 21(ii), 21(iii), 21(iv) or 21(v) below 

sec 2(1)(b) and 2(3) 

21(i). Dispute over definition of care home The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 28 and Care  

Standards Act 2000 

21(ii) Dispute over non payability after 28 days or from date of 

entitlement 

WRA 2012 sec 85(2) and The SS (PIP)  

Regs 2013 reg 28(2) and 30(1) 

21(iii) Dispute over calculation of 28 days/linking periods/transfers 

between accommodation 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 32 

21(iv) Dispute over decision that the provision of Qualifying  

Services (QS) are met out of public funds – definition of QS 

WRA 2012 sec 85(4) 

21(iv) Dispute over method of payment at daily rate for example. 

home at weekends 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (Claims and  

Payments) Regulations re 50 

22. IMPRISONMENT 

Use in all cases where claimant disputes disallowance due to 

imprisonment 

WRA 2012 sec 87 

22(i) Dispute over non payability after 28 days or from date of 

entitlement 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 31(1) and (2) 

22(ii) Dispute over calculation of 28 days/linking periods/transfers 

between accommodation 

The SS (PIP) Regs 2013 reg 32 

22(iii) Detained in hospital/similar institution – dispute over non 

payability under normal hospital rules 

The SS (PIP) Regs reg 31(3) 

23. REVISION – see Note at 23(iv) below   

23(i) Requirement for a Mandatory Reconsideration before an appeal UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (Decisions and  

Appeals) Regulations 2013 reg 7(2) 

23(ii) Notice must be given to claimant that MR is required before an 

appeal can be made 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regs 2013 reg 7(1) 

and 7(3) 



 

23 (iii) Application period for recon request Social Security Act 1998 sections 8 and 10 and 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regs reg 5(1)(b) 

23(iv) Calculation of the one month period Interpretation Act 1978 Schedule 1 

 

Note: if lateness is not accepted there is no right of appeal against 

this. Claimant can only challenge a decision not to extend the time 

limit via Judicial Review  

 

23(v) Burden of proof – claimant, or DM if DM instigated R(I) 1/71 

23(vi) Any time revision (revision on specific grounds) 

Use with 23(vii) or 23(viii) below 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regulations  

2013 reg 8 

23(vii) Revision for official error 

Use if official error is disputed together with law for effective date 

at 23(ix) below  

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regulations  

2013 reg 9(a) 

23(viii) Revision for error of fact i.e. ignorance/mistake and decision 

revised was better for claimant than it otherwise would have been 

Use if grounds disputed together with law for effective date at 23A 

below 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regulations  

2013 reg 9(b) 

i. 23A Effective date for revision  SSA 1998 sec 9(3) and UC, PIP, JSA and  

ESA (D&A) Regulations 2013 Reg 21 

ii. 24. SUPERSESSION   

24A. SUPERSESSION ON CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES   

24A(i) Change of circumstances/anticipated change 

Use where grounds disputed 

SSA 1998 sections 8 and 10 and UC, PIP,  

JSA and ESA (D&A) Regulations 2013 reg  

23 

24A(ii) Change of opinion R(DLA)6/01 



 

24A(iii) Burden of proof – claimant, or DM if DM instigated R(I) 1/71 

EFFECTIVE DATES FOR C OF C   

24A(iv) Effective date for change of circumstances – late notification 

of change (non disability) 

Use where effective date is disputed and notification of  

change was late and lateness not accepted 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regulations  

2013 reg 36 and Schedule 1, part 2, paras  

14 

24A(v) Effective date – late notification of change re disability – 

reasonably expected to know 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regulations  

2013 reg 36 and Schedule 1, part 2, paras  

16 and 17 

 

Claimant disputes effective date on basis of ‘not reasonably 

expected to know’ 

 

24A(vi) Effective date of change – QP affects effective date 

Use where claimant disputes effective date and maintains  

QP was met  

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regulations  

2013 reg 36 and Schedule 1, part 2, para  

15 

24A(vii) Supersession instigated at DMs initiative – decision not 

advantageous 

Effective date (i.e. from date of change) disputed 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regulations  

2013 reg 36 and Schedule 1, part 2, para  

12 

24B. SUPERSESSION ON Ignorance/mistake   

24B(i) Ignorance of, or mistake as to, a material fact Use where 

grounds disputed together with 24B(ii) below 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regulations  

2013 regs 9 and 24 

24B(ii) Effective date for ignorance/mistake Social Security Act 1998 section 10(5) 

24B(iii) Burden of proof – claimant (or DM if DM instigated) R(I) 1/71 

A decision can be superseded for “medical evidence has been 

received from a HCP or HP” 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regulations  

2013, Reg 26(1)(a) 



 

25. TERMINATION FOLLOWING SUSPENSION 

Use where claimant disputes termination on basis of failure to 

provide information 

UC, PIP, JSA and ESA (D&A) Regulations  

2013 reg 47 

26. OVERPAYMENTS 

Use in all PIP overpayment cases together with: 

• the law relating to revision or supersession leading to the 

overpayment decision, and 

• the appropriate law for the decision that gave rise to the 

overpayment for example. no longer entitled on disability/lay 

condition, not payable due to hospital/care home, and 

• the law relating to Civil Penalty where a Cpen applies and is 

to be recovered 

• the law relating to offset where applicable 

Social Security Administration Act 1992 sec 

71(11)(ad) 

• all of which are covered in this checklist  

26(i) Civil Penalty Welfare Reform Act 2012 sec 115, 116 

SS (Cpen) Regs regs 1(1) 2, 3 and 4 

26(ii) Recoverability (calculation, period overpaid, person from whom 

recoverable) 

SS Administration Act 1992 sec 72(2) and  

(3) 

26(iii) Offsets SS Admin Act 1992 sec 71(6) and The  

Social Security (Payments on account,  

Overpayments and recovery) Regulations  

1988 reg 5 Case 1 and reg13(1)(a) 

26(iv) Direct Payments SS Admin Act 1992 sec 71(4) and The  

Social Security (Payments on account,  

Overpayments and recovery) Regulations  

1988 regs 11(1A) and 11(1) and (2) 

26(v) Failure to disclose (duty to disclose known facts SS (Claims and Payments) Regulations reg 

32(1), 32(1A and 32(1B) 



 

27. LAPSING NOT APROPRIATE 

Use where the claimant does not agree to revision partially in their 

favour or you cannot contact them to discuss. The appeal must 

continue. This legislation confirms that revision would lapse the 

appeal  

Section 9(6) of the SSA 1998 

28. Useful caselaw fOR OVERPAYMENTS   

27(i) Instructions to claimants Hinchy v Secretary of State for Work and  

Pensions [2005] WLR 967 and R(IS) 7/05 

27(ii) Modification of instructions R(A) 2/06 

27(iii) Causal link Duggan v CAO, R(SB)13/89 

27(iv) Offset – a period of suspension cannot be included in the offset 

calculation 

R(DLA)2/07 

  

Appendix 7 – LT203(C)  

  

 OFFICE ADDRESS 

  

  

To The Clerk to the Appeals Service 

  

  

From Appeals Section  

 

  

Information about an appeal 

    

    

  



 
  

Surname and initials of  

   appellant(s) 

  

  

        

NI number        Appeal received on DD/MM/YYYY against a decision under 

    

  Case code     

    

  Enter appropriate code from CAP code Appendix 4 

  

  

  

  Please note that 

    

    The decision appealed against was revised to the appellant’s advantage on DD/MM/YYYY and the 

appeal has been lapsed. 

    

Any further appeal rights have been notified. 

    

    The appellant agreed to withdraw the appeal 

.  See attached  

    on   

correspondence. 

  

    

  

  

Signature 

  

    



 
Date     

Appendix 8 - Draft letter DLCAP 25 

 Letter to a person whom the Department will need as a witness at the First-tier Tribunal   

Dear (Title) (Surname) 

About an appeal for (a)  

I am writing to tell you that (b) has appealed against a decision on their (c). The decision was (d). 

A tribunal will hear the appeal. We would like you to go to the hearing because you can give evidence that will help 

the tribunal make a decision. 

An appeal tribunal is a panel that decides whether our decision is right or not. It is made up of a person or people who 

are entirely independent of the Department for Work and Pensions. 

We will write to you again as soon as we know the date of the hearing. If you cannot go you must let us know straight 

away. We may be able to change the date of the hearing. 

Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service may be able to pay you (e). 

If you want more information, please get in touch with us. Our address and phone number are at the top of this letter. 

Yours sincerely 

(insert Initial or Forename and Surname of sender) 

Notes for completion  

(a) insert the appellant’s title, full name and surname 

(b) insert the appellant’s title and surname 

(c) insert the name of the benefit that the appeal is against 

(d) insert the decision that the appeal is against 

(e) insert correct option: 

• (e1) use this option if the letter is sent to a medical witness:  

a fee and a travel allowance 

• (e2) use this option in all other cases:  



 
expenses for things such as travelling, child-minding and loss of earnings 

Appendix 9 – Draft Letter DLCAP 26 

  

Appendix 9 

Letter notifying witness of the hearing  

Dear (a) 

About the appeal for (b)  

I am writing to tell you about the appeal tribunal hearing for (c). It will be at (d) on (e) 

at (f). 

We would like you to go to the hearing because you can give evidence that will help the tribunal make a decision. 

If you cannot go on this date, please tell us what dates you would be able to go. We may be able to arrange another 

date. 

Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service may be able to pay you (g). 

Please fill in the reply part of this letter and send it back to us as soon as possible. You can use the envelope we have 

sent you. It does not need a stamp. 

If you want more information, please get in touch with us. Our address and phone number are at the top of this letter. 

Yours sincerely 

(insert Initial or Forename and Surname of sender) 

     

Name: (a) 

About the appeal for (b) 

Your reply 

Please tick the box that applies to you. 

I will be able to go to the appeal   Appendix 10-Form CAP - Request for First-tier 

Tribunal documents  



 
  

Appendix 10 

  

Request for First-tier Tribunal documents 

Appellant’s Details 

  

NINO £££££££££ 

  

Surname ________________________ 

  

Other Names_____________________ 

  

FtT Ref. _____________________ 

  

Other Ref. _______________________ 

  

Other Party Details 

  

NINO £££££££££ 

  

Surname  

________________________ 

  

Other Names  

____________________ 

Hearing Details 

  

Hearing Location____________________________________________________ 

  

Hearing Date _________________________ 

  

Urgent – benefit suspended  



 
We are considering whether to apply for leave to appeal to the Upper Tribunal and are unable to complete our action 

on the information contained within the decision notice. 

Would you please therefore send us the FtT’s statement of material facts and reasons for the decision and a record of 

the proceedings. Please also include any further evidence presented at the hearing. 

  

Signed ____________________________   Date ___________________________ 

  

Print Name__________________________ Section_________________________ 

  

Room______ Site____________________  Telephone_______________________ 

 

Appendix 11 – Draft Letter DLCAP 31  

Letter notifying appellant of the Department’s application to have the appeal struck out by the FtT due to no 

reasonable prospect of success (A copy of CAP Appendix 16 must be sent to the appellant at the same time)  

Dear (Title) (Surname) 

About your appeal  

I am writing about your letter dated (a) appealing against a decision on your (b). 

Following our telephone conversation on (c) I have looked again at the facts and evidence used to make the decision 

and the points you have raised. However, I do not consider that the decision should be changed. 

The Tribunal may strike out an appeal if it considers that it has no reasonable chance of succeeding. For the reasons 

explained in the enclosed document, we believe that your appeal is one of these and that it should be struck out. 

We have sent your letter along with the reasons why we think your appeal has no reasonable prospect of success to 

the Tribunal for a decision. 

The Tribunal will give you an opportunity to say why your case should not be struck out. They will write and tell you 

about this. If they agree that your appeal has no reasonable prospect of success, it will be struck out. 

If you want to know more  



 
If you want more information about anything in this letter, please get in touch with us. Our telephone number and 

address are at the top of this letter. 

Yours sincerely 

[Insert name, Job Title, Location] 

Notes for completion  

(a) Insert date of appeal letter from the claimant 

(b) Insert benefit type under appeal 

(c) Insert date of telephone call (remove sentence if no call took place) 

(d)   

Appendix 12 – Form CAP Non disclosure of evidence  

  

Appendix 12 

  

To: HMCTS 

From: …………………….. 

……………………… 

……………………… 

Date: …………….. 

SURNAME: ……………………………………. 

OTHER NAMES: ………………………………. 

NINO: …………………………………………….  

It is considered that disclosure of the evidence at pages [identify page 

numbers in unedited bundle] of the documents below should not be made to [identify party to 

whom evidence should not be disclosed] as it would be 

likely to cause them serious harm. 



 
This is because [give reasons e.g. evidence in harmful information page of GP report, 

advice from the Health Professional, where a child or vulnerable adult 

would be at risk if they were identified]. 

The response and documents have not been sent to the appellant or representative. 

Please refer this appeal to the FtT for a ruling in accordance with rule 14 of 

The Tribunal Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Social Entitlement Chamber) Rules. 

Please notify this office of the outcome of the reference. 

Signature …………………………..   

Appendix 13 – Notification to claimant challenging late appeal 

  

About your Appeal 

We have been asked by Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service to provide a response to your request for an 

appeal against the decision we made on {insert date} about your claim for {insert benefit}. 

As your appeal was received by Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service more than one month after DWP sent your 

Mandatory Reconsideration Notice to you, your appeal is late. 

We have looked at your reasons for your late appeal, but we have objections to treating your appeal as being made in 

time. This means we will ask the Tribunal to decide not to accept your appeal. A Tribunal judge will decide whether 

your appeal can be accepted. 

If Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service accepts your late appeal your appeal will continue, if they don’t accept 

your late appeal, they will write to you. 

Support and Advice 

You may like to contact a local support organisation who can provide independent help and support. You can find 

their details online, at your local library or in the telephone directory. 

  

Appendix 14 - Form AT39-Request for Tribunal directions or additional 

information for the Tribunal  

  



 
Appendix 14 – Form AT39 

  

Items marked * must be completed 

Do not copy this form to the appellant or representative 

*Tribunal Reference No.     

        

*National Insurance No.     

      

*Appellant’s name     

      

Appointee name 

(if applicable) 

    

              

  

Request for  

  

directions 

The following documents are submitted for the attention of the Tribunal   

(supporting documents must be supplied) 

Supplementary  

  

response 

  

  

  Lateness   

The Appeals Officer objects to the appeal for the following reason  

(supporting documents must be supplied) Outside of tribunal  

   jurisdiction 

  

   No reasonable prospect 

of success 

  Other   



 
Does the Appeals Officer request an Oral hearing even if the appellant chooses a  

       

paper determination? 

               

If Yes, the Presenting Officer must attend the hearing(s). 

Have you attached information on the following or attached changes to information already 

submitted to the Tribunal? 

Unacceptable Customer Behaviour (UCB)      

Potential Harmful Medical Evidence (PHME)      

Appeals Officer Details      

Presenting Officer Details      

       

Does the decision maker believe this appeal is now  

     

complex? 

       

If Yes, please give details      

  

  

  

Has a change of address/telephone number been reported to  

      

DWP? 

        

If Yes, who’s details have changed  Appellant    

   Appointee   

Authorised  

   

Representative 

and please give those details below       

  



 
  

Does the Appeals Officer have any further information to assist the Tribunal?      

(This could include for example, information on appellants considered to be Vulnerable, requests for  

expedited hearings, witnesses attending on behalf of 

     

DWP etc. This is not an exhaustive list and Appeals Officer is encouraged to share 

information to assist the Tribunal) 

If Yes, please give details      

  

  

*Details of person completing this form 

Name   

    

Date    

    

Office address  

    

Phone no.    

     

Fax    

     

Email   

  

Appendix 15 – CAP request to strike out on basis NRPS 

  

Appendix 15 

Request to HMCTS to strike-out an appeal on the grounds of ‘no reasonable prospect of success’. 

To: Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service 



 

Claimant’s Name:   

NINO:   

Address:   

Telephone:   

Case Code:   

Evidence considered in strike-out request 

Decision dated:   

Reconsideration dated:   

Appeal letter dated:   

Further evidence submitted   

Detailed reasons for our request to Strike-out: (a) 

Conclusion: 

In view of the above, I submit that this appeal should be struck-out, as it has no reasonable prospect of success. I 

refer this case to the First-tier Tribunal under rule 8(3) (c) of the Tribunal Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Social 

Entitlement Chamber)Rules 2008 Staff Name: 

Office Name 

  

Notes for completion 

(i) Claimant is appealing against the decision not to backdate their PIP award. 

Add details of when the PIP reassessment claim was made; when the reassessment decision was completed and the 

effective date (i.e. four week run). Quote appropriate regulation/legislation to support why the PIP claim cannot be 

backdated. 

(ii) Claimant is appealing against the termination of DLA but no PIP claim has been made. 



 
Add details of when the claimant was invited to claim PIP; when the reminder was issued and what other steps (if any) 

were taken. Include when the suspension letter was issued; when the termination decision and notification was 

issued. Quote appropriate regulation/legislation to support the termination of DLA.  

Appendix 16 – Form CAP  

  

Pro-forma to be completed and sent to HMCTS when requesting strike out of an appeal on grounds of no 

reasonable prospect of success  

To: Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service 

Claimant’s Name: 

(Title, Forenames and  

Surname) 

  

NINO:   

DOB:   

Address:   

Telephone:   

Case code:   

Evidence considered in strike out request 

Decision Dated:   

Mandatory Reconsideration Dated:   

Appeal letter dated:   

Further evidence submitted:   

Detailed reasons for our request to Strike Out: (a) 

 

Conclusion: 

  



 
In view of the above, I submit that this appeal should be struck out, as it has no prospect of success. I refer this case to 

the First-tier Tribunal under rule 8(3)(c) of The Tribunal Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Social Entitlement Chamber) 

Rules 2008. 

Staff Forenames:………………………….. 

Staff Surname:…………………………….. 

Office Name: ………………………………. 

Notes for completion 

(a) This is where you would build your detailed argument. For example PIP backdating – details of no previous claim 

date etc, quoting the regulation/legislation appropriate to show the claim cannot be awarded.  

Appendix 17 – How to apply for free disabled tax  

Who can apply for the free tax  

The registered keeper can apply for free tax. The vehicle's registered keeper could be : 

• the person with the illness or disability , or  

• someone who uses their vehicle only for purposes of the ill or disabled person.  

How to apply for free tax for the first time  

Applying for the first free tax is different from renewing it every year .  

For new vehicles , the Certificate of Entitlement to Disability Living Allowance (DLA) or Personal Independence 

Payment (PIP) or Armed Forces Independence Payment (AFIP) should be taken to the dealership in order to calim free 

tax. 

For vehicle registered with a Northern Ireland address, you should also take an insurance certificate valid on the day 

the tax comes into force. 

For used vehicles , when free tax is first applied for , the tax class of the vehicle must be changed at a post office 

branch that deals with vehicle tax. Take the following documents : 

• full vehicle registration certificate (V5C) or the V5C/2 (new keeper's details ) and a filled in Application for a 

vehicle registration certificate (V62)    

• Certificate of Entitlement to DLA or PIP or AFIP ( please write the registration number of the vehicle in the top 

right hand corner )  

• a certificate of insurance or cover note ( downloaded or faxed copies are acceptable , photocopies are not ) , 

valid on the day the tax comes into force, for vehicles registered with a Northern Ireland address  



 
• an original MoT or GVT certifiacte ( if your vehicle needs one )  

For the nearest Post Office branch that deals with vehicle tax to go www.postoffice.co.uk/branchfinder or phone 

0345 722 3344. 

How to renew free tax       

Once the tax class of the vehicle is shown as disabled , the 'Reminder to get vehicle tax or make a Statutory Off Road 

Notificatio ( SORN )'  ( V11 ) or V5C can be used in the following ways : 

• online at www.gov.uk/vehicletax( Not available for AFIP customers )  

• by phone on 03001234321 ( Not available for AFIP customers )  

• textphone on 0300 790 6201 (hard of hearing customers only ) or  

• at the post office branch that deals with vehicle tax  

For further information go to www.gov.uk/vehicletax 

The use of the vehicle in the disabled tax class    

The vehicle must either be used by the disabled person or, someone else who only uses their vehicle to help them , 

for example , to get prescriptions or shopping for the disabled person . 

If the exemption no longer applies 

If the is not used as described above or the disabled person is no longer entitled to free disabled tax , the vehicle must 

be taxed in the appropriate tax clas at the Post Office branch that deals with vehicle tax using the V5C or the V5C/2 

and a V62 , MoT/GVT ( if applicable ) , and the appropriate fee ( if applicable ). For vehicles registered with Northern 

Ireland address , you should also take an insurance certificate valid on the day tax comes into force . 

When to get a replacement Certificate of Entitlement to DLA or PIP or  

AFIP  

A replacement Certificate is needed when: 

• the registered keeper or their vehicle has changed or  

• the Certificate has been lost , stolen or damaged.  

To get a replacement Certificate conatct : 

• DLA ( GB customers only )  



 
• by phone on 084507123456  

• by the textphone on 0845 722 4433 ( speech or hearing difficulties ) or  

PIP ( GB customers only ) and AFIP ( GB and NI customers )   

• by phone on Telephone: 0800 917 2222  

• by textphone on 0800 917 7777 ( speech or hearing difficlties )  

DLA ( NI customers only ) 

• by phone on 028 9090 6182, or  

• by writing to Disability  and Careers Service , Castle Court , Royal Avenue , Belfast BT1 1HR  

NOTE: Important  

If you do not apply for, and receive , a new Certifiacte of Entitlement to DLA or PIP or AFIP when you you chane your 

vehicle, you will be unable to apply for free vehicle tax .  

Appendix 18 – Appeal Response examples 

  

Appendix 18 - Appeal Response Examples 

Example 1 

Section 1:  

Appeal Tribunal Reference Number SC111/11/11111 

Personal Details Mrs Marharet Dali 

Address 18 Reed Street 

Wolverhampton 

WX18 7ER 

Date of Birth [Age at Date of Claim] 05/12/1965 [48 years old] 

National Insurance Number MD158761B 

Benefit Personal Independence  

Payment 



 

Date of Claim 08/04/2014 

Decision Effective Date 08/04/2014 

Date of Outcome Decision 03/07/2014 

Date of Reconsideration Decision 05/09/2014 

Date of Appeal Request 15/09/2014 

Decision Maker’s Name and Address where documents for the Decision  

Maker may be sent or delivered 

Appeal Writer 

Personal Independence  

Payment (9) 

Mail Handling Site B 

Wolverhampton 

WV99 1AG 

Name and addresses of any other respondents and their representatives N/A 

Name and address of Appointee N/A 

Section 2: Facts of the case 

Illnesses and disabilities 



 

A full history and details of current medical treatment can be found at pages 39 to 45. This includes medication levels 

and levels of specialist input. 

Mrs Dali has: 

• Diabetes Mellitus (Type 2) 

• Hypertension 

• Joint pains 

• Back pain 

• Slight visual problem 

• Slight hearing loss 

• Blackouts 

  

Date of 

event 

Schedule of events Date of  

document 

Pages 

08/04/20 

14 

Valid claim received by phone N/A N/A 

11/04/201 

4 

PIP 2 "How your disability affects you" claim form 10/04/2014 3 - 37 

23/04/201 

4 

Face-to-face consultation report received 22/04/2014 38 -  

77 

03/07/201 

4 

New Claim decision notification issued, including reasons for the decision 03/07/2014 78 -  

82 

10/07/201 

4 

Decision Maker explanation made by phone N/A N/A 

04/08/20 Mandatory Reconsideration Request received 01/08/2014 83 

14    



 

04/08/20 

14 

Evidence in support of the Mandatory Reconsideration received 01/08/2014 84 

21/08/201 

4 

Supplementary Advice from the Health Professional received 21/08/2014 85 - 91 

05/09/201 

4 

Mandatory Reconsideration decision notification issued, including reasons for 

the decision 

05/09/2014 92 -  

97 

16/09/201 

4 

HMCTS Request for Appeal Response (DL6) including the appeal request 

(SSCS1) and any supporting docs 

15/09/2014 1 - 2 

  

Facts Date 

Decision Maker explanation by phone: "Mrs Dali telephoned on 10/07/2014 requesting an explanation of 

the decision reasons. 

Mrs Dali was unhappy with the overall outcome of the decision dated 03/07/14 and said she would 

consider her next steps" 

10/07/201 

4 

Section 3: The decision under appeal 

Date of decision under appeal 03/07/2014. 

Mrs Dali scores 0 points for Daily Living and 0 points for Mobility so isn’t entitled to any rate of the Daily Living 

component or Mobility component of Personal Independence Payment. 

On reconsideration, the Decision Maker looked again at the decision and decided: 

Mrs Dali scores 5 points for Daily Living and 0 points for Mobility so isn’t entitled to any rate of the Daily Living 

component or Mobility component of Personal Independence Payment. 

Section 4: Areas not in dispute 

1. Non-scoring descriptors which aren't disputed 

The Decision Maker decided Mrs Dali has the functional ability to carry out the following daily living and mobility 

activities safely, to an acceptable standard, repeatedly and in a reasonable time period: • Preparing food 

• Washing and bathing 



 

 

• Managing toilet needs or incontinence 

• Dressing and undressing 

• Communicating verbally 

• Reading and understanding signs, symbols and words 

• Engaging with other people face to face 

• Making budgeting decisions 

• Planning and following journeys 

• Moving around 

Conclusion 

The evidence confirms this and these activities aren't disputed. 

Section 5: Claimant’s reasons for appeal 



 

1. Daily Living scoring descriptors which are disputed 

In her appeal Mrs Dali disputed the following Daily Living scoring descriptors stating she must have been awarded 

the most points for both of these activities: 

Taking nutrition 

This activity considers a person's ability to be nourished, either by cutting food into pieces, conveying it to the 

mouth and chewing and swallowing, or through the use of therapeutic sources. 

To get maximum points, a claimant would need to be unable to convey food and drink to their mouth and need 

another person to do so. The face-to-face consultation report shows Mrs Dali has normal upper and lower limb 

movement, fine manipulatory skills, grip, muscle tone and muscle power [doc 49]. There’s no indication Mrs Dali 

has any difficulty cutting food into pieces, conveying it to her mouth, chewing or swallowing so this descriptor 

wouldn’t apply. 

In keeping with the nature and history of Mrs Dali's conditions, findings and observations on assessment and level 

of prescribed treatment, it's reasonable to state Mrs Dali is able to manage this activity but needs prompting from 

another person to eat and drink. 

Managing therapy or monitoring a health condition 

In keeping with the nature and history of Mrs Dali’s conditions, findings and observations on assessment and level 

of prescribed treatment, it's reasonable to state Mrs Dali needs prompting to  

 manage her medication or monitor her health condition. To get maximum points, this therapy takes more than 14 

hours a week a week. The face-to-face consultation report shows Mrs Dali takes tablets once a day and her 

daughter checks her blood sugar about once a week and the help she receives should only take a few minutes a 

week [doc 42]. The total help would be less than 3.5 hours per week. 

Conclusion 

I oppose this appeal and ask the Tribunal to dismiss the appeal and confirm the Secretary of State's decision. 

Example 2 Section 1:  

Appeal Tribunal Reference Number SC111/11/11111 

Personal Details  



 

Address  

Date of Birth [Age at Date of Claim] 26/05/1959 [54 years old] 

National Insurance Number  

Benefit Personal Independence  

Payment 

Date of Claim 06/05/2014 

Decision Effective Date 06/05/2014 

Date of Outcome Decision 02/07/2014 

Date of Reconsideration Decision 07/08/2014 

Date of Appeal Request 04/09/2014 

Decision Maker’s Name and Address where documents for the Decision  

Maker may be sent or delivered 

Appeal Writer 

Personal Independence  

Payment (9) 

Name and addresses of any other respondents and their representatives N/A 

Name and address of Appointee  

Section 2: Facts of the case 



 

Illnesses and disabilities 

Ms XXX has: 

• Schizoaffective bipolar 

disorder 

• Depression 

  

Date of 

event 

Schedule of events Date of  

document 

Pages 

06/05/20 

14 

Valid claim received by phone N/A N/A 

30/05/201 

4 

PIP 2 "How your disability affects you" claim form 28/05/2014 2 - 30 

30/05/201 

4 

CPN letter received 07/05/2014 31 

30/06/201 

4 

Face to face Consultation report received 26/06/2014 32 -  

56 

02/07/201 

4 

New Claim decision notification issued, including reasons for the decision 02/07/2014 57 - 61 

07/07/201 

4 

Decision Maker explanation made by phone N/A N/A 

16/07/201 

4 

BF56 received 15/07/2014 62 

21/07/201 

4 

Mandatory Reconsideration Request received 18/07/2014 63 

21/07/201 

4 

CPN report received 15/07/2014 64 



 

07/08/201 

4 

Mandatory Reconsideration decision notification issued, including reasons for 

the decision 

07/08/2014 65 - 72 

04/09/201 

4 

HMCTS Request for Appeal Response (DL6) including the appeal request 

(SSCS1) and any supporting docs 

02/09/2014 1 

  

Facts Date 

Decision Maker explanation by phone: Ms XXX said that she wasn’t happy about the decision and advised 

the decision maker that she would obtain a letter from her CPN. 

07/07/2 

014 

Section 3: The decision under appeal 

Date of decision under appeal 07/08/2014. 

Mrs Jordan scores 9 points for Daily Living and 0 points for Mobility so is entitled to the standard rate of the Daily 

Living component but not the Mobility component at any rate of Personal Independence Payment. 

Previous Decision(s) 

Ms Jordan scores 1 point for Daily Living and 0 points for Mobility so isn’t entitled to any rate of the Daily Living 

component or Mobility component of Personal Independence Payment. 

Section 4: Areas not in dispute 

1. Non-scoring descriptors which aren't disputed 

The Decision Maker decided Ms Jordan has the functional ability to carry out the following daily living  

 



 

 and mobility activities safely, to an acceptable standard, repeatedly and in a reasonable time period: • Taking 

nutrition 

• Managing toilet needs or incontinence 

• Communicating verbally 

• Reading and understanding signs, symbols and words 

• Engaging with other people face to face 

• Moving around 

Conclusion 

The evidence confirms this and these activities aren't disputed. 



 

2. Scoring descriptors which aren't disputed 

The Decision Maker decided Ms Jordan has the following difficulties: 

Preparing food 

Ms Jordan needs prompting to be able to either prepare or cook a simple meal. 

Managing therapy or monitoring a health condition 

Ms Jordan needs either - (i) to use an aid or appliance to be able to manage medication; or (ii) supervision, 

prompting or assistance to be able to manage medication or monitor a health condition. 

Washing and bathing 

Ms Jordan needs supervision or prompting to be able to wash and bathe. 

Dressing and undressing 

Ms Jordan needs either - (i) prompting to be able to dress, undress or determine appropriate circumstances for 

remaining clothed; or (ii) prompting or assistance to be able to select appropriate clothing. 

Making budgeting decisions 

Ms Jordan needs prompting or assistance to be able to make complex budgeting decisions. 

Conclusion 

 The evidence confirms this and these activities aren't disputed. 

Section 5: Claimant’s reasons for appeal 



 

1. Non-scoring descriptor which is disputed 

In her appeal Ms Jordan disputed the following non-scoring descriptor: 

Planning and following journeys 

This activity considers a claimant's ability to plan and follow the route of a journey. This activity assesses the 

barriers claimants may face that are associated with mental, cognitive or sensory ability. 

Ms Jordan doesn't need the support of another person, assistance dog or orientation aid to follow the route of an 

unfamiliar journey because of cognitive, sensory or developmental impairment. 

'Journey' means a local journey, whether familiar or unfamiliar. 

"Prompting" applies to claimants where leaving the home and undertaking any journey causes overwhelming 

psychological distress and where they need reminding or encouraging on the majority of days to be able to go out. 

'Overwhelming psychological distress' means distress related to an enduring mental health condition or intellectual 

or cognitive impairment which results in a severe anxiety state in which the symptoms are so severe that the person 

is unable to function. This may occur in conditions such as generalised anxiety disorder, panic disorder, dementia or 

agoraphobia. In cases of agoraphobia, going out provokes anxiety but may still be possible with prompting. 

Although Ms Jordan does have problems with anxiety and panic attacks, these attacks occur only once or twice a 

month. 

Conclusion 

I oppose this appeal and ask the Tribunal to dismiss the appeal and confirm the Secretary of State's decision. 

Example 3 Section 1:  

Appeal Tribunal Reference Number SC111/11/22222 

Personal Details  

Address  

  

Date of Birth [Age at Date of Claim]  

National Insurance Number  



 

Benefit Personal Independence  

Payment 

Date of Claim 15/08/2014 

Decision Effective Date 15/08/2014 

Date of Outcome Decision 22/09/2014 

Date of Reconsideration Decision 21/10/2014 

Date of Appeal Request 18/11/2004 

Decision Maker’s Name and Address where documents for the Decision  

Maker may be sent or delivered 

Appeal Writer 

Personal Independence  

Payment (1) 

 

Name and addresses of any other respondents and their representatives N/A 

Name and address of Appointee N/A 

Section 2: Facts of the case 

Illnesses and disabilities 

Mrs XXX has: 

• Multiple sclerosis 

  

Date of 

event 

Schedule of events Date of  

document 

Pages 

15/08/201 

4 

Valid claim received by phone N/A N/A 



 

27/08/201 

4 

PIP 2 "How your disability affects you" claim form 01/09/2014 2 - 30 

15/09/201 

4 

Face-to-face consultation report received 17/09/2014 31 - 55 

22/09/201 

4 

New Claim decision notification issued, including reasons for the decision 22/09/2014 56 -  

65 

13/10/201 

4 

Decision Maker explanation made by phone N/A N/A 

15/10/201 

4 

Mandatory Reconsideration Request received N/A N/A 

21/10/201 

4 

Mandatory Reconsideration decision notification issued, including reasons for 

the decision 

21/10/2014 66 -  

68 

18/11/201 

4 

HMCTS Request for Appeal Response (DL6) including the appeal request 

(SSCS1) and any supporting docs 

17/11/2014 1 

  

Facts Date 

Decision Maker explanation by phone: Mrs XXX confirms that she does not have any more information but 

she believes that she must be entitled to enhanced rate of mobility component so that she can get a car to 

help her get round. 

13/10/2 

014 

Section 3: The decision under appeal 

Date of decision under appeal 22/09/2014. 

Mrs Jones scores 12 points for Daily Living and 8 points for Mobility so is entitled to the enhanced rate of the Daily 

Living component and the standard rate of the Mobility component of Personal Independence Payment. 

Section 4: Areas not in dispute 

1. Non-scoring descriptors which aren't disputed 

The Decision Maker decided Mrs Jones has the functional ability to carry out the following daily living and mobility 

activities safely, to an acceptable standard, repeatedly and in a reasonable time period: 



 

 • Managing therapy or monitoring a health condition 

• Communicating verbally 

• Reading and understanding signs, symbols and words 

• Engaging with other people face to face 

• Making budgeting decisions 

• Planning and following journeys 

Conclusion 

The evidence confirms this and these activities aren't disputed. 



 

2. Scoring descriptors which aren't disputed 

The Decision Maker decided Mrs Jones has the following difficulties: 

Preparing food 

Mrs Jones cannot cook a simple meal using a conventional cooker but is able to do so using a microwave. 

Taking nutrition 

Mrs Jones needs:(i) to use an aid or appliance to be able to take nutrition; or(ii)supervision to be able to take 

nutrition; or(iii)assistance to be able to cut up food. 

Washing and bathing 

Mrs Jones needs assistance to be able to wash their body between the shoulders and waist. 

Managing toilet needs or incontinence 

Mrs Jones needs to use an aid or appliance to be able to manage toilet needs or incontinence. 

Dressing and undressing 

Mrs Jones needs to use an aid or appliance to be able to dress or undress. Conclusion 

The evidence confirms this and these activities aren't disputed. 

Section 5: Claimant’s reasons for appeal 



 

1. Mobility scoring descriptor which is disputed 

In her appeal Mrs Jones disputed the following Mobility scoring descriptor: 

Moving around 

In keeping with the nature and history of Mrs Jones conditions, findings and observations on assessment and level 

of prescribed treatment, it's reasonable to state Mrs Jones can stand and then move using an aid or appliance more 

than 20 metres but no more than 50 metres. 

This activity considers a claimant's physical ability to move around without severe discomfort, such as 

breathlessness, pain or fatigue. This includes the ability to stand and then move up to 20 metres, up to 50 metres, 

up to 200 metres and over 200 metres. When assessing whether the activity can be carried out reliably, 

consideration is given to the manner in which the activity is completed. This includes but is not limited to, the 

claimant's gait, their speed, the risk of falls and symptoms or side effects that could affect their ability to complete 

the activity, such as pain, breathlessness and fatigue. However, for this activity, this only refers to the physical act of 

moving. For example, danger awareness is considered as part of activity 11. 

2 

. 

No additional medical evidence was submitted for consideration at appeal stage; therefore there are no additional 

clinical findings and medical opinion to contradict or cast doubt on the findings already accepted in the decision 

under appeal. 

Conclusion 

I oppose this appeal and ask the Tribunal to dismiss the appeal and confirm the Secretary of State's decision. 

  

Appendix 19 – Q & A about appeal isn’t duly made 

  

Appendix 19 

Q1. If an appeal has been accepted as lodged by HMCTS, but the grounds for appeal are not clear should the appeal 

be returned to HMCTS? 

A1. The action of sending the Appeal to DWP means HMCTS have accepted the appeal is valid. So in most 

circumstances the appeal should be considered and processed as normal. 

It’s important to recognise that what constitutes ‘grounds for appeal’ are not set out or prescribed in law. In some 

cases the reasons may not be specific and clear. The grounds provided may not refer to a specific PIP assessment 

descriptor for example. 



 
Where the grounds do not appear to be clear to you, then do (a) check what grounds were raised in the Mandatory 

Reconsideration request to establish if they could be the same and have been addressed, or, where this does not 

help,(b) contact the claimant or their representative to help you clarify what their grounds are, so you can fully 

address this. 

See: ADM Chapter A5-Appeals PIP and UC. 

PIP Portfolio are working with Policy and Strategy to better understand the scale and nature of cases where the 

appeal grounds do not appear to be clear. 

Where you have received an appeal without any grounds, and the grounds cannot be established from looking at the 

MR documentation and/or contacting the claimant then you should contact HMCTS to ask them to clarify the appeal 

grounds. This should be exceptional. 

Q2. Can an AT39 be used to return an appeal request to HMCTS if the appeal hasn’t been ‘duly made’ because there 

are no grounds, or it isn’t signed? 

A2. No. See above. The only reason an Appeal would be returned to HMCTS is if there hasn’t been a mandatory 

reconsideration and HMCTS have not issued a waiver allowing the appeal without an MRN – this should be 

exceptional. However before you return the appeal you should contact HMCTS to clarify the situation. It may be a 

case where the appeal is treated as an application for MR. 

Q3. Are we correct in not registering appeals and leaving it for HMCTS to resubmit the appeal when the correct 

action is taken? 

A3. See Q1.No, this isn’t correct. All Appeals received from HMCTS should be registered. If an appeal has been sent to 

us from HMCTS the assumption is the Appeal has been accepted by them. The time limit for providing the response to 

HMCTS is 28 calendar days from the date of receipt of the appeal notification in the Mail Opening Unit; this is a legal 

requirement. 

Note: Don’t register the appeal where the claimant hasn’t had a mandatory reconsideration and HMCTS have 

incorrectly sent the appeal request to DWP as being duly made. 

Q4. If HMCTS send a waiver notice, does that cover ‘no grounds’ and signature as well as lateness? 

A4. No. The clerk is only waiving the requirement for the reasons for lateness to be provided. DWP may still object to 

the appeal’s lateness; however it would be rare for a CM to object to a late appeal after it has been accepted by the 

tribunal. It isn’t for us to check for grounds or signature. If HMCTS has accepted the appeal then we do too. 

Q5. Are automated reminders built into PIPCS to check progress with HMCTS or should manual tasks be set to 

chase up HMCTS? 



 
A5. There are no automated reminders in PIPCS. Once the response has been sent there is no need for further contact 

to check progress with HMCTS. Tribunals work to their own timelines; they’ll inform us when a decision has been 

made. 

Q6. Some areas aren’t creating an appeal record because of a lack of guidance. Instead they’re waiting for HMCTS 

to re lodge the appeal, or they’re developed their own ways for dealing with these cases. 

A6. The guidance is clear all appeals should be logged. A core principle of guidance is; we do not provide instructions 

for actions you should not take. 

  

Appendix 20 – No Mandatory Reconsideration Completed 

  

Appendix 20 

OFFICE NAME   

OFFICE ADDRESS   

Appellant’s details 

Name:   

Address:   

NI No:   

Benefit: Personal Independence  

Payment 

Date decision notified:   

An appeal was received by HMCTS for the above appellant on….insert date.. 

Before a claimant has a right to appeal, they must have a mandatory reconsideration of their decision by the 

Department for Work and Pensions. 

The appellant has not had a mandatory reconsideration of their decision by the Department for Work and 

Pensions. 

Their appeal request will be treated as a request for a mandatory reconsideration. I respectfully request the tribunal 

strike out the claimant’s attempt to appeal as being outside its jurisdiction. 

The specific legislation that makes the right of appeal dependent on a prior MR is: 



 
Regulation 7 of the Universal Credit, Personal Independence Payment, Jobseeker's Allowance and Employment and 

Support Allowance (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013. 

The Law for PIP can be found at: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2013/9780111532072/contents 

and www.dwp.gov.uk/publications/specialist-guides/law-volumes/ 

  

Appendix 21 – How to complete the AT38 

Appendix 21 

An AT38 will automatically be produced via the ART. You will have some content completed for you but will need 

to complete certain sections yourself. 

National Insurance Number 

This will have been pulled through from the ART. 

Appeal Reference Number 

This will have been pulled through from the ART. 

Case Code 

You must select the relevant case code from the drop-down list. These codes and the Instructions for use are listed in 

Appendix 5 PIP Appeal Codes. The codes are made up of three numbers followed by two letters. The numbers show 

whether it is a new claim appeal, which is 002, or a reassessment appeal, which is 003. The letters denote the type of 

case. For example 002LC is a new claim appeal where activities of daily living are at issue. 

Large Print and Welsh 

You will need to complete the box to produce the AT38 in large print or Welsh. 

Does the appellant or a member of their household have an Unacceptable Customer Behaviour (UCB) marking? 

This will default to "No". You should change this to "Yes", if appropriate. If you select "Yes", you will need to provide 

supporting evidence including any related documentation. 

Has the Appeals Officer identified Potential Harmful Medical Evidence? 

This will default to "No". You should change this to "Yes", if appropriate. If you select "Yes", you will need to identify 

which documents contain the PHME. 

Appeals Officer details 



 
This will have been pulled through from the ART. 

Does the Appeals Officer request an Oral hearing even if the appellant chooses a paper? 

This will default to "No". You should only change this to "Yes", if you need a Presenting Officer (PO) to attend a 

complex appeal hearing. If you don’t ask for an oral hearing the Tribunal has the option to decide the case on the 

papers alone despite the fact you indicated the case is complex. 

An oral hearing will be required if one (or more) of the following applies: 

1. the decision under appeal is an overpayment where benefit has been reduced on supersession or an ‘anytime’ 

revision 

2. the appeal deals with new or contentious case law 

3. a PO is required to attend because: 

i. the Secretary of State applied for permission to appeal to the UT, the decision was set aside and the appeal is now 

being re-heard by a new Tribunal 

ii. DWP have been directed by the Tribunal to provide a PO 

iii. it is a criminally investigated fraud case4. the appeal raises complex issues Presenting Officer details (if 

applicable) This will normally be left blank. 

Is this appeal linked to other cases currently under appeal? 

This will default to "No". You should change this to "Yes", if appropriate, and add their Appeal Reference Numbers. 

You may need to complete 2 AT38s, if so, just copy and modify the one produced by the ART. 

Does the Appeals Officer believe this appeal to be complex? 

A case is classified as complex by the length of time the hearing is likely to take. A case is determined to be complex if 

it’s likely to take longer than the usual time slot HMCTS allow for each particular benefit. For PIP the usual time slot is 

45 minutes. If, for example, you’re dealing with an appeal on a criminally investigated fraud case, you need to 

consider: 

1. how long it will take to watch any video evidence at the hearing 

2. whether the case involves entitlement and overpayment issues 

3. These will help you decide whether the hearing is likely to take longer than the usual time slot. 



 
This will default to "No". If you decide a case is likely to take longer than one slot, you must change this to "Yes" and 

record the reasons why. These reasons need to be specific to enable HMCTS to determine the length of time to 

allocate for the hearing. Entries such as ‘FES-DCT (Fraud and Error Service Disability and Carers Team) involvement’ 

will not be understood by HMCTS staff. 

Does the Appeals Office have any further information to assist the tribunal? 

This will default to "No". You should change this to "Yes", if appropriate, and add any related details. This could 

include for example, information on appellants considered to be Vulnerable, requests for expedited hearings, 

witnesses attending on behalf of DWP etc. This is not an exhaustive list and Appeals Officer is encouraged to share 

information to assist the Tribunal. 

The following types of cases require the ‘further information box’ to be completed in order to give HMCTS and the PO 

(where appropriate) additional information regarding the appeal: 

1. If benefit is revoked/reduced on a supersession annotate as follows ‘Supersession – benefit revoked/reduced 

from……….. ‘(date of decision or an earlier date) 

2. In capitals NO REPRESENTATIVE IDENTIFIED (where applicable) – this will have been pulled through from the ART. 

3. In all cases where a fraud prosecution has been made, or is to be made, request the appeal is heard as soon as 

possible. Give the name and telephone number of the investigating officer(s) so they can be told the date and time 

of the hearing. Mention if the overpayment decision has or has not been issued/appealed 

4. If an appeal is received from a claimant who has already been prosecuted by DWP, or if the  

Department has applied either a formal caution or Administrative Penalty (Ad Pen), this must be made clear on AT38. 

The Tribunal must be asked to take into account Commissioners decision R(S) 2/80 

5. Human Rights Act (HRA) - note ‘HRA issue’ 

6. Where the claimant lives in Wales and their language of choice is Welsh, an entry to this effect must be made on 

AT38. This is so HMCTS complies with The Welsh Language Act 1993 which gives people living in Wales the right to 

use Welsh in their dealings with the public sector 

7. Where an appeal response is more than 300 pages in length. 

8. Where the case was received in CCD but will not be returned digitally via Core Case Data Evidence Share" Add a 

note "Exception".  

  

  



 

Appendix 22 - Secretary of State's (SoS) Supplementary submission  

Secretary of State's Supplementary Submission 

Appendix 22 - SoS Supplementary submission.pdf   

Office Address                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                                    

Section 1: Personal details 

 Name:                              

Address: 

  

  

NI No:   

Tribunal Reference No:   

Benefit:   

Date of decision:   

Date decision notified:   

Date of reconsideration:  

Date appeal received:                                                                                                                                      

  

Further evidence has been provided in respect of Claimant’s appeal as detailed in the schedule below. 

Document No. Date of Document Brief description of document 

      

      

Document No. Date of Document Brief description of document 

                                                                                                             

Access to statute and case law for appellants 

Copies of the law referred to in this response are available at some libraries. 



 
It can be accessed on-line via the DWP's website at 

http://www.dwp.gov.uk/publications/specialist-guides/law-volumes/the-law... 

  

Reported decisions of the Social Security Commissioners from 1991 can be 

accessed on-line via the DWP's website at 

http://www.dwp.gov.uk/commdecs/index.asp   

  

Appendix 23 - PIP ART How to Guide 

  Appendix 23 - How to use the new ART.pdf   

Subpages 

• Section 1  

• Section 2  

• Section 3  

• Section 4 – other points of dispute  

Section 1  

Enter Tribunal Reference Number  

You should first enter the Appeal Tribunal Reference in the appropriate format. This will either be a 16 digit Core Case 

Data (CCD) reference, or an “SC” number which is a fixed format of “SC XXX/XX/XXXXX”.  

If using the SC number, the letters MUST be entered, but there is no need to add the forward slashes[/].  

Extract Name & Address  

First, you should copy the claimant’s data from PIPCS. To do this:  

1. go to the Person Home Page  

2. click your mouse in the white space below the Home tab on the screen  

3. highlight all the data on the screen by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "A"  

4. copy all the data on the screen by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "C"  

5. paste this into the ART by pressing the button "Extract Name & Address"  



 
Enter Dates  

Now enter dates for:  

1. "Date of claim" [This is always the current claim date. On Award Review cases it’s the date of claim for the award 

which was reviewed. For other cases, it’s the date of claim for the outcome decision currently under dispute.]  

2. "Decision Effective Date"  

3. "Date of Outcome Decision" (i.e. the date the decision was submitted and approved on PIPCS. On reassessment 

cases, this date must tally with the date the system has used to calculate the run-on period.) – once you’ve entered 

the "Outcome Decision",  
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this will populate the "Decision Under Appeal" field and have the letter "O" to show which decision is under appeal. 

You can change this, if necessary.  

4. "Date of Reconsideration Decision" – once you’ve entered the "Reconsideration Decision", you can make this the 

Decision Under Appeal simply by clicking on the word "Reconsideration". You can then change this back to the 

Outcome Decision by clicking on the word "Outcome". If you want neither of these dates, you can overtype the 

date.  

5. "Date of Appeal Request": This is the date on the top line of the first paragraph of the DL6. For example, "A Notice 

of Appeal has been received on 09/07/2014."  

Award Review Effective Date  

For appeals against an award review, you should provide some additional information:  

• to explain what the appeal is  

• why the effective date has been used  

• the grounds used to supersede or revise the previous decision  

• why the grounds were valid  

Then reference the evidence in the bundle related to both the decisions made and the supporting evidence related to 

the grounds.  

For example:  



 
"Mr X was under a duty to notify the change but couldn't reasonably have been expected to know it should have been 

notified. Although he didn't notify the change as soon as practicable, the supersession is effective from the date the 

decision was made. The decision of 10/01/2014 was therefore superseded from 18/05/2016.  

You can use the paragraphs available in the "Place in Section" screen, using "Section 3 – Decisions" under the 

"Effective date" category as a starting point.  

Extract DLA Decision  

For a reassessment case, you will then need to copy DLA Decision information. To do this:  

1. go to the Application Page, Evidence, Other Benefits  

2. click on Other Benefits Information  

3. click your mouse in the white space on the screen below the Evidence tab  

4. highlight all the data on the screen by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "A"  

5. copy all the data on the screen by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "C"  
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6. paste this into the ART by pressing the button "Extract DLA Decision"  

Add DLA information manually  

If the reassessment indicator has been removed from PIPCS, you won’t be able to add the DLA decision information. 

You can add the details manually in the Word output when you have finished the ART inputting. Or, you can:  

1. open a new text file [click on "Start", select "Notepad"]  

2. copy and paste the claimant’s details in the text file  

3. go to the point in the text file where it says "Special indicator" and after this type "reassessment"  

4. copy this information by  

a. clicking your mouse anywhere in the text file,  

b. highlighting all the data by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "A" and  

c. copying all the data by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "C" 5. paste this into the ART by 

pressing the button "Extract DLA Decision"  



 
6. close the text file  

Extract Decision Under Appeal  

You should then copy data from PIPCS for the decision under appeal.  

If the reconsideration changed the award or the points, you will be extracting the details of the reconsideration 

decision.  

If the reconsideration did not change the award or the points, you will be extracting the first tier decision. To do this:  

1. go to Decision Assist, Determinations, Questionnaire for the appropriate decision until you can see the full set of 

answers including disability, evidence and descriptor information  

2. click your mouse in the white space on the screen below the Questionnaire tab  

3. highlight all the data on the screen by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "A"  

4. copy all the data on the screen by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "C"  

5. paste this into the ART by pressing the button "Extract Decision Under Appeal"  
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You will then see a Decision Dates pop-up, to confirm the date(s) of the decision. This will automatically use the 

effective date. If the award is for a limited period, enter the end date. Otherwise, press "Enter".  

Bypass Activities Data  

For appeals about lay issues such as failed to attend, select the option "Bypass Activities Data". For non-Master 

Class cases, this can still be used for vague appeals.  

This should no longer be used for cases following the Master Class approach because all appeal responses where the 

claimant hasn’t specified any activities in their appeal need to reference all the descriptors.  

Once you’ve completed this page, select the "Next" option.  

Section 1 (2)  

Rep or Appointee Details  

If there’s a representative or appointee, you should copy this information from PIPCS.  



 
1. go to the Person Home Page, Background for appointees or Person Home Page, Background or Notes or Contacts 

for representatives  

2. click your mouse in the white space on the screen below the tab  

3. highlight all the data on the screen by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "A"  

4. copy all the data on the screen by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "C"  

5. paste this by pressing the button "C" in the top right hand corner of the screen  

6. for representatives, the type "Contact" will be selected automatically, for others, you will need to enter a type  

Once you’ve completed this page, select the "Next" option.  

  

Section 2 

Schedule of Events  

Next you need to enter details of the documents in the bundle and any relevant phone calls.  

Numbering  

You need to number the bundle so that the top document is the HMCTS Request For Appeal Response (DL6) followed 

by the appeal request (SSCS1) and any supporting Page 7 of 17 Appendix 23 - How to use the new ART – updated 
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documents received with the appeal. All other supporting letters/evidence should take their place in the bundle in 

date-of-receipt order, starting with the earliest date.  

The appeal response shouldn’t be numbered or listed in the schedule.  

Enter events  

The first event highlighted for you in the ART is the mandatory "HMCTS Request For Appeal Response (DL6) including 

the appeal request (SSCS1) and any supporting docs".  

You need to enter the "Date of Document" (the date in the top right of the DL6, no matter how many documents are 

included in this event), "Date of Event" and "Page Number(s)", then click "Add".  

You can add other events from the drop-down list or type into the blank box below the drop-down list. You then 

enter:  



 
1. "Date of Event" – the date the document was scanned by the MOU, issued from PIPCS or, for phone calls, the date 

the call was made  

2. "Date of Document" – e.g. the date next to the HP signature [enter N/A, if the event is a phone call]. Where there 

are multiple dates [e.g. previous DLA evidence] you should enter "Various". Where the document does not have a 

date, enter "undated".  

3. "Page Number(s)" – to match those on the copy documents [N/A, if the event is a phone call]  

The events already copied from PIPCS will be automatically pulled into the table of events. You need to click on each 

event, which will highlight it in blue, and then select "Edit" to add the missing details. Click "Update" when complete.  

Previous awards  

You should include the evidence on which the previous award was made in the appeal response where an earlier 

decision is superseded if:  

• the outcome decision reduced or disallowed benefit  

• the appellant referred to it in their MR request and/or appeal application, or  

• there’s reason to think they are likely to refer to it at their appeal hearing i.e. the dispute is about the change in 

award or any information referred to in the previous award and earlier assessment  

These documents should be entered as a single entry, e.g. "Previous decision notification and supporting evidence" 
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If the appeal is entirely unconnected with the earlier award, there’s no need to include the previous papers  

Where previous papers are included, you should always include something in the appeal response at Section 4 to 

explain why it’s been included and why in the Department’s view it carries no weight as it has been superseded/ 

revised. This avoids Tribunals making a decision without the Departmental view.  

The following refer:  

Code of Appeal Procedures (e.g., para 185)  

ADM (Advice for Decision Making) Chapter A5: Appeals - PIP and UC only (para A5286)  

PIP User Guide Chapter 10 - Appeals 

When finished, click "Next". Illnesses 

and Disabilities  



 
The following "Treatment" paragraph below will be included in the Illnesses and Disabilities section:  

"A full history and details of current medical treatment can be found at [Page Numbers]. This includes medication 

levels and levels of specialist input."  

You will need to add the relevant page numbers; this will be placed after the listed disabilities.  

Information about the claimant’s disabilities should be pre-populated with the information copied from the PIPCS 

Determination for the decision under appeal. You may need to add to this or edit it. For example:  

1. if the questionnaire includes text or jargon a claimant/Tribunal may not understand, such as "FME", you should 

change this to something clearer, such as "further medical evidence";  

2. if the questionnaire has not recorded all of the claimant’s diagnosed conditions, you should add them.  

You can add another disability by:  

• typing into the box below the "A - Z" field and selecting "Add",  

• picking the first letter of the disability in the "A – Z" list, making your choice from the drop-down and selecting 

"Add", or  
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• picking the first letter of the disability in the "A – Z" list, typing into the box below the "A - Z" field and selecting the 

correct predictive output  

Remember: The ART has an auto-format function so you need to take the tick out of the "auto-format" box if you are 

using an abbreviation e.g. IBS or ME.  

Facts  

The "Facts" section is for important information where no document is held in the bundle giving the details:  

• Phone calls - e.g. where there is an account on PIPCS of the claimant providing relevant evidence in a phone call.  

• HP advice where a supporting PA5 or PA6 report hasn’t been provided  

• Other Benefit Details – e.g. to inform the Tribunal the appellant is receiving Carers Allowance, ESA or UC, if the 

relevant information on entitlement is available. You will then need to remember to address this point in Section 

4, after the points raised by the claimant. You don’t need to enter a date. If you include a screen-print, don’t enter 

the details in "Facts" as well.  

• Assessment – e.g. if there are relevant details held as to why a home visit was provided  



 
• Previous award – this can be used to give details of previous claims or award reviews. Similarly, this information can 

be included at section 3.  

Remember: The details (but not the content) of all relevant phone calls should also have been recorded in the 

"Schedule of Events" to reflect the case history.  

Add an account of a call  

To add an account of a call you:  

1. select the appropriate category from the top drop-down  

2. select the appropriate heading in the second dropdown or type into the blank third field alongside the Date of 

event box  

3. highlight the account of the call in PIPCS and copy the data on the screen by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your 

keyboard and pressing "C"  

4. paste the details of the call into the box by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing  

"V"  

5. enter a date and select "Add"  

You should complete any necessary editing in this screen but may need to format the content of this table in the MS 
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When finished, click "Next".  

Decision Under Appeal  

The details for the Decision Under Appeal will have been created from the descriptor information pulled from PIPCS 

on the front page of the ART. This shouldn’t need to be amended.  

Extract Previous Decision  

If the Decision Under Appeal is a review of a previous award, you must add the details of the previous outcome 

decision. To do this:  

1. go to Decision Assist, Determinations, Questionnaire for the previous decision until you can see the full set of 

answers including disability, evidence and descriptor information  

2. click your mouse in the white space on the screen below the Questionnaire tab  

3. highlight all the data on the screen by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "A"  



 
4. copy all the data on the screen by holding down the "Ctrl" key on your keyboard and pressing "C" 5. paste this into 

the ART by pressing the button "Extract Previous Decision"  

You will then see a Decision Dates pop-up to select a "from" and "to" date. You can pick the "date of claim", "effective 

date" or "other date" for the "from" date; if you select "other date", you will then need to type this in the "From" 

field. If the award is for a limited period, enter the end date otherwise, press "Enter".  

If necessary, you can add further previous decisions.  

If the decision under appeal is a Reconsideration that has changed the award, there is no need to copy the details for 

the first tier decision, because this has been revised (replaced) by the Reconsideration decision.  

Reconsideration changed the points but not the award  

Where the Reconsideration has changed the points but not the award, you will need to pull through the first tier 

decision as a previous decision.  

You can then change the order of the decisions in the output by selecting the "Decision(s) printout order", selecting 

the decision you want to move and choosing "Move Up" or "Move Down".  

You will then need to edit the layout in the Word output document. See example at Annex 1. Page 11 of 17 
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If the claimant has disputed specific activities in their appeal, you need to select the relevant check box. This will then 

organise these activities into those which are disputed or not disputed. For cases following the Master Class approach 

you should also:  

1. address any points previously raised and not fully covered by the new claim or MR decisions.  

2. cover activities not specified in the appeal  

Where there is a difference between what was claimed and what has been awarded and the issue is fully covered by a 

previous decision, you can just reference the reasons for that decision in the relevant notification.  

When finished, select "Next".  

Paragraphs  

Section 3 

  



 
For cases with other relevant decision aspects e.g. payability, you can add these by selecting "Section 3 - Decisions". 

You then need to select a "Main Category" and pick a paragraph from the available options. Once you've selected a 

paragraph, if there are variable options, such as "[From Date]", select "Add" and you will be given a new screen to 

enter details for the variable options. Once you've entered the necessary details, choose the "Close" option and then 

personalise the paragraph, as necessary, in the "Paragraph Preview" box by typing/ deleting.  

Award Review Effective Date Reasons  

For appeals against an award review, you should provide some additional information to explain what the appeal is 

and why the effective date has been used. There is a range of paragraph options to select from covering each 

scenario. For example:  

"Mr Smith asked for the decision made on 15/10/2014 to be looked at again. Medical evidence was received from a 

healthcare professional on 27/112015. The Decision Maker considered all the available evidence and decided Mr 

Smith is not entitled to either component at any rate. The previous decision was superseded from 04/12/2015. Page 

12 of 17 Appendix 23 - How to use the new ART – updated 29.3.17  

<b>Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 reg 26 and Section 10(5) of the Social Security Act 

1998</b>"  

Once you're happy with the content, select "Add".  

Section 4 – Areas not in dispute  

If the claimant has disputed specific activities, you don’t normally need to add anything to Section 4.  

However, if you need to add something to "Section 4 - areas not in dispute", pick this option. Then either:  

1. pick a "Main Category" option and select one of the available paragraphs and enter the necessary variable details, 

then choose the "Close" option and personalise the paragraph, as necessary; or  

2. type in the "Paragraph Preview" box.  

Any other benefits mentioned in Facts would need to be addressed here.  

Once you're happy with the content, select "Add".  

The "Master Class" paragraphs are also available in this section to replace or add to the structure paragraphs which 

come out of the ART automatically. This is a temporary position until the ART can be updated.  

Section 4 – specific descriptors  

For any 'Areas in dispute' selected, these activities will then appear in the "Place in Section" list. You should always 

cover these first, in order, before adding any other necessary arguments against points of dispute unrelated to 

specific activities.  



 
Address a disputed activity  

1. For each disputed area, you need to pick the activity from the "Place in Section" list. For example, if "Dressing 

and undressing" is disputed, this will be in the list and should be selected.  

2. Once you’ve selected the category, you would then summarise the claimant’s point(s) of dispute against this 

activity. You can do this by selecting the "Main Category" option "Claimant statement" and picking an appropriate 

option. You would then amend the wording in the Paragraph Preview box. When you have finished, select "Add".  

3. Next you would form your response. To do this you would pick the "Main Category" option e.g. "Activity 6 - 

Dressing and undressing" for options such as "Can manage unaided" and "Could use aids" or one of the other "Main 

Category" options such as "Claimant statement for options such as "Evidence shows enough functional ability" or 

"Claimant's health not considered".  

Page 13 of 17 Appendix 23 - How to use the new ART – updated 29.3.17   

4. Once you've selected a paragraph, if there are variable options, such as "([Select page/pages] [Page No])", 

select "Add" and enter details for the variable options. You would then choose the "Close" option once you've 

entered the necessary details and then personalise the paragraph, as necessary, in the "Paragraph Preview" box by 

typing/ deleting.  

5. If there are no variable options, go directly to "Paragraph Preview" and personalise the paragraph, as 

necessary, for example to make reference to specific evidence within the bundle that supports the response.  

Section 4 – other points of dispute 

  

You can also add further responses by selecting "Section 4 - other points of dispute". For "Section 4 - other points of 

dispute", you need to select a "Main Category" and pick a paragraph from the available options. You can then amend 

it in the "Paragraph Preview" box to make it specific to the case. Once you're happy with the content, select "Add".  

Any other benefits mentioned in Facts would need to be addressed here.  

Personalising the Appeal Response  

It is essential to ensure the response is appropriately personalised to the appellant. Tribunals have been heavily 

critical of "template" responses which don’t clearly relate to the appellant. This should be a brief modification of 

standard paragraphs, as necessary to link to the specific objective evidence around treatment, test results, 

medication, symptoms and functional loss.  

The appeal response should reference the most relevant specifics within the musculoskeletal and mental state 

examinations and informal observations; with relevant evidence from other supporting documents, such as GP or HP 



 
opinion. This demonstrates to a tribunal how the detailed response addresses the appellant’s dispute grounds, 

disputed activities and other potential disputed areas.  

Single response for multiple activities  

You may wish to use a single argument to address more than one point of dispute e.g. if the claimant says they can’t 

use aids due to poor grip, you may want to say:  

"[Title] [Surname] could reasonably be expected to use an aid or appliance to prepare a simple, cooked one-course 

meal for one from fresh ingredients, take nutrition, manage therapy or monitor a health condition and wash and 

bathe safely, reliably, repeatedly and in a timely manner." Page 14 of 17 Appendix  

23 - How to use the new ART – updated 29.3.17  

There’s no need to repeat this for each activity to which it applies as you can edit the output to group together the 

headings for the relevant activities above the single response.  

Recommend a change of points  

There may be appeals where you decide the appellant should get more points but it can’t be lapsed. This can be 

covered at section 4.  

When finished, select "Next".  

Additional Forms  

The ART will now produce an AT38 as standard and can produce a PIP.2010.  

To produce a PIP.2010, tick the box; if necessary, you can then select "Large Print" or "Welsh" to produce this in the 

required format.  

You would normally produce a PIP.2010 unless you’ve identified Potential Harmful Medical Evidence [PHME].  

You must always enter the correct Case Code for the AT38 and answer the associated questions.  

The boxes default to "No". If you answer "Yes" to the UCB or PHME question, or if you include any witness details 

(fraud), bear in mind that you must not upload the AT38 onto PIPCS  

You’ll need to check what the local arrangements are with your support team regarding PHME cases Finalise the ART  

Once you've finished select the "OK" button.  

This will create the output for printing.  

The MS Word response document  



 
If you wish to change anything, you can get back into the ART by selecting the "Add-ins" option on the toolbar 

[furthest left next to View] and then selecting "Edit Response". This is the best way of editing the output as it retains 

your changes when you go back into the ART. However, if you’ve already made amendments to the MS Word output, 

selecting this option will lose your changes; a warning message is produced to tell you this. Page 15 of 17 Appendix 23 

- How to use the new ART – updated 29.3.17 You can also type directly into the MS Word output.  

Whilst in MS Word, you can add another row to any of the tables by placing your curser to the right of the row [just 

outside the table] where you want to add a new row and pressing the "enter" key.  

Amending the conclusion  

In certain circumstances, you may wish to amend the conclusion. This could be where you recommend a change of 

award or the appeal isn’t about the points score.  

Recommend a change of award  

Where a new points score would cross a threshold but the claimant did not want their appeal to lapse, you will need 

to replace the conclusion in the Word doc with:  

"I called the claimant to explain their [daily living/mobility] rate could be increased to [standard/enhanced] but this 

would lapse their appeal.  

The claimant wanted their appeal to continue.  

I ask the Tribunal to confirm the Secretary of State's decision on [daily living/mobility] but support increasing the 

[daily living/mobility] to the [standard/enhanced] rate."  

Negative determination or overpayment appeal  

Where the appeal is about a negative determination or overpayment, there’s no need to cover the descriptors so this 

part of the conclusion should be deleted from the MS Word output. The remaining text would then read:  

"I oppose this appeal and ask the Tribunal to dismiss the appeal and confirm the Secretary of State's decision.  

The Law for PIP can be found at: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2013/9780111532072/contents and 

www.dwp.gov.uk/publications/specialist-guides/law-volumes/"  

Printing  

The Word doc is made up of 3 parts. The first is the response. The second is the AT38, which must start on an odd 

numbered page. If needs be, the ART will add a blank page after the response.  



 
If you have edited the Word doc, you must check that the AT38 still starts on an odd numbered page within the 

document. Page 16 of 17 Appendix 23 - How to use the new ART – updated 29.3.17  

If it does not, you will either have to remove any blank page at the end of the response or create a new blank page at 

the end of the response. To do the latter, click on the end of the response and press Ctrl + Return.  

To print the document select the "Add-ins" option on the toolbar [furthest left next to View] and then select "Print 

Response".  

You don't need to save the response as the next time you open the ART, it will still have your previous response 

details held. To begin a new response choose the "New" button [bottom left]. Page 17 of 17 Appendix 23 - How to use 

the new ART – updated 29.3.17  

Annex 1  

Before editing the ART output will be:  

Section 3: The decision under appeal  

Date of decision under appeal 01/01/2014.  

Miss Holmes scores 11 points for Daily Living and 6 points for Mobility so is entitled to the standard rate of the Daily 

Living component but not the Mobility component at any rate of Personal Independence Payment.  

Previous Decision(s)  

Miss Holmes scores 9 points for Daily Living and 4 points for Mobility so is entitled to the standard rate of the Daily 

Living component but not the Mobility component at any rate of Personal Independence Payment.  

After editing the ART output will be:  

Section 3: The decision under appeal  

Date of decision under appeal 01/01/2014.  

Miss Holmes scores 9 points for Daily Living and 4 points for Mobility so is entitled to the standard rate of the Daily 

Living component but not the Mobility component at any rate of Personal Independence Payment.  

On reconsideration, the Decision Maker looked again at the decision and decided:  

Miss Holmes scores 11 points for Daily Living and 6 points for Mobility so is entitled to the standard rate of the Daily 

Living component but not the Mobility component at any rate of Personal Independence Payment.  

Appendix 24 - Validity Late Letter 



 

OFFICE NAME 

OFFICE ADDRESS 

Personal details 

Name:   

Address:   

NI No:   

Benefit:   

Date decision notified:   

insert name is appealing against a decision that was notified to him/her on insert date. He/She was asked for the 

reasons for lateness on …insert date.. A reply has not been received in the prescribed time limit of 14 days, and this 

time limit has not been extended. The appeal is referred to a First Tier Tribunal to decide the validity of the appeal 

OR 

An appeal has been received on insert date against a decision issued to insert name on insert date. The appeal has 

been received outside the one month time limit for appealing. A letter was issued to insert name on ..insert date… 

asking for their reason for lateness but no reply has been received within the prescribed time limit of 14 days, and this 

time limit has not been extended. Consequently I am referring the appeal to a First Tier Tribunal to consider whether 

the appeal should be admitted 

OR (over 13 months) 

An appeal has been received on insert date against a decision issued to insert name on insert date. The appeal has 

been received more than 12 months after the one month time limit for appealing.  

Consequently, I submit that the appeal should not be admitted and I am referring the appeal to a First Tier Tribunal to 

consider whether the appeal should be admitted. 

  

  

Appendix 25 - QUEST Instructions V2 

Appendix 25 - Quest Instructions V2.doc   



 

Appendix 26 - Requests for specific types of information to HMCTD 

  

HMCTS have provided a list for DWP, showing where requests for specific types of information should be directed to: 

    

REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION FROM DWP TO HMCTS 

Type of Request Where it should go to 

Any issues arising from the new 

enotifications workbook. 

List of notifications included in the 

workbook: 

New Appeals 

Time Limiting 

Adjournments and Postponements 

Set Aside 

Superseded Appeals 

Urgent Hearings 

Hearing Notification 

Change of Venue 

New Representative 

Further Evidence 

The e-notifications workbook is currently 

being tested with the following DWP and 

HMRC offices: 

Balham Benefit Centre 

CMG/CSA 

Should be reported through the process embedded in the e-

notifications workbook. 



 
 

Coatbridge 

Inverness 

Milton Keynes Benefit Centre 

Wick Job Centre 

DWP PIP (1) – (9) 

CBO Washington 

T.C.O Preston - PO Tax Office 

T.C.O Preston Appeals Team 

T.C.O Preston Compliance 

 

Duplicate Decision requests/Outcomes  

(All DWP offices) 

High level escalation process in place - after 

the DWP team leader is satisfied that all 

searches for the original  

DN have been exhausted; the team leader 

should send the duplicate DN/Outcome 

request to XXX using the appropriate 

template via the duplicate request inbox. 

Duplicate request inbox  

 

Update on status of appeal when DWP have 

not heard from us for some time and have 

not received a hearing date. Request should 

be sent to the duplicate request inbox using 

the appropriate template. 

Duplicate request inbox  

 



 

Postponement requests 

Query re. directions 

Query re. Statement of Reasons 

Query re. further evidence not received 

(incomplete submission) 

Regional Centre Office inbox (see table below) 

Query re. DN Corrections 

Query re. Statement of Reasons  

Requests 

Query re. Applications for permission for 

leave to appeal to Upper Tribunal 

Query re. editing 

 

Notification of PV or Vulnerable  

Customers 

To Regional Centre Escalation Contact – see list of Regional  

Centre Management Escalation contacts below (Delivery  

Managers) 

Anything that falls outside of this list should 

be referred to the relevant customer contact 

centre 

See details for Glasgow and Loughborough contact centres listed below. 

  

Contact Centre  CENTRE INBOX/ CONTACT  

E.MAIL ADDRESS  

ESCALATION CONTACT (name, e.mail address and 

telephone no.) 

Glasgow Contact  

Centre 

 

  



 

Loughborough  

Contact Centre 

 

currently no inbox available  

 

Escalation 

HMCTS offices have provided a list of points of contact (names and phone numbers) to allow issues to be escalated. In 

the first instance an e-mail should be sent to the office contact email address. 

E mails can be divided into: 

• General non case specific enquiries. SSCS Centres will answer these within 48 hours (on working days). If you 

do not receive a satisfactory response from the HMCTS generic inbox within this time, the issue should be 

escalated to the named escalation contact.  

• Non bulk enquiry - relating to up to 5 cases. SSCS Centres will answer these within 48 hours (on working 

days). If you do not receive a satisfactory response from the HMCTS generic inbox within this time, the issue 

should be escalated to the named escalation contact.  

• Bulk enquiries- relating to more than 5 cases -SSCS Centres will answer these within seven working days. If 

you do not receive a satisfactory response from the HMCTS generic inbox within this time, the issue should be 

escalated to the named escalation contact.  

Regional Centre Inboxes and escalation contacts: 

REGIONAL  

CENTRE  

REGIONAL CENTRE INBOX/  

CONTACT E.MAIL ADDRESS  

MANAGEMENT ESCALATION CONTACTS  

(name of Delivery Manager, e.mail address and 

telephone no.) 



 

Sutton 

HM Courts and  

Tribunals Service 

Copthall House 

9 The Pavement 

Grove Road 

Sutton 

Surrey 

SM1 1DA 

  

Epsom 

HM Courts and  

Tribunals Service 

Epsom Point 

84-90 East Street 

Epsom 

Surrey 

KT17 1HF 

  

 

Leeds 

HM Courts and  

Tribunals Service 

York House 

York Place 

Leeds 

West Yorkshire 

LS1 2ED 

  



 

Cardiff 

HM Courts and  

Tribunals Service 

Eastgate House 

Newport Road 

Heol Casnewydd 

Cardiff 

Caerdydd 

CF24 0YP 

  

ASC Birmingham 

HM Courts and  

Tribunals Service 

Administrative  

Support Centre  

(ASC) 

P O Box 14620 

Birmingham 

B16 6FR 

  

Liverpool 

HM Courts and  

Tribunals Service 

36 Dale Street 

Liverpool 

Merseyside 

L2 5UZ 

  



 

Newcastle 

HM Courts and  

Tribunals Service 

Manor View  

House 

Kings Manor 

Newcastle Upon  

Tyne 

NE1 6PA 

  

Glasgow 

HM Courts and  

Tribunals Service 

Wellington House 

134-136  

Wellington Street 

Glasgow 

G2 2XL 

  

Direct Lodgement Centre Inboxes and escalation contacts: 

Direct  

Lodgement  

Centre  

CENTRE INBOX/ CONTACT E.MAIL  

ADDRESS  

ESCALATION CONTACT (name, e.mail address 

and telephone no.) 

Glasgow DLC   



 

Bradford DLC   

 

   

 

Appendix 27 - HMCTS Outcome Decision flowchart 

Appendix 27 - HMCTS Outcome Decision flowchart.docx  

HMCTS Outcome Decision - Accessible version.doc     

Appendix 28 - Appeals Outcomes PIPCS actions (screenshots) 

Appendix 28 - Appeals Outcome PIPCS actions (screen shots ).docx  

Appendix 29 - The Upper Tribunal handout 

Appendix 29 - The Upper Tribunal handout.docx  

Appendix 30 - Appeals documents received from HM Courts and Tribunal Service 

  

Some documents that are received from HM Courts and Tribunal Service (HMCTS) are scanned into DRS and indexed 

according to their type rather than as generic HMCTS documents. PIPCS will then automatically generate a task that 

will route to the relevant user role and skill set. 

Appeals document User role Skill set 

Statement of Reasons Complex Case Decision Maker CO Rule Appeals 

Direction Notice Letter Complex Case Decision Maker CO Rule Appeals 

Adjournment Notice Complex Case Decision Maker CO Rule Appeals 

Hearing Date Letter Admin Support CO Rule Appeals 

DL6 (Register Appeal) Admin Support CO Rule Appeals 



 

Appeal Withdrawn Admin Support CO Rule Appeals 

Appeal to the Upper Tribunal  

(Commission) 

Complex Case Decision Maker CO Rule Appeals 

Appeal outcome received Complex Case Decision Maker CO Rule Appeals 

GL24 received Admin Support CO Rule Appeals 

Late response to appeal Complex Case Decision Maker CO Rule Appeals 

SSCS1 received Admin Support CO Rule Appeals 

  

08 Standardised Work Instructions (SWI)  

Below is a list of the SWI’s related to the appeals instructions: 

Appeal Writing 

Lapsed Appeals 

Registration 

Supplementary Response 

PIP Case File Production Service 

Appeal Outcome 

Appeal Outcome Decisions 

Non Reassessment Appeal Outcome Decision  

Appeal Writing 

Standardised Work Sheet – Appeal Writing 

1 open ‘Available Tasks’ to identify list of tasks, pull into inbox and open 1st available ensure this oldest case is a 

priority 

2 input NINO in search box and select search button 

3 select name line in search results page to open home page 



 

4 check for other tasks and action accordingly 

5 check CIS (Searchlight) printout for CA/ESA interest or overlapping benefit then check other benefit tab to ensure 

information recorded correctly. Include in the facts of the case and add the CIS(Searchlight) printout in the bundle 

at the back of the case, if available 

critical process point 10 – duplicate payments of DLA/PIP 

6 establish grounds for dispute. Consider if appeal has no reasonable prospect of success cases, for  

 

 example, backdating before date of claim 

7 read through all evidence check including any new evidence and decide if: 

A – you need to send further evidence to Assessment Provider (if close to 28 days from from complete TL1* 

required record in late response field and record comments TL1* to HMCTS (office details), full name of user, site 

and date). Follow local DRS procedures. 

B – you can lapse Appeal (follow Lapsed Appeals process) 

C – you can write Appeal 

*28 days is granted from date of request 

Note: Contact claimant if any gaps in evidence required clarification. Record any telephone conversations in 

communications in the 'you asked  - they said' format in line with Compliance  

Note 39 

8 check for a New Claim/Advanced Claim/Planned Award Review/Unplanned Award Review 

9 check all supporting documents are attached, are the same and checking that they are the most current. Check for 

other open PIP appeals including any supplementary reports from Assessment  

Reports. Check for harmful information 

10 sort through paperwork, extracting duplicates, unnecessary copies and identify any omissions. Put documents in 

order in line with instructions 

11 check communication records, notes, Decision Assist and closed tasks for any relevant information. 

12 check whether Mandatory Reconsideration has changed any aspect (for example, descriptors or duration of award 

changed) 



 

13 complete ART according to 'How to Guide' 

14 where applicable, follow instructions relating to UCB and Potentially Harmful cases. Consider if complex case and 

if PO should be present and case should be marked (refer to the PO SWI) 

15 use Case File Production Service  unless there is Harmful Information, a UCB indicator or an  

Alternative Format is required 

16 send the MOU copy by email for direct upload onto PIPCS (following uploading instructions) 

Note: There are certain circumstances that the AT38 must not be uploaded, refer to instructions if required 

17 Complete a PIPCS communication record, noting the Reprographics job reference number (the  

PIPCS Appeal Task ID). In the Notes insert ‘Appeal response written uploaded to PIPCS and Case  

 File Production Service job submitted by ‘your full name, area and date’. Reprographics job reference ‘PIPCS 

Appeal Task reference number’ - See: Dealing with potentially Harmful Information in this chapter If PO is 

required tick box for PO to attend and update Notes for reason why 

18 Update PIPCS Response Issued in the dispute tab within the appeal record. Close all appropriate tasks updating 

comments before tasks are closed. The date the Appeal response is issued must be the date the response was 

uploaded to Case File Production Service 

19 update PIP18/Stats 

20 end of process 

Lapsed Appeals 

Standardised Work Sheet – Lapsed Appeals for a Benefit Decision 

1 continued from Case Manager (CM) SWI step 8 

2 check any special indicators and follow appropriate actions 

• if fraud indicator contact Case Review Team to discuss next steps in all cases. Don’t contact the claimant 

until instructed to do so by fraud team  

• if no fraud indicator proceed as normal  

3A if revision would be giving the claimant everything that they have asked for go to step 4 



 

3B • if revision doesn’t give the claimant everything they have asked for contact claimant by telephone to 

discuss the proposed changes to decision. Advise health warning and ask if they wish to accept new 

decision or continue with Appeal  

• if they wish to accept new decision continue to step 3 if not revert to SWI CM at step 9 to complete 

Response  

• if the claimant can’t be contacted revert to SWI CM step 9 to complete Response  

Note: All telephone calls to be recorded in communications in the “You asked they said” format,  

Compliance Note 39 

3C if previous decision is a disallowance, make payment enquiries, check bank details are current and any 

overlapping benefits 

3D if increasing award open CIS(Searchlight) for overlapping benefits and if any Debt Management interest, follow 

Debt Management instructions 

Critical Process Point 10 – Overlapping Benefits (duplicate payments of DLA/PIP) 

4 complete reason for decision, completing DMR tool and following guidelines: 

 Critical Process Points 

2 – Ensuring qualifying period (QP)/prospective test (PT) is checked 

3 – Date of claim 

7 – Additional Support Needs 

8 – Alternative formats 

5 update and close appeal record as lapsed 

6 follow PIP user guide for input 

7 complete LT203C and send by email to HMCTS. Email workflow to upload document onto DRS 

8 create a communication record advising LT203C had gone to HMCTS 

9 pull and action all associated tasks and comments and close tasks 

10 create self-manual to do task to complete and issue clerical notification following day 



 

11 complete PIP.18 

12 complete Quest following guidelines. 

13 following day open task created at step 10 – select PIP case/financial tab/transactions take payment details 

14 obtain and take note of current benefit rates and calculate 4 weeks payments (for clerical notification) 

15 check for appointee/representative 

16 complete PIP.2009 

17 issue to claimant/appointee/representative and email a copy to workflow for upload onto DRS 

18 open communication record create communication entry detailing action and notification issued 

19 close all tasks ensuring comments are included 

20 update PIP.018 for clerical notification 

Registration 

Standardised Work Sheet – Registration 

1 open ‘Available Tasks’ to identify list of tasks, (filter by oldest deadline date/2015) pull into inbox 

2 check history and comments for any notes that may need to be actioned. Select 'back' on home button 

3 input NINO in search box and select search button. Select name line in search results page to open home page: 

• if an award, select benefit delivery line  

• if a disallowance, select PIP Application line to return to appeal, select  'New' and enter start date   

4 select Dispute and Recon button. Check recon present and closed. Select Appeal to make sure not already been 

logged. (If appeal already closed check that appeal received has a different HMCTS reference number. If any doubt 

refer to a CM 

5 select of claimant’s name and contact to find attachment list to establish the MOU date 



 

6 check appeal is duly made (return to HMCTS only if there isn’t a Mandatory Reconsideration or waiver certificate) 

7 select Interest Award History for DLA interest and note on template. Check CIS (Searchlight) and  

PIPCS information the same. If recent interest follow instructions and check OPSTRAT instructions.  

Check for overlapping benefits. If DLA Award, follow handout in use 

Critical Process Point 10 – Overlapping Benefits (Duplicate payments of PIP/DLA) 

Note: If DLA is in payment, obtain instructions of next steps Reassessments 

8 insert HMCTS reference number, select search (spyglass symbol), bring up recons if nothing displays select Recons 

not found. Identify appeal date/start date (in line with instructions) and input in  

Dispute Tab relevant fields select and save 

9 close all associated post tasks for claimant, refresh in My Tasks to make case disappear 

Supplementary Response 

 Standardised Work Sheet – Supplementary Response 

1 CM accesses ‘My Tasks’ to identify list of tasks – open task 

2 • input NINO to search box  

• click search symbol, Customer Homepage, Task Tab  

• select tasks and check outstanding tasks and duplicate tasks  

• pull all associated tasks  

3 CM opens task and reviews 

 

 confirm status of claim, access history and comments, attachments and communications 

• if HMCTS Direction Notice deal with appropriately  

• if HMCTS acknowledgement of documents we have previously  sent to them close task (NFA needed) and 

go to step 8  

4 look at further evidence to see if it makes a difference 

(if Appeal case has Tribunal hearing pending forward information to HMCTS on a supplementary response and 

email to DRS to upload) 

5 choose one of the following steps 5A, 5B, 5C or 5D as appropriate 



 

5A FME makes no difference 

• if FME has come from HMCTS – go to step 6  

• if FME has come directly from claimant/representative send a supplementary submission with copy of 

evidence to HMCTS. Upload to DRS following local procedures and go to step 6  

5B FME might make a difference – seek advice from SAM or AP 

If advice received from SAM or AP indicates 

• FME makes no difference – go to step 5A  

• FME changes descriptor but not the decision – go to step 5C  

• FME changes decision – go to step 5D  

5C FME changes descriptors but not the decision 

Issue a supplementary submission to HMCTS upload onto DRS following local procedures – go to step 6 

5D FME changes decision 

Change descriptors as per CM empowerment 

Follow normal lapsing procedures including updating Quest – go to step 6 

6 select Disputes tab and update with action and reason for action taken (copy action) 

check if PO requested to attend issue copy of Supplementary Response 

7 select task: 

• select comments  

• paste actions and reasons  

 • close task  

8 action and close outstanding tasks as appropriate 

Note: Copy and paste any telephone records or any documentation issued onto communications record 

9 close all tabs 

PIP Case File Production Service 



 
For Standardised Work Instruction details – See: PIP Case File Production Service. 

Appeal Outcome 

Standardised Work Sheet – Appeal Outcome Decisions – CM 

1 check Appeal record to identify if a Presenting Officer (PO) was present and if a Statement of Reason (SOR) was 

requested or not: 

• if a PO was present and SOR requested defer task for 21 days  

• if PO present no SOR required proceed to step 2  

2 check outcome decision received from HMCTS is correct in relation to date and possible errors in law 

• if correct forward outcome decision task to appropriate clerical queue – name of site – 

BC_Command1_manual  

For example ScotlandBC_Command1_manual-then go to step 6 

• if incorrect then to step 3  

3 if there has been an error in law with the HMCTS decision request a SOR from HMCTS (follow guidance for SOR and 

if required Permission to apply to Upper Tribunal ensuring  

customer/representative notifications are issued and the Appeal event task remains open deter task as required) 

4 if HMCTS document has incorrect dates return decision notice to HMCTS for correction with explanatory 

Supplementary Response: 

• update Appeal Record and defer task for 21 days  

5 check if any further evidence submitted on day of tribunal – action and close tasks as appropriate update task 

comments box with action taken 

6 if HMCTS decision is correct CM will update disputes tab notes section with any instructions regarding dates or 

payments for CW and identify a review date for CW to input 

 then update task refer to 'disputes tab notes' then forward task to Workqueue Queue name of site 

BC_Command1_manual 

Note: When SOR is received back and not being challenged further forward deferred task to CW queue and close 

newer task for SOR being received 



 

7 Update Quest when required and update disputes tab notes 

8 End of process 

Appeal Outcome Decisions 

Standardised Work Sheet – Appeal Outcome Decision – Reassessment 

1 check Appeal record to identify if a Presenting Officer (PO) was present and if a Statement of Reason (SOR) was 

requested or not: 

• if a PO was present and a SOR requested defer task for 21 days go to step 5  

• if PO present no SOR requested, go to step 2  

2 CM checks outcome decision received from HMCTS is correct in relation to dates and possible errors in law 

If correct: 

• non-complex decision tasks (for example maintained decisions, change of descriptor  but no change of 

award, award or increase) go to step 6  

• complex cases (for example where award is split or reduced) go to step 7  

• if decision may not be correct, go to step 3  

3 check if any further evidence submitted on day of tribunal – action and close tasks as appropriate update task 

comments box with action taken 

4 if there has been an error in law with the HMCTS decision, request a SOR from HMCTS 

if HMCTS document incorrect dates, return decision notice to HMCTS for correction with explanatory 

Supplementary Response 

update Appeal record and defer task for 21 days 

5 when SOR/correction is received: 

• if decision correct, go to step 6 (non-complex) or step 7 (complex)  

• if decision isn’t correct, seek further correction (as step 4) or follow guidance for Permission to apply to 

Upper Tribunal ensuring customer/representative notifications are issued and the  

Appeal event task remains open defer task as required  



 

6 update task comments with any instructions regarding dates or payments for CW to input then forward task to the 

appropriate CW queue, go to step 9 

Note: When SOR is received back and not being challenged further forward deferred task to CW queue and close 

newer task for SOR being received 

7 input the decision, issue notification and close all associated tasks 

8 complete QUEST as appropriate 

9 end of process 

Non Reassessment Appeal Outcome Decision 

  Clerical 

1 clerical/admin team will manage the RBC Eadon inbox 

open email there will be a PDF outcome 

2 open email and upload PDF document onto DRS 

3 check decision notice create a High Priority manual task either Appeal Allowed or Appeal Refused with hearing 

date included in the heading: 

• if Appeal allowed forward manual task to Queue Site BC_Command2_manual  

• if Appeal refused forward manual task to Queue Site BC_Command1_manual  

4 end of process for sites that use Workflow staff to manage Eadon Mailboxes 

• CW continues to next steps  

Caseworkers 

Teams will work directly from RBC Site Workqueues – Site BC_Command1_manual 

1 open task read history and comments of the task taking appropriate action 



 

2 input NINO into search box 

select search symbol and Customer Homepage: 

• also check for duplicate tasks, if none continue  

• if duplicates – if assigned to another person contact and agree who will continue and action task 

accordingly  

3 check any special instructions and follow appropriate actions: 

• if fraud indicator contact Case Review  

 

 Team to discuss next steps in all cases  

• don’t contact claimant until instructed to do so by fraud team  

• if no fraud indicator proceed as normal  

4 open disputes tab and check notes section for any information from CM 

5 select claimant name on summary page: 

• select contact tab then select attachments. (To check correct appeal maybe multiple appeals)  

6 select latest date appeal outcome to find decision notice and print copy 

7 if appeal allowed and payment will come into effect, check CIS (Searchlight) award history for any overlapping 

benefits, including DLA (Critical compliance) 

if there are, follow instructions. Check CIS (Searchlight) and PIPCS address information are the same 

8 check CIS (Searchlight) for Live Debt Management interest 

9 check for representative/appointee – take note for awareness in case notification to be issued 



 

10 if appeal allowed and payment will come into effect – contact claimant by telephone to confirm bank details, 

check payability for example hospital, prison, care stays and so on 

if unable to contact claimant – check CIS (Searchlight) for other benefits and obtain bank details, ensure payment 

is live and payment has been issued in current or previous month 

if none and unable to contact claimant by phone, issue notification consider SMS text or issue notification 

PIP.3033 

11 create communication record for all contact attempts 

Note: All telephone calls to be recorded in communications in the 'you asked - they said' format in line with 

Compliance Note 39 

12 follow appropriate outcome decision route in line with the Input Guide 

13 if no change to decision go to step 31 

14 if change to award, the following day prepare and issue a notification to claimant 

15 following day open PIPCS input NINO in search box select PIP benefit line 

16 check last payment arrears and next payments to ensure populated (if not case may have been selected for 

management check or decision not input correctly take corrective action refer to Input  

 

 Guide if required 

17 Record screen details onto Decision Notice – amount/date/day for outcome (assists in letter preparation) 

18 Check financial tab – payments take note of cover period use CPS calculator to check payment refer to input for 

more details 

Note: Effective date will be either date of claim, date of planned Review or unplanned review 

19 Open inside centre – open toolbox – select PIP – select clerical template and enable content 

20 select 7031 from drop down 

21 if no rep return to PIPCS and control A and control C return to clerical template and select C to transfer details 

over if rep manually copy and paste details to required sections, select next 



 

22 select appropriate drop downs and sections – input period dates refer to dispute tab notes for review dates 

23 continue to complete required fields click next at end of each page 

24 input points from decision notice 

25 notification will display, edit as required. Input name at end of the notification 

26 print copy and send email to upload onto DRS 

27 return to PIPCS – contact – communications update with 'PIP.7031 issued to claimant uploaded onto PIPCS input 

full name and full telephone number' 

28 retrieve prints from printer 

29 put notification in envelope and place in post bucket 

Note: If enhanced issued insert INS216 – How to apply for free disabled tax leaflet 

30 destroy remaining paperwork, for example, HMCTS decision notice 

31 select Person Homepage, select task tabs then close task, check other tasks for case and repeat: 

• close tasks if required  

• select cases and outcomes tab, select refresh  

• Close refresh tabs  

Note: Update comments box with actions taken in all tasks 

32 update Quest with HMCTS decision if not already updated by CM, refer to dispute tab notes 

33 end of process 
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PIP Case File Production Service 

Summary 



 
1. From 27 January 2020, PIP Appeal Responses created using Bundle Builder will be sent to Xerox electronically 

through Case File Production Services. Xerox will print and post copies to HMCTS, the Appellant and 

Representative, as required. This will now be the platform for PIP Appeals. 

Process Steps 

2. The following instructions detail the steps to take to interact with Xerox through the Case File Production Service. 

Note: There will be no further DWP handling of the bundle once it is submitted to Xerox. You must check the accuracy 

and quality of the bundle before submitting it to Case File Production Service. 

Accessing Case File Production Service 

3. A user needs to register on Case File Production Services using their DWP email address and take the following 

action:   

Step Action 

1 enter your personal details 

2 select your DRT site from the drop down list and create a password (you will receive an email from  

Xerox confirming your registration) 

3 select the link in the email to activate your account 

4 once registered, sign in using your DWP email address and password 

4. You can create a shortcut to access the Case File Production Service on your desktop in the usual way using the 

hyperlink  

Case Manager checks Appeal Response, Bundle and cover letters  

5. Once you have created the bundle and Appeal Response, you must complete a final check for completeness. To 

ensure the correct documents are uploaded and attached, each file should be renamed as follows: 

• Appeal Response ‘insert customer name’  

• Appeal Bundle ‘insert customer name’  

You must ensure all documents relate to the relevant Appellant and case. All relevant documents must be included in 

the correct order, numbered correctly and noted in sequence. This will be the final check of all documents before 

posting to HMCTS, the Appellant and/or Representative. You are accountable for ensuring no breaches of General 

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) occur. 



 
6. Once you have created the bundle in Bundle Builder, you must complete a final check. You must ensure all 

documents relate to the relevant Appellant and case. All relevant documents must be included in the correct 

order, numbered correctly and noted in sequence. This will be the final check of all documents before posting to 

HMCTS, the Appellant and/or Representative. The Case Manager is accountable for ensuring no breaches of 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) occur. 

Check whether case is Unacceptable Customer Behaviour (UCB), contains  

Harmful Information or requires Alternative Format  

7. If the case is UCB, it must not be issued through Case File Production Service. The AT38 must not be saved in DRS 

and no information regarding UCB should be included in any other documents – See:  

Unacceptable Customer Behaviour for more information. 

8. If the case contains potentially harmful information, you must follow business as usual procedures and do not 

submit the case to Case File Production Service. For further information – See: Harmful Information for more 

information. 

9. If either the appellant or representative requires information to be in an alternative format, other than large font, 

send the request to the Alternative Format SPOC – See: Alternative Format for more information. Do not submit 

through Case File Production Service. 

User logs into Case File Production Service, enters case details and uploads files 

10. Log in to Case File Production Service using your DWP email (excluding. gsi) and password set at registration. 

11. Select Case File Production. 

12. Step Action 

Step Action 

1 enter PIPCS Appeal Task ID as the DWP reference number (the PIPCS Task ID will enable tracking of the case) 

2 upload Appeal Response and Appeal Bundle from your desktop  

3 if a ‘UCB’ is ‘Yes’, you will not be able to proceed on Case File Production Service 

4 if ‘Harmful Information’ is ‘Yes’, you will not be able to proceed on Case File Production Service 

5 if ‘Alternative Format’ is ‘Yes’, you will not be able to proceed on Case File Production Service. Do not select 

'Yes' if the alternative format is large font as large font can be loaded on the portal 



 

Case Manager uploads cover letters and recipient addresses  

13. Any response requests received from HMCTS through the Submit Your Appeal (SYA) mailbox must be returned to 

HMCTS through the SYA mailbox. 

Any response requests received from HMCTS through CCD must be returned to HMCTS through CCD. 

Appellant and representative responses must be submitted through the Case File Production Service.  

14. Select the level of service. This will normally be 72 hours. 

Step 

Ste 

p 

Action 

1. Select “Yes” on the drop down box, for the recipient (s) you want to send a copy to. 

2. Input recipients name and address in the appropriate fields.This information can be copied and pasted.  

Note-For courts copy select the relevant location and the court information will be pre-populated. 

3. Upload the cover letter or AT38, by selecting “choose file” selecting the relevant file. 

Click “open”  

The file name will be populated with the name of the file you have uploaded. 

  

Final check and submission 

15. Before submitting, a final check must be made of: 

• correct Appeal Response and Appeal Bundle is attached  

• correct addresses  

• correct cover letter is attached to each address  

• page counts are correct for both the response and bundle  

• all documents are fully GDPR compliant  

• by ticking the checkbox, the Case Manager agrees that all the relevant checks have been completed and they 

agree the documents can be produced and distributed.  

Order submitted and confirmation received 



 
16. Once the order has been submitted, the following ‘on screen’ notification will appear: 

Thank you for your order. Your reprographics request has been accepted. 

17. Jobs can be tracked in Case File Production Service using the PIPCS Appeal Task ID in the Search function or in 

Order History. 

Update PIPCS 

18. On receipt of the on screen confirmation message, update PIPCS Response Issued in the dispute tab within the 

appeal record. The date of Appeal response will be the date of submission through the Case File Production 

Service. Complete a PIPCS communication record, noting the Reprographics job reference number (the PIPCS 

Appeal Task ID) 

Job completion confirmed 

19. Once the job is completed by Xerox and the response(s) have been posted out, a confirmation email will be 

received in the site shared mailbox – See: Appendix 1. In line with the current retention policy, delete all data over 

4 weeks – See: Retention Specific Information instructions. 

DRS Business Continuity Plan 
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DRT SITE COST  

EMAIL ADDRESS CENTRE 

Belle Vale  

Birkenhead  

Blackpool  

(SEO1) 
 



 

Blackpool  

(SEO2) 
 

Clydebank  

Glasgow  

Springburn  

Newcastle  

Wales  

(SEO1) 
 

Wales  

(SEO3) 
 

Wales  

(SEO3)  

Washington 

 

09 New claim outstanding  

New Claim Outstanding 

1. Award now made as a result of dispute outcome, where entitlement continues beyond the start date of later 

application. Warning Message: ‘Consider withdrawal of later application’ displayed. 

2. If there is 6 months or less between the date of  later claim and end of award treat as ‘advance claim’ - See: 

Advance Claims. 

3. If there is more than 6 months between date of subsequent claim and end of award, the subsequent application 

cannot be treated as an advance claim. Therefore, you must decide whether this duplicate claim needs to be 

treated as a supersession request (CofC award review), or as a duplicate claim.  



 
4. If there is any indication that the later application was made because there had been a change, for example, 

change in needs, change to SRTI status, treat as a CofC award review. 

5. Register the CofC award review (unplanned intervention) in Evidence Summary Case for original (awarded) claim. 

6. Withdraw later application on PIPCS. Add note stating duplicate claim treated as supersession request. 

7. The Case Manager (CM) must: 

Step Action  

1 access the ‘Application Case’ homepage in PIPCS 

2 select the PIP application to be withdrawn from the list of submitted PIP applications 

select the claimant or PAB details from the ‘requested by’ field on the ‘Withdraw application’  

3 page 

4 enter the ‘withdrawal date’ – this will be the date of the phone call select the ‘withdrawal method’ from 

the drop down list: 

5 • by paper  

• by phone  

• in person  

Select the withdrawal reason: 

6 

• claimed in error  

• change in circumstances  

do not wish to proceed  

• death of Claimant  

• none of the above  

The CM should select ‘change in circumstances’ 

7 add comments in the ‘comments field’ to say this is a duplicate claim and the date it was made 8

 select ‘save’ 

9 select ‘approve’ 

  

No indication new claim was made because there had been a change  



 
8. Phone the claimant to ask if they made the new claim because there had been a change in their condition, or a 

change in their daily living or mobility needs. 

9. If yes, treat as CofC award review. 

10. Register CofC award review (Unplanned intervention) in BDC for original (awarded) claim - See: Change of 

Circumstance Reviews. 

11. Withdraw subsequent application on PIPCS. Add note stating duplicate claim treated as supersession request. 

12. The CM must: 

Step Action  

1 access the ‘Application Case’ homepage 

2 select the PIP application to be withdrawn from the list of submitted PIP applications 

select the claimant or PAB details from the ‘requested by’ field on the ‘Withdraw application’  

3 page 

4 enter the ‘withdrawal date’ – this will be the date of the phone call select the ‘withdrawal method’ from 

the drop down list: 

5 • by paper  

• by phone  

• in person  

6 select the withdrawal reason: 

• claimed in error  

change in circumstances  

• do not wish to proceed  

• death of Claimant  

• none of the above  

The CM should select ‘change in circumstances’ 

7 add comments in the ‘comments field’ to say this is a duplicate claim and the date it was made 

8 select ‘save’ 

9 select ‘approve’ 

See: Change of Circumstance Reviews 



 
13. If no, ask the claimant have they made the claim in error, and do they wish to withdraw the duplicate claim. 

14. If claimant wishes to withdraw duplicate claim, withdraw claim and issue PIP.1002. 

15. If claimant does not wish to withdraw duplicate claim, a duplicate claim decision will be required.  

16. Withdraw subsequent application on PIPCS – add note stating duplicate claim. 

17. The CM must: 

Step Action  

1 access the ‘Application Case’ homepage 

2 select the PIP application to be withdrawn from the list of submitted PIP applications 

select the claimant or PAB details from the ‘requested by’ field on the ‘Withdraw application’  

3 page 

4 enter the ‘withdrawal date’ – this will be the date of the phone call select the ‘withdrawal method’ from 

the drop down list: 

5 • by paper  

• by phone  

• in person  

6 select the withdrawal reason: 

• claimed in error  

• change in circumstances  

• do not wish to proceed  

• death of Claimant  

none of the above  

The CM should select ‘claimed in error’ 

7 add comments in the ‘comments field’ to say this is a duplicate claim and the date it was made 

8 select ‘save’ 

9 select ‘approve’ 

  

18.  Issue PIP.7014 duplicate claim notification.   
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01 PIP Change of Circumstance Reviews 

Introduction 

See: DMG 

See: ADM 

1. A Change of Circumstance (CofC) Review is appropriate where we, or the claimant wish to look at the existing award 

again. CofC Reviews describe the process where the end result, might be a change of benefit 

2. This can be instigated by the claimant their Personal Acting Body (PAB), Corporate Other Payee (COP), a 3rd party or 

the Secretary of State (SofS). The claimant, a 3rd party, PAB or COP will be able to contact the department by 

telephone or in writing. 

3. A SofS CofC Review is instigated, when a question arises about entitlement or payability, for example: 

 third party reported improvement  

 claimant reported improvement  

 overlapping benefit  

Note: A person starting work does not have to report this change. A report that someone is working is, not a reason to 

instigate a CofC Review. However, if someone reports they are now working, it is reasonable to ask whether their needs 

have changed. This information may then lead to a CofC Review. 

Note: Although Interventions have now been renamed to Award Reviews, computer systems will still refer to 

Interventions. 

Subpages 



 

• Change of Circumstances Received - Administrative Exercise (AE) deferred Open CofC review identified  

• Change of Circumstances Received – Planned Review Underway  

• Navigation to the Intervention screen  

• Creating a Change of Circumstance Review  

• Reconsideration for an Advance Claim  

• AR1 UI (formerly known as PIP2 (UI) not required for referral to AP  

• Review the evidence provided before requesting an assessment.  

• Change of circumstances reported whilst the case is with the AP  

• How to view scanned documents  

• AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) Required  

• Claimant requires additional support but this is not yet recorded in PIPCS  

• AR1 UI (Formally known as PIP2 UI) Received  

• AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) not returned  

• Case Manager actions following request for a duplicate AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)  

• Claimant doesn’t want to complete AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) - No AS identified  

• AR1 UI (Formally known as PIP2 UI) received late, non AS and case has been disallowed on negative 

determination grounds  

• Registering and concluding the Explanation and Reconsideration  

• Modify a Change of Circumstance Review Record  

• Withdrawal of Change of Circumstance Review application  

• Case returned from the AP where assessment could not be completed due to Failure to Attend (FTA) or Failure to 

Comply (FTC)  

• Inputting Decisions following receipt of AP Assessment Report (PA4), AP Paper Based Review Report (PA3), or 

Supplementary Report (PA5) or (PA6)  

• Split Rate Decisions – CofC Reviews  

• Payment Correction  

• How to submit for Approval  

• CM disagrees with the AP assessment  

• CM action recording the new determination in the Change of Circumstance Review screen  

• Change of Rates - Age 65 or over  

• Outstanding Appeals and Reconsiderations during the Change of Circumstances process  

• Special Rules Terminally Ill SRTI Provisions for Change of Circumstances Review  

• Late applications for revision  

• Fraud Indicator set  

• Hopeless Application - Application Not Admitted  

• Request received for a Voluntary Relinquishment of Benefit  

• Out of Payment Change of Circumstance Reviews  



 

• Recording a Decision Not To Supersede  

• When Referral for an Assessment is the likely outcome  

Change of Circumstances Received - Administrative Exercise (AE) deferred Open 

CofC review identified 

4. An Administrative Exercise (AE)  is the process for looking at cases to see if claimants are impacted by the Upper 

Tribunal (UT) decisions. See: Upper Tribunal and AE   

Note: All 1st tier staff working on AE will be positioned in AE OU (this is the Blackpool Alt Format OU, and will be used 

by AE staff only). 

5. If there’s an ongoing event registered the AE review can’t be completed.  The AE teams will move the case into the AE 

OU when appropriate. 

6. AE action will be deferred if an on-going CofC Review event is registered. This could happen in the following 

circumstances: 

• The claimant has requested an immediate AE review or  

• A CofC Review is registered after the case has been selected for AE review or  

• The case has been selected manually for AE review.  

7. Where the claimant has requested an immediate AE review an AE CW or CM will create a PIPCS manual 'To Do' task, 

task subject ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is completed’. You must defer this 

task until the CofC Review event is cleared. 

8. If a CofC Review event is registered after the case has been selected for AE review. there will be an open ‘Progress 

Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress Review LB/MH/RJ’ task. You must grab the task/s and defer them. 

9. Where a CofC Review event is registered and the case has been manually selected for AE review. The AE CW will 

create a PIPCS manual 'To Do' task, task subject ‘Case identified for AE Review when ongoing event is completed’. You 

must defer this task until the event is cleared. 

Note: There will not be any deferred ‘Progress Review’ tasks if the case is manually selected. 

10. You should make a decision on the CofC Review event and apply the correct descriptor scores from the 

appropriate effective date either: 

• date of application, plus QP if required, or  

• 4 week run on or  

• date of decision or  

• date of change.  



 

11. The AE teams will deal with any past periods from the relevant determination date to the appropriate effective 

date. 

Note: Only in certain circumstances would you use the relevant determination date, for example; where an official error 

was made on or prior to the relevant determination date. 

12. After the CofC Review event has been completed, you must close any manual ‘to do’ task with the subject: 

• ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is completed’ or  

• ‘Case identified for AE Review when ongoing event is completed’  

And create a new manual ‘to do’ task with subject ‘AE request, event now closed’ and assign the task to Blackpool Alt 

Format BC_Overflow CM work queue. 

Or Move the case into the AE OU and forward the ‘Progress Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress  

Review LB/MH/RJ’ task/s to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM work queue 

Note: Consideration should be given by the  AE OU  whether AE should be completed  within the potential dispute 

period. See: AE 

Change of Circumstances Received – Planned Review Underway 

8. The planned intervention is no longer required and should be closed, however if CofC is withdrawn, the planned 

intervention must be re-instated. If the CofC Review you are considering overlaps with a PIP award review then and 

your decision is to accept the change, the award should be extended for the period you feel is appropriate. 

9. A CofC Review takes priority over a PIP Award Review and if consideration is not given to extend the award in 

the CofC Review it could lead to the award expiring. 

Change of Circumstance Review Application Received 

10. On receipt of a phone call, white mail, CAMLite or Manual To Do task reporting a change of circumstances 

relating to the claimant’s condition or a request for the claimant’s level of entitlement to be reviewed, the Delivery 

Officer or Admin Support Role must: 

  

Step Action 

1 to the ‘Interventions’ tab on the Evidence Summary 

2 check that an open Unplanned Intervention hasn’t already been created for the case 



 

3 select Create New Intervention 

complete the relevant fields following guidance (Received Date, Type and Requested By are mandatory), 

selecting Unplanned from the Type drop down 

4 select ‘Save’ 

5 Close the task requesting the unplanned intervention (if there is no other action they need to complete on the 

task) 

11. Following the above actions a system task ‘Unplanned Intervention registration complete, further action 

required’ is generated and auto allocated to either: 

 a CM with a CofC Reviews skill or  

 the appropriate Complex Decision work queue  

depending on the office that owns the case. 

12. On receipt of the task, the CM must scrutinise the available evidence and check for the following initial 

information to consider the next step 

 Is there an award? If the claim has previously been disallowed, the request would be a reconsideration request or 

a new claim depending on the stage that the previous claim is at  

 Has the request been made by the appropriate person. If it has been made by a third party without the 

authority from the claimant/PAB it is not a valid request.  

 Reason for request  

 Has the health warning been given?  

 Has there been an event? For example, stroke – if so, what date did it happen to start  

 When did the needs change  

 Are there any payability issues, including dates, for example, hospitalisation, care home admission or discharge  

 Is there indication if additional support is appropriate  

Note: Should the Additional Support ‘Indicated’ status of the claimant change from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’ at any point following 

the new claim you must update both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ fields to 

‘Yes’. You must update the most recent medical details evidence. 

See: Claimant requires additional support but this is not yet recorded in PIPCS 

13. If the available information is incomplete a telephone call to the claimant/PAB may be necessary to obtain further 

information to establish whether an unplanned intervention is appropriate or not. 



 

The information received may not be appropriate for an unplanned intervention and as a result withdrawal of the 

unplanned intervention may apply. 

Once all the necessary information has been obtained the CM is able to decide 

 A relevant change has occurred  

 A decision or a referral to the AP can be made, without the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI), if not available  

14. If the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) is not available one may need to be issued at this point. Once the AR1 UI 

(Formerly known as PIP2 UI) is received, consider whether a referral to the AP is appropriate. 

Note: If the task has been created on a case that should be an AR for example, planned intervention rather than 

unplanned intervention - close the task. 

15. When a CofC Review application is received a new decision will normally be given. This is to give the claimant, PAB 

or COP a new outcome decision with dispute rights. A supersession of a decision only changes a previous decision 

from a date later than the original effective date. 

16. It is important that when superseding, increasing or extending awards, you clearly identify the grounds for the 

change for example, changes of circumstances, ignorance or mistake of a material fact or error of law, or new 

medical evidence from the Assessment Provider (AP) 

See: DMA Advice (Revision Supersession) 

17. If there is more than one change which affects the outcome then the grounds for each change must be identified. 

For example, benefit entitlement may be reduced due to a reduction in daily living/mobility needs following surgery 

but payment may also be affected due to that hospital admission. You should identify that there has been a CofC 

resulting in reduced daily living/mobility needs following surgery and also there has been a CofC affecting payment 

following admission to hospital. 

See: Payability Guidance 

18. There is a general principle whenever an award is looked at again we should make sure the whole award is correct. 

For example; a change in daily living needs only, we will also ensure the mobility component remains correct, and if 

the new assessment does not support the continual award of mobility the CM will supersede the existing award. 

19. The claimant, PAB or COP will contact the Department by phone or in writing which will generate one of two tasks 

 a manual task.  

 Unplanned Intervention Registered further action required  

20. A manual task will be created when white mail is received. The document is scanned by the Mail Opening Unit 

(MOU) and put on to the Document Repository System (DRS). The Workflow team will then create a manual task. 



 

21. An ‘Unplanned Intervention Request task further action required will be created when a claimant telephones the 

department. Either task will be forwarded to the CM to consider the information presented. 

22. The CM should then clear the unplanned intervention task where a AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) has already 

been issued. 

23. If a manual task is received the CM needs to create a CofC Review record and close the manual task down 

See: Workflow and Task Management.  

Navigation to the Intervention screen 

24. To access the Interventions screen you should 

  

Step Action 

1 from the Person homepage select the ‘Cases’ tab 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3 select ‘Interventions’ tab 

4 select ‘Create New Intervention’ on the right hand side 

5 the ‘Create Interventions’ screen then appears 

 

 Creating a Change of Circumstance Review 

25. To create a CofC Review record: 

Step Action 

1 note the received date (which cannot be a future date). This will default to today’s date but will be the date the 

request was first received 

2 note the type – this is mandatory and you should select ’Unplanned’ 



 

3 note requested by 

This is a drop down box and the values are: 

 claimant  

 SofS  

 PAB  

Third party You should select whoever requested the CofC Review 

Note: Where the request is made by a 3rd party the name and telephone number of the caller must be 

recorded in the comments box and the claimant must give verbal authority on the call for the 3rd party to 

continue as they aren't authorised to deal with the case. 

4 note whether a part 2 is required. This is a drop down box and the values are: 

 Yes (default value)  

 No  

Note: - An AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) is not required when withdrawn, not admitted, voluntary 

relinquishment selected or if sufficient information has already been received 

5 issue a PIP.1022/1021 acknowledgement to the claimant, appointee, PAB or COP, if required 

Conclusion 

Step Action 

1 This is a drop down menu and will default to blank. Values available when you complete the determination are: 

 Advanced Claim – Entitlement Decreased  

 Advanced Claim – Entitlement Increased  

 Advanced Claim – Entitlement Unchanged  



 

  Advanced Claim – Entitlement Varied  

 Advanced Claim – Negative determination  

 Advanced Claim – No Entitlement (Disallowed)  

 Decreased  

 Disallowed – Assessment  

 Disallowed – FTA  

 Disallowed – no AR1  

 Disallowed – other lay  

 Extended same rate  

 Increased  

 No change  

 Not Admitted  

 Voluntary Relinquishment  

 Withdrawn  

Note: - at this stage this field will be left blank 

2 if appropriate, note all relevant information from task 

3 select the ‘Save’ button 

4 create a communication record 

26. An open CofC Review record will show a watermark in the Context Panel of the relevant assessment.  

Once the record is closed, the watermark will be removed. 

27. If you do suspend benefit issue PIP.4006 to the claimant or PAB and create a communication record. 

28. The CofC Review will then have an ‘Open’ status unless a conclusion has been recorded and the status will then be 

‘Closed’. 

29. If you consider that a question has arisen about the claimant’s entitlement or if the level of existing award is in doubt 

you should consider if it is appropriate to suspend payment to avoid potential overpayments. 

Note: Before you consider suspension refer to the Suspension and Termination Guide. 

See: Suspension - component suspension 

Reconsideration for an Advance Claim 

30. Where an Advance Claim decision is made to disallow prior to the previous award expiring, this will be effective from 

the day after the previous award expires. 



 

31. The Change of Circumstances Award Review, which is triggered automatically from this is then used by the CM to 

supersede the previous award (using reg 26 or a change of circumstance) 

32. If the claimant then requests an MR without specifying which of the two decisions is disputed, then this MR would 

be treated as being against both decisions unless it is clear that the claimant intends otherwise. 

33. If you do suspend benefit issue PIP.4006 to the claimant or PAB and create a communication record. 

See: Communication record. 

AR1 UI (formerly known as PIP2 (UI) not required for referral to AP 

34. To improve the claimant journey by removing the handover and reducing claim handling time, we are introducing a 

temporary change of process for all PIP Enquiry Line Agents (including areas operating as Enhanced Service Centres) 

to register the intervention at point of call and issue the AR1 UI (formerly known as PIP2(UI). 

Note: As a CofC is connected to an on going claim, the 40 day timer is not set when PIPCS issues the AR1 UI (formerly 

known as PIP2 (UI). A reminder is triggered after 19 days however, this is not visible on the case. After 35 days as Task 

WS2-38 ‘AR1 not returned’ is triggered for the CW to follow up. 

• on every occassion please check the notes in the Person Page to ascertain whether a request to extend the 

return has been received  

• if entry is present please take appropriate action and defer the task accordingly  

35. For a CofC case where a caller advises that there may be a delay in returning the AR1 UI (formerly known as PIP2(UI), 

please make an entry in Person Page Notes confirming the reason for the delay. 

36. As a CM it’s your responsibility to review the information provided and make a robust legal decision, when you have 

sufficient evidence to do so. 

Review the evidence provided before requesting an assessment. 

37. To reduce claim handling times CM’s must review the evidence provided by the claimant before requesting an 

assessment to determine if a decision can be made without one. 

38. If further information or clarification is needed, the CM must consider the best source of evidence in order to: 

• call the claimant or representative to discuss and gather the information needed (to seek clarification and /or 

understand the information provided rather than requesting further medical evidence)  

• discuss with a SAM  

• request an assessment  

39. If after you have considered all of the above and decide a referral to the AP is necessary for you to make a robust 

decision, you must: 



 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Decision Assist’ 

2 select ‘Determination’ tab 

3 select ‘Request AP Advice’ from the action button on the most recent ‘completed’ determination 

4 select ‘’ Unplanned Intervention’ from the drop down menu from the ‘AP Advice Reasons’ box 

5 select ‘DM’ from the drop down menu from the requested ‘for’ box 

6 in the ‘Comment’ box - state the reason for the referral, for example, the claimant has indicated extensive 

needs, but hasn’t provided any supporting evidence. 

7 select ‘Save’ 

Note: Taking the above action a task will automatically be generated for the AP 

See: Workflow and Task Management 

See: Assessment Provider . 

Change of circumstances reported whilst the case is with the AP 

See: Change of Circumstances 

How to view scanned documents 

See: Workflow and Task Management 

40. If the AP report has been returned and is held in DRS there is no need to send a task to the AP. 

AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) Required 

41. PIPCS issues the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)) automatically where the “AR1 required” is set to “yes”, if the 

AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) has not been received after 19 days, PIPCS will issue a PIP.1025. This notification 

advises the claimant that a AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) has not been returned and that they need to return 

this form. 

42. If the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) has not been received within 40 calendar days, a ‘AR1 not received task’ 

will automatically be generated in PIPCS and automatically assigned to a CM with a CofC review skill set. 

See: Workflow and Task Management  



 

Claimant requires additional support but this is not yet recorded in  

PIPCS 

43. At new claim stage we inform claimants that “we understand that some people find it difficult to return forms 

because of a mental-health or behavioural condition, learning difficulty, developmental disorder or memory 

problems” and ask the claimant to confirm if they have a condition like this. 

44. This could mean any kind of learning difficulty or dementia. It could also mean anxiety or depression, obsessive 

compulsive disorder, psychosis, schizophrenia or personality disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 

(ADHD), autistic spectrum disorder or developmental delay. 

45. We may also tick the additional support marker if the claimant is too distressed/upset to identify that they may be 

vulnerable and need additional support. 

See: Vulnerable Claimants 

46. Where it is evident, from the information provided in the request to look at the case again, the claimant does require 

additional support (as outlined above) and this has not been noted on PIPCS you must modify the active evidence 

held. 

Note: Should the additional support ‘Indicated’ status of the claimant change from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’ at any point following 

the new claim you must update both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ fields to 

‘Yes’. You must update and apply the most recent medical details evidence. 

Navigation to the Medical Evidence Details screen 

47. To access and edit the Medical Evidence details screen: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Evidence summary’ from the NINO search results 

2 select the ‘Evidence’ tab 

3 click on the ‘Medical details’ hyperlink below supporting evidence 

4 expand the toggle alongside the ‘Medical details’ information 

5 select ‘Edit’ from the Action button - make the necessary changes to the ‘medical evidence’. If additional 

support is now required you must update both the 'Additional Support determined' and 'Additional Support' 

identified fields to 'Yes'.  



 

6 select ‘save’ 

48. PIPCS will then close the New Medical Evidence Details page, save the data as ‘in edit’ evidence and return the user 

to the page from which the action was performed. You must select ‘validate changes’ and then ‘apply changes’ from 

the action button on this page. 

49. To activate the evidence check eligibility and run the lay rules. 

Check eligibility running of the lay rules 

50. To do this you will: 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Benefit Delivery case’ 

2 select the ‘action’ button 

3 select ‘Check Eligibility’ from the drop down options 

4 manual eligibility results will show eligible or ineligible 

 

AR1 UI (Formally known as PIP2 UI) Received 

51. When a AR1 UI (Formally known as PIP2 UI) and, if applicable, any supporting documents are returned, these will be 

scanned by the MOU and the images will be electronically stored on DRS. PIPCS will then generate a ‘PIP2 

Questionnaire’ task to the Complex Case CM. 

Note: If the ‘PIP2 Questionnaire task’ isn’t actioned in 10 days, it will turn red enabling users to quickly identify and 

prioritise these tasks in inboxes or work queues. 

52. As a CM it’s your responsibility to review the information provided and make a robust legal decision, when you have 

sufficient evidence to do so. 

Review the evidence provided before requesting an assessment. 

53. To reduce claim handling times CMs must review the evidence provided by the claimant before requesting an 

assessment to determine if a decision can be made without one. 

54. If further information or clarification is needed, the CM must consider the best source of evidence in order: 



 

 call the claimant or representative to discuss and gather the information needed (to seek clarification and /or 

understand the information provided rather than requesting further medical evidence)  

 discuss with a SAM  

 request an assessment  

55. If an assessment is required, follow these steps: 

Step Action 

1 refer the case to the AP via ‘Decision Assist’ 

2 select ‘AP advice’ 

3 select ‘unplanned intervention’ ‘(none SRTI)’ from the dropdown list 

4 select DM from the dropdown list 

5 add any necessary comments 

6 PIPCS will automatically send a task to the AP with the appropriate deadline 

AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) not returned 

56. If the claimant is flagged as requiring additional support and the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) is not received 

within 40 calendar days, the CM should refer the case to the AP via decision assist ‘AP – assessment required’ and 

check if the ‘AS’ marker is correct. 

57. If a AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) has still not been received and the claimant is not flagged as requiring 

additional support check the communications record and tasks to see if the claimant has called with reasons for the 

non-return. 

58. If not, telephone the claimant 3 times over 2 days. If no contact is made with the claimant after the 1st call, issue the 

appropriate SMS for the claimant to call us. If the CM has been unable to contact the claimant/PAB/CPAB then issue 

PIP.3012 to establish reasons for non return and defer the task for a further 10 calendar days. 

59. This notification asks the claimant if there is good reason for them not returning the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 

UI). A communication record must be created. 

See: Communication record. 

60. If a reply is then received to the PIP.3012 the letter will be scanned by the MOU. A manual task will be created for 

you to consider whether the claimant, PAB or COP has shown good reason for not returning the AR1 UI (Formerly 

known as PIP2 UI). 



 

Case Manager actions following request for a duplicate AR1 UI  

(Formerly known as PIP2 UI) 

61. When a duplicate AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) has been re-issued the system will  

automatically issue a reminder at day 19 for the return of the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI). (Day 19 is calculated 

from the original AR1 UI (Formally known as PIP2 UI) issue date). 

Note: It only does this the first time and then the CMs set their own task to track. 

62. The return date has been re-calculated from the re-issue date. Therefore the reminder will have a return date of 1 

month from the re-issue date of the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI). 

63. At Day 35 (working days) a ‘AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) not received task’ (WS2-38) will be automatically 

generated in PIPCS and sent to a CW with a CofC review skill set. 

Note: Day 35 is calculated from the date the original AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) was issued. 

64. If a duplicate AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) has been issued the CM should: 

Step Action 

1 when in the Person Record in PIPCS select ‘contact’ tab 

2 select ‘communications’ from the left side navigation panel 

3 select the: 

 PIP.1003 cover letter and PIP2 form  

 PIP.1021 cover letter and AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) form  

 PIP.1033 cover letter and the PP2 form  

 use the arrow to expand the record  

4 select the ‘action’ button and select ‘re-issue’ from the drop down menu 

5 select ‘yes’ when a pop up box is populated to confirm if you wish to re-issue the PIP2/AR1 UI  

(Formerly known as PIP2 UI/AR1 

6 a communication record to say the form has been sent will be automatically created by PIPCS when the for is 

re-issued 

65. When the notification has been issued a new Communication Record will be created containing the same details as 

the original notification. 



 

66. If PIPCS has been updated with a change in claimants name or address since the original form issue, the re-issued 

form and Communication Record will be updated automatically. 

Non return of the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) Good reason accepted 

67. If you accept good reason defer the original task for a further 19 days, clear the manual task and create a 

communication record. 

See: Communication record. 

68. If necessary, issue a further AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) and covering notification PIP.1021. 

Note: the extension should be recorded in the person page notes 

69. Access the Medical Evidence screen, selecting New Evidence from the drop down action button. See: ‘Navigation to 

the Medical Evidence Details screen’ 

70. You must: 

Step Action 

1 enter the effective date, this should be today’s date 

2 see the failure to supply information cluster, in the part 2 not returned – Good reason accepted – you should 

enter ‘Y’ 

2 select ‘save’ 

71. Once the changes to the evidence have been saved the system creates an ‘In Edit’ record. You need to validate and 

apply the evidence. 

72. To activate the evidence check eligibility and run the lay rules. 

See: 'Check eligibility - running of the lay rules' and ‘Communication Record’ guidance 

73. If the claimant has not returned the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) and requires additional support, you should 

refer the case to the AP and check whether the AS marker is appropriate. 

See: ‘AR1 UI (Formally known as PIP2 UI) – referral to AP’ 

Claimant requests more time to return the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) 

74. If the claimant asks for more time to return the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI), the telephony agent will need to 

make a note of the return date (or CW) on a call or dealing with a paper request) can extend the AR1 UI (Formerly 



 

known as PIP2 UI) return date that hasn’t already been extended for a maximum of 14 calendar days. You may also 

receive a PIPCS task created by non-telephony ‘back office’ staff who received the extension request via an 

outbound call or letter. 

75. Provided the requested extension is for two weeks or less and the claimant has not previously had an extension, the 

agent/CW will extend the return date by 14 calendar days. 

76. This extension is at the discretion of the SofS but there is no need for the CM to consider if a request under 14 

calendar days extension provision is ‘reasonable’. 

77. KIV – This instruction for extending the return date of the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) applies to phone and 

postal requests and all versions of the PIP2. 

78. If the claimant requests an extension of more than two weeks or they have already had a 14-day extension, a system 

task will be generated and sent to a CM with the appropriate skills set for consideration under Good Reason. You 

need to consider if it’s reasonable to allow more time. You should also consider if this is because they require AS. 

Note: Should the additional support ‘Indicated’ status of the claimant change from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’ at any point following 

the new claim you must update both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ fields to 

‘Yes’. 

79. You must update and apply the most recent medical details evidence. 

See: Claimant requires additional support but this is not yet recorded in PIPCS and Claimant Requests  

More Time to return PIP2 - 2 week extension provision 

See: ADM Chapter 6 – Good Reason 

Case Manager considers if it’s reasonable to allow more time 

80. You need to consider if it’s ‘reasonable’ to allow more time for the claimant to return the AR1 UI (Formerly known as 

PIP2 UI), based on the circumstances of the case. 

 See:  ADM Chapter P6 Good Reason  

81. You may allow as much additional time as you consider is reasonable for the return of the AR1 UI (Formerly known 

as PIP2 UI). There is no definition in law as to what is reasonable but to help, you should ask the claimant why they 

need more time to return the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI). The test of ‘reasonable’ is an ordinary one and 

isn’t defined or limited, so this is very much for you to consider. 

Note: KIV - you should recognise the claimant’s potential vulnerability and the need to show empathy, sensitivity and 

respect. 



 

82. If the reasons recorded by the agent/CW in the CAMLite ‘To Do’ task notes field are not sufficient to help you decide, 

you should phone the claimant. Make three attempts over two days unless they have additional needs and manually 

create a ‘Record New Communication’ entry in PIPCS. If no contact is made with the claimant after the 1st call issue 

the appropriate SMS for the claimant to call us 

See: ‘Communication Record’ and SMS Text 

83. You don’t need to ask for or consider the claimant’s original reasons for requesting the 14 day extension. If you 

cannot contact the claimant by phone, you should: 

 issue general enquiry clerical letter PIP.3033  

 create a ‘Record New Communication’ in PIPCS following each attempt  

 set a task in PIPCS for 2 weeks for the reply  

 amend the timer where appropriate  

 

84. The 1 calendar month and 1 day allowed for claiming plus the 14 calendar day extension on request was introduced 

to give our claimants time to complete and return the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI). This allows for the fact 

claimants may be disabled or unwell and so have difficulty completing the form straight away. 

See: New Claims  

85. If you accept the reason for the extension you need to contact the claimant by phone to inform them of your 

decision. Only when you cannot contact the claimant by phone should you send clerical notification PIP.1020 to tell 

them you have accepted their reasons and to give a new return date. 

See: ‘Clerical notifications’  

Case Manager decides that it’s NOT reasonable to allow more time 

86. If you decide it’s not ‘reasonable’ to allow a longer period than 1 calendar month and 1 day (plus any 14 day 

extension already granted) to complete and return the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI), phone the claimant to 

notify them of your decision. 

87. Your decision not to allow more time doesn’t carry dispute rights. But any subsequent negative determination 

decision for non-return of the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) has dispute rights. 

88. You should phone the claimant to tell them your decision. You must make three attempts over two days and create a 

‘Record New Communication’ entry in PIPCS following each attempt. If no contact is made with the claimant after 

the first call issue the appropriate SMS for the claimant to call us 



 

89. When you cannot contact the claimant by phone you should send clerical notification PIP.1020 to tell them you don’t 

accept their reasons. The notification tells the claimant what happens next and where to get help. Create ‘Record 

New Communication’ entry in PIPCS with the details. 

Note: Where the claimant has AS indicator, PIP.1020 will need to be amended appropriately for example,  

‘if you don’t return this form your claim will be referred for an Assessment’ 

See: ‘Clerical notifications’  

90. You need to be aware of the case timer and return by dates before you phone the claimant. If appropriate, the 

emphasis for the claimant should be on returning the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) as soon as possible if the 

40/54 day timer hasn’t been reached. Tell the claimant: 

 you have looked at their reasons for needing more time but consider they are not sufficiently  

‘reasonable’ to extend the time for returning the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) further  

 their claim may be disallowed if the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)) isn’t received by the latest recorded 

return by date. This date is either the date on PIP.1021, if this is the first request for more than 14 days, or that 

date plus any number of days an extension has already been granted  

 who can provide independent help and where they can get more information  

 If appropriate, you may tell the claimant a disallowance notification giving dispute rights will be issued when the 

return by date has passed and the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) hasn’t been received.  

91. Where contact is made with a claimant, recognised representative or unofficial representative by phone, SMS or 

post, a Communication Record must be created: 

 access the ‘Notes Box’ in the Communication Record  

 input the claimant’s reasons for requesting an extension for the return of the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)  

 input your reasons for not accepting the request for more time  

Non return of the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) Good reason not accepted – a 

Negative Determination 

92. If good reason is not established you will access the CofC Review screen and record the following: 

Step Action 

1 conclusion – you should select Disallowed - No PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2  

UI) 

2 comments box - note here your reasons why good reason has not been accepted 



 

3 select the ‘save’ button 

93. You should then access the medical evidence details page, selecting New Evidence from the drop down action 

button and note the following: 

Step Action 

1 effective date field note the effective date, this should be today’s date 

Note: If you do not input the effective date an overpayment will be created back to the date of  

 claim 

2 see the failure to supply information cluster 

3 part 2 not returned – good reason accepted field, you should select ‘no’ 

4 select ‘save’ 

94. Once the changes to the evidence have been saved and a copy has been uploaded into DRS, the system creates an 

‘In Edit’ record. Once the record is successfully applied the relevant changes become active. 

95. You then have to check eligibility and run the lay rules. 

 See: 'Check eligibility - Running of the lay rules' . 

96. The result will be that the claimant is no longer entitled to PIP and you must issue notification PIP.7021 to include 

four dates: 

 the date the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) was sent to the claimant, PAB or COP  

 the date the department issued the reminder PIP.1025 notification  

 the date the department issued the notification PIP.3012 asking for good reason  the final 

date the claimant is no longer entitled to PIP.  

See: ‘Communication Record’ guidance.  

See: ‘Tasks deskaid’ and ‘Workflow and Task Management’ guidance. 

 You must then manually close the PIPCS record.  

See: ‘Case Closure’ 

Claimant doesn’t want to complete AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)  

- No AS identified 



 

97. If a claimant with no AS marker contacts the department by the agreed deadline to inform that they don’t wish 

to complete the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI), you will do a negative determination once the period allowed for 

return of the form has expired (one month) 

See: ADM Chapter 6 – Good Reason 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Result’ 

2 select ‘Evidence summary’ 

3 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

5 select ‘Toggle’ 

6 select ‘Action’ on the right hand side and select ‘Edit’ 

7 select ‘Effective Date of Change’ and insert todays date 

Important: Ensure you input today’s date to prevent PIPCS disallowing from the original effective date 

Note: The effective date will always be the date of decision 

8 under ‘Failure to return PIP2 – Good reason accepted’ select ‘NO’ 

9 insert a suitable note in the comments box 

10 select ‘Save’ 

system saves information and returns to the Medical Evidence details list page 

11 return to ’Evidence Summary’ and ‘Refresh’ 

12 select ‘Action’ Button 

13 select ‘Apply changes’ from the drop down menu 

14 select ‘Save’ 



 

15 return to ‘Search Results’ and select the ‘Personal Independence Delivery Case’ in the type column 

16 select ‘Action’ 

17 check eligibility 

18 tick the ‘Use Active Evidence Only’ box 

19 select ‘Save’ 

20 prepare and issue clerical PIP.7021 and amend as appropriate; 

 the date the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) was sent to the claimant, PAB or COP  

 the date the department issued the reminder PIP.1025 notification  

 the date the department issued the notification PIP.3012 asking for good reason  

the final date the claimant is no longer entitled to PIP. 

21 complete and update ‘Communications Record’ 

22 create a PDF copy of PIP.7021 and upload via local process to DRS 

23 deal with any resulting payment issues 

Note: An overpayment PCC may be created or the current payment may be system recalled and a revised 

payment may be required. 

24 Conclude Unplanned reason ’Disallowed – AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) 

25 check for any other open tasks 

26 close task. 

Note: The timer is automatically cleared when the Un-planned Intervention is concluded in PIPCS (in this case when you 

select ‘Disallowed – ‘No’ 

98. If there is a Motability agreement present, you must create a manual task to notify MOTA that benefit has 

stopped. 

  

Task Subject Task  

Type 

Task Allocation (Work Queue) Task  

Priority 

Deadline 

date 



 

NINO 

Action Required: PIP  

Award Changed 

To do Blackpool Mota BC _MotaLiaison_Mota  

Agreement Team 1 

High 2 working 

days 

 

Consider Mota Agreement     

 

AR1 UI (Formally known as PIP2 UI) received late, non AS and case has been 

disallowed on negative determination grounds 

99. You will need to consider whether there is good reason and decide whether to revise the disallowance decision 

and, if appropriate, reinstate PIP and then conduct the PIP CofC Review.. 

Note: A reconsideration must be registered first and concluded on the same day to prevent a task being generated to a 

CM with Reconsideration skill set. Complete a manual reconsideration notification PIP.8022, create a communication 

record and upload a copy into DRS and continue with the review action. 

Registering and concluding the Explanation and Reconsideration 

100. 

Step Action – Part 1 

1 from search results access ’Benefit Delivery case’ 

2 select ‘Determinations’ 

3 select ’Determinations History’ 

4 select the ’Actions’ button of the current determination 

5 select ’New Explanation’ 

6 within ‘Type’ field select ’Disallowance (other)’ 

7 within ’Area’ field select either ‘Lay conditions’ or Failure to Comply’ as appropriate 

8 within ‘Claimant Response’ field – complete as appropriate 

9 select ‘Conclusion field’ – conclude as reconsideration requested or late reconsideration requested as 

appropriate 

10 select ’Notes’ field – complete as appropriate 



 

11 select ’Further Action’ field – complete if required 

12 select ‘Save’ 

13 Select ‘determination history’ 

14 Select ‘New Reconsideration’ 

15 within ‘Type’ field select ‘Reconsideration’ 

16 within ’Requested by’ field – select ‘as appropriate’ 

17 within ’Area’ field select either ‘Lay Conditions’ or ‘Failure to Comply’ as appropriate 

18 within ‘Lateness’ field – only complete if applicable 

19 within ‘Explanation’ field click on ‘magnifier symbol’ and link to explanation, previously created 

20 place a note in ‘Notes’ if applicable 

21 ‘Conclusion’ field – conclude as either ‘Reconsideration – New Decision changed/unchanged’ 

22 select ‘Save’ 

  

Action to take following a negative determination when part 2 has been returned and good 

cause has been accepted. 

101. 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Results’ 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

5 select ‘Toggle’ 

6 select ‘Edit’ from the relevant action button (for example, the one with the Negative Determination effective 

date) 

7 under ‘Failure to return PIP2 – Good reason accepted’ select ‘Yes’ 



 

8 select ‘Save’ 

9 close the ‘Medical Details’ tab to return to the ‘Evidence Summary’ 

10 refresh 

11 select ‘Action’ button 

12 select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu to run the legislative rules 

13 select ‘Save’ 

14 access the ‘Personal Independence Payment’ Case (also known as the Benefit Delivery line) from the ‘search 

result’ 

15 select ‘Action’ button top Right Hand Side (RHS) 

16 select ‘Edit’ 

17 input original end of award date where there was one 

Note: you can find these details from the original decision letter in attachments. 

18 select ‘Save’ 

 

19 select ‘Action’ button on RHS 

20 select ‘Check eligibility’ 

21 tick the ‘use Active Evidence only’ box 

22 select ‘Save’ 

23 Case to be reactivated 

24 select ‘Action’ on top RHS 

25 select ‘Submit for Approval’ 

26 select ‘yes’ 



 

27 select ‘Action’ button on RHS 

28 select ‘Activate Case’ from the drop down menu 

29 select ‘yes’ 

30 from the search results select ‘refresh’ 

31 go back to ‘Personal Independence Payment’ Case (also known as the benefit delivery line) 

Note: the case should now be showing as active and next payments should be showing. If this isn’t the case, 

then you will need to go into the financial tab then select another tab and return to the ’Financials’ tab. The 

next payment should now be showing. 

32 reopening the Benefit Delivery Case may create an inappropriate notification in communications which needs 

to be suppressed if generated. 

33 select ‘Evidence Summary’ from the search result 

34 select ‘Interventions’ tab 

35 select ‘Create New Intervention’ 

36 input today’s date in the received date 

37 select ’Un-Planned’ in the ‘type’ box 

38 Select ‘Secretary of State’ in the ‘Requested by’ field 

39 select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ in the ‘part 2 required’ box as appropriate 

Note: Issue further AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) if claimant states AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) 

not received 

 

 If the user does not select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ then the field will automatically default to ‘yes’. If an AR1 UI (Formerly 

known as PIP2 UI) is not required, then the user must select ‘no’ to prevent the AR1 UI (Formerly known as 

PIP2 UI) being issued. 

40 select ‘Save’ 

41 create a Communications Record where appropriate 



 

42 close any outstanding tasks 

 

Modify a Change of Circumstance Review Record 

102. You can modify details in the (CofC) Review screen. Modification will be initiated from the ‘Action’ button alongside 

of the required item on the list page. However, you cannot do this on a cancelled intervention. 

103. A CofC Review can only be amended provided the status is ‘open’. The CM will select the ‘Modify’ option from the 

‘Actions’ dropdown menu. 

104. The CM can amend: 

• Received date (which cannot be a future date)  

• Requested by. This is a drop down box and the values are:  

• claimant  

• SofS  

• PAB  

• third party  

Conclusion This is a drop down menu and will default to blank. Values available when you complete the determination 

are: 

• Advanced Claim – Entitlement Decreased  

• Advanced Claim – Entitlement Increased  

• Advanced Claim – Entitlement Unchanged • Advanced Claim – Entitlement Varied  

• Advanced Claim – Negative determination  

• Advanced Claim – No Entitlement (Disallowed)  

• Decreased  

• Disallowed – Assessment  

• Disallowed – FTA  

• Disallowed – no AR1  

• Disallowed – other lay  

• Extended same rate  

• Increased  

• No change  

• Not Admitted  

• Voluntary Relinquishment  

• Withdrawn  



 

Note: changed or unchanged cannot be selected at creation of the CofC Review 

Validation of a modified Unplanned Intervention record 

105. A Part 2 required can only be modified to ‘yes’. 

The conclusion field cannot be changed to ‘not admitted’. 

Deleting Change of Circumstance Review record 

106. A CofC Review record can be deleted when one has been created in error. 

Withdrawal of Change of Circumstance Review application 

107. If the claimant, PAB or COP requests withdrawal of the CofC Review you must consider if a SofS application is 

appropriate. 

Note: you should also check if a Planned Intervention was cancelled or did not occur due to the CofC Review action, if so 

you should re-instate/activate this. 

108. If a SofS application is not appropriate access the CofC Review screen. 

See: Navigation to the Unplanned Interventions screen  

109. Select ‘Withdrawn’ from the ‘Conclusion’ dropdown box and enter any comments as appropriate.  

The CM may however decide that a SofS CofC Review is now appropriate. 

110. If the case has been referred to the AP, set a manual task to inform the AP the claimant, PAB or COP has withdrawn 

their request. 

Case returned from the AP where assessment could not be completed due to 

Failure to Attend (FTA) or Failure to Comply (FTC) 

  

111. Where a case was referred to the AP for an assessment but completion hasn’t been possible, the AP returns the 

case to DWP with details. The AP uses the Returned Assessment Functionality (RAF) to do this - See: Failure to 

Attend (FTA) - Change of Circumstance 

112. A FTA task will be generated for the CW to action and consider good reason. The (CW) will follow appropriate 

procedures under normal Business As Usual processes. 

113. There is no requirement to contact the claimant to gather reasons for FTA/FTC unless the claimant has been 

identified as requiring AS. In AS cases normal procedures will apply in order to gather the reasons for FTA/FTC if 

required. 



 

FTA/FTC considered by CW and good reason accepted – Before a decision has been made 

114. Once good reason has been considered and accepted for FTA/FTC and the claim is being referred back to the AP for 

an assessment, the CW must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Results’ 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

5 select ‘toggle’ button Left Hand Side (LHS) 

6 select ‘edit’ from the action button 

7 select ‘Effective Date of change’ and insert todays’ date 

8 select ‘Failure To Attend Good Reason accepted’ – YES 

9 record details in Comments box at the bottom of the page 

For example ‘good reason accepted claimant was in Hospital’ 

Please include any other FTA details you feel may help advise the AP to re-schedule the assessment. 

 For example: 

Claimant FTA’d on dd/mm/yyyy because they were in Hospital. Good reason accepted. 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank etc.) then suggest local 

assessment centre or home consultation. 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA (If the claimant is in hospital or prison 

or has changed address etc.) 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 access ‘Evidence Summary’ 

12 refresh 



 

13 select ‘Action’ button 

14 select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu 

15 select ‘Save’ 

16 from the search result select ‘Decision Assist’ 

17 select ‘Determinations’ tab 

18 select the ‘action’ drop down button on the RHS of the relevant Determination (in progress) 

19 select ‘Cancel the in-progress Determination’ 

20 select ‘Request AP advice’ from the latest ‘Completed’ Determination 

21 select UN-Planned Intervention non TI’ in the ‘AP advice reasons’ box 

22 select ‘DM’ in request for box 

23 in the ‘Comment’ box, state the reason for the referral, for example, FTA/FTC on previous referral so being 

referred as good reason accepted 

115. A system ‘AP – Assessment required’ task will be created and allocated to the AP new referrals work queue as 

appropriate. 

FTA/FTC considered by CW and good reason not accepted 

116. Where the AP has applied the process correctly and there has been no effort to comply on behalf of the claimant 

and the case does not have an AS marker, the CW will create a manual ‘To Do’ Task with the subject heading 

‘Consider Negative Determination action’ and forward this to a CM with the right skill set. 

Note: If upon receipt of the ‘Consider Negative Determination’ task the CM disagrees with the CW and decides there is 

good reason for the FTA/FTC the CM will refer the case back to the AP. 

See step actions under: FTA/FTC considered by CW and good reason accepted. 

117. The CM must not refer the case back to the CW as this will add unnecessary delay to the claimant journey. 

FTA/FTC Negative Determination Decision – CM action 

118. Once good reason has been considered and not accepted for FTA/FTC and the negative determination is being 

made on the claim, the CM must take the following action: 



 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Results’ 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3 select Evidence Tab 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

5 select ‘toggle’ button Left Hand Side (LHS) 

6 select ‘Edit’ from the action button 

7 select effective date of change and insert todays’ date 

8 select ‘Failure To Attend Good Reason accepted’ - No 

9 In the ‘Comment’ box state the reason for not accepting good reason 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 access ’Evidence Summary’ 

12 refresh 

13 select ‘Action’ button 

14 select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu 

15 select ‘Save’ 

16 select the ‘Personal Independence Payment’ case line (also known as the benefit delivery case) from ‘search 

result’ 

17 select ‘Action’ button top RHS 

  

18 select ‘Check Eligibility’ 

19 select the ‘Use Active Evidence only’ box 



 

20 select ‘Save’ 

21 issue a clerical PIP.7021 to the claimant or authorised person and create a Communication Record 

22 create a PDF copy and upload via local process to DRS 

23 Conclude unplanned intervention with reason “Disallowed FTA 

24 Deal with any resulting payment issues 

119. If there is a Motability agreement present, you must create a manual task to notify MOTA that benefit has stopped. 

Task Subject Task  

Type 

Task Allocation (Work Queue) Task  

Priority 

Deadline date 

NINO 

Action Required: PIP  

Award Changed 

Consider Mota Agreement 

To do Blackpool Mota BC _MotaLiaison_Mota  

Agreement Team 1 

High 2 working 

days 

AP action complete - task back to CM for determination 

120. When the AP action is complete they will send a paper copy of their report or report(s) back to the office. The AP 

reports are: 

• PA1 – Review file note (cover note and further evidence needed), all cases are referred to DWP with a PA1  

• PA2 – Review report form (Terminal Illness)  

• PA3 – Review report (paper based)  

• PA4 – Consultation report (face to face consultation)  

• PA5 – Supplementary advice note  

• PA6 – Supplementary advice note (change of advice)   

• PA7 – Harmful Information note  

121. From October 2013 the PIP Assessment Tool (PIPAT), a computer system for APs to support the assessment 

process, will be available to APs. PIPCS and PIPAT are linked so assessments and reports can be completed and 

returned through PIPAT into PIPCS. Following go live some APs may continue to access PIPCS directly as there is a 

phased approach to PIPAT. This means that for a while DWP will receive information from the AP either using PIPAT 

or directly through PIPCS - See: ‘Assessment Provider Process’ guidance for more information. 

Note: PIPAT report forms are not numbered PA1-7 but the heading and purpose is the same as the PA clerical forms. 



 

122. When AP action is complete, if the AP accessed PIPCS directly, the assessment is submitted into PIPCS and the 

completed report is sent to MOU to scan into DRS.  If PIPAT is used by the AP once the assessment questionnaire is 

submitted in PIPCS through PIPAT the report is uploaded automatically into DRS and the case tasked to the CM work 

queue to consider the information presented. 

Inputting Decisions following receipt of AP Assessment Report (PA4), AP Paper 

Based Review Report (PA3), or Supplementary Report (PA5) or (PA6) 

Note: Check CIS for Address and DLA interest/Other Overlapping Benefits 

123. Before you make any decision you must follow the Critical Process Points must do actions. 

Step Action 

1 complete the new RFD using ‘DMR Template’ 

2 select ’Decision Assist’ from the ‘search result’ 

see: Feedback 

3 select ’Determination’ 

Note: the determination line status should be ‘In Progress’ 

4 select ‘toggle’ button (LHS) to open up the ‘PIP Determination Line’ 

5 select ‘Answer’ from the ‘Action’ button (RHS) 

6 answer questionnaire but remember to: 

 Check details of any new evidence provided  

 Check details of any new disability identified if applicable  

 check chosen descriptors reflect the AP’s report and are justified  

Note: QP dates should not be entered in CofC review cases 

7 select ‘Save’ 

8 select ‘Reason’ tab 

9 select ‘New’ 

10 select ‘Daily Living’ from the drop down menu 

copy and paste your RFD for the daily living component 



 

11 select ‘Save’ 

12 select ‘New’ 

13 select ‘Mobility’ from the drop down menu 

 

 

copy and paste your RFD for the mobility component 

Note: each reason box has a limit of 2100 characters. However, you are permitted to split the reasons across 

both reason boxes if you need to 

14 complete your determination using the toggle button (RHS) of the determination line and insert your chosen 

effective date 

15 close tabs and return to search result 

16 refresh 

17 select ’Evidence Summary’ and apply evidence 

18 apply the PIP assessment determination evidence 

19 Note: You must check, and if necessary, edit the Medical Details evidence to ensure both the AS indicated and 

the AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant. 

• if the claimant is AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ 

fields must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

• if the claimant is not AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional  

Support identified’ fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

Apply the medical details evidence only 

20 return to ’Evidence Summary’ 



 

21 select ‘Intervention’ and from the action button (RHS) select ‘edit’ 

22 in the ‘Conclusion’ box, select the appropriate option to reflect your decision 

23 select ‘Save’ Note: this will conclude the intervention and remove the water mark within decision assist. 

Note: concluding the intervention triggers the notification letter 

24 return to ‘search result’ 

25 refresh 

26 select ‘Personal Independence Payment Case’ line  from the ‘search result’ 

27 select ‘Edit’ from the ‘action’ button top (RHS). insert the new review and end date. Note: You don’t follow this 

step action if the decision is ‘disallowance’ 



 

Deadline  

  

28 select ‘Save’ 

29 select ‘Check Eligibility’ from the ‘action’ button top (RHS) 

30 select ‘Active Evidence Only‘ 

31 select ‘Save’ 

Note: you should know from your decision whether arrears will be due or if an overpayment is likely to have 

occurred - See: Payment Correction 

32 Final Checks: 

Communication: has decision letter been issued? 

Search Results: payment correction – have you submitted for approval where necessary or update notes 

accordingly? 

Tasks: has a management test check task been generated? If so, monitor the progress - See:  

Management Check 

Check for outstanding Motability agreements 

If the enhanced rate of the mobility component has changed: 

• on revision  

• if a claimant originally had a MOTA agreement with DLA/PIP which was removed and has been re-

awarded enhanced mobility as well  

the Motability Specialist team at Blackpool Benefit Centre must be notified of any change affecting the 

claimant’s Motability agreement. This is to ensure they inform Motability Operations  

(Mops) when an existing enhanced rate of mobility component award is changed on revision, that is: 

• disallowed  

• reduced or increased  

• the period of the award is varied or includes a period of non payability  

A PIPCS high priority manual task should be generated to the Motability Specialist team: 

Task  

Task Subject Task Type Task Allocation (Work Queue) 

 Priority date 



 

 

 

Split Rate Decisions – CofC Reviews 

124. There may be instances during a CofC process where you need to record a split rate decision on 

PIPCS: 

• the evidence you have supports the increased needs due to a CofC for one component, but the 

evidence for the other component is disadvantageous to the claimant 

• as a result of an Upper Tribunal (UT) decision 

See: Upper Tribunal and Split Rate decision 

Note: Although you are completing two determinations in these cases you will record one decision for 

statistical purposes. 

125. Before inputting your split rate decision into PIPCS check if the claimant has a Motability 

agreement. If you are removing enhanced rate mobility from a Motability claimant See: Motability 

cases 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the Action button in the top right hand corner and select ‘suspend 

case’ 

2 navigate to the Open Intervention / Reconsideration / Appeal record and conclude with the appropriate 

conclusion reason 

3 navigate to decision assist and modify the appropriate determination Modify determination - paragraph 14 

step & action 

4 complete the assessment questionnaire as appropriate for the event - Award Review, Change of Circumstances 

Review, Reconsideration, Appeal - inputting earliest period determination descriptor scores 

5 Input the following text in the reasons tab on PIPCS ‘Full reasons for decision provided at the determination 

with effective date of **/**/20**’ 

Note: For a split rate decision this date will be for your second decision or decision with the latest effective 

date 



 

6 complete the determination using the effective date of the earliest split rate decision period 

Note: If there are more than two award periods input the determinations in effective date order from earliest 

to latest 

7 navigate back to the evidence summary, complete any evidence action as necessary e.g. hospital  

 

 dates and apply any changes to evidence. 

Note: A warning message will display advising the benefit delivery case is suspended this can be ignored 

8 Then check and, if necessary, edit the Medical Details evidence to ensure both the AS indicated and the AS 

determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant and apply the medical details evidence only. 

• If the claimant is AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ 

fields must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

• If the claimant is not AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional  

Support identified’ fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

9 navigate back to decision assist and modify the determination that was completed at step 4  

Modify determination - paragraph 14 step & action 

10 change descriptor scores as appropriate for the latest/second determination period 

Note: If there are more than two award periods input the determinations in effective date order from earliest 

to latest 

11 input reasons for decision 

12 complete the determination using the effective date of the latest split rate decision period 

Note: If there are more than two award periods input the determinations in effective date order from earliest 

to latest 



 

13 navigate back to the evidence summary and apply changes to the evidence again 

Note: A warning message will display advising the benefit delivery case is suspended this can be ignored 

14 
repeat steps 9 - 11 as required for more than two award periods 

15 navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the action button in the top right hand corner and select ‘un-

suspend case’ 

16 select reason ‘New Evidence’ when un-suspending the case and select ‘Save’ 

17 using the same action button select ‘Edit’. Input comments ‘Event type – split rate decision’ and update review 

and end of award dates, if required, then select ‘save’ 

18 using the same action button select ‘Check Eligibility’ tick the box ‘Use Active Evidence only’ and select ‘Save’ 

19 using the same action button select ‘Submit for Approval’ ‘Are you 

sure you want to submit this case for Approval?’ 

select ‘Yes’ 

20 using the same action button ‘Activate’ the benefit delivery case (if activate is greyed out press the refresh 

button or close and then re-open the tab) 

Note: If ‘Activate’ button remains greyed out go to ‘Tasks’ Tab and see if there’s a management check. Your 

supervisor MUST approve the check and return the case to you to ‘Activate’ 



 

21 A single payment correction case will be created for the correct amount and the latest payment will be recalled, 

if appropriate 

Note: If the determinations were applied within 3 to 7 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS will 

automatically recall the payment and input a nominee suspension. CMs must consider deleting the recall 

payment and removing the nominee suspension. 

Note: If the determinations were applied within 2 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS will generate a 

task to a CW manual payment recall. The CM must consider grabbing and deleting this task if appropriate. 

Consideration to Debt Interest and Payment correction action must be taken See: Payment  

Correction instructions 

22 manual notifications will be required for the decision to include Certificate of Entitlement and  

Vehicle Excise Duty if applicable for enhanced rate awards 

Motability Cases 

126. If you are removing enhanced rate mobility from a Motability claimant complete step A or B, 

as appropriate, before inputting your split rate decision 

127. If the end date of the enhanced rate mobility is before the full MOTA agreement start date go 

to step A. If the end date of enhanced rate mobility is during a full MOTA agreement go to step B. 

Note: If there is only a provisional Motability agreement held (safe date only) on the effective date 

you can input your split rate decision without referring to the actions below See: Split Rate Decisions – 

CofC  

Reviews 

A B 

If the effective date is before the full MOTA agreement 

start date the MOTA agreement will need to be deleted by 

the specialist MOTA Spec  

If the effective date is during the full MOTA agreement the 

MOTA agreement will need to be terminated by the 

specialist MOTA Spec team.  



 

team. Email MOTA Spec -  

including  

‘Delete full MOTA Agreement - SPLIT RATE’ in the email 

subject to request a call-back from MOTA Spec. Take and 

save a screenshot of the MOTA agreement on PIPCS using 

snipping tool, as the agreement will no longer be visible 

once deleted. When MOTA Spec contact you ask the 

specialist user to delete the MOTA agreement record from 

PIPCS, apply the evidence changes to active pending 

deletion evidence and submit the Motability overpayment 

correction case for approval, this will trigger a payment 

recovery. If you will complete step C arrange a suitable 

time to call-back MOTA Spec. You must close the claimant 

underpayment correction case with the comment  

‘Split rate’ 

Email MOTA Spec -  

including  

‘Terminate full MOTA Agreement - SPLIT RATE’ in the email 

subject to request a call-back from MOTA Spec. Take and 

save a screenshot of the MOTA agreement on PIPCS using 

snipping tool, as the agreement will no longer be visible 

once terminated. When MOTA Spec contact you ask the 

specialist user to terminate the MOTA agreement record 

from PIPCS using the last date of enhanced rate mob 

entitlement, with a reason of no longer entitled, apply the 

evidence changes and submit the Motability overpayment 

correction case for approval, this will trigger a payment 

recovery. If you will complete step D arrange a suitable 

time to callback MOTA Spec. You must close the claimant 

underpayment correction case with the comment  

‘Split rate’ 

128. In the rare circumstances your split rate decision removes and reinstates enhanced rate 

mobility after step 18 of the split rate step and action complete: 

• Step C - if the end date of enhanced rate mobility was before the full MOTA agreement start 

date; or  

• Step D - if the end date of enhanced rate mobility was during a full MOTA agreement.  

C D 



 

If you re award enhanced rate mobility for the 

latest determination period call-back MOTA Spec 

and ask the specialist user to re-input the MOTA 

agreement using the original start date, and 

include the comment ‘Split rate’. 

  

If you re award enhanced rate mobility for the latest determination 

period call-back MOTA Spec and ask the specialist user to remove 

the termination date and reason from the existing evidence, and 

update the mandatory safe date field to match the earliest safe date 

displayed so that payments will resume to the MOTA supplier from 

this date. 

  

Note: MOTA agreements with an amount less than the total 

enhanced rate mob have a later safe date and PIPCS will pay the 

claimant mob from enhanced rate mob entitlement start date up to 

the safe date.  

RFD Award review Split decision Example 

129. In this example the Mobility Component has been increased as a result of a CofC from an 

earlier date. The Daily Living Activity Component has also been reduced/removed as a result of 

medical evidence received from today. 

 In your reported change of circumstances on dd/mm/yyyy, you said your condition had 

deteriorated.  

 Taking into account the information you provided regarding your mobility and the further 

consultation with the medical assessor, I have changed the descriptors previously awarded 

because your circumstances have changed. I have changed the decision from dd/mm/yyyy as I 

cannot increase the rate for the mobility component until you have satisfied the disability 

conditions for three months. I have decided to maintain the daily living component as 

previously awarded from this date until today.  

 As you have reported a change in circumstances all activities are reviewed to make sure the 

money we are paying you is correct. Taking into account the information you provided 

regarding your daily living activities and the further consultation with the medical assessor, I 

have also changed the descriptors previously awarded on the grounds of the medical evidence 

received. As you could not be expected to know the evidence received shows you are entitled 

to less benefit, I have changed the decision from today.  

 I made my decision using information about your illnesses and disabilities including details of any 

treatment, medication, test results and symptoms. I consider this information is the most 

suitable available and enough to decide how much help you need.  



 

Note: Provide justification here for the descriptors selected by the CM detailing the level of restriction 

from the available evidence. Ensure descriptor choices which are reduced are adequately explained. All 

issues claimed by the claimant must be addressed in your reasons. 

 As your needs are likely to continue, I have given you a longer award. I have limited the period of 

your award as your needs may change. I have decided not to review your award before 

dd/mm/yyyy. If you are making a fixed award, an appropriate sentence should be used.  

Payment Correction 

Overpayment 

Note: If the decision resulted in a decrease an overpaid Payment Correction Case may be generated.  

You need to check the Overpayment calculation is correct. 

130. When you action an overpayment, you must put a note in the claimant homepage to show: 

• the period of the overpayment  

• the affected component(s) and  

• the reason the overpayment has occurred - for example the overpayment may have occurred 

because the claimant failed to inform us of a change or it might have occurred due to business 

reasons.  

131. An overpayment task will be generated overnight and sent to a CW with the right job role and skill 

set or the overflow work queue. 

132. Due to the payment cycles sometimes the system creates a ‘recall payment’ and an over payment. 

If this happens you should put a note in claimant homepage (containing information within bullet 

points above). Once payment returned, adjusted amount can be issued clerically and entry made in 

the ‘person page’ notes detailing the clerical payment and reasons and overpayment case closed 

by a CW with the right job role and skill set. 

Underpayment 

133. If the award resulted in an increase of an existing component, an underpaid Payment Correction 

Case will need to be submitted for approval. Before you do, you must check if there is Debt 

Management interest in CIS(Searchlight) first, but only if the arrears are due to an increase of an 

existing component. 



 

See: Debt Management Interest 

134. You must make a note in the person homepage to confirm you have carried out the check in 

CIS(Searchlight) and whether you have identified an Interest or not. 

Note: If you find a Debt Management interest which displays a start date and a close date this means 

there is no longer a debt interest. 

135. If there is a Debt Management interest, follow the step action below: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘New Task’ from the person homepage 

2 in the task subject a NINO is already pre-populated, insert ‘Debt Management Interest identified’ 

3 insert in the comment box ‘Arrears outstanding please check with Debt Management’ 

4 select ‘manual to do’ from the drop down in the task type box 

5 select ‘high’ in the priority box 

6 input a date 3 working days from today in the deadline box 

7 send the task to the CW manual queue 

8 select ‘Save’ 

136. The Decision Notification will not include any details of arrears, but will include the text, “now I’ve 

made a decision we may owe you some money. You’ll get a letter from us to tell you more about 

this.” 

137. If the underpaid Payment Correction Case is still open 24 hours after creation, PIPCS will generate a 

Payment Correction follow-up task. The purpose of this task is to remind the PIP user of an 

outstanding payment correction case and that it needs to be actioned urgently. 

How to submit for Approval 

  



 

138. If there is no Debt Management interest and you are satisfied with the amount of underpayment, 

you will submit the case for approval. 

139. There are different methods to navigate to Payment Corrections for example through Evidence 

Summary, Benefit Delivery Case and Financials or Search Results. 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Payment Correction’ from either ‘Evidence Summary’, ‘Benefit Delivery Case’ and  

‘Financials’ or ‘Search Results’ 

2 check the underpayment is for the correct amount and period. 

Note: The dates for Payment Correction case are for the entire cover periods, not necessarily only the dates for 

the actual underpayment. 

3 from the ‘Actions’ button top (RHS) select ‘submit for approval’ 

4 select ‘Yes’ 

5 navigate to ‘Tasks’ and refresh to check if a Management Check has been generated 

6 if a Management Check has been generated, monitor its progress. Once the Payment Correction Case has been 

approved, a PIP.4008 Notification, with details of arrears, will need to be issued. 

Example 1A: 

Change of circumstances – Supersession decision advantageous to the 

claimant and notified within the time limits 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. On 11/05/15 she 

notifies the appropriate office that she had a stroke on 02/02/15. Following investigations the DM 

decides that the claimant qualifies for a higher rate of PIP. 

Ground for supersession 

In this example there has been an identifiable change of circumstances and therefore the ground for 

superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 



 

Where a PIP decision has been superseded on the ground of a change of circumstances, the effective 

date rules are set out in Schedule 1, PART 2 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) 

Regulations 2013. 

Effective date of supersession 

The claimant has notified the change in circumstances within one month from the date on which she 

first satisfied the conditions of entitlement for example the qualifying date is 02/05/15 because of the 

3 month required period; she reported the change on 11/05/15. Therefore the DM supersedes the 

awarding decision with effect from 02/05/15 to award a higher rate of PIP. 

Sch 1, PART 2, paragraph 15 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013.  

ADM paragraph A4217 refers. 

Example 1B: 

Change of circumstances – Supersession decision advantageous to the 

claimant and notified outside of the one month time limit but within the 

absolute time of 13 months 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. On 08/06/15 she 

notifies the appropriate office that he had a stroke on 02/02/15. Following investigations the DM 

decides that the claimant qualifies for a higher rate of PIP. 

Ground for supersession 

The ground for superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

The claimant has notified the change of circumstances outside of the one month time limit from the 

date on which she first satisfied the conditions of entitlement for example the qualifying date is 

02/05/15 because of the 3 month required period but she did not report the change until 08/06/15. 

However she did report the change within the absolute time limit of 13 months for example before 

02/06/16. The DM should decide whether the one month time limit can be extended (see para A4204 

to A4213 of Chapter A4 of the ADM). 



 

• If the time limit is extended, the awarding decision is superseded with effect from 02/05/15 - 

Sch 1, PART 2, paragraph 15 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 

2013.  

ADM paragraph A4217 refers.  

• If the time limit is not extended, the awarding decision is superseded from 08/06/15 – the date  

the claimant notified the change - Sch 1, PART 2, paragraph 14 of the Universal Credit etc.  

(Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013. ADM paragraph A4216, para 2 refers.  

Example 1C: 

Change of circumstances – Supersession decision advantageous to the 

claimant and notified outside of the time limits 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. On 12/06/16 she 

notifies the appropriate office that she had a stroke on 02/02/15. Following investigations the DM 

decides that the claimant qualifies for a higher rate of PIP. 

Ground for supersession 

The ground for superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

The claimant has notified the change of circumstances outside of the absolute time limit of 13 months 

(after 02/06/16) as she first satisfied the conditions of entitlement on 02/05/15 because of the 3 month 

required period. Therefore the awarding decision is superseded from 12/06/16 – the date the claimant 

notified the change. 

Sch 1, PART 2, paragraph 14 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013.  

ADM paragraph A4216, para 2 refers. 

Example 1D: 

Change of circumstances – Planned award review - Supersession decision 

advantageous to the claimant 



 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. On 11/05/15 the 

Secretary of State issues a PIP2 (UI) for a planned award review. The Secretary of State discovers that 

the claimant had a stroke on 02/02/15 and following investigations the DM decides that the claimant 

now qualifies for a higher rate of PIP. 

Ground for supersession 

In this example there has been an identifiable change of circumstances and therefore the ground for 

superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

Schedule 1, PART 2, Paragraph 18 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 

says: 

• “where the superseding decision is advantageous to the claimant and is made on the Secretary of 

State’s own initiative, the decision takes effect from the date on which the Secretary of State 

commenced action with a view to supersession.”  

In this case the PIP2(UI) was issued to the claimant on 11/05/15 therefore the effective date of 

supersession would be 11/05/15 ADM paragraph A4221, para 2 refers. 

If, the QP is not satisfied on the date the Secretary of State commenced action, the supersession 

decision can only be effective from the date on which she first satisfied the conditions of entitlement. 

Schedule 1, PART 2, paragraphs 18 and 12 of the Universal Credit - (Decisions and Appeals) 

Regulations 2013.  

For example, if the PIP2(UI) was issued on 02/04/15, the supersession decision could not take effect 

until 02/05/15. 

Example 2A: 

Change of Circumstances – Supersession decision disadvantageous to the 

claimant – claimant notified the change straight away 



 

The claimant is in receipt of the enhanced rate of the mobility component of PIP due to a back 

condition. On 21/05/15 he notifies the appropriate office that he had an operation on his back on 

27/04/15 which has improved his ability to stand and move. Having made the relevant enquiries, the 

DM is satisfied that the claimant no longer qualifies for PIP and that it is reasonable to accept that 

21/05/15 is the date that the claimant’s ability to stand and move improved; there is no evidence to 

indicate that the improvement should have reported earlier. Therefore 21/05/15 is the ‘date of 

change’. 

Ground for supersession 

The ground for superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

The claimant notified the change of circumstances straight away for example as soon as he considered 

his condition had improved. Therefore the awarding decision can be superseded from 21/05/15 – the 

‘date of change’ to remove entitlement to PIP. 

Sch 1, PART 2, paragraph 12 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013.  

ADM paragraph A4223, para 2 refers. 

Example 2B: 

Change of Circumstances – Supersession decision disadvantageous to the 

claimant – claimant fails to notify the change - reasonably expected to know 

The claimant is in receipt of the enhanced rate of mobility component of PIP due to a back condition. 

During a planned or unplanned award review the DM on 01/07/15 finds that the claimant had an 

operation on his back on 27/04/15. The evidence shows that there has been a clear improvement to 

the extent that he no longer qualifies for the enhanced rate of mobility. It is established from the 

evidence (or after further investigation) that the claimant’s ability to stand and move improved from 

21/05/15. 

Ground for supersession 

In this example there has been an identifiable change of circumstances. Therefore the ground for 

superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 



 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

If the DM considers that the claimant: 

(a) Failed to notify an appropriate office of a change of circumstances which the claimant was 

required by regulations under the Administration Act to notify; and 

(b) Could reasonably have been expected to know that the change of circumstances should have 

been notified, the superseding decision takes effect from the date on which the claimant ought to 

have notified the change of circumstances. 

The effective date of supersession would be 21/0515. 

Sch 1, PART 2, paragraphs 16 and 17 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 

2013. ADM paragraph A4231 refers. 

Example 2C: 

Change of Circumstances – Supersession decision disadvantageous to the 

claimant – claimant fails to notify the change - not reasonably expected to 

know 

The claimant is in receipt of the enhanced rate of the daily living component of PIP due to arthritis. 

During a planned or unplanned award review the DM on 01/07/15 finds that the claimant’s 

medication had changed from 27/04/15. The evidence shows that there has been some improvement 

to the extent that he no longer qualifies for the enhanced rate of the daily living component and now 

qualifies for the standard rate of that component. It is established from the evidence (or after further 

investigation) that the claimant’s ability improved gradually since the change in medication. 

Ground for supersession 

In this example there has been an identifiable change of circumstances for example a change in 

medication. Therefore the ground for superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of 

circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 



 

Effective date of supersession 

The DM considers that the claimant could not be reasonably expected to know that the change of 

circumstances should have been notified. Therefore the awarding decision should be superseded from 

the date of decision. 

Section 10(5) of the Social Security Act 1998 – ADM 4235 refers. 

Example 3A: 

Planned or unplanned award review – HP report received – No identifiable 

change – award decreased 

The claimant is in receipt of the enhanced rate of the daily living component of PIP. Following the 

receipt of the HP report the DM weighs the relevant evidence and investigates further if necessary. 

The DM is satisfied that the current report reflects the claimant’s condition (it could be that the DM 

considers that the earlier assessment was over generous or a border-line case). The DM decides that 

the evidence meets the criteria for an award of the standard rate of the daily living component. 

Ground for supersession 

In this case there is no identifiable change (or other ground to revise or supersede) and so the ground 

for supersession is the receipt of medical evidence from a healthcare professional. 

Regulation 26(1)(a) of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4006, para 6 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

There is no regulation linked to regulation 26(1)(a) which tells the DM what the effective date is. As a 

consequence the default effective date rule applies. This rule says that supersession is effective from 

the date on which the decision is made, or the date of the claimant’s application. If this was a planned 

review, supersession is effective from the date on which the DM makes the decision. If it was an 

unplanned review, for example it was carried out because of contact from the claimant, the DM 

would still make the supersession effective from the date on which it was made, on the basis that the 

claimant cannot be said to have applied to have their benefit reduced. This is in keeping with the 

principle that, if there is a choice, the DM should always use the effective date that is most beneficial 

to the claimant. Section 10(5) of the Social Security Act 1998  



 

Example 3B: 

Planned or unplanned award review – HP report received – No identifiable 

change – award increased 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. Following the 

receipt of the HP report the DM weighs the relevant evidence and investigates further if necessary. 

The DM is satisfied that the current report reflects the claimant’s condition (it could be that the 

previous assessment was a border-line case). The DM decides that the evidence meets the criteria for 

an award of the enhanced rate of the daily living component. 

Ground for supersession 

In this case that is no identifiable change (or other ground to revise or supersede) and so the ground for 

supersession is the receipt of medical evidence from a healthcare professional. 

Regulation 26(1)(a) of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4006, para 6 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

There is no regulation linked to regulation 26(1)(a) which tells the DM what the effective date is. As a 

consequence the default effective date rule applies, which is that supersession is effective from the 

date on which the decision is made or the date of the claimant’s application for supersession. If this 

was a planned review, there will have been no application from the claimant, so the effective date can 

only be the date on which the decision is made. However if supersession has resulted from an 

unplanned review, the effective date is the date on which the claimant contacted the Department. 

Section 10(5) of the Social Security Act 1998  

Example 4: 

Claimant applies for supersession due to deterioration in her condition 

The claimant suffers from arthritis and is in receipt of the enhanced rate of the mobility component of 

PIP together with the standard rate of the daily living component. On 11/07/15 she applies for 

supersession on the basis that her condition deteriorated two months earlier and so she should be 

entitled to the enhanced rate of the daily living component. Following the receipt of a HP report the 

DM on 25/09/15 considers that the claimant’s condition has deteriorated to the extent that the 



 

evidence meets the criteria for an award of the enhanced rate of the daily living component. 

However, the DM is also satisfied that the evidence does not meet the criteria for an award of the 

mobility component. 

Questions 

1. What are the grounds for supersession? 

2. What are the effective date rules? 

Example 4: 

Answer Sheet 

1. 1st Ground for supersession 

The daily living component should be superseded on the ground of a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the D&A Regs 2013. 

Effective date of supersession 

The claimant has notified the change in circumstances within the time limit – before the end of one 

month, from which she first satisfied the conditions of entitlement for example, the qualifying date is 

11/08/15 and she reported the change on 11/07/15. Therefore the DM supersedes the awarding 

decision with effect from 11/08/15. 

1. 2nd Ground for supersession - Paragraph 15 of the D&A Regs 2013. 

The claimant has applied for supersession in her favour but the DM is superseding and removing the 

mobility component. In these circumstances it cannot be said that the claimant has ‘applied’ to have 

that component removed and so the supersession should now be treated as made on the Secretary 

of State’s own initiative. In the absence of any other ground to revise or supersede the award, the 

DM can supersede on the ground that medical evidence from a healthcare professional has been 

received. 

Regulation 26(1) (a) of the D&A Regs 2013. 



 

Effective date of supersession 

Section 10(5) of the Social Security Act 1998 Act for example the date the DM makes the decision; in this 

case 25/09/15. 

Spare 135-138  

CM disagrees with the AP assessment 

140. If you disagree with the AP assessment you must follow the normal procedure for settling a 

difference of opinion between a CM and an AP - See: Assessment Provider process’ 

CM action recording the new determination in the Change of  

Circumstance Review screen 

141. If you decide the original decision is unaffected by the new evidence, including award duration, 

you will supersede, but not change the decision. 

See: Making a decision Award Reviews 

142. Access the CofC Review screen and record the following: 

Step Action 

1 conclusion of no change 

2 select the save button 

143. You must issue notification PIP.7005. A communication record must be created - See:  

Communication Record 

144. The claimant should only have an explanation of the decision if they request it. This includes 

outcomes where the previous decision has not been changed - See: ‘Explanations’ instructions 

Change of Rates - Age 65 or over  

  

145. Although a claimant who is over 65 or State Pension age cannot claim PIP; if the claimant was 

entitled to PIP before reaching 65 or State Pension age, they can continue to receive benefit for as 

long as the entitlement conditions are still satisfied. However, the rates of PIP that the claimant 



 

may be entitled to are affected once the claimant is over State Pension age See: State Pension age 

timetable 

146. Where the previous award is in respect of only the daily living component, you cannot additionally 

award any rate of the mobility component (or increase from standard to enhanced rate of the 

mobility component) on a further claim unless a relevant CofC occurred before the claimant 

reached 65.  If a CofC has occurred before the age of 65 but wasn't notified in the appropriate 

timesscale, the increase can be paid but the effective date is likely to be either the date: 

• the claimant reported the CofC or  

• the date that the SofS instigated the award review  

147. Due to the claimants needs starting over the age of 65 or State Pension age, you must advise CMs 

how to input decisions where mobility either: 

• cannot be considered  

• cannot be increased  

Mobility is not currently in payment and cannot be considered  

Step Action 

1 complete the questionnaire within 'Decision Assist' 

2 click box 'No mobility over 65' 

Note: When this box is ticked the mobility questions are removed. This is only appropriate if there is no 

current award of mobility 

Where standard mobility is currently in payment and cannot be increased  

Step Action 

1 complete the questionnaire and retain the descriptor choices that refer to the current standard mobility rate, 

even if the AP determines a different (higher point) descriptor 

2 ensure the 'Reasons for Decision' explains the decision and why mobility cannot either be considered or 

increased 

  

Outstanding Appeals and Reconsiderations during the Change of  



 

Circumstances process 

148. If there is an on-going Appeal or outstanding Reconsideration this should not impact upon your 

CofC action. 

149. However, in Appeals cases, once you make your decision you must create a High Priority Manual 

Task as below: 

Task Subject Task  

Type 

Task Allocation (Work  

Queue) 

Task  

Priority 

Deadline date 

NINO 

Action Required: AR Decision  

made 

Consider informing HMCTS 

To do Refer to Appeal Team High 2 working days 

Appeals decision made whilst Change of Circumstances action outstanding 

150. Seek SAM advice in these cases before you take any further action. See CM to SAM referral 

process 

  

Special Rules Terminally Ill SRTI Provisions for Change of  

Circumstances Review 

151. If a request is being made under the SRTI provisions the case needs to follow the SRTI process. 

152. The AP will consider SRTI and if confirmed will also consider the mobility component. 

Effective date for an SRTI case 

153. A late notification of a CofC from SRTI claimants will usually be accepted and the effective date is 

the date the change was notified. 

154. This may be reflected on the DS1500. This is because it is inevitable that the ‘terminal illness’ will 

have brought a great deal of distress and is likely to have caused a delay in contacting us. If the 

CofC application establishes that the claimant was SRTI on or before the date of the CofC 

application if appropriate, late revision should be considered. 



 

155. A revision can be considered if the evidence suggests that the claimant was terminally ill at the 

date of claim.  



 

Late applications for revision 

156. Where an application indicates the claimant, PAB or COP may be disputing the original decision, 

you will need to consider if the original decision can be revised and, if appropriate, follow the 

procedures for late applications for revision. 

Fraud Indicator set 

157. Where a CofC Review is created and there is a fraud indicator (set on PIPCS), you must create a 

manual task for 10 working days to notify the Fraud Unit of the CofC Review. 

Hopeless Application - Application Not Admitted 

158. A request will be deemed as a hopeless application when, no further investigation of fact or law 

could possibly produce a different decision from the one that has been made. Examples are: 

• ‘I receive Pension Credit’  

• ‘My TV licence has gone up’  

Note: Only in exceptional circumstances should the CM decide that an application is hopeless. 

159. You must first of all consider whether there are in fact reasons to supersede the previous decision. 

Only in circumstances where you consider that the application is hopeless will you not admit an 

application. No decision will be given in this instance and the claimant will be notified that no 

decision has been given. There are no dispute rights against a refusal to admit the claimant’s 

application. 

160. Where you decide that an application should not be admitted you should go into the Create ‘CofC 

Review’ screen and the note the following: 

See: Navigation to the CofC Review screen 

Step Action 

1 the received date 

Note: that cannot be a future date 

This will default to today’s date but will be the date the request was first received 

2 the type – this is mandatory and is unplanned intervention 



 

3 requested by 

This is a drop down box and the values are: 

• Claimant  

• SofS  

• PAB  

• Third party  

4 part 2 required 

this is a drop down box and the values are: 

• Yes (default value)  

• No  

 You should select ‘no’ 



 

5 Conclusion This is a drop down box and will default to blank. Values available when you complete the 

determination are: 

• Advanced Claim – Entitlement Decreased  

• Advanced Claim – Entitlement Increased  

• Advanced Claim – Entitlement Unchanged • Advanced Claim – Entitlement Varied  

• Advanced Claim – Negative determination  

• Advanced Claim – No Entitlement (Disallowed)  

• Decreased  

• Disallowed – Assessment  

• Disallowed – FTA  

• Disallowed – no AR1  

• Disallowed – other lay  

• Extended same rate  

• Increased  

• No change  

• Not Admitted  

• Voluntary Relinquishment  

• Withdrawn  

You should select ‘not admitted’ 

6 comments, if appropriate 

you should state here the reason why the case has not been admitted 

7 you should then select the ‘save’ button 

161. Notify this on a PIP notification PIP.7019. A Communication Record should be created - See:  

Communication Record. 

Request received for a Voluntary Relinquishment of Benefit 

162. A claimant, PAB or COP may contact the department either by telephone or in writing to advise 

that they no longer wish to receive benefit. This is a voluntary relinquishment of benefit. 

163. If the claimant, PAB or COP contacts the department by telephone a CAMLite task is created by 

the telephony agent for you to consider the information provided. The telephony agent will not 



 

update any details held in the PIPCS but full details of the telephone call made will be held in the 

call comments box associated with the task. 

164. If a written enquiry is received this is scanned by the MOU and will be available for you to view via 

DRS. 

165. The workflow team will create a manual task for you to consider the information provided and 

whether a CofC Review is appropriate. Details of the correspondence received will be held in the 

comments field of the task and there will also be a link to the scanned documents. 

166. Where an application to relinquish PIP is received you must telephone the claimant, PAB or COP if 

applicable to ensure the claimant’s request is genuine and the claimant fully understands the 

implications of their actions for example, loss of benefit, loss of any pass-ported benefits, such as 

a Motability agreement. A communication record must be created. 

See: Vulnerability Hub 

See: Communication Record 

167. Where a claimant is identified as being in a vulnerable situation and/or incapable of handling their 

own affairs and there is no appointee, a request to relinquish benefit would not be effective. 

Record a decision not to supersede and also consider whether appointee action is required. 

See: Recording a decision not to supersede 

See: Appointee action 

168. If after three attempts you are unable to contact the claimant by telephone defer the original task 

for 10 working days and issue a notification PIP.7017. This letter advises the claimant that the CM 

will consider ending the entitlement if they do not contact us. 

169. When a CW or CM attempts to contact a claimant by outbound telephone call and fails to make 

contact the sending of a manual SMS text message should be considered, notifying the claimant 

that the DWP has attempted to contact them and advising them that DWP will attempt to call 

them back or advising the claimant to call. 

Spare Paragraph: 170 

171. If after 10 working days no further contact has been made by the claimant and no reply has been 

received to the PIP.7017 you should satisfy yourself that the claimant has made the request freely 



 

and is capable of understanding the implications of relinquishing the benefit. If you are satisfied 

end the entitlement accordingly. If you are not satisfied close the task and take no further action. 

172. Where the claimant has entitlement to both PIP components they cannot request relinquishment 

of one component only. If the claimant, PAB or COP request is genuine, entitlement to both 

components will be removed. 

Reply received 

173. When a reply is received to the PIP.7017, the letter is scanned by the MOU. The workflow team will 

set a manual task for you to consider the voluntary relinquishment. There will be a link to the 

scanned documents. 

Request accepted 

174. Where a request for voluntary relinquishment is accepted go into the CofC Review screen.See: 

Navigation to the CofC review screen 

175. Note the following: 

Step Action  

1 the received date 

Note: that cannot be a future date 

This will default to today’s date but you will have to decide the appropriate date, See: ADM  

Chapter A4 para4130 

2 the type – this is mandatory and is CofC Review 



 

3 requested by 

This is a drop down box and the values are: 

 claimant  

 SofS  

 PAB  

 Third party  

You should select ‘claimant’ or 'PAB' as appropriate 

4 Part 2 required 

This is a drop down box and the values are: 

 Yes (default value)  

 No  

You should select ‘no’ 



 

5 Conclusion This is a drop down menu and will default to blank. Values available when you complete the 

determination are: 

 Advanced Claim – Entitlement Decreased  

 Advanced Claim – Entitlement Increased  

 Advanced Claim – Entitlement Unchanged  

Advanced Claim – Entitlement Varied  

 Advanced Claim – Negative determination  

 Advanced Claim – No Entitlement (Disallowed)  

 Decreased  

 Disallowed – Assessment  

 Disallowed – FTA  

 Disallowed – no AR1  

 Disallowed – other lay  

 Extended same rate  

 Increased  

 No change  

 Not Admitted  

 Voluntary Relinquishment  

 Withdrawn  

You should select ‘voluntary relinquishment’ 

6 comments if appropriate 

7 select the ‘save’ button 

176. You will then issue notification PIP.7018. A communication record should be created - See:  

Communication record 

177. If there is a motability agreement present, create a manual task for the motability team to notify 

MOps - See: Tasks deskaid 

and - See: Workflow and Task Management instructions. 

Modify the end date of the current award 

178. Before closing the BDC you must record the correct end date of the award so that it reflects the 

entitlement period.  The BDC cannot be closed until the day after the decision removing 



 

entitlement. This is because PIPCS run the rules in the overnight batch to apply the change and 

determine the period of ‘ineligibility’. You should therefore Create a Manual Task to yourself to 

complete the case closure action. 

179. You will then have to manually close the Benefit Delivery case. The date of closure will be today’s 

date. 

See: Case closure 

Request not accepted 

180. There may be instances where the CM will not accept such a request. This may be where the 

claimant has not made the request freely or does not fully understand the implications of what 

they have requested. In this circumstance the CM should make a decision not to supersede. 

181. Issue a manual PIP.7005 notification. A communication record should be created.See:  

Communication Record  

  

Out of Payment Change of Circumstance Reviews 

182. There will be instances where benefit has ended before a Change of Circumstance (CofC) decision 

can be made. In these cases there is nothing left to supersede unless there is an identifiable 

change in circumstances. However, it is possible to extend the now-expired award by way of a 

supersession, provided the claimant is still considered to be entitled to PIP. 

183. Such a supersession, would be an advantageous decision made on the Secretary of State’s own 

initiative. The grounds are there has been a relevant change of circumstances, as the claimant’s 

needs have become more persistent than the CM thought they were when the now-expired award 

was made. (Paragraphs 19-20 of PH v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions (DLA) [2013] UKUT 

0268 (AAC)). 

184. If the award is maintained the effective date would be the date on which the CofC process started 

(paragraph 18 of Schedule 1 to the Decisions and Appeals Regulations). As this would be before the 

award ended, the extension can take effect. 

185. However, if the case manager (CM) is also increasing or reducing the rate of benefit awarded, this 

should be considered a separate supersession with its own grounds and effective date. It should 



 

not be presumed that both the extension and the change of rate necessarily take effect from the 

same date. 

186. If the award is increased the normal qualifying period (QP) provisions will apply. If however the QP 

is not satisfied until after the award has expired, then the original award should be maintained and 

extended as above and the increase treated as a separate supersession with it’s own effective 

date. 

187. The CM should always consider making a decision not to supersede where there is no continuing 

entitlement to PIP and the Award Review has run out of payment. In these cases a decision not to 

supersede decision should be made. The claimant can dispute this decision or make a new claim if 

they consider they have continuing needs. 

Recording a Decision Not To Supersede 

188. To record a decision not to supersede you should go into the CofC Review screen. 

See: Navigation to the CofC review screen 

189. Record the following: 

Step Action 

1 the received date 

Note: that cannot be a future date 

This will default to today’s date but will be the date the request was first received 

2 the type – this is mandatory and is CofC Review 

3 requested by 

this is a drop down box and the values are: 

• claimant  

• SofS  

• PAB  

• Third party  



 

4 part 2 required yes (default value) 

this is a drop down box and the values are: 

• Yes  

• No  

You should select ‘no’ 

5 Conclusion This is a drop down menu and will default to blank. Values available when you complete the 

determination are: 

• Advanced Claim – Entitlement Decreased  

• Advanced Claim – Entitlement Increased  

• Advanced Claim – Entitlement Unchanged • Advanced Claim – Entitlement Varied  

• Advanced Claim – Negative determination  

• Advanced Claim – No Entitlement (Disallowed)  

 • Decreased  

• Disallowed – Assessment  

• Disallowed – FTA  

• Disallowed – no AR1  

• Disallowed – other lay  

• Extended same rate  

• Increased  

• No change  

• Not Admitted  

• Voluntary Relinquishment  

• Withdrawn  

You should select ‘no change’ 

6 comments, if appropriate 

you should state here the reason why the case has been unchanged 

7 you should then select the ‘save’ button 



 

190. Additionally, if it is clear that the claimant is still disputing the original decision but the CM has 

determined that there are no grounds for revision, they should record a decision “not to revise” it. 

The decision should be notified to the claimant but it does not carry any additional appeal rights. 

When Referral for an Assessment is the likely outcome 

191. When the claimant is reporting a significant change you should only make a decision where this is 

supported by clear and conclusive medical evidence. 

Note: For these purposes, a significant change is where a claimant has: 

• reported a change across more than 4 activities, or  

• reported a change which would mean an increase of 4 or more points in either component 

which would also lead to a change in award level  

192. Although it’s not possible to provide an exhaustive list of cases where a referral to the AP is 

required, the following are examples of cases where one would be expected unless a decision was 

strongly supported by evidence on the file: 

• changes to descriptors on the ARI are inconsistent with the detail of the previous AP report  

• an expected change leading to an improvement has occurred but the claimant states they still 

have the same level of impairment and hasn’t provided clear evidence to the contrary  

• claimant reported significant change of deterioration with no supporting medical evidence  

• new conditions are stated where the claimant states they lead to difficulties but have not 

provided any further medical evidence to support the claim  

• the claimants’ initial decision indicates a high chance of improvement and the claimant hasn’t 

provided sufficient medical evidence to demonstrate their condition hasn’t changed  

• where you believe that the original decision may have been made on insufficient evidence and 

you don’t have sufficient evidence to confidently make a new decision  

Questions to ask your self before referring to the AP 

193. Have I: 

• considered all the evidence that the Department holds which might allow me to make a 

decision?  

• considered the implications of all medical evidence – for example have I considered the 

implications of prescription lists?  



 

• consulted online resources to gain information about the condition?  

• considered whether contacting the claimant/carer/COP/PAB would be appropriate?  

• considered consulting SAM or HP on site where appropriate?  

• considered ESA reports where appropriate  

194. Where a CM is unable to make a decision, the case may be sent to the AP for assessment. The case 

will include form ARI and any additional information obtained by the CM will be included in the 

medical evidence screen in PIPCS. 

195. If after you have considered all of the above and decide a referral to the AP is necessary for you to 

make a robust decision, you must: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Decision Assist’ 

2 select ‘Determination’ tab 

3 select ‘Request AP Advice’ from the action button on the most recent ‘completed’ determination 

4 select ‘Unplanned Intervention’ from the drop down menu from the ‘AP Advice Reasons’ box 

5 select ‘DM’ from the drop down menu from the requested ‘for’ box 

6 in the ‘Comment’ box - state the reason for the referral, for example: 

claimant has indicated extensive needs, but hasn’t provided any supporting evidence. 

7 select ‘Save’ 

 

02 PIP Award Reviews  

Background 

1. From the 27th June 2016 when making an award review decision for Personal Independence 

Payment (PIP) the Case Manager (CM) will be able to decide the level and period of award based on all 

current evidence and evidence from the previous assessment without the need to refer the case to an 



 

AP (Assessment Provider). Where the CM is unable to make a decision, they may still refer the case to 

the AP. 

2. An Award Review (AR) is instigated by the Secretary of State (SofS) to review an award set at a 

time prescribed by the CM, using advice from the Assessment Provider (AP) when the original decision is 

made. This is where the claimant is still likely to have daily living or mobility needs at the point of review 

but those needs may have changed. 

Note: Although Planned Interventions have now been renamed to ARs, various computer system 

screens will still refer to Planned Interventions. 

3. You’ll look at or consider looking at, an existing award, to decide if you need to amend or change 

it, prior to the termination date. 

Changes when setting a review date with effect from 31st May 2019 

4. From 31st May 2019 CMs will no longer regularly review PIP awards for claimants who have 

reached State Pension age (SPa), unless they tell us that their needs have changed. 

5. When setting an award period, you must identify the appropriate level and duration of award as 

normal, then check the claimant’s age. If the claimant is aged 57 or over, you must check the date on 

which the claimant will reach their SPa, using the external link - See: State Pension age checker. 

6. If the Award Review date goes beyond the claimant’s SPa date, you must set a ten year ongoing 

award - See: Setting a review date. 

Note: there may be circumstances when the AR is not triggered. See: Trigger exclusion. 
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Administrative Exercise (AE) deferred Open Award Review identified 

7. An Administrative Exercise (AE) is the process for looking at cases to see if claimants are 

impacted by the Upper Tribunal (UT) decisions. See: Upper Tribunal and AE 



 

Note: All 1st tier staff working on AE will be positioned in AE OU (this is the Blackpool Alt Format OU, 

and will be used by AE staff only). 

8. If there’s an on-going event registered the AE review can’t be completed. The AE teams will 

move the case into the AE OU when appropriate. 

9. AE action will be deferred if an on-going Award Review event is registered. This could happen in 

the following circumstances: 

• The claimant has requested an immediate AE review or  

• An Award Review is registered after the case has been selected for AE review or  

• The case has been selected manually for AE review.  

10. Where the claimant has requested an immediate AE review an AE CW or CM will create a PIPCS 

manual 'To Do' task, task subject ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is 

completed’. You must defer this task until the Award Review event is cleared. 

11. If an Award Review event is registered after the case has been selected for AE review. there will 

be an open ‘Progress Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress Review LB/MH/RJ’ task. You must grab 

the task/s and defer them. 

12. Where an Award Review event is registered and the case has been manually selected for AE 

review. The AE CW will create a PIPCS manual 'To Do' task, task subject ‘Case identified for AE Review 

when ongoing event is completed’. You must defer this task until the event is cleared. 

Note: There will not be any deferred ‘Progress Review’ tasks if the case is manually selected. 

13. You should make a decision on the Award Review event and apply the correct descriptor scores 

from the appropriate effective date either: 

• date of application, plus QP if required, or  

• 4 week run on or  

• date of decision or  

• date of change.  

14.The AE teams will deal with any past periods from the relevant determination date to the appropriate 

effective date. 

Note: Only in certain circumstances would you use the relevant determination date, for example; where 

an official error was made on or prior to the relevant determination date. 



 

15. After the Award Review event has been completed you must close any manual ‘to do’ task with the 

subject: 

• the ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is completed’ or 

   

• ‘Case identified for AE Review when ongoing event is completed’  

And create a new manual ‘to do’ task with subject ‘AE request, event now closed’ and assign the task to 

Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM work queue. 

Or Move the case into the AE OU and forward the ‘Progress Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress  

Review LB/MH/RJ’ task/s to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM work queue 

Note: Consideration should be given by the AE team whether AE should be completed within the 

potential dispute period. See: AE. 

How the Review Date was Set 

11. When making the previous decision to award PIP, the CM would have decided based on all evidence 

available whether the functional restriction would likely be present at the recommended point of 

review regardless of whether it was considered likely to improve, remain the same or deteriorate. 

12. Where the AP considered a claimant had a stable health condition or impairment and it was highly 

unlikely to improve or deteriorate, they would have advised that they considered there to be no 

medical justification for a review. In such cases the CM would have given an on-going award of 

benefit (with reviews at least every 10 years) - See: PIP Assessment Guide. 

13. Where and individual’s needs are likely to continue but may increase, the AP would provide advice 

on a medically appropriate review point, rather than no review; this is need to ensure the case is 

reviewed and increased support provided where appropriate. 

14. The CM would have considered all evidence available and set an award end date and review date as 

appropriate. 

PIP Award Duration  

Type of PIP Award 

15. When making award decisions, CM/APs will put cases into one of three groups. 



 

Fixed period award no review date - where there is a reasonable expectation to see a significant 

improvement in needs arising from the claimant’s health condition or disability, to the extent they no 

longer require PIP. These cases won’t have an AR. 

Fixed period award with review date - where it’s likely the claimant’s level of restriction in daily living 

and mobility activities may change at a later stage. That is the claimant may have some improvement 

or deterioration that could result in a change in the rate of PIP entitlement. The CM decides the 

review point and then sets the end date of the award for 12 months after the review date. 

On-going award - where the claimant’s restrictions on daily living and/or mobility are unlikely to 

change significantly, or where the Award Review date goes beyond the claimant’s SPa, these cases will 

have an AR at least every 10 years. 

16. The resulting AR is designed to ensure the correct level of entitlement is in place. 

17. PIPCS will start Award Review action on the review date. 

Trigger Exclusions  

18. PIPCS will check if an Advance Claim or Change of Circumstances (CofC) AR is on-going. If so, the  

planned AR is no longer required. 

19. PIPCS also checks to see if PIP is in payment: 

• if PIP isn’t in payment, for example, imprisonment, long-term hospitalisation, suspected fraud 

etc., PIPCS will defer the AR until payment is reinstated  

• if payment of PIP isn’t reinstated before the award end date, the AR isn’t required and no 

further action will be taken  

• if payment is reinstated before the end of Award Notification (PIP.506) is issued, PIPCS will 

prompt an AR.  

Note: The rules keep running until either payment is reinstated or the End of Award notification is 

issued, whichever happens first. 

  

PIP Award Reviews record created 

20. If PIP is in payment, once the review date is reached, PIPCS will automatically create an AR Record 

in the Intervention tab within the Evidence Summary.  However from 1 April 2019 a 'flex' to the 

date on which the AR1 is actually issued will be set by the business as needs arise.  This means that 



 

AR1 may not be issued on the exact date the review date is reached. The screen within the 

Interventions tab, once opened will display the following: 

• Received date This field will be set to the date the AR is created  

• Type This field will be set to ‘Award Review’  

• Requested By This field will be set to ‘Secretary of State’  

• Part 2 required This field will be set to ‘yes’  

• Conclusion This is a drop down menu and will default to blank. Values available when you 

complete the determination are:  

• Disallowed - no AR1  

• Disallowed - FTA  

• Disallowed - other lay  

• Disallowed - Assessment  

• Increased  

• Decreased  

• Extended same rate  

• No change  

• Comments if appropriate 

21. PIPCS automatically issues form AR1 with covering letter PIP.1043 and the claimant is given 1 

calendar month from the day after the date of issue to return the AR1. For example, the AR1 

covering notification PIP.1043 issued 03 February asks the claimant to return the AR1 by 04 March. 

Note: AR1 replaces PIP2(UI) from 25 June 2016 for PIP Award Reviews only. 

22. However, the AR1 return date is automatically set by PIPCS for 40 calendar days from the date of 

issue. After 19 calendar days PIPCS will generate and issue the automatic reminder notification 

PIP.1045 if the AR1 hasn’t been returned. 

23. Task timers for cases where the AR1 is re-issued won’t be set automatically. You must access the 

Timers tab in the Application and extend the timer and manually set a deferred task to your inbox 

to issue a reminder after 19 days. 

See: Claimant requests more time to return AR1 

See: ‘Workflow and Task management’ Instructions. 



 

24. PIPCS won’t automatically create an AR if there is a CofC review, advance claim in progress or PIP is 

not in payment. 

25. For any cases where an AR was created before the 25 June 2016, and the claimant requests a 

duplicate form, a PIP2(UI) must be sent clerically and NOT an AR1 form. All PIP2(UI) received after 

25th June 2016, will be referred to the AP for assessment. 

AR1 not returned - Additional Support (AS) identified 

26. Where the AR1 is not returned by the agreed deadline, PIPCS will identify claimant requiring AS 

and create a task to the AP to consider a Face to Face Assessment or Paper Based Report. 

See: Vulnerable Claimants and Assessment Provider Process 

AR1 not returned – no Additional Support identified 

27. If an AR1 isn’t returned within the agreed timescales and AS hasn’t been identified PIPCS will 

automatically disallow and issue a Lay Disallowance notification PIP7041. The date of Disallowance 

will be the day the decision is made. 

Where a PIP2(UI) has been issued prior to the 25th June 2016 the CM will still receive a task to consider 

disallowance on non AS cases. 

Change to Additional Support status 

28. If at new claim the claimant doesn’t indicate AS and you or the AP determines the claimant isn’t AS 

the ‘Additional Support determined’ field is left blank. 

29. If the AS ‘indicated’ status of the claimant changes from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’ at any point following the new 

claim and the ‘Additional Support determined’ is left blank, when the AR1 timer expires PIPCS 

updates the medical details with Part 2 returned as ‘No’ and concludes the award review with 

‘Disallowed’ and issues a disallowance notification which includes an incorrect end of award date. 

However, the benefit case remains active and in payment. 

30. To prevent AS claimants from being disallowed if they fail to return the AR1 you must update both 

the ‘Additional Support determined and ‘Additional Support’ identified fields to ‘Yes’ in the most 

recent medical details evidence and then apply the evidence to prevent AS claimants from being 

automatically disallowed and prevent any overpayments. 



 

Negative Determination 

31. A negative determination can be made at several points in the PIP journey. A negative 

determination is a disallowance if the claimant fails to comply with the PIP process for example: 

• Failure to return the AR1 Within the 40 day deadline  

• Failure to Attend Assessment (FTA)  

• Failure to Comply (FTC)  

Note: The effective date of a Negative Determination will always be date of decision. 

32. The claimant has the right to request a reconsideration on any decision within the dispute time 

limit. Where any decision has been made and is being looked at again it’s a reconsideration. This is 

even where you have decided that the negative determination was incorrect and the claimant did 

have good reason.  

In these cases please follow the instructions on Claimant requests an explanation and Reconsideration.  

Claimant doesn’t want to complete AR1 No AS identified 

33. If a claimant with no AS marker contacts the department by the agreed deadline to inform that 

they don’t wish to complete the AR1, you will do a negative determination once the period allowed 

for return of the form has expired (one month): See: ADM Chapter 6 – Good Reason 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Result’ 

2 select ‘Evidence summary’ 

3 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

5 select ‘Toggle’ 

6 select ‘Action’ on the right hand side and select ‘Edit’ 



 

7 select ‘Effective Date of Change’ and insert todays date 

Important: Ensure you input today’s date to prevent PIPCS disallowing from the original effective date 

Note: The effective date will always be the date of decision 

8 under ‘Failure to return PIP2 – Good reason accepted’ select ‘NO’ 

9 insert a suitable note in the comments box 

10 select ‘Save’ 

system saves information and returns to the Medical Evidence details list page 

11 return to ’Evidence Summary’ and ‘Refresh’ 

12 select ‘Action’ Button 

13 select ‘Apply changes’ from the drop down menu 

14 select ‘Save’ 

15 return to ‘Search Results’ and select the ‘Personal Independence Delivery Case’ in the type column 

16 select ‘Action’ 

17 check eligibility 

18 tick the ‘Use Active Evidence Only’ box 

19 select ‘Save’ 

20 prepare and issue clerical PIP7041 and amend as appropriate 

21 complete and update ‘Communications Record’ 

22 create a PDF copy of PIP7041 and send by email to DRS 



 

23 deal with any resulting overpayment 

24 conclude Planned Intervention reason ’Disallowed – No AR1’ 

24 check for any other open tasks 

25 close task. 

Note: The timer is automatically cleared when the Planned Intervention is concluded in PIPCS (in this 

case when you select ‘Disallowed – no AR1’). 

34. If there is a Motability agreement present, you must create a manual task to notify MOTA that 

benefit has stopped. 

Task Subject Task  

Type 

Task Allocation (Work Queue) Task  

Priority 

Deadline date 

NINO 

Action Required: PIP  

Award Changed 

Consider Mota Agreement 

To do Blackpool Mota BC _MotaLiaison_Mota  

Agreement Team 1 

High 2 working 

days 

Claimant doesn’t want to complete AR1 AS Identified 

35. If the claimant with AS identified contacts the department by the agreed deadline to inform that 

they don’t wish to complete the AR1, the case must be referred to the AP as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘search results’ 

2 select ‘Decision Assist’ 

3 select ‘Determinations’ tab 

4 from the latest completed determination, select ‘Action’ button and select ‘Request AP Advice’ from the drop-

down menu 

5 select ‘Planned Intervention’ 



 

6 under ‘Request for’ select ‘DM’ 

7 under ‘Comments’ – insert a suitable comment for example ‘claimant hasn’t returned AR1 and  

Additional Support indicator is present’ 

8 select ‘Save’ 

9 close task 

Note: If a claimant requires additional support but this is not yet recorded on PIPCS refer to Claimant 

requires additional support but this is not yet recorded on PIPCS. 

Reconsideration following removal of PIP on negative determination 

grounds 

See: Reconsiderations late return of PIP2 

Reconsideration following removal of PIP – FTA/FTC – New Claims (NC) CM 

process 

36. When the AR claimant requests Reconsideration following a FTA/FTC disallowance they will be 

handled by New Claims (NC) CMs. Where the claimant has made contact the telephony agent will 

create a ‘To Do’ Task to be routed to a CM with a general skill set. 

37. The NC CM will need to ask a line manager or SAM to re-activate the case if the case is closed or in 

pending closure mode (you will need to make sure there are no open tasks on the claim). 

38. The NCs CM must register the Reconsideration, consider good reason and conclude the 

Reconsideration on the Same Day. 

Steps for this process can be found under Action to take following a negative determination Part 1 & 2 

See: Action to take following Negative Determination 

39. The NC CM will then refer the case to the AP as BAU if good reason accepted. 

40. If good reason is not accepted the NC CM will select unchanged to conclude the Reconsideration, 

issue clerical PIP7024, create PDF copy and email this to DRS and update communications. 

AR1 Received Late – Task Received 



 

41. When the AR1 is received late an “Action required Award Review AR1 received out of time” task 

will be generated to a CM with the right skillset to take the appropriate action. The action you 

should take depends on the “Additional Support Determined” status (either yes or no) and where 

the case currently sits. 

AR1 Received Late – AS case currently with AP 

42. Where “Additional Support Determined” is “yes”, the case will have been automatically tasked to 

the AP. 

43. You therefore need to create a manual task to the AP to make the AP aware an AR1 has been 

received. 

Step Action 

  

1 select ‘Decision Assist’ 

see: Feedback 

2 select ‘Tasks Tab’ 

3 select ‘New’ 

4 in the subject box type ‘AR1 Received’ next to NINO 

5 in the ‘Task Type’ select ‘Inbound correspondence’ from the drop down 

6 in the ‘Concerning’ box select ‘the claimant’ from the drop down 

7 from the ‘Priority’ select ‘standard’ - allow 2 weeks for the deadline 

8 select the ‘magnifying glass’ from the ‘assigned to’ work queue and select ‘assessment provider  

Org_AP doc received_(relevant lot) 

9 In the ‘Comment’ box, type ‘Late AR1 Received’ 

9 select ‘Save’ 



 

AR1 received late, non-AS and case has been disallowed on negative 

determination grounds 

44. Where “AS Determined” is “no”, PIPCS will have disallowed automatically on negative 

determination grounds. 

45. You will therefore need to consider whether there is good reason and decide whether to revise the 

disallowance decision and, if appropriate, reinstate PIP and then conduct the PIP Award Review. 

46. Should the reason for the late return of the AR1 indicate that claimant should be considered as 

additional support please refer to Claimant requires additional support but this is not yet recorded 

in  

PIPCS 

Note: A reconsideration must be registered first and concluded on the same day to prevent a task being 

generated to a CM with Reconsideration skill set. Complete a manual reconsideration notification 

PIP.8022 and continue with the Award review action. 

Registering and concluding the Explanation and Reconsideration 

Step Action – Part 1 

 

1 from search results access ’Benefit Delivery case’ 

2 select ‘Determinations’ 

3 select ’Determinations History’ 

4 select the ’Actions’ button of the current determination 

5 select ’New Explanation’ 

6 within ‘Type’ field select ’Disallowance (other)’ 

7 within ’Area’ field select either ‘Lay conditions’ or Failure to Comply’ as appropriate 

8 within ‘Claimant Response’ field – complete as appropriate 



 

9 select ‘Conclusion field’ – conclude as reconsideration requested or late reconsideration requested as 

appropriate 

10 select ’Notes’ field – complete as appropriate 

11 select ’Further Action’ field – complete if required 

12 select ‘Save’ 

13 go back to step 4 and select from the ’Current Determination’ ‘New Reconsideration’ 

14 within ‘Type’ field select ‘Reconsideration’ 

15 within ’Requested by’ field – select ‘as appropriate’ 

16 within ’Area’ field select either ‘Lay Conditions’ or ‘Failure to Comply’ as appropriate 

17 within ‘Lateness’ field – only complete if applicable 

18 within ‘Explanation’ field click on ‘magnifier symbol’ and link to explanation, previously created 

19 place a note in ‘Notes’ if applicable 

20 ‘Conclusion’ field – conclude as either ‘Reconsideration – New Decision changed/unchanged’ 

21 select ‘Save’ 

Action to take following a negative determination Part 2: Next Step 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Results’ 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

 

3 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 



 

5 select ‘Toggle’ 

6 select ‘Edit’ from the relevant action button (for example, the one with the Negative Determination effective 

date) 

7 select the appropriate entry within the ‘Failure to Supply Information’ field 

8 select ‘Save’ 

9 close the ‘Medical Details’ tab to return to the ‘Evidence Summary’ 

10 refresh 

11 select ‘Action’ button 

12 select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu to run the legislative rules 

13 select ‘Save’ 

14 access the ‘Personal Independence Payment’ Case (also known as the Benefit Delivery line) from the ‘search 

result’ 

15 select ‘Action’ button top Right Hand Side (RHS) 

16 select ‘Edit’ 

17 input original end of award date where there was one 

Note: you can find these details from the original decision letter in attachments. 

18 select ‘Save’ 

19 select ‘Action’ button on RHS 

20 select ‘Check eligibility’ 

21 tick the ‘use Active Evidence only’ box 

22 select ‘Save’ 



 

23 select ‘Action’ on top RHS 

24 select ‘Submit for Approval’ 

25 select ‘yes’ 

26 select ‘Action’ button on RHS 

 

  

27 select ‘Activate Case’ from the drop down menu 

28 select ‘yes’ 

29 from the search results select ‘refresh’ 

30 go back to ‘Personal Independence Payment’ Case (also known as the benefit delivery line) 

Note: the case should now be showing as active and next payments should be showing. If this isn’t the case, 

then you will need to go into the financial tab then select another tab and return to the ’Financials’ tab. The 

next payment should now be showing. 

31 reopening the Benefit Delivery Case will create a PIP7001 notification in communications which needs to be 

suppressed if generated. 

32 select ‘Evidence Summary’ from the search result 

33 select ‘Interventions’ tab 

34 select ‘Create New Intervention’ 

35 input today’s date in the received date 

36 select ’Planned’ in the ‘type’ box 

37 Select ‘Secretary of State’ in the ‘Requested by’ field 



 

38 select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ in the ‘part 2 required’ box as appropriate 

Note: Issue further AR1 (if claimant states AR1 Not received) 

If the user does not select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ then the field will automatically default to ‘yes’. If an AR1 is not required, 

then the user must select ‘no’ to prevent the AR1 being issued. 

39 select ‘Save’ 

40 create a Communications Record where appropriate 

41 close any outstanding tasks 

Claimant requests a duplicate AR1 

47. Where a request for a duplicate AR1 is made through the telephony channel, the enquiry agent will 

issue a duplicate AR1 and extend the timer by up to 40 days. 

48. If a claimant requests a duplicate AR1, and they have already been issued with one previously, the 

case must be referred to a CM for further consideration. Where the request is made through the 

telephony channel, the enquiry agent will create a standard “To Do” task to a CM with the right job 

role and skill set - See: Request for PIP2, AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI), AR1 or SRTI 

acknowledgement form reissue.  



 

Claimant requests more time to return the AR1 

49. If the claimant asks for more time to return the AR1, the telephony agent (or case worker (CW) on 

a call or dealing with a paper request) can extend the AR1 return date that hasn’t already been 

extended for a maximum of 14 calendar days. You may also receive a PIPCS task created by non-

telephony ‘back office’ staff who received the extension request either by an outbound call or 

letter. 

50. Provided the requested extension is for two weeks or less and the claimant has not previously had 

an extension, the agent/CW will extend the return date by 14 calendar days. 

51.This extension is at the discretion of the SofS but there is no need for the CM to consider if a request 

under 14 calendar days extension provision is ‘reasonable’. 

52. Keep In View – This instruction for extending the return date of the AR1 applies to phone and postal 

requests and all versions of the PIP2. 

53. If the claimant requests an extension of more than two weeks or they have already had a 14-day 

extension, a system Task will be generated and sent to a CM with the appropriate skills set for 

consideration under Good Reason. You need to consider if it’s reasonable to allow more time. You 

should also consider if this is because they have AS needs. 

See: Request for extension  

See: ADM Chapter 6 – Good Reason 

Case Manager considers if it’s reasonable to allow more time 

54. You need to consider if it’s ‘reasonable’ to allow more time for the claimant to return the AR1, 

based on the circumstances of the case. 

See: ADM Chapter P6 Good Reason 

55. You may allow as much additional time as you consider is reasonable for the return of the AR1. 

There is no definition in law as to what is reasonable but to help, you should ask the claimant why 

they need more time to return the AR1. The test of ‘reasonable’ is an ordinary one and isn’t defined 

or limited, so this is very much for you to consider. 

Note: KIV - you should recognise the claimant’s potential vulnerability and the need to show empathy, 

sensitivity and respect. 



 

56. If the reasons recorded by the agent/CW in the CAMLite ‘To Do’ task notes field are not sufficient to 

help you decide, you should phone the claimant. Make two attempts unless they have additional 

needs and manually create a ‘Record New Communication’ entry in PIPCS. 

See: ‘Communication Record’ and SMS Text 

57. You don’t need to ask for or consider the claimant’s original reasons for requesting the 14 day 

extension. If you cannot contact the claimant by phone, you should: 

• issue general enquiry clerical letter PIP.3033  

• create a ‘Record New Communication’ in PIPCS following each attempt  

• set a task in PIPCS for 2 weeks for the reply  

• amend the timer where appropriate  

See: Extending the timer in PIPCS 

See: Clerical notifications and ‘Workflow and Task management’ 

58. The 1 calendar month and 1 day allowed for claiming plus the 14 calendar day extension on request 

was introduced to give our claimants time to complete and return the AR1. This allows for the fact 

claimants may be disabled or unwell and so have difficulty completing the form straight away. 

See: New Claims 

59. If you accept the reason for the extension you need to contact the claimant by phone to inform 

them of your decision. Only when you cannot contact the claimant by phone should you send 

clerical notification PIP1020 to tell them you have accepted their reasons and to give a new return 

date. See:  

‘Clerical notifications’ 

Extending the Timer in PIPCS 

60. To do this you will need to access the ‘PIP Application Case’ screen. This ensures notification and 

disallowance triggers and/or tasks are moved forward to reflect the extra time allowed for 

extension. 

Step Action 

1 go to ‘Search Result’ 



 

2 select ‘PIP Application Case’ 

3 select the ‘Timer’ tab - ‘Timer’ provides a description of the automatic timer set following the issue of the AR1. 

In the ‘Timer’ tab you can see a list of timers set against the case. 

‘PIP2 timer 40 days’ is the duration of the timer and the deadline of the timer is a count down of number of 

days left. you can view previous extensions and the reasons for them. 

4 expand the timer by using the ‘Arrow’ button next to ‘PIP2 timer 40 days’ to check if there has been a previous 

extension or not. The box is blank if no previous extension granted. 

Note: If the AR1 has already had an extension you will see a panel with ‘Days Extended’ in it. 

5 select the ‘Action’ button. 

6 select ‘Extend’ from the drop down menu. 

7 type the number of calendar days you have agreed to extend the return date by in the ‘Days  

Extended’ field 

8 record the reason for extending the timer in the ‘Reason’ notes field for example ‘20 calendar day extension 

granted because…’. This will help telephony agent/CW should the claimant phone. 

9 select ‘Save’ 

61. PIPCS will automatically reset the AR1 return date and the disallowance trigger but ’won't produce a 

notification about the extension. It won’t show the new return date so you will need to calculate 

this yourself. 

62. If the AR1 is received after the 1 calendar month and 1 day plus any 14-day extension but before the 

40/54 day task is triggered, an AR1 received task will be auto allocated to the CM with the right job 

role and skill set. Although the AR1 is technically late, the main thing is you have received it before a 

lateness or negative determination decision. 

Note: The 40/54 day timer is for internal administrative purposes only and there is no reason to inform 

the claimant of these dates. 

Case Manager decides that it’s NOT reasonable to allow more time 



 

63. If you decide it’s not ‘reasonable’ to allow a longer period than 1 calendar month and 1 day (plus 

any 14 day extension already granted) to complete and return the AR1, phone the claimant to notify 

them of your decision. 

64. Your decision not to allow more time doesn’t carry dispute rights. But any subsequent negative 

determination decision for non-return of the AR1 has dispute rights. 

65. You should phone the claimant to tell them your decision. You must make two attempts and create 

a ‘Record New Communication’ entry e in PIPCS following each attempt. 

66. When you cannot contact the claimant by phone you should send clerical notification PIP1020 to tell 

them you don’t accept their reasons. The notification tells the claimant what happens next and 

where to get help. Create ‘Record New Communication’ entry in PIPCS with the details. 

Note: Where the claimant has AS indicator, PIP1020 will need to be amended appropriately for example,  

‘if you don’t return this form your claim will be referred for an Assessment’ 

See: ‘Clerical notifications’ 

67. You need to be aware of the case timer and return by dates before you phone the claimant. If 

appropriate, the emphasis for the claimant should be on returning the AR1 as soon as possible if the 

40/54 day timer hasn’t been reached. Tell the claimant: 

• you have looked at their reasons for needing more time but consider they are not sufficiently  

‘reasonable’ to extend the time for returning the AR1 further  

• their claim may be disallowed if the AR1 isn’t received by the latest recorded return by date. This 

date is either the date on PIP.1043, if this is the first request for more than 14 days, or that date 

plus any number of days an extension has already been granted  

• who can provide independent help and where they can get more information  

68. If appropriate, you may tell the claimant a disallowance notification giving dispute rights will be 

issued when the return by date has passed and the AR1 hasn’t been received. 

69. Where contact is made with a claimant, recognised representative or unofficial representative by 

phone or post, a Communication Record must be created: 

• access the ‘Notes Box’ in the Communication Record  

• input the claimant’s reasons for requesting an extension for the return of the AR1  

• input your reasons for not accepting the request for more time  



 

Cancelling the AR1 timer 

70. The AR1 timer cannot be switched back on again once it has been cancelled. 

71. The following are examples of when you may need to cancel the AR1 timer: 

• visiting officer has completed a paper AR1 before any system timer could be set  

• in the event of the claimant’s death prior to return of AR1  

72. You must cancel the AR1 timer by accessing the ‘PIP2 Timer tab’ in the ‘Application Case’. Select  

‘Cancel’ from the action drop down menu displayed and confirm this action via the pop up box prompt. 

73. If you cancel the timer before 19 days a Transaction History will be created for 19 and 40 days, if you 

cancel the timer after 19 days a Transaction History will be set for 40 days only. PIPCS cancels the 

AR1 timer and all AR1 reminder notifications are suppressed.  



 

The Process When the AR1 Is Received In Time 

74. The Claimant receives the AR1 and completes it to indicate whether or not there has been a change 

in their condition since they were awarded PIP. 

75. When the AR1 is received the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) will scan it into Document Repository 

System (DRS) and PIPCS will generate a task ‘Action Required Award Review AR1 Received in Time’ 

to the CM with the right job role and skill set. 

76. The claimant may tell us that their condition hasn’t changed at all, or if there has been a change, 

they will indicate whether they have improved or deteriorated since the last assessment, and 

provide some details about the changes for example, what has changed? When did things change? 

Once you have established the date when the changes occurred you need to apply the Qualifying 

Period (QP) where appropriate. 

See: QP/PT – For Qualifying Period. 

77. The CM should check the AR1 to see if it was signed by the claimant or appointee. If the AR1 was 

not signed by the claimant or their appointee/PAB/COP, the CM should print off a copy of the AR1 

and return it to the claimant with PIP0009 to be signed. A 14 day task should be set for reply and on 

return of the signed rescanned AR1 the CM can continue action to scrutinise the claim. 

See: PIP2/AR1 signed by someone other than the claimant for action to take if the AR1 isn’t signed. 

Note: If AR1 is received out of time see AR1 - received late 

Responses 

78. The Claimant might say one of the following: my health has: 

• IMPROVED - with good supporting evidence - with limited or no supporting evidence  

• NOT CHANGED - with good supporting evidence - with limited or no supporting evidence  

• WORSENED - with good supporting evidence - with limited or no supporting evidence  

How to Assess Each Claim 

79. In all cases there must be consideration of the content of the AR1, the original evidence and any 

other relevant evidence, such as NHS sites that cover conditions and detail about variability of those 

problems. 



 

Look at the AR1 for 

• What changes does the Claimant describe? Are these actual changes (rather than re-iterations of 

the original problems, or detail re variability of those problems)? If the change is accepted, 

which descriptors will be affected?  

• evidence of anticipated changes at previous decision change taking place for example, expected 

surgery or treatment  

• all evidence, in terms of;  

• robustness, for example, from reliable source  

• relevance, in terms of whether it’s recent  

• whether it corroborates the changes described in the AR1  

• look at the Original Claimant Evidence  

80. What conditions has the claimant reported? 

• How long had they had the condition/s for which descriptors were awarded points, and what 

were the justifications for those points?  

• What medications or treatments was the claimant taking at that point?  

• Have these changed now?  

• Were there any planned treatments that might alter the claimant’s level of 

disability/functionality, for example, planned joint replacement surgery, referrals to Pain 

Management Clinic?  

• What was the reasoning for the initial review period given?  

Motability mailshot question 

81. Under GDPR, Motability UK allows a claimant to opt-in to automatically receive a Motability 

mailshot. To support this, the PIP AR1 form now includes a question asking if the claimant wishes to 

opt in to or opt out of the Motability scheme. 

Note: An ambiguous reply, for example, ‘Don’t know’ or a clear ‘No’ reply is to opt-out and a ‘Yes’ 

reply is to opt-in. If the claimant has failed to indicate their preference, this must also be treated as an 

opt-out. Do not return the form to the claimant for completion of this question only as it may delay 

the customer journey. 

82. Take the following action to record the Motability mailshot preference:   



 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the ‘Person’ or ‘Prospect Person’ homepage to view the Motability Mailshot Opt-in marker 

2 select the ‘Action’ button at the top RHS of the screen– this displays the ‘Edit Person’ screen. Now select either 

‘Yes’ to record an opt-in preference or ‘No’ to record an opt-out preference as appropriate 

3 Finally select the ‘Refresh’ button, which will show the updated details 

 Note: Each time the marker is reviewed and refreshed, the ‘Transaction History’ will show the latest preference 

and the date it was recorded 

Look at other Resources Available 

83. Contact the claimant/appointee/carer/PAB/COP or other non Health Care Professional such as 

support worker, key worker, Social worker for clarification of any uncertain points 

For example ‘the condition would usually have been better by now, is there any reason why you feel 

that in your case your condition has worsened’? 

‘Surgery/treatment was anticipated at the time of the previous decision, has this taken place/been 

delayed/was it successful’? 

In most cases Health Care Professionals (HCPS) should not be contacted directly. The only exception 

should be when a claimant is regarded as vulnerable, lacks insight into their condition and there would 

be nothing to gain by sending them for another AP assessment. In these a Community Psychiatric Nurse 

(CPN) or similar could be contacted. 

84. Or the claimant may hold a useful piece of medical evidence which could aid your decision, for 

example, Care Plan. 

Employment and Support Allowance ESA85 Reports 

85. ESA report may provide a good source of evidence to assist in reaching a decision at scrutiny stage, 

particularly where the ESA assessment was performed more recently than the previous PIP 

assessment. Note: only authorised reports over 20 working days old can be used to allow for any 

rework activity. 



 

86. However, you need to remember that the advice given on those reports is in the context of the 

Work Capability Assessment (WCA) not the PIP Assessment. 

87. When considering these reports you must be careful to separate the “facts” they contain from the 

“opinion”. 

88. Facts could include things like clinical findings, record of conversations between the assessor and 

the claimant, picture of a typical day. Opinions would include the descriptors chosen or any advice 

given (for example on prognosis). 

89. You also need to remember that the PIP Assessment is different from the ESA one. The outcome of 

the WCA should not affect your consideration of the claimant’s entitlement to PIP. 

In all cases where you have used evidence from an ESA 85 report you must: 

• refer to this as evidence considered within your reason for decision  

• create a PDF file of the report and upload it to DRS via email  

Use of ESA85 report for an Administrative Exercise (AE) 

90. Following consultation between policy, strategy and medical policy in October 2018, it’s been 

decided that with regard to FE the supporting information does not need to be recent but should be 

relevant to the claimant’s current condition. 

91. With immediate effect, ‘only using ESA reports that are within 2 years of the date of your AE 

decision’ no longer applies. As of now the ESA report does not need to be recent, however, you 

must carefully consider all the evidence and facts before making your decision in line with the 

relevant UT judgments. 

Structure of the ESA report 

92. Although the assessments for PIP and ESA are different there is potentially useful information in the 

ESA85 report particularly in the first six sections: 

(1). A list of medical conditions, previously diagnosed, found at the medical assessment or reported 

by the claimant. 

(2). Medication, (may include dosage and the reasons for its use) 

(3). Side effects of the medication reported by the claimant 



 

(4). History of the medical conditions and how they affect function. 

(5). Social and occupational history 

(6). Description of a typical day. 

(7). Medical opinion – Physical. This section records the disability analyst’s choice of descriptors for the 

ten physical activities (if they were claimed as a problem when they applied for ESA). 

(8). Medical opinion – Mental function. This section records the disability analyst’s choice of 

descriptors for the seven mental functional activities (if they were claimed as a problem when they 

applied for ESA). 

93. The medical opinion, descriptor choices, justification and summaries are of little or no relevance to 

PIP. The criteria are very different and whilst some may seem similar, for example, mobilising may 

be thought to be similar to activity 12 in PIP, the legislation and application of the criteria in ESA is 

very different. 

See: ESA85 Guide for PIP 

Accessing ESA reports 

94. ESA reports can be accessed through the Medical Services Portal (you should have an icon for this 

on your desktop). 

95. ESA reports are retained in the Medical Services Referral System (MSRS) Portal for 5 years. As long 

as an ESA report is still relevant to the claimant’s current condition, the age of that evidence is 

irrelevant. Save a copy to your desk top and email the report to DRS ensuring the report is indexed 

as ESA85 report. 

Note: Remove from desk top after emailing DRS. 

96. If you are unable to use the ESA report to make a decision and are referring the case to the AP 

then you should not send it to be scanned but, should make a note in decision assist that 

consideration has been given. 

Accessing the Medical Services Portal to view ESA reports: 

Step Action 



 

1 access the ‘Medical Services FMO’ icon on your desktop and the Login screen will appear 

2 complete the ‘Login ID’ and ‘Password’ fields 

3 select ‘MSRS’ 

4 click on ‘Accept Declaration’ 

5 input ‘Customer NINO’ and select ‘search’ 

6 a screen will appear entitled ‘Search for Client’ – select ‘view’ 

7 a screen will appear entitled ‘View Client’ – select ‘View Medical Outputs’ from the ‘Client Actions’ menu and 

then press ‘Go’ 

8 this next screen will then tell you the status of any report. This status, which will be one of five as detailed 

below, determines whether or not the report can be viewed 

9 select ‘Required status’ to view the appropriate report. 

Note: if you need to go back to a previous screen you must use the back button within the MS portal. 

If you use the standard Microsoft back button at the top of the screen you will receive an error 

message and be timed out and you will have to log in again. 

97. The status will be shown as follows: 

• Draft (IB and ESA) – reports awaiting audit or approval  

• Superseded (IB and ESA) – original reports prior to being amended at audit or prior to being 

reworked  

• Pending Rework Approval (ESA only) – reworked reports awaiting approval  

Note: These three cannot be used because the evidence in these reports is incomplete. 

• Authorised – complete IB and ESA reports including ESA reworked reports  

Note: Only authorised reports that are over 20 working days old can be used to allow for any rework 

activity. 



 

• Migrated (IB reports only) completed reports, including reworked reports which have been 

uploaded onto the MSRS system but are not viewable.  

98. These may be helpful although, of course, their purpose is different. They may offer a valuable 

insight into the Claimant's day to day functioning, activities, and routines. 

99. Beware, however, of allowing the outcome of the WCA to influence your own assessment of 

entitlement to PIP review. Consideration can also be given to reputable internet resources, for 

example, for conditions, diagnoses and medication: 

• NHS Choices, http://www.nhs.uk/pages/home.aspx Macmillan Cancer.  

• An online medical dictionary (like http://www.online-medical-dictionary.org) can give very 

useful guidance.  

100. There are many on-line sites run by various disability groups, but these vary greatly in quality 

and objectivity. Some for example, Parkinson's UK, Macmillan Cancer Support, are excellent (although 

even these may shrink from giving a really poor prognosis for some conditions). Others, like Wikipedia, 

can give biased or unproven data, and should be avoided. 

CM decides whether they can make a decision 

101. In all the above, we are seeking one main thing – CONSISTENCY: 

• Is what the Claimant tells us CONSISTENT with the condition/s they have?  

• Is it CONSISTENT with the medication they are prescribed?  

• Is it CONSISTENT with any further evidence provided?  

• Is it CONSISTENT with what the medical web resources tell us?  

• If YES, then you should feel confident in making a decision without referral to the AP  

See: Decisions Making 

• If NO, then discussion with the SAM is likely to be helpful and referral to the AP may be 

appropriate.  

See: On-Site Health Professional in this chapter 

Case Manager (CM) Assessment 

102. CM assessment is appropriate because: 

• we have existing evidence – from new claim stage  

• it is supported by advice from the AP at new claim stage  



 

• we have considered why the review date was set in addition to the new AR1 and anything 

provided by the claimant for the review  

These factors should mean that you are able to make robust decisions in around 50% of cases 

103. When making a decision, the CM must consider: 

• use of all the evidence to reach a decision  

• sources of evidence available to you  

• use of ESA reports  

• other suitable sources of information  

• contact with claimant or third party to obtain information where appropriate  

• seeking SAM advice if necessary  

Critical Process Points (CPPs) – PIP Must Do Actions 

104. Its important before you make any decision you must follow the CPPs first in all cases. 

See: Critical Process Points 

Case Manager Empowerment 

105. When considering a case, you must decide whether the descriptors provided reflect the needs 

described in all evidence provided. This is no different to the standard process. If after reviewing 

the evidence, you need to change the selected descriptors or change the length of award/review 

date, you may do so without seeking advice from either the SAM, or HP. The normal rules of 

evidence apply. 

However, under the revised rework criteria, if using empowerment would result in a change in level of 

award, the report is classed as Category 4 – Unacceptable and must be returned for rework through the 

SAM - See: Modifying reworking cancelling a determination – Empowerment section and also - See: ADM 

A1300 and ADM A1520. 

106. You are permitted to change any number of descriptors where appropriate, providing there is 

sufficient evidence and you are confident in doing so. 

107. If a decision can be made you will follow current instructions for completing the PIPCS Assessment 

Questionnaire and recording Reason for Decision. You will record your justification for any 

descriptor that you change in Decision Assist Notes. 



 

Action to take to update Decision Assist Note: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Result’ 

2 select the current ‘Decision Assist’ 

3 select ‘Notes’ tab 

4 select ‘New’ 

5 input appropriate subject for example, ‘Descriptors Changed’ 

Note: The priority and sensitivity box is already auto populated 

6 record your full explanation for the new descriptor/s chosen, length of award or review date 

7 select ‘Save’ 

108. If you are unsure about: 

 any of the descriptors,  

 the new length of award /review date, or  

 you don’t feel you can make a robust decision from the evidence to hand or require clinical 

information,  

you can discuss the case with your SAM or seek advice from the HP for your site. 

Note: Do not contact the AP for advice, unless the case has already been referred for a further 

assessment - See: PIP Assessment Guide. 

Decisions without referral to the AP 

109. You must consider all existing evidence including payability and residence and presence including 

exportability and compare it to the new evidence (form AR1 and any other relevant evidence 

supplied by the claimant) in order to: 

• identify any changes that have occurred since the previous decision  



 

• decide whether a decision can be made by carefully considering whether the AR1 returned by 

the claimant is reasonable and supported by sufficient evidence and fully utilise on-line 

resources to gain an understanding of the claimant’s condition.  

Consideration of evidence – making a decision where the claimant reports no 

change 

110. You must ensure your decision is evidence based and must decide if something is probable given 

the evidence before you. 

111. Where a claimant reports no change your first consideration should be whether they have supplied 

medical evidence that indicates there has been no change for example, a recent letter from their 

relevant HP. Where this exists you are likely to be able to make a decision on this basis. 

112. If the medical evidence isn’t provided, you should consider whether other evidence backs up that 

there has been no change for example, they are on the same level of medication and the National 

Health Service (NHS) Choices website indicate that this medication is consistent with the claimed 

level of needs. If they have not undergone a treatment and that was the reason a review point was 

set then an extension is likely to be reasonable. If the treatment was planned but this has not 

taken place you should seek clarification from the claimant, PAB or Carer. 

113. If medical evidence isn’t provided then you should consider whether it’s likely that the condition 

would not have changed and if so look to make a decision unless there are factors that require 

further investigation. 

Some indications that you can make a decision would be when: 

• the condition has been on-going for a substantial period of time  

• there was no planned treatment listed in the previous decision  

• there was no clear reason for the review date to be set at the original decision and this appears 

to have been done in error  

• the condition is one that is unlikely to change – use online resource to check  

• the condition can deteriorate rapidly and they are already on the highest level of benefit  

• their condition can sometimes deteriorate over time but they have not reported any change.  

Note: The above list isn’t exhaustive 

Grounds to change a decision 



 

114. ARs are when the SofS looks at the claimant’s award again. CMs can supersede or revise it. It’s 

essential to establish the correct grounds to supersede a decision and must be supported by the 

evidence. 

115. A decision can be superseded or revised when: 

• there has been a relevant CofC since the original decision took effect  

• it’s anticipated that a relevant CofC will occur  

• medical evidence is received from an HP or other person authorised by the SofS, by which we 

mean the AP using a form PA3 or PA4.  

• a negative determination decision has been made on an existing award of PIP  

• the decision was erroneous in law, or the decision was made in ignorance of a material fact or 

based on a mistake as to a material fact.  

See: ADM4280 and ADM4279 

See: DMA Advice 1 & 2 

Relevant Change of Circumstances 

116. A relevant CofC is a change which happens after the original decision takes effect and has 

relevance to the award of benefit. A supersession is defined as a decision which changes, but 

doesn’t entirely replace an outcome decision. 

For example a claimant: 

• states their needs have increased/decreased, or  

• is admitted to a hospital or care home.  

117. This also means that a decision to disallow benefit cannot be superseded by a CofC that takes 

effect from a date after the decision took effect. 

118. The change doesn’t allow for that disallowance to be looked at again. Instead the claimant must 

make a fresh claim. 

For information on revisions and supersessions See: DMA advice 3 

Establishing a Relevant Change 



 

119. To establish that a relevant change has occurred: 

• refer to the previous decision  

• decide if there has been a relevant CofC since the last outcome decision or since the date the 

claim became effective, and  

• establish the date from which the change takes effect.  

120. You will need to identify what has changed to show that there has been a relevant CofC. 

121. Remember that just because the claimant has told us about a change it’s for you to decide how the 

change might affect the award. 

Original Level of Award Unaffected 

122. A relevant change may not always result in a change to the award. 

Example 

'A claimant was originally awarded 4 points for the mobility component because he could only walk 

150 metres unaided. The AR1 notifies us that his mobility needs have increased following a fall on 

07/01/2015 and he can now only walk 50 to 60 metres with the use of a walking stick. Although the 

claimants needs have increased it’s still within the descriptor choice originally selected and isn’t 

enough to change anything other than the length of award'. 

The change, although relevant has no change on the award but a formal AR decision will still need to be 

made. 

Establishing Date of Change 

123. You will need to identify: 

• the date of the change itself  

• the date from which the change takes effect and  

• if the change results in an increase in benefit, the date of entitlement.  

124. If needs have increased, first establish the date the change took place then apply the three month 

qualifying period (QP) to establish the date the increase in needs affects the benefit. 

See: QP/PT 



 

125. it’s important to establish the most accurate date of the change but sometimes the claimant either 

doesn’t give a date at all or the date given is unclear. 

126. If you are unable to establish the date of change from all evidence available you will telephone the 

claimant or appointee/COP/PAB to obtain the date of change. 

127. If the claimant can only provide the month of change, you will use the last day of the month as 

the date needs changed. 

128. Below are two examples where there has been a change in the claimant’s care needs. 

Original decision awarded standard rate daily living: 

• increased needs began 23/04/2014  

• earliest date the change could affect benefit is 23/07/2014  

Original decision awarded standard mobility: 

• increased mobility needs began in May 2014  

• earliest date the change could affect benefit is 31/08/2014  

129. Because the claimant could only provide a month you must use the last day of the month as the 

date needs increased. 

Decision Advantageous 

130. The effective date of the change will be either: 

• the date the QP is satisfied or  

• the date the SofS first instigated the action,  

whichever is the later. 

See: Paragraph 191 in the document  

See: ADM A4221 and A4222 

See: DMA Advice Example 1A 



 

Late Notification of Change 

131. Late notification of change can be considered providing the claimant, appointee or representative: 

• give reasons for the late notification, and  

• report the change within 13 months of the date the change occurred  

See: ADM Late Notification of Change 

132. There is a 13 month absolute time limit, which for PIP means that the intervention application 

must be made within 13 months of the date on which the claimant first satisfied the conditions of 

entitlement to the particular rate of benefit. 

133. Therefore if the change isn’t notified within one calendar month of the QP being satisfied but is 

notified within the 13 month absolute time limit for lateness and the claimant has asked us to 

consider their late request; reasons for lateness will be required. 

134. Lateness can be accepted provided all the conditions are met and provided there are “special 

circumstances”. 

135. The principle that the “later the application the more compelling the special circumstances must 

be”, should be taken into consideration. 

136. If you do accept reasons for lateness, the application is treated as received within the calendar 

month (the prescribed period) and you can supersede from the effective date of the change (date 

QP satisfied). 

137. If you don’t accept reasons for lateness, the effective date of supersession would then be the date 

the change was notified. 

138. Lateness cannot be considered, irrespective of whether or not there are special circumstances, if 

an application is outside the 13 month absolute time limit. 

139. The effective date of supersession would then be the date the change was notified. 

Example: Increased needs from 27/06/2013 

QP satisfied 27/09/2013 

Change notified 08/12/2014 



 

Effective date 08/12/2014 

Decision not Advantageous 

140. If a CofC isn’t advantageous to the claimant, the effective date of the supersession depends on 

whether or not the claimant or appointee if applicable could have been reasonably expected to 

know when the change should have been notified. 

141. If a disadvantageous change doesn’t relate to disability conditions but rather to payability issues, 

the question of reasonableness isn’t an issue. The effective date in such a case is the date of 

change. 

142. When deciding if a claimant could reasonably be expected to know to notify us, consider: 

• if the claimant would recognise that something had changed, would the claimant realise that the 

change affects benefit  

• If the claimant has an appointee, they should know when to report a change  

143. A slight change in a claimant’s ability to carry out activities would normally not be a change a 

person would reasonably be expected to know. Where the change is gradual however, there may 

be a point when the claimant would reasonably be expected to notify the improvement. The 

disability conditions are complicated and involve a degree of judgement. 

144. You should consider what was on the notification letter. Was there specific information about 

what had been awarded and why? You should also consider whether or not the claimant has a 

disability that may have prevented them from understanding. 

Example: 

'A claimant who had severe arthritis of the left hip and could walk only 40 metres unaided was 

awarded standard mobility. Two years later the claimant had a total hip replacement and two months 

after that, was able to walk two miles'. 

'The claimant should have known that the hip replacement had improved their walking ability. The 

notification letter will have told them they had been awarded standard rate mobility because they can 

stand and move unaided more than 20 metres but no more than 50 metres and that they must notify 

any changes'. 



 

If you decide the claimant could have reasonably been expected to know that they should notify us, 

then you would supersede from: • the date of the change, or 

• the date the claimant should have notified us. 

Example: 

'A claimant has an award of the enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living components of PIP 

because of the effects of progressive heart disease. On 08/11/2015 the claimant underwent a 

successful heart bypass operation, but doesn’t report this until the AR1 was returned on 01/08/2016. 

Further evidence is obtained from the hospital showing a significant improvement in the claimant’s 

walking ability and reduced care needs, within three months of the operation'. 

'The CM decides that the claimant isn’t entitled to either component from 08/02/2016. The claimant was 

aware of the basis of the award and could reasonably have been expected to know that the 

improvement should have been notified. The supersession decision takes effect from 08/02/2016'. 

' As shown above even though the claimant did notify the CofC in the AR1, the CM decided that the 

claimant should have notified it sooner as they were reasonably expected to know that their condition 

improved following surgery'. 

See: DMA Advice Example 2A 

Claimant could not reasonably be expected to know that the change should be 

notified 

Example 

Following a stroke the claimant was awarded enhanced daily living and mobility. 

Over the following 12 months the claimant experiences a gradual improvement in his condition and he 

notifies us on the AR1 he requires less help to care for himself. 

In this case it might not be possible to establish a precise date to supersede from before the 

notification of the change of circumstance. If you decide that as it’s not possible to establish a precise 

date, the claimant could not have reasonably been expected to know to notify us of the change. 

If you decide the claimant could not reasonably be expected to notify us, supersede from the date of 

your decision. 



 

See: Supersession for relevant change of circumstances  and DMA Advice Example 2C 

When to try to contact the Claimant, Appointee, Carer, PAB, COP or non HP 

145. Where you don’t have relevant information to make a decision and you think that further 

information can be obtained from the claimant/appointee/carer/PAB/COP or non HP about their 

daily life or routine, might enable you to make a decision you need to: 

• clarify whether the claimant has undergone an expected treatment or change, that is, they 

reported no change but their previous claim indicated they were waiting for an operation, you 

should check if this has happened and the result of it.  

• consider where a piece of medical evidence which the claimant is likely to hold and be able to 

supply is likely to allow you to make a decision  

• confirm other details to enable you to take a lawful decision for example, confirming when a 

change took place.  

• create a communication record of all queries made and information/evidence obtained however 

any relevant information/evidence obtained and used to make the decision must be recorded in 

decision assist notes.  

Note: You must not contact any Health Care Professionals of the claimant, however where there is an 

exception: 

 See: Paragraph   83  

See: Communication Record 

146. How to record notes in decision assist: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Decision Assist’ from the ‘Search Result’ 

2 select ‘Notes’ tab 

3 select the ‘New’ button – system displays the new note dialogue box 

4 input the appropriate detail 



 

5 select ‘Save’ 

When Referral for an Assessment is the likely outcome 

147. When the claimant is reporting a significant change you should only make a decision where this is 

supported by clear and conclusive medical evidence. 

Note: For these purposes, a significant change is where a claimant has: 

• reported a change across more than 4 activities, or  

• reported a change which would mean an increase of 4 or more points in either component 

which would also lead to a change in award level.  

148. Although it’s not possible to provide an exhaustive list of cases where a referral to the AP is 

required, the following are examples of cases where one would be expected unless a decision was 

strongly supported by evidence on the file: 

• changes to descriptors on the AR1 are inconsistent with the detail of the previous AP report  

• an expected change leading to an improvement has occurred but the claimant states they still 

have the same level of impairment and hasn’t provided clear evidence to the contrary  

• claimant reported significant change of deterioration with no supporting medical evidence  

• new conditions are stated where the claimant states they lead to difficulties but have not 

provided any FME to support the claim  

• the claimants’ initial decision indicates a high chance of improvement and the claimant hasn’t 

provided sufficient medical evidence to demonstrate their condition hasn’t changed  

• where you believe that the original decision may have been made on insufficient evidence and 

you don’t have sufficient evidence to confidently make a new decision  

Questions to ask your self before referring to the AP 

149. Have I: 

• considered all the evidence that the Department holds which might allow me to make a 

decision?  

• considered the implications of all medical evidence – for example have I considered the 

implications of prescription lists?  

• consulted online resources to gain information about the condition?  

• considered whether contacting the claimant/carer/COP/PAB would be appropriate?  



 

• considered consulting SAM where appropriate?  

• considered ESA reports where appropriate  

150. Where a CM is unable to make a decision, the case may be sent to the AP for assessment. The case 

will include form AR1 and any additional information obtained by the CM will be included in the 

medical evidence screen in PIPCS. 

151. If after you have considered all of the above and decide a referral to the AP is necessary for you to 

make a robust decision, you must: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Decision Assist’ 

2 select ‘Determination’ tab 

3 select ‘Request AP Advice’ from the action button on the most recent ‘completed’ determination 

4 select ‘Planned Intervention’ from the drop down menu from the ‘AP Advice Reasons’ box 

5 select ‘DM’ from the drop down menu from the requested ‘for’ box 

6 in the ‘Comment’ box - state the reason for the referral, for example: 

the claimant has indicated extensive needs, but hasn’t provided any supporting evidence. 

7 select ‘Save’ 

Case returned from the AP where assessment could not be completed due to  

Failure to Attend (FTA) or Failure to comply (FTC) 

152. Where a case was referred to the AP for an assessment but completion hasn’t been possible, the 

AP returns the case to DWP with details. The AP uses the returned assessment functionality (RAF) 

to do this. 

153. A FTA task will be generated for the CW to action and consider good reason. The (CW) will follow 

appropriate procedures under normal Business As Usual processes. 

154. There is no requirement to contact the claimant to gather reasons for FTA/FTC unless the claimant 

has been identified as requiring Additional Support (AS). In Additional Support cases normal 



 

procedures will apply in order to gather the reasons for FTA/FTC if required - See: Additional 

Support Marker Identified. 

FTA/FTC considered by CW and good reason accepted 

155. Once good reason has been considered and accepted for FTA/FTC and the claim is being referred 

back to the AP for an assessment, the CW must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Results’ 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

 

3 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

5 select ‘toggle’ button Left Hand Side (LHS) 

6 select ‘edit’ from the action button 

7 select ‘Effective Date of change’ and insert todays’ date 

8 select ‘Failure To Attend Good Reason accepted’ – YES 



 

9 record details in Comments box at the bottom of the page 

For example ‘good reason accepted claimant was in Hospital’ 

Please include any other FTA details you feel may help advise the AP to re-schedule the assessment. 

For example: 

Claimant FTA’d on dd/mm/yyyy because they were in Hospital. Good reason accepted. 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank etc.) then suggest local 

assessment centre or home consultation. 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA (If the claimant is in hospital or prison 

or has changed address etc.) 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 access ‘Evidence Summary’ 

12 refresh 

13 select ‘Action’ button 

14 select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu 

15 select ‘Save’ 

16 from the search result select ‘Decision Assist’ 

17 select ‘Determinations’ tab 

18 select the ‘action’ drop down button on the RHS of the relevant Determination (in progress) 

19 select ‘Cancel Determinations’ 

20 select ‘Request AP advice’ from the latest ‘Completed’ Determination 

21 select ‘Planned Intervention’ in the ‘AP advice reasons’ box 



 

22 select ‘DM’ in request for box 

23 in the ‘Comment’ box, state the reason for the referral, for example, FTA/FTC on previous referral so being 

referred as good reason accepted 

156. A system ‘AP – Assessment required’ task will be created and allocated to the AP new referrals 

work queue as appropriate. 

FTA/FTC considered by CW and good reason not accepted 

157. Where the AP has applied the process correctly and there has been no effort to comply on behalf 

of the claimant and the case does not have an Additional Support (AS) marker, the CW will create a 

manual ‘To Do’ Task with the subject heading ‘Consider Negative Determination action’ and 

forward this to a CM with the right skill set. 

Note: If upon receipt of the ‘Consider Negative Determination’ task the CM disagrees with the CW and 

decides there is good reason for the FTA/FTC the CM will refer the case back to the AP - See: FTA/FTC  

considered by CW and good reason accepted -  the step actions below.  

158. The CM must not refer the case back to the CW as this will add unnecessary delay to the claimant 

journey. 

FTA/FTC Negative Determination Decision – CM action 

159. Once good reason has been considered and not accepted for FTA/FTC and the negative 

determination is being made on the claim, the CM must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Results’ 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3 select Evidence Tab 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

5 select ‘toggle’ button Left Hand Side (LHS) 



 

6 select ‘Edit’ from the action button 

7 select effective date of change and insert todays’ date 

8 select ‘Failure To Attend Good Reason accepted’ - NO 

9 In the ‘Comment’ box state the reason for not accepting good reason 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 access ’Evidence Summary’ 

12 refresh 

13 select ‘Action’ button 

14 select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu 

15 select ‘Save’ 

16 select the ‘Personal Independence Payment’ case line (also known as the benefit delivery line) from ‘search 

result’ 

17 select ‘Action’ button top RHS 

18 select ‘Check Eligibility’ 

19 select the ‘Use Active Evidence only’ box 

20 select ‘Save’ 

21 issue a clerical PIP7021 to the claimant or authorised person. 

22 create a PDF copy and send by email to DRS 

23 Conclude Planned Intervention with reason “Disallowed FTA 

24 Deal with any resulting overpayment 



 

160. If there is a Motability agreement present, you must create a manual task to notify MOTA that 

benefit has stopped. 

Task Subject Task  

Type 

Task Allocation (Work Queue) Task  

Priority 

Deadline date 

NINO 

Action Required: PIP  

Award Changed 

Consider Mota Agreement 

To do Blackpool Mota BC _MotaLiaison_Mota  

Agreement Team 1 

High 2 working 

days 

AP action complete - AP report returned 

161. PIPCS and PIPAT are linked therefore assessments and reports can be completed and returned 

through PIPAT into PIPCS. 

See: ‘Assessment Provider Process’ Instructions for more information. 

162. Once the assessment questionnaire is submitted in PIPCS through PIPAT the report is uploaded 

automatically into DRS and the case tasked to the CM with the right job role and skill set or CM 

overflow queue. 

163. The status of the determination remains ‘In Progress’ until you complete your action in PIPCS. The 

questionnaire completed with the AP’s answers will be the latest ‘active submission’ available for 

you to view. 

164. The AP may be able to provide advice on: 

• PA2 Paper Based Report (SRTI)  

• PA3 Paper Based Report  

• PA4 Face to Face meeting  

• PA5 Supplementary advice note  

• PA6 Supplementary advice note (change of advice)  

See: Previewing the AP scores 

CM reviews all evidence 



 

165. You should decide the facts from the evidence and apply the law to the facts to make a decision. If 

there are any contradictions or inconsistencies in the evidence you should discuss them with the 

SAM.  

166. The AP’s assessment includes medical evidence which can be both fact and opinion and there may 

also be medical evidence. 

Fact and opinion 

167. A fact is either a relevant circumstance or an occurrence which exists at the time the decision is 

given and is from direct experience or observation: 

• known  

• accepted or  

• proved to be true  

An opinion is either 

• a judgement or belief not founded on certainty or on proof  

• an evaluation or judgment given by an expert  

Medical Evidence 

168. Medical evidence can be: 

• factual or opinion or both  

• clinical findings, diagnosis, treatment, investigation findings, observations of function, and 

claimants reported functional ability as recorded in their medical records, information about 

treatment and response first hand from the claimant or reported by a relative or carer for 

example diagnosis, medication  

Medical Fact 

169. A medical fact is something that is: 

• objectively verifiable such as a confirmed diagnosis, amputation, pulse or blood pressure 

measurements, treatment and results of tests  

• based on direct observations (for example of getting up and walking around).  



 

Medical opinion 

170. A medical opinion: 

• usually involves some interpretation of facts and expert interpretation to answer a given 

question. An opinion is more robust if justified using facts  

• is an expert evaluation or judgement based on established fact.  

171. Whether a medical opinion can be regarded as fact depends on if the opinion is supported by 

sufficient established facts. For example, medical opinion may identify fluctuating needs despite 

medical and observable facts only applying at the time of a face-to-face consultation. 

172. In the consultation report the better the physical findings and observations from the AP that is 

clinical findings and observations of function, then the more reasons to accept them as fact. 

173. The ADM contains detailed instruction on evidence, including types of evidence. 

See:  Chapter A1 - Principles of Decision Making and Evidence . 

174. When considering all the available evidence, you will justify how you reached your decision on the 

selected descriptors and that all information obtained is addressed. 

175. You should include key evidence in support of your descriptor choice in your reason for decision 

(RFD). 

See: Making a decision 

Selecting a descriptor where more than one applies in one activity 

176. There will be cases where more than one descriptor in an activity area applies to a claimant but 

only one descriptor can be selected in any activity area. 

See: ‘PIP Assessment Guide’ and See ‘Assessment Provider Process’ . 

177. In such cases the highest scoring descriptor that applies to the claimant for the majority of the days 

(defined as over 50% of the days) should be selected for the activity. For example, in the daily living 

activity ‘Dressing and Un-dressing’ the claimant meets both of the following two descriptors for the 

majority of the days: 



 

• ‘Needs prompting or assistance to be able to select appropriate clothing’ this is the case for the 

majority of the days, this attracts 2 points, and  

• ‘Needs assistance to be able to dress or undress their upper body’, and this is also required for 

the majority of days and this attracts 4 points.  

178. The higher scoring of the two descriptors should be selected and you must consider the claimant’s 

likely ability before selecting the most appropriate descriptor for each activity area. 

179. Instructions (and examples) where more than one descriptor applies but none of them apply for  

50% of the days is covered in: Chapter P2 - Assessment for PIP 

180. When you have considered all the evidence and are satisfied there are no issues that need to be 

clarified or discussed with the SAM, you should record your reasons for decision using the DMR 

template. You can then proceed to complete the PIPCS assessment questionnaire (selecting 

descriptors and so on) record reasons, complete the determination and make the decision. 

  

Setting Review Dates 

  

Deciding award durations and reviews when making decisions without advice 

181. You will need to consider a range of factors when deciding what review date and duration to give 

on your new decision.  These include: 

• Onset of condition – Is the condition(s) leading to impairment recently diagnosed (or 

undiagnosed) are investigations still on-going?  

• Stability of condition – what is the natural course of the condition(s)?  Are they associated with 

improvement, deterioration or likely to remain unchanged?  If associated with improvement or 

deterioration what is the expected rate of change?  

• Treatment and medication – have they recently changed, could an improvement be expected 

because of them?  

• Planned Treatment – is there any future treatment or rehabilitation planned, operations 

scheduled or is the claimant on a waiting list for either?  

• Medical involvement – is the claimant still seeing their doctor or specialist on a regular basis?  

182. You need to consider whether the evidence suggests the condition is stable or may change in the 

near future in which case a shorter review date may be required. 



 

Examples of review periods may be appropriate 

• One year review – There should be a strong expectation of change.  For example because the 

conditions are associated with fairly short term change; are still being investigated; there is new 

treatment or rehabilitation which will result in fairly short term improvement; the conditions are 

of recent onset or an operation is planned in the short term  

• Two year review – There should still be a reasonable expectation of change. This could be 

because the condition is associated with change over a longer period of time; there is treatment 

or rehabilitation which may take time to produce improvement or because the claimant is on a 

waiting list for treatment  

• Three year review – The condition will be associated with change in the medium term and any 

response to treatment or rehabilitation will be slower  

• Five year review – The condition will be stable and any change or response to treatment is only 

likely to occur gradually, over time  

• Ongoing award – Where the claimant’s restrictions on daily living and/or mobility are unlikely to 

change significantly, or where the Award Review date goes beyond the claimant’s State Pension 

age.  

183. The evidence should fully support your consideration on the review date.  Don’t make assumptions 

about what something means, check with NHS Choices or seek advice for clarification. 

Medical information should be drawn from trusted sources for example: 

• www.rcpsych.ac.uk/healthadvice/atozindex.aspx   

• www.nhs.uk  ( this is NHS choices)  

• www.cancerresearchuk.org   

• www.patient.co.uk   

• Any UK hospital trust website  

   

184. You must fully utilise the sources of medical information available and make logical judgments 

based on that information and the evidence available in each case in an effort to empower you to 

make decisions where possible. 

Identify the effective dates 



 

185. AR decisions where the award rates are staying the same - the effective date will be the date you 

make the decision 

186. AR decisions where this leads to an increase due to a new condition or specific change in 

circumstances of an existing condition - the effective date will be the date the SofS instigated the 

AR action (Providing the QP is satisfied). 

See DMA Advice Example 1A 

187. AR decisions where there has been no specific identifiable change, but the decision leads to an 

increase/reduction or disallowance due to a difference of medical opinion - the effective date will 

be the date you make the decision. 

See: DMA Advice Example 3A and 3B 

188. AR decisions where it’s disadvantageous due to an improvement of a disability condition - the 

effective date will be the date the improvement occurred or a date the claimant could have 

reasonably expected to know that the change in circumstances should have been notified. If the 

claimant could not reasonably have known to report the change - the effective date will be the 

date you make the decision. 

See: DMA Advice Example 2C 

189. You might come across cases where you have to split your AR decision because one component 

goes up and the other down from different dates.   

Examples of Effective Dates 

190. To change the decision (supersede) there must be grounds to change the decision. The most 

common grounds will be ‘change of circumstances’ or ‘receipt of further medical evidence or HP 

report’. If there is an identifiable CofC, action under that ground should take precedence. The 

ground for the supersession must be noted in the record of reasons. 

Scenario 1 

If the claimant is still going to have needs beyond the date of the expiry of the award but the award 

rate would remain the same, you should supersede and extend the award. Unless you have medical 

evidence to support your decision, the grounds you would be CofC. This is because the anticipated 

change has not occurred.  The effective date would be the date of the new decision. By doing this, it 

will negate the need for the claimant to make a new claim. 



 

Scenario 2 

Specific change of circumstances, such as:  deterioration or a new condition. 

Follow instruction in Supersession, Suspensions and Termination for SofS instigated supersessions 

where CofC is identified. Action taken depends on whether advantageous or disadvantageous. 

Advantageous to the claimant 

191. The effective date will be either the date the QP is satisfied or the date SofS first instigated action 

(date the AR1 was issued) whichever is the later.  The grounds for this would be CofC. 

See: DMA Advice Example 1A 

Disadvantageous to the claimant 

192. If the claimant should have notified us of the change but could not have been expected to know, 

the effective date is the date of decision. The grounds would be CofC. 

193. If claimant should have notified us of the change and should have known to notify us, the effective 

date is the date on which the claimant ought to have notified the CofC. The grounds would be 

CofC. See: DMA Advice Example 2A and 2B 

Scenario 3 

If you decided or the HP has recommended different descriptors that would change the award level, 

but there is no actual CofC identifiable, the grounds for supersession would be ‘receipt of further 

medical evidence or HP report’. The effective date for these decisions should be the date of decision, 

regardless of whether the decision is advantageous or disadvantageous. 

Decision not to Supersede 

194. In exceptional circumstances you will need to do a decision not to supersede. 

See DMA Advice Paragraph 21 and 22 

Scenario 1 

No change to award level or length of award. Existing award will run until it expires. Decision not to 

supersede applies. 



 

Scenario 2 

No change to award level or length of award, but descriptor changes. Existing award will run until it 

expires.  

Decision not to supersede applies 

195. See: ADM Effective Dates and DMA Advice Paragraph 21 and 22 

   



 

DMR completion for Award Reviews 

196. 

Step Action 

1 open latest ‘DMR Template’ 

Note: the details below are subject to change as the DMR is currently being reviewed 

2 select “Intervention” and tick Enhanced Daily Living as appropriate 

3 select the appropriate source of evidence used to make your decision for example: PA4 if the case was referred 

to the AP for a face to face assessment. 

4 select PA3 if you are making the decision without referral to the AP. The following paragraph will be populated. 

“I made my decision using information about your illnesses and disabilities including details of any treatment, 

medication, test results and symptoms. I consider this information is the most suitable available and enough to 

decide the help you need without you attending a consultation.” 

5 complete your descriptor choices for Daily Living as appropriate in accordance with current DMR  

Template user guide 

6 select ‘Next’ 

7 complete your descriptor choices for mobility 

8 use Functional ability and Clinical information as appropriate 

9 if you have identified the claimants needs vary select “Variable needs” 

10 “Date of assessment” insert either 

• Date of your Assessment; this will be the date you make the decision or  

• Date of AP Assessment or  

• Date of AP advice or AP Paper Based Review  



 

11 “Review period” insert either: 

Your chosen review date or  

The agreed recommended AP’s review date  

Note: it’s your responsibility to decide the period of award and set review dates. When setting your own review 

date rather than using the recommendation of the AP, you must record the reason(s)  

 

 why in the Decision Assist Notes of PIPCS. 

12 select ‘Next’ – this takes you into QP/PT screen which is more relevant for completion in New  

Claims cases 

13 select ‘Next’ 

14 select all relevant aspects of “what cannot be considered” from the pick list appropriate for your case 

15 Note: the following sections of the DMR Template are used where the claimant has telephoned or written to 

report a change. So for the vast majority of Award Reviews these fields are not relevant. 

The claimant reported a change in circumstances  

Date change reported  

The change was a deterioration  

The change was an improvement  

16 complete “Award is extended” as appropriate 

17 select each evidence that applies to your case in the ‘more evidence was provided’ 

18 where you have changed the decision or altered the period of award, you must select the GROUNDS you have 

used in order to make that decision. 

this is an important step in the process, as it’s your legal basis for changing the existing decision 



 

19 The Grounds available to you are: 

On the grounds of medical evidence received*  

“I have changed the descriptors previously awarded on the grounds of medical evidence received and the 

decision is effective from today.”  

Because your circumstances have changed **  

“I have changed the descriptors previously awarded because your circumstances have changed.”  

Because the previous decision was based on an error in law  

Because the previous decision was based on a mistake  

Because the previous decision was based on incomplete information  

Note: the first 2 grounds are the most common ones you will use. This will populate your Reasons for Decision 

with the correct paragraph required for the “grounds” chosen 

20 In the ‘When the new decision is valid from’ select either one below: 

• Increase from date of application**  

 



 

 “I have increased your award from the date you applied.” 

A date with QP**  

“I have changed the decision from [for example 10 January 2016] as I cannot increase the rate until you have 

satisfied the disability conditions for three months.” 

Note: You will need to insert the effective date in the Decision Date box for this selection. 

Reduction from date of change**  

“I have changed the decision from [For example 15 December 2015] as this is the date your needs changed.” 

Note: You will need to insert the effective date in the Decision Date box for this selection. 

Disallowance from date of decision*  

“I have changed the decision from today as you could not be expected to know the evidence received shows 

you are no longer entitled.” 

Reduction from date of decision*  

“I have changed the decision from today as you could not be expected to know the evidence received shows 

you are entitled to less benefit.” 

* Use, if appropriate, where Medical evidence is used as Grounds 

** Use, if appropriate, where Change in Circumstances is used as Grounds 

21 select ‘Limited Period Awards’ to indicate why you are limiting the period of award. 

22 select ‘Next’ 

Read your reasons and amend where necessary 

Award Review action with no AP report - Inputting Decisions 

197. Before you make any decision you must follow the Critical Process Points must do actions. 

Note: Check CIS for Address and DLA interest/Other Overlapping Benefits. 



 

Step Action 

1 complete new RFD using ‘DMR’ Template 

2 select ‘Decision Assist’ from the search result 

see: Feedback 

3 select ‘Determination’ 

4 select ‘toggle button’ (LHS) to open up selections from the last completed determination 

5 select ‘Modify Determination’ 

6 select ‘Intervention’ 

7 select ‘Requested by DM’ 

8 select ‘Save’ 

Note: a new determination line should appear with the status being ‘In Progress’. Previous questionnaire details 

will have been copied into this new determination. 

9 select ‘toggle button’ (LHS) to open up the PIP determination line 

10 select ‘Answer’ from the action button (RHS) 

11 answer questionnaire but remember to: 

 add details of any new evidence provided  

 add details of any new disability identified if applicable  

 remove any existing QP entries for the previous determination  

 make changes to descriptors to reflect your decision  

Note: QP dates are no longer required to be inserted within the questionnaire field in AR/CofC’s review cases 

Note: If previous questionnaire was a consultation (PA4) the system won’t allow you to amend this to paper 

based review (PA3) 



 

12 select ‘Save’ 

 

14 select ‘Reason’ tab 

15 select ‘New’ 

16 select ‘Daily Living’ from the drop down menu 

copy and paste your RFD for the daily living component 

17 select ‘Save’ 

18 select ‘New’ 

  select ‘Mobility’ from the drop down menu 

copy and paste your RFD for the mobility component 

Note: each reason box has a limit of 2000 characters. However, you are permitted to split the reasons across 

both reason boxes if you need to 

19 complete your Determination using the action button (RHS) of the determination line and insert your chosen 

effective date 

See: ADM Effective Dates  

Note: you must justify your reason for the length of award chosen in the decision assist note 

See: Setting Review Dates in this chapter 

20 close tabs and return to ‘search result’ 

21 refresh 



 

22 select ‘Evidence Summary’ and apply evidence 

Note: Copy and Paste onsite HP referral/advice along with any relevant record of evidence based telephone 

call used to make your decision into the ‘Medical Details Evidence Comments’ field.  

Maximum characters available are 3000 

23 apply the PIP assessment determination evidence 

23 Note: You must check, and if necessary, edit the Medical Details evidence to ensure both the AS indicated and 

the AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant. 

If the claimant is AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ fields 

must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence 

If the claimant is not AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ 

fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence 

 

24 Apply the medical details evidence only. 

25 return to ‘Evidence Summary’ 

26 select ‘Intervention’ and from the action button (RHS) select ‘edit’ 

27 in the ‘Conclusion’ box, select the appropriate option to reflect your decision 

28 select ‘Save’ Note: this will conclude the intervention and remove the water mark within decision assist.Note: 

concluding the intervention triggers the notification letter but you must conclude the intervention on the SAME 

day as applying your Determination otherwise the notification letter will not be issued 

29 return to ‘search result’ 

30 Refresh 

31 select ‘Personal Independence Payment Case’ line (also known as the benefit delivery line)’ from search result 

32 select ‘Edit’ from the ‘Action’ button top RHS 

33 insert the new review and end date. Note: You don’t follow this step action if the decision is a disallowance 

See: Setting Review Dates in this chapter 



 

34 select ‘Save’ 

35 select ‘Check Eligibility’ from the ‘Action’ button top RHS 

36 tick ‘Active Evidence’ only 

37 select ‘Save’ 

38 Note: you should know from your decision whether arrears will be due or if an overpayment is likely to have 

occurred. See: Payment Correction in this chapter 

39 Final Checks: 

Communication: has decision letter been issued? Search Results: payment correction – have you submitted for 

approval where necessary or  
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 updated notes accordingly? Tasks: has a management test check task been generated? If so, monitor the 

progress. See: Management Check 

Check for outstanding Motability agreements. If the enhanced rate of the mobility component has changed: 

on revision if a claimant originally had a MOTA agreement with DLA/PIP which was removed and has been 

re-awarded enhanced mobility as well the Motability Specialist team at Blackpool Benefit Centre must 

be notified of any change affecting the claimant’s Motability agreement. This is to ensure they inform 

Motability Operations  

(Mops) when an existing enhanced rate of mobility component award is changed on revision, that is: 

disallowed  

reduced or increased  

the period of the award is varied or includes a period of non payability  

You should create a PIPCS high priority manual task to the Motability Specialist team: 

 

 NINO 

  

Manual To Blackpool Mota BC _MotaLiaison_Mota  

High 

Action Required: PIP  do Agreement Team 1 

Award Changed 

Consider Mota Agreement 

2 days 

40 close all outstanding tasks following appropriate payment correction action 
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Inputting Decisions following receipt of AP Assessment Report (PA4), AP 

Paper Based Review Report (PA3), or Supplementary Report (PA5) or 

(PA6) 

  

Note: Check CIS for Address and DLA interest/Other Overlapping Benefits 

198. Before you make any decision you must follow the Critical Process Points must do actions. 

Step Action 

1 complete the new RFD using ‘DMR Template’ 

2 select ’Decision Assist’ from the ‘search result’ 

see: Feedback 

3 select ’Determination’ 

Note: the determination line status should be ‘In Progress’ 

4 select ‘toggle’ button (LHS) to open up the ‘PIP Determination Line’ 

5 select ‘Answer’ from the ‘Action’ button (RHS) 



 

6 answer questionnaire but remember to: 

 Check details of any new evidence provided  

 Check details of any new disability identified if applicable  

 check chosen descriptors reflect the AP’s report and are justified  

Note: QP dates are no longer required to be inserted within the questionnaire field in AR/CofC’s review cases. 

8 select ‘Save’ 

9 select ‘Reason’ tab 

10 select ‘New’ 

11 select ‘Daily Living’ from the drop down menu 

copy and paste your RFD for the daily living component 

12 select ‘Save’ 

 

13 select ‘New’ 

14 select ‘Mobility’ from the drop down menu 

copy and paste your RFD for the mobility component 

Note: each reason box has a limit of 2000 characters. However, you are permitted to split the reasons across 

both reason boxes if you need to 

15 complete your determination using the toggle button (RHS) of the determination line and insert your chosen 

effective date 

See: Effective date 

16 close tabs and return to search result 

17 refresh 



 

18 select ’Evidence Summary’ and apply evidence 

19 apply the PIP assessment determination evidence 

20 Note: You must check, and if necessary, edit the Medical Details evidence to ensure both the AS indicated and 

the AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant. 

If the claimant is AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ fields 

must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence 

If the claimant is not AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ 

fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence 

Apply the medical details evidence only. 

21 return to ’Evidence Summary’ 

22 select ‘Intervention’ and from the action button (RHS) select ‘edit’ 

23 in the ‘Conclusion’ box, select the appropriate option to reflect your decision 

24 select ‘Save’ 

Note: this will conclude the intervention and remove the water mark within decision assist. 

Note: concluding the intervention triggers the notification letter 

25 return to ‘search result’ 

26 refresh 

 

27 select ‘Personal Independence Payment Case’ line (also known as the benefit delivery line)’ from the ‘search 

result’ 



 

28 select ‘Edit’ from the ‘action’ button top (RHS) 

insert the new review and end date 

Note: You don’t follow this step action if the decision is ‘disallowance’ 

See: Setting Review Dates in this chapter 

29 select ‘Save’ 

30 select ‘Check Eligibility’ from the ‘action’ button top (RHS) 

31 select ‘Active Evidence Only‘ 

32 select ‘Save’ 

33 Note: you should know from your decision whether arrears will be due or if an overpayment is likely to have 

occurred 

See: Payment Correction 



 

34 Final Checks: 

Communication: has decision letter been issued? 

Search Results: payment correction – have you submitted for approval where necessary or update notes 

accordingly? 

Tasks: has a management test check task been generated? If so, monitor the progress 

See: Management Check 

Check for outstanding Motability agreements 

If the enhanced rate of the mobility component has changed: 

on revision  

if a claimant originally had a MOTA agreement with DLA/PIP which was removed and has been re-awarded 

enhanced mobility as well  

the Motability Specialist team at Blackpool Benefit Centre must be notified of any change affecting the 

claimant’s Motability agreement. This is to ensure they inform Motability Operations  

(Mops) when an existing enhanced rate of mobility component award is changed on revision, that is: 
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 disallowed  

reduced or increased  

the period of the award is varied or includes a period of non payability  

You should create a PIPCS high priority manual task should be generated to the Motability Specialist 

team: 

Task  

Task Subject Task Type Task Allocation (Work Queue) 

Priority date 

 NINO 

  

Manual To Blackpool Mota BC _MotaLiaison_Mota  

Action Required: PIP  do Agreement Team 1 

Award Changed 

Consider Mota Agreement 

High 2 

days 

35 close all outstanding tasks following appropriate payment correction action  



 

Split Rate Decisions - Award Reviews 

199. There may be instances during an AR process where you need to record a split rate decision on 

PIPCS: 

• the evidence you have supports the increased needs due to a CofC for one component, but the 

evidence for the other component is disadvantageous to the claimant or; 

• as a result of an Upper Tribunal (UT) decision 

See: Upper Tribunal and Split Rate decision 

200. In these cases you will complete two determinations, for example: 

The claimant is currently receiving Standard Daily Living only. SofS instigates AR action on 27/06/2016. 

Following of receipt of the AR1, you identify a specific change in circumstances. The change in 

circumstances occurred on 12/03/2016. New evidence obtained, supports an award of the mobility 

component at the standard rate from 12/06/2016 after applying the QP. However, the evidence doesn’t 

support an award of the daily living component. 

Your first determination will be to award the mobility component at the standard rate and maintain the 

daily living component at the standard rate. The effective date of your first determination will be  

27/06/2016 using CofC grounds for example, the date the Secretary of State instigated the AR action. 

Your second determination will be to maintain the mobility component at the standard rate but 

remove the daily living component altogether. The effective date of your second determination will be 

the date you complete the determination using receipt of medical evidence as grounds (if applicable). 

Note: Although you are completing two determinations in these cases you will record one decision for 

statistical purposes. 

201. Before inputting your split rate decision into PIPCS check if the claimant has a Motability 

agreement. If you are removing enhanced rate mobility from a Motability claimant See: 

Motability cases 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the Action button in the top right hand corner and select ‘suspend 

case’ 



 

2 navigate to the Open Intervention / Reconsideration / Appeal record and conclude with the appropriate 

conclusion reason 

3 navigate to decision assist and modify the appropriate determination Modify determination -  paragraph 14 

step & action   

 

 see: Feedback 

4 complete the assessment questionnaire as appropriate for the event - Award Review, Change of Circumstances 

Review, Reconsideration, Appeal - inputting earliest period determination descriptor scores 

5 Input the following text in the reasons tab on PIPCS ‘Full reasons for decision provided at the determination 

with effective date of **/**/20**’ 

Note: For a split rate decision this date will be for your second decision or decision with the latest effective date 

6 complete the determination using the effective date of the earliest split rate decision period 

Note: If there are more than two award periods input the determinations in effective date order from earliest 

to latest 

7 navigate back to the evidence summary, complete any evidence action as necessary e.g. hospital dates and 

apply any changes to evidence. 

Note: A warning message will display advising the benefit delivery case is suspended this can be ignored 

8 Then check and, if necessary, edit the Medical Details evidence to ensure both the AS indicated and the AS 

determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant and apply the medical details evidence only. 

If the claimant is AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ fields 

must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

If the claimant is not AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional  

Support identified’ fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence  



 

9 navigate back to decision assist and modify the determination that was completed at step 4  

Modify determination - paragraph 14 step & action 

10 change descriptor scores as appropriate for the latest/second determination period 

Note: If there are more than two award periods input the determinations in effective date order from earliest 

to latest 

11 input reasons for decision 

12 complete the determination using the effective date of the latest split rate decision period 

Note: If there are more than two award periods input the determinations in effective date order from earliest 

to latest 

 

13 navigate back to the evidence summary and apply changes to the evidence again 

Note: A warning message will display advising the benefit delivery case is suspended this can be ignored 

14 
repeat steps 9 - 11 as required for more than two award periods 

15 navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the action button in the top right hand corner and select ‘un-

suspend case’ 

16 select reason ‘New Evidence’ when un-suspending the case and select ‘Save’ 

17 using the same action button select ‘Edit’. Input comments ‘Event type – split rate decision’ and update review 

and end of award dates, if required, then select ‘save’ 

18 using the same action button select ‘Check Eligibility’ tick the box ‘Use Active Evidence only’ and select ‘Save’ 

19 using the same action button select ‘Submit for Approval’ ‘Are you 

sure you want to submit this case for Approval?’ 

select ‘Yes’ 



 

20 using the same action button ‘Activate’ the benefit delivery case (if activate is greyed out press the refresh 

button or close and then re-open the tab) 

Note: If ‘Activate’ button remains greyed out go to ‘Tasks’ Tab and see if there’s a management check. Your 

supervisor MUST approve the check and return the case to you to ‘Activate’ 

21 A single payment correction case will be created for the correct amount and the latest payment will be 

recalled, if appropriate 

Note: If the determinations were applied within 3 to 7 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS will 

automatically recall the payment and input a nominee suspension. CMs must consider deleting the recall 

payment and removing the nominee suspension. 

Note: If the determinations were applied within 2 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS will generate a 

task to a CW manual payment recall. The CM must consider grabbing and deleting this task if appropriate. 

Consideration to Debt Interest and Payment correction action must be taken See: Payment  

Correction instructions 

22 manual notifications will be required for the decision to include Certificate of Entitlement and  

Vehicle Excise Duty if applicable for enhanced rate awards 

Motability Cases 

202. If you are removing enhanced rate mobility from a Motability claimant complete step A or B, as 

appropriate, before inputting your split rate decision 

203. If the end date of the enhanced rate mobility is before the full MOTA agreement start date go to 

step A. If the end date of enhanced rate mobility is during a full MOTA agreement go to step B. 

Note: If there is only a provisional Motability agreement held (safe date only) on the effective date 

you can input your split rate decision without referring to the actions below See: Split Rate Decisions – 

CofC Reviews 

A B 



 

If the effective date is before the full MOTA agreement 

start date the MOTA agreement will need to be deleted by 

the specialist MOTA Spec team. Email MOTA Spec -  

 ‘Delete full MOTA Agreement - SPLIT RATE’ in the email 

subject to request a call-back from MOTA Spec. When 

MOTA Spec contact you ask the specialist user to: 

Take and save a screenshot of the MOTA agreement 

on PIPCS using snipping tool, as the agreement will 

no longer be visible once deleted   

Delete the MOTA agreement record from PIPCS   

Apply the evidence changes to 'active pending 

deletion evidence'  

Submit the Motability overpayment correction case 

for approval, this will trigger a payment recovery. 

If you will complete step C arrange a suitable time 

to call-back MOTA Spec. You must close the 

claimant underpayment correction case with the  

comment ‘Split rate’  

If the effective date is during the full MOTA agreement the 

MOTA agreement will need to be terminated by the 

specialist MOTA Spec team.  

Email MOTA Spec -  

 ‘Terminate full MOTA Agreement - SPLIT RATE’ in the 

email subject to request a call-back from MOTA Spec. 

When MOTA Spec contact you ask the specialist user to: 

Take and save a screenshot of the MOTA agreement 

on PIPCS using snipping tool, as the agreement will 

no longer be visible once terminated  

Terminate the MOTA agreement record from PIPCS 

using the last date of enhanced rate mob 

entitlement, with a reason of no longer entitled  

Apply the evidence changes  

Submit the Motability overpayment correction case 

for approval, this will trigger a payment recovery. 

If you will complete step D arrange a suitable time 

to call-back MOTA Spec. You must close the 

claimant underpayment correction case with the  

comment ‘Split rate’  

204. In the rare circumstances your split rate decision removes and reinstates enhanced rate mobility 

after step 18 of the split rate step and action complete: 

• Step C - if the end date of enhanced rate mobility was before the full MOTA agreement start 

date; or  

• Step D - if the end date of enhanced rate mobility was during a full MOTA agreement.  

C D 



 

If you re award enhanced rate mobility for the 

latest determination period call-back MOTA Spec 

and ask the specialist user to re-input the MOTA 

agreement using the original start date, and 

include the comment ‘Split rate’. 

  

If you re award enhanced rate mobility for the latest determination 

period call-back MOTA Spec and ask the specialist user to remove 

the termination date and reason from the existing evidence, and 

update the mandatory safe date field to match the earliest safe date 

displayed so that payments will resume to the MOTA supplier from 

this date. 

  

Note: MOTA agreements with an amount less than the total 

enhanced rate mob have a later safe date and PIPCS will pay the 

claimant mob from enhanced rate mob entitlement start date up to 

the safe date.  

RFD Award review Split decision Example 

205. In this example the Mobility Component has been increased as a result of a CofC’s from an earlier 

date. The Daily Living Activity Component has also been reduced/removed as a result of medical 

evidence received from today. 

206. In your reported change of circumstances on dd/mm/yyyy, you said your condition had 

deteriorated. 

207. Taking into account the information you provided regarding your mobility and the further 

consultation with the medical assessor, I have changed the descriptors previously awarded 

because your circumstances have changed. I have changed the decision from dd/mm/yyyy as I 

cannot increase the rate for the mobility component until you have satisfied the disability 

conditions for three months. I have decided to maintain the daily living component as previously 

awarded from this date until today. 

208. As you have reported a change in circumstances all activities are reviewed to make sure the 

money we are paying you is correct. Taking into account the information you provided regarding 

your daily living activities and the further consultation with the medical assessor, I have also 

changed the descriptors previously awarded on the grounds of the medical evidence received. As 

you could not be expected to know the evidence received shows you are entitled to less benefit, I 

have changed the decision from today. 



 

209. I made my decision using information about your illnesses and disabilities including details of any 

treatment, medication, test results and symptoms. I consider this information is the most 

suitable available and enough to decide how much help you need. 

Note: Provide justification here for the descriptors selected by the case manager detailing the level of 

restriction from the available evidence. Ensure descriptor choices which are reduced are adequately 

explained. All issues claimed by the claimant must be addressed in your reasons. 

210. As your needs are likely to continue, I have given you a longer award. I have limited the period 

of your award as your needs may change. I have decided not to review your award before dd/mm/yyyy. 

If you are making a fixed award, an appropriate sentence should be used. 

Payment Correction 

  

Overpayment 

211. If the decision resulted in a decrease an overpaid Payment Correction Case may be generated. 

You need to check the Overpayment calculation is correct. 

212. When you action an overpayment, you must put a note in the claimant homepage to show: 

• the period of the overpayment  

• the affected component(s) and  

• the reason the overpayment has occurred - for example the overpayment may have occurred 

because the claimant failed to inform us of a change or it might have occurred due to business 

reasons.  

213. An overpayment task will be generated overnight and sent to a CW with the right job role and 

skill set or the overflow work queue. 

214. Due to the payment cycles sometimes the system creates a ‘recall payment’ and an over 

payment. If this happens you should put a note in claimant homepage (containing information 

within bullet points above). Once payment returned, adjusted amount can be issued and 

overpayment case closed by a CW with the right job role and skill set. 

Underpayment 

215. If the award resulted in an increase of an existing component, an underpaid Payment Correction 

Case will need to submitted for approval. Before you do, you must check if there is Debt 



 

Management interest in CIS first, but only if the arrears are due to an increase of an existing 

component. 

See: Debt Management Interest 

216. You must make a note in the claimant homepage to confirm you have carried out the check in CIS 

and whether you have identified an Interest or not. 

Note: If you find a Debt Management interest which displays a start date and a close date this means 

there is no longer a debt interest. 

217. If there is a Debt Management interest, follow the step action below: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘New Task’ from the claimant homepage 

  

2 in the task subject a NINO is already pre-populated, insert ‘Debt Management Interest identified’ 

3 insert in the comment box ‘Arrears outstanding please check with Debt Management’ 

4 select ‘manual to do’ from the drop down in the task type box 

5 select ‘high priority’ in the priority box 

6 input 3 days in the deadline box 

7 send the task to a CW with the right job role and skill set or to the CW overflow queue 

8 select ‘Save’ 

218. If the Payment Correction Case has been approved, the Decision Notification will include details 

of any arrears due and the payment date.  

219. If the Payment Correction Case has not yet been approved, due to a management check being 

required or that details from Debt Management are still outstanding, the Decision Notification 

will not include any details of arrears but will include the text “Now I’ve made a decision we may 

owe you some money. You’ll get a letter from us to tell you more about this.” Once the Payment 



 

Correction Case has been approved, a PIP.4008 Notification, with details of arrears, will need to 

be issued. 

Note: To enable Management Checks to be accepted or rejected, Task ‘Payment Correction: Validate 

payment correction cases submitted for approval’, must be closed first. 

220. If the underpaid Payment Correction Case is still open 24 hours after creation, PIPCS will generate 

a Payment Correction follow-up task. The purpose of this task is to remind the PIP user of an 

outstanding payment correction case and that it needs to be actioned urgently.  

  

How to submit for Approval 

221. If there is no Debt Management interest and you are satisfied with the amount of underpayment, 

you will submit the case for approval. 

222. There are different methods to navigate to Payment Corrections for example through Evidence 

Summary, Benefit Delivery Case and Financials or Search Results. 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Payment Correction’ from either ‘Evidence Summary’, ‘Benefit Delivery Case’ and  

‘Financials’ or ‘Search Results’ 

2 check the underpayment is for the correct amount and period. 

Note: The dates for Payment Correction case are for the entire cover periods, not necessarily only the dates for 

the actual underpayment. 

3 from the ‘Actions’ button top (RHS) select ‘submit for approval’ 

4 select ‘Yes’ 

5 navigate to ‘Tasks’ and refresh to check if a Management Check has been generated 

6 if a Management Check has been generated, monitor its progress 

Change of Rates - over State Pension age 

223. Although a claimant who is over State Pension age cannot claim PIP; if the claimant was entitled 

to PIP before reaching State Pension age, they can continue to receive benefit for as long as the 



 

entitlement conditions are still satisfied. However, the rates of PIP that the claimant may be 

entitled to are affected once the claimant reaches State Pension age. 

Note: Where the term “State Pension age” is used in this guidance it refers to the age of when a person 

can claim their State Pension or age 65 whichever is the higher. See: State Pension timetable 

224. Where the previous award is in respect of only the daily living component, you cannot 

additionally award any rate of the mobility component (or increase from standard to enhanced 

rate of the mobility component) on an award review unless a relevant CofC occurred before the 

claimant reached the age of 65 or State Pension age. If a CofC has occurred before the age of 65 

or State Pension age the increase can be paid but the effective date is likely to be either the date: 

• SofS instigated the award review  

• QP satisfied  

For example: 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. On 11/05/18 the 

Secretary of State issues an AR1 for a planned award review. The Secretary of State discovers the 

claimant had a stroke on 02/02/15 (age 64 and 11 months) and following investigations the CM decides 

the claimant now qualifies for a enhanced mobility component. In this case the AR1 was issued to the 

claimant on 11/05/18 therefore the effective date of supersession would be 11/05/18. 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. On 11/05/18 the 

Secretary of State issues an AR1 for a planned award review. The Secretary of State discovers the 

claimant had a stroke on 02/04/18 (age 64 and 11 months) and following investigations the CM decides 

the claimant now qualifies for the enhanced mobility component. In this case the AR1 was issued to 

the claimant on 11/05/18 but the qualifying period was not satisfied until 02/07/18. Therefore, the 

effective date of supersession would be 02/07/18. 

225. Due to the claimants needs starting over the age of 65 or State Pension age, you must advise CMs 

how to input decisions where mobility either: 

• cannot be considered  

• cannot be increased  

Mobility is not currently in payment and cannot be considered due to their 

needs starting over the age of 65 or State Pension age 



 

Step Action 

1 complete the questionnaire within ‘Decision Assist’ 

2 click box ‘No Mobility over 65 

Note: When this box is ticked the mobility questions are removed.  This is only appropriate if there is no current 

award of mobility 

Where standard mobility is currently in payment and cannot be increased due 

to their needs starting over the age of 65 or State Pension age 

Step Action 

1 complete the questionnaire and retain the descriptors choices that refer to the current standard mobility rate, 

even if the AP determines a different (higher point) descriptor 

2 ensure the ‘Reasons for Decision’ explains the decision and why mobility cannot either be considered or 

increased 

 

Prospective Test (PT) Disallowance 

226. The AP will advise you: 

• how long the functional restrictions have been in place  

• how long the functional restrictions are likely to remain for  

See: QP/PT for information 

227. If you are disallowing the claim on the grounds that the PT isn’t met, you will complete the 

Decision Assist questionnaire, selecting PT not met. 

See: Assessment Questionnaire Overview 

228. After you have applied the evidence and closed the intervention, you must manually input the 

correct End date in the Benefit Delivery Case (BDC) so it shows the entitlement period. 

229. You must: 

StepAction 



 

1 input Claimant NINO into search box 

2 select the PIP Benefit Delivery Case from the search results 

3 select the 'Action' button within the context panel select 'Edit' - the system will display the ‘Edit 

Case’ Window 

in the ‘End of award date’ field, input the end date and select save 

Note: The Objective and Outcome fields should not be amended. 

4 

Note: You must check if there’s a ‘Deletion Exemption Marker’ on the case, and will need to 

remove this if it’s no longer required. 

See: Deletion Exemption Marker 

5 refer the case to a HEO, BC or SAM to close the Benefit Delivery Case suppress the system 

generated letter and create a manual PIP.7013 and give reasons for decision: 

6 

• your difficulties with daily living and mobility are likely to reduce so you will not satisfy the 

disability conditions on [date]  

Closing the Benefit Delivery Case 

230. This action must be taken by a HEO, BC or SAM the day after the end date has been input. 

They will: 

StepAction 

1 access Benefit Delivery Case homepage 

2 select ‘Actions’ button 

3 select ‘Close case’ from the dropdown 

system displays the Case Closure 

Details  

4 page 

5 select today’s date as ‘date of closure’ 



 

6 select ‘Case Closed’ as the closure reason 

7 click on ‘Save’ 

Death on Award Review Case 

231. If death occurs prior to receipt of the AR1 you should close down the planned intervention in the 

evidence summary. Any further action/enquiries should be completed by the CW. 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Evidence Summary’ from the ‘search result’ 

2 select ‘Interventions’ tab 

3 ‘toggle’ the ‘Intervention’ line with an ‘open’ status 

4 select ‘Delete’ from the drop down menu from the ‘Action’ button 

5 select Save 

232. If death occurs following receipt of the AR1 and there may be a change in the existing award 

following your assessment of the AR1, you will consider the impact on the current award: 

• if increase in award - is this due to a change in circumstances or due to medical opinion?  

• if it’s due to a change in circumstances, is QP applicable?  

• if award remains the same; close the intervention event  

See: Death Notified Pre and Post Decision 

Dead Letter office (DLO) 

233. A claimant or recognised representative’s address can be changed to Dead Letter Office (DLO) See: 

DLO 

Terminate DLO 

234. A clerical notification of suspension PIP0420 will be issued by the CW and a task set to mature in 4 

weeks. When the task matures, where contact hasn’t been established, the case will be referred to 



 

a CM with the right job role and skill set by the CW to consider termination of entitlement. Benefit 

is terminated with effect from the date on which the payment of benefit was suspended. If the 

claim is terminated a notification PIP.0422 must be issued. 

235. The process on PIPCS is as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Evidence Summary’ from the ‘search result’ 

 

  

2 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

3 select ‘Active Evidence’ tab on the (LHS) 

4 select ‘Medical Evidence’ 

5 select ‘toggle’ button 

6 select ‘Edit’ from the drop down of the ‘Action’ button 

7 in the ‘Effective date of Change’ box enter the date you wish to end the entitlement 

8 select ‘No’ in the ‘Failure to Supply requested information – good reason accepted box’ 

9 input reason as to why you are terminating the benefit in the comment box 

10 select ‘Save’ and apply the evidence 

Note: this will cause the case to reassess automatically and end payments 

11 check the Communications Record to ensure the system isn’t trying to issue any notification. If it does, supress 

the notification 

12 complete a clerical PIP0422 and send to the claimants last known address 

13 conclude the intervention 

14 close task 



 

Outstanding Appeals and Reconsiderations during the Award Review 

process 

236. If there is an on-going Appeal or outstanding Reconsideration this should not impact upon your AR 

action. 

237. However, in Appeals cases, once you make your decision you must create a High Priority Manual 

Task as below: 

Task Subject Task  

Type 

Task Allocation (Work  

Queue) 

Task  

Priority 

Deadline date 

NINO 

Action Required: AR Decision  

made 

Consider informing HMCTS 

To do Refer to Appeal Team High 2 working days 

Appeals decision made whilst Award Review action outstanding 

238. Seek SAM advice in these cases before you take any further action. 

See Referring claim to SAM AP 

See: DMA Advice on Superseding a Tribunal Decision 

Special Rules Terminally ill SRTI identified or claimed upon receipt of 

the AR 1 

239. If upon receipt of the AR1 a request is being made or has been identified under the SRTI provisions 

the case needs to follow the SRTI process. 

240. You must create a high priority 2 day Task and forward this to a CM with the correct skill set role 

for appropriate action. 

See: Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) Provisions 

See: ADM Chapter A4 A4299 – A4300   

Out of payment award reviews 



 

241. There will be instances where benefit has ended before an Award Review decision can been made.  

In these cases there is nothing left to supersede unless there is an identifiable change in 

circumstances. However, it is possible to extend the now-expired award by way of a supersession 

provided the claimant is still considered to be entitled to PIP. 

242. Such a supersession would be an advantageous decision made on the Secretary of State’s own 

initiative. The grounds are there has been a relevant change of circumstances, as the claimant’s 

needs have become more persistent than the CM thought they were when the now-expired award 

was made.  

(paragraphs 19-20 of PH v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions (DLA) [2013] UKUT 0268 (AAC). 

243. The effective date would be the date on which the AR process started (paragraph 18 of Schedule 1 

to the Decisions and Appeals Regulations). As this would be before the award ended, the 

extension can take effect. 

244. However if the CM is also increasing or reducing the rate of benefit awarded, this should be 

considered a separate supersession with its own grounds and effective date. It should not be 

presumed that both the extension and the change of rate necessarily take effect from the same 

date. 

245. The CM should always consider making a decision not to supercede where there is no continuing 

entitlement to PIP and the Award Review has run out of payment. In these cases a decision not to 

supersede decision should be made and the claimant should be told how to make a new claim. 

Step Action 

1 from the ‘Person homepage’ select the ‘Cases’ tab 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3 select ‘Interventions’ tab and from the ‘Action’ button (RHS) select ’Edit’ 

4 conclude the Award Review as ’No Change’ 

5 comments: ’Claim ran out of payment on xx/xx/xxxx. No CofC’s identified. Decision Not To  

Supersede made’. Initials and date 

6 check if PIPCS has issued a notification and if so suppress the letter 



 

7 issue suitably amended PIP7005. Delete irrelevant paragraphs and include the standard paragraph wording 

detailing the evidence used i.e. 

‘ I looked at all the information available to me’: 

• the ‘ how your disability affects you’ form 

 

 • the information provided by the health professional consultation report 

list all relevant evidence available and update the communication record See: Creating a  

Communication Record 

8 issue suitable amended PIP0506 to reflect award end date, invite New Claim and update the communication 

record See: Creating a Communication Record 

  



 

Third party allegations received where disability is in doubt during AR 

process 

246. The Personal Independence Payment (PIP) Specialist Fraud Team, Case Review Team are based at 

Blackpool Benefits Centre (BBC). They will undertake fraud activities associated with PIP awards for 

the whole of Great Britain, following fraud referrals and investigation by the Counter Fraud and 

Compliance (CFC). However, third party allegations received where disability is in doubt and no 

investigation has been conducted will be dealt with by Regional Benefits Centres (RBC).  

247. In these cases a Task will be routed through to a CM with the right job role and skill set for 

consideration. 

248. The CM is obliged to consider whether a Secretary of State (SofS) Change of Circumstances (CofC’s) 

review should be instigated based on the strength of the Third party allegation. However, there 

will be instances when Award Review action has triggered and is pending. 

249. Where there is no accompanying medical evidence with the AR1 to support a robust CM decision, 

the CM should consider whether a referral should be made to the AP for a New Assessment. 

250. The 3rd party information should be marked as “harmful” while the review takes place and then 

once the decision has been made it should be marked as “not supporting”. 

See: PIP Fraud Process 

Abbreviations used within these instructions 

See: Abbreviations 

03 Abbreviations 

AP Assessment Provider 

AR Award Review 

AS Additional Support 

BAU Business As Usual 

CAMlite Customer Account Management System Lite 

CM Case Manager 



 

CofC Change of Circumstances 

COP Corporate Other Payee 

CW Case Worker 

DLO Dead Letter Office 

DM Decision Maker 

DMR Decision Makers Reasoning 

DRS Document Repository System 

ESA Employment and Support Allowance 

FME Further Medical Evidence 

FTA Failure to Attend 

FTC Failure to Comply 

HP Health Professional 

IB Incapacity Benefit 

MOTA Motability 

MOU Mail Opening Unit 

MSRS Medical Services Referral System 

PAB Personal Acting Body 

PDF Portable Document Format 

PIP Personal Independence Payment 

PIPCS Personal Independence Computer System 

SAM Quality Assurance Manager 



 

QP Qualifying Period 

RAF Returned Assessment Functionality 

RFD Reasons For Decision 

SofS Secretary of State 

WCA Work Capability Assessment 

04 Critical Process Points 

Critical Process Points 

  

1. Daily Living/Mobility Descriptor Choice – (Case Manager)  



 

You must check each descriptor to confirm: 

all available evidence in PIPCS has been considered and you must review all attachments related to the case  

all claimed needs have been addressed (either supported or dismissed)  

the justification supports the descriptor selected, review descriptors starting with the highest scoring first to 

ensure descriptors are supported by the evidence and there are no inconsistencies/contradictions  

criteria detailed in the PIP Descriptor Log, which can be found within the PIP Assessment Guidance has been 

applied correctly  

See information contained in PIP instructions around descriptor choice - Daily Living and Mobility. 

Where descriptor choice is not supported by all the evidence, you must use CM empowerment or refer to SAM for 

advice (when there is conflicting evidence). 

Consequences: 

Checking the DMA Descriptors is essential in ensuring the correctness of the evidence required, not doing this can 

mean: 

the decision may be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring additional requests for information  

the wrong legal notification may be issued, misinforming the claimant  

if the decision is wrong, the rate of benefit may also be wrong causing possible under or overpayments  

an incorrect decision, resulting in incorrect payments can lead to financial hardship, including our most 

vulnerable customers  

an incorrect decision can result in increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

possible reputational damage to DWP  

costly and resource intensive rework to correct claim  

2. Qualifying Period / Prospective Test (Case Manager)  

You must check PIP2/AR1 for date claimant needs started. See: Qualifying Period (QP) and Prospective  

 



 

Test (PT) 

You must make further enquiries when applicable, for example, checking onset of needs You must 

consider changes in the claimant’s condition and impact upon QP and PT. 

Consequences: 

Not checking PIP2 for the correct date the claimant needs started, can mean: 

the decision may be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring rework to correct  

the wrong dates of entitlement will be issued in the legal notification, misinforming the claimant  

if the wrong date is used this might impact on other Benefit entitlements and result in under or overpayments  

an incorrect decision can result in increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

possible reputational damage to DWP  

costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  

3.Date of Claim (Case Manager)  

You must check the correct Date of Claim (DofC) has been used; the DofC can be impacted by date of first contact or 

issue of clerical PIP1 or claim in the alternative. 

You must follow Operational Instructions to determine the effective date for reassessment cases. 

Consequences: 

Checking that you have used the correct Date of Claim (DofC) is essential, not getting the DofC right can mean: 

the decision will be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring rework to correct  

the wrong DofC will be used and issued with the legal notification, misinforming the claimant  

the Benefit payments may be incorrect, causing possible under or overpayments  

incorrect payments being issued and can lead to financial hardship, including our most vulnerable customers  

increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals  

possible reputational damage to DWP  

costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim  



 

5. Withdrawn and Termination Cases – Case Manager/Worker 

You must establish the type of case you are dealing with and follow Operational Instruction on how to deal with 

suspension/termination of DLA in PIP reassessment cases. 

 

You must follow operational instructions when dealing with withdrawn cases. 

8. Alternative Formats  

You must follow the additional mandatory script. TL Scripting Inbound greeting 

Any Alternative Format requests received after the new claim call must be actioned appropriately See:  

Alternative Format instructions and Implementation Update 426. All 

correspondance must be actioned in the appropriate/required format 

Consequences: 

Not asking the Alternative formats and questions and recording in PIPCS can mean: 

you will be failing in the legal requirement and duty of DWP to issue an alternative format  

distress for claimants who have requested but not received an alternative format - poor customer service  

increased complaints because an alaternative format wasn't issued as requested  

potential legal challenge from interest groups or claimants with possibility of judicial review and reputational 

damage  

CPP4 Notification of the decision including dispute rights, CPP6 Special interest marker and reassessment indicator, 

CPP 7 Additional support needs and CCP10 Overlapping benefits are no longer reported against 

9. Payment correction (up-rate or down-rate) when changing decisions (Case Manager/Case Worker) 



 

You must check to see if the uprating or downrating has caused a payment correction that needs to be rectified and 

follow operational instruction: 

Overpayments - classification and referral to debt management • Underpayments - ensure any arrears are issued 

to the claimant  

Consequences: 

By not checking if a payment correction has resulted from up-rating or down-rating, will mean: 

under and overpayments will not be detected and rectified, with possible financial hardship  

confusion and distress for the customer - poor customer service  

possible complaints  

rework to correct the case  

11. Claimant Notification – Legal Requirements (Case Manager) 

You must ensure the correct notification has been issued to the claimant informing them of any  

 

decision made on their claim which must contain the correct disputes rights. 

Consequences: 

If you do not issue the correct notification to inform the claimant of the decision on their claim and any dispute rights 

this may mean: 

you have failed to comply with the legal requirement to issue the correct notification  

inaccurate or misleading information is provided, confusing the customer and resulting in poor service  

key paragraphs that should be included in the decision are missed  

avoidable rework to correct any errors  

increased requests for reconsiderations and appeals from claimants who think the decision is incorrect  

reputational damage to the Department, in particular the document must be of a professional standard and not 

handwritten  

an incorrect decision may result in judicial review, attracting reputational damage  

12. Security – Personal Details 



 

You must check personal details during every interaction with the claimant, that is: correspondence and telephony. 

You must update PIPCS accurately when a change to Personal Details has occurred. 

Consequences 

If you do not check personal details and update PIPCS accurately with any reported changes, this may lead to: 

any notifications, which are a legal requirement, being sent to the wrong address 

reduced accuracy of information, leading to error and possible under or overpayments 

the risk of fraudulent overpayments 

delays in processing benefits 

additional contact with the claimant for the information they have already provided – once and done - poor customer 

service 

avoidable and costly rework to correct the case 

reputational damage to the Department 

 

the claimant being put at risk of identity fraud 

a failure to comply with Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, which could 

lead to disciplinary action 

13. Claims and Reassessment cases - Duplicate payments of DLA/PIP (Case Manager) 



 

You must check all cases at every stages of the claim if DLA is in payment. 

Check CIS Interest and Award History for DLA interest.  If there’s interest or award history showing you must check 

DLACS for further information, for example, DLA could be suspended or DLA decision could have been change at 

appeal. 

When processing reassessment cases: 

You must check special interest marker every time you action a case to ensure SI is recorded accurately on PIPCS, is 

showing as submitted before the decision is made and the reassessment indicator is recorded accurately in DLACS 

to reduce the risk of overpayments.  

You must follow separate instructions when dealing with reassessment SRTI cases.  

Consequences 

If you do not check to see if DLA is in payment this may mean: 

you make an incorrect decision and cause large unrecoverable overpayments, with both DLA and PIP in payment 

there is additional avoidable contact with the claimant – poor customer service 

avoidable and costly rework to correct the case 

reputational damage to DWP 

When processing reassessment cases (including SRTI for which you must follow separate instructions) failure to 

accurately record the ’special interest marker’ on PIPCS and the reassessment indicator in DLACS can mean: 

the wrong decision will be made and the wrong notification issued to the claimant, misinforming them 

DLA may stay in payment incorrectly causing overpayments 

avoidable and costly rework to correct the case 

increased complaints and appeals against the overpayment 

 

• the case may end up in the wrong administration unit 



 

14. Establishing the Effective Date (Case Manager)  

You must use all available evidence and where appropriate obtain additional evidence to establish the correct 

effective date. 

When considering the effective date: 

You must consider if a revision is appropriate, if not, then consider if supersession applies  

You must consider if any change has been notified within the relevant time limits  

See ADM Chapter 3 Revision, ADM Chapter 4 Supersessions. See:  Change of Circumstances Reviews and PIP Award 

Reviews 

Consequences 

If you do not establish the correct date, including the need for any revision or supersession, this may mean: 

the incorrect amount of benefit may be awarded causing an under or overpayment of benefit 

the need for avoidable and costly rework to correct the PIP entitlement 

the decision notification is incorrect, which is poor customer service 

reputational damage to the department 

our most vulnerable customers may experience financial hardship and/or distress because of an incorrect calculation 

an increase in complaints and/or appeals from customers who think the decision is incorrect 

avoidable contact with the Department 

15. Identity/Data Protection, Third Party and Security (Telephony including SERCO) 



 

You must follow operational instructions to : 

confirm claimant’s identity 

apply third party procedures 

navigate any presented security questions 

Consequences: 

 

If you do not correctly identify the claimant and apply third party procedures this may mean: 

you fail to comply with the Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, which 

could result in disciplinary action  

you fail to correctly identify the customer and end up divulging information to a bogus caller  

delays in processing benefits  

money is paid to the wrong person  

there is a rick of fraudulent overpayments  

avoidable and costly rework to correct any errors  

the potential to cause reputational damage to DWP  

16. Payability (Case Manager)  



 

You must record periods in hospital*, similar institutions, care homes, hospices or prison on PIPCS, for definitions. See: 

ADM Chapter P3 and chapter P4. 

You must make enquiries by telephone or email whenever possible to establish dates and funding. 

You must always: 

ensure enquiries are made where PIP2, AR1 or AP report mention/indicate stays in hospital or care homes; unless 

evidence clearly shows these were for less than 28 days or over 28 days ago and they don't link to other stays  

ensure hospital or care homes dates are recorded correctly within PIPCS such as a note to support details above 

or within the evidence tab in cases where there will be an impact on payability  

establish funding for periods in care home  

ensure enquiries are made where supported housing/sheltered accommodation is recorded in PIPCS to confirm 

funding, for example, funded by local authority or housing benefit  

consider suspending payment as and when appropriate  

*Note - failure to correctly record hospital periods is the main reason for payability error Consequences: 

If you don't correctly establish dates and funding, including payment suspensions when appropriate, this may mean: 

the customer could be over or underpaid  

hardship and distress could be caused to customers at a very vulnerable time - poor customer service  

increased requests for reconsiderations and appeals from claimants who think the decision is incorrect  

avoidable and costly rework to correct the error  

• an increase in avoidable complaints  

• the potential to cause reputational damage to DWP  

Changes to original CPP document:  

CPP4 – Notification; this has been rewritten and replaced by CPP11; the original wording of the CPP 

included measuring the content of the reasons for decision which is not covered under the CPP 

definition of legal. 

CPP6 – Special Interest and Reassessment Indicators: re-written to extend the scope of cases included, 

now covered by CPP13. 

CPP7– Additional Support: this CPP covered the additional support criteria for PIP, when reviewed this 

CPP did not fit into the categories of MVE, Legal or Security so has been withdrawn. 



 

CPP10 – Overlapping Benefits: rewritten to extend the scope of cases included, now covered by CPP13.  

CPP4 Notification of the decision including dispute rights, CPP6 Special interest marker and 

reassessment indicator, CPP 7 Additional support needs and CCP10 Overlapping benefits are no 

longer reported against  



 

05 DMA Advice (Leeds) 

Revising and superseding on PIP Award Reviews (planned 

interventions) and Changes of Circumstances (unplanned 

interventions) 

What are award reviews? 

1. Regulation 11 of the PIP Regulations 2013 says that the Secretary of State (SofS) 

may: “for any reason and at any time, determine afresh” whether a person continues 

to have limited or severely limited ability. This provision gives a DM the right to look 

at someone’s entitlement again at any time and where this is done routinely on 

the (SofS) own initiative, it is referred to as an Award Review (AR) (previously 

called a 

planned intervention). A Change of Circumstances (CofC) (previously called and 

unplanned award review) is where the review action is taken in response to a 

communication from the claimant, usually telling us about a CofC. 

2. The principle of finality means that, once a decision has been made on a claim, a 

decision maker can only change it (i.e. change the amount that the claimant is 

entitled to or the length of the award) by means of revision or supersession 

(Section 17 of the Social Security Act 1998). PIP regulation 11 therefore 

doesn’t by 

itself give a decision maker the authority to change an existing award - that can only 



 

be done if one of the revision or supersession provisions in the UC, PIP, JSA 

and ESA (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 (the D&A Regs) is 

satisfied. So in 

order to be able to decide the correct outcome of a planned or unplanned award 

review, a DM needs to have a basic understanding of the revision and supersession 

rules that might apply and the circumstances in which they can be used. 

What’s the difference between revision and supersession? 

3. Revision means looking at a decision again and changing the outcome from its 

original effective date. (Or, if the effective date itself was wrong, revision can correct 

the effective date.) You end up with a single decision, which is the original decision 

as revised. 

Example: 

A decision was made on 14/09/15 awarding a claimant the standard rate mobility component from 

01/09/15. On 21/09/15 the claimant asks for the decision to be reconsidered and on 09/10/15 the 

DM agrees that they satisfy the conditions for the enhanced rate and revises the decision. We’re left 

with one decision, which is the decision of 14/09/15 as revised on 09/10/15. That decision is that the 

claimant is entitled to the enhanced rate from 01/09/15. 

4. Supersession means replacing a decision from a later date than the original one. 

You end up with two decisions – the original one and the supersession. 

Example: 

On 02/03/15 a decision is made awarding the claimant the standard rate mobility component from 

09/02/15 to 08/02/18. The claimant reports on 11/09/15 that their condition deteriorated on 

01/07/15 and on 21/09/15 a DM supersedes the original decision and awards the enhanced rate 

mobility component with effect from 01/10/15, which is the qualifying date. There are therefore two 

decisions remaining - the original one of 02/03/15 which has effect up to 30/09/15 and the 

supersession of 21/09/15 which takes effect from 01/10/15. 



 

Considering revision and supersession together 

5. Regs 20 & 33 of the D&A regs say that the Secretary of State may treat an 

application for supersession as an application for revision and vice versa. 

Regulation 32 also says that a decision that can be revised cannot be superseded, 

so revision takes precedence and needs to be considered first. 

6. The main rules that PIP decision makers ought to be familiar with are: 

• revision on any grounds (reconsideration) (D&A regs 5&6)  

• revision for official error (D&A reg 9(a))  

• revision or supersession for ignorance or mistake of fact (D&A reg 9(b) & 24)  

• supersession for a relevant change of circumstances (D&A reg 23)  

• supersession when medical evidence is received from an HP (D&A reg 26) 7. The first 

three grounds deal with changing an existing award where it is accepted 

that it was wrong from the outset. Although they may not need to be used very often 

on planned and unplanned reviews, DMs should still be aware of them. However, if 

there is no suggestion that the existing decision was wrong from the outset, then 

the DM should focus on whether it is appropriate to supersede on one of the last 

two 

grounds. 

8. This is not an exhaustive list of the revision and supersession provisions. A more 

comprehensive account is contained in chapters A3 and A4 of the ADM. 

Revision on any grounds (reconsideration) (D&A regs 5&6) 

9. The rule is central to the reconsideration process. Although reconsideration is 

generally handled as a different process, DMs need to bear in mind that what 



 

appears at first sight to be a request for an unplanned review might actually turn out 

to be an application for reconsideration if it becomes clear that the claimant is 

challenging the original decision. 

10. The basic rule is that a decision can be revised for any reason if an application is 

received from the claimant (or the Secretary of State commences action) within a 

month of the date on which the original decision was notified. The claimant’s 

application period can be extended by up to 12 months to an absolute 

maximum of 13 months if special circumstances prevented them from 

applying earlier. For more 

information about late applications, see paragraphs A3050 to A3059 of chapter A3 of 

the ADM. 

Revision for official error (D&A reg 9(a)) 

11. DMs carrying out planned and unplanned award reviews must also bear in mind 

that if they discover that a decision arose from an official error, it can be can be 

revised at any time. This is the case whether the claimant has made an application 

or the Secretary of State has discovered the error themselves. Official error means 

a clear and obvious mistake made by an officer of DWP or person employed by and 

acting on behalf of the DWP or service provider that was not caused or materially 

contributed to by anyone else. (See paragraphs A3098 to A3103 of Chapter A3 of 

the ADM). 

Example: 

During a planned review it comes to light that despite the fact that the evidence on 



 

which the original award was based clearly did not support the award of a 

component for mobility, one was awarded. This is more than a mere difference of 

opinion - no decision maker could have reached that decision if they had considered 

the evidence properly and applied the law correctly. The decision can be revised on 

the grounds of official error. 

12. Paragraph A3100 of the ADM gives an example of a GP who provides an 

incorrect report on a person who claims PIP. The GP is also employed part-time by 

the service provider to provide a report for the purposes of the PIP claim. The report 

from the GP in his capacity as an employee of the NHS cannot constitute an official 

error as the GP was not providing services to the Secretary of State at the time. 

Revision for ignorance or mistake of fact (D&A reg 9(b)) 

13. A decision can also be revised at any time on a review where it is found to have 

been more advantageous for the claimant than it should have been because it was made in ignorance 

of, or based on a mistake as to, a material fact that existed at the 

time. (See paragraph A3104 of the 

ADM.) Example: 

It comes to light during a planned or unplanned review that a claimant who has been 

awarded a mobility component exaggerated the effect of their disability on their 

walking ability (ability to stand and move) when completing their claim form. It has 

now been established that they have been walking more than 200 metres daily to the 

shops and back since the start of their award. Had the DM known this fact, the 

original award would have been different. The DM can revise the original decision 



 

on the grounds of mistake of fact. 

Supersession for ignorance or mistake of fact (D&A reg 24) 

14. A decision that was less advantageous for the claimant than it should have 

been because it was made in ignorance of, or based on a mistake as to, a material 

fact can be superseded (it can’t be revised under the normal reconsideration 

rules). The effective date can only be the date of application, or if there has been 

no 

application, the date on which the supersession decision is made. 

Example: 

18 months after a decision was made on a claim, the claimant’s appointee asks for 

the award to be looked at again because the claimant has mental health problems 

that weren’t mentioned when the claim was made. There was nothing on the claim 

form or the medical report suggesting mental health issues. Had the DM had this 

information at the outset, they would have made a higher award. The award can 

now be superseded on the grounds of ignorance of a material fact, but the effective 

date can only be the date on which the application was received. If there had been 

no application and the information had come to light in the course of a planned 

intervention, the effective date would be the date on which the supersession is 

made. 

Supersession for a relevant change of circumstances (D&A reg 23 & Schedule 

1 paras 12-19) 



 

15. If a clear change of circumstances is identified during the planned or unplanned 

award review process, then the award should be superseded on those 

grounds. 16. The effective date depends on whether the change is 

advantageous or 

disadvantageous. An advantageous change is one that results in the claimant being 

entitled to more money than before or an increase in the period of their award and a 

disadvantageous change is the opposite. 

17. With an advantageous change, the effective date also depends on whether the 

change was notified within the time limits. The basic time limit for notifying an 

advantageous change that affects entitlement to a rate of benefit is one month from  

the date on which the claimant first satisfied the conditions of entitlement for  

that rate (the qualifying date). However, the one month period can be extended by 

up to 12 months to an absolute time limit of 13 months if special circumstances 

prevented the claimant from making the application (see paras A4204 to A4213 of 

Chapter A4 of the ADM). 

18. The time limit for notifying an advantageous change that doesn’t affect 

entitlement to a rate of benefit is one month from the date of change. The one 

month period can be extended by up to 12 months as above. 

19. The effective date rules are as follows: 

If the change affects the claimant’s entitlement to a particular rate of benefit and is: 

• advantageous and was notified within the time limits, supersession is effective from the 

qualifying date (Schedule 1 para 15). (Examples 1A &1B);  



 

• advantageous but notified outside the time limits, supersession is effective from the date of 

notification (Schedule 1 para 14) (Example 1C);  

• advantageous and the Secretary of State is acting on their own initiative (claimant hasn’t 

applied for supersession), supersession is effective from the date on which the Secretary of 

State commenced action, i.e. when the review form was issued (Schedule 1 para 18). If the 

qualifying date had not been reached by the date on which the action commenced, 

supersession is effective from the qualifying date (Schedule 1 paras 12 & 18) (Example 1D);  

• disadvantageous and the claimant notified it as soon as practicable, supersession is effective 

from the date on which the change occurred (Schedule 1 para 12); (Example 2A)  

• disadvantageous and the claimant failed to notify it as soon as practicable, supersession takes 

effect from the date on which they ought to have notified it, but only if it was a change that 

they were under a duty to notify and they could reasonably have been expected to know that 

it should have been notified (Schedule 1 paras 16 & 17). (See paras 09242 to 09249 of chapter 

9 of the DMG for an explanation of duty to disclose and reasonableness.) If the claimant could 

not reasonably have been expected to know that the change should have been notified, 

supersession only takes effect from the date on which the decision is made (Schedule 1 para 

13 and Section 10(5) of the Social Security Act 1998). (Examples 2B & 2C)  

20. If the relevant change doesn’t affect the claimant’s entitlement to a particular rate 

of benefit (e.g. admittance or discharge from hospital), supersession takes effect 

from the date of change (Schedule 1 para 12), unless the change is advantageous 

and is not notified within the time limits, in which case it takes effect from the date of 

notification (Schedule 1 para 14). These are generally the types of changes that 

affect payability, not entitlement. 

Supersession if medical evidence is received from an HP (D&A reg 26) 

21. This regulation allows a DM to supersede a PIP decision (whether originally 

made by a DM or a First-tier Tribunal) where, since the decision was made, the 

Secretary of State has received a medical report from an HP or other approved 

person. The effective date of supersession is either the date on which the decision 



 

is made, or the date on which the claimant applied for supersession (Section 10(5) of 

the Social Security Act 1998). 

22. Policy advice is that this regulation should only come into play when the DM has 

considered all of the other revision and supersession provisions but decided that 

none of them apply. It can be applied but does not have to be - it is 

discretionary. Before applying this provision, a DM should weigh up the new 

medical report in the 

light of all the other evidence, including the previous HP report. (Examples 3A & 3B) 

Superseding a tribunal’s decision 

23. It is not possible to revise First-tier and Upper Tribunals’ decisions, but they can 

be superseded on certain grounds: 

• there’s been a relevant change of circumstances (normal effective date rules apply) (D&A reg 

23 & Schedule 1 paras 12-19)  

• medical evidence from a HCP or other person approved by the Secretary of State) has been 

received. The effective date is the date on which the decision is made (D&A reg 26 & Section 

10(5) of the Social Security Act 1998).  

• the tribunal’s decision arose from ignorance of or mistake as to some material fact. If it was 

more advantageous than it should have been because of the ignorance or mistake, the 

effective date of supersession is the date from which the tribunal’s decision took, or was to 

take, effect. If it was less advantageous than it should have been, the effective date is the date 

on which the supersession is made (D&A regs 31, 37(2)(b) & Section 10(5) of the Social 

Security Act 1999)  

(See paragraphs A4255 to A4256 of Chapter A4 of the ADM.) 

The tribunal have unwittingly exceeded their jurisdiction 

24. We have been receiving guidance queries where it is clear that the DM did not 



 

inform the First-tier Tribunal that a decision has been made from a date subsequent 

to the one under appeal, and this has caused the tribunal to give a decision that 

extends into the period covered by the second decision. The DM should have sent 

a supplementary submission to the tribunal, respectfully asking them to limit their 

decision to the day before the second decision took effect because the period 

covered by the second decision is not within their jurisdiction. Failure to take this 

action is leading to problems. 

If this happens, the DM will need to supersede the tribunal’s decision on the grounds that they were 

ignorant of a material fact, the fact being the existence of the subsequent award (D&A reg. 31(a)). The 

supersession will replace the tribunal’s decision with one that ends the day before the effective date of 

the second decision. 

25. What if the amount that the tribunal has awarded is different to the amount that 

the DM awarded in their subsequent decision, and the DM now wants to bring their 

decision into line with the tribunal’s? If the second decision was made after the 

claimant appealed against the first decision but before the appeal was decided, and 

if the DM would have given a different decision if the outcome of the appeal had 

been known, D&A reg 11(2) allows the DM’s decision to be revised (ADM chapter A3 

paragraphs A3110 to A3111). 

Making decisions not to supersede and not to revise 

26. If a planned or unplanned intervention does not result in any change to the 

amount or length of an award, the DM should record a decision “not to 

supersede”. This should be notified to the claimant along with the normal 

dispute and appeal 



 

rights. 

27. Additionally, if it is clear that the claimant is still disputing the original decision but 

the DM has determined that there are no grounds for revision, they should record a 

decision “not to revise” it. The decision should be notified to the claimant but it does 

not carry any additional appeal rights. 

Planned or unplanned award reviews and UT judgments 

28. On planned and unplanned award reviews where the claimant has not specifically asked for their 

award to be looked at in the light of MH and/or RJ, it may be the claimant benefits from the relevant 

determination(s). However, the supersession decision made on review should only be effective from 

the date that would normally apply when superseding on the grounds raised by the review. 

Planned award review – HP report received – No identifiable change other than  

UT judgment 

Award remains the same or increased  

29. If you have medical evidence you can use Regulation 26 of the D&A Regulations 2013 (receipt of 

medical evidence) as grounds for supersession and the effective date is date of decision. 

Planned award review – No HP report – No identifiable change other than UT 

judgment 

Award remains the same or increased  

30. If there’s no medical evidence but the DM is looking to make a decision (incorporating the UT 

judgments) and extend the award at the same rate or increase the award, the awarding decision can 

be superseded on the basis of a change of circumstances (PH v SSWP (DLA) UKUT [2013] 0268 AAC). 

In light of the decision in PH v SSWP, it would be reasonable to say the fact the DM is now satisfied 

the claimant’s needs are going to persist (for whatever period is decided) in itself constitutes a 

relevant change of circumstances. 

31. In these circumstances the decision arose from a planned award review and so the supersession 

decision will be an advantageous decision made on the Secretary of State’s own initiative. Therefore 



 

the effective date will be the date on which the process to review the award started (paragraph 18 

of Schedule 1 to the D&A Regulations 2013). 

Note: Where such a decision follows an ‘unplanned’ award review, the effective date is the date of the 

claimant’s application (s10 (5) of the Social Security Act 1998). 

Planned award review – HP report received – No identifiable change other than  

UT judgment 

Award reduced/disallowed 

32. If you have medical evidence you can use Regulation 26 of the D&A Regulations 2013 (receipt of 

medical evidence) as grounds for supersession. 

In these circumstances the decision arose from a planned award review and so the supersession is 

effective from the date on which the DM makes the decision. 

Note: If it was an unplanned review, for example it was carried out because of contact from the 

claimant, the DM would still make the supersession effective from the date on which it was made, on 

the basis that the claimant cannot be said to have applied to have their benefit reduced. This is in 

keeping with the principle that, if there’s a choice, the DM should always use the effective date that is 

most beneficial to the claimant. 

Planned award review – No HP report – No identifiable change other than UT 

judgment 

33. If there’s no clear ground for supersession and in the absence of medical evidence you should obtain 

a new HP report for the claimant. 

Change of circumstances – Supersession decision advantageous to 

the claimant and notified within the time limits Example 1A: 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. On 11/05/15 she 

notifies the appropriate office that she had a stroke on 02/02/15. Following investigations the DM 

decides that the claimant qualifies for a higher rate of PIP. 



 

Ground for supersession 

In this example there has been an identifiable change of circumstances and therefore the ground for 

superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 

Where a PIP decision has been superseded on the ground of a change of circumstances, the effective 

date rules are set out in Schedule 1, PART 2 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) 

Regulations 2013. 

Effective date of supersession 

The claimant has notified the change in circumstances within one month from the date on which she 

first satisfied the conditions of entitlement i.e. the qualifying date is 02/05/15 because of the 3 month 

required period; she reported the change on 11/05/15. Therefore the DM supersedes the awarding 

decision with effect from 02/05/15 to award a higher rate of PIP. 

Sch 1, PART 2, paragraph 15 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013.  

ADM paragraph A4217 refers. 

Example 1B: 

Change of circumstances – Supersession decision advantageous to the 

claimant and notified outside of the one month time limit but within the 

absolute time of 13 months 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. On 08/06/15 she 

notifies the appropriate office that he had a stroke on 02/02/15. Following investigations the DM 

decides that the claimant qualifies for a higher rate of PIP. 

Ground for supersession 

The ground for superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 



 

Effective date of supersession 

The claimant has notified the change of circumstances outside of the one month time limit from the 

date on which she first satisfied the conditions of entitlement i.e. the qualifying date is 02/05/15 

because of the 3 month required period but she did not report the change until 08/06/15. However 

she did report the change within the absolute time limit of 13 months i.e. before 02/06/16. The DM 

should decide whether the one month time limit can be extended (see para A4204 to A4213 of 

Chapter A4 of the ADM). 

• If the time limit is extended, the awarding decision is superseded with effect from 02/05/15 - 

Sch 1, PART 2, paragraph 15 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 

2013.  

ADM paragraph A4217 refers.  

•   

• If the time limit is not extended, the awarding decision is superseded from 08/06/15 – the date 

the claimant notified the change - Sch 1, PART 2, paragraph 14 of the Universal Credit etc.  

(Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013. ADM paragraph A4216, para 2 refers.  

Example 1C: 

Change of circumstances – Supersession decision advantageous to the 

claimant and notified outside of the time limits 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. On 12/06/16 she 

notifies the appropriate office that she had a stroke on 02/02/15. Following investigations the DM 

decides that the claimant qualifies for a higher rate of PIP. 

Ground for supersession 

The ground for superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

The claimant has notified the change of circumstances outside of the absolute time limit of 13 months 

(after 02/06/16) as she first satisfied the conditions of entitlement on 02/05/15 because of the 3 month 



 

required period. Therefore the awarding decision is superseded from 12/06/16 – the date the claimant 

notified the change. 

Sch 1, PART 2, paragraph 14 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013.  

ADM paragraph A4216, para 2 refers. 

Example 1D: 

Change of circumstances – Planned award review - Supersession decision 

advantageous to the claimant 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. On 11/05/15 the 

Secretary of State issues a PIP2 (UI) for a planned award review. The Secretary of State discovers that 

the claimant had a stroke on 02/02/15 and following investigations the DM decides that the claimant 

now qualifies for a higher rate of PIP. 

Ground for supersession 

In this example there has been an identifiable change of circumstances and therefore the ground for 

superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

Schedule 1, PART 2, Paragraph 18 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 

says: 

• “where the superseding decision is advantageous to the claimant and is made on the Secretary of 

State’s own initiative, the decision takes effect from the date on which the Secretary of State 

commenced action with a view to supersession.”  

In this case the PIP2(UI) was issued to the claimant on 11/05/15 therefore the effective date of 

supersession would be 11/05/15 ADM paragraph A4221, para 2 refers. 

If, the QP is not satisfied on the date the Secretary of State commenced action, the supersession 

decision can only be effective from the date on which she first satisfied the conditions of entitlement. 



 

Schedule 1, PART 2, paragraphs 18 and 12 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) 

Regulations 2013. 

For example, if the PIP2 was issued on 02/04/15, the supersession decision could not take effect until 

02/05/15. 

Example 2A: 

Change of Circumstances – Supersession decision disadvantageous to the 

claimant – claimant notified the change straight away 

The claimant is in receipt of the enhanced rate of the mobility component of PIP due to a back 

condition. On 21/05/15 he notifies the appropriate office that he had an operation on his back on 

27/04/15 which has improved his ability to stand and move. Having made the relevant enquiries, the 

DM is satisfied that the claimant no longer qualifies for PIP and that it is reasonable to accept that 

21/05/15 is the date that the claimant’s ability to stand and move improved; there is no evidence to 

indicate that the improvement should have reported earlier. Therefore 21/05/15 is the ‘date of 

change’. 

Ground for supersession 

The ground for superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

The claimant notified the change of circumstances straight away i.e. as soon as he considered his 

condition had improved. Therefore the awarding decision can be superseded from 21/05/15 – the 

‘date of change’ to remove entitlement to PIP. 

Sch 1, PART 2, paragraph 12 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013.  

ADM paragraph A4223, para 2 refers. 

Example 2B: 



 

Change of Circumstances – Supersession decision disadvantageous to the 

claimant – claimant fails to notify the change - reasonably expected to know 

The claimant is in receipt of the enhanced rate of mobility component of PIP due to a back condition. 

During a planned or unplanned award review the DM on 01/07/15 finds that the claimant had an 

operation on his back on 27/04/15. The evidence shows that there has been a clear improvement to 

the extent that he no longer qualifies for the enhanced rate of mobility. It is established from the 

evidence (or after further investigation) that the claimant’s ability to stand and move improved from 

21/05/15. 

Ground for supersession 

In this example there has been an identifiable change of circumstances. Therefore the ground for 

superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

If the DM considers that the claimant – 

(a) Failed to notify an appropriate office of a change of circumstances which the claimant was 

required by regulations under the Administration Act to notify; and 

(b) Could reasonably have been expected to know that the change of circumstances should have 

been notified, the superseding decision takes effect from the date on which the claimant ought to 

have notified the change of circumstances. 

The effective date of supersession would be 21/0515. 

Sch 1, PART 2, paragraphs 16 and 17 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 

2013. ADM paragraph A4231 refers. 

Example 2C: 



 

Change of Circumstances – Supersession decision disadvantageous to the 

claimant – claimant fails to notify the change - not reasonably expected to 

know 

The claimant is in receipt of the enhanced rate of the daily living component of PIP due to arthritis. 

During a planned or unplanned award review the DM on 01/07/15 finds that the claimant’s 

medication had changed from 27/04/15. The evidence shows that there has been some improvement 

to the extent that he no longer qualifies for the enhanced rate of the daily living component and now 

qualifies for the standard rate of that component. It is established from the evidence (or after further 

investigation) that the claimant’s ability improved gradually since the change in medication. 

Ground for supersession 

In this example there has been an identifiable change of circumstances i.e. a change in medication.  

Therefore the ground for superseding the awarding decision is a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4100 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

The DM considers that the claimant could not be reasonably expected to know that the change of 

circumstances should have been notified. Therefore the awarding decision should be superseded from 

the date of decision. 

Section 10(5) of the Social Security Act 1998 – ADM 4235 refers. 

Example 3A: 

Planned or unplanned award review – HP report received – No identifiable 

change – award decreased 

The claimant is in receipt of the enhanced rate of the daily living component of PIP. Following the 

receipt of the HP report the DM weighs the relevant evidence and investigates further if necessary. 

The DM is satisfied that the current report reflects the claimant’s condition (it could be that the DM 

considers that the earlier assessment was over generous or a border-line case). The DM decides that 

the evidence meets the criteria for an award of the standard rate of the daily living component. 



 

Ground for supersession 

In this case there is no identifiable change (or other ground to revise or supersede) and so the ground 

for supersession is the receipt of medical evidence from a healthcare professional. 

Regulation 26(1)(a) of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4006, para 6 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 

There is no regulation linked to regulation 26(1)(a) which tells the DM what the effective date is. As a 

consequence the default effective date rule applies. This rule says that supersession is effective from 

the date on which the decision is made, or the date of the claimant’s application. If this was a planned 

review, supersession is effective from the date on which the DM makes the decision. If it was an 

unplanned review, i.e. it was carried out because of contact from the claimant, the DM would still 

make the supersession effective from the date on which it was made, on the basis that the claimant 

cannot be said to have applied to have their benefit reduced. This is in keeping with the principle that, 

if there is a choice, the DM should always use the effective date that is most beneficial to the 

claimant. Section 10(5) of the Social Security Act 1998 Example 3B: 

Planned or unplanned award review – HP report received – No identifiable 

change – award increased 

The claimant is in receipt of the standard rate of the daily living component of PIP. Following the 

receipt of the HP report the DM weighs the relevant evidence and investigates further if necessary. 

The DM is satisfied that the current report reflects the claimant’s condition (it could be that the 

previous assessment was a border-line case). The DM decides that the evidence meets the criteria for 

an award of the enhanced rate of the daily living component. 

Ground for supersession 

In this case that is no identifiable change (or other ground to revise or supersede) and so the ground for 

supersession is the receipt of medical evidence from a healthcare professional. 

Regulation 26(1)(a) of the Universal Credit etc. (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 2013 – ADM 

paragraph A4006, para 6 refers. 

Effective date of supersession 



 

There is no regulation linked to regulation 26(1)(a) which tells the DM what the effective date is. As a 

consequence the default effective date rule applies, which is that supersession is effective from the 

date on which the decision is made or the date of the claimant’s application for supersession. If this 

was a planned review, there will have been no application from the claimant, so the effective date 

can only be the date on which the decision is made. However if supersession has resulted from an 

unplanned review, the effective date is the date on which the claimant contacted the Department. 

Section 10(5) of the Social Security Act 1998 Example 4: 

Claimant applies for supersession due to deterioration in her condition 

The claimant suffers from arthritis and is in receipt of the enhanced rate of the mobility component of  

PIP together with the standard rate of the daily living component. On 11/07/15 she applies for 

supersession on the basis that her condition deteriorated two months earlier and so she should be 

entitled to the enhanced rate of the daily living component. Following the receipt of a HP report the DM 

on 25/09/15 considers that the claimant’s condition has deteriorated to the extent that the evidence 

meets the criteria for an award of the enhanced rate of the daily living component. However, the DM is 

also satisfied that the evidence does not meet the criteria for an award of the mobility component. 

Questions 

1. What are the grounds for supersession? 

2. What are the effective date rules? 

Example 4:  

Answer Sheet 

1. 1st Ground for supersession 

The daily living component should be superseded on the ground of a relevant change of circumstances. 

Regulation 23 of the D&A Regs 2013. 

Effective date of supersession 

The claimant has notified the change in circumstances within the time limit – before the end of one 

month from which she first satisfied the conditions of entitlement i.e. the qualifying date is 11/08/15 



 

and she reported the change on 11/07/15. Therefore the DM supersedes the awarding decision with 

effect from 11/08/15. 

Paragraph 15 of the D&A Regs 2013. 

1. 2nd Ground for supersession 

The claimant has applied for supersession in her favour but the DM is superseding and removing the 

mobility component. In these circumstances it cannot be said that the claimant has ‘applied’ to have 

that component removed and so the supersession should now be treated as made on the Secretary 

of State’s own initiative. In the absence of any other ground to revise or supersede the award, the 

DM can supersede on the ground that medical evidence from a healthcare professional has been 

received. 

Regulation 26(1)(a) of the D&A Regs 2013. 

Effective date of supersession 

Section 10(5) of the Social Security Act 1998 Act i.e. the date the DM makes the decision; in this case 

25/09/15. 

06 ESA85 Guide for PIP 

Section 1 – Background 

ESA is an income-replacement benefit for people that cannot work because they are disabled or have a 

health condition. Many PIP claimants have a current or recent claim to ESA. Lots of very useful 

information relating to the claimant’s health condition and functional limitations will be available in 

the WCA report. Using this information may save the claimant from having to undergo an assessment 

in connection with their PIP claim, and reduce the need to get further information from the claimant’s 

doctor. 

The assessment for deciding entitlement to ESA is the WCA. The WCA assesses the impact of the 

claimant’s health condition(s) or disability on their ability to carry out a range of activities. Within the  

WCA, there are two methods by which the Healthcare Professional can advise the ESA decision maker: 

• Paper-based review: The healthcare professional reads documents from the claimant, their GP or any 

other evidence, and provides a report to the ESA decision maker without the need for the claimant to 

be seen at an appointment. This report is called an ESA85A. 



 

• Face-to-Face assessment: The claimant is seen by a Healthcare Professional and a report is sent to 

the DM. This report is called an ESA85. 

On the basis of the ESA85 or ESA85A report the decision maker will decide if the claimant either has no 

limited capability for work, has limited capability for work, or has limited capability for work and limited 

capability for work-related activity. These outcomes determine the type of help the claimant receives at 

the job centre and the amount of money they receive. 

Subpages 

• Section 2 – The ESA85 and its use in PIP  

• Section 3 – The ESA85  

• Section 4 – ESA Activities  

Section 2 – The ESA85 and its use in PIP 

There are significant differences between ESA and PIP and it is important to remember when using an 

ESA85 in PIP that: 

• In PIP, daily living activities are considered for example dressing; however in ESA this would cover 

several different activities such as manual dexterity, reaching and initiating and completing personal 

actions. 

• In ESA a claimant may have a disability and be considered incapable of work. However, they may not 

necessarily have significant daily living and mobility needs from a PIP viewpoint. Equally a claimant 

might not meet the criteria for ESA but may have significant daily living and mobility needs which 

would make them eligible for PIP. 

When considering PIP activities, the descriptor choices in the ESA85 are of little relevance and no 

weight should be given to them in isolation when considering the PIP activities. For example, a 

woman might qualify for the highest payment in ESA due to a pregnancy related health condition, but 

she would not necessarily qualify for PIP. A person receiving curative aimed treatment for cancer 

would receive the highest payment in ESA, but would usually not meet the qualifying period for PIP. A 

person with one arm might not qualify for ESA, but could meet the criteria for needing aids and 

appliances for various activities in PIP 

The most relevant information is at the start of the ESA85 where it describes how the claimant is 

affected by their conditions and how they manage their typical day. 



 

Where sections of the ESA85 say “none of the above apply” – no relevance should be drawn from 

these as the criteria are so different. 

In the ESA85, the review period is based on the claimant’s expectation to return to work. It should 

not to be used to determine a PIP review period. People with a new diagnosis or health condition 

may adapt to their condition and find alternative suitable work even though their condition is 

permanent. For example, a person who has both legs amputated might qualify for ESA for 12 months 

as it could be expected that they would adjust to using a wheelchair and would look for work at an 

appropriately adapted workplace. 

Section 3 – The ESA85 

The ESA85 report contains information about the claimant’s health condition and / or disability, and 

their functional limitations. 

The information in the ESA 85 presented under the following headings: 

• List of health conditions 

• Medication 

• Side effects of the medication 

• History of the health conditions and how they affect function 

• Social and occupational history 

• Description of a typical day 

• Medical opinion: This section records the Healthcare Professional’s advice. Within each of these 

groupings they include the salient points from earlier in the report, some examination findings and 

informal observations 

• Advice on Exceptional Circumstances 

• Limited Capability for Work Related Activities 

• Advice on review period 

• Personalised Summary Statement this should address any inconsistencies within the evidence. It is 

used by ESA DMs in their decision making 



 

The first sections (up to the Typical Day section) will be most useful to PIP CMs when considering the 

functional implications for PIP. These sections are very similar to the PIP assessment reports. 

While the points awarded (and some of the information the ESA assessor will have documented under 

the activities) won’t be relevant, there can be some very useful information found for PIP purposes 

underneath each activity.  

The criteria are very different and whilst some may seem similar, for example mobilising may be 

thought to be similar to activity 12 in PIP, The legislation and application of the criteria in ESA are 

very different.  

Section 4 – ESA Activities 

Activity 1: Mobilising unaided by another person with or without a walking 

stick, manual wheelchair or other aid if such aid is normally, or could 

reasonably be, worn or used. 

This is different from PIP which considers walking. A wheelchair user would not meet the criteria for 

ESA, but would be entitled to PIP at the enhanced rate. Important information about walking and 

moving around will be in the typical day, examination and observations. 

Activity 2: Standing and sitting. 

This information relates to the ability to stand, rise from a chair, transfer and sit. Information might be 

useful when determining the help needed with the bath/shower, using the toilet and preparing a meal. 

The descriptors under this heading refer to remaining at a work-station and have no direct connection 

with any of the PIP activities. 

Activity 3: Reaching. 

This information could be used to consider the need for help with cooking, eating, washing, dressing and 

toileting. 

Activity 4: Picking up and moving or transferring by the use of the upper body 

and arms. 



 

This information could be used to consider the need for help with cooking, eating, washing, dressing and 

toileting. 

Activity 5: Manual dexterity 

This information could be useful when considering cooking, eating, washing, dressing, toileting and also 

the ability to use aids/adaptations. 

Activity 6: Making self understood through speaking, writing, typing, or other 

means which are normally, or could reasonably be, used, unaided by another 

person. 

This information relates to ability to express yourself rather than simply speech. Alternative methods of 

communication are considered for ESA whereas PIP considers the ability to speak. 

The ESA85 may contain details of whether the claimant spoke and the typical day may include details of 

how they communicate. 

Activity 7: Understanding communication by verbal / non-verbal means using 

any aid that is normally or could reasonably be, used, unaided by another 

person. 

This information relates to the ability to hear and read. 

This information reflects people’s ability to hear, see and understand so will have relevance to PIP 

activities of communicating verbally, reading and planning and following journeys. 

Activity 8: Navigation and maintaining safety, using a guide dog or other aid if 

either or both are normally, or could reasonably be, used. 

This information is useful when considering reading and planning and following journeys. 

The typical day might include details of whether they can read and how they manage getting out of the 

house. 



 

Activity 9: Absence or loss of control whilst conscious leading to extensive 

evacuation of the bowel and/or bladder, other than enuresis (bed-wetting) 

despite the wearing or use of any aids or adaptations which are normally, or 

could reasonably be, worn or used. 

This information could be useful when considering toileting. There might be details of incontinence 

aids or help from others to manage if this is a problem. 

Activity 10: Consciousness during waking moments. 

This information might be useful when considering the use of the microwave due to safety fears with 

cooking. It may also state if the person has a useful warning of the episode so preventative measures 

could be taken and the amount of supervision that the person might require. 

Activity 11: Learning tasks. 

Mental state exam documentation might give information on general memory and concentration, their 

ability to cope at interview, insight and requirement for prompting. 

Learning has relevance when considering for the need for prompting in respect of self-care/main meal 

preparation and also the requirement for supervision with activities or help budgeting. 

Activity 12: Awareness of everyday hazards (such as boiling water or sharp 

objects). 

This activity reflects a lack of understanding and insight that something is dangerous. The mental state 

exam might have information on cognition and insight. 

This activity might be useful when considering the level of prompting or supervision needed when 

cooking, washing, dressing, toileting and following journeys. 

Activity 13: Initiating and completing personal action (which means planning, 

organisation, problem solving, prioritising or switching tasks). 

This activity might be useful when considering the level of prompting or supervision needed when 

cooking, washing, dressing, toileting and following journeys. 

Activity 14: Coping with change. 



 

This activity reflects the flexibility needed to cope with changes in normal routine. This information is 

useful when considering prompting to undertake a journey, engaging with others and budgeting. 

Activity 15: Getting about. 

This activity reflects inability to travel without support from another person. 

This activity might be useful in determining whether people require prompting to planning and following 

journeys. 

Activity 16: Coping with social engagement due to cognitive impairment or 

mental disorder. 

This activity is helpful in determining whether prompting or social support is needed to engage 

socially or undertake a journey. 

Activity 17: Appropriateness of behaviour with other people, due to cognitive 

impairment or mental disorder. 

This activity is intended to reflect difficulties in social behaviour which might result from lack of insight. 

This activity might be useful when determining requirement for prompting or social support to engage 

with others.  

07 PIP Award Reviews Portal 

Guidance queries and help 

Welcome to the PIP Award Reviews Portal. 

This portal provides links to relevant operational instructions and a range of medical information to help 

Case Managers consider Award Reviews. 

The ‘A-Z’ menu pages below include medical conditions, a brief description of the condition and a link to 

the appropriate NHS Choices medical guidance (where available). 

If a particular medical condition isn’t listed in the ‘A-Z’ menu pages and you consider it should be 

added or if you have any other feedback or improvements about this portal please raise this through 

Bright Ideas.  



 

Subpages 

• A-Z of Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links  

• AR1 Process Flow  

• Useful medical information links  

A-Z of Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links 

Look up Guidance using the A-Z menu pages 

A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | 

Subpages 

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - A  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - B  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - C  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - D  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - E  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - F  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - G  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - H  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - I  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - J  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - K  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - L  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - M  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - N  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - O • Medical conditions, descriptions 

and NHS Choices links - P  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - Q  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - R  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - S  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - T  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - U  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - V  

• Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - W  

Medical conditions, descriptions and NHS Choices links - A 



 

A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | 

Impairment Brief description of condition Guidance Link 

Abscess An abscess is a painful collection 

of pus, usually caused by a 

bacterial infection. Abscesses 

can develop anywhere in the 

body. 

Abscess 

Achondroplasia also known as  

Restricted growth / Dwarfism 

Restricted growth, sometimes 

known as dwarfism, is a 

condition characterised by short 

stature. 

Restricted growth 

Acne vulgaris Acne is a common skin condition 

that affects most people at 

some point. It causes spots, oily 

skin and sometimes skin that's 

hot or painful to touch. 

Acne 

Acquired Immune Deficiency  

Syndrome (AIDS / symptomatic  

Human immunodeficiency virus  

(HIV) 

HIV is a virus that attacks the 

immune system, and weakens 

your ability to fight infections 

and disease. It's most commonly 

caught by having sex without a 

condom. 

HIV/AIDS 



 

Acromegaly Acromegaly is a condition in 

which the body produces too 

much growth hormone, leading 

to the excess growth of body 

tissues over time. 

Acromegaly 

Acute pancreatitis Acute pancreatitis is a serious 

condition where the  

Acute pancreatitis  

 

 pancreas becomes inflamed over 

a short period of time. The 

pancreas is a small organ located 

behind the stomach and below 

the ribcage. 

 

Acute porphyria The most common symptom in 

acute porphyria is a severe 

abdominal pain. The nervous 

system is also commonly 

affected to cause symptoms 

such as muscle weakness and 

numbness in parts of the body. 

It can also cause psychiatric 

problems including agitation, 

mania, depression and 

hallucinations. 

  

Addison’s disease also known as 

Hypoadrenalism / Primary adrenal 

insufficiency 

Addison’s disease (also known 

as primary adrenal insufficiency 

or hypoadrenalism) is a rare 

disorder of the adrenal glands. 

Addison’s disease (Hypoadrenalism) 



 

Adhesive capsulitis also known as 

Frozen shoulder / Shoulder contracture 

Frozen shoulder is a condition 

that leads to pain and stiffness 

of the shoulder. It's also known 

as adhesive capsulitis or 

shoulder contracture. 

Adhesive capsulitis (Frozen shoulder) 

Adjustment disorder An adjustment disorder is a 

temporary condition caused by 

stress. It’s linked with 

psychological and sometimes 

physical symptoms that can 

interfere with everyday life. 

  

 

Agoraphobia Agoraphobia is a fear of being in 

situations where escape might 

be difficult or that help wouldn't 

be available if things go wrong. 

Agoraphobia 

Albinism Albinism affects the production 

of melanin, the pigment that 

colours skin, hair and eyes. 

Albinism 

Alcohol misuse / dependency Alcohol misuse means drinking 

excessively – more than the 

lower-risk limits of alcohol 

consumption. 

Alcohol misuse 



 

Alcohol related liver disease  

(ARLD) 

Alcohol-related liver disease 

(ARLD) refers to liver damage 

caused by excess alcohol intake. 

There are several stages of 

severity and a range of 

associated symptoms. 

Alcohol-related liver disease (ARLD) 

Allergy  An allergy is a reaction the body 

has to a particular food or 

substance. 

Allergies 

Alzheimer’s disease Alzheimer's disease is the most 

common type of dementia, 

affecting an estimated 850,000 

people in the UK. 

Alzheimer’s disease 

Amino acid metabolism disorder Amino acids are ‘building blocks’ 

that join together to form 

proteins. In amino acid 

metabolism disorders, the body 

may have trouble breaking 

down certain amino acids or 

there may be a problem getting 

the amino acids into the body’s 

cells causing a build up of  

  

 

 harmful substances.   

Amputation An amputation is the surgical 

removal of part of the body, 

such as an arm or leg. 

Amputation  



 

Amyloidosis Amyloidosis is a group of rare 

but serious conditions caused by 

deposits of abnormal protein, 

called amyloid, in tissues and 

organs throughout the body. 

Amyloidosis 

Anal fistula Fistulas are abnormal tunnels 

that connect two parts of the 

body together, such as the 

intestine and the abdominal 

wall or bladder. 

Diverticular disease & diverticulitis- 

Complications 

Aneurysm An aneurysm is a localised 

blood-filled enlargement in the 

wall of a blood vessel and can 

occur in any blood vessel. 

  

Angina Angina is chest pain that occurs 

when the blood supply to the 

muscles of the heart is 

restricted. It usually happens 

because the arteries supplying 

the heart become hardened and 

narrowed. 

Angina 

Angioedema Angioedema is swelling 

underneath the skin. It's usually 

a reaction to a trigger, such as a 

medication or something you're 

allergic to. 

Angioedema 

 



 

Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is a 

long-term (chronic) condition in 

which the spine and other areas 

of the body become inflamed. 

Ankylosing spondylitis  

Anorexia nervosa Anorexia nervosa is a serious 

mental health condition. It's an 

eating disorder where a person 

keeps their body weight as low 

as possible. 

Anorexia nervosa 

Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tear A tear of the anterior cruciate 

ligament (ACL) in the knee may 

require reconstructive surgery. 

Knee ligament surgery 

Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) also 

known as Hughes syndrome 

Antiphospholipid syndrome  

(APS), sometimes known as 

Hughes syndrome, is a disorder 

of the immune system that 

causes an increased risk of blood 

clots. 

Antiphospholipid (Hughes) syndrome 

Aortic aneurysm - abdominal An abdominal aortic aneurysm 

(AAA) is a swelling (aneurysm) of 

the aorta – the main blood 

vessel that leads away from the 

heart, down through the 

abdomen to the rest of the 

body. 

Abdominal aortic aneurysm 



 

Aortic valve disease Congenital heart disease is a 

general term for a range of birth 

defects that affect the normal 

workings of the heart. 

Congenital heart disease 

Aortic valve replacement An aortic valve replacement is a 

type of open heart surgery used 

to treat  

Aortic valve replacement 

 

 problems with the heart’s aortic 

valve. 

 

Aphasia Aphasia is a condition that 

affects the brain and leads to 

problems using language 

correctly. 

Aphasia 

Aplastic anaemia Aplastic anemia is a rare disease 

in which the bone marrow and 

the hematopoietic stem cells 

that reside there are damaged. 

This causes a deficiency of all 

three blood cell types. 

  

Arnold-Chiari malformation now 

known as Chiari malformation 

A Chiari malformation, 

previously called an 

ArnoldChiari malformation, is 

where the lower part of the 

brain pushes down into the 

spinal canal. 

Chiari malformation 



 

Arterial leg ulcer  An ulcer is a break in the skin, 

usually caused by a minor 

injury, which allows air and 

bacteria to get into the 

underlying tissue. If the reason 

for the ulcer not healing is poor 

circulation due to blocked 

arteries in the leg it’s called an 

arterial ulcer. 

Peripheral arterial disease  

Arthroplasty / Knee replacement Knee replacement surgery 

(arthroplasty) is a routine 

operation that involves 

replacing a damaged, worn or 

diseased knee with an artificial 

joint. 

Knee replacement 

Asbestosis Asbestosis is a chronic  

(long-term) lung condition  

Asbestosis 

 

 caused by prolonged exposure 

to asbestos. 

 

Asperger syndrome Some people with autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD) grow 

up without their condition 

being recognised, sometimes 

through choice. 

Autistic Spectrum Disorder 

Asthma Asthma is a common lung 

condition that causes occasional 

breathing difficulties. 

Asthma 



 

Ataxia Ataxia is a term for a group of 

disorders that affect 

coordination, balance and 

speech. 

Ataxia 

Ataxic type cerebral palsy Cerebral palsy is the general 

term for a number of 

neurological conditions that 

affect movement and co-

ordination. 

Cerebral palsy 

Atherosclerosis  Atherosclerosis is a potentially 

serious condition where 

arteries become clogged with 

fatty substances called plaques, 

or atheroma. 

Atherosclerosis 

Athetoid type cerebral palsy Cerebral palsy is the general 

term for a number of 

neurological conditions that 

affect movement and co-

ordination. 

Cerebral palsy 

Atopic / dermatitis type eczema Atopic eczema (atopic 

dermatitis) is the most common 

form of eczema, a condition 

that causes the skin to become 

itchy, red, dry and cracked. 

Atopic eczema 

 

Atrial fibrillation / Flutter (AF) Atrial fibrillation is a heart 

condition that causes an 

irregular and often abnormally 

fast heart rate. 

Atrial fibrillation 



 

Atrioseptal defect Congenital heart disease is a 

general term for a range of birth 

defects that affect the normal 

workings of the heart. 

Congenital heart disease 

Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) /  

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity  

Disorder (ADHD) 

Attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder (ADHD) is a group of 

behavioural symptoms that 

include inattentiveness, 

hyperactivity and impulsiveness. 

ADHD / ADD  

Autistic Spectrum Disorder  

(ASD) / Autism 

Some people with autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD) grow 

up without their condition being 

recognised, sometimes through 

choice. 

Autistic spectrum disorder 

Avascular necrosis also known as  

Osteonecrosis  

Osteonecrosis is a disease 

caused by reduced blood flow to 

bones in the joints. With too 

little blood, the bone starts to 

die and may break down. 

. 
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B12 (Pernicious) folate deficiency anaemia Vitamin B12 or B9 (commonly 

called folate) deficiency anaemia 

occurs when a lack of vitamin 

B12 or folate causes the body to 

produce abnormally large red 

blood cells that can't function 

properly. 

Vitamin B12 / folate deficiency 

anaemia 

Back pain – Non specific / Mechanical Back pain is a common problem 

that affects most people at some 

point in their life. 

Back pain 

Batten disease Batten disease is one of a small 

group of rare, progressive and 

fatal diseases of the nervous 

system starting in childhood. 

Over a number of years, the 

condition causes cognitive 

impairment, seizures and 

progressive loss of motor skills 

and vision. 

  

Becker type muscular dystrophy Muscular dystrophies are a group 

of inherited genetic conditions 

that gradually cause the muscles 

to weaken, leading to an 

increasing level of disability. 

Muscular dystrophy  

Behçet’s disease / Behçet’s syndrome Behçet's disease, or  

Behçet's syndrome, is a rare and 

poorly understood condition that 

results in  

Behçet’s disease 

 



 

 inflammation of the blood 

vessels and tissues. 

 

Bell’s Palsy Bell's palsy is a condition that 

causes temporary weakness or 

paralysis of the muscles in one 

side of the face. It is the most 

common cause of facial paralysis. 

Bell’s palsy 

Benign bone tumour Benign bone lesions may expand 

into local structures, cause pain 

and joint dysfunction and 

predispose to pathological 

fractures. They are usually less 

than 1 cm in diameter and the 

most common sites are the tibia, 

femur and vertebrae. 

  

Benign brain tumour  A benign (non-cancerous) brain 

tumour is a mass of cells that 

grows slowly in the brain. It 

usually stays in one place and 

does not spread. 

Benign brain tumour 

Benign breast lump / Fibroadenoma  Breast lumps are common and 

have a number of different 

causes. 

Breast lump  

Benign gastrointestinal tract tumour Non cancerous (benign) tumours 

of the stomach are unlikely to 

cause symptoms or medical 

problems, so they often remain 

undiagnosed and untreated. 

  



 

Benign Intracranial Hypertension now known 

as Idiopathic Intracranial  

Hypertension  

Intracranial hypertension (IH) is 

the medical name for a build-up 

of pressure around the brain. 

Intracranial hypertension (IH) 

Benign prostate enlargement (BPE) also 

known as Benign prostatic  

Benign prostate enlargement 

(BPE), also  

Benign prostate enlargement  

(BPE) 

 

hyperplasia (BPH) known as benign prostatic 

hyperplasia (BPH), is a condition 

that affects older men. 

 

Bicuspid valve / Mitral valve problems The mitral valve (bicuspid valve) 

separates the upper left heart 

chamber from the lower left 

heart chamber, and helps control 

blood flow through the heart. 

Mitral valve problems 

Binge eating Binge eating is an eating disorder 

where a person feels compelled 

to overeat on a regular basis 

through regular binges. 

Binge eating 

Bipolar affective disorder formerly known as 

Manic depression 

Bipolar disorder, formerly known 

as manic depression, is a 

condition that affects your 

moods, which can swing from 

one extreme to another. 

Bipolar disorder 



 

Bladder stone (calculus) Bladder stones are hard lumps of 

minerals that can form inside the 

bladder when it's not completely 

empty of urine. 

Bladder stones  

Bladder / Urinary incontinence Urinary incontinence is the 

unintentional passing of urine. 

It's a common problem thought 

to affect millions of people. 

Urinary incontinence 

Bladder / Urinary infection Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are 

common infections that can 

affect the bladder, the kidneys 

and the tubes connected to 

them. 

Urinary tract infections (UTIs) 

 

Blister also known as Pemphigoid Blisters are small pockets of fluid 

that usually form in the upper 

layers of skin after it's been 

damaged. Blisters can develop 

anywhere on the body but are 

most common on the hands and 

feet. 

Blisters 

Body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) Body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) 

is an anxiety disorder that causes 

a person to have a distorted view 

of how they look and to spend a 

lot of time worrying about their 

appearance. 

Body dysmorphic disorder  

(BDD) 



 

Bone marrow / Stem cell transplant A stem cell or bone marrow 

transplant replaces damaged 

blood cells with healthy ones. It 

can be used to treat conditions 

affecting the blood cells, such as 

leukaemia and lymphoma. 

Stem cell and bone marrow 

transplants 

Borderline personality disorder (BPD) Borderline personality disorder 

(BPD) is a disorder of mood and 

how a person interacts with 

others. It's the most commonly 

recognised personality disorder. 

Borderline personality disorder  

(BPD) 

Bowel incontinence / Encopresis Bowel incontinence is an inability 

to control bowel movements, 

resulting in involuntary soiling. 

It's also sometimes known as 

faecal incontinence. 

Bowel incontinence  

Brachial plexus injury The brachial plexus is a network 

of nerves that originate near the 

neck and shoulder. A brachial 

plexus injury is an injury to these  

Shoulder pain 

 

 nerves.  

Bradycardia Arrhythmias or heart rhythm 

problems are experienced by 

more than 2 million people a 

year in the UK. Most people with 

an abnormal heart rhythm can 

lead a normal life if it is properly 

diagnosed. 

Arrhythmia 



 

Brain / Cerebral aneurysm  An aneurysm is a bulge in a blood 

vessel caused by a weakness in 

the blood vessel wall, usually 

where it branches. 

Brain aneurysm  

Brain Tumour A brain tumour is a growth of 

cells in the brain that multiplies 

in an abnormal, uncontrollable 

way. It can either be cancerous 

(malignant) or noncancerous 

(benign). 

Brain tumours 

Brittle bone disease also known as  

Osteogenesis imperfect (OI) 

Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is 

a disease that causes weak 

bones that break easily often 

from little or no apparent cause. 

  

Bronchiectasis Bronchiectasis is a longterm 

condition where the airways of 

the lungs become abnormally 

widened, leading to a build-up of 

excess mucus that can make the 

lungs more vulnerable to 

infection. 

Bronchiectasis 

Bronchitis  Bronchitis is an infection of the 

main airways of the lungs 

(bronchi), causing them to 

become irritated  

Bronchitis 

 

 and inflamed.  



 

Buerger’s disease also known as  

Thromboangiitis obliterans 

A disease of the small and 

medium arteries and veins that 

restricts blood flow to the hands 

and feet. Clots (thrombus) 

develop inside the blood vessels. 

  

Bulimia nervosa Bulimia nervosa is an eating 

disorder and mental health 

condition. 

Bulimia 

Bunion also known as Hallux valgus  A bunion is a bony deformity of 

the joint at the base of the big 

toe. The medical name is hallux 

valgus. 

Hallux valgus (Bunion) 

Burns Burns and scalds are damage to 

the skin caused by heat. Both are 

treated in the same way. 

Burns & scalds 

Bursitis Bursitis is inflammation and 

swelling of a bursa. A bursa is a 

fluid-filled sac which forms under 

the skin, usually over the joints, 

and acts as a cushion between 

the tendons and bones. 

Bursitis 
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Calcium deficiency disease also known as 

Hypocalcemia 

Calcium is a vital mineral used 

by the body to stabilise blood 

pressure and build strong 

bones and teeth. Insufficient 

calcium increases the risk of 

developing diseases like 

osteoporosis, osteopenia and 

calcium deficiency disease. 

  

Cancer types 

Cancers of the adrenal gland -: 

• Neuroblastoma  Neuroblastoma is a rare type 

of cancer that mostly affects 

babies and young children. 

Neuroblastoma 

Cancers of the bone -: 

Angiosarcoma  

Chondrosarcoma  

Primary bone cancer is a rare 

type of cancer that begins in 

the bones. Around 550 new 

cases are diagnosed each year 

in the UK. 

Bone cancer (Sarcoma)  

• Ewing’s sarcoma  Ewing sarcoma is a rare type of 

bone cancer. 

Ewing’s sarcoma 

Fibrosarcoma  

Giant cell tumour - malignant  

Osteosarcoma  

Primary bone cancer is a rare 

type of cancer that begins in 

the bones. Around 550 new 

cases are diagnosed each year 

in the  

Bone cancer (Sarcoma)  

 



 

 UK.  

Cancer of the brain  A brain tumour is a growth of 

cells in the brain that multiplies 

in an abnormal, uncontrollable 

way. It can either be cancerous 

(malignant) or noncancerous 

(benign). 

Brain tumours 

Cancer of the breast Breast cancer is the most 

common type of cancer in the 

UK. Most women diagnosed 

with breast cancer are over 50, 

but younger women can also 

get breast cancer. 

Breast cancer 

Cancers of the Gastrointestinal tract -: 

Bowel cancer including -:  

Caecal cancer  

Colon cancer  

Sigmoid cancer  

Rectal cancer  

Anal cancer  

Bowel cancer is a general term 

for cancer that begins in the 

large bowel.  

Depending on where the 

cancer starts, bowel cancer is 

sometimes called colon or 

rectal cancer. 

Bowel cancer 

• Liver cancer  Primary liver cancer is an 

uncommon but serious type of 

cancer that begins in the liver. 

Liver cancer  



 

• Mouth / Oral cancer  Mouth cancer, also known as 

oral cancer, is where a tumour 

develops in the lining of the 

mouth. It may be on the 

surface of the tongue, the 

insides of the cheeks, the roof 

of the mouth (palate), or the 

lips or gums. 

Oral cancer 

• Oesophagus - cancer  Oesophageal cancer is a  Oesophageal cancer 

 

 type of cancer affecting the 

oesophagus (gullet) – the long 

tube that carries food from the 

throat to the stomach. 

 

• Pancreatic cancer  Pancreatic cancer is caused by 

the abnormal and uncontrolled 

growth of cells in the pancreas 

– a large gland that's part of 

the digestive system. 

Pancreatic cancer 

• Stomach / Gastric cancer  Stomach cancer, or gastric 

cancer, is a fairly uncommon 

type of cancer. Around 7,000 

people are diagnosed with it 

each year in the UK. 

Stomach cancer 

Cancers of the Genitourinary tract -: 



 

• Bladder cancer  Bladder cancer is where a 

growth of abnormal tissue, 

known as a tumour, develops in 

the bladder lining. In some 

cases, the tumour spreads into 

the surrounding muscles. 

Bladder cancer 

• Cervical cancer  Cervical cancer is a type of 

cancer that develops in a 

woman's cervix. 

Cervical cancer 

• Endometrial (Uterus/Womb) cancer  Cancer of the womb (uterus) is 

a common cancer that affects 

the female reproductive 

system. It's also called uterine 

cancer and endometrial cancer. 

Uterus / womb cancer 

• Kidney cancer  Kidney cancer is the eighth 

most common cancer in  

Kidney cancer 

 

 adults in the UK, with just over 

10,100 people diagnosed each 

year. 

 

• Ovarian cancer  In the UK, around 7,100 women 

are diagnosed with ovarian 

cancer each year. 

Ovarian cancer 

• Prostate cancer  Prostate cancer is the most 

common cancer in men in the 

UK, with over 40,000 new cases 

diagnosed every year. 

Prostate cancer 



 

• Testicular cancer  Cancer of the testicle is one of 

the less common cancers and 

tends to mostly affect men 

between 15 and 49 years of 

age. 

Testicular cancer 

Cancers of the Haematological system -: 

• Hodgkin’s lymphoma  Hodgkin lymphoma is an 

uncommon cancer that 

develops in the lymphatic 

system, which is a network of 

vessels and glands spread 

throughout your body. 

Hodgkin lymphoma 

• Leukaemia lymphoblastic - acute  Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia 

is a type of cancer that affects 

the white blood cells. It 

progresses rapidly and 

aggressively and requires 

immediate treatment. Both 

adults and children can be 

affected. 

Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia  

(ALL)  

• Leukaemia lymphocytic - chronic  Chronic lymphocytic leukaemia 

is a type of cancer that affects 

the  

Chronic lymphocytic leukaemia  

(CLL)  

 

 white blood cells and tends to 

progress slowly over many 

years. 

 



 

• Leukaemia myeloid - acute  Leukaemia is cancer of the 

white blood cells. Acute 

leukaemia means it progresses 

rapidly and aggressively, and 

usually requires immediate 

treatment. 

Acute myeloid leukaemia (AML)  

• Leukaemia meloid - chronic  Chronic myeloid leukaemia 

(CML) is a type of cancer that 

affects the white blood cells 

and tends to progress slowly 

over many years. 

Chronic myeloid leukaemia  

(CML)  

• Multiple myeloma / Myeloma  Multiple myeloma, also known 

as myeloma, is a type of bone 

marrow cancer. 

Myeloma 

• Non-Hodgkin lymphoma  Non-Hodgkin lymphoma is an 

uncommon cancer that 

develops in the lymphatic 

system, which is a network of 

vessels and glands spread 

throughout your body. 

Non-Hodgkin lymphoma 

Cancers of the Respiratory tract -: 

• Bronchus / Lung cancer  Lung cancer is one of the most 

common and serious types of 

cancer. Around 44,500 people 

are diagnosed with the 

condition every year in the UK. 

Lung cancer 



 

• Laryngeal cancer  Laryngeal cancer is a type of 

cancer that affects the  

Laryngeal cancer 

 

 larynx (voice box).  

• Mesothelioma  Mesothelioma is a type of 

cancer that develops in the 

lining that covers the outer 

surface of some of the body's 

organs. It's usually linked to 

asbestos exposure. 

Mesothelioma 

Cancers of the Skin -: 

• Melanoma / Skin cancer  Melanoma is a type of skin 

cancer that can spread to other 

organs in the body. 

Melanoma  

• Non melanoma / Basal cell cancer / 

Rodent ulcer  

Skin cancer is one of the most 

common cancers in the world. 

Non-melanoma skin cancer 

refers to a group of cancers 

that slowly develop in the 

upper layers of the skin. 

Non melanoma  

Stem cell / Bone marrow transplant A stem cell or bone marrow 

transplant replaces damaged 

blood cells with healthy ones. 

It can be used to treat 

conditions affecting the blood 

cells, such as leukaemia and 

lymphoma. 

Stem cell and bone marrow 

transplants 

Cardiac arrhythmias -: 



 

• Atrial fibrillation / Flutter (AF)  Atrial fibrillation is a heart 

condition that causes an 

irregular and often abnormally 

fast heart rate. 

Atrial fibrillation 

• Bradycardia  Arrhythmias or heart rhythm 

problems are experienced by 

more than 2 million people a 

year in the UK. Most people 

with  

Arrhythmia 

 

 an abnormal heart rhythm  

can lead a normal life if it is 

properly diagnosed. 

 

• Heart block  In people with heart block the 

electrical pulses that control 

the heart rate are disrupted, 

causing the heart to beat more 

slowly. 

Heart block 

• Implantable defibrillator /  

Pacemaker fitted  

If a pacemaker needs to be 

fitted, a small electrical device 

called a pacemaker will be 

surgically implanted in your 

chest. 

Pacemaker implantation 

• Stokes Adams attack also known as 

Cardiovascular syncope  

A Stokes Adams attack is a 

sudden collapse into 

unconsciousness due to a 

disorder of heart rhythm 

resulting in syncope (fainting) 

with or without convulsions. 

  



 

• Supraventriculer Tachycardia  

(SVT)  

Supraventricular tachycardia 

(SVT) is an abnormally fast 

heart rate of over 100 

heartbeats a minute. 

Supraventricular tachycardia 

Cardiac / Heart failure Heart failure means that the 

heart is unable to pump blood 

around the body properly. It 

usually occurs because the 

heart has become too weak or 

stiff. 

Heart failure 

Cardiomyopathy Cardiomyopathy is a general 

term for diseases of the heart 

muscle, where the walls of the 

heart chambers have become 

stretched, thickened or stiff. 

This affects the  

Cardiomyopathy 

 

 heart's ability to pump blood 

around the body. 

 

Cardiovascular disease  

  

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is 

the leading cause of death both 

in the UK and worldwide. 

Coronary heart disease (CHD) 

Cardiovascular syncope also known as  

Stokes Adams attack 

A Stokes Adams attack is a 

sudden collapse into 

unconsciousness due to a 

disorder of heart rhythm 

resulting in syncope (fainting) 

with or without convulsions. 

  



 

Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is 

a common condition that 

causes a tingling sensation, 

numbness and sometimes pain 

in the hand and fingers. 

Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) 

Cataplexy Cataplexy is a temporary loss of 

muscle control resulting in 

weakness and possible 

collapse, often in response to 

emotions such as laughter and 

anger. 

Narcolepsy 

Cauda equina syndrome (CES) Cauda equina syndrome  

(CES) is a particularly serious 

type of nerve root  

problem. This is a rare disorder 

where there is pressure on the 

nerves. 

  

Cellulitis Cellulitis is an infection of the 

deeper layers of skin and the 

underlying tissue.  

It can be serious if not  

Cellulitis 

 

 treated promptly.  

Cerebral / Brain aneurysm An aneurysm is a bulge in a 

blood vessel caused by a 

weakness in the blood vessel 

wall, usually where it branches. 

Brain aneurysm  

Cerebral Palsies -: 



 

Cerebral palsy – Ataxic type  

Cerebral palsy – Athetoid type  

Cerebral palsy - causing hemiparesis  

Cerebral palsy – Diplegia type  

Cerebral palsy – Quadriplegia type  

Cerebral palsy is the general 

term for a number of 

neurological conditions that 

affect movement and co-

ordination. 

Cerebral palsy 

Cerebrovascular accident (CVA) also known as 

Stroke  

A stroke is a serious, 

lifethreatening medical 

condition that occurs when the 

blood supply to part of the 

brain is cut off. 

Stroke 

Cervical disc lesion Neck pain or a stiff neck is a 

common problem and 

generally nothing to worry 

about. 

Neck pain & stiff neck  

Cervical dystonia also known as  

Torticollis 

Dystonia is a medical term for a 

range of movement disorders 

that cause muscle spasms and 

contractions. 

Dystonia 

Cervical spondylosis Cervical spondylosis is the 

medical term for neck pain 

caused by age-related ‘wear 

and tear’ to bones and tissues. 

Cervical spondylosis 

Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (CMT) Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease 

(CMT) is a group of inherited 

conditions that damage the 

peripheral  

Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease  

 

 nerves.  



 

Chiari malformation previously known as 

Arnold-Chiari malformation 

A Chiari malformation, 

previously called an Arnold-

Chiari  

malformation, is where the 

lower part of the brain pushes 

down into the spinal canal. 

Chiari malformation 

Chlamydia Chlamydia is one of the most 

common sexually transmitted 

infections (STIs) in the UK. 

Chlamydia  

Chondromalacia / Chondromalacia patella Sudden pain in one of the 

knees is usually the result of 

overusing the knee or injuring 

it. In many cases, you don't 

need to see your GP. 

Knee pain  

Christmas disease also known as  

Haemophilia B 

Haemophilia is an inherited 

condition that affects the 

blood's ability to clot. 

Haemophilia  

Chronic bronchitis Chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease (COPD) is the name for 

a group of lung conditions that 

cause breathing difficulties. 

COPD 

Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) also known as 

Myalgic encephalitis (ME) 

Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) 

causes persistent fatigue 

(exhaustion) that affects 

everyday life and doesn't go 

away with sleep or rest. 

Chronic fatigue syndrome 



 

Chronic hepatitis There are more than 100 

different types of liver disease, 

which together affect at least 2 

million people in the UK. 

Liver disease 

 

Chronic kidney / renal disease (CKD) Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is 

a long-term condition where 

the kidneys don't work as well 

as they should. 

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) 

Chronic obstructive airways Disease  

(COAD)  

Chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease (COPD) is the name for 

a group of lung conditions that 

cause breathing difficulties. 

COPD 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary Disease  

(COPD) 

Chronic pain syndrome  Complex regional pain 

syndrome (CRPS) is a poorly 

understood condition in which 

a person experiences 

persistent severe and 

debilitating pain. 

Complex regional pain syndrome 

Chronic pancreatitis Chronic pancreatitis is a 

condition where the pancreas 

(a small organ located behind 

the stomach and below the 

ribcage) becomes permanently 

damaged from inflammation. 

Chronic pancreatitis  



 

Chronic venous insufficiency  Peripheral arterial disease 

(PAD) is a common condition, 

in which a buildup of fatty 

deposits in the arteries 

restricts blood supply to leg 

muscles. It's also known as 

peripheral vascular disease 

(PVD). 

Peripheral arterial disease  

Churg-Strauss syndrome also known as 

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis  

Eosinophilic granulomatosis 

with polyangiitis is a type of 

vasculitis that mainly affects 

adults aged 30 to  

Vasculitis 

 

 45.  

Cirrhosis  Cirrhosis is scarring of the liver 

caused by continuous long-

term liver damage. Scar tissue 

replaces healthy tissue in the 

liver and prevents the liver 

working properly. 

Cirrhosis 

Claudication Peripheral arterial disease 

(PAD) is a common condition, 

in which a buildup of fatty 

deposits in the arteries 

restricts blood supply to leg 

muscles. It's also known as 

peripheral vascular disease 

(PVD). 

Peripheral arterial disease 

Claw toe Foot pain is a common 

problem with a wide range of 

possible causes. 

Foot pain 



 

Cleft lip  A cleft is a gap or split in the 

upper lip and/or roof of the 

mouth (palate). It is present 

from birth. 

Cleft lip & palate 

Cleft lip with cleft palate 

Club foot also known as Talipes Club foot is a deformity of the 

foot and ankle that babies can 

be born with. The position and 

function of the foot can be 

greatly improved, if treated 

early. 

Club foot 

Coarctation of the aorta Congenital heart disease is a 

general term for a range of 

birth defects that affect the 

normal workings of the heart. 

Congenital heart disease 

Coeliac disease Coeliac disease is a common 

digestive condition where a 

person  

Coeliac disease 

 

 has an adverse reaction to 

gluten. 

 

Colitis / Crohns disease Crohn's disease is a longterm 

condition that causes 

inflammation of the lining of 

the digestive system. 

Crohn’s disease 

Collapsed lung also known as  

Pneumothorax  

It happens when there is a tear 

in the lung and air escapes into 

the chest cavity. 

Pneumothorax can be caused 

by an injury or happen 

spontaneously without 

warning. 

  



 

Compartment syndrome also known as  

Volkmann’s ischaemia 

Compartment syndrome is a 

painful and potentially serious 

condition caused by bleeding 

or swelling within an enclosed 

bundle of muscles – known as 

a muscle "compartment". 

Compartment syndrome 

Complex phobia A phobia is an overwhelming 

and  

debilitating fear of an object, 

place, situation, feeling or 

animal. 

Phobias 

Complex Regional Pain Syndrome  

(CRPS) also known as Reflex Sympathetic 

Dystrophy / Sudeck’s atrophy 

Complex regional pain 

syndrome (CRPS) is a poorly 

understood condition in which 

a person experiences 

persistent severe and 

debilitating pain. 

Complex regional pain syndrome 

Conduct disorder (including  

Oppositional defiant disorder) 

Personality disorders are 

mental health conditions that 

affect how someone thinks, 

perceives, feels or relates to 

others. 

Antisocial personality disorder  

 

Congenital heart disease  Congenital heart disease is a 

general term for a range of 

birth defects that affect the 

normal workings of the heart. 

Congenital heart disease 



 

Constipation Constipation is a common 

condition that affects people of 

all ages. It can mean that 

you're not passing stools 

regularly or you're unable to 

completely empty your bowel. 

Constipation 

Contact dermatitis also known as  

Dermatitis herpetiformis 

Contact dermatitis is a type of 

eczema triggered by contact 

with a particular substance. 

Contact dermatitis 

Conversion disorder  Conversion disorder is where a 

person’s anxiety is ‘converted’ 

into any of a variety of somatic 

symptoms such as blindness, 

deafness, or paralysis, none of 

which have any organic basis. 

  

Coronary heart disease also known as  

Ischaemic heart disease 

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is 

the leading cause of death both 

in the UK and worldwide. 

Coronary heart disease (CHD) 

Costochondritis Costochondritis is the medical 

term for inflammation of the 

cartilage that joins the ribs to 

the breastbone (sternum). This 

area is known as the 

costochondral joint. 

Costochondritis 

 



 

Cranial dystonia Dystonia is a medical term for 

a range of movement disorders 

that cause muscle spasms and 

contractions. 

Dystonia 

Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease (CJD) /  

Variant Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease  

(vCJD) 

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) 

is a rare and fatal condition 

that affects the brain. It causes 

brain damage that worsens 

rapidly over time. 

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD)  

Cri-du-chat syndrome Cri-du-chat is a chromosomal 

condition where affected 

individuals have intellectual 

disability and delayed 

development.  

  

Crohn’s disease  Crohn's disease is a longterm 

condition that causes 

inflammation of the lining of 

the digestive system. 

Crohn’s disease 

Cushing’s syndrome also known as  

Hypercortisolism 

Cushing's syndrome 

(hypercortisolism) is a 

collection of symptoms caused 

by very high levels of a 

hormone called cortisol in the 

body. 

Cushing’s syndrome 

Cutaneous porphyria This type of porphyria mainly 

affects the skin. 

  



 

Cystic fibrosis Cystic fibrosis is an inherited 

condition in which the lungs 

and digestive system can 

become clogged with thick, 

sticky mucus. 

Cystic fibrosis 

Cystitis Urinary tract infections (UTIs) 

are common infections that 

can affect  

Urinary tract infections (UTIs)  

 

 the bladder, the kidneys and 

the tubes connected to them. 

 

Cystocele prolapse Pelvic organ prolapse is bulging 

of one or more of the pelvic 

organs into the vagina. 

Pelvic organ prolapse  
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Deep vein thrombosis (DVT) Deep vein thrombosis (DVT) is a 

blood clot that develops within 

a deep vein in the body, usually 

in the leg. 

Deep vein thrombosis 

Delirium Hallucinations are where 

someone sees, hears, smells, 

tastes or feels things that don't 

exist outside their mind. 

Hallucinations & hearing voices 

Dementia 

Dementia with lewy bodies  

(DLB)  

Fronto-temporal dementia also 

known as Pick’s disease  

Pre-Senile dementia  

Senile dementia  

Vascular dementia  

Dementia causes problems with 

memory, confusion and 

personality. 

Dementia 

Depressive disorder / Depression Depression is more than simply 

feeling unhappy or fed up for a 

few days. 

Clinical depression 

Dermatitis herpetiformis also known as 

Contact dermatitis 

Contact dermatitis is a type of 

eczema triggered by contact 

with a particular substance. 

Contact dermatitis 



 

Dermatomyositis Myositis is a general term that 

means "inflammation of the 

muscles". 

Myositis 

Developmental Co-ordination disorder 

(DCD) also known as  

Dyspraxia 

Dyspraxia is a common disorder 

that affects movement and co- 

Developmental co-ordination disorder 

 

 ordination.   

Diabetes insipidus Diabetes insipidus is a rare 

condition where you produce a 

large amount of urine and often 

feel thirsty. 

Diabetes insipidus 

Diabetes mellitus type 1 (insulin 

dependent) 

Diabetes is a lifelong condition 

that causes a person's blood 

sugar level to become too high. 

In type 1 diabetes the body's 

immune system attacks and 

destroys the cells that produce 

insulin. 

Diabetes 

Diabetes mellitus type 2 (insulin or non-

insulin dependent) 

Diabetes is a lifelong condition 

that causes a person's blood 

sugar level to become too high. 

In type 2 diabetes the body 

doesn't produce enough insulin, 

or the body's cells don't react to 

insulin. 

Type 2 diabetes 



 

Diabetic neuropathy Peripheral neuropathy can 

sometimes cause other medical 

problems, such as foot ulcers 

and heart rhythm changes, and 

blood circulation problems. 

Peripheral neuropathy  

Diaphyseal aclasis also known as  

Hereditary multiple exostoses  

(HME or MHE) 

Diaphyseal aclasis is a rare 

medical condition in which 

multiple bony spurs or lumps 

are seen throughout the 

skeleton. It is associated with 

short stature and asymmetrical 

growth at the knees and ankles, 

which may lead to deformities. 

  

Diplegia Diplegia, when used  Paralysis 

 

 singularly, refers to paralysis 

affecting symmetrical parts of 

the body. 

 

Diplegia type cerebral palsy Cerebral palsy is the general 

term for a number of 

neurological conditions that 

affect movement and co-

ordination. 

Cerebral palsy 

Dislocated kneecap A dislocated kneecap is a 

common injury that normally 

takes about six weeks to heal. 

Dislocated kneecap 



 

Dislocated shoulder A dislocated shoulder usually 

happens after a heavy fall onto 

the arm. It takes between 12 

and 16 weeks to heal after the 

shoulder has been put back into 

place. 

Dislocated shoulder 

Dissociative disorder  A dissociative disorder is a 

mental health condition that 

alters a person's sense of 

reality. 

Dissociative disorders 

Disturbance of consciousness (Non 

epileptic)  

Fainting is a sudden, temporary 

loss of consciousness that 

usually results in a fall. 

Fainting  

Diverticular disease / diverticulitis Diverticular disease and 

diverticulitis are related 

digestive conditions that affect 

the large intestine (colon). 

Diverticular disease 

Dizziness – cause not specified Dizziness is a common symptom 

that’s not usually a sign of 

anything serious, but should be 

investigated  

Dizziness 

 

 by a doctor.  



 

Down / Down’s syndrome Down's syndrome, also known 

as Down syndrome, is a genetic 

condition that typically causes 

some level of learning disability 

and characteristic physical 

features. 

Down’s syndrome  

Drop attack Drop attacks are sudden 

spontaneous falls while 

standing or walking, with 

complete recovery in seconds or 

minutes. There is usually no 

recognised loss of 

consciousness and it is a 

symptom with a number of 

causes. 

  

Drug misuse / dependency Drug misuse can be harmful to 

health in both the short term 

and the long term, and could 

possibly lead to addiction. 

Effects of drugs  

Duchenne muscular dystrophy Muscular dystrophies are a 

group of inherited genetic 

conditions that gradually cause 

the muscles to weaken, leading 

to an increasing level of 

disability. 

Muscular dystrophy  

Duodenal ulcer / Duodenitis Stomach ulcers, also known as 

gastric ulcers, are open sores 

that develop on the lining of the 

stomach. 

Stomach ulcer 



 

Dupuytren’s contracture /  

Dupuytren’s disease 

Dupuytren’s contracture 

(Dupuytren's disease) is a 

condition that affects the hands 

and fingers. It causes one or 

more fingers to bend  

Dupuytren’s contracture 

 

 into the palm of the hand. It can 

affect one or both hands, and 

sometimes affect the thumb. 

 

Dwarfism also known as Achondroplasia 

/ Restricted growth 

Restricted growth, sometimes 

known as dwarfism, is a 

condition characterised by short 

stature. 

Restricted growth 

Dyscalculia Dyscalculia is a specific learning 

disorder characterised by 

impairments in learning basic 

arithmetic facts, processing 

numerical magnitude and 

performing accurate 

calculations. 

  

Dyslexia Dyslexia is a common learning 

difficulty that can cause 

problems with reading, writing 

and spelling. 

Dyslexia  

Dyspepsia also known as  

Indigestion 

Indigestion (dyspepsia) is a 

general term for pain or 

discomfort felt in the stomach 

and under the ribs. 

Indigestion 



 

Dysphonia Dysphonia is the term used to 

refer to disorders of the voice. 

This may present as a hoarse, 

weak, breathy or strained voice, 

with or without pain or 

discomfort in the throat. 

  

Dyspraxia also known as Developmental 

Co-ordination disorder (DCD) Dyspraxia 

Dyspraxia is a common disorder 

that affects movement and 

coordination. 

Developmental co-ordination disorder 

 

Dystonia 

Cranial dystonia  

Generalised dystonia  

Hemifacial spasm  

Oromandibular dystonia  

Spasmodic dystonia also known as 

Laryngeal dystonia  

Tardive dystonia  

Tardive dyskinesia  

Torticollis also known as Cervical 

dystonia  

Writer’s cramp  

Dystonia is a medical term for a 

range of movement disorders 

that cause muscle spasms and 

contractions. 

Dystonia . 

Dystrophia myotonica also known as 

Myotonic dystrophy 

Muscular dystrophies are a 

group of inherited genetic 

conditions that gradually cause 

the muscles to weaken, leading 

to an increasing level of 

disability. 

Muscular dystrophy  
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Eczema – atopic / dermatitis type Atopic eczema (atopic dermatitis) is 

the most common form of eczema, a 

condition that causes the skin to 

become itchy, red, dry and cracked. 

Atopic eczema 

Eczema – varicose / venous type Varicose eczema, also known as 

venous, gravitational or stasis 

eczema, is a long-term skin condition 

that affects the lower legs. It's 

common in people with varicose 

veins. 

Varicose eczema 

Eating disorder not otherwise specified 

(EDNOS) 

Eating disorders are characterised by 

an abnormal attitude towards food 

that causes someone to change their 

eating habits and behaviour. 

Eating disorders  

Edward’s syndrome also known as  

Trisomy 18 

Edwards' syndrome, also known as 

trisomy 18, is a serious genetic 

condition caused by an additional 

copy of chromosome  

18 in some or all of the cells in the 

body. 

Edwards' syndrome 

Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (EDS) 

  

Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (EDS) is the 

name for a group of rare inherited 

conditions that affect connective 

tissue. 

Ehlers-Danlos syndrome 



 

Elbow / Arm pain Arm pain is common and usually 

caused by an injury or fall. It can 

often be managed with rest and 

over-the-counter painkillers. 

Elbow or arm pain 

 

Emphysema Chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease (COPD) is the name for a 

group of lung conditions that cause 

breathing difficulties. 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease (COPD) 

Empyema Respiratory tract infections (RTIs) 

are any infection of the sinuses, 

throat, airways or lungs. 

Respiratory tract infections 

Encephalitis Encephalitis is a rare but serious 

condition that causes inflammation 

of the brain. 

Encephalitis 

Enchondromatosis also known as  

Ollier’s disease 

Enchondromatosis a congenital 

disorder characterised by a mass of 

cartilage within the extremity of the 

shafts of bones most commonly of 

the hands and feet, causing 

distorted growth in length and 

pathologic fractures. 

  

Endocarditis Endocarditis is a rare and potentially 

fatal infection of the inner lining of 

the heart (the endocardium). It's 

most commonly caused by bacteria 

entering the blood and travelling to 

the heart. 

Endocarditis 



 

Endometriosis Endometriosis is a common 

condition where tissue that behaves 

like the lining of the womb (the 

endometrium) is found outside the 

womb. 

Endometriosis 

Enterocele prolapse Pelvic organ prolapse is bulging of 

one or more of the pelvic organs 

into the vagina. 

Pelvic organ prolapse  

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with 

polyangiitis also known as Churg- 

Strauss syndrome 

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with 

polyangiitis is a type of vasculitis 

that mainly affects  

Vasculitis 

 

 adults aged 30 to 45.  

Epidermolysis bullosa (EB) Epidermolysis bullosa (EB) is a 

general term used to describe a 

group of rare inherited skin 

disorders that cause the skin to 

become very fragile. 

Epidermolysis bullosa (EB) 

Epilepsy -: 

Generalised seizure (with status 

epilepticus in last 12 months)  

Absence seizure (Petit mal)  

Atonic seizure  

Clonic seizure  

Myoclonic seizure  

Tonic seizure  

Tonic-clonic seizure (Grand mal) 

primary or secondary  

Epilepsy is estimated to affect more 

than 500,000 people in the UK. This 

means that almost one in every 100 

people has the condition. 

Epilepsy 



 

Generalised seizure (without status 

epilepticus in last 12 months)  

Absence seizure (Petit mal)  

Atonic seizure  

Clonic seizure  

Myoclonic seizure  

Tonic seizure  

Tonic-clonic seizure (Grand mal) 

primary or secondary  

Partial seizure (with status epilepticus 

in last 12 months  

Complex partial seizure  

Complex partial seizure evolving to 

generalised tonicclonic seizure  

Simple partial seizure  

• Partial seizure (without status  

 

epilepticus in last 12 months)  

Complex partial seizure  

Complex partial seizure evolving to 

generalised tonicclonic seizure  

Simple partial seizure  

  

Essential tremor Essential tremor is a type of 

uncontrollable shake or tremble of 

part of the body. 

Tremor (essential)  



 

Extrinsic allergic alveolitis now known as 

Hypersensitivity pneumonitis 

Hypersensitivity pneumonitis 

happens when the lungs develop an 

immune response (hypersensitivity) 

to something inhaled, resulting in  

inflammation of the lung tissue 

(pneumonitis). An example is 

farmer’s lung caused by breathing in 

mould that grows on hay, straw and 

grain.  
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Facet joint syndrome Facet joints are delicate 

structures that form the links 

between the vertebrae of the 

spine. Facet joint syndrome is 

a problem with the movement 

of the facet joints often 

resulting in inflammation and 

pain due to one of the joints 

becoming stiff or too mobile.  

  



 

Facioscapulohumeral dystrophy Muscular dystrophies are a 

group of inherited genetic 

conditions that gradually 

cause the muscles to weaken, 

leading to an increasing level 

of disability. 

Muscular dystrophy  

Fainting / Syncope Fainting is a sudden, 

temporary loss of 

consciousness that usually 

results in a fall. 

Fainting 

Fallen arches also known as  

Flat feet 

Having flat feet, or 'fallen 

arches', means that the feet 

have low or no arches and 

press almost completely flat 

against the ground. 

Flat feet (Fallen arches) 

Falling Anyone can have a fall, but 

older people are more 

vulnerable and likely to fall, 

especially if they have  

Falls  

 

 a long-term health condition.  

Fallots tetralogy Congenital heart disease is a 

general term for a range of 

birth defects that affect the 

normal workings of the heart. 

Congenital heart disease 



 

Femoral hernia repair A hernia occurs when an 

internal part of the body 

pushes through a weakness in 

the muscle or surrounding 

tissue wall. 

Femoral hernia repair 

Fibroadenoma / Benign breast lump Breast lumps are common and 

have a number of different 

causes. 

Breast lump  

Fibroid Fibroids are noncancerous 

growths that develop in or 

around the womb (uterus). 

Fibroids 

Fibromyalgia / Fibromyalgia 

syndrome (FMS) 

Fibromyalgia, also called 

fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS), 

is a long-term condition that 

causes pain all over the body. 

Fibromyalgia 

Fibrosing alveolitis Fibrosing alveolitis occurs 

when the alveoli in the lungs 

become inflamed and scarred 

leading to shortness of breath. 

  

Fistula - anal Fistulas are abnormal tunnels 

that connect two parts of the 

body together, such as the 

intestine and the abdominal 

wall or bladder. 

Diverticular disease & diverticulitis- 

Complications 

Flat feet also known as Fallen arches Having flat feet, or 'fallen 

arches', means that the  

Flat feet (Fallen arches) 

 



 

 feet have low or no arches 

and press almost completely 

flat against the ground. 

 

Food allergy / intolerance A food allergy is when the 

body's immune system reacts 

unusually to specific foods. 

Although allergic reactions are 

often mild, they can be very 

serious. 

Food allergies 

Forefoot pain also known as  

Metatarsalgia 

Metatarsalgia is the name for 

pain in the ball of the foot. 

Metatarsalgia 

Fractures / Breaks-: 

• Fractured / Broken arm or 

wrist  

A broken arm or wrist is 

usually caused by a fall onto 

an outstretched arm. It 

typically takes about six to 

eight weeks to heal in adults, 

and less time in children. 

Broken arm or wrist 

• Fractured / Broken clavicle or 

collarbone  

A broken collarbone, or 

fractured clavicle, is a 

common injury. It usually 

happens after a fall or a blow 

to the shoulder. 

Broken collarbone 



 

• Fractured / Broken hip  Hip fractures are cracks or 

breaks in the top of the thigh 

bone (femur) close to the hip 

joint. They're usually caused 

by a fall or an injury to the 

side of the hip, but may 

occasionally be caused by a 

condition, such as cancer, 

weakening the hip bone. 

Hip fracture 

 

• Fractured / Broken nose  A broken nose is a common 

injury, usually caused by a 

blow to the face. Most broken 

noses heal naturally in two to 

three weeks and they can 

often be managed at home. 

Broken nose 

• Fractured / Broken rib  Broken (fractured) or bruised 

ribs are usually caused by a 

fall or blow to the chest, or 

occasionally by severe 

coughing. They can be very 

painful, but will normally 

improve within about three to 

six weeks. 

Broken or bruised ribs 

• Fractured / Broken toe  A broken or fractured toe can 

be very painful, but isn't 

usually serious and can often 

be treated at home. Most will 

heal in four to six weeks. 

Broken toe 



 

Fragile X syndrome A learning disability affects the 

way a person learns new 

things in any area of life, not 

just at school. Find out how a 

learning disability can affect 

someone, and where you can 

find support. 

Learning disability 

Frailty Frailty is related to the ageing 

process. The body gradually 

loses its in-built reserves 

leaving a person vulnerable to 

dramatic, sudden changes in 

health triggered by seemingly  

  

 

 small events.   

Fronto-temporal dementia also 

known as Pick’s disease 

Dementia causes problems 

with memory, confusion and 

personality. 

Dementia 

Frozen shoulder also known as 

Adhesive capsulitis / Shoulder 

contracture 

Frozen shoulder is a condition 

that leads to pain and stiffness 

of the shoulder. It's also 

known as adhesive capsulitis 

or shoulder contracture. 

Adhesive capsulitis (Frozen shoulder) 
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Gallstone Gallstones are small stones, 

usually made of cholesterol, 

that form in the gallbladder. In 

most cases they don't cause 

any symptoms and don't need 

to be treated. 

Gallstones 

Gastric / Stomach ulcer Stomach ulcers, also known as 

gastric ulcers, are open sores 

that develop on the lining of 

the stomach. 

Stomach ulcer 

Gastro-Oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) 

also known as Reflux oesophagitis 

Gastro-oesophageal reflux 

disease (GORD) is a common 

condition, where acid from the 

stomach leaks up into the 

oesophagus (gullet). 

Gastro-Oesophageal reflux disease 

(GORD) 

Generalised anxiety disorder Anxiety is a feeling of unease, 

such as worry or fear that can 

be mild or severe. 

Generalised anxiety disorder  

Generalised dystonia Dystonia is a medical term for 

a range of movement disorders 

that cause muscle spasms and 

contractions. 

Dystonia 



 

Giant cell arteritis (GCA) also known as  

Temporal arteritis 

Giant cell arteritis (GCA) is a 

condition in which medium 

and large arteries, usually in 

the head and  

Giant cell arteritis (GCA) 

 

 neck, become inflamed.  

Global Development Delay A learning disability affects the 

way a person learns new things 

in any area of life, not just at 

school. Find out how a learning 

disability can affect someone, 

and where you can find 

support. 

Learning disability 

Glomerulonephritis Glomerulonephritis is damage 

to the tiny filters inside your 

kidneys (the glomeruli). 

Glomerulonephritis 

Glucose 6 phosphate dehydrogenase  

(G6PD) deficiency 

This is an inherited disorder 

characterised by the acute 

alteration, dissolution, or 

destruction of the red blood 

cells due to them being 

partially or completely 

deficient in G6PD, an enzyme 

critical in aerobic glycolysis.  

  



 

Goitre / Goiter A goitre (sometimes spelt 

"goiter") is a swelling of the 

thyroid gland that causes a 

lump to form in the front of the 

neck. The lump will move up 

and down when swallowing. 

Goitre  

Golfer’s elbow also known as Medial 

epicondylitis 

Arm pain is common and 

usually caused by an injury or 

fall. It can often be managed 

with rest and over-the-counter 

painkillers. 

Elbow or arm pain 

Gonorrhoea also known as Non gonoccocal 

urethritis (NGU) 

Gonorrhoea is a sexually 

transmitted infection (STI) 

caused by bacteria called  

Gonorrhoea 

 

 Neisseria gonorrhoeae or 

gonococcus. It used to be 

known as 'the clap'. 

 

Gout Gout is a type of arthritis in 

which small crystals form inside 

and around the joints. It causes 

sudden attacks of severe pain 

and swelling. 

Gout 

Granulomatosis with polyangiitis also known 

as Wegener's granulomatosis 

Granulomatosis with 

polyangiitis is a type of 

vasculitis that mainly affects 

blood vessels in the nose, 

sinuses, ears, lungs and 

kidneys. 

Vasculitis 



 

Graves disease also known as  

Overactive thyroid / Hyperthyroidism 

An overactive thyroid, also 

known as hyperthyroidism, is 

where the thyroid gland 

produces too much of the 

thyroid hormones. 

Overactive thyroid  

Guillain-Barré syndrome Guillain-Barré syndrome is a 

rare and serious condition of 

the peripheral nervous system. 

It occurs when the body's 

immune system attacks part of 

the nervous system. 

Guillain-Barré syndrome 
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Haemochromotosis Haemochromatosis is an 

inherited condition in which iron 

levels in the body slowly build up 

over many years. 

Haemochromatosis 

Haemophilia A Haemophilia is an inherited 

condition that affects the blood's 

ability to clot. 

Haemophilia  

Haemophilia B also known as  

Christmas disease 

Haemorrhoids also known as Piles Haemorrhoids, also known as 

piles, are swellings containing 

enlarged blood vessels found 

inside or around the bottom (the 

rectum and anus). 

Haemorrhoids (piles) 



 

Hallux valgus also known as  

Bunion  

A bunion is a bony deformity of 

the joint at the base of the big 

toe. The medical name is hallux 

valgus. 

Hallux valgus (Bunion) 

Hammer toe Foot pain is a common problem 

with a wide range of possible 

causes. 

Foot pain 

Vibration white finger (VWF) also 

known as Hand-arm vibration syndrome 

(HAVS) 

Vibration white finger (VWF) is a 

secondary form of Raynaud's 

syndrome, an industrial injury 

triggered by continuous use of 

vibrating hand-held machinery. 

Raynaud’s disease (phenomenon) 

Headache More than 10 million people in 

the UK get headaches regularly, 

making them one of the most 

common health complaints. But 

most aren't  

Headaches 

 

 serious and are easily treated.  

Head injury-:  

Head injury – causing cognitive 

impairment  

Head injury – causing cognitive & 

sensorimotor impairment  

Head injury – causing sensorimotor 

impairment  

Severe head injuries require 

immediate medical attention 

because there's a risk of serious 

brain damage. 

Severe head injury 



 

• Head injury - minor  Minor head injuries are common 

in people of all ages and rarely 

result in any permanent brain 

damage. 

Minor head injury 

Hearing disorders 

Conductive hearing loss-:  

 

• Conductive hearing loss  Conductive hearing loss happens 

when sounds are unable to pass 

from your outer ear to your inner 

ear, often because of a blockage 

such as earwax or glue ear. 

Hearing loss – Causes 

• Mastoiditis  Mastoiditis is a serious bacterial 

infection that affects the mastoid 

bone behind the ear. 

Mastoiditis 

• Otitis externa  Otitis externa is a condition that 

causes inflammation (redness 

and swelling) of the external ear 

canal, which is the tube between 

the outer ear and eardrum. 

Otitis externa  

• Otitis media  Otitis media is an infection of the 

middle ear that causes 

inflammation  

(redness and swelling) and a  

Middle ear infection (Otitis Media) 

 

 build-up of fluid behind the 

eardrum. 

 



 

• Otosclerosis  Otosclerosis is a condition in 

which there's abnormal bone 

growth inside the ear. It's a fairly 

common cause of hearing loss in 

young adults. 

Otosclerosis 

Mixed hearing loss-: 

• Hearing loss - mixed  Hearing loss is a common 

problem that often develops 

with age or is caused by 

repeated exposure to loud 

noises. 

Hearing loss 

Sensorineural hearing loss-:  

• Congenital deafness / Pre lingual  Hearing loss is a common 

problem that often develops 

with age or is caused by 

repeated exposure to loud 

noises. 

Hearing loss  

• Labyrinthitis  Labyrinthitis is an inner ear 

infection. It causes a delicate 

structure deep inside your ear 

called the labyrinth to become 

inflamed, affecting your hearing 

and balance. 

Labyrinthitis 

• Menieres disease  Ménière's disease is a rare 

disorder that affects the inner 

ear. It can cause vertigo, 

tinnitus, hearing loss, and a 

feeling of pressure deep inside 

the ear. 

Ménière's disease 



 

• Presbycusis  Hearing loss is the result of 

sound signals not reaching the 

brain. There are two main types 

of hearing loss,  

Hearing loss - Causes 

 

 depending on where the 

problem lies. 

 

• Sensorineural hearing loss  Sensorineural hearing loss is 

caused by damage to the 

sensitive hair cells inside the 

inner ear or damage to the 

auditory nerve. This occurs 

naturally with age or as a result 

of injury. 

Hearing loss – Causes 

Hearing & balance - Disease affecting hearing & balance -: 

• Tinnitus  Tinnitus is the term for hearing 

sounds that come from inside 

your body, rather than from an 

outside source. 

Tinnitus 

• Vertigo  Vertigo is a symptom, rather 

than a condition itself. It's the 

sensation that you, or the 

environment around you, is 

moving or spinning. 

Vertigo 

Heart attack also known as  

Myocardial infarction 

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is 

the leading cause of death both 

in the UK and worldwide. 

Coronary heart disease (CHD) 



 

Heart block In people with heart block the 

electrical pulses that control the 

heart rate are disrupted, causing 

the heart to beat more slowly. 

Heart block 

Heart / Cardiac failure Heart failure means that the 

heart is unable to pump blood 

around the body properly. It 

usually occurs because the heart 

has become too weak or stiff. 

Heart failure 

Heart transplant A heart transplant is an 

operation to replace a  

Heart transplant 

 

 damaged or failing heart with a 

healthy heart from a donor who 

has recently died. 

 

Heart-lung transplant A heart-lung transplant is a 

major and rarely performed 

surgical procedure where a 

person's diseased heart and 

lungs are replaced with those of 

a recently deceased donor. 

Heart-lung transplant 

Heavy periods also referred to as  

Menorrhagia 

Some women lose an excessive 

amount of blood during their 

period. 

Heavy periods 



 

Helicobacter pylori infection Helicobacter pylori is a type of 

bacteria that causes infection in 

the stomach. It may be spread by 

unclean food and water but this 

is unconfirmed. It causes Peptic 

ulcers and can also cause 

stomach cancer. 

  

Hemifacial spasm Dystonia is a medical term for a 

range of movement disorders 

that cause muscle spasms and 

contractions. 

Dystonia 

Hemiparesis type cerebral palsy Cerebral palsy is the general 

term for a number of 

neurological conditions that 

affect movement and 

coordination. 

Cerebral palsy 

Hemiplegia Paralysis is loss of the ability to 

move one or more muscles. It 

may be associated with loss of 

feeling and other bodily 

functions. 

Paralysis 

Hepatic / Liver encephalopathy Cirrhosis is scarring of the  Cirrhosis 

 

 liver caused by continuous long-

term liver damage. Scar tissue 

replaces healthy tissue in the 

liver and prevents the liver 

working properly. 

 



 

Hepatitis A Hepatitis A is a liver infection 

caused by a virus that's spread in 

the poo of an infected person. 

Hepatitis A 

Hepatitis B  Hepatitis B is an infection of the 

liver caused by a virus that's 

spread through blood and body 

fluids. 

Hepatitis B 

Hepatitis C  Hepatitis C is a virus that can 

infect the liver. If left untreated, 

it can sometimes cause serious 

and potentially life-threatening 

damage to the liver over many 

years. 

Hepatitis C 

Hereditary multiple exostoses  

(HME or MHE) also known as  

Diaphyseal aclasis 

Diaphyseal aclasis is a rare 

medical condition in which 

multiple bony spurs or lumps are 

seen throughout the skeleton. It 

is associated with short stature 

and asymmetrical growth at the 

knees and ankles, which may 

lead to deformities. 

  

Hereditary spherocytosis Hereditary spherocytosis is a 

condition that affects red blood 

cells. People with this condition 

typically experience anaemia, 

jaundice and an enlarged spleen. 

  

 



 

Hernia  A hernia occurs when an internal 

part of the body pushes through 

a weakness in the muscle or 

surrounding tissue wall. 

Hernia 

Herpes Zoster also known as  

Shingles 

Shingles, also known as herpes 

zoster, is an infection of a nerve 

and the skin around it. It's 

caused by the varicella-zoster 

virus, which also causes 

chickenpox. 

Shingles 

Hiatus hernia A hiatus hernia, or hiatal hernia, 

is when part of the stomach 

squeezes up into the chest 

through an opening ("hiatus") in 

the diaphragm. 

Hiatus hernia 

High blood pressure /  

Hypertension 

High blood pressure, or 

hypertension, rarely has 

noticeable symptoms. But if 

untreated, it increases your risk 

of serious problems such as 

heart attacks and strokes. 

High blood pressure 

Hip replacement A hip replacement is a common 

type of surgery where a 

damaged hip joint is replaced 

with an artificial one (known as a 

prosthesis). 

Hip replacement 



 

Hirsutism (excess hair growth in 

women) 

Hirsutism is excessive hair 

growth in certain areas of the 

body. It's a problem that mainly 

affects women. 

Hirsutism 

Hives / Weals / Welts / Nettle rash / 

Urticaria  

Urticaria is a raised, itchy rash 

that appears on the skin. It may 

appear on one part of the body 

or be  

Urticaria & 

 

 spread across large areas.  

Hughes syndrome also known as  

Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) 

Antiphospholipid syndrome  

(APS), sometimes known as 

Hughes syndrome, is a disorder 

of the immune system that 

causes an increased risk of blood 

clots. 

Antiphospholipid (Hughes) syndrome 

Huntington’s disease Huntington's disease is an 

inherited condition that damages 

certain nerve cells in the brain. 

Huntington’s disease  

Hurler syndrome People with Hurler syndrome do 

not make an enzyme called 

lysosomal alpha-L-iduronidase. 

This enzyme helps break down 

long chains of sugar molecules 

called glycosaminoglycans. 

Without the enzyme, 

glycosaminoglycans build up and 

damage organs, including the 

heart. 

  



 

Hydrocephalus Hydrocephalus is a build-up of 

fluid on the brain. The excess 

fluid puts pressure on the brain, 

which can damage it. 

Hydrocephalus 

Hydronephrosis Hydronephrosis is a condition 

where one or both kidneys 

become stretched and swollen 

as the result of a build-up of 

urine inside them. 

Hydronephrosis  

Hypercortisolism also known as  

Cushing’s syndrome 

Cushing's syndrome 

(hypercortisolism) is a collection 

of symptoms caused by very high 

levels of  

Cushing’s syndrome 

 

 a hormone called cortisol in the 

body. 

 

Hyperlipidaemia Cholesterol is a fatty substance 

known as a lipid and is vital for 

the normal functioning of the 

body. It's mainly made by the 

liver, but can also be found in 

some foods. 

High Cholesterol 

Hyperlordosis Hyperlordosis is a common 

postural position where the 

natural curve of the lumbar or 

cervical region of the back is 

slightly or dramatically 

accentuated. 

  



 

Hyperparathyroidism  Hyperparathyroidism and 

hypoparathyroidism are rare 

hormone disorders caused by the 

parathyroid glands in the neck 

producing too little (hypo) or too 

much (hyper) parathyroid 

hormone. 

Hyperparathyroidism 

Hypersensitivity pneumonitis previously 

known as Extrinsic allergic alveolitis 

Hypersensitivity pneumonitis 

happens when the lungs develop 

an immune response  

(hypersensitivity) to something 

inhaled, resulting in 

inflammation of the lung tissue 

(pneumonitis). An example is 

farmer’s lung caused by 

breathing in mould that grows 

on hay, straw and grain.  

  

Hypertension / High blood pressure High blood pressure, or 

hypertension, rarely has 

noticeable symptoms. But if 

untreated, it increases your risk 

of serious problems  

High blood pressure 

 

 such as heart attacks and 

strokes. 

 

Hyperthyroidism also known as 

Overactive thyroid / Grave’s disease 

An overactive thyroid, also 

known as hyperthyroidism, is 

where the thyroid gland 

produces too much of the 

thyroid hormones. 

Overactive thyroid  



 

Hypoadrenalism also known as 

Addison’s disease / Primary adrenal 

insufficiency  

Addison’s disease (also known as 

primary adrenal insufficiency or 

hypoadrenalism) is a rare 

disorder of the adrenal glands. 

Addison’s disease (Hypoadrenalism) 

Hypocalcemia also known as  

Calcium deficiency disease 

Calcium is a vital mineral used by 

the body to stabilise blood 

pressure and build strong bones 

and teeth. Insufficient calcium 

increases the risk of developing 

diseases like osteoporosis, 

osteopenia and calcium 

deficiency disease. 

  

Hypoparathyroidism Hyperparathyroidism and 

hypoparathyroidism are rare 

hormone disorders caused by the 

parathyroid glands in the neck 

producing too little (hypo) or too 

much (hyper) parathyroid 

hormone. 

Hypoparathyroidism 

Hypothyroidism also known as  

Underactive thyroid / Myxoedema  

An underactive thyroid gland 

(hypothyroidism) is where the 

thyroid gland doesn't produce 

enough hormones. 

Underactive thyroid  
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Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension previously 

known as Benign Intracranial  

Hypertension  

Intracranial hypertension (IH) is 

the medical name for a build-up 

of pressure around the brain. 

Intracranial hypertension (IH) 

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis 

(IPF) is a condition in which the 

lungs become scarred and 

breathing becomes increasingly 

difficult. 

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis 

Immune thrombocytopenia (ITP) previously 

known as Idiopathic thrombocytopenic 

purpura  

Immune thrombocytopenia (ITP) 

is an autoimmune disease 

involving platelets. In 

autoimmune disorders, the body 

makes proteins called antibodies 

which damage another part of 

the body. In ITP, the antibodies 

are made against platelets. Once 

the antibodies have attached to 

platelets, the platelets do not 

work so well. 

  

Impetigo Impetigo is a common and highly 

contagious skin infection that 

causes sores and blisters. It's not 

usually serious and often 

improves within a week of 

treatment or within a few weeks 

without treatment. 

Impetigo & award duration if 

necessary. 

Implantable defibrillator / Pacemaker fitted If a pacemaker needs to be fitted, 

a small electrical device called a 

pacemaker will be surgically 

implanted in  

Pacemaker implantation 

 



 

 your chest.  

Indigestion also known as Dyspepsia Indigestion (dyspepsia) is a 

general term for pain or 

discomfort felt in the stomach 

and under the ribs. 

Indigestion 

Inflammatory rash  A rash is an area of irritated or 

swollen skin and is a symptom of 

many different medical problems. 

Causes can also include irritating 

substances, allergies and certain 

genes can make people more 

likely to get rashes. 

  

Interstitial nephritis Interstitial nephritis is a kidney 

disorder in which the spaces 

between the kidney tubules 

become swollen (inflamed). This 

can cause problems with the way 

your kidneys work. 

Intervertebral disc disorder An intervertebral disc disorder is 

a condition that involves 

deterioration, herniation, or 

other dysfunction of an 

intervertebral disc, which limits 

its ability to transfer and 

distribute loads between the 

vertebrae. 



 

Iron deficiency anaemia Iron deficiency anaemia is a 

condition where a lack of iron in 

the body leads to a reduction in 

the number of red blood cells. 

Iron deficiency anaemia 

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is 

a common, long-term condition 

of the digestive  

Irritable bowel syndrome 

 

 system. It can cause bouts of 

stomach cramps, bloating, 

diarrhoea and/or constipation. 

 

Ischaemic heart disease also known as  

Coronary heart disease  

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is 

the leading cause of death both 

in the UK and worldwide. 

Coronary heart disease (CHD) 

Itch An itch is often caused by a 

condition affecting the skin, but it 

can occasionally be a sign of a 

more serious underlying 

problem. 

Itching 
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Joint Hypermobility/Joint Hypermobility  

Syndrome 

Joint hypermobility means 

that some or all of a person's 

joints have an unusually 

large range of movement. 

Joint hypermobility 
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Kidney / Renal dialysis Dialysis is a procedure to 

remove waste products and 

excess fluid from the blood 

when the kidneys stop 

working properly. It often 

involves diverting blood to a 

machine to be cleaned. 

Dialysis 

Kidney / Renal failure (Chronic) Chronic kidney disease (CKD) 

is a long-term condition 

where the kidneys don't work 

as well as they should. 

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) 

Kidney / Renal infection also known as  

Pyelonephritis 

A kidney infection 

(pyelonephritis) is a painful 

and unpleasant illness caused 

by bacteria travelling from 

the bladder into one or both 

kidneys. 

Kidney infection 

Kidney / Renal transplant A kidney transplant is the 

transfer of a healthy kidney 

from one person into the 

body of a person who has 

little or no kidney function. 

Kidney transplant 



 

Kidney stones / Renal calculus Kidney stones can develop in 

one or both kidneys and most 

often affect people aged 30 

to 60. 

Kidney stones 

Klinefelter’s / Klinefelter syndrome Klinefelter syndrome  Klinefelter syndrome 

 

 (sometimes called 

Klinefelter's, KS or XXY) is 

where males are born with 

an extra X chromosome. 

 

Knee pain Sudden pain in one of the 

knees is usually the result of 

overusing the knee or 

injuring it.  

Knee pain 

Knee replacement / Arthroplasty Knee replacement surgery 

(arthroplasty) is a routine 

operation that involves 

replacing a damaged, worn 

or diseased knee with an 

artificial joint. 

Knee replacement 

Kyphosis Kyphosis is curvature of the 

spine that causes the top of 

the back to appear more 

rounded than normal. 

Kyphosis 
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Laryngeal dystonia also known as  

Spasmodic dystonia 

Dystonia is a medical term for a 

range of movement disorders 

that cause muscle spasms and 

contractions. 

Dystonia 

Lateral epicondylitis also known as  

Tennis elbow  

Tennis elbow is a condition that 

causes pain around the outside 

of the elbow. 

Tennis elbow 

Leg ulcer - arterial Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) 

is a common condition, in which 

a build-up of fatty deposits in the 

arteries restricts blood supply to 

leg muscles. It's also known as 

peripheral vascular disease 

(PVD). 

Peripheral arterial disease  

Leg ulcer - venous 

Lesch-Nyhan / Nyhan syndrome Lesch-Nyhan syndrome occurs 

almost exclusively in males and is 

characterised by neurological 

and behavioural abnormalities 

such as abnormal involuntary 

muscle movements, jerking 

movements and flailing of the 

limbs and the overproduction of 

uric acid.  

  



 

Limb girdle muscular dystrophy Muscular dystrophies are a group 

of inherited genetic conditions 

that gradually cause the muscles 

to weaken, leading to an 

increasing level of disability. 

Muscular dystrophy  

 

Lipoma Most lumps and swellings under 

the skin are harmless and can be 

left alone. However, see your GP 

if you develop a new lump or 

swelling so that the cause can be 

identified. 

Lumps and swellings 

Liver disease There are more than 100 

different types of liver disease, 

which together affect at least 2 

million people in the UK. 

Liver disease 

Liver / Hepatic encephalopathy Cirrhosis is scarring of the liver 

caused by continuous long-term 

liver damage. Scar tissue replaces 

healthy tissue in the liver and 

prevents the liver working 

properly. 

Cirrhosis 

Liver transplant A liver transplant is an operation 

to remove a diseased or damaged 

liver and replace it with a healthy 

one. 

Liver transplant 



 

Lung transplant A lung transplant is an operation 

to remove and replace a diseased 

lung with a healthy human lung 

from a donor. 

Lung transplant 

Lupus Lupus is a complex and poorly 

understood condition that affects 

many parts of the body. The 

symptoms can range from mild to 

lifethreatening. 

Lupus 

Lymphoedema Lymphoedema is a longterm 

(chronic) condition that causes 

swelling in the body's  

Lymphoedema 

 

 tissues. It can affect any part of 

the body, but usually develops in 

the arms or legs. 
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Malaria Malaria is a serious tropical 

disease spread by 

mosquitoes. If it isn't 

diagnosed and treated 

promptly, it can be fatal. 

Malaria 

Mallet toe Foot pain is a common 

problem with a wide range 

of possible causes. 

Foot pain 

Manic depression now known as Bipolar 

affective disorder 

Bipolar disorder, formerly 

known as manic depression, 

is a condition that affects 

your moods, which can 

swing from one extreme to 

another. 

Bipolar disorder 

Marfan syndrome Marfan syndrome is a 

disorder of the body's 

connective tissues – a group 

of tissues that maintain the 

structure of the body and 

support internal organs and 

other tissues. 

Marfan syndrome 



 

Medial epicondylitis also known as  

Golfer’s elbow 

Arm pain is common and 

usually caused by an injury 

or fall. It can often be 

managed with rest and over-

the-counter painkillers. 

Elbow or arm pain 

Meningitis  Meningitis is an infection of 

the protective  

Meningitis 

 

 membranes that surround 

the brain and spinal cord 

(meninges). 

 

Meniscal lesion also known as Torn knee lesion Sudden pain in one of the 

knees is usually the result of 

overusing the knee or 

injuring it. In many cases, it’s 

not necessary to see a GP. 

Knee pain  

Menorrhagia also referred to as Heavy periods Some women lose an 

excessive amount of blood 

during their period. 

Heavy periods 

Metatarsalgia also known as Forefoot pain Metatarsalgia is the name 

for pain in the ball of the 

foot. 

Metatarsalgia 



 

Microscopic polyangiitis Microscopic polyangiitis is a 

rare and potentially serious 

long-term type of vasculitis 

that can affect any organ, 

but particularly affects the 

lungs, kidneys and nerves. 

Vasculitis 

Migraine A migraine is usually a 

moderate or severe 

headache felt as a throbbing 

pain on one side of the head. 

Migraine 

Mitral valve / Bicuspid valve problems The mitral valve (bicuspid 

valve) separates the upper 

left heart chamber from the 

lower left heart chamber, 

and helps control blood flow 

through the heart. 

Mitral valve problems 

 

Mixed porphyria This type of porphyria can 

lead to symptoms of both 

acute porphyria and 

cutaneous porphyria such as 

abdominal pain and can 

affect the skin and the 

nervous system and may 

also cause psychiatric 

problems. 

  



 

Monoplegia Paralysis is loss of the ability 

to move one or more 

muscles. It may be 

associated with loss of 

feeling and other bodily 

functions. 

Paralysis 

Motor neurone disease Motor neurone disease is a 

rare condition that 

progressively damages parts 

of the nervous system. This 

leads to muscle weakness, 

often with visible wasting. 

Motor neurone disease 

Multiple epiphyseal dysplasia  Multiple epiphyseal 

dysplasia is a genetic 

disorder of cartilage and 

bone development primarily 

affecting the ends of the 

long bones in the arms and 

legs. 

  

Multiple sclerosis (MS) Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a 

condition which can affect 

the brain and/or spinal cord, 

causing a wide range of 

potential symptoms, 

including problems with 

vision, arm or leg 

movement, sensation or 

balance. 

Multiple sclerosis 

Munchausen’s syndrome Munchausen's syndrome  Munchausen’s syndrome 

 



 

 is a psychological disorder 

where someone pretends to 

be ill or deliberately 

produces symptoms of 

illness in themselves. 

 

Muscular dystrophies (MD): 

Becker type muscular dystrophy  

Duchenne muscular dystrophy  

Facioscapulohumeral dystrophy  

Limb girdle muscular dystrophy  

Muscular dystrophy  

Myotonic dystrophy also known as  

Dystrophia myotonica  

Muscular dystrophies are a 

group of inherited genetic 

conditions that gradually 

cause the muscles to 

weaken, leading to an 

increasing level of disability. 

Muscular dystrophy  

Myalgic encephalitis (ME) also known as  

Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) 

Chronic fatigue syndrome 

(CFS) causes persistent 

fatigue (exhaustion) that 

affects everyday life and 

doesn't go away with sleep 

or rest. 

Chronic fatigue syndrome 

Myasthenia gravis Myasthenia gravis is a rare 

long-term condition that 

causes certain muscles to 

become weak. 

Myasthenia gravis . 

Myocardial infarction also known as Heart attack Coronary heart disease 

(CHD) is the leading cause of 

death both in the UK and 

worldwide. 

Coronary heart disease (CHD) 



 

Myotonic dystrophy also known as  

Dystrophia myotonica 

Muscular dystrophies are a 

group of inherited genetic 

conditions that gradually 

cause the muscles to 

weaken, leading to an 

increasing level of disability. 

Muscular dystrophy  

 

Myxoedema also known as Underactive thyroid 

/ Hypothyroidism 

An underactive thyroid 

gland (hypothyroidism) is 

where the thyroid gland 

doesn't produce enough 

hormones. 

Underactive thyroid  
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Narcolepsy Narcolepsy is a rare long-term brain 

disorder that causes a person to 

suddenly fall asleep at 

inappropriate times. 

Narcolepsy 

Neurofibromatosis Neurofibromatosis is the general 

name for a number of genetic 

conditions that cause tumours to 

grow along the nerves. 

Neurofibromatosis 

Nettle rash / Urticaria / Hives / Weals /  

Welts 

Urticaria is a raised, itchy rash that 

appears on the skin. It may appear 

on one part of the body or be 

spread across large areas. 

Urticaria 

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease  

(NAFLD) 

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease 

(NAFLD) is the term for a range of 

conditions caused by a build-up of 

fat in the liver. It's usually seen in 

people who are overweight or 

obese. 

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease 

(NAFLD) 

Non epileptic attack disorder  Non-epileptic attack disorder is a 

type of dissociative seizure that has 

a psychological rather than an 

organic cause. 

  



 

Non gonoccocal urethritis (NGU) also known as 

Gonorrhoea 

Gonorrhoea is a sexually 

transmitted infection (STI) caused 

by bacteria called Neisseria 

gonorrhoeae or gonococcus. It used 

to be known as 'the clap'. 

Gonorrhoea 

 

Noonan syndrome Noonan syndrome is a genetic 

disorder that can cause a wide 

range of distinctive features and 

health problems. 

Noonan syndrome 
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Obesity The term 'obese' describes a 

person who's very overweight, 

with a lot of body fat. 

Obesity 

Obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) OCD affects men, women and 

children and can develop at any 

age. Some people develop the 

condition early, often around 

puberty, but it typically develops 

during early adulthood. 

Obsessive compulsive disorder  

(OCD) 

Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) 

is a relatively common condition 

where the walls of the throat 

relax and narrow during sleep, 

interrupting normal breathing. 

Obstructive sleep apnoea 

Oesophageal varices Esophageal varices are abnormal, 

enlarged veins in the oesophagus 

(the tube that connects the 

throat and stomach) and occurs 

most often in people with 

serious liver diseases. 

Liver disease 



 

Ollier’s disease also known as  

Enchondromatosis  

Enchondromatosis a congenital 

disorder characterised by a mass 

of cartilage within the extremity 

of the shafts of bones most 

commonly of the hands and feet, 

causing distorted growth in 

length  

  

 

 and pathologic fractures.  

Oppositional defiant disorder (including  

Conduct disorder) 

Personality disorders are mental 

health conditions that affect how 

someone thinks, perceives, feels 

or relates to others. 

Antisocial personality disorder  

Oromandibular dystonia Dystonia is a medical term for a 

range of movement disorders 

that cause muscle spasms and 

contractions. 

Dystonia 

Osteoarthritis Osteoarthritis is a condition that 

causes joints to become painful 

and stiff. It's the most common 

type of arthritis in the UK. 

Osteoarthritis 



 

Osteochondritis dissecans Osteochondritis dissecans is a 

joint condition in which bone 

underneath the cartilage of a 

joint dies due to lack of blood 

flow. It can then break loose 

causing pain and may hinder 

joint motion. The condition 

occurs most commonly in the 

knee but also occurs in elbows, 

ankles and other joints. 

  

Osteogenesis imperfect (OI) also known as 

Brittle bone disease 

Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is 

a disease that causes weak 

bones that break easily often 

from little or no apparent cause.  

Osteomalacia also known as Rickets Rickets is a condition that affects 

bone development in children. It 

causes the bones to become soft 

and weak, which can lead to 

bone  

Rickets and osteomalacia 

 

 deformities.  

Osteomyelitis Osteomyelitis is the medical 

term for a bone infection, usually 

caused by bacteria. 

Osteomyelitis 

Osteonecrosis also known as Avascular 

necrosis 

Osteonecrosis is a disease caused 

by reduced blood flow to bones 

in the joints. With too little 

blood, the bone starts to die and 

may break down. 

  



 

Osteoporosis  Osteoporosis is a condition that 

weakens bones, making them 

fragile and more likely to break. 

It develops slowly over several 

years and is often only diagnosed 

when a minor fall or sudden 

impact causes a bone fracture. 

Osteoporosis 

Ovarian cyst  An ovarian cyst is a fluidfilled sac 

that develops on a woman’s 

ovary. They are very common 

and do not usually cause any 

symptoms. 

Ovarian cyst 

Overactive thyroid also known as  

Graves disease / Hyperthyroidism 

An overactive thyroid, also 

known as hyperthyroidism, is 

where the thyroid gland 

produces too much of the 

thyroid hormones. 

Overactive thyroid  
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Pacemaker fitted / Implantable defibrillator If a pacemaker needs to be 

fitted, a small electrical device 

called a pacemaker will be 

surgically implanted in your 

chest. 

Pacemaker implantation 



 

Paget’s disease Paget's disease of bone 

disrupts the normal cycle of 

bone renewal, causing bones 

to become weakened and 

possibly deformed. 

Paget’s disease 

Pancreatitis - acute Acute pancreatitis is a serious 

condition where the pancreas 

becomes inflamed over a short 

period of time. The pancreas is 

a small organ located behind 

the stomach and below the 

ribcage. 

Acute pancreatitis  

Pancreatitis - chronic Chronic pancreatitis is a 

condition where the pancreas 

(a small organ located behind 

the stomach and below the 

ribcage) becomes permanently 

damaged from inflammation. 

Chronic pancreatitis  

Panic disorder Panic disorder is where you 

have recurring and regular 

panic attacks, often for no 

apparent  

Panic disorder 

 

 reason.  



 

Panniculitis Panniculitis is a broad term 

refering to inflammation of the 

fatty layer underneath the 

skin. It's usually seen in 

women, on the thighs and 

lower legs. 

Panniculitis 

Paralysis Paralysis is loss of the ability to 

move one or more muscles. It 

may be associated with loss of 

feeling and other bodily 

functions. 

Paralysis 

Paraplegia  

Parkinson’s disease Parkinson's disease is a 

condition in which parts of the 

brain become progressively 

damaged over many years. 

Parkinson’s disease & discuss with 

Medical Services re needs & award 

duration if necessary. 
Parkinson’s syndrome / Parkinsonism 

Patau’s syndrome also known as  

Trisomy 13 

Patau’s syndrome is a rare, 

serious genetic disorder caused 

by having an additional copy of 

chromosome 13 in some or  

all of the body’s cells. It’s also 

called trisomy 13. 

Patau’s syndrome 

Patellar dislocation  Sudden pain in one of the 

knees is usually the result of 

overusing the knee or injuring 

it. 

Knee pain 



 

Pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) Pelvic inflammatory disease 

(PID) is an infection of the 

female upper genital tract, 

including the womb, fallopian 

tubes and ovaries. 

Pelvic inflammatory disease 

 

Pelvic Organ Prolapse: 

Cystocele  

Enterocele  

Rectocele  

Uterine  

Vaginal vault  

Pelvic organ prolapse is bulging 

of one or more of the pelvic 

organs into the vagina. 

Pelvic organ prolapse  

Pemphigoid also known as Blister Blisters are small pockets of 

fluid that usually form in the 

upper layers of skin after it's 

been damaged. Blisters can 

develop anywhere on the body 

but are most common on the 

hands and feet. 

Blisters 

Pemphigus vulgaris Pemphigus vulgaris (PV) is a 

rare and serious condition that 

causes painful blisters to 

develop on the skin and lining 

of the mouth, nose, throat and 

genitals. 

Pemphigus vulgaris 



 

Peptic ulcer  Stomach ulcers, also known as 

gastric ulcers, are open sores 

that develop on the lining of 

the stomach. 

Stomach ulcer 

Pericarditis Pericarditis is swelling of the 

pericardium, which is the fluid-

filled sac surrounding your 

heart. 

Pericarditis 

Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) also known 

as Peripheral vascular disease  

(PVD) 

Peripheral arterial disease 

(PAD) also known as peripheral 

vascular disease (PVD) is a 

common condition, in which a 

buildup of fatty deposits in the 

arteries restricts blood  

Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) . 

 

 supply to leg muscles.   

Peripheral neuropathy  Peripheral neuropathy 

develops when nerves in the 

body's extremities – such as 

the hands, feet and arms – are 

damaged. The symptoms 

depend on which nerves are 

affected. 

Peripheral neuropathy & discuss with 

Medical Services re needs & award 

duration if necessary. 

Peritonitis Peritonitis is inflammation of 

the peritoneum, the thin layer 

of tissue that lines the inside of 

the abdomen (tummy). 

Peritonitis 



 

Personality disorder Personality disorders are 

conditions in which an 

individual differs significantly 

from an average person, in 

terms of how they think, 

perceive, feel or relate to 

others. 

Personality disorders 

Pervasive Development Disorder  

(PDD) 

Autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD) is a condition that affects 

social interaction, 

communication, interests and 

behaviour. 

Autistic spectrum disorder 

Phenylketonuria (PKU) Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a 

rare, but potentially serious, 

inherited disorder. 

Phenylketonuria 

Phlebitis also known as Superficial 

thrombophlebitis 

Phlebitis is when the vein 

becomes inflamed because 

there is blood clotting inside it 

or the vein walls are damaged. 

Phlebitis 

Pick’s disease also known as Frontotemporal 

dementia 

Dementia causes problems 

with memory, confusion and 

personality. 

Dementia 

 

Piles also known as Haemorrhoids Haemorrhoids, also known as 

piles, are swellings containing 

enlarged blood vessels found 

inside or around the bottom 

(the rectum and anus). 

Haemorrhoids (piles) 



 

Plantar Fasciitis  Heel pain is a common foot 

condition. It's usually felt as an 

intense pain when using the 

affected heel. 

Heel pain 

Pleural effusion Pleurisy is inflammation of the 

sheet-like layers that cover the 

lungs (the pleura). 

Pleurisy 

Pleurisy 

Pneumonia Pneumonia is swelling 

(inflammation) of the tissue in 

one or both lungs. It's usually 

caused by a bacterial infection. 

Pneumonia 

Pneumothorax also known as  

Collapsed lung 

It happens when there is a tear 

in the lung and air escapes into 

the chest cavity. 

Pneumothorax can be caused 

by an injury or happen 

spontaneously without 

warning. 

  

Polyarteritis nodosa Vasculitis means  

"inflammation of the blood 

vessels". 

Inflammation is the immune 

system's natural response to 

injury or infection. It causes 

swelling, and can help the 

body deal with invading germs. 

Vasculitis 

 



 

Polyarthritis Arthritis is a common 

condition that causes pain and 

inflammation in a joint. 

Arthritis 

Polycystic Ovary syndrome (PCOS) Polycystic ovary syndrome 

(PCOS) is a common condition 

that affects how a woman’s 

ovaries work. 

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) 

Polycythaemia Polycythaemia, or 

erythrocytosis, means having a 

high  

concentration of red blood 

cells in your blood. 

Polycythaemia  

Polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR) Polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR) 

is a condition that causes pain, 

stiffness and inflammation in 

the muscles around the 

shoulders, neck and hips. 

Polymyalgia rheumatica 

Polymyositis Myositis is a general term that 

means "inflammation of the 

muscles". 

Myositis 



 

Porphyria - acute The most common symptom in 

acute porphyria is a severe 

abdominal pain. The nervous 

system is also commonly 

affected to cause symptoms 

such as muscle weakness and 

numbness in parts of the body. 

It can also cause psychiatric 

problems including agitation, 

mania, depression and 

hallucinations. 

  

Porphyria - cutaneous This type of porphyria  

 

 mainly affects the skin.  

Porphyria - mixed This type of porphyria can lead 

to symptoms of both acute 

porphyria and cutaneous 

porphyria such as abdominal 

pain and can affect the skin 

and the nervous system and 

may also cause psychiatric 

problems. 

Post natal depression Depression is more than simply 

feeling unhappy or fed up for a 

few days. 

Clinical depression 



 

Post polio syndrome Post-polio syndrome is a 

poorly understood condition 

that can affect people who 

have had polio in the past. 

Post polio syndrome 

Post thrombotic syndrome The two main  

complications of deep vein 

thrombosis (DVT) are 

pulmonary embolism and post-

thrombotic syndrome. 

DVT complications 

Post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) Post-traumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD) is an anxiety disorder 

caused by very stressful, 

frightening or distressing 

events. 

Post traumatic stress disorder  

(PTSD) 

Post viral syndrome  Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) 

causes persistent fatigue 

(exhaustion) that affects 

everyday life and doesn't go 

away with sleep or rest. 

Chronic fatigue syndrome . 

Postural Tachycardia Syndrome  

(PoTS) 

Postural tachycardia syndrome 

(PoTS) is an  

Postural tachycardia syndrome  

(PoTS)  

 

 abnormal increase in heart rate 

that occurs after sitting up or 

standing. It typically causes 

dizziness, fainting and other 

symptoms. 

 



 

Prader-Willi syndrome Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) is 

a rare genetic condition that 

causes a wide range of 

problems. 

Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) 

Pre-Senile dementia Dementia causes problems 

with memory, confusion and 

personality. 

Dementia 

Pressure sore / Ulcer Pressure ulcers are an injury 

that breaks down the skin and 

underlying tissue. They are 

caused when an area of skin is 

placed under pressure. 

Pressure ulcers 

Primary adrenal insufficiency also known as 

Hypoadrenalism / Addison’s disease 

Addison’s disease (also known 

as primary adrenal 

insufficiency or 

hypoadrenalism) is a rare 

disorder of the adrenal glands. 

Addison’s disease (Hypoadrenalism) . 

Primary biliary cirrhosis / Primary biliary 

cholangitis (PBC) 

Primary biliary cirrhosis, or 

primary biliary cholangitis 

(PBC), is a long-term liver 

disease in which the bile ducts 

in the liver become damaged. 

Primary biliary cirrhosis 

Prolapsed Intervertebral disc A prolapsed (herniated) disc 

occurs when the outer fibres of 

the intervertebral disc are 

injured and the soft material 

known as the nucleus 

pulposus, ruptures out of its 

enclosed space.  

  

 



 

 This material can enter the 

spinal canal, squashing the 

spinal cord, but more 

frequently the spinal nerves. 

 

Prostate disease Benign prostate enlargement 

(BPE), also known as benign 

prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), is 

a condition that affects older 

men. 

Benign prostate enlargement  

(BPE) 

Prostatitis Prostatitis is the inflammation 

(swelling) of the prostate 

gland. It can be very painful 

and distressing, but will usually 

get better eventually. 

Prostatitis 

Pseudogout Pseudogout   is a  

 gather in  

,  

. It occurs  

  

condition where crystals of 

calcium and around a joint 

often the knee cause pain 

more frequently in people as 

they age. Frequency of 

attacks is variable and 

repeated attacks can damage 

the affected joints. 

 



 

Psoriasis Psoriasis is a skin condition 

that causes red, flaky, crusty 

patches of skin covered with 

silvery scales. 

Psoriasis 

Psoriatic arthritis Psoriatic arthritis is a type of 

arthritis that develops in some 

people with the skin condition 

psoriasis. It typically causes 

affected  

Psoriatic arthritis 

 

 joints to become inflamed 

(swollen), stiff and painful. 

 

Psychosis Psychosis is a mental health 

problem that causes people to 

perceive or interpret things 

differently from those around 

them. This might involve 

hallucinations or delusions. 

Psychosis 

Pulmonary embolism The two main  

complications of deep vein 

thrombosis (DVT) are 

pulmonary embolism and post-

thrombotic syndrome. 

DVT complications 

Pulmonary hypertension Pulmonary hypertension is 

raised blood pressure within 

the pulmonary arteries, which 

are the blood vessels that 

supply the lungs. 

Pulmonary hypertension 



 

Pulmonary valve disease Congenital heart disease is a 

general term for a range of 

birth defects that affect the 

normal workings of the heart. 

Congenital heart disease 

Pyelonephritis also known as Kidney /  

Renal infection 

A kidney infection  

(pyelonephritis) is a painful 

and unpleasant illness caused 

by bacteria travelling from the 

bladder into one or both 

kidneys. 

Kidney infection 
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Quadriplegia also known as Tetraplegia  Paralysis is loss of the ability to 

move one or more muscles. It 

may be associated with loss of 

feeling and other bodily 

functions. 

Paralysis 

Quadriplegia type cerebral palsy Cerebral palsy is the general 

term for a number of 

neurological conditions that 

affect movement and co-

ordination. 

Cerebral palsy 
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Raynaud’s disease / Raynaud’s 

phenomenon 

Raynaud’s phenomenon is a common 

condition that affects the blood 

supply to certain parts of the body – 

usually the fingers and toes. 

Raynaud’s disease (phenomenon) 

Reactive arthritis previously known 

as Reiters syndrome 

Reactive arthritis, formerly known as 

Reiter's syndrome, is a condition that 

causes inflammation (redness and 

swelling) in various places in the 

body. 

Reactive arthritis 

Rectal prolapse Rectal prolapse is the protrusion of 

either the rectal mucosa or the entire 

wall of the rectum. Partial prolapse 

involves only the mucosa and usually 

only protrudes by a few centimetres. 

  

Rectocele prolapse Pelvic organ prolapse is bulging of 

one or more of the pelvic organs into 

the vagina. 

Pelvic organ prolapse  

Reflex sympathetic dystrophy also 

known as Complex  

Regional Pain Syndrome  

(CRPS) / Sudeck’s atrophy 

Complex regional pain syndrome 

(CRPS) is a poorly understood 

condition in which a person 

experiences persistent severe and 

debilitating pain. 

Complex regional pain syndrome 



 

Reflux oesophagitis also known as 

Gastro-Oesophageal reflux disease 

(GORD) 

Gastro-oesophageal reflux disease 

(GORD) is a common condition, 

where acid from the stomach leaks 

up into the oesophagus (gullet). 

Gastro-Oesophageal reflux disease  

(GORD) 

Reiters syndrome now known  Reactive arthritis, formerly  Reactive arthritis 

 

as Reactive arthritis  known as Reiter's syndrome, is a 

condition that causes inflammation 

(redness and swelling) in various 

places in the body. 

 

Renal / Kidney dialysis Dialysis is a procedure to remove 

waste products and excess fluid from 

the blood when the kidneys stop 

working properly. It often involves 

diverting blood to a machine to be 

cleaned. 

Dialysis 

Renal / Kidney failure  

(Chronic)  

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a 

long-term condition where the 

kidneys don't work as well as they 

should. 

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) 

Renal / Kidney infection also known 

as Pyelonephritis 

A kidney infection  

(pyelonephritis) is a painful and 

unpleasant illness caused by bacteria 

travelling from the bladder into one 

or both kidneys. 

Kidney infection 



 

Renal / Kidney transplant A kidney transplant is the transfer of 

a healthy kidney from one person 

into the body of a person who has 

little or no kidney function. 

Kidney transplant . 

Renal calculus / Kidney Stones  Kidney stones can develop in one or 

both kidneys and most often affect 

people aged 30 to 60. 

Kidney stones 

Respiratory tract infection Respiratory tract infections (RTIs) are 

any infection of the sinuses, throat, 

airways or lungs. 

Respiratory tract infection 

Restricted growth also known as 

Dwarfism / Achondroplasia 

Restricted growth, sometimes known 

as dwarfism, is a  

Restricted growth 

 

 condition characterised by short 

stature. 

 

Rett syndrome Rett syndrome is a rare genetic 

disorder that affects brain 

development, resulting in severe 

mental and physical disability. 

Rett Syndrome 

Rheumatoid arthritis Rheumatoid arthritis is a longterm 

condition that causes pain, swelling 

and stiffness in the joints. The 

symptoms usually affect the hands, 

feet and wrists. 

Rheumatoid arthritis 



 

Rickets also known as  

Osteomalacia 

Rickets is a condition that affects 

bone development in children. It 

causes the bones to become soft and 

weak, which can lead to bone 

deformities. 

Rickets and osteomalacia 

Rosacea Rosacea is a common but poorly 

understood long-term skin condition 

that mainly affects the face. 

Rosacea 

Rotator cuff disorder  The rotator cuff is the group of 

muscles and tendons that surround 

the shoulder joint keeping it in the 

correct position, allowing it to move 

in a controlled way.  

Shoulder pain - Causes 

Ruptured tendon  Tendons are strong bands or cords of 

tissue that attach muscle to bone. 

They help move the bones and joints 

when muscles contract. 

Tendonitis and other tendon injuries 
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Sarcoidosis Sarcoidosis is a rare condition that 

causes small patches of red and 

swollen tissue, called granulomas, to 

develop in the organs of the body. It 

usually affects the lungs and skin. 

Sarcoidosis 



 

Schizoaffective disorder Schizophrenia is a severe longterm 

mental health condition. It causes a 

range of different psychological 

symptoms. 

Schizophrenia 

Schizophrenia 

Scheuermann’s disease /  

Scheuermann’s kyphosis 

Scheuermann’s kyphosis often occurs 

in adolescents and is caused by a 

problem with the way the spine 

grows and develops. The back of the 

vertebrae in 

the upper part of the spine grow 

more quickly than the front, causing 

the vertebrae to grow into a wedge 

shape and when this happens to 

several vertebrae, it causes the spine 

to curve.  

Kyphosis 

Sciatica Sciatica is the name given to any sort 

of pain caused by irritation or 

compression of the sciatic nerve. 

Sciatica  

Scleroderma also known as  

Systemic sclerosis 

Scleroderma is an uncommon 

condition that results in hard, 

thickened areas of skin and 

sometimes problems with internal 

organs and blood  

Scleroderma 

 

 vessels.  

Scoliosis Scoliosis is the abnormal twisting and 

curvature of the spine. 

Scoliosis 



 

Senile dementia Dementia causes problems with 

memory, confusion and personality. 

Dementia 

Sexually transmitted infections  

(STIs) 

Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) 

are passed from one person to 

another through unprotected sex or 

genital contact. 

Sexually transmitted infections 

Sheehan’s Syndrome Sheehan's syndrome is a condition 

affecting women who lose a life-

threatening amount of blood in 

childbirth or who have severe low 

blood pressure during or after 

childbirth, which can deprive the 

body of oxygen. 

  

Shingles also known as Herpes zoster Shingles, also known as herpes zoster, 

is an infection of a nerve and the skin 

around it. It's caused by the varicella-

zoster virus, which also causes 

chickenpox. 

Shingles 

Sickle cell disease Sickle cell disease is the name for a 

group of inherited conditions that 

affect the red blood cells. The most 

serious type is called sickle cell 

anaemia. 

Sickle cell disease 

Silicosis Silicosis is a long-term lung disease 

caused by inhaling large amounts of 

crystalline silica dust, usually over 

many years. 

Silicosis 



 

Simple phobia also known as  

Specific phobia  

A phobia is an overwhelming and 

debilitating fear of an object, place, 

situation, feeling or  

Phobias 

 

 animal.  

Sjögren’s syndrome Sjögren's syndrome is an autoimmune 

disorder. The body’s immune system 

attacks glands that secrete fluid, such 

as the tear and saliva glands. 

Sjögren’s syndrome 

Slipped capital femoral epiphysis 

(SCFE) 

Slipped capital femoral epiphysis is a 

hip condition occurring in teens and 

pre-teens who are still growing. Early 

diagnosis and proper treatment is 

important otherwise it can lead to 

potentially serious complications, 

including painful arthritis in the hip 

joint. 

  

Slipped disc A slipped disc means that one of the 

discs of cartilage in the spine is 

damaged and pressing on the nerves. 

Slipped disc 

Social anxiety disorder also known as 

Social phobia 

Social anxiety disorder (social phobia) 

is a persistent and overwhelming fear 

of social situations. It's one of the 

most common anxiety disorders. 

Social anxiety disorder (Social phobia) 

Spasmodic dystonia also known as 

Laryngeal dystonia 

Dystonia is a medical term for a range 

of movement disorders that cause 

muscle spasms and contractions. 

Dystonia 



 

Specific phobia also known as  

Simple phobia 

A phobia is an overwhelming and 

debilitating fear of an object, place, 

situation, feeling or animal. 

Phobias 

Spina bifida  Spina bifida is a condition where the 

spine does not develop properly, 

leaving a gap in the spine. 

Spina bifida 

Spinal cord compression  Spinal cord compression    

 

 happens when there is pressure on 

the spinal cord caused by a cancer, 

injury to the spinal cord, weakening 

of the bones  

(osteoporosis) or infection. 

 

Spinal muscular atrophy Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is a 

genetic disease that causes muscle 

weakness and progressive loss of 

movement. 

Spinal muscular atrophy  

Spinal osteochondrosis Osteochondrosis of the spine is a 

disease causing degenerative changes 

in the cartilage of the intervertebral 

discs and reactive processes in their 

surrounding tissues. 

  

Spinal stenosis Spinal stenosis is a term used to 

describe a narrowing of the spinal 

canal that gives rise to symptoms of 

compression of the spinal nerves or 

sometimes the spinal cord. 



 

Spondylolisthesis Spondylolisthesis is where a bone in 

the spine (vertebra) slips out of 

position, either forwards or 

backwards. 

Spondylolisthesis 

Sprain  Sprains and strains are very common 

injuries that affect muscles and 

ligaments. 

Sprains and strains  

Stammer  Stammering – also sometimes 

referred to as stuttering – is a 

relatively common speech problem in 

childhood, which can persist into 

adulthood. 

Stammering 

Stenosis Stenosis is an abnormal narrowing or 

contraction of a duct or canal often in 

the heart or spine. 

I 

 

Stickler syndrome Stickler syndrome is a group of 

genetic disorders affecting connective 

tissue, specifically collagen resulting 

in a distinctive facial appearance, eye 

abnormalities, hearing loss and joint 

problems. 

 

Still’s disease  Adult Still’s disease is a rare type of 

inflammatory arthritis that is similar 

to rheumatoid arthritis. Inflammation 

may affect a few joints at first, but 

may advance to include more joints 

over time.  



 

Stokes Adams attack also known as 

Cardiovascular syncope 

A Stokes Adams attack is a sudden 

collapse into unconsciousness due to 

a disorder of heart rhythm resulting 

in syncope (fainting) with or without 

convulsions. 

  

Stomach / gastric ulcer Stomach ulcers, also known as gastric 

ulcers, are open sores that develop on 

the lining of the stomach. 

Stomach ulcer 

Strain Sprains and strains are very common 

injuries that affect muscles and 

ligaments. 

Sprains and strains 

Stroke also known as  

Cerebrovascular accident (CVA) 

A stroke is a serious, lifethreatening 

medical condition that occurs when 

the blood supply to part of the brain 

is cut off. 

Stroke 

Sturge-Weber syndrome Sturge-Weber syndrome is a 

condition affecting the skin, brain and 

eyes. Effects can include learning 

problems anddelayed development, 

Epilepsy, visual problems,  

  

 

 hemiplegia.   

Stutter Stuttering – also sometimes referred 

to as stammering – is a relatively 

common speech problem in 

childhood, which can persist into 

adulthood. 

Stammering 



 

Sudeck’s atrophy also known as  

Complex Regional Pain  

Syndrome (CRPS) / Reflex  

Sympathetic Dystrophy 

Complex regional pain syndrome 

(CRPS) is a poorly understood 

condition in which a person 

experiences persistent severe and 

debilitating pain. 

Complex regional pain syndrome 

Superficial thrombophlebitis also 

known as Phlebitis  

Phlebitis is when the vein becomes 

inflamed because  

there is blood clotting inside it or the 

vein walls are damaged. 

Phlebitis 

Supraventricular tachycardia  

(SVT) 

Supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) is 

an abnormally fast heart rate of over 

100 heartbeats a minute. 

Supraventricular tachycardia 

Syncope / Fainting Fainting is a sudden, temporary loss 

of consciousness that usually results 

in a fall. 

Fainting 

Syringomyelia Syringomyelia is where a fluidfilled 

cavity called a syrinx develops in the 

spinal cord, which can damage the 

spinal cord if not treated promptly. 

Chiari malformation 

Systemic lupus erythematosus  

(SLE) 

SLE is an autoimmune condition, 

which means it's caused by problems 

with the immune system. The 

immune system in people with SLE 

starts to attack and inflame healthy 

cells, tissue and organs. 

Lupus 

Scleroderma also known as  

Systemic sclerosis 

Scleroderma is an uncommon 

condition that results in hard, 

thickened areas of skin and  

Scleroderma 

 



 

 sometimes problems with internal 

organs and blood vessels. 
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Takayasu arteritis Takayasu arteritis is a type of 

vasculitis that mainly affects 

young women. It's very rare 

in the UK. It affects the main 

artery from the heart, as well 

as the major arteries 

branching off it. 

Vasculitis 

Talipes also known as Club foot Club foot is a deformity of 

the foot and ankle that 

babies can be born with. The 

position and function of the 

foot can be greatly improved, 

if treated early. 

Club foot 

Tardive dyskinesia Dystonia is a medical term 

for a range of movement 

disorders that cause muscle 

spasms and contractions. 

Dystonia 

Tardive dystonia 



 

Temporal arteritis also known as Giant cell 

arteritis (GCA) 

Giant cell arteritis (GCA) is a 

condition in which medium 

and large arteries, usually in 

the head and neck, become 

inflamed. 

Giant cell arteritis (GCA) 

Tendinopathy Tendons are strong bands or 

cords of tissue that attach 

muscle to bone. They help 

move the bones and joints  

Tendonitis and other tendon injuries . 

Tendonitis 

 

 when muscles contract.  

Tennis elbow also known as Lateral 

epicondylitis) 

Tennis elbow is a condition 

that causes pain around the 

outside of the elbow. 

Tennis elbow 

Tenosynovitis Tendons are strong bands or 

cords of tissue that attach 

muscle to bone. They help 

move the bones and joints 

when muscles contract. 

Tendonitis and other tendon injuries 

Tetraplegia also known as Quadriplegia  Paralysis is loss of the ability 

to move one or more 

muscles. It may be 

associated with loss of 

feeling and other bodily 

functions. 

Paralysis 



 

Thalassaemia Thalassaemia is the name for 

a group of inherited 

conditions that affect a 

substance in the blood called 

haemoglobin. 

Thalassaemia 

Thoracic outlet syndrome (TOS) Thoracic outlet syndrome 

(TOS) is a condition in 

which there is compression 

of the nerves, arteries, or 

veins in the passageway 

from the lower neck to the 

armpit. 

  

Thromboangiitis obliterans also known as  

Buerger’s disease 

A disease of the small and 

medium arteries and veins 

that restricts blood flow to 

the hands and feet. Clots 

(thrombus) develop inside 

the blood  

  

 

 vessels.  

Torn knee lesion also known as Meniscal lesion Sudden pain in one of the 

knees is usually the result of 

overusing the knee or 

injuring it. In many cases, it’s 

not necessary to see a GP. 

Knee pain  



 

Torticollis also known as Cervical dystonia Dystonia is a medical term 

for a range of movement 

disorders that cause muscle 

spasms and contractions. 

Dystonia 

Tourette’s syndrome Tourette’s syndrome is a 

neurological condition 

(affecting the brain and 

nervous system), 

characterised by a 

combination of involuntary 

noises and movements called 

tics. 

Tourette’s syndrome 

Transient ischaemic attack (TIA) A transient ischaemic attack 

(TIA) or "mini stroke" is 

caused by a temporary 

disruption in the blood 

supply to part of the brain. 

Transient ischaemic attack (TIA) 

Tremor - Essential  Essential tremor is a type of 

uncontrollable shake or 

tremble of part of the body. 

Tremor (essential)  

Tricuspid valve disease Congenital heart disease is a 

general term for a range of 

birth defects that affect the 

normal workings of the 

heart. 

Congenital heart disease 

Trigger finger / thumb Trigger finger is a  Trigger finger 

 



 

 condition that affects one or 

more of the hand's tendons, 

making it difficult to bend 

the affected finger or thumb. 

 

Trisomy 13 also known as Patau’s syndrome Patau’s syndrome is a rare, 

serious genetic disorder 

caused by having an 

additional copy of 

chromosome 13 in some or 

all of the body’s cells. It’s 

also called trisomy 13. 

Patau’s syndrome 

Trisomy 18 also known as Edward’s syndrome Edwards' syndrome, also 

known as trisomy 18, is a 

serious genetic condition 

caused by an additional copy 

of chromosome 18  

in some or all of the cells in 

the body. 

Edwards' syndrome 

Tuberculosis Tuberculosis (TB) is a 

bacterial infection spread 

through inhaling tiny 

droplets from the coughs or 

sneezes of an infected 

person. 

Tuberculosis & 



 

Tuberous Sclerosis Tuberous sclerosis, also 

known as tuberous sclerosis 

complex, is a rare genetic 

condition that causes mainly 

noncancerous (benign) 

tumours to develop in 

different parts of the body. 

Tuberous sclerosis (tuberous sclerosis 

complex) 

Turner syndrome Turner syndrome is a genetic 

disorder that affects about 1 

in every  

2,000 baby girls and only  

Turner syndrome 

 affects females.  
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Impairment 

Brief description of condition 

Guidance Link 

Ulcerative colitis Ulcerative colitis is a longterm 

condition, where the colon and 

rectum become inflamed. 

Ulcerative colitis 

Underactive thyroid also known as 

Hypothyroidism /  

Myxoedema 

An underactive thyroid gland 

(hypothyroidism) is where the 

thyroid gland doesn't produce 

enough hormones. 

Underactive thyroid  

Urethral blockage / Stricture  The urethra's main purpose is to 

pass urine outside the body. A scar 

from swelling, injury or infection 

blocking or slowing the flow of 

urine in this tube is called a 

urethral stricture. 

  

Urinary / Bladder incontinence Urinary incontinence is the 

unintentional passing of urine. It's 

a common problem thought to 

affect millions of people. 

Urinary incontinence  

Urinary tract infection (UTI) /  

Bladder infection 

Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are 

common infections that can affect 

the bladder, the kidneys and the 

tubes connected to them. 

Urinary tract infections (UTIs) 



 

Urticaria / Hives / Weals /  

Welts / Nettle rash 

Urticaria is a raised, itchy rash that 

appears on the skin. It may appear 

on one part of the body or be 

spread across large areas. 

Urticaria 

Uterine prolapse Pelvic organ prolapse is  Pelvic organ prolapse  

 

 bulging of one or more of the 

pelvic organs into the vagina. 
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Impairment 

Brief description of condition 

Guidance Link 

Vaginal vault prolapse Pelvic organ prolapse is bulging of 

one or more of the pelvic organs 

into the vagina. 

Pelvic organ prolapse  

Varicose veins Varicose veins are swollen and 

enlarged veins – usually blue or 

dark purple – that usually occur on 

the legs. They may also be lumpy, 

bulging or twisted in appearance. 

Varicose veins  

Variant Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease (vCJD)  

/ Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) 

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) is a 

rare and fatal condition that affects 

the brain. It causes brain damage 

that worsens rapidly over time. 

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease  

(CJD) 

Varicose / venous type eczema Varicose eczema, also known as 

venous, gravitational or stasis 

eczema, is a long-term skin 

condition that affects the lower 

legs. It's common in people with 

varicose veins. 

Varicose eczema 

Vascular dementia Dementia causes problems with 

memory, confusion and 

personality. 

Dementia 



 

Vasculitis Vasculitis means  

‘inflammation’ of the blood 

vessels. Inflammation is the 

immune system's natural response 

to injury or infection. It causes 

swelling, and can help the body 

deal with  

Vasculitis 

 

 invading germs.   

Venous insufficiency - chronic Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is 

a common condition, in which a 

build-up of fatty deposits in the 

arteries restricts blood supply to 

leg muscles. It's also known as 

peripheral vascular disease (PVD). 

Peripheral arterial disease  

Venous leg ulcer Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is 

a common condition, in which a 

build-up of fatty deposits in the 

arteries restricts blood supply to 

leg muscles. It's also known as 

peripheral vascular disease (PVD). 

Peripheral arterial disease  

Ventriculoseptal defect (VSD) Congenital heart disease is a 

general term for a range of birth 

defects that affect the normal 

workings of the heart. 

Congenital heart disease 



 

Vertebral subluxation A vertebral subluxation is the 

result of spinal bones with 

improper motion or position 

affecting nerve  

communications between the 

brain and body. It is a stress 

response causing muscles to go 

into spasm and spinal bones to 

lock up. 

  

Vertigo Vertigo is a symptom, rather than 

a condition itself. It's the 

sensation that the individual or 

the environment around them, is 

moving or spinning. 

Vertigo  

Vibration white finger (VWF) also known as 

Hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS) 

Vibration white finger (VWF) is a 

secondary form of  

Raynaud's syndrome, an  

Raynaud’s disease  

(phenomenon) 

 

 industrial injury triggered by 

continuous use of vibrating hand-

held machinery. 

 

Visual disorders 

Diseases of conjunctiva, cornea, eyelids and lacrimal apparatus-:  

• Cataract – age related  Cataracts occur when changes in 

the lens of the eye cause it to 

become less transparent (clear). 

This results in cloudy or misty 

vision. 

Age-related cataracts 



 

• Cataract surgery  Cataract surgery is a procedure 

used to treat cataracts, where 

changes in the lens of the eye 

cause cloudy, blurry, or misty 

vision. 

Cataract surgery 

• Cornea transplant  Cornea transplants are usually 

performed to correct problems 

with eyesight caused by certain 

medical conditions. 

Cornea transplant 

General eyelid problems including: 

Blepharitis  

Cyst / Stye  

Ectropian  

Entropion  

Orbital cellulitis  

Ptosis  

Eyelid problems are common and 

although sometimes 

uncomfortable they are rarely 

serious. 

Eyelid problems 

• Dry eye syndrome  Dry eye syndrome can occur if the 

eyes don't produce enough tears or 

if tears evaporate too quickly. 

Dry eye syndrome – Causes 

• Episcleritis  Episcleritis is an inflammatory 

condition affecting only the 

episclera. It causes redness of the 

eye often with discomfort  

  

 

  and irritation but without other 

significant symptoms. 

 



 

• Keratitis – Acanthamoeba (AK)  Acanthamoeba Keratitis (AK) is an 

infection of the cornea caused by 

a microscopic organism called  

Acanthamoeba, which is usually 

found in bodies of water as well 

as domestic tap water, swimming 

pools, hot tubs, soil and air.  

• Keratitis - Marginal  Marginal keratitis is an 

inflammation of the cornea and is 

usually due to a condition called 

Blepharitis although serious 

complications are rare. 

Blepharitis - Complications 

• Keratitis - Microbial  Microbial keratitis is an infection 

on the cornea and is more likely 

with incorrect contact lens 

cleaning or storage, incorrect use 

of disposable lenses or wearing 

lenses overnight. It can be a 

serious condition if not treated 

and can sometimes affect vision 

and may leave a scar, even with 

the correct treatment. 

  

• Keratoconus  Keratoconus is a condition that 

causes the cornea to weaken, get 

thinner and change shape. It can 

be treated with cornea transplant 

surgery. 



 

• Ophthalmic shingles  Complications of shingles are 

more likely if the individual is 

elderly or if the immune system 

(the body's natural  

Shingles - Complications 

 

 defence system) is weakened.  

• Scleritis  Scleritis is an inflammatory 

condition affecting the sclera and, 

sometimes, the deeper tissues of 

the eye and causes a painful red 

eye but can aslo affect vision, 

sometimes permanently. 

  

Diseases of the retina and optic nerve-:  

• Diabetic retinopathy  Diabetic retinopathy is a 

complication of diabetes, caused 

by high blood sugar levels 

damaging the back of the eye 

(retina). It can cause blindness if 

left undiagnosed and untreated. 

Diabetic retinopathy  

• Glaucoma  Glaucoma is an eye condition 

where the optic nerve, which 

connects the eye to the brain, 

becomes damaged. It can lead to 

loss of vision if not detected and 

treated early on. 

Glaucoma 



 

• Hypertensive retinopathy  Hypertensive retinopathy is retinal 

vascular damage caused by 

hypertension.  

Signs usually develop late in the 

disease. 

  

• Macular degeneration (AMD) – age 

related  

Age-related macular degeneration 

(AMD) is a painless eye condition 

that causes loss of central vision, 

usually in both eyes. 

Macular degeneration 

• Optic atrophy  Optic atrophy refers to the death 

of the retinal ganglion cell axons 

that comprise the optic nerve. It is 

an end stage and hence the optic 

nerve  

  

 

 damage sustained is irreversible.  

• Optic neuritis  Optic neuritis is inflammation of 

the nerve that leads from the eye 

to the brain. It causes a reduction 

or loss of vision, and can affect 

both eyes at the same time. 

• Retinal artery occlusion  Retinal artery occlusion (blockage) 

usually presents as painless loss of 

vision in one eye. 



 

• Retinal detachment  Retinal detachment occurs when 

the thin lining at the back of your 

eye called the retina begins to pull 

away from the blood vessels that 

supply it with oxygen and 

nutrients. 

Retinal detachment 

• Retinal vein occlusion  Occlusion (blockage) of a retinal 

vein is a common cause of sudden 

but painless reduced vision in older 

people. 

  

• Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP)  Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP) is a 

group of inherited eye conditions 

that affect the retina at the back of 

the eye causing permanent 

changes to vision. 

Disorders of eye movement -: 

• Nystagmus  Nystagmus is a rhythmical, 

repetitive and involuntary 

movement of the eyes usually from 

side to side but sometimes up and 

down or in a circular motion. Both 

eyes can  

move together or  

  

 

 independently of each other but 

the person has no control over this 

movement. 

 

• Squint / Strabismus  A squint is a condition where the 

eyes point in different directions. 

Squint 



 

• Eye injuries  Eye injuries can occur in many 

settings, including at home, at 

work or when playing sports. 

Eye injuries 

Refractive errors-:  

• Astigmatism  Astigmatism is a common and 

usually minor eye condition that 

causes blurred or distorted vision. 

Astigmatism 

• Hypermetropia / Longsightedness  Long-sightedness affects the ability 

to see nearby objects. You may be 

able to see distant objects clearly, 

but closer objects are usually out of 

focus. 

Long-sightedness 

• Myopia / Short-sightedness  Short-sightedness, or myopia, is a 

very common eye condition that 

causes distant objects to appear 

blurred, while close objects can be 

seen clearly. 

Short-sightedness  

• Presbyopia  Presbyopia is a condition that 

occurs as part of the normal ageing 

process progressing gradually over 

a number of years with symptoms 

usually being noticed by the age of 

40-45.  

  

Uveitis-: 

• Uveitis  Uveitis is inflammation  

(swelling) of the middle layer  

Uveitis 

 



 

 of the eye, called the uvea or uveal 

tract. 

 

Visual field defects-: 

• Amblyopia / Lazy eye  A lazy eye is a childhood condition 

where the vision in one eye doesn't 

develop properly. 

Lazy eye 

• Cortical visual impairment (CVI)  Cortical visual impairment (CVI) is a 

form of visual impairment that is 

caused by a brain problem rather 

than an eye problem. 

  

• Diplopia / Double vision  Double vision is seeing two images 

of a single object. The two images 

may be one on top of the other, 

side by side, or a mix of both. 

Double vision 

• Hemianopia  A homonymous hemianopia is  

the loss of part of the field of view 

on the same side, in both eyes, as a 

result of a stroke, brain tumour or 

traumatic brain injury. 

  

• Quadrantanopia  Quadrantanopia is defective vision 

or blindness in one fourth of the 

visual field caused by lesions in the 

temporal, parietal or most 

commonly in the occipital lobe of 

the brain. 



 

• Scotoma  A Scotoma is an area of partial 

alteration in the field of vision 

consisting of a partially diminished 

or entirely degenerated visual 

acuity that is surrounded by a field 

of normal or relatively well  

 

 preserved vision.  

• Tunnel vision  When pressure in the eye is very 

high, vision might be blurred. If the 

pressure has been high for a long 

time, vision might not be very 

good, or vision might be poor out 

to the sides resulting in tunnel 

vision. 

Vitreous disease-: 

• Posterior vitreous detachment  

(PVD)  

Posterior vitreous detachment 

(PVD) is a very common eye 

condition caused by natural 

changes to the vitreous gel which 

takes up the space inside the eye.  

Although PVD causes some 

frustrating symptoms, it doesn't 

cause pain, harm the eye or cause 

permanent loss of vision. 

  



 

• Vitreous haemorrhage  Vitreous haemorrhage is bleeding 

into the jelly-like filling of the back 

part of your eye varying in degree 

from mild, with 'floaters' and 

haziness in vision, to complete loss 

of vision. 

Visual loss / Blindness In the UK, there are almost 2 

million people living with sight 

loss. Of these, around 360,000 are 

registered as blind or partially 

sighted. 

Blindness & vision loss 

Vitamin D deficiency Vitamin D helps to regulate the 

amount of calcium and phosphate 

in the body. 

Vitamins and minerals 

  

Volkmann’s ischaemia also known as  Compartment syndrome is a  Compartment syndrome 

 

Compartment syndrome painful and potentially serious 

condition caused by bleeding or 

swelling within an enclosed bundle 

of muscles – known as a muscle 

"compartment". 

 

Von Willebrand disease Von Willebrand disease is the 

most common inherited bleeding 

disorder. 

Von Willebrand disease 
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Impairment Brief description of condition Guidance Link 

Weals / Welts / Nettle rash / Hives /  

Urticaria 

Urticaria is a raised, itchy rash 

that appears on the skin. It may 

appear on one part of the body 

or be spread across large areas. 

Urticaria 

Wegener's granulomatosis also known as  

Granulomatosis with polyangiitis  

Granulomatosis with polyangiitis 

is a type of vasculitis that mainly 

affects blood vessels in the nose, 

sinuses, ears, lungs and kidneys. 

Vasculitis 

Wernicke Korsakoff syndrome Alcohol misuse means drinking 

excessively – more than the 

lower-risk limits of alcohol 

consumption. 

Alcohol misuse 

Whiplash injury Whiplash injury is a type of neck 

injury caused by sudden 

movement of the head forwards, 

backwards or sideways. 

Whiplash 



 

Wilson’s disease A rare progressive disease where 

copper accumulates in the liver, 

brain, kidney, cornea and other 

tissues. Main problems include 

cirrhosis of the liver and 

degenerative changes in the 

brain, particularly the basal 

ganglia. 

  

Writer’s cramp Dystonia is a medical term for a 

range of movement disorders 

that cause muscle  

Dystonia 

 spasms and contractions.  

  

AR1 Process Flow 

AR1 Scrutiny Process  

  



 

Revised AR1 Process Flows

   

Below is the text version of this revised process. 

On receipt of the AR1ensure form is signed by the appropriate person, such as the claimant or appointee 

and takes the following action: 

Note: You must consider if there have been any changes to Departmental Guidance, UT Tribunal  

Decisions, or Legal Challenges that would result in an adverse decision being made. If so then these need 

to be referred to the AP. 

Step 1,   

Is the customer currently entitled to Enhanced /Enhanced and has not reported an improvement to their 

needs?  



 

Yes- Refer to previous clam and establish whether needs were expected to change and whether the 

claimants current needs would be consistent with that previous advice (NB please remember that needs 

changing is not the same as condition changing). If needs were not expected to change or were expected 

to deteriorate and the claimant has reported no change in needs go to Enhanced/ Enhanced step 2  

No- Go to the Initial Stage 

Step 2 

Is there good reason why their needs haven’t changed?   

Yes - Unless there is evidence not to, award Enhanced/Enhanced ongoing award with a 10 year “light 

touch” review  

No - Go to initial stage 

  



 

  

 

 



 

Common Medical Abbreviations 

A | B | C | D | E | F |   G | H |  I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z 

Abbreviation Translation Further Information 

0 Not Present OR No abnormality Also in superscript e.g. o 

5FU Fluorouracil   

+/- Equivocal/Uncertain   

+ Present or Noted   

++ Present Significantly   

+++ Present in Excess   

= Equivalent to   

Δ Diagnosis   

□ Diagnosis / Treatment   

# Fracture   

< Less than   

> Greater than   

µm Micro metre   

µl Micro litre   
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Abbreviation Translation Further Information 

AAA Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Swelling of the main artery in the 

abdomen 

AAL Anterior Axillary Line Imaginary line drawn down the 

chest wall in front of the arm pit 



 

(AAT) Deficiency Alpha1 - Anti trypsin Deficiency   

AB Apex Beat   

 

ABG Arterial Blood Gas also "Sats" Blood test to see how much 

oxygen there is in the blood 

(percentage ‘saturation’ with 

oxygen) 

ABVD (Doxorubicin), Bleomycin, Vinblastine A combination of chemotherapy 

drugs 

ACE Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme   

ACL Anterior Cruciate Ligament A ligament in the knee 

A.d As Directed   

ADC Aids Defining Condition   

ADD Attention Deficit Disorder   

ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder   

A/E Air Entry to Lungs   

A&E Accident & Emergency Department   

AF Atrial Fibrillation Irregular heart beat 

AFP Alpha-fetoprotein   

AHRF Acute Hypercapnic Respiratory Failure   

AI/R Aortic Incompetence/regurgitation Leaking heart valve 

AIDS Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome   

AJ/AR Ankle Jerk/Reflex Hitting the ankle with a patella 

hammer to test reflexes 



 

A/K Above Knee   

ALL Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia   

AML Acute Myeloid Leukaemia   

ANA’s Antinuclear antibodies   

AoR Aortic Valve Replacement   

APL Anti-phospholipid antibodies   

APD Ambulatory Peritoneal Dialysis   

 

   

ARVC Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular  

Cardiomyopathy 

  

AS Abdominal System OR Aortic Stenosis OR  

Ankylosing Spondylitis 

Aortic Stenosis is a narrowed 

heart valve 

ASD Atria-Septal Defect   

AXR Abdominal X-Ray   
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Abbreviation Translation Further Information 

BCC Basal Cell Carcinoma Skin Cancer – Very Low  

Malignancy 

bd/bid Twice a Day   

BDD Body dysmorphic disorder   

BEACOPP Etoposide, Adriamycin 

Cyclophosphamide, Oncovin, Procarbazine,  

Prednisolone 

A combination of chemotherapy 

drugs 



 

BiPAP Bi-level Positive Airways Pressure   

BJ/BR Biceps Jerk/Reflex Hitting the front of the elbow 

with a patella hammer to test 

reflexes 

B/K Below Knee   

BMI Body Mass Index A measure of body size relating 

to height and weight 

BM stix Blood Glucose Test   

BNO Bowels Not Opened   

BOR Bowels Open Regularly   

BP Blood Pressure   

BPd/DBP Diastolic Blood Pressure The lower blood pressure  

 

  reading (heart relaxed) 

BPs/SBP Systolic Blood Pressure The higher blood pressure reading 

(heart contracted) 

BS Breath Sounds   

BSO Bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy   
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Abbreviation Translation Further Information 

CA or Ca (also indicated by  

"*") 

Carcinoma Cancer 

Carcinoma Tumour  

Markers 

    



 

CA 125 (cancer antigen 125) associated with ovarian cancer 

CA15-3 (cancer antigen 15-3) associated with breast, lung and 

ovarian cancer 

CA19-9 (cancer antigen 19-9) associated with pancreatic, bowel 

and bile duct cancers 

CEA (carcinoembryonic antigen) associated with cancers of bowel, 

lung, breast, thyroid, pancreas, 

liver, cervix and bladder – 

elevated in many benign 

conditions as well 

AFP (alpha-fetoprotein) associated with cancer of testicle 

or ovary 

hCG (human chorionic gonadotrophin) associated with testicular cancer 

and normal pregnancy (this 

hormone is the one measured in 

home pregnancy urine test kits) 

LDH (lactate dehydrogenise) associated with testicular cancer 

 

PSA Prostate-Specific Antogen prostate cancer and benign 

conditions of the prostate, very 

raised when there are bony 

secondaries and is often a good 

predictor of bony spread 

CABG/S or CAG/S Coronary Artery (Bypass) Graft/Surgery Heart surgery to bypass blocked 

blood supply 

CAPD Continuous Ambulatory Peritoneal Dialysis   

CCF Congestive Cardiac Failure   



 

CCU Coronary Care Unit   

CDT Cyclophosphamide, dexamethasone, thalidomide   

CF Cystic Fibrosis   

CFS Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Also called ME 

CHRF Chronic Hypercapnic Respiratory Failure   

CIN 1 Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 1   

CIN 2 Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 2   

CIN 3 Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 3   

CJD Creutzfeldt - Jacob disease   

CLL Chronic Lymphocytic Leukaemia   

CML Chronic Myeloid Leukaemia   

CNS Central Nervous System   

CO2 Carbon Dioxide   

C/o or C.o Complains of   

COAD Chronic Obstructive Airways Disease Chronic lung disease 

COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Chronic lung disease 

CP Cerebral Palsy   

CPAP Continuous Positive Airways Pressure   

 

   

CREST Limited Cutaneous Systemic Sclerosis   



 

CRP C-reactive protein A protein produced by the liver 

CSII Continuous Subcutaneous Insulin Infusion   

CSOM Chronic suppurative otitis media   

CT Coronary Thrombosis Heart Attack 

CT or CAT Computerised Axial Tomography X ray scan 

CTO Compulsory Treatment Order   

CVA Cerebrovascular Accident Stroke 

C-VAMP Vancomycin, doxorubicin (trade name  

Adriamycin) and methyl prednisolone 

  

CVP Cyclophosphamide, vincristine and prednisolone   

CVS Cardiovascular System The heart and blood vessels 

CX or Cx Cervix OR Cervical Spine Cervix is the neck of the  

womb 

For example, Cx smear =  

Cervical smear 

CXR Chest X-ray   
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Abbreviation Translation Further Information 

D&V Diarrhoea and Vomiting   

D/H Drug History   

dcSSc Diffuse cutaneous systemic sclerosis   

DHAP+/-R Dexamethasone, cytarabine, cisplatin   



 

DIP, MIP, PIP Distal/middle/proximal interphalangeal joints Finger joints 

 

DKA Diabetic Ketoacidosis   

DLB Dementia with Lewy bodies   

DLE Discoid Lupus Erythematosus A connective tissue disorder 

DM Diabetes Mellitus   

DNA Did Not Attend   

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid   

DS Disseminated (Multiple) Sclerosis   

DT Delerium Tremens The “Shakes” in alcoholism 

DU Duodenal Ulcer   

DVT Deep Vein Thrombosis Blood clot – usually in leg 

DXT Deep X-ray Treatment Radiotherapy 
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Abbreviation Translation Further Information 

EAM External Auditory Meatus Ear canal opening 

ECG Electrocardiogram/ Electrocardiograph A recording of the electrical 

changes that accompany the 

beating of the heart. Often used 

to diagnose heart disease 



 

ECT Electro-convulsive therapy A procedure in which an electric 

current is briefly applied to the 

head to produce a seizure for 

treatment of depression 

EDNOS Eating Disorders Not Otherwise Specified   

EEG Electroencephalogram A recording of electrical activity 

of the brain to diagnose certain 

diseases  

(such as epilepsy) 

eGFR Glomerular Filtration Rate   

 

EMG Electromyography Evaluation of the electrical 

activity of resting and contracting 

muscle to ascertain causes of 

muscular weakness, paralysis and 

involuntary movements of 

muscles 

EMU Early Morning Specimen of Urine Most frequently analysed for 

detection of tuberculosis 

ENG Head engaged (Baby) Head of baby low in pelvis (in  

Womb) 

ENT Ear, Nose & Throat   

EP Epilepsy   

EPAP Expiratory Positive Airways Pressure   

ERCP Endoscopic retrograde 

cholongiopancreatography 

  

ESHAP+/-R Etoposide, methylprednisolone, cytarabine and 

cisplatin 

  



 

ESR Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate A blood test for inflammation 

EUA Examination Under Anaesthesia   

EUS Endoluminal ultrasound   
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Abbreviation Translation Further Information 

FAD Fludarabine, doxorubicin and dexamethasone   

FB Foreign Body   

FBC Full Blood Count Blood test for red and white cells 

and platelets. 

FBG/S Fasting Blood Glucose/Sugar For diagnosis of diabetes 

FD Forceps Delivery   

 

F/H or FH Family History   

FEV1 Forced Expiratory Volume   

FHH/R Foetal Heart Heard/Regular Baby’s heartbeat in the womb 

FMD Fludarabine, mitoxantrone and dexamethasone   

FNA Fine needle aspiration of lymph nodes   

FROM Full Range of Movement Usually applies to joints 

FTD Formal Thought Disorder Disorder of thinking in psychotic 

illness 

FTND Full Term Normal Delivery   

FVC Forced Vital Capacity   
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G6PD Glucose 6 phosphate dehydrogenase   

GA General Anaesthetic   

GC General Condition   

G-CSF Granulocyte Colony Stimulating Factor   

GCS Glasgow Coma Scale Consciousness state; score out of 

15 

qds (or) qid Four times a day   

GI or GIT Gastro Intestinal/Tract Refers to the oesophagus, 

stomach and intestines 

GIST Gastrointestinal stromal tumour   

GORD Gastro-Oesophageal Reflux Disease Back flow of stomach acid into the 

gullet 

GTN Glyceryl Trinitrate Medicine for Angina 

GTT Glucose Tolerance Test   

GU or GUT or GUS Genito Urinary/Tract/ System Relating to kidneys, bladder &  

 

  genitals 

GU Gastric Ulcer Ulcer in stomach 

GUM Genito-Urinary Medicine For sexually transmitted 

diseases/infections 
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HAART/ART High Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy / Anti- 

Retroviral Therapy 

Drug combinations used in the 

treatment of HIV/AIDS 

HAV Hepatitis A Virus   

Hb Haemoglobin A measure of blood count (eg in 

Anaemia) 

(HbA1C) Glycosylated Haemoglobin test   

HBV Hepatitis B Virus   

hCG Human chorionic gonadotrophin sometimes called 

‘beta’ human chorionic gonadotrophin  

(βhCG) 

  

HCV Hepatitis C Virus   

HDD High Dose Dexamethasone   

Hg Mercury mm.Hg units for measuring blood 

pressure 

HH Hiatus Hernia Part of stomach displaced above 

diaphragm 

HI Head Injury   

HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus The causative organism in  

AIDS 

HME Heat and moisture exchanger   

HNPU Has Not Passed Urine   

HO History Of   

 

HPC History Of Present Complaint   

HPV Human papilloma virus   



 

HR Heart Rate   

HS Heart Sounds   

HT Height   

Hx History (of complaint)   
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IBS Irritable Bowel Syndrome   

ICE Ifosfamide, carboplatin and etoposide   

ICU Intensive Care Unit   

IDDM Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus   

IDK Internal Derangement of the Knee   

IGT or IGTN In Growing Toenail   

IH Inguinal Hernia   

IHD Ischaemic Heart Disease   

IM Intra-Muscular   

IMB Intermenstrual Bleeding Vaginal bleeding between periods 

IP Inpatient   

IPAP Inspiratory Positive Airways Pressure   

IPPB Intermittent Positive Pressure Breathing   

ISQ "In Status Quo" - Nothing has Changed   



 

IQ Intelligence Quota A psychometric test used to 

assess intelligence. The average 

IQ is 100 

ITP Autoimmune idiopathic thrombocytopaenic    

 

 purpura  

iu/dl international units per decilitre The measurement of clotting 

factor present in the blood 

IV Intravenous   

IVE Ifosfamide, etoposide and epirubicin   

IVP Intravenous Pyelogram X-ray of kidneys using an injected 

dye 

Ix Investigations   
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JVP Jugular Venous Pressure Pressure in right side of heart 

assessed by pulsation in neck 

veins 
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KJ/KR Knee Jerk/Reflex   

K+ Serum potassium level   

KUB Kidneys, Ureters, Bladder X-ray or ultrasound of renal track 

(IVP) 
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Abbreviation Translation Further Information 

LBP Low Back Pain   

lcSSc Limited cutaneous systemic sclerosis   

LDH Lactate dehydrogenase   

LFTs Liver Function Tests Blood tests for liver function 

LIF Left Iliac Fossa Left groin 

LIH Left Inguinal Hernia Hernia of left groin 

 

LKKS Liver, kidney, kidney, spleen Result of examination 

LOC Loss of Consciousness   

LN Lymph Node   

LP Lumbar puncture Needle inserted into the spine for 

diagnostic purposes 

L/R/ IH Left or Right Inguinal Hernia Hernia of groins 

LS Lymphatic System   

LSCS or LUSCS Lower (Uterine) Segment Caesarean section   

LTOT Long Term Oxygen Therapy   

LUQ Left Upper Quadrant Left upper part of abdomen 

LVF Left Ventricular Failure   
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Mane In the Morning   



 

M&C (S) Microscopy & Culture Sensitivity of Bacteria Of a sample e.g. urine 

MCL Mid Clavicular Line An imaginary line down the body 

from the middle of the collarbone 

MCV Mean Corpuscular Volume A measure of the size of red blood 

cells 

ME Myalgic Encephalomyelitis Also called Chronic Fatigue  

Syndrome 

MET/S Metastases Cancer spread to other organs 

MGUS Monoclonal Gammopathy of Undetermined  

Significance 

  

MI Myocardial Infarction OR Mitral  

Incompetence 

Heart attack OR leaking heart 

valve (=MR) 

mitte or mite Dispense this number of tablets   

 

   

MMSE Mini Mental Score Examination   

MND Motor Neurone Disease   

MR Mitral Regurgitation Leaking heart valve (=MI) 

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging Body/Brain Scan 

MS Multiple Sclerosis OR Mitral Stenosis Mitral Stenosis is a narrowed 

heart valve 

MSS Musculo-Skeletal System   

MSE Mental State Examination   

MSU or MSSU Mid-Stream Urine Sample   



 

MUA Manipulation Under Anaesthetic   

Mx Management or treatment   
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NAD Nothing Abnormal Discovered   

NAI Non-Accidental Injury   

NASH Non alcoholic steatohepatitis   

NBI No Bone Injury   

NIAV Non-invasive Assisted Ventilation   

NIDDM Non-Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus   

NIPPV Non-invasive Positive Pressure Ventilation or 

Nasal Intermittent Positive Pressure  

Ventilation 

  

Nocte At Night   

NFR Not For Resuscitation   

N&V Nausea & Vomiting   

 

NSAID Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drug   
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O2 Oxygen   

OA Osteoarthritis Degenerative arthritis 

OCD Obsessive compulsive disorder   



 

OC/COC ( Combined) Oral Contracepti ve   

OCT Orthotopic Cardiac Transplant Heart Transplant 

o.d. Once a Day   

OD Overdose   

O/E or o.e On Examination   

OGD Oesophago-gastro-duodenoscopy Fibreoptic examination of 

stomach and gullet 

OGTT Oral Glucose Tolerance Test   

on At Night   

om In the Morning   

OM (R/L) Otitis Media Middle ear infection 

OP Out-Patient   

ORIF Open Reduction and Internal Fixation (of 

fracture) 

Operation to set a broken bone 

otc Over the counter (bought medication)   
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P Pulse   

PACS Picture Archiving and Communication  

System 

  

PBC Primary biliary cirrhosis   

 

   

PBSCT Peripheral Blood Stem Cell Transplant   



 

PCB Post Coital Bleeding Vaginal bleeding after 

intercourse 

PCC Post Coital Contraception "Morning after" pill 

PDA Patent ductus arteriosus   

PE Pulmonary Embolism Blood clot on the lung 

PEG Percutaneous Gastrostomy   

PERLA Pupils equal and react to light and 

accommodation 

On examination of nervous 

system/eyes 

PET Positron Emission Tomography scan   

PF(R) Peak Flow (Rate) Breathing test – rate of 

expiration 

PFT Pulmonary Function Test   

PID Pelvic Inflammatory Disease OR 

Prolapsed Intervertebral Disc 

Gynaecological infection OR 

Slipped Disc 

PKU Phenylketonuria A Metabolic disease 

PM Post mortem examination   

PMH also PHx Previous Medical History   

PMR Polymyalgia Rheumatica   

PN Percussion Note   

PND Paroxysmal Nocturnal Dyspnoea Short of breath at night 

PO Per Orim By Mouth 

POP Progesterone Only Pill OR 

Plaster of Paris 

Minipill 

Cast 



 

PPs Peripheral pulses Pulses felt for example in the 

feet, ankles etc… 

 

PR Per Rectum or Pulse Rate Rectal examination 

PRN As Required   

PTCA Percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty Opening up the main arteries of 

the heart using a balloon inserted 

usually near the groin 

PTSD Post Traumatic Stress Disorder   

PU Peptic Ulcer OR Passed urine Peptic Ulcer – Stomach or  

Duodenal Ulcer 

PV Per Vagina Vaginal examination 

PVD Peripheral Vascular Disease Furring up (atherosclerosis) of the 

blood vessels of the limbs 
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R (R) Respiration (Rate) Rate of breathing in breaths per 

minute 

RA Rheumatoid Arthritis   

RAST Radioallergosorbent Test   

RBC Red Blood Cell   

R-CHOP Rituximab and cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, 

vincristine and prednisolone 

  

R-CVP Rituximab and cyclophosphamide, vincristine and 

prednisolone 

  



 

RDS Respiratory Distress Syndrome Difficulty in breathing – usually in 

premature babies 

RFTs Renal (Kidney) Function tests OR 

Respiratory Function tests 

  

RICE Rituximab, ifosfamide, carboplatin and etoposide   

RIF Right Iliac Fossa Right groin 

RIH Right Inguinal Hernia Hernia in right groin 

 

   

RIG Radiologically Inserted Gastrostomy   

R/L Right/Left   

R/L HC Right/Left Hypochondrium Right/Left upper abdomen 

R/LIF Right/Left Iliac fossa Right/Left groin 

R/LOL or RLOP Right/Left occipito lateral / posterior Position of baby’s head in  

womb 

RNA Ribonucleic acid   

RS Respiratory System   

RSI Repetitive Strain Injury Usually of wrist 

RTA Road Traffic Accident   

RUQ Right Upper Quadrant Right upper abdomen 

Rx Prescription or Treatment Usually prescription 
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SBG Serum Blood Glucose Blood Sugar Level 

SC Subcutaneous Injections 

SH Social history   

SI Sacro-IIiac Back Joint 

SJ/SR Supinator Jerk /Reflex Hitting the wrist with a patella 

hammer to test reflexes 

SLE Systemic Lupus Erythematosis Connective tissue disorder 

SLR Straight Leg Raising   

SMI Severely Mentally Impaired   

SMR Submucosal Resection Nasal operation 

SOB Short of Breath   

 

SOL Space Occupying Lesion Tumour, usually of head 

SOM Secretory Otitis Media Middle ear infection/glue ear 

SOS In an Emergency   

SR Sinus rhythm Normal heart beat 

SSRIs Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors   

Stat Immediately   

STD Sexually Transmitted Disease A disease contracted through 

sexual contact 

STI Sexually Transmitted Infection   

SVD Spontaneous Vertex Delivery Normal delivery 

SVT Supraventricular tachcardia Fast heart rate 



 

Sx Symptoms   

SXR Skull X-ray   
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TAH Total abdominal hysterectomy   

TJ/TR Triceps Jerk/Reflex Hitting the back of the elbow with 

a patella hammer to test reflexes 

T Temperature   

T (usually with a circle with a 

dot in the centre) 

Trachea Central Breathing tube not displaced. If 

displaced, direction of 

displacement usually indicated by 

an arrow 

TATT Tired all the Time   

TB Tuberculosis   

TCI To come in-date or fact that a person is due to be 

admitted to hospital 

  

 

tds (or) tid Three Times a Day   

TEP Tracheo-oesophageal puncture   

TFTs Thyroid Function Tests   

THR Total Hip Replacement   

TIA Transient Ischaemic Attack Small, short lived stroke – often 

recurrent 

TKR Total Knee Replacement   



 

TLC Tender Loving Care Treat only with symptom relief 

and nursing care, usually meaning 

that this is all that is  

needed 

TM or Tm Tympanic Membrane Ear drum 

TME Total Mesorectal excision   

TNM Tumor Node Metastasis   

TPN Total Parenteral Nutrition   

TPR Temperature, Pulse and Respiration   

Ts&As Tonsilectomy and Adenoidectomy   

TSH Thyroid Stimulating Hormone   

TShR Total Shoulder Replacement   

TTO/A To take home/away (medication)   

TU(R)P Transurethral (resection) of Prostate Operation on the prostate gland 

carried out through the penis 
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UC Ulcerative Colitis   

U&Es Urea and Electrolytes Blood test for kidney function 

US Ultrasound   

 

USS Ultra Sound Scan   

UTI Urinary Tract Infection   



 

UV Ultraviolet   
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VAD Vancomycin, doxorubicin (trade name  

Adriamycin) and Dexamethasone 

  

VAMP Vancomycin, doxorubicin (trade name  

Adriamycin) and methyl prednisolone 

  

VF Ventricular Fibrillation Rapid uncoordinated heart beat 

usually leading to collapse, and 

need for defibrillation (electric 

heart  

shock) 

VIP hormone Vasoactive intestinal peptide hormone   

VSD Ventriculoseptal defect   

V/S/TOP Vaginal suction termination of pregnancy   

VT Ventricular Tachycardia Fast heart beat 
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wbc White Blood Cell Count   

Wt Weight   

List of Common Medical Tests 

  

Bruce Protocol (Treadmill Exercise) Test 

Formal exercise testing is undertaken when the diagnosis of angina needs to be confirmed in suspected individuals and 

indeed the severity of the coronary disease. 



 

A standard treadmill or, more rarely, a bicycle ergometer is used and a formal exercise test (ETT) is performed. It is 

carried out according to a standard protocol. 

The patient walks on the treadmill, which has a varying speed (which can be altered, that is, made faster or slower) 

and a variable gradient (slope), which can mimic going uphill or upstairs. (The Bruce Protocol is a description of the 

protocol for the increments in speed and gradient in the treadmill test). 

During the time of testing, continual monitoring of the patient’s general condition, ECG and blood pressure take place. 

A specialist must supervise and full resuscitation facilities must be available. The patient stops when chest pain or 

discomfort occurs, or when advised to, by the Specialist. 

For the Full (Standard) Bruce Protocol, each stage lasts 3 minutes and the speed and gradient are increased at each 

stage. 

For the modified Bruce Protocol, the gradient, but not the speed, is increased at each stage (see table). 

Specific ECG changes indicate myocardial ischaemia. 

The modified test is used in cases where standard testing would be too strenuous for the patient. The patient may not 

be able to participate in exercise testing because of co-existing problems (such as severe OA of the hip, or severe 

chronic obstructive airways disease). 

Modified Bruce Protocol 

Stage  Speed (Metres per Min)  Gradient  
Duration 

(Min)  

Cumulative Time (Min) 
Cum Distance 

(Metres) 

I 46 0 3 3 138 

2 46 5 3 6 276 

3 46 10 3 9 414 

4 67 12 3 12 615 

      

If the patient can complete Stage 1 of the test they are able to walk 138 metres on the flat. 

Subpages 

• Coronary Angiography  

• Endoscopic examination of the GI Tract  

• Peak Expiratory Flow (PEF)  



 

• Spirometry Test  

• The Medical Research Council (MRC) dyspnoea scale   



 

Coronary Angiography 

  

Coronary angiography is performed in order to demonstrate the exact anatomy of the coronary arteries, usually with a 

view to progression to PTCA (percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty) with or without stents, or CABG 

(coronary artery bypass graft). 

Indications for angiography are: 

• Where the diagnosis is not clear  

• Angina not responding to medical therapy  

• Strongly positive exercise test according to the Bruce Protocol  

• Moderate or severe angina  

• Unstable angina (very severe angina)  

• After an infarct (M.I), if well enough  

Endoscopic examination of the GI Tract  

  

Sigmoidoscopy 

Sigmoidoscopy is a special internal investigation of the lower third of the large bowel (colon). An instrument called a 

sigmoidoscope is inserted via the anus and allows direct visual examination of back passage (rectum) and the sigmoid 

and descending colon (the last part of the colon). 

The sigmoidoscope is a small camera attached to a flexible tube about twenty centimetres long (flexible 

sigmoidoscope). In some circumstances a rigid tube is used (rigid sigmoidoscope). The sigmoidoscope allows the 

operator to see any bleeding, inflammation, abnormal growths or ulcers in the colon and rectum. During the 

procedure the operator is also able to remove small samples of any abnormal tissue identified (biopsy) for more 

detailed examination under the microscope to confirm diagnosis. 

Colonoscopy 

Colonoscopy is a special investigation that permits internal examination of the entire large bowel (colon). A long 

flexible fibro-optic tube, the colonoscope, is inserted via the anus and slowly guided through the large bowel under 

sedation. The colonoscope transmits pictures of the inside of the bowel on to a video screen. 

The operator is able to visualise any bleeding, inflammation, abnormal growths or ulcers in the colon. Abnormal 

growths arising from the inner surface of the bowel, such as polyps, can be removed via the colonoscope. In addition 

small samples of any abnormal tissue identified (biopsy) may be removed for more detailed examination under the 

microscope to confirm diagnosis. 



 

Gastroscopy 

Gastroscopy is a special investigation that permits internal examination of the upper parts of the gastrointestinal tract. 

It allows direct examination of the oesophagus, stomach and duodenum. The gastroscope is a long flexible fibro-optic 

tube that transmits pictures of the inside of the gut on to a video screen. It is passed from the mouth, via the throat, 

into the oesophagus and then on to the stomach and duodenum. The fibro-optic tube is also referred to as an 

endoscope and the examination as endoscopy. 

The operator is able to identify any abnormal inflammation, bleeding or growths, and to locate stomach or duodenal 

ulcers. Small samples of any abnormal tissues identified (biopsy) may be removed via the gastro scope for more 

detailed examination under the microscope to confirm diagnosis. 

Gastroscopy is commonly used investigate symptoms of dyspepsia and locate peptic ulcers in the stomach and 

duodenum. It also used to investigate inflammation in the oesophagus and to diagnose oesophageal and stomach 

tumours. 

Peak Expiratory Flow (PEF)  

This is usually used for asthma 

It is the maximum rate of air breathed out as hard as possible through a measuring device called a peak flow meter, 

(after a full breath taken in). The reading is measured in litres/minute (l/min). Three readings are taken and the best of 

three is recorded. 

A measured peak flow of less than 80% predicted indicates that airways obstruction is present but the diagnosis of 

asthma cannot be made on a single peak flow measurement as PFR may vary throughout the day as well as on a day-

to-day basis, a series of sets of readings should be considered. Also, having a normal one-off peak flow reading does 

not exclude asthma. 

Peak flow measurement is done very commonly, and many patients test their peak flows on a daily basis, having their 

own peak flow meters. They then may record the reading in a graph form, which then easily highlights any change 

especially morning and evening. It is a very easy test to do. GPs and Specialist Asthma nurses can do an on-the-spot 

reading to quickly check a patient’s status. 

EU Standard for Peak flow Meters 

Background 

Studies have identified that existing scales on hand held mini-Peak Flow Meters are accurate in the mid range but at 

the high and low ends of the range they are less accurate, with a result that asthma may be under-diagnosed and 

treatment may not be optimal. 

As a consequence, a new EU standard has been introduced for mini peak flow meters, which is now in force. Any PF 

meter purchased or prescribed in the UK will from now on be EU standard compliant. 



 

Peak flow meters, which are well maintained, and in good condition can still, be used, since it is possible to apply an 

algorithm, which converts old to new readings. 

It is important to determine the type of meter with which the reading was taken. 

Therefore, when documenting Peak Flow, it should be recorded whether an existing “Wright” or new “EU” meter has 

been used, like this: 

PFR 450l/min (Wright) or PFR 450 (EU) 

Examples of comparable peak flow values are: 

WRIGHT (value in litres/minute) EU (value in litres/minute) 

130 117 

150 130 

200 165 

249 203 

250 204 

299 246 

300 247 

350 294 

400 344 

450 399 

500 457 

550 518 

600 584 

650 652 



 

The average range for an adult for peak flow lies between PFR 450 (EU) and PFR 600 (EU), but because the peak flow 

depends on age, gender, race and height, the measured result is compared to that predicted for a person’s age, 

gender, and height, using special charts and the measurement is compared with what would be expected. 

Below are some approximate result ranges indicating the level of peak flow reduction. 

Male Peak Flow Reading range 
  

Mild peak flow reduction More than 300 litres per minute 

(l/min) Wright 

More than PFR 247 (EU) 

 

Moderate peak flow 

reduction 

200 – 299 litres per minute (l/ min) 

Wright 

PFR 165 (EU) to PFR 246 (EU) 

 

Severe peak flow reduction Less than 200 litres per minute  

(l/min) Wright 

Less than PFR 165 (EU) 

 

  

Female Peak Flow Reading range 
  

Mild peak flow reduction More than 250 litres per minute 

(l/min) Wright 

More than PFR 204 (EU) 

 

Moderate peak flow 

reduction 

130 – 249 litres per minute  

(l/min) Wright 

PFR 117 (EU) to PFR 203 (EU) 

 

Severe peak flow 

reduction 

Less than 130 litres per minute  

(l/min) Wright 

Less than PFR 117 (EU) 

 

With the new EU values, a new Nomogram has been provided, which should be used to determine whether the 

claimant has mild, moderate or severe asthma. 



 

“In men, readings up to100 litres/minute lower than predicted are within normal limits. 

For women, the equivalent figure is 85 litres / minute. 

Values are derived from Caucasian populations”. 

Special Peak Flow Monitoring 

The patient is asked to measure their peak flow on a peak flow meter, every morning and evening for 1 to 2 weeks, to 

measure variability. 

A variation between the morning and evening readings of more than 15% is diagnostic of asthma. 

Spirometry Test  

A Spirometry Test measures the volume of air blown out against time and gives more specific information about lung 

function. This is done by a special technician or specialist using a machine into, which the patient’s age, gender, and 

height have been entered, so that a predicted value has already been made. The patient blows out into a mouthpiece 

connected to the machine, as fully and as long as possible, after a deep breath in. Various readings can then be taken 

and compared with the predicted values. 

It is the single best diagnostic test for patients with airflow limitation. All new diagnoses of COPD have to be tested to 

fulfil scores in the new GP General Medical Services contract. Most GPs are now becoming familiar with this and have 

nurses who perform spirometry and reversibility testing.  

A value is calculated for the amount of air blown out in one second (this is known as the “Forced  

Expiratory Volume” or FEV1). This is divided by the total amount of air blown out until all air is expired (known as 

Forced Vital Capacity or FVC). This is expressed as a percentage value and a value of less than 70% indicates COPD. 

In asthma, the readings will be reduced, returning to normal between episodes, and again, the recorded result would 

be compared with what is predicted (according to age, height and gender, by the machine) and the results are then 

printed out. 

Below are some approximate result ranges indicating the level of reduced FEV1. These can only be considered 

approximate as factors such as height, age and weight are not considered. 

    

Male Spirometry reading range 
 

Mild reduction 2.5 litres or more 

Moderate reduction 1.5 to 2.49 litres 



 

Severe reduction Less than 1.5 litre 

  

    

Female Spirometry reading range 
 

Mild reduction 2.0 litres or more 

Moderate reduction 1.0 to 1.99 litres 

  

Severe reduction Less than 1.0 litre 

FEV1 and Functional restriction table 

This table shows the predicted FEV1 as a percentage figure and the likely level of corresponding functional restrictions. 

FEV1 % predicted Severity of airflow obstruction 

(Post-bronchodilator) 

≥ 80% Stage 1 – Mild 

50–79% Stage 2 – Moderate 

30–49% Stage 3 – Severe 

< 30% Stage 4 – Very severe* 

*Or FEV1 < 50% with respiratory failure. 

[Adapted from updated NICE Guidance 2010] 

Please note that FEV1 % predicted while indicative is not a perfect predictor of level of disability.  

Forced Vital Capacity (FVC) 

This is the total volume of air breathed out by the person after a full inspiration (breath in) into a spirometer. This is 

not generally used as a diagnostic test in COPD. 

The FEV1 / FVC Ratio 

This is a useful diagnostic aid and is a measure of airflow limitation. 

Normally, the FEV1 / FVC ratio is approximately 75%. 



 

A value of below 70% is indicative of airflow obstruction (obstructive airways disease). This could be either asthma or 

COPD. The difference is that asthma is reversed when a short-acting beta agonist such as salbutamol or terbutaline are 

used (this is known as reversibility), whereas COPD is not reversible. 

A value of between 70% and 75% is indicative of restrictive lung disease such as lung fibrosis, asbestosis etc. 

The Medical Research Council (MRC) dyspnoea scale 

  

Although not strictly a test or investigation, this is a scale often quoted by General Practitioners in medical reports 

completed for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) / Chronic Obstructive Airways Disease (COAD). 

Please see the link below: 

Mylungsmylife 

 



 

Glossary of Terms 

A |  B |  C | D | E | F | G | H | I |  J |  K | L |   M | N | O | P | Q | R |  S | T |  U | V | W | X | Y | Z 

  

    

A 

Abdomen The part of the body that lies between the chest and the pelvis and 

encloses the stomach, intestines, liver, spleen, and pancreas 

Abdominal cavity The space bounded by the abdominal walls, diaphragm, and pelvis 

and containing most of the organs of digestion, the spleen, the 

kidneys, and the adrenal glands 

Ablation The removal or destruction of a body part or tissue or its function. 

Ablation may be performed by surgery, hormones, drugs, 

radiofrequency, heat, or other methods 

Abscess 
A localised collection of pus 

Absence Seizure A type of generalised seizure, which does not result in loss of 

consciousness but an altered state for a very short period of time, 

usually lasting less than 20 seconds. Also called a Petit Mal Seizure 

Acalculia 
Loss of the ability to solve simple arithmetic problems 

ACE inhibitors ACE (angiotensin converting enzyme) inhibitors are a class of 

vasodilators, drugs that open ("dilate") the arteries, lowering blood 

pressure and therefore the heart's workload 

Achondroplasia A genetic disorder of bone growth (the long bones) that causes a 

common form of dwarfism. People with this condition have a 

normal body but short arms and legs. 

Acidosis A condition in which the blood is more acidic than normal. This may 

be due to a build up of carbon dioxide as a result of respiratory 

failure, or of acid substances, for example, hyperglycaemia in 

diabetes mellitus (diabetic ketoacidosis) 



 

Acoustic 
Relating to sound or the sense of hearing 

 

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome  

(AIDS) 

A severe immunological disorder caused by the retrovirus HIV. 

There is an increased susceptibility to opportunistic infections and 

to certain rare cancers, especially Kaposi's sarcoma 

Acromegaly Increase in size of hands, feet and face due to excessive production 

of growth hormone by a tumour of the pituitary gland 

Acromioclavicular joint A joint between the acromion (part of the shoulder blade) and the 

clavicle (collar bone) 

Acromion The roof, or highest point, of the shoulder that is formed by a part 

of the scapula, or shoulder blade 

Acuity 
Clearness or sharpness; usually of vision 

Acute 
Having rapid onset 

Addisons disease A rare disorder caused by deficient secretion of hormones by the 

adrenal gland, resulting in weight loss, weakness, and low blood 

pressure 

Adenocarcinoma A carcinoma derived from glandular tissue or in which the tumor 

cells form recognisable glandular structures 

Adjuvant Add on treatment used in combination with primary (main 

treatment) 

Adrenal glands Two triangular glands located above each kidney. These glands 

produce steroid hormones and adrenaline 

Aerobic 
With oxygen 

Affect Feeling or emotion as distinguished from cognition, thought, or 

action. Affect means mood. Affective disorders are disorders of 

mood 



 

Ageing The process of growing older. It includes a reduction in strength, 

endurance, speed of reaction, agility, basal metabolism, sexual 

activity and hearing acuity. The bones are more brittle, the skin drier 

and less elastic and the teeth are shed 

Agitation A state of extreme emotional disturbance, restlessness with inability 

to concentrate 

 

Agnosia A loss of ability to recognise objects, persons, sounds, shapes or 

smells while the specific sense is not defective nor is there any 

significant memory loss. It is usually associated with brain injury or 

neurological illness, particularly after damage to the temporal lobe 

Agonist The muscle directly engaged in contraction. In bending the elbow, 

the biceps muscle is the agonist 

Agoraphobia 
Morbid fear of open space, and social situations 

Agraphia 
Loss of the ability to write 

Akathisia Restlessness of arms and legs. This can be a side-effect of anti 

psychotic treatment 

Akinesia 
The absence or poverty of movements 

Albinism (Albino) 
Partial or complete lack of pigment in skin, hair and eyes 

Albumin (Serum albumin) One of the body's proteins. It is the most abundant of the proteins 

in the blood plasma 

Albuminuria Presence of albumin in the urine usually indicating disease of the 

kidneys 

Alcoholism Alcoholism is a term applied to habitual excessive alcohol 

consumption 



 

Allergen A substance which, when introduced into the body most often 

through being eaten, inhaled or skin contact, provokes an allergic 

state in sensitive individuals, for example, pollen 

Allergy (Allergic State) Sensitivity to a particular foreign substance [Allergen], for example, 

asthma and hay fever 

Alpha1 Antitrypsin deficiency An inherited deficiency of a trypsin-inhibiting serum protein that 

may increase one's susceptibility to emphysema and cirrhosis 

Alport’s Syndrome An inherited syndrome marked by progressive nephropathy and 

nerve deafness and sometimes ocular defects 

Alveoli 
Very small air sacs in the lung 

Alzheimer’s disease 
A progressive, neurodegenerative disease characterised by  

 

 loss of function and death of nerve cells in several areas of the 

brain, leading to loss of mental functions such as memory and 

learning. Alzheimer’s disease is the most common cause of 

dementia 

Ambulatory 
Walking 

Amenorrhoea 
Absence of menstruation 

Ammonia A colourless, pungent gas used to manufacture a wide variety of 

nitrogen-containing organic and inorganic chemicals 

Amnesia Total or partial lack or loss of memory; inability to remember past 

experiences 

Amnestic Syndrome An altered psychologic state where memories are not recorded and 

are lost 



 

Amyloid A protein substance often deposited around and within blood 

vessels, for example in the kidneys as a result of chronic infection 

(for example TB) or autoimmune disease 

Amyloidosis A disorder marked by the deposition of amyloid protein in various 

organs and tissues of the body 

Anaemia 
A deficiency of red cells or their hemoglobin in the blood 

Anaerobic 
Without oxygen 

Anaesthesia 
A partial (local) or total (general) loss of feeling or sensation 

Anaesthetic A drug, which removes sensation. With a local anaesthetic, the 

feeling is removed only from part of the body. With a general 

anaesthetic, the patient is unconscious 

Anal Canal The terminal portion of the alimentary canal, extending from the 

pelvic diaphragm to the anal orifice 

Analgesia 
Pain relief 

Analgesic A drug that relieves pain [such as aspirin, paracetamol, morphine] 

Anaphylactic shock 

Anaphylaxis 

An extremely severe form of allergic reaction, which can be fatal 

 

Anastomosis An end-to-end union or joining up of two structures usually blood 

vessels or loops of intestine 

Anatomy 
The science of the structure of living organisms 

Aneurysm A localised ballooning of the walls of an artery, most commonly 

affecting the abdominal aorta, but also arteries of the brain 



 

Angina Pectoris A pain in the chest usually caused by exercise due to reduced 

circulation of blood in the coronary arteries, which supply the heart 

muscle 

Angio-oedema Swelling of the deep tissues of the face and throat which may be life 

threatening. Can occur alone or accompany anaphylaxis and/or 

urticaria. Formerly known as angioneurotic oedema. Also used to 

describe deep tissue swelling of the hands, feet or genitals 

Angiogram/Angiography X-ray examination of blood vessels after injection of a special fluid, 

which shows up on the x-rays 

Angioplasty 

(Cardiac Catheterisation) 

A procedure that identifies possible problems with your heart or its 

arteries. A thin plastic tube, called a catheter, is inserted into a 

blood vessel in the groin or arm. The catheter is guided up toward 

the heart. A special dye is injected into the catheter so X-rays can 

show any artery blockage or other heart problems 

Angiotensin II An octapeptide that is a potent vasopressor and a powerful stimulus 

for production and release of aldosterone from the adrenal cortex 

Anhedonia Total lack of interest in and enjoyment of hobbies / pleasure 

activities 

Ankle brachial pressure index A ratio measuring the difference in blood pressure in the arteries 

used as a test for blocked / narrowed leg arteries 

Ankylosis Severe or complete loss of movement at a joint usually due to the 

abnormal joining of bones to each other 

Annulus A ring like structure, or any body part that is shaped like a ring, for 

example, inter-vertebral discs consist of a tough outer ring of fibrous 

material (the annulus) 

 

Anomaly 
An abnormality, a deviation from normal 



 

Anomia A form of aphasia (loss of language capability caused by brain 

damage) in which the subject has difficulty remembering or 

recognising names which the subject should know well. The subject 

speaks fluently and grammatically and has normal comprehension, 

and the only deficit is trouble finding appropriate words 

Anorexia An abnormal loss of the appetite for food. Anorexia can be caused 

by cancer, AIDS, a mental disorder (such as anorexia nervosa), or 

other diseases 

Anoxia 
Absence, or deficiency of oxygen 

Antacid 
An agent that counteracts acidity 

Antagonist A muscle that relaxes while another contracts; "when bending the 

elbow the triceps are the antagonist" 

Antenatal 
Before birth; also called prenatal 

Anterior 
Nearer to, or at the front of the body 

Anterior Segment The anterior segment is the front third of the eye that includes the 

structures in front of the vitreous humour: the cornea, iris, ciliary 

body, and lens 

Anti-androgen drugs Drugs that prevent the development and maintenance of masculine 

characteristics on responsive tissues. Block the action of the male 

sex hormone (testosterone) 

Antiarrhythmic A drug or procedure that counters or prevents cardiac arrhythmia 

Antibiotic A drug that inhibits the growth of, or kills micro-organisms such as 

bacteria (germs), and is used to prevent or treat infectious diseases 

Antibody A protein produced by the body in response to a foreign substance 

(antigen) such as bacteria. The antibody combines with the antigen 

to destroy or neutralise it and prevents/cures infection 



 

Anticholinergic drugs 
Drugs used to increase the effect of nerve transmitters that  

 

 reduce spasm. Can also be used in asthma treatment 

Anticoagulant A substance that is able to decrease or prevent the clotting of blood 

Anti-convulsant drugs (Anti epileptic 

medication) 

Drugs used to treat epileptic seizures 

Anti-depressant Drugs used to relieve or prevent the symptoms of mood or anxiety 

disorders 

Antiemetic Drugs 
Agents that prevent or arrest vomiting 

Anti-histamine Drugs that combat the histamine released during an allergic 

reaction 

Anti-hypertensive agent 
An agent that reduces high blood pressure 

Anti-muscarinic drugs Effective against the toxic effects of muscarine (a highly toxic 

alkaloid related to the cholines and having neurologic effects) 

Antigen A substance that when introduced into the body causes the 

formation of antibodies 

Anti-psychotic drugs A group of drugs used to treat psychosis, for example, schizophrenia 

Anti-resorptive drugs Medications that work by preventing natural breakdown of bone 

are called anti-resorptive agents. They inhibit bone removal or 

resorption and tip the balance toward bone rebuilding, thus 

increasing bone mass 

Anti-spasmodic 
Preventing or relieving convulsions or spasms 

Antithyroid drugs Drugs used in the treatment of excessive activity of the thyroid 

gland 



 

Antiviral anti-retroviral drug An agent that destroys or inhibits the growth and reproduction of 

viruses 

Anuria 
Absence of urine output 

Anus 
The outlet of the rectum 

Anxiety 
Anxiety is an unpleasant emotional state characterised by 

fearfulness and unwanted and distressing physical  

 

 symptoms 

Anxiety Disorder A generalised, excessive anxiety persistent for more than 6 months 

Anxiolytic A tranquilizer used to relieve anxiety and reduce tension and 

irritability 

Aorta The main trunk of the arterial system of the body, which carries, 

oxygenated blood from the left ventricle of the heart to all parts of 

the body 

Apathy/Apethetic The lack of emotion, motivation, or enthusiasm. Apathy is a 

psychological term for a state of indifference - where an individual 

is irresponsive or "indifferent" to aspects of emotional, social, or 

physical life 

Aperture 
An opening or orifice 

Apex 
The pointed end of a structure 

Aphakia 
Absence of the lens of the eye 

Aphasia Loss of ability to express oneself or comprehend language because 

of brain damage 

Apnoea 
A temporary suspension of breathing, for several seconds 

Appendicitis Inflammation of the appendix, which is a small blind tube in the gut 



 

Apraxia 
Partial loss of ability to perform coordinated movements 

Aqueous humour Clear fluid in the eye - provides nutrients and determines 

intraocular pressure 

Aqueous phenol A caustic, poisonous, white crystalline compound diluted with water 

and used as an antiseptic or to destroy tissues such as nerves 

Arachnoiditis A condition in which there is inflammation of the Arachnoid 

membrane surrounding the brain and spinal cord 

Areflexia 
The absence of reflexes 

Arrhythmia Disorder of the heart rhythm, irregular heartbeat (also called 

dysrhythmia) 

 

Artery 
A blood vessel that carries blood away from the heart 

Arthralgia 
Pain in one or more joints 

Arthritis Inflammation one or more joints which causes pain and difficulty in 

moving 

Arthroplasty The surgical restoration of the integrity and functional power of a 

joint. Meaning literally 'to refashion a joint'; i.e. replacing the joint 

by a complete or partial replacement with an artificial joint 

Arthroscopy 
A procedure for examining the interior of a joint 

Articular 
Relating to the joints 

Articulate To join together 

To put into words 

Articulation Where two bones meet to form a joint 

The process in which speech sounds are formed 



 

Artificial pacemaker A medical device that produces and delivers electrical signals to the 

heart to maintain a regular heart beat 

Ascites 
Abnormal accumulation of fluid in the abdomen 

Aseptic 
Free from any infectious material 

Asperger Syndrome 
A complex brain dysfunction related to Autism 

Asphyxia Interference with the oxygen supply to the body, which in the 

absence of appropriate measures, will lead to unconsciousness and 

death 

Asthenia 
Weakness, lack or loss of strength; debility 

Asthma Asthma is a common condition of the lung airways in the respiratory 

tract. Although the cause is not completely clear it is known that 

there are many contributory factors and it is also known that the 

number of people affected by the condition is rising 

Astigmatism An irregularity of the lens or cornea of the eye producing faulty 

vision 

 

Asymmetrical Lack of symmetry, i.e. lack of similarity between corresponding parts 

or organs on opposite sides of the body that are normally alike 

Asymptomatic 
Without obvious symptoms of disease 

Ataxia Lack of muscular coordination; lack of precision; unsteadiness 

Atelectasis 
A collapsed or airless state of all or part of a lung 

Atheroma Fatty material that can build up within the walls of the arteries and a 

reduction of blood flow, on to which clots may form 



 

Atherosclerosis A disease process in which fatty substances are deposited along the 

walls of arteries, which can lead to obstruction of blood flow 

Atlanto-Axial joint The first joint in the spine. (The top vertebra is called the atlas and 

the second is called the axis) 

Atonic Seizure A type of generalized seizure characterised by sudden loss of muscle 

tone, causes the head or body to drop suddenly with falling & 

potential injury. Recovery in a few seconds to a minute. Also called a 

drop attack 

Atopic A tendency to develop hypersensitivity reactions in response to 

allergens 

Atrial fibrillation A very fast and irregular beating of the atria (the upper two 

chambers of the heart) 

Atrium 
The two upper chambers of the heart 

Atrophy 
Wasting away or decrease in size of a part of the body 

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder  

(ADHD) 

A common developmental and behavioural disorder 

Audiometry 
Evaluation of an individual's hearing 

Auditory Meatus Either of the passages in the outer ear from the auricle to the 

tympanic membrane 

Auditory Nerve 
The eighth cranial nerve, which connects the inner ear to  

 

 the brainstem and is responsible for hearing and balance 

Aura A feeling or sensation that precedes an epileptic seizure or a 

migraine 

Auscultation The act of listening for sounds made by internal organs, such as the 

heart and lungs, to aid in the diagnosis of certain disorders 



 

Autism/Autistic Spectrum Disorder A brain disorder that begins in early childhood and persists 

throughout adulthood; Affecting communication, social  

interaction, and creative or imaginative play 

Auto immunity 
The production of antibodies against a person's own tissues 

Automated Peritoneal Dialysis (APD) This form of peritoneal dialysis is used in the frail, elderly and weak. 

In APD the machine makes a number of short exchanges during the 

night, (typically 3 to 5) with the option of (an) additional bag(s) 

during the day, without the cycler. Because of the number of short 

exchanges performed overnight, the need for exchanges during the 

day is reduced 

Automatism A condition in which actions are performed without consciousness 

Automatic Behaviour Automatic Behaviour or purpose; sometimes follows an epileptic 

seizure 

Autonomic Nervous System The portion of the nervous system concerned with regulation of 

activity of the cardiac muscle, smooth muscle, and glands, usually 

restricted to the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems 

Autonomous mood 
Mood does not react in response to circumstance 

Auto Somal Refers to a gene which is not responsible for determining the sex of 

an individual. Autosomal dominant & autosomal recessive refers to 

the inheritance pattern of a gene on a chromosome other than X or 

Y. Genes are inherited in pairs - one gene from each parent. 

However, the inheritance may not be equal and one gene may 

overshadow the other in determining the final form of the encoded 

characteristic. The gene that overshadows the other is called the 

dominant gene; the overshadowed gene is the recessive one 

Avascular necrosis Death of bone tissue due to interruption to its blood supply, for 

example, Perthe’s disease (affecting ball of hip joint) 



 

Avascular Tear A tear that doesn't bleed if cut and doesn't have blood vessels 

inside. As a result of this avascularity it doesn't have the ability to 

heal itself 

Axilla 
The armpit 

Axis 1 Common Axis I disorders include depression, anxiety disorders, 

bipolar disorder, ADHD, autism spectrum disorders, phobias, and 

schizophrenia 
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Back Pain Back Pain is the commonest orthopaedic complaint. Pain may arise 

from the vertebrae, inter-vertebral discs, facet joints, ligaments, the 

spinal canal, spinal cord or nerve roots, but most commonly no 

structural abnormality can be identified to account for the person’s 

back pain 

Bacterium A single-celled microorganism consisting of a single double-stranded 

DNA molecule. They multiply by cell division and generally have a 

very high rate of population growth and mutation 

Bacterium Helicobacter pylori Bacteria associated with gastritis and peptic ulcer disease in 

humans. The type species is Helicobacter pylori 

Bailie-Lovie test chart 
A test chart that measures contrast sensitivity 

Baker’s cyst A collection of synovial fluid that has escaped from the knee joint or 

from a bursa and has formed a synovial-lined sac behind the knee 

Balloon Angioplasty (PTCA) A procedure in which a balloon-tipped catheter is inserted usually 

via the femoral (groin) artery and manoevered into the narrow 

heart artery. The balloon is then inflated to stretch the vessel 

opening and improve blood flow through it 



 

Bariatric 
The branch of medicine that deals with the causes,  

 

 prevention and treatment of obesity 

Barium Meal or Swallow X-Ray examination of the upper gastrointestinal tract after 

swallowing a radio-opaque substance 

Barium Proctograms 
X-Ray study of the rectum / anus 

Basal Ganglia In the brain, four neuron clusters crowning the thalamus, which 

help to regulate body movement by relaying information from the 

cerebral cortex to the brainstem and cerebellum 

Benign 
Not malignant 

Benzodiazepines A group of psychotropic drugs that have a hypnotic and sedative 

action, used mainly as tranquilisers for the control of symptoms due 

to anxiety or stress and as a sleeping aid for insomnia. They may 

also be used to help suppress dystonic movement and in the 

treatment of Status  

Epilepticus and febrile seizures 

Beta adrenergic blocking drugs 

(Beta Blocking Agents) 

Drugs that may help to reduce the effects of tremor associated with 

the spasm 

Beta-agonists An agent, such as Salbutamol, that stimulates betareceptors in the 

autonomic nervous system 

Beta-blockers 

(Beta Blocking Agents) 

A group of drugs, which reduce the workload of the heart by 

blocking certain actions of the sympathetic nervous system. They 

slow the heart rate and lower blood pressure and other symptoms 

caused in frightening situations. They may also reduce the effects of 

tremor associated with spasm 

Biliary Cirrhosis Cirrhosis is a condition that destroys healthy tissue leaving scar 

tissue, which blocks the flow of blood through the liver.  

There are several causes including alcohol dependency 



 

Biliary Tract The organs, ducts and so on participating in secretion (the liver), 

storage (the gallbladder, if present), and delivery  

(hepatic and bile ducts) of bile into the duodenum 

Bilateral 
Relating to both sides of the body. 

Bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy 
Excision of one or both ovaries (called also ovariectomy)  

 

 and fallopian tubes 

Bile A greenish-yellow fluid secreted by the liver and stored in the 

gallbladder. Helps in food digestion 

Bilirubin A bile pigment derived from the degradation of hemoglobin during 

the normal and abnormal destruction of red blood cells 

Binocular 
Relating to both eyes 

Biochemical 
Chemical processes involving human biological function 

Biofeedback A behaviour modification therapy designed to develop the ability to 

control the involuntary nervous system. After learning the 

technique, a person may be able to control heart rate, blood 

pressure, skin temperature and to relax certain muscles 

Bio-impedance Measurement of electric conduction of tissue. A method used to 

measure body fat 

Biological symptoms Usually a physical sign of a disease. Any perceptible, subjective 

change in the body or its functions that indicates disease or phases 

of disease, as reported by the patient 

Biopsy Removal of a sample of tissue, which is then examined under a 

microscope 

Bipolar Disorder A disorder in which a person can experience recurrent attacks of 

depression and mania or hypomania. It used to be called manic 

depression 



 

Bitemporal hemianopia 
Loss of temporal (lateral) visual field in each eye 

Bladder Any of various distensible membranous sacs, such as the urinary 

bladder that serve as receptacles for fluid or gas 

Blepharospasm Acute spasm of the muscles around the eye, causing involuntary 

blinking, or almost complete, involuntary, closure of the eyelids 

Blood pressure Pressure exerted by blood as it presses against and stretches blood 

vessels, especially arteries 

Blood Tumour Markers 
A substance, released into the circulation by tumour tissue, whose 

detection in the serum may indicate the presence of  

 

 a specific type of tumour 

BNP Blood Test A B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) blood test, identifies a hormone 

which is indicative of either heart or renal failure 

Body cavity 
A space within the body that contains various organs 

Body Mass Index (BMI) A method used to gauge whether or not a person is overweight. 

BMI is calculated by dividing a person's weight  

(in kilograms) by his or her height (in metres, squared) 

Bone Anchored Hearing Aid Bone Anchored Hearing Aids are surgically implanted devices that 

transmit sound directly to the inner ear through the bones of the 

skull 

Bone Densitometry Test An X-ray technique to measure bone density and detect  

Osteoporosis 

Bone Marrow 
The soft, fatty, vascular tissue filling the cavities of bones 

Bone Scan (Bone Scintigraphy) Procedure in which a radioactive substance is injected and the 

radiation emitted from bone is measured. The aim is to identify 

abnormal processes involving the bone (such as fracture, tumour, 

infection etc) 



 

Botulinum toxin type A (Botox) Nerve toxins given by local intramuscular injections weaken 

overactive muscles and reduce dystonic symptoms, for example, 

Blepharo spasm 

Bouchard’s nodes 
Bony nodules spurs that occur on the middle finger joints 

Bowel 
The intestine 

Bradycardia An abnormally slow heartbeat (usually less than 50 beats per 

minute) 

Bradykinesia An abnormal slowness of movement, sluggishness of physical and 

mental responses 

Bronchi Large tubes in the respiratory passageway branching from the 

trachea (windpipe) through which air flows in and out of the lungs 

Bronchial tree The bronchial tree is the branches from the main bronchi that 

penetrate the lungs to deliver air to minute lung tissue responsible 

for gas exchange 

 

Bronchial tubes The main breathing tubes leading from the trachea into the lungs. 

The large air tubes leading to the lungs. One tube is called a 

bronchus, both tubes are called bronchi 

Bronchioles The smallest sub-division of the bronchi at the end of which are the 

alveoli 

Bronchiectasis A chronic disorder in which there is loss of the normal tissue and 

expansion of lung air passages 

Bronchiolitis Respiratory infection that affects the bronchioles, the smallest 

airways in the lungs 

Bronchitis 
Inflammation of the bronchi. It may be acute or chronic 

Bronchodilators Drugs used in the treatment of asthma, which open up the airways 

in spasm 



 

Bronchogenic carcinoma 
Cancer of the lung 

Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia A chronic lung disorder usually seen in very premature infants. It 

results in Respiratory Distress Syndrome 

Bronchus One of the larger passages conveying air to a lung (right or left 

primary bronchus) 

Bruce Protocol The Bruce Protocol is a description of the protocol for the 

increments in speed and gradient in a treadmill/exercise test 

Budd-Chiari Syndrome A condition producing symptomatic obstruction or occlusion of the 

hepatic veins causing abdominal pain and tenderness hepatomegaly 

(liver enlargement) ascites, jaundice and eventually portal 

hypertension and liver failure 

Buerger’s Disease A narrowing in and thrombosis (clotting) of arteries and veins of the 

hands and feet. Often occurs in smokers 

Bulla A circumscribed, fluid-containing, elevated lesion of the skin (for 

example, a blister), usually more than 1 cm in diameter 

Bullectomy The excision of giant bullae (blisters) from the lung in emphysema 

to improve pulmonary function 

Bunion 
A painful deformity of the bones and the joint between the  

 foot and the big toe (the metatarso-phalangeal, MTP) joint 

Bulimia An eating disorder characterised by binge-eating, self induced 

vomiting and purging or abusing laxatives 

Bursa 
A sac or pouch of fluid located near joints 

Bursitis 
Inflammation of a bursa 
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C-reactive protein (CRP) C-reactive protein (CRP) is a protein produced by the liver and 

found in the blood. It is raised in inflammatory conditions 

CABG An operation in which a section of vein or artery is used to bypass a 

blockage in a coronary artery; performed to prevent myocardial 

infarction (heart attack) and to relieve angina 

Cachexia A state of gross muscle and tissue wasting, fatigue, weakness and 

debility, which occurs in diseases such as advanced cancer and AIDS 

Calcification 
The deposit of calcium salts in a tissue 

Calcium channel blockers A group of drugs that affect the way calcium passes into certain 

muscle cells. This causes arteries to relax and widen and reduce the 

force and rate of the heartbeat. Used mainly to treat angina and 

hypertension 

Calculus A stone formed within the body (as in gallstones, kidney stones or 

urinary bladder stones) 

Calibrate To check, adjust, or determine the graduations of a quantitative 

measuring instrument by comparison with a standard 

Calipers (walking) An apparatus fixed to a boot at one end and fitting in to the groin at 

the other end to take the weight of a weak or injured lower limb 

 

Callosity A localised thickening and enlargement of the horny layer of the skin 

(also called a callus) 

Cancer 
A malignant tumour 

Cannula A flexible tube which when inserted into the body is used either to 

withdraw fluid or insert medication 



 

Capillary A microscopic blood vessel through which material such as oxygen, 

carbon dioxide and nutrients or waste products are exchanged 

between blood and body tissues. They form a fine network in many 

parts of the body 

Carbohydrates One of the nutrients that supply calories to the body to give it 

energy. Bread, pasta, rice, potatoes and cereals are examples of 

carbohydrates 

Carcinogen 
Any substance that causes cancer 

Carcinoma 
A type of malignant tumour 

Cardiac arrest Cessation of an effective heartbeat in which the heart is completely 

stopped or ceases to pump effectively 

Cardiac Arrhythmias Also called cardiac dysrhythmia, is a disturbance in the regular 

rhythm of the heartbeat 

Cardiac Catheterisation (Angioplasty) A procedure that identifies possible problems with your heart or its 

arteries. A thin plastic tube, called a catheter, is inserted into a blood 

vessel in the groin or arm. The catheter is guided up toward the 

heart. A special dye is injected into the catheter so X-rays can show 

any artery blockage or other heart problems 

Cardiac Failure Heart or cardiac failure occurs when the pumping action of the heart 

is inadequate and fails to maintain proper circulation 

Cardiology 
The study of the heart and diseases associated with it 

Cardiomyopathy Disease of the heart muscle, which causes it to lose its pumping 

power 

Cardiovascular Relating to the heart and blood vessels (arteries, veins, and 

capillaries); the circulatory system 

 



 

Cardioversion A procedure used to convert an irregular heart rhythm to a normal 

heart rhythm by applying electric shock.  

Cardioversion may be accomplished using medications or a 

defibrillator 

Care Programme/Plan Approach (CPA) The care plan is a written document that brings together 

information about social care, a medical treatment plan, domestic 

support, names of the professionals involved in care and actions to 

be taken in the event of changing circumstances. Copies of the plan 

are given to the patient/customer, carer, care co-ordinator and 

others involved 

Carotid artery Either of the two main arteries in the neck below the jawbone that 

carry blood from the heart to the brain 

Carotid Endarterectomy An operation to clear out blockages in the carotid arteries in the 

neck that prevent blood from reaching the brain. It is a preventative 

measure in people who have suffered TIAs or strokes, and reduces 

the risk of further TIAs or stroke 

Carpal tunnel syndrome Compression of the median nerve as it crosses through the carpal 

tunnel in the wrist, causing numbness, pain and tingling in the hand 

and fingers 

Cartilage (Meniscus) A translucent elastic substance of the body. It lines the ends of 

bones, which form joints, and is also found in other parts  

of the body such as the nose and ears 

Cataract Loss of transparency of the lens of the eye, which can cause partial 

or complete blindness 

Catatonia A tendency to remain in a fixed stuporous state for long periods 

characterized by lack of awareness of one's surroundings 

Catheter A thin, flexible tube that can be inserted into a body cavity or into a 

blood vessel; used to remove fluids, such as urine or blood, and to 

introduce diagnostic materials or medication 



 

CAT Scan Computerised Axial Tomography - A special xray technique, which 

gives a picture of, a horizontal slice through the body at various 

levels 

 

Cauda Equina Syndrome This rare condition is a severe neurological disorder that normally 

results from a prolapsed disc. It can lead to incontinence and even 

paraplegia, and is often a medical emergency 

CD4 Count A measure of the number of helper T cells per cubic millimeter of 

blood, used to analyse the prognosis of patients infected with HIV 

Cell The basic structural and functional unit of all organisms capable of 

performing activities vital to life 

Central Nervous System That portion of the nervous system that consists of the brain and 

spinal cord 

Cerebellar Relating to the cerebellum-part of the brain most responsible for 

balance, posture and co-ordinating sequences of movements 

Cerebellum The portion of the brain, located in the lower, back of the head, 

responsible for coordination of movement and balance 

Cerebral Referring to the cerebrum, often used to refer to the entire brain 

Cerebrum 
The upper or main portion of the brain 

Cerebral hypoxia Reduced amount of oxygen in the brain; often due to an 

interruption or reduction in the blood supply to the brain or a 

reduction in oxygen content of the blood 

Cerebro vascular disease Disease involving the blood vessels supplying the brain, including 

cerebro vascular accident (CVA), also known as a stroke 



 

Cerebro spinal fluid (CSF) 
Clear fluid surrounding the brain and spinal cord 

Cervical Myelopathy A disorder due to spinal cord compression. There are many causes 

of myelopathy that include trauma, tumors, infection, vascular 

disease, degenerative conditions and demyelinating disorders 

Chelating drug 
Substance, which inactivates certain metals (such as iron). It is used 

in the treatment of metal poisoning or where there  

 

 is an excess of the metal in the body 

Chemotherapy A type of treatment of malignant diseases by anti-cancer drugs 

Chiropractic A health profession concerned with the diagnosis, treatment and 

prevention of mechanical disorders of the musculoskeletal system, 

and the effects of these disorders on the function of the nervous 

system and general health. There is an emphasis on manual 

treatments including spinal manipulation or adjustment 

Cholangitis 
Inflammation of a bile duct 

Cholecystectomy 
Surgical removal of the gallbladder 

Cholesterol A waxy, fat-like substance made in the liver and in certain foods, and 

found in the blood and in all cells of the body. It is a factor in the 

development of atherosclerosis 

Chondromalacia Patella 
Softening of the articular cartilage of the kneecap 

Chorea 
Involuntary uncontrolled uncoordinated movements 

Choreiform 
Spasmodic writhing movements of limbs and facial muscles 

Choroid The thin vascular (major blood vessel) layer of the eye between the 

retina and the sclera that covers the white of the eyeball 

responsible for supplying blood to the retina 

Christmas Disease 
A rare disease of blood clotting, similar to haemophili 



 

Chromosome One of the 46 small bodies in the nucleus of cells, which carry genes. 

Also may be known as “genome”. An abnormality of chromosomes 

may cause conditions such as  

Down’s syndrome 

Chronic Long-term or prolonged; applied to a disease that is not acute 

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) A syndrome of unknown origin characterized by persistent or 

relapsing debilitating fatigue of definite onset that is not alleviated 

by sleep, combined with other symptoms such as headache, sore 

throat, impaired short-term memory or concentration, immunologic 

abnormalities, muscle and joint  

 

 pain, and lengthy malaise following exertion 

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease  

(COPD) 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a term for a group 

of disorders, which are chronic, progressive and characterised by 

difficulty in breathing. Terms such as chronic bronchitis, 

emphysema, chronic obstructive airways disease, chronic airflow 

limitation and some cases of chronic asthma are all known as COPD 

Chronic suppurative otitis media (SOM) A persistent inflammation of the middle ear and characterised by 

recurrent persistent discharge from the ear. The discharge usually 

occurs through a persistent perforation of the eardrum 

Chronic Urticaria Hives or nettle rash. Defined as urticaria on most days for more than 

six weeks – usually no identifiable cause can be found 

Churg Strauss Syndrome A rare form of vasculitis. Churg-Strauss syndrome, in particular, 

occurs in patients with a history of asthma or allergy and features 

inflammation of blood vessels, also referred to as angiitis, in the 

lungs, skin, nerves, and abdomen 



 

Cirrhosis A liver disorder in which the liver cells are destroyed and replaced by 

scar tissue. Its effects are very variable, ranging from few or no 

symptoms, to liver failure resulting in coma or death 

Claudication Limping with pain in legs on walking; relieved by rest. Due to 

insufficient blood supply to the limb. This is normally caused by 

partial blockage of arteries by atherosclerosis  

(“hardening of the arteries”) 

Claustrophobia 
Abnormal fear of enclosed places 

Clavicle Two thin bones that join the scapula and the sternum (the collar 

bone) 

Claw hammer toes 
Deformity of the toes 

Clear cell A cell, especially a neoplastic one, containing abundant glycogen or 

other material that is not stained by hematoxylin or eosin, so that it 

appears clear 

 

Cleft Palate Congenital fissure in the roof of the mouth due to failure of fusion 

before birth. The lip may also be affected (“cleft lip”) 

Clonic Seizure A type of generalised seizure characterised by jerking movements 

and involving muscles on both sides of the body 

Clot The end of a series of reactions that change liquid blood into a 

jellylike mass. Also known as a thrombus 

Clubbed fingers Clubbing is a thickening of the flesh under the fingernails. The nail 

curves downward, similar to the shape of the round part of an 

upside-down spoon. Clubbing occurs with a wide number of 

diseases but is most often found in heart and lung diseases that 

cause a lower-than-normal amount of oxygen in the blood. It may 

also be due to lung cancer and diseases of the liver and 

gastrointestinal tract 



 

Coccyx The final segment of the lower end of the vertebral column.  

Also known as the “tailbone” 

Cochlea Spiral tube forming part of the inner ear, which is the essential 

organ of hearing. This tube is filled with tiny hair cells which help 

transmit sound into the brain 

Cochlear Implant Cochlear Implants are surgically implanted devices, which 

electrically stimulate the auditory nerve in the cochlea in response 

to sound 

Coeliac disease An autoimmune disorder due to exposure to gluten (found in 

cereals) characterised by damage to all or part of the villi lining the 

small intestine 

Cognitive Relating to knowing understanding and reasoning; logical thought 

processes 

Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) A form of psychotherapy that teaches the patient to recognise and 

challenge automatic negative thought patterns. The aim is to enable 

the patient to counter the negative thought with alternative rational 

thoughts. E.g. In back pain CBT challenges the negative thoughts 

that pain is harmful and exercise makes the problem worse 

Colitis Inflammation of the lining of the large bowel (or colon) and rectum 

 

Collagen The fibrous protein costituent of bone, cartilage, tendon and other 

connective tissue 

Colon 
The greater part of the large bowel 

Colonoscopy Examination of the inner surface of the colon by means of a flexible 

fibreoptic colonoscope 

Colorectal 
Relating to or involving both the colon and the rectum 

Colostomy The diversion of faeces through an opening in the colon, creating a 

surgical opening on to the abdominal wall 



 

Colposcopy Colposcopy is a procedure that allows a physician to take a closer 

look at a woman's cervix and vagina using a special instrument 

called a colposcope. It is used to check for precancerous or 

abnormal areas. The colposcope can magnify the area between 10 

and 40 times; some devices also can take photographs 

Coma A state of profound unconsciousness in which there is total 

unresponsiveness 

Community Mental Health Team (CMHT) A team that supports people with mental health problems in the 

community. CMHT members include community psychiatric nurses 

(CPN), social workers, psychologists, occupational therapists, 

psychiatrists and support workers 

Community psychiatric nurse (CPN) A nurse who specialises in mental health, and has received further 

training to enable them to work in the community where they will 

assess and treat people with mental health problems 

Co-Morbid A concomitant but unrelated pathological or disease process 

Compartment syndrome Compartment syndrome is an acute condition caused by swelling in 

muscle compartments usually of the forearm or lower leg. The acute 

swelling kills off nerve and muscle cells leading to permanent tissue 

loss and paralysis of the affected muscles. It may be associated with 

distressing and difficult to treat pain syndromes. Residual disabling 

effects of tissue loss are permanent 

Complex Partial 
A seizure that affects a larger part of the brain and the person is no 

longer aware of their surroundings and they  

 

 may loose consciousness. They may wander about, fumble with 

clothes, babble to themselves or make other noises- known as 

automatism. The seizure is often preceded by a simple partial 

seizure (aura, or warning) 



 

Compression The act of pressing upon or together; the state of being pressed 

together, for example, compression of vertebrae in the spine 

Computed Tomography (CT) or CAT Scan X-Ray technique that provides a cross-sectional image of any area of 

the body 

Concave 
Curving Inward 

Concussion Traumatic Injury to the brain that may result in abrupt, temporary 

loss of consciousness 

Conductive Deafness Hearing loss or impairment caused by a defect in part of the ear that 

conducts sound, specifically the external canal or middle ear 

Cone biopsy 
The surgical excision of the cone-shaped uterine cervix 

Cones 
Colour-sensitive nerve endings in retina 

Congenital 
A condition that is present at the time of birth 

Congestion The presence of an abnormal amount of fluid in a vessel or organ, 

especially excessive accumulation of blood 

Conjunctiva 
The delicate covering of the eyeball 

Conjunctivitis Inflammation of the conjunctiva, the delicate covering of the eyeball 

Constipation Infrequent or difficult defaecation with hard stools caused by 

decreased movements of the gut 

Continuous Ambulatory Peritoneal  

Dialysis (CAPD)  

In CAPD, typically 4 exchanges of 2 litres of fluid take place over a 

24 hour period. Normally, 3 of these exchanges take place during 

the day, and one at night. A machine is not needed, and the person 

can walk around during the process 

Contracture A permanent shortening of the muscles and tendons adjacent to a 

joint, which can result from severe, untreated spasticity and 

interferes with normal movement around the  

 



 

 affected joint 

Contraindication A symptom or medical condition that makes a particular treatment 

or procedure inadvisable because a person is likely to have a bad 

reaction. For example, having a bleeding disorder is a 

contraindication for taking aspirin because treatment with aspirin 

may cause excess bleeding 

Contralateral 
On the opposite side of the body 

Convex 
Curving outward 

Convulsion Violent, involuntary contraction and jerking of muscles. Also known 

as seizure 

Cornea Clear part of the eye covering the iris and pupil - lets light into the 

eye, permitting sight 

Coronary Angioplasty (PTCA) A procedure in which a balloon-tipped catheter is inserted usually 

via the femoral (groin) artery and manoevered into the narrow heart 

artery. The balloon is then inflated to stretch the vessel opening and 

improve blood flow through it 

Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABG) An operation in which a section of vein or artery is used to bypass a 

blockage in a coronary artery; performed to prevent myocardial 

infarction (heart attack) and to relieve angina 

Coronary Artery Disease A condition in which the heart muscle receives inadequate blood 

due to narrowing or obstruction of the coronary arteries causing 

angina and heart attacks 

Cor Pulmonale Acute strain or hypertrophy of the right ventricle caused by a 

disorder of the lungs or of the pulmonary blood vessels.  

Leads to oedema 

Cortical 
Refers to the outer layer of the brain, the cortex 

Cortical Blindness Loss of vision resulting from a lesion of the primary visual areas of 

the cortex. Light reflex is preserved 



 

Corticosteroids A drug (steroid) used clinically to suppress inflammation of the 

tissues and to suppress the immune response 

Cortisone 
A naturally occurring corticosteroid that functions primarily  

 

 in carbohydrate metabolism 

Costochondritis A painful swelling of a rib in the region of the chest, over the 

junction of bone and cartilage 

Crepitus A grating sound and sensation created when two rough surfaces in 

the human body come into contact - for example, in osteoarthritic 

joints or fractured bones rub together 

Crescendo pain 
Rapidly progressive pain 

Crohn's Disease Enteritis of unknown cause that is usually limited to the terminal 

ileum but can progress to other segments of the intestine 

Cryotherapy A method of stunting the growth of tissues by freezing them 

Cryptogenic 
Of obscure or unknown origin. Used of diseases 

Cued Speech A method of communication that combines speech reading with a 

system of handshapes placed near the mouth to help deaf or hard-

of-hearing individuals differentiate words that look similar on the 

lips 

Curative 
Treatment intended to cure disease 

Cushing’s disease Cushing's Syndrome is a condition caused by an excess of steroid 

hormones called cortisol 

Cutaneous 
Relating to the skin 

Cyanosis Blue or purple discolouration of the lips and nails, due to reduced 

amount of oxygen in blood 



 

Cyclo oxygenase (COX) An enzyme existing in two forms, called COX-1 and COX-2. COX 

enzymes are responsible for the production of prostaglandins, 

intracellular messengers found at high levels at inflammation sites 

Cyclosporine An immuno suppressive drug to prevent rejection of transplanted 

organs 

Cyst A sac lined by body tissue, normally filled with fluid or semi solid 

material 

Cystic fibrosis A hereditary metabolic disorder of the exocrine glands, usually 

developing during early childhood and affecting mainly the 

pancreas, respiratory system and sweat glands 

Cystitis 
Inflammation of the urinary bladder 

Cystectomy  
Cystectomy is a surgical procedure to remove the bladder 

Cystoscope An endoscope used for the direct visual examination of the inside of 

the bladder through the urethra. 

Cystoscopy Direct visual examination of the inside of the bladder through the 

urethra by means of a tube and lens system 

Cytology 
The study of cells 

Cytomegalovirus A very common virus that can cause serious disease in people with 

low resistance to infection. It can cause a variety of clinical 

symptoms including deafness or hearing impairment; infection with 

the virus may be either before or after birth 

Cytotoxic A drug used to destroy abnormal cells, for example, cancers. A side-

effect may be to damage normal cells, for example, causing hair loss 

Cytotoxic Drug A drug, which is toxic to, and kills cells (for example, used in 

malignant disease to destroy cancer cells) 
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Debility 
Weakness, loss of power and strength 

Decompression 
The removal or relief of pressure 

Decubitus Ulcer 
Bedsore; pressure sore 

Defaecation 
Discharge of faeces from the body 

Degeneration / Degenerative A gradual deterioration in structure with resultant impairment of 

function (for example, macular degeneration in the eye) 

 

Dehydration 
Excessive loss of water from the body 

Deletion syndrome Deletion syndrome is a rare genetic syndrome affecting 

chromosome 22. It has very variable features. Individuals may have 

one or more of the following at birth: congenital heart disease, cleft 

palate, reduced immunity to infection, blood disorders or hearing 

loss. Affected children are at higher risk of ADHD and developmental 

and learning disorders. The functional effect of these conditions may 

be mild, moderate or severe 

Delirium A state of mental confusion marked by disorientation and 

hallucination. Fever and certain drugs are common causes 

Delusion 
A false belief, entirely without foundation 

Dementia The loss of intellectual functions (such as thinking, remembering, 

and reasoning) of sufficient severity to interfere with a person’s daily 

functioning 

Demyelination The destruction or removal of the myelin sheath of a nerve fibre, as 

through disease (such as Multiple Sclerosis) 



 

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) A nucleic acid carrying the cell's genetic information and hereditary 

characteristics via its nucleotides. Their sequence is capable of self-

replication 

Depot injection An injected anti-psychotic or other drug, which is released over a 

period of several weeks. Medication is given in this way to people 

who may be unable to take oral medication on daily basis 

Depersonalisation (Derealisation) The experience of feelings of loss of a sense of reality. The person 

feels that they have changed and the world has become less real, 

they are divorced from both the world and from their own identity 

and physicality. Often times the person who has experienced this 

disorder claims that life  

"feels like a movie, things seem unreal 

Depression A mental state of depressed mood characterised by feelings of 

sadness, despair and discouragement 

DeQuervain's syndrome An inflammation of the sheath or tunnel that surrounds two tendons 

that control movement of the thumb 

 

Dermatitis A skin rash characterised by itching, swelling, blistering, oozing and 

scaling of the skin 

Dermatology Medical speciality involving the study of skin and its diseases 

Desensitisation therapy (Graded exposure 

therapy) 

A technique used in behaviour therapy to treat Phobias and other 

behaviour problems involving anxiety; by exposure to the 

threatening situation under relaxed conditions until the anxiety 

reaction is extinguished 

Desiccated 
Loss of fluid, dried out 

Detached retina Visual impairment resulting from the retina becoming separated 

from the choroid in the back of the eye. Click here for more details 

about Vision. Click here for more details about Diabetes Mellitus 



 

Diabetes mellitus A chronic metabolic disease caused by failure of the pancreas to 

produce insulin, a hormone that allows blood sugar (glucose) to be 

taken up by cells that require it for function. People with diabetes 

often need to follow a strict diet and may require insulin injections. 

During a diabetic reaction, a person may experience confusion, 

sudden personality changes, or loss of consciousness. In extreme 

cases, diabetes can also cause vision loss, cardiovascular disease, 

kidney failure, stroke, or necessitate the amputation of limbs 

Diagnosis Indentifying the condition causing an illness or disability from signs 

and symptoms by clinical examination and laboratory tests, etc 

Diaphragm The musculomembranous partition separating the abdominal and 

thoracic cavities and serving as a major muscle aiding inspiration 

Diastolic blood pressure The second of two numbers used to measure blood pressure. This is 

the minimum pressure in the arteries between beats when the heart 

relaxes to fill with blood 

Diffuse 
Widespread, not limited to one tissue or location 

Diffuse Parenchymal Lung Disease 
This term describes a group of over 200 diseases of various causes, 

which result in scarring around the air sacs (alveoli)  

 

 of the lung. The scar tissue reduces oxygen transport from the air 

into the blood, which makes breathing harder work. The main 

symptom is breathlessness on exercise. In severe cases, there may 

be breathlessness at rest. Formerly known as Interstitial Lung 

Disease 

Digestion The mechanical and chemical breakdown of food to simple 

substances that can be absorbed from the gut into the body 

Dilatation 
The process of enlargement or expansion 

Diplopia 
Double vision 



 

Disc Disease Degeneration/prolapse of the discs, which separate the bones of the 

vertebral column. It is a cause of pain in the back 

Disc Prolapse A disc that bulges out from its position between two vertebrae 

Disease Activity Score (DAS) An assessment used in Rheumatoid arthritis which measures disease 

activity. The score range is from 0-10; a score of less than 3.2 means 

the disease is inactive and a score of more than 5.2 very active. It 

should be noted that this score is not always a good measure of 

disability 

Disease-modifying anti- rheumatic drugs  

(DMARD) 

Drugs used to treat inflammatory conditions, such as rheumatoid 

arthritis, by slowing the disease process and preventing damage 

Disinhibition 
Inability to suppress impulsive behaviour and emotions 

Dislocation 
Displacement of a bone from a joint 

Dispensing Optician A dispensing optician is trained to dispense spectacles and has 

expertise in ophthalmic lenses 

Dissection 
Division, separation, or removal of tissues 

Distensible 
That which can be distended (swollen out or expanded) 

Diuretic 
A drug that increases the production of urine 

Diverticulitis Inflammation of a diverticulum, especially of the small pockets in the 

wall of the colon that fill with stagnant fecal material and become 

inflamed 

 

Dopamine 
A neurotransmitter in the brain 

Doppler A diagnostic tool that uses low intensity ultrasound to detect blood 

flow velocity in arteries or veins 



 

Doppler ultrasound A method of measuring blood flow in arteries and veins using 

ultrasound 

Dorsiflexion Bending the foot and toes in the direction of the upper surface 

Down’s syndrome A syndrome caused by a chromosome abnormality. It is 

characterised by slowed growth, abnormal facial features and 

learning difficulties. Possible related health problems include poor 

resistance to infection, hearing loss, gastrointestinal problems, and 

heart defects 

Drepanocytosis (Sickle-cell) A hereditary blood disease mainly affecting people of  

African ancestry 

Dumping Syndrome A condition associated with the rapid emptying of gastric contents 

into the small intestine causing flushing, sweating, dizziness and 

weakness. Often occurs after surgery on stomach and duodenum 

Duodenal ulcer 
A peptic ulcer specifically affecting the duodenum 

Duodenum The first part of the small intestine into which the stomach drains 

Dupuytren's contracture Localised thickening of the tissues of the palm of the hand, causing 

progressive flexion (bending towards the palm) of one or more 

fingers. Surgery may be needed to release the thickened tissue 

Dysarthria A group of speech disorders caused by disturbances in the strength 

or coordination of the muscles of the speech mechanism as a result 

of damage to the brain or nerves 

Dysfunction 
Absence of normal function 

Dyslexia Difficulty in reading or learning to read, accompanied by difficulty in 

writing and spelling correctly 

Dysmenorrhoea 
Painful menstruation (periods) 



 

Dyspepsia A vague feeling of stomach discomfort, felt after eating. It is not a 

distinct condition but may be a sign of underlying intestinal disorder. 

The symptoms usually increase during periods of stress 

Dysphagia 
Difficulty in swallowing 

Dysphasia Difficulty in understanding or using spoken or written language due 

to brain damage 

Dysplasia Abnormally formed tissues, organs or cells often due to chronic 

irritation or inflammation 

Dysphonia 
Any impairment of the voice or difficulty speaking 

Dyspnoea Difficulty in breathing resulting in shortness of breath. It is often 

associated with heart or lung disease 

Dyspraxia The impairment of performance of complex movements despite the 

preservation of the ability to perform the individual components of 

that movement 

Dysrhythmia 
An abnormal heart rhythm 

Dystonia A neurological movement disorder in which there is prolonged 

muscle contraction affecting one or more parts of the body, 

resulting in repetitive twisting movements or abnormal postures; it 

includes such conditions as torticollis and writer's cramp 

Dysuria 
Painful urination 

Dysthymia 
A chronic low-grade depressive disorder 
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E-test 
A chart used for testing vision and visual acuity 



 

Echocardiogram A test that uses ultrasound waves to measure the size of the heart 

and its chambers. It shows whether the heart is beating normally 

and the valves of the heart are working properly 

 

Echolalia The repetition of speech just spoken by somebody else in an 

involuntary and meaningless way. People with echolalia may repeat 

a word, phrase, or entire sentences. Also known as echologia, 

echophasia, echophrasia, echo speech and mimic speech 

Ectopic Out of place. An ectopic heart beat originates in an abnormal 

location of the heart. Ectopic pregnancy is a foetus developing 

outside the uterus 

Eczema A skin rash characterised by itching, scaling, swelling, blistering, and 

oozing of the skin 

Efficacy The ability of a drug to produce the desired therapeutic effect 

Effusion The accumulation of fluid, or the fluid itself, in various spaces in the 

body. Commonly, the knee has an effusion  

(swelling) after an injury 

Ejection Fraction This shows how much blood is pumped out in each beat expressed 

as a percentage value 

Electrocardiogram (ECG) A recording of the electrical changes that accompany the beating of 

the heart. Often used to diagnose heart disease 

Electro-convulsive therapy (ECT) A procedure in which an electric current is briefly applied to 

produce a seizure, primarily used in the treatment of severe 

affective disorders, depression and schizophrenia 

Electroencephalogram (EEG) A recording of electrical impulses of the brain to diagnose certain 

diseases (such as epilepsy) 

Electrolyte One of the substances in the blood and bodily fluids 'salts' in the 

blood (such as sodium and potassium) 



 

Electromyography (EMG) Evaluation of the electrical activity of resting and contracting 

muscle to ascertain causes of muscular weakness, paralysis and 

involuntary movements of muscles 

Electrophysiology 
The 'electrical' workings of the body 

Embolic Stroke A type of ischaemic stroke where the blood clot forms in another 

part of the body, most commonly in the heart due to turbulent 

blood flow in a heart chamber. The clot then  

 

 becomes dislodged and travels in the bloodstream until it becomes 

stuck in an artery in the brain, blocking the blood flow. This free 

roaming clot is called an embolus 

Embolism Obstruction or closure of a blood vessel by an embolus [i.e. a blood 

clot; bubble of air, mass of bacteria or other debris] 

Emesis 
Vomiting 

Emphysema Distension or hyperinflation of the tiny air sacs (alveoli) and small 

air passages (bronchioles) due to loss of elasticity. It can 

accompany chronic respiratory diseases (such as chronic 

bronchitis), and causes breathlessness. It is a chronic respiratory 

disease 

Encephalitis An inflammation of the brain, but it usually refers to brain 

inflammation caused by a viru 

Encephalopathy 
Any degenerative brain disease 

Endemic goitre A type of goitre, where a whole community or population may 

have a high incidence due to dietary iodine deficiency 

Endocarditis 
Inflammation of the lining of the heart cavity and valves 

Endocrine Relating to the secretion of hormones. The endocrine system 

consists of various glands which produce hormones 



 

Endocrine Gland An organ that produces hormones and secretes them out into the 

bloodstream 

Endometrial Cancer Endometrial cancer is a malignant growth of cells of the uterus 

Endometriosis Endometriosis is a condition in which bits of the tissue similar to 

the lining of the uterus (endometrium) grow in other parts of the 

body. Like the uterine lining, this tissue builds up and sheds in 

response to monthly hormonal cycles. However, because there is 

no natural outlet for the blood discarded from these implants, it 

falls onto surrounding organs, causing swelling and inflammation 

Endometrium 
The lining of the womb 

 

Endogenous 
A form of depression not triggered by life events 

Endoscope An illuminated tube with lenses used to look inside hollow organs 

(such as the stomach; urinary bladder) 

Endoscopy visual examination of interior structures of the body with an 

endoscope 

Enema The injection of liquid into the rectum through the anus for 

cleansing, for stimulating evacuation of the bowels, or for other 

therapeutic or diagnostic purposes 

Enuresis 
Bedwetting in children 

Enuretic alarm An apparatus used in the treatment of bed wetting in children. 

When urine comes into contact with a pad placed under the bed 

sheet an alarm bell rings to waken the child 

Enzyme A substance, which can increase the speed of chemical reactions. 

Enzymes are involved in all the metabolic activities, which take 

place within body cells 

Epidemic A disease that affects many individuals in a population at the same 

time 



 

Epidemiology Medical science concerned with the occurrence and distribution of 

disease in human populations 

Epidural An injection of an anaesthetic substance into the epidural space of 

the spinal cord in order to produce epidural  

anaesthesia of the lower body 

Epilepsy A disorder of brain function characterised by recurrent seizures 

Episodic Memory 
This is the event-based memory unique to each individual 

Epithelial Relating to the cellular covering of internal and external body 

surfaces, including the lining of vessels and small cavities 

Epstein - Barr virus A herpes virus that is the causative agent of infectious 

mononucleosis. It is also called EB virus 

Erythema Abnormal skin redness often a sign of inflammation or infection 

 

Erythrocyte 
Red blood cell 

Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate (ESR) The erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), or  

sedimentation rate (sed rate), is a measure of the settling of red 

blood cells in a tube of blood during one hour. The rate is raised in 

infections, autoimmune conditions and some malignancies 

Erythropoietin 
A hormone that stimulates red blood cell production 

Euphoria 
A feeling of great happiness and well-being 

Eustachian Tube The tube that connects the middle ear and the back of the nose, 

draining the middle ear and regulating air pressure 

Euthymic A psychological state, which is neither elated nor depressed 



 

Euthyroid 
Normal thyroid function 

Exacerbation 
An increase in the severity of symptoms or of disease 

Executive Function A term used to refer to aspects of higher order brain function, such 

as problem solving, reasoning and mental abstraction. These 

functions are located in the frontal lobes 

Exercise Test A test where the patient walks at increasing speed and incline. The 

patient's heart rate and ECG is monitored throughout the test. 

Sometimes called the Bruce Protocol  

Test 

Exophthalmos Bulging of the eyeball. It may be a symptom of thyrotoxicosis 

Expiration The process by which the lungs expel air; also called exhalatio 

Expressive Refers to how information - thoughts and feelings - is expressed 

External 
Located on or near the surface of the body 

Extra-capsular 
Outside the covering of an organ 

Extra- pyramidal side effects Parkinson like symptoms (tremors and such) caused by certain 

drugs 

Extrasystoles The term used to describe a short sequence of extra heartbeats 

(premature contractions) 

Extrinsic Of or relating to an organ or structure, originating outside the part 

where it is found or upon which it acts 



 

Extrinsic Allergic Alveolitis This is a type of Diffuse Parenchymal Lung Disease with an allergic 

cause, also known as Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis. Examples 

include Farmer's Lung caused by allergic sensitivity to dust from 

mouldy hay, Bird Fancier's Lung and Metal Worker's Lung. Some 

cases may be prescribed diseases when occupationally exposed as 

an employed earner to such agents. Exposure causes inflammation 

in sensitised individuals, which may lead to scarring. See  

Diffuse Parenchymal Lung Disease 

Exudate A fluid with a high concentration of protein and cellular debris, 

which has escaped from blood vessels and has been deposited in 

tissues, or on tissue surfaces, usually as a result of inflammation 
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Factors VIII & IX Substances present in blood, which are essential for normal blood 

clotting. Lack of Factor VIII causes classical haemophilia, 

(Haemophilia A), and lack of Factor IX,  

Haemophilia B or Christmas disease 

Facet joint Joints between two adjacent vertebrae. Each vertebra is connected 

at the inter-vertebral disc in the front and the two facet joints in the 

back 

Fainting Fainting (‘Syncope’) is a transient loss of consciousness with a 

resultant loss of postural tone caused by a temporary interruption of 

blood flow to the brain 

Fallopian tube Either of a pair of slender tubes from each ovary to the side of the 

fundus of the uterus, through which the ova pass 

Familial 
Tending to occur repeatedly in family members but is not genetic 

(inherited). Might indicate susceptibility, or a  

 

 common environmental influence 



 

Fascial Sheath The soft tissue component of the connective tissue system that 

surrounds muscles, bones, organs, nerves, blood vessels and other 

structures 

Fasciotomy The surgical incision of a sheet or band of fibrous tissue to relieve 

tissue fluid pressure 

Febrile 
Feverish 

Femur The bone that extends from the pelvis (hip) to the knee, being the 

longest and largest bone in the body (known as the thigh bone) 

Festinating Gait 
Rapid, short shuffling steps seen in Parkinson's disease 

FEV1 

(Forced Expiratory Volume) 

This is the amount of air that can be exhaled in the first second after 

taking the deepest breath possible. In obstructive lung disease, this 

measurement is as basic as taking temperature. Asthmatics who 

take their FEV1 with a peak flow meter on a daily basis can tell when 

an attack is beginning before the person even feels symptoms 

Fibrillation Involuntary brief contraction of a muscle; also atrial fibrillation 

Fibrin 
A protein, which forms the basis of a blood clot 

Fibromyalgia A condition, which affects the muscles and ligaments but does not 

damage the joints. It is a common condition and can be severe. In 

fibromyalgia the fibrous tissues (fibro-) and muscles (-my) are 

affected by pain (-algia) and tenderness. Fatigue is often the most 

severe aspect of fibromyalgia 

Fibrosing alveolitis Also known as Cryptogenic Fibrosing Alveolitis and  

Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis. The cause is unknown. See  

Diffuse Parenchymal Lung Disease 

Fibrosis The formation of fibrous tissue as a reparative or reactive process 



 

Fibrositis Pain and stiffness in and around muscles and joints, which may be 

due to local Inflammation. It is an example of soft tissue rheumatism 

 

Fine Motor Skill Small precise movements usually of the hands. Vision is usually 

involved but you can have Fine Motor Skill even if blind 

Finger counting A rough test of vision by holding up fingers at a designated distance 

and asking the visually impaired person to say how many fingers can 

be seen 

Fissure Any cleft or groove, normal or otherwise, especially a deep fold in 

the cerebral cortex involving its entire thickness 

Fistula An abnormal passage between two organs or between an internal 

body cavity and the outside (for example, arteriovenous fistula: a 

connecting passage between an artery and vein) 

Fixed flexion deformity 
Inability to fully straighten bend, move a limb 

Flaccid 
Relaxed, flabby, or soft; or lacking muscle tone. 

Flexion 
The act of bending (as opposed to extending) a joint 

Flexural eczema This refers to eczema on backs of knees, front of elbows and inner 

side of wrist 

Floaters Particles that float in the vitreous and cast shadows on the retina; 

seen as spots, cobwebs, spiders, and so on. Occurs normally with 

aging or with vitreous detachment, retinal tears, or inflammation 

Focus 
The origin or centre of a disseminated disease 

Foetus The developing young in the uterus, specifically the unborn 

offspring in the postembryonic period, in humans from nine weeks 

after fertilisation until birth 



 

Forced Vital Capacity (FVC) The amount of (volume) of air exhaled when the person is breathing 

out with maximum effort 

Fovea A depression in the retina that contains only cones (not rods), and 

that provides acute eyesight 

Fowler’s surgery An operation for RA in which the toe joints are removed leaving the 

toes to fus 

Fracture 
Any break in a bone 

Fragile X Syndrome Inherited disorder characterised by learning difficulties and physical 

abnormalities 

Fronto Temporal Dementia A dementia related to either frontal or temporal lobe degeneration 

Frozen Shoulder Pain and stiffness at the shoulder due to damage and inflammation 

of the soft tissues around the shoulder joint.  

Also known as Adhesive Capsulitis 

Fulminant Occurring suddenly, rapidly, and with great severity or intensity 

Fungating To produce fungus like growths; to grow rapidly like a fungus 
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Gait 
The way in which a person walks 

Galactosaemia An inherited metabolic disorder characterised by the deficiency of 

an enzyme necessary for galactose metabolism and characterised 

by elevated levels of galactose in the blood and, if untreated, 

mental retardation and eye and liver abnormalities 



 

Gallbladder A small pouch that stores and concentrates bile, located under the 

liver 

Gallstones 
Stones in the gallbladder 

Gangrene 
Death and rotting of tissue 

Gastrectomy 
Surgical removal of part or all of the stomach 

Gastro - enteritis Inflammation of the stomach and intestine causing vomiting, 

diarrhoea and cramping, often caused by bacteria or viruses 

Gastroenterology The medical speciality that deals with diagnosis and treatment of 

diseases of the digestive system 

Gastrointestinal 
Relating to the stomach and the intestines 

 

  

Gastrointestinal (GI) tract (Also called: Alimentary Canal.) A continuous tube running from 

the mouth to the anu 

Gastro-oesophageal Reflux Disease  

(GORD) 

Occurs when acidic gastric contents escape from the stomach and 

irritate and inflame the lining of the oesophagus 

Gastrostomy Tube 
Stomach tube for feeding 

Gastroscopy Examination of the interior of the stomach with an illuminated 

tube and lenses 

Gene The basic unit of heredity, which is present in the chromosome. It 

carries information, which determines the physical and mental 

makeup of the individual 

Genetic 
Hereditary 

Genetics 
The study of heredity 



 

Genitalia 
Reproductive organs 

Geriatrics Branch of medicine devoted to the medical problems and care of 

elderly persons 

Gilbert's disease Jaundice without evidence of liver damage, biliary obstruction, or 

hemolysis due to a harmless enzyme deficiency 

Gilles de la Tourette Syndrome A rare condition in which affected people have involuntary 

repetitive twitching movements, and facial grimaces and make 

repeated sudden explosive noises, including the involuntary 

uttering of swear words. This is commonly known as Tourette 

Syndrome 

Glandular 
Pertaining to or of the nature of a gland 

Glandular Fever Glandular fever, also called infectious mononucleosis, is a viral 

infection caused by the Epstein-Barr virus 

Glaucoma An eye disorder in which there is increased pressure within the 

eyeball, which can lead to impaired vision and blindness 

Glenohumeral joint 
The ball-and-socket joint between the arm and the  

 

 shoulder 

Glomerulus A small tuft or cluster, as of blood vessels or nerve fibres; often 

used alone to designate one of the renal glomeruli 

Glomerulonephritis Nephritis with inflammation of the capillary loops in the renal 

glomeruli 

Glucagon A hormone produced by the pancreas, which increases the level of 

glucose in the blood 

Glucose A simple sugar; the major source of energy for every cell type in the 

body 

Glycaemia 
Glucose content in the blood 



 

Glycogen storage disease Any of a number of rare inborn errors of metabolism caused by 

defects in specific enzymes or transporters involved in the 

metabolism of glycogen 

Glycogen The chief carbohydrate storage material in animals stored primarily 

in liver and muscle and synthesised and metabolised for energy as 

demanded 

Glycosuria The presence of glucose in the urine, which is usually an abnormal 

finding 

Goldenhars syndrome A congenital syndrome involving multiple malformations of the 

mouth, eyes and ears. The heart, kidneys, or nervous system may 

be affected 

Golfer’s Elbow A condition characterised by pain at the outer side of the elbow 

especially when moving it against a resistance 

Goodpasture’s syndrome An uncommon and life-threatening hypersensitivity disorder 

believed to be an autoimmune process related to antibody 

formation in the body. Goodpasture's syndrome is characterised by 

renal (kidney) disease and lung haemorrhage 

Gout A disease in which there is an excessive amount of uric acid in the 

blood, which gets into joints and causes severe inflammation, pain 

and swelling 

Graded Exposure Therapy  

(Desensitisation Therapy) 

A technique used in behaviour therapy to treat phobias and other 

behavioural problems involving anxiety; by exposure to the 

threatening situation under relaxed conditions until  

 the anxiety reaction is extinguished 

Grand Mal An older term for a tonic-clonic seizure- a type of generalised 

seizure. These seizures are characterised by a loss of consciousness 

with stiffening of the body and jerking body movements 



 

Graves' Disease An auto-immune disease in which the body’s immune system 

produces antibodies, which stimulate the thyroid gland. The gland 

responds by producing an excessive amount of hormone and goitre 

can result from the massive over-activity of glandular tissue. It may 

also cause build up of tissue behind the eyes, which causes them to 

protrude  

(exophthalmus) 

Grommet A tube surgically implanted in the eardrum to drain fluid from the 

middle ear 

Guillain-Barre Syndrome A neurologic syndrome, usually following certain virus infections, 

marked by paresthesia of the limbs and by muscular weakness or a 

flaccid paralysis 

Gynaecology The study and treatment of disorders of the female reproductive 

system 
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HAART Highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) is a treatment for 

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection that uses a 

combination of several antiretroviral drugs. The drugs inhibit the 

ability of the virus to multiply in the body, and they slow down the 

development of AIDS. Since the introduction of HAART, AIDS 

dementia complex has become uncommon 

Haematemesis 
The vomiting of blood 

Haematology 
The study of blood- forming organs 

Haematoma 
A swelling filled with blood 

Haematuria 
Blood in the urine, which may indicate urinary tract disease 

 



 

  

Haemochromatosis An hereditary disorder of iron metabolism characterised by 

excessive accumulation of iron in tissues, diabetes mellitus, liver 

dysfunction and a bronze skin pigmentation 

Haemodialysis Filtering of blood by an artificial kidney apparatus that removes 

waste material from the blood, which is returned  

to the body in cases of kidney failure 

Haemoglobin The red-coloured iron-protein molecule in red blood cells which 

carries oxygen around the body 

Haemolysis The disintegration of red blood cells with the release of hemoglobin 

Haemophilia A familial (inherited) disease characterised by delayed or entire 

absence of blood clotting 

Haemoptysis 
Coughing up blood 

Haemorrhage 
Bleeding or the abnormal flow of blood 

Haemorrhagic stroke A stroke caused by a damaged or weakened artery which has burst 

and bled into the surrounding brain tissue. This not only reduces 

the blood supply to more distant parts of the brain, it also upsets 

the delicate chemical balance the neurones require in order to 

function 

Haemorrhoid Prolapse of an anal cushion, resulting in bleeding and painful 

swelling in the anal canal. Commonly known as 'piles' 

Haemostasis 
Arrest of bleeding 

Hallucination A false perception of something that does not really exist. A sensory 

experience created from within the brain, which may be perceived 

as a smell, or taste, or vision or feeling that has no basis in the 

external world 

Hallux rigidus 
Osteoarthritis of the big toe joint with a fixed, rigid toe 



 

Hallux valgus Osteoarthritis of the big toe joint, where the joint at the base of the 

toe projects outwards and the top of the toe turns inwards 

 

Hammer toes 
Deformity of the toes 

Hashimoto's Thyroiditis An inflammatory disease of the thyroid glandular tissue that impairs 

the ability to produce thyroid hormones. The gland becomes 

enlarged as a result of the inflammation 

Heart Attack Myocardial Infarction; Coronary Thrombosis. The death of heart 

muscle due to an insufficient blood supply, [caused by a blocked 

coronary artery] 

Heartburn Burning sensation in the gullet or oesophagus due to acid rising up 

from the stomach 

Hearing 
The sense by which sound is perceived; the capacity to hear 

Heart Failure Heart or cardiac failure occurs when the pumping action of the 

heart is inadequate and fails to maintain proper circulation 

Heart murmur An abnormal sound due to the flow of blood across heart valves. It 

may indicate heart disease 

Heberden’s nodes Small, bony nodules (spurs) found in the finger joints in 

osteoarthritis 

Hemianaesthesia 
Loss of sensation of the affected part 

Hemianopia 
Loss of one half of the visual field 

Hemiarthroplasty Arthroplasty in which one joint surface is replaced with an artificial 

material 

Hemicolectomy 
Removal of half of the large intestine (colon) by surgery 

Hemicrania 
Affecting one side of the head 



 

Hemiplegia Paralysis of the upper limb, trunk and lower limb on one side of the 

body [mild hemiplegia is known as hemiparesis] 

Heparin A sulfated glycosaminoglycan of mixed composition, released by 

mast cells and by blood basophils in many tissues, especially the 

liver and lungs, and having potent anticoagulant properties 

Hepatic Encephalopathy A condition, occurring secondary to advanced liver disease, marked 

by disturbances of consciousness that may progress to deep coma 

(hepatic coma), psychiatric changes  

 

 of varying degree and a flapping tremor 

Hepatitis Inflammation of the liver due to virus, drugs, or chemical poisons 

Hepatocyte 
A liver cell 

Hepatoma 
Primary liver cancer 

Hepato-cellular 
Relating to or affecting liver cells 

Hepato-toxic 
Damaging or destructive to the liver 

Hereditary Transmitted from parent to child by information contained in the 

genes 

Hernia A rupture; the protrusion or projection of an organ or part of an 

organ from its normal position, for example, inguinal  

(groin hernia), hiatus hernia 

Herpes An inflammatory disease of the skin or mucous membranes with 

blistering due to infection by a virus (Herpes Simplex causes "cold 

sore"; Herpes Zoster causes “shingles”) 

Hiatus Hernia A protrusion of part of the stomach through the diaphragm into the 

chest 

Hila The root of an organ through which nerves, ducts, or blood vessels 

enter and leave in an organ or a gland 



 

Histamine A naturally occurring substance, which is released in inflammatory 

processes, and allergic reactions 

Histopathology The science concerned with the cytologic and histologic structure of 

abnormal or diseased tissue 

Histrionic personality (disorder) A personality disorder marked by excessive emotionality and 

attention-seeking behaviour 

Hive (Weal) A transient swelling, confined to a small area of the skin that is 

characteristic of urticaria 

HIV Positive A blood test which indicates that the person has been infected by 

the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV virus) which infects the 

cells in the human immune system 

Hodgkin's lymphoma 
One of a group of malignant conditions of lymphoid tissue 

 

Holter Monitor A Holter Monitor or 24 hour ambulatory ECG, is a test which, 

continually records the electrical activity of the heart over a 24 hour 

period 

Homeopathy A system of medicine based upon the principle that "like cures like". 

Homeopathic medication given in extremely small doses which can 

produce symptoms of the disease to be cured, in order to stimulate 

the body’s defence (immune) system 

Homeostasis Automatic self-regulation to maintain the normal or standard state 

of the body 

Homonymous hemianopia Defective vision or blindness in the right or left halves of the visual 

fields of both eyes. This is a frequent condition in people who have 

had a stroke 

Hormone A chemical messenger produced by a body organ and carried by the 

blood to another organ/tissue where it influences function, 

structure and activity, for example, insulin thyroxin 



 

Hormone Therapy Treating cancers by changing the hormone balance of the body, 

instead of by using cell-killing drugs 

Housemaid's knee Inflammation of and fluid formation in the pouch (bursa) at the 

front of the knee joint, often caused by kneeling 

Human Immune Deficiency Virus (HIV) The causative organism in AIDS 

Human Papilloma Virus A virus that causes common warts of the hands and feet, as well as 

lesions in the genital and vaginal area. More than 50 types of HPV 

have been identified, some of which are linked to cancerous and 

precancerous conditions, including cancer of the cervix 

Humerus The long bone in the arm, which extends from the shoulder to the 

elbow 

Humidifier An apparatus for increasing the moisture in the air of a room 

Hydrocele (also Hydrocoele) A swelling caused by accumulation of fluid, especially around the 

testicle 

Hydrocephalus 
Too much cerebrospinal fluid in the ventricles in the brain,  

 

 leading to pressure on the brain and enlargement of the skull 

Hydrocortisone A hormone produced by the adrenal gland, which affects the 

handling of sugar and protein by the body. Its synthetic counterpart 

is used in treating severe allergic reactions, skin disorders such as 

eczema, and diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis and bronchial 

asthma 

Hydrotherapy 
Rehabilitation exercises performed in water 

Hyperaesthesia 
Excessive sensitiveness to touch. 

Hyperalgesia 
Excessive sensitivity to pain 



 

Hyperbaric High atmospheric pressure, for example, hyperbaric oxygen 

- high pressure oxygen 

Hypercalcaemia Hypercalcaemia is an abnormally high level of calcium in the blood 

Hypercholesterolaemia 
Excess cholesterol in the blood 

Hyperglycaemia Excess of sugar in the blood, usually associated with diabetes 

Hyper-inflate Excessively or abnormally inflated, for example, hyperinflated chest 

(barrel-chested) 

Hyperlipidemia 
Excess levels of fats in the blood 

Hypermetropia Long sightedness (or farsightedness). Distance vision is good, near 

vision is blurred 

Hypermotility Excessive movement (usually used with reference to the bowel or 

joints) 

Hyperosmolar Relating to the abnormal increase in the osmole content of a 

solution, especially a body fluid 

Hyperplasia Excessive formation of normal tissue, which increases in size 

Hypersensitivity Responding excessively to the stimulus of a foreign agent, such as 

an allergen; abnormally sensitive 

Hypertension 
High blood pressure 

 

Hyperthermia An abnormally high body temperature. This is a serious medical 

emergency that requires immediate  

hospitalisation. Body temperatures above 40°C (104°F) are 

considered life-threatening 



 

Hyperthyroidism (Thyrotoxicosis) Excessive activity of the thyroid gland causing an excessive 

production of thyroid hormone which in turn raises the metabolic 

rate leading to weight loss, rapid pulse, excessive sweating, 

irritability and intolerance of the heat 

Hypertrophy 
An increase in size of a tissue or organ 

Hyperuricaemia 
High levels of uric acid in the blood 

Hyperventilation Over-breathing which, by affecting the chemical balance of the 

blood, can cause transient feelings of light-headedness or faintness 

Hypnotherapy 
The use of hypnosis in psychotherapy 

Hypnotic That which produces hypnosis or sleep, in this context referring to a 

drug inducing sleep 

Hypocalcaemia Abnormally low level of calcium in the blood; associated with 

hypoparathyroidism or kidney malfunction or vitamin  

D deficiency 

Hypochondria 
A morbid preoccupation or anxiety about one's health 

Hypochondriasis A persistent belief in the presence of at least one serious physical 

illness despite negative physical findings and reassurance 

Hypoglycaemia A condition in which the blood-sugar level is below normal, for 

example, a complication of insulin treatment 

Hypoglycaemic drugs Agents, which lower sugar in the blood. Used in treating some forms 

of diabetes mellitus 

Hypokinesia 
Decreased muscular activity 

Hypomania A degree of elation, over activity and excitement greater than 

normal but less than mania 

Hypopituitarism 
A deficiency of one or more hormones of the pituitary gland. The 

pituitary produces a number of hormones, which  



 

 regulate other hormone glands, for example, thyroid 

Hypoplasia Imperfect development or underdevelopment of an organ or tissue 

Hypotension 
An abnormally low blood pressure 

Hypothalamus A small structure at the base of the brain that controls many body 

functions, including appetite and body temperature and regulates 

the pituitary gland 

Hypothermia 
A severe reduction in body temperature 

Hypothyroidism (Myxoedema) Reduced activity of the thyroid gland causing swelling of the face, 

limbs and hands, dry and rough skin, loss of hair, slow pulse, 

subnormal temperature, slow metabolism and mental dullness 

Hypotonia 
Reduced muscle tone, floppy 

Hypoventilation Reduced or deficient ventilation of the lungs, resulting in reduced 

aeration of blood in the lungs and an increased level of carbon 

dioxide in the blood 

Hypoxaemia 
An insufficient oxygen content in the blood 

Hypoxia 
A state of oxygen deficiency in the tissues 

Hysterectomy 
Surgical removal of the uterus (womb) 
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Iatrogenic 
Brought about by medical or surgical treatment 

Icterus 
Jaundice 

Ictus A sudden attack (usually used to refer to a seizure or fit).  

Post-ictal: following a fit 



 

Idiocy Very severe arrested development causing profound learning 

difficulties 

Idiopathic 
Applied to a condition for which the medical cause has not  

 

 yet been established 

Idiosyncrasy 
A peculiarity of constitution, temperament or behaviour 

Idiosyncratic 
A distinctive characteristic of a thing 

Iliac artery One of two terminal branches of the abdominal aorta, becoming the 

internal iliac artery and giving off the external iliac artery; common 

iliac artery 

Ileocaecal valve The junction between the terminal ileum and the caecum or first 

part of the colon 

Ileostomy An operation to make an opening connecting the lower end of the 

small intestine (ileum) through the abdominal wall to the outside of 

the body. This opening is called a stoma; and intestinal contents can 

be discharged into a small bag, which fits tightly over the stoma 

Illusion A mistaken sensory perception; believing something to be what it is 

not (for example, seeing a person in shadows) 

IMED pump An automatic pump for delivering intravenous fluids into the body 

at a steady rate 

Immune 
Protected against a particular infection 

Immune system The integrated body system of organs, tissues, cells, and cell 

products that differentiates self from nonself and neutralises 

potentially pathogenic organisms or substances 

Immunity The resisting power of the body to invading microorganisms 



 

Immunoglobulin An antibody. A protein found in blood and tissue fluids, produced in 

response to a specific antigen 

Immunological 
Of or relating to the body's immune system 

Immunosuppressant 
An agent capable of suppressing immune responses 

Immunosuppressive drug A drug, which suppresses the normal immune mechanisms in the 

body. Used to permit successful organ grafting (as in kidney or heart 

transplants), and in some diseases with an autoimmune basis such 

as rheumatoid arthritis and ulcerative colitis 

 

Immunotherapy The treatment of disease by inducing, enhancing, or suppressing an 

immune response 

Imperforate 
Without an opening 

Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator  

(ICD) 

An ICD is a surgically inserted electronic device that constantly 

monitors the heart rate and rhythm. When it detects a very fast, 

abnormal heart rhythm (ventricular fibrillation or tachycardia), it 

delivers an electrical shock to the heart muscle. This causes the 

heart to beat in a normal rhythm again 

Impotence Inability of a man to have or maintain an erection sufficient for 

sexual intercourse 

Impotent Incapable of sexual intercourse, often because of an inability to 

achieve or sustain an erection 

Incidence The extent or rate of occurrence, especially the number of new 

cases of a disease in a population over a period of time 

Incoordination 
A lack of coordination of movements 

Incubation The development of an infectious disease from the entrance of the 

pathogen to the appearance of clinical symptoms 



 

Incus The centre bone of the series of three small bones, or ossicles, of 

the middle ear. Sometimes called the anvil 

Indigestion Pain or discomfort in the lower chest or abdomen after eating 

Inertia 
Remaining at rest, lack of movement 

Infarct An area of death (necrosis) in an organ or tissue produced by lack 

of oxygen resulting from the blocking of its blood supply 

Infarction The formation of an infarct (that is, myocardial infarction: death of 

the heart muscle following a coronary thrombosis) 

Infection Invasion of the body by micro-organisms, which cause disease 

Infectious Mononucleosis 
Infectious mononucleosis also called Glandular fever, is a  

 

 viral infection caused by the Epstein-Barr virus 

Inflammation A series of changes in tissues indicating their reaction to injury, 

whether mechanical, chemical or bacterial. The cardinal signs are: 

heat, swelling, pain and redness 

Infusion 
A slow injection of a fluid, into a vein 

Ingestion The taking in and swallowing of food, drink and other things such as 

medicines by mouth 

Inhalation The breathing into the lungs through the nose and mouth of air, gas 

or vapour 

Inhaler A device used for administering medication directly into the lungs. It 

is most often used in the treatment of asthma 

Inheritance The acquisition of qualities and characteristics (genetic material) 

from parents and ancestors 



 

Innervation 
Nerve supply to a part 

Innocuous 
Harmless 

Insidious Of subtle, gradual, or imperceptible development; referring to the 

development of symptoms that may not be recognized by an 

affected individual until the disorder in question is established 

Insight 
Mental awareness, perception, understanding 

Insomnia 
Difficulty falling or staying asleep or poor sleep quality 

Insulin A hormone secreted by the pancreas, which regulates the handling 

of sugars and fats by the body. A lack of, deficiency of, or resistance 

to this hormone causes diabetes mellitus. Click here for more 

information about diabetes 

Intelligence Quota (IQ) A psychometric test used to assess intelligence. The average IQ is 

100. IQs of 70 and over are considered normal 

Intermittent Claudication Pain in the muscles of the legs (usually the calves) and limping on 

walking, due to a decreased blood supply to the lower limbs. It is 

relieved by rest 

Interphalangeal 
Between the bones of the fingers or toes 

 

  

Interstitial Disease A disease that chiefly affects the connective tissue framework of an 

organ 

Inter-vertebral disc Cartilage (cushion/pad) that separates spinal vertebrae. It absorbs 

shocks to the spine, protects the nervous system and assists in 

creating the four normal curves of the spine 

Intra Cranial 
Within the skull. Usually refers to the brain 



 

Intractable 
Difficult to manage/control 

Intramuscular 
Within the muscular substance 

Intraocular 
Of or related to the inside of the eye 

Intrathecal 
Within the thecal sheath. See Theca 

Intravenous Within or by means into a vein; for example, "intravenous feeding" 

or " intravenous injection" 

Intrinsic Situated within or belonging solely to the organ or body part on 

which it acts 

Ion An atom or a group of atoms that has acquired a net electric charge 

by gaining or losing one or more electrons 

Ionizing radiation Radioactive waves or particles that can ionise other molecules 

including DNA 

Ipsilateral Occurring on the same side. Applied particularly to paralysis or 

other symptoms occurring on the same side of the body 

Iridotomy A surgical (laser) procedure that makes an incision in the iris of the 

eye in order to enlarge the pupil or to treat glaucoma 

Iris Coloured part of the eye that is in fact a diaphragm opening and 

shutting to let in more or less light into the eye 

Iritis Inflammation of the iris, the coloured part of the eye surrounding the 

pupil 

Iron chelating drug A compound that binds with iron to assist its removal from the body 

Irradiate 
To expose to radiation, as for diagnostic or therapeutic  

 purposes 

Irrational 
Not consistent with or using reason; "irrational fears" 



 

Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) A disorder of unknown cause of the alimentary tract, causing small 

and/or large bowel dysfunction associated with abdominal pain and 

an altered bowel habit 

Ischaemia A deficiency in the blood supply to a part of the body, thereby 

depriving it of oxygen 

Ischaemic Heart Disease (IHD) Ischaemic Heart Disease (Coronary Artery Disease or CAD) is a 

condition in which atheroma (fatty deposits) builds up in the linings 

of the walls of the coronary arteries 

Ischaemic Stroke The commonest form of stroke. It occurs when an artery supplying a 

part of the brain with blood becomes blocked causing a sudden 

reduction or complete cessation of blood flow. This will ultimately 

lead to a brain infarction 

Isometric Having equal dimensions. Used to describe exercises known as 

"isometric exercises" which is the contraction and relaxation of 

muscles without producing movement 

Isthmus A strip of tissue that connects two larger parts of the thyroid gland 

(IVP) Intravenous Pyelography An x-ray examination of the kidneys ureters and bladder following 

the intravenous injection of a radio-opaque dye 
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Jacksonian Epilepsy A form of epilepsy in which there are localised convulsive 

movements, and there is no alteration of awareness. Also known as 

Focal Motor Seizures 

Jaundice A yellowish pigmentation of the skin, eyes, tissues and certain body 

fluids caused by the build up of bile pigments that follows excretion 

of bile (as in certain liver diseases) 

Jejunostomy 
The making of an opening into the jejunum (small gut) through the 

abdominal wall, through which food may be  



 

 introduced into the small intestine 

Jejunum The portion of the small intestine (small gut) from the duodenum to 

the ileum 

Joint capsule The thin, cartilaginous, fatty, fibrous, membranous structure that 

envelops a joint. Fluid inside the joint capsule lubricates the area, 

allowing bones to glide smoothly against each other 

Joint Laxity 
Lack of stability of a joint or joint prosthesis 

Juxta-articular 
Near a joint 
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Keratitis 
Inflammation of the cornea 

Keller’s surgery This is an operation performed to correct hallux valgus  

(bunions) 

Ketoacidosis Acidity of the blood caused by the increased production of ketone 

bodies, as in diabetic acidosis 

Ketogenic diet A specialised high-fat, low-carbohydrate diet sometimes used to 

control epilepsy 

Ketone An organic compound, which is produced by the breakdown of fats 

in the body such as occurs in uncontrolled diabetes  

(ketoacidosis) 

Ketonuria The presence of ketones in urine. This can be a sign of undiagnosed 

or uncontrolled diabetes mellitus 

Kidney Failure Acute or chronic malfunction of the kidneys resulting from a 

number of causes 



 

Klinefelter's syndrome A chromosomal abnormality in males, who are born with an 

additional X chromosome 

Korsakov's Syndrome Also known as Korsakov’s Psychosis. A confusional state due to 

thiamine (vitamin) deficiency causing brain damage in severe 

chronic alcoholism 

Kyphoscoliosis An abnormal curvature of the spine in which there is both sideways 

curvature and forward humping of the upper part of the spine 

Kyphosis A curvature of the spine affecting the forward and backward 

movements of the spine and causing a hump back 
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Labile 
Unstable 

Labyrinthitis A condition, usually the result of a viral infection, of the labyrinth, in 

the inner ear. It results in vertigo and tinnitus 

Lacrimal (Lachrymal) Relating to tears. For example, the lachrymal glands secrete tears 

Lacrimal (Lachrymal) glands Paired glands, one for each eye, that secrete lacrimal fluid  

(tears) 

Lactate 
To secrete or produce milk 

Laminectomy Surgical removal of part of a Vertebra. Usually done to relieve 

pressure on a spinal nerve caused by a herniated disk or bony spur 

Laparoscopy Viewing of the abdominal cavity by passing a thin illuminated 

telescope (Laparoscope) through a small  

Incision in the abdominal wall. (Laparotomy) 



 

Laryngectomy Excision of part of or all of the larynx (voice box) and a section of the 

trachea (windpipe), usually because of cancer. A permanent stoma 

(opening) is created at the front of the throat, for breathing 

Larynx The organ of the voice, situated at the upper end of the windpipe. It 

is also known as the voice box. Across it are spread the vocal cords; 

the vibrations and contractions of which produce changes in the 

pitch of the voice 

Laser 
Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. An 

apparatus producing an extremely concentrated beam of  

 

 light that can be used as a surgical tool. Used, for example, in the 

treatment of cancer, of detached retina, diabetic retinopathy and in 

the treatment of certain skin conditions 

Lassitude A state or feeling of weariness, diminished energy, or listlessness 

Lateral 
Situated at the side of the body 

Laxity 
Slackness or displacement in the motion of a joint 

Learning Disability Includes the presence of: - a significantly reduced ability to, 

understand new or complex information and learn new skills  

[impaired intelligence] with a reduced ability to cope independently 

[impaired social functioning], which started before adulthood with a 

lasting effect on development 

Lens 
Nearly spherical body in eye - focuses light rays onto retina 

Leptospirosis Any of a group of infectious diseases that are caused by spirochetes 

of the genus Leptospira, are characterised by jaundice and fever and 

are transmitted to humans by contact with the urine of infected 

animals 

Lesion Injury, wound, or changes due to disease in an organ. A local disease 

condition. 



 

Leukaemia The generic name for a group of acute and Chronic malignant 

diseases of bone marrow and blood forming organs 

Leydig cell A cell that occurs between the germ cells of the gonads and that 

may furnish the male sex hormone 

Libido 
A person's sex drive 

Ligament A band of fibrous tissue that connects bone to bone or  

Cartilage to bone, supporting or strengthening a joint 

Ligamentous Laxity 
Looseness of the ligaments 

Limbic System The limbic system is a group of connected structures in the mid 

brain area that are responsible for emotions and memory 

Lipids 
Fats or cholesterol 

 

Lipoma 
A tumour of fat cells usually just under the skin 

Liver The largest organ in the body situated in the right upper area of the 

abdominal cavity. Its chief functions are: (1) The secretion of bile, 

which aids the digestion of food (2) The removal of toxins, 

medications and waste products from the blood (which may 

damage the liver in the process) (3) The storage of fat and sugar (4) 

Synthesis of plasma protein, and other important metabolic 

processes. It is essential to life 

Liver Failure This is the name given to the clinical state in which there is damage 

to the hepatocytes (liver cells) to the extent that the function of the 

liver is measurably impaired. Click here for details of Liver Failure 

Lobectomy Surgical removal of one lobe (section) of an organ, usually the lung, 

but it may be the liver, brain and so on 



 

Lobar Emphysema Overinflation of one of the upper lobes of a lug with respiratory 

distress, usually occurring in early life 

Local anaesthetic An agent that, when applied directly to mucous membranes or 

when injected about the nerves, produces loss of sensation by 

inhibiting nerve excitation or conduction 

Locomotor 
Related to movement from one place to another 

Lordosis A form of spinal curvature. A forward curve – the opposite of 

“kyphosis” 

Lucid 
Clear, particularly of the mind 

Lumbago 
An imprecise term for pain in the lower part of the back 

Lumbar puncture Puncture into the subarachnoid space of the lumbar region for 

diagnostic or therapeutic purposes 

Lumbo-sacral Of or relating to or near the small of the back (lumbar vertebrae) 

and the back part of the pelvis between the hips  

(sacrum) 

Lumen 
The cavity or channel within a tube or tubular organ 

Luminance 
Perceived brightness, or grayscale level, of a colour 

Luteinising Hormone Releasing Hormone  

(LHRH) 

Drugs that stop the production of testosterone 

Lyme disease An infection resulting from a tick bite affecting the heart, nervous 

system and joints 

Lymph The almost colourless fluid, which bathes the tissues, and supplies 

nutrients to tissue cells 

Lymph Node Lymph nodes/glands are small rounded or bean-shaped masses of 

lymphatic tissue found throughout the body. They help to fight 

infection and become enlarged and tender when an infection is 

present e.g. enlarged neck glands in tonsilitis 



 

Lymphatic system 
Small vessels that drain tissue fluid back into the veins 

Lymphocyte Any of the nearly colourless cells formed in lymphoid tissue, as in 

the lymph nodes, spleen, thymus, and tonsils, constituting between 

22 and 28 percent of all white blood cells in the blood of a normal 

adult human. They function in the development of immunity and 

include two specific types, B cells and T cells 

Lymphoedema Swelling, especially in subcutaneous tissues, as a result of 

obstruction of lymphatic vessels or lymph nodes, with accumulation 

of lymph fluid in the affected region 

Lymphoma 
Any of the nearly colourless cells formed in lymphoid tissue 
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Macrocephalic 
Possessing an abnormally large head 

Macrophages White blood cells whose job is to destroy invading microorganisms 

Macroscopic 
Discernable to the naked eye 

Macula A flat spot or discoloured area of the skin. The most sensitive 

region of the retina used for reading 

Macula Degeneration 
A medical condition where the light sensing cells in the  

 

 macula malfunction and over time cease to work causing difficulty 

with tasks such as reading 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) A form of medical imaging which gives computerised pictures of 

slices through the body at various levels, similar to those obtained 

by a CAT scan. It is non- invasive, and uses magnetic energy to 

detect the different resonances of atoms in tissues to different 

induced magnetic fields 



 

Makaton A system of communication based on a combination of spoken 

words, sign language vocabulary (originally adapted from British 

Sign Language), and graphic symbols. It is primarily used as a 

communication medium by children and adults with learning 

disabilities. Unlike British Sign  

Language Makaton does not suffer from regional variations or 

dialects 

Malabsorption Inability of the small intestine to absorb certain nutrient substances 

Malformation 
A structural defect 

Malaise 
A vague feeling of general discomfort 

Malignant A term applied to any disease of a virulent and fatal nature; but 

often used to describe cancerous tumours or cancer 

Malignant melanoma A type of cancer affecting the melanin-forming cells.  

Melanin is the natural pigment that colours hair, skin and eyes. 

Malignant melanomas most commonly occur in the skin 

Malleus The first bone in the series of three small bones, or ossicles, of the 

middle ear. Sometimes called the hammer 

Malnutrition Poor nutrition because of an insufficient or poorly balanced diet or 

faulty digestion or metabolism of foods 

Mammography 
X-ray examination of the breasts for diagnostic purposes 

Mania Elevation of the mood to the point of extreme elation accompanied 

by acceleration of thought and action, impaired judgement and 

often by delusions of grandeur.  

Psychotic features may be present. It is usually part of  

Bipolar Disorder 

 

Manometer 
An instrument which measures pressure 



 

Marrow The soft, fatty substance contained inside certain bones. It is a 

major source of blood cell production 

Mastectomy Surgical removal of all or part of a breast, sometimes including 

excision of the underlying pectoral muscles and regional lymph 

nodes, usually performed as a treatment for cancer 

Mastoiditis A condition, which occurs due to infection of the membranes of the 

mastoid air cells with formation of pus within the cavities and 

inflammation of the surrounding tissue and bone 

Maximal 
Being the greatest or highest possible 

Mechanical back pain Also known as non-specific back pain. Although the pain may be in 

the spinal joints, vertebrae or soft tissues in the vast majority of 

cases it is not possible to identify a pathologically definable 

problem 

Melaena The discharge of black faeces [stained with blood which has 

undergone change] after bleeding into the gastro intestinal tract 

Melancholia 
A state of extreme depression 

Melanoma 
A type of malignancy affecting the skin 

Meniere's disease or Syndrome A disease of the inner ear causing attacks of giddiness (sensation of 

rotation) and tinnitus (ringing in the ears) with progressive 

deafness 

Meninges 
The three membranes covering the brain and spinal cord 

Meningitis Inflammation of the meninges usually due to viral or bacterial 

infection 

Meningoencephalitis 
Inflammation of the brain and meninges 



 

Meningomyelocele A protrusion of the spinal cord, nerve roots and meninges through 

a defect in the vertebral back bone. (See also:  

Spina bifida.). 

Meniscectomy 
Surgical removal of all or part of a torn cartilage in a knee  

 

 joint 

Meniscus / Menisci (Cartilage) Free rings of cartilage, like washers, lying between the cartilage- 

covered bones in the knee, acting as extra shock absorbers; each 

knee has an inside (medial) and outside  

(lateral) meniscus 

Menopause The normal cessation of menstruation in women usually occurring 

between the late 40’s and early 50’s. There is an associated 

reduction in female hormone production, which may cause 

symptoms such as night sweats, hot flushes, irritability, depression 

and other symptoms 

Menorrhagia  
Excessive menstrual bleeding 

Menstruation The monthly discharge of blood and endometrium (womb lining) 

from the uterus (womb), starting at the age of puberty and lasting 

until the menopause 

Mental Health Act Legislation for the medical care and protection of people who are 

mentally ill. The Mental Health Act also ensures the rights of 

patients who are involuntarily admitted to hospital 

Metabolic Having to do with metabolism (the total of all chemical changes that 

take place in a cell or an organism to produce energy and basic 

materials needed for important life processes) 

Metabolic disorders Disorder that causes dysfunction of the metabolic action of the 

body, resulting in loss of control of homeostasis 



 

Metabolism The use of foods by the body following digestion, absorption and 

circulation to the body cells. Foods are used both as an energy 

source and, after being broken down chemically during digestion, as 

basic materials for making complex chemical compounds required 

by the body. These processes are necessary for life 

Metabolite 
Any product of metabolism, or of a metabolic process 

Metacarpo-phalangeal (MCP) Knuckle joint between the metacarpals (hand bones) and the 

phalanges (finger bones) 

Metatarsal 
Relating to the bones of the foot 

Metatarso-phalangeal (MTP) 
Joint between the metatarsals (foot bones) and the  

 

 phalanges (the toe bones) 

Metaplasia Abnormal change in the structure of a tissue. May be indicative of 

malignant change 

Metastases Tumour cells spread from one part of the body to another unrelated 

part of the body by the way of the bloodstream or lymphatics 

Metastasis The transfer of cancer from one part of the body to another through 

the blood vessels, via the lymph channels or across the body cavity. 

The resultant tumours are known as  

“secondary tumours” or “secondaries” 

Metatarsalgia 
A painful foot condition in the metatarsal region of the foot 

Microalbuminuria A very small increase in urinary albumin. May indicate kidney 

damage 

Micro-aneurysms Small protuberances on the retinal blood vessels. The first sign of 

eye damage caused by many years of high blood glucose levels 

Microbe 
A minute living organism, especially one causing disease 



 

Microcephalic Having an abnormally small head, in which the prognosis for normal 

brain function is poor 

Micro Discectomy Also known as micro decompression spine surgery, a small portion 

of the bone or disc material around the nerve root is  

removed to relieve pressure on the nerve 

Micrognathia Failure of development of the lower jaw, causing a receding chin. It 

may be associated with a number of syndromes, and in the infant, 

may pose considerable feeding difficulties 

Micrographia Abnormally small, cramped handwriting and/or the progression to 

continually smaller handwriting 

Micronutrients A substance, such as a vitamin or mineral, that is essential in minute 

amounts for the proper growth and metabolism of a living organism 

Micro-organism A minute (too small to be seen with the naked eye) organism, 

particularly a virus, bacterium, a fungus, or a protozoan 

 

Micturition 
The act of passing urine 

Middle Ear Implant Middle Ear Implants are surgically implanted devices, which 

mechanically assist sound transmission into the inner ear and 

replace the 3 small bones in the middle ear 

Migraine Paroxysmal (recurrent) attacks of severe headache, often with 

nausea, vomiting and visual disturbance 

Milestone One of the "checkpoints" against which the motor, social and 

psychological development of a child is measured 

Mitral stenosis A condition in which the mitral valve in the heart becomes 

narrowed, making the heart work harder to pump blood; can lead 

to symptoms such as shortness of breath 

Mitral valve A valve of the heart between the left atrium and left ventricle 



 

Mixed Deafness Hearing loss comprising of both conductive and sensorineural 

elements 

Monarticular 
Involving one joint only 

Monoclonal 
Derived from a single cell 

Monocular 
Refers to only one eye 

Monoplegia Paralysis of one limb or of a single muscle or a group of muscles 

Monotherapy 
Treatment of a condition by means of a single drug 

Mood stabilising drugs 
Drugs that control mood 

Morbid Diseased, or relating to an abnormal or disordered condition 

Morbidity A figure that shows the susceptibility of a population to certain 

diseases. Usually shown as the number of cases, which occur 

annually per thousand or other unit of population. Also: a diseased 

condition or state 

Moribund 
In a dying condition 

Motor 
Something that causes movement (for example, a motor nerve is 

one of the nerves, which conveys an impulse from  

 

 a nerve centre to a muscle to promote activity) 

Motor Neurone Disease A disease, which affects the motor neurons conveying impulses 

from the central nervous system to a muscle, gland, or other 

effector tissue resulting in conditions such as progressive muscular 

atrophy, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, progressive bulbar paralysis 

and primary lateral sclerosis 



 

Motor skills The ability to perform purposeful movements. Fine motor skills are 

those, which involve small movements such as writing, tying laces, 

and making crafts. Gross motor skills are those involving large 

movements and include walking, running, riding a bike, and playing 

ball 

Mucin Any of a group of glycoproteins found especially in the secretions of 

mucous membranes 

Mucous Relating to or secreting mucus (for example, mucous membrane: a 

membrane that secretes mucus and lines many of the body cavities, 

particularly those of the respiratory and intestinal tracts) 

Mucoviscidosis Another name for cystic fibrosis or fibocystic disease, a congenital 

disease, which affects the lungs, sweat glands, and digestive system 

Mucus The thick, slippery secretion of mucous membranes. Its function is 

to clean, lubricate and protect 

Multidisciplinary team A group of people with different kinds of training and experience 

working together, usually on an ongoing basis. Professionals often 

use the word "discipline" to mean a  

"field of study," such as medicine, social work, or education 

Multiple myeloma/myeloma A form of cancer that affects plasma cells which are special white 

blood cells that produce antibodies, the agents our bodies use to 

help fight infection. The disease can cause tumours to grow in 

bones leading to bone pain and fractures 

Multiple Sclerosis A chronic degenerative disease of the central nervous system 

Murmur 
A sound heard on listening to the heart, usually originating  

 

 in the heart itself and is usually due to the turbulence of blood flow 

through diseased/abnormal heart valves 



 

Mutate 
To alter or change 

Myalgia 
Pain in the muscles 

Myasthenia Muscle weakness. Myaesthenia Gravis is a disease characterised by 

weakness and fatigue of voluntary muscles of the body, which 

worsens with activity 

Mycobacterium Avium Complex (MAC) Systemic disease caused by infection with organisms of the 

Mycobacterium avium-intracellulare complex in patients with 

human immunodeficiency virus infection (HIV) 

Myelitis 
Inflammation of the spinal cord 

Myelography X-ray examination of the structures within the spinal column such 

as the spinal cord and nerve roots, following the injection of a 

substance (radio- opaque dye), which shows up on x-rays, into the 

space, which surrounds the spinal cord 

Myelin A white fatty material composed chiefly of alternating layers of 

lipids and lipoproteins that surround some nerves 

Myeloid 
Relating to, or of the bone marrow 

Myeloma/multiple myeloma A form of cancer that affects plasma cells which are special white 

blood cells that produce antibodies, the agents our bodies use to 

help fight infection. The disease can cause tumours to grow in 

bones leading to bone pain and fractures 

Myeloproliferative disorders A collective term for a group of malignant disorders in which there 

is overproduction of red blood cells, white blood cells or platelets in 

the bone marrow 

Myocardial Infarction Necrosis of a region of the myocardium caused by an interruption in 

the supply of blood to the heart, usually as a result of occlusion of a 

coronary artery. Also called cardiac infarction 



 

Myocarditis Inflammation of the heart muscle. It is generally due to bacterial or 

viral infection 

Myocardium 
The muscle tissue of the heart 

Myoclonic Seizure A type of generalised seizure in which the person may jerk and 

twitch but will not lose consciousness 

Myoclonus 
Involuntary jerky movements of the arms and legs 

Myopathy 
Any disease of the muscles 

Myopia Short sightedness. Also known as “nearsightedness”. It is a 

condition in which there is blurred vision of distant objects 

Myopic Nearsighted, shortsighted: unable to see distant objects clearly 

Myositis 
Inflammation of muscle tissue 

Myotonia 
Problems relaxing muscles after contraction 

Myringoplasty 
Surgical repair of a damaged tympanic membrane 

Myringotomy Incision of the eardrum to drain fluid or pus from an infected 

middle ear 

Myxoedema (Hypothyroidism) Reduced activity of the thyroid gland causing swelling of the face, 

limbs and hands, dry and rough skin, loss of hair, slow pulse, 

subnormal temperature, slow metabolism and mental dullness 
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Naevus A birthmark: A usually benign, pigmented area of the skin or a patch 

of discolouration, or a vascular birthmark due to dilated capillaries 

and which can give the skin a reddish, purplish colour 



 

Narcissistic personality (disorder) A personality disorder characterized by grandiosity (in fantasy or 

behaviour), lack of social empathy combined with hypersensitivity 

to the judgments of others and a need for constant signs of 

admiration 

Narcolepsy 
A condition, which is often familial in which there are recurrent, 

sudden bouts of irresistible sleep. The affected  

 

 person will usually experience one other of the following: - 

cataplexy (sudden loss of muscle tone, sleep paralysis (brief 

paralysis on waking), and hypnagogic hallucinations (hallucinations 

experienced during waking or when going off to sleep) 

Narcotic A potentially addictive drug that produces a state of 

unconsciousness or unnatural sleep. Narcotic drugs are potent 

painkillers 

Nausea 
Any sensation of sickness with an urge to vomit 

Nebulizer An apparatus for reducing a liquid to a fine spray for inhalation. It is 

used in medicine to treat respiratory diseases (such as an acute 

asthma attack) 

Necrosis 
Death of a portion of tissue 

Negative symptoms These occur where there is a loss from a person’s usual behaviour 

such as: emotional bluntness, marked withdrawal, and difficulty in 

communicating with others, profound apathy, inability to cope with 

every day tasks 

Neonatal 
Referring to the first month of life 

Neoplasm 
A new growth; a tumour. It may be malignant or benign 

Nephrectomy 
Surgical removal of a kidney 

Nephritis 
Inflammation of one or both kidneys 

Nephron 
A specialised cell found in the kidney which produces urine 



 

Nephropathy 
Disease of the kidneys 

Nerve root compression Harmful pressure on nerves, for example, as they exit from the 

spinal cord causing nerve damage and muscle weakness or in carpel 

tunnel syndrome 

Neuralgia A sharp stabbing pain, usually along the course of a nerve, owing to 

inflammation of the nerve or some other disturbance 

Neurasthenia An old- fashioned term for a condition in which there is much 

mental and physical fatigue, inability to concentrate, loss of 

appetite and a failure of memory. 

 

Neuritis Inflammation of a nerve with pain, tenderness and loss of function 

Neuro-degenerative Irreversible deterioration of essential cell and tissue components of 

the nervous system, causing problems with movements and or 

affecting memory 

Neuroleptic Drugs Tranquilising drugs, especially those used in treating mental 

disorders 

Neurological 
To do with the nerves or the nervous system 

Neurologist One who is an expert in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of 

the nervous system 

Neurogenic intermittent claudication Leg and buttock pain when standing for long periods of time or 

when walking with the back in an extended position.  

It is due to nerve root compression 

Neurology The scientific study of the nervous system, and its disorders 

Neuromuscular 
Affecting both nerves and muscles 

Neurone A nerve cell that transmits signals to different parts of the brain 



 

Neuropathy A disease process of nerve degeneration and loss of function 

Neurotransmitter Dopamine 
A chemical which transmits impulses between neurones 

Nihilistic delusion A delusion that things (or everything, including the self)does not 

exist; a sense that everything is unreal 

Nocturia The requirement to pass urine at night, causing the person to wake 

up to do so 

Nodal osteoarthritis A form of osteoarthritis that runs in families, characterised by 

knobbly finger swellings (Heberden's nodes) and a tendency to get 

OA at several sites (especially knees, big toes) 

Non compos mentis (Latin) Applied to a person whose mental state is such that they are 

unable to manage their own affairs 

Non Epileptic Attack Disorder (NEAD) 
Non-Epileptic Attack Disorder (NEAD) has symptoms  

 similar to epilepsy in that it causes loss of control, shaking and 

sometimes unconsciousness. However, there is no epileptic seizure 

(abnormal discharge of neurone in the brain 

Non-Hodgkins Lymphoma Any of various malignant lymphomas characterised by the absence 

of Reed-Sternberg cells and producing symptoms similar to those of 

Hodgkin's disease 

Non specific back pain Also known as Mechanical back pain. Although the pain may be in 

the spinal joints, vertebrae or soft tissues in the vast majority of 

cases it is not possible to identify a pathologically definable problem 

Non Steroid Anti- Inflammatory Drugs  

(NSAID) 

Drugs that decrease fever, swelling, pain, and redness 

Noxious 
Harmful or injurious 



 

Nucleus The essential part of a cell, governing its nutrition and reproduction 

(containing DNA), its division being essential for formation of new 

cells 

Nucleus Pulposus Soft centre of an inter-vertebral disc, made up of gel-like substance 

that gives the disc its shock absorbing quality. It is kept in place by 

the Annular ring (annulus). The Intradiscal  

Fluid keeps the Nucleus Pulposus from drying out 

Nutritional The taking in and metabolism of nutrients (food and other 

nourishing material) by an organism so that life is maintained and 

growth can take place 

Nystagmus An involuntary rapid movement of one or both eyes. It may be in a 

horizontal, or vertical direction, or rotatory. It may indicate disease 

of the inner ear or of the central nervous system, or blindness from 

a very early age 
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Obese Having excessive fat in the body and having a Body Mass Index of 

30. The body Mass Index is the figure reached at when the weight 

in kilograms is divided by height in meters  

 

 squared 

Obesity Hypoventilation syndrome A syndrome characterised by extreme obesity, hypoventilation, and 

general debility. Also known as  

Pickwickian syndrome 

Obsession An idea, which persistently recurs to an individual, although he 

resists it and regards it as being senseless 

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) A mental illness characterised by obsessive thoughts that causes 

anxiety. This leads to rituals or repetitive actions, for example, 

constantly washing hands, to relieve the anxiety 

Occipital 
Relating to the occiput, that is, the back of the head 



 

Occiput 
The back of the head 

Occlusion Closure, applied particularly to alignment of the teeth; complete 

blockage of arteries 

Occult Hidden, concealed, such as bleeding - (“occult blood in the stools”) 

Ocular 
Relating to the ey 

Oedema An excessive amount of fluid in the body tissues causing swelling. 

Oesophagitis Occurs when acidic gastric contents escape from the stomach and 

irritate and inflame the lining of the oesophagus 

Oesophagus The part of the alimentary canal, which extends from the pharynx to 

the stomach. Known as the gullet 

Oestrogen Female steroid sex hormones secreted by the ovary and responsible 

for typical female sexual characteristics 

Olfactory 
Relating to the sense of smell 

Oncology 
A scientific study of tumours and tumour- related diseases 

Oligoclonal bands Discrete bands of immunoglobulins whose presence in the 

cerebrospinal fluid may be indicative of multiple sclerosis or  

other disease of the central nervous system 

Oophorectomy 
Removal of one or both ovaries 

 

Opacity Something that reduces the passage of light often used to describe 

cataracts (opacity of lens) 

Ophthalmologist A doctor who works as part of a team of optometrists, orthoptists & 

nurses. The ophthalmologist examines the eye, makes a diagnosis, 

and directs treatment within the team and finally, is responsible for 

eye surgery 



 

Ophthalmoplegia 
Paralysis of one or more of the eye muscles 

Ophthalmoscope An instrument containing a perforated mirror and lenses used to 

examine the interior of the eye 

Opiate 
Any medication containing opium, for example, morphine 

Optic 
Relating to vision 

Optic chiasma The crossing of the optic nerves from the two eyes at the base of the 

brain 

Optic disc The small blind spot on the surface of the retina where cells of the 

retina converge to form the optic nerve; the only part of the retina 

that is insensitive to light 

Optician An optician is a person who reads prescriptions given by 

ophthalmologists and optometrists for vision correction, orders lens 

and dispenses glasses and contact lenses 

Optic Nerve 
The nerve that carries images from the retina to the brain 

Optic Neuritis Inflammation of the optic nerve. Characterised by rapid onset of 

decreased vision and usually accompanied by discomfort upon eye 

movement and central visual field defect 

Optometrist A health professional trained to detect and correct refractive errors, 

to prescribe spectacles, assess and manage contact lenses and 

provide low vision aids 

Orbit The cavity or socket of the skull in which the eye and its appendages 

are situated 

Orchidectomy 
The surgical removal of a testicle 

Organ of Corti 
The sensitive organ of hearing within the cochlear duct. The organ of 

Corti contains specialised cells called hair cells that  

 

 convert sound vibrations into electrical nerve impulses 



 

Organic Having properties relating to living organisms. Relating to the organs 

(for example, organic disease: disease of an  

organ, accompanied by structural changes) 

Organic Brain Disorders Organic Brain Disorders are conditions that are due to damage or 

deterioration of brain tissue 

Organism 
An individual living being, animal or vegetable 

Orthopaedics The branch of medicine dealing with the study and surgical 

treatment of deformities, injuries and diseases of the bones, joints, 

tendons and muscles 

Orthoptist An orthoptist is skilled in assessing vision, especially in small 

children, the assessment of squints, assessing how well the eyes are 

working together (binocular function), the treatment of amblyopia 

with occlusion therapy and at times, provides exercises to assist 

control of eye movements 

Orthosis A device that is used to protect, support, or improve function of 

parts of the body that move, for example, a brace or splint. 

Orthoses is plural 

Orthotic An appliance promoting the straightening and support of a 

deformed or distorted part of the body, such as a limb 

Os 
A bone. A mouth or mouth like opening 

Ossicle 
A small bone such as those in the middle ear 

Osteitis 
Inflammation of bone. 

Osteo Arthritis Osteo-arthritis (OA) is a disease of the joints characterised by 

cartilage destruction and new bone formation 

Osteochondritis 
Inflammation of bone and cartilage 

Osteodystrophy 
Abnormal development of bone 



 

Osteomalacia A disease characterised by painful softening of bones. Due to 

vitamin D deficiency in adults. Also known as “Adult  

Rickets” 

Osteomyelitis 
Inflammation of a bone due to infection 

Osteopathy A system of therapy that emphasises normal body mechanics and 

manipulation to correct faulty body structures. It is considered a 

complementary medicine 

Osteophyte Bony outgrowth (seen on X-ray) at joint margin of an osteoarthritic 

joint, or in degenerative disc disease also known as 'lipping' or 

'spurs' 

Osteopaenia A condition of bone in which there is a generalised reduction in 

bone mass that is less severe than that in osteoporosis 

Osteoporosis A common bone disease characterised by reduced bone mass and 

thinning of internal bone structure. This leads to an increased risk of 

fractures especially neck of femur, wrist and collapse of vertebrae 

Osteosarcoma 
A malignant bone tumour occurring in young adults 

Otitis Media with Effusion (previously known as 

Chronic Secretory Otitis Media) 

Inflammation of middle ear mucosa, often accompanied by 

accumulation of fluid, secondary to eustachian tube obstruction 

Otolaryngology The scientific study of the ears nose and throat, and the diseases 

affecting them 

Otosclerosis A hearing condition in which the stapes in the ear becomes attached 

to the surrounding bone by an abnormal bone growth. Sound 

transmission is progressively impaired so that hearing in the 

affected ear deteriorates 

Ovarian Cancer Ovarian cancer is a malignant growth of the cells of the ovary 



 

Ovary The female gonad: either of the paired female sexual glands in 

which produce eggs and female hormones 
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Pacemaker An electrical device, which stimulates the heart muscle to contract 

and controls heart 

 

Paediatrics The branch of medicine dealing with the care and development of 

children and the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of children's 

diseases 

Paget's disease A chronic disease of bone caused by increased bone turnover, which 

produces bone pain enlargement, deformity, and weakness 

Pain Clinic A clinic, usually run by anaesthnetists, to treat the physical aspects 

of pain 

Pain Management Clinic Run by a professional multi - disciplinary team, usually consisting of 

a psychologist, physiotherapist, nurse and doctor. Treats people 

who have chronic pain of at least 6 months duration and where all 

other appropriate treatments have been undertaken 

Palliative Treatment, which relieves, but does not cure disease. Often used in 

reference to treatments for terminal cancer 

Pallor 
Extreme or unnatural paleness 

Palmar Erythema 
Redness of palms and hands due to inflammation 



 

Palmar plantar syndrome This condition is an uncommon side effect of some chemotherapy 

drugs. The symptoms are painful peeling and sometimes blistering 

of skin on the palms of the hands and soles of the feet. There may 

be associated numbness and tingling of the hands and feet. In the 

vast majority of cases the causative drug can be stopped and 

another drug used in its place, as soon as the condition is 

recognised. The condition quickly resolves once the causative drug 

is stopped. Rarely the causative drug cannot be stopped and in 

these cases the disabling effects of the condition will persist for the 

duration of chemotherapy 

Palpation The method of examination of the organs by touch or pressure of 

the hand over the surface of the body. The size, shape, mobility of 

internal organs can be assessed this way 

Palpitation Rapid and forceful contraction of the heart of which the person is 

aware 

Palsy 
Paralysis 

 

Pancreas An organ situated behind the stomach which produces 1) hormones 

(insulin and glucagon) which regulate blood sugar levels, and 2) 

digestive enzymes, which drain into the small intestine, and which 

help with digestion 

Papilloedema Swelling of the optic nerve at the back of the eye normally caused 

by an increase of pressure within the skull 

Paradoxical That which is apparently, though not actually, inconsistent with or 

opposed to the known facts in any case 

Paraesthesia 
An abnormal tingling sensation (such as "pins and needles") 

Paralysis Loss of the power of movement of any part, as a result of an 

interference with the nerve supply 

Paramedic Someone trained to assist nurses and doctors, and trained to 

administer emergency treatment, (such as ambulance crew) 



 

Paramedical Having some association with the science of practice of medicine 

Paranoia A mental disorder characterised by ongoing suspicion, mistrust, 

hostility and delusions of persecution 

Paraparesis 
An incomplete paralysis affecting the lower limbs 

Paraphrenia Schizophrenia and paranoid state occurring for the first time in later 

life 

Paraplegia Paralysis of the lower extremities and lower trunk. All parts below 

the point of the injury to the spinal cord are affected. It may be of 

sudden onset from injury to the cord or may develop slowly as a 

result of disease 

Parasite Any animal or vegetable organism living upon or within another 

(host) from which it derives its nourishment 

Paraspinal muscles 
The muscles next to the spine 

Parasympathetic One of two types of nerves of the autonomic nervous system 

responsible for controlling functions which take place at the 

unconscious level, for example digestion, slowing the heart rate, 

regulating blood pressure, constricting the pupils of the eyes 

 

Parenteral Referring to the introduction to the body of drugs or fluids by routes 

other than the mouth or rectum, for instance intravenously 

(through a vein) or subcutaneously (through the skin) 

Parasympathetic nervous system The cranio-sacral portion of the autonomic nervous system, which 

innervates the heart, smooth muscle and glands of the head and 

neck, the thoracic, abdominal and pelvic viscera 

Paresis 
Partial paralysis 



 

Parietal lobe An area located in the uppermost section of the brain. Important in 

processing information about temperature, taste, touch and 

movement 

Parkinson’s disease A progressive neurological disease occurring most often after the 

age of 50 

Paroxysm A sudden attack, spasm or seizure or recurrence of a symptom or of 

a disease. It may also mean convulsion 

Pathogen A micro-organism such as a virus or a bacterium which can cause 

disease 

Pathognomonic 
Specifically characteristic of a disease 

Pathologic 
Indicative of or caused by some disease 

Pathological anxiety A disproportionately excessive level of anxiety that interferes with 

the ability to function in normal daily activities 

Pathology The branch of medicine concerned with the study of disease 

processes and mechanisms, and the effect on the body 

Peak Flow Meter A small hand-held device that measures how fast air comes out of 

the lungs when a person exhales forcefully 

Peak Expiratory Flow Reading (PEFR) 
Measurement of lung airways obstruction 

Peak Flow Test 
A test to measure lung airways obstruction 

Pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) 
A general term for a condition that involves infection and 

inflammation of the upper female genital tract, include the  

 

 womb, fallopian tubes, and ovaries 

Pelvis 
A basin-shaped group of bones 

Peptic Ulcer An ulcer in the lining of usually the stomach or the duodenum 



 

Perception The process of acquiring, interpreting, selecting, and organising 

sensory information 

Percutaneous 
Through the skin 

Percutaneous Transluminal Coronary  

Angioplasty (PTCA) 

A procedure in which a balloon-tipped catheter is inserted usually 

via the femoral (groin) artery and manoevered into the narrow 

heart artery. The balloon is then inflated to stretch the vessel 

opening and improve blood flow through it 

Performance status A WHO scale measuring fitness for treatment. A score of 0 means a 

person is active and able to care for themselves with no help from 

others; such a person is ‘fit’ and could cope with aggressive 

chemotherapy treatment. The scale ranges up to 4, a person 

scoring 1 or above is less active and may need significant help from 

others with activities of daily living, studies have shown aggressive 

chemotherapy treatment is more likely to harm people with higher 

scores than benefit them, they are described as ‘unfit’ for 

aggressive treatment in the medical evidence and are likely to have 

less aggressive treatment 

Perfusion The passage of liquid through a tissue or an organ, particularly the 

passage of blood through the lung tissues, or through the skin 

tissues 

Perianal 
Around the anus 

Pericarditis Inflammation of the pericardium (the fibroserous sac enclosing the 

heart and the roots of the great vessels) 

Perinatal 
Refers to the period around the time of birth 

Peripheral Vascular Disease A narrowing of blood vessels that restricts blood flow to the limbs. 

It mostly occurs in the legs, but sometimes in the arms, causing loss 

of sensation in the extremities ( fingers and toes) 

 



 

Peripheral Pertaining to or situated away from a centre or central structure, 

that is, at or near the periphery 

Peripheral vision Side vision; seeing objects or movement to the side of the direction 

of gaze 

Peritoneal Cavity The potential space between the parietal and visceral layers of the 

lining membrane of the abdominal cavity 

Peritoneum The lining membrane of the abdominal cavity, which also covers 

some of the abdominal organs 

Peritonitis 
Inflammation of the peritoneum usually due to infection 

Permeability The degree to which a fluid can pass from one structure through a 

wall or membrane into another 

Pernicious aneamia 
An anaemia due to lack of absorption of vitamin B12 

Peritonitis Inflammation of the peritoneum, which may be due to chemical 

irritation or bacterial infection 

Perthe’s disease (Avascular necrosis) A disorder characterised by the deterioration of the head of the 

femur in the hip joint, due to its insufficient blood supply 

Pertussis 
Whooping Cough 

Pessimism A belief that things are bad, and tend to become worse, a general 

disposition to look on the dark side and to expect the worst in all 

things 

Petit mal Absence seizures. A form of epilepsy common in children and 

characterised by sudden and brief absences 

Phalanges 
The bones of the fingers or toes 

PET scanner A device that produces cross-sectional images after the injection of 

a radioactive substance of metabolic processes by means of 

positron emission tomography. Used to identify secondary spread 

of cancers 



 

Pharmacological Pertaining to pharmacology or to the properties and reactions of 

drugs 

Pharynx 
The muscular tube lined with mucous membrane situated at the 

back of the mouth and nose. It leads to the gullet, and  

 

 also communicates with the windpipe 

Phenothiazines These are the largest of the 5 main classes of antipsychotic drugs. 

Although these drugs are generally effective, there are often serious 

side-effects (especially in the early stages of treatment) 

Phenylketonuria also known as PKU This is an inherited abnormality in which phenylalanine cannot be 

broken down in the body. This can lead to severe mental deficiency 

if not detected and treated 

Phenytoin An anticonvulsant drug used in some form of epilepsy  

(seizures) 

Phlebitis 
Inflammation of a vein, usually in the leg 

Phobia An irrational fear produced by a specific normal or harmless 

situation, which the person attempts to avoid. A common example 

is agoraphobia 

Photophobia 
Excessive sensitivity to light 

Photoreceptor 
A nerve end-organ or receptor sensitive to light 

Photosensitivity / Photosensitisation An abnormal degree of sensitivity of the skin to sunlight.  

Some medications can increase this sensitivity 

Phototherapy A type of treatment involving exposure of the skin to light – used for 

cases of severe eczema 

Physiological 
Relating to physiology; normal; not pathologic 

Pigment The dye-like material in cells that provides colour to skin, eye and 

hair 



 

Pinna (auricle) The external, visible portion of the ear. Its primary function is to 

carry sounds to the middle ear 

Pituitary A hormone-secreting gland situated at the base of the brain. It 

secretes many different types of hormones which act in turn on 

many other glands and organs of the body 

Placebo An inactive substance which when administered (under the 

impression that it is a drug) causes some improvement, which 

cannot be related to any particular effect of that substance 

 

Placenta Organs that attach the developing embryos or foetus to the inside 

of the uterus. It links the mother's and foetus blood supply keeping 

them separate but allowing oxygen nutrients and some antibodies 

to cross. Some viruses may also cross the placenta 

Plantar 
Relating to the sole of the foot 

Plantar fasciitis Inflammation of the thick fibrous tissue of the sole of the foot 

causing chronic pain on walking 

Plaque Abnormal patches caused by disease such as in MS or respiratory 

diseases 

Plasma The yellow fluid part of the blood in which the blood cells are 

suspended 

Plasma Viscosity 
A blood test identifying the degree of inflammation 

Platelet Disc-shaped structures found in blood concerned in the process of 

clotting. Also known as a thrombocyte) 

Pleural fibrosis 
The development of fibrous tissue in lung tissue 

Pleurisy Inflammation of the lining of the lung, which causes a sharp pain in 

the chest on breathing 



 

Plexopathy Any disorder of a network of veins, lymph vessels or nerves, 

especially the nerves 

Plexus 
A network of veins, lymph vessels or nerves 

Pneumococcal Pneumonia The most common type of acute bacterial pneumonia usually 

affecting one lung 

Pneumococcus A bacterium (Streptococcus pneumoniae) that is the most common 

cause of bacterial pneumonia and is associated with meningitis and 

other infectious diseases 

Pneumoconiosis Caused by the inhalation of mineral dusts such as coal and silica. 

Some cases may be prescribed diseases when occupationally 

exposed as an employed earner to such agents 

Pneumocystis 
A pneumonia caused by the parasitic protozoan  

Pneumocystis carinii and affecting primarily individuals with  

 

 an immunodeficiency disease, such as AIDS 

Pneumonectomy Total removal of a lung for example, for the treatment of cancer 

Pneumonia Inflammation of the lung usually caused by an infection, which is 

accompanied by fever, coughing, breathlessness and pains in the 

chest 

Pneumothorax Air or gas in the pleural space, usually as a result of trauma or some 

pathological process 

Podiatrist A person who specialises in the study of and care of the foot 

Poliomyelitis (Infantile paralysis) This is the full name for the disease known as "polio", A viral 

infection causing damage to nerves in the spinal cord resulting in 

paralysis, weakness and wasting of muscle groups 



 

Polyarthritis Inflammation of several joints at the same time, as seen in 

rheumatoid arthritis 

Polycystic Ovary syndrome A condition where multiple thin-walled cysts are found in one or 

both ovaries, which may cause hyperestrogenism 

Polycythaemia 
Too many red blood cells or "erythrocytes" in the blood 

Polydipsia Excessive thirst. It may be a symptom of untreated diabetes mellitus 

Polymyalgia Rheumatica A condition causing pain and stiffness in the muscles, usually 

involving the shoulder or hip region 

Polyneuropathy 
Neuropathy of many peripheral nerves simultaneously 

Polyp A pathological growth of tissue protruding from the mucous lining 

of an organ such as the nose, bladder, or intestine, often causing 

obstruction 

Polyuria 
Excessive urination; often-in conjunction with polydipsia 

Port Access point to an indwelling catheter, enabling administration of 

drugs without gaining new access every time 

 

Portal Hypertension 
Any increase in the portal vein (in the liver) pressure 

Popliteal 
Pertaining to the area behind the knee 

Positive symptoms These occur when there is something added to a person’s thinking 

such hallucinations, delusion and disturbances in thought processes 

Posterior 
Towards the back 

Posterior Chamber 
Part of the eye behind the iris and in front of the lens 

Posterior segment The part of the eye posterior (behind) to the crystalline lens, 

including the vitreous, choroid, retina and optic nerve 



 

Posthumous 
Occurring after death 

Post ictal 
The period after an epileptic seizure 

Postmortem 
After death. (Postmortem examination or autopsy) 

Postnatal 
Occurring after birth 

Postpartum 
Occurring after labour (childbirth) 

Postprandial 
Occurring after a meal 

Post Seizure Manifestations A state of confusion, disorientation or impaired memory function, 

usually following a tonic-clonic seizure. Other characteristics may be 

headaches, aggression, aching muscles, sore or tender tongue. This 

state may last for several hours or several days after a seizure 

Postural Hypotension 
Low blood pressure occurring when standing up 

Pott's Fracture 
A fracture dislocation of the ankle 

Prader-Willi syndrome A congenital syndrome of unknown cause characterised by short 

stature, mental retardation, excessive eating and obesity and sexual 

immaturity 

Precancerous Applying to conditions or structural changes in tissues that run the 

risk of changing into cancer 

Precipitating Factor A factor associated with a definitive onset of a disease, illness or 

behavioural response, for example, smoking is a precipitating factor 

in lung cancer 

 

Predisposition The condition of having a genotype that increases the risk for 

developing a genetic disease, if triggered by other environmental 

conditions present. For example, some women have a family history 

of breast cancer and are therefore predisposed (but not necessarily 

destined) to develop breast cancer 



 

Pre-eclampsia A condition of hypertension, oedema and proteinuria occurring 

during late pregnancy or immediately following pregnancy 

Premenstrual 
The days preceding the onset of a menstrual period 

Prenatal 
Before birth 

Presbycusis 
Progressive deafness in old age 

Presbyopia The gradual loss of the eye's ability to change focus from distance to 

near; occurs in almost everyone sometime after age 40. 

Prevalence The total number of cases of a disease in a given population at a 

specific time 

Primary writing tremor (PWT) Primary writing tremor (PWT) is considered to be a type of task-

specific tremor in which tremor predominantly occurs and 

interferes with handwriting 

Proctalgia Pain in the rectum and/or anus (the lower end of the large bowel) 

Proctocolectomy 
Surgical removal of the rectum and large bowel (colon) 

Prodromal period Period of precursor symptom(s) indicative of the imminent onset of 

morbidity or disease 

Productive 
Producing or capable of producing mucus or sputum 

Progesterone 
A female hormone produced by the ovary 

Prognosis 
A forecast of the course, duration and outcome of a disease 

Progressive multifocal leucoencephalopathy 

(PML) 

A rare disease of the central nervous system resulting from 

destruction of the sheath which covers the nerves. It affects around 

4% of people with AIDs but can be due to other viral infection 

 



 

Prolapse The falling down or slipping out of place of an organ or part, such as 

the uterus or rectum 

Proliferation 
Rapid multiplication of cells 

Pronation 
Rotation of a body part (usually the hand or foot) downward 

Prone 
Lying face downward 

Prophylactic 
Measure or medication used to prevent disease 

Prophylaxis 
Measures taken to prevent a disease 

Proptosis 
Abnormal protuberance of the eyeball out of its socket 

Prostaglandin One of several hormone substances produced in many body 

tissues. They have many different actions and are involved in the 

process of inflammation 

Prostate A walnut-sized gland at the base of the bladder in the male, which 

produces fluid, which forms part of the semen. It often becomes 

enlarged after middle age and may require removal 

Prostate Cancer Prostate cancer is a malignant growth of cells of the prostate gland, 

called adenocarcinoma 

Prostatectomy 
Surgical removal of whole or of part of the prostate gland. 

Prostatectomy 
The surgical removal of all of the prostate gland 

Prosthesis An artificial replacement for part of the body, such as artificial 

limbs, dentures eyes, breasts, pacemakers and artificial valves 

placed in the heart 

Prosthetic heart valves Artificial surgically implanted replacements for diseased or damaged 

heart valves 

Prostration 
A condition of extreme exhaustion 



 

Protein One of a group of complex organic nitrogen-containing compounds 

formed from simpler substances known as aminoacids, and 

occurring in every living cell of animal and vegetable tissue 

Proteinuria 
A condition in which protein is present in the urine. It may  

 

 be an indicator of damage to the kidneys 

Proton-pump inhibitors (PPI) 
Drug, which reduces acid secretion by the stomach 

Protozoa A very diverse group comprising some 50,000 organisms that 

consist of one cell. Some cause disease 

Proximal In anatomy, that part which is nearest to the centre of a body 

Pruritus 
Irritation of the skin with itching 

Pseudoclaudication Leg and buttock pain when standing for long periods of time or 

when walking with the back in an extended position 

Psoriasis A chronic skin disease of unknown cause characterised by reddish 

spots with silvery scales 

Psychiatry The branch of medicine, which deals with mental disorders, their 

diagnosis, treatment and prevention 

Psychoactive drugs Drugs that affects the functioning of the mind and used to treat 

mental illness 

Psychogenic 
A disorder of psychological origin 

Psychometrics The field of study (connected to psychology and statistics) 

concerned with the measurement of "psychological" aspects of a 

person such as knowledge, skills, abilities, or personality 

Psychomotor retardation A slowing down of thought and a reduction of physical movements 

in a person due to a mental illness 



 

Psychosis Symptoms of a mental illness comprising of delusions, 

hallucinations and thought processes 

Psychosocial A term used to underline the close relationship between 

psychological and social effects of a person’s response to illness 

Psychosomatic 
Relating to the mind and the body 

Psychosomatic Disorders 
Illnesses when no physical cause can be found 

Psychotic 
A misinterpretation of the nature of reality. Typically hallucinations; 

delusional beliefs; disorders of the stream of  

 

 thought (speed, pressure); formal thought disorder (linking of 

thoughts together) 

Psychotherapy The treatment of mental and emotional disorders through the use 

of psychological techniques 

Psychotropic 
Affecting the mind, emotions, or behaviour 

PTCA A procedure in which a balloon-tipped catheter is inserted usually 

via the femoral (groin) artery and manoevered into the narrow 

heart artery. The balloon is then inflated to stretch the vessel 

opening and improve blood flow through it 

Ptosis 
Drooping of the upper eyelid 

Puberty The period during which the sexual characteristics develop and the 

reproductive organs become functional 

Puerperium 
A period of about six weeks following childbirth 

Pulmonary 
Relating to the lungs 



 

Pulmonary embolism (PE) Blockage of the pulmonary artery (or one of its branches), usually 

when a venous thrombus (blood clot from a vein), such as a DVT 

becomes dislodged from its site of formation and embolizes to the 

arterial blood supply of one of the lungs 

Pulmonary Function Test Any of several breathing tests that measure the function of the 

lungs, including the rate of air flow and the volume of exhaled air, 

performed to assess lung function and to detect the presence of 

respiratory disease 

Pulmonary hypertension Pulmonary hypertension is a progressive lung condition. Disability is 

related to progressive loss of lung function and right heart failure. 

The main symptom is breathlessness. Class I and Class II disease are 

not likely to be associated with significant disability. In class III 

disease normal activity will be restricted by symptoms, minimal 

physical activity is likely to cause chest pain, dizziness and severe  

breathlessness. In class IV disease there is breathlessness at rest. 

Advanced disease is usually fatal without aggressive treatment. 

Drug treatment may preserve remaining lung function, improve 

symptoms and prolong  

 survival. Surgical treatments are also available for advanced disease; 

these include lung transplant and heart/lung transplant 

Pulmonary Oedema A severe state of increased interstitial fluid within the lung that 

leads to flooding of the alveoli with fluid 

Pulse The local rhythmic expansion of an artery which reflects the 

heartbeat, and which can be felt with the finger, in the wrist, neck, 

foot, and other places 

Pupil Round, dark centre of the eye - opens and closes to regulate the 

amount of light the retina receives 

Pus A yellow-white substance made by the body in reaction to an 

infection, composed of dead white blood cells, tissues and remains 

of bacteria 



 

Purulent 
Containing, discharging or causing the production of pus 

Pyelography X-ray of the kidney and ureter using radio opaques dye either 

injected or introduced directly into the bladder 

Pyelonephritis Inflammation of the kidney and its pelvis due to bacterial infection 

Pyrexia 
Fever. Body temperature above 37 degrees Celsius 
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Quadriceps A group of muscles in the front of the thigh that straighten the 

knee 

Quadriplegia (Tetraplegia) 
Paralysis of all four limbs 
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Radical Radiotherapy Maximum dose radiotherapy aimed at curing or controlling disease 

 

Radioactivity The radiation, including alpha particles, nucleons, electrons, and 

gamma rays, emitted by a radioactive substance 

Radioallergosorbent (RAST) test A RAST test (radioallergosorbent test) is a blood test used to 

determine the sensitivity (allergy) of a person to certain substances. 

This is different from a skin allergy test, which determines allergy by 

the reaction of a person's skin to different substances 

Radiograph 
An x-ray picture 

Radiographer 
A person trained to take x-ray pictures 



 

Radiologist A doctor specialising in the interpretation of x-rays  

(radiology) 

Radiotherapy The treatment of disease (usually cancer) by x-rays/radiation 

Radius One of the two forearm bones. The bone in the forearm on the 

same side as the thumb 

Raynaud's Phenomenon Intermittent spasm of the small arteries usually of the hands, 

following exposure to cold or vibration. As a result, the fingers go 

white and numb. It may be part of a more serious and widespread 

rheumatic disorder 

Receptive Language skills (listening and reading) that require the 

reader/listener to make sense of what he/she reads or hears 

Recto Urethral Fistula An abnormal connection between the urethra and the rectum (back 

passage). The main symptoms are lower abdominal pain, dysuria 

and frequency with frequent urinary tract infections. Other 

symptoms such as faecal debris in the urine and pneumaturia 

(passing air in the urine) may be noticed. Urine is hardly ever passed 

into the rectum 

Rectum 
The lower part of the large intestine that ends at the anus 

Refactory 
Resistant to therapy 

Reflex An automatic response to an outside stimulus. E.g. a tendon reflex is 

jerking of a muscle produced by striking certain tendons 

 

Refractive Errors  When the eye does not provide the correct amount of power for its 

size, more specifically the eyeball length, a refractive error results. 

When the eye provides too much power, the person is nearsighted. 

When the eye does not provide enough power, then the person is 

farsighted 



 

Regurgitation To rush or surge back, especially to cast up partially digested food 

Rehabilitation A programme of medicine and psychologicalal and clinical treatment 

designed to maximise residual physical, perceptual and cognitive 

abilities following injury, illness or disability 

Rejection of Transplant This occurs when the transplanted organ or tissue is attacked by the 

immune system of the person receiving the transplant. It is caused 

by the formation of antibodies in the recipient’s blood, which react 

with the transplanted organ, eventually leading to its destruction 

Relapse 
To fall back into an illness after a period of remission 

Remission A lessening in the severity of symptoms or their disappearance 

during the course of the illness. Remission may be temporary or 

permanent 

Renal 
Relating to the kidney 

Renin A protein-digesting enzyme that is released by the kidneys and that 

catalyzes the hydrolysis of angiotensinogen to angiotensin l 

Repetitive strain injury (RSI) A musculoskeletal disorder, generally affecting muscles or Tendons 

of the upper limbs and neck, resulting from repetitive and forceful 

motions or from activities carried out in awkward postures 

Resection The surgical removal of part or all of an organ or part of the body 

Respiration 
The act of breathing 

Respirator An artificial device used to aid the act of respiration in those who 

are unable to do this adequately themselves. It is an old-fashioned 

term, the modern term is ventilator 

 



 

Retardation Slowing down of mental and physical activity as often observed in 

depression 

Retina The light- sensitive layer of cells (rods and cones) lining at the back 

of the eye. It converts the impressions produced by light into 

electrical impulses, which are then carried by the optic nerve to the 

visual cortex of the brain 

Retinal detachment Separation of the retina from its attachments to the back of the 

eyeball resulting in loss of vision 

Retinitis Pigmentosa A disease of the eye, resulting from degeneration of a part of the 

eye called the retina. It affects night vision and peripheral vision, 

and eventually can lead to blindness 

Retinopathy Any disease or disorder of the retina. Most often found in diabetes 

and high blood pressure, sometimes leading to impairment of vision 

and blindness 

Retrograde Moving or tending backward. Reverting to an earlier or inferior 

condition 

Rheumatic Fever A childhood throat infection caused by septococcal bacteria 

resulting in a rash. A complication is damage to heart valves. Easily 

treated with Penicillin 

Rheumatism A general term to describe disorders affecting the joints, muscles, 

tendons and ligaments 

Rheumatoid Arthritis A chronic inflammation of the linings of joints and tendon heaths. In 

its usual form, it is a symmetrical, destructive and deforming 

arthritis 

Rheumatology The branch of medicine concerned with the diagnosis and treatment 

of disorders of the joints, muscles, tendons and ligaments. A 

Rheumatologist is also concerned with connective tissue diseases 

Rhinitis An inflammation of the mucous membrane that lines the nose 



 

Rhonchi Wheezes audible with the stethoscope, indicating narrowing of 

small airways in the lungs 

Ribonucleic Acid 
Ribonucleic acid is a polymeric constituent of all living cells and 

many viruses. The structure and base sequence of RNA  

 are determinants of protein synthesis and the transmission of 

genetic information 

Rickets A now rare disease of children caused by a lack of vitamin D, causing 

deformity of the lower limbs 

Rituximab A monoclonal antibody treatment for lymphoma and is a type of 

biological therapy 

Rodent Ulcer A slow-growing skin tumour involving cancerous changes in the skin 

cells known as basal skin cells 

Rods Light sensitive nerve cells in the retina that tell light from dark and 

are responsible for night vision 

Rombergs sign 
An inability to stand without swaying if the eyes are closed 

Royal Free Disease Another name for Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. Also known as Post-

viral Fatigue Syndrome or Myalgic  

Encephalomyelitis 

Rubella German measles is a viral infection, which is characterised by a fine 

rash, sore throat and enlarged lymph glands 

Rubella syndrome The abnormalities caused by infection with the rubella (German 

measles) virus before birth. The syndrome is characterised by 

multiple birth defects and learning difficulties 

Rupture of tendon 
A tearing apart of a tendon 
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Sacroiliac joint The joint between the sacrum (the lower part of the backbone) 

and the ileal bones which form the back of the pelvis 

Sacrum The curved, triangular bone at the lower end of the backbone, 

located below the last (5th) lumbar vertebra. It consists of five 

fused vertebrae and articulates with the spine and the pelvis 

Salpingitis 
Inflammation of the Fallopian tubes 

 

  

Sarcoid Granulomata Nodules, which occur in organs, mainly the lungs as a result of 

sarcoidosis 

Sarcoidosis (Sarcoid) A disease of unknown cause, in which granular nodules affect many 

parts of the body, but principally the lungs 

Sarcoma A particular type of malignant tumour arising from bone, cartilage, 

muscle, fat or other related tissues 

Scapula 
Two flat bones that together form the shoulder blades 

Schizoid personality (disorder) A personality disorder marked by indifference to social 

relationships and restricted range of emotional experience and 

expression 

Schizophrenia A mental health disorder characterised by disturbances of thinking, 

perception, emotion and behaviour. It is one of the more severe 

mental illnesses often leading to serious recurrent and long-term 

disability 

Schizo-affective disorder A mental disorder in which symptoms of schizophrenia occur in 

combination with symptoms of a mood disorder such as depression 

or mania 

Schizotypal personality (disorder) A personality disorder characterised by marked deficits in 

interpersonal competence and eccentricities in ideation, 

appearance or behaviour 



 

Sciatica Pain down the back of the leg, usually caused by pressure on the 

sciatic nerves by a prolapsed inter-vertebral disc in the vertebral 

column 

Sclera 
The white, protective, outer layer of the eyeball 

Scleritis 
Inflammation of the sclera, the white part of the eyeball 

Scleroderma A connective tissue disorder, which may affect many organs 

characterised by thickening and hardening of the skin with 

consequent impairment of dexterity 

Sclerosis A hardening or thickening of tissues often used to describe blood 

vessels 

Scoliosis 
A sideways curvature of the backbone to either the left or  

 

 right 

Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) A form of depressive illness in which there is a regular relationship 

between the onset of depressive episodes and a particular time or 

season of the year 

Sebaceous Numerous glands that usually open into the hair follicles and 

secrete an oily thick substance 

Seborrhea A condition in which overactivity of the Sebaceous glands causes the 

skin to become oily 

Secondary Generalised Seizure A seizure that begins in one part of the brain then spreads across 

the brain causing the person having the seizure to lose 

consciousness 

Secretion The production of substances by the glands of the body (for 

example, saliva by the salivary glands) 

Sedative A depressant, which acts on the central nervous system to relieve 

anxiety and induce calmness/sleep (for example, barbiturates and 

benzodiazepines) 



 

Semantic Memory This is the brain’s knowledge store of objects, word meanings and 

facts such as Paris is the capital of France 

Seminoma 
A malignant tumour of the testicle 

Senescence 
The condition of being old 

Senility 
A state of mental deterioration resulting from old age 

Sensorineural Deafness Hearing loss or impairment due to a lesion or defect of the cochlea 

or the acoustic nerve 

Sensory 
Relating to the senses (touch, vision, hearing, taste, smell). 

Sensory nerves Those nerves responsible for the appreciation of touch, pain, 

temperature and position 

Sepsis 
Infection 

Septicaemia Presence of large numbers of bacteria in the blood, giving rise to a 

very severe illness with a high fever. Also known as blood poisoning 

Septum 
A thin partition or membrane that divides two cavities or  

 

 soft masses of tissue in an organism, for example, the nasal septum 

or the atrial septum of the heart 

Seroconversion Development of antibodies as a result of infection or immunisation 

Serology The characteristics of a disease or an organism shown by study of 

blood serums 

Serous 
Pertaining to serum; thin and watery, like serum 

Sertoli cell 
A cell in the testes supporting the production of sperm 



 

Shingles An acute infection caused by a herpes virus. It usually strikes only 

one side of the body and is often accompanied by severe neuralgia. 

Also called herpes zoster, zona and zoster 

Shock A condition, where the blood pressure falls so low that the blood 

supply to vital organs is threatened. Shock can be caused by severe 

injury with loss of blood, heart attack, severe allergic reaction and 

some infections 

Sickle-cell (drepanocytosis) A hereditary blood disease mainly affecting people of  

African ancestry 

Sickle-cell anaemia An autosomal dominant type of hemolytic anemia caused by 

hemoglobin S with abnormal erythrocytes (sickle cells) in the blood 

Sigmoid colon 
The s- shaped part of the large bowel just above the rectum 

Sigmoidoscopy Direct examination of the interior of the sigmoid colon using a rigid 

tube 

Silicosis A lung disease caused by the inhalation of silica particles, which may 

lead to progressive breathlessness and which occurs in miners, 

stone masons and quarry workers 

Simian 
Relating to or resembling an ape 

Simple Partial A seizure that affects a small part of the brain (Frontal, Parietal, 

Temporal or Occipital lobes) and there is no loss of consciousness 

Sinoatrial 
Relating to the sinus node 

 

Sinus Node A group of specialised cells in the right atrium responsible for the 

electrical impulse in the heart. It functions as the heart's pacemaker, 

setting the pace for the heartbeat 



 

Sjorgen’s syndrome A syndrome resulting in a combination of dry eyes, dry mouth, 

enlarged parotid (salivary) glands, and polyarthritis.  

It is seen in at least 30% of people with rheumatoid arthritis 

Sleep apnoea A sleep disorder in which breathing is interrupted during sleep 

Snellen's chart A chart consisting of letters of varying sizes used for testing visual 

acuity. 

Social phobia A disorder that results in extreme anxiety in social situations 

Soft tissue rheumatism A variety of conditions affecting the tissues such as the muscles, 

tendons and ligaments, which surround joints, but not involving the 

joints themselves 

Somatic 
Relating to the body as opposed to the mind 

Spasmodic torticollis Involuntary contraction of one or more of the neck muscles 

resulting in the turning of the head to one side 

Spastic paralysis A paralysis in which the affected muscles are contracted with rigidity 

and stiffness of the limb 

Spatial neglect A term used to describe cognitive problems where a person is 

unable to recognise that one side of the body or visual field exists 

Special Needs Medical, emotional, mental or behavioural needs that will require 

on-going assistance and support. Educationalists use the term 

“Special Needs” as an alternative to learning disability 

Specific back pain This term applies to back pain where there is evidence of a definite 

and identifiable pathological cause for the person’s symptoms 

Specific phobia A type of phobia characterised by extreme fear of an object or 

situation that is not harmful under general conditions 



 

Sphincter 
A ring of muscle at the outlet of an organ e.g. bowel or  

 

 bladder whose contraction prevents incontinence 

Spina bifida A congenital abnormality of the spinal cord and vertebral column 

(back bone) in which there is a protrusion of the spinal cord, nerve 

roots, and meninges through a defect in the vertebral column 

leading to major physical effects 

Spina bifida occulta A very mild form of spinal bifida, which does not lead to any 

disability. It may only be shown up on routine X-Ray 

Spinal canal The boney channel formed by the vertebrae bones. The spinal cord 

and nerve roots lie within the canal and are protected by the bones 

Spinal claudication Leg and buttock pain when standing for long periods of time or 

when walking with the back in an extended position 

Spinal Cord Compression Spinal cord compression (pressing together) is a condition that 

causes pressure on the spinal cord, leading to narrowing or 

distortion of the nerve tissue 

Spinal cord A column of nerve tissue that runs from the base of the skull down 

the back. It is enclosed within the vertebrae (back bones). The 

spinal cord and the brain make up the central nervous system, and 

spinal cord nerves carry most messages between the brain and the 

rest of the body 

Spinal stenosis A condition where the spinal canal narrows and pinches the spinal 

cord and nerves, usually due to disc herniation. This may affect the 

cervical spine, the lumbar spine or both, and results in low back 

pain as well as pain or abnormal sensations in the legs 

Spirometer 
An instrument used for measuring lung function 



 

Spirometry The most common of the Pulmonary Function Tests (PFT), is the 

measurement of lung function, specifically the measurement of the 

amount (volume) and speed (flow) of air that can be inhaled and 

exhaled 

Spirometry Test A Spirometry test measures the volume of air blown out against 

time and gives specific information about lung function 

Spleen 
An organ found in the upper left part of the abdomen involved with 

the manufacture and destruction of blood  

 

 cells 

Splenectomy Removal of the spleen. This can be done as an open operation – 

recovery time 6 weeks, or a laparoscopic (keyhole) operation – 

recovery time 2 weeks. Anyone who has had their spleen removed 

is at higher risk of bacterial infections and will require vaccination 

against these infections and more aggressive treatment of 

infections when they do occur 

Splenomegaly 
Enlarged spleen 

Spondylitis Inflammation of the spinal joints as a result of degenerative 

changes 

Spondylolisthesis A sliding forward of one or more vertebra on another, usually in the 

lower part of the backbone and possibly causing back pain. An 

operation may be needed to correct it 

Spondylosis A condition resulting from degeneration of the discs between 

vertebrae with the formation of bony outgrowths and arthritis of 

joints between vertebrae. It is a degenerative condition, normally 

occurring with ageing. When occurring in the neck it is referred to 

as cervical spondylosis whilst when occurring in the lower spine is 

called lumbar spondylosis 



 

Spontaneous remission A lessening in the severity of symptoms or their disappearance 

during the course of the illness, without assistance from a therapist, 

counsellor, or medical practitioner. Remission may be temporary or 

permanent. 

Sporadic goitre A type of goitre where only some individuals are affected, this may 

be due to an inherited familial tendency, poor individual diet, age 

(over 40 years) and gender, certain foods or medication 

Sprain 
A sprain is an injury to a ligament 

Sputum Mucus and other matter that is brought up from the lungs by 

coughing 

Squamous Arising from lining (eg bronchi in lung) often used to define tumour 

type 

 

SSRI Antidepressants Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRIs). Second generation 

antidepressive agents, which inhibit serotonin reuptake 

Staging of Non-Hodgkin lymphoma  A number staging system is used, ranging from 1 to 4 (I to IV). A 

lower number means the disease is smaller and less wide spread 

and outcome with treatment is likely to be better. In this guidance 

Non-Hodgkin lymphoma is divided into two groups ‘early’ or stage I 

disease and ‘advanced’ disease – stages II, III or IV. This is because 

the treatment and outcome is different between these two groups 

Stapedectomy Surgical removal of all or part of the stapes of the middle ear, 

followed by replacement with a prosthesis 

Stapes The final bone in the series of three small bones, or ossicles, of the 

middle ear. Sometimes called the stirrup 

Stasis A state in which the normal flow of a body liquid stops, for example 

the flow of blood through vessels or of intestinal contents through 

the digestive tract 



 

Statins 
Cholesterol-lowering drugs 

Status Asthmaticus A very severe and prolonged attack of asthma, which does not 

respond to standard medical treatment 

Status epilepticus A series of epileptic seizures during which the person does not 

regain consciousness between each fit 

Steatorrhoea The presence of excess fat in the stools, which causes them to be 

bulky and offensive. Found when absorption of fats from the bowel 

is impaired as, for example, in cystic fibrosis 

Stem cells An unspecialised cell that gives rise to a specific specialised cell, 

such as a blood cell 

Stenosis A narrowing. Commonly used in relation to the valves of the heart 

whose narrowing may lead to heart failure (for example, aortic 

stenosis). Also applied to the narrowing of an artery (for example, 

carotid stenosis) 

Stent 
A device that is used to maintain a bodily orifice or cavity during skin 

grafting, or to immobilise a skin graft following  

 

 placement 

Sternum A longitudinal unpaired plate of bone forming the middle of the 

anterior wall of the thorax, articulating above with the clavicles and 

along its sides with the cartilages of the first seven ribs (known as 

the breast bone) 

Sternocleidomastoid Muscles that run at the front of the neck from behind the ear to 

the upper end of the breast bone and inner part of the collar bone 

Steroid A particular type of hormone produced by the adrenal glands or a 

synthetic version used to treat certain conditions 

Stethoscope Any of various instruments used for listening to sounds produced 

within the body (usually the chest) 



 

Still's disease A form of rheumatoid arthritis affecting children. (See  

Rheumatoid Arthritis) 

Stokes-Adams Attack Syncope (a simple faint) caused by a drop in blood pressure 

secondary to a fall in cardiac output due to an arrhythmia 

Stoma 
An artificial opening of a tube, for example, colostomy 

Stomach An organ situated in the upper part of the abdomen joining the 

oesophagus (gullet) to the small intestine 

Stomatitis 
Inflammation of the mouth 

Strabismus 
A squint 

Stricture An abnormal narrowing of a bodily passage due to trauma, 

inflammation, cancer or the formation of scar tissue 

Stridor Harsh, noisy breathing caused by partial obstruction of the upper 

part of the airway 

Stroke Weakness of one side of the body sometimes associated with 

cognitive function usually as a result of a brain haemorrhage or 

blockage of a brain artery 

Stromal A type of tissue that is associated with the support of cells within 

an organ of the gastrointestine 

 

Stupor 
A state of semi-consciousness 

Sub-arachnoid Haemorrhage A bleed into the space surrounding the brain causing a sudden 

severe headache and which may lead to residual effects similar to 

those of a stroke 

Sub-arachnoid Space The sub-arachnoid space contains a clear fluid, the cerebrospinal 

fluid (or CSF) and small blood vessels that supply the outer surface 

of the brain 

Sub-clinical 
Without clinical manifestations 



 

Sub Cortical Refers to the structure under the cortex, the outer layer of the brain 

Sub Cortical Dementia Any of a group of dementias thought to be caused by lesions 

affecting subcortical brain structures. Included are vascular 

dementia and dementias that accompany  

Huntington's chorea, Wilson's disease, paralysis agitans and 

thalamic atrophies 

Subdural Haematoma A blood clot beneath one of the membranes surrounding the brain 

usually as a result of injury. It is a medical emergency, and removal 

of the clot may lead to complete recovery. Sometimes it occurs as a 

result of minor injury in the elderly which may be difficult to 

diagnose, and may lead to progressive mental impairment 

Subluxation 
An incomplete or partial dislocation 

Sulphite A type of preservative that causes allergic reactions in some people 

Sulphone A type of drug, for example, Metformin to treat diabetes mellitus 

Type 2 

Supination Rotating a hand or foot outward on its long axis. The movement is 

done with the muscles in the forearm or lower leg 

Supine 
Lying on the back with the face upwards 

Suppository A small plug of medication designed to melt at body temperature 

within the rectum 

 

Supraventricular 
Situated or occurring above the ventricles 

Surgery The branch of medicine, which treats disease or injury by operative 

measures 

Sympathetic nerves One of two types of nerves responsible for controlling functions 

which take place at the unconscious level 



 

Sympathetic nervous system The thoraco-lumbar part of the autonomic nervous system, the 

preganglionic fibres of which are distributed to the heart, smooth 

muscle, and glands of the entire body 

Sympathectomy Surgical removal of a part of the sympathetic nervous system 

Symptomatic 
Showing symptoms, for example, of a particular disease 

Syncope A simple faint or temporary and very brief loss of consciousness 

Synovial fluid A fluid within the joint, which assists in lubrication and nutrition of 

the joint 

Synovium A thin membrane (normally one or two cell layers thick) lining the 

inside of the joint capsule. It produces synovial fluid 

Synovitis The inflammation of the membrane, (synovium) which lines a joint 

Synthesis The combining of separate elements or substances to form a 

coherent whole e.g. to make a protein - "protein synthesis" 

Syringomyelia A progressive condition of the spinal cord leading to weakness of 

upper and lower limbs and particularly with loss of pain and 

temperature sensation in the arms 

Systemic 
Relating to the body as a whole 

Systemic therapy This is the use of oral drug treatments to control a condition such as 

severe eczema 

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) Inflammatory connective tissue disorder with variable features, 

including fever, fatigue, arthritis and joint pain, and red skin lesions 

on the face, neck, and/or upper limbs 



 

Systolic blood pressure The first of two numbers used to measure blood pressure. The peak 

of blood pressure caused by contraction pressure of the heart 
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T Cell 
A particular type of white blood cell 

Tachycardia 
A rapid heart beat 

Tachypnoea 
A rapid respiratory rate 

Talipes A congenital deformity of the foot, commonly known as clubfoot 

Tardive dyskinesia A side effect of anti psychotic medication involving rhythmic, 

involuntary movements of the tongue, face, jaw, trunk or limbs 

Tarsalgia 
Pain in the foot 

Tay Sachs disease A lyposomal storage disease that is the infantile type of cerebral 

sphingolipidosis 

Telangiectasia Permanent dilation of pre-existing small blood vessels creating focal 

red lesions, which may present as a coarse or fine red line or as a 

punctum with radiating limbs 

Temporal Lobe Epilepsy A seizure that affects the temporal lobe. They are characterised by 

episodes of loss of awareness or contact with surroundings. During 

a temporal lobe seizure, the person may display automatisms. 

Temporal lobe seizures may be followed by confusion for a few 

minutes 

Tendon 
A tough cord of fibrous tissue attaching a muscle to a bone 

Tendonitis 
An inflammation in a tendon or the tendon covering 



 

Tennis elbow A condition characterised by inflammation of the tendon at the 

outer border of the elbow. Also known as Lateral  

Epicondylitis. It is a result of a specific strain or overuse 

 

Tenosynovitis 
Inflammation of the sheath surrounding a tendon 

Teratoma A tumor consisting of different types of tissue, as of skin, hair, and 

muscle, caused by the development of  

independent germ cells; usually found in the ovary or testis 

Terminal 
Causing, ending in, or approaching death; fatal 

Testicular Cancer Testicular cancer is a malignant growth of cells of the testicle 

Testosterone Male steroid hormone, produced primarily in the testes and 

responsible for the development and mantenance of male sex 

characteristics 

Tetraplegia (quadriplegia) Paralysis of all four limbs The person is paralysed from the neck 

downwards 

Thalassaemia (Cooley’s anaemia) A hereditary blood disease, widespread in the  

Mediterranean countries, Asia, and Africa 

Theca 
A sheath surrounding the spinal cord 

Therapeutics The science of the healing of diseases with drugs and other 

measures 

Thiamine The chemical name for Vitamin B1 that is found in whole wheat, 

bread. Vitamin B helps with growth, digestion and maintaining 

healthy nerves 

Thoracic outlet syndrome Tingling sensations in the fingers; caused by compression on a nerve 

supplying the arm 

Thorax 
The chest 

Thrombo-embolic 
Relating to or as a result of a thrombosis or embolism 



 

Thrombocytopenia A reduction in the number of platelets in the blood leading to 

abnormal bleeding 

Thromboembolism Throwing off of a blood clot (embolus) from a thrombosed vein 

Thrombosis The sudden formation of a clot within a blood vessel leading to a 

stoppage of blood flow 

Thrombotic Stroke 
A type of ischaemic stroke where the blood clot forms in  

 

 the artery itself. This commonly occurs over a patch of fatty tissue 

called atheroma (this is often called furring up or hardening of the 

arteries). Atheroma is common in older people. If a patch of 

atheroma becomes large enough it can trigger the blood passing 

over it to clot. The blood clot so formed stays attached to the wall of 

the artery until it grows big enough to block the flow of blood. This 

type of fixed blood clot is called a thrombus 

Thrombus A fibrinous clot formed in a blood vessel or in a chamber of the 

heart 

Thrush Candidiasis, commonly called yeast infection or thrush, usually of 

the vagina or mouth 

Thyroid Disease When the thyroid produces too much hormone, this condition is 

called hyperthyroidism. When the thyroid doesn’t produce enough 

hormone, this condition is called hypothyroidism 

Thyroid gland A gland situated in the front of the neck producing hormones, which 

regulate the body's rate of metabolism 

Thyroidectomy The surgical removal of all (total) or part of (partial) the thyroid 

gland 

Thyroiditis 
An inflammation of the thyroid gland 



 

Thyrotoxicosis (Hyperthyroidism) Excessive activity of the thyroid gland causing an excessive 

production of thyroid hormone which in turn raises the metabolic 

rate leading to weight loss, rapid pulse, excessive sweating, 

irritability and intolerance of the heat 

Thyroxine The hormone produced by the thyroid gland, which controls the rate 

of metabolism in the body 

Tibia 
The shinbone. The larger of the two bones in the lower leg 

Tic A spasmodic, involuntary twitching of certain muscles, usually of the 

face 

Tinnitus 
A ringing, buzzing or roaring sound in the ears 

Todd's paralysis A neurological condition characterized by a brief period of 

temporary paralysis following a seizure 

 

Tone 
The degree of tension within a muscle 

Tonic-Clonic A type of generalised seizure resulting in loss of consciousness, and 

usually associated with incontinence, tongue biting, muscle 

contractions and a period of confusion following the seizure 

Tonic Seizure A type of generalised seizure that involves stiffening or rigidity of 

the entire body. May or may not be loss of consciousness 

Tonometry The measurement of tension or pressure, particularly intraocular 

pressure 

Torn Knee Cartilage (Meniscus tears) This usually occurs from a twisting injury or a blow to the side of the 

knee that causes the meniscus to be levered against and 

compressed. 

Torticollis (Wry-neck) Contraction of one or more of the neck muscles resulting in the 

abnormal turning of the head to one side with rotation  

on an angle. Also known as “Wry Neck” 



 

Toxaemia Another term for blood poisoning, or the presence in the 

bloodstream of quantities of bacteria or bacterial toxins sufficient 

to cause serious illness 

Toxic 
Able to cause harmful health effects 

Toxic Megacolon 
Acute dilation of the colon, seen in ulcerative colitis 

Toxoplasmosis Toxoplasmosis is a disease caused by a parasite, and is present in 

raw and undercooked meat, and cat faeces. The infection may be 

asymptomatic or may cause heart or nervous system problems. 

Congenital toxoplasmosis occurs in babies born to infected mothers 

and presents with severe neurological damage 

Trabeculectomy An operation for glaucoma in which a hole is made in the coating of 

the eye to increase drainage 

Trachea 
The windpipe 

Tracheostomy A surgical procedure in which an opening into the trachea is made 

through the neck 

 

Transient 
Remaining in place for only a brief time 

Transient Ischaemic Attack (TIA) A short lived reduction of blood supply to the brain leading to 

temporary symptoms such as dizziness, weakness, vision loss, 

slurred speech, confusion which lasts for less than 24 hours 

Transgender A person whose gender is different to the gender assigned to them 

at birth 

Transvestite 
A person who dresses as a member of the opposite sex 

Trauma 
A wound or injury 



 

Treadmill Test A test where the patient walks at increasing speed and incline. The 

patient's heart rate and ECG is monitored throughout the test. 

Sometimes called the Bruce Protocol  

Test 

Tremor Involuntary muscular activity leading to rhythmic movements of the 

particular part of the body affected. There is alternating contraction 

and relaxation of muscles of a particular part of the body. 

Commonly occurs in  

Parkinson's disease 

Triceps A muscle situated at the back of the arm responsible for straightening 

the elbow 

Tricuspid Valve A valve located between the heart's upper and lower chambers on 

the right side. The three (“tri”) cusps of this valve allow one-way 

blood flow from the upper-right atrium into the lower-right ventricle 

Tricyclics A class of antidepressants drugs. Although these drugs are generally 

effective, there are often serious side-effects 

Trigeminal neuralgia Sharp, shooting intense pain in the face confined to the area of skin 

supplied by a branch of the trigeminal nerve 

Trigger Factors Factors, which bring on the symptoms of an impairment, for 

example, house dust mites bringing on an asthma attack in 

susceptible individuals 

Trigger Finger/Thumb A type of stenosing tenosynovitis in which the sheath around a 

tendon in a thumb or finger becomes swollen and restricts the 

tendon's movement. Affected joints may  

 

 become painful to straighten once bent, and may make a soft 

crackling sound when moved 

Truncal 
Of or relating to the trunk of the body 



 

TSH (Thyroid Stimulating Hormone or  

Thryotopin) 

A hormone produced by the pituitary gland to regulate the action of 

other hormone-secreting glands in the body. One of these 

hormones is thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH or thryotropin), 

which stimulates the thyroid to produce thyroid hormone 

Tuberculin Test Any of various skin tests used to determine infection or immunity 

with Mycobacterium tuberculosis, in which tuberculin or its purified 

protein is introduced into the skin by injection or tines 

Tuberculosis (TB) A slowly progressive infectious disease, which may affect many parts 

of the body, but which most notably, causes a long standing 

infection of the lungs. Because of its slow onset, it is sometimes 

difficult to diagnose, but it can usually be cured with appropriate 

drugs 

Tuberous Sclerosis A genetic disorder characterised by multiple tumours in the skin, 

brain and other vital organs. The condition develops before birth 

and may present with epilepsy, learning difficulty and skin lesions 

Tumour A mass of abnormally growing cells that serve no useful bodily 

function. Tumours can be either benign (noncancerous) or 

malignant (cancerous) 

Tumour marker A substance released into the circulation by tumor tissue, whose 

detection in the blood indicates the presence of a specific type of 

tumor 

Tunnel vision A condition in which a person lacks any peripheral vision. Tunnel 

vision can be caused by any number of conditions including 

glaucoma, retinitis pigmentosa, and stroke 

Tympanic membrane 
The eardrum. It separates the outer ear from the middle ear 

Tympanoplasty 
Surgical repair or reconstruction of the middle ear 

Tyrosinosis 
A rare, possibly inherited disorder of tyrosine metabolism 

characterised by enhanced urinary excretion of certain  



 

 metabolites upon ingestion of tyrosine 
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Ulcer An erosion or loss of continuity of a lining membrane, eyes, lining of 

the mouth, oesophagus, stomach or intestine 

Ulceration 
The formation or development of an ulcer 

Ultrasound A procedure in which high-energy sound waves (ultrasound) are 

bounced off internal tissues or organs and make echoes. The echo 

patterns are shown on the screen of an ultrasound machine, forming 

a picture of blood vessels, tissues, and organs called a sonogram. 

Also called ultrasonography 

Unilateral 
On one side only (of the body) 

Unremitting 
Constant, incessant, never-ending, perpetual, unceasing 

Uraemia A condition characterised by a high level of urea (a waste product) in 

the blood, being one of the manifestations of renal failure 

Urea The main end product of protein metabolism, which circulates in the 

blood and is eliminated from the body by the kidneys 

Ureter A long muscular tube which connects each kidney to the bladder 

Ureteroscope 
An endoscope used for examination of the ureter 

Urethra The tube through which urine is discharged from the bladder (to the 

outside of the body) 



 

Urostomy A diversion of the urinary flow away from the bladder, resulting in 

output through the abdominal wall. The most common method 

involves use of a portion of intestine to conduct the urine out 

through the abdomen and into an external pouch worn for urine 

collection 

Urticaria 
Hives or nettle rash. Often caused by contact with e.g.  

plants or with an allergen to which a person is allergic. The  

 rash usually resolves within 24 hours 

Uterus 
The womb 

Uveitis Inflammation of the middle part of the eye (known as  

“uvea”). This generally refers to the iris of the eye 
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Vagotomy Surgical cutting of the vagus nerve, a procedure  

occasionally used in the treatment of peptic ulcer (it causes the 

stomach to produce less acid) 

Vagus Nerve Stimuation (VNS) Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) is designed to prevent seizures by 

sending regular, mild pulses of electrical energy to the brain via the 

vagus nerve. These pulses are supplied by a device something like a 

pacemaker placed under the skin on the chest wall and a wire runs 

from it to the vagus nerve in the neck 

Valgus A displacement outwards as in Genu valgum where the person has 

knock knees with deviation of the lower legs outwards, or Hallux 

valgus where the big toes are displaced outwards 

Valvular Heart Disease Damage to (for example, caused by rheumatic heart disease) or 

congenital abnormalities of the heart 

Varix 
Dilatation of a vein 



 

Varicose 
Abnormally swollen or dilated, as in varicose veins 

Varicose Ulcer A skin ulcer, usually near the ankle, due to varicose veins. Varicose 

ulcers are very slow to heal, needing a prolonged period of rest, 

with the legs raised up 

Varus A displacement (for example, of a bone) inwards towards the 

midline, as in Genu varum where the patient has bowlegs with the 

lower legs deviated inwards 

Vascular 
Relating to the blood vessels 

 

Vascular Dementia A dementia caused by impaired blood supply to the brain It may 

follow a stroke or multi infarctions of the brain  

(Transient Ischaemic Attack - mini-strokes) 

Vasculitis Inflammation of a blood vessel. A common pathological feature in a 

number of rheumatic and multi-system disorders 

Vasodilators Vasodilators are medicines that act directly on muscles in blood 

vessel walls to make blood vessels widen (dilate) 

Vasovagal attack 
A term used to describe a simple faint 

Vein A blood vessel carrying blood back from the tissues/lungs to the 

heart 

Vena Cava Either of the two large vein, which carry deoxygenated blood from 

all parts of the body and which lead directly into the heart (the right 

atrium). The Superior Vena Cava returns the blood from the upper 

part of the body, and the Inferior Vena Cava returns the blood from 

the lower part of the body 

Venereal disease Disease contracted through sexual contact. Also known as  

STD or Sexually Transmitted Disease 

Veno occlusive disease 
Disease process causing the blocking of veins 



 

Ventilator An artificial device used to aid the act of respiration in those who 

are unable to do this adequately themselves. They used to be called 

Respirators 

Venous Hypertension 
Raised pressure in veins 

Ventricle The name given to each of the two large chambers in the heart, the 

left and right ventricles. They collect blood from the atria and pump 

it out of the heart, the right ventricle to the lungs, and the left 

ventricle to the body. Also the name given to the fluid filled cavities 

within the brain, which are filled with cerebrospinal fluid, which 

bathes and protects the brain and cerebrospinal cord 

Vertebra One of the 33 small bones which form the spinal column or 

backbone 

 

Vertebral artery Either of the two large blood vessels at the side of the neck, 

supplying blood to the top of the spinal cord and the back part of 

the brain (posterior) 

Vertigo The feeling that either oneself or one's surroundings is spinning 

round. There is associated nausea and vomiting. It is most 

frequently associated with disease of the inner ear such as 

Meniere's disease, Strokes and Multiple Sclerosis  

(MS) 

Vestibular Labyrinth The portion of the inner ear that functions as part of the body's 

balance mechanism 

Virchow’s Triad The three main categories of factors that are thought to lead Deep 

Vein Thrombosis and Pulmonary Embolism, that is, slowing of the 

blood flow, increased tendency for the blood to clot and damage to 

the lining of the vein 

Virology 
The study of viruses and the diseases they cause 

Victrectomy An operation designed to remove diseased vitreous and repair or 

protect the retina 



 

Videotelemetry A special type of EEG (brainwave) test. The brainwaves are recorded 

usually for several days along with a video of the patient 

Viral hepatitis 
Inflammation of the liver caused by a virus 

Visual cortex The part of the cerebral cortex of the brain that is responsible for 

processing visual stimuli 

Visual Field The area a person can see around an object without head 

movement, when looking directly at it. It is measured in degrees; a 

normal visual field extends about 95 degrees to the sides, 60 

degrees upwards 75 degrees downwards 

Visual Impairment Visual impairment occurs when there is an abnormality of structure 

or function of the eye 

Visuospatial Refers to our ability to process and interpret visual information 

about where objects are in space. This is an important aspect of 

cognitive functioning because it is responsible for a wide range of 

activities of daily living. For instance, it underlies our ability to move 

around in an environment and orient ourselves appropriately.  

 Visuospatial perception is also involved in our ability to accurately 

reach for objects in our visual field and our ability to shift our gaze 

to different points in space 

Vitamins Any of a group of unrelated organic substances occurring in many 

foods in small amounts and necessary in trace amounts for the 

normal metabolic functioning of the body. 

Vitrectomy 
Surgical removal of the vitreous humor from the eyeball 

Vitreous The thick gelatinous material that fills the back of the eye in front of 

the retina 

Vitreous humour Transparent jelly filling globe between crystalline lens and retina 

Von Willebrand's disease 
An inherited form of bleeding/clotting disorder 
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Weal (Hive) A transient swelling confined to a small area of the skin that is 

characteristic an urticaria 

Wernicke Korsakoff Syndrome A brain disorder due to thiamine deficiency in alcohol abuse, or 

those with damage to the forebrain, have such poor memory, that 

they are unable to repeat something after a few seconds and have 

to invent new information to fill in the gaps in their memory 
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01 Change of Address 

Background 

1. The department can be informed of a change of address (COA) in a number of different ways: 

• a claimant or recognised representative contacting the PIP Enquiry Line  

• a COA task in PIPCS from PIP Enquiry Line to Case Worker (CW)  

• CIS(Searchlight) broadcast tasks  

• a claimant or recognised representative’s written contact scanned into Document Repository Service (DRS)  

Note: The department can update a claimant or recognised representative’s address only when the caller’s identity 

has been fully validated. 

Note: A COA cannot be accepted for a future date. PIPCS cannot be updated before a claimant or their recognised 

representative has actually moved as it may affect other benefits and outgoing correspondence. 

2. A change of address may be due to a change of circumstance for the claimant such as: 

• going into hospital or other accommodation  

• detention in legal custody  

• foreign residency  

• residence and presence  

3. If the reason for the COA is one of the above then this may affect the payability of the benefit. This will result in 

additional actions - see: Payability. 

4. When a claimant moves, there are a number of considerations you must make - see: Notified by post of change of 

address. 
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• Claimant change of address in PIPCS  

• Change of telephone number  

• Check payability following COA task  

• Change of assessment provider  



 

• Additional actions to consider  

• Notified by post of change of address  

• Check payability following DRS COA task  

• CIS(Searchlight) broadcasts change of address  

• Claimant moves permanently to Northern Ireland  

• Person without an address PWA or with no fixed abode NFA  

• Dead Letter Office DLO  

• Check Appeals interest  

• Check communication exception - of type letter  

• Change of Benefits Centre  

Critical Process Point 

5. You must check Personal Details during every interaction with the claimant, that is: correspondence and telephony.  

You must update PIPCS accurately when a change to Personal Details has occurred.   

Consequences 

If you do not check personal details and update PIPCS accurately with any reported changes, this may lead to: 

• any notifications, which are a legal requirement, being sent to the wrong address  

• reduced accuracy of information, leading to error and possible under or overpayments  

• the risk of fraudulent overpayments  

• delays in processing benefits  

• additional contact with the claimant for the information they have already provided – once and done - poor 

customer service  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the case  

• reputational damage to the Department  

• the claimant being put at risk of identity fraud  

• a failure to comply with Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, which 

could lead to disciplinary action  

PIP Enquiry Line actions for change of address 

6. PIP Enquiry Line telephony agents can only update a COA if: 

• it is a Great Britain (GB) residential address to GB residential address and  

• the claimant has not been released from prison. For any other type of COA the telephony agent will create the 

appropriate CAMLite To Do task which will be allocated to a CW/CM - see: 01 PIP  

Enquiry Line Background   



 

COA task received 

7. Exempt COA that PIP Enquiry Line cannot update, include; 

• moving to and from GB residential address to abroad  

• abroad address to abroad address  

• moving to and from Isle of Man, Channel Islands and Northern Ireland to GB  

• correspondence address  

• temporary address  

• current address shows dead letter office (DLO), person without address (PWA) or no fixed abode  

(NFA)  

• Corporate Other Payee  

• fraud special caution is set  

Step Action 

1 Go to the ‘User Homepage’ in PIPCS 

2 select the ‘My Tasks’ panel and select the task link 

3 a new window opens and the task is displayed 

4 select ‘History and Comments’ tab so you can see the notes which will provide appropriate task information 

5 check why the address could not be updated on PIP Enquiry Line. 

it should be one of the following reasons: 

Corporate Other Payee - see: New or change of representative  

moving to and from Isle of Man, Channel Islands and Northern Ireland to GB residential  

fraud special caution is set (update address then send a task to PIP Specialist Fraud Team to make them 

aware of COA)  

correspondence address - see: Claimant change of address in PIPCS  

temporary address - see: Claimant change of address in PIPCS  

current address shows DLO, PWA or NFA - see: Claimant change of address in PIPCS  

note the task details 

6 select ‘Home’ tab within the ‘Task’ window 

7 select the claimant record link. This will take you into the ‘Claimant Record’ 



 

8 depending on the reason taken from ‘Notes’ go to the relevant step action as per links at step 5 

see: Notified by post of change of address for full details of considerations you must make when notified of a COA. 

  

Claimant change of address in PIPCS 

8. If the claimant has moved permanently to Northern Ireland - see: Claimant moves permanently to Northern Ireland 

9. 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘Claimant Record’ in PIPCS and select the ‘Contact’ tab 

2 select ‘New’ (yellow star button) at the end of the current address 

3 this launches a ‘New Address’ window for you to change the address 

4 the ‘Date’ will default to today’s date – do not input any future dates. Change ‘Date’ if a past date is required 

5 input ‘address type’ and ‘country’ 

6 enter ‘house name’ and ‘number’ and ‘postcode’ as appropriate or ‘postcode’ only 

7 select ‘next’ to generate QAS search 

8 QAS will identify a single address match or multiple address matches, if multiple select the appropriate 

address. 

if QAS can’t find the address, ‘reset’ the search and manually input the full address. 

Note: If you don’t have a postcode check royalmail.com/postcode-finder.  

9 select ‘Save’, the new address will show in the ‘Contact’ tab 

10 a warning message will ask if a change of telephone number is also needed. If yes - see: Update claimant 

telephone number 

see: Notified by post of change of address for full details of considerations you must make when notified of a COA. see: 

Learning Simulation Change of address 

Recognised representative or PAB change of address in PIPCS 



 

10. 

Step Action 

 

1 go to the ‘Claimant Record’ in PIPCS and select the ‘Background’ tab 

2 select ‘Relationships’ in the left navigation panel. You will be able to see the appointee or PAB currently held on 

PIPCS 

3 select the name of the appointee in the ‘Related Party’ column 

4 this launches a window showing a record for the appointee or PAB 

5 select the ‘Contact’ tab 

6 select the ‘New’ (yellow star) button 

7 this launches a ‘New Address’ window for you to change the address 

8 the ‘Date’ will default to today’s date – do not input any future dates. Change ‘Date’ if a past date is required 

9 input ‘address type’ and ‘country’ 

10 enter ‘house name’ and ‘number’ and ‘postcode’ as appropriate or ‘postcode’ only 

11 select ‘next’ to generate QAS search 

12 QAS will identify a single address match or multiple address matches, if multiple select the appropriate address 

Note: If you do not have a postcode check royalmail.com/postcode-finder, 

13 select ‘Save’, the new address will show in the ‘Contact’ tab 

14 a warning message will ask if change of telephone number is also needed. If yes - see: Update recognised 

representative or PAB telephone number 

Change of telephone number 

11. A change of telephone number is updated in PIPCS from the ‘Contact’ tab. 



 

12. When a telephone number is edited in PIPCS Contacts tab, and it contains invalid characters or spaces, you will 

receive an error, as CIS will not accept the change. 

Note: You must ensure you only use numbers and do not add spaces or invalid characters when editing a telephone 

number in PIPCS. 

13. When you change a telephone number, there are 3 fields displayed. You must only use the last field, Telephone 

Number, unless you are inputting a foreign telephone number. 

Complete the fields as follows: 

Example 1: 

Telephone number 01253 123456 

Country Area Number 

    01253123456 

Example 2: 

Telephone number 07890 654321 

Country Area Number 

    07890654321 

Example 3: 

Foreign telephone number 0039 0775 987654 

Country Area Number 

0039 0775 987654 

Update claimant telephone number in PIPCS 

14. Action to take: 

Note: When a telephone number is edited in PIPCS and it contains invalid characters or spaces, you will receive an 

error, as CIS will not recognise the change. 

Step Action 

1 go to ‘Claimant Record’ in PIPCS 



 

2 select ‘Contact’ tab 

3 select ‘Phone numbers’ in the left navigation panel. You will be able to see the telephone number currently 

held on PIPCS 

4 select the Edit option from the ‘Action’ button at the end of the line containing the telephone number to be 

updated (to replace the existing number) 

5 select ‘New’ (yellow star) button, this launches a ‘New Phone Number’ window for you to type in the telephone 

number 

Note: If the claimant’s preferred contact number is their mobile number, or if they only have a mobile number, 

this should be recorded as their home number on CIS so that it can be accessed quickly and easily. 

6 If telephone number is the primary contact number, select ‘Primary’ tick box 

7 select ‘Save’ 

Update recognised representative or PAB telephone number in PIPCS 

15. 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘Claimant Record’ in PIPCS and select the ‘Background’ tab 

2 select ‘Relationships’ in the left navigation panel. You will be able to see the appointee or PAB currently held on 

PIPCS 

3 select the name of the appointee or PAB in the ‘Related Party’ column 

4 this launches a window showing a record for the appointee 

5 select the ‘Contact’ tab 

6 select ‘Phone numbers’ in the left navigation panel, you will be able to see the telephone number currently 

held on PIPCS 

7 select the Edit option from the ‘Action button’ at the end of the line containing the telephone number to be 

updated (to replace the existing number) 

8 select ‘New’ (yellow star) button, this launches a ‘New Phone Number’ window for you to type in the telephone 

number 



 

 

 Note: If telephone number is the primary contact number, select ‘Primary’ tick box. 

9 select ‘Save’ 

 

Check payability following COA task 

16. The COA may be due to a change in circumstance, for example the task may be marked as ‘hospital or other 

accommodation task’ rather than ‘COA task’ - see: Payability. Additional actions will have to be taken if payability, 

change of BC, change of AP lot, and appeals interest, is also required - see: Additional actions to consider. 

17. 

Step Action 

1 go to ‘User Homepage’ page in PIPCS 

2 check ‘My Tasks’ panel and select the task link 

3 a new window opens displaying the task. Select ‘History and Comments’ tab to see the notes which will give 

appropriate information 

4 note the task details 

5 select ‘Home’ tab within the task window 

6 select the ‘Claimant Record’ link 

7 consider suspending PIP - see: Suspensions 

8 check you have the mandatory information to proceed 

if yes, go to appropriate ‘Add new evidence’ or ‘Edit evidence’ - see: Payability 

if no, go to step 9 

9 make the relevant enquiries by telephone or forms as appropriate 

10 if you don’t have the information you need, defer the task and update the ‘Comments’ box while enquiries are 

being made - see: Defer tasks 

11 once the information is received, go to ‘Add new evidence’ - see: Payability 



 

Change of assessment provider 

18. Assessment Providers (AP) are split into ‘lots’ which cover specific geographical areas. These lots are different 

from BC geographical areas. When a claimant or recognised representative has a COA updated by a telephony agent, 

CW or CM, and their case is currently with an AP, an automatic task is generated to the AP to inform them of: 

• the COA  

• the change of telephone number  

• the change from ‘communication exception – of type letter’, if required - see: Communication exception type  

19. If the claimant or recognised representative’s new address falls into a different AP lot you will have to check 

that the current AP still wants to continue with the case. You can check if the new address falls into a new AP lot by 

using the online tool - see: Check BC and AP lot checker. Check the current AP lot held on the claimant’s PIPCS record 

by inputting the claimant’s current postcode into the desktop tool. If a change needs to be applied to the case - see: 

Change of AP lot 

Check if case is currently with AP 

20. 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Cases and Outcomes’ banner and select the ‘Claimant Record’. 

select the ‘Application’ tab, then select the Reference hyperlink 

select the ‘Assessment’ tab 

TIP: The ‘Decision Assist’ case will show in your search results when you search for the Claimant  

NINO in PIPCS 

2 select the ‘PIP Assessment’ link within the screen to open the ‘Decision Assist’ tab 

3 from this page in the Context panel, view the ‘Assessment Location’ 

if the assessment location is ‘with AP’ then the claim is with the AP 

if assessment location is ‘with DWP’ then the claim is with DWP 

Additional actions to consider 

21. Additional actions are taken if a claimant moves to or from a Welsh postcode area and they wish to communicate 

in Welsh. A warning message will display when the address is changed. You will add or remove the ‘Communicate 

in Welsh’ flag depending on whether the claimant lives within or outside a Welsh postcode area. If this occurs 



 

when the COA is being updated by a telephony agent they will create a CAMLite To Do: C/Personal Details task to 

remove the ‘Communicate in Welsh’ flag - see: Alternative Format 

22. If there is a ‘communication exception – of type letter’ on the case a warning message will display when the 

address is changed. If this occurs when the COA is being updated by a telephony agent, the agent must check the 

reason for the exception in PIPCS. If the reason is ‘unsafe address’ or ‘no letter box’ the agent will check with the 

claimant if this is still the case. If it no longer applies, they must create a CAMLite To Do task: C/Personal Details to 

remove the communication exception. If you get this warning, check the reason for the exception in PIPCS and 

contact the claimant - see: Check communication exception – of type letter. 

23. If there is an appeals interest on the case, HMCTS must be notified of the change of address - see:  

Check appeals interest. 

24. You must also consider if a claimant or recognised representative will require an ‘About your PIP decision’ letter 

(PIP.0500) with their new address details on - see: Request for a duplicate PIP.0500 or  

Duplicate 'Statement of Entitlement' (SoE) 

Notified by post of change of address 

25. A change of address may be sent in by post from a claimant or recognised representative. The letter will be 

scanned into DRS and the task and workflow teams will name and task the change. 

NOTE: navigation to recognised representative COA screen will be different - see: Recognised representative COA. 

DRS task 

26. 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘User Homepage’ in PIPCS 

2 check ‘My Tasks’ panel and select the task link 

3 a new window opens displaying the task 

4 select ‘Home’ tab within the task window 

5 select the ‘Claimant Record’ link 

6 select the ‘Contact’ tab and select ‘Attachments’ from the left navigation panel 

7 select ‘Action’ button on the relevant document 



 

8 select ‘View document’ from drop down menu 

9 note the relevant changed information 

10 check the address to see if there is any possible payability action needed, such as: 

detention in legal custody  

hospital or other accommodation admission or discharge  

residence and Presence  

foreign residency  

if yes, check payability- see: Check payability following DRS COA task 

if no, go to step 11 

11 select ‘Addresses’ in the left navigation panel and you will be able to see the address held on  

PIPCS 

12 select ‘New’ (yellow star) button 

 

  

13 this launches a ‘New Address’ window for you to change the address 

14 the ‘Date’ will default to today’s date – do not put any future dates in Change ‘Date’ if a past date is required 

15 enter ‘house name’ and ‘number’ and ‘postcode’ as appropriate or ‘postcode’ only 

Note: If PWA or NFA a correspondence address must be input first - see: PWA or NFA 

16 QAS will identify a single address match or multiple address matches, if multiple select the appropriate address 

Note: If you don’t have a postcode check royalmail.com/postcode-finder, 

17 check ‘Type’ field, use the drop down menu to change to correspondence if appropriate 

Note: The first address line will be blank unless the house has a name 

18 select ‘Save’, the new address will show in the ‘Contact’ tab 



 

19 a warning message will show if the claimant’s preferred language is Welsh and they have moved out of a Welsh 

postcode. Remove the ‘Communicate in Welsh’ flag 

20 a warning message will show if the claimant has a communication exception. Check the reason on PIPCS and if 

‘unsafe address’ or ‘no letter box’ contact the claimant to ask if this is still required. 

If no longer required, remove ‘communication exception – of type letter’ - see: Check communication exception 

– of type letter 

21 a warning message will ask if a change of telephone number is also needed. 

if yes - see: Update telephone number 

22 check if a change of AP lot is required - see: Check BC and AP lot checker. 

if yes, check if the case is with the AP 

if the case with the AP and requires change of lot, contact the AP to see if they will continue - see: Contact AP 

about change of lot 

if the case is not with AP and requires change of lot - see: Change AP lot 

23 check if the new address requires a change of BC (claimant only) 

if yes, forward the task to an allocator/TL and note in comments box ‘Change BC’ - see: Workflow  

 and Task Management - How to forward a task back to Allocator/TL 

24 check if the case has an appeals interest 

if yes, inform HMCTS - see: Check appeals interest 

if no, close the task. 

  

Check payability following DRS COA task 

27. 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘User Homepage’ in PIPCS 

2 check ‘My Tasks’ panel and select the task link 



 

3 a new window opens displaying the task 

4 select ‘Home’ tab within the task window 

5 select ‘Claimant Record’ link 

6 select ‘Contact’ tab and select ‘Attachments’ from the left navigation panel 

7 select ‘Action’ button on the relevant document 

8 select ‘View document’ from drop down menu 

9 note the relevant changed information 

10 consider suspending payments - see: Suspensions 

11 check you have the mandatory information to proceed 

if yes, go to appropriate ‘Add new evidence’ or ‘Edit evidence’ - see: Payability 

if no, go to step 9 

12 make the relevant enquiries by telephone or forms as appropriate 

13 if you don’t have the information you need, defer the task and update the ‘Comments’ box while enquiries are 

being made - see: How to defer a task  

14 once the information is gathered, go to ‘Add new evidence’ - see: Payability 

CIS(Searchlight) broadcasts change of address 

28. Following a claimant COA which has been broadcast through CIS(Searchlight), PIPCS will automatically update the 

address and generate a CIS(Searchlight) COA task prompting further checks. 

29. The CIS(Searchlight) COA task is to prompt you to check if the COA is due to a move to legal custody, hospital or 

other accommodation or abroad, as this may require a payability check. 

30. When an address has been changed, you must check: 

• if the COA results in a change of Owning Unit (OU) - see: PIP lot checker  

• if the COA results in a change of AP lot - see: How to change AP lot  

• if a change of lot is required check if case is with the AP - see: Check if case with AP  



 

• if the case is with the AP and requires a change of lot, contact the AP to see if they will continue - see: Contact 

AP about change of lot  

• check the address to see if there is any possibility payability action needed, such as:  

• detention in legal custody  

• hospital or other accommodation admission or discharge  

• residence and Presence  

• foreign residency  

       if yes, check payability - see: Check payability following DRS COA task 

• is a change of telephone number also needed?  

       if yes - see: Update telephone number 

• if there is Appeals interest on the case - see: Check for Appeals interest  

       if yes, inform HMCTS 

• when a COA is updated from a Welsh postcode area to a non Welsh area, and the claimant’s preferred 

language is Welsh, remove the ‘Communicate in Welsh’ flag  

• is there a communication exception? If so, check the reason on PIPCS, and if ‘unsafe address’ or ‘no letter box’, 

contact the claimant to ask if this is still required      

• if no longer required, remove ‘Communication exception – of type letter’ - see: Check communication 

exception – of type letter  

31. If the address has been updated to DLO – Residential or DLO – Correspondence you must take additional actions - 

see: Dead Letter Office 

CIS(Searchlight) COA task 

32. 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘User Homepage’ in PIPCS 

2 in the ‘My Tasks’ panel, select the task link 

3 a new window opens displaying the task, select the link and this will access the COA screen within the ‘Claimant 

Record’ 



 

4 check the address to see if there is any possible payability action needed, such as: 

detention in legal custody  

hospital or other accommodation admission or discharge  

residence and Presence  

foreign residency  

if yes - see: Check for payability following CIS (Searchlight)COA 

5 check if a change of AP lot is needed - see: Check BC and AP lot checker 

if yes and the case is with the AP - see: Contact AP about change of lot 

if yes and case is not with AP - see: Change AP lot 

6 check if a change of BC is needed 

if yes, forward the task to the allocator/TL and note in comments box ‘Change BC’ - see: Workflow and Task 

Management - How to forward a task back to Allocator/TL 

if no, close the task 

Check payability following CIS(Searchlight) COA task 

33. 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘User Homepage’ in PIPCS 

2 in the ‘My Tasks’ panel, select the task link 

3 a new window opens displaying the task 

4 select ‘Home’ tab within the task window 

 

  

5 select the ‘claimant homepage link’, this will take you into the claimant record 

6 consider suspending benefit - see: Suspensions 

7 make the relevant enquiries by telephone or by post as appropriate 



 

8 if you don’t have the information you need, defer the task and update the ‘Comments’ box while enquiries are 

being made - see: How to defer a task 

9 once the information is received, go to ‘Add new evidence’ - see: Payability 

Claimant moves permanently to Northern Ireland 

Note: If this is a Reassessment claim - see: Department for Communities in Reassessment Case Worker  

Action or Department for Communities in Reassessment Case Manager Action 

34. When a claimant moves permanently to Northern Ireland, there are additional actions to take to transfer the 

case to the NISSA BC. Northern Ireland postcodes are prefixed with ‘BT’. 

35. For any case that transfers from GB to NI that hasn’t been LEAPed you must complete BAU action for change 

of address and email. to inform LEAP action is still outstanding. 

Note: Once all actions have been taken on PIPCS, you must change the Preferred Public Office field on the person 

record home page to the PIP NISSA Office. You must take this action last. Once this step has been taken, you will no 

longer be able to view the case or any tasks. 

Step Action 

1 from ‘Claimant Record’ in PIPCS select ‘Contact’ tab 

2 select ‘Addresses’ in navigation panel on the left. You will be able to see the address currently held on PIPCS 

3 select ‘New’ (yellow star) button 

4 this launches a ‘New Address’ window for you to change the address 

5 the ‘From’ date will default to today’s date – do not put any future dates in; change ‘From’ to a past date if 

required 

6 within the Details section, check the ‘Type’ field 

this will default to ‘Residential’. Select the drop down if this needs to be amended. 

7 in the ‘Country’ field, select the drop down to change the country code to ‘Northern Ireland’ 

8 enter ‘House Number/Name’ and ‘Postcode’ as appropriate or ‘Postcode’ only and select ‘Next’ 

Note: If you do not have a postcode check royalmail.com/postcode-finder, 



 

9 QAS will identify a single address match or multiple address matches, if multiple select the appropriate address 

Note: The first address line will be blank unless the house has a name, flat number or Post Office  

Box number 

10 check the address details are correct and select ‘Save’. the AP Lot must be manually updated to “Lot 4” in the 

person Home Page (home tab), and the Owning Unit must be manually updated to “NISSA BC” in the Evidence 

Summary Case (Administration tab). 

 

11 a warning message will ask if change of telephone number is also needed if yes - see: Update telephone 

number step action 

12 if a PAB is held, check if they have also moved - see: Recognised representative or PAB change of address in 

PIPCS  

13 consider any open tasks and action as appropriate 

14 in the Person Record homepage, access the ‘Edit’ screen. 

check that the ‘LOT ID’ has changed to ‘4’ and search for ‘PIP NISSA Location’ in the ‘Preferred Public Office’ 

field in the Person Record home page. 

Note: Once this step has been taken, you will no longer be able to view the case or any tasks, so this must 

be the last action taken. select ‘Save’. 

Person without an address PWA or with no fixed abode NFA 

36. A claimant without an address is a person who is homeless. They may sleep on a park bench, in a car or 

somewhere similar. A claimant with no fixed abode is not living on the street but does not have a home they can call 

their own. They may be living in a hostel, bed and breakfast or at various addresses, for example with friends. 

37. PWA or claimants with NFA must provide a correspondence address where we can send letters to. In these 

circumstances they can arrange to have letters sent to a local Jobcentre Plus (JCP) office for them to collect. 

38. Before we can change a claimant’s correspondence address on PIPCS to a local JCP office they must arrange 

with the local JCP to have their post sent there. We cannot choose an office on their behalf. When this arrangement 

has been made you should enter the address of the nominated JCP in the correspondence address field. 

Note: PIPCS will not let you change an address to PWA or NFA unless you have added a correspondence address first. 

Until this arrangement has been set up you may not have a correspondence address. You may need to suspend benefit 

- see: Suspensions. 

Update residential correspondence PWA and NFA address in PIPCS 



 

39. 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘Claimant Record’ in PIPCS and select the ‘Contact’ tab 

Note: If it’s a recognised representative COA, follow the navigation to recognised representative record - see: 

Recognised representative COA 

2 select ‘Addresses’ in the left navigation panel. You will be able to see the address currently held on  

PIPCS 

3 select ‘New’ (yellow star) button 

4 this launches a ‘New Address’ window for you to change the address 

5 the ‘Date’ will default to today’s date – do not input any future date. Change ‘Date’ if a past date is required 

6 enter ‘house name’ and ‘number’ and ‘postcode’ as appropriate or ‘postcode’ only 

Note: If PWA or NFA a correspondence address must be input first - see: Explanation of PWA or  

 

 NFA 

7 QAS will identify a single match or multiple matches, if multiple select the appropriate address 

Note: If you don’t have a postcode check royalmail.com/postcode-finder. If you are still unable to find a 

postcode, update the address and leave the postcode blank 

8 check ‘Type’ field this will default to residential, use the drop down menu to change to  

‘Correspondence’ if appropriate 

Note: the first address line will be blank unless the house has a name 

9 select ‘Save’ and the new address will show in the ‘Contact’ tab 

10 a warning message will show if the claimant’s preferred language is Welsh and they have moved out of a Welsh 

postcode. Remove the ‘Communicate in Welsh’ flag 



 

11 a warning message will show if the claimant has a communication exception. Check the reason on PIPCS and if 

‘unsafe address’ or ‘no letter box’ contact the claimant to ask if this is still required. 

if no longer required, remove the communication exception - see: Check ‘communication exception – of type 

letter’ 

12 a warning message will ask if a change of telephone number is also needed. If yes - see: Update telephone 

number. 

13 check if a change of AP lot is required - see: PIP lot checker. 

if yes, check if the case is with the AP 

if the case with the AP and requires change of lot contact AP - see: Contact AP about change of lot 

if the case is not with the AP and requires change of lot, change the AP lot - see: Change AP lot 

14 check if the new address requires a change of BC (claimant only) 

if yes, forward the task to an allocator/TL and note in the comments box ‘Change BC’ - see: How to forward a 

task back to Allocator/TL 

15 check if there is an Appeals interest 

if yes, inform HMCTS - see: Check appeals interest 

16 check if the COA could potentially need payability action 

if yes - see: Check payability following COA task 

 

 if no, close the task 

Dead Letter Office DLO 

40. A claimant or recognised representative’s address may be changed to DLO on PIPCS if: 

 post is returned to us, or  

 a member of the public contacts us to say they have received correspondence at their address for a claimant.  

41. A claimant or recognised representative’s address can be changed to dead letter office (DLO). There are two types 

of DLO: 



 

 DLO – Correspondence  

 DLO – Residential  

42. When changing an address to DLO – Residential or DLO – Correspondence consider if suspension of payment is 

appropriate -  see: Suspensions   and termination following suspension - A4320 - A4344  

Note: If a claimant is identified as potentially DLO attempt to contact the claimant or recognised representative. 

Claimant contact made 

43. When contact has been made with the claimant, verify the correct address. If their address cannot be used for any 

reason, you must attempt to establish a Correspondence address. 

44. If a Correspondence address cannot be established then the NFA/PWA process is followed - see:  

NFA/PWA guidance 

Note: When an address is verified, you must check if any letters/forms have been issued to the claimant and consider 

resending if appropriate. 

Unable to contact claimant 

45. If after all efforts have been made to gather further information and the claimant (or their appointee) is DLO, send 

a clerical PIP.0101 to the last known address requesting an up to date address or forwarding address. 

Note: you must not include the claimant’s National Insurance number. 

Suspend 

46. If you have reasonable evidence that the address held on the system is the last address notified to the department 

but the claimant is no longer residing at the address we hold, then benefit may be suspended immediately. You 

will create a task for a team leader to consider suspension of benefit. 

47. If the TL suspends benefit, it is suspended for the reason ‘failure to provide information’. A clerical notification of 

suspension PIP.0420 must be issued to the claimant or recognised representative’s last known address and a task 

set to mature in a further 4 weeks. 

48. After the further 4 weeks task deferral, if contact is not established, the case must be referred to consider 

termination of entitlement. 

Note: When an address is verified, you must check if any letters/forms have been issued to the claimant and consider 

resending if appropriate.  



 

Check Appeals interest 

49. You must check if there is an appeal registered against the claimant record and notify Her Majesty’s Courts and 

Tribunals Service (HMCTS) of the COA. 

Appeals interest check 

50. 

Step Action 

1 go to ‘Cases and Outcomes’ banner and select the ‘Claimant Record’ tab. 

2 select the ‘Application’ tab, then select the Reference hyperlink 

in the top right hand corner ‘Active’ box in the ‘Personal Independence Payment’ case, if it shows ‘Appeals (1)’, 

there is an appeals interest 

3 click ‘Appeals (1)’ in the ‘Active’ box 

4 highlight ‘Appeals’ on the left navigation panel 

5 check if the case is with HMCTS 

if yes, inform appeals of COA 

if no, close task 

Check communication exception - of type letter 

51. The ‘communication exception - of type letter’ task indicates the claimant has requested we do not contact them 

by letter. There are a number of reasons why this may be. Check the reason why a letter cannot be sent. If the reason 

is ‘Unsafe Address’ or ‘No Letter Box’, contact the claimant or recognised representative to check if the 

communication exception still applies. If it no longer applies, remove the communication exception. 

Communication exception type check 

52. 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘User Homepage’ in PIPCS, check ‘My Tasks’ panel and select the task link. A new window opens 

displaying the task. Select the link to access the ‘Contact’ tab in the ‘Claimant Record’. Highlight 

‘Communication Exception’ from the left navigation panel. 



 

2 check the reason for the communication exception. 

if the reason is ‘Unsafe Address’ or ‘No Letter Box’, contact the claimant to check if this still applies. Telephone 

claimant or recognised representative to ask if the new address is safe to send letters to or has a letter box - 

see: Outbound call 

3 if the communication exception is no longer required, delete from the ‘Contact’ tab in the  

‘Claimant’ Record’ 

if the communication exception is still required, close the task 

Note: If a claimant calls with a change of address, the telephony agent will ask the claimant while on the call 

and create a CAMLite To Do Task to remove the communication exception if appropriate. 

Change of Benefits Centre 

53. The administration of PIP is split across a number of Benefits Centres (BC) which cover specific geographical 

areas. When a claimant moves you will have to consider if their case needs to be moved to a different BC. You can 

check which BC is currently held in the claimant’s PIPCS record by going to the ‘Administration’ tab or the ‘Home’ tab 

in the ‘Claimant Record’. You can check if the new address falls into a new BC by using the online tool - see: Check PIP 

lot checker. 

54. Change of BC action can be done by CWs and CMs. The BC can be changed from either the ‘PIP Application’ 

Case or the ‘Evidence Summary’. You cannot update the BC from the ‘Claimant Record’. All screens will be updated 

following change of BC. It is important the correct BC is selected when moving the case. Choose the appropriate BC 

from the list below 

Bootle BC 

Bristol BC 

Scotland BC 

Wales BC 

Yorkshire BC 

Blackpool PIP Service Centre 1 

Blackpool PIP Service Centre 2 

Blackpool PIP Service Centre 3 



 

Blackpool PIP Service Centre 4 

Blackpool PIP Service Centre 5 

Blackpool Alt Format BC 

Blackpool Mota BC 

Blackpool Exportability BC 

Blackpool CRT BC 

NISSA BC 

Update BC on PIPCS 

55. 

Step Action 

1 select Cases tab from the Person Homepage followed by the ‘Evidence Summary’ hyperlink or select ‘Evidence 

Summary’ from Search Results 

2 select the ‘Administration’ tab 

3 select Case Owner from the left-hand links menu (as this is the only option in the ‘PIP Application’ case this will 

already be highlighted) 

4 select the ‘New Owner’ button 

5 a ‘New Owner’ window will display 

6 in the ‘New Owner’ field select ‘Organisation Unit’ from the drop down menu (this will already be pre-

populated) 

7 select the ‘search’ icon 

8 an ‘Organisation Unit Search’ window will display 

9 in the Organisation Unit Name’ field type the benefit centre name or just ‘BC’ 

10 select ‘Search’ button 



 

11 a list of organisation units will display 

12 from the ‘Action’ column choose the ‘select’ button for the appropriate BC 

13 select the appropriate reason for the change of BC from the ‘Reason’ drop down menu 

14 if appropriate record any further information in the ‘Comments’ box explaining why the BC has been changed 

15 select ‘Save’ button 
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02 Claimant moves between AP Lots 

Background 

1. The Assessment Provider (AP) service is split into 4 contractual ‘lots’ which cover specific geographical areas: 

• Lot 1 Independent Assessment Services covering Scotland, North East and North West England  

• Lot 2 Capita covering Wales and Central England  

• Lot 3 Independent Assessment Services covering London and Southern England  

• Lot 4 Capita covering Northern Ireland  

2. See Assessment Provider lots postcode map 

3. When a claimant has a change of address (COA) and their case is with an AP, the case worker (CW) will need to 

consider if their case has moved into a different AP lot. You can check if the new address falls into a new AP lot by 

using the online tool. 

4. See Change of address 

5. See Check if case is currently with AP 

6. See PIP BC and AP lot checker 

Note: for a reassessment case if the claimant moves outside of the specific geographical area they will continue with 

their PIP claim. 

Important note: when there is a change of AP lot the CW must also check if there is also a change of Benefits Centre 

(BC), see change of BC. 



 

7. If the claimant has a COA which moves them into a different AP lot, and their case is already with the AP, the 

Quality Assurance Manager (SAM) will contact the AP to discuss if they wish to continue with the assessment. If 

the AP can complete a paper-based or face-to-face assessment that day they will continue to process the claim. 

8. If the AP can’t deal with the case that day, the AP will return the assessment case to DWP. 

Subpages 
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CW and SAM action for change of AP lot 

9. If the COA requires a change of AP lot, the CW will create a manual task to the SAM to establish if the  

AP can complete an assessment report. See Workflow and Task Management 

10. The SAM will phone the AP and check if the assessment has been completed or can be completed that day or if an 

assessment has yet to be carried out. 

Note: This information is obtained by phoning the AP. A task to the AP work queue must only be used as a last resort. 

11. If the AP can complete an assessment that day they will continue to process the claim. If the AP is unable to deal 

with the case they must return it to DWP via Return Assessment Function (RAF) as ‘Other’, to be assigned to a new 

AP lot. The SAM will create a communication record detailing the outcome of the discussion. The CW will amend 

the AP lot ID on system once the assessment case has been received and then reissue to the new AP lot. 

12. See Assessment Provider Process 

13. See Communication Record 

14. If the COA was notified via CIS(Searchlight) Broadcast the SAM must contact the AP by telephone.  



 

CW and SAM change AP lot 

15. 

  

Step Action 

1.  the CW checks if the case is still with the AP, see check if case is currently with AP 

if yes go to step to 2 

if no go to change AP lot 

2.  the CW inserts the new postcode into the PIP BC and AP lot checker to see which AP lot the case now belongs to 

Note: BC may also need updating 

3.  the CW creates a task to the SAM noting the current AP lot number and the new AP lot number 

4.  the SAM receives the task, contacts the current AP by telephone and creates a communication record noting 

the outcome of conversation 

if the AP has completed their assessment or will continue with the assessment send the task back to the CW 

noting the AP lot must be changed to the new AP lot when the assessment report is received 

if the AP will not continue with the assessment they will return it to DWP via Return Assessment  

Function (RAF) as ‘other’ to be assigned to the new AP lot. The SAM closes task. 

5.  if the CW receives task from the SAM to say the AP will continue, they defer the task as appropriate 

until the assessment is returned then change the AP lot Note: check if BC also needs changing, see 

change of BC 

or 

the CW receives the returned assessment via RAF as ‘other’, changes the AP lot and reissues the assessment to 

the new AP 

NOTE: check if BC also needs changing change of BC 

Cancelling a determination and Manually creating a new determination in PIPCS 



 

How to change the AP lot in PIPCS 

16. Change the AP lot: 

  

Step Action 

1.  go to the ‘Claimant Record’ 

2.  select the ‘Home’ tab. The current AP lot will be displayed in the right hand column (second from bottom) 

within the person information 

3.  select the ‘Action’ button 

4.  from the drop down select ‘Edit Person’. A new ‘Edit Person’ window will display 

5.  select the drop down menu at the Lot ID field and select the appropriate Lot number, see PIP BC and AP lot 

checker 

6.  select the ‘Save’ button 

7.  check if BC needs changing if so see change of BC 

  03 Change of Name 

Change of name 

1. A change of name can be notified to PIP by: 

• Telephone (for which a requirement to confirm the change in writing will be required • Letter  

• CIS(Searchlight) broadcast  

2. When the claimant, appointee, PAB, COP or an authorised person contacts the PIP Enquiry Line to inform us of a 

change of name, the telephony agent will advise that this must be put in writing and must include 

• their new name,  

• previous name,  

• whether the name held on their bank account has also changed.  

The letter must also be signed by the claimant, appointee, PAB, COP or other authorised person. The telephony agent 

will create a “Contact History”. 



 

3. When a letter is received from the claimant, appointee, PAB, COP or an authorised person advising of a change of 

name, it’s scanned by the MOU and a manual task is created by the workflow team in PIPCS for the User to review 

the DRS image. 

4. To action the change in PIPCS you must first check the letter contains sufficient information to make the change and 

check the letter is signed by the claimant, appointee, PAB, COP or an authorised person. 

5. If the letter isn’t signed by an appropriate person, Notification PIP.3033 must be issued to verify the change of name 

and a Communication Record must be created to record its issue. See: Creating  

Communication Record  

List of authorised people 

6. Authorised people are: 

• a person authorised by the claimant to act on their behalf for the current request  

• a solicitor or barrister  

• a firm of solicitors  

• an organisation whose letterhead shows it has a solicitor or barrister working for it  

• a Law Centre  

• a person appointed by the SofS to act for a deceased person.  

7. If it is not clear from the letter that the name on the account details should be changed or the 

claimant/appointee/PAB/COP or other authorised person has not signed the letter advising us of the change, 

contact the claimant/appointee by phone. If not contactable by phone a DPGEN should be issued by post. Create a 

Communication Record in PIPCS for the call or issue of the DPGEN. See: Creating  

Communication Record  

8. When you have sufficient information, complete the Edit Alternative Name screen: 

Step Action 

1 open the task, retrieve the image and complete the postal IDV check. See: Identifying the claimant  

(Postal) 

2 select the ‘Action’ tab 

3 select the ‘Participant Homepage’ 

4 select the ‘Identity’ tab and in the left hand navigation bar select ‘Alternative Name’ 



 

5 select the ‘Action’ button on the line for the Name Type 1 and select ‘Edit’ from the drop down. The  

‘Edit Alternative Name’ box will display 

6 update the name changes as appropriate by overtyping the current entries 

7 select ‘Save’ 

8 consider if the account name in payment details should be amended. If no 

change to the account details, see step 12 

to change the account name, select the ‘Financial’ tab and in the left hand navigation bar, select  

‘Bank Accounts’ 

9 select the ‘Action’ button for the line displaying the account details and select ‘Edit’ from the drop down. The 

‘Edit Bank Account’ box will display 

10 update the name changes as appropriate by overtyping the current entries 

11 select ‘Save’ and close the task 

9. If the change of name is broadcast by CIS(Searchlight), PIPCS is automatically updated. 

10. HMCTS, Motability (MOPS) and the AP must be notified if appropriate. Other IT systems will be notified at this 

stage through CIS(Searchlight) as appropriate. 

See: Learning Simulation - Change of Name 

04 Change of Account Details 

Change of account details 

1. The Department pays all benefits by Direct Payment. This includes: 

 bank accounts  

 building society accounts  

 credit union accounts  

All of these accounts are input on the Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS). 

Where the customer requires a payment exception method of payment, HM Government Payment Exception Service 

(HMGPES) must be used. 



 

Note: any change of account details can only be made by a User with the appropriate role and skillset. 

2. All useable accounts will have a six digit sort code and an eight digit account number. 

3. A building society account may also have roll number. This number can be a mixture of digits and letters and it is 

usually more than eight characters. The Direct Payment Input Guide explains what is acceptable. 

See: Direct Payment Input Guide 

4. A credit union account may also have a reference number which is used to identify the claimant’s own account. 

5. When the account details are changed, all following payments will be issued to the new account. 

Change of account details notified by telephone 

6. When a change of account details is received by phone, the IDV check is performed by the telephony agent. See: 

SmartScripts and CAMLite Navigation for PIP Enquiry Line agents 

7. CAMLite will automatically create a ‘Contact History’ and the telephony agent inputs the change of account details 

directly into PIPCS. On input of the details, PIPCS automatically performs a ‘Bank Wizard’ validation check. If the 

check is passed PIPCS is updated. 

See: Changing bank account details in PIPCS 

8. If the caller has requested confirmation of the change, the telephony agent creates a ‘To do’ task for a CW to issue 

Manual Notification PIP.4005. 

9. If the ‘Bank Wizard’ validation check fails, the telephony agent advises the Claimant to obtain and check the correct 

details and to call back. 

10. If the check continues to fail, the telephony agent creates a CAMLite To do: Other task and records all account 

information provided by the claimant in the task notes. A task is automatically created in PIPCS for a CW. See: 

Account fails Bank Wizard validation check 

Change of account details notified by post 

11. When a change to account details is received by post the correspondence is scanned into the Document 

Repository System (DRS) and an automated task is sent to either: 

 the Workflow Team (WfT) as a white mail task, or  directly 

to the appropriate user.  

 The WfT user changes the classification of the post to ‘White Mail COB’ and creates a ‘Communication Record’. 

They also create a manual task for an appropriate user.  



 

Change of account details - Here to Help (HtH) account 

12. Here to Help (HtH) are a company based in Scotland that provide mobility scooters and powered wheelchairs. 

13. When PIP/DLA payments are made HtH retain a portion of the benefit for equipment hire, transferring any 

remaining benefit to the claimant. 

14. Claimant's must request that payment be made into a HtH account in writing See: Change of account details 

notified by post 

"As a general rule, payments of PIP/DLA should be made to he claimant's personal bank account. Due diligence has 

been carried out on the HtH Mobility Company, however, payments may be authorised to a HtH account provided the 

request is made in writing. Claim and account details must not be discussed with HtH. We will periodically review Here 

to Help to ensure that their business activity complies with regulations, any unusual activity or changes in their modus 

operandi should be reported to policy colleagues. No new arrangement can be made with any other company offering 

similar services, until the same due diligence has been carried out. Legal and policy advice is obtained from 

Operational issues relating to Here to Help can be directed to  
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Input change of account details 

13. To action the change in PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘User Homepage in PIPCS 

2 select the ‘My Tasks’ panel and select the task link 

3 a new window opens and the task is displayed 

view the image and perform a postal Identity Verification (IDV) check 

4 select the ‘Claimant Record’ 

5 select the ‘Financial’ tab 

6 from the left navigation panel, select ‘Bank Accounts’ 

7 select ‘Edit' from the action drop down list 



 

8 a new window opens to ‘Edit Bank Account’ 

9 input ‘Account Name’ 

this is the name, as shown, on the bank account. 

Note: for bank and building society accounts, it can be a joint account or an account held by a third party. 

10 input ‘From’ date 

this cannot be a future date 

11 select ‘Bank Account’ from the ‘Account Type’ drop down list 

12 input the ‘Account Details’ 

Account Number and Sort Code are required in all cases 

a roll number or reference is used when the account is a building society or Credit Union account 

13 select ‘Save’ 

PIPCS will validate the information with the Bank Wizard - See: Direct Payment Input Guide 

if the Bank Wizard validation check fails, the account details will not update 

 See: Account fails Bank Wizard validation check 

14 check if payment has been suspended 

if payment has been suspended, check if it is appropriate to remove the suspension 

if yes, remove the suspension 

See: Suspensions  



 

15 if the claimant requests a letter to confirm their account details have been updated, create a ‘To Do’ task for a 

PIP.4005 to be sent confirming the account has been amended 

close the task 

See: How to Create a Manual Task  

See: Create a Communication Record  

16 for reassessment cases make sure that DLA is also updated with the new account details 

Account fails Bank Wizard validation check 

14. If the account details provided fail the Bank Wizard validation check, you must make enquiries to establish the 

correct details. 

Note: If a change of account is received by telephone but fails the Bank Wizard check a CAMLite To do:  

Other task will be sent to a CW. 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘User Homepage’ in PIPCS. Check that the details entered match those supplied by the claimant 

if not, amend the details 

2 if a CAMLite To Do task has been received, consider checking Bank Wizard - See: Direct Payment Input Guide 

if Bank Wizard is not working, defer the task to check later 

if the correct account details are identified - See: Input change of account details 

3 if the details are correct, issue manual Notification PIP.3048 with DPGEN. Select ‘Bank details not valid and 

payments suspended’ when completing PIP.3048, 

 

 create a ‘Communication Record’ to monitor the return of the form 

set a task 

4 a new window opens and the task is displayed 

view the image and perform a postal Identity Verification (IDV) check 



 

5 when correct details are received, see: Input change of account details 

 

Change of account details received for a reassessment case 

15. All reassessment cases must be dealt with by a user with dual access. If the change of account also affects any DLA 

payments, make sure DLACS is updated. 

05 Change of GP or HSCP 

Notified by post 

1. When a change of general practitioner (GP) or heath or social care professional (HSCP) is received by post it is 

scanned and sent as an unstructured white mail task to the WfT work queue 2 (WQ2). 

2. The WfT user will take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 read the scanned image, identify that it contains notification of a change of  

GP/HSCP 

2 take action to reclassify the scanned image if appropriate 

3 take the actions required to change the GP or HSBP on PIPCS 

4 close the unstructured white mail task  

Notified on PIP2 

3. If the GP or HSCP details held on PIPCS differ from those received on the PIP2, update the details already held on 

PIPCS to match the information shown on the PIP2  

Notified by telephone 

4. When a change of GP or HSCP is received by phone, the identification verification (IDV) check is performed by the 

telephony agent and a task sent to an appropriate user. 

5. The change is then actioned in PIPCS see: To amend GP or HSCP details on PIPCS 



 

Notified to Assessment Provider (AP) 

6. If the claimant notifies the AP of a change of GP or HSCP the AP creates a task which will go to an appropriate user. 

To amend GP or HSCP details on PIPCS 

7. To amend GP or HSCP details on PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 open the task and select the hyperlink to the Participant Homepage and complete the necessary validation.  

2 select the Applications tab  

3 select the appropriate Reference Number 

4 select Evidence  

5 select Medical Details and expand the line by pressing the arrow  

6 from the action button, press Edit and change the GP or HCP details  

7 press Save and close the tab 

8 press Refresh and select the Action button to apply the change 

9 update the Notes screen where appropriate and close the task. 

Case with HMCTS 

8. The Appeals Team will notify HMCTS of any changes by telephone and create a Communication Record. 

 See:  Create a Communication Record within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of PIP guidance 
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06 Requested Name 

Naming standards 

1. The Departmental naming standards aim to establish a level of consistency in the way claimant, their 

Appointee, PAB, COP or an authorised person names are recorded. 



 

2. Under existing law, a person can change their name without making a statutory declaration and therefore a 

change of name can be accepted without legal evidence (however evidence or information to confirm a person’s 

identity may be requested). 

3. UK Deed Poll Service apply naming restrictions and, to avoid any reputational damage to the department, 

these restrictions should be applied when a claimant, their Appointee, PAB, COP or an authorised person asks for a 

requested name. We will not accept a requested name that: 

• does not include at least one forename and one surname  

• is impossible to pronounce  

• includes numbers or symbols  

• includes punctuation marks – although a hyphen to link forenames or surnames (for example a double 

barrelled name) and an apostrophe in the case of surnames like O’Brian are acceptable • is vulgar, offensive or 

blasphemous  

• promotes criminal activities  

• promotes racial or religious hatred  

• promotes the use of controlled drugs or includes the generic or slang name for them  

• ridicules people, groups, government departments, companies or organisation  

• may result in others believing you have a conferred or inherited honour, title, rank or academic award, for 

example change forename to Sir, Lord, Lady, Prince, Princess, Viscount, Baron, Baroness, General, Captain, 

Professor or Doctor etc.  

• exceeds the number of characters allowed in a name  
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Requested name 

4. A claimant, their Appointee, PAB, COP or an authorised person may ask to be known by a different name. This 

should be recorded in PIPCS in the ‘Requested Name’ field. When a requested name is entered into PIPCS any 

correspondence will be addressed exactly as the name is written within that field, therefore it is important the title, 

forename, and surname is written in full in the ‘Requested Name’ field.  

For example: 

Title: Mr 

Forename John 



 

Surname Smith 

Requested Name Mr John Smith OBE 

5. The ‘Requested Name’ field should be used when a claimant, their Appointee, PAB, COP or an authorised 

person: 

• has a title other than Mr, Mrs, Miss, Ms, Dr, Rev, Sir, Lady, Lord, Professor, Dame, Other.  

• Captain, Major and Colonel are also available as a title, but they must not be used please see service ranks 

and decorations  

• requests a particular style of address for example ‘The Warden of St Annes’  

• requests suffixes to be appended to their name for example ‘Mr John Smith OBE’  

• requests to be known by another name for example ‘Miss Mary Brown’ to be known as ‘Miss Jennifer Brown’  

• using requested name field is not appropriate for shortened versions of a name for example  

‘Christopher’, wants to be known as ‘Chris’  

Service ranks and decorations 

6. If a claimant, their Appointee, PAB, COP or an authorised person asks for a requested name to include a 

military service rank or decoration, tell the claimant, their Appointee, PAB, COP or an authorised person: 

“Due to ongoing terrorist activity in the United Kingdom and overseas, the Ministry of Defence has decided to leave 

service rank and decorations off all correspondence. They have asked that this department do the same. 

Correspondence from this department will not include any rank or decoration. This has been applied to all British 

service personnel, retired or not, and also to anyone with military connections.” 

7 Change of Gender 

  

Background 

1. The Gender Recognition Act allows transgender people to be recognised in their acquired gender and to benefit 

from any rights and responsibilities restricted to gender. 

2. For a person to be legally recognised in their acquired gender they have to apply, via a Gender Recognition Panel 

(GRP), for a Gender Recognition Certificate (GRC). If they meet the required criteria, a full GRC will be issued. They 

can also request a new birth certificate. 

3. Transgender claimants received their benefits and pensions in their birth gender, prior to 04 April 2005. After that 

date they can receive DWP benefits, pensions and services in their acquired gender if they hold a full GRC. 

4. Personal Independence Payment (PIP) is not gender specific but communications are. 



 

Claimants can be signposted to the Gender Recognition Panel website at www.grp.gov.uk for information on potential 

impacts of gender recognition. 

Gender Recognition Panel Secretariat 

PO Box 6987 

Leicester 

LE1 6ZX 

Tel: 0800 355 5155 

The Gender Trust 

PO Box 3192 

Brighton 

BN1 3WR 

Tel: 0700 079 0347 

Email: Headoffice-info@gendertrust.org.uk 

Website: www.gendertrust.org.uk 
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Recommended gender terminology 

  

      

Note: The term Gender Recognition must not be shortened to GR. Transgender people consider the ‘change’ 

happened long before the Gender Recognition process. The process is about legal recognition of their acquired 

gender. 

Current  

Terminology 

Definition Inappropriate/irrelevant 

terminology 

Transgender Female a male to female transsexual person and should be referred 

to in female terms (she, her, Ms) 

transsexual (noun) 

transvestite 

transsexuality 

any slang relating to 

transsexual females 

Transgender Male a female to male transsexual person should be referred to in 

male terms (he, him, Mr) 

transsexual (noun) 

transvestite 

transsexuality 

any slang relating to 

transsexual males 

Transgender 

person/people 

a person who is registered at birth as either male or female 

but chooses to live their life in the opposite gender 

transsexual 

transvestite 

sex change 

gender change 

intersexuals 

Gender Recognition Template (GRT) 

5. When a person changes gender, they apply to the GRP to be legally recognised in their acquired gender. A Gender 

Recognition Certificate and a new birth certificate will be issued. The panel, if requested by the person, will contact 



 

Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) for them. A Gender Recognition Template (GRT) is completed by 

Special Section D (SSD) at HMRC and actions taken by Customer Information System First Line Support 

CIS(Searchlight) FLS to update Customer Information System (Searchlight) with the gender change. 

6. They will then send the GRT to all benefits (with an interest). When the GRT is received in Mail Opening and 

Scanning (MOS), it is not classed as valuable. There is no further action for the user; as when the gender change is 

broadcast via CIS(Searchlight)FLS it creates the gender mismatch task in PIPCS. 

Gender Recognition Certificate 

  

7. A Gender Recognition Certificate (GRC) must be treated as a valuable document. 

See Receipt of Life Event Documents. It should also be assumed that the claimant will be treated as holding Special 

Customer Records. 

8. If a transgender person is successful in their application for gender recognition they will be given a GRC by the 

GRP. 

9. There are two types of GRC: 

• full  

• interim  

10. Neither certificate requires a transgender person to have undergone any medical treatment or surgery as this is 

not necessary to obtain gender recognition. 

11. There are no restrictions as to how many times a transgender person can apply for gender recognition, the 

conditions and criteria still apply each time and the gender recognition process is the same. 

Full Gender Recognition Certificate 

12. A full GRC is given when the GRP decide the individual has satisfied the conditions to get gender recognition. The 

criteria for a GRC based on: 

• how long they have been living in their acquired gender  

• their marital status at the time they apply • certain medical and psychological assessments  

13. Specifically, that the gender recognition applicant: 

• has lived in the acquired gender for at least two years immediately prior to the application  

• have or have had gender dysphoria  



 

• intends to live permanently in the acquired gender  

14. A GRP will make the GRC decision. If a transgender person is still married, a full GRC cannot be given until the 

marriage is dissolved. Once the full GRC has been given the transgender person is legally recognised in their 

acquired gender. 

15. The full GRC will only hold the following personal details: 

• new name  

• date of birth  

• acquired gender  

Interim Gender Recognition Certificate 

16. An interim GRC is only given where the GRP decide the transgender person satisfies all the conditions for gender 

recognition but are still married and waiting for the marriage to be dissolved. As it carries no legal recognition of 

the acquired gender benefits must continue to be paid in the claimant’s birth gender. If you receive an interim 

GRC, gender must remain the same on PIPCS as on CIS(Searchlight). 

17. When the transgender person receives an interim GRC they can apply to have their marriage annulled/dissolved. 

When the annulment has been granted, the court will issue the full GRC and notify the GRP Secretariat. (GRPS). 

Replacing a Gender Recognition Certificate 

18. If a claimant loses or destroys their full GRC they can apply to GRPS for a replacement: 

Gender Recognition Panel Secretariat 

Gender Recognition Panel 

PO Box 6987 

Leicester 

LE1 6ZX 

Telephone 0800 355 5155 

19. If a full GRC is destroyed/damaged in error or lost within Document Repository System (DRS), you must organise a 

replacement. See Digital Imaging Guidance - MOS Business guidance 

Gender Recognition from outside the United Kingdom 



 

20. If a claimant, who has had their gender recognised under the law of another member of the European Economic 

Area (EEA), makes enquiries about claiming benefits, pensions and services, you should advise the claimant that 

they can claim benefits, pensions and services in their acquired gender from 04 April 2005. 

21. This also applies to claimants who are under the age of 18 and have obtained gender recognition in an EEA 

country. See EEA 

22. A claimant, who has obtained gender recognition in an EEA country other than the United Kingdom (UK), must 

notify the department of their acquired gender from April 2005. Gender can only be updated on CIS(Searchlight) 

by the CIS(Searchlight) FLS. In general PIPCS should match gender held on  

CIS(Searchlight) unless claimant has opted not to notify HMRC. See Gender Recognition Template (GRT) 

23. As EEA countries don’t issue GRCs to transgender people, a new or amended birth certificate is an acceptable form 

of evidence of gender recognition in an EEA country. 

24. The claimant can also apply for gender recognition in the UK. Refer these claimants to the Gender Recognition 

Panel Secretariat to begin the application process. 

25. If further information is required on gender recognition outside the UK refer to the Verification of Life  

Events (VOLE) Guide. See Gender Recognition of claimants from outside the United Kingdom 

26. Claimants obtaining gender recognition outside the EEA will not be recognised in their acquired gender in the UK. 

Claimants must apply to the GRPS for a full GRC if they wish to be recognised in their acquired gender in the UK. 

See how to contact Gender Recognition Panel 

PIP Gender Recognition Process 

27. When there’s conflicting gender information on PIPCS and CIS(Searchlight) a gender mismatch task is created. You 

must establish if the case is a gender recognition case or whether PIPCS is incorrect. Check PIPCS to see if there’s 

been an obvious keying error. 

For example claim is at new claim stage, gender is female on PIPCS and male on CIS(Searchlight); all names and titles 

indicate male on PIPCS and CIS(Searchlight) – this would point to a keying error at the point of new claim. 

28. A GRT is verification of the legal change of gender a GRC is not required to verify gender and SSD don’t need to be 

contacted. 

Spare - 29  



 

Gender mismatch discrepancy task generated 

30. A gender mismatch discrepancy task is generated due to CIS(Searchlight) broadcast or new benefit claim; you 

must: 

  

Step Action 

1 check PIPCS for an obvious keying in error 

2 if yes, update PIPCS record 

31. To do this: 

  

Step Action 

1 access your Inbox and select ‘My Tasks’ from the shortcut panel, then select ‘My Open Tasks’ and access the 

relevant task for action 

2 toggle the task and select the History and Comments tab to see notes which will provide appropriate 

information. 

3 navigate back to the Actions tab within the task and select the hyperlink to the participant homepage 

4 select Identity tab for the claimant 

5 from the Left Hand Side menu (LHS) navigation select Alternative Name hyperlink 

6 from the Alternative Name screen, select Action from the drop down and then Edit then input the new name 

7 select Save 

8 PIPCS broadcasts the details to CIS(Searchlight) and the User closes the task see Close a task 

32. If no keying error identified return to claimant’s Person Homepage to check for receipt of GRT in DRSTo do this: 

  

Step Action 



 

1 select Contact tab 

2 select Attachments on the LHS menu; this will display a list of scanned documents. Check all the attachments 

listed for a GRT which may show on DRS as unstructured white mail 

3 select the Actions buttons to view and update PIPCS record see Update Gender on PIPCS 

4 if no GRT in DRS, call to confirm the case is a gender recognition case see  

Special Section D 

5 if SSD confirm it’s a gender recognition case - update PIPCS record see Update Gender on PIPCS 

6 if SSD advise that this is not a gender recognition case, return to claimant’s “Person Homepage” to check all 

attachments for a GRC or new birth certificate; if a GRC or new birth certificate has been found it will be 

viewable in DRS 

if a new birth certificate or a GRC is identified, update PIPCS record see: Update Gender on PIPCS  

NOTE: if interim certificate do not change the gender on the system. Make a note on PIPCS that full certificate 

has not yet been given 

7 if no, issue form PIP.0505 to the claimant and create a ‘To Do’ 

task for 14 working days to monitor outcome 

See List of Notifications and Forms PIP Notifications and Forms 

33. To issue a clerical notification you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 open the ‘PIP Clerical Template’ from your desktop 

2 using the drop down menus choose the appropriate category and PIP number of the notification you wish to 

issue 

NOTE: this must be done before copying any information from PIPCS 

3 from PIPCS person page click on the empty space next to the claimant’s address details 

4 press Ctrl A together and the text will be highlighted 



 

5 press Ctrl C together to copy the selected details 

6 click the ‘C’ button in the top right hand corner of the template, following a short delay, the  

 template fields will be populated with the claimants name, address and NINO 

NOTE: This action may be repeated in the PIPCS representative page to capture appointee details where 

necessary 

7 if large print is required please tick the ‘Large Print’ box, when this box is ticked, all text in the letter will be 

produced in font size 16 with the exception of customer address and return address 

NOTE: the Welsh version tick box can selected at any time 

8 complete the required fields to populate the remainder of the notification, you will not be allowed to progress 

to the next page until all required fields have been completed 

9 once all the information has been entered and the final page is reached, the ‘NEXT’ button will revert to the ‘OK’ 

button and the letter can be produced 

10 click ’OK’ on the ‘PIP Clerical Template’ and the word document will be produced see Clerical notifications 

11 return to Persons Homepage and create a communication 

record to describe the notification or letter type see 

Create a Communication Record 

12 from the Persons Homepage, select appropriate task to defer 

and await for gender recognition evidence 

34. To do this you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 from the Right Hand Side (RHS) select the Action button 

2 select Defer Tasks from the drop-down menu 



 

3 Defer Task pop up displays 

4 input the new restart date - task will remain in the Users Deferred Tasks showing the restart date 

5 complete the Comment box with any relevant comments. This must be completed for all deferred tasks and 

should include the reason for the deferral for example - awaiting return of gender recognition evidence form 

PIP.0505 select Save. The task will now show in the Users Deferred  

Tasks see How to Defer and Existing task  

 

6 when claimant makes contact and sends in supporting gender 

recognition evidence update PIPCS record see 

Update Gender on PIPCS 

 Claimant sends in Gender Recognition Certificate 

35. When a gender recognition certificate is received you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 check GRC is full or interim 

2 if interim certificate do not change the gender on the system. Make a note on PIPCS that full certificate has not 

yet been awarded 

3 if full certificate check if there’s a GRT in DRS 

4 if yes update PIPCS record see Update Gender on PIPCS 

5 if no, call to confirm it’s a gender recognition case. On advice from SSD update PIPCS record. 

See Special Section D see Update Gender on PIPCS  

  



 

Claimant sends in updated birth certificate 

36. When an updated birth certificate is received you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 check for a GRT in DRS, if yes - update PIPCS record see 

Update Gender on PIPCS 

2 if no - call SSD to confirm it’s a gender recognition case. If advised by SSD, update PIPCS record to show the new 

gender of the claimant. See Special Section D see Update Gender on PIPCS 

NOTE: If gender recognition has been given in a country outside the UK, the transgender person won’t be issued 

with a GRC, they’ll be issued with a new or amended birth certificate. See Gender  

Recognition of claimants from outside the United Kingdom 

 

Update Gender on PIPCS 

37. On receipt of evidence update gender on system and close task. 

  

Step Action 

1 access claimant’s ‘Person Homepage’. Select the ‘Actions’ button on RHS 

2 using the drop down menu select ‘Edit’ 

3 ‘Edit Person Screen’ displays 

4 change ‘Gender’ to the claimant’s correct gender 

5 complete the ‘Comment’ box with any information relevant to the change 

for example, if interim certificate make a note that full certificate has not yet been awarded. 

6 select ‘Save’ 

Close a task 



 

38. To close a task you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Action’ button on the RHS of the task to be closed 

2 select ‘Close Task’ from the drop down menu 

3 select ‘Yes’ when asked ‘Are you sure you want to close this task?’ 

14 Payability 

Subpages 

• 01 Payability (Decision Making)  

• 02 Payability  

• 03 Hospital Rules changes - Supreme Court judgement 8 July 2015  

01 Payability (Decision Making) 

Background 

1. For Changes in Circumstances such as a change of address, representative and so on. 

See: Change of Circumstances. 

2. For instructions on the law for hospitals, similar institutions, care homes, hospices and prisons - See:  

 Advice for Decision Making (ADM) Chapters P3  and also - See: Advice for Decision Making (ADM) Chapters P4. For 

Reassessment cases - See: ADM Chapter P5. 

3. If after checking the ADM, you need advice on a legal guidance query refer to DMA Leeds through the normal 

channels. 

4. Payment of PIP can be affected if a claimant spends time in a hospital, similar institution to a hospital, care home 

or prison. 

Subpages 

• Critical Process Points – Must do  

• Reassessment cases  

• Claimant in a hospital similar institution care home or prison at date of entitlement  



 

• Claimant in receipt of PIP enters a hospital similar institution care home or prison • Hospitals and similar 

institutions  

• Care homes  

• Self funding  

• Free personal care in Scotland  

• People with homes to sell or who await other release of funds  

• Residential colleges and schools  

• Children Leaving Care Act 2000  

• Supported accommodation and lodgings  

• De-registered private care homes  

• Sheltered accommodation  

• Council houses  

• Hostels  

• Hospices  

• Linking rules  

• Payment at a daily rate boarders  

• Inputting hospital or other accommodation evidence into PIPCS  

• Inputting boarder evidence into PIPCS  

• Notifying a boarder decision  

• Claimant in prison or legal custody  

• Inputting prison evidence on PIPCS  

• Late notification of discharge date  

Critical Process Points – Must do 

You must record periods in hospital, similar institutions, care homes or prison accurately on PIPCS, making relevant 

enquiries where appropriate to establish dates and funding. 

You must consider suspending payment as and when appropriate. 

Consequences 

If you do not correctly establish dates and funding, including payment suspensions when appropriate this may mean: 

• the customer could be over or underpaid 

• hardship and distress could be caused to customers at a very vulnerable time – poor customer service 

• increased requests for reconsiderations and appeals from claimants who think the decision is incorrect 

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the error 



 

• an increase in avoidable complaints  

• the potential to cause reputational damage to the DWP 

Reassessment cases 

5. For reassessment cases, once an invitation to claim PIP has been issued, or a claim to PIP has been made by a DLA 

recipient, any change to payability of benefit as a result of hospitalisation, entry to care home, or imprisonment 

prior to the PIP decision can also be treated as a DLA change of circumstance. It can have an effect on that benefit 

until the reassessment process has been completed. CMs must ensure any changes are represented in any DLA 

decision - See: Reassessment and also - See: ADM Chapter P5. 

Claimant in a hospital similar institution care home or prison at date of 

entitlement 

6. If the change occurs on a reassessment case you must also consider the impact on DLA - See: Reassessment. 

7. If the claimant is in hospital, similar institution or prison on the date of entitlement (having been admitted before 

that date) PIP is not payable until the day of discharge. This is because they are regarded as being in the 

establishment on the date of entitlement. Once the claimant is discharged from hospital, the user needs to 

consider the claimants usual residential address and if this is a care home, then appropriate funding enquiries will 

need to be made. 

8. If the claimant’s first day in hospital, similar institution or prison is the date of entitlement they will receive PIP for 

the first 28 days. This is because the day of admission is regarded as a day out. 

9. If the claimant is in a care home on the date of entitlement (having been admitted before that date) the daily living 

component is not payable until the day of discharge. 

10. If the claimant’s first day in a care home is the date of entitlement they will receive the daily living component for 

the first 28 days. This is because the day of admission is regarded as a day at home. 

Claimant in receipt of PIP enters a hospital similar institution care home or prison 

11. If the change occurs on a reassessment case you must also consider the impact on DLA - See:  

Reassessment. 

12. Payment of PIP can be affected after the claimant has spent 28 days in a: 

• hospital or similar institution to a hospital  

• care home  

• certain hostels and sheltered accommodation funded by the local authority (LA) • residential school or college  

• hospice  

• prison or is detained in legal custody.  



 

13. Payment of the mobility component is not affected when someone enters a care home, residential school or 

college - See: ADM Chapter P4. 

14. Rules have been set in PIPCS affecting the payment of PIP when someone goes into a hospital, similar institution, 

care home or prison. These rules will run once you’ve input all the evidence about the place the claimant is residing 

in. 

15. It’s vital you identify and input the correct accommodation type and funding arrangement details on PIPCS so when 

the ‘rules’ run the claimant receives the right amount of money. Failure to input correct details into PIPCS could 

result in overpayments that can’t be recovered from the claimant. 

16. If the case is with the AP when PIPCS is updated an automatically generated task will go to the AP when: 

• Hospital and other accommodation; start and no end date, or end date has been entered  

• Detention in legal custody; start and no end date, or end date has been entered.  

• We do not tell the AP about closed periods in hospital, other accommodation or legal custody as the AP only 

needs the information to determine where the claimant is when they need to complete an assessment.  

18. The CW creates a manual task to Motability to inform them of all suspensions and any reinstatement of payment. 

19. The CW will also contact Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunal Service (HMCTS) if an appeal is outstanding. 

20. If the claimant has an outstanding debt recovery overpayment the CW will contact Debt Management to inform 

them of the claimant’s admission or reinstatement of payment. 

Hospitals and similar institutions 

21. For definitions of a hospital and similar institution and the factors to consider - See: ADM Chapter P3. 

22. When you need information about a claimant’s stay in hospital phone the hospital and get the information needed 

on PIP.3019 Hospital Enquiry. The form can be sent to the hospital if the information can’t be obtained by phone. 

23. If the claimant indicates they fund the cost of their stay privately you need to confirm this to avoid a potential 

overpayment. You should send a PIP.3019 to the hospital - See: Self-funding. 

24. If you don’t have the mandatory information needed to update the hospital/other accommodation screens you 

may need to manually suspend payment. 

Checking hospital or care home dates 

25. When a claimant or AP indicates an overnight stay in hospital or a care home but doesn’t provide exact dates, 

there’s no need to make further contact if the evidence clearly shows: 

• the stay in hospital or care home was for less than 28 days and 



 

• the last stay in hospital or care home was over 28 days ago and 

• the stay in hospital or care home doesn’t link to any other stay. 

26. Add a note in PIPCS: hospital/care home stay for XX days around DATE, dates not checked with claimant, past 28 

days no linking periods. 

27. This only applies to hospitals, care homes or combinations thereof - See: Inputting hospital/other accommodation 

evidence into PIPCS. 

Care homes 

28. Daily living component payment is affected if the claimant is in a care home at the date of  

entitlement (having been admitted before that date) or, after the first 28 days, if public funds from the LA or the 

Health Authority (HA) are used to meet the accommodation, board or personal care costs. 

29. Payment of the mobility component is not affected when someone enters a care home, residential school or 

college - See:  ADM Chapter P3   and ADM Chapter P4 . 

30. You must determine how the claimant’s accommodation is being funded - See: Free personal care and Free 

nursing care for claimants living in Scotland. 

31. You must update the ‘Communication History’ whenever you issue a form to show what action has been taken 

and defer the original task for 14 days - See: Creating a Communication Record and also - See: Workflow and Task 

Management - How to defer an existing task. 

32. You can use the following forms to get the information. 

• PIP.3006 Health Authority Funding Enquiry - used to request confirmation of relevant funding from a Health 

Authority (HA)  

• PIP.3006R - used if no reply is received to the PIP.3006  

• PIP.3007 Local Authority Funding Enquiry - used to request confirmation of relevant funding from a Local 

Authority (LA)  

• PIP.3007R - used if no reply is received to the PIP.3007  

• PIP.3008 Care Home Enquiry - used to request confirmation of relevant funding from a care home  

• PIP.3008R - used if no reply is received to the PIP.3008  

• PIP.3009 Verification Request - can be used to ask the claimant to send in their repayment agreement with the 

LA or care home receipts  

• PIP.3033 General Enquiry - used for general enquiries where the claimant cannot be contacted by phone 

• PIP.4006 Payment Suspension - used to advise the claimant their payments have been suspended.  



 

33. If you don’t have the mandatory information needed to update the hospital/other accommodation screens you 

may need to manually suspend payment - See: Inputting hospital/other accommodation evidence into PIPCS. 

34. If the claimant indicates they fund the cost of their stay privately you need to confirm this to avoid a potential 

overpayment - See: ADM Chapter P3 - Self funders and also - See: Self-funding. 

Self funding 

35. The ADM Chapter P3 contains instructions for ‘Self funders’ and ‘People with homes to sell or who await other 

release of funds’. 

36. PIP is payable if the claimant pays the full cost of their stay. 

37. If the claimant indicates they’re funding the cost of their stay in a hospital or care home privately you need to 

confirm this to avoid a potential overpayment. 

38. You should be able to get the information you need from the: 

• PIP.3019 Hospital Enquiry; or  

• PIP.3008 Care Home Funding Enquiry  

• PIP.3009 Verification Request - used to ask the claimant to send in their repayment agreement with the LA or 

care home receipts  

39. If information is obtained over the phone, for example to check if a claimant is in receipt of Housing Benefit (HB) 

and paying the full cost of their rent themselves you must record the details of who provided the information in 

PIPCS. 

40. For information about PIPCS actions - See: Inputting hospital/other accommodation evidence into PIPCS. 

  

41 – 42 spare paragraphs 

Free personal care in Scotland 

43. In Scotland people aged 65 or over are entitled to receive ‘free personal care’ (FPC). This is a payment made by the 

LA towards the cost of their personal care. If a claimant is receiving this, the daily living component cannot be paid 

as the LA is providing funding. Therefore to ensure benefit isn’t paid inappropriately you must check whether FPC 

is in payment where the claimant may be self-funding. 

44. To ensure claimants living in Scotland receive the right amount of money an automated task (task 10) is created 8 

weeks before their 65th birthday. This happens when PIPCS holds a Scottish post code and the ‘State Funding’ field 

holds ‘No’. 



 

45. On receipt of the task the user will contact the care home to find out if the claimant is to receive FPC. 

46. Where the claimant will receive FPC the daily living component will not be payable after the first 28 days from the 

date the LA begins to pay. The evidence will be input into PIPCS - See: Payability   –  Hospital and other 

accommodation . 

47. If the claimant is self funding and not receiving FPC the daily living component is payable. 

48. The daily living component is also payable where FPC is in payment and the claimant is living in a private dwelling 

and not a care home. 

Free nursing care in Scotland 

49. Free nursing care (FNC) is available for people of any age in Scotland who have been assessed as requiring nursing 

care services. 

50. If a person is not in receipt of free personal care (FPC) and is only in receipt of free nursing care (FNC) in Scotland 

then it would not affect PIP payments of either component. 

Note: If informed that a claimant over the age of 65 is receiving free nursing care only enquiries should be made to 

clarify the position. It is more likely that both free nursing care (FNC) and free personal care (FPC) would be in 

payment. In these instances the daily living component would not be payable. 

People with homes to sell or who await other release of funds 

51. When someone goes into a care home on a permanent basis, unless the move is arranged privately, the LA will 

consider any assets when deciding if they can pay for, or contribute to, their own costs - See:  

ADM Chapter P3 - Self funders and People with home to sell or who await other release of funds. 

52. You should be able to get the information you need from the PIP.3007, including the repayment start date if there 

is one. PIP.3009 can also be used to ask the claimant to send in their repayment agreement with the LA or care 

home receipts if either of these are needed. 

53. Payment of PIP should be suspended until you have sufficient information - See: Suspensions.  

54. Where a claimant is due to repay the LA payment you’ll update PIPCS then send PIP.4010. This tells the claimant 

PIP is payable as they are self-funding. It also tells them they must let us know if they stop paying the full cost - 

See: Inputting hospital/other accommodation evidence into PIPCS. 

55. There may come a time when the claimant’s assets aren’t enough to repay the LA. After deciding PIP is payable 

you must create a manual task to mature in 24 months to contact the LA and check the funding status - See:  

Workflow and Task Management -   Manual Tasks . 



 

12 week disregard period 

56. LAs usually require repaying after the claimant has been a permanent resident in the accommodation for 12 

weeks. As PIP is payable for the first 28 days in the accommodation you may have a situation where the daily living 

component is suspended from the 29th day until the day before the LA 12 week disregard period ends. Always 

contact the LA for accurate information about their funding including the dates. 

Court of Protection order application 

57. The LA will wait for repayment if relatives need to get a Court of Protection order (CoP) to access the savings of 

someone who isn’t mentally capable of dealing with their affairs. The 12-week disregard period doesn’t apply in 

these circumstances. Once the CoP is obtained the LA will be repaid all the funding from the date of admission. 

The daily living component will be payable from the date of admission. 

Temporary resident 

58. If the claimant is a temporary resident in a care home, for example respite care, the LA doesn’t need to assess how 

much the resident can pay during the first 8 weeks of the stay. If they decide not to do an assessment they can 

charge the claimant an amount they consider reasonable. However, after the first 8 weeks of a temporary stay the 

LA must assess how much the claimant can pay. 

59. The 12-week disregard won’t apply when the claimant is a temporary resident. If the assessment reveals the LA 

must pay towards the accommodation costs or qualifying services; the daily living component payment should 

stop after the first 28 days. 

LAs enquiries on going 

60. Where the LA’s enquiries are on-going, as the claimant may have enough assets to repay them. You must create a 

manual task for 12 months to contact the LA to check on the funding status. In the meantime the daily living 

component will not be payable after the first 28 days. 

LAs enquiries complete retrospective self funder 

61. Where the LA is funding the accommodation and they decide the claimant does have some assets they should use 

to repay them, the claimant is regarded as a retrospective self funder. The daily living component is payable for 

any period the claimant is to repay the LA - See: Inputting hospital/other accommodation evidence into PIPCS.  



 

Residential colleges and schools 

62. When a claimant attends a residential college or school the daily living component is not payable if they are in at 

the date of entitlement (having been admitted before that date) or, after the first 28 days, where funding is 

provided under legislation relating to disability, young persons, education or training - See: ADM Chapter P3. 

Residential schools 

63. Claimants aged 16 or over sometimes attend special schools where they reside during the week, spending 

weekends and school holidays at home. 

64. If the claimant lives in a residential school or college owned or funded by a Local Education Authority (LEA) the 

daily living component will not be payable after the first 28 days. 

65. However, if the claimant is spending periods at home they can claim the daily living component for any days spent 

away from the accommodation. Such payments are called boarder payments - See: Payment at a daily rate - 

boarders. 

Residential colleges 

66. If the LEA is meeting the claimant’s accommodation costs in a residential college, the daily living component will 

not be paid after the first 28 days except for any periods spent at home. 

67. However under certain circumstances the daily living component will be payable to a disabled student receiving 

financial support from public funds - See: ADM Chapter P3. 

68. If the claimant is living in ordinary student accommodation receiving care provided, or paid for, by a LA the daily 

living component is payable. 

69. If you can’t get the information you need from a phone call, form PIP.3008 should provide the information you 

need - See: Clerical notifications. 

70. If the residential college is funded by any authority other than the LA or the LEA. You need to make enquiries to 

find out who is funding the accommodation and what the funding is for. Then you decide what type of 

accommodation it is and what PIP payments can be made while the claimant is there. 

Adult training colleges for disabled people 

71. If the claimant is in an adult training college for disabled people such as a college for visually impaired people run 

by the RNIB. The daily living component isn’t payable if they are in at the date of entitlement (having been 

admitted before that date) or, after the first 28 days if their stay is being funded under legislation for education or 

training. 



 

72. This funding could be provided by the: 

• Jobcentre (Employment Services)  

• Skills Funding Agency  

• Scottish Further and Higher Education Funding Council (more commonly known as the Scottish funding 

Council).  

73. You may need to contact the claimant, their representative or accommodation manager to find out who is funding 

the accommodation or qualifying services try to get all the information you need in one phone call - See: ADM 

Chapter P3. 

74. If you can’t get the information over the phone use form PIP.3008. 

75. A PIP.3007 can then be issued to the appropriate body, if necessary, to gather specific information about the 

funding. 

76. In the meantime payment of PIP may need to be manually suspended and PIP.4006 issued - See:  

Inputting hospital/other accommodation evidence into PIPCS. 

Children Leaving Care Act 2000 

77. Under this Act LAs have a responsibility to keep in touch with young people who leave their care on reaching 16. 

They may arrange for a claimant leaving care to live in a sheltered flat or other sheltered accommodation and 

provide funding. The daily living component isn’t payable, after the first 28 days, as the funding would be under 

legislation for young persons. 

78. However if the claimant lives in a private dwelling with a family, relative or other suitable person and the LA 

provides funding. Then this is an exception to the general rule and the daily living component is payable - See: ADM 

Chapter P3.  

79 -80 spare paragraphs 

Supported accommodation and lodgings 

81. Supported accommodation or supported lodgings are terms used where an adult with an illness or disability rents 

a room or part of a house where care is also provided, often by the same person who acts as landlord and carer. 

Sometimes social workers place a person with an illness or disability with a family who provide care and 

accommodation in their own private home. These are often referred to as adult placement schemes; also known 

as adult fostering as the claimant is treated as one of the family. 

82. Nowadays, in England and Wales, the schemes themselves are run by voluntary organisations such as the South 

West Adult Placement Scheme (SWAPS). These organisations manage the scheme but funding is provided by the 

LAs concerned under Part III of the National Assistance Act 1948. 



 

83. Where the person is using their benefits or other income to meet the full cost of their accommodation payment of 

the daily living component isn’t affected. 

84. The person will usually be claiming HB. LAs administer and pay HB on behalf of central government who provide 

the money for it. It is not LA funding as such, nor is it public funding under legislation relating to disability, 

education, training or young persons. 

85. If the claimant is paying their whole rent in privately owned supported accommodation from HB or other money, 

treat any payment by the LA (via the adult placement scheme) as being for care only. The claimant will have 

entered into a private tenancy agreement and is regarded as living in a private dwelling and not a care home. The 

daily living component is therefore payable. 

86. If information about HB is not given by the customer or their representative you will need to ask them about it to 

establish if they are paying their own rent. 

87. If the claimant is unable to meet the full cost of their accommodation, the adult placement scheme will make a 

contribution from the funding provided by the LA. 

88. In every case where enquiries confirm an adult placement scheme or LA are paying towards the cost of a 

claimant’s accommodation the daily living component is not payable unless the specific conditions described in 

the ‘Community Care Arrangements’ section within Decision Makers Guide (DMG) - Volume 3. 

De-registered private care homes 

89. Since the introduction of the Care Standards Act 2000 and the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act  

2001 some private care homes registered under the Registered Homes Act 1984 or Part IV of the Social Work 

(Scotland) Act 1968 have de-registered. Residents have been given tenancy agreements and encouraged to claim HB 

to pay rent. 

90. You will have to establish who is paying for the accommodation and if the claimant has a private tenancy 

agreement with the home. 

91. The daily living component is payable where the claimant has a private tenancy agreement with the home and is 

paying their whole rent from HB or their own resources. This applies even if the LA is providing board or personal 

care for the claimant as the accommodation is regarded as a private dwelling not a care home. 

Sheltered accommodation 

92. Accommodation owned by the LA may be described as "very sheltered accommodation" and referred to as flats 

or flatlets. Such accommodation is often provided in the same way as council houses or flats. 

93. An indication that this may be the case will be information that the person is claiming HB. Where it is not clear 

that the LA is renting the accommodation to the tenant under the Housing Acts, form PIP.3007 should be sent to 

find out what legislation is being used. 



 

94. If form PIP.3007 shows that the Housing Acts are being used, or a letting agreement quoting them is produced, 

then the daily living component is payable. 

95. The daily living component is not payable if form PIP.3007, completed by the finance or legal department of the 

LA, quotes Part III of the National Assistance Act 1948 or, for Scotland, Part IV of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 

1968. 

Council houses 

96. As well as care homes, LAs (other than County Councils in England and Wales) own council houses and flats. The 

housing department of the council lets council houses and flats. 

97. Payment of the daily living component to a claimant in such accommodation is not affected, even if the person is 

receiving a high level of care provided, or paid for by the LA. 

98. This is because the person is paying for their own accommodation by renting it. The care they receive is being 

provided in their home in the same way as for anyone else who owns their own home or rents it from a private 

landlord. 

99. Care provided, or paid for, by the LA in this situation does not affect payment of the daily living component even 

though it is provided under Part III of the National Assistance Act 1948 (section 29) or Part IV of the Social Work 

(Scotland) Act 1968 as the person is not regarded as resident in a care home. 

Hostels 

100. Hostels usually provide support or rehabilitation and are not normally registered as care homes. They may be 

privately owned, often by a charity, or they may be owned by the LA or a HA. The majority of claimants in hostels 

pay for their accommodation with HB and other benefits. 

101. The daily living component can be paid to someone in a hostel owned by the LA but rented to the residents 

under the Housing Acts. Benefit is also payable (whatever legislation is being used) where the person is meeting 

all the costs themselves. 

102. Enquiries are needed to establish what legislation is being used to provide the accommodation where the 

claimant is not meeting all the costs themselves even with benefits. 

103. The daily living component will not be payable where: 

• the LA are helping to pay for any of the accommodation and other qualifying services in a privately owned 

hostel  

• the LA own the hostel and are providing the accommodation under Part III of the National Assistance Act or 

Part IV of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 and are not charging the resident the full rent.  



 

104. Both the daily living and mobility components will not be payable if the HA are paying for medical or other 

treatment by or under the direct supervision of a qualified doctor, nurse or nurses employed or otherwise 

engaged at the care home. 

105. Claimants in hostels following a stay in hospital under the Mental Health Acts (known as  

"sectioned") are usually being provided with aftercare by the LA or HA under section 117 of the Mental Health Act 

1983 or section 87 of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968. 

106. In these cases the LA or HA must pay the full cost of the stay. There are no powers to charge the claimant any of 

the costs of the accommodation or qualifying services when they are placed in such accommodation under these 

acts. The LA or HA will be providing the accommodation free of charge so payment of PIP is affected. 

Bail hostels 

107. Bail hostels are normally funded by the Home Office. The daily living component is payable to someone in a bail 

hostel unless there is an indication that the LA (Social Services) are paying for the stay. 
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Hospices 

111. A hospice is an institution whose primary function is to provide palliative care for people who have a progressive 

disease in its final stages - See: ADM Chapter P3. 

112. The daily living component will normally be payable for claimants who are resident in a hospice who are TI and 

have been awarded PIP under the Special Rules for Terminally Ill people (SRTI) unless the hospice is a hospital or 

similar institution that is fully funded by the NHS. 

End of life hospice services 

113. You must use the Google search facility to view the Hospice website to determine if the establishment can be 

considered to be a hospice - See: ADM Chapter P3. 

114. The Hospice website page provides contact telephone numbers, email address and useful information about their 

services and funding. 

115. If you need to establish if the hospice is a hospital or similar institution that is fully funded by the NHS, you can 

normally obtain information about any charitable funding from the hospice website. You must use this 

information to avoid making enquiries. 

116. If the claimant is not entitled to the daily living component under the SRTI, the normal hospital/similar 

institution/care home rules will apply. 



 

117. Claimants entitled to the daily living component under the SRTI in a hospice at the date of entitlement (having 

been admitted before that date) may also receive payment depending on the hospice’s funding. 

Linking rules 

118. Until the 28th day is reached where there are two or more distinct periods of residence in a hospital, care home 

or prison separated by not more than 28 days, these periods link - See: ADM Chapter P4 - Linking rules for 

prisoners. 

119. If a claimant spent 10 days in hospital, was discharged and admitted to prison within the following 28 days PIP is 

payable for a further 18 days as the periods link. 

120. If the initial period a claimant spends in a care home is less than 28 days and links with a subsequent period of 

hospitalisation or imprisonment, payment for the balance of the 28 days is allowed for the daily living 

component. Payment of the mobility component will continue for the first 28 days from the day after the 

admission. 

Additional linking rules for prisoners 

121. Two or more distinct periods of detention in legal custody separated by not more than one year will link. 

122. If the claimant has already received payment for the first 28 days, payment will cease as soon as they return 

prison. If not, they will continue to receive payment for the remainder of the 28-day period on their return to 

prison - See: ADM Chapter 4 - Linking rules for prisoners. 

Payment at a daily rate boarders 

123. Some claimants spend regular periods in a hospital, care home, residential school or college; these people are 

often referred to as ‘boarders’. Under certain circumstances payment can be made at a daily rate for the days 

spent out of the residence - See: ADM Chapter P4. 

124. When a claimant tells us they’ve been admitted to a hospital, care home and payment is suspended while 

enquiries are made, usually by the CW. Notification PIP.4006 will be issued. This tells the claimant to let us know 

about any nights spent in their own home. 

125. Most claimants or their representatives will phone us with this information and a task will be created. 

126. Boarder payments can only be made once hospital or care home evidence has been input into PIPCS plus boarder 

evidence - See: Inputting hospital/other accommodation evidence into PIPCS and also - See: Payability - Boarder 

actions.  



 

Inputting hospital or other accommodation evidence into PIPCS 

127. To input hospital/other accommodation evidence into PIPCS follow the non-decision making - See: Payability - 

Hospital and other accommodation. Background information on updating PIPCS is given in the first chapter and 

guidance on when to enter an ‘Effective date’ is held in the ‘Hospital and other accommodation’ chapter. 

Note: The Overpayment Central Team at Bristol Benefit Centre (BC) or Blackpool Benefit Centre (BC) will make the PIP 

overpayment recoverability decisions and issue the overpayment letter to the claimant. 

128. Before you enter the evidence PIPCS check if the claimant is a boarder - See: Payment at a daily rate - boarders. If 

so, you’ll also need to enter the boarder evidence after you’ve input the hospital evidence - See: Inputting 

boarder evidence into PIPCS. 

Note: You’ll need to check for any payment correction case - See: Payment Correction - overpaid or - See: Payment 

Correction - underpaid. 

129. Once you’ve input and activated all the evidence on PIPCS you’ll prepare a notification for the claimant and defer 

or close the task - refer to 'Notifying a hospital or other accomm decision' below. 

Notifying a hospital or other accommodation decision 

130. Once the hospital/other accommodation evidence has been applied on PIPCS you should prepare a manual 

notification telling the claimant what impact the change has had on their payments - See: Clerical notification. 

• PIP.4006 Payment Suspension - used to advise the claimant their payments have been suspended  

• PIP.4010 Payment in a Care home or Hospital - used when PIP is still payable as the claimant is self funding  

• PIP.4011 About your payment - used when PIP is still payable as the claimant has been in the hospital or care 

home for less than 28 days  

• PIP.4012 Payment re-instated following discharge no overpayment - used to inform the claimant that their 

payment has been re-instated following their discharge from a hospital or care home  

• PIP.4013 Payment affected when in hospital no overpayment - used when PIP is not payable as the claimant is 

expected to be in a hospital for more than 28 days  

• PIP.4014 Payment affected when in a care home no overpayment - used when PIP is not payable as the 

claimant is in a care home to let them know when their money will stop  

• PIP.4015 Payment in RC for Mob comp - used to advise a claimant receiving only the mobility component that 

their new address has been received and recorded and has had no effect on their payments.  

131. Close the initial task where you’ve input all the information needed, payment is suspended after 28 days in a 

hospital or care home and you’ve sent a notification - See: Workflow and Task Management How to close a task. 



 

132. Defer the original task if you’ve made enquiries. You’ll defer it for 14 days if enquiries have been made or to the 

suspension date shown on the PIP.4006, whichever is earlier - See: Workflow and Task Management How to 

defer an existing task. 

133. On receipt of the outstanding information you’ll input it into PIPCS. Firstly check if the claimant is a boarder, if 

appropriate, enter both the hospital or care home and boarder evidence - See: Inputting hospital/other 

accommodation evidence into PIPCS and also - See: Clerical Notification. The task can then be closed. 

134. You’ll also need to check if any suspension date previously calculated by the system is correct. If not, and an 

overpayment or underpayment has occurred follow the relevant instructions - See: Payment Correction - 

overpaid or - See: Payment Correction - underpaid. 

135. Where the claimant is self–funding create a new task for 24 months to contact the LA and check on the funding 

status - See: People with homes to sell or who await other release of funds and also - See: Workflow and task 

Management How to Create a Manual Task. 

136. Where payment has been suspended and the LA enquiries are ongoing close the original task.  

Create a new one to mature in 12 months to contact the LA to check on the funding status - See:  

Workflow and Task Management How to Create a Manual Task. 

137. If you mistakenly input inaccurate evidence - See: Payability - Effective dates. 
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Inputting boarder evidence into PIPCS 

141. A boarder evidence record can only be created on PIPCS following the creation of the hospital/other 

accommodation record. 

142. The ‘Intention to return’ and ‘Boarder decision’ fields within the Hospital/Other accommodation screen must 

both be set to ‘Yes’ before boarder evidence is input - See: Payability - Boarder actions. 

143. Once you’ve input and activated all the evidence on PIPCS you’ll prepare a notification for the claimant and defer 

or close any task - See: Notifying a boarder decision. 

Notifying a boarder decision 

144. Once the boarder evidence has been applied on PIPCS you should prepare a manual notification telling the 

claimant what impact the change has had on their payments - See: Clerical notification. 

• PIP.4038 Decision notification for hospital boarder decision  

• PIP.4039 Decision notification for care home boarder decision  

145. Once your action is complete close the task - See: Workflow and Task Management How to close a task. 



 

146. If you mistakenly input inaccurate evidence - See: Payability Effective dates. 
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Claimant in prison or legal custody 

  

Background 

151. ADM Chapter P4 contains guidance on the Effect of imprisonment or detention on PIP 

152. When a person is in prison or detained in legal custody, as a result of a criminal or civil offence, PIP will not be 

payable if the claimant was residing there at the date of entitlement (having been admitted before that date). 

This is because they are regarded as being in the establishment on the date of entitlement. 

153. Otherwise PIP is not payable after 28 days in prison. It does not matter if no trial is subsequently held or the 

claimant is found not guilty. 

154. Time spent in prison can link with time spent in a hospital, similar institution or care home. 

See: Linking rules. 

155. Payment can be made for any time spent on bail but isn't paid for time spent on weekend release or release on 

temporary licence. 

See: ADM Chapter P4. 

156. Where a claimant tells us they’ve been admitted to prison or legal custody, payment will be suspended while 

enquiries are made and you’ll issue PIP.4006. See: Inputting prison evidence on PIPCS. 

157. When PIPCS is updated following notification of an admission to prison or legal custody a task is created to 

inform the Assessment Provider (AP) of the admission if the case is with them for assessment. 

158. A task will also be created to advise Debt Management of the claimant’s detention or release if they have an 

outstanding debt recovery overpayment. 

Claimants detained under mental health legislation 

159. Claimants who are unfit to plead due to mental health issues can be sent to a special hospital by the courts 

instead of being imprisoned. Rampton and Broadmoor are two examples of special hospitals. 



 

160. Where the claimant is detained in a hospital under specific mental health legislation they are considered to be a 

prisoner. 

See:ADM Chapter P4. 

161. If you receive evidence indicating the claimant is in a special hospital. You must find out what legislation they 

were admitted under to decide if they are a prisoner or hospital in-patient. A PIP.3019 can be used to get this 

information after PIPCS has been updated. 

See: Inputting prison evidence on PIPCS. 

162. PIP will not be payable after the first 28 days, whether this will be spent in legal custody or in a hospital or similar 

institution or a combination of both. 

163. You must accurately record where the claimant was for each period as the decision will state each period and 

type of accommodation. The claimant can appeal against the decision so it must be correct. 

164. Once the expected release date has passed or the order made under the Mental Health Act stopping the persons 

release is lifted. The claimant must start to be treated as a hospital in-patient if they remain in hospital. 

165. When a claimant already in receipt of PIP has been imprisoned and is later transferred to hospital under Mental 

Health legislation, they continue to be considered a prisoner. PIP is not payable, after the first 28 days, until the 

expected release date. 

See: ADM Chapter P4 

See: Inputting prison evidence on PIPCS. 

Claimants imprisoned or detained in legal custody abroad 

166. When a claimant already in receipt of PIP is imprisoned or detained in legal custody outside Great Britain (GB) PIP 

may be payable for the first 28 days. However you must consider if they satisfy the conditions of entitlement 

such as the R&P criteria. 

See: ADM Chapter P4 

Claimants on Weekend Release or Temporary Licence 

167. Claimants’ on weekend release or temporary licence are classed in legal custody but a claimant released on 

licence at the end of their detention is no longer in legal custody. 

168. For claimants’ on weekend release or temporary licence PIP isn’t payable and claimant’s aren’t entitled to a daily 

rate for days spent out on weekend release or temporary licence as they are still classed as in legal custody. 



 

PIP will not be payable until: 

• the claimant is released on licence at the end of their detention or  

• no longer in legal custody  

Note: There are exceptions to the above which may effect the payment of PIP. You must decide if the conditions have 

been satisfied to enable the claim to be handled correctly and prevent any overpayment. 

See:  ADM Chapter P4  for further information. 

Day Release 

169. Day release involves prisoners let of out prison for the purpose of education or rehabilitation for the day only. 

They will be expected to return to the prison at night and are therefore still considered to be in custody and PIP 

will not be payable. 

Notification of imprisonment 

170. Notification of a claimant's detention may be received by: 

 Phone - if the claimant or their representative tells the telephony agent they’ve been detained in legal custody 

the agent will record the change of address details on CAMLite. A task will then be sent to the PIP user to deal 

with the change of address and make the appropriate enquiries  

 Post - a letter from the claimant or their representative. The MOU will scan the document into DRS and create a 

task  

 General Matching Service (GMS) will undertake regular scans of the Home Office Prisoner list in England and 

Wales to identify claimants in receipt of PIP. In Scotland and Northern Ireland notification is not received via 

GMS so the responsibility for notifying PIP falls on the claimant or the prison authority.  

171. On new claims this information may be on the claim form or be notified by phone or letter before the 

entitlement decision on the claim has been made. 

Claimant detained in legal custody information required 

172. The following information is needed to update PIPCS: 

 The date the claimant was taken into custody  

 The expected date of release  

 Were they judged fit or unfit to plead  

 If unfit to plead, were they detained under the Mental Health Act.  



 

173. You should get the information over the phone if possible. If not, PIP.3001 Detention in Legal Custody can be 

issued to the Prison via email. 

174. Where the e-mail address doesn't end with gsi.gov.uk/gov.uk or you don’t know which prison the claimant is in, 

you must email the Prisoner Location Service instead -  

This is because sending personal information about a claimant to an insecure address is prohibited and may result in 

disciplinary action.  

Inputting prison evidence on PIPCS 

  

175. To input prison evidence into PIPCS - See: Payability - Detention in legal custody instructions. Background 

information on updating PIPCS is given in the first chapter. 

176. Once you’ve input and activated all the evidence on PIPCS you’ll prepare a notification for the claimant and defer 

or close the task - See: Notifying a prison or legal custody decision. 

Notifying a prison or legal custody decision 

177. Once the prison/detention in legal custody evidence has been applied on PIPCS you should prepare a manual 

notification telling the claimant what impact the change has had on their payments - See:  

Clerical notifications. 

PIP.4006 Payment Suspension - used to advise the claimant their payments have been suspended: 

• PIP.4012 Payment re-instated  

• PIP.4037 Decision notification for detention/prison payment suspension/boarder decision.  

178. Contact the nominated Unacceptable Claimant Behaviour (UCB) HEO if the PIP.3001 shows the claimant was 

detained for a violent crime so they can take action in line with the DWP UCB Policy. 

179. Close the initial task where you’ve input all the information needed, payment is suspended after 28 days in 

detention and you’ve sent a notification - See: Workflow and Task Management - How to close a task. 

180. Defer the original task if you’ve made enquiries or the claimant hasn’t yet spent 28 days in detention/prison. 

You’ll defer it for 14 days if enquiries have been made or to the suspension date shown on the PIP.4006, 

whichever is earlier - See: Workflow and Task Management - How to defer an existing task. 

181. When the outstanding information arrives and you update PIPCS, check the suspension date previously 

calculated by the system is correct. If not, and an overpayment or underpayment has occurred follow the 

relevant PIP instructions - See: Payment Correction - overpaid or - See: Payment Correction - underpaid. 



 

182. The task can then be closed unless it needs to be deferred to a future payment suspension date to issue a 

notification. 

  

Late notification of discharge date 

  

183. When a claimant informs DWP of a discharge from a hospital, care home or legal custody, payment is re-instated 

from the discharge date if the change is reported within one month. 

184. If the discharge is reported more than one month after it happens, arrears will be paid from the notification date 

unless there is good reason for the delay. 

185. Good reason is only considered if the admission and discharge dates are reported separately and the claimant 

asks us to consider special circumstances for lateness or there is evidence of good reason - See: ADM Chapter P6 

- Good Reason. 

186. If you decide there were special circumstances or a good reason for the delay arrears can be paid from the 

discharge date. 

187. If you decide there wasn’t a good reason for the delay arrears will be paid from the date we were notified of the 

discharge. 

188. You’ll need to input your decision into PIPCS by updating the ‘Special Circumstances Accepted’ field. In some 

circumstances you also need to record the reasons for your decision in the comments field. 

189. It is vital to enter the correct ‘End date’ and ‘Received date’ and select the right dropdown option so the claimant 

receives the right money: 

End date and Received date 

• End date – date the claimant was discharged from a hospital, care home or legal custody 

• Received date – date the claimant notified us of their discharge. 

Drop down options 

• Blank – use when the discharge is notified within one calendar month of the discharge date 

• Yes – use when the discharge is notified more than 1 calendar month after the discharge date and special 

circumstances are provided and accepted. The comments field must also be updated 

• No – use when the discharge is notified more than 1 calendar month after the discharge date and special 

circumstances are provided but not accepted. The comments field must also be updated 



 

• Not Requested – use when the discharge is notified more than 1 calendar month after the discharge date and special 

circumstances are not provided 

• N/A – use when a record is modified at a later time and special circumstances was considered when the ‘End date’ 

was originally entered. 

For instructions on updating PIPCS - See: Payability Hospital and other accommodation. 

02 Payability 

Background 

Taking a Claim: 

1. There are numerous actions that need to be taken on a claim especially when the application is submitted. 

Currently, numerous tasks are created to alert the user that action is required on the claim, for example, 

discrepancy, payability evidence issues. 

2. Depending on what action is required on the claim, the information within the task may not always make it clear as 

to what action needs to be taken. This may result in the user having to check operational instruction, which can be 

very time consuming. 

3. As part of PIP Rel 5, Smart Panel Advisor has been introduced in PIPCS. This is to prompt the user when action is 

required on the claim in relation to Discrepancies and Payability Evidence Issues. 

4. When a claimant has a change of circumstances they must report it to the department. They can tell us of any 

changes by telephone or by post. PIP Enquiry Line telephony agents will take details of any change of 

circumstances and create a ‘To do task’ in CAMLite for a User to action. 

5. For reassessment cases, once an invitation to claim PIP has been issued, or a claim to PIP has been made by a DLA 

recipient, any change to payability of benefit as a result of hospitalisation, entry to care home, or imprisonment 

prior to the PIP decision will be treated as a DLA change of circumstance. DLA claimants who go abroad will be 

considered under the new rules for temporary absence - See:  

Reassessment. 

6. A User will consider payability if they receive any of the following tasks in PIPCS: 

• hospital and other accommodation  

• detention in legal custody  

• foreign residency  

• residence and presence  

• exempt COA  

• CIS(Searchlight) COA  



 

• DRS  

• Discrepancy failures and Payability issues  

• Payability issues  

7. A User will also have to consider if payments need to be suspended and will also have to check if there is a 

Motability interest on the case - See: Suspensions. 

Critical Process Points 

8. You must record periods in hospital, similar institutions, care homes or prison accurately on PIPCS, making relevant 

enquiries where appropriate to  establish dates and funding . 

You must consider suspending payment as and when appropriate. 

Consequences 

9. If you do not correctly establish dates and funding, including payment suspensions when appropriate, this may 

mean: 

• the customer could be over or underpaid  

• hardship and distress could be caused to customers at a very vulnerable time – poor customer service  

• increased requests for reconsiderations and appeals from claimants who think the decision is incorrect  

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the error  

• an increase in avoidable complaints  

• the potential to cause reputational damage to the DWP  

10. Motability will have additional actions to inform Motability Finance once a claimant’s payment is suspended. The 

User will have to create a manual task to Motability to inform them of all suspensions and any discharges - See: 

Motability. For PIP payability conditions - See: Payability (Decision Making). 

11. Following the input of new evidence the User may need to inform the AP, Motability, or the Appeals service of any 

change of circumstances. If the case is with the AP an automatically generated task will go to the AP when: 

• Detention in legal custody; start and no end date, or end date has been entered  

• Hospital and other accommodation; start and no end date, or end date has been entered  

12. To record evidence on PIPCS the User will use the ‘Add new and edit evidence details’ screen. For the User to 

update PIPCS they must input mandatory field information for them to save the ‘add new’ or ‘edit evidence’ 

screen. Without this mandatory information they will not be able to partially save or fully activate the evidence in 

the ‘add new’ or ‘edit evidence’ screen. If the User needs to make further enquiries they will have to defer the task 

whilst enquiries are being made. 

13. Once this screen is completed with mandatory information the evidence will sit in ‘In Edit Evidence’.  



 

They may need to leave the evidence in ‘Edit’ whilst they are making additional enquiries. 

See: Add new and Edit evidence: 

• Hospital and other accommodation   

• Boarders   

• Detention in legal custody   

• Residence and presence and foreign residency   

14. If a User receives information, for example a claimant has a stay in a hospital, and is then moved to a different 

hospital they will have to create ‘New’ evidence for the first hospital with a start and end date.  

They will then select ‘Save and New’ to create another ‘New’ evidence for the second hospital. 

15. The User will then have to activate the evidence for changes to be applied to PIPCS. 

Note: you must remove any suspensions BEFORE you activate evidence, these actions must be completed on the same 

day - See: Suspensions. 

16. If there is any additional information to be added to the evidence screen once activated for example an end date 

for coming out of hospital then the User will ‘Modify’ the evidence screen, this will save to ‘In Edit Evidence’ and 

then they will apply the changes. 

See Appropriate modify evidence: 

• Hospital and other accommodation   

• Boarders   

• Detention in legal custody   

• Residence and presence and foreign residency   

17. If you make a mistake whilst creating new evidence you can ‘discard’ it providing the evidence is still ‘In Edit 

Evidence’. 

Discard Evidence 

18. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 You need to be in Cases & Outcomes banner > Claimant Record > Application tab > select PIP case link > 

Evidence tab > select ‘In Edit Evidence’ on the navigation panel on left side 

Note: You can only discard when case is ‘In Edit Evidence’ 



 

2 Select ‘action’ button against record you want to discard and select ‘Reject Evidence’ from the drop down menu 

3 A ‘Discard Pending Evidence’ window will display to check you want to take this action 

4 Select ‘Yes’ 

Subpages 

• Effective dates  

• Hospital and other accommodation  

• Boarder actions  

• Detention in legal custody  

• Residence and Presence and foreign residency  

Effective dates 

19. The ‘Effective Date’ functionality only applies to ‘Active’ records. It does not apply to ‘In Edit’ records. Effective 

date functionality must not be used to ‘End’ a record or to ‘Correct’ a record, it is only used when there is a change 

to the evidence within an active record. For example claimant who is self funding becomes state funded. 

Note: When making a correction to active evidence you must ensure you DO NOT input a date into the ‘Effective Date’ 

field. Also ensure in the ‘Change Reason’ field you choose only ‘Correction’ or ‘Entered in Error’. 

20. When an ‘Effective Date’ is used the rules will re-run against the amended evidence from the effective date which 

‘timeslices’ the evidence so that 2 records are created. Record one will cover the period from the original start 

date to the day before the effective date. Record 2 will cover the period from the effective date onwards. 

21. An effective date is the date from which the change occurred NOT the date the information is input onto PIPCS. 

There are three types of change of circumstances that can occur in relation to an ‘Active’ record, the ‘Effective 

Date’ functionality is only used when evidence needs to be changed, after the original start date. 

22. You mustn't use the 'Effective date of Change' field for any PIP evidences apart from Medical Details evidence, 

where it can be used as required.  Incorrect use of the 'Effective date of Change' field to time slice may result in 

incorrect payments being generated. 

Evidence to be changed from the original start date 

22. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 You will go to appropriate ‘Active Evidence’ record to ‘edit’ 



 

2 Do not input a date into ‘Effective Date’ field 

3 Update the ‘Change Reason’ field as ‘Correction’ or ‘Entered in Error’ 

4 Change the relevant information in the ‘Active Evidence’ record, ‘save’ and ‘apply changes’ 

Note: The rules will re-run against the amended evidence from the original start date, this means the revised 

evidence record will replace the original evidence record; you can view the original evidence record using the 

‘History’ tab. 

Evidence to be changed by ending record 

23. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 You will go to appropriate ‘Active Evidence’ record to ‘edit’ 

2 Do not input a date into ‘Effective Date’ field 

3 Update the ‘Change Reason’ field as ‘Reported by Claimant’, ‘Reported by Supplier’ or ‘Reported by PAB/CAB’ 

4 Put the evidence end date into the ‘End Date’ field, ‘save’ and ‘apply changes’ 

Note: The rules will recognise the evidence is ending so will not create two records, the original record will end; 

the rules will no longer use the evidence from the day after the evidence end date. 

Where a change of evidence is needed after the original start date, users must: 

24. (not including recording an end date or correction) 

Step Action 

1 Go to the appropriate ‘Active Evidence’ record and select ‘edit’ 

2 Input the date of the change into the ‘Effective Date’ field 

Note: You must never use the 'Effective date of Change' field for any PIP evidences apart from  

Medical Details evidence, where it can be used as required 

3 Update the ‘Change Reason’ field as appropriate ‘Reported by Claimant’, ‘Reported by Supplier’ or  

‘Reported by PAB/CAB’ 



 

4 Change all the relevant information in the ‘Active Evidence’ record, select ‘save’ and ‘apply changes’ 

Note: The rules will re-run against the amended evidence from the effective date which will ‘time slice’ the 

evidence with two records: record one will cover the period from the original start date to the day before the 

effective date; and record two will cover the period from the effective date onwards. 

Hospital and other accommodation 

25. If the claimant goes into hospital or other accommodation such as a residential care home the PIP user will need 

to obtain detailed information and record details on PIPCS. For PIP hospital and other accommodation payability 

conditions - See: Payability (Decision Making). 

26. If a case is with the AP, and new or edit evidence is input into PIPCS for: 

• a start date with no end date; or  

• an end date where the AP was already aware of the start date  

• User to update Medical Evidence with relevant comment and then Save  

PIPCS will generate an automatic task to the AP ‘Inform AP of Hospital or Other Accommodation Event Change’. 

Note: ‘End Date’ field is the date claimant discharged from hospital or other accommodation and ‘Received Date’ field 

is the date the claimant notifies the department they have been discharged from hospital or other accommodation. 

27. To ensure claimants living in Scotland receive the right amount of money an automated task (task 10) is created 8 

weeks before their 65th birthday. This happens when PIPCS holds a Scottish postcode and state funding is set to 

"No" - See: Payability CM. 

Mandatory information for hospital and other accommodation 

28. The mandatory fields for ‘New’ or ‘Edit Hospital or Other Accommodation evidence details’ screen are: 

• name of hospital or other accommodation  

• type of hospital or other accommodation  

• start date (date went into hospital or other accommodation)  

• state funded (when other accommodation or accommodation similar to hospital)  

• boarder start date (when boarder)  

29. The ‘type of hospital or other accommodation’ field has a drop down list to choose from and will be one of the 

following: 

• Hospital  



 

• Care or Nursing Home  

• Hospice  

• Residential College  

• Sheltered Housing  

• Other  

• Respite Care  

30. If you do not have the mandatory information you will have to defer the task whilst you make the appropriate 

enquiries, and consider if payments will need to be suspended - See: Suspensions. 

Effective date for hospital and other accommodation 

31. When editing evidence, an effective date is the date from which the change occurred NOT the date the 

information is input onto PIPCS. You will only input a date into the ‘Effective Date’ field in the following scenarios: 

• changes to funding  

• agreement to repay  

See: Evidence to be changed after the original start date. 

32. When an ‘Effective Date’ is entered and the data is ‘Saved’ and changes applied, the rules will re-run against the 

amended evidence from the effective date which ‘timeslices’ the evidence, this means two records are created: 

• record one will cover the period from the original start date to the day before the effective date; and  

• record two will cover the period from the effective date onwards you can view record one using the ‘History’ 

tab  

33. When an effective date is entered it should not be earlier than the start date or later than the end date of the 

evidence record. 

Note: Where the start and/or end date of the hospital and other accommodation period is amended an error message 

will show to check the start and end date of any associated boarder records, against these new dates - See: Enquiry 

letters and notifications for hospital and other accommodation. 

Note: The Overpayment Central Team at Bristol Benefit Centre (BC) or Blackpool Benefit Centre (BC) will make the PIP 

overpayment recoverability decisions and issue the overpayment letter to the claimant. 

34. You must follow the Generic E-Referral Guidance to direct these cases to Bristol BC/Blackpool BC, as appropriate. 

Add new and edit hospital and other accommodation evidence 

35. Action to take: 



 

Step Action 

 

1 Go to Cases & Outcomes banner > Claimant Record > Application tab > select PIP case link > Evidence tab 

Note: If a determination has been input after an evidence screen has been created, the ‘validate’ and ‘apply’ 

buttons will be greyed out. Go to the top of the screen Search Results tab > Application or Integrated case 

hyperlink > Evidence Tab, to update the evidence and save and apply your changes. 

2 Highlight ‘Dashboard’ on navigation panel on left side 

3 Select ‘action’ button and select ‘New Evidence’ from the drop down menu 

4 A new window will appear asking you to choose what type of evidence you want to create. Select  

‘Hospital and Other Accommodation’ by using the action button 

5 This launches a ‘New Hospital and Accommodation’ evidence window 

6 Input all appropriate information and select ‘Save’ or if multiple hospital and other accommodation records are 

required select ‘Save and New’ to open another new evidence window and complete as per steps 4-6 

Note: If claimant in other accommodation, for example rest home, consider updating change of address for 

claimant see link to COA. 

Note: Check if claimant is a boarder. If yes ensure ‘Intention to return’ field is ‘Yes’ and ‘Boarder decision’ field is 

‘Yes’ and complete the rest of this step action before you create the boarder record - See: New or edit boarder 

evidence. 

7 PIPCS closes the ‘New Hospital and Other Accommodation evidence details’ window and validates and saves the 

data the case is now ‘In Edit Evidence’ 

8 If you need to make further enquiries then do so before you apply the evidence, defer task remembering to 

update the comments box and suspend payment and notify Motability if applicable - See: Suspensions and also 

- See: Workflow and Task Management - How to defer a task Go to step 9 

If you do not need to make any further enquiries go to step 14 



 

9 Once further evidence has come in go to ‘Cases & Outcomes’ tab, ‘PIP’ tab, ‘Evidence &  

Verifications’ tab 

10 Highlight ‘Dashboard’ on navigation panel on left side 

11 Look at payability evidence and select the ‘Hospital and Other Accommodation hyperlink’ 

12 This launches the ‘Edit Hospital and Other Accommodation evidence details’ screen 

13 Add your additional evidence into the correct field as appropriate and select ‘Save’ 

14 PIPCS closes the ‘Edit Hospital and Other Accommodation evidence details’ window and validates and saves the 

data. The case is now ‘In ‘Edit Evidence’ 

15 Check to see if the case is in suspension; if yes remove the suspension before applying the changes - See: 

Suspensions select from left hand navigation panel ‘In Edit Evidence’ 

16 Select action button 

17 Select ‘apply changes’ from drop down menu 

18 A new ‘Apply changes’ window will display, select tick box against ‘Hospital & Other  

Accommodation’ 

19 Select ‘Save’. This will activate the evidence 

20 Send notification to the claimant telling them what impact the change has on their payments  

- See: Payability CM 

21 Close or defer task as appropriate 

22 Check no overpayment has been created - See: Payment Correction - Overpaid or Underpaid and notify 

Motability if appropriate 

Modify hospital and other accommodation active evidence 

36. Action to take: 

  

Step Action 



 

1 Go to Cases & Outcomes banner > Claimant Record > Application tab > select PIP case link > Evidence tab 

Note: If a determination has been input after an evidence screen has been created, the ‘validate’ and ‘apply’ 

buttons will be greyed out. Go to the top of the screen Search Results tab > Application or Integrated case 

hyperlink > Evidence Tab, to update the evidence and save and apply your changes. 

2 Highlight ‘Active Evidence’ from navigation panel on left side 

3 A new window will display showing all active evidence 

4 Expand arrow against ‘Hospital and Other Accommodation’ 

5 Select ‘action’ button against ‘Hospital and Other Accommodation’ and select ‘Edit’ from the drop  

 down menu 

6 This launches the active evidence window ‘Edit Hospital and Other Accommodation evidence details’ 

7 Update the record with the appropriate information and select ‘Save’ 

8 PIPCS closes the ‘Edit Hospital and Other Accommodation evidence details’ window and validates and saves the 

data. The case is now ‘In Edit Evidence’ 

9 Check to see if the case is in suspension; if yes remove the suspension before applying the changes - See: 

Suspensions 

10 Select from left hand navigation panel ‘In Edit Evidence’ 

11 Select ‘Action’ button 

12 Select ‘Apply changes’ from drop down menu 

13 The ‘Apply Changes’ window will display, select the tick box against ‘Hospital & Other  

Accommodation’ 

14 Select ‘Save’. This will activate the evidence 

15 Send notification to the claimant telling them what impact the change has on their payments  

- See: Payability CM 



 

16 Close or defer task as appropriate 

17 Check no overpayment has been created See: Payment Correction - overpaid or underpaid and notify Motability 

that case is back in payment if appropriate 

37. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 Go to Cases & Outcomes banner > Claimant Record > Application tab > select PIP case link > Evidence tab 

Note: If a determination has been input after an evidence screen has been created, the ‘validate’ and ‘apply’ 

buttons will be greyed out. Go to the top of the screen Search Results tab > Application or Integrated case 

hyperlink > Evidence Tab, to update the evidence and save and apply your changes. 

2 Highlight ‘Active Evidence’ from navigation panel on left side 

3 A new window will display showing all active evidence 

4 Expand arrow against ‘Hospital and Other Accommodation’ 

5 Select ‘action’ button against ‘Hospital and Other Accommodation’ and select ‘Edit’ from the drop down menu 

6 This launches the active evidence window ‘Edit Hospital and Other Accommodation evidence details’ 

7 Update the record with the appropriate information and select ‘Save’ 

8 PIPCS closes the ‘Edit Hospital and Other Accommodation evidence details’ window and validates and saves the 

data. The case is now ‘In Edit Evidence’ 

9 Check to see if the case is in suspension; if yes remove the suspension before applying the changes. See: 

Suspensions 

10 Select from left hand navigation panel ‘In Edit Evidence’ 

11 Select ‘Action’ button 

12 Select ‘Apply changes’ from drop down menu 



 

13 The ‘Apply Changes’ window will display, select the tick box against ‘Hospital & Other  

Accommodation’ 

14 Select ‘Save’. This will activate the evidence 

15 Send notification to the claimant telling them what impact the change has on their payments  

- See: payability CM 

16 Close or defer task as appropriate 

17 Check no overpayment has been created - See: Payment Correction - overpaid or underpaid and notify 

Motability that case is back in payment if appropriate 

Similar Institution to a Hospital 

38. Where a claimant is admitted to a care home or other accommodation and further enquiries show the 

accommodation type should be classed as a similar institution to a hospital both components of PIP are not 

payable. 

39. The CM will have already set the ‘similar institution to a hospital’ field as ‘yes’, but this will not stop the mobility 

component. Therefore, the CM must amend the type of accommodation to 'other' and ensure the ‘similar 

institution to hospital’ is still set to ‘Yes’ to avoid the mobility component being incorrectly paid. 

  

Boarder actions 

40. Before you can create ‘New Boarder Evidence’ on PIPCS you must first ensure that the ‘Hospital and Other 

Accommodation evidence’ in which the boarder period falls has already been created on PIPCS with the ‘Intention 

to return’ field and the ‘Boarder decision’ field set to ‘Yes’. If this is not done in the ‘Hospital and Other 

Accommodation Evidence’ screen, when you select the action button to choose what type of evidence you wish to 

create, ‘Boarder Evidence’ will not display as an option in the evidence type field. See: Border Payability CM 

41. If a case is with the AP, and new or edit evidence is input into PIPCS for: 

• a start date with no end date; or  

• an end date where the AP was already aware of the start date  

PIPCS will generate an automatic task to the AP ‘Inform AP of Hospital or Other Accommodation Event Change’. 

Effective date for Boarders 

42. When editing evidence you will not use ‘Effective Date’ field on boarder evidence. 



 

Note: Following the Supreme Court judgement of 8 July 2015, boarder action is not relevant for claimants admitted to 

a hospital or similar institution before their 18th birthday. These claimants would not be affected until readmission to 

a hospital or similar institution following discharge after age 18. 

Enquiry letters and notifications boarder hospital and other accommodation 

43. There are a number of letters that the CW may use to make enquires about hospital or other accommodation. The 

CW must ensure they create a communication record as appropriate for letters issued. See: Create a 

Communication Record 

44. The CW must ensure when a reminder letter is sent that they defer the task for 14 calendar days. When 

information is received they should ‘Edit’ or ‘Modify’ evidence as appropriate. If no reply after 14 days, the CW will 

make further enquiries to get the information. 

45. This list of notifications is not exhaustive, it includes: 

• PIP.3004 generic reminder letter  

• PIP.3006 enquiry residential accommodation health authority  

• PIP.3006R enquiry residential accommodation health authority reminder  

• PIP.3007 enquiry residential accommodation local authority  

• PIP.3007R enquiry residential accommodation local authority reminder  

• PIP.3008 enquiry residential accommodation  

• PIP.3008R enquiry residential accommodation reminder  

• PIP.3019 hospital dates enquiry  

• PIP.4003 changes to how often we pay  

• PIP.4005 confirmation of account update  

• PIP.4006 payment suspension  

• PIP.4010 payment in care home or hospital  

• PIP.4011 in hospital payment not affected less than 28 days  

• PIP.4012 payment reinstated following discharge from hospital – no overpayment  

• PIP.4013 payment affected when in hospital but no overpayment  

• PIP.4014 payment affected when in residential accommodation but no overpayment  

• PIP.4015 payment in residential accommodation for mobility component  

• PIP.4008 letter with payment arrears  

• Generic suspension and termination letters  

Add new and edit boarder evidence 

46. Action to take: 



 

  

Step Action 

1 Go to Cases & Outcomes banner > Claimant Record > Application tab > select PIP case link >  

Evidence tab 

2 Highlight ‘Dashboard’ on navigation panel on left side 

3 Select ‘action’ button and select ‘new evidence’ from the drop down menu 

4 A new window will appear asking you to choose what type of evidence you want to create. Select  

Boarder using the ‘action’ button and select ‘Add’ 

Note: You will not be able to create boarder evidence if you have not already created Hospital and Other 

Accommodation evidence. 

5 A new window will appear ‘Certain accommodations list’ 

6 Select appropriate accommodation type using radio button 

7 Select ‘Next’ 

8 A ‘New boarders evidence details’ window will display 

9 Input all appropriate information and select ‘Save’ or if multiple boarder records required select  

‘Save and New’ to open another new evidence window and complete as per steps 4 to 9 

10 PIPCS closes the ‘New Boarder evidence details’ window and validates and saves the data. The case is now ‘In 

Edit Evidence’ 

11 Check to see if the case is in suspension; if yes remove the suspension before applying the changes. See: 

Suspensions 

12 Select from navigation panel on the left ‘In Edit evidence’ 

13 Select ‘Action’ button 

14 Select ‘Apply Changes’ from drop down menu 

15 A new ‘Apply Changes’ window will display, select tick box against ‘Boarder’ 

16 Select ‘Save’. This will activate the evidence 



 

17 Send notification to the claimant telling them what impact the change has on their payments. See:  

Payability Background 

18 Check no overpayment has been created see: Payment Correction - overpaid or underpaid and notify 

Motability if appropriate 

19 Close or defer task as appropriate. 

Modify boarder active evidence 

47. Action to take: 

  

Step Action 

1 Go to Cases & Outcomes banner > Claimant Record > Application tab > select PIP case link >  

Evidence tab 

2 Select ‘Active Evidence’ from navigation panel on left side 

3 A new window will display showing all active evidence 

4 Expand arrow against ‘Boarder’ 

5 Select action button against ‘Boarder’ and select ‘Edit’ from the drop down menu 

6 The active evidence window will launch ‘Edit Boarder evidence details’ 

7 Update the record with the appropriate information and select ‘Save’ 

8 PIPCS closes the ‘Edit Boarder evidence details’ window and validates and saves the data the case is now ‘In 

Edit Evidence’ 

 

9 Check to see if the case is in suspension; if yes remove the suspension before applying the changes. See: 

Suspensions 

10 Select ‘In Edit Evidence’ from navigation panel on left side 

11 Select ‘action’ button against ‘Boarder’ 

12 Select ‘Apply Changes’ from drop down menu 



 

13 A new ‘Apply Changes’ window will display, select tick box against ‘Boarder’ 

14 Select ‘Save’. This will activate the evidence 

15 Send notification to the claimant telling them what impact the change has on their payments.  

Payability Background 

16 Check no overpayment has been created see: Payment Correction - overpaid or underpaid and notify 

Motability if appropriate 

17 Close or defer task as appropriate 

 

Detention in legal custody 

  

48. If the claimant is detained in legal custody the CW will need to obtain detailed information and record details on 

PIPCS. For detention in legal custody payability conditions - See: Payability (Decision Making). 

49. Detention in legal custody or imprisonment means detention which is undergone as a result of a criminal or civil 

charge having been brought or intended to be brought against a person. It includes: 

• detention before criminal or civil proceedings have commenced, that is, custody prior to a charge  

• detention before criminal or civil proceedings have ended, that is, remand in custody  

• detention after criminal or civil proceedings have ended but before sentence is passed  

• detention in a prison, youth offender institutions or detention centre  

• detention in a hospital or similar institution which results from criminal or civil proceedings  

50. If a case is with the AP, and new or edit evidence is input into PIPCS for: 

• a start date with no end date; or  

• an end date where the AP was already aware of the start date  

51. PIPCS will generate an automatic task to the AP ‘Inform AP of Detention in Legal Custody Event Change’. 

52. Payment will be suspended regardless of whether a start date has been input or not when the record is saved. The 

payment will be unsuspended when a verified start date has been entered and the evidence is activated. Note: 

evidence cannot be activated until a verified start date has been entered - See:  

Suspensions. 

Effective date detention in legal custody 



 

53. When editing evidence you will not use ‘Effective Date’ field on detention in legal custody evidence. 

Enquiry letters and notifications detention in legal custody 

54. There are a number of letters that the CW may use to make enquires about detention in legal custody. The CW 

must ensure they create a communication record as appropriate for letters issued - See:  Communication Record . 

55. User must ensure when a reminder letter is sent they defer the task for 14 calendar days. When information is 

received they should ‘Edit’ or ‘Modify’ evidence as appropriate. If no reply after 14 days, the User will make 

further enquiries to get the information. 

56. This list of notifications is not exhaustive, it includes: 

• PIP.3001 claimant in prison  

• PIP.3001R claimant in prison reminder  

• PIP.3002 detention in legal custody no prison address  

• PIP.3002R detention in legal custody no prison address reminder  

• PIP.3004 generic reminder letter  

• PIP.4003 changes to how often we pay  

• PIP.4005 confirmation of account update  

• PIP.4006 payment suspension  

• PIP.4008 letter with payment arrears  

• Generic suspension and termination letters  

Add new and edit detention in legal custody evidence 

57. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 complete all IDV action 

2 perform NINO search in PIPCS 

3 select the ‘application’ or ‘evidence’ case from the search results 

4 select the ‘evidence’ tab 

5 scroll down to ‘detention in legal custody’ 

6 select the ‘plus’ sign (+) 



 

7 ‘new evidence’ pop up box displays 

8 complete the ‘new evidence’ pop up box with information known 

9 select ‘save’ 

10 Do Not apply changes 

11 return to search results and select ‘person case’ link 

12 select ‘contact’ tab and then ‘new’ 

  

13 

complete ‘record new communication’ pop up box for an outbound correspondence, include why  

PIP.3001 or PIP.3002 has been issued 

14 select ‘save’ 

15 select the ‘ask’ tab and select ‘new’ 

  

16 complete the ‘new user task’ pop up box, PIP.3001/PIP.3002 issued 

17 ‘defer task to await reply’ must be input in the comments field 

  

Modify detention in legal custody active evidence 

58. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 Go to Cases & Outcomes banner > Claimant Record > Application tab > select PIP case link >  

Evidence tab 

2 Select ‘Active evidence’ from navigation panel on left side 

3 A new window will display showing all active evidence 

4 Expand arrow against ‘Detention in Legal Custody’ 



 

5 Select ‘action’ button against ‘Detention in Legal Custody’ and select ‘Edit’ from the drop down menu 

6 The active evidence window will display ‘Edit Detention in Legal Custody evidence details’ 

7 Update the record with the appropriate information and select ‘Save’ 

8 PIPCS closes the ‘Edit Detention in Legal Custody evidence details’ window and validates and saves the data. 

The case is now ‘In Edit Evidence’ 

9 Select ‘Verifications’ from navigation panel on left side 

10 Select ‘action’ button against the item for verification 

11 Select ‘Add Verification Item’ from drop down menu 

12 The ‘Add Verification Item’ window will display 

13 In ‘Item’ field select ‘written confirmation from Prison’ from drop down menu 

14 In ‘Date’ field type in date written confirmation was received 

15 In ‘Name’ field type name of prison 

16 Select ‘Save’ 

17 Check to see if the case is in suspension; if yes remove the suspension before applying the  

 

 changes - See: Suspension 

18 Select from left hand navigation panel ‘In Edit Evidence’ 

19 Select ‘action’ button against in ‘Detention in legal custody hyperlink’ 

20 Select ‘Apply Changes’ from drop down menu 

21 A new ‘Apply Changes’ window will display, select tick box against ‘Detention in Legal Custody’ 

22 Select ‘Save’. This will activate the evidence 

23 Send notification to the claimant telling them what impact the change has on their payments  

- See: payability CM 



 

24 Close or defer task as appropriate 

25 Check no overpayment has been created - See: Payment Correction - Overpaid or Underpaid and notify 

Motability that case is back in payment if appropriate 

26 Check if a change of address is required – for example, if the claimant is currently detained in prison, the 

residential address must be changed to match that of the prison address in evidence. If the claimant has already 

been released from prison, taking this change of address action is not necessary - See: Change of address and 

also - See: Change bank account 

Residence and Presence and foreign residency 

59. If the claimant has a change of circumstance that may affect their residence and presence the User will need to 

obtain detailed information and record details on PIPCS. For residence and presence payability conditions - See: 

Payability (Decision Making) and also - See: Residence and Presence including exportability.  

03 Hospital Rules changes - Supreme Court judgement 8 July 2015 

Background 

1. Following the Supreme Court judgement on 8 July 2015, there are no longer rules to suspend Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) for claimants under 18 years of age admitted to a hospital or a similar institution. 

2. From 8 July 2015, all PIP claimants under 18 years of age: 

• not entitled to Disability Living Allowance (DLA) who claim and are awarded PIP whilst in hospital, can be paid from 

the Date of Claim. 

• admitted to hospital after an award is given, must continue to receive PIP while in hospital  

3. This judgement doesn’t apply to PIP claimants admitted to a hospital or similar institution after age 18.  

Existing processes must continue to be applied in these cases. 

Note: DLA claimants admitted into hospital before their 16th birthday (Rising 16s) will not be invited to claim PIP whilst 

in hospital. 

Subpages 

• Claimant admitted to hospital before age 18 and reports a Change of Circumstances (CofC) while still in 

hospital  

• PIP Award Review – PIP claimant in hospital  



 

• PIP End of Entitlement Fixed Term Award – Claimant under 18 when admitted to hospital  

• Claimant in hospital before 18th birthday and makes a PIP claim (No DLA)  

• DLA claimant over age 16 and discharged from hospital  

• Invited to claim PIP in error  

• Self selectors  

• Claimant in hospital and in receipt of PIP is discharged  

Claimant admitted to hospital before age 18 and reports a Change of  

Circumstances (CofC) while still in hospital 

4. A claimant receiving PIP admitted into a hospital or a similar institution before their 18th birthday will continue to 

be paid PIP while they remain in hospital regardless of age. 

5. If the PIP claimant/representative reports a CofC whilst claimant is still in hospital, Enquiry Line will explain: 

• entitlement will be reviewed 

• PIP payment may go up or down or stay the same (not be disallowed) 

• PIP payment will remain in payment while in hospital 

6. The telephony agent will perform the information gather in line with existing scripting instructions in 

connection with the CofC. The telephony agent will create a CAMLite ‘To Do: Evidence’ task and include details of the 

evidence awaited in the ‘Notes’ box. The task is then created in PIPCS and auto-allocated to a Case Manager (CM). The 

CM receiving the task must then forward it on to the nominated PIP Hospital Rules SPOC to progress. 

7. The CM will then call the claimant back to perform a further ‘light touch’ evidence gather as necessary either 

by simply obtaining further information over the phone or by issuing a AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)) if 

necessary, following the existing process – See: Change of Circumstance Award Review Application Received. If 

exceptionally, the CM requires an AP report, they will have to manually inform the AP the claimant is in hospital. 

8. Following receipt of the evidence, the CM will input the hospital admission date, hospital name and ‘admitted 

to hospital when under 18 therefore benefit remains payable’ in person homepage – contact – notes. The CM will then 

make the appropriate award review decision to increase, maintain or reduce entitlement (not disallow) giving an 

appropriate length of award notified on a PIP.7003 (auto/manual) as appropriate. 

PIP Award Review – PIP claimant in hospital 

9. A claimant receiving PIP admitted to a hospital or similar institution before their 18th birthday and who is still 

in hospital will be sent a AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1 Award Review form with covering letters 

PIP.1021/PIP.1043. New messaging will be added to these forms and covering letters asking the 

claimant/representative to contact the Enquiry Line if the claimant: 



 

• was admitted before their 18th birthday 

• is still in hospital now, and 

• is likely to still be in hospital when their award ends 

10. The Enquiry Line agent will explain the reason for the need for the claimant/representative to call, confirm 

answers to the above questions with them and also ask the claimant the reason for the hospital admission as details 

may need to be confirmed with the hospital. 

11. If the claimant/representative answers ‘Yes’ to these questions, the Enquiry Line agent will tell the 

claimant/representative the CM will call them back within 3 hours. The agent will create a communication record 

containing all information obtained and a ‘call back’ task in CAMLite. The subsequent task created in PIPCS is then 

auto-allocated to a CM. 

12. The CM will ask for confirmation of the hospital admission and stay. If the claimant is likely to still be in 

hospital when the award ends, the CM will: 

Step Action 

1. tell the claimant/representative they don’t need to complete the Award Review form 

2. make a Supersession decision on a CoC and extend the award for an appropriate period 

3. notify the decision using PIP.7003 

4. cancel the AR1 timer 

Note: The ground for extending the award is a CoC based on ‘the claimant’s condition has not improved as expected.’ 

This decision to automatically extend the award will carry ‘dispute rights’ and any dispute made must be considered 

on the individual circumstances of each case. 

13. If the claimant/representative answers ‘No’ to the question asking if the claimant is likely to still be in hospital 

when their award ends, the Enquiry Line agent will either ask them to complete the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 

UI)AR1 or advise that the CM will call them back within 3 hours. The agent will create a ‘call back’ task in CAMLite for 

the CM to confirm with the claimant whether the Award Review form needs completing or not. 

14. On receipt of the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 or additional information obtained by telephone, 

the CM will make a supersession decision based on a CoC to either increase, maintain or reduce the level of 

entitlement (not disallow) and notify the decision using PIP.7003. If exceptionally, the CM requires an AP report, they 

will have to manually inform the AP the claimant is in hospital and make the decision on receipt of the medical 

evidence. 



 

15. If the claimant/representative doesn’t return the AR1 UI (Formally known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 form, the CM will 

follow the existing process – See: AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) not returned. If the claimant/representative 

doesn’t return the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 form, doesn’t phone Enquiry Line and all attempts to 

contact them have been unsuccessful, the current PIP award will end – See: End of Award. 

Note: If the claimant/representative cannot be contacted, you must consider contacting the hospital directly for the 

information. 

PIP End of Entitlement Fixed Term Award – Claimant under 18 when admitted to 

hospital 

16. If a CM gives a short fixed term (SFT) award with no award review date they must set a task to mature 18 

weeks before award end to check if the claimant is still in hospital. 

17. When the task matures, the CM will try to phone the claimant/representative or issue general enquiry form 

PIP.3033, if the claimant/representative cannot be contacted by phone to establish if the claimant has been 

discharged from hospital. 

Note: If the claimant/representative cannot be contacted, you must consider contacting the hospital directly for the 

information. This information must be obtained and a decision made before the end of award letter is triggered (14 

weeks before the award ends). 

18. If the claimant has been discharged, no further action is taken as PIPCS will issue the usual ‘End of award’ 

letter 14 weeks before the PIP award ends. 

19. If the claimant hasn’t been discharged and we are advised they are likely to still be in hospital when their 

award ends, the CM must obtain confirmation of the hospital stay. 

20. If the claimant is still in hospital and the CM decides they are likely to remain in hospital beyond the end of 

award date, they will: 

Step Action 

1. make a Supersession decision on a CoC and extend the award for an appropriate period 

2. notify the decision using PIP.7003 

Note: The grounds for extending the award is a CoC based on ‘the claimant’s condition has not improved as expected.’ 

This decision to automatically extend the award will carry ‘dispute rights’ and any dispute made must be considered 

on the individual circumstances of each case. 

21. If the claimant has already been discharged from hospital or the CM decides they aren’t likely to remain in hospital 

beyond the end of award date, the ‘End of award’ notification will be issued. 



 

Claimant in hospital before 18th birthday and makes a PIP claim (No  

DLA) 

22. In cases where a claimant/representative makes a new claim for PIP (there’s no existing entitlement to DLA) and 

advises the claimant is in hospital, the PIP New Claim Line agent will register the claim and input hospital dates in 

PIPCS as usual. PIPCS will auto create a ‘discrepancy failures and payability discrepancy’ task and send it to a Case 

Worker (CW) or the overflow work queue. 

23. On accessing the ’discrepancy failures and payability discrepancy’ task‘, if the CW identifies it as a Supreme Court 

judgement hospital decision case (the claimant is under 18 and a hospital inpatient), they will close the task and 

create a new task for the CM to consider under the new hospital rules when they make the decision. 

24. The CM must defer the task until the Assessment Provider (AP) report is received. If the CM then makes an award 

decision, they will delete the hospital and other accommodation evidence from the ‘evidence dashboard’ in PIPCS, 

application case or evidence summary. They will then input the hospital admission date, hospital name and 

‘admitted to hospital when under 18 therefore benefit remains payable’ in person homepage – contact – notes. 

25. If the CM considers entitlement for a fixed term award is appropriate without an Award Review date, they must 

set a task to mature 18 weeks before the award ends to contact the claimant/representative to check if claimant is 

still in hospital. 

26. If the CM decides to disallow the claim, they will follow the existing process and issue form PIP.7011. 

Remember: PIP claimants who are under 18 years of age and in hospital at the date of claim are exempt from the 

hospital suspension rules until they are discharged. 

DLA claimant over age 16 and discharged from hospital 

27. Children in receipt of DLA who are still in a hospital or similar institution when they turn 16 years of age will 

continue to receive DLA and must not be invited to claim PIP until they are discharged. 

28. The DLA Child Centre SPOC will have changed the Re-assessment Indicator (RI) to ‘03’ (Not selected for PIP) on 

DLACS in dialogue DA91 to prevent the PIP invite being issued in error. This will automatically create a ‘person 

record’ in PIPCS. 

29. If the claimant/representative then reports they have been discharged from hospital, the telephony agent will 

advise the caller the claimant/representative they will be invited to claim PIP and will receive a letter about this 

shortly. The agent will then contact the PIP Hospital Rules SPOC by phone or e-mail to issue a manual invitation 

and change the DLACS Management Unit (MU). 

30. The PIP Hospital Rules SPOC will manually issue the PIP invite letter. 



 

Note: PIP & DLA Hospital Rules SPOCs need to be aware that due to being hospitalised, some claimants who would 

normally have moved over to PIP in the ‘Rising 16’ process will actually move over to PIP at age 17, 18 or older when 

they have been discharged. 

Invited to claim PIP in error 

31. Claimants invited in error to claim PIP will have the PIP claim disposed of and remain on DLA. If such a case arises, 

e-mail Service Design & Management - DWP SDM PIP Team who will advise of the action to take to put the 

claimant back on the DLA journey. 

Self selectors 

32. Claimants wishing to self select who are currently in receipt of DLA, admitted into hospital before their 18th 

birthday and who are still in hospital will be advised hospital rules have changed and DLA can continue until they 

are discharged. Before making the claim, the claimant will be told their benefit could go up, down, stay the same 

or stop altogether (the ‘health warning’). Should a claimant insist on claiming PIP despite being advised as above, 

their claim will be processed as usual. Lastly, the claimant will be advised whatever decision is made, their DLA 

award will end four weeks after the PIP decision is made. 

Claimant in hospital and in receipt of PIP is discharged 

33. A claimant in receipt of PIP and in a hospital or similar institution may contact us to advise they have now been 

discharged. 

Discharge and readmission before 18 

34. On receipt of a telephone call via Enquiry Line, the telephony agent will check if the claimant is under 18. If under 

18, during the telephone conversation the agent will inform the claimant/representative if the claimant is 

readmitted into hospital before their 18th birthday, PIP payments will continue. 

Discharge and readmission after 18 

35. If a claimant over 18 is discharged following an admission that started before they reached 18, and is then 

readmitted after 18, they will be advised the previous admission period covered by the Supreme Court judgement 

will be disregarded. The claimant will get another 28 days from the new admission under existing rules even if the 

readmission is within 28 days of the of the previous Supreme Court discharge period. However, if the claimant is 

then discharged and readmitted again within those first 28 days, existing ‘linking rules’ will apply. 

36. If we are notified of a hospital discharge, the CW will make every effort to telephone the claimant/representative 

to explain the rules about discharge and readmission as detailed in paragraph 35. 

15 Maintenance 
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01 Making Boarder Payments 

Background 

1. When a claimant has been in a hospital or a care home for more than 28 days, Personal Independence  

Payment (PIP) may not be payable. After payment of PIP has stopped, further payments may be made on a daily basis 

if: 

• the claimant isn’t discharged from the hospital or care home but spends a period away overnight from the 

hospital or care home  

• the claimant expects to be re-admitted within 28 days  

Note: Following the Supreme Court Judgement on 8 July 2015 PIP claimants under 18 admitted to hospital or a similar 

institution must not have PIP payment suspended. PIP will be payable as long as they remain in hospital regardless of 

their age. Once discharged after age 18 normal hospital rules will apply. The effect of the judgement also means that 

boarder action is not relevant for claimants admitted to a hospital or similar institution before their 18th birthday. 

These claimants wouldn’t be affected until readmission to a hospital or similar institution following discharge after age 

18. 
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Daily Rate Payments boarders 

2. Some claimants spend regular periods in hospital, a care home, specialist school or college. For benefit purposes, 

these claimants are called ’boarders’. Once established, payment of PIP can be made at a daily rate for those days 

(must include an overnight stay) when they aren’t in hospital, a care home, specialist school or college. The daily 

rate is only payable if:  

• the claimant has already had payment for the first 28 days in hospital, a care home, specialist school or college  

• the claimant was already admitted to hospital, a care home, specialist school or college immediately before 

the period of absence  

• the claimant is expected to return to hospital, a care home, specialist school or college within the period of 28 

days from the day immediately following their day of discharge  

3. Before payment can be made for the periods spent at home, a decision is required to show payment of  

PIP can be made for any period spent away from the hospital, care home, specialist school or college. If PIP is aware 

the claimant spends regular periods at home when the initial decision for the payment suspension after 28 days is 

made, the decision will include the fact payment can be made for the periods spent at home. If not, and the claimant 

starts to spend periods at home after the initial decision has been made, a further decision is required before daily 

rate boarder payments can be made.  

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Evidence Summary > Evidence tab in the Payability Evidence ‘Boarder’ section 

4. When the claimant is notified of a suspension decision, they’ll also be told how they can claim payment for the 

periods they have spent at home. A form PIP.4001 is issued manually when a boarder record has been ‘applied’ and 

payment made – See: Creating a boarder record. The notification includes a reply section for the claimant to 

complete and return in order to claim for boarder payments. Alternately, the claimant can send in a letter to inform 

us of the dates for the periods for which they require payment or they can telephone to claim the periods spent at 

home – See: The boarder record. 



 

Note: The dates provided can’t be for future periods, they can only be for the current payment period or for past 

payment periods.  

Telephony claims 

5. The enquiry line telephony agent can take a call from the claimant, their legal representative or third party claiming 

payment for boarder dates where the claimant is not yet treated as being a boarder for PIP purposes. If the claimant 

is already treated as being a boarder, the call must be made by either the claimant or their appointee because this is 

a claim for payment. 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Evidence Summary > Evidence tab > Payability Evidence 

The telephony agent will record boarder dates in a CAMLite ‘To Do‘ task – See: CAMLite Task Desk aide 

Postal claims 

6. If the claimant chooses to send the dates in writing, on receipt of the PIP.4001 reply section or a letter claiming 

payments for ‘boarder’ dates in the Mail Opening Unit (MOU), the correspondence is scanned and a task is created 

in PIPCS for your action.  

Note: A boarder record can be added retrospectively against a closed period of hospitalisation or time in a care home, 

specialist school or college. Once the claimant has received a decision that we are treating them as a boarder, there is 

no restriction on how long they can take to advise us of dates in/out. 

Payment cycle 

7. Boarders are paid on the standard 4 weekly or weekly ‘cycle’. If the dates claimed are within the current payment 

period, the claimant will have to wait for their normal payment ‘cycle’ payment.  

8.If the payments due are outside of the normal payment ‘cycle’ for the current period, PIPCS will generate a ‘Payment 

Correction’ - Under Paid Case or Arrears payment.  

Hospital and Other Accommodation records 

9. A boarder record can’t be created until the hospital, care home, specialist school or college evidence has been 

saved onto PIPCS. Once you have entered details onto the ‘Create Hospital and Certain Accommodation Details’ 

screen and have selected to ‘save’ that information, it will be applied as ’In Edit’ evidence. This information will 

remain ’In Edit’ until you have checked all the information entered is correct. Once you are content the correct 

information has been entered, you must select ‘save’ and the information will then be saved on PIPCS. Only when 

the hospital, care home, specialist school or college details have been saved and the ‘In Edit’ evidence has been 

checked and saved again can you create a ‘boarder’ record – See: Hospital and Other Accommodation instructions. 

Once 28 days has been reached, in evidence you must amend the Hospital and Certain Accommodation List to 

show ‘Boarder and Intention to return’ and select ‘Yes’ before the Boarder can be set up. Evidence in Hospital and 

Certain Accommodation List must be left open ended before the Boarder can be set up.  



 

Creating a boarder record 

10. Once you have saved the ‘In Edit’ hospital or other accommodation record and left the dates open, you can then 

create a boarder record for any periods the claimant spends away from the hospital, care home, specialist school 

or college as a boarder. To create the ‘boarder’ record you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Evidence Home’ screen and select the ‘New Evidence’ option from the Action drop down menu. 

PIPCS displays the New Evidence Type List screen. 

2 select ‘boarder type’ and select the ‘Add’ option from the Action drop down menu. PIPCS displays the Hospital 

and Certain Accommodation List screen. 

3 select the appropriate hospital and certain accommodation record from the list presented on the Hospital and 

Certain Accommodation List screen and select ‘Next’. PIPCS displays the New Boarder Evidence Details screen. 

Note: Selecting ‘Next’ without selecting a hospital and certain accommodation entry from the list displayed 

prompts PIPCS to display an error message advising that a selection must be made before continuing to step 4. 

4 enter required boarder details of the days the claimant has spent out of hospital, a care home, specialist school 

or college and select ‘Save’ – See: Boarder actions  

5 PIPCS validates and saves the data as ‘In-Edit’ evidence, closes the New Boarder Evidence Details screen and 

then displays the screen from which the action was requested. You must manually apply the evidence to the 

boarder record and payment by selecting ‘Evidence’ option from the  

Action drop down menu and select ‘Apply’. Check details are correct and ‘Save’ 

Alternative ways of accessing the create boarder record screen 

11. Other ways in which you can get to the boarder record screen is by selecting one of the following links in the left 

hand menu on the Evidence Home screen (Evidence Dashboard): 

• ‘In-Edit’ Evidence  

• ‘Active’ Evidence  

• ‘Evidence’ Flow  

Creating a new boarder record from the In Edit Evidence link in the left hand menu on the 

Evidence Home screen 



 

1 at step1 of the main table above (Creating a boarder record), selecting the ‘In-Edit Evidence’ link from the left hand 

menu in the Evidence Home screen displays the ‘In-Edit List’ screen 

2 selecting the ‘New Evidence’ option from the Action drop down menu displays the New Evidence  

Type List screen and action continues as from step 2 of the main Step and Action table onwards  

Creating a new boarder record from the Active Evidence link in the left hand menu on the 

Evidence Home screen 

1 at step1 of the main table above (Creating a boarder record), selecting the ‘Active Evidence’ link from the left hand 

menu in the Evidence Home screen displays the ‘Active Evidence List’ screen 

2 selecting the ‘New Evidence’ option from the Action drop down menu displays the ‘New Evidence  

Type List’ screen and action continues from step 2 of the main Step and Action table onwards  

Creating a new boarder record from the Evidence Flow link in the left hand menu on the 

Evidence Home screen 

1 at step1 of the main table above (Creating a boarder record), selecting the ‘Evidence Flow’ link from the left hand 

menu in the ‘Evidence Home’ screen displays the ‘Evidence Flow’ screen 

2 selecting the ‘New Evidence’ option from the Action drop down menu displays the New Evidence  

Type List screen and action continues from step 2 of the main Step and Action table onwards  

Note: A boarder record can be added retrospectively against a closed period of hospitalisation or time in a care home, 

specialist school or college. There is no restriction to how far back in time we can make payments for.  

The boarder record 

12. Once a boarder record has been added PIPCS displays the ’In Edit’ evidence’. At this point, the boarder record 

won’t have been applied or paid, you are simply being prompted to check the information you’ve entered is 

correct. Once correct, you must save the ‘In Edit’ evidence, which then applies the boarder record and payment.  

13. Once a boarder record has been ‘applied’ and payment made, you must manually send PIP.4001 to the claimant 

detailing the amount and period for each boarder payment to be made depending on the claimant’s payment 

cycle. The notification includes a reply section for the claimant to complete and return in order to claim future 

boarder payments. You must record the issue of this notification in the ‘Communication Record’ screen selecting 

the ‘Other Information’ option and send a copy of the notification to the Document Repository System (DRS). 

PIPCS automatically records the boarder dates in the Benefit Delivery Case.  

Note: Boarders are paid on the standard 4 weekly or weekly ‘cycle’. If the dates claimed are within the current 

payment period, the claimant will have to wait for their normal payment ‘cycle’ payment. PIPCS will create a Payment 

Correction Case (PCC) under the ‘Financials tab’ in Benefit Delivery Case. Determinations will show the boarder dates 

as being payable and can be used to check the accuracy of the details which have been entered.   



 

Boarder payments due within the current payment period 

14. You will complete PIP.4001 for the boarder payment that is due to be paid. If the boarder payment is to be made 

in two parts because of the claimant’s payment cycle, you must defer the task to the week prior to the next 

payment due date. At that stage, you must prepare the second PIP.4001 showing the next boarder payment that is 

to be made. 

Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to make a boarder payment. 

Learning simulation - Make Boarder Payment 

Boarder payments due for a past period 

15. If boarder dates are payable for one or more past payment periods, that is, payments span one or more past 

payment periods and the current payment period, PIPCS will make the payment due for the past period or periods 

as soon as you save the boarder dates.  

16. If dates provided span two different payment periods, PIPCS will make the payment due for the earlier period as 

soon as you save the boarder dates and retain the dates for the current payment cycle until that payment period is 

due. You must check whether one or two payments are to be made for the boarder dates and show this on the 

manual notification PIP.4001.  

Note: PIPCS records all details of the amounts and payment periods of all boarder payments made in the Financial 

Transactions Person List screen.  

Qualifying benefits PIP and Carers Allowance 

17. PIPCS will automatically determine whether new evidence ‘applied’ results in a payability adjustment. The ‘batch’ 

process will also find out if there is a ‘Carer’ representative and determine if the PIP and CA interface is to be 

triggered and CA notified.  

Additional PIPCS boarder evidence record functionality - Modifying active 

boarder evidence 

How to create a further boarder evidence period 

18. To make further boarder payments once the initial boarder record has been created, you will use the ‘modify 

boarder’ functionality: 

• when the claimant requests a boarder payment for a period within an existing hospital or other 

accommodation ‘active’ record or  

• when you need to amend the boarder dates already applied to an existing ‘active’ boarder record  



 

Note: When entering further boarder dates to be paid, you mustn’t insert an ‘effective date’ unless the claimant has 

been discharged from the hospital or care home. Once you have entered the boarder dates, PIPCS will display the 

information as an ‘In Edit’ record. You must check the information entered is correct before saving it. Once the 

information has been saved it will become ‘active’ evidence and payment for the appropriate period will be paid. 

19. This functionality allows you to modify boarder evidence with a status of ‘Active’. 

  

Step Action 

1 access the Active Evidence List screen in PIPCS and expand the appropriate Active ‘boarder’ evidence 

2 PIPCS displays the Change Summary Details screen 

3 select the ‘Edit’ option from the Action drop down menu 

4 PIPCS displays the Edit Boarder Evidence Details screen 

5 modify the relevant details, check details entered are correct and select ‘Save’ 

6 PIPCS validates and saves the modified details and creates an ‘In-Edit’ record. The Active Boarder Evidence List 

screen is displayed with the Change Summary details updated and the ‘In-Edit’ evidence created 

7 at step 5, selecting ‘Cancel’ results in PIPCS closing the Boarder Evidence Details screen and displaying the 

Active Boarder Evidence List screen 

8 at step 5, entering incomplete or invalid data results in PIPCS displaying an appropriate error message advising 

that correct data must be entered – See: Boarder actions – Linking Periods 

How to end an existing boarder evidence record 

20. If the claimant has been discharged from hospital or a care home, you must also insert the date of discharge as the 

‘effective date’ within the ‘modify boarder’ record. Once you have entered the discharge date and any boarder 

dates, PIPCS will display the information as an ‘In Edit’ record. You must check the information entered is correct 

before saving it. Once the information has been saved: 

• the current record is end dated (new effective date minus one day). On entering the date of discharge, the 

system will end the boarder record from the day before the discharge date. The status of the record remains 

‘active’ and is used to determine eligibility through to the end date  

• the new ‘in-edit’ record is made ‘active’ and is used to determine eligibility for the period it covers  



 

How to find a boarder evidence record 

21. You can look at boarder periods by navigating to the Evidence List screens via the ‘Case Home’ screen. Evidence 

details are accessible from the following pages: 

• ‘In-Edit’ Evidence List screen - shows all evidences that are currently In-Edit for all Evidence Types  

• ‘Active’ Evidence List screen - shows all evidences that are currently Active or Active pending Deletion for all 

Evidence Types  

• the ‘Evidence’ Dashboard - summarises all evidence that is currently In-Edit, Active or Active pending Deletion 

for all evidence types  

  

Step Action 

1 access the Boarder Evidence Details screen and select to view the Hospital and Certain  

Accommodation Evidence type 

2 PIPCS displays the Boarder Evidence List screen 

How to view a boarder evidence record 

22. This functionality allows you to view boarder dates evidence details and to select specific ‘hospital and certain 

accommodation’ evidence and view the history of changes made to that evidence. 

  

Step Action 

1 access the Boarder List screen in PIPCS and expand the appropriate Boarder details to view 

2 PIPCS displays the Change Summary Details screen 

3 select to expand the Change Summary Details screen and PIPCS displays the expanded view 

4 select to contract the Change Summary Details screen and PIPCS contracts the expanded view 

5 select to contract the Boarder List screen and PIPCS closes the expanded view 

6 at step 4, by selecting the History tab on the expanded view of the Change Summary Details screen, PIPCS 

either displays details of changed evidence where held or displays blank fields where changes haven’t been 

applied. Continue from step 4 

How to delete an Active boarder evidence record 



 

23. This functionality allows you to delete ‘active’ evidence. Once deletion of the active evidence is triggered, the 

record status changes to 'Active pending Deletion'. This facility must only be used when you have entered 

evidence on an incorrect record. If changes are required to the boarder details, you must do this using the ‘modify’ 

function. 

  

Step Action 

1 access the Active Evidence List screen in PIPCS and expand the appropriate Active ‘boarder’ evidence 

2 PIPCS displays the Change Summary Details screen containing the ‘delete action’ link 

3 selecting the ‘delete action’ link displays the Delete Active Evidence screen 

4 selecting ‘Yes’ prompts PIPCS to close the Delete Active Evidence screen, changes the record status to ‘Active 

pending Deletion’ and displays the Active Evidence List screen 

5 Selecting ‘No’ at step 4 prompts PIPCS to close the Delete Active Evidence screen and displays the Active 

Evidence List screen 

24. If you successfully apply the evidence, the status changes to 'Cancelled' and that evidence can no longer be seen 

by you or be used to determine eligibility. When an evidence status is shown as ‘Active pending Deletion’ it can 

still be used to determine eligibility. 

How to remove an In Edit boarder evidence record 

25. This functionality allows you to remove In Edit ‘boarder’ evidence entered in error. For example, if you enter the 

‘boarder’ details against the wrong evidence record, the record can be discarded by taking the following action: 

  

Step Action 

1 access the In-Edit Evidence List screen in PIPCS and expand the appropriate In-Edit Boarder  

Evidence List screen 

2 PIPCS displays the Change Summary Details screen 

3 selecting the ‘Discard’ option from the Action drop down menu displays the Discard pending  

Evidence screen 



 

4 selecting ‘Yes’ prompts PIPCS to close the Discard pending Evidence screen, discard the relevant evidence and 

displays the In-Edit Evidence List screen 

5 Selecting ‘No’ at step 4 prompts PIPCS to close the Discard pending Evidence screen and displays the In-Edit 

Evidence List screen 

How to continue editing an In Edit boarder evidence record 

26. This functionality allows you to modify boarder evidence with a status of ‘In Edit’. 

  

Step Action 

1 access the In-Edit Evidence List screen in PIPCS and expand the relevant In-Edit Boarder  

Evidence List screen 

2 PIPCS displays the Change Summary Details screen 

3 selecting the ‘Continue Editing’ option from the Action drop down menu displays the Edit Boarder  

Evidence Details screen with the fields pre-populated with the previously captured information 

4 modify the relevant ‘boarder’ evidence and select ‘Save’ 

5 PIPCS validates and saves the data, closes the Edit Boarder Evidence Details screen and displays  

 

 the Boarder Evidence List screen 

6 at step 4, selecting ‘Cancel’ before or after amending the evidence prompts PIPCS to close the  

Edit Boarder Evidence Details screen. No changes are applied to the Boarder Evidence record and  

PIPCS displays the Boarder Evidence List screen 

7 at step 4, entering incomplete or invalid data prompts PIPCS to display an appropriate error message and 

requires the input of correct information 

  



 

02 Missing Payments 

Lost or missing payment reported 

1. When a payment is reported as missing through the enquiry line and the telephony agent isn’t able to resolve the 

issue the telephony agent will raise a manual CAMLite ‘ToDo: Payment’ task to a user with the correct role and skill 

type to perform checks on the payment as per the Missing Payment Guide. 

See: Missing Payment Guide 

2. If you can resolve the issue you must update the communications record, close the task and phone the claimant to 

tell them where the payment is. If you can’t resolve the issue you must mark the payment as missing. 

See: Workflow and Task Management – Create a Communications Record 

Marking the payment as missing 

3. To mark the payment as missing on PIPCS you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 from the Person Homepage select the Financials tab. The Transactions page displays 

2 select the Payment Action Button next to the appropriate payment 

3 from the dropdown menu select ‘Lost/Missing’ 

4 a Lost/Missing confirmation screen is displayed. Select ‘yes’, PIPCS updates payment status to  

Lost/Missing and returns you to the Transactions List page 

4. You must consider whether a suspension is appropriate. For example, if we’ve been notified of a missing payment 

by post and we’ve been unable to contact the claimant to confirm account details and no new account details have 

been entered recently. 

See: Inputting a suspension to PIPCS 

5. If you select Lost/Missing and the payment hasn’t yet reached the payment credit date an appropriate error 

message displays. 

6. If you select No, you’re returned to the Financial Transactions List page and the payment status isn’t updated. 

7 - 9 



 

Subpages 

• Contact Bank Liaison Section  

• Removing the missing status  

• BLS report payment is not in the claimants account  

Contact Bank Liaison Section 

  

10. When the payment is marked as missing you must: 

Step Action 

1 phone Bank Liaison Section (BLS) helpline telephone: asking them to investigate the missing payment 

Note: BLS helpline opening hours are 8.00am to 5.30pm, Monday to Friday. Helpline staff will be available to 

take calls at any time during these hours apart from the weekly half hour closure, Thursday 11am - 11.30am. 

2 defer their task for 20 working days and update the task comments box. 

See: Workflow and Task Management - How to Defer and Existing Task 

11. BLS user completes their action and sets a manual task which assigns it to a user with the correct role and skill set 

showing BLS response. 

See: Workflow and Task Management - How to Create a Manual Task 

Task received from BLS 

12. When a task is returned from BLS you must close their task for the missing payment which they deferred. 

See: Workflow and Task Management – How to close a task  

BLS report payment is in claimants account 

13. If BLS report they have located the payment in the claimant’s account you must remove the missing status. 

Removing the missing status 

14. To remove the missing status from a payment on PIPCS:  

Step Action 



 

1 from the Person Homepage select the Financials tab. The Transactions page displays 

2 selects the Payment Action Button next to the appropriate payment 

3 from the dropdown menu select ‘Delete Lost/Missing’ 

4 a Delete Lost/Missing confirmation screen is displayed. Select ‘yes’ 

5 PIPCS updates the payment status to Issued and returns you to the Transactions List page 

15. If you select No, you’re returned to the Financial Transactions List page and the payment status isn’t updated. 

16. You must: 

Step Action 

1 phone the claimant and tell them the payment is in their nominated account 

2 update the communication record 

See: Workflow and Task Management – Create a Communications Record 

3 close the task  

See: Workflow and Task Management – How to close a task  

17 - 19 

BLS report payment is not in the claimants account 

20. If the payment isn’t in the claimant’s account, BLS set a task back you to consider issuing a replacement payment. 

21. You must forward the task to your Team Leader to consider a replacement – see: Workflow and Task  

Management – How to forward a task back to a Team Leader 

22. PIP Team Leader considers replacement in line with the Missing Payment Guide and if the payment is over 12 

months old, in line with the ‘Failure to Obtain’ instructions. PIP Team Leader forwards the task to you advising their 

replacement decision. 

See: Missing Payments Instructions  

See: Workflow and Task Management – How to Create a Manual Task - User 



 

PIP Team Leader recommends payment is not replaced 

23. If the PIP Team Leader recommends the payment isn’t replaced you will be notified of the reason via a task from 

the Team Leader and you must remove the missing status of the payment and tell the claimant by telephone. If the 

claimant isn’t contactable by telephone a letter must be created and a copy of the notification put on DRS. 

See: Removing the missing status 

PIP Team Leader recommends payment is replaced 

24. You will receive the task from your Team Leader and replace the payment via the Manual Payment Process. 

See: Manual Payments 
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03 Issuing Manual Payment 

Central Payment System CPS Local Payments LP 

What this means 

1. CPS LP should be used to pay a direct payment when the Personal Independence Payment Computer System 

(PIPCS) is unable to make a payment.  

See: Chapter CPS User Guide Chapter 1, for further information on CPS please see the following links: 

CPS User Guide 

CPS Homepage 

CPS Learning & Development and Guidance 

CPS Reference Guidance 

2. CPS LPs are created and approved by nominated users.. The nominated users access CPS LP via an icon on their 

desktop. Icons are maintained by the IT SMs. Nominated users comprise of: 

• caseworkers who will create a direct payment or a faster payment  

• approvers who will approve another nominated user’s created payment instruction. A nominated user may 

have both caseworker and approver access. CPS LP won’t allow a nominated user to approve a payment 

they’ve created  



 

• workflow managers will receive CPS LP alerts for overdue approval of payments. When a payment hasn’t been 

approved the workflow managers must make sure remedial action is taken. Workflow managers can’t have 

caseworker or approver access  

See: CPS Reference Guidance 

Subpages 

• Action for PIP User to request a payment using CPS LP  

• CPS LP User Action  

• Management Checks  

• Clerical payment required  

• If payment period is outside a single pay period  

• Manual Payments  

Action for PIP User to request a payment using CPS LP 

3. When PIPCS can’t make a payment you must: 

Step Action 

1 create a manual task with the reason for the offline payment including • 

Amount 

• Period 

See: Workflow and Task Management - How to create a Manual Task User) 

2 update the task notes making sure they instruct the caseworker to create a payment using CPS  

LP and complete payment details in the comments and copy the request into Person Notes  

3 assign the task to the relevant CPS LP caseworker to request approval of manual payment 

CPS LP User Action 

Creating a Single Claimant Payment and Ongoing Payments 

4. To create a single claimant payment or an ongoing payment as a CPS LP user you must follow instructions in 

Chapter 3 of the CPS User Guide. The chapter describes the step by step actions required to complete the fields 

and screens in order to create a Single Claimant Payment or Ongoing Payments to claimants. 

Approving Declining a Payment Instruction 



 

5. To approve or decline a payment instruction you must follow instructions in Chapter 8 of the CPS User Guide. This 

chapter describes the step by step actions required to complete the field and screens in order to approve or 

decline a payment. 

Amending Updating a Payment Instruction 

6. To amend or update a payment instruction you must follow instructions in  Chapter 9 of the CPS user Guide. The 

chapter describes the step by step actions required to complete the fields and screens in order to amend or 

update a payment. 

Payment Enquiries 

7. To deal with a payment enquiry you must follow instructions in Chapter 10 of the CPS User Guide. Information in 

the chapter says that initial payment enquiries must continue to be made on the Heritage Benefit System 

(HBS)/PIPCS before making further enquiries on the CPS Payment Enquiry screens. 

Workflows and Worklists 

8. CPS generates numerous workflow notifications to assist you to progress work items. All workflow notifications are 

displayed in the Worklist area on your homepage. Chapter 12 of the CPS User Guide provides details of Workflow 

Notifications for all CPS LP users. 

Management Checks 

9. To meet DWP security guidelines CPS has been designed to generate a number of management checks for the 

following reasons: 

• random access checks  

• greater than 82 years old and not in receipt of benefit for NINO cases  

• date of death greater than 1 year for NINO cases  

• Special Customer Record (SCR) account access for NINO cases Instructions to action checks must be followed 

in the CPS User Guide For further information on CPS please see the following links: 

CPS User Guide 

CPS Homepage 

CPS Learning & Development and User Guidance 

CPS Reference Guidance  



 

Clerical payment required 

10. CPS user creates cashier payment and submits the offline payment in CPS. When creating a payment the CPS user 

must surpress the generic CPS notification before the benefit, amount and period are entered. 

11. CPS user advises the CPS Approver of the submission. 

12. CPS Approver checks that details in PIPCS match the payment in CPS, authorises the payment and closes the task. 

13. If the details in PIPCS don’t match the payment in CPS the CPS Approver can reject it fully or send it back for 

adjustment. The CPS user must amend the details as required and then resubmit for approval. 

14. CPS Approver authorises the payment and closes the task. 

15. After the approval of the payment the CPS user must send a task to to the Nominated Manual Payments clerk to 

record the payment in PIP Case Financials Transactions. If the payment can’t be recorded the CPS user will enter in 

the Person Notes the full payment. 

16. CPS user must send a task to the caseworker to issue the arrears letter. 

Returned CPS Payments 

17. If the payment by CPS is returned you will be notified via 06-01 Returned and Issued Cashier Direct Payment 

Report and must consider replacing the payment. The manual payment must be cancelled by the CPS LP user. 

See: Cancel payment instructions 

If payment period is outside a single pay period 

18. If the period is outside of a pay period a warning message will be displayed indicating ‘Manual Payment covers 

more than one Claimant Pay Period’. 

19. The start and end date of a pay period can’t be later than the next expected pay period. If they are, PIPCS error 

message ‘Pay period cannot be beyond next expected pay date’ will display. 

20. If the period recorded has been paid then a PIPCS warning is displayed indicating ‘Warning: Potential Over 

Payment - Payment already made’. You must acknowledge this warning and indicate whether you wish to continue 

with the manual payment. 

21. If the manual payment amount exceeds the payable entitlement for the pay period then CPS prompt message is 

displayed indicating ‘Warning: Potential Over Payment - Manual Payment exceeds payable entitlement amount’. 

You must acknowledge this prompt and indicate whether you wish to continue with the manual payment. 



 

22. If you continue with the manual payments mentioned at paragraphs 18, 19, 20 and 21 a payment correction – 

overpaid case will be created and you will need to take further action as detailed in See:  

Payment Correction – Overpaid 

23. If an error is displayed you must cancel the action. If you select Cancel on the information screen you’re returned 

to the Transaction list page in the benefit delivery case. 

24. If a warning is displayed you can continue or amend the screen accordingly. 

Manual Payments 

Background 

25. A manual payment is used to reduce (offset) a system payment by an amount that has already been paid via CPS 

or to stop, PIPCS paying the full amount of arrears when an amount has already been paid through CPS. 

26. All payments made by CPS after the system has already paid a cover period must only be recorded in the Person 

Notes, including the full details of the payment stating the reason it can’t be manually recorded in PIPCS. This 

includes Cancelled payments as the system still sees them as issued. 

For example if a claimant has already been paid through CPS a manual payment is used to prevent the system paying 

the full amount of arrears – see: Managing PIP Payments 

27. PIP is usually paid on the standard 4 weekly payment cycle with a start and end date which is called the “cover 

period”. 

28. If a single manual payment is recorded for arrears spanning multiple payment cover periods the system attempts 

to deduct the whole amount from the first payment cover period. The remainder of the arrears payment and the 

rest of the payment cover periods affected are paid. The amount of the manual payment that cannot be off-set 

with the amount of the initial cover period within the arrears payment triggers an overpaid Payment Correction 

case – see: Payment Correction - Overpaid 

Manual Recording of Payments on PIPCS 

29. The manual payment functionality must only be used to record payments when PIPCS has never made a payment 

for that same payment cover period.  

30. It must only be used when the system is due to issue payment and you require to completely or partially offset 

that payment. 

31. Manual payments must be recorded for each payment cover period that has been paid clerically via CPS. 

32. If an arrears payment is due that covers multiple payment cover periods, the manual payments should be 

recorded in either 4 weekly or 1 weekly Manual Payment blocks depending on the payment cycle. It MUST NOT be 



 

recorded as one manual payment for the whole arrears period and amount. The start and end dates of the Manual 

Payment must exactly match the dates that would be calculated by PIPCS for each payment cycle cover period.  

33. It is recommended that the Manual Payments are recorded on PIPCS following each CPS payment to avoid users 

having to record numerous Manual Payments after the case goes back into payment. 

Example – 4 weekly payment cycle: 

Application Date is 02/02/15 and due to an issue the claimant has not been paid by PIPCS but has instead been paid 

clerically from 02/02/15 to 29/03/15 which is 8 weeks, i.e. 2 x 4 weekly payment cycles. 

Claim can now be paid by PIPCS and the period payable is from 02/02/15 to 26/04/15 which is 12 weeks arrears, i.e. 3 

x 4-weekly payment cycles. 

PIPCS will create an arrears payment for the whole 12 weeks. To prevent this being paid in full, 2 separate Manual 

Payments need to be recorded as follows: 

• Manual Payment 1 - Start Date = 02/02/15 and End Date = 01/03/15 

• Manual Payment 2 - Start Date = 02/03/15 and End Date = 29/03/15 

PIPCS will now pay arrears for the remaining 4 weeks for the period 30/03/15 to 26/04/15. 

Example – 1 weekly payment cycle: 

Application Date is 02/02/15 and due to an issue the claimant has not been paid by PIPCS but has instead been paid 

clerically from 02/02/15 to 29/03/15 which is 8 weeks, i.e. 8 x 1 weekly payment cycles. 

Claim can now be paid by PIPCS and the period payable is from 02/02/15 to 26/04/15 which is 12 weeks arrears, i.e. 12 

x 1 weekly payment cycles. 

PIPCS will create an arrears payment for the whole 12 weeks. To prevent this being paid in full, 8 separate Manual 

Payments need to be recorded as follows: 

• Manual Payment 1 – Start Date = 02/02/15 and End Date = 08/02/15 

• Manual Payment 1 – Start Date = 09/02/15 and End Date = 15/02/15• Manual Payment 1 – Start Date = 16/02/15 

and End Date = 22/02/15 

• Manual Payment 1 – Start Date = 23/02/15 and End Date = 01/03/15 

• Manual Payment 1 – Start Date = 02/03/15 and End Date = 08/03/15 

• Manual Payment 1 – Start Date = 09/03/15 and End Date = 15/03/15 



 

• Manual Payment 1 – Start Date = 16/03/15 and End Date = 22/03/15 

• Manual Payment 2 – Start Date = 23/03/15 and End Date = 29/03/15 

PIPCS will now pay arrears for the remaining 4 weeks for the period 30/03/15 to 26/04/15. 

34. To record a manual payment on PIPCS you must: 

Step Action 

1 select the Financials tab 

2 select Manual Payment  

3 On the Manual Payment Details screen enter details 

Reference Number 

Amount 

Start Date 

End Date 

In the Comments box you must provide the reason for the offline payment 

Note: A prompt message is displayed ‘Warning Potential Over Payment – Payment already made. You must 

acknowledge the warning and indicate whether you wish to continue with the manual payment. 

4 Manual Payment Confirmation Screen displays, select Save 

5 you must check if Payment Correction has been created. If so, select Action button 

6 from the populated ‘Close Case screen’ window select ‘Other’ from the Action drop down 

in the Reason box you must provide the reason for the offline payment 

Note: If the Payment Correction is still open 24 hours after creation PIPCS will generate a  

Payment Correction follow up task 

7 select Save 

04 Payment Correction - overpaid 



 

Background 

For information on action to take for Scottish Personal Independence Payment (PIP) overpayments see Scottish 

Overpayments.  

1. A Personal Independence Payment (PIP) overpayment happens when a payment is made to a claimant when they 

shouldn’t have been paid. This can be on a normal case or SRTI  case and can happen in a number of ways, for 

example: 

• when a claimant fails to tell us about a change in their daily living or mobility needs which clearly affects their 

entitlement 

• when a claimant fails to tell us about a change which affects payability because of admission to hospital, a care home, 

prison, moving or staying abroad 

• Departmental – as a result of official error 

2. The PIP Case Worker (CW) at Regional Benefit Centre (RBC) is responsible for calculating and classifying wholly 

official error, Direct Payment After Death (DPAD) and small overpayments, including the completion of E-Referral for 

these cases. All other recoverable overpayment decisions will be made by the Central Teams, based in Wales. Dispute 

Resolution Team (DRT) will deal with any appeal against an overpayment decision, including on decisions made by the 

Central Team. See: Appeals  and  

Overpayment Central Team 

3. You must follow the generic overpayment instructions  available on the Intranet for both normal rules and 

SRTI  cases, to process PIP overpayments. They are: 

• Generic Overpayments for DWP 

• Overpayment Disputes Guidance 

• Clerical Overpayment Referral Guide 

• E-Referrals Guidance 

4. A Payment Correction case is automatically created when case action results in a potential overpayment, potential 

underpayment or a nil payment case. 

5. There are two types of Payment Correction case: 

• Claimant Payment Correction case 

• Motability Finance Supplier Nominee Payment Correction case 



 

6. When a potential overpayment is generated, the Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) raises 

a task for you to establish the cause of the overpayment. 

7. If as a result of a change of circumstances the payment is successfully recalled, the Payment  

Correction – overpaid case will include the recalled period in its calculation. You must take this into consideration 

when making the overpayment decision. 

Subpages 

• Viewing the Payment Correction case overpaid  

• Payment Correction potential overpayment due to a part period manual payment  

• Establish cause of overpayment  

• Closing a Payment Correction case overpaid  

Viewing the Payment Correction case overpaid 

8. To view Payment Correction case - overpaid details in PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 access the Benefit Delivery Case 

2 select the ‘Financials’ tab 

3 select Over and Under Payments from the left hand side menu 

Important: You must check for any arrears, overpayments and/or underpayments that are for the same full 

period or part-period, that is, there are entries for an ‘overlapping’ period, you must follow Managing PIP 

payments instructions 

4 select overpayment reference from the required overpayment case when the Over and Under  

Payments Lists Page is displayed 

5 the Payment Correction Details screen for the required overpayment case is displayed 

Note: When actioning Payment Correction overpaid cases the dates displayed are for the payment period and not the 

exact dates, the overpaid amount is still correct. 

Example 

Claimant is Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI), and weekly paid on a Monday with a paid up to date of 9/6/13. 

Claimant dies on 5/6/13. Payment Correction overpaid case would display 3/6/13 to 9/6/13 however the correct 

dates, the Central Team at Bristol BC/Blackpool BC will refer to Debt Management, would be 6/6/13 to 9/6/13. 



 

You must record the exact dates in the comments on PIPCS when closing the Payment Correction case. 

Note: It is important all Payment Correction generated tasks are treated as high priority and actioned urgently to avoid 

delay notifying the claimant of the overpayment decision. 

9. You must take action to close the Payment Correction case – overpaid after the Central Team CW has made a 

decision as to whether the overpayment is recoverable or not. See: Overpayment Central Team 

Payment Correction potential overpayment due to a part period manual payment 

10. When a manual payment is sent to replace a returned or cancelled payment but the manual payment only covers 

part of the original payment period, PIPCS identifies the discrepancy and creates a Payment Correction case. If you 

aren’t satisfied the manual payment was correct – See: Manual Payment. If you are satisfied the manual payment 

was correct and an overpayment hasn’t occurred you must close the case. 

11. To close the Payment Correction case, take the following action: 

  

Step Action 

1 select to view the Financial Transactions List 

2 select the Under and Over Payments tab from the left hand side menu 

3 select the required overpayment reference number 

4 PIPCS displays the Payment Correction – overpaid screen 

5 select Close from the Action List menu for the required Payment Correction case 

6 enter closure reason – Manual Partial Payment Issued in the Payment Correction Close case screen See: 

Payment Correction Case closure reasons 

comments field must be completed with details of the overpayment classification, reason for non-referral to 

Debt Management, civil penalty imposed or not 

select save 

Note: If you select Cancel, PIPCS doesn’t update Payment Correction case and returns to the  

Payment Correction detail screen 

7 PIPCS updates Payment Correction case status to Closed 



 

Overpayment Central Team 

12. A Central Team at Bristol Benefit Centre (BC) or Blackpool Benefit Centre (BC) will make the PIP overpayment 

recoverability decisions, except for wholly official error and Direct Payment After Death (DPAD) overpayments. 

13. You must follow the Generic E-Referral Guidance to direct these cases to Bristol BC/Blackpool BC, as appropriate. 

14. There are 3 new benefit types on the E-Referral for PIP, they are: 

• PIP Daily Living 

• PIP Mobility 

• PIP Daily Living and Mobility 

15. When an E-Referral is created you must make sure the ‘Refer To Team Leader for Approval’ option is selected in 

the ‘Summary Screen’ so the referral will be submitted to the line manager for approval. 

16. If the overpayment has been referred to the Central Team: 

• you must update the participant case notes in PIPCS to state the E-referral has been completed and referred 

to the Central Team. The Payment Correction overpaid case must remain ‘Open’ 

• they will complete the overpayment recoverability decision and continue following the Generic guidance and 

PIP instructions to make sure all overpayment recoverability decision documents are sent to the Mail Opening Unit 

(MOU) for retention on Document Repository System (DRS). You mustn’t close the Payment Correction case 

• if they identify there is missing information on the referral they’ll reject the case to the original referring 

officer and send a manual task to the original referring officer telling them the E-referral has been rejected. Task Type 

– Payment Action’ & Task Subject ‘(Claimants NINO) Action Req – O/P E-referral  

Rejected’. The original referring officer must amend the E-referral and re-submit before closing the task 

• they will make the overpayment recoverability decision and arrange for the documents to be scanned into 

DRS and a task will be created. On receipt of this task you will be able to view the overpayment recoverability decision 

and close the Payment Correction case with all the relevant details See: Closing a Payment Correction Case. 

17. If the overpayment (wholly official error and DPAD) hasn’t been referred to the Central Team or to  

Debt Management, then you can close the case. See: Closing a Payment Correction Case 

18. When a Payment Correction case is created a follow up task is generated 24 hours later if the Payment Correction 

case has a status of ‘Open’: 



 

• if the Payment Correction overpaid case is waiting for an overpayment recoverability decision (this should 

have been referred the same day as created) then you must ‘defer’ this task until you receive the DRS task with the 

decision 

• if the case isn’t waiting for an overpayment recoverability decision then you must action the task and 

determine if the Payment Correction case can be submitted for approval or closed with the relevant reasons 

Establish cause of overpayment 

19. Where the overpayment isn’t due to a manual partial payment or Motability overpayment the Central Team and 

Benefit Centres will follow the generic Overpayments for DWP guidance to process the case.  

They will: 

• establish the overpayment cause following the 

• establish why the claimant failed to report the correct information at the correct time 

• classify the overpayment 

• decide on the overpayment recoverability 

• consider if Civil Penalty needs to be imposed 

• complete LT54 documenting the decision and generate a claimant overpayment notification See:  

Notifications 

• refer the overpayment recovery details to Debt Management via E-Referrals See: Creating a referral 

20. When a recoverable overpayment (classified as Mistake, Fraud or Common Law) is made the Central Team will: 

• refer it to Debt Management 

• register a debt interest on CIS(Searchlight) 

How to create a Manual Task - User 

Closing a Payment Correction case overpaid 

21. After determining an overpayment PIPCS must be updated. You must close the Payment Correction case. To action 

this: 

Step Action 

1 select to view the Financial Transactions List 



 

2 select the Under and Over Payments tab from the left hand side menu 

3 select the required Over Payment reference number 

4 PIPCS displays the Payment Correction – overpaid screen 

5 select Close from the Action List menu when the required Payment Correction - overpaid case is displayed 

6 in the Payment Correction Close Case screen: 

enter closure reason – Over Payment Referral Made See: Payment Correction case closure reasons 

comments field must be completed with details of the classification of the overpayment, civil penalty decision 

imposed or not, reason for non-referral and the actual dates and/or amount overpaid (if different) 

select save 

Note: If you select Cancel, PIPCS doesn’t update Payment Correction case and returns to the  

Payment Correction detail screen 

7 PIPCS updates Payment Correction case status to Closed 

29 September 2016 

05 Payment Correction - underpaid 

Background 

1. Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) generates a Payment Correction – underpaid case when 

a claimant has had a change in their circumstances resulting in an increase of benefit for a period previously paid. 

2. In all other cases when arrears are due, for example if a component is awarded for the first time, at review or 

dispute the PIPCS automatically calculates and issues arrears due without creating a Payment Correction – 

underpaid case. After an underpayment is released, money issued will display with other payments issued within 

the transactions in the ‘Financial’ tab of the Person Page. It won’t display in the list of financial transactions in the 

Benefit Delivery Case. 

Subpages 



 

• Viewing the Payment Correction case underpaid  

• Payment Correction underpaid case action  

• Debt Management interest  

• Underpayment can be released  

• Management check  

• Special Payment  

• Underpayment cannot be released  

• Payment Correction case closure reasons  

Viewing the Payment Correction case underpaid 

3. To view the Payment Correction - underpaid case details in PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 access the Benefit Delivery Case 

2 select the Financials tab 

3 selecting the Under/Over Payments option displays the Over/Under Payments List screen 

Important: You must check for any arrears, overpayments and/or underpayments that are for the same full 

period or part-period, that is, there are entries for an ‘overlapping’ period, you must follow See: Managing PIP 

payments instructions 

4 select the reference number for the relevant underpayment case 

5 to view more information about the underpayment click on the List Dropdown toggle next to  

Underpayment to expand the required List 

6 a Statement view of the underpayment details is displayed 

Note: The dates for Payment Correction case are for the entire cover periods, not necessarily only the dates for the 

actual underpayment. 

Example 

Claimant has ongoing payable entitlement to standard rate daily living component. The claimant is awarded enhanced 

rate daily living component from 22/7/13. The claimant is paid 4 weekly from 8/7/13 to 4/8/13. They were underpaid 

for 2 weeks in that period. Therefore the dates for the payment correction underpaid case would be from 08/7/13 to 

4/8/13, but the amount of the underpaid case would actually be from 22/7/13 to 4/8/13. 

Payment Correction underpaid case action 



 

4. A Payment Correction – underpaid case can be activated before the follow-up task is received if you’re already in 

the case following activation of evidence. 

5. If the Payment Correction - underpaid case is still Open 24 hours after creation, then it hasn’t been actioned and 

PIPCS will generate a Payment Correction follow-up task. This task is to remind you of an outstanding payment 

correction case and it must be actioned urgently. 

6. Before activating the Payment Correction - underpaid case you must find out if there is a debt interest. If there is, 

you must offer the underpaid amount to Debt Management. See: Paragraph 4 Debt management Interest 

7. If Debt Management want to use the underpaid amount, the underpayment can’t be released. See:  

Underpayment cannot be released 

Debt Management interest 

1. You must check for a Debt Management interest for the claimant in the Interest History screen in Customer 

Information Service CIS(Searchlight). 

2. If you find a Debt Management interest which displays a 'start date' but not an end date this means there is a live 

interest with Debt Management. 

3. If you find a Debt Management interest which displays a 'start date 'and a close date this means there is no longer a 

debt interest. See: Underpayment can be released 

Note: A note must be added in the ‘Participant’ case notes to confirm you’ve made the check in CIS(Searchlight). 

4. You must refer to Debt Management by email to establish if the underpaid amount can be used to recover against 

the ongoing overpayment, see: Offsetting Arrears of Benefit Proforma. It may take three days for Debt Management 

to respond and they will only respond if they can’t use the debt. You should defer the payment correction follow-up 

task for three days to allow for any Debt Management response. 

Note : Before referring to Debt Management you must check that the Under Payment doesn't relate to a Boarder 

Payment as  these can not be offered to Debt Management. 

5. You must input a note on PIPCS ‘Person page’ explaining the case has been referred to Debt Management. 

6. You must also record the outcome from Debt Management; in PIPCS ‘Person page’. 

7. Only if Debt Management cannot use the money will they reply to an email and we would then need to take actions 

to issue the money to the claimant. This would include issuing the clerical PIP.4008 to the claimant detailing the 

arrears paid. See: Management Check    

8. If Debt Management use the underpaid amount, select the closure reason as – Under Payment used by Debt 

Management. If Debt Management decide to use the underpaid amount, they must take the entire amount. In 



 

cases where there is a residual amount owed to the claimant, Debt Management are responsible for making the 

payment.       

9. When the underpayment closure reason ‘Underpayment used by Debt Management’ is entered PIPCS generates a 

Central Payments System interface transaction to Debt Management to tell them of the outstanding underpaid 

amount so they can take overpayment recovery actions as necessary. 

Underpayment can be released 

1. If the underpayment can be released, submit the Payment Correction – underpaid case for approval.  

To do this: 

  

Step Action 

1 select to view the Financial Transactions List 

2 select the Over and Under Payments tab from the left hand side menu 

3 select the required underpayment reference number 

4 PIPCS displays the relevant payment correction underpaid case 

5 select Submit for Approval from the Action List menu for the required Payment Correction case 

6 when the Submit for Approval Confirmation screen is displayed, select Yes 

Note: If No is selected PIPCS doesn’t update the Payment Correction Case and returns to  

Payment Correction details screen 

7 PIPCS updates Payment Correction case status to Submitted and returns to the Payment  

Correction details screen 

Management check 

1. PIPCS generates a management check on a percentage of underpayment cases with a status of Open, which 

are submitted for approval. See: Management Checks 

2. If the case isn’t selected for a management check, PIPCS automatically activates the underpayment and 

updates the status of the Payment Correction – underpaid case to ‘Activated’. You must 

Step Action 



 

1 Issue PIP.4008 notification to the claimant 

2 create a Communication Record See: Communication Record and close the task or the follow-up task 

3 upload PIP.4008 intp Document Repository System (DRS) and link to the claimant’s record on  

PIPCS 

3. If the case is selected for a management check, PIPCS sets a task for the team leader of the person who 

actioned the case for the management check. 

4. If on checking the case, the team leader decides the underpayment calculation is correct, they’ll approve the 

management check and PIPCS will activate the underpayment. 

5. When the payment is activated, a manual task is generated advising you the management check has been 

approved. You must: 

Step Action 

1 Issue PIP.4008 notification to the claimant 

2 create a Communication Record See: Communication Record and close the task or the follow-up task 

3 upload PIP.4008 into DRS and link to the claimant’s record on PIPCS 

7. If on checking the case, the team leader decides the underpayment is incorrect, they reject the case on PIPCS. 

The case status reverts to Open and a task ‘Management Check Rejected’ is generated with the reasons for rejection 

for you to re-check the cause of the underpayment and take corrective action. 

8. After taking corrective action, you must create a task for the team leader and refer the case for approval. 

Special Payment 

1. If a Payment Correction – underpaid case is generated, and if arrears in excess of 12 months are due PIPCS will 

automatically identify the case and generate a task. 

2. These are high priority tasks and must be dealt with urgently. The Case Manager (CM) will need to create a 

task to the Special Payments Team for possible special payments to be considered. 

Underpayment cannot be released 

1. If the underpayment can’t be released, close the Payment Correction – underpayment case in PIPCS.  

To do this: 



 

Step Action 

1 select to view the Financial Transactions List 

2 select the Over and Under Payments tab from the left hand side menu 

3 select the required underpayment reference number 

4 select Close from the Action List menu for the required Payment Correction case 

5 enter closure reason – Unable to Pay Under Payment (See Payment Correction case closure reasons 

 either the Payment Correction Case comments field or the ‘Participant Case’ notes box must be completed 

with details of why the underpayment can’t be made 

select save 

Note: If you select Cancel, PIPCS doesn’t update Payment Correction case and returns to the  

Payment Correction detail screen 

6 PIPCS updates Payment Correction case to Closed 

  

Payment Correction case closure reasons 

1. The full list of Payment Correction case closure reasons are as follows: 

 Overpayment Referral Made  

 Overpayment Referral not Made  

 Underpayment used by Debt Management  

 Unable to pay underpayment  

 Manual Partial Payment Issued  

 Other    



 

06 Managing PIP Payments 

Introduction 

1. PIP payments are processed within the Benefit Delivery Case. Personal Independence Computer System (PIPCS) 

determines what to pay based on evidence applied and what’s previously been paid. 

2. Overpaid or underpaid Payment Correction Cases will be created when: 

• an additional component is awarded, or  

• a change of circumstances has occurred, for example, claimant over 18 admitted to hospital  

3. PIPCS is unable to automatically adjust payments to take into account any over or under payment. You must check 

and investigate any Payment Correction Case as soon as it is created, to make sure the correct amount of PIP is 

issued to the claimant or mota nominee. 

Subpages 

• Processing payments  

• Personal Independence Payment Critical Process Points – Must Do Actions  

• PIP user action  

• Motability agreement cases  

• Same common period  

Processing payments 

Arrears payment 

4. An arrears payment will be due when: 

• a new component is awarded on an existing award  

• a payment suspension is lifted, for example, claimant discharged from hospital and there’s been no 

overpayment during the same period  

For example, a claimant is awarded daily living component from the date of claim, but the case took several months to 

be decided. Therefore an arrears payment is issued for the backdated period. 

Payment Correction Case 

5. There are 2 types of payment correction case: 



 

• an overpaid case  

• an underpaid case  

Payment Correction Case - Overpaid 

6. An overpaid Payment Correction Case is created when payment is due for a period for which payment has already 

been made. PIPCS is unable to automatically offset any arrears created on an underpaid Payment Correction Case 

against any payment created on an overpaid Payment Correction Case for the same period. 

See: Payment Correction - overpaid 

Payment Correction Case - Underpaid 

7. An underpaid Payment Correction Case is created when payment is due for a component awarded on an existing 

award for a period for which payment of that component hasn’t already been made. PIPCS is unable to 

automatically offset any arrears created on an underpaid Payment Correction Case against any payment created 

on an overpaid Payment Correction Case for the same period. 

See: Payment Correction - underpaid 

8. When processing Payment Correction Cases PIPCS will 

• assume that each Payment Correction Case is actioned independently, regardless of 

status/component/period 

• produce a payment transaction line with a nil amount, when PIP isn’t payable to the claimant 

9. You must action Payment Correction Case’s urgently and decide if any offset action is required before the payment 

batch is run at the end of the day. If the cases aren’t actioned on time the claimant could receive arrears they 

aren’t due and this could result in a non recoverable overpayment 

Calculations 

10. Before applying any evidence you must consider if the changes to be applied: 

• are for the same common period  

• if offsetting is appropriate  

See: Same common period examples 

11. If the changes are within the same common period and offsetting can be applied you must apply all the changes 

together. This will create one Payment Correction Case either an over or an underpaid. See:  

Payment Correction – overpaid, or Payment Correction – underpaid to action the case. 



 

12. If the changes aren’t within the same common period and/or offsetting isn’t appropriate, you must: 

• apply each type of evidence separately  

• consider the order they apply the evidence, for example, a hospitalisation period mustn’t be applied at the 

same time as an award review  

Example 

A claimant is discharged from care home and also a change in evidence results in a reduction in their mobility 

component from enhanced to standard rate. In this case you must apply the determination evidence first which will 

create a Payment Correction overpaid case. You can then apply the payability evidence which will either create a 

Payment Correction underpaid case or issue arrears – both are payable to claimant and there’s no need for offsetting. 

13. Following a decision changing the claimant’s entitlement and/or payability you must check if there is any 

Payment Correction Case on PIPCS that covers the same, or part of the same period, from a previous change in 

payability and/or entitlement. 

14. Multiple changes with overlapping periods may occur on award reviews (award review/change of 

circumstance award review) or reconsideration, but can occur at any time, for example, Motability. 

See: Examples  

Payment correction (up-rate or down-rate) when changing decisions (Case  

Manager/Case Worker) 

Personal Independence Payment Critical Process Points – Must Do  

Actions 

9. Payment Correction (up-rate or down-rate when changing decisions (Case Manager/Case Worker) 

You must check to see if the uprating or down rating has caused a payment correction that needs to be rectified and 

follow operational instructions.  

• Overpayments - classification and referral to debt management  

• Underpayments - ensure any arrears are issued to the claimant  

Consequences: 

By not checking if a payment correction has resulted from up-rating or down-rating, will mean: 

• under and overpayments will not be detected and rectified, with possible financial hardship  

• confusion and distress for the customer – poor customer service  



 

• possible complaints  

• rework to correct the case  

PIP user action 

15. When PIPCS calculates arrears due or an overpayment or underpayment and as a result either a Payment 

Correction overpaid or a Payment Correction underpaid case is created, or payments are due in batch, you must: 

Step Action 

1 check if there is/has been a Payment Correction overpaid or underpaid case: 

for the same period and components, then go to step 2 

for a part period and same components, then go to step 3 

for the same or part period, but different components, then go to step 4 

Note: Where PIPCS calculates an overpayment or an underpayment, but a Payment Correction  

Case isn’t created go to step 6 

2 for same period and component payment corrections you must: 

calculate the net outcome, the result will be 1 of 3 options: 

money due to the claimant – this will need to be paid manually via Central Payments  

System Local Payments (CPS LP). See: Issuing Manual Payments 

money owed to the department – this will either need a new referral to debt management or tell them of the 

revised overpayment if previously notified See: Payment Correction – overpaid 

nil Payment 

close the Payment Corrections with the relevant reason, this is because the Payment  

Corrections held will be incorrect. See: Payment Correction case closure reasons. You must state what has 

actually been paid/referred to Debt Management in the comments of the closure 



 

3 for part period and same component payment corrections, you must: 

calculate the net outcome for the overlapped period, the result will be 1 of 3 options:  

money due to the claimant – this will need to be paid manually via CPS LP. See: Issuing Manual 

Payments 

money owed to the department – This will either need a new referral to debt management or tell them 

of the revised overpayment if previously notified. See: Payment Correction – overpaid 

 Nil Payment 

arrange for the period not overlapped to be paid via CPS LP or send a referral to debt management  

close the Payment Corrections with the relevant reason, this is because the Payment Corrections held 

will be incorrect, See: Payment Correction case closure reasons. You must state what has actually been 

paid/referred in the comments of the closure 

4 for same or part period, but different components payment corrections, you must: 

check if the Payment Corrections have been created within the same common period:  

See: DMG Volume 3, Chapter 9 – for further information on common period and offsetting 

if created within the same period, then go to step 5 

if not created within the same common period, then go to step 6 

5 if the payment corrections have been created within the same period, you must: 

offset the underpayment against the overpayment 

check if there is a debt interest held, offer the underpayment to debt management (only if the underpayment 

created is for an increase in PIP) 

pay the difference on CPS LP, if no debt interest held on PIPCS, See: Issuing Manual Payments 

6 you must follow the appropriate instructions Payment Correction – overpaid or Payment  

Correction - underpaid 

16 The following scenarios show how payment is affected when PIP components are awarded or disallowed and there 

are other changes in the evidence. No periods have been defined as the scenarios affect any overlapped period. 



 

Example 1 

A claimant has ongoing payable entitlement to standard rate daily living component. 

a) Following an award review the claimant is awarded standard rate mobility component and the existing award 

of standard daily living component is maintained: 

• PIPCS will automatically issue arrears of standard rate mobility component. There is no further user action 

necessary  

b) Following an award review the claimant is awarded enhanced rate daily living component and standard rate 

mobility component: 

• PIPCS will automatically issue arrears of standard rate mobility component  

• PIPCS will create a Payment Correction underpaid case to pay the difference of enhanced rate of daily living 

component. In this case you must check the period and calculation is correct, before submitting the Payment 

Correction Case for approval to the team leader  

c) Following an award review the claimant is disallowed standard rate daily living component and is awarded 

enhanced rate mobility component: 

• PIPCS will create a Payment Correction overpaid case for the daily living component  

• PIPCS will calculate the enhanced mobility component arrears and would be expecting to issue the arrears 

when the payment batch is run  

• in this case the arrears of the enhanced mobility component can be offset against the standard daily living 

component overpayment  

• you must complete the following action before the payment batch is run:  

Step Action 

1 create a manual payment in PIPCS. (This will create a record to prevent PIPCS paying the mobility component. 

PIPCS will think a payment has been made off system but no payment would be made on CPS LP) See: Issuing 

Manual Payments 

Note: Only a limited number of users have access to manual payments in PIPCS. If you don’t have access you 

must send a manual task to a user who does with all the details required. If the user is the CPS LP user they’ll 

still need to create the manual task and assign to themselves – see next step 



 

2 to create a manual payment record complete the following fields: 

Reference number - input 0000000 (Normally it would be the CPS LP reference number)  

Amount – this is the amount to be offset from the enhanced mobility component arrears to either fully 

or partly recover the standard daily living component overpayment. It can’t exceed the mobility 

component arrears 

Start Date – this will be the date when enhanced mobility component becomes eligible 

End Date – this will be determined by a user calculating the total amount to be offset ensuring the date 

isn’t past the paid up to date 

See: Issuing Manual Payments 

Amount daily living component overpaid from 9/5/16 to 5/6/16 = 4 x £55.10 = £220.40 

Amount enhanced rate mobility component due from 9/5/16 to 5/6/16 = 4 x £57.45 = £229.80 by manual payment 

Note: When entering details onto the manual payments screen you will need to know the claimants delivery pattern. 

The amount entered is based on this pattern, that is, 4 weekly = £229.80, weekly = £57.45. 

Amount to be paid by PIPCS = £229.80 - £220.40 = £9.40 

Note: The payment period won’t always match the overpayment period. You must be aware when offsetting the 

arrears against the overpayment the calculation is correct and make sure no additional overpayment is created due to 

the calculation of the manual payment. 

d) Following an award review the claimant is awarded enhanced rate daily living component and it is established 

they were over 18 when admitted to hospital and the period in hospital exceeded 28 days: 

• PIPCS will create 2 Payment Correction Cases:  

• Overpaid case for the hospitalisation  

• Underpaid case for the difference of standard to enhanced daily living component  

• you must manually calculate whether any payment is due or not or whether an overpayment has 

occurred:  

Step Action 



 

1 if the net outcome results in an overpayment, you can’t modify the Payment Correction overpaid case. You’ll 

need to provide the correct details on the E-referral 

you must continue to follow the generic overpayment instructions, See: Payment Correction - overpaid 

when you know the final outcome of the overpayment that is, classification/recoverability decision, you must 

state the correct overpayment period in the comments when closing the  

Payment Correction overpaid case 

the Payment Correction underpaid case must be closed with the relevant closure reason that is  

‘Unable to pay Underpayment’. It isn’t to be paid 

See: Payment Correction case closure reasons 

2 if the net outcome results in an underpayment, you can’t modify the Payment Correction underpaid case  

you must arrange for the underpayment to be paid via CPS LP See: Issuing Manual Payments 

you must provide the details of the calculation in the manual task comments. The manual task  

 will need to be assigned to the CPS LP user  

Note: If the user is the CPS LP user they’ll still need to create the manual task and assign to themselves 

you must close the Payment Correction underpaid case with the relevant closure reason. In the comments it 

must state the correct payment period paid via manual payments 

the Payment Correction overpaid case must be closed with the relevant closure reason, See:  

Payment Correction case closure reasons 



 

3 if a nil payment is created you can’t modify the Payment Correction Cases 

you must make sure the calculations are documented in the comments when closing the  

Payment Correction Cases 

no E-referral is required 

no manual payment is due 

close the Payment Correction Cases with the relevant closure reason 

See: Payment Correction case closure reasons 

Example 2 

A claimant has ongoing entitlement to standard rate mobility component. 

a) Following an award review the claimant is awarded standard rate daily living component and the existing 

award of standard rate mobility component is maintained: 

• PIPCS will automatically issue arrears of standard daily living component, no further user action necessary  

b) Following an award review the claimant is awarded enhanced rate mobility component and standard rate 

daily living component: 

• PIPCS will automatically issue arrears of standard daily living component  

• PIPCS will create Payment Correction underpaid case to pay the difference of enhanced mobility component. 

In this case you must check the period and calculation is correct, before submitting the Payment Correction 

Case for approval to the team leader  

c) Following an award review the claimant is disallowed the standard rate of mobility component and is awarded 

the enhanced rate daily living component: 

• PIPCS will create a Payment Correction overpaid case for the standard mobility component  

• PIPCS will calculate the enhanced daily living component arrears and would be expecting to issue the arrears 

when the payment batch is run  

• in this case the arrears of enhanced daily living component can be offset against the standard mobility 

component overpayment  

• you must complete the following action before the payment batch is run:  

Step Action 



 

1 create a manual payment in PIPCS. (This will create a record to prevent PIPCS paying the enhanced daily living. 

PIPCS will think a payment has been made off system but no payment would be made on CPS LP) See: Issuing 

Manual Payments 

Note: Only a limited number of users have access to manual payments in PIPCS. If you don’t have access you 

must send a manual task to a user who does with all the details required. If the user is the CPS LP user they’ll 

still need to create the manual task and assign to themselves – see next step 

2 to create a manual payment record complete the following fields: 

Reference number - input 0000000 (normally it would be the CPS LP reference number)  

Amount – this is the amount to be offset from the enhanced daily living component arrears to either fully 

or partly recover the standard mobility component overpayment. It can’t exceed the enhanced daily living 

component arrears 

Start Date – this will be the date when enhanced daily living component becomes eligible 

End Date – this will be determined by a user calculating the total amount to be offset ensuring the date 

isn’t past the paid up to date 

See: Issuing Manual Payments 

Amount standard rate mobility component overpaid from 9/5/16 to 5/6/16 = 4 x £21.80 = £87.20 

Amount enhanced rate daily living component due from 9/5/16 to 5/6/16 = 4 x £82.30 = £329.20 by manual payment 

Amount to be paid by PIPCS = £329.20 - £87.20 = £242.00 

In this scenario if the claimant’s payment period was weekly, you would need to create 4 manual payments for each 

week and the amount would be £60.50 a week. 

Note: The period won’t always match the overpayment period. You must be aware when offsetting the arrears against 

the overpayment the calculation is correct and make sure no additional overpayment is created due to the calculation 

of the manual payment. 

d) Following an award review the claimant is awarded enhanced rate of mobility component and it is established 

they’ve had a period in hospital: 

• PIPCS will create 2 Payment Corrections Cases:  

• overpaid case for the hospitalisation  

• underpaid case for the difference of standard to enhanced mobility component  



 

• you must manually calculate whether any payment is due or not or whether an overpayment has 

occurred:  

Step Action 

1 if the net outcome results in an overpayment, you won’t be able to modify the Payment  

Correction overpaid case. You must provide the correct details on the E-referral 

you must continue to follow the generic overpayment guidance, See: Payment Correction - overpaid 

when you know the final outcome of the overpayment, that is classification/recoverability decision, you must 

also state the correct overpayment period in the comments when closing the Payment Correction overpaid case 

the Payment Correction underpaid case must be closed with the relevant closure reason, that is  

‘Unable to pay Underpayment’. It isn’t to be paid 

See: Payment Correction case closure reasons 

2 if the net outcome results in an underpayment, you won’t be able to modify the Payment Correction underpaid 

case 

you must arrange for the underpayment to be paid via CPS LP See: Issuing Manual Payments 

you must provide the details of the calculation in the manual task comments. The manual task will need to be 

assigned to the CPS LP user  

Note: If the user is the CPS LP user they’ll still need to create the manual task and assign to themselves 

you must close the Payment Correction underpaid case with the relevant closure reason, in the comments it 

must state the correct payment period paid via manual payments 

the Payment Correction overpaid case must be closed with the relevant closure reason See:  

Payment Correction case closure reasons 

3 • if a nil payment is created you won’t be able to modify the Payment Correction Cases 



 

 you must make sure the calculations are documented in the comments when closing the  

Payment Correction Cases 

no E-referral is required 

no manual payment is due 

close the Payment Correction Cases with the relevant closure reason 

See: Payment Correction case closure reasons 

Example 3 

A claimant has ongoing entitlement to standard rate mobility component and standard rate daily living component. 

a) Following an award review the claimant’s existing award of standard rate mobility component and standard rate 

daily living component are maintained but it is established they were over 18 when admitted to hospital and the 

period in hospital exceeded 28 days: 

• PIPCS will also create a Payment Correction underpaid case for the difference between the enhanced and the 

standard rate of the daily living component  

• if the overpayment requires a recoverability decision, See: Payment Correction - overpaid  

b) Following an award review the claimant is awarded enhanced rate of mobility component and daily living 

component: 

• PIPCS will create a Payment Correction underpaid case for the difference  

• you must make sure the correct amount has been calculated before submitting the Payment  

Correction Case for approval to the team leader  

c) Following an award review the claimant is awarded enhanced rate of daily living component, the existing award of 

standard mobility component is maintained and it is established they were over 18 when admitted to hospital and 

the period in hospital exceeded 28 days: 

• PIPCS will create a Payment Correction overpaid case for the hospital period  

• PIPCS will also create a Payment Correction underpaid case for the difference in the daily living component  

• the standard mobility component isn’t affected and will continue in the normal payment cycle  

• must manually calculate whether any payment is due or not or whether an overpayment has occurred:  

Step Action 

1 • if the net outcome results in an overpayment, you won’t be able to modify the Payment  



 

 Correction overpaid case. You must provide the correct details on the E-referral 

you must continue to follow the generic overpayment instructions, See: Payment Correction - overpaid 

when you know the final outcome of the overpayment, that is classification/recoverability decision, you must 

also state the correct overpayment period in the comments when closing the Payment Correction overpaid case 

the Payment Correction underpaid case will need to be closed with the relevant closure reason, that is ‘Unable 

to pay Underpayment’. It isn’t to be paid 

See: Payment Correction case closure reasons 

2 if the net outcome results in an underpayment, you won’t be able to modify the Payment Correction underpaid 

case 

you must arrange for the underpayment to be paid via CPS LP See: Issuing Manual Payments 

you must provide the details of the calculation in the manual task comments. The manual task must be assigned 

to the CPS LP user  

Note: If the user is the CPS LP user they’ll still need to create the manual task and assign to themselves 

you must close the Payment Correction underpaid case with the relevant closure reason. In the comments it 

must state the correct payment period paid via manual payments 

the Payment Correction overpaid case must be closed with the relevant closure reason See:  

Payment Correction case closure reasons 

3 if a nil payment is created you won’t be able to modify the Payment Correction Cases 

you must make sure the calculations are documented in the comments when closing the  

Payment Correction Cases 

no E-referral is required 

no manual payment is due 

close the Payment Correction Cases with the relevant closure reason 

See: Payment Correction case closure reasons 



 

d) Following an award review the claimant’s existing award of standard mobility component and standard daily living 

component are disallowed:  

• following Reconsideration enhanced mobility and daily living components are awarded  

• PIPCS will create a Payment Correction overpaid case for the award review disallowance You must complete 

the following action: 

Step Action 

1 check if the overpayment requires a recoverability decision, See: Payment Correction - overpaid 

2 inform debt management: 

when reconsideration received so they can halt any recovery action, See: Reconsiderations 

of the revised amount of the overpayment 

there is no longer an overpayment 

PIPCS will create a Payment Correction underpaid case for the enhanced mobility and daily living component award 

following the reconsideration decision. 

3 • you must manually calculate the difference between what has been paid (standard mobility and daily 

living component) and what is due (enhanced mobility and daily living component) for the period of the 

underpayment 

4 establish the period and amount of the underpayment 

arrange for a manual payment to be issued, See: Issuing Manual Payments 

5 provide the details of the calculation in the manual task comments  

assign the task to a CPS LP user 

Note: If you are a CPS LP and actioning the case you’ll still need to create the manual task and assign it to yourself. 

See: Issuing Manual Payments 

e) Change of circumstances notified for existing PIP claimant – claimant over 18 admitted to hospital.  

When hospital evidence is applied an overpayment is created: 

• PIPCS will create a Payment Correction overpaid case for the hospital evidence  

• PIP notified of hospital discharge prior to 28th day, evidence applied creating an underpayment • PIPCS will 

create a Payment Correction underpaid case for the hospital evidence  



 

You must: 

Step Action 

 

1 check if the overpayment requires a recoverability decision, See: Payment Correction - overpaid 

2 PIPCS will create a Payment Correction underpaid case when claimant discharged and it fully overlaps the 

overpaid period. 

You must inform debt management: 

of the revised overpayment amount  

in this scenario advise there is no longer an overpayment 

3 manually calculate the difference between what has been paid and what is due for the period of the 

underpayment 

4 establish the period and amount of the underpayment 

arrange for a manual payment to be issued, See: Issuing Manual Payments 

5 provide the details of the calculation in the manual task comments 

assign the task to a CPS LP user  

Note: If you are a CPS LP and actioning the case you’ll still need to create the manual task and assign it to 

yourself. See: Issuing Manual Payments 

Motability agreement cases 

Example 4 

A claimant has ongoing entitlement to standard rate daily living component and enhanced rate mobility component. 

There is also a full Motability agreement in place. 

Following an award reward the claimant is awarded enhanced rate of daily living component and the standard rate of 

the mobility component is maintained. An overpayment is caused when hospital evidence is applied on PIPCS. In this 

case PIPCS will create 3 Payment Correction Cases: 

• Payment Correction underpaid case for difference from standard to enhanced daily living component  

• Payment Correction overpaid case for hospital evidence against the claimant nominee  

• Payment Correction overpaid case for hospital evidence against the Motability nominee  



 

You must manually calculate whether any payment is due or not or whether an overpayment has occurred. 

Note: In this scenario no recovery action should be taken against the Motability Supplier. 

Step Action 

1 if the net outcome results in an overpayment, you can’t modify the Payment Correction overpaid case. You’ll 

need to provide the correct details on the E-referral 

you must continue to follow the generic overpayment guidance, See: Payment Correction - overpaid 

when you know the final outcome of the overpayment, that is classification/recoverability decision, you must 

state the correct overpayment period in the comments when closing the  

Payment Correction overpaid case 

the Payment Correction underpaid case must be closed with the relevant closure reason, that is  

‘Unable to pay Underpayment’. It isn’t to be paid 

See: Payment Correction case closure reasons 

2 if the net outcome results in an underpayment, you can’t modify the Payment Correction underpaid case  

you must arrange for the underpayment to be paid via CPS LP, See: Issuing Manual Payments 

you must provide the details of the calculation in the manual task comments. The manual task will need to be 

assigned to the CPS LP user  

 Note: If the user is the CPS LP user they’ll still need to create the manual task and assign to themselves 

you must close the Payment Correction underpaid case with the relevant closure reason. In the comments it 

must state the correct payment period paid via manual payments 

the Payment Correction overpaid case must be closed with the relevant closure reason, See:  

Payment Correction case closure reasons 



 

3 if a nil payment is created you can’t modify the Payment Correction Cases 

you must make sure the calculations are documented in the comments when closing the  

Payment Correction Cases 

no E-referral is required 

no manual payment is due 

close the Payment Correction Cases with the relevant closure reason 

See: Payment Correction case closure reasons 

Example 5 

A claimant has ongoing entitlement to enhanced rate mobility component. There’s a Part Motability agreement in 

place. 

Following an award review the claimant is awarded standard rate of the daily living component and the enhanced rate 

of the mobility component is maintained: 

• PIPCS will automatically issue the arrears of standard daily living component  

• enhanced mobility component isn’t affected by this decision and the existing payments will continue  

Example 6 

A claimant is awarded PIP and has ongoing entitlement to enhanced rate daily living component and enhanced rate 

mobility. There’s a full Motability agreement in place: 

• full Motability agreement is changed to a Part Motability agreement  

• PIPCS will create a Payment Correction underpaid case for the claimant nominee  

• in this case you must check the calculation is correct before submitting the underpaid Payment Correction 

Case for approval  

Example 7 

A claimant has ongoing entitlement to enhanced rate daily living component and enhanced rate mobility component. 

• a Safe Date of 4/06/2016 is entered on PIPCS  

• notification received Full Agreement starts from 10/06/2016 is entered on PIPCS  

• PIPCS will create a Payment Correction underpaid case to pay arrears from 4/06/2016 to  

9/06/2016 (The dates displayed will be the payment period so won’t be exact dates owed)  



 

• you must check the calculation is correct before submitting the underpaid Payment Correction Case for 

approval to the team leader  

Example 8 

A claimant has ongoing entitlement to enhanced rate mobility component and a Full Motability agreement is in place. 

This agreement is to be terminated and a new agreement is on its way:  

• you must wait for all the agreement details before applying any evidence. If you terminate an agreement before 

the new agreement is received then there is potential for the claimant and Motability Supplier to receive 

incorrect amounts  

Example 9 

A claimant has ongoing entitlement to enhanced rate mobility component: 

• a Safe Date of 08/06/2016 is entered on PIPCS  

• notification received claimant over 18 has been in hospital over 28 days  

• hospital evidence applied on PIPCS  

• PIPCS won’t create a Payment Correction overpaid case and you won’t be able to apply any further Motability 

evidence until the claimant is discharged from hospital  

Same common period 

Example 10 

Overpayment and Underpayment don’t overlap and changes are notified at different times (hospital notified first). 

Award Review increases current component. 

A claimant has on-going entitlement to standard rate daily living component from 05/05. 

The claimant contacts the department on 17/06 to report they’ve been in hospital and they were over 18 when 

admitted. (Hospital dates weren’t applied at the time they were reported) 

• admitted to hospital on12/05  

• discharged on 16/06  

(28th Day = 09/06) 

• admitted to hospital on 12/05  

• discharged on 16/06  



 

Following an award review requested on 23/06, enhanced rate daily living component is awarded from 23/06 with a 

current PUTD of 06/07. Whilst dealing with the award review, you notice the hospital dates haven’t been applied on 

PIPCS.  

In this case, you MUST NOT apply the hospitalisation period at the same time as the award review. 

You must: 

Step Action 

1 enter and apply the hospital dates to PIPCS 

PIPCS will create a Payment Correction – overpaid for the period of 10/06 to 15/06 due to the 

hospitalisation at the previous rate (standard rate daily living component) 

2 enter and apply the award review to PIPCS 

PIPCS will create a Payment Correction – underpaid for the period of 23/06 to 06/07 for the difference 

between standard and enhanced rate daily living component 

Example 11 

Overpayment and Underpayment don’t overlap and changes are notified at different times (hospital notified first). 

A claimant has on-going entitlement to standard rate daily living component from 05/05. 

The claimant contacts the department on 17/06 to report they’ve been in hospital and they were over 18 when 

admitted. (Hospital dates weren’t applied at the time they were reported)  

(28th Day = 09/06) 

Following an award review requested on 23/06, a new award of standard rate daily living component and standard 

rate Mobility component is awarded from 23/06 with a current PUTD of 06/07. Whilst dealing with the award review, 

you notice the hospital dates haven’t been applied on PIPCS. 

In this case, you MUST NOT apply the hospitalisation period at the same time as the award review. 

You must: 

Step Action 

1 enter and apply the hospital dates to PIPCS 

PIPCS will create a Payment Correction – overpaid for the period of 10/06 to 15/06 due to the 

hospitalisation at the previous rate (standard rate daily living component) 



 

2 enter and apply the award review to PIPCS 

PIPCS will create arrears for the period of 23/06 to 06/07 for the difference between standard and 

enhanced rate daily living component 

07 Overlapping Benefits 

Background 

1. Personal Independence Payment (PIP) isn’t payable: 

• if the amount of the overlapping benefit is greater or 

• payable at a reduced rate if the overlapping benefit rate is less than the PIP rate for any period a person receives 

another benefit for the same needs as those covered by PIP 

You must take action on these cases to prevent duplication of payment of benefit. 

2. Benefits that overlap with PIP are: 

• War Pension Constant Attendance Allowance (WPCAA) – overlaps with PIP daily living component  

• Industrial Injury Disablement Benefit Constant Attendance Allowance (IIDBCAA) – overlaps with PIP daily living 

component  

• War Pension Mobility Supplement (WPMS) – overlaps with PIP mobility component  

See:  DMG Volume 03: Chapter 17 - Overlapping benefits  for more information 

Note: PIP can’t overlap where there is already a decision to award Armed Forces Independence Payment  

(AFIP). PIP can overlap for the period from the date of claim to the date of the AFIP decision, See: Armed Forces 

Independence Payment (AFIP) 

Subpages 

• Notification of Overlapping benefit  

• Constant Attendance Allowance (CAA)  

• Payment of CAA with IIDB  

• CAA paid by Veterans UK  

• War Pension Mobility Supplement (WPMS)  

• Armed Forces Independence Payment (AFIP)  

• PIPCS other benefits action  

• To view Overlapping Benefits Evidence  

• To view the List of Overlapping Benefit Evidence  



 

• Manually create and change Other Benefits record  

• To Change Overlapping Benefits Evidence on PIPCS Active  

• To delete Overlapping Benefits Evidence Active  

• To discard In Edit Overlapping Benefits Evidence  

• To continue editing Overlapping Benefits evidence In Edit  

• Overpayment of PIP  

• Claimant Notification  

Notification of Overlapping benefit 

3. Benefits that overlap with PIP may be notified by: 

• CIS(Searchlight) broadcast 

• telephone 

• post 

CIS(Searchlight) broadcast 

4. When a new claim is processed on Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) the system 

automatically checks CIS for a current New Tax Credit (NTC), WPCAA or IIDBCAA interest. If there is an interest of 

any of these benefits PIPCS: 

 automatically creates an ‘Other Benefit record’ and marks it as ‘In Edit’  

 triggers a task to prompt the Delivery Officer to complete any missing data and activate the evidence record  

Note: CIS(Searchlight) only send broadcasts on new PIP claims and not on existing awards. The other benefit notifies 

clerically when there is an existing PIP claim. 

5. The CIS(Searchlight) broadcast only displays the name of the other benefit, for example, NTC or IIDB.  

It doesn’t show the actual details of the award, rate or if CAA is payable. 

Note: Users must determine the other benefit level of award in all cases where IIDB, War pension or CAA shows in 

CIS(Searchlight) . 

The office code (190005 for WPCA) must be used by PIPCS to distinguish whether to store as Type WPCAA or IIDBCAA. 

6. After the creation of the Other Benefits record, PIPCS automatically generates a task to a user with the correct role 

and skills set. You must action the task by manually entering the other benefit details on PIPCS. 

Note: Tasks are allocated to a user with the correct role and skill set. 



 

7. You must determine the other benefit award by making enquiries by email, telephone, fax or post to the relevant 

benefit office in order to confirm the date and rate of award. Create a new task if enquiry is issued and create a 

Communication record when contacting the other benefit office. 

 For any Veteran’s or War Disablement Pension advice or issues, contact your  

 You can contact Veterans UK by email, or by telephone quoting the War Pension number  

 phone the appropriate IIDB office/Jobcentre Plus Office/Pension centre to obtain details of any award of CAA 

paid with IIDB, Workmen’s Compensation or other special scheme  

 you must update the Communication Record in PIPCS  

8. Any fax, paper or email replies will be sent to MOU to be scanned and linked to the case. The WfT will task the 

case to you. 

9. You will visit the In Edit record to complete the mandatory fields and to activate the evidence. Once the Other 

Benefit evidence is activated PIPCS: 

 automatically adjusts payments in accordance with the overlapping benefit against the affected component only  

 updates relevant other benefit type  

 creates an overlapping benefit screen  

Note: For new PIP claims you may want to consider deferring the task for four weeks to await a decision being made 

on the claim, unless the claim is a special rule terminally ill (SRTI) case. 

See: PIPCS other benefits action 

10. Where there is no eligibility or entitlement to either daily living or mobility component of PIP there is no need to 

establish details of the other benefit information. You must select the reason ‘Not considered’ in the Rate field in 

the New Other Benefit Evidence Details screen, on PIPCS. 

CIS(Searchlight) Broadcast received other benefit or PIP not in payment 

11. After actioning a CIS(Searchlight) Broadcast you must establish the other benefit details and complete the ‘New 

Other Benefit Evidence Details screen’ in PIPCS. Select the following reason for the Rate field if: 

 the benefit is not in payment - ‘not awarded’  

 PIP component claimed but not awarded, - ‘not considered’  

CIS(Searchlight) Broadcast received NTC interest shown 

12. When a CIS(Searchlight) broadcast is generated because of a NTC interest, PIPCS automatically creates an ‘Other 

Benefit record’ and marks it ‘Active’. 



 

13. Where there is a NTC interest, PIPCS will notify Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) automatically when: 

 a new award of PIP is made  

 a change in the award of PIP is made  

 an award of PIP is ended  

 Notifying HMRC of an award/change/cessation of PIP   

Notification received by telephone 

14. If information about an overlapping benefit is received by telephone, the telephony agent will access CAMLite 

benefit tab to view current active benefits. If there are active benefits the telephony agent will create a CAMLite 

‘To Do: Other’ task. 

15. After the telephony agent’s completed the call, the CAMLite task is automatically sent to you. See:  

PIPCS other benefits action 

Notification received by post or email 

16. If the overlapping benefit information is received by post or email (printed first) this must be scanned by MOU for 

retention in DRS. A task will then be sent to you. See: PIPCS other benefits action 

Constant Attendance Allowance (CAA) 

17. CAA is paid as part of a war pension by Veterans UK. A claimant may qualify for CAA if they’re in receipt of any of 

the following: 

• IIDB  

• any Personal Injuries Scheme administered by the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP)  

• an injury under the Police Pension Act or Fire Brigade Act 1983  

18. There are four different rates of CAA payable based on the claimant’s disability and the amount of care needed. 

These are: 

• H = part-time rate/half day rate  

• F = full day rate/normal maximum rate  

• I = intermediate rate  

• E = exceptional rate  

19. An award of CAA results in either a part or full overlap of PIP daily living component depending on the rate of CAA 

awarded. Some rates of CAA don’t totally overlap with the PIP daily living component therefore PIPCS can pay the 

difference.  



 

Payment of CAA with IIDB 

20. Although CAA is awarded for a limited period, it is likely to be renewed; you must record the CAA award for an 

indefinite period on PIPCS. This reduces the risk of generating an overpayment if PIP goes back into payment and 

CAA was renewed. For more information See: ADM A4: Supersession, suspension and termination. 

21. For existing PIP awards, the IIDB office emails form BI105, to give details of the award of CAA and the entitlement 

start date, to the. You must make a decision on the payability of PIP and complete Part 2 of this form. 

22. On receipt of the email you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 check the contents of the email and take any initial action 

2 print off the email 

3 send to MOU to scan into Document Repository System  

(DRS) 

23. To avoid delays in notifying the relevant IIDB office you must make a decision on the recoverability or suspension 

of PIP. After making the decision you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 print off the form BI105 

2 complete it clerically (include paid up to date and details of PIP recovery) 

3 photocopy the form (or print off in duplicate) 

4 return one copy to the IIDB office 

5  the other copy, marked as ‘copy’, to be scanned by Mail Opening Unit (MOU) for retention in  

Document Repository Service (DRS) and linked to the claimant’s record  

6  a Communication Record in PIPCS. See: Communication Record  

7  the associated task  



 
 

CAA paid by Veterans UK 

24. For existing PIP awards, when Veterans UK awards CAA, the start date of that award can be from any day of the 

week. Veterans UK uses different paydays depending on the person’s rank at discharge from the Armed Forces. For 

example, officers above the rank of warrant officer are paid from whatever date the claim was made, whereas a 

private is paid from a Wednesday, regardless of what date the claim was made on. 

25. Any reduction or total overlap of PIP daily living component takes effect from the date advised by Veterans UK. 

War Pension Mobility Supplement (WPMS) 

26. WPMS is administered and paid by Veterans UK and is paid if the claimant gets a War Pension.  

27. WPMS takes precedence over PIP mobility components. There is just one rate of WPMS and it is higher than both 

rates of the PIP mobility component: 

• Not considered – if WPMS isn’t being paid 

• Not Awarded – if PIP mobility isn’t awarded 

• Higher – if WPMS is paid and mobility is awarded 

Note: The only one that indicates WPMS is in payment and affects the Mobility component is “Higher”. 

If a claimant has entitlement to the mobility component and WPMS, PIP mobility component won’t be payable. 

28. The total overlap of PIP mobility component takes effect from the PIP mobility award date for PIP new claim. 

29. For existing PIP awards, Veterans UK emails a Word version of a form WPA123 to which details the award of 

WPMS and the entitlement start date. 

30. On receipt of the email you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 check the contents of the email and take any initial action 

2 print off the email 

3 send to MOU to scan into DRS 



 

31. You must: 

  

Step Action 

1 treat the case as priority and record the overlapping benefit details in PIPCS as Veterans UK only holds arrears 

of CAA or WPMS up to the date shown at Part 1 of the form WPA123 

2 check when the Motability agreement has been paid up to (PUTD and input the WPMS start date  

 as they day after the PUTD 

3 make a decision on payability and electronically complete Part 2 of this form 

32. When the WPMS benefit details have been obtained you must activate the evidence record on PIPCS by entering 

the WPMS benefit details in PIPCS. To do this you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 select the Evidence tab on the claimant’s person Home Page 

2 select New Evidence from the action link found on the In Edit List page 

3 select the In Edit link in the left hand navigation panel on the Evidence Home Page 

4 select New Evidence from the Action Drop-down menu, PIPCS returns the New Evidence Type  

List page 

5 navigate to Other Benefits evidence type and select Add from the Action Drop-down menu 

6 select Type from the Drop-down to activate the menu. Select WPMS list item and record the award of higher 

rate of the Overlapping Benefit 



 

7 select the Rate Drop-down button to activate menu. Rates are displayed as followed: 

Not Considered (if WPMS is not being paid) 

Not Awarded (if PIP Mobility is not awarded)• Higher (if WPMS is paid and mobility 

is awarded) 

select the “Higher” list item. Enter the Overlapping Benefit award start date in the Award Date field 

8 select the Pay Day Drop-down button to activate the menu 

9 apply changes and select Save 

33. To avoid delays in notifying the Veterans UK office you must make a decision on the recoverability or suspension of 

PIP. After making the decision you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 electronically complete form WPA123 (include paid up to date and details of PIP recovery) 

2 return the completed form to the Veterans UK office via email as follows: 

 NINOs ending 00 – 49 to:  

 NINOs ending 50 – 99 to:  

 

3 print off a copy 

4 send the printed copy (marked ‘Copy Notification’) to the MOU for retention in DRS and linked to the 

claimant’s record 

5 create a Communication Record in PIPCS detailing the issue of the form, date and record any relevant notes 

and close the task 

34. You must check if there is a Motability Agreement on the case. If an agreement is in place you must create a 

manual task to the Motability Agreement team to notify them WPMS has been awarded to the claimant. 

See: Workflow and Task Management 

35. For more information on Overlapping benefits See: Decision Makers Guide, Chapter 17, Overlapping benefits 



 

Armed Forces Independence Payment (AFIP) 

36. Veterans UK will make the decision on AFIP and the DWP will be responsible for making the payment. 

See: Armed Forces Independence Payment Maintenance Guidance 

37. AFIP doesn’t overlap with PIP, however: 

• eligible AFIP claimants won’t be able to also receive PIP  

• by making a claim to AFIP they’ll voluntarily relinquish receipt of any existing PIP entitlement  

• if a claim to PIP is subsequently made the AFIP would stop  

• if an eligible individual chooses not to proceed with an AFIP claim then they can be treated as a PIP applicant in 

the usual way  

• if AFIP and PIP have been paid for the same period before either stops, offsetting action must be considered in 

order to prevent an overpayment. This will be done by AFIP  

• check if there is a PIP appeal decision outstanding. See: Decision Making and Appeals instructions for action to 

take  

PIPCS other benefits action 

38. When the other benefit details have been obtained you must activate the evidence record on PIPCS by entering 

the other benefit details in PIPCS. To do this you must: 

Step Action 

1 select the Evidence tab on the claimant’s person Home Page 

2 select New Evidence from the action link found on the In Edit List page 

3 select the In Edit link in the left hand navigation panel on the Evidence Home Page 

4 select New Evidence from the Action Drop-down menu, PIPCS returns the New Evidence Type  

List page 

5 navigate to Other Benefits evidence type and select Add from the Action Drop-down menu 



 

6 complete the following mandatory fields in the New Other Benefit Evidence Details screen: • Received 

Date 

Type 

Rate 

Payment Start Date 

Note: The Comments box is optional, but it is a good practice to enter relevant notes, for example dates of 

overpayment, recoverable amount and so on. 

7 select Save  

8 PIPCS closes the New Other Benefit Evidence Details page, saves the data as In Edit Evidence and returns you to 

the page from which the Action was selected 

9 evidence record is activated  

Note: The Other Benefit Received Date can be earlier than or equal to Today's Date but not later than Today's Date. 

The Payment Start Date can’t be earlier than the Award Date of the other benefit. 

Notification of CAA renewed award received 

Decision not required 

39. If a notification is received from the IIDB section that an award of CAA has been renewed at the same rate as PIP 

daily living component you don’t need to supersede the previous decision as long as the adjustment on the 

previous decision was for an indefinite period. A decision isn’t required. 

To view Overlapping Benefits Evidence 

40. The View evidence screen displays evidence details and history of changes made to the evidence selected. To view 

the Other Benefits evidence, take the following action you must: 

Step Action 

1 on the claimant’s Content screen expand the Other Benefit to be viewed from the list page 

2 when the Change Summary screen is displayed, click on the List Drop-down Toggle to expand the  

Change Summary screen 

3 when the List Drop-down Panel is displayed, the claimant’s Other Benefits details can be viewed 



 

4 select the History Tab to view changes made to the evidence (where held) or Blank (where changes have not 

been applied) 

5 click on the List Drop-down Toggle to close the Change Summary and Other Benefit view 

To view the List of Overlapping Benefit Evidence 

41. All the evidence about the Overlapping Benefits entered on PIPCS can be accessed and viewed in this screen. You 

can navigate to the evidence list pages via the Person Home Page. To view the list of evidence, take the following 

action: 

Step Action 

1 select the list of Other Benefits evidence type 

2 PIPCS returns the Other Benefits Evidence List page 

42. The evidence details are also accessible from the following pages: 

• In Edit Evidence List Page: Shows all evidences that are currently In Edit for all Evidence Types  

• Active Evidence List Page: Shows all evidences that are currently Active or Active Pending Deletion for all 

Evidence Types  

• The Dashboard: Summarise all evidences that are currently In Edit, Active or Active Pending Deletion for all 

evidence types  

Manually create and change Other Benefits record 

43. When processing a PIP claim if the claimant has stated they are receiving WPMS, WPCAA or IIDBCAA and if Other 

Benefits record doesn’t exist on PIPCS, you must: 

Step Action 

1 make enquiries and get details about the Other benefit 

2 manually create the Other Benefit record in PIPCS  

See: PIPCS other benefits action 

44. You can also change the Other Benefits record. See: To Change Overlapping Benefits Evidence on PIPCS – Active 

Note: You can’t manually create two Other Benefit records of the same type for periods that overlap or create a 

WPCAA and an IIDBCAA Other Benefit record for a period that overlaps.  



 

To Change Overlapping Benefits Evidence on PIPCS Active 

45. If any details about the overlapping benefit are incorrect or need amending you can make changes in the ‘Edit 

Other Benefits Evidence Details’ screen. See:  Effective dates for instructions. 

Effective dates 

46. An effective date is the date from which the change occurred NOT the date the information is entered onto PIPCS. 

You will only enter a date into the ‘Effective Date’ field in the following scenarios: 

• change of rate  

• change of award  

• Effective dates guidance   

47. When an ‘Effective Date’ is entered and the data is ‘Saved’ and applied, the rules will re-run against the amended 

evidence from the effective date which ‘timeslices’ the evidence, this means two records are created: 

• record 1 will cover the period from the original start date to the day before the effective date  

• record 2 will cover the period from the effective date onwards you can view record 1 using the ‘History’ tab  

48. When an effective date is entered it must not be earlier than the start date or later than the end date of the 

evidence record. 

Critical Process Point 

You must use all available evidence and where appropriate obtain additional evidence to establish the correct effective 

date.  

You must consider if a revision is appropriate, if not, then consider if supersession applies.  

See ADM Chapter 3 Revision, ADM Chapter 4 Supersessions. 

Consequences 

If you do not establish the correct date, including the need for any revision or supersession, this may mean: 

• the incorrect amount of benefit may be awarded causing an under or overpayment of benefit 

• the need for avoidable and costly rework to correct the PIP entitlement 

• the decision notification is incorrect, which is poor customer service 

• reputational damage to the department 

• our most vulnerable customers may experience financial hardship and/or distress because of an incorrect calculation 



 

• an increase in complaints and/or appeals from customers who think the decision is incorrect 

• avoidable contact with the Department 

To delete Overlapping Benefits Evidence Active 

49. If the Active Overlapping Benefits Evidence needs to be deleted for any reason, you must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 expand the Active Overlapping Benefits Evidence from the Evidence List page 

2 when PIPCS returns change summary details with a delete action link, select the Delete action 

3 when PIPCS returns Delete Active Evidence page, select ‘Yes’. Note: If ‘No’ is selected, PIPCS closes the Delete 

Active Evidence page and returns to the Active Evidence List page 

4 PIPCS closes the Delete Active Evidence page, changes the status of the record to Active  

Pending Deletion and returns to the Active Evidence List page 

5 update the Communication Record with the reason for deletion 

50. Once you trigger deletion of the active evidence the status changes to 'Active Pending Deletion'. 

51. When the status of the evidence is "Active Pending Deletion" it can still be used to determine PIP payability. 

52. PIPCS automatically changes the evidence status to 'Cancelled' and the evidence can no longer be seen or used to 

determine PIP payability. 

To discard In Edit Overlapping Benefits Evidence 

53. You can remove In Edit evidence that has been entered in error. To do this you must: 

Step Action 

1 select the Evidence tab on the person Home Page 

2 expand the In-Edit Other Benefits Evidence from the Evidence List page 

3 when PIPCS returns change summary details, select Discard from the list Action Menu 

4 when the Discard Pending Evidence page is displayed, select ‘Yes’. Note: If ‘No’ is selected PIPCS closes the 

Discard Pending Evidence page and returns to the Evidence List page 



 

5 PIPCS closes the Discard Pending Evidence page, discards the evidence and returns to the  

Evidence List page 

To continue editing Overlapping Benefits evidence In Edit 

54. You can change Other Benefit Evidence that has been created but not yet activated (has an In Edit Status). To 

continue editing Other Benefits Evidence In Edit, you must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 expand the In-Edit Other Benefits Evidence from the Evidence List page 

2 when PIPCS returns change summary details, select ‘to continue editing’ from the list action menu 

3 PIPCS returns the Edit Other Benefits Evidence Details page with the fields pre-populated with the previously 

captured information 

4 you can change Other Benefits Evidence as required and select ‘Save’ 

If you enter incomplete or invalid date PIPCS returns the appropriate error message 

5 PIPCS saves the data, closes the change Other Benefits Evidence Details page and returns to the  

In Edit Evidence List page 

55. If you select Cancel at step 4, PIPCS closes the Edit Overlapping Benefits Evidence Details page and returns to the 

in Edit Evidence List page. 

Note: When entering an effective date in the Edit Other Benefit Evidence Details page, it must be the same as or 

between the start date and end date of the evidence record. 

Overpayment of PIP 

56. If as a result of the overlapping benefits provisions, an overpayment of PIP occurs PIPCS will create a Payment 

Correction – overpaid case. You must take action to close the case. See: Payment Correction - overpaid 

57. Notify the overlapping benefit office on the form BI105 or WPA123 the PIP rate paid during the period of the 

overlapping benefit award, so they can recover or offset the amount of PIP paid from their arrears and avoid an 

overpayment of PIP. 

58. You must follow existing instructions to action small overpayments that are £65.00 or under. See:  

Generic E-Referral instructions 

59. After completing the overpayment action record the reason for closure in the comments box, in the  

Other Benefit Evidence Details screen, in PIPCS. See: PIPCS other benefits action  



 

Claimant Notification 

60. When the Other Benefit evidence is activated in PIPCS, a clerical PIP.4016 notification must be sent to the claimant 

showing the amended PIP rates and the date from which the changes takes effect. 

Note: The notification must be scanned by MOU for retention in DRS and linked to the claimant’s record and a 

Communication Record created in PIPCS. See: Clerical notifications 

08 PIP Bank Holiday Payment Times 

What this means  

1. This chapter explains the changes to the Bankers Automated Clearing Services (BACS) processing cycle and payment 

recall cut-off times for Bank Holidays in England, Scotland and Wales.  

2. PIP renewal payments are affected by Bank Holidays. Consequently, payments due during Bank Holiday periods 

need to be paid in advance. Payment recall dates are also affected. 

Policy Statement 

3. In Great Britain where payment is due on a national bank holiday when the majority of financial institutions (for 

example banks and post offices) are closed, payment is advanced to the last bank working day prior to the holiday. 

Subpages 

• Arrears Payments  

• Renewal Payments  

• Bank Holiday Arrangements December 2016 to August 2017  

• Direct Payment Christmas 2017 and New Year 2018  

• Direct Payment Easter 2017  

• Direct Payment May 2017  

• Direct Payment August 2017  

• On-going Central Payment System Local Payment Direct Payments  

• Central Payment System Local Payment Bulletins  

• Direct payment - Early August 2018 Bank Holiday  

Arrears Payments 

4. Direct Payment arrears are credited within three working days (not including weekends or bank holidays). Direct 

Payment arrears issued just before the bank holiday may take longer to be credited.   



 

Renewal Payments 

5. Renewal payments due on 26/12/2016 will be advanced to 2312/2016 and credited to claimants’ accounts 

on23/12/2016. 

Bank Holiday Arrangements December 2016 to August 2017 

6. Bank holidays for December 2016 to August 2017 are included within the following weeks: 

• 26 December 2016 

• 02 January 2017 

• 14 April 2017 

• 17 April 2017 

• 01 May 2017 

• 29 May 2017 

• 28 August 2017 

7. For payment enquiries contact Bank Liaison Section (BLS) helpline: 

BLS helpline opening hours are 8.00am to 5.30pm, Monday to Friday. Helpline staff will be available to take calls at any 

time during these hours apart from the weekly half hour closure, Thursday 11am -  

11.30am. 

The Bank Liaison telephone number is for internal use only and mustn’t be given out to the claimant. 

Direct Payment Christmas 2017 and New Year 2018 

8. The Christmas 2017/New Year 2018 advance payment details and payment recall cut-off times are detailed in the 

link below. 

  

December 2017 January 2018 Payments over the Christmas and New Year Bank Holiday  

Period  

  



 

Direct Payment Easter 2017 

9. The Easter 2017 advance payment details and payment recall cut-off times are as follows: 

Original Payment  

Due Date  

Revised Payment  

Due Date  

Day 2 - BACS Processing day - clerical 

recall up to 11.30am 

Day 1 - BACS input day - cut off 

date for auto recalls 

14/04/2017 13/04/2017 12/04/2017 11/04/2017 

17/04/2017 13/04/2017 12/04/2017 11/04/2017 

Direct Payment May 2017 

10. The May 2017 (May Day & Spring Bank) advance payment details and payment recall cut-off times are as follows: 

Original Payment  

Due Date  

Revised Payment  

Due Date  

Day 2 - BACS Processing day - clerical 

recall up to 11.30am 

Day 1 - BACS input day - cut off 

date for auto recalls 

May Day          

01/05/2017 28/04/2017 27/04/2017 26/04/2017 

Spring Bank  Revised Payment  

Due Date 

Day 2 - BACS Processing day - clerical 

recall up to 11.30am 

Day 1 - BACS input day - cut off 

date for auto recalls 

29/05/2017 26/05/2017 25/05/2017 24/05/2017 

Direct Payment August 2017 

11. The August 2017 advance payment details and payment recall cut-off times are as follows: 

Original Payment  

Due Date  

Revised Payment  

Due Date  

Day 2 - BACS Processing day - clerical 

recall up to 11.30am 

Day 1 - BACS input day - cut off 

date for auto recalls 

28/08/2017 25/08/2017 24/08/2017 23/08/2017 

12. Where the claimant's normal payday coincides with an actual Bank Holiday date, the payment will be credited to 

the claimant's bank account on the last banking day before the Bank Holiday in accordance with normal DWP 

procedures. 

13. Where the claimant's normal payday is immediately after an actual Bank Holiday date, the payment will be credited 

to the claimant's bank account on the usual payday. 

14. Routine on-going direct payments due on or immediately following the Bank Holiday date are identified and 

selected early by PIPCS to make sure they’re processed via the Service Design Centre (SDC) in sufficient time to be 

credited on the appropriate dates.   



 

On-going Central Payment System Local Payment Direct Payments 

15. If the claimant’s case is wholly clerical and is paid on an on-going basis by CPS LP:  

• where the claimant's normal payday coincides with an actual Bank Holiday date, the payment will be 

credited to the claimant's bank account on the last banking day before the Bank Holiday in accordance 

with normal DWP procedures  

• where the claimant's normal payday is immediately after an actual Bank Holiday date, the payment 

will be credited to the claimant's bank account on the usual payday  

Central Payment System Local Payment Bulletins 

  

Bullentins will no longer be produced - Go to Bank Holiday - Advance Payments. 

Direct payment - Early August 2018 Bank Holiday  

AA/DLA/PIP/IICS Application Live Support - August Bank Holiday 2018 

Payments over the August Bank Holiday Period 2018 

Making Payments by Central Payment System, Local Payments 

Urent Notice for GB CPS Lp Users only. 

When a payment is due to credit on a national Bank Holiday when the majority of financial institutions (e.g. banks and 

post offices) are closed, DWP advance the payment to ensure it credits into claimants accounts on or before the due 

date and all benefit systems must adhere to this. The last crediting day before the August Bank Holiday is Friday 24th 

August 2018.  

  

Non payment dates over the August Bank Holiday period 

Monday 27/08/2018 August Bank Holiday 

The earliest Direct Payments input via CPS LP can credit in a claimant's account is 2 working days following the day 

of creation and authorisation. The table below shows how the 2 working days arrangement will be affected over the 

August Bank Holiday period. 

CPS LP Payments created and authorised 

date 

Date credited to claimant's account over the August Bank  

Holiday Period 

22/08/2018 24/08/2018 



 

23/08/2018 28/08/2018 

24/08/2018 29/08/2018 

  

Payments that won't credit in time due to the August Bank Holiday 

Where it is identified that due to the Bank Holiday a claimant's payment will not credit into their account on time, 

consideration should be given to making a payment via CPS Faster Payments (CPS FP). 

A payment using CPS FP should only be made to a claimant if it is likely that financial hardship will be caused if their 

payment is delayed. 

Faster Payments should not replace regular Direct Payments as a matter of course as they are more expensive to 

produce than Direct Payments. 

  

HM Government Payment Exception Service 

For any benefit claimants or pensioners who are set up on the new HMGPES during the week leading up to the Bank 

Holiday, consideration will not need to be given as to when the payment is due and whether an advanced payment 

needs to be issued if a customer uses this service and their payday falls on a bank holiday. 

A Central Team for each Directorate will administer payment through the new Payment Exception Service. Customers 

will be paid by vouchers that are cashed at any Pay Point. The HMGPES portal that issues these voucher payments will 

automatically notify the central team agent if a payment falls on a bank holiday and the agent will then advance the 

payment to the correct date that the payment is due. 

Full HMGPES guidance is now available on the DWP Intranet site including instructions on making payments that fall on 

a Bank Holiday. 

HM Government Payment Exception Service (HMGPES) 

  

IICS 

Details of when the batch runs for IICS are over August Bank Holiday and the last dates for recalling payments are as in 

the table below: 

Payday Crediting date  Date of batch run  Last date for CPS LP recalls  Last date for manual BLS recalls 



 

22/08/201 

8 

22/08/2018 17/08/2018 20/08/2018 21/08/2018 

29/08/201 

8 

29/08/2018 23/08/2018 24/08/2018 28/08/2018 

This means that if a case with non-standard arrears and an ongoing payment is entered on IICS on Friday  

24th August 2018, the Payment Due From Date / Payment Start Date used must be 5th September  

2018, instead of 29th August 2018. IICS will perform the same calculation of the Payment Due From Date / Payment 

Start Date when calculating standard arrears. 

09 Annual Uprating 

  

Background 

1. Under the Social Security Administration Act 1992 the Secretary of State must, every tax year, review the level 

of benefits to see whether they have kept their value when inflation is taken into account. Some benefits must be 

uprated by at least the level of inflation and some are uprated only if the Secretary of State considers it appropriate - 

See: Uprating. 

2. The Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) contains a table structure to hold benefit rates 

and to enable the entry of the rate amounts themselves. Revised benefit rates are entered in the table in advance of 

the date when they are to be used or become effective and are run at a specified time in batch - See: PIP Benefit rates. 

Note: This action will be taken by selected administration users only. 

3. Only cases with current and ongoing entitlement that ‘spans’ the uprating date will be identified for an annual 

advice notification. Annual advice notifications will be issued on a daily basis over a designated issue period, normally 

10 weeks and all eligible cases within this period will receive an uprating notification. If a case is not eligible on the first 

extract date but becomes available later, it is to be considered again. 

Modifying and applying benefit rates data 

4. On receipt of the annual uprating schedule or revised Personal Independence Payment (PIP) Benefit amounts, 

the PIP administrative user will modify the ‘Rate Table’ content and request the application of these revised rates by 

taking the following action: 

StepAction 

1 select the ‘Administration Workspace’ tab in PIPCS 

2 access the ‘Rules and Evidence’ link on the left hand menu and select the ‘Rate Tables’ option 



 

from the Rate Tables screen select the ‘Edit’ option from the Action drop down menu for the  

3 

appropriate Benefit type 

4 PIPCS displays the Edit Rate Table screen 

5 input all new PIP or overlapping benefits rates and select ‘Save’ 

6 PIPCS stores and displays the new details, which are now ready to be applied 

Applying modified benefit rates data 

7 select the ‘Request Case Re-assessment’ icon from the Rate Tables screen 

8 PIPCS displays the Request Case Re-assessment Confirmation screen 

9 select ‘Yes’ 

PIPCS saves the request for Case Re-assessment and displays the Rate Table List screen, which  

10 completes action 

selecting ‘No’ at step 3 displays the Rates Table List screen. The new benefit rate data will be  

11 retained but it won’t have been applied 

5.  Independent internal checks are undertaken by the Central Live Support Team to ensure the accuracy of the 

information entered before PIPCS runs an overnight ‘batch’ to update all the relevant claimant accounts. PIPCS then 

automatically issues the uprating notification PIP.0107. A duplicate notification can be issued in the event of a claimant 

reporting non-receipt of the original uprating notification. 

Note: A notification will be required regardless of whether there is a Rate increase, decrease or whether the rates 

remain unchanged from previous levels.  

10 Deletion Exemption Marker 

Background 

1. A deletion exemption marker is used to prevent a claimant’s PIPCS record from being closed and any documents 

from being deleted. 

2. A deletion exemption marker is a category of special caution marker. Once the marker is input a task is generated 

every 6 months from the date the deletion marker was input in PIPCS. 

3. Depending on the circumstances on a case the following deletion exemption types can be selected on PIPCS: 

• Fraud – See: Fraud referral process for reason why marker required  



 
• Overpayment – See: Payment correction – overpaid for reason why marker required  

• Appeal – See: Post FtT decision for reason why marker required  

• CRU – See: Compensation Recovery for reasons why marker required  

Some cases may also need to be exempt from deletion: 

• Civil Proceedings  

• Recovery from Estates  

• Criminal Cases Review Commission  

• Special Payments  

• PHSO  

• Complaint of Feedback  

• Independent Case Examiner  

Subpages 

• Independent Case Examiner  

• SPOC list for deletion exemption task  

• Learning Simulations  

Independent Case Examiner 

4. To add a new deletion exemption marker you will need to take the following action: 

Step Action 

1. Select the ‘Issues and Proceedings’ tab in the claimants record in PIPCS 

2. Highlight ‘Special Cautions’ on the navigation panel on the left hand side 

3. Select the ‘current’ tab 

4. Select ‘New’ – a ‘New Special Caution’ window will open 

5. Select ‘Deletion Exemption’ in ‘Category’ field 

6. Select the appropriate ‘Type’ in the ‘Type’ field 

7. You must add a description in the ‘description’ field notes box– for example Case Deletion Exemption set – 

CRU/Fraud/Appeal/overpayment interest etc (select one as appropriate). For overpayment cases Central 

overpayments teams must also list periods and amount of overpayments, if there are multiple overpayments. 



 

8. Enter the ‘Start Date’ (this will automatically default to today’s date) 

9. Enter the ‘End Date’ if appropriate 

10. Select ‘Save’ 

Note: Multiple case deletion exemption markers can be added as long as they have different ‘types’. Only one case 

deletion marker can be added per ‘type’. 

5. A ‘Reminder – Case Deletion Exemption’ task will be triggered every 6 months after the deletion exemption marker 

is first entered on PIPCS. 

6. The PIP user must check who set the deletion exemption marker by checking the ‘type’ field of the marker. Once 

established refer to the SPOC list to decide what action to take with the task. If there is more than one current case 

deletion exemption marker calculate which marker the task has been generated for using the date the marker was 

created and the date the task was created. The SPOCs will maintain and end the case deletion exemption markers.) 

7. To modify/update the deletion exemption marker you will need to take the following action: 

Step action 

1. Select the ‘Issues and Proceedings’ tab in the claimant’s record in PIPCS 

2. Highlight ‘Special Cautions’ on the navigation panel on the left hand side 

3. Select the ‘Current’ tab to view the current deletion exemption marker on the case 

4. Select ‘Edit’ against the deletion exemption marker – the ‘Edit Special Marker’ window will open 

5. Update the notes in the ‘Description’ field to ‘Case Deletion Exemption reviewed – marker still required for on-

going CRU/Fraud/Appeal/Overpayment interest. (select one as required) 

6. Select ‘Save’ 

8. The task reminder will be triggered every 6 months until an end date is entered. 

9. To remove the deletion exemption marker when it is no longer required you will need to: 

step action 

1. Select the ‘Issues and Proceedings’ tab in the claimant’s record in PIPCS 

2. Highlight ‘Special Cautions’ on the navigation panel on the left hand side 



 

3. Select the ‘Current’ tab to view the current deletion exemption marker on the case 

4.  Select ‘Edit’ against the deletion exemption marker – the ‘Edit Special Marker’ window will open 

5. Update the notes box in the ‘Description’ field to explain why the marker is being removed. 

Note: Central overpayments team - if there are multiple overpayments listed amend description as described in 

step and action at para 7. Don’t end the marker until all overpayments have been fully recovered. 

6. Enter today’s date in the ‘End Date’ field 

7. Select ‘Save’ 

SPOC list for deletion exemption task 

  

Central Overpayments Team  

(Overpayments) 

Forward to position: 

Wales MF9 Team Leader 

Compensation Recovery Unit (CRU) Forward to work queue: 

Bootle BC Command 7 Manual 

Case Review Team (Fraud) Forward to position: 

CRT MF1 Team Leader 

Complaints Resolution Team (CRT) Forward to position: 

Yorkshire Command 3 Manager 

If the reminder task has been generated as a result of any other marker types, forward the task to the user who 

created the marker. 

Learning Simulations 

Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to add a Case Deletion Marker. 

Adding a Case Deletion Exemption marker 

Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to action a Case Deletion Marker. Actioning a Case 

Deletion Exemption task 



 

Learning for CRU 

CRU - all staff 

CRU - Line Managers Management 

Checks 

Overpayments 

Note this process is for Overpayments only. Check the task relates to Overpayments. Close the task without referring 

to the Central Overpayments team, who will run a weekly report via Boxi to remove the marker from relevant cases. 

Zero Balance BOXi Report Management Check 

The Centralised Overpayments (O/p) Team input Case Deletion Exemption marker on all appropriate cases, the DM will 

notify O/p of any debt which is cleared with a PIP interest, via the Weekly BOXi Zero Balance Report. 

Centralised Overpayments (O/p) will run off the report weekly via BOXi and remove the marker from all relevant cases. 

5% (or one per week) of total cases that appear on the zero balance report need to be checked by either an HEO or EO 

on the Centralised O/p team (dependent on who has removed the case deletion marker). 

To complete the check : Access PIPCS > input NINO into person case > Access issues and Proceedings > Check current 

special caution > ensure marker has been removed > Check Previous Special Cautions to confirm start and end date of 

marker. 

11 ARUCs and re-issue payment 

Background 

1. On receipt of an automatic return of unapplied credit (ARUC), the Personal Independence Payment Computer 

System (PIPCS) attempts to mark the returned ARUC as ‘cancelled’. 

2. Reasons for a payment to be returned as ‘cancelled’ are :  

• account closed  

• invalid account  

• account transferred  

• no account  

• requested by originator  



 
• beneficiary deceased  

• other  
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ARUC - successfully automatically cancelled on PIPCS 

3. For successfully cancelled ARUCs, PIPCS generates and refers a ‘Success Report’ to the Bank Liaison Section (BLS) 

and a ‘BLS’ suspension is shown if no other suspension is set.  

Note: On receipt of an ARUC, PIPCS will automatically update the claimant’s record. Any exceptions will be dealt 

manually by BLS staff. If a change of circumstances (CofC) is being applied to a claimant record and the change has 

an effect on the entitlement, PIPCS will automatically update the claimant record.  

4. If PIPCS is unable to suspend as detailed at paragraph 3, because another suspension reason is held, a task is set 

for the user to make further relevant enquiries. The relevant payment will be marked as 'cancelled' by PIPCS and 

an automated task will be generated to you.  

Note: Tasks are allocated to a user with the correct role and skill set. 

5. If the return reason is "Beneficiary Deceased" the relevant payment will be marked as 'cancelled' by PIPCS and an 

automated task will be generated to you.  

6. If the reason for return is ‘Beneficiary Deceased’ and another suspension reason is also held, only one automated 

task will be generated to you. 

ARUC – unable to automatically cancel on PIPCS 

7. In cases of an unsuccessful automatically cancelled ARUC, PIPCS generates and refers a  

‘Failures/Exceptions’ report to the BLS. The BLS user attempts tries to find the relevant payment in PIPCS and manually 

amends the status of the payment to 'cancelled'. PIPCS suspends payment with the reason ‘BLS’ if no other 

‘suspension’ type is held. This 'BLS Suspension' allows any user to identify action is being taken by the BLS. If the reason 

for return is 'Beneficiary Deceased', BLS will manually mark the payment as ‘cancelled’ and raise a manual task to hand 

off the case to you.  

8. For each ARUC, which has been successfully marked back either via the automated process or manually, the BLS 

user checks to see if the claimant is suitable for telephone contact. If so, the BLS user will attempt try to contact 

each claimant to get the correct bank information to reissue the payment. If a telephone number is held, the BLS 

user attempts to contact the claimant for the necessary information to reissue the payment (that is up to 5 



 

attempts made over a 2 day period). On receipt of these details, the BLS user updates PIPCS with correct details 

and takes action to reissue the payment if appropriate  

(see paragraph 10 below) – See: Reissue payment instructions  

9. If the claimant can’t be contacted by telephone BLS will issue a DPGen pro-forma with a covering letter to the 

claimant and set a 2 week BF. If no response is received after 2 weeks, BLS will attempt contact again by sending a 

further reminder to the claimant requesting completion and set a further 2 week BF. If no response is received 

after a further 2 weeks then a manual task is raised to ‘hand-off’ the case to you – See: Reissue payment 

instructions  

10. If it isn’t appropriate for BLS to issue the payment, the BLS user raises a manual task in PIPCS to ‘hand-off’ the case 

to you to make further necessary enquiries (for example death of claimant, hospitalisation, gone abroad, bank 

details etc). On receipt, you must make the enquiries, update PIPCS and if appropriate, reissue the payment – See: 

Reissue payment  

Reissue payment 

11. You will be presented with 2 options when reissuing a cancelled payment: 

• re-issue  

• re-issue adjusted payment  

12. Re-issue must only be selected when you or BLS user need to reissue the cancelled or cancelled  

(recalled) payment like for like, for example, account details may have been updated if appropriate. See:  

Reissue full replacement payment 

13. Re-issue adjusted payment must only be selected when you determine the cancelled payment needs to be 

recalculated after evidence has been applied. See: Re-issue adjusted payment 

14. To reissue a payment you must:  

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Financial’ tab in either the ‘Person’ case or the ‘Benefit Delivery’ case 

2 select the ‘re-issue’ or ‘re-issue adjusted payment’ option from the Action button on the payment line for the 

appropriate cancelled or cancelled (recalled) 

Note: When a payment is successfully recalled because of a CofC prior to the payment being credited in the 

claimant’s account, PIPCS will create a task ‘cancelled (recalled) action. 

3 remove all suspensions in Nominess and Components to enable further payments to be issued  



 

4 you must consider invalidating the cancelled payment and make relevant enquiries See: PIP user action 

BLS user action 

15. When the BLS user attempts to reissue a payment, which is successfully marked as ‘cancelled’ and which doesn’t 

require a ‘hand-off’. PIPCS will check if: 

• there’s a suspension type other than BLS held  

• the reason for return is ‘beneficiary deceased’  

• there’s a ‘Payment Correction’ case held, which overlaps the payment attempting to be reissued  

16. If none of the above circumstances apply PIPCS will reissue the payment and the payment status will be updated. 

17. You must manually issue notification PIP.4004 to the claimant. 

18. However in the following circumstances PIPCS will automatically generate a task to you, if: 

• a suspension type other than BLS is held  

• the reason for the return of the payment is ‘beneficiary deceased’  

• there’s a Payment Correction case that overlaps with the payment to be reissued  

Note: If a ‘Payment Correction’ case is held, the following error message will be presented to the BLS user – ‘Error: 

Cannot Reissue, Payment Correction in Progress - Hand off to PIP Caseworker'. 

PIP user action 

19. You will receive a task as a result of steps 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 and 15, See: ARUC - successfully automatically cancelled on 

PIPCS. From this, you must: 

Step Action 

1 consider whether to invalidate the cancelled payment 

2 make relevant enquiries to see if the payment or part of the payment is to be reissued 

Reissue full replacement payment 

20. If you determine the full payment can be reissued, you don’t need to invalidate the cancelled payment. You must 

update account details if applicable and select Re-issue from the action button. See: Reissue payment 

Example 



 

BLS have received a payment back with reason ‘Invalid Account’. They update PIPCS and mark the payment as 

‘Cancelled’. They obtain the claimant’s new account details and update PIPCS. BLS then select ‘Re-issue’ against the 

cancelled payment and PIPCS will reissue the replacement payment.  

When to select Invalidate 

21. If you determine part or none of the payment is due you must: 

Step Action 

1 attempt to invalidate the cancelled payment 

2 if you have received evidence that hasn’t been applied and it affects the cancelled payment period, you must 

invalidate the cancelled payment 

3 when invalidating a payment, PIPCS doesn’t view the payment as being made. If entitlement  

 remains PIPCS will repay. Invalidating a payment must only be applied if new evidence  

(entitlement of payability) is to be entered which overlaps with the invalidated payment. This must be applied 

before the new evidence is entered 

Note: You must invalidate the cancelled payment prior to applying the evidence. If this can’t be done See: 

Payment cannot be invalidated 

4 to invalidate the cancelled payment, select the Action button and from the drop-down menu select the 

‘invalidate’ option. See: PIPCS navigational guidance 

Payment can be invalidated 

22. If the payment can be invalidated, it is automatically marked as ‘cancelled and invalidated’ on the Financial 

Transaction List screen. You can then apply the evidence. PIPCS will then ‘reassess’ the cancelled and invalidated 

payment and potentially create a Payment Correction case. 

23. You must manually issue notification PIP.4004. 

Example 

BLS received a payment back with reason ‘Beneficiary Deceased’. They mark the payment as ‘Cancelled’ and issue a 

task to you. You identify the date of death isn’t yet held on PIPCS and select to ‘Invalidate’ the payment. PIPCS amends 

payment status to ‘Cancelled and Invalidated’. You then enter the date of death. PIPCS will then create a Payment 

Correction case based on the ‘Cancelled and Invalidated’ payment. 

Payment cannot be invalidated 



 
24. If the payment can’t be invalidated (PIPCS won’t allow a payment to be invalidated for a period where re-

assessment has already occurred), an error message is displayed. You must: 

Step Action 

1 check all relevant enquiries are complete and payment/part payment is ready to be issued 

Note: This ‘step’ may involve you having to follow different instructions before continuing as above 

2 if relevant enquiries result in a CofC that requires a benefit or entitlement reassessment, you must check if the 

cancelled payment can be invalidated before reassessing the new evidence. If payment can be invalidated refer 

to step 4 in Step and Action table When to select Invalidate 

3 if the payment can’t be invalidated even after all relevant enquiries have been made, you must consider 

whether the cancelled payment or partial payment needs to be issued. If the cancelled payment needs to be 

reissued select the ‘re-issue’ option against the appropriate cancelled  

 

 payment 

4 PIPCS will check if there’s a ‘Payment Correction’ case held, which overlaps the payment attempting to be 

reissued. If no ‘Payment Correction’ case is recorded, PIPCS will issue the appropriate payment and set the 

status of the payment to ‘Issued (Re-issued)’. You must manually issue notification PIP.4004 and update the 

Communication record 

5 if a ‘Payment Correction’ case is held then the following error message will be presented – ‘Error: Cannot 

Reissue – Consider selecting Reissue Adjusted Payment '. You must determine if a partial payment or any 

payment is due 

6 if no payment is due then you will close your task and no further action regarding the payment is appropriate 

7 to make sure future payments continue you must check if a nominee or component level suspension is held on 

PIPCS and consider lifting if it is appropriate to do so – See: Suspensions  

 

Re-issue adjusted payment 

25. If it is necessary to reissue an adjusted payment because payment has been cancelled and the claimant is entitled 

to part of that payment, for example, the claimant has been admitted to hospital. You can reissue the adjusted 

payment as long as the payment status is ‘Cancelled or ‘Cancelled (Recalled)’ on PIPCS. 

26. If partial payment is due you must: 



 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘re-issue adjustment payment’ against the appropriate cancelled payment in the PIP case 

2 check the payment details and calculations are correct when the confirmation screen is displayed 

3 select ‘Confirm’ and ‘Issue’. PIPCS will issue the adjusted payment. PIPCS sets the status of the payment to 

‘Issued (Re-issued Adjusted)’ 

4 manually issue notification PIP.4004 to the claimant 

5 remove all suspensions in Nominees and Components to enable further payments to be issued 

6 Update the communication record 

Note: Please refer to Exception process 

27. You can set the following actions against a re-issued adjusted payment as appropriate. This includes: 

• set the status to ‘Lost/missing’  

• delete the ‘Lost/Missing’ status  

• select to recall the adjusted payment  

• cancel the re-issued adjusted payment (only a BLS user can perform this action)  

• select Re-issue (cannot select the ‘re-issue adjusted payment’ option)  

28. If you select ‘re-issue adjusted payment’ and no Payment Correction case is held then the following error message 

will be presented – ‘Error: Cannot Reissue Adjusted Amount Payment, no adjustment required – use Reissue 

action’. 

Exception process 

29. Reissue adjusted payment action can’t be selected if the payment is previously itself an adjusted payment. 

30. If the payment can’t be invalidated or Re-issue/re-issue adjusted payment can’t be selected due to error messages 

or not appropriate then you must refer to the Issuing Manual Payment process. See:  

Issuing Manual Payment 

31. If you disagree with the PIPCS calculation the payment must be made off system. 

32. In these circumstances you must issue any replacement payments as necessary on Central Payment  

System and create a manual payment record on PIPCS. See: Issuing Manual Payment 



 
33. If the payment to be reissued is over an agreed maximum amount a manual payment is required. See:  

Issuing a manual payment. 

Example 1 

Claimant notifies they’ve been admitted to Hospital.  

• BLS have been contacted and the payment has been successfully recalled. You capture the details in PIPCS 

• PIPCS updates status to ‘Cancelled (Recalled)’ – (Cancellation reason is Payment Recalled)  

• You select ‘re-issue adjusted payment’. PIPCS calculates and display the adjusted payment  

• You accept the calculation, PIPCS issues the adjusted payment and the status is updated to ‘Issued (Re-issued 

Adjusted)’  

• You issue manual notification PIP.4004 and update the Communication record 

Example 2 

Claimant notifies they’ve been admitted to Hospital  

• BLS have been contacted and the payment has been successfully recalled You capture the details in PIPCS 

• PIPCS updates status to ‘Cancelled (Recalled)’ – (Cancellation reason is Payment Recalled)  

• You then select ‘re-issue adjusted payment’. PIPCS calculates and display the adjusted payment  

• You accept the calculation, PIPCS issues the adjusted payment and the status is updated to  

‘Issued (Re-issued Adjusted)’. You issue manual notification PIP.4004 and update the Communication record 

However you identify another payment recall is required on the re-issued adjusted payment and select ‘Recall’ against 

the re-issued adjusted payment. 

• PIPCS updates the status to ‘Issued (Manual Recall)’. BLS have been contacted to recall the payment. 

Payment status is updated to ‘Cancelled’ (Cancelled reason is Other)’ 

• You select ‘re-issue adjusted payment’ to request a new adjusted payment but receive an error message: 

‘Error: Cannot Reissue Adjusted Amount Payment – adjustment action has already been applied. Off line 

calculation required’  

• You request the new adjusted payment on Central Payment System Local Payments (CPSLP), issue manual 

notification PIP.4004, update the Communication record and create a manual payment record in PIPCS. See: 

Issuing Manual Payment 



 

Example 3 

Claimant notifies they’ve been admitted to Hospital.  

• BLS have been contacted and the payment has been successfully recalled. You capture the details in PIPCS 

• PIPCS updates status to ‘Cancelled (Recalled)’ – (Cancellation reason is Payment Recalled)  

• You then select ‘Re-issue’  

However there is a Payment Correction transaction on PIPCS which overlaps with the adjustment payment period. An 

error message: ‘Error: Cannot Re-issue – Consider selecting Reissue Adjusted Payment’ is displayed.  

• You select ‘reissue adjusted payment’ against the cancelled and invalidated payment 

• PIPCS calculates and display the adjusted payment. You accept the calculation, PIPCS issues the adjusted 

payment and the status is updated to ‘Issued (Reissued Adjusted)’ 

• You issue manual notification PIP.4004 and update the Communication recordExample 4 

Claimant notifies of a change of bank account and requests payments to that account are stopped.  

• you capture the details in PIPCS  

• you select ‘Recall Payment’ against the payment to be recalled. PIPCS successfully recalls the payment and 

the status is updated to ‘Cancelled (Recalled)’ 

• when you select ‘re-issue adjusted payment’ against the cancelled payment an error message: ‘Error: Cannot 

Reissue Adjusted Amount Payment, no adjustment required – use Reissue action’ is displayed  

• you must then select ‘Re-issue’ against the cancelled payment. PIPCS reissues the payment and updates the 

status to ‘Issued (Reissued)’ 

34. PIPCS navigational instructions: 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Financial’ tab in either the ‘Person’ case or the ‘Benefit Delivery’ case  

2 PIPCS displays the ‘Financial Transactions List’ screen  

3 select the action button against relevant ‘cancelled’ payment entry from the list 



 

4 this displays a drop down menu showing the following options: 

invalidate 

re-issue  

re-issue adjusted payment within PIP case 

Note: BLS users have a further option of selecting ‘cancelled’  

5 select the appropriate option 

6 PIPCS updates the payment status as appropriate 

12 Recall Payment 

Background 

1. The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) utilises the BACS Payment Scheme (originally Bankers' Automated 

Clearing Services) to make bulk direct payments to benefit claimants. 

2. BACS payments take three working days to clear. They’re entered into the system on the first day, processed on 

the second day and cleared on the third day. 

3. If PIPCS is unable to perform a system recall, it may still be possible to perform a manual recall if there is sufficient 

time. The cut off time to email a request for a recall on the same day is 13:45.  To recall the payment See: 

Paragraph 18, Evidence manual recall 

4. DWP must attempt to ‘stop’ a claimant’s payment, if advised of a change of circumstances prior to the payment 

being credited in the claimants account. 

5. All DWP Payments are channelled through the Central Payment System (CPS). CPS is an internal DWP system that 

makes payments, keeps accounting data, allows for payment management and issue of clerical payments. 

6. There are four ways to recall a payment: 

• system identifies from the evidence entered that a payment can be system recalled to prevent/reduce a 

payment correction-overpaid case  

• system identifies from the evidence entered that a payment can be manually recalled to prevent/ reduce a 

payment correction-overpaid case  

• you identify the need to instigate a system recall at claimant request when applying a change of bank 

account/building society account  



 

• you identify the need to instigate a manual recall at claimant request when applying a change of bank/building 

society account  
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Evidence system recall 

7. A system recall can only be performed on or before BACS day one, that is before the payment is processed. 

8. PIP computer system (PIPCS) is able to identify from evidence if a payment can be system recalled to prevent or 

reduce a payment correction overpaid case.  

9. If PIPCS identifies a payment within the payment correction case period, but this payment can’t be recalled, the 

payment correction case will still be created.  

10. If the payment correction includes the current payment, PIPCS will determine if it is within time to perform a 

system recall (up to day one). If it isn’t in time, PIPCS will advise that a manual recall is required.  

See: Evidence manual recall 

Note: PIPCS does this without user intervention delaying processing while PIPCS works out if the payment can be 

system recalled. If the evidence has been entered by a user, they won’t see the recall happen while they’re still in the 

case. 

11. If in time for a system recall, PIPCS will recall the payment, change payment status to “Issued (System Recall)”, and 

set a claimant nominee suspension. A payment correction overpaid case will be generated at this stage. 

Note: You mustn’t take the Payment Correction Overpaid case action at this stage as the recalled payment will change 

this. 

12. One day after the crediting day (BACS day 3 plus one), PIPCS updates the payment status to “cancelled (recalled)” 

and sets a task.  

Note: Tasks are allocated to a user with the correct role and skill set. 



 
13. You must issue any partial payment due manually due to restricted system functionality. See:  

Checking if payment due. If a payment is due you must lift the system suspension and manually re-issues the payment. 

See: Suspensions Nominee (automatic) suspensions and Reissue payment.  

14. If there is no payment due, you must check if there is a payment correction-overpaid case. See: Payment 

Correction - overpaid for instructions. If there is a payment correction – overpaid case, this must be actioned in 

accordance with relevant instructions.  

15. If there is no payment correction – overpayment case, remove the suspension and close the payment correction – 

overpayment case. See: Closing a payment correction case - overpaid 

Financial Transaction Due Dates 

The PIPCS Payment Due date on the financial transactions list page is displayed incorrectly on the initial payment and 

any reissued payment. 

The Payment Due date for renewal payments is correct. 

For initial payments the due date is displaying incorrectly as the processing date. For re-issued payments it is displaying 

incorrectly as the due date of the original payment it is replacing. 

For Example: 

Initial payment – payment due date displays the same date as the processed date that is processing date  

08/07/2013 due date 08/07/2013 

Reissued payment – payment due date displays the original payment due date that is original payment due 

08/07/2013, payment reissued 30/07/13, payment due date will show 08/07/2013 with a processed date of 

30/07/2013 

You must follow the process below to calculate the due date of any initial or re-issued payments when you need to 

identify the date the payment will be credited into the claimants account. 

The due date should be calculated by adding 4 working days to the processing date: 

Batch Processing Date Payment Due Date 

Monday 16/09/13 Friday 20/09/13 

Tuesday 17/09/13 Monday 23/09/13 

Wednesday 18/09/13 Tuesday 24/09/13 

Thursday 19/09/13 Wednesday 25/09/13 



 

Friday 20/09/13 Thursday 26/09/13 

Note: You can view the processed date by expanding the individual payment line in the transaction list page. 

Evidence manual recall 

16. If PIPCS advises a manual recall is required, a task is sent to you. 

17. The Manual Recall task is a specialist task which means that the task will always route to your inbox and not an 

overflow queue. If it is a CIS(Searchlight) date of death broadcast that generates the need to recall a payment, the 

task will be routed back to you for urgent action. 

Note: PIPCS does this without user intervention delaying processing while PIPCS works out if the payment can be 

system recalled. If the evidence has been entered by a user, they will not see the recall happen while they are still in 

the case. 

18. To recall the payment: 

  

Step Action 

1 navigate to the financials tab. The system will display financial transaction list page including issued payments 

2 select the action menu for the required payment 

3 select ‘Recall Payment’ from the action menu. The system will display a message advising that manual recall is 

required 

  

4 acknowledge the message by checking the check box 

5 system sets payment status to ‘Issued (Manual Recall)’ 

6 system sets Nominee Level Suspension with reason of ‘Payment Recall in Progress’ 

19. You must now contact BLS before 13:45 using the payment recall template.  

20. On payment crediting day plus 1, PIPCS will confirm whether or not the payment recall was successful. 

Payment recall successful for manual evidence recall 

21. PIPCS will update payment status to ‘Cancelled (Recalled)’ and creates a task to prompt you to take further action. 



 
22. The user must issue any partial payment due manually due to restricted system functionality, See: checking if 

payment due. If a payment is due you must lift the system suspension and manually re-issue the payment. See: 

Suspensions Nominee (automatic) suspensions and Reissue payment. 

23. If there is no payment due, you must check if there is a payment correction-overpaid case. See: Payment 

Correction - overpaid for instructions. If there is a payment correction – overpaid case, this must be actioned in 

accordance with current instructions. 

24. If there is no payment correction – overpayment case, remove the suspension. No further action is required. 

25. You must now decide if any payment is due to the customer or if overpayment action is required and take 

appropriate action. 

See: Reissue Payment 

See: Payment Correction - overpaid 

Payment recall not successful for manual evidence recall 

26. PIPCS will set a task to you to update the payment status and take overpayment action. See:  

Payment Correction - overpaid 

27. To update the payment status: 

  

Step Action 

1 navigate to the financials transaction list page 

2 select the action menu for the required payment 

3 select ‘Delete Recall’ from the available options 

4 close the task 

Note: If the payment recall was never requested (BLS weren’t contacted) and an overpayment has occurred, refer to 

Overpayments. See: Background 

Account details system recall 

28. If a claimant/recognised representative report a change of bank or building society account and requests no 

further payments are made into the previous account, an attempt will be made to recall any payments issued. 



 

29. If the request is made over the telephone, the telephony agent will action the request and send a task to PIPCS to 

recall payment. 

30. If the request is made in writing, you must action the request as per Change of Bank or BSoc Account.  

31. You must check if there is a payment due to the claimant and if a system recall can be performed (on or before 

BACS day one).  

32. If there is no payment due, no further action is required. 

33. If there is a payment due and a system recall is appropriate: 

Step Action 

1 select the action menu for the required payment 

2 select ‘Recall Payment’ from the action menu  

3 if PIPCS is able to do a system recall (on or before BACS day 1) the system sets payment status to  

‘Issued (System Recall)’ and recalls the payment 

5 system sets Nominee Level Suspension with reason of ‘Payment Recall in Progress’ 

6 if a system recall isn’t possible but there’s sufficient time for a manual recall PIPCS will advise you.  

See: Account details manual recall  

7 if there is insufficient time for a manual recall, PIPCS advises you it is too late to recall the payment. You must 

contact the claimant or recognised representative to advise them of this 

34. If a system recall is successful, PIPCS will update the payment status to ‘Cancelled (recalled)’ on BACS day 3 plus 1 

and generate a workflow task to you. 

35. You must close the task, remove the suspension and re-issue the payment. See: Suspensions  

Nominee (automatic) suspensions and Reissue Payment  

Account details manual recall 

36. If PIPCS is unable to perform a system recall, it may still be possible to perform a manual recall if there is sufficient 

time. The cut off time to email a request for a recall on the same day is 13:45. 

37. To recall the payment See: Paragraph 18, Evidence manual recall 

38. You must now contact BLS using the BLS Recall Template.  

39. On payment crediting day plus 1, PIPCS will confirm whether or not the payment recall was successful. 



 

Payment recall successful for account details manual recall 

40. PIPCS will update payment status to ‘Cancelled (Recalled)’ and creates a task to you to take further action. 

41. You will close the task, remove the suspension and re-issue the payment. See: Suspensions Nominee  

(automatic) suspensions and Reissue Payment 

Payment recall not successful for account details manual recall 

42. PIPCS will set a task to you to update the payment status and take overpayment action. 

43. To update the payment status: 

  

Step Action 

1 close the task and navigate to the financials transaction list page 

2 select the action menu for the required payment 

3 remove manual recall status 

4 contact the claimant or recognised representative to advise unable to recall payment and the payment will be 

replaced 

Note: The payment will be replaced through CPS and you must take overpayment action. See:  

Payment Correction - overpaid 

Checking if payment is due to be paid to the claimant 

44. You can check if a payment is due from the transactions list. 

45. Select financial in-page tab to view the financial transactions list page. 

46. You can view full details of the transaction by expanding a selected transaction record. 

System recall failure 

47. If BLS is notified of a failed recall after the payment status has been changed to cancelled, they’ll l amend CPS to 

revert to ‘Issued’. They’ll advise you via task the recall has failed and you must action the case appropriately. 

Delete recall 

48. If you select recall in error, there is the facility to ‘Delete Recall’ from the action list. This must be done before the 

batch has started and will revert the payment status back to ‘Issued’. 

13 Suspensions 



 

Background 

1. A PIP case worker or case manager may need to suspend payment if there’s a change in the claimant's 

circumstances and payments need to stop while further enquiries are made, for example: 

• the claimant is in hospital or a care home  

• there is a reported improvement in the claimant's condition  

• a payment has been returned  

• the claimant has 'gone away'  

• the claimant has gone abroad  

• the claimant is detained in legal custody  

• the claimant doesn’t provide information that is required by the Secretary of State  

2. The suspension of a system payment can be removed when the suspension is no longer appropriate. 

Note: Following the Supreme Court Judgement on 8 July 2015 PIP claimants under 18 admitted to hospital or a similar 

institution mustn’t have PIP payment suspended. PIP will be payable as long as they remain in hospital regardless of 

their age. Once discharged after age 18 normal hospital rules will apply. 

3. A PIP case manager may need to suspend payment if they’re waiting for a Statement of Reasons  

(SOR) or response from HMCTS where DWP are considering challenging a First-tier Tribunal decision.  

See: Challenging a First-tier Tribunal Decision 

4. On PIPCS you can suspend benefit from three different areas. For PIP we only use two of them. 

Types of suspensions include: 

• component suspensions; for you to manually suspend benefit  

• nominee (Automatic) suspensions; for the system to automatically suspend benefit  

• Benefit Delivery Case suspension - this is a high level suspension that won’t be used as it doesn’t allow you to 

enter appropriate information  

5. You will set component suspensions manually from the ‘Financials’ tab in the claimant case, using  

‘Component Suspension’ window. You and Motability, will have access to manually suspend cases at the  

Nominee (automatic) suspensions. You mustn’t use this function to manually suspend. See: Nominee (automatic) 

suspensions 

6. Reasons for suspensions for both component and nominee include: 

• hospital and other accommodation  

• suspected fraud  

• absence abroad  



 
• detention in legal custody  

• voluntary relinquishment  

• reported improvement  

• whereabouts unknown  

• failure to comply  

• Motability  

• change of PAB (personal acting body)  

• death  

• other  

• BLS (Bank Liaison Service)  

Note: There are three additional suspension reasons. They’re still visible within the component and nominee 

suspension reason list but you won’t be able to select them: They are: 

• detention in legal custody unknown or unverified start date  

• ongoing enquiry  

• foreign residency period for reconsideration  

7. Within the context panel, for example on the claimant homepage, it won’t show if a payment is in suspension. You 

must go to PIP case and view the component and nominee screens. 

8. When a payment is suspended via the nominee or component level suspension or a case put back into payment, a 

manual task must be created and sent to Motability, (provided there is a Motability interest) to notify them of the 

change in payment – See: Workflow and Management 

Subpages 

• Component level suspensions  

• Nominee automatic suspensions  

• Suspensions and payability  

• Hospital and other accommodation  

• Detention in legal custody  

• Foreign residency  

• Other  

• DLO suspensions  

• Challenging a First-tier Tribunal Decision  

Component level suspensions 



 

9. When you receive a PIPCS task which doesn’t contain enough mandatory information to ‘Add New Evidence’ you 

must go to ‘Component’ screen to manually suspend the payments. This is also one of the screens where you 

would go to see if there was a suspension on the case (Nominee screen is the other). 

Component screen fields 

10. There are five different components viewable within the ‘Component’ field that may be suspended: 

 Daily living award  

 Mobility award  Supplier 

Mobility award  Christmas 

bonus.  

11. You can suspend each component by selecting the ‘Action’ button. All five components will be listed on every 

claimant’s case. If a suspension has been put on at the component screen it must be removed from the component 

screen. 

12. The ‘Status’ field shows whether the claimant is entitled to a component. 

 Active – they have been awarded that component  

 Suspended – that component has been suspended and no longer in payment  not entitled  

13. The ‘Nominee’ field will be either the ‘Claimant’ or ‘Motability Operations’. 

14. The ‘Delivery Pattern’ field shows how often a component is paid to the claimant or motability operations. 

15. The ‘Action’ button at the end of each component line will show a drop down list of ‘Suspend’ or ‘Unsuspend’ 

depending on what ‘Status’ is against the component. 

16. Each component can be expanded by using the arrow on the left hand side. 

17. The ‘Details’ field will show the ‘From Date’ and ‘To Date’ for the component, (that is the dates relating to the 

length of time the claimant has been awarded that component). The ‘Suspension Details’ will show the 

‘Suspension Start’ date and the ‘Suspension Reason’. The ‘Comments’ box is for you to add any notes to that may 

explain the reason why the payment has been suspended. 

Component suspension screen 

18. When the ‘Action’ button is selected and ‘Suspend’ chosen from the drop down list the ‘Component  

Suspension’ window will display. The ‘Start Date’ will always be today’s date. When you save the suspension it will 

suspend from the day after the paid up to date. The system will calculate payability when the ‘evidence’ is entered on 



 
the PIPCS. If ‘Other’ is chosen as a suspension reason you must type the reason into the ‘Comments’ field – See: 

Payability 

Component unsuspend screen 

19. When the ‘Action’ button is selected and ‘Unsuspend’ chosen from the drop down list the ‘Confirm Remove 

Component Suspension’ window will display asking you to confirm you want to remove the suspension. Once the 

case has been unsuspended, arrears payments are issued overnight. If a mistake is made in unsuspending the case 

you’ll have time to change it before the payment goes out. 

View a component suspension 

20. Action to be taken: 

  

Step Action 

1.  from ‘Claimant Record’ select ‘Cases’ tab 

2.  select hyperlink to ‘Personal Independence Payment case’, this will open a ‘Personal  

Independence Payment case’ window and show a new set of tabs 

3.  select ‘Financials’ tab, highlight ‘Component’ on navigation panel on left side. The ‘Status’ column will show as 

‘Suspended’ if there is a component level suspension on the case 

4.  against each component is an expansion arrow, select for further information 

Put on a component suspension 

21. Action to be taken: 

  

Step Action 

1.  from ‘Claimant Record’ select ‘Cases’ tab 

2.  select hyperlink to ‘Personal Independence Payment case’, this will open a ‘PIP’ window and show a new set of 

tabs. 

3.  select ‘Financials’ tab, highlight ‘Component’ on navigation panel on left side 

4.  select ‘action’ button against ‘Daily Living Component’ (if not awarded go to step 10) 



 

5.  select ‘Suspend’ from drop down list, this will display a ‘Component Suspension’ window 

6.  ‘Start Date’ field will default to today’s date 

7.  in ‘Reason’ field select arrow and choose suspension reason from the drop down list Note: if ‘Other’ 

you must include a reason why in the comments box. 

8.  select ‘Save’ 

9.  ‘Component Suspension’ window will close, and you will return to ‘Component’ list 

10.  select ‘action’ button against ‘Mobility Component’ (if not awarded action ends) 

11.  select ‘Suspend’ from drop down list, this will display a ‘Component Suspension’ window 

12.  ‘Start Date’ field will default to today’s date 

13.  in ‘Reason’ field select arrow and choose suspension reason from the drop down list Note: If ‘Other’ 

you must include a reason why in the comments box. 

14.  select ‘Save’ 

15.  ‘Component Suspension’ window will close, and you will return to ‘Component’ list 

16.  select ‘action’ button against ‘Motability Payment Component’ (if not awarded, action ends) 

17.  select ‘Suspend’ from drop down list 

Note: If claimant has been awarded daily living component do not suspend motability payment whilst local 

authority funded care home investigations are underway. As this only affects daily living component you will 

not have to notify Motability. 

18.  this will display a ‘Component Suspension’ window 

19.  ‘Start Date’ field will default to today’s date 

20.  in ‘Reason’ field select arrow and choose suspension reason from the drop down list Note: If ‘Other’ 

you must include a reason why in the comments box. 

21.  select ‘Save’ 



 

22.  ‘Component Suspension’ window will close and you will return to ‘Component’ list. Notify  

Motability if applicable. Action ended 

Remove a component suspension 

22. Action to be taken: 

  

Step Action 

1.  from ‘Claimant Record’, select ‘Cases’ tab 

2.  select hyperlink to ‘Personal Independence Payment case’, this will open a ‘PIP’ window and show a new set of 

tabs 

3.  select ‘Financials’ tab, highlight ‘Component’ on navigation panel on left side 

4.  select ‘action’ button against ‘Daily Living Component’ (if not awarded go to step 8) 

5.  select ‘Unsuspend’ from drop down list, this will launch a ‘Confirm Remove Component  

Suspension’ window 

6.  select ‘Yes’ 

7.  ‘Confirm Remove Component Suspension’ window will close, and you will return to ‘Component’ list 

8.  select ‘action’ button against ‘Mobility Component’ (if not awarded action ends) 

9.  select ‘Unsuspend’ from drop down list, this will launch a ‘Confirm Remove Component  

Suspension’ window 

10.  select ‘Yes’ 

11.  ‘Confirm Remove Component Suspension’ window will close, and you will return to ‘Component’ list 

12.  select ‘action’ button against ‘Motability Payment Component’ (if not awarded, action ends) 

13.  select ‘Unsuspend’ from drop down list, this will launch a ‘Confirm Remove Component  

Suspension’ window 

14.  select ‘Yes’ 



 

15.  ‘Confirm Remove Component Suspension’ window will close, and you will return to ‘Component’ list. Notify 

Motability that case is back in payment if appropriate. Action ends 

Nominee automatic suspensions 

23. Nominee (automatic) suspensions are linked to validation rules and are activated when you activate the evidence 

into PIPCS – See: Payability 

24. You or motability won’t manually put a ‘Nominee’ suspension on a case from here. All manual suspensions must 

be put on PIPCS from the ‘Component’ screen. 

25. It is important you check the ‘Nominee’ screen to see if a case is suspended. When a ‘Nominee’ (automatic) 

suspension is put on a case via the ‘Evidence’ screen you can’t view it from ‘Component’ screen nor can you 

remove it from ‘Component Suspension’ window. You’ll remove a ‘Nominee’ suspension by editing the new 

evidence in ‘In Edit Evidence’ and l view the nominee suspension from the ‘Financials’ tab in the Benefit Delivery 

Case, using ‘Nominee’ window. 

Nominee screen 

26. There are only two types of nominee: 

• claimant  

• Motability Operations  

27. You can see if the case is in suspension by looking at the status column: 

• Active – this denotes benefit is in payment  

• Suspended – this denotes benefit has been suspended  

• Not entitled  

28. There can’t be two nominee level suspensions on a case at once. You won’t get a warning if you try to put on a 

second nominee suspension (by adding new evidence). The system allows you to enter the evidence and save it 

(which would put on another nominee suspension). The system won’t recognise or save the information. Nor will 

the second nominee suspension start once the first nominee suspension has been removed (by modifying the 

evidence). The first nominee suspension will stay on the case. It is important you check ‘Nominee’ window for 

suspensions before adding new evidence (which will put on a nominee (automatic) suspension) on the case. 

View nominee automatic suspension 

29. Action to be taken: 

  



 

Step Action 

1.  from ‘Claimant Record’, select ‘Application’ tab 

2.  select hyperlink to ‘Personal Independence Payment case’, this will open a ‘PIP’ window and show a new set of 

tabs 

3.  select ‘Financials’ tab 

4.  highlight ‘Nominee’ on navigation panel on left side 

5.  the ‘Status’ column will show as ‘Suspended’ if there is a nominee level suspension on the case 

6.  against each nominee is an expansion arrow, select for more information 

30. A nominee (automatic) suspension must only be removed manually when it is a death case, see Death instructions 

or BLS suspension within ARUC instructions 

Remove nominee automatic suspension 

31. Action to be taken: 

  

Step Action 

1.  from ‘Claimant Record’, select ‘Application’ tab 

2.  select hyperlink to ‘Personal Independence Payment case’, this will open a ‘PIP’ window and show a new set of 

tabs 

3.  select ‘Financials’ tab 

4.  highlight ‘Nominee’ on navigation panel on left side 

5.  the ‘Status’ column will show as ‘Suspended’ if there is a nominee level suspension on the case 

6.  select ‘action’ button against the relevant nominee 

7.  select ‘Unsuspend’, this will launch a ‘Confirm Remove Nominee Suspension’ window 

8.  select ‘Yes’ 

Suspensions and payability 



 

32. When the department receives information regarding a change of circumstance you have to consider payability 

and if a suspension is appropriate – See: Payability 

33. You will deal with payability and suspensions differently depending on: 

• type of change of circumstances that has been reported  

• if they have no mandatory information  

• if they have the mandatory information but more information is needed  

• if they have all the information they need  

Hospital and other accommodation 

No mandatory information is received 

34. If no mandatory information is received, defer task and use ‘component suspension’ to put a manual suspension 

on the case. Notify Motability if applicable – See: Component level suspensions  

35. You must check nominee screen to see if the case has been suspended for another reason. If component or 

nominee has suspension reasons other than hospital and other accommodation you must make further enquiries 

before you can activate your evidence. 

Mandatory information received more information required evidence In Edit 

36. You will set ‘Ongoing Enquiry’ field to ‘Yes’ this will automatically suspend all components at nominee level and 

notify Motability if applicable. Once you have all your information you must set ‘Ongoing Enquiry’ field to ‘No’ 

before you can ‘activate’ your evidence. 

37. Check component suspensions and nominee suspensions to see if there are any other suspensions on the case. If it 

is suspended for reasons other than hospital and other accommodation you must make further enquiries before 

you can activate your evidence. 

All information is received 

38. When payability evidence is entered onto PIPCS and you want to activate that evidence you’ll have to check if case 

is currently in suspension. Check component screen. If it is suspended due to hospital or other accommodation 

remove suspension – See: Component level suspensions 

39. You must check nominee screen to see if the case has been suspended for another reason. If component or 

nominee has suspension reasons other than hospital and other accommodation you must make further enquiries 

before you can activate your evidence. 

40. In the ‘In Edit Evidence’ screen make sure ‘Ongoing Enquiry’ field is set to ‘No’. Activate evidence, this activates the 

nominee (automatic) suspension under the business rules and notifies Motability if applicable.  



 

Detention in legal custody 

No mandatory information is received  

41. Check component screen to see if there is a suspension for detention in legal custody on the case. If yes remove it. 

See: Component level suspensions ‘When you save the evidence into ‘In Edit’ a nominee (automatic) suspension 

will be put on the case and notify Motability if applicable. 

42. You must check nominee screen to see if the case has been suspended for another reason. If component or 

nominee has suspension reasons other than detention in legal custody, you must make further enquiries before 

you can activate your evidence. 

43. You can still save the evidence in ‘In Edit’ this will automatically suspend all components at nominee level and 

notify Motability if applicable.  

More information received evidence In Edit 

44. Edit the evidence screen with the information received. The case will have detention in legal custody suspension 

on it at nominee level. Check component suspensions and nominee suspensions to see if there are any other 

suspensions on the case. If not, activate your evidence and notify Motability if applicable. 

45. If case is suspended in component or nominee for reasons other than detention in legal custody, you must make 

further enquiries before you can activate your evidence. 

All information is received 

46. Check component screen to see if there is a suspension for detention in legal custody on the case. If yes, remove it, 

See: Component level suspensions. When you save the evidence into ‘In Edit’ a nominee (automatic) suspension is 

put on the case.  

47. You must check nominee screen to see if the case has been suspended for another reason. If component or 

nominee has a suspension reason other than detention in legal custody you must make further enquiries before 

you can activate your evidence. 

48. Enter all your evidence and save to ‘In Edit’ then activate evidence. This will activate nominee (automatic) 

suspension under the business rules and notify Motability if applicable.  

Foreign residency 

No information 

49. If no mandatory information is received then defer task and use ‘component suspension’ to put a suspension on 

the case and notify Motability if applicable – See: Component level suspensions 



 

50. You must check nominee screen to see if the case has been suspended for another reason. If component 

suspension reason is anything other than absence abroad or nominee suspension reason is other than foreign 

residency period for reconsideration. You must make further enquiries before you can activate your evidence. 

Mandatory information received more information required evidence In Edit 

51. Edit the evidence screen with the information received. The case will have foreign residency suspension on it at 

nominee level. Check component and nominee screens to see if there are any other suspensions on the case. If not 

activate your evidence and notify Motability if applicable. 

52. If case is suspended in component suspension and reason is anything other than absence abroad or suspended in 

nominee suspension and reason is other than foreign residency period for reconsideration.  

You must make further enquiries before you can activate your evidence.  

All information received  

53. When payability evidence is entered onto PIPCS and you want to activate that evidence you’ll have to check if case 

is currently in suspension. Check component screen. If it is suspended due to foreign residency remove suspension 

– See: Component level suspensions 

54. You must check nominee screen to see if the case has been suspended for another reason. If component 

suspension reason is anything other than absence abroad or nominee suspension reason is other than foreign 

residency period for reconsideration. You must make further enquiries before you can activate your evidence. 

55. Enter all your evidence and save to ‘In Edit’ then activate evidence, this will activate nominee (automatic) 

suspension under the business rules and notify Motability if applicable. 

Other 

Date of Death 

56. This could be broadcast through CIS(Searchlight) . PIPCS will create a task for further enquiries. A nominee 

(automatic) suspension with reason ‘death’ will be set unless a different nominee (automatic) suspension reason is 

held. For any death reported by post or telephony you will have to enter the date of death manually and place a 

manual component suspension on the case, whilst further enquiries are being made. Notify Motability if 

applicable. See: Death instructions 

Appointee PAB relationship end 

57. Note: Awaiting CR316 outcome. Assumption is following a CIS(Searchlight) broadcast of change of appointee or 

PAB, a nominee (automatic) suspension will be put on the case whilst enquiries are being made and edit bank 



 
account details from the claimant record. If it is reported by phone or post you will put on a component 

suspension, manually, whilst enquiries are being made and edit bank account details from the claimant record. 

Returned payments 

58. When a payment is returned the payment will be cancelled and a nominee (automatic) suspension with reason BLS 

(Bank Liaison Section) will be set. If there are any other suspension type reasons already on the case then the BLS 

suspension won’t be put on and a task is generated for you. Payment won’t be released, as there is already a 

suspension on it. The BLS suspension is applied to prevent any further payments being issued to an incorrect 

account. BLS will take remedial action to contact the claimant, correct the claimant account and replace the 

returned payment – See: Automatic Return of Unapplied Credits (ARUC) 

Motability 

59. There is no automatic suspension for Motability safe dates as when a safe date is saved business rules will freeze 

the mobility component. Motability must be notified following any suspension or case being put back into 

payment. 

DLO suspensions 

60. Note: If claimant is identified as potentially residential or correspondence DLO you must try to establish contact 

with the claimant or recognised representative. 

Claimant contact made 

61. If you establish contact with the claimant you must verify the address held is correct. If the address is incorrect or 

can’t be used for any other reason you must try to establish a Correspondence address. 

If a Correspondence address can’t be established then the BAU NFA/PWA process is followed. 

See: NFA/PWA instructions 

Note: If a claimant moves from DLO to an address then you must check if any letters/forms have been issued to the 

claimant and consider resending if appropriate 

Unable to contact claimant 

62. If after all efforts have been made to gather further information and the claimant (or their appointee) is DLO a 

clerical PIP.0101 must be sent to the last known address requesting an up to date address or forwarding address. 

Suspend DLO 



 

63. If you have reasonable evidence that the address held on the system is the last address notified to the department 

but the claimant is no longer residing at the address we hold, then benefit may be suspended immediately. You 

will create a task for a team leader to consider suspension of benefit. 

64. If the TL suspends benefit, it is suspended for the reason ‘failure to provide information’. A clerical notification of 

suspension PIP.0420 must be issued to the claimant or recognised representative’s last known address and a task 

set to mature in a further 4 weeks. 

65. After the further 4 weeks task deferral, if contact is not established, the case must be referred to consider 

termination of entitlement. 

Note: When an address is verified, you must check if any letters/forms have been issued to the claimant and consider 

resending if appropriate. 

See: Suspensions instructions  

Terminate DLO 

66. When the task matures, where contact hasn’t been established, the case will be referred to you to consider 

termination of entitlement. Benefit is terminated with effect from the date on which the payment of benefit was 

suspended. If the claim is terminated a notification PIP.0422 must be issued. 

The process on PIPCS is as follows: 

Step Action 

1.  in the Evidence Summary, choose evidence tab, active evidence on LHS and select medical evidence – use 

action button and select ‘edit’ 

2.  in the ‘effective date’ drop down box enter the date you wish to end entitlement 

3.  go to field ‘Failure to Supply Requested Information - Good Reason Accepted’ and from the drop down select 

‘No’ 

4.  make clear notes as to why you are terminating benefit in the comments box 

5.  save the information and Apply as you would any other evidence. This will cause the case to reassess 

automatically and end payments 

6.  check the Communications record to ensure the system isn’t trying to issue any notifications, if it does, 

suppress in the usual manner 



 

7.  complete a PIP.0422 clerical notification and send to the claimant’s last known address 

Challenging a First-tier Tribunal Decision 

67. If you agree with part of a First-Tier Tribunal (FtT) decision, but not all of it, and have decided to obtain a 

Statement of Reasons (SOR), you can suspend the part you wish to challenge pending receipt of the SOR – See: 

Component level suspensions 

Note: If you’re suspending the benefit record the details in Notes in the Appeals record. 

68. Once you receive the SOR, you must decide whether to implement the decision in full or in part. If you’re 

challenging all or part of the award refer the case to DMA Leeds to consider a challenge to the decision. 

69. If the decision isn’t being challenged or the challenge fails, you must then implement the decision in full. 

14 Winter Fuel Payments 

Summary 

Please refer to SPOC for any missing payments for previous years. 

For further information, see Winter Fuel Payment Centre Communications Guide 20/21. 

Subpages 

• Benefit Hierarchy  

• Claimant states WFP lost, stolen or missing  

• Returned WFP  

• Replacement Payment  

• Statistical count  

• Error messages  

Benefit Hierarchy 

5. Customers who can be identified from a FBS record and who are entitled to a payment should expect to 

receive it automatically. 

6. To prevent duplication of payment where the customer is in receipt of more than one qualifying benefit, a 

ranking system is to be used for claimants normally resident in the UK in the hierarchy list. For further information see 

hierarchy list. 

Claimant states WFP lost, stolen or missing 

37. Follow normal procedures for lost, stolen or missing payments 



 

See Missing Payments. 

Returned WFP 

38. If a WFP is returned for an unknown reason the Valuables Processing Team, who are part of the Mail Opening Unit 

(MOU) will send the daily manifest to the relevant Workflow team to task to the PIP user or relevant workflow 

requesting the reason for the return is investigated and all relevant action taken. 

39. You must telephone the claimant to establish why the payment has been returned. If contact by telephone cannot 

be made, issue PIP.3033 and create a Communication record, see Communication record. 

40. If a claimant has requested communication in a suitable alternative format, we must comply with that request and 

continue to supply that format until notified differently. See Guidance for alternative formats for DWP public 

information. 

Replacement Payment 

47. Replacement of a WFP must not contain any other PIP payments. You must check if another payment is due to be 

issued before issuing the replacement WFP. 

48. If a replacement payment is due, re-issue the payment on PIPCS. If the case is selected for a management check an 

automated task will be created for the Team Leader to authorise the payment.  

The re-issue of a replacement payment must be recorded in the Participant Case notes box. 

49. See Management and Quality Assurance Framework (QAF) Checks. 

Statistical count 

62. An increment count will be maintained on PIPCS of all claims: 

• with WFP rejection tasks  

• where the WFP notifications have been issued  

Error messages 

1.  'Claimant does not have qualifying eligibility to Winter Fuel Payment in the qualifying week'. 

If the claimant is not eligible to PIP (at any rate/component) for at least one day in the Winter Fuel Q week. 



 

2.  'Winter Fuel Part Rate cannot be paid clerically as a Full Rate Payment has already been made' 

If the ‘Rate’ = 'Winter Fuel - Full Rate' for the qualifying year has already been actioned and the user tries to select 

'Winter Fuel - Part Rate' 

'Winter Fuel Full Rate Payment cannot be paid clerically as a Payment has already been made' 

If Rate = either 'Winter Fuel - Full Rate' or 'Winter Fuel - Part Rate' for the qualifying year has already been actioned 

and the user tries to select 'Winter Fuel - Full Rate' 

'Winter Fuel Payment cannot be paid clerically as a Full Rate Payment has already been made' 

If there are two existing evidences in PIPCS where Rate = 'Winter Fuel - Part Rate' for the qualifying year and the 

user tries to select 'Winter Fuel - Part Rate' 

'Winter Fuel Payment Evidence already held In-Edit' 

When in the ‘In Edit’ screen the Rate = either 'Winter Fuel - Full Rate' or 'Winter Fuel - Part Rate' for the qualifying 

year has been actioned the user tries to input any further evidence 

3.  'Winter Fuel Payment cannot be paid clerically before the Qualifying Week'. 

Manual Payment of Winter Fuel Payment cannot be actioned before the qualifying week for the current year. 

4.  ‘Payment start date must equal Winter Fuels qualifying date [DATE] for the year [YEAR]’ If the 

Payment Start Date is incorrect. 

5.  ‘Winter Fuel evidence cannot be applied as PIP payments are currently suspended. Please retry when suspension is 

lifted’. 

If a suspension to the claimant nominee is in place. 

6.  ‘Winter Fuel evidence cannot be applied as other PIP payments are scheduled for issue to the claimant today. 

Please retry tomorrow’ 

If other PIP payments are scheduled to be issued. 

 

7.  ‘Christmas Bonus evidence and Winter Fuel evidence cannot be applied at the same time.’ 

If a Christmas Bonus evidence is being applied at the same time as WFP evidence 

 



 

15 Christmas Bonus 

What is the Christmas Bonus? 

1. The Christmas Bonus is a tax-free £10 payment made each year to claimants in receipt of certain qualifying benefits 

in a certain qualifying week. This is the first full week in December. 
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01 Eligibility 

2. To get a Christmas Bonus the claimant must be present or ‘ordinarily resident’ in the UK, Channel Islands, Isle of 

Man, Gibraltar, any European Economic Area (EEA) country, or Switzerland during the qualifying week. 

Note: For Christmas Bonus purposes residence in any other country is known as ‘Foreign Residency’. 

3. The only qualifying benefits for a Christmas Bonus, in priority order, are: 



 
• State Pension (including Graduated Retirement Benefit) 

• Widow's Pension 

• Industrial Death Benefit (for widows or widowers) 

• War Widows Pension 

• Unemployability Supplement or Allowance (paid under industrial injuries or War Pensions schemes)• Carer’s 

Allowance 

• Employment and Support Allowance contribution based (once the main phase of the benefit is entered after the first 

13 weeks of claim) /Incapacity Benefit at the long-term rate 

• Severe Disablement Allowance 

• Constant Attendance Allowance (CAA) 

• Widowed Parent’s Allowance 

• Attendance Allowance (AA) 

• Personal Independence Payment (PIP)/Armed Forces Independence Payment/ Disability Living Allowance (DLA) 

• Pension Credit War Disablement Pension at State Pension age (if not combined with CAA), and 

• War Pension Mobility Supplement (WPMS) 

4. If a claimant gets more than one qualifying benefit, they can only get one Christmas Bonus. The Christmas Bonus is 

paid with the benefit the claimant gets which is ranked the higher in the priority order. For example, if the claimant 

gets War Disablement Pension and AA, the bonus is paid with AA because AA is higher than War Disablement Pension 

on the list. 

02 What is the qualifying week? 

5. The qualifying week is the first full week in December. Claimants who receive a qualifying benefit for any day during 

the qualifying week will get a Christmas Bonus. 

03 System paid Christmas Bonus 

6. In most circumstances the Christmas Bonus will be paid automatically to eligible claimants. A Personal Independence 

Payment Computer System (PIPCS) scan will run on the Saturday prior to the qualifying week to check if claimants 

are eligible. The Christmas bonus payments will then be issued in nightly batches over a two week period. 

7. The scan will check if claimants have a current and ongoing entitlement to PIP. 



 

8. It will also check if the claimant has any other circumstances which may mean that the Christmas Bonus is not 

payable. If any of the following conditions exist on the PIP case, the Christmas Bonus isn’t payable and there will be 

no further actions taken on PIPCS: 

• Overlapping Benefit evidence held which means that no payment of PIP is due for any day in the  

Christmas Bonus qualifying week 

• Hospital or Other Accommodation evidence held which means that no payment of PIP is due for any day in the 

Christmas Bonus qualifying week 

• Detention in Legal Custody evidence held which means that no payment of PIP is due for any day in the Christmas 

Bonus qualifying week 

• Foreign Residency evidence held which means that no payment of PIP is due for any day in the  

Christmas Bonus qualifying week 

• Reassessment cases where the DLA 4 week run on period includes any day in the Christmas Bonus qualifying week. 

See: Reassessment and Christmas Bonus  

9. When the scan has been completed and where the claimant is considered eligible for a Christmas Bonus, PIPCS 

will check with CIS(Searchlight) for details of all open ‘Other Benefit’ interests. This will allow PIPCS to determine 

whether there is a higher ranking benefit that will be responsible for paying Christmas Bonus. 

10. If any of the following ‘Other Benefit’ Interests are indicated against a case, they will be responsible for making 

the Christmas Bonus payment and no further action will be taken by PIPCS: 

 State Pension (Award)  

 Widows Pension (Award)  

 Widows Pension age related (Award)  

 Widowed Mother's Allowance (Award)  

 Widowed Mother's Allowance (Personal) (Award)  

 Widowed Parent's Allowance (Award)  

 Widowed Parent's Allowance (Personal) (Award)  

 Industrial Death Benefit (Interest)  

 War Pensions Unemployability supplement (Interest)  

 Unemployability supplement (Interest)  

 Carer's Allowance (CA) (Award)  

 Employment and Support allowance (ESA(C)) Contributory based (Award) payable to claimants that have been 

placed in either the Work Related Activity Group or Support Group  

 Severe Disablement Allowance (SDA)(transitionally protected) (Award)  

 Constant Attendance Allowance (CAA) with Entitlement to WDP (Interest)  



 
 Constant Attendance Allowance (CAA) with entitlement to IDP (Interest)  

 Incapacity Benefit: Long Term rate (IBLT) (Award)  

11. The CIS(Searchlight) check will identify any of the following ‘Other Benefit’ Interests indicated against a case. If 

found, a Task will be generated with details of the ‘Other Benefit’ interest for Case Worker (CW) action: 

 Constant Attendance Allowance (Interest)  

 War Widows Pension (Interest)  

Note: The above detailed ‘Other Benefits’ may or may not be higher ranking than Personal Independence Payment 

(PIP) but can’t be system clarified. In these cases as the Christmas Bonus can’t be paid automatically a manual payment 

should be considered, See: Paying manual Christmas Bonus on PIPCS 

12. After the CIS(Searchlight) check has identified cases where there is on-going entitlement and payability of PIP 

during the Christmas Bonus qualifying week, PIPCS will automatically create a Christmas Bonus ‘Other Payment’ 

transaction record. Once processed, this payment will be issued and can be viewed in the Processed Payments tab. The 

Christmas Bonus details display as follows: 

• Type – PIP Xmas Bonus  

• Nominee – this is the person who will receive the payment  

• Payment reference number  

• Due date – this is the date the payment is expected to be received, paid in to the specified account  

• Amount - Standard Christmas Bonus  

• Status - Issued  

13. The Christmas Bonus is processed as a standalone payment on PIPCS, that is, the payment isn't issued with the 

claimant’s normal PIP payment. It will be paid separately to eligible PIP claimants in the next payment cycle. 

14. The cases identified for payment of Christmas Bonus are automatically processed on PIPCS and the system will: 

• issue a notification PIP.0108 to the claimant 

• record the number of all notifications issued 

• create a Communication record 

• issue the standalone payment (appropriate amount) to the claimant 

• create a Christmas Bonus payment entry in the Transaction History screen 

15. If any of the following case conditions exist claimants are excluded from automatic system payment and PIPCS 

will produce one of the automatic payment rejection tasks, depending on the reason See: Automatic payment 

rejection tasks: 



 

• a Date of Death is held for the Claimant (verified or unverified) and entitlement ended during or after the Christmas 

Bonus qualifying week 

• the status of the claimant’s Residential Address is Dead Letter Office (DLO) 

• there is 'In Edit' evidence held for the Claimant when the final Christmas Bonus payment batch is run 

• there are outstanding Management Checks (excluding Bank Account, Date of Death and Date of Birth) when the final 

Christmas Bonus payment batch is run 

• a Benefit Delivery Case level, Nominee or Component Suspension is held on the case 

• there is Boarder Payment Evidence present 

• other PIP payment is scheduled to be generated to the claimant nominee in the next payment batch, when the final 

Christmas Bonus payment batch is run. 

• Other Benefit exists but payment has not been made 

See: Automatic payment rejection tasks 

04 Output Tasks 

16. PIPCS will generate tasks for the following reasons: 

• PIPCS can’t identify if it is responsible for paying the bonus: 

This is when PIPCS is unable to identify whether it should pay the Christmas Bonus and you must find out the status of 

the ‘Other Benefit’ interest. See: Establishing if PIP is the highest ranking benefit 

• PIPCS can’t pay automatically: 

This is when PIPCS has identified the case is unsuitable for automated Christmas Bonus payment and PIP is the highest 

ranking benefit but is unable to pay automatically, for example, a date of death is held for the claimant. You will need 

to establish entitlement to PIP on any day within the Christmas Bonus qualifying week and confirm PIP is payable for at 

least one day in the qualifying week, before a manual payment can be made. See: Paying manual Christmas Bonus on 

PIPCS 

05 Establishing if PIP is the highest ranking benefit 

17. When you receive the task you will need to take the following actions: 

Step Action 



 

1 check CIS(Searchlight) for other benefits with a business interest registered see: Eligibility 

2 contact the relevant office to confirm the benefit is in payment: 

Service Personal and Veterans Agency (SPVA). This can be done by fax or email quoting the War Pension 

number, or 

Pension centre/benefit centre 

3 update the Communication record, see: Communication Record 

18. If on investigation the claimant isn’t due a Christmas Bonus, for example, because PIP isn’t the highest ranking 

benefit you must close the task and record a note in the Person Record that investigations have been carried out 

and the claimant isn’t due a Christmas Bonus. 

19. Where there are outstanding actions on the case and the claimant is due a Christmas Bonus, you must record a 

note in the Person Record that the Christmas Bonus needs to be issued when current action is complete. 

06 Paying manual Christmas Bonus on PIPCS 

Note: For Reassessment cases if the claimant moves from DLA to PIP within the Christmas bonus week,  

DLA are responsible for paying the Christmas bonus. See: Reassessment and Christmas Bonus 

20. If you establish the claimant can be paid Christmas Bonus, you’ll need to create a Christmas Bonus ‘Other Payment' 

record in PIPCS by taking the following actions: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Financials’ tab within the ‘Person Record’ case 

2 select ‘Other Payments’ from the left hand side  

3 select ‘New Payment' 



 

4 ‘Other Payment Details’ screen: 

Effective Date – this is the first day of the Christmas Bonus qualifying week, or the first eligible day within 

the qualifying week, in the year to be paid. If you input a different date, an error message will display 

‘Effective date must equal the Christmas Bonus qualifying date xx/xx/xxx for the year 20xx’ or 

‘Effective date must equal first day of eligibility’  

Payment Type – PIP Xmas Bonus Payment  

Rate – Standard Christmas Bonus Payment  

Note: Effective Date can be today's date or a past date. It can’t be a future date. 

5 select ‘Make Payment’. 

This saves the record and the payment will process overnight. 

21. The Other Payments screen has two viewable tabs: 

• Processed Payments – this screen shows all Other Payments issued  

  

• Unprocessed Payments – this shows all manually created Other Payments which haven’t been issued yet. 

Payments displaying here will be processed and issued overnight.  



 

  

22. By selecting one of the tabs, you can view: 

• Type – PIP Xmas Bonus  

• Nominee – this is the person who will receive the payment  

• Payment reference number  

• Due date – this is the date the payment is expected to be received, paid in to the specified account  

• Amount - Standard Christmas Bonus  

• Status – Issued  

  



 

23. Once a manual Other Payment has been created, its Payment Status will display as ‘Not Issued’ in the Unprocessed 

Payments tab. The payment will process overnight, in batches, and its Payment Status will change to ‘Issued’. The 

issued payment will be viewable from the Processed Payments tab. Once ‘Issued’, you can’t modify it. 

Select the learning simulation link to see a demonstration of how to manually pay a Christmas Bonus. 

Learning Simulation: Manually paying Christmas Bonus 

24. PIPCS will perform a validation check against the Christmas Bonus Other Payment Effective Date when you select 

‘Make Payment’. If the Effective Date doesn’t match the Christmas Bonus Qualifying Week start date, or the first 

eligible date within the Qualifying Week, an error message will display. 

25. PIPCS will perform a validation check when Christmas Bonus Other Payment is selected to ‘Make Payment’. An 

error message will display if any of the following reasons apply: 

• the claimant isn’t eligible for PIP for at least one day in the Christmas Bonus qualifying week  

• you’ve input the wrong effective date  

• you’ve input a future date  

• there is already a Christmas Bonus type Other Payment for the year input  

• the claimant died before the start of the Christmas Bonus qualifying week  

• payments are suspended  

See: Error messages 

26. You must remember to close the task after creating the Other Payment record. 

See: How to close a task 

27. Christmas Bonus will automatically be processed on PIPCS and the system will: 

• issue the standalone payment for the appropriate amount 

• issue notification PIP.0108 

• create a Communication record 

• create a Christmas Bonus payment entries in the Transaction History and Other Payment Processed Payments 

screens 

07 Discard Other Payment 

28. If you need to stop a Christmas Bonus payment before it’s been processed, you can discard a payment. You can 

only discard a payment where it’s shown in the ‘Unprocessed Payments’ tab. It will have a payment status of ‘Not 

issued’. 



 

   

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Financials’ tab within the Person Record case 

2 select ‘Other payments’ 

3 select ‘Unprocessed payments’ tab 

this will display any unprocessed payments which will be issued overnight 

4 Select ‘Discard’ from the Action menu 

5 select ‘Save’ 

when you view the ‘Unprocessed Payments’ tab, the payment will no longer be shown. The payment 

notification PIP.0108 will be supressed. 

08 Cancel Other Payment 

29. When a payment has been processed, its payment status will change to ‘Issued’ and it can be viewed from the 

‘Processed Payments’ tab. Once it has been issued, it can only be cancelled by a Bank Liaison Service (BLS) user. 

30. You must contact BLS using the BLS payment recall template (link is external). This must be sent to the BLS shared 

mailbox “DWP PRS Recalls”. 

31. If the cancellation is successful, see Cancelled Other Payment returned 

32. If it isn’t successful, see Recording an overpayment of Christmas Bonus payments  



 

09 Cancelled Other Payment returned 

33. When a payment is returned, the automatic batch processing will cancel the payment, changing the payment 

status to ‘Cancelled’ or ‘Cancelled (Recalled)’ and recording the reason for its return. 

  

34. The recorded reason will be: 

• Account Transferred  

• Invalid details  

• No account  

• Requested by Originator  

• Beneficiary Deceased  

• No reason given  

• Account closed  

35. If there isn’t a Claimant Nominee level Suspension already in place on PIPCS, the automatic batch processing will 

input ‘BLS’ as the Claimant Nominee level Suspension reason. 

36. If a Claimant Nominee level Suspension is already in place for another reason, that reason will stay on PIPCS. 

37. The CW will get a ‘Manage Payments: Follow-up Case Worker set Cancelled Payment’ task if: 

• the Claimant Nominee level Suspension is anything apart from ‘BLS’  

• the payment Cancellation reason is ‘Beneficiary Deceased’  

• both a Claimant Nominee level Suspension with a Suspension Reason other than 'BLS' is already set and the 

payment Cancellation reason is Beneficiary Deceased’  



 
• if a change of circumstance has been applied to the case since the last payment was made.  

38. You must make enquiries and update PIPCS. If the payment can be reissued, you must create a new manual 

Christmas Bonus Other Payment record. See: Paying manual Christmas Bonus on PIPCS 

10 Boarders 

39. If the claimant is a boarder and no payment has yet been made for any day in the qualifying week, you must note 

the ‘Person Record’ notes. If PIP is payable for any day in the qualifying week and PIP is the highest ranking benefit, the 

Christmas Bonus should be paid via PIPCS Other Payment screen. 

11 Reassessment and Christmas Bonus 

40. DLA will pay the Christmas Bonus on a Reassessment case when: 

• there is an overlap between the 4 week DLA run on and the Christmas bonus qualifying week 

• the DLA end date falls after the Christmas Bonus qualifying week 

41. PIPCS will only pay the Christmas Bonus on a Reassessment case when the DLA run on period has ended before the 

start of the Christmas Bonus qualifying week. 

12 Claimant reports Christmas Bonus has not been received 

42. If the claimant reports that they haven't received a Christmas Bonus, before giving a written or phone response, 

make sure: 

• PIP is the highest ranking benefit the claimant gets. (If PIP isn’t the highest ranking benefit the bonus should have 

been paid by another office) 

• Payment of PIP was made for at least one day in the qualifying week. (If payment wasn’t made the claimant isn’t 

entitled to the Christmas Bonus via PIP) 

• Payment of the Christmas Bonus has not been made 

43. If all of the above conditions are satisfied, you must pay the Christmas Bonus See: Paying manual Christmas 

Bonus on PIPCS 

44. If only the first and second conditions are satisfied, but payment of the Bonus has been made treat the 

payment as not received. See: Lost or Missing Payment Reported  



 

13 More than one Christmas Bonus Paid 

45. When PIPCS pays a Christmas Bonus, the accompanying notification tells the claimant if they have already had their 

Christmas Bonus paid with another benefit they should tell us which: 

• benefit or allowance the other Christmas Bonus payment came with 

• office paid it to them 

14 Claimant returns their Christmas Bonus 

46. If the claimant returns their Christmas Bonus because they’ve already had one with another benefit you will need 

to confirm which benefit is in payment by checking the ‘Other Benefits’ on CIS(Searchlight) and phoning the 

appropriate Pension Centre/Benefit Centre, See: Establishing if PIP is the highest ranking benefit. If the other benefit is 

lower than PIP on the list of qualifying benefits, then the Pension Centre/Benefit Centre has made a duplicate 

payment. You must: 

  

Step Action 

1 phone the relevant office 

2 advise a duplicate payment has occurred 

3 advise the claimant has returned the Christmas Bonus payment 

4 record the conversation in PIPCS. See: Communication Record 

15 Claimant does not return the Christmas Bonus 

47. If PIP isn’t the highest ranking benefit and the claimant doesn’t return the Christmas Bonus, an overpayment is 

caused by PIP. See: Recording an overpayment of Christmas bonus payments 

16 Recording an overpayment of Christmas Bonus payments 

48. An overpayment of a Christmas Bonus should be recorded as normal through the e-referral tool. See: Payment 

Correction – overpaid and Overpayments for DWP. Where a duplicate Christmas Bonus payment has been returned, 

don’t record it through the e-referral tool, as this isn’t an overpayment. 

49. If benefit entitlement ceases for the Christmas Bonus qualifying week, normal overpayment procedures should 

be taken in these cases. See: Payment Correction – overpaid and Overpayments for  

DWP.  



 

17 Christmas Bonus payment is returned for an unknown reason 

50. If a Christmas Bonus is returned for an unknown reason the Valuables Processing Team, who are part of the Mail 

Opening Unit (MOU) will send the daily manifest to the relevant Workflow team to task to the CW or relevant work 

queue requesting the reason for the return is investigated and all relevant action taken. You must telephone the 

claimant to find out why the Christmas Bonus has been returned, that is, if the relinquishment is for the current year or 

for all subsequent years. If contact by telephone can’t be made, issue PIP.3033 and create a Communication Record, 

See: Communication record. 

Note: When writing to the claimant don’t use the abbreviation ‘Xmas’. 

18 Christmas Bonus Arrears 

51. The Christmas Bonus is payable, for all previous years, if PIP entitlement exists and all eligibility criteria detailed in 

this chapter are satisfied for all previous years. See: Eligibility 

52. Arrears of the Christmas Bonus can arise due to, for example: 

• an appeal decision given for a previous period or 

• claimant makes contact by phone or in writing stating Christmas Bonus hasn’t been received for a previous period and 

investigation shows that they would have been eligible for a Christmas Bonus for that period 

53. The Christmas Bonus payment can be made without authority of the Secretary of State. Payments must be noted in 

Person Record notes. 

19 If there is a change of circumstances 

54. PIP responsibility for paying the Christmas Bonus can begin or end because of the following changes of 

circumstances must cover at least one day of the qualifying week: 

• a higher ranking benefit is awarded 

• PIP is awarded 

• PIP entitlement ends or starts on reconsideration/renewal/appeal or 

• a suspension is lifted for the qualifying week 

55. If the claimant is entitled to a Christmas Bonus following the change of circumstances you must check 

CIS(Searchlight) to make sure PIP is the highest ranking benefit before proceeding to pay the bonus. See: Paying 

manual Christmas Bonus on PIPCS  



 

20 Automatic payment rejection tasks 

56. The task types below may be generated as part of the Christmas Bonus scan. Tasks may be raised for multiple 

reasons and this will be reflected in the wording of the task type. If any of the following tasks are created you must 

take action as described for each of the groups of tasks: 

  

Tasks  Action 

Xmas Bonus- Rejection Reason = Date of Death is 

held for the Claimant (verified or unverified) 

Check whether the claimant has a Death Arrears Payee (DAP) 

and was eligible on at least one day in the qualifying week (first 

week in December commencing on a Monday). 

Check no other exclusion applies then create the Other Payment 

transaction record to pay the Christmas Bonus. 

If still establishing DAP, update notes field to say PIP is 

responsible for payment when DAP is found. 

Xmas Bonus- Rejection Reason = The status of the 

claimants Residential Address is DLO 

Check whether the claimant now has a valid address that we 

can send the notification to. 

Note - no payment should be made on these until an address is 

established - payments should be suspended as part of the DLO 

process. 

Update notes field in Contact tab that if payment is reinstated 

because an address is established Christmas Bonus payment can 

also be created. 

Check no other exclusion applies then create the Other Payment 

transaction record to pay the Christmas Bonus. 



 

- Xmas Bonus- Rejection Reason = There is  

'In Edit' evidence held for the Claimant 

Xmas Bonus Rejection Reason :DOD is held-'In Edit' 

evidence present 

Xmas Bonus Rejection Reason :'In Edit' evidence 

present-Nominee Suspension is  

Check whether the case still has ‘In Edit’ evidence. If so check 

whether it will remove payable eligibility on the qualifying 

week. 

  

If the ‘In Edit’ evidence doesn’t impact payable eligibility or has 

been activated check: 

 

held 

Xmas Bonus Rejection Reason :DOD is held-'In Edit' 

evidence present-Nominee  

Suspension is held 

Xmas Bonus Rejection Reason :'In Edit' evidence 

present-Nominee Suspension is held-DLA or 

Mobility  Component is suspended 

Xmas Bonus Rejection Reason :'In Edit' evidence 

present 

the claimant was eligible on at least one day in the qualifying 

week (first week in December commencing on a Monday) 

no other exclusion applies 

3. If eligible and no other exclusion applies create the Other 

Payment transaction record to pay the Christmas Bonus. 

Note - if the claimant is made non-payable in the qualifying 

week by Hospitalisation, Detention in Legal Custody then 

Christmas Bonus is not payable. 

Xmas Bonus- Rejection Reason = There are 

outstanding Management Checks 

Check whether the management checks have been cleared (or 

make sure they will not affect eligibility/payability in the 

qualifying week). 

Check the claimant is still eligible and payable on at least 1 day 

in the qualifying week (first week in December commencing on 

a Monday). 

Check no other exclusion applies then create the Other 

Payment transaction record to pay the Christmas Bonus. 



 

Xmas Bonus- Rejection Reason = Other Benefit 

exists but payment has not been  

made 

Check why the payment has not been made. 

If the reason is identified and can be resolved, check: 

the claimant was eligible on at least one day in the qualifying 

week (first week in December commencing on a Monday) 

no other exclusion applies 

3. If the reason cannot be identified, pay the Christmas Bonus 

manually. 

Xmas Bonus- Rejection Reason = There is  

Boarder evidence present 

Check whether the claimant was eligible and payable on at least 

1 day in the qualifying week (first week in December 

commencing on a Monday). 

No other exclusion applies then create the Other  

Payment transaction record to pay the Christmas  

 

 Bonus. 

3. Update notes field in Contact tab that the bonus is payable 

by PIP because the claimant is at home during the qualifying 

week. 



 

Xmas Bonus- Rejection Reason = A Benefit  

Delivery Case level, Nominee or Component 

Suspension is held on the case. 

Xmas Bonus Rejection Reason :Nominee  

Suspension is held-DLA or Mobility   

Component is suspended 

Xmas Bonus Rejection Reason :DLA or  

Mobility  Component is suspended 

Xmas Bonus Rejection Reason :Nominee 

Suspension is held-Xmas Bonus Component is 

suspended-DLA or Mobility  Component is 

suspended 

Xmas Bonus Rejection Reason :Case is  

Suspended 

Xmas Bonus Rejection Reason :Nominee  

Suspension is held 

Xmas Bonus Rejection Reason :DOD is held- 

Nominee Suspension is held 

Check whether the suspension still applies. 

If so, do not create the Other Payment transaction record until: 

it can be determined that the claimant is eligible on at least 1 

day within the qualifying week (first week in  

December commencing on a Monday) 

there is no outstanding payment action on the case, that is, 

check that the underlying reason for suspension won’t result in 

incorrect payment or payment to incorrect bank account 

3. If action not yet complete, update notes field to advise PIP 

was responsible for payment of Christmas Bonus should the 

claimant become eligible. 

21 Error Messages 

  

1 ‘Effective date must equal the Christmas Bonus qualifying date xx/xx/xxx for the year 20xx’ 

If the claimant is entitled to PIP before the qualifying week, the effective date must be the first day of the Christmas 

Bonus qualifying week. This error will display if you input any other date. 

2 ‘Effective date must equal first day of eligibility’ 

If the claimant’s entitlement to PIP starts during the qualifying week, the effective date must be the first date of 

their entitlement. This message will display if you input any other date. 



 

3 'Other Payment cannot be created – Suspension held' 

  

If a Claimant Nominee, Component or Benefit Case level Suspension is in place this error message will be displayed. 

4 'Claimant does not have qualifying eligibility to Christmas Bonus in the qualifying week' 

If the claimant is not eligible to PIP for at least one day in the Christmas bonus qualifying week, this error message 

will be displayed. 

5 'Christmas Bonus for this year already exists' 

If a 'Christmas Bonus' exists for the year indicated by the Other Payment Effective Date and you attempt to create 

another Christmas Bonus for the same year, this error message will be displayed, that is, the claimant cannot be 

paid twice in any one year. 

If the status of the Christmas Bonus payment is ‘cancelled’ or ‘discarded’, this error message won’t display. 

6 'Christmas Bonus cannot be paid - claimant deceased before the qualifying week' 

If the claimant date of death is held on PIPCS before the start of the qualifying week, this error message will be 

displayed. 

7 'Christmas Bonus cannot be paid clerically before Qualifying Week' 

If a manual payment of Christmas Bonus is instigated before the qualifying week for the current year, that is, the 

date must be after the start date, this error message will be displayed. 

8 'Christmas Bonus payment should be made from the Other Payments screen' 

 

 This error will display if you try to create a Christmas Bonus in the Other Benefits Evidence screen. Christmas Bonus 

payments were previously made using the Other Benefits Evidence screen, but this changed when the Other 

Payments screen was introduced.   

  



 

22 Statistical count 

57. PIPCS will maintain a count of all Christmas Bonus payments received, paid or rejected, for example, number of 

claims processed, number of claims that will be ignored due to higher ranking benefits. This information is for 

Management Information purposes. 

58. A count will also be maintained on PIPCS for the following tasks: 

• Xmas Bonus Other Benefit = <insert name of other benefit(s)> 

• Xmas Bonus – Rejection Reason = <insert Rejection Reason> 

16 Motability 

Subpages 

• 01 Motability  

01 Motability 

Background 

1. Motability is a national charity which was set up to help claimants with their personal mobility. As a registered 

charity it raises funds to help with the cost of adapting the vehicle to meet the claimant’s needs and to administer 

the Government's Specialised Vehicle Fund. This provides grants to people who require financial help towards more 

expensive, heavily adapted vehicles. 

2. The Motability scheme allows claimants to use all or part of the enhanced rate mobility component to buy or lease a 

vehicle. 

3. Motability Operations (MOps) is a not for profit organisation which runs and operates the Motability scheme for 

claimants who want to obtain a vehicle. The Motability charity regulates and oversees their activities. 

4. There are two types of agreement the claimant can choose from: 

• Constant Lease (CL). The claimant agrees to have a set amount of their enhanced rate mobility component 

paid to MOps for an agreed period. If this amount is less than the enhanced rate mobility component, the 

balance and any increase resulting from upratings is paid to the claimant. A Constant Lease can be used for a 

Hire Purchase (HP) agreement where the claimant wants to buy the vehicle; and  

• Open Ended Agreement (OEA). The claimant agrees to have their entire enhanced rate mobility component 

including future upratings paid to MOps until the agreement is terminated. When the agreement is 

terminated, the vehicle is returned to MOps and payments will resume to the claimant if appropriate.  

5. The terms referred to in Motability cases are: 



 

• Safe date. The full rate of the enhanced mobility is held until the agreement details are input;  

• Provisional Agreement. The claimant has applied to Motability for a vehicle. The safe date has been requested 

and this and the supplier’s details have been input onto Personal Independence Payment Computer System 

(PIPCS);  

• Full Agreement. The claimant has taken delivery of the vehicle and the full agreement details have been 

entered onto PIPCS; and  

• Schedules. These are used to share information between PIP and MOps. They are emailed from  

MOps, completed and emailed back. They are usually retained for as long as the agreement lasts.  

Spare Paragraphs 6 - 8 
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• Term and reinstate payment  

• Deductions  

• Motability queries  

• Advance claims  

New application 

  

9. Under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Motability UK allows a claimant to opt-in to automatically 

receive a Motability mailshot. To support this, the PIP New Claim Telephony Script, the clerical PIP1 and the AR1 

form now include a question asking if the claimant wishes to opt-in to the scheme. A claimant can change their 

mind to either opt in or opt out of receiving the mailshot at any point during a claim. 

Note: An ambiguous reply, for example, ‘Don’t know’ or a clear ‘No’ reply is to opt-out and a ‘Yes’ reply is to opt-in. If 

the claimant has failed to indicate their preference, this must also be treated as an opt-out. Do not return the form to 

the claimant for completion of this question only as it may delay the customer journey. Only claimants who fit the 

eligibility criteria for a Motability vehicle but haven’t taken up this option after 12 months will receive the mailshot. 

10. When a claimant applies for a vehicle on the Motability Scheme, the dealer completes an on-line application which 

issues a work list to: 

• Motability to check entitlement to benefit and eligibility; • Royal and Sun Alliance to 

check for any insurance issues; and  

• MOps.  



 
11. MOps then send a daily Safe Date request schedule (excel spreadsheet) by secure e-mail to the Mota Section at 

Warbreck house by a secure link to request a safe date. 

12. On receipt of the schedule, you should check the claimant has more than a year of the award to run and that 

benefit is payable. 

13. If this check fails, inform MOps by completing the schedule. 

14. If the check is satisfied, update PIPCS as follows: 

  

Step Action 

1 from the Evidence Dashboard select ‘New Evidence’ from the Action drop down menu 

2 select ‘Motability Agreement ’ type and ‘Add’ from the Active drop down menu 

3 the system will automatically calculate the Earliest safe date, which may not be a Wednesday.  

Input the safe date in the ‘Safe Date’ field as this date or later 

4 Select ‘Save’ and the Action button to apply changes 

5 notify MOps of the safe date by completing the schedule 

15. PIPCS automatically saves the information as In-Edit evidence, suspends payment of the enhanced mobility and 

issues notification PIP.5001 to the claimant. An automatic 42 calendar day event wait is set to await the return of 

the full motability agreement details from MOps. 

16. You may have to change the safe date on PIPCS because there is a delay in receiving the agreement details. PIPCS 

will issue any arrears to the claimant and reset the 42 calendar day event wait to await the return of the 

agreement. 

Spare Paragraphs 17 - 19 

Agreement details received 

20. On receipt of the motability agreement details on the Live Agreement schedule you should: 

  

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Modify Mota Agreement Evidence details’ page and expand the ‘Active Motability  

Agreement Evidence’ 



 

2 the Change Summary details page is displayed with an ‘Edit Action’ link 

3 select the link and complete agreement details in the following fields as appropriate: 

Customer Reference Number/Agreement Reference Number (CRN/ARN) – these are mandatory fields and must 

be 8 character numeric entries; 

Agreement Type. (mandatory); 

Agreement Period. (mandatory if the agreement type is CL); 

Agreement Start date (mandatory if all other fields have been completed). The date must always be a 

Wednesday. An error message will be displayed if the agreement start date is more than 7 calendar days ahead 

of the safe date. If the Agreement Start Date is earlier than the Safe Date, a warning message will display; 

Agreement End date. This is a display only field and the date will be calculated by the system using the Start 

Date and Agreement Period field. If no Agreement Period held this field will be blank; 

Amount. (Mandatory if the agreement type is CL). The amount should be the full 4 weekly amount 

 of the agreement. 

4 select ‘Save’ and close the tab 

5 if the incorrect information is input on PIPCS an error message will display. 

21. When you’ve activated the record, PIPCS saves the details and changes the evidence from ‘In-edit’ to ‘Active’. In 

cases where there is an under/overpayment, information message ‘Start date before safe date’ will appear and 

you’ll need to consider if an overpayment has occurred. PIPCS will start payments to MOps, pay any arrears due 

and issue notification PIP.5000 to the claimant. 

Spare Paragraphs 22 - 29 

Agreement not received Safe date cancelled 

30. If an agreement hasn’t been received and the safe date is cancelled, you must remove the safe date for PIPCS. 

This will reinstate payments to the claimant and issue any arrears. 

Agreement not received Safe date not cancelled 

31. If an agreement hasn’t been received and the safe date hasn’t been cancelled, PIPCS automatically sets a task 

for you. On receipt of the task phone MOps to find out the current position of the agreement and defer the task if 



 
appropriate. MOps may advise that the agreement is on its way. However if they are unable to advise when the 

agreement will be sent, you should set a 28 calendar day ‘event wait’. You should then issue subsequent reminders 

every 7 calendar days. If the safe date changes as a result of the agreement not being received, change this on PIPCS 

following the process in ‘New Application’. 

Spare Paragraphs 32 - 39 

Change of circumstances 

40. The following changes of circumstances must be notified to MOps using the change of circumstance schedule: 

• Hospitalisation/Boarders;  

• Detention in legal custody;  

• Absence abroad;  

• Move to or from the Isle of Man (IOM);  

• Transfer to Armed Forces Independent Payment (AFIP) or War Pensions Mobility Supplement (WPMS).  

• Death;  

• Change of appointee; and  

• Change of claimant’s name.  

41. All changes of circumstances will be processed by the Regional Benefit Centres (RBC). Changes will only be handed 

off to the Mota section if they affect the Motability agreement or MOps. 

42. Calls received by the telephony agents notifying changes of circumstances will be tasked to the maintenance 

teams to action. If necessary the maintenance team will set a task for the Mota specific team to action. 

43. The case worker at the RBC will check whether the claimant is entitled to the enhanced rate of mobility. If they 

are, they will check the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ to check for motablity evidence. If motability evidence is present, 

they will raise a manual task specific to the change. The action to take to deal with these tasks is set out below. 

Claimant in hospital 

44. When you receive the task to advise the claimant has been admitted to hospital, if: 

• No Agreement is in Place: the claimant is in hospital and a safe date is requested. Or the agreement details 

have been received before the 28th day is reached. You should telephone MOps to advise them of this and 

complete and return the schedule with the date the claimant was admitted. The agreement details can be 

input but the payability rules will be run. If you attempt to record a safe date after the 28th day in hospital, an 

error message will display. When you see the error message notify MOps. Note the schedule to say we can’t 

provide a safe date as the claimant’s in hospital and PIP is suspended; or  

• Agreement is in Place: If an agreement’s in place and the claimant is admitted to hospital, it can be extended if 

it is due to run out. When the details are input onto PIPCS and the evidence is activated, the 28 day rule is 



 

invoked. Payments to the supplier are stopped. You should defer the task to the date the payment should be 

suspended from. This will prompt you to notify MOps.  

Claimant is detained in legal custody 

45. When you receive the task to advise the claimant has been detained in legal custody, Where there is: 

• No Agreement in Place: You attempt to record a safe date, or an agreement start date, an error message will 

be displayed. Notify MOps using the schedule saying we are unable to provide a safe date or start the 

agreement, including the reason ‘other’. See: Detained in legal custody guidance;  

• Agreement in Place: Where imprisonment details have been activated on PIPCS which covers the agreement 

start date, you should decide if the agreement should be terminated. You should defer the task for 28 days and 

when the 28th day is reached, PIPCS will stop payments to MOps; or  

• Safe date in Place: When the imprisonment details have been activated on PIPCS which covers the safe date, 

PIP will stay in payment. A task will be generated for you to decide if the safe date should be removed.  

46. Where a safe date is in place and the imprisonment details have been activated, PIP will not be payable. You 

should notify MOps using the schedule saying the safe date has been removed. 

Claimant abroad 

47. If there’s a current Motability Agreement and the ‘Foreign Residency’ record is activated, this will result in the 

payment ceasing. You’ll receive a task to stop all payments and notify MOps using the schedule. MOps will advise if 

the agreement is to be terminated. 

48. If there’s a current Motability Agreement and the ‘Foreign Residency’ evidence is activated, this may result in a PIP 

disallowance. You should set the ‘Termination Reason’ to ‘Claimant Abroad’ and notify MOps using the schedule. 

49. If there’s a current Motability Agreement and ‘Foreign Residency’ evidence is activated, resulting in suspension of 

PIP, you should notify MOps using the schedule. 

Transfer to Isle Of Man 

50. When you receive the task to advise the claimant has moved to the IOM the Motability agreement should be 

terminated. You should access PIPCS and: 

  

Step Action 

1 from the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ page, expand the ‘Motability Agreement Link’ 



 

2 the ‘Change summary details’ page is displayed with an ‘Edit action’ link 

3 enter the following: 

 Termination Date: (mandatory) must be a valid date within the agreement period; and 

Termination Reason: (mandatory) set to ‘Transferred to IOM’. 

4 select ‘Save’ 

51. When the evidence has been activated, you should use the schedule to notify MOps to say the agreement has 

been terminated. 

Transfer from Isle of Man 

52. When you receive the task saying the claimant has moved from NI, the reassessment process will apply. 

Transfer to Armed Forces Independent Payment or War Pensions Mobility  

Supplement 

53. When you receive the task notifying you of an award of AFIP, see: ‘AFIP’ guidance. If the task is notifying an award 

of WPMS, you’ll need to terminate the agreement. 

54. If the task is notifying of the award of WPMS, you should: 

  

Step Action 

1 from the Evidence Dashboard, ‘expand’ the Motability Agreement link 

2 the Change summary details page is displayed with an Edit Action link 

3 enter the following: 

Termination Date: (mandatory) must be a valid date within the agreement period; and 

Termination Reason: (mandatory) set to ‘Transferred to WPMS’. 



 

4 Select: 

‘Save’; 

Evidence summary; 

Actions; 

Apply changes; and 

 • Save. 

5 use the schedule to notify MOps of the termination date and that WPMS have responsibility for payment 

6 notify WPMS of the agreement details and the paid up to date on the tear off 

Deceased 

55. A task is received notifying of the claimant’s death. If there’s active Motability Agreement Evidence (current at the 

Date of Death (DoD), with an agreement start date and a DoD, PIPCS will: 

• stop payments to MOps for any date following the DoD; and  

• update the latest Motability Agreement with a Termination Date and a Termination Reason.  

57. You should send the schedule to MOps detailing the end of the Agreement. 

58. Where there’s an active Motability Agreement (current at the DoD) with a Safe Date only and a DoD is entered 

PIPCS will create a task. You should contact MOps about the potential Agreement. 

59. If a DoD has been entered the system should allow the inputting of a new Agreement if: 

• the start date is before the DoD;  

• the termination date must be entered and must be equal to the end of entitlement; and  

• the termination reason must be set to deceased.  

Change in Personal Acting Body PAB 

60. When a task is received advising the claimant’s PAB has changed, the schedule should be sent to  

MOps detailing the change. See: Novation process 

Notification of change received in Mota Team 



 
61. Some changes of circumstances are reported directly to the Mota team, you should create a manual task See: 

Workflow & Task Management for the RBCs to action. 

Spare Paragraphs 62 - 69 

Lease Extensions 

70. When a Lease Extension schedule request is received from MOps, you should: 

  

Step Action 

1 navigate to the ‘Active Evidence’ list page and expand the ‘Active Motability Agreement  

Evidence’ 

2 the Change summary ‘details’ page is displayed with an ‘Edit Action’ link 

3 select the ‘Agreement Extended’ checkbox 

4 select ‘Save’ 

71. The end date of the agreement displayed on the screen will remain as the original end date. 

Spare Paragraphs 72 - 79 

Incorrect Agreement 

80. If a Motability Agreement has been entered in error on PIPCS or if incorrect elements of an agreement have 

been entered, you can amend or delete any incorrect details: 

  

Step Action 

1 navigate to the ‘Active Evidence’ list page and expand the ‘Active Motability Agreement  

Evidence’ 

2 the Change Summary ‘Details’ page is displayed with an ‘Edit Action’ link 

3 amend the fields as appropriate 

4 select ‘Save’ 



 

81. Agreements can also be cancelled if they have been incorrectly entered. For example an agreement may have 

been entered on the wrong case or for the wrong person. You should: 

  

Step Action 

1 navigate to the ‘Active Evidence’ List page and expand the ‘Active Motability Agreement  

Evidence’ 

2 the Change Summary details page is displayed with an ‘Edit Action’ link 

3 enter the following: 

Termination Date: (mandatory) should be the same as the agreement start date; and 

Termination Reason: (mandatory) should be set to ‘Incorrect Agreement’. 

4 select ‘Save’ 

82. In both cases, PIPCS will determine if there is an underpayment or overpayment and issue the correct 

payments. 

Spare Paragraphs 83 - 89 

Contra Agreements 

90. A Contra Agreement is an agreement terminated early, so the claimant can exchange their vehicle for another 

under the Motability scheme. 

91. MOps may request a safe date on the daily Safe Date request schedule (excel spreadsheet) for a claimant who has 

a current agreement. You should select the Contra Agreement check box, where the agreement type is ‘not open 

ended’. You can now input the safe date in the Safe Date field. 

92. When the subsequent Term and Hold schedule is received from MOps, you should: 

  

Step Action 

1 navigate to the ’Active evidence’ list page, and ‘expand’ the ‘Active Motability Agreement  

Evidence’ 

2 the Change summary details page displays with an ‘Edit Action’ link 



 

3 enter the following: 

 • Termination Date (mandatory) should be a valid date within the agreement period; and • 

Termination Reason (mandatory) should be set to ‘Term and Hold’. 

4 select ‘Save’ 

Spare Paragraphs 93 - 99 

Novation Agreements 

100. Novation agreements are received in cases where: 

• there is a change of Personal Acting Body (PAB) or Corporate Other Payee (COP) for a customer.  

The new PAB/COP takes over responsibility for the existing agreement; or  

• where the claimant takes over an existing agreement when the current claimant's enhanced mobility 

entitlement has ended. For example after the death of the claimant.  

101. Where an agreement is to be taken over by another claimant, they must satisfy the rules for taking out a 

Motability Agreement. 

102. When the Novation agreement is received you should enter the details on PIPCS as per ‘Agreement received’ and 

select ‘Novation Agreement’ from the Transfer Agreement drop down menu and select ‘Save’. 

 Spare Paragraphs 103-109 

Enhanced mobility expires 

110. Where an existing award of enhanced mobility expires, unless an Advance Claim has been made, PIPCS 

automatically terminates the agreement. A task is generated for you to advise MOps using the schedule. If an Advance 

Claim has been received, but the determination hasn’t been made or input on PIPCS, the agreement will not be 

terminated. A task will be raised for you to take action to manually terminate the agreement. 

111. If the agreement has not been terminated by PIPCS and there is an advance claim on-going, you must manually 

terminate the Motability agreement and close the task, see: ‘Advance Claims’. The end date of the agreement will be 

the end of the award of the original claim. 

Spare Paragraphs 112 - 119 

Enhanced mobility reduced or revoked 

120. If the Case Manager reduces or revokes the existing enhanced mobility award, they will input the decision on 

PIPCS, See: Mobility descriptors PIPCS automatically terminates the agreement and pays the standard rate of mobility, 



 

if appropriate. A task will be created and you should use the schedule to inform MOps that the enhanced rate of 

mobility has been reduced or revoked. 

Spare Paragraphs 121 - 129 

Constant Lease agreement expiry 

130. Where the constant lease agreement expires, PIPCS automatically reinstates payment of the enhanced mobility 

rate from the end of the agreement, if appropriate. 

Spare Paragraphs 131 - 139 

Term and hold payment 

140. You may receive the Terminations schedule containing term and hold information from MOps. This can be for a 

termination of one agreement and the inputting of a safe date for the next agreement. The action to take 

depends on the type of agreement: 

Fixed term agreement 

Step Action 

1 navigate to access the ‘Evidence’ homepage and select ‘New evidence’ from the ‘Action’ drop down menu 

2 the ‘Modify Motability evidence ’ page is displayed, select ‘Motability Agreement safe date type’ and ‘Add’ 

from the ‘Active’ drop down menu, record the termination date and reason and select ‘save’ 

3 close the tab and select the Action button on the Evidence dashboard and apply changes 

4 select ‘Save’ and close tab 

5 notify MOps of the safe date using the schedule 

141. If applicable, PIPCS will: 

• recover any payments from the Motability Supplier;  

• hold any further payments;  

• notify the claimant; and  

• set a 42 day BF to await the new agreement. When the new agreement is received, see, ‘Agreement received’ 

above.  



 

Open Ended Agreement 

142. If the claimant has an open ended agreement and a term and hold is received from Mops: 

Step Action 

1 suspend the mobility until the new agreement is received. See: ‘Suspensions’ guidance 

2 close the tab and select the Action button on the Evidence dashboard and apply changes 

3 select ‘Save’ and close tab 

4 notify MOps of the safe date using the schedule 

5 manually set the 42 day event wait task 

Spare Paragraphs 143 - 149  



 

Term and reinstate payment 

150. When you receive the Termination schedule containing term and reinstate information, you should input the 

information onto PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ page and expand the ‘Motability Agreement Link’ 

2 the ‘Change summary details’ page displays with an ‘Edit action’ link 

3 is Daily Living component in payment? 

Yes go to Step 4 

No make sure that the payment location details are correct before going to step 4 

See: Payment details check and MOP 

4 enter the following: 

Termination Date (mandatory) must be a valid date within the agreement period. A warning message will 

appear if the date is not a Tuesday; and 

Termination Reason (mandatory) should be set to ‘Term & Reinstate’. 

5 close tab and select: 

actions from the Evidence dashboard; 

Apply changes; and 

Save. 

151. PIPCS will pay MOps up to and including the termination date and commence payment of the enhanced rate of 

mobility to the claimant from the day after. 

Spare Paragraphs 152 - 159 

Deductions 

160. Deductions are made from the benefit rather than an individual component. If MOps requests a safe date and 

DLA or PIP deductions are ongoing, if there’s enough of the PIP component left, the safe date can be given. If after the 

deductions have been made there isn’t enough enhanced mobility left, you’ll see the error message ‘Safe date cannot 

be entered due to ongoing PIP overpayment deductions’. 



 
161. Deductions of DLA/PIP take precedence over a Motability agreement. A Motability agreement takes 

precedence over deductions of other benefits. 

Spare Paragraphs 162 - 169 

Motability queries 

By phone 

170. An enquiry may be received from the claimant or Motability Supplier by phone. The enquiry may be  

Motability specific so can’t be handled by the telephony agent, for example Non Payment Since Start (NPSS) the agent 

would create a Contact Record on CAMLite. A task would be raised for you to action the query, update PIPCS as 

appropriate and to consider if notifications are required for the claimant or MOps. See: Workflow and Task 

Management. 

By post 

171. Information or an enquiry may be received by post which is Motability specific. It will be scanned by the Mail 

Opening Unit and a task is generated for you to action the query. On receipt of the task you should access DRS to 

obtain details of the query, update PIPCS and consider if notifications are appropriate/required for the claimant 

or Motability Supplier. See: Workflow and Task Management 

Spare Paragraphs 172 - 179 

Advance claims 

180 An advance claim is when a claimant makes a new claim to benefit within the 6 months prior to the end of an 

existing award. See: ‘Advance Claims’ guidance. 

181. Under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Motability UK allows a claimant to opt-in to automatically 

receive a Motability mailshot. To support this, the PIP New Claim Telephony Script, the clerical PIP1 and the AR1 form 

now include a question asking if the claimant wishes to opt-in to the scheme. A claimant can change their mind to 

either opt in or opt out of receiving the mailshot at any point during a claim. 

Note: An ambiguous reply, for example, ‘Don’t know’ or a clear ‘No’ reply is to opt-out and a ‘Yes’ reply is to opt-in. If 

the claimant has failed to indicate their preference, this must also be treated as an opt-out. Do not return the form to 

the claimant for completion of this question only as it may delay the customer journey. Only claimants who fit the 

eligibility criteria for a Motability vehicle but haven’t taken up this option after 12 months will receive the mailshot. 

182 If an award of enhanced rate mobility is made on the advance claim, prior to the end of the current award, 

PIPCS will automatically apply the Motability agreement to the new award and issue the award notifications to the 

claimant immediately. PIPCS will also issue details of the Motability agreement to the claimant on the day the new 

award becomes active. 



 

183 A task will be generated to advise you of action PIPCS has taken. On receipt of the task, you should suppress 

the issue of the Motability details letter immediately. 

184 If the advance claim does not have an award of enhanced rate Mobility, PIPCS will not copy the agreement 

details over to the new award/disallowance. PIPCS will automatically terminate the agreement at the end of the 

existing award. 

185 If an award of enhanced rate mobility is made on the advance claim, after the end of the current award, the 

Specialist Mota user will need to check if the claimant has returned the car to Motability, before rebuilding the 

Motability agreement details on the new (advance claim), see: ‘Advance Claim’ guidance. 

17 Enquiries 

Subpages 

• 01 Inbound Requests for Information  

01 Inbound Requests for Information 

Background 

1. Requests for information can be received via telephone or post. The request can be from: 

• the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claimant  

• a person authorised to act on the claimant’s behalf  

• Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) staff administering other benefits  

• other Government Departments (OGDs)  

• a third party authorised to obtain information.  

2. Before a PIP user sends the requested information, they must follow current DWP security procedures and consider 

bogus action if appropriate - See: Security Questions Smartscript. 

Subpages 

• Telephony Enquiries  

• Postal Enquiries  

• Other types of enquiries  

• Answering Enquiries  

• Enquiries from Other Benefits  

Telephony Enquiries 



 
3. The initial contact point for telephony enquiries will be the PIP Enquiry Line and these staff will deal with the 

majority of enquiries - See: PIP Enquiry Line -   Telephony . However, there may be occasions where the telephony 

agent will not be able to deal with the enquiry. In these cases, the telephony agent will create a CAMLite task for the 

Delivery Team to take action to answer the query. 

Postal Enquiries 

4. On receipt of a postal enquiry, the MOU will scan the document into DRS and a task is automatically allocated to the 

WfT. The WfT will then ensure the document is referred to the correct area. 

Other types of enquiries 

5. Some requests for information may require the user to complete a form (e.g. mortgage application process may 

require a particular form to be completed and signed). If the original documents are required - See: Hard Copy 

Documents Requests and Rescans process. 

Answering Enquiries 

6. The PIP user must ensure that all PIP enquiries are answered as soon as possible and in the most effective and 

appropriate way. The claimant’s preferred method of contact must be taken into consideration - See: Alternative 

Format requests or - See: Welsh claimants. If there is not enough available information to answer the enquiry, the 

PIP user must consider if this information can be obtained elsewhere and a holding reply should be considered. 

7. The PIP User must confirm the correct contact telephone number(s) for the claimant and update PIPCS, if 

appropriate. If the claimant’s preferred contact number is their mobile number, or if they only have a mobile 

number, this should be recorded as their home number on CIS(Searchlight) so that it can be accessed quickly and 

easily. 

8. The PIP user must also ensure that if any alternative formats have been requested, that the enquiry is answered in 

the appropriate manner - See:  Alternative Format  requests.  

9. When the enquiry has been actioned, the PIP user must update the Communication Record in PIPCS and close the 

task - See:  Communication Record  and also - See: PIP Enquiry Line - Telephony. 

Enquiries from Other Benefits 

10. We may be asked for evidence needed by other benefits and to share it with them. This Contact List can be 

used for these enquiries. 

18 Mail Opening Unit and Service Centre 

Subpages 

• 01 PIP Incident Management and Document Deletion  

• 02 Exempt items  

• 03 Data retention management Case Manager guidance  

• 04 Valuables received at the Mail Opening Unit and DWP offices  

• 05 PIP Document Retrieval Request  



 

• 06 PIP Rescan Request  

• 07 Postal and Courier address list for PIP  

• 08 Sending Hard Copy Documents to be Scanned  

01 PIP Incident Management and Document Deletion 

Incident Management 

Introduction 

1. In general Mail Opening Units (MOU) are responsible for opening, sorting and scanning PIP mail and the Data 

Service Centres index each item of mail. 

2. The Office Service Helpdesk is the central contact point for the PIP Workflow Team to notify them of all non-

technical incidents and gain assistance regarding the provision of scanning and indexing.  

Reasons for raising an incident with the Helpdesk are outlined in the 'Incident Management Guide' 

3. PIP users can raise the incident but it will always be the Workflow Team (WfT) who will progress it with the 

Helpdesk. 

See: 'Incident Management Guide'. 

4. When contacting the Helpdesk, the WfT will need to provide the necessary information so the  

Helpdesk operator can log the incident on the Office Services database. The following details will need to be provided: 

• WfTName or PIP User Name  

• Benefit Centre Address  

• Telephone Number  

• Email address  

• Office Service affected – including scanning and indexing  

• Summary of incident or enquiry  

• Batch ID  

• Envelope ID  

Note: WfT will update Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) with ‘Incident has been raised’. 

5. The Helpdesk will: 

• allocate a Service Category to all incidents depending on the business impact of the incident, for example, if 

the incident affects one case or many  

• define the resolution time (complexity of the incident and proposed resolution) on incidents with a critical or 

major impact, however this may depend on the nature of the incident  



 
• issue an acknowledgment for all incidents reported. In the majority of cases this will be within 24 hours of 

reporting (unless for example if an incident is raised at 3pm on a Friday – an acknowledgement may not be 

received until the following Monday)  

• log the incident, give a unique identifier and pass it to the appropriate owner in the MOU to resolve  

• contact the WfT when the incident is resolved and check if they’re satisfied with the resolution.  

Subpages 

• Incident resolved  

• Incident unresolved and escalation route  

• Exceptional circumstances  

• Reasons for raising an incident with MOU  

• Incidents not MOU related  

• Document Deletion  

• Workflow SPOC action  

• Scanned Image Deletion from DRS Requests Template Completion Guidance  

Incident resolved 

6. The Helpdesk will phone WfT to check if they’re satisfied with the resolution. If the WfT is satisfied with the 

resolution the Helpdesk will close the incident. 

7. The WfT will inform the PIP user and close the task. 

Incident unresolved and escalation route 

8. If the WfT aren’t satisfied the incident has been properly resolved, they can escalate it. 

See: Escalation. 

Exceptional circumstances 

9. In exceptional circumstances, where a complaint regarding the mis-handling of personal data is received from the 

claimant, or there is some Press Office involvement, immediate input will be required from the Supplier and the 

case should be escalated. 

10. In the first instance contact should be made via Telephone and then if required via e-mail. If using the e-mail 

facility, there is only a need to provide the Document and/or Envelope ID. Claimant details should never be 

exchanged using this method. 

See: Escalation. 

Reasons for raising an incident with MOU 



 

11. The WfT may need to raise an incident with the MOU if the issue was: 

• individual complaints regarding the mishandling of personal data  

• see: ‘Exceptional circumstances’ above  

• for other reasons see: 'Incident Management Guide'.  

12. If an acknowledgment is not received 24 hours after an incident has been raised, the WfT will escalate the issue. 

See: Escalation. 

Incidents not MOU related 

13. For IT and technical incidents identified for DWP, PIPCS or Document Repository System (DRS) the WfT will raise 

the incidents following the business as usual process. 

Document Deletion 

14. Occasionally documents may be scanned in error on DRS and these must be deleted from the system. 

See: Document Deletion. 

15. If a PIP user identifies a document has been scanned in error, they must create a task in PIPCS for the SPOC in the 

PIP Workflow Team to action. 

Workflow SPOC action 

16. The SPOC in the WfT will need to take the following action to delete a DRS image: 

  

Step Action 

1.  confirm the deletion is justified. 

2.  log the request. 

3.  contact the Helpdesk to report the error and obtain an incident reference number. 

4.  if the incorrect scanning of a document presents a security risk refer the incident to the PIP security advisor, 

providing full details of the incident and the incident reference number. 

5.  complete the DWP Document Deletion Request proforma, (see Document deletion within DRS Business 

Guidance for action to take) this is an Operational Change Request form – See:  

'Template completion'. 



 

6.  forward the document deletion request template to  

 

7.  the Post Handling Team send an email to the SPOC to confirm the request has been forwarded to  

Hewlett Packard for action 

8.  set a task for six working days timer to confirm deletion request is completed. 

9.  when deletion has been actioned on DRS, contact PIP user to advise DRS deletion request is complete and 

close task in PIPCS. 

10.  if deletion has not taken place within six working days, contact  

 

11.  DWP Post Handling Service will forward the original request to Hewlett Packard Enterprise Services and 

escalate with Corporate Information and Technology/Customer Service Delivery until deletion of the image is 

achieved. 

Scanned Image Deletion from DRS Requests Template Completion  

Guidance 

17.  

  

Part A – Initiation 

Operation Change Request  

(OCR) Number 

Do not complete 

Date Raised Complete as appropriate 

Environment Affected Select ‘live’ from pick list 

Contact details Complete these boxes with the relevant information of a contact from your site 

and a sponsor (this will usually be the manager/SPOC) 

Business Unit PIP 

Cost Centre Insert your site cost centre (This is for administration purposes only, all costs are 

met centrally) 

OCR Information  



 

Title Deletion request 

Date for implementation Enter a date five working days from the date of your request 

Urgent justification Complete with reason that is personal/sensitive data scanned in error 

Category Select ‘other’ from pick list 

Services/Application DRS 

Details of Required  

Change/Business Requirements 

Not needed 

Business Justification/Reason Provide full details of why the deletion is required 

Impact of not completing the change Provide details  

Additional Information Complete if needed 

Attachments Not needed 

Other Information Relevant to  Not needed 

 

the OCR  

Part B – do not complete 

Part C – do not complete 

 

02 Exempt items 

Introduction 

1. The Mail Opening Unit (MOU) opens all post except for exempt items. 

Scanning Exempt Items 

2. If MOU identify exempt mail, they will: 

• not scan the mail  



 
• send it with an Exempt Item Referral Sheet to the Benefit Centre Workflow Team Single Point of Contact 

(SPOC).  

Workflow Team (WfT) action 

3. When the WfT receives the exempt mail, they will take the following actions: 

  

Step Action 

1.  check PIPCS if the mail can be linked to a claimant’s record 

2.  if the mail can be linked, they will: 

create a Communication Record for the mail  

create a work queue task for the mail  

assign the task to the appropriate work queue  

3.  enter in the Comments Box ‘exempt mail received for [claimant’s full name]. Mail delivered by hand.’ 

4.  save the action and close the task 

5.  deliver the mail by hand to the appropriate team on the same day it is received from MOU 

6.  if the mail cannot be linked to a claimant’s record, WfT will return the mail to the: 

sender, or  

intended recipient.  

4. If a PIP1 claim form or PIP2/AR1– ‘How your disability affects you’ is received without the claimant’s signature or it is 

signed in pencil, the WfT will create a Communication Record and return it to the claimant for a signature and close 

the task in PIPCS. 

5. Where a document or mail is received containing multiple NINOs, the WfT will: 

• photocopy the mail or document xx times according to the number of NINOs included  

• blank out all but one NINO at a time and photocopy individually until all mail or documents refer to one NINO 

only  

• send these photocopies to MOU to be scanned.  

6. MOU will scan and create a work queue task for each individual claimant. 



 

Note: guidance at paragraph 5 and 6 is subject to change. 

Exempt Items Pre Mail opening 

7. MOU won’t open exempt items, but they are stamped with the date of receipt and routed direct to the Business 

Centres to deal with. 

Exempt Items After Mail Opening 

8. If an envelope has been opened at MOU and is then found to include Exempt Items, the MOU date stamps the items 

(not original valuables) and forwards them with an Exempt Item Referral sheet to the relevant Benefit Centre 

Workflow Team SPOC. 

03 Data retention management Case Manager guidance 

What this means 

1. Once your action is complete you must check the documents held are classified appropriately. 

General  

2. Generic guidance can be found in the   Information Management Policy  (IMP). 

General Principles 

3. The Department’s Information Management Policy for benefit-related documents, including scanned images, is 

based on the need to deliver an effective service and maintain control of the millions of documents it holds. 

4. The format in which information is held, the need to keep it and for how long is determined by whether there is a 

specific business need to keep it. Documents can’t be retained indefinitely just in case they may be needed. 

5. The policy considers the requirements of the Data Protection Act (DPA), which places responsibility on the 

Department to determine retention periods for the documents it holds. 

6. Part of the process involves the management of incorrect, superseded or redundant data. Once data isn’t needed 

for business purposes it will be securely deleted. 

7. The documents supporting a current award must not be deleted unless, at some future date, the decision is 

replaced by another one for example following a reconsideration, intervention or appeal. 

8. Where a decision has been changed it’s vital to keep some documents relating to the replaced decision to 

show a change occurred and fully explain why the change in award was appropriate.  
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Classification 

See: IMP: Retention of Specific Information  

See: Document Classification and Retention 

PIP retention periods 

9. The general retention periods for PIP are as follows: 

• 24 months for supporting documents  

• 4 weeks for ephemeral documents.   

Starting retention periods on PIPCS 

10. The retention period countdown does not start until a document is marked as closed. Documents supporting a 

current award must not be ‘closed’. 

11. Following the end of a PIP Live Interest, the PIP Claim Record and all associated Supporting documents will be 

retained on PIPCS/DRS for 24 months. 

Retention period ends 

12. For Ephemeral documents marked as closed, after 4 weeks the documents will be deleted from DRS and no 

longer viewable via PIPCS. 

13. When a PIP Live Interest has ended, 24 months later the PIP Claim Record and all associated Documents on 

DRS will be deleted. 

04 Valuables received at the Mail Opening Unit and DWP offices 

Valuables received at the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) and DWP offices 

Valuables Processing Team at MOU 

1. Valuables received at the MOU will be sorted and categorised by the Valuables Processing Team, who are part of 

the MOU and are not the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) staff. 



 

2. The valuables will be recorded on the National Valuables Handling Database (NVHD), then scanned onto the 

Document Repository System (DRS), and returned to the claimant, if appropriate. 

What is accepted as a valuable 

3. Only the original or certified copies, received with claimant associated documentation will be classed and recorded 

as valuables. 

Valuables received at DWP offices 

4. If the original document is received or seen at a DWP office, for example, a birth certificate received at a Regional 

BC, you must: 

• photocopy the document  

• stamp the photocopy as 'original seen'  

• send the photocopy to the MOU – the MOU will not treat the photocopy as a valuable and will not record it on 

the NVHD  

• complete a communication record on PIPCS to show that the original document has been received  

• send the original document back to the claimant if appropriate  

See: How to create a communication record within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of PIPCS guidance 

Valuables received at MOU 

See: Valuables process team 

Is the valuable suspected as fraudulent 

5. If there is a suspicion that a valuable may be fraudulent, the following Fraud Investigation Service (Intelligence) (FIS 

(I)) engagement steps must be carried out. 

6. The Valuables Processing Team will: 

Step Action 

1.  not scan the suspect valuable item onto DRS 

2.  send the suspect valuable item with referral notification form PIP.0300 to the PIP Workflow  

Team (WfT) at the relevant BC, labelled as exempt post 

7. Any items not scanned onto DRS are called exempt, and exempt valuables items will be sent to the WfT at the 

relevant BC labelled exempt post. 



 
See: Workflow and Task Management 

8. The WfT will then contact the FIS (I) to discuss and agree the referral process in this case. 

FIS (I) contact details: 

Telephone numbers: 

9. The WfT will allocate a PIP User who must: 

Step Action 

1.  create a manual task with a deadline of 5 working days to await the outcome of the FIS(I) referral 

2.  send all documents to FIS (I) , which must be sent to FIS (I) by Track and Trace Courier 

3.  create a Communication Record 

See: Create a Communication Record within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of the PIPCS guidance 

See: How to Create a Manual Task User within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of the PIPCS guidance 

Valuable is not fraudulent 

10. If the valuable item is not fraudulent FIS (I) will return the valuable to the PIP user, with instructions that the 

document is returned to the MOU for normal valuable action. 

11. The PIP User must: 

Step Action 

1.  return the valuable to the MOU with instructions from FIS (I) that the document is not fraudulent and is for 

normal valuable action 

2.  update the Communication Record 

3.  close the manual task 

See: How to create a communication record within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of the PIPCS guidance 

Valuable is proven to be fraudulent 

12. If the valuable is proven to be fraudulent, FIS (I) will inform the PIP User, by the same communication method of 

the original referral, and the PIP User must: 



 

Step Action 

1.  update the Communication Record 

2.  close the manual task 

13. If PIP staff identify that a potentially fraudulent document has passed undetected through the MOU checking 

system, they must refer it to the WfT immediately to perform the FIS (I) engagement steps explained from 

paragraph 5 onwards. 

14. It is essential that the Incident Management Process is started: 

• to assess why the Valuables Processing Team at the MOU did not identify a fraudulent document  

• to prevent similar incidents occurring again.  

The Incident Management Process 

15. The WfT will raise and progress an incident through the Helpdesk, which provides a central point of contact for all 

staff, if they: 

• can't successfully reconcile the manifest with the DRS image and PIPCS  

• do not receive the daily Valuable Items Manifest  

• identify a fraudulent document has passed through to the Workflow Team from the MOU. 16. Helpdesk 
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The National Valuables Handling Database 

17. When the Valuables Processing Team complete the initial fraud checks, and are satisfied that the document is 

genuine, the valuable will be categorised before being logged on the NVHD. The document will then be scanned 

onto DRS. 

Valuable Categorisation 

18. Current valuable categories are: 

For Categories 1 – 4 See: Valuable exempt from scanning 

19. If the valuable is a Category 2 or 3 check to see if there is a clear return address: 



 
• if there is a clear address, then the MOU contractor will return the original valuable to the claimant, with a 

compliments slip, by the postage method that suits the category of the valuable  

• if there is not a clear address, the MOU contractor will complete referral notification form  

PIP.0300 and forward to the Single Point of Contact (SPOC) in the relevant BC  

Returning a valuable to a claimant 

20. If the MOU is unable to return a valuable because they don't have the claimants address, they will forward it with 

referral notification form PIP.0300, to the SPOC in the relevant BC, who will confirm the address on PIPCS. 

21. The SPOC will issue the valuable to a PIP User in the WfT for further action. The PIP user must: 

Step Action 

1.  create a manual task 

2.  enclose a compliments slip with the valuable – do not add any details to the compliments slip, or it will have to 

be sent back to the MOU to scan onto the DRS 

3.  return the valuable to the claimant by the postage method that suits the category of the valuable 

4.  create a Communication Record 

5.  select save 

6.  close the task 

See: Postal and Courier Services 

See: Sharing and transferring information – paper and clerical 

The daily Valuable Items Manifest 

22. The Valuables Processing Team will send the daily Valuable Items Manifest, which is a paper report generated from 

the information recorded on the NVHD to the relevant BC WfT. 

See: Sanned valuables process 

23. The WfTs do not have access to the NVHD. The daily Valuable Items Manifest will be sent by Courier Mail daily 

using the Fully Tracked Service. 

24. Exempt valuable types are valuables that are not scanned onto DRS, and will be sent with the exempt referral 

notification form PIP.0300 to the WfT at the relevant BC, labelled as exempt post. 

See: Exempt Items 



 

Using the daily Valuable Items Manifest 

25. If a claimant states at a later date that they did send in a valuable, but there is no trace of the image or task in 

PIPCS, then a search through all archived daily Valuable Items Manifests would need to be undertaken to 

determine whether or not it was recorded at the MOU in the first instance. 

26. These will be archived and stored at the BCs for up to 3 years. 

27. If a claimant submits a valuable (for example, a certificate) and the claimant has not received it back, the daily 

Valuable Items Manifests should be used to check when and where the valuable was returned to. 

28. The daily Valuable Items Manifests will also include a record of PIP1, PIP2 or AR1 unsigned or signed in pencil 

received at the MOU prior to issuing to the relevant BC for further action. 

29. The Workflow Team Leader has to reconcile the daily Valuable Items Manifests with the Bankable Manifest against 

finance tasks received, and assign tasks for processing. 

05 PIP Document Retrieval Request 

PIP Document Retrieval Request For a 

document retrieval request: 

See DRS Business Guidance: Hard Copy Request. 

06 PIP Rescan Request 

PIP Rescan Request 

To request a document rescan: 

See DRS Business Guidance Document Rescan Request 

07 Postal and Courier address list for PIP 

Postal and Courier Address list for PIP 

PIP incoming mail Freepost address list 

It is important that FREEPOST XXXX-XXXX-XXXX is written in full and the number in bold is clearly marked on the 

envelope. 

Mail opening Units full address for tracked and trace mail 

IMPORTANT NOTE  



 
For a two line polylope: 

Recipient 1 line courier address XXXXXXXX MOU 

Followed by the full address XXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXX 

Recipients name/and or Team PIP (X) For a 

three line polylope: 

Recipient 1 line courier address XXXXXXXX MOU 

Followed by the full address XXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXX 

Recipients name/and or Team PIP  

Block and/or room number PIP (X) 

Postal and courier address list 

Benefits  

Centre 

Freepost Postal  

Address (Royal  

Mail) 

Email address: 1 line Courier 

Address for 3 line 

polylope (for 2 line 

polylope omit the 

line that contains 

the 3 letters ‘PIP’.  



 

Bootle Benefits  

Centre 

FREEPOST DWP  

PIP 1 

  

Wales Benefits  

Centre 

FREEPOST DWP  

PIP 2 

  

 

    



 

Yorkshire  

Benefits  

Centre 

FREEPOST DWP  

PIP 3 

  

Bristol  

Benefits  

Centre 

FREEPOST DWP  

PIP 4 

  

Scotland  

Benefits  

Centre 

FREEPOST DWP  

PIP 5 

  

 



 

    

Motability FREEPOST DWP  

PIP 6 

   

Exportability FREEPOST DWP  

PIP 7 

   



 

Fraud FREEPOST DWP  

PIP 8 

   

 

    

Reassessment FREEPOST DWP  

PIP 9 

  



 

DS1500 FREEPOST DWP  

PIP 10 

  

Fee Form  

DS1500  

Medical Report 

FREEPOST DWP  

PIP 12 

  

AP mail FREEPOST RTEU- 

HBEC-RGTG 

Personal  

Independence  

   

 

 Payment 1 

Mail Handling Site A 

Wolverhampton 

WV98 1AA 

  

  



 

08 Sending Hard Copy Documents to be Scanned 

Sending Hard Copy Documents to be Scanned 

1. Hard copy documents received or produced by PIP must be scanned and uploaded to DRS. These will include: 

• post received with 3 or more NINOs  

• bereavement Service BICT emails received  

• emails from OGD  

• some clerical documents issued by PIP.  

2. Documents to be scanned must be sent in a purple polylope to the correct MOU address. 

3. The documents must be checked to ensure they have no staples, Treasury tags or post-it notes attached. 

4. The documents must be sent one document per polylope or be separated within the polylope by plastic wallets. 

5. No more than 50 documents are to be put in one polylope. 

19 Death 
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01 Death notified pre & post decision (Decision Making) 

1. Death notified pre & post decision (Decision Making) 

Background 

1. If a claimant dies before a decision is made on: 

• an outstanding claim (this does not include reassessments). For reassessment See: Notification of death during 

reassessment  

• a reconsideration or appeal  

• an unplanned intervention  

the Case Worker (CW) must establish if the claimant’s representative/next of kin (NOK) wants to continue. 



 

Note: In cases where the NOK wants to proceed with an outstanding event, you must consider the effect of the UT 

decision. 

Note: If a Planned Award Review is on-going and death occurs prior to receipt of the AR1, the planned intervention 

event can be closed in the evidence summary. If an AR1 has been received refer a task to an  

AR CM for consideration as to whether event should be progressed.  

See: Death on Award Review Case, See:  Upper Tribunal and See: Split Rate decision 

2. Where an appeal is outstanding the CW will also notify Her Majesty’s Court and Tribunal Service (HMCTS) of the 

date of death and inform them that action is being taken to establish if the representative wishes to continue with 

the appeal. 

3. If the representative wants to continue with the claim, reconsideration, appeal or intervention, where this results 

in death arrears being due, the CW will take the necessary action to determine if: 

• there is a Death Arrears Payee (DAP), or  

• another benefit already holds a DAP  

before payment is released. 

 See:  Death How to determine the Death Arrears Payee and Payment Correction - underpaid Background 

4. For Legislative guidance –  See: ADM A2 Claims  and  B1 Payment of PIP  
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Claimant dies and hasn’t had a Administrative Exercise (AE) review 

5. An Administrative  Exercise  (AE)  is the process for looking at cases to see if claimants are impacted by the Upper 

Tribunal (UT) decisions. 

AE cases will be dealt with by the AE teams. 

Note: All staff working on AE are positioned in AE OU (this is the Blackpool Alt Format OU, and will be used by AE staff 

only). 



 
6. If the representative reports the death of a claimant after completing case closure activity you must check to see if 

a AE review has been completed. 

7. The CW must: 

Step Action 

1 check case is sat in AE OU (Blackpool Alt Format OU) 

2 check any type of enquiry/decision letter issued by checking notes, Communication Record and viewing 

attachments 

Note: Historically these letters have been categorised as Further Evidence (FE), now they must be categorised 

by their letter type, for example PIP.7012 (AE decision letter - Deceased, not benefitting and points unchanged) 

See: Viewing a Communication Record and List of Notifications and Forms 

8. If no AE review has been completed send a high priority PIPCS task ‘Claimant deceased AE required’ and task to AE 

OU (Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM work queue) so the case can be reviewed under AE. 

9. Once in the AE OU, the process will follow the AE journey. 

See: AE 

EA decision made, but not notified 

10. AE action may have been completed, but the claimant has NOT been notified of the decision because: 

• The claimant is deceased and no NOK/DAP has been identified.  

• The claimant is deceased and the NOK/DAP was identified, but AE were unable to confirm their details are 

correct.  

• The claimant was disallowed PIP and the AE team were unable to confirm their details are correct.  

The AE CM will have input a note stating the claimant/NOK has not been notified. See AE instructions for details of the 

notes in each scenario: Disallowed Claims and Deceased claimants. 

11. If you identify a case where AE activity has not been notified for one of the reasons listed above; and the 

claimant/NOK details have been confirmed as correct create a manual task ‘AE claimant not notified – action 

outstanding’ to-do task and forward to the Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM work queue. 

CM Action 

Claimant dies before claim decided 



 

12. If a claimant dies before a claim is decided and their representative wants the claim to continue, you must make a 

decision and notify the representative. 

13. There will be exceptional circumstances where the AP is unable to give us advice because of a lack of evidence and 

we have an obligation to try and resolve the question of entitlement. One example of this is where the claimant 

dies between claiming and completing the PIP2/AR1. 

• CMs should consider the position of the next of kin sensitively when looking at what other sources of evidence 

are available and should primarily look to what is already held by other benefits e.g. ESA. If necessary a 

discussion with Next of Kin (NOK) which could include the PIP2/AR1 completion.  

• once you have gathered what you can then, you should go back to the AP to see if they can now give advice 

based on what you have.  

• it may not be possible to obtain advice even with this evidence and in these circumstances the CM will need to 

consider the evidence available and make the most appropriate decision using balance of probabilities. DMG 

Volume 1 Chapter 1 Para 01343 refers.  

14. Once the Assessment Provider’s (AP) action is complete you’ll receive a task ‘AP Assessment Report  

Received’ created by the Workflow Team (WfT). See: Workflow and Task Management – PIP User Action – How to open 

a task 

Making a new claim decision 

15. On receipt of the task complete the assessment questionnaire - See: Assessment questionnaire overview 

16. Carefully word your ‘Decision Maker’s Reasons’ refer to the late Mr/Mrs/Miss. These will be copied into the 

notification sent to the representative - See: Decision reasons 

Claimant entitled to PIP 

17. Where the claimant is eligible for PIP - See: Eligibility check. When updating PIPCS: 

• enter the date of death in the ‘End of Award Date’ field  

• the ‘Recommended Review Date’ field is not used when the claimant has died.  

18. If the claimant was in a hospital, similar institution to a hospital, care home or detained in legal custody before 

their death PIP may not be payable.  

See: Payability Hospitals similar institutions to a hospital care homes hospices and prisons 

Notifying a new claim decision 

19. Once your decision is made you need to notify the representative. 



 
20. You can view the representatives’ details on PIPCS by selecting the ‘Cases and Outcomes’ tab from the homepage 

then the ‘Representative’ tab. 

Step Action 

1 prepare a clerical PIP.7030 

2 email to the designated user to upload to DRS. See: Single Document Upload 

3 create a communication record to show which notification has been issued. See: Communication  

Record 

21. PIPCS will issue any money due to the death arrears payee (DAP). CW will input the account details. You can check 

account details are held by selecting the ‘Financials’ tab on the homepage then ‘Bank Accounts’ in the navigation 

panel. 

22. Any open tasks should be closed. Once closed, you need to manually close down the benefit delivery case. 

See: Workflow and Task Management – PIP User Action – How to close a task and 05 Case Closure Background 

Note: for R2 task closure will automatically close down the benefit delivery case 

Claimant not entitled to PIP 

23. If the claimant’s not entitled to PIP, including cases where the required period condition, that is, the 3  

- month qualifying period and 9 month prospective test wasn’t satisfied - See: Disallowance decision 

24. Once your decision is made you need to notify the representative – See: Notifying a new claim decision 

25. No explanation call will be made to the representative. However you will need to create a communication record 

and enter ‘Explanation call not to be made – cancel 7day explanation task.’ 

26. Close any open tasks. 

See: Workflow and Task Management – PIP User Action – How to close a task 

Death notified post decision 

Reconsideration outstanding 

27. Where a reconsideration is outstanding after death and the claimant’s representative wants the application to 

continue, you must make a decision and notify the representative. 

28. On receipt of a task: 



 

• check the reconsideration has been made in time • review the evidence, seeking advice where appropriate  

• record your decision on PIPCS.  

29. Carefully word your Decision Maker’s Reasoning refer to the late Mr/Mrs/Miss. These will be copied into the 

notification sent to the representative. 

Previous decision upheld 

30. If you decide the descriptors held are correct you don’t need to complete the assessment questionnaire. Record 

the outcome of the reconsideration - See:   R econsiderations  

31. Once you’ve recorded the outcome notify the representative: 

Step Action 

1 prepare a clerical PIP.7015 

2 email to the designated user to upload to DRS. See: Single Document Upload 

3 create a communication record to show which notification has been issued. See: Communication  

Record 

32. Close any open tasks. Once closed, if the dispute was against an existing award you need to manually close down 

the benefit delivery case. 

Note: for R2 task closure will automatically close down the benefit delivery case  

See: Workflow and Task Management – PIP User Action – How to close a task and 05 Case Closure Background 

Previous decision changed PIP awarded or increased 

33. Complete the assessment questionnaire, the determination and then proceed to make the decision in PIPCS. For 

death cases: 

• enter the date of death in the ‘End of Award Date’ field  

• the ‘Recommended Review Date’ field is not used when the claimant has died.  

See: Decision Making Process – Assessment questionnaire overview and See: Eligibility check 

34. If the claimant was in a hospital, similar institution to a hospital, care home or detained in legal custody before 

their death PIP may not be payable - See: Payability considerations 

35. Update the reconsideration record - See: Reconsiderations 



 
36. Notify the representative: 

Step Action 

1 prepare a clerical PIP.7002 

2 email to the designated user to upload to DRS. See: Single Document Upload 

3 create a communication record to show which notification has been issued. See: Communication  

Record 

37. PIPCS will issue any money due to the death arrears payee (DAP). The CW will input the account details. You can 

check account details are held by selecting the ‘Financials’ tab on the homepage then ‘Bank Accounts’ in the 

navigation panel. 

38. Any open tasks should be closed. Once closed, you need to manually close down the benefit delivery case. 

Note: for R2 task closure will automatically close down the benefit delivery case See: Workflow 

and Task Management – PIP User Action – How to close a task 

and 05 Case Closure Background 

Previous decision changed - PIP disallowed or reduced 

39. Complete the assessment questionnaire. This includes cases where the required period condition, that is, the 3 

month qualifying period and 9 month prospective test wasn’t satisfied. 

See: Assessment questionnaire overview and See: Disallowance decision 

40. Update the reconsideration record - See: Reconsiderations 

41. Notify the representative: 

Step Action 

1 prepare a clerical PIP.7012 

2 email to the designated user to upload to DRS. See: Single Document Upload 

3 create a communication record to show which notification has been issued. See: Communication  

Record 

42. If an overpayment has occurred - See: Payment Correction-overpaid 



 

43. If there is no overpayment, any open tasks should be closed. Once closed, you need to manually close down the 

benefit delivery case. 

Note: for R2 task closure will automatically close down the benefit delivery case. See: Workflow 

and Task Management – PIP User Action – How to close a task 

and 05 Case Closure Background 

Unplanned intervention outstanding 

44. If a claimant dies before an unplanned intervention is decided and their representative wants the application to 

continue, you must make a decision and notify the representative. 

45. In most cases an AP referral will have been made. Where a AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) – ‘How your 

disability affects you’/AR1 has been issued for the unplanned intervention and the claimant dies before completing 

it, refer the case to the AP. See: Unplanned Interventions AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1 not required – 

referral to AP 

46. Once the AP’s action is complete you’ll receive a task ‘AP Assessment Report Received’ created by the Workflow 

Team. 

47. On receipt of the task you must consider the case and give a fresh decision to replace the current one, unless you 

decide there are no grounds to look at the decision again. See Unplanned Interventions  

AP action complete – task back to CM for determination 

48. You must carefully word your Decision Maker’s Reasons refer to the late Mr/Mrs/Miss. These will be copied into 

the notification sent to the representative. 

PIP awarded or increased 

49. Complete the assessment questionnaire, the determination and proceed to make the decision on PIPCS. For death 

cases: 

 enter the date of death in the ‘End of Award Date’ field  

 the ‘Recommended Review Date’ field is not used when the claimant has died.  

See: Assessment questionnaire overview and See: Decision Making Process – Eligibility check 

50. If the claimant was in a hospital, similar institution to a hospital, care home or detained in legal custody before 

their death PIP may not be payable - See: Payability 

51. Update the unplanned intervention record - See: Unplanned Interventions - Modify an Unplanned Intervention 

record 



 
52. Notify the representative: 

Step Action 

1 prepare a clerical PIP.7003 

2 email to the designated user to upload to DRS. See: Single Document Upload 

3 create a communication record to show which notification has been issued. See: Communication  

 Record 

53. PIPCS will issue any money due to the death arrears payee (DAP). The CW will input the account details. You can 

check account details are held by selecting the ‘Financials’ tab on the homepage then ‘Bank Accounts’ in the 

navigation panel. 

54. Any open tasks should be closed. Once closed you need to manually close down the benefit delivery case. 

Note: for R2 task closure will automatically close down the benefit delivery case. See: Workflow 

and Task Management – PIP User Action – How to close a task 

and 05 Case Closure Background 

PIP reduced or disallowed 

55. Complete the assessment questionnaire. 

See: Assessment questionnaire overview and See: Eligibility check 

56. Update the unplanned intervention record - See: Unplanned Interventions - Modify an Unplanned Intervention 

record 

57. Notify the representative: 

Step Action 

1 prepare a clerical PIP.7013 

2 emailed to the designated user to upload to DRS. See: Single Document Upload 

3 create a communication record to show which notification has been issued. See: Communication  

Record 

58. If an overpayment has occurred - See: Payment Correction-overpaid 59. If there is no overpayment, any open tasks 

should be closed. Once 



 

closed, you need to manually close down the benefit delivery case. 

Note: for R2 task closure will automatically close down the benefit delivery case. See: Workflow 

and Task Management – PIP User Action – How to close a task 

and 05 Case Closure Background 

Overpayment due to late notification of death 

55. Where an overpayment is caused by a late notification of the death, you’ll supersede the existing decision to 

give an overpayment recoverability decision. 

See: Unplanned Interventions 

See: Payment Correction-overpaid 

See: ADM Chapter A4 - Supersession, suspension and termination 

Appeal outstanding 

56. Appeals are lodged directly with HMCTS. If a claimant dies before an appeal is decided and their representative 

wants the application to continue then appeal action will carry on. See: Appeals (Decision Making) 

Tribunal decision received 

57. All decisions made by tribunals are summarised on a decision notice issued by HMCTS. These are sent to the 

MOU then the Workflow Team create a task. 

59. On receipt of a task you’ll consider the decision. See: Appeals - Action on receipt of FtFs decision 

61. When recording an award on PIPCS: 

• enter the date of death in the ‘End of Award Date’ field  

• the ‘Recommended Review Date’ field is not used when the claimant has died.  

63. Any changes in the claimant’s circumstances, such as a hospital admission prior to their death, will have been 

recorded by the CW. They update PIPCS when the representative returns the PIP.3027 confirming they wish to 

continue with the appeal. 

64. PIPCS will issue any money due to the death arrears payee (DAP). The CW will input the account details. You 

can check account details are held by selecting the ‘Financials’ tab on the homepage then ‘Bank Accounts’ in the 

navigation panel. 

66. Notify the representative: 



 

Step Action 

1 prepare a clerical notification suitably adapted to fit the case 

NB PIP.7032 will be available for R2 

2 email to the designated user to upload to DRS. See: Single Document Upload 

3 create a communication record to show which notification has been issued. See: Communication  

Record 

68. If an overpayment has occurred - See: Payment Correction-overpaid 

70. If there is no overpayment, any open tasks should be closed. Once closed, if the appeal was against an existing 

award, you need to manually close down the benefit delivery case. 

Note: for R2 task closure will automatically close down the benefit delivery case. 

See : Workflow and Task Management – PIP User Action – How to close a task 

and 05 Case Closure Background 

02 Death 

 Death Notifications 

1. These notifications can be received by: 

 E-mail  

 CIS (Searchlight) broadcast via a task  

 post via a task; or  

 phone call – you must attempt to redirect all calls reporting death to the Bereavement Service. The caller must 

redial the PIP Enquiry Line number 0800 121 4433 and select the option ‘to report a death’.  

Death notified by Email 

2. The e-mails can come from: 

 The Bereavement Service (BS) – using the Bereavement Information Capture Tool (BICT)  Tell Us Once (TUO) – 

using the Change Reporting System (CRS). These e-mails should be marked ‘OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE – URGENT – TUO’ 

in the subject field.  

3. E-mails notifying the death of a PIP claimant will be received by the following email accounts: 



 

  

as appropriate. The inboxes must be accessed at least twice a day and the emails for Benefit Centres other than Bootle 

will be forwarded from Bootle to a SPOC at the relevant BC below: 

 DWP Bristol PIP Bereavements Information  

 DWP SCOTLAND DBC PIP Bereavement Information  

 DWP Yorkshire BC PIP Bereavements Information  

 DWP Wales BC PIP Bereavements Information  

4. BICT emails notifying the death of a PIP claimant will have the DLA box ticked but the Additional Information Notes 

box will state ‘PIP Death notified not DLA’. 

5. For each email received in the SPOC inboxes the User responsible must take the following action: 

Step Action 

  

1 IMPORTANT – this action must be taken before a Date of Death (DOD) is input to PIPCS 

end any PAB relationship held on PIPCS 

See: To End a Relationship on PIPCS in this chapter 

2 check to see if there are any cancelled (returned) payments and if there are you must attempt to invalidate the 

cancelled payment 

See: ARUC guidance 

3 input the DOD to PIPCS if it is not already held. This will set an automatic Nominee Level Suspension 

See: To Input the Date of Death on to PIPCS in this chapter 

4 create a manual task to prevent case closure using ‘NINO - to prevent case closure’ in the subject field. Assign 

the task to yourself and defer it for 5 days 

See: How to create a manual task User within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of  

PIPCS guidance 

5 Upload email to DRS as per current guidance 



 

6 check if the case has a Special Caution Data Marker (Fraud) displayed on PIPCS claimant information page. This 

can be displayed as either 'Under Investigation', 'closed fraud', or 'proven fraud'. If there is the SPOC must send 

a task to PIP Specialist Fraud Team to advise them of the  

DOD 

Email security 

7. All TUO and BS e-mails must be deleted after they have been actioned. They must also be emptied from the team 

members ‘deleted items box’ in Outlook to avoid unauthorised disclosure or breach of DPA. Line Managers / Units 

have responsibility to ensure this practice is embedded. 

Death Notified via CIS(Searchlight) 

8. Deaths notified via CIS(Searchlight) will automatically have: 

 the DOD applied to PIPCS  

 a task created for the user to determine if any follow up action is required; and  a Nominee 

Suspension set on the case  

See: Task received notifying the death of a claimant in this chapter 

Death Notified by Post 

9. The post will be opened and scanned in the MOU. The User will be able to access the scanned image via a task sent 

to them. 

See: Task received notifying the death of a claimant in this chapter 

Death Notified by Phone call to PIP 

10. Any death notifications received by phone in PIP should be redirected to the Bereavement Service (BS). This is 

advantageous for the caller because the BS offer an eligibility check for any Bereavement Benefits that the caller may 

be entitled to. 

11. If the caller insists on reporting the death and refuses to call the BS, the PIP agent will gather the details of the 

caller and create a high priority task for the delivery team to make further enquiries as necessary. 

Subpages 

• To End a Relationship on PIPCS  

• To Input the Date of Death on to PIPCS  

• Task Received Notifying the Death of a Claimant  

• Notification of Death during Reassessment claim  

• Recording death when date not known  



 

• Death of a Claimant with a Motability Agreement in Place  

• Notification of death received pre PIP decision  

• How to determine the Death Arrears Payee  

• No Representative or NOK or DAP Established Post Decision  

• Representative or NOK or DAP Established But Does Not Wish to Claim Arrears Due Post Decision  

• Notification of death received post PIP decision for Working Age Claimant  

• Overpayment Occurred Following the Death of the Claimant  

• Money Due Following the Death of the Claimant  

• Notification of death received post PIP decision for State Pension Age or Pension Credit Qualifying Age 

Claimant  

• Death notification received from Bereavement Service  

• Death notification received from Tell Us Once by email  

• Death notification received by CIS(Searchlight) Broadcast Claimant is Pension Age and Pension  

Credit PC or State Pension SP interest is held on CIS(Searchlight)  

• Death notification received by post Claimant is Pension Age and PC or SP interest is held on CIS(Searchlight)  

• Death notification received by phone Claimant is Pension Age and PC or SP interest is held on CIS (Searchlight)  

• Inputting Death Arrears Payee Personal Details to PIPCS  

• Creating an External Party  

• Inputting Bank Account Details for Death Arrears Payee to PIPCS  

• Paying arrears of PIP to the Death Arrears Payee  

• Completing form PIP4009 to Issue to DAP when Death Arrears Paid  

• Cancelled Payment reason Beneficiary Deceased received before DOD input on PIPCS  

• Cancelled payment reason Beneficiary Deceased received after DOD input on PIPCS  

• Payment returned after death  

• Form BD8 or copy of death certificate is presented at any DWP office and the claimant has a PIP interest on 

CIS(Searchlight)  

• Death notification of a PAB  

• Solicitor dealing with estate contacts you for details of PIP  

• PIPCS cases held with status of Pending Closure  

• Referral to Debt Management to consider Recoverable action  

• Cases held in suspension  

• Representative contacts you after the case has been closed  

• Outstanding Claim Closed as no Representative Established  

• Outstanding Change of Circumstance Award Review  

• Outstanding Appeal  

• Notification received that DOD needs removing  

• Pension centre SPOC list  



 

To End a Relationship on PIPCS 

1. To end any existing PAB relationship on PIPCS the User must take the following action. This must be done before 

inputting the DOD to PIPCS: 

  

Step Action 

1 input NINO/CRN in quick search box. Search results will display 

2 select Person Homepage 

3 on the Person Homepage select the Background tab at the top 

4 select the Relationship tab from the LHS menu 

5 select the green Action button on the RHS and select Edit from the drop down menu. The Edit  

Relationship screen will display 

6 in the End Reason field, select Other from the drop down menu 

7 input the DOD in the To field 

8 select save. 

To Input the Date of Death on to PIPCS 

1. To record the DOD on to PIPCS the User must take the following action which will ensure no payment is made after 

the DOD: 

  

Step Action 

1 ensure any PAB relationships held have been ended on PIPCS before inputting the DOD 

See: To End a Relationship on PIPCS in this chapter 

2 input NINO/CRN in quick search box. Search results will display 

3 select Person Homepage 

4 on the Person Homepage select the green Action button on the top right hand side (RHS) 



 

5 from the drop down menu select Edit. The Edit Person screen will display 

6 input the DOD and if it is a verified DOD click on the verified box and a tick will display 

7 select save. The Person Homepage displays showing ‘Deceased’ as a watermark. A Nominee Level Suspension 

will automatically have been put on the case. This will ensure no outstanding payment for a period before the 

DOD is issued to the deceased. 

8 please note – inputting a DOD on PIPCS will trigger the case to close overnight. If there is any further action to 

be taken, for example arrears due or an overpayment, a task must be created to prevent case closure as 

follows: 

create a manual task to prevent case closure using ‘NINO - to prevent case closure’ in the subject field. Assign 

the task to yourself and defer it for 5 days 

See: How to create a manual task User within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of  

PIPCS guidance 

Task Received Notifying the Death of a Claimant 

1. When a task is received notifying the death of a claimant you must: 

 ensure any PAB relationship held on PIPCS is ended  

 access PIPCS to ensure the DOD is held. If not, input the DOD  

 check if the case is with Fraud and if so send a manual task to PIP Specialist Fraud Team  

 check if the claimant was awarded Enhanced Mobility and has a Motability Agreement. If so send a manual task 

to Mota to advise them of the death  

 when the PIP claim is pre decision or the case has an ongoing dispute, establish whether the NOK wishes to 

continue with the claim  

 when the case has an ongoing appeal, phone HMCTS to notify them of the DOD and advise them that we will be 

in touch when we have a response from the Claimant’s Representative/ NOK advising if they wish to continue 

with the appeal  

 In cases where the NOK wants to proceed with an outstanding event, you must consider the effect of the UT 

decision.  

 Upper Tribunal  and Split Rate decision  

 consider closing all tasks to allow Case Closure to proceed (if no Overpayment or arrears due)  check if this is 

a reassessment case  

See: Death during Reassessment claim in this chapter 

See: To End a Relationship on PIPCS in this chapter 



 
See: Notification of death received pre PIP decision in this chapter 

See: How to create a manual task User within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of PIPCS guidance 

See: Appeals guidance 

See: Death of a Claimant with a Motability Agreement in Place in this chapter 

Notification of Death during Reassessment claim 

1. If a claimant dies: 

 after a PIP invite has already been issued but not returned;  

 a PIP claim has been sent in but not yet processed; or  

 a decision has been made but the claimant has died before the first day of PIP entitlement.  

You must: 

  

Step Action 

1 ensure all tasks are closed on the claim to allow the PIP claim to close overnight 

2 consider issuing form PIP0219 to advise no further action to be taken on PIP 

3 take action on the DLA case as per DLA guidance 

4 withdraw the claim via the PIP Application page. 

See: DLA/AA Death Guidance 

Recording death when date not known 

1. If you have been notified that a claimant has died but do not know the DOD, record the current date or the date of 

the post as 'NV' on PIPCS and consider requesting a copy of the death certificate. 

Death of a Claimant with a Motability Agreement in Place 

1. When a claimant has had a Motability Agreement a task must be sent to Mota to advise them of the death. 

Death Arrears due and Motability Agreement in place 

2. Death Arrears Payee (DAP) details must be established and input to PIPCS. Arrears due to the Mota Nominee 

will be paid and any remaining arrears paid to the DAP when the suspension is lifted. 



 

See: Paying arrears of PIP to the Death Arrears Payee in this chapter 

Overpayment following death and Motability Agreement in place 

3. If an overpayment has occurred the PIP user will take action on the overpayment of daily living and mobility. 

Mota will take action on any overpayment to MOPS. Case closure will not occur until Mota have completed their action 

and closed their tasks. 

See: Overpayment Occurred Following the Death of the Claimant in this chapter 

Notification of death received pre PIP decision 

1. When a death is notified before a decision has been made on the PIP claim you must: 

  

Step Action 

1 ensure the DOD is held on PIPCS 

2 if the PIP2 has not been returned - to stop an automated disallowance for non receipt of the PIP2 cancel the 

timer as per current guidance 

4 issue form PIP3027 to establish if the claimant’s representative or NOK wishes to continue with the PIP claim 

5 create a 10 working day task for the return of form PIP3027 

No representative or NOK established pre decision 

2. If no customer representative or NOK can be traced through any details held on PIP or other benefits, a manual task 

must be created and deferred for 6 weeks from the date the last enquiry was made. 

3. When this task matures, another search for a representative must be undertaken If no details are found the claim 

should be closed using the ‘failure to provide information’ option in the medical evidence.  

This gives the option of the case being reopened should the NOK make contact in the future. 

If no reply to form PIP3027 

4. If no reply is received to form PIP3027 when the task matures: 

  

Step Action 



 

1 attempt to contact the claimant’s representative by phone to remind them to return form  

PIP3027 

2 if it is not possible to phone, issue a duplicate form PIP3027 

3 defer the task for 10 working days for the return of form PIP3027 

4 if no response received when the task matures, note the Communications Record and the claim closed using 

the ‘failure to provide information’ option in the medical evidence 

5 save the information and apply as you would any other evidence then run the eligibility check 

6 check the communications record to ensure the system isn’t trying to issue any notifications, if it does, supress 

in the usual manner 

Note: the system will update the closure overnight. Tasks allocated as a result will need to be closed. 

Representative or NOK wishes to continue with the PIP claim 

5. When form PIP3027 is returned, if the representative or NOK wishes to continue with the claim: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete form PIP0305 with details of the claimant and their representative and print the form 

2 refer form PIP0305 to the TL to sign on behalf of the Secretary of State to appoint a person to act for the 

deceased 

6. When you receive form PIP0305 back from the TL send it to MOU to be scanned and refer to the CM guidance link 

below. 

See: Sending Hard Copy Documents to be Scanned 

See: Death notified pre and post decision – decision making guidance - Claimant dies before claim decided 

Representative or NOK does not wish to continue with the PIP claim pre decision 

7. If they do not wish to continue with the claim you must treat the claim as withdrawn. See: Withdrawn Claim 

  

How to determine the Death Arrears Payee 



 

1. Any money due following the death of a claimant will be paid to the Death Arrears Payee (DAP) following an order 

of precedence. When money is due, the order of precedence applies to all cases, irrespective of any person 

appointed by the S of S during the lifecycle of a claim. 

The DAP details should be input to PIPCS if arrears after death are due and can be input just before the death arrears 

payment is to be made. 

See: Inputting Death Arrears Payee Personal Details to PIPCS in this chapter 

2. The usual order of precedence is: 

  

  Person Notes 

1 Executor of the will the executor of the will includes the administrator of the estate if the claimant died 

without making a will. 

2 Person responsible for 

funeral expenses 

consider a person, health authority or local authority if: 

they are nominated on the death certificate, form BD8, with details on the reverse to 

claim for arrears of benefit; and 

they have obtained an estimated bill for the cost of the funeral from a funeral director. 

3 The person who 

maintained the claimant 

immediately before death 

consider a person who maintained the claimant immediately before death 

including: 1 a HA 

a LA; or 

the proprietor of a care home. Invite the care home to apply for payment of arrears of 

benefit if they have met the funeral expenses. If there is no executor of the will or 

administrator of the estate, pay arrears of benefit to them up to the amount of any 

outstanding fees. 

4 The person who benefits 

from the claimant's will 

consider the person who benefits from the claimant's will or the legatee if the will has 

been acted upon. 

5 The NOK consider the NOK, for example, the widow or widower unless a decree of judicial 

separation was in force, children, parents etc. If the claimant did not  



 

  leave a will and no NOK claims arrears of benefit, the Treasury Solicitor submits an 

application for the arrears of benefit. In these cases, treat the Treasury Solicitor as the 

NOK and pay any arrears to them. 

6 A creditor consider creditors, providing they can give evidence of the debt. Arrears of benefit can 

only be paid up to the amount of the debt. 

3. Before paying arrears to a DAP you must ensure all suspensions on the case are lifted. This includes: 

 Component Level Suspensions  

 Nominee (Automatic) Suspensions  

 Benefit Delivery Case Suspensions.   



 

No Representative or NOK or DAP Established Post Decision 

1. If arrears of PIP are due following the death of the claimant and you cannot establish anyone as the  

Death Arrears Payee, record all the details in the Person Notes i.e. that the DAP has been established (include DAP 

details) and doesn’t want the arrears or if the DAP has not been established. If at a later date the arrears need to be 

paid the user will lift the suspension, input the DAP details as normal and PIPCS will pay the arrears due. There is no 

need to re-open the BDC. 

2. To create the manual payment: 

  

Step Action 

1 enter the NINO in quick search box. The search results display 

2 select the Benefit Delivery Case which is shown as PIP under the Details heading and Case under the Type 

heading. The PIP Benefit Case Evidence Summary screen displays 

3 select the Financials tab 

4 select Transactions from the LHS menu 

5 select Manual Payment button on RHS. New Manual Payment Details screen displays 

6 to create a manual payment record complete the following fields: 

 Reference number - input 0000000 (normally it would be the CPS LP reference number)  

 Amount – this is the total amount of the death arrears which are due  

 Start Date – this will be the date when the death arrears are due from  

 End Date – this will be the end date of the period of death arrears due (usually the date of death)  

7 in the comments box clearly state that the payment is for death arrears that are due but cannot be paid as DAP 

not established. Include how the manual payment has been calculated giving details of the period, component, 

rates and the total amount due 

Note: User must ensure period is accurate and within a cover period as PIP does not adhere to benefit weeks, 

for example; date of change is the same day affected 

8 select Save 

9 the Manual Payment Confirmation screen displays, select Save 



 

Representative or NOK or DAP Established But Does Not Wish to  

Claim Arrears Due Post Decision 

1. If arrears of PIP are due following the death of the claimant and the DAP has been established but they do not wish 

to claim the arrears due, you must create a manual payment in PIPCS. (This will create a record to prevent PIPCS 

making any payment - mobility or care. PIPCS will think a payment has been made off system but no payment would 

be made on CPS LP). 

Please Note: Only a limited number of users have access to manual payments in PIPCS. Therefore if the user does not 

have access they will need to send a manual task to a user who does with all the details required (if the user is the CPS 

LP user they will still need to create the manual task and assign to themselves). 

2. To create the manual payment: 

  

Step Action 

1 enter the NINO in quick search box. The search results display 

2 select the Benefit Delivery Case which is shown as PIP under the Details heading and Case under the Type 

heading. The PIP Benefit Case Evidence Summary screen displays 

3 select the Financials tab 

4 select Transactions from the LHS menu 

5 select Manual Payment button on RHS. New Manual Payment Details screen displays 

6 to create a manual payment record complete the following fields: 

 Reference number - input 0000000 (normally it would be the CPS LP reference number)  

 Amount – this is the total amount of the death arrears which are due  

 Start Date – this will be the date when the death arrears are due from  

 End Date – this will be the end date of the period of death arrears due (usually the date of death)  

7 in the comments box clearly state that the payment is for death arrears that are due but the DAP does not wish 

to claim them. Include how the manual payment has been calculated giving details of the period, component, 

rates and the total amount due 

Note: User must ensure period is accurate and within a cover period as PIP does not adhere to benefit weeks, 

for example; date of change is the same day affected 



 

8 select Save 

9 the Manual Payment Confirmation screen displays, select Save 

  

Notification of death received post PIP decision for Working Age  

Claimant 

1. When a task is received advising the DOD of a claimant, ensure that the DOD is held on PIPCS and consider whether 

PIP has been paid up to the DOD or whether an overpayment has occurred or money is due. 

See: Overpayment Occurred Following the Death of the Claimant in this chapter 

See: Money Due Following the Death of the Claimant in this chapter 

Overpayment Occurred Following the Death of the Claimant 

1. If an overpayment has occurred please follow the guidance given in the Overpayments for DWP guidance. 

See: Payment Correction – overpaid – Establish cause of Overpayment 

See: Overpayments for DWP 

See: Deceased cases – not DPAD within the Overpayments for DWP guidance 

See: Direct Payment After Death overpayments within the Overpayments for DWP guidance 

See: Direct Payment after Death – overpayment £25.00 or less within the Overpayments for DWP guidance 

See: Direct Payment After Death – contact details received after case has been referred to Debt Management within 

the Overpayments for DWP guidance 

See: Direct Payment After Death – Building Society accounts within the Overpayments for DWP guidance 

See: Overpayment following death and Motability Agreement in place in this chapter 

Money Due Following the Death of the Claimant 

1. The CM must check entitlement and the award period to ensure they are correct. If money is due issue form PIP3049 

(BR330) to Claimant’s representative to confirm that they wish to receive any money due and to gather any details 

needed to finalise the case. These include: 

 Death Arrears Payee - Name, address, Bank/Building Society account  

 Details of any hospital or Care Home admissions that may affect payment  



 
See: How to determine the Death Arrears Payee in this chapter 

Notification of death received post PIP decision for State Pension Age or Pension 

Credit Qualifying Age Claimant 

1. When a task is received advising the DOD of a claimant, ensure that the DOD is held on PIPCS and consider whether 

PIP has been paid up to the DOD or whether an overpayment has occurred or money is due. 

See: Overpayment Occurred Following the Death of the Claimant in this chapter 

See: Money Due Following the Death of the Claimant in this chapter 

2. Check CIS(Searchlight) to see if they have State Pension (SP) or Pension Credit (PC) interest. 

State Pension Age or Pension Credit Qualifying Age Claimant but No SP or PC  

Interest held on CIS(Searchlight) 

3. Take action to finalise the PIP claim as for a Claimant of Working Age. 

See: Notification of death received post PIP decision for Working Age Claimant in this chapter 

Death notification received from Bereavement Service 

Claimant is State Pension or Pension Credit Qualifying Age and PC or SP interest is held on 

CIS(Searchlight) 

1. BS will gather details and input them straight into PTP CAM. 

2. BS will check CIS(Searchlight) and possibly PIPCS (Prospect Person) to determine if there is PIP interest. 

3. When PIP interest found the BS will complete the BICT with all details gathered and send the email to PIP Mailbox. 

As per PSB 31/2013. 

Notification from BS no arrears of PIP due 

4. DOD will be input on PIPCS by SPOC that receives the BICT email. 

5. Email will be printed and sent to be scanned. 

6. Task will be received by a PIP user who will finalise the PIP case and note the PIP Communications record that ‘DOD 

received from BS, no arrears due, case finalised no further enquiries needed’. 

Notification from BS arrears of PIP due and no further enquiries need to be made 



 

7. PIP user will finalise the PIP case and note the PIPCS Communications Record ‘DOD received from BS, arrears paid, 

case finalised’. The communications record can be viewed by TPS. If TPS have arrears due they can see PIP is not 

issuing a PIP3049 (BR330). 

Notification from BS PIP arrears due and further enquiries need to be made 

8. PIP user must identify the correct Pension Centre (PC) by the claimant’s post code and email the PC  

SPOC to determine if TPS have already started to make enquiries. The PC SPOC list covers all sites who have 

Bereavement Teams, which is now a virtual service rather than a geographical one. If “Identify PC by post 

code” link identifies a PC that doesn’t have a Bereavement SPOC, any one of those listed will be able to 

provide the required information.  The email must ask: 

 that if TPS already have DAP details that a copy of the BR330 should be sent to PIP;  

 If TPS have taken DAP details over the telephone PIP user must ask that those details are 

confirmed by email to PIP   

 if TPS have already started to make enquiries to establish the DAP, that they note their system to send a copy of the 

BR330 to PIP when it is received;  

 if TPS are not issuing a BR330 they should reply stating BR330 not being issued and if they have details of a 

surviving spouse or civil partner these should be included in their reply to PIP; and  

 if TPS do require a copy of form BR330 but have not yet started making enquiries they should note their reply to 

PIP to request PIP send a copy of BR330 when received  

See: Identify PC by post code  

See: PC SPOC list in this chapter 

9. PIP user should defer their task for 2 days to await a reply by email. 

Notification from BS TPS already have all the details 

10. The PC SPOC will reply by email that they are sending a copy of their form BR330 or confirmation that DAP 

details were taken by telephone, to PIP. The PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete the Communications Record with the action taken 



 

2 defer their task for 2 weeks to await the task containing the BR330 image. 

Notification from BS TPS have not yet started to make enquiries 

11. If the PC SPOC advises by return email that they have not started to make enquiries but do require a copy of 

the BR330 the PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

1 issue form PIP3049 (BR330) 

2 defer task for 2 weeks to await return of form PIP3049 (BR330) 

3 complete a Communications Record on PIPCS and note it ‘PIP3049 (BR330) issued – details also required by 

TPS’ 

See: Create a Communications Record within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of  

PIPCS guidance 

4 when PIP3049 (BR330) received: 

 

print a copy of the PIP3049 (BR330) image 

annotate it clearly with ‘FOR PENSION SERVICE’ 

send it in a purple polylope to TPS MOU 

See: PC SPOC list in this chapter for correct courier address 

note PIPCS Communication Record ‘copy of PIP3049 (BR330) sent to TPS’. 

Notification from BS TPS has already started to make enquiries 

12. If the PC SPOC confirms that they have already issued form BR330 and will send a copy to PIP when they 

receive it, the PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete the Communications Record with the action taken 



 

2 defer task for 3 weeks to await the task containing the BR330 image. 

  

Death notification received from Tell Us Once by email 

1. TUO notifications via CRS are received by the BS who will check CIS(Searchlight) and PIPCS (for Prospect Person). 

When PIP interest found they will send an email to PIP SPOC with the TUO details attached. 

Notification from TUO no arrears of PIP due 

2. DOD will be input on PIPCS by SPOC that receives the TUO email. 

3. Email will be printed and sent to be scanned. 

4. Task will be received by a PIP user who will finalise the PIP case and note the PIP Communications record that ‘DOD 

received from TUO, no arrears due, case finalised no further enquiries needed’. This is then available for TPS to 

view. 

Notification from TUO arrears of PIP due and no further enquiries need to be made 

5. PIP user will finalise the PIP case and note the PIP communications record ‘DOD received from TUO, arrears paid, 

case finalised’. 

Please note – this scenario is unlikely to happen as TUO emails do not include DAP details 

Notification from TUO PIP arrears due and further enquiries need to be made 

6. PIP user must identify the correct Pension Centre (PC) by the claimant’s post code and email the PC  

SPOC to determine if TPS have already started to make enquiries. The PC SPOC list covers all sites who have 

Bereavement Teams, which is now a virtual service rather than a geographical one. If “Identify PC by post 

code” link identifies a PC that doesn’t have a Bereavement SPOC, any one of those listed will be able to 

provide the required information. The email must ask: 

 that if TPS already have DAP details that a copy of the BR330 should be sent to PIP;  

 If TPS have taken DAP details over the telephone PIP user must ask that those details are 

confirmed by email to PIP  

 if TPS have already started to make enquiries to establish the DAP, that they note their system to send a copy of 

the BR330 to PIP when it is received;  

 if TPS are not issuing a BR330 they should reply stating BR330 not being issued and if they have details of a 

surviving spouse or civil partner these should be included in their reply to PIP; and  



 
 if TPS do require a copy of form BR330 but have not yet started making enquiries they should note their reply to 

PIP to request PIP send a copy of BR330 when received  

See: Identify PC by post code  

See: PC SPOC list in this chapter for phone numbers 

7. PIP user should defer their task for 2 days to await a reply by email. 

Notification from TUO TPS already have all the details 

8. The PC SPOC will reply by email that they are sending a copy of their form BR330 or confirmation that DAP 

details were taken by telephone to PIP. The PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete the Communications Record with the action taken 

2 defer their task for 2 weeks to await the task containing the BR330 image. 

Notification from TUO TPS have not yet started to make enquiries 

9. If the PC SPOC advises by return email that they have not started to make enquiries but do require a copy of the 

BR330 the PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

1 issue form PIP3049 (BR330) 

2 defer task for 2 weeks to await return of form PIP3049 (BR330) 

3 complete a Communications Record on PIPCS and note it ‘PIP3049 (BR330) issued – details also required by 

TPS’ 

See: Create a Communications Record within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of  

PIPCS guidance 



 

4 when PIP3049 (BR330) received: 

print a copy of the PIP3049 (BR330) image 

annotate it clearly with ‘FOR PENSION SERVICE’ 

send it in a purple polylope to TPS MOU 

 See: PC SPOC list in this chapter for correct courier address 

note PIPCS Communication Record ‘copy of PIP3049 (BR330) sent to TPS’. 

Notification from TUO TPS has already started to make enquiries 

10. If the PC SPOC confirms that they have already issued form BR330 and will send a copy to PIP when they 

receive it, the PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete the Communications Record with the action taken 

2 defer task for 3 weeks to await the task containing the BR330 image. 

 

Death notification received by CIS(Searchlight) Broadcast Claimant is Pension Age 

and Pension Credit PC or State Pension SP interest is held on CIS(Searchlight) 

Notification from CIS (Searchlight) no arrears of PIP due 

1. Task will be received by a PIP user who will finalise the PIP case and note the PIP Communications record that ‘DOD 

received by CIS broadcast, no arrears due, case finalised no further enquiries needed’. 

Notification from CIS(Searchlight) arrears of PIP due and further enquiries need to be 

made 

2. PIP user must identify the correct Pension Centre (PC) by the claimant’s post code and email the PC  

SPOC to determine if TPS have already started to make enquiries.  The PC SPOC list covers all sites who have 

Bereavement Teams, which is now a virtual service rather than a geographical one. If “Identify PC by post 



 

code” link identifies a PC that doesn’t have a Bereavement SPOC, any one of those listed will be able to 

provide the required information. The email must ask: 

 that if TPS already have DAP details that a copy of the BR330 should be sent to PIP;  

 If TPS have taken DAP details over the telephone PIP user must ask that those details are 

confirmed by email to PIP  

 if TPS have already started to make enquiries to establish the DAP, that they note their system to send a copy of 

the BR330 to PIP when it is received;  

 if TPS are not issuing a BR330 they should reply stating BR330 not being issued and if they have details of a 

surviving spouse or civil partner these should be included in their reply to PIP; and  

 if TPS do require a copy of form BR330 but have not yet started making enquiries they should note their reply to 

PIP to request PIP send a copy of BR330 when received  

See: Identify PC by post code  

See: PC SPOC list in this chapter for phone numbers 

3. PIP user should defer their task for 2 days to await a reply by email. 

Notification from CIS(Searchlight) TPS already have all the details 

4. The PC SPOC will reply by email that they are sending a copy of their form BR330 or confirmation that DAP 

details were taken by telephone to PIP. The PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete the Communications Record with the action taken 

2 defer their task for 2 weeks to await the task containing the BR330 image 

Notification from CIS(Searchlight) TPS have not yet started to make enquiries 

5. If the PC SPOC advises by return email that they have not started to make enquiries but do require a copy of the 

BR330 the PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

1 issue form PIP3049 (BR330) 



 

2 defer task for 2 weeks to await return of form PIP3049 (BR330) 

3 complete a Communications Record on PIPCS and note it ‘PIP3049 (BR330) issued – details also required by 

TPS’ 

See: Create a Communications Record within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of  

PIPCS guidance 

4 when PIP3049 (BR330) received: 

print a copy of the PIP3049 (BR330) image 

annotate it clearly with ‘FOR PENSION SERVICE’ 

send it in a purple polylope to TPS MOU 

See: PC SPOC list in this chapter for correct courier address 

note PIPCS Communication Record ‘copy of PIP3049 (BR330) sent to TPS’. 

Notification from CIS(Searchlight) TPS has already started to make enquiries 

6. If the PC SPOC confirms that they have already issued form BR330 and will send a copy to PIP when they receive it, 

the PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

 

1 complete the Communications Record with the action taken 

2 defer task for 3 weeks to await the task containing the BR330 image. 

  



 

Death notification received by post Claimant is Pension Age and PC or  

SP interest is held on CIS(Searchlight) 

Notification by post no arrears of PIP due 

1. Task will be received by a PIP user who will finalise the PIP case and note the PIP Communications record that ‘DOD 

received by white mail, no arrears due, case finalised no further enquiries needed’. The PIP user must also record 

any details from the post that could be used by TPS in the communications record. TPS will be able to view these 

details on PIPCS. 

Notification by post arrears of PIP due and no further enquiries need to be made 

2. PIP user will finalise the PIP case and note the PIP communications record ‘DOD received by white mail, arrears paid, 

case finalised’. The name and address of the DAP must be included in the Communications Record for use by TPS. 

Notification by post PIP arrears due and further enquiries need to be made 

3. PIP user must identify the correct Pension Centre (PC) by the claimant’s post code and email the PC  

SPOC to determine if TPS have already started to make enquiries. The PC SPOC list covers all sites who have 

Bereavement Teams, which is now a virtual service rather than a geographical one. If “Identify PC by post 

code” link identifies a PC that doesn’t have a Bereavement SPOC, any one of those listed will be able to 

provide the required information. The email must ask: 

 that if TPS already have DAP details that a copy of the BR330 should be sent to PIP;  

 If TPS have taken DAP details over the telephone PIP user must ask that those details are 

confirmed by email to PIP  

 if TPS have already started to make enquiries to establish the DAP, that they note their system to send a copy of 

the BR330 to PIP when it is received;  

 if TPS are not issuing a BR330 they should reply stating BR330 not being issued and if they have details of a 

surviving spouse or civil partner these should be included in their reply to PIP; and  

 if TPS do require a copy of form BR330 but have not yet started making enquiries they should note their reply to 

PIP to request PIP send a copy of BR330 when received  

See: Identify PC by post code  

See: PC SPOC list in this chapter for phone numbers 

4. PIP user should defer their task for 2 days to await a reply by email. 

Notification by post TPS already have all the details 



 

5. The PC SPOC will reply by email that they are sending a copy of their form BR330 or confirmation that DAP 

details were taken by telephone to PIP. The PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete the Communications Record with the action taken 

2 defer their task for 2 weeks to await the task containing the BR330 image. 

Notification by post TPS have not yet started to make enquiries 

6. If the PC SPOC advises by return email that they have not started to make enquiries but do require a copy of the 

BR330 the PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

1 issue form PIP3049 (BR330) 

2 defer task for 2 weeks to await return of form PIP3049 (BR330) 

3 complete a Communications Record on PIPCS and note it ‘PIP3049 (BR330) issued – details also required by 

TPS’ 

See: Create a Communications Record within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of  

PIPCS guidance 

4 when PIP3049 (BR330) received: 

print a copy of the PIP3049 (BR330) image 

annotate it clearly with ‘FOR PENSION SERVICE’ 

send it in a purple polylope to TPS MOU 

See: PC SPOC list in this chapter for correct courier address 

note PIPCS Communication Record ‘copy of PIP3049 (BR330) sent to TPS’. 

Notification by post TPS has already started to make enquiries 



 
7. If the PC SPOC confirms that they have already issued form BR330 and will send a copy to PIP when they receive it, 

the PIP user must: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete the Communications Record with the action taken 

2 defer task for 3 weeks to await the task containing the BR330 image 

  

Death notification received by phone Claimant is Pension Age and PC or SP 

interest is held on CIS (Searchlight) 

1. Any death notifications received by telephone in PIP should be redirected to the DWP Bereavement Service (BS). 

This is advantageous for the caller because the BS offers a check for any potential benefit eligibility and if requested 

can take an electronic claim for Bereavement Benefits and/or Social Fund Funeral Payment that the caller may be 

entitled to. 

2. If the caller insists on reporting the details of the death and refuses to call the BS the PIP agent will: 

  

Step Action 

1 gather contact details from the caller 

2 create a task for the Benefit Delivery Team to make any further enquiries as necessary. 

3. When the task is received on the Benefit Delivery Team: 

See: Death notified by post in this chapter 

  

Inputting Death Arrears Payee Personal Details to PIPCS 

1. To input the DAP details to PIPCS take the following action: 

  

Step Action 

1 from the Person Homepage select the Background tab 



 

2 select Relationships from LHS menu 

3 select New shown with a star. New Relationship screen displays 

4 select the magnifying glass icon next to the Related Party field. External Party screen displays 

5 input the DAP’s NINO in the Reference field. This is mandatory so NINO must be obtained 

6 click on Search. Details of the DAP display or Error Message ‘there are no matching items based on the search 

criteria entered’ displays. This Error message means the NINO entered is not held on PIPCS and must be 

entered as an External Party before continuing to input DAP details 

See: Creating an External Party in this chapter 

7 click on Select on the LHS of the DAP’s details. New Relationship screen displays showing the  

DAP’s name in the Related Party field 

8 select Death Arrears Payee from the drop down menu in the Type field 

9 select Yes from the Verification field drop down menu 

10 click Save. 

Creating an External Party 

1. To input the DAP details to PIPCS take the following action: 

  

Step Action 

1 from the shortcuts menu on the LHS, click on Registration 

2 click on external party from LHS menu 

3 input the DAP’s NINO in the Reference field. This is mandatory so NINO must be obtained. Select  

Type from the drop down menu (personal or corporate) 

4 click on Search. Error Message ‘there are no matching items based on the search criteria entered’ displays 

5 click on Next and a confirmation screen will display asking if you want to create an External Party 



 

6 check the details are correct and click Save 

7 Follow the guidance above to input the DAP details 

See: Inputting Death Arrears Payee Personal Details to PIPCS in this chapter 

Inputting Bank Account Details for Death Arrears Payee to PIPCS 

1. This action must be undertaken by a designated user. A Task must be created and referred to the designated user to 

request the DAP’s bank account details to be input. 

See: How to create a manual task User within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of PIPCS guidance 

2. To input the DAP’s bank account details to PIPCS take the following action: 

  

Step Action 

1 from the Person Homepage select the Financials tab 

2 select Bank Accounts from LHS menu 

3 click on the green Action button from alongside the existing bank account and select Edit from the drop down 

menu. Edit Bank Account screen displays 

4 complete the Account Name field with the name shown on the bank account. This must be a maximum of 35 

characters. THIS MUST BE IN CAPITAL LETTERS 

5 select Bank Account from the drop down menu in the Account Type field 

6 input the DOD in the From date field 

7 complete the Account Details, this includes Account Number, Sort Code or Roll Number 

8 select Save. PIPCS will then validate the information with the Bank Wizard 

9 if the bank wizard does not work and the bank account details do not update create a To Do task bank wizard 

not working 

See: How to create a manual task User within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of  

PIPCS guidance 

3. You must now create a task back to the Case Worker to arrange payment of the death arrears. 



 

Paying arrears of PIP to the Death Arrears Payee 

Please Note: Before paying any arrears of PIP following the death of the claimant, a verified Date of Death must be 

held on PIPCS. 

1. When the DAP’s personal details and bank account details are held on PIPCS you must lift any suspensions held to 

enable the system to pay any arrears due. A Nominee Suspension will be set on all cases and you must also check to 

see if there is a Component Level Suspension which must also be lifted. 

See: Component Level Suspensions and Nominee Automatic Suspensions 

If no cancelled payments held on PIPCS and the Paid Up To Date is before the  

DOD 

2. PIPCS will issue any arrears due to the DAP on the next payday in the claimant’s usual delivery cycle. 

3. A clerical letter PIP4009 must be sent to the DAP to confirm the arrears issued to them. To complete PIP 4009 with 

the correct details you must set a task for one day and obtain the details of the arrears paid from PIPCS. 

See: Completing form PIP4009 to Issue to DAP when Death Arrears Paid in this chapter 

Completing form PIP4009 to Issue to DAP when Death Arrears Paid 

1. To complete form PIP 4009 you must obtain the details of the arrears payment from PIPCS: 

  

Step Action 

1 from the Benefit Case select the Financials tab from across the top 

2 select Transactions from LHS menu 

3 click on the arrow on the LHS of the top payment. Details of the death arrears payment made overnight display 

4 use Amount and Covers Period to complete PIP 4009 notification 

5 a copy of clerical form PIP4009 must be printed and sent to MOU to be scanned into DRS 

See: Sending Hard Copy Documents to be Scanned 



 

6 complete the PIP Communication Record to show details of payment issued to DAP on form  

PIP4009 

Cancelled Payment reason Beneficiary Deceased received before DOD input on 

PIPCS 

1. A task will be received on the Benefit Delivery Team notifying the return of the cancelled payment. 

2. You must attempt to invalidate the cancelled payment before taking action to remove PAB, inputting the DOD and a 

Component Level Suspension. 

See: ARUC guidance 

Cancelled payment reason Beneficiary Deceased received after DOD input on 

PIPCS 

111. A task will be received on the Benefit Delivery Team notifying the cancelled payment. 

112. You must attempt to invalidate the cancelled payment. This will ensure the correct payment is calculated on PIPCS 

when evidence has been reassessed. 

See: ARUC guidance  

113. If the cancelled payment cannot be invalidated and death arrears are due within the cancelled payment period, 

the user must determine the period and amount due so a manual payment can be issued. 

See: Issuing a Manual Payment 

Payment returned after death 

1. When a payment is returned after the DOD:  

See: ARUC guidance 

   



 

Form BD8 or copy of death certificate is presented at any DWP office and the 

claimant has a PIP interest on CIS(Searchlight) 

1. If someone presents form BD8 or a death certificate at any DWP office to report the death of a PIP claimant, the 

DWP office must copy the claimants details, date of death and details of the person dealing with the deceased’s estate 

into an email and send it to the appropriate PIP bereavement e mail address below. The BD8 or death certificate must 

be returned to the person presenting it. 

 

Death notification of a PAB 

1. If you are notified of the death of a PAB, a new appointment must be made. 

See: Death of an appointee 

Solicitor dealing with estate contacts you for details of PIP 

1. Following the death of a claimant, their solicitor may contact you asking for payment details of PIP within a specified 

period (for tax purposes). In these cases you should: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete and issue form PIP0119 to the solicitor 

2 a copy of clerical form PIP0119 must be printed and sent to MOU to be scanned into DRS 

See: Sending Hard Copy Documents to be Scanned  

3 complete the PIP Communication Record to show “details of payment issued to claimant’s solicitor on form 

PIP0119”. 

 

PIPCS cases held with status of Pending Closure 

Background 

1. PIPCS is holding a high number of Special Rules for Terminally Ill People (SRTI) and non-SRTI cases with a status of 

Pending Closure and the Benefit Delivery Case needs to be closed. 

2. These cases fall into the following categories: 

1. SRTI cases with a date of death held 



 
2. Non-SRTI cases at Pending Closure 

• arrears paid up-to-date 

• arrears are due 

• arrears are due but not paid as not required or Next of Kin (NOK) details not provided 

3. Referral to Debt Management to consider recoverable action. 

4. Held in suspension (these will be actioned by a central team) 

SRTI cases with a date of death held 

3. Due to the way PIPCS pays SRTI cases, in advance, this generates an overpayment known as Direct Payment after 

Death (DPAD) 

The case has already been correctly referred to Debt Management, but the Benefit Delivery Case status is showing as 

‘Pending Closure’. 

You must: 

  

Step Action 

1 access the Benefit Delivery Case Home page 

2 select Edit from the Actions menu 

3 amend the ‘End of Award Date’ field to the day after the paid up to date of the latest payment record shown on 

the Benefit Delivery Case Transactions page of the Financials tab, even if this is a cancelled payment as PIPCS 

treats this as a paid period as the payment was actually generated 

4 close any open or deferred tasks 

  

Note: If you receive an error message when recording the revised date, you have used an earlier date than the day 

after last paid up to date. 

4. By using this workaround, you will make sure the Benefit Delivery Case: 

• status is re-set to Active in real time 

• Determination History page in the Determination tab will show the case as reassessed to show eligibility up to the 

date of death 



 

• will be automatically closed in overnight batch 

• closure ‘Reason’ field will be set to ‘End of Award’ in overnight batch 

• ‘End of Award Date’ will be automatically set to the date of death 

Note: The ‘Closed By’ date on the Benefit Delivery Case Home page will display as the day after the paid up to date 

Non SRTI cases set at Pending Closure 

Arrears already paid up to date: 

  

Step Action 

1 you must change the End of Award Date to the day after the paid up to date (should have been paid up to date 

of death) 

2 close any open or deferred tasks 

3 Benefit Delivery Case will then be set to Active 

4 Benefit Delivery Case will be auto closed in batch and End of Award Date will be set to date of death 

Arrears are due: 

  

Step Action 

1 you must change End of Award Date to the date of death 

2 close any open or deferred tasks 

3 Benefit Delivery Case will then be set to Active 

4 lift the Nominee suspension and record the NOK details as Business as Usual (BAU) 

6 re-set the Nominee suspension to start from the day after the date of death 

7 PIPCS will issue the arrears payment in batch and auto close the Benefit Delivery  

Case 



 
Arrears due, but not paid as not required, or NOK details not provided: 

  

Step Action 

1 you must change the End of Award Date to the date of death 

2 close any open or deferred tasks 

4 Benefit Delivery Case will then be set to Active 

5 leave Nominee suspension if in place 

6 if no Nominee suspension, set one to start from the day after the date of death 

7 Benefit Delivery Case will auto close in batch 

Referral to Debt Management to consider Recoverable action 

1. Check to see if the case has been referred to Debt Management: 

• if the case needs to be referred, follow BAU e-referral process in the Overpayment Instructions 

• if the case has been referred to Debt Management correctly, close the case see Part 2. 

Cases held in suspension 

1. This activity will be handled centrally. 

Action: 

Check each case to see why it is suspended: 

• if case is correctly suspended, move on to the next case 

• if the case is incorrectly suspended, lift the suspension and follow BAU process in the Suspensions Instructions 

Representative contacts you after the case has been closed 

Award record cleared and arrears not paid 

1. If the case has been closed with arrears outstanding because no DAP could be found take the following action: 

  



 

Step Action 

1 if the customer died more than 12 months ago the DAP may have lost their right to payment. To find out if you 

can make payment 

See: Failure to obtain payment Paras 8200 et seq 

2 if the customer died less than 12 months ago, arrears can be paid to the DAP. 

2. If arrears are payable: 

  

Step Action 

1 send form PIP3049 (BR330) to the claimant’s representative 

2 create a 10 day task for the return of PIP3049 (BR330) 

3 when form PIP3049 (BR330) received. 

See: Paying arrears of PIP to the Death Arrears Payee in this chapter 

  

Outstanding Claim Closed as no Representative Established 

1. If you receive a request about an outstanding claim: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete form PIP0305 for the TL's signature 

2 refer the case to the TL. 

2. When you receive the case back from the TL send PIP0305 to MOU to be scanned and continue action as for a 

normal outstanding claim after death.  



 

Outstanding Change of Circumstance Award Review 

1. If you receive a request about an outstanding Change of Circumstance Award Review: 

  

Step Action 

1 complete form PIP0305 for the TL's signature 

2 refer the case to the TL. 

2. When you receive the case back from the TL send PIP0305 to MOU to be scanned and continue action as for a 

normal outstanding claim after death. 

Outstanding Appeal 

1. If you receive an enquiry about an outstanding appeal you must notify HMCTS after checking that the enquirer is the 

person appointed on PIP0305. If they are not the person appointed, refer the case to your TL. 

Notification received that DOD needs removing 

1. If a notification is received notifying a removal of DOD is required: 

  

Step Action 

1 establish what action has been taken following the initial notification 

2 if any forms or requests have been sent to a representative in connection with the incorrect CIS notification, 

discuss the appropriate action urgently with the TL. 

3 PIP user to Access Person record on PIPCS 

4 select Edit 

5 remove date of death and verification 

6 select Save 

7 PIPCS creates a management check to the TL 

See: Management Check guidance  



 

Pension centre SPOC list 

  

Pension  

Centre  

Bereavement  

SPOC  

E-mail Address  Internal  

Courier  

Address for  

Scanning 

MOU Address  

Burnley      

Newcastle  

Pension  

Centre  

(London  

Pension  

Centre) 

    

Motherwell      

Seaham      



 

Swansea      

 

     

 

03 To View PIPCS Communication Record 

1. To check PIPCS you must click on the icon on your desktop to launch PIPCS. This will display your homepage. 

2. To view a Communications Record on PIPCS, take the following action: 

  

Step Action 

1 input NINO in top right hand side (RHS) search box and click on the magnifying glass icon. Search results will 

display 

2 click on the Participant Homepage (top of the list shown) 

3 in the Participant Homepage select the Contact tab 

4 select Communications from the LHS menu 

5 all Communication Records for the claimant will display. To view further details click on the blue arrow next to 

the appropriate Communication Record. 

  

04 Navigation for Bereavement Service Staff 

Bereavement Service Staff 

1. Bereavement Service (BS) staff will need to check PIPCS when a death is notified to them and the caller states the 

deceased was in receipt of a disability benefit and CIS(Searchlight)does not show a DLA/ AA/PIP interest. 

2. PIP claimants can be registered on PIPCS as a Prospect Person either using their NINO or using a Customer Reference 

Number (CRN) (these records will not be broadcast to CIS(Searchlight). 

3. To check PIPCS you must click on icon on your desktop to launch PIPCS. This will display your homepage. 



 

NINO known 

4. If the deceased’s NINO is known: 

Step Action  

1  input NINO in quick search box and click on the magnifying glass icon. Search results will display 

2  if a prospect person is registered on PIPCS ‘Prospect’ will display under ‘Type’. 

NINO not known 

5. If the deceased’s NINO is not known: 

Step Action  

1  expand the shortcuts menu on the left hand side (LHS) of your screen 

2  select Person Search 

3  input whatever details are known about the deceased and click Search 

4  consider any results displayed to check if it is the correct record. By clicking on the LHS arrow against each 

result the details are expanded and will also show if the case is held as a prospect person. 

05 Remove a UCB when Date of Death is Confirmed 

  

Remove a UCB when Date of Death is Confirmed 

1. If a UCB marker is presented on the claimant case in PIPCS and the date of death is received: 

Step Action 

1 check the ‘Death’ notifications and confirm the date of death 

2 Email: (UCB Nominated Managers). 

In the email, provide the details of: owning unit, Claimants Name, NINO and date of death  

3 the UCB marker will be removed by the UCB Nominated Managers 

   



 

20 Management and Quality Assurance Framework (QAF) Checks 

Subpages 

• 01 Management Checks  

• 02 PIP QAF Making a Decision - New Claim Checklist  

• 04 PIP QAF Making a Decision - Reconsideration Checklist  

• 05 PIP QAF Preparing an Appeal Response Checklist  

• 06 PIP QAF Making a Decision - Intervention Checklist  

• 07 PIP QAF Change of Circumstance – Non disability Checklist  

• 08 Line Manager Assurance Process  

• 09 Line Manager Assurance Checklist  

• 10 Line Manager Assurance Certificate  

01 Management Checks 

Introduction 

1. In order to action a management check, the nominated person, for example the Team Leader (TL) or Service 

Assurance Manager (SAM), will need to reserve the task first - See: Workflow and Task Management. 

Background 

2. A case may be selected for a management check for a number of different reasons including: 

• pre-determined management checks set at Departmental level;  

• management checks generated by a supervisor setting a specific management check profile for a particular 

user for example, a new member of staff; and  

• management checks generated by the submission of evidence, benefit delivery cases or payment correction 

cases for approval.  

Note - Management checks will also trigger a percentage of QAF checks - See: Quality Assurance  

Framework. If you need to direct the check to the SAM, set a task - See: Workflow and Task  

Management. Where a completed QAF checklist is available for the action a user has taken, also use that in completing 

the check. Where a QAF checklist is not available to assist with the check, ensure that the evidence held supports the 

action taken. 

If a user attempts to approve or reject a management check or reserve or close a management check task generated 

by themselves an error message "Error - you are attempting to action a check that you generated" will be displayed. 

Submitted case selected for management check 



 

Note: You must only use the link within the Management Check task to access the case. If you search for the National 

Insurance number, this will create additional management checks on the case. 

3. To check the case: 

Step Action 

1 access PIPCS and go to your homepage 

2 select the ‘Inbox’, third tab, to display your ‘My tasks’ page 

3 from the left hand side, expand the ‘Shortcuts’ panel to display a list of shortcuts 

4 from the bottom of this list, select ‘Available tasks’ (this offers a search facility) 

5 highlight the search criteria (if you need more than one entry from a column, click on each criterion while 

holding down the CTRL key). Click ‘Search’. The tasks will display underneath 

6 select the ‘Action’ button next to the task and select ‘Add to my tasks’ 

7 select the ‘My tasks’ tab and select the task by clicking on the hyperlink 

8 select the ‘Primary Action’ link to display the case to be checked 

9 the Benefit Delivery Case homepage displays, click the link on the claimant’s name above the figure in the top 

left hand corner to display the Person homepage 

4. From here the following should be checked as appropriate: 

• Cross reference with CIS(Searchlight) to check:  

• name  

• address  

• DOB  

• DOD (if appropriate)  

• phone number  

• details of any known PAB/COP and check end dates  

• any other benefits  

• also check the time the changes were applied  

• Cross reference any information held in DRS:  

• change of address  

• change of name  

• new/change of PAB/CAB  



 
• bank details  

• DOD  

• also check the time the information was received  

• Check the communication record  

This list is not exhaustive 

The information above can be found by accessing the Teams and Workload tab. 

Tabs on the ‘Person homepage’ show:  

• Background – highlights any relationships associated to this person, together with a historical record  

• Identity – shows the claimant’s details, together with any other names they may use or be known as  

• Contact – details of addresses, phone numbers  

• Financial – bank account details together with any deductions that may be in place  

• Verifications – shows any items for which we have required verification or there is still verification outstanding  

• Cases – any related cases to this claim  

• Applications – any applications from this claimant  

• Issues and Proceedings – any special caution markers can be seen here  

• Tasks – any outstanding tasks associated to this case  

• Administration – details of who has been involved in the case  

Tabs on the ‘Benefit Delivery Case homepage’ show:  

• Claimants – details of the claimant  

• Benefits – currently will only show PIP  

• Timers – any outstanding information we have requested where a timer has been set and not yet cleared  

• Evidence – details of all the evidence in the evidence basket for the case  

• Dispute – details of explanations, reconsiderations or appeals associated with the case  

• Attachments – a list of all attachments associated with the claim  

• Assessments – a list of all associated assessments to the case and their status  

  

Note – If new details arrive in DRS or CIS(Searchlight) after the check is generated which highlights changes to any of 

the above, reject the case. Note on the comments box that rejection is due to new information received and not user 

error. For example: 

• different account details which results in payments sent to the wrong bank account or  



 

• different address details which results in notifications to the wrong address if new medical evidence is received 

after the check is generated, reject the case and refer it back to the CM to consider - See: Making a decision 

and also See: Quality Assurance Framework.  

  

5. Once all the details above have been checked the evidence also needs to be checked. In order to check all the 

evidence details: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Evidence Summary Case by selecting the Cases tab from the Person screen.  

Select the numeric link in the ‘Reference’ for the relevant Evidence Summary Case 

2 to check the evidence, select the ‘Evidence’ tab. This takes you to the evidence screen. Select the ‘active 

evidence’ and ‘in edit evidence’ links from the left hand list, checking any evidence against that held in 

DRS/communication record/notes pages, for example, assessment notes (this list is  

not exhaustive) 

Case approval check 

Approved 

6. Once you are content that all of the areas to be checked are correct navigate back to the Benefit Delivery Case. To 

do this select the ‘Home’ tab which takes you back to the Evidence Summary Home page. Scroll down to the Cases 

section and select the link in the Reference column for 'PIP Benefit'. 

7. If you are content that all the action taken is correct, take the following action to approve the check: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Approve Case’ option from the Action drop down menu 

2 select ‘Yes’ to the message ‘Are you sure you want to approve the case?’ the task will show as  

‘closed’ 

3 send a manual task to the PIP user notifying them that the evidence has been approved and to remind them to 

take any outstanding actions, for example, informing HMRC if appropriate 

Rejected 

8. If you decide that the action taken is not correct, take the following action to reject the case: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Reject Case’ option from the Action drop down menu 



 

2 select ‘Yes’ to message ‘Are you sure you want to reject the request for approval of this case?’ the task will 

show as ‘closed’ 

3 PIPCS clears the supervisor’s task and sends a new task to the PIP user with reasons for the rejection together 

with any supporting comments 

9. The PIP user takes corrective action as requested and then closes the task. They then create a manual task to you to 

advise that the action has been cleared and for the supervisor’s further check. 

10. If still incorrect, close the existing task and manually create a new task to the PIP user to take corrective action. 

11. If correct, take action as described in the ‘Case approval check can be approved’ as in the 'Step & Action' table 

above, close the existing task, which completes action. 
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Special Customer Records (SCR) User Access Test Check generated 

15. Every time a PIP user accesses or attempts to access a Special Customer Record (SCR) on PIPCS a Task 012 ‘User 

Access Check’ is generated and automatically sent to their manager. 

Note: This applies to PIPCS only. Action for existing systems remains unchanged. For example, CAMLite - No action is 

needed by user or manager. 

Close tasks received 

16. The Audit Trail Analysis Team (ATAT) undertake targeted checks using each system’s audit trails. Cases of possible 

abuse are referred to Decision Makers and Internal Investigations. As staff do not know what area is being targeted 

for an ATAT check, it is essential that you only access any computer system in order to perform duties within your 

designated role; you must have a legitimate business need for your activity. 

17. Where no paperwork exists or there is no record of a claim on PIPCS, a System Access Log (held locally by the 

individual) should be maintained, for example, where Debt Manager cannot act as your evidence (partner cases/if 

a NINO was mistyped) in the event of a subsequent ATAT check. Although the ATAT targeted checks have led to 

the removal of many historical system checks, such as the CIS (Searchlight) random test checks, you may still 

receive a warning message stating ‘Test Check - refer papers to supervisor’. 

Note: There is no requirement to complete a TC4 for system access checks. 

18. If a warning message displays, acknowledge the test check prompt and continue; there is no further action to take, 

except to complete the System Access Log if documentation is not available to support your access – See: Audit 

Trail Analysis Team (ATAT) - Test check generated.  



 

19. If the user being assigned access to carry out the outbound call is the same one a ‘User Access Check’ task has 

already been generated for, the manager will not clear it until the outbound call has been completed, or if not 

completed, the temporary access period (4 hours) is terminated. 

Note: The ‘User Access Check’ task is generated by the combination of user ID and NINO. If there is an open ‘User 

Access Check’ task for a particular user ID/NINO combination another one won’t be generated for any subsequent 

access whilst the task is open. 

20. Once the check is complete the task can be closed. 

21. Documents relating to the check must be held securely for 6 months then destroyed. 

Reassessment Cases Only - deferred task check 

22. If the CM accepts there’s ‘good reason’ for delay in claiming PIP they access dialogue DA/AA110 (Notepad) to 

record the reason and action taken. For example, ‘2nd reminder matured. Claimant currently in hospital – good 

reason accepted. Task deferred - date’. Then defer the ‘Follow-up PIP claim invite’ task in PIPCS and record the 

details in the task Notes - See: How to Defer an Existing Task. 

23. If the task is deferred three times or more then ‘ deferred task’ will be generated to the Case Management Team 

Leader to investigate. An auto prompt will be generated on PIPCs to remind the T/L to task the user 

The CM TL decides if deferral action was appropriate: 

• if it was appropriate to defer, the case will be referred to the CM to consider suspending DLA or a further 

deferral 

• if it was not appropriate to defer, the CM TL will issue a manual task second reminder – Reassessment activity 

– consider outbound call/ suspension reminder  advising the CM of the action needed to resolve the case 

Removal of date of death 

24. When the PIP user removes a date of death, PIPCS will select 100% of cases for a management check and raise 

a task for the supervisor to check the correct action has been taken. 

25. On receipt of the task check what documents/information have been received to support the change and if the 

correct action has been taken the supervisor will approve the task as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select the link from the task for approval 



 

2 select ‘Yes’ to the message ‘Are you sure you want to approve the case?’ the task will show as  

‘closed’ 

On approval PIPCS will generate a task to the user for them to undertake the activity at paragraph 24. 

26. If the supervisor decides that the correct action hasn’t been taken they will reject the check as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select the link from the task  for rejection 

3 PIPCS displays the Reject Confirmation screen 

3 select ‘Yes’ and enter any supporting comments.  Note: If no comments are entered here PIPCS displays the 

Reject Confirmation screen with an error message.  The task will show as closed 

27. If the management check is rejected the date of death previously held will be reinstated.  The supervisor must 

create a task for a PIPCS user and advise what action is needed and why the check was rejected. 
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30. If the check has been approved, the following actions maybe required. Case was in payment the Benefit Delivery 

Case (BDC) needs to be reactivated and the award end date manually amended - See:  

Modifying, cancelling and reworking a determination. 

31. If the decision was not yet made, then the next step in the claims process needs to continue. 

32. If decision had already been made to disallow then no further action is required. 

33. The management check cannot be closed manually by the PIP User.  While the check is outstanding no payments 

will be made. 

34. The broadcast to CIS(Searchlight) will not occur until the check is approved. 

35. The task will go to the AP when the check is approved if the case is with the AP. 

36. If the removal of Date of Death is rejected and there is Carers Allowance in payment, the supervisor will need to 

advise Carers Allowance manually that the Date of Death has been restored. 

37. When the Management check cannot be approved as CIS(Searchlight) cannot action the removal of date of death 

further action is required the supervisor will receive an error message. The check must be rejected and the date of 

death removed manually via CIS500. 

Evidence checks 



 

38. An evidence check can be received for any or many different pieces of evidence at any point throughout the life of 

a claim, for example, hospitalisation or boarder dates. These checks are separate to the Case Approval checks and 

need to be completed before the case can progress. 

39. Evidence checks are selected exactly the same as any other management check - See: Submitted Case selected for 

management check above in this page. 

40. When you have selected the task from the ‘My tasks’ tab, the task will display with 4 links, 2 primary links and 2 

supporting information links. Select the supporting information link to view all the particular evidence to be 

approved or rejected. The rejection reason will be written against the particular evidence. The evidence will need 

to be checked against the appropriate source, for example, DRS or a task generated from Helpline (this list is not 

exhaustive). 

41. Where the evidence check is generated when a CM inputs their new, reassessment or advanced claim 

determination, or an SRTI determination of any of those decision types, and the CM uses the  

‘Automate and complete’ determination option. The Line Manager will be subject to the same warning/error messages 

as the CM if they approve the check. The LM must check: 

• the end and review dates are correct or the disallowance box is checked, as appropriate, before approving. If 

the dates are incorrect you should reject the check.  

• For reassessment cases you must ensure there is ‘in edit’ ‘DLA other benefits’ evidence. If there isn’t PIPCS will 

produce an error message “No Type ‘DLA’ Other Benefits Evidence was found for this ‘Reassessment’ case” 

and you should reject the check.  

• For reassessment cases you must also ensure the effective date is correct. If you complete your check after the 

next DLA payday you must reject the check so the CM can correct the effective date. For example, the check is 

generated on a Monday and the DLA payday is a Wednesday. If you complete the check on or after Wednesday 

reject the check as the effective date will be incorrect.  

Note: When the LM approves the task, PIPCS will automate the decision steps to input the decision and issue the 

notification. When the LM has rejected a check, the user will manually correct the details of the case before the 

automation of the decision continues See: Setting a review date and also - See:  

Completing the determination and effective date. 

42. When you have checked all the information and are now in a position to approve the case: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘My tasks’ tab again and select the task 

2 select the ‘Approve evidence’ link 



 

3 select ‘Yes’ to message ‘Are you sure you want to approve this evidence?’ the task will show as  

‘closed’ 

43. If you decide to reject the case: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘My tasks’ tab again and select the task 

2 select the ‘Reject approve request’ link 

3 in the pop-up box that appears, select the rejection reason from the drop down box and complete the 

comments box as appropriate 

4 select ‘Reject evidence’ 

44. PIPCS will automatically close the task and create a new task for the user to take the correct action. The PIP user 

takes corrective action as requested, closes the task and resubmits the case for approval. PIPCS re-selects the case 

and creates a task in your ‘Available Tasks’ inbox advising that the action has been cleared and for your further 

check. If the CM used the automate and complete functionality PIPCS will automatically complete the steps then 

input the determination once you have approved the check. 

Note – you can view the rejection reasons by selecting the 'View History' link next to the 'Status' field on the BDC 

Home Page. 

Amending a verified date of birth or death 

45. When the PIP user amends a verified date of birth or death, or removes the verification marker in 100% of cases 

PIPCS will create a task for you to check the correct action has been taken. On receipt of the task check what 

documents/information have been received to support the change and if you decide the correct action has been 

taken, close the task. 

46. If the correct action hasn’t been taken, issue a manual task to the PIP user advising them they have taken incorrect 

action and close the task - See: Workflow and Task Management. 

47. On receipt of the task, the PIP user will take the correct action and forward the task back to you to check the 

correct action has now been taken. If the correct action still hasn’t been taken, close the original manual task and 

continue to issue a new manual task to the PIP user until the case has been corrected. 

Ending a NINO 



 

48. When the PIP user ends a NINO, in 100% of cases PIPCS will create a task for you to check the correct action has 

been taken. On receipt of the task check what documents/information have been received to support the change 

and if you decide the correct action has been taken, close the task - See: Workflow and Task Management. 

49. If the correct action hasn’t been taken, issue a manual task to the PIP user advising them they have taken incorrect 

action and close the task. 

50. On receipt of the task, the PIP user will take the correct action and forward the task back to you to check the 

correct action has now been taken. If the correct action still hasn’t been taken, close the original manual task and 

continue to issue a new manual task to the PIP user until the case has been corrected. 
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Amending Payment Correction Status to closed 

53. When the PIP user amends a payment correction status to closed, PIPCS will select a percentage of cases and 

create a task for you. The Payment Correction case will have a status of submitted.  On receipt of the task check that 

the relevant follow up action has been taken and that the closure is correct. For overpayment cases this will also 

include checking the e-referral tool to ensure a referral has been made, if appropriate. For underpaid payment cases 

this will include checking why the underpaid case was closed without being paid and to ensure this was correct to do 

so. If the closure is correct close the task and approve the Payment Correction within the payment correction case. 

54. If the closure is incorrect, reject the Payment Correction case and issue a manual task to the PIP user advising 

of the incorrect action taken and close the task - See: Workflow and Task Management. 

55. On receipt of the task, the PIP user will take the correct action as advised and forward the task back to you to 

check the correct action has now been taken. If the correct action still hasn’t been taken close the original manual task 

and continue to issue a new manual task to the PIP user until the case has been corrected. 

Check Payment correct task 

56. There are two tasks called ‘Action Required – check payment correct’, one is generated by payment correction 

– underpaid being submitted for approval, and has the approval/reject option and one is generated for a batch 

payment and doesn’t have the approve/reject option.  You will need to check the evidence, which generated the 

payment, has been applied correctly, for example, if the claimant was discharged from hospital check the correct 

discharge date has been used. 

Action required Check Payment Correct 

57. This management check is produced if a payment has been returned from the bank with a reason type 

beneficiary deceased but when the payment has been re-issued PIPCS doesn’t hold a date of death. 



 
58. You must check the payment was issued correctly and if no date of death is held it is because the bank 

returned the payment with the wrong reason type. 

Action required Manual Payment check 

59. This Payment action task is created when a user records the issue of a manual payment in PIPCS. PIPCS may 

generate a Payment Correction – Overpaid case when the claimant hasn’t actually been overpaid. In these 

circumstances the user should close the Payment Correction case with reason 'Manual Partial Payment made' - See: 

Payment Correction - overpaid. 

60. Closing with this reason type will generate a task for the supervisor. You must check it was correct for the PIP 

user to close the overpayment with that reason type and the claimant wasn’t overpaid. 

Re-issue of a returned payment 

61. PIPCS will create a management check task when a PIP user selects to re-issue a cancelled payment.  When a 

management check is created the payment is suspended and the payment status will show as “Submitted” until the 

management check is approved. 

62. On receipt of the task the supervisor must check if the payment is correct.  In “My Tasks” tab select the 

relevant task: “Action Required – check payment correct”.  If the supervisor decides the payment is correct - See: Case 

approval check approved above in this page. 

Note: When the management check is approved the payment will be re-issued and the suspension automatically lifted. 

63. If the supervisor decides the payment is incorrect - See: Case approval check rejected above in this page. 

Note: A case will automatically be selected for a management check when a previous management check on that 

action was rejected and payment will remain suspended until approved. 
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High Value payment (HVP) management check 

68. When the PIP user inputs evidence that results in a High Value Payment (HVP) Check, PIPCS selects a percentage to 

check and identifies the user, it creates a task for you as their Supervisor and suspends payment. 

69. These tasks are generated when a High Value Payment has been calculated and payment exceeds a set amount.  

The payment is suspended and the action button is available to approve/reject within Financial Tab. 

70. When the check is generated for a HVP the notification is suppressed (shown by the suppression marker in the 

communication record). The notification isn’t issued unless the check is approved. 

71. On receipt of the task, ‘Action Required – check payment correct’, take the following action: 



 

Step Action 

1 access the Person Homepage and select the ‘Financials’ tab, select the ‘Action’ button against the payment you 

want to approve and select ‘Approve’ from the ‘Action’ menu 

2 the ‘Approve Payment Confirmation’ screen is displayed, select ‘Yes’ 

3 select ‘Close’ 

4 PIPCS removes the suspension and issues the payment 

5 notification issued 

Note:  The suppression marker will not be removed until notification is produced overnight 

6 close task manually 

Reject check 

72. If you decide the payment is incorrect follow Para 60 above but select ‘reject’ instead of ‘approve’ at Step 1.  

PIPCS will then revert the payment status to ‘Cancelled’. 

73. A task is generated for the user to take action. The user must correct the evidence, which created the 

payment, as directed. 

Rejected due to incorrect account details 

74. If rejected due to incorrect account details send a task to an appropriate user to take action. 

75. Once action has been taken, a task will be created for the appropriate user to remove suspension and  re-issue 

payment.  The HVP Payment check will be recreated and the management check task regenerated. The notification 

will remain suppressed until new check approved. 

76. A Re-issue payment management check could be generated upon selecting reissue (Para 54) and on approval HVP 

payment check will then be produced. 

Rejected due to a change in determination 

77. The supervisor is required to 'invalidate' the payment and a task will be created for the appropriate user: 

Step Action 

1 on receipt of the task the user will modify the determination 



 

2 remove the suspension 

3 close the task 

78. PIPCS will create a Payment Correction - Underpaid case. User will need to submit it for approval - See: Payment 

Correction - underpaid. 

Notifications 

79. A revised notification will be generated by PIPCS (overnight) except when the determination has gone from an 

award to a disallowance - if this is the case the user must prepare a manual notification and add a communication 

record manually. 

Motability Payments 

80. Unless the award is being changed a HVP check against a Motability payment must not be rejected.  This is 

because the validation prevents the Motability payment being selected for ‘Re-issue’ by a user. 

Amending bank account details 

81. When the PIP user amends a claimant’s bank account details, PIPCS will select a percentage and raise a task for 

you to check the correct action has been taken. 

82. On receipt of the task check what documents/information have been received to support the change and if you 

decide correct action has been taken, approve the task as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select the link from the task to display the appropriate case for approval 

2 select the ‘Approve’ option from the Action drop down menu 

3 select ‘Yes’ to the message ‘Are you sure you want to approve the case?’ the task will show as  

‘closed’ 

83. If you decide that the correct action hasn’t been taken, reject the case as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select the link from the task to display the appropriate case for rejection 

2 select the ‘Reject’ option from the Action drop down menu 

3 PIPCS displays the Reject Confirmation screen 



 

4 select ‘Yes’ and enter any supporting comments.  Note: If no comments are entered here PIPCS displays the 

Reject Confirmation screen with an error message.  The task will show as closed 

84. On receipt of the task the PIP user corrects the case as directed, closes the task and re-submits it for approval. 

PIPCS re-selects the case for a check and creates a task for you as above. 

85. Notifications, tasks and alerts not required will be suppressed within PIPCS.  The only notifications that will remain 

are Management Checks and Task Escalations.  Users need to take appropriate action on the Alerts/Notifications 

before deleting them.  To access Recent Notifications, take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 go to Users In Box, select ‘Notifications’ at the bottom RHS 

2 select ‘my notifications’, select the tick box on the RHS, select ‘Delete Selected’ on  

RHS 

3 are you sure you want to delete the selected notifications’ then appears 

select ‘yes’ 

4 PIPCS then deletes the notification alert and brings the User back to ‘My notifications 

Note: If the Recent Notifications pod (box) has been de-selected on the user’s homepage, it can be reselected if 

required.  All notification based action can be undertaken within the My Notifications shortcut in the user’s box. 

86. To re-select the Recent Notifications pod, take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Customise’ button in the top right hand corner of the Home  

Page 

2 select the ‘Recent Notifications’ option from the drop down pane 

3 select ‘Save’ 
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Action required Check Notification Suppression 

90. Cases where a notification is suppressed will be subject to management check. PIPCS will generate the 

following task: ‘Check Notification Suppression’ on five per cent of daily suppressed notifications. The manager must 

check the user was correct to suppress the notification. System suppression of notifications used as part of the Batch 

Payment management check is not subject to this management check. 



 
Note: This task does not stop suppression action. 

Claims with New Tax Credit interest 

91. When a management check is generated on claims which have New Tax Credit (NTC) interest, the 

management check is not appearing in the Supervisor’s Work Queue.  The management check is not owned by a 

specific user and will default to the Scotland Workflow 1 work queue.  Reassessment cases will default to Blackpool 

Benefit Centre Service Centre 1 Workflow 1. Therefore, you will be unaware that a management check has been 

generated. 

92  When the workflow team leader identifies an ‘Approval <Evidence Type> task, they will need to notify you that a 

management check has been generated and provide you with the relevant case details.  You must access the Person 

Homepage on the relevant case, select the Evidence tab and action the management check as follows: 

Step Action 

1 
expand the information available for the task by clicking on the triangle on the left hand side of the  

 task ID 

2 click on the ‘Claimant Homepage’ link under supporting information.  The claimant homepage will be displayed 

on a new tab 

3 record the claimant’s NINO and close the tab.  The queue with the expanded task will be visible again 

4 select the ‘View Evidence’ link in the ‘Supporting Information’ section.  This displays a view of the evidence 

within the task 

5 view the evidence displayed and once satisfied, click the back arrow at the top left of the screen 

6 expand the task again as in step 1 

7 select the ‘Approve Evidence’ link in the ‘Primary Action’ section.  This displays the Evidence  

Approval window 

8 select ‘Yes’ to approve the evidence 

Note: selecting ‘yes’ automatically closes the Management Check task but the evidence will remain in ‘Edit’ and 

another unassigned task is created.  If the evidence is not activated at this point the DM will receive an error 

when they select to ‘Award’ PIP after running the full ‘Check Eligibility’.  Therefore, it is suggested that the Other 

Benefit evidence is activated at this point 



 

9 inform the user to activate the Other Benefit evidence to prevent the CM from receiving an error message 

when the select to ‘Award’ PIP 

  

Subpages 

• 02 Setting a Management Check profile  

• 03 Quality Assurance Framework (QAF) checks  

02 Setting a Management Check profile 

93. The Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) functionality enables managers to create new 

case approval checks for a user and to modify, delete and view existing case approval checks. Supervisors will only be 

able to amend approval check parameters, for example percentages and values, for certain defined case types. This is 

because the majority of check parameters have been predetermined at Departmental level and can only be amended 

by a specialist user. 

Creating a Case Approval Check 

94. This functionality enables the supervisor to create a new case approval check for a specific Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) user. 

Step Action 

1 access the Administration Workspace screen and select the appropriate PIP user from the list displayed 

2 access the Case Approval Check List screen and select the ‘New’ link to create a new Case  

Approval Check for the PIP user 

3 PIPCS displays the interface to enter or select the parameters 

4 enter the percentage (mandatory) and estimated cost (optional if applicable) details, select the relevant case 

approval check and if required, input any comments 

5 on selecting the ‘Save’ button, PIPCS validates and saves the data and displays the new Case  

Approval Check List screen 

6 if invalid details are input or mandatory fields are left blank and details are then saved, PIPCS displays an 

‘exception’ message prompting the supervisor to enter valid or mandatory details 



 

7 if the ‘Cancel’ button is selected, PIPCS closes the window without saving the Case Approval’ check and displays 

the Case Approval Check List screen 

Modifying a Case Approval check 

95. This functionality enables the supervisor to modify an existing case approval check for a specific PIP user. 

Step Action 

1 access the Administration Workspace screen and select the appropriate PIP user from the list displayed 

2 access the Case Approval Check List screen and select the ‘Edit’ option from the Action drop  

 down menu for the relevant existing Case Approval Check 

3 PIPCS displays the Case Approval Check ‘In Edit’ mode with the existing details populated 

4 amend the relevant details and select the ‘Save’ button 

5 PIPCS stores the modified Case Approval Check details and displays the Case Approval Check  

List screen 

6 if invalid details are input and saved, PIPCS displays an ‘exception’ message prompting the supervisor to enter 

valid details 

7 if the ‘Cancel’ button is selected, PIPCS closes the window without saving the amendments and displays the 

‘Case Approval Check’ list screen 

Deleting a Case Approval Check 

96. This functionality enables the supervisor to delete an existing case approval check for a specific PIP user. 

Step Action 

1 access the Administration Workspace screen and select the appropriate PIP user from the list displayed 

2 access the Case Approval Check List screen and select the ‘Delete’ option from the Action drop down menu for 

the relevant existing Case Approval Check 

3 PIPCS displays a ‘confirmation’ screen 

4 confirm deletion by selecting ‘Yes’ 



 

5 PIPCS changes the Case Approval Check status to ‘Cancelled’ and displays the Case Approval  

Check List screen 

Note: On completion, the deleted Case Approval Check will still be viewable on the Address List screen with a status of 

‘Cancelled’. 

Viewing Case Approval Checks 

97. This functionality enables the supervisor to view the different case approval checks that have been created for 

a specific PIP user. 

Step Action 

1 access the Administration Workspace screen and select the appropriate PIP user from the list  

 displayed 

2 access the Case Approval Check List screen and expand the relevant Case Approval Check for viewing 

3 PIPCS extracts the Case Approval Check information from the database and displays it 

Spare paras 98-100 

  03 Quality Assurance Framework (QAF) checks 

101. All administrative systems need to measure their processes to be able to provide assurance they are working as 

they should. Rigorous, robust quality assessments contribute to: 

• Public confidence. The public have the right to expect Civil Servants to carry out their duties correctly. They 

have the right to expect that any decision made that affects the financial support they receive from public 

funds is made in accordance with the law and that the process is subject to testing to ensure that this is the 

case.  

• Consistency of approach. The public have a right to equal treatment. Where there is an element of discretion 

in decision making, there is some legitimate scope for different outcomes on the same facts. However, there is 

also potential for local practices to develop which are not consistent with the legislative intention. A national 

system of checking that applies the same universal standards helps guard against this.  

• Ensuring financial probity and Safeguarding public funds. Checks should ensure not only that there has been 

no impropriety involved in decisions that affect the amount of support given, but also that decisions affecting 

benefit payments should allow appropriate financial support to be awarded.  

• Improving standards. Overall standards of decision making can be improved by identifying trends and 

providing feedback about what is going well or what can be improved. Errors in individual cases can be 

identified and corrected where necessary.  



 
102. The PIP Quality Assurance Framework (QAF) aims to deliver a standard, which will be applied in all areas of the 

business. It will cover telephony, decision making, evidence gathering, workflow and task management, quality 

assurance, written communications, managing resources, security and standards of behaviour. 

103. This is an overview of the Audit Trail, Method Products and related supporting Guidance Documents that 

together, form the QAF. 

Why adopt this approach 

104. Historically checks on benefit claims have generally centred on payment accuracy, rather than the substance and 

quality of decision making and the administrative processes. Initially the programme anticipated the QAF would 

focus on decision making activity. This was because of increased interest from parties, such as the DWP Decision 

Making Standard Committee, and the Work & Pensions Select Committee who highlighted decision making 

standards as an area for concern. In addition the Harrington Review also recommended that: 

• written communications to the claimant are comprehensively reviewed so they are clearer, less threatening, 

contain less jargon and fully explain the process  

• DWP Decision Makers are put back at the heart of the system and empowered to make an independent and 

considered decision  

• there should be better communication between DM and healthcare professionals to deal with borderline cases  

• DM’s receive training so that they give appropriate weight to additional evidence.  

105. However operational stakeholders were keen to take the opportunity to redefine Quality Assurance for PIP by 

widening the scope to include administrative processes and decisions. This would see the QAF take into account 

things that may currently be covered by management checks but are not routinely monitored. 

Standards 

106. As the QAF supports Departmental standards and principles, workshops were held with Operations and other 

stakeholders to establish how the following standards apply to PIP. 

DWP Charter Standards: 

107. The DWP Charter contains four basic standards: 

• Right Treatment – We will do our best to help you, listen to you and make sure you feel comfortable dealing 

with us  

• Right Result – We want you to have confidence in our decisions. If the outcome is not what you hoped for, we 

will explain why and tell you what will happen next  

• On Time – We will deal with you as quickly as we can. We will tell you how long we will take and do our best to 

keep to the time we have said  



 

• Easy Access – We will make sure you can contact us in ways that are simple and easy to understand. We will 

tell you about other services that may help you.  

108. These standards should apply across everything we do, however it is possible to look in more detail at the 

standards expected in certain areas of PIP administration. 

Principles of decision making 

109. The principles of decision making are that the: 

• decision maker is unbiased and the claimant has been treated fairly  

• key issues are identified and the decision is based on them  

• necessary evidence is held to establish the relevant facts  

• law has been interpreted and applied correctly to the facts of the case  

• determination and the reasoning for it are recorded clearly  

• outcome of the decision is one that is reasonable in the circumstances and the decision is soundly based on 

fact and law  

Securing improvements 

110. Statistical data will provide evidence around compliance with the standards and guidance, but this information 

serves little purpose in identifying improvements unless it is used as part of a set of meaningful feedback. This in 

turn helps to identify training needs and nurture good practice, resulting in continued improvements in the 

overall standards of decision making. 

111. To enable this, it is essential that anyone involved in assuring quality has a thorough understanding of how the 

administrative and decision making processes work and what standards and behaviours are required. 

The Quality Assurance Framework 

112. The aim is to identify any fundamental errors rather than minor mistakes that have no potent ial impact on the 

decision making process, the outcome and any subsequent contact with the claimant. However, to avoid 

continued minor mistakes, checkers must notify the user to allow corrective action to be taken. 

113. A fundamental error is where the outcome is wrong, the claimant has not been treated fairly, or an important 

stage of the decision making process has been handled incorrectly so that, even if the outcome was acceptable to 

the claimant, there was potential for a wrong outcome. 

114. The QAF aims to: 

• ensure the actions of our staff are: consistent, reasonable, fair and equitable, within our expectations; and 

within the boundaries of the law  



 
• provide claimants with:  

 the opportunity to present their case  

 a rational, clear and understandable outcome  

 a clear explanation of how decisions are reached  

• promote a minimum standard for quality assurance by monitoring, improving and maintaining the quality 

standards  

• ensure that action is taken as a result of quality assurance checks and that all details are recorded.  

115. The QAF will contribute towards: 

• gauging if there’s a consistent approach to gathering, weighing and presenting evidence  

• holding meaningful discussions at 1-2-1s with staff  

• helping identify Learning and Development (L&D) needs  

• building on and sharing good practice  

• providing a national assessment route for determining current knowledge and skills levels  

• influencing the development of future L&D products (technical and ‘soft skills’)  

• enhancing the Department’s reputation by ensuring decisions are fit for purpose, in line with the  

Principles of Decision Making and Evidence chapter of the Advice for Decision Making guide (DMG)  

• getting it right first time and minimise disputes and appeals  

• delivering services that meet the DWP Charter standards, including PIP's strategy for supporting claimants in a 

vulnerable situation throughout the journey (every job role should include this element)  

• delivering the signposting strategy - signposting claimants to alternative support where required  

• fulfilling the Department’s aims of "digital by default" and PIP's channel strategy. From April 2013 the main 

channel will be telephony, with post as an alternative format for those unable to use telephony. However the 

long-term aim is for the e-channel to be the main route in to claiming benefit.  

QAF Checklists 

116. Rather than including the lower level detail about the specific checks in the main body of this document, we have 

decided to use checklists for each function. 

117. We did consider the use of Case Studies but concerns were raised as this may lead to perverse behaviour. People 

could simply copy the examples ‘parrot fashion’ rather than considering the specific element of the case in front 

of them. To prevent this negative behaviour and to ensure the QAF is user friendly, it was decided that instead of 

developing case studies, checklists would be produced for each PIP function. The checklists demonstrate how 

standards should be applied in given activities. 

118. Where there is a need to develop case studies for L&D these must comply with QAF standards. 



 

119. There are a range of checklists for PIP, they are: 

• 02. PIP QAF Making a Decision Checklist  

• 03. PIP QAF Making Outbound Explanation Call Checklist  

• 04. PIP QAF Making a Decision Reconsideration Checklist  

• 05. PIP QAF Preparing an Appeal Response Checklist  

• 06. PIP QAF Making a Decision Intervention Checklist  

• 07. PIP QAF Taking Appointee Action Checklist  

• 08. PIP QAF Making General Outbound Enquiries Checklist  

• 09. PIP QAF Written Communications Checklist  

• 10. PIP QAF Dealing with a Change of Circumstances Checklist  

• 11. PIP QAF Attendance at Appeal Hearing Checklist.  

Selection and Monitoring 

120. There is a need to monitor QAF performance at different levels of the PIP organisation hierarchy.  

This should be simple and kept to what is required for monitoring and assurance purposes. 

121. We will check whether someone has met the standards at each of the touch points, to identify improvements and 

development needs rather than a pass or fail across the whole check. This will allow us to monitor how well we 

are performing as a team and if L&D needs to be improved. 

122. Although the QAF is targeted around quality it is important that accuracy be monitored alongside quality to 

prevent duplication of effort. 

123. PIP has not applied a rigid QAF checking regime but will look to work with Regional Benefit Centre staff, managers 

and Operational Excellence Directorate to develop a checking regime that fits with the business in practice, rather 

than in theory. 

Guide to allocation of QAF check 

124. When a Management Check is triggered by PIPCS the task is routed to each of the Team Leader positions in the 

User’s team and will appear in each Team Leader’s available tasks. 

125. They will be able to see if the task relates to a member of their staff by interrogating the information within the 

task - See: Management Check.  

126. They will also be able to access the case prior to reserving the task. 

Who decides that a Quality Check is appropriate? 



 
127. QAF checks will be undertaken on the CM’s first 5 decisions (or more, until they have attained the required 

standard) and there will be a 100% check on appeals. 

128. The TL/HEO who is responsible for the management check will have to liaise with the SAM by e mail, telephone 

or face to face (as appropriate) to establish if the case is required for a QAF check (for example if the CM needs to 

have their first 5 decisions checked the TL/HEO will have to ask the SAM if they have undertaken the required 

number of QAF checks for that user). 

129. SAMs do not have appropriate access to enable them to receive and clear management checks on PIPCS and 

tasks generated by a management check cannot be forwarded to another user. Therefore, if the SAM confirms 

that they need to undertake a QAF check the TL/HEO should create a new task to the  

SAM to enable them to undertake the QAF check. At this stage the TL/HEO should not reserve the Management Check 

task - See: Task Overview. 

Spare 130-132 

The QAF check 

Selecting the appropriate Checker’s template 

133. The SAM will select the appropriate Checkers template and complete the full check - See: Annex - Checkers 

Templates. 

134. For all the QAF checks apart from the one for the Outbound Explanation call the SAM will record whether the 

standards have been met or not met. 

135. The checkers template for the outbound explanation call includes the facility to record “applicable” or “not 

applicable” for some of the expected standards as well as “met” or “not met”. This is because the CM may be unable to 

get hold of the claimant by telephone to give them the explanation for the decision and it is not appropriate to record 

that the CM has not met the standard expected if this was due to circumstances outside their control. 

136. Where standards have not been met the SAM should provide details of why they have not been met in the 

notes box. 

137. It is not anticipated that there will be any notes where the standard has been met but the SAM may wish to 

record positive outcomes. 

Feedback 

138. The SAM will complete and print a copy of the checkers template to feed back to the individual who is being 

checked. 



 

Accuracy Checking Record (ACR) and Monitoring Stats 

139. The SAM should then open the Accuracy Checking Record (ACR). This document contains tabs for recording 

the outcome of each of the QAF checklists as well as tabs for collating the statistics for each of the QAF checks that 

have been undertaken by the SAM. 

140. The SAM should select the tab for the appropriate QAF check that has been undertaken and excluding notes 

insert the data they have already recorded on the QAF Checkers Template onto the appropriate ACR. When this 

information is entered onto the ACR the stats sheet will be automatically populated with this data. The data recorded 

in this stats sheet should be saved by the SAM. 

141. After completing the ACR the SAM should close the Checkers template without saving the information 

entered. 

142. On completion of this action the SAM should return the task to the TL/HEO that referred it to them so that 

they can reserve and then clear the management check. 

Collating Stats 

143. A SPOC will be required to collate the stats from each of the SAMs ACR on a monthly basis. 

144. There will be a requirement to start a new ACR following collation. 

145. The products should be retained in individual “my docs”. 

  

02 PIP QAF Making a Decision - New Claim Checklist 

  

PIP Quality Assurance Frame Work Checklist 

002 – Making a Decision – New Claim v3.2 

Activity Expected Standard Evidence/Examples 



 

Evaluating all  

evidence            

Appropriate evidence has been 

gathered, reviewed and evaluated 

to make a properly reasoned 

decision 

Impact of other benefits considered 

The claimant has had the opportunity to be heard and their 

individual circumstances considered 

All necessary lay and medical evidence has been taken into 

account 

Harmful and confidential information correctly identified 

HP recommendations have been justified and clearly 

explained using fact based evidence, or well supported 

conclusions from the evidence which are included in the 

summary 

Evidence issues identified and resolved in a professional 

manner recording accurate and relevant information for 

example: 

Discrepancies within the HP summary  

Care Home funding  

  Seeks advice from the appropriate 

source at the right time, in a 

professional manner to inform the 

decision 

Engages with management, HP, Quality Assurance Managers 

or the appropriate expert domain following approved 

processes for example using FLDM (DMA) pro forma 

Communication is clear and concise and meets its purpose 

Pertinent issues resolved and accurately recorded 

Presenting the 

reasons 

The decision reasons clearly 

explain the decision 

Takes ownership and accountability for the decision  

 



 

  reasons which 

are personalised, clear and focussed using plain English, 

avoiding 

unnecessary departmental jargon and medical terminology 

Acknowledges the claimant has a condition and uses positive 

language when referring to the claimant’s abilities 

Reasons formatted so they are easy to read, for example 

using 

correctly spaced paragraphs in line with guidance 

Record clear and rational points that lead to a specific 

conclusion 

Relevant issues clearly dealt with where opinion differs from 

the 

claimant’s view 

Preferred use of evidence clearly explained 

Reasons correctly identify the relevant facts relating them 

clearly to 

the appropriate descriptors within each activity and covers 

issues raised by the claimant that are not directly covered in 

the descriptors 

Duration of award addressed where the award is for a fixed 

period 

Specific points of law addressed in the reasons 

Reason for decision – maximum award cases - See:  

 Chapter 08b   Making a decision - 14 Decision reasons  



 

Completing the 

determination 

Law and guidance has been 

interpreted and applied correctly 

to the facts of the  

Descriptors have been finalised and the evidence validated, 

including effective date, award duration and  

 case planned intervention date, on PIPCS 

Case not prejudged, claimant has been treated fairly and no 

unsupported assumptions made 

Takes ownership and accountability for the outcome decision 

  Any outstanding tasks have been 

prioritised and dealt with 

Other outstanding tasks have been cleared or progressed 

appropriately 

Notifying the 

decision 

Correct notification prepared and 

issued 

Correct data input to prepare the notification which is a clear 

and accurate representation of the decision made and 

provides details of payment/overpayment details where 

appropriate 

Outcome decision notified either clerically or by  

PIPCS 

Notification sent to the correct recipient(s) and address(es) 

which includes an explanation of dispute rights 

Alternative formats are identified and arrangements made to 

produce appropriate notification 

Send notification to DRS to be scanned and stored on system 

where appropriate 

Notification/referral sent to correct Government  

Department 

  

  

  

  

  



 

04 PIP QAF Making a Decision - Reconsideration Checklist 

  

PIP Quality Assurance Frame Work Checklist 

004 – Making a Decision – Reconsideration v3.0 

Activity Expected Standard Evidence/Examples 

Evaluating all 

evidence 

Appropriate evidence has 

been gathered, reviewed and 

evaluated to make a properly 

reasoned decision 

Correctly identifies the disputed decision 

Time restrictions considered 

Decision making principles and rules followed  

correctly, for example, whether to refuse to revise, revise or 

supersede 

CM has followed appropriate process for delivering an 

explanation prior to reconsideration? 

The claimant has had the opportunity to be heard and their 

individual circumstances considered 

All necessary lay and medical evidence has been taken into 

Account 

Harmful and confidential information correctly identified 

HP recommendations have been justified and clearly explained 

using fact based evidence, or well supported conclusions which 

are included in the summary 

Evidence issues identified and resolved in a professional manner, 

recording accurate and relevant information for example: 

Discrepancies within the HP summary  

Care Home Funding  

Impact of other benefits considered 

Benefit suspended correctly where evidence casts doubt as to 

award entitlement 



 
 

  Seeks advice from the 

appropriate source at the right 

time, in a professional manner 

to inform the decision 

Engages with management, HP, Quality Assurance Managers or 

the appropriate expert domain following approved processes for 

example using FLDM (DMA) pro forma 

Communication is clear and concise and meets its purpose 

Pertinent issues resolved and accurately recorded 

Presenting the 

reasons 

The decision reasons clearly 

explain the decision 

Takes ownership and accountability for the decision reasons 

which are personalised, clear and focused using plain English, 

avoiding unnecessary departmental jargon and medical 

terminology. 

Acknowledges the claimant has a condition and uses positive 

language when referring to the claimant’s abilities 

Reasons formatted so they are easy to read, for example using 

correctly spaced paragraphs in line with instructions 

Record clear and rational points that lead to a specific  

Conclusion 

Reasons focus on the issues raised/disputed and correctly identify 

the relevant facts, relating them clearly to the appropriate 

descriptors within each activity and covers issues raised by the 

claimant that are not directly covered in the descriptors. 

Relevant issues clearly dealt with where opinion differs from the 

claimant’s view 

Preferred use of evidence clearly explained 

Duration of award addressed where the award is for a fixed 

period 

Specific points of law addressed in the reasons 



 

Completing the 

determination 

Law and instructions have 

been interpreted and applied 

correctly to the facts of the 

case 

Correct decision has been reconsidered 

Focussed reasons appropriately linked to decision 

Descriptors have been finalised and the evidence  

  validated, including effective date, award duration and planned 

intervention date, on PIPCS 

Case not prejudged, claimant has been treated fairly and no 

unsupported assumptions made 

Takes ownership and accountability for the outcome decision 

  Any outstanding tasks have 

been prioritised and dealt with 

Other outstanding tasks have been cleared or progressed 

Action taken where benefit overpayment has occurred 

Notifying the 

decision 

Correct notification prepared 

and issued 

Correct data input to prepare the notification which is a clear and 

accurate representation of the decision made and provides details 

of payment/overpayment details where appropriate 

Outcome decision notified either clerically or by PIPCS 

Notification sent to the correct recipient(s) and address(es) which 

includes an explanation of appeal rights 

Alternative formats are identified and arrangements made to 

produce appropriate notification 

Send notification to DRS to be scanned and stored on system 

where appropriately 

Notification/referral sent to correct Government  

Department 

  

05 PIP QAF Preparing an Appeal Response Checklist 

Appeals Quality Assessment Framework 



 

Activity QAF Activity  

Heading 

Expected Standard (Met) Expected standard 

not  

achieved 

Comment Not  

Met 

Pre PIPART  

Preparation 

  

Preparation 

  

  

Preparation 

  

  

  

Documentation 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Evidence 

  

Establish Appeal is Valid 

Carries appeal rights  

Has a reconsideration notice, or covered by waiver  

Pre-drafting checks carried out 

Claimant has opportunity to provide evidence  

Outstanding tasks considered for impact on the appeal, 

such as subsequent claim or award review  

Documentation 

All docs identified, evidence is available or gather it prior 

to writing the appeal  

Use a TL1 as required in order ensuring all evidence is 

ready and considered  

Ensure attachments are correctly marked on  

PIPCS eg ephemeral, not white mail and so on  

Remove any evidence from another PIPCS account  

Harmful information considered correctly  

Appeal papers ordered and numbered correctly  

All relevant papers included  

Evidence 

Decision making principles and rules followed correctly 

for example appeal lapsed, new claim  

    

  

Yes 

Yes 

  

Yes 

Yes 

  

  

Yes 

  

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

  

 



 

   

  

  

  

or change of circumstance dealt with  

Where the CM failed to identify valid grounds to 

supersede or revise  the decision at both 1st Tier and 

MR stages, the Appeal Writer must either identify 

valid grounds themselves or lapse the appeal  

All lay and medical evidence considered  

Evidence issues identified and resolved, for example, 

discrepancies with HP summary and so on  

   

Yes 

Yes 

  

Yes 

Yes 

Activity QAF Activity  

Heading 

Expected Standard (Met) Expected standard 

not  

achieved 

Comment Not  

Met 

Pre PIPART  

Preparation 

Advice 

  

  

Payments 

Seeks advice 

• Refers case to SAM, HP etc. for advice appropriately  

  

Correct award / disallowance 

Check the award on PIPCS is correct. The impact of 

overlapping benefits such as WPCAA, IIDBCAA etc.  

should be considered and addressed on PIPCS 

    

Yes 

  

  

Yes 



 

Section 1  

PIPART 

  

Drafting 

  

All Mandatory content must be included in section 1 correctly 

Tribunal reference number and section 1 details and 

dates entered correctly  

Ensure correct address is held  

Effective date (and paragraph if required entered 

correctly)  

Enter DLA information correctly  

Extract the correct decision under appeal  

Use the Bypass activities data as required  

  

  

Yes 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

 

  Cover advance claims  

Ensure correct Appointee / Rep held  

Yes   

Yes 

Yes 

  



 

Section 2 

PIPART 

  

Drafting 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Drafting 

  

Events 

Ensure all relevant events are included including 

telephone calls  

Ensure relevant previous documents are included:  

Where outcome decision reduced or disallowed  

The Appellant referred to it in their MR or Appeal  

The HP referred to it in their PA3/PA4  

Advance or AR or COC claims where benefit stops or 

reduces  

  

Illnesses and Disabilities 

• All verified illnesses or disabilities are included  

  

  

Yes 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

  

  

Yes 

Activity QAF Activity  

Heading 

Expected Standard (Met) Expected standard 

not  

achieved 

Comment Not  

Met 

Section 2 

PIPART 

Drafting Facts of the case 

• Facts should include:  

Relevant telephone calls (not relevant call recorded -  

comment only)  

Other Benefit details, for example, Carers Allowance, 

Employment Support Allowance  

  

  

  

Yes 

  

  

Yes 

  

 



 

  (ESA) or Universal Credit (UC)  

HP advice where PA5/PA6 not held  

Home visit  

Further PIP claim decided since decision  

  

  

Yes 

Yes 

  

Yes 



 

Section 3  

PIPART 

Drafting 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Drafting 

  

  

  

  

Legislation 

  

  

Drafting 

Extract decisions 

Extract the correct decision under appeal  

Extract Previous outcome Decision(s) as per How to use 

the ART guide  

Select the areas of dispute splitting them correctly into:  

Not claimed  

Ist tier  

MR  

Appeal (and include 1st tier and MR page numbers for 

the argument)  

  

Additional Paragraphs 

Additional paragraphs need to be included in decisions 

for Advance claims, Age, Award reviews, DLA, 

Effective Dates, Entitlement, Negative 

Determinations, Payability, QP PT and 

Reconsiderations  

  

Legislation and case law is included as needed to ensure the 

Tribunal understand complex or uncommon issues (Example 

additional paragraphs above) 

  

Other Benefits 

Ensure Other Benefit paragraph is included for  

Carers Allowance, ESA and UC  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Yes 

  

  

Yes 

Yes 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Yes 

  

  

Yes 

  

  

  

Yes 

 

Activity QAF Activity  

Heading 

Expected Standard (Met) Expected standard 

not  

achieved 



 

Comment Not  

Met 

Section 4  

PIPART 

  

Drafting Ensure any areas not in dispute are covered in the Area 

not in dispute section  

Activities identified in the areas of dispute section should 

be covered using the ART format  

A brief outline of dispute should be included  

A personalised argument covering all aspects of the 

dispute should be included  

Include an explanation of differences between AP 

reports and preferred evidence in award reviews and 

so on  

Ensure the argument is pertinent to the appellant and 

facts of the case  

It should be concluded with the CM’s outcome to uphold 

or change the decision on that activity  

If the 1st tier and or MR decision cover information on 

descriptors, grounds and periods of award fully 

covering the activities they should be referenced 

accordingly especially on vague appeals  

Other points of dispute should be used to address 

aspects of dispute not relating to specific activities. It 

should also be used to address current UT paragraphs 

as required if they don’t fit into a specific activity  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Yes 

  

Yes 

Yes 

  

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

  

Yes 

Yes 

  

  

  

  

  

Yes 

Conclusion Drafting Ensure the correct conclusion is chosen for the circumstances 

of the appeal 

    

Yes 

Additional  

Forms 

Response 

  

PIP2010 

• This will be produced automatically however if harmful 

evidence noted it is not required  

  

  

  

  



 

   

  

Response 

Ensure correct REP details held and copy produced  

Ensure correct format held for claimants’ circumstances  

AT38 

Should be completed to show UCB or PHME as required  

Identify if PO is required  

Identify if it is a Supersession case  

Yes 

  

  

Yes 

  

  

Yes 

Yes 

  

  

Yes 

  

  

Yes 

Activity QAF Activity  

Heading 

Expected Standard (Met) Expected standard 

not  

achieved 

Comment Not  

Met 

Post response Tasks Appeal Dispute Tab on PICPCS should be updated with: 

• Appeal response written and uploaded to DRS.  

Name, unit, date  

  

Outstanding relevant tasks should be cleared or progressed 

  

  

Yes 

  

Yes 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 
  

  

06 PIP QAF Making a Decision - Intervention Checklist 

  

PIP Quality Assurance Frame Work Checklist 

006 – Making a Decision – Intervention v3.0 

Activity Expected Standard Evidence/Examples 

Evaluating all 

evidence 

Appropriate evidence has been 

gathered, reviewed and 

evaluated to make a properly 

reasoned decision 

Time restrictions considered 

Decision making principles and rules followed correctly, for 

example, admit the application or supersede or revise 

The claimant has had the opportunity to be heard and their 

individual 

circumstances considered 

All necessary lay and medical evidence has been taken into account 

Harmful and confidential information correctly identified 

HP recommendations have been justified and clearly explained 

using fact based evidence, or well supported  

  Seeks advice from the  

appropriate source at the right time, in a 

professional manner to inform the 

decision 

conclusions which are included in the 

summary 

Evidence issues identified and resolved in 

a professional manner recording 

accurate and relevant information, for 

example, 

• Discrepancies within the HP summary  

• Care Home funding  

Impact of other benefits considered 

Benefit suspended correctly where evidence casts 

doubt as to award entitlement or payment of benefit 

Engages with management, HP, Quality Assurance 

Managers or the appropriate expert domain following 

approved processes, for example, using appropriate 

FLDM  

(DMA) pro forma 

Communication is clear and concise and meets its purpose 



 

Pertinent issues resolved and accurately recorded 

Takes ownership and accountability for the decision reasons, 

which are personalised, clear and focussed using plain English, 

avoiding unnecessary departmental jargon and medical 

terminology 

Acknowledges the claimant has a condition and uses positive 

language when referring to the claimant’s abilities 

Reasons formatted so they are easy to read, for example, using 

correctly spaced paragraph in line with guidance 

Record clear and rational points that lead to a specific conclusion 

Presenting the 

reasons 

The decision reasons clearly  

Reasons correctly identify the grounds to supersede and  

explain the decision 

the relevant facts, relating them clearly to the appropriate 

descriptors within each activity and covers issues raised by the 

claimant that are not directly covered in the descriptors 

Relevant issues clearly dealt with where opinion differs from the 

claimant’s view 

Preferred use of evidence clearly explained 

Duration of award addressed where the award is for a fixed period 

Specific points of law addressed in the reasons 

Completing the Law and instructions have 

determination been interpreted and  

Descriptors have been finalised and the evidence validated, 

including effective date, award duration and  

applied correctly to the facts planned intervention date, on PIPCS of the 

case 

Case not prejudged, claimant has been treated fairly and no 

unsupported assumptions made 

Takes ownership and accountability for the outcome decision 

  Any outstanding tasks have Other outstanding tasks have been cleared or progressed 

been prioritised and dealt  

with 



 
Correct data input to prepare the notification, which is a clear and 

accurate representation of the decision made and provides 

details of payment/overpayment details where appropriate 

Outcome decision notified either clerically or by PIPCS 

Notification sent to the correct recipient(s) and address(es), which 

includes an explanation of dispute  

Notifying the 

 

Corre

ct 

notific

ation 

rights 

decision prepared and issued 

Alternative formats are identified and arrangements made to 

produce appropriate notification 

Send notification to DRS to be scanned and stored on system 

where appropriate 

Notification/referral sent to correct Government  

Department 

07 PIP QAF Change of Circumstance – Non disability Checklist 

  

PIP Quality Assurance Frame Work Checklist 

Non Disability Change of Circumstances v2.0 

Activity Expected Standard Evidence/Examples 

Preparation 
All notifications received and actioned 

within agreed timescales 

Applied Lean Principles (First In, First Out) 

Scrutinised tasks and prioritised 

Relevant DRS documents reviewed 

Familiarised themselves with all relevant 

instructions 



 

Professionally progresses the task  
Actioning the Change using laid down instructions and  
of Circumstances information 

Action undertaken speedily and data edited to 

prevent potential underpayments or 

overpayments 

All interested parties made aware of change, for 

example, if outstanding assessment ensure AP 

aware of change 

Maintain confidentiality 

PIPCS updated in compliance with  

Completing the Task instructions and any agreed action  

undertaken 

Communications record is clear, focussed and 

concise using plain English, avoiding unnecessary 

departmental jargon 

Law and instructions have been  

  interpreted and applied correctly to  

the facts of the case 

Action taken to close or forward tasks in a timely and 

appropriate manner 

Other outstanding tasks cleared or progressed appropriately 

Notifications retained on DRS as appropriate 

Notification sent to correct recipient and/or 

other Government Departments 

08 Line Manager Assurance Process 

Introduction 

A Line Manager Assurance (LMA) process is in place for new recruits and current staff who are new to a particular skill or role 

and undergoing training. 

The LMA process sets out clear expectations of the standard which needs to be achieved during the LMA period. This 

ensures trainees are measured in a consistent way and have a common understanding of what it means to ‘pass’ the 

LMA standard. 

A minimum level of checking has been agreed and the next steps have been defined if the standard is not met. This 

process involves the LMA Checker, for example, SAM/Mentor, the Line Manager (LM) and the Trainee in the feedback 

and also ensures the feedback is balanced. 

StepAction 

On day 1 of the consolidation period, the trainer, mentor or LMA checker explains, discusses and agrees with the 

trainee the expectations and standards of accuracy required to achieve LMA 

1 



 
Note: The trainer/mentor/LMA checker will do this, depending on the grade or role of the trainee 

2 Complete the LMA checklist with the trainee and pass a copy to their LM - See: LMA Checklist 

The trainee will receive support and coaching during the consolidation period. Their management  

check level on PIPCS will be set at 100% and checks will be performed on all cases which produce a  

3 

management check. Any other cases will be subject to a proportionate level of checking. The LMA checker will feedback 

findings to the trainee on all checked cases 

When the trainee has consolidated their learning, the LMA checking period starts and must be completed 

prior to the end of the consolidation period The LMA checker will: 

• complete and record a minimum of 5 consecutive checks to include a range of case and/or task types which 

must be passed to achieve LMA  

4 

• pass a copy of each check to the trainee and their LM  

Note: LM to retain this for a minimum period of 12 months 

If Assurance Standards have been reached, go to step 5 

If Assurance Standards have not been reached, go to step 6 

If Assurance Standards have been reached, the LMA checker signs the LMA Assurance Certificate  

5 

and passes it to the LM who will: 

• sign the Assurance Certificate to confirm the new trainee can work to the standards of accuracy  

• pass the certificate to the Trainee who will sign it to confirm they have seen it and received a copy  

• retain the certificate for a minimum period of 12 months  

• discuss with the Trainee the future level of support and the checking process - See: LMA Assurance Certificate  

If Assurance Standards have not been reached within the consolidation period: 

• the LMA checker will discuss any errors which have been made with the Trainee and the LM  

• the LM will agree and record additional learning, mentoring and coaching requirements following consultation 

with the Trainee  

Additional support will be provided for a further 2 weeks 

6 

At the end of the 2 week additional support period, start a further checking period - refer to step 4  

Action when the Assurance Standards have not been reached after the additional support and further LMA 

checking period: 



 

The LMA Checker to discuss with the LM who following consultation with the trainee will develop a formal/informal 

Performance Action Plan (PAL) - See: Performance Action and Learning (PAL) plan 

  

09 Line Manager Assurance Checklist 

Line Manager Assurance Checklist Trainee Name 

…………………………….. 

Staff Number …………………………….. 

Line Manager …………………………….. 

Date ……………………………. 

  

I have a received copy of the Line Manager Assurance  

(LMA) standard of accuracy check 

Yes /  

No 

  

I have discussed the LMA standard of accuracy with my Line 

Manager/LMA Checker/Mentor/Trainer (delete as appropriate) 

Yes /  

No 

  

I am aware of what support is available to me during 

consolidation. 

    

I am aware I must pass five LMA checks consecutively, within 

my consolidation period, to complete LMA. 

Yes /  

No 

  

My LMA will start on / /   

My consolidation is due to end on / /   

If consolidation period extended for agreed reasonable 

adjustments please provide details: 

    

My consolidation will now end on / / 

Number of cases checked   

Number errors found     

Description of common errors     



 

LMA Passed (sign this checklist and 

the LMA certificate) 

Yes /  

No 

LMA Not Passed (complete actions 

below) 

  

On-going support for the next two weeks and restart of  

LMA discussed with Line Manager 

Yes /  

No 

 

Number of cases checked    

Number errors found    

Description of common errors    

LMA passed (sign this checklist and 

the LMA certificate) 

Yes /  

No 

LMA not passed refer to Line Manager 

for discussion and next steps 

Yes /  

No  

Trainee signature ………………………………. 

Line Manager signature ………………………………. 

Date ……………………………….  



 

10 Line Manager Assurance Certificate 

  

Line Manager Assurance (LMA) Certificate 

Trainee name: __________________ 

Staff number: __________________ 

LMA Checker name: _________________________ 

LMA Checker signature: _________________________ 

Date: __/__/__ 

Line Manager statement 

I confirm that the above named person has achieved the required standard of accuracy in his/her work and passed LMA, 

100% checking can be withdrawn. 

Accuracy standard required: 100% 

Accuracy standard achieved: ___% 

Line Manager name: _________________________ 

Line Manager signature: _________________________ 

Date: __/__/__ 

Receipt by trainee   

I acknowledge that I have received a copy of this proforma. 

Trainee name: _________________________ 

Trainee signature: _________________________ 

Date: __/__/__ 

Line Manager retains a copy for a minimum of 12 months 

21 Alternative Format 

  

Alternative Format (AF)  



 

Introduction 

1. DWP will make every reasonable attempt to ensure that disabled people are able to have full access to DWP 

services. We provide communications in an alternative format in order to meet the needs of the claimant or PAB accessing 

our services. 

2. When a claimant/representative has requested communication in an Alternative Format (AF), we must recognise 

the request and deliver a solution which meets the claimant’s needs without offering a lesser service. 

3. When an AF has been agreed, we must continue to supply information in that format until notified differently. 

4. Where possible communication will be supplied to the claimant in the format requested, however, if more than one 

format is suitable, then the most secure and cost effective format must be chosen. For information on AF costs contact the 

AF team/SPOC for your area. 

5. All available options of alternative communications must be considered, however, if a benefit area is unable to 

provide a certain option, then an appropriate alternative must be agreed between DWP and the claimant. 

Note: When considering which AF is available, timescales must always be taken into account. The claimant must be 

informed if the AF chosen may result in any delay. 

6. It’s important that staff are aware that claimants or representatives may ask for an AF or change to their 

communication needs at any stage of the claim. 

Note: The AF is relevant to the person receiving the correspondence. For example, a Power of Attorney may need an AF. 

 What is an Alternative Format? 

7. Anything that differs from the standard methods or formats for communicating with claimants is known as an AF. 

For example, in written correspondence, an AF is anything that differs from the standard Arial 12-point font print. 

 Alternative Formats for documents 

8. If a document is required in AF other than large print (Arial 16-point font), your requirement will be managed by Allied 

Publicity Services Manchester Ltd (APS) who have access to a number of approved AF suppliers. 

9. For more information on the process 

 See: PASS Guidance  

Subpages 

• 01 Types of Alternative format  

• 02 Alternative format SPOC list   



 

01 Types of Alternative format  

  

Types of Alt Format  

Types of Alt format: 

• Audio cassette tape  

• Audio CD  

• Audio DVD  

• Audio MP3  

1. Audio cassette, CD, DVD or MP3 are of particular benefit to people who are blind or partially sighted, and those 

with learning difficulties, low literacy levels, or who may have problems with their hands. 

Braille 

2. Braille is an important means of accessing information for people who are blind or partially sighted. It is a 

system of raised dots, which some blind and partially sighted people can read with their fingers. Many blind and partially 

sighted people prefer information in Braille. 

Note: Both Braille and the standard version are sent to the claimant or representative. 

Braille type 1 - Translates each individual print letter, number or punctuation mark into a braille sign. Each 

arrangement of dots within a cell represents only one letter, number, punctuation sign, or special Braille composition 

sign. 

Braille type 2 - Introduced as a space-saving alternative to type 1 Braille. In type 2, a cell can represent a shortened form 

of a word. Many cell combinations have been created to represent common words, making this the most popular type of 

Braille. There are part-word contractions, which often stand in for common suffixes or prefixes, and whole-word 

contractions, in which a single cell represents an entire commonly used word. 

British sign language DVD 

British sign language Mpeg 

3. British Sign Language is a sign language used in the United Kingdom, and is the first or preferred language of some 

deaf people in the UK. Claimants can request sign language via a DVD or Mpeg. 

Irish Sign Language DVD 

Irish Sign Language Mpeg 



 
4. Irish Sign Language is the sign language of Ireland, used primarily in the Republic of Ireland. It is also used in 

Northern Ireland, alongside British Sign Language. Claimants can request sign language via a DVD or Mpeg. 

Coloured paper 

5. Some claimants require communication on a coloured background and may request different coloured font on 

the paper. 

Large print Custom font 

6. Claimants may request larger font than size 16 and there is currently no upper size limit, however this can impact 

the number of pages in the document. They may also request the font type is different to the standard Arial.  

Web accessible PDF 

 E-mail  

7. Claimants may request Web accessible PDFs/Email which allow them to use technology such as 

Jaws/Dragon/Zoomtext to read or listen to the communication. 

8. Email may be appropriate if a claimant is unable to, or has difficulty communicating because they are deaf, 

hearing impaired, have no speech, are visually impaired, have a learning disability or are unable to write - See: Email as a 

Reasonable Adjustment. 

Other Alternative Format 

9. This field must be completed where an AF not in this list is requested or a combination of more than one format is 

requested for example, coloured paper and large custom font. 

Additional Information 

10. This field allows the user to record additional information for the AFs that need to be detailed or explained further.  

 Subpages 

• Recording an AF marker on PIPCS  

• Updating CIS  

• Communication received from claimant in alternative format  

• PIP Workflow Team receive correspondence from MOU  

• Correspondence received from PIP Workflow Team  

• Alternative Format Documents received from the AP that need converting into Standard Format  

Recording an AF marker on PIPCS 



 

  

Recording an AF marker on PIPCS 

1. If the claimant asks for communication in an AF, colleagues must check if details of the claimants AF needs have 

already been recorded. You must: 

Step Action  

1 view the Person record and select the Home tab to view the AF flag 

2 select Contact 

3 select the Notes tab – Check to see if any AF notes are documented 

4 select the Search results 

5 select Evidence Summary 

6 select Evidence 

7 select Medical Details 

8 select the toggle 

9 select the 2nd toggle 

10 check the comments box for any notes about AF 

 

  

2. If a current flag is not set or needs amending you must: 

Step Action  

1 select In the top right corner of the person record see image below 

2 select edit 



 

3 select the Alt Format dropdown 

4 select the Alt Format required 

5 where ‘coloured paper’, ‘large print custom font’, Email or ‘other AF’ is recorded, the additional 

information field must be completed to document the full requirement, for example, ‘the colour 

of paper, ‘the size of the font’ 

6 select save 

  

  

  

3. If the AF flag is set to Large Print and the notification is system issued, the relevant text is printed in size 16 Arial 

format by Exstream. 

4. For any other AF, Exstream/Output Services (OS) staff will extract the printed hard copy notification from the AF 

queue and send it to the AF SPOC in the relevant Benefit Centre. 

See: AF SPOC contact list 

5. On receipt of the notification or if the notification is clerical (not system issued), the AF SPOC will use the online portal 

to arrange for conversion of the correspondence into the AF requested and set the relevant timers. Existing timers will 

also be extended, for example return of PIP2. 



 

6. The AF SPOC will update the notes in the Person Details screen and issue the AF to the claimant along with the 

hard copy and set timers for the reply, if appropriate. The AF SPOC will upload a copy of the clerical notification to the 

Document Repository Service (DRS) See: Clerical notifications guidance  

  

Updating CIS 

  

1. PIPCS does not broadcast amendments or updates of the recorded AF to CIS. 

2. It is important that the claimants record in CIS is maintained. 

CIS500 

3. When the AF in PIPCS is updated the CIS500 must be completed. 

4. Changes to the claimants AF requirements need to be detailed in the ‘Additional Needs’ field on the CIS500 form. 

You must: 

Step Action 

1 select Person Details button in Part 1 of form.  

• This expands Part 3 of the form  

2 Additional Needs field is a drop down menu 

• select appropriate option(s)  

Note: specific requirements that are not evident from the selected option must be detailed in the 'Other Info' field. 

Example: If the customer requested Large print Arial 16 Bold on Green paper, you would select Large Print and Paper in 

the Additional Needs field, and specify 'Green paper Arial 16 BOLD' in the 'Other Info' field 

Historical AF Markers on PIPCS before 19 October 2020  
 5.  When you access a claim, you must check the current AF marker and notes to make sure you are communicating with 

the claimant in the way they have asked us to. An Audio AF marker can mean Audio or another format and any 

additional information about the marker will be recorded in the notes and in  

Medical Details notes for the Assessment Provider (AP).  



 

 Checking the AF is still appropriate  

6. When colleagues have telephone contact with the claimant we must ask the claimant whether the AF that is 

recorded on the system is correct. 

7. Until the PIPCS Release13.3, (October 2020) only 3 AF options were available in PIPCS via the dropdown. Release 

13.3 increased the options which could be selected. Therefore, we may have an historical AF marker recorded on PIPCS 

used as a workaround to record the actual AF needed. 

8. When speaking with the claimant colleagues must ask whether the AF recorded is still required. If the current 

option needs amending, follow the steps in this chapter. 

See:   Recording an AF marker on PIPCS   

See:   Updating CIS  

Communication received from claimant in alternative format 

  

1. If a hard copy or large print communication is received from the claimant it will be scanned by the Mail Opening 

Unit (MOU) as normal. 

  See: ‘  Hard Copy Document Requests and Rescans’ guidance . 

2. Any other correspondence received in an AF of Audio CD or Braille will be date stamped by the MOU and treated 

as exempt correspondence and sent to the relevant PIP workflow team. 

PIP Workflow Team receive correspondence from MOU 

1.  When the PIP workflow team receive the correspondence, they will set a task for the relevant AF SPOC. 

 See: ‘  Workflow and Task management’ guidance   . 

Correspondence received from PIP Workflow Team 

1.  When the AF SPoC receives the correspondence from the workflow team, they will: 

Step Action 

1 
use ‘Communication Support Services’ guidance to translate correspondence. 

2 forward the translation to MOU to be scanned into Document Repository Service (DRS). 



 

3 extend the timers as appropriate. 

  

Alternative Format Documents received from the AP that need converting into 

Standard Format 

1. On receipt of an AF document from the AP, that the Case Manager (CM) requires converting into standard format, the 

CM will refer to the AF SPoC (at the relevant benefit centre). 

2. The AF SPoC will arrange for conversion using the online Portal and set the relevant timers. 

3. On receipt of the converted document from the online portal the AF SPoC will send it to the MOU to be scanned on 

DRS. 

See Sending hard copies to be scanned 

4. When received by the workflow team they will task it to a Complex Decision Maker (DM) work queue or back to 

the original CM, as required. 

02 Alternative format SPOC list 

PIP / DLA Adult working age Alternative Format Single Point of  

Contact (SPOC) list 

Note: The contact details supplied here are the personal details of these staff members. As such this information must 

not be issued outside of the Department to third parties. This includes if this guidance is published or released under 

the Freedom of Information Act where these details must be redacted. 

Site Contact name Telephone no. 

Birkenhead   

Blackpool Benefit  

Centre DLA and  

Reassessment 

  



 

Bootle Benefits  

Centre 

  

Belle Vale 

Disputes  

Resolution Team  

(DRT) 

  

   

Bradford/Bristol  

Benefits Centre 

  

Yorkshire Benefits  

Centre (Quarry  

House) 

  



 

Chorlton Service  

Centre 

  

Newcastle PIP DRT  

(Tyne View Park  

Block D) 

  

Wales Benefits  

Centre 

  

Scotland Service  

Centre Glasgow  

(DRT only) 

  

  

  

22 Complaints 

Subpages 

• 01 Issue Resolution and Complaints  

01 Issue Resolution and Complaints 

Introduction 

1. The DWP Customer Charter sets out the customer service people can expect to encounter every time they deal with 

any part of DWP and is based around the four key drivers of customer satisfaction. 



 
2. The DWP definition of a complaint is: 

 any expression of dissatisfaction about the service provided which is not resolved by operational staff as normal 

business.  

3. The Department encourages staff to identify and resolve most issues of concern to customers at the first point of 

contact. Where it isn’t possible to do so, the Department has a well-developed, two-stage complaint resolution 

process. 

4. We will always aim to get it right first time but, in a department as big as DWP, it is inevitable that occasionally 

claimants will complain about the way that their case has been handled. How you deal with such complaints is critical 

to the claimant and the image of the Department. To avoid wasting time and causing claimants and their recognised 

representative’s undue frustration it’s essential that every effort is made to resolve the complaint as quickly as possible 

without the need for it to be escalated. 

5. Complaints may be made or received in a variety of ways and may be contained in other correspondence such as a 

request for a reconsideration or an appeal. 

6. The preferred channel for resolving complaints is by phone. The claimant must not be asked to put their complaint in 

writing and we must not offer to respond to the claimant in writing unless specifically requested to do so or, if we are 

unable to contact the claimant by phone. 

Subpages 

• Five golden rules for issue resolution  

• Issues raised during phone call  

• Complaint received by post  

• Joint complaint with Assessment Provider  

• Compliments and suggestions  

• Welsh language service complaints  

• Special payments  

Five golden rules for issue resolution 

1. If you are in a hole, stop digging. Just say sorry. 

2. Try to put it right, then tell the customer what you have done and what will happen next. 

3. Ring before writing. It’s more personal and quicker. 

4. If you do need to write, write in simple, plain language and ensure the customer has understood. 

5. If you have promised that something will happen, make sure it does.  



 

Issues raised during phone call 

  

7. If during a phone call, issues are raised relating to the service they have received the member of staff should try 

to resolve it by checking that they and the claimant or third party have the same understanding about the grounds for 

the complaint. They will then try to resolve the issues by: 

• providing an explanation of what has happened  

• providing an assurance that everything has been done appropriately (if this is the case)  

• providing information as necessary  

• apologising for anything that we have done wrong  

• providing information on what they will do to make things right and when they will do it by.  

8. When an issue is received during a call to PIP Enquiry Line about action taken at the Benefit Centre (BC), the 

Telephony Agent will try to resolve the issue at the point of call. If it appears the issue is about a decision made on their 

PIP claim the claimant should be advised of the dispute process. 

9. If the complaint is about the decision made on the PIP claim, the Telephony Agent must advise the claimant of 

the dispute process. This includes when the complaint is about the content of the assessment report, for example, 

when the claimant states: 

• there are discrepancies in the assessment report  

• the HP has not recorded information correctly  

10. If the complaint is about the conduct, attitude or behaviour of the Assessment Provider (AP), the Telephony 

Agent must advise the caller to contact the AP as they have their own complaints procedures - See: Task Deskaid. 

Issues resolved 

11. If you resolve the issues during the call, create a CAMLite To Do: Other task and type in the notes ‘Complaint 

Resolved’. and forward this to the appropriate Complaints Resolution Team (CRT) to be recorded on the Feedback 

Handler. 

If using Feedback Handler - Record details of the case on Feedback Handler in accordance with the Feedback Handler User 

Guide and manage the case on Feedback Handler until the case is closed. 

If using eCase manage the case on eCase, eCase will create a single operating system that will give complete visibility of 

complaints and correspondence handling across the whole of the DWP. More information about the introduction of 

eCase, including Frequently Asked Questions, User roles in eCase and Case Types used in eCase, is held on the 

Transforming Customer Feedback site. 



 
Note: A written response shouldn’t be offered, but if the claimant requests a response in writing during a call to PIP Enquiry 

Line, then the Telephony Agent will create a CAMLite urgent 3 hour ‘Call Back’ task marked as ‘COMPLAINT RESOLVED – 

WRITTEN RESPONSE REQUIRED’, stating the full details of the complaint and how it was resolved to allow the Complaint 

Resolution Manager (CRM) to draft a written response. (only “Call Back” tasks can be set for 3 hours) - See: PIP Enquiry Line, 

Complaints. 

Issues not resolved 

12. If an apology and attempted issue resolution is unsuccessful (that is, the claimant remains dissatisfied), then the 

Telephony Agent should transfer the call to the WHO team. If you are unable to transfer the call, raise an email & send 

through to the appropriate SPOC. 

13. If the complaint is from a 3rd party that isn’t linked to a Person Record, the agent will create an exception task 

and assign it to their team leader as there will be no case to link it to - See: Smart Scripts and CAMLite Navigation. 

Note: Any complaint made against a Telephony Agent must be dealt with by the Telephony Team Leader who will 

complete an Issue Resolution template if resolved. If the Team Leader cannot resolve the issues, details should be 

emailed to  

14. If the claimant/representative insists on sending a complaint in writing give them the appropriate postal address 

- See: Postal and Courier address list for PIP. 

15. If the claimant or recognised representative makes a complaint about the Assessment Provider (AP) during a 

phone call, the Telephony Agent should advise the caller to contact the AP as they have their own complaints 

procedures. If it is a complaint against the department and the AP then record all the details in urgent 3 hour Outbound 

call: MP enquiry/complaint task: Complaint URGENT - See: CAMLite Task Desk aide for PIP users Advise the claimant; 

DWP Complaints Policy is to resolve the complaint within 15 working days. An initial ‘acknowledgement and fact finding’ 

call will be made within 5 working days by the relevant office/team. 

16. When High Priority tasks are received the Team Leaders or Allocators should carry out immediate action to 

identify complaints. This is done by filtering the deadline date column to identify any 3 hour call back alerts. The task will 

be forwarded to the appropriate Team Leader 

17. The Team Leader will review the task notes for details of the complaint and attempt to contact the caller within 

2 working days of the complaint being received by the PIP Enquiry Line. This is to acknowledge the caller’s complaint and 

to advise that we are looking into their complaint. If possible they will try to resolve the complaint during this call back. 

The call back should be attempted at least 3 times in a 48 hour period, at different times of the day (recording attempts 

in the Communication Record), if appropriate. When a Team Leader attempts to contact a claimant by outbound phone 

call and fails to make contact the sending of a manual SMS text message should be considered, notifying the claimant 

that the DWP has attempted to contact them and advising them that DWP will attempt to call them back  

or advising the claimant to call - See:  How to Log in and Send Manual Messages .  

A Communication record should be created. 



 

18. If the Team Leader is unable to contact the caller by phone they will complete a full written response, on letterhead 

template PIP.0110 (PIP Clerical Template), to the complaint and issue it to the claimant, refers a copy to the Mail 

Opening Unit (MOU) for scanning onto Document Repository System (DRS) - See: Clerical notifications guidance. 

Team Leader resolves the complaint 

19. If the complaint can be resolved, the telephony agent must create a CAMLite To Do: Other task and type in the notes 

‘Complaint Resolved’. This will go to the Case Worker to be recorded on the Feedback  

Handler.                         

Team Leader cannot resolve the complaint 

20. If apologising and attempting to resolve the issue does not resolve the complaint then the telephony agent will have 

to create a CAMLite urgent 3 hour Outbound call: MP enquiry/complaint task: Complaint URGENT, noting details of 

the complaint. This task will go to a supervisor with a complaints skill set. The supervisor will take forward the 

complaint. Advise the claimant; DWP Complaints Policy is to resolve the complaint within 15 working days. An initial 

‘acknowledgement and fact finding’ call will be made to the claimant within 5 working days by the relevant 

office/team. 

21. The CRM will follow Department for Work and Pensions guidance on complaint handling. See:  

Complaints 

Complaint received by post 

22. If a complaint is received in writing, it is scanned onto DRS by the MOU, a ‘Communication’ record is created and a 

task is manually created in PIPCS from the DRS entry. The task will be forwarded to the CRM who will follow 

Department for Work and Pensions guidance on complaint handling. 

Note: You must check to ensure the document classification of the complaint, is not further evidence. 

Joint complaint with Assessment Provider 

23. The CRM will review the notes and if the complaint also relates to the AP, they will contact the AP CRM to discuss the 

complaint. The CRM will obtain a contribution from the AP and provide a joint response 

Note: When there is a complaint about the AP only, PIP Enquiry Line will signpost caller to AP at point of call and if a 

postal complaint is received by the CRM it will be forwarded to the AP. 

Note: You must check to ensure the document classification of the complaint, is not further evidence. 

Compliments and suggestions 

  



 

What this means 

24. It is just as important to record all compliments/suggestions, as it is to record all complaints: 

• a compliment is ‘an expression of praise’, and can be given in writing (for example letter, fax or by email) or 

verbally (for example face to face, over the phone or by textphone) about the service provided; and  

• a comment or suggestion is a ‘hint or proposal’, and can be given in writing (for example letter, fax or by email) or 

verbally (for example, face to face, over the phone or by textphone) about the service provided.  

Compliment/suggestion received by phone 

25. When a compliment/suggestion is received by phone, the Telephony Agent creates a CAMLite To Do: Other task and 

type in the notes ‘Complaint Resolved’.and forwards to the appropriate CRT for recording on the feedback handler. 

26. The CRM will complete the Feedback Handler record and issue a ‘Thank you/acknowledgement’ clerical notification 

to the claimant and copies it to DRS - See: ‘Clerical notifications’ guidance.  

If using Feedback Handler - Record details of the case on Feedback Handler in accordance with the Feedback Handler User 

Guide and manage the case on Feedback Handler until the case is closed. 

If using eCase manage the case on eCase, eCase will create a single operating system that will give complete visibility of 

complaints and correspondence handling across the whole of the DWP. More information about the introduction of 

eCase, including Frequently Asked Questions, User roles in eCase and Case Types used in eCase, is held on the  

Transforming Customer Feedback   site . 

Compliment/suggestion received by post 

27. When a compliment/suggestion is received by post, it is scanned onto DRS by the MOU, a  

Communication Record is created on PIPCS and a manual task is created from the DRS entry. On receipt of the task, the 

TL/Allocator will forward to the CRM who will follow the guidance above for Compliment/ suggestion received by phone. 

Welsh language service complaints 

28. Complaints specific to the Welsh language service are dealt with through the normal channels but should also be 

copied to the Welsh Language Liaison Officer based at Wales BC  

29. Claimants can also write to the CRM at Wales BC with any comments and suggestions for improving the Welsh 

language service - See: 'Welsh Language Scheme' guidance.  



 

Special payments 

What this means 

30. Special payments should be considered if the claimant has been financially disadvantaged by an error the 

Department has made, or if undue delay has occurred in generating payments. They are awarded to restore a 

claimant, as far as is reasonably possible, to the position they would have been in but for the error or delay. 

31. All DWP Operational special payments are considered by the National Special Payments Team  (NSPT) . 

32. There are various categories of special payment: 

 delay in payment  

 actual financial loss  

 consolatory payments for inconvenience, embarrassment and distress, or  loss of 

statutory entitlement.  

33. If when dealing with a case you consider that due to errors by the Department for Work and Pensions consideration 

should be given to a special payment complete a  National Special   Payment Referral Form SPR1 and submit this to 

the National Special Payments Team (NSPT) using the link in the document. 

See: Special Payments for further information 

Task received for consideration of special payment 

34. If you receive a task to consider a special payment and there is no on-going complaint refer it by email: to the Special 

Payments team to action on National  Special Payment Referral   Form SPR1 . PIPCS will automatically calculate any 

delays in payment, where this delay is 12 months or more a task will be generated to consider a special payment. 

35. If a complaint is on-going, refer it to the CRM to action. 

23 Compensation 

Subpages 
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01 Compensation Recovery 

Background 

1. Legislation requires all claims to compensation to be registered by the compensator (usually the insurance company) 

with the Compensation Recovery Unit (CRU). Before a compensation payment is made, the compensator is legally 

obliged to ask CRU for a Certificate which provides details of the amount of social security benefits that have been 



 
paid to the customer for the same reason as the compensation is being claimed. The amount on the Certificate at 

the time that a compensation claim is settled must be repaid to the DWP by the compensator. This ensures a person 

is not compensated twice, once by way of benefits and again by a compensation settlement. 

Recovery action is dealt with by the: 

Compensation Recovery Unit (CRU) 

Post Handling Site B 

Wolverhampton 

WV99 2FR 

Phone number- Opening Hours Mon-Fri 08:00 -17:00 
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What is the role of the CRU 

2. CRU is responsible for dealing with inbound requests for information from a variety of sources including: 

• the PIP claimant  

• a person authorised to act on behalf of the PIP claimant  

• the compensator (usually the insurer)  

• DWP staff administering other benefits  

• other Government Departments  

• a third party authorised to obtain information  

3. CRU: 

• liaises between the compensator and PIP  

• obtains details of PIP payments  

• identifies that a PIP claimant has made a claim for compensation  



 

• calculates the amount of benefits attributable to the relevant accident, injury or disease  

• advises the compensator, injured person (or their legal representative) of the amount to be recovered from the 

compensation award by way of a CRU Certificate. This must be issued to the compensator within the legislative 

deadline of four weeks from the date of their request for a  

Certificate  

DLA-AA CRU process 

4. As CRU staff don’t have access to the Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) and Attendance 

Allowance Computer System (AACS), any CRU queries for DLA/AA cases are made via phone, fax or email and 

handled within the DLA/AA Operations. Additionally, all requests for paper copies of medical evidence and other 

documentation for CRU to make their attribution decision will be made to DLA Operations.  

The PIP CRU process 

5. Staff in CRU with the user role (CRU Officer) will be able to add a Deletion Exemption Marker (DEM) to cases held on 

the Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) where CRU has an interest. Staff will also have ‘read 

only’ access to PIPCS, Document Repository Service (DRS) and the  

Customer Information System (Searchlight). This means that they can undertake their own enquiries on PIP claimants. 

This allows them to identify the relevant information without the need to contact the PIP business area. 

What information does CRU require 

6. CRU will obtain the following information themselves using the computer systems to enable them to conduct their 

work, this includes: 

• entitlement details  

• details of payments made  

• details of the benefit claimed  

• date of claim  

• boarder Payments  

• assessment dates  

• the main disabling condition leading to the PIP award (disability category details)  

• all disability categories and changes to conditions which affect the entitlement award  

• Constant Attendance Allowance (CAA) details and adjustments that have been made  

• access to medical evidence or other documents that indicates that the PIP award has been made for the same 

disabling condition for which an award of compensation was made  

Change of circumstances 

7. Any change of entitlement and payment details made on PIPCS is automatically broadcast to CIS(Searchlight). There 

is therefore no need for operational PIP staff to take any further action to notify CRU of any change in 

circumstances.  



 

CRU enquiries received in PIP offices 

8. As CRU will be making their own enquiries, it is anticipated that any enquiries received from the CRU will be in 

relation to assisting them to interpret the information held on PIPCS, CIS(Searchlight) and DRS. 

9. Enquiries from CRU can be received by written request, telephone or e-mail. Email enquiries will be received into the 

following email box:. On receipt of the email, the PIP user will: 

Step Action 

1 check the contents of the email and take any necessary action 

2 print off the email 

3 email a PDF copy of the email to the designated user to upload into DRS - See: Single Document  

Upload 

10. Simple telephone enquiries will be handled by telephony agents but if an enquiry cannot be satisfactorily answered, 

they will select sub task type ‘Other’ which will be forwarded to the appropriate workflow queue for a response to 

be provided. Due to CRU’s tight deadlines, PIP operational staff must reply by the quickest and most appropriate 

method - See: CAMLite Task Desk aide for PIP users. 

Document Retention Policy 

11. Compensation Recovery Cases are classed as an exception in the Information Management Policy (IMP). If a case is 

identified as having CRU interest the file is flagged as ‘not for destruction’ until the end of CRU interest then the 

normal retention periods apply. 

Exemption Markers 

12. CRU will: 

• input exemption markers on PIPCS when PIP cases are selected for compensation recovery  

• maintain these markers as PIPCS will generate a task every 6 months after they have input the  

Deletion Exemption Markers. These tasks will be sent to CRU Team Leader by PIP operation  

• remove the Deletion Exemption Marker from PIPCS once the recovery action has been completed. For further 

information - See: Deletion Exemption Marker  

24 Fraudulent Claims 
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01 PIP Fraud Referral 

Background 

1. There are two different types of fraud to the Department: 

• benefit fraud  

• payment fraud  

Subpages 

• Benefit Fraud  

• Payment Fraud  

• Postal and Verbal allegations  

• Generic fraud referral  

Benefit Fraud 

2. Benefit fraud occurs when a claimant or third party: 

• doesn’t meet the conditions required to claim Personal Independence Payment (PIP)  

• provided PIP with false information  

• knowingly fails to inform PIP about a relevant change of circumstance  

3. PIP benefit fraud may occur when there is evidence the claimant or third party: 

• is capable of activities that are incompatible with the entitlement conditions for their level of benefit  

• have misrepresented the facts in order to obtain benefit or  

• have not reported an improvement in their condition and/or disability  

May be involved in identity fraud: 

• uses forged or counterfeit documents  

• steals somebody else’s identity (new or existing claimant)  

• attempt to gain information from the department about another person or PIP claimant, with the intention of using 

misapprehended data elsewhere  

• or claimant may be a victim of fraud  

Knowingly fails to inform Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) that they: 

• are in hospital or a care home or similar accommodation - See: Hospital and other accommodation payability  

• are now detained in legal custody  



 
• do not satisfy the residence and presence conditions  

Payment Fraud 

4. PIP payment fraud occurs when a claimant, third party or another person knowingly receives money they aren’t entitled to 

by receiving direct payments (or other instrument of payment (IOP)). 

5. PIP payment fraud may occur when there is evidence the claimant or third party: 

• encashment of an IOP that has previously been declared missing  

• counterfeit IOP  

• the claimant has died and another person is continuing to receive payment of their award  

May be involved in identity fraud: 

• uses forged or counterfeit documents  

• steals somebody else’s identity (new or existing claimant)  

• attempt to gain information from the department about another person or PIP claimant, with the intention of using 

misapprehended data elsewhere  

• or claimant may be a victim of fraud with payments being diverted or misdirected to a fraudulent third party  

This list is not exhaustive. 

Note: Never mention or disclose to the claimant, any third party, or assessment provider fraud is being considered. A fraud 

indicator is viewable from Person detail screen on PIPCS. 

Postal and Verbal allegations 

6. When an unsolicited mail containing an allegation of PIP fraud is received, send the post to: 

CFCD 

Kidderminster MOU 

Unit 1, Easter Park 

Kidderminster 

DY11 7HR 

7. If you receive a verbal allegation (usually by phone) of benefit fraud or if you personally suspect that benefit fraud may be 

occurring then follow instructions as for generic fraud referral.  



 

Generic fraud referral 

8. When you identify or suspect a potential fraud, refer it by completing a Fraud Referral Form (FRF), which is accessed 

through the Fraud Referral icon located on your desktop. 

User identifies potential fraud 

9. If you identify a potential fraud: 

Step Action 

1 prepare all information ready to complete fraud referral. 

2 access the ‘Fraud Referral’ icon displayed on the desktop. 

3 progress through referral, completing all relevant screens as comprehensively as possible. 

4 complete the referral and submit it. 

See: FRF desk aid  

02 PIP Fraud Process 

Background 

1. The Personal Independence Payment (PIP) Specialist Fraud Team, Case Review Team are based at Blackpool Benefits 

Centre (BBC). They undertake fraud activities associated with PIP awards for the whole of Great Britain, following 

fraud referrals and investigation by the Counter Fraud and Compliance Directorate (CFCD). However, third party 

allegations received where disability is in doubt and no investigation has been conducted will be dealt with by 

Regional Benefits Centres (RBC). 

Note: CFCD only deals with cases where disability is in doubt and is suitable for investigation. Cases where disability is in 

doubt and isn’t suitable for investigation, formally known as Compliance, will be routed to the appropriate RBC for 

change of circumstances action. 

2. Members of the public can report allegations of potential PIP fraud via the National Benefits Fraud Hotline (NBFH) or 

the PIP Enquiry Line. Any member of staff can make a suspected fraud referral through the Fraud Referral Form (FRF) 

icon on their desktop - See: Fraud Referral. Details of fraud allegations must not be seen by Case Managers (CM) or 

Assessment Providers (AP) so as not to influence their decision. 

3. Serious and Organised Crime (SOC) Case Preparation (CP), who are part of CFCD, receive all Fraud allegations through 

Fraud Referral and Intervention Management System (FRAIMS) and decide whether or not the allegation is suitable 



 
for investigation. CP staff are trained to be fully aware of the qualifying conditions for PIP and will investigate when 

entitlement and/or disability is in doubt. 

4. CFCD will have ‘view only’ access to PIP Computer System (PIPCS) and access to Document  

Repository System (DRS) to allow them to view and print documents. CFCD have a number of trained Welsh Language 

Investigators situated across the country that will be allocated PIP cases on a geographic basis. 

5. The outcome of the investigation by CFCD will be sent to the Case Review Team for action. However, if it is decided 

the case isn’t suitable for prosecution it will be routed to the appropriate RBC for change of circumstances action. 

6. A PIP fraud marker will be manually input into PIPCS by the Case Review Team - See: How to add a fraud marker on 

PIPCS. PIPCS fraud markers don’t transfer to CIS(Searchlight) nor do CIS(Searchlight)fraud markers transfer to PIPCS. 

FRAIMS sets an automatic marker within CIS(Searchlight) to indicate it is subject to a Counter Fraud and Complinace 

investigation. 

7. PIP fraud cases are classed as an exception to the Document and Data Retention Policy. As documents are to be held 

indefinitely a DRS image should have ‘Apply Hold’ put on the attachment so it isn’t deleted. 

Note: You must check if a deletion exemption marker should be input on the case. If so - See: Deletion Exemption Marker 

8. Current security procedures don’t allow the subject of a DVD to be identified by name and NINO. DVDs are noted with 

the FRAIMS number to identify the case. If DVDs were to be separated from the fraud document, PIP business would 

be unable to identify the claimant without contacting the Case Review Team. The Case Review Team will store 

securely the DVD together with the information obtained during the investigation. 

Note: FRAIMS number will be in the notes field on the fraud special marker on PIPCS. 

9. Where PIP is paid to HMGPES, any misuse of the payment card will be an issue for the card supplier, not for PIP, and 

will be referred to them by CFCD. 
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System access for fraud roles within PIP 

10. 



 

Role System 

Case Review Team Blackpool  

BC 

PIPCS, PIP DRS, 'PIPCS - Summary View - non PIP staff', FRAIMS 

CFCD FRAIMS, Referral Case Management system ) RCM, DRS, view and print only 

access to PIPCS and PIPDRS 

JCP CFCD Operational  

Intelligence Unit OIU 

FRAIMS 

 

PIP Postal Allegations 

11. Allegations received by post are dealt by the Serious and Organised Crime CRS Team, Brendan House, Taunton 

TA1 3NY. 

12. Send the fraud referral received by post to the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) in a purple polylope. Write ‘FRAUD’ or 

put a blue dot on the polylope or individual pieces of post within it, so that the polylope is correctly directed to the 

Workflow Team (WfT) who will scan the post into DRS. 

13. Postal allegations of fraud from members of the public are received at the MOU (Unsolicited white mail). It isn’t 

possible to exempt all postal allegations from being scanned at the MOU into DRS, therefore the WfT will send a copy of 

the scanned postal fraud allegation to Serious and Organised Crime. WfT must not refer the postal allegation through 

the FRF icon, FRF completion and submission is the responsibility of the Serious and Organised Crime. 

14. Even if there is a NINO on the documents or an existing fraud indicator on the PIP case the WfT must not link 

the image to a PIP claim as each allegation should be looked at in its own right. WfT will classify the document as 

untraceable, even if it has a NINO, so as to ensure it isn’t linked to a claimant and it will be deleted from DRS in 4 weeks. 

WfT postal fraud allegation 

15. 

Step Action 

1 postal fraud allegation received at MOU and scanned into DRS 

2 scanned documents received by WfT 

3 WfT identify fraud allegation or physical evidence to support allegation or reference to benefit fraud 



 

4 WfT print copy of scanned document 

5 WfT ensure document classification is ‘untraceable’, and will be deleted from DRS within 4 weeks 

Note: Under no circumstances should a document be linked to a claimant even if there is a NINO or task to a 

CM or AP 

6 WfT send the printed copy to Serious and Organised Crime 

Allegation made over the phone 

16. If an allegation is made over the phone: 

• direct the person making the allegation to the Benefit Fraud hotline number (available on the Gov.uk website), or  

• open the fraud Referral icon on your desktop and complete and submit the details of the allegation whilst the person 

is on the phone  

Member of staff notices fraud 

17. If you notice anomalies in benefit claim which suggests fraudulent activity, you must use the Fraud Referral icon on 

your desktop to make the referral giving as much information as you can about the person you think is committing 

fraud and what information you have, which makes you think a fraud is being committed. 

PIP Fraud Process 

18. The PIP fraud process can be broken down into three main parts: 

• referral of the fraud allegation  

• investigation of fraud investigation  

• outcome of fraud investigation  

19. Once the fraud referral has been completed it automatically drops into FRAIMS. Serious and Organised Crime CRS 

then check suitability for a criminal investigation or a possible change of circumstances. 

20. If a criminal investigation is required Case Preparation will refer the case to CFC Local Services. If after consideration of 

the allegation CFC decide that a criminal investigation isn’t appropriate the case will be forwarded to the appropriate 

RBC for change of circumstances action. 

21. If after considering a Disability in Doubt (DID) allegation CRS decide that a change of circumstances action is 

appropriate the case will be transferred to the appropriate RBC for action.  



 

Fraud investigation process 

22. 

Step Action 

1 Case Preparation (CP) receive DID referral go to step 2 

2 CP check whether criminal investigation or change of circumstances award review action appropriate: 

if a change of circumstances award review is appropriate refer the case to the appropriate RBC for action  

if criminal investigation appropriate refer the case to Counter Fraud and Compliance (CFC)  

3 CFC Local Service to conduct more detailed enquiries and decide: 

if criminal investigation appropriate proceed to investigation  

if a change of circumstances award review is appropriate to refer the case to the appropriate RBC for 

action  

Note: If there is a criminal investigation you must check if a deletion exemption marker should be input on the 

case. If so - See: Deletion Exemption Marker 

4 RBC receives referral for possible change of circumstances award review action from the CP or CFC Local 

Service. 

consider if change of circumstances award review is appropriate, if yes create manual task in  

PIPCS for change of circumstances award review - See: PIP Change of Circumstance Award Review 

if no, close task, process ended 

5 CFC Local Service considers case suitable for criminal investigation. Fraud Investigator (FI) to obtain copies of 

scanned images held in DRS 



 

6 FI will collect evidence and report findings to CFC 

if following an investigation the case is down graded and isn’t for prosecution consideration is to be given 

if continued eligibility to PIP should be checked (change of circumstances award review). if change of 

circumstances award review action needed, refer case to the appropriate RBC. 

 

 Note: Remember to remove the deletion exemption marker 

if the evidence gathered casts doubt on the current PIP award and consideration of the evidence is needed the 

FI should contact the Case Review Team to consider suspension of PIP payments.  

All copies of the evidence obtained including DVD’s should be sent in a sealed polylope to Case  

Review Team. CFC will retain the allegation. 

7 RBC receives change of circumstances award review referral detailing outcome of investigation. 

consider if change of circumstances award review action is appropriate, if yes create a manual task in PIPCS for 

change of circumstances - See: PIP Change of Circumstance Award Review. If no, close task, process ended 



 

8 Case Review Team receives documents and DVDs obtained during investigation. PIPCS user inputs fraud 

marker ‘under investigation’ - See: How to add a Fraud marker on PIPCS CM considers evidence  

if no change PIPCS user to set fraud marker to ‘closed fraud’ - See: Edit Fraud marker Note: Remember 

to remove the deletion exemption marker 

if award changed or disallowed CM makes a decision, updates PIPCS with decision and notifies claimant (manual 

notification required on all fraud cases) and refers case to Case Review Team  

CW for overpayment action and decision. PIPCS user changes fraud marker to ‘proven fraud’ - See: Edit 

Fraud marker 

Case Review Team CW to email directly with decision outcome, including reasons for decision and overpayment 

documents. Ensure subject line has appropriate security marking and FRAIMS reference number ‘OFFICIAL-

SENSITIVE Decision outcome 000000’ 

ensure any DVDs are marked with the FRAIMS number and stored securely 

CM completes document pro forma detailing what investigation evidence and documents were used to make 

the decision and are held by the Case Review Team, this together with the decision notification and 

overpayment documents should then be sent to the MOU to be scanned into DRS 

Note: Clearly mark each document, ‘MOU copy, no task required’. Update the notes section of  

PIPCS noting the evidence sent for scanning 

9 if the claimant appeals the decision to change or disallow an award of PIP the Case Review Team should notify 

CFC FI by email 

if the Case Review Team receive notification of the prosecution outcome and the claimant has an outstanding 

appeal, notify HMCTS. If the prosecution was successful request tribunal directions in  

 

 the light of a successful prosecution 

 

How to add a Fraud marker on PIPCS 

23. A fraud marker can only be changed by a PIP fraud specialist user. Any other user attempting to add or edit a fraud 

marker will receive an error message. A PIP fraud specialist user attempting to put on any other special caution marker 

other than fraud will also receive an error message. 

24. There are three fraud markings in PIPCS. 



 
• Under Investigation  

• Closed Fraud  

• Proven Fraud  

25. You will not be able to change a fraud marker from, for example ‘Under Investigation’ to ‘Proven Fraud’; you will have 

to edit the ‘Under Investigation’ marker by putting an end date in and then create a new fraud marker. The ‘Current’ 

tab will show current markers, the ‘Previous’ tab will show historical information. 

Note: It’s important you put the FRAIMS reference number in the ‘Description’ Field within the Case Deletion exemption, 

Special Caution record on PIPCS. 

Note: When a deletion exemption marker needs to be amended - See: Deletion Exemption Marker 

Add new fraud marker 

26. To add a new fraud marker: 

Step Action 

1 Fraud marker can only be added by a fraud specialist user 

2 in the ‘Claimant Record’ or ‘Prospect Person’ select ‘Issues and Proceedings’ tab 

3 highlight ‘Special Cautions’ on the navigation panel on the left hand side 

4 select ‘New’ this will open a ‘New Special Caution’ window 

5 in ‘Category’ field select ‘Fraud’ 

6 in ‘Type’ field select ‘Under Investigation, Closed Fraud or Proven Fraud’ as appropriate 

7 in ‘Description’ field type FRAIMS reference number 

8 select ‘Save’ 

Edit fraud marker 

27. 

Step Action 

1 Fraud marker can only be changed by a fraud specialist user 



 

2 in the ‘Claimant Record’ or ‘Prospect Person’ select ‘Issues and Proceedings’ tab 

3 highlight ‘Special Cautions’ on the navigation panel on the left hand side 

4 highlight ‘Special Cautions’ tab you will see the fraud marker that is currently on the case. You will need to edit 

this and put an end date in before creating a new Special Caution marker 

5 select ‘Edit’ against the fraud marker, this will open an ‘Edit Special Marker’ window 

6 in ‘End Date’ field put today’s date 

7 in ‘Description’ field check it contains the FRAIMS reference number 

8 select ‘Save’ 

9 if closing an ‘Under Investigation’ marker then create a new fraud marker ‘Closed Fraud’ or ‘Proven 

Fraud’ as appropriate - See: Add new fraud marker 

Note: You must check the case for a deletion exemption marker and remove if no longer needed. If so -  

See: Deletion Exemption Marker 
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01 Clerical notifications 

Clerical notifications 

Critical Process Points – Legal Requirements 

11. Claimant Notification - Legal Requirements (Case Manager) 

You must ensure the correct notification has been issued to the claimant informing them of any decision made on their claim 

which must contain the correct disputes rights.  



 

Consequences 

If you do not issue the correct notification to inform the claimant of the decision on their claim and any dispute rights this 

may mean: 

• you have failed to comply with the legal requirement to issue the correct notification 

• inaccurate or misleading information is provided, confusing the customer and resulting in poor service 

• key paragraphs that should be included in the decision are missed 

• avoidable rework to correct any errors 

• increased requests for reconsiderations and appeals from claimants who think the decision is incorrect 

• reputational damage to the Department, in particular the document must be of a professional standard and not 

handwritten 

• an incorrect decision may result in judicial review, attracting reputational damage 

To issue a Clerical Notification 

1. Clerical notifications can be issued using the PIP Clerical Templates and the PIP System Template. The templates can 

be accessed from the users desktop. Each of the templates has options for large print or Welsh. The user will be able to 

populate the template with claimant name, address and NINO using information directly from Personal Independence 

Payment Computer System (PIPCS). 

Note: a Welsh letter printed from the desktop template will also require an English version to be printed and the two 

versions sent to the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) to scan into Document Repository System (DRS). 

PIP System template 

2. The PIP System Template is for issuing clerical versions of notifications generally issued by PIPCS, such as the 

PIP.7001, New Claim Award. 

Note: when issuing a clerical decision notification, with enhanced mobility awarded, and there is a Certificate of 

Entitlement you must ensure that you also send the DVLA leaflet (INS216). See: Enhanced mobility awarded – Certificate 

of Entitlement 

  

Step Action 

1 open the ‘PIP Clerical Template’ or ‘PIP System Template’ from your desktop 



 

2 using the drop down menus choose the appropriate category and PIP number of the notification you wish to 

issue 

IMPORTANT: this must be done before copying any information from PIPCS 

3 from PIPCS person page click on the empty space next to the claimant’s address details 

4 press Ctrl A together and the text will be highlighted 

5 press Ctrl C together to copy the selected details 

6 click the ‘C’ button in the top right hand corner of the template, following a short delay, the template fields will 

be populated with the claimants name, address and NINO 

Note: This action may be repeated in the PIPCS representative page to capture appointee details where 

necessary 

7 if large print is required please tick the ‘Large Print’ box, when this box is ticked, all text in the letter will be 

produced in font size 16 with the exception of customer address and return address 

Note: the Welsh version tick box can selected at any time 

8 complete the required fields to populate the remainder of the notification, you will not be allowed to progress 

to the next page until all required fields have been completed 

9 once all the information has been entered and the final page is reached, the ‘NEXT’ button will revert to the 

‘OK’ button and the letter can be produced 

10 click ’OK’ on the ‘PIP Clerical Template’ and the word document will be produced 

11 depending on whether the notification or letter is generic or non-generic you should follow the appropriate 

step action guidance See: Notification or letter is generic or Notification or letter is not generic 

Notification or letter is generic 

2. Generic notifications are non-specific which means they will not need to be kept in the Document Repository System 

(DRS). A record will be entered on PIPCS to show that one of these forms has been issued. System issued notifications 

which have a bar-code will be treated the same. 

3. If a clerical notification or letter is required and the letter is generic: 

  



 

Step Action 

1 create a Communication Record See: Communication Record to describe the notification or letter type 

2 set a manual task or defer an existing task on PIPCS to await the return of the information (if appropriate) See: 

how to assign or defer a task  

3 print a copy or copies of the notification or letter using the ‘PIP Clerical Template’, and issue to the claimant or 

representative and/or another area of the Department 

4 if the reply is received, close the task and action See: how to close a task 

5 if a reply was requested and not returned the task will mature, issue a reminder using the ’PIP  

Clerical Template’, update the communication history using the communication record as in step  

1, and defer the task See: how to defer a task and Communication Record 

Notification or letter is not generic 

4. Non generic notifications are copies of tailored forms with specific claimant information, which will need to be scanned 

and kept on DRS. See sending hard copies to be scanned 

5. If a clerical notification or letter is required and the letter is not generic: 

  

Step Action 

1 create a Communication Record in PIPCS describing the notification or letter type See:  

Communication Record 

2 set a manual task or defer an existing task on PIPCS if the letter needs to be returned See: how to assign or 

defer a task 

3 print 2 or 3 copies of the notification or letter as appropriate 

4 send 1 copy of the notification or letter to the claimant or representative and/or to another area of  

 the department and 1 copy to the Mail Opening Unit (MOU) annotating it ‘COPY NOTIFICATION’  

(copies to the MOU should NOT be stapled and should be sent in an individual plastic sleeve/polylope) See 

sending hard copies to be scanned 



 

5 address polylope using the one line courier address see Postal and Courier address list for PIP 

for more information See: Aide Memoir for Distribution of Mail (2a) 

6 once the document is scanned, if the document is a recognised form PIPCS will create an automated task and 

assign it to the appropriate PIPCS work queue for action 

7 if the scanned document is not a recognised form PIPCS will send an automated task to the appropriate PIP 

Workflow Team for further investigation 

When an automated task received by the Workflow Team 

6. When a task is received by the Workflow Team they will: 

  

Step Action 

1 check the scanned image to see if it is annotated ‘COPY NOTIFICATION’ 

2 If the image is annotated ‘COPY NOTIFICATION’ the Workflow Team will close the task as no further action is 

required 

3 If the image is NOT annotated ‘COPY NOTIFICATION’ the Workflow Team will forward the task to the 

appropriate PIPCS work queue for action 

When a task is received by a Case Worker (CW) 

7. When a task is received by a CW they will: 

  

Step Action 

1 check the scanned image to see if it is annotated ‘COPY NOTIFICATION’ 

2 if the image is annotated ‘COPY NOTIFICATION’ the CW will close the task as no further action is required 

3 if the image is NOT annotated ‘COPY NOTIFICATION’ the User will action the task appropriately 

Tactical Address List 

8. It is essential when using the PIP Clerical template that the Freepost return address (Royal mail) is written in full. For a full 

list of postal and courier addresses please see Postal and Courier address list for PIP. 



 

Enhanced mobility awarded – Certificate of Entitlement 

9. When enhanced mobility is awarded and a Certificate of Entitlement is produced with the decision notification you must 

ensure that you also send the DVLA leaflet (INS216). 

10. A claimant is eligible for a Certificate of Entitlement where they are entitled to the enhanced rate mobility 

component, except when at least one of the following exists for the claimant: 

• a payability adjustment due to residence and presence, imprisonment or special hospital,  

• overlapping benefit War Pensions Mobility Supplement (WPMS),  

• a Powered Wheelchair Scooter Scheme (PWSS), or  

• active Motability evidence and an agreement type held and the type is either Open Ended Agreement, Constant 

Lease, or there is a Lease Extension.  

Stocks of the leaflet INS216 can be ordered using the normal method. 

02 List of Notifications and Forms 

PIP Notifications and Forms 

1. See: Personal Independence Payment Letters (notifications), for examples of how PIP Letters (notifications) will 

look and the information they will contain. 

2. These drafts include most of the notifications so you can see what they may include, however the content may vary 

depending on a claimant’s circumstances. 

  

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

AR1 Form ‘How your disability affects you’ form. This is used for Award Review cases 

PIP1 Form New claim data gather (paper claim form only issued in limited circumstances) 

PIP1(AI) Form New claim gather – additional information 

PIP 2 Form ‘How your disability affects you’ form 

PIP2(AI) Form Additional Information Booklet 



 

PIP2(VO) Form ‘How your disability affects you’ form. This can be ordered by Visiting  

Officers through their usual stationery route 

PIP2(UI) Form ‘How your disability affects you’ form. This is used for Change of  

Circumstances Award Review cases 

PIP.0009 Clerical Covering letter - PIP1 or PIP2 not signed 

PIP.0010 Clerical Claim disallowance 

Claimant is under 65 at 08/04/13, 65 or over at date of claim and has a linked 

claim to DLA but is disallowed on disability. PIP7000 has been issued to the 

claimant 

Claimant is under 65 at 08/04/13, 65 or over at date of claim and has a linked 

claim to PIP which was not for the same or similar condition. The PIP7000 will 

be suppressed and PIP0010 will be issued to the  

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

  claimant instead 

PIP.0100 Clerical Representative covering letter 

PIP.0101 Clerical General reminder letter 

PIP.0104 Clerical Copy docs accompanying letter 

PIP.0105 Clerical Death Certificate damaged 

PIP.0106 Clerical Claim in the alternative – Internal notification to DLA 

PIP.0107 System Uprating letter 

PIP.0108 System Christmas Bonus Letter 

PIP.0110 Clerical Miscellaneous letter – manual completion with free text 

PIP.0111 Clerical Notification to HMRC to check Disability Premium 



 

PIP.0113 Clerical Confirmation of award for change of appointee or new appointee 

PIP.0114 Clerical Alternative name and NINO held on computer 

PIP.0119 Clerical PIP payment details for specific periods (for tax purposes) 

PIP.0120 Clerical SCR claim scrutiny record 

PIP.0121 Clerical SCR case details record 

PIP.0122 Clerical SCR notification of PIP interest 

PIP.0123 Clerical SCR assessment referral record 

PIP.0124 Clerical SCR PIP clerical decision record 

PIP.0125 Clerical SCR Local Authority notification 

PIP.0126 Clerical SCR payment instruction and input record 

PIP.0127 Clerical SCR record of assessment information by CM 

PIP.0128 Clerical SCR assessment provider change of circumstances form – to or from 

department and AP 

PIP.0129 Clerical SCR advice, rework, reconsideration referral to AP 

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

PIP.0129  

(descriptors) 

Clerical SCR report on descriptors for return to AP 

PIP.0130 Clerical SCR communications template to or from Bank Liaison 

PIP.0131 Clerical SCR communications template to or from Carers Allowance 

PIP.0132 Clerical SCR TMs case check record – to reflect the random case check that the system 

would do on decisions and will include payment calculation as well 



 

PIP.0133 Clerical SCR – Mota notification of CPS action to or from team 

PIP.0134  Clerical SCR – Record of the PIP decision and award 

PIP.0135 Clerical SCR Mota – template to confirm eligibility check by Mota charity  

(provisional) 

PIP.0136 Clerical SCR change of SCR status 

PIP.0139 Clerical Assessment deskaid 

PIP.0140 Clerical PIPIT referral control sheet 

PIP.0141 Clerical Assessment returned for rework 

PIP.0142 Clerical AP deskaid 

PIP.0143 Clerical Motability charity eligibility check 

PIP.0150 Clerical Claimant feedback including Special Payments 

PIP.0155 Clerical Return of Death certificate 

PIP.0185  System Rising 16 invite 

PIP.0186 System Rising 16 invite reminder 

PIP.0187 Clerical R16 – Out of scope recovery notification 

PIP.0188 Clerical R16 – 0815 issued out of scope recovery notification 

PIP.0200 Clerical Refusal for Reassessment self selection 

PIP.0201 System Reassessment - invite for managed cases 

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

PIP.0202 System Reassessment – invite for natural cases 



 

PIP.0203 System Reassessment – invite reminder 

PIP.0204 System Reassessment – supersession invite 

PIP.0209 Clerical Reassessment – PIPR4c (DLA extended on renewal where delay in  

PIP 

PIP.0210 Clerical Reassessment – PIPR6SS no DLA decision (issued following receipt of PIP claim 

while outstanding decision on DLA claim) 

PIP.0211 Clerical Reassessment – PIPR8a sent to DLA claimant, no invite or claim to  

PIP sent or received 

PIP.0212 Clerical Reassessment – PIPR8 claimant request DLA relinquishment – PIP claim 

received 

PIP.0213 Clerical Reassessment - PIPR9ac DLA not reinstated after termination 

PIP.0214 Clerical Reassessment – PIPR9 – DLA reinstated after termination 

PIP.0215 Clerical Reassessment – PIPR11c (suspension) 

PIP.0216 Clerical Reassessment – PIPR12c claimant writes in to state they do not want to claim 

PIP - vulnerable 

PIP.0217 Clerical Reassessment – PIPR13c – claimant writes in or telephones to state they do not 

want to pursue PIP claim - vulnerable 

PIP.0218 Clerical Reassessment – variation PIPR5 (0208) change of circumstances after invited to 

claim PIP 

PIP.0219 Clerical Died – DLA arrears and PIP invite sent/PIP claim made but no decision 

PIP.0220 Clerical On higher rate mobility/higher rate care and increased needs – self selector 

PIP.0221 Clerical Copy of DLA medical evidence required by PIP claimant 

PIP.0222 Clerical Eligible self selector 

PIP.0223 Clerical Reassessment – PIP claim invite – RPP referral 

PIP.0224 Clerical Reassessment out of scope – claimed PIP, pre decision notification 



 

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

   

PIP.0300 Clerical Exempt/ Valuable referral sheet 

PIP.0305 Clerical Certificate of appointment to act for a deceased person 

PIP.0420 Clerical Generic PIP Payment Suspension & Termination 

PIP.0421 Clerical PIP Payment Suspension – doubt over entitlement 

PIP.0422 Clerical PIP Payment Termination – due to non-compliance 

PIP.0500 System Statement of entitlement 

PIP.0501 System Certificate of entitlement 

PIP.0502 System Progress letter 

PIP.0504 Clerical Relationship verification - Enduring Power of Attorney 

PIP.0504R Clerical Relationship verification reminder – Enduring Power of Attorney 

PIP.0505 Clerical Gender mismatch from CIS(Searchlight) 

PIP.0506 System End of short term award 

PIP.1000 Clerical Confirmation of NINO 

PIP.1001 System Application acknowledgement 

PIP.1002 Clerical Confirmation of withdrawal of claim 

PIP.1002a Clerical Confirmation of withdrawal of claim by claimants requiring additional support 

PIP.1003 System PIP2 covering letter 



 

PIP.100.3  

(EEA) 

Clerical PIP2 covering letter for claimants in Switzerland or a country in the  

EEA other than the UK 

PIP.1004 System Not terminally ill PIP2 covering letter 

PIP.1006  System PIP2 reminder 

PIP.1007 System PIP 1 - Standard covering letter 

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

PIP.1016(o65) Clerical Claim in the alternative – PIP to AA(explains why they cannot claim  

PIP and that AA is the appropriate benefit) 

PIP.1016(u16) Clerical Claim in the alternative – PIP to DLA(explains why the young person cannot 

claim PIP yet, and that they should make a DLA claim instead) 

PIP.1018 Clerical Not terminally ill – advise 3rd party to inform claimant to claim under normal 

rules 

PIP.1019 Clerical Payment for completion of DS1500 report and contact with GP or  

HCP with issues over DS1500 report received 

PIP.1020 Clerical Part 2 extension request - decision 

PIP.1021 System Covering letter with Part 2 – PIP/CoC Award Review 

PIP.1022 Clerical Claim acknowledgement letter 

PIP.1023 Clerical Written request to claim - information/signposting letter 

PIP.1024 Clerical Reconsideration acknowledgement 

PIP.1025 System Reminder to return PIP2(UI) 

PIP.1032 Clerical Overlapping benefits (internal) 

PIP.1043 System AR1 covering letter 



 

PIP.1045 System ‘Reminder – Please return your Award Review – How your disability affects you’ 

form 

PIP.2002 Clerical Request Statement of Reasons (HMCTS) 

PIP.2006 Clerical Claimant notification to re-direct appeal to HMCTS 

(to include Appeal rec'd from HMCTS but no Recon done & Appeal rec'd from 

claimant but no Recon done) 

PIP.2007 Clerical Further evidence received for appeal – no change 

PIP.2008 Clerical Looking at your claim again - evidence to support appeal/reconsideration has 

not been received 

PIP.2009 Clerical Revised decision notification – when there is an appeal and the award is 

changed giving our reasons for the decision 

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

PIP.2009s Clerical Appeals Split Rate decision 

PIP.2010 Clerical Appeal Response cover letter to claimant 

PIP.2017 Clerical Further evidence received for appeal – no change - representative 

PIP.2020 Clerical PIP Lapse Appeal Offer Letter 

PIP.2500 Clerical Reconsideration notification – out of time 

PIP.3000 Clerical Absence abroad return date enquiry 

PIP.3001 Clerical Detention in legal custody 

PIP.3001R Clerical Detention in legal custody reminder 

PIP.3002 Clerical Detention in legal custody no prison address 

PIP.3002R Clerical Detention in legal custody no prison address reminder 



 

PIP.3004 Clerical Generic reminder letter 

PIP.3005 Clerical Verify personal details – nationality and date of birth 

PIP.3005R Clerical Verify personal details reminder 

PIP.3006 Clerical Health authority funding enquiry 

PIP.3006R Clerical Health authority funding enquiry reminder 

PIP.3007 Clerical Local authority funding enquiry 

PIP.3007R Clerical Local authority funding enquiry reminder 

PIP.3008 Clerical Care home enquiry 

PIP.3008R Clerical Care home enquiry reminder 

PIP.3009 Clerical Verification request - residency status 

care home payments 

repayment agreement with Local authority 

PIP.3009R Clerical Verification request reminder 

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

PIP.3010 Clerical Potential move abroad/moving to EEC 

PIP.3012 Clerical Establish good reason for not return of PIP2(UI) 

PIP.3013 Clerical Unable to contact claimant by phone for 

reconsideration 

explanation 

PIP.3014 Clerical Not entitled to VED notification 



 

PIP.3019 Clerical Hospital dates enquiry 

PIP.3022 Clerical Residence & Presence or Foreign Residency - General enquiry letter 

PIP.3022(R) Clerical Residence & Presence or Foreign Residency - General enquiry letter reminder 

PIP.3023 Clerical Residence & Presence or Foreign Residency - General enquiry letter to be issued 

with PIP.3022 

PIP.3024 Clerical EEA claim form 

PIP.3026 Clerical Civil servant abroad letter 

PIP.3027 Clerical Enquiry to the Claimant’s Representative to find out if they wish to continue 

with claim, appeal, reconsideration or intervention of  

Personal Independence Payment Claim 

PIP.3031 Clerical Representative written consent letter 

PIP.3032 Clerical Prison release - Confirmation of address 

PIP.3033 Clerical General Enquiry 

Contact Claimant/Appointee/PAB to request signature 

Contact claimant to clarify bank details 

BF57a returned incomplete - further information required 

Clerical notification for Change of Address information 

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

  Part 1 Received - Mismatch details 

Part 1 Received - Further information required 

Part 1 Consent not signed – signature required 



 

PIP.3034 Clerical General enquiry – DS1500 received – no claim 

PIP.3037 Clerical Arrange medical exam for claimant abroad 

PIP.3038 Clerical About medical notification to claimant abroad 

PIP.3040 Clerical Secure unit/hospital enquiry 

PIP.3041 Clerical Late notification of change of circumstances enquiry 

PIP.3042 Clerical COA to claimant (care home enquiry) 

PIP.3048 Clerical DPGEN – cover letter and reply page 

PIP.3049  

(BR330) 

Clerical Death Arrears Payee enquiry 

PIP.3050 Clerical PIP claimant moving abroad 

PIP.4001 Clerical Daily payment details(Boarders Payments) 

PIP.4003 Clerical Change of payment frequency 

PIP.4004 Clerical Information about your payments 

PIP.4005 Clerical Confirmation of account update 

PIP.4006 Clerical Payment suspension – change in claimants circumstances 

PIP.4007 Clerical Returned Payment 

PIP.4008  Clerical Payment of arrears 

PIP.4009 Clerical Death arrears/no arrears 

PIP.4010 Clerical Payment in care home/nursing home/residential college or school 

PIP.4011 Clerical In Hospital - payment not affected less than 28 days 

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 



 

PIP.4012 Clerical Payment reinstated following discharge from hospital - no overpayment 

PIP.4013 Clerical Payment affected when in hospital 28 days - no overpayment 

PIP.4014 Clerical Payment affected when in residential accommodation - no overpayment 

PIP.4015 Clerical Payment not affected in residential accommodation - mobility component 

PIP.4016 Clerical Overlapping Benefit - change of award due to Constant Attendance  

Allowance or War Pensioners Mobility Supplements 

PIP.4018 Clerical Missing payment notification to claimant/appointee 

PIP.4028 Clerical Manual Payments – payments breakdown 

PIP.4035 Clerical Overpayment reconsideration – change/no change 

PIP.4037 Clerical Decision notification for legal detention/prison 

PIP.4038 Clerical Boarder decision notification 

PIP.4223 Clerical Susterm 3 – PIP equivalent 

PIP.4224 Clerical Statement of Reasons (to claimant) 

PIP.4225 Clerical Decision regarding our appeal - sent to claimant/appointee when we have 

decided whether we will appeal or whether we have been given permission to 

appeal 

PIP.4226 Clerical Susterm 8 – PIP equivalent 

PIP.4227 Clerical Susterm 9 – PIP equivalent 

PIP.4500 System Notification of an ongoing award for State Pension age claimants 

PIP.5000 System Full motability agreement 

PIP.5001 System Provisional motability agreement 



 

PIP.6000 Clerical Non attendance at Medical Assessment 

PIP.6001 Clerical AP response to joint complaint 

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

   

PIP.6002 Clerical Joint complaint received cover sheet 

PIP.7000 System Lay disallowance 

PIP.7001 System New claim decision 

PIP.7001s Clerical New Claim Split Rate decision 

PIP.7002 System Reconsideration decision 

PIP.7002s Clerical Reconsideration Split Rate decision notification 

PIP.7003 System Intervention decision 

PIP.7003s Clerical Intervention Split Rate decision 

PIP.7004 Clerical Lay decisions – non attendance – defective claim disallowance etc.  

defective claim/negative determination decision 

PIP.7005 Clerical Decision not to supersede 

PIP.7006 System Reassessment - award 

PIP.7007 Clerical Reassessment – defective claim/negative determination decision 

PIP.7008 Clerical Reassessment – S of S intervention, out of scope (Postcode) 

PIP.7010 System Reassessment – lay decision 

PIP.7011  System New claim disallowance decision 

PIP.7012 System Reconsideration disallowance decision 



 

PIP.7013 System Intervention disallowance decision 

PIP.7014 Clerical Duplicate claim decision 

PIP.7015 (exp) Clerical Clerical exportability reconsideration decision notification 

PIP.7016 System Reassessment - disallowance 

PIP.7017 Clerical Voluntary Relinquishment confirmation – unable to make contact by phone 

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

PIP.7018 Clerical Acceptance of Voluntary Relinquishment request 

PIP.7019 Clerical CoC Award Review- 'Not admitted' reason notification(application to PIP has no 

relevance and the request will be deemed as hopeless as it could not produce a 

different decision to the decision that currently exists) 

PIP.7021 Clerical CoC Award Review - Disallowance non return of Part 2 

PIP.7022 Clerical No NINO disallowance 

PIP.7024 Clerical Lay decision reconsideration – decision maintained 

PIP.7030 Clerical Bereavement death award/disallowance notification 

PIP.7031 Clerical Appeal outcome 

PIP.7032 Clerical Appeal outcome notification – claimant has died 

PIP.7041 System Disallowance due to non return of AR! 

PIP.7050 Clerical AE decision letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit - Dispute rights 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 



 

PIP.7050MC Clerical AE decision letter – more than one PIP claim – Claimant doesn't benefit – 

Dispute rights 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7051 Clerical AE decision letter – Claimant does benefit 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7051MC Clerical AE decision letter – more than one PIP claim  - Claimant does benefit – Dispute 

rights 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7051s Clerical AE split decision letter – Claimant does benefit - Dispute rights 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7052 Clerical AE enquiry letter for bank details and/or payability 

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

PIP.7052R Clerical AE reminder letter for PIP.7052 

PIP.7053 Clerical AE enquiry letter to establish if NOK/DAP is still person dealing with the 

deceased details 

PIP.7054 Clerical AE enquiry letter to NOK/DAP for bank details and/or payability 

PIP.7054R Clerical AE reminder letter for PIP.7054 

PIP.7055 Clerical AE deceased decision letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7055MC Clerical AE deceased decision letter – more than one PIP claim – Claimant doesn’t 

benefit – Dispute rights 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 



 

PIP.7056 Clerical AE deceased decision letter – Claimant does benefit 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7056MC Clerical AE deceased decision letter – more than one PIP claim – Claimant benefits – 

Dispute rights 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7057 Clerical AE enquiry letter to request more further information 

PIP.7058 Clerical Decision not to look at case for AE because of recent tribunal decision 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7059 Clerical AE decision letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit – No Dispute rights 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7059MC Clerical AE Review letter – more than one claim, not affected by the PIP changes – 

Claimant doesn’t benefit – No Dispute rights 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7070 Clerical Deceased decision letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit – No Dispute  

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

  rights 

No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7070MC Clerical Deceased decision letter – more than one PIP claim – Claimant doesn’t 

benefit – No Dispute rights No longer in use from 14/10/19 

PIP.7101 Clerical AE decision letter – Claimant doesn't benefit - No change in points 



 

PIP.7102 Clerical AE decision letter – deceased – Claimant doesn't benefit - No change in points 

PIP.7103 Clerical AE decision letter – Claimant doesn't benefit - Change in points, not the award 

PIP.7104 Clerical AE decision letter – Deceased – Claimant doesn't benefit - Change in points, not 

the award 

PIP.7105 Clerical AE decision letter – Claimant does benefit – Change in award 

PIP.7106 Clerical AE decision letter – Deceased, Benefitting 

PIP.7201 System CV-19 Award Review, PIP Award Extended 

PIP.7203  System CV-19 Fixed term award extended, advance claim made 

PIP.7205 System CV-19 Reassessment suspended, DLA award extended 

PIP.7210 System CV-19 Fixed term award extended, no advance claim made 

PIP.7211 System CV-19 Award Review and DLA Reassessment journey restart 

PIP.8020 Clerical New Claim Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘Good Reason’ accepted 

by CM 

PIP.8021 Clerical Reassessment Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘Good  

Reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP.8022 Clerical Award Review Negative Determination Reconsideration - 'Good  

Cause' accepted by CM 

PIP.8024 Clerical New Claim Negative Determination Appeal - 'Good Reason' accepted  

 

Number Type of  

Notification/For m 

Notification/form 

  by CM 



 

PIP.8025 Clerical Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal - 'Good Reason' accepted by CM 

PIP.8028 Clerical New Claim Negative Determination Appeal - 'Good Reason' accepted by 

Tribunal 

PIP.8029 Clerical Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal - 'Good Reason' accepted by 

Tribunal 

BF57a Clerical Appointee enquiry 

DPGEN Form Bank details 

DS1500  Form Classified for scanning purposes as ‘DS1500 patients copy’. Medical report 

DS1500 for SRTI claimant 

DS1500 fee form Form Classified for scanning purposes as ‘DS1500 fee form’. Form for a GP/ HCP to 

claim a fee claim for completing a DS1500 for the claimant. 

03 Suppress Automated Notification or Enquiry Form 

Background 

1. There will be some instances when system issued notifications (entitlement notices and enquiry letters) will need to be 

suppressed, for example, when the notification does not have the correct paragraphs or wording, or is going to an 

address abroad, and we need to issue a manual notification instead. . 

2. PIPCS has limited suppression functionality to prevent the issue of certain system produced notifications. Notifications 

which cannot to suppressed in PIPCS will have to be suppressed using the workaround process. 

3. Users with the appropriate access level in PIPCS will be able to manually suppress certain notifications which, for 

business reasons, they don't want the system to issue. The following user roles can manually suppress notifications, 

provided they have the correct PIPCS access level: 

• Case Manager  

• Case Worker  

• Case Worker - MOTA  

• Quality Assurance Manager  

• Team Leader/Allocator  

4. This guidance outlines the: 



 
 workaround to suppress the issue of a system produced notification or enquiry form  process to 

follow to suppress certain system produced notifications.  

Subpages 

• PIP user identifies business reason to suppress an automated notification or an enquiry form  

• Workaround to suppress an automated notification or an enquiry form  

• Appointee, PAB or COP held  

PIP user identifies business reason to suppress an automated notification or an 

enquiry form 

1.The following system or manually created notification types (including system re-issued) can be manually suppressed 

in PIPCS: 

• PIP.0500 Statement of Entitlement 

• PIP.0501 Certificate of Entitlement 

• PIP.1001 Application – Acknowledgement letter 

• PIP.1003 PIP2 Covering Letter (Not TI) 

• PIP.1004 PIP2 Covering Letter TI 

• PIP.1007 PIP1 Covering Letter 

• PIP.1021 planned/unplanned Interventions Letter 

• PIP.5000 Full Motability Agreement 

• PIP.5001 Provisional Motability Agreement Letter 

• PIP.7000 Lay Disallowance Letter 

• PIP.7001 Entitlement letter New Claim award 

• PIP.7002 Reconsideration decision - award 

• PIP.7003 Entitlement Letter – intervention decision 

• PIP.7006 Reassessment: award decision 

• PIP.7010 Reassessment: disallowance lay rules 



 

• PIP.7016 Reassessment: disallowance 

• PIP.7011 New Claim Disallowance notification 

• PIP.7012 Reconsideration – disallowance decision 

• PIP.7013 – intervention disallowance decision. 

2. When the PIP user identifies a business reason to suppress the automated issue of a notification/enquiry form, for 

example, an Entitlement letter New Claim award, because the Visiting Officer had to deliver the clerical award 

notification, they must take the following actions: 

Step Action 

1 in the ‘Person Homepage’ select the ‘Contact’ tab 

2 select ‘Communication’ from the left hand navigation panel 

3 select the action icon alongside the appropriate communication record 

a drop-down menu will display: 

 Re-Issue  

 Suppress  

4  select ‘Suppress’  

 the Suppress Notification screen will display:  

 select the appropriate option in the reason for suppression, from the drop-down menu:  

Manual PIP2 Issued  

Claimant abroad  

System notification unsuitable  

Claim build from clerical  

Claim rebuilt  

Other  



 

5  complete the ‘Comments’ text box as to why the notification is being suppressed. This is a mandatory field. 

An error message will display if the Comments have not been entered  

 selecting ‘Yes’ will change the communication record status to suppressed and the notification will not 

be triggered  

 an ‘Orange Bullet’ indicator will display in front of the Date of Contact field for the suppressed 

notification  

 selecting ‘No’ will not suppress the notification and return the user to the Communication List screen.  

Note: A notification that has already been issued on PIPCS cannot be suppressed. 

3. When a notification has been suppressed the PIP user will not be able to select ‘re-issue’ from the drop down menu. 

4. If the PIP user selected ‘suppress’ in error and selected ‘confirmed’ to suppress a notification, they will not be able to 

undo the action. They will need to issue a manual notification and create a manual communication record. 

5. To view details of the suppressed notification, take the following actions: 

Step Action 

1 in the ‘Person Homepage’ select the ‘Contact’ tab 

2 select ‘Communication’ from the left hand navigation panel 

3 click on the List Down-drop Toggle (triangle) in front of the ‘Orange Bullet’ indicator 

4 the expanded view of the full communication record will be displayed. This will include the: 

Agent ID - the user who suppressed the notification 

Reason - reason selected for suppression 

Comments - comments entered by the user why the notification was suppressed. 

Note: Notifications other than the ones mentioned above will still need to be manually suppressed using the workaround. 

Management check 

6. Cases where the notification is suppressed will be subject to management check. PIPCS will generate the following task: 

‘Check Notification Suppression’ for the team leader to action. This task does not stop the suppression action. 

Workaround to suppress an automated notification or an enquiry form 



 

1.Notifications other than the ones listed in PIP user identifies business reason to suppress an automated notification 

will still need to be manually suppressed using the workaround. 

2. When the PIP user identifies business reasons to suppress the automated issue of a notification or an enquiry form, the 

workaround process will be required. 

3. To suppress the automated issue of a notification or an enquiry form the PIP user must set the Alternative Format flag as 

“Other Alternative Format” in PIPCS. This will enable the system produced notifications or enquiries process to be printed 

in a separate Alternative Format print queue via Exstream. 

4. The PIP user must ensure actions to suppress a notification are carried out on the same business day because automated 

notifications are only prepared after the close of business, i.e. overnight batch run. 

5. PIP user must enter a note in the Comments screen of PIPCS advising the Alternative Format team(s) that this is a 

workaround to suppress the automated issue of a notification or an enquiry form and that no action is required of them. 

6. The PIP user must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 identify business reason to suppress the automated issue of a notification or an 

enquiry form 

2 set the Alternative Format flag as “Other Alternative Format” in PIPCS, and record reason for suppression in 

"Additional Information" field 

3 in the Person Home Page, select Actions 

4 on the Actions drop down menu, select Edit 

5 in the Edit Person box, select the Alternative Format drop down arrow 

6 on the drop down menu, select "Other Alternative Format" 

7 record the reason for suppression in "Alternative Format Additional Information" field 

8 in the Comments screen in the Edit Person box enter: "Notification type e.g. PIP7006 dated (input date) not to 

be issued due to workaround - Date (input date)” select Save 

9 issue a clerical notification or an enquiry form where appropriate and record this in the Communication record. 

10 set a reminder Task for the following day in PIPCS to prompt 



 

 the removal of the Alternative Format flag 

11 on receipt of the reminder Task, remove the Alternative Format flag and close the 

Task. 

7. The Alternative Format flag set in PIPCS will enable the system produced notification/enquiry form to be printed in a 

separate print queue in Output Services via Exstream. Output Services will send this by courier to the Alternative Format 

team who must check the Comments screen in PIPCS to confirm that the request is a workaround and no action is 

required. 

8. The Output Services team will take the following actions: 

Step Action 

1 collect the notification/enquiry form from the Alternative Format print queue 

2 send the notification/enquiry form via courier to the Alternative Format team/rep 

9. The Alternative Format team will take the following actions: 

Step Action 

1 on receipt of the hard copy notification/enquiry form, the Alternative Format team/rep accesses the Comments 

screen in PIPCS 

2 Alternative Format team/rep identifies the note: 

“Workaround to suppress notification/enquiry form, Alternative Format action NOT required” 

3 Alternative Format team/rep puts the notification/enquiry form in the confidential waste 

4 Alternative Format team/rep updates the Comments screen in PIPCS: 

“Hard copy docs to confidential waste”. 

10. Notification types which are timer triggered overnight, that is, they are future dated notifications generated by batch or 

event processing should be manually suppressed using the workaround. These types of notifications include: 

 PIP.0107 Uprating  

 PIP.0108 Christmas Bonus Payment  

 PIP.0185 Rising 16 Invite to Claim  

 PIP.0186 Rising 16s Invite to claim reminder  

 PIP.0202 Reassessment – Claim invite letter Renewals  



 

 PIP.0203 Reassessment – Claim invite Reminder  

 PIP.0502 Progress Letter  

 PIP.0506 End Of Award Letter Short Term Award  

 PIP.1006 PIP2 Reminder  

 PIP.1021 Interventions PIP2 Cover Letter.  

11. Notifications that are suppressed using the workaround method will be subject to an audit check. 

Action  to remove the Alt Format Flag Workaround 12.To remove 

the Alternative Format Flag 

Step Action 

1 in the Person Home Page, select Actions 

2 on the Actions drop down menu, select Edit 

3 in the Edit Person box, select the Alternative Format drop down arrow 

4 on the drop down menu, select the ‘blank’ option 

5 Select save 

 

Appointee, PAB or COP held 

1. If the claimant has an Appointee, Personal Acting Body (PAB) or Corporate Other Payee (COP) and the PIP user identifies 

a business need to suppress an automated notification or an enquiry form, the workaround must be applied to the 

external party record on PIPCS. 

2.The PIP user must select the Other Alternative Format marker and record the reasons for suppression in the 

Alternative Format Additional Information field on the external party record on PIPCS to suppress the notification. 

3. To select the "Other Alternative Format" marker the PIP user must take the following actions: 

Step Action 

1 select the Background tab in the Person homepage 

2 select the external party name (in blue writing), the External party record tab will display 

3 on the Actions drop down menu, select Edit 



 

4 in the Edit Person box, select the Alternative Format drop down arrow 

5 on the drop down menu, select "Other Alternative Format’ 

6 enter the reason for suppression in Alternate Format Additional Information field 

7 in the Comments box enter: "Notification type e.g. PIP7006 dated (input date) not to be issued due to 

workaround - Date (input date)” 

8 select Save 

9 issue a clerical notification or an enquiry form where appropriate 

10 set a reminder Task for the following day in PIPCS to prompt the removal of the Alternative  

Format flag 

11 On receipt of the reminder Task, remove the Alternative Format Flag 

4. To remove the Other Alternative Format Flag from the External party record, the PIP user must: 

Step Action 

1 select the Background tab in the Person homepage 

2 the External party record tab will display 

3 on the Actions drop down menu, select Edit 

4 in the Edit Person box, select the Alternative Format drop down arrow 

5 on the drop down menu, select the ‘blank’ option 

6 Remove any comments no longer appropriate in the Comments screen in the Edit Person box 

7 Select save 

9 close the Task 

   



 

04 Reissuing a system notification 

  

1. In some circumstances a notification may need to be reissued, for example, a claimant request as the original notification 

has been lost. 

2. You can reissue the following notifications in PIPCS: 

• PIP.1001 SRTI application acknowledgment  

• PIP.1003 PIP2 covering letter and PIP2 form  

• PIP.1004 PIP2 covering letter if SRTI rules not satisfied  

• PIP. 1021 AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) covering letter and AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) form  

• PIP. 1043 AR1 covering letter and AR1 form  

Note: The PIP2 covering letter will have a new return date of one calendar month from the date of reissue. Until the 

date is amended to show to the original date of claim you will have to extend the timer to take into account the 

additional days - See: Reissuing PIP2, AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)), AR1 or SRTI acknowledgment. 

3. To reissue a notification take the following action: 

Step Action  

1 from the Person Homepage, select the Contact tab 

2 on the left hand navigation panel, select ‘Communications’ 

3 Select either: 

PIP.1001 SRTI application acknowledgment  

PIP.1003 PIP2 covering letter and PIP2 form  

PIP.1004 PIP2 covering letter if SRTI rules not satisfied  

PIP. 1021 AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) covering letter and AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) form  

PIP. 1043 AR1 covering letter and AR1 form  

and use the arrow to expand the record 

4 select the ‘Action’ button and from the dropdown option select ‘Reissue notification 

5 the ‘Communications List’ appears, select the communication required, a confirmation box appears, select ‘Yes’ 

to trigger the notification request 



 
4. When the notification has been issued a new Communication Record will be created containing the same details as the 

original notification. If PIPCS has been updated with a change in claimants name or address since the original form issue, 

the reissued form and Communication Record will be updated automatically. 

Note: The ‘Date of Contact’ will be set to the system date and the ‘Agent ID’ will be set to the ID of the person requesting 

the reissue. 

5. For further information on reissuing letters and extending PIPCS timers - See: Request for PIP2,AR1 UI (Formerly known as 

PIP2 UI) AR1 or SRTI acknowledgment form reissue. 

05 System PIP letter type and post class (GB) 

System PIP letter type and post class (GB) 

1. The table below shows system PIP letters and their postage class. Any PIP letters issued manually should be sent using 

the appropriate postage class following business as usual process. 

PIP code PIP letter type post class 

PIP.0107 Annual Uprating 2nd 

PIP.0108 Christmas Bonus Letter 2nd 

PIP.0185 Rising 16 invite 1st 

PIP.0186 Rising 16 invite reminder 1st 

PIP.0201 Reassessment - invite for managed cases 1st 

PIP.0202 Reassessment – invite for natural cases 1st 

PIP.0203 Reassessment – invite reminder 1st 

PIP.0204 Reassessment – supersession invite 1st 

PIP.0500 Statement of entitlement 2nd 

PIP.0501 Certificate of entitlement 2nd 

PIP.0502 Progress letter 1st 

PIP.0506 End of short term award 2nd 



 

PIP.1001 Application acknowledgement - SRTI 1st 

PIP.1003 PIP2 and covering letter 2nd 

PIP.1004 Not terminally ill PIP2 and covering letter 2nd 

PIP.1006 PIP2 reminder 2nd 

PIP.1007 PIP 1 and Standard covering letter 2nd 

PIP.1021 UI customer led covering letter with Part  

2 

2nd 

PIP.1025 Reminder to return PIP2 (Reassessment) 1st 

 

PIP.1043 Award Review and covering letter 2nd 

PIP.1045 Award Review reminder 2nd 

PIP.5000 Full motability agreement 2nd 

PIP.5001 Provisional motability agreement 2nd 

PIP.7000 New claims - lay disallowance 2nd 

PIP.7001 New claim decision 2nd 

PIP.7002 Reconsideration award decision 2nd 

PIP.7003 Intervention award decision 2nd 

PIP.7006 Reassessment – award decision 2nd 

PIP.7010 Reassessment – lay decision 2nd 

PIP.7011 New claim disallowance decision 2nd 

PIP.7012 Reconsideration - disallowance decision 2nd 

PIP.7013 Intervention disallowance decision 2nd 



 

PIP.7016 Reassessment – disallowance decision 2nd 

PIP.7041 Award Review – lay decision 2nd 
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01 Requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by DWP Visiting 

When a visit to the claimant may be requested 

Note: Visiting Officer instructions will be evolving as we continue to develop these processes.  You should therefore 

ensure that you are using the latest version when considering any action. 

1. DWP Visiting helps those claimants - Pensioners, Working Age and Disabled Children - who are unable to complete their 

business transaction through any of the other channels,when all options of supporting the claimant within the business 

line have been exhausted or where an urgent Advanced Customer Support concern has been raised. 

2. The following pages will provide further detail and current process. 

Subpages 

• Considerations before arranging a visit  

• Appointees  



 

• Form Completion  

• Advanced Customer Support concerns  

• How to complete the DWP Visiting Referral Tool  

• Welsh speaking claimants  

• Update or Create PIPCS Communication Record  

• Track Referral status  

• Ineffective Visits  

• Error Messages  

• Incident Logging Process  

Considerations before arranging a visit 

1. DWP policy is to ensure that the Visiting Officer service is utilised where a serious Advanced Customer Support concern 

has been raised, or for vulnerable claimants where all other options of support within the business area have been 

exhausted. 

2. Before requesting a visit, you must consider if there is another option for obtaining the information 

needed: 

• have you already made enquiries by correspondence or phone.  

• When contacting a claimant by telephone, if the call is unsuccessful  we should consider contacting 

the claimant  by SMS text message, notifying the claimant that the DWP has attempted to contact 

them and will attempt to call them back . We should encourage the claimant to call. We should check 

in PIPCS if this has been listed as a preferred form of contact. See: How to Log in and Send Manual 

Messages.  

A Communication Record should be created.  

• Consider whether the use of Alternative Formats would support the claimant. See: Alternative 

Formats  

• could the claimant be supported using preferred existing customer support channels such as  

Claims Completion Service. See: Support Completing Forms  

• are there any other channels of support available to assist the claimant, for example do they have a family member 

or carer who can help  

• is it safe for a visiting officer (alone or accompanied) to carry out a home visit.  

3. Demonstration of the above must be provided when any referral to Visiting is made. 

4. Currently, we are only make referrals to Visiting Officers for instances of urgent Advanced Customer Support, and where 

all other options of supporting the claimant have been exhausted.  



 
5. Cases that require a visit should be referred to the PPSD inbox: DWP BD Disability Performance and Products Team 

6. When sending referrals through to the inbox please: 

• Use the subject  – ‘Advanced Customer Support Visit Require’  

• Provide details of the customer’s name, national insurance number  

• Detail steps already taken to support the customer  

7. Where it is decided that a visit is the best way to support the claimant, the referral is to be made via the DWP Visiting 

Referral Tool see: Visiting Referral Tool - User Guide. 

Note: The existing Referral Origin and Processing Centre names are to be used until the changes are made to the DWP 

Referral Tool. 

Appointees 

  

Note: Visiting Officer instructions will be evolving as we continue to develop these processes.  You should therefore 

ensure that you are using the latest version when considering any action. 

1. As Visiting Officers are currently unable to conduct appointee visits, this process is being undertaken in-house by the 

respective benefit lines. An exception to this would be in cases where serious Advanced Customer Support concerns 

have been raised or where all other options of supporting the claimant have been exhausted. See:  Escalation routes   

New Appointee Action   

2. We will accept the claimants inability to manage their own affairs if contact is made to DWP by exiting or 

unestablished 3rd parties. 

3. The guarantee for the need of an appointee will be taken verbally whilst Visiting Officers are unable to conduct home 

visits.  

4. We are not currently expected to attempt to verify information from medical professionals such as, the NHS, Social 

Services or Care Homes of the claimants inability to manage their own affairs.  

5. Where contact is made from established third parties this will be accepted at face value. 

6. Where contact is made from an unestablished third party, these cases will be subject to a review 12 months after 

appointment. This time frame assumes that BAU returns by Spring 2021 and can be reviewed at that time. 

7. The recommended review point is 12 months, but if you think the review period should be shorter, you can set a 

review date between 6 and 12 months. 



 

Process when a prospective appointee is an established third party  

1. When DWP is notified that the claimant is unable to manage their own affairs by an established third party such as: 

Statutory Body, Voluntary Sector, Care Home. 

You must: 

Step Action 

1 call the prospective appointee by phone ensuring it is a recorded line and complete the Electronic  

BF56 

2 if unable to get through to the prospective appointee over a number of days post a BF56 with a  

 reply envelope and request it is completed and returned 

3 if prospective appointee calls us, the CW/CM who takes the call should action the appointee request and 

complete the Electronic BF56 

4 complete the appointee screens in PIPCS with the details provided 

5 if the prospective appointee is unable to compete the BF 56 at this time, arrange a suitable time for a call back 

and refer to processing rotation as per BAU. 

6 upload the completed BF56 to DRS 

7 complete BF57 using the following link. Electronic BF57 Open the PDF by selecting Related  

Documents 

8 ensure Parts 1 and 2 are completed 

9 upload the PDF version of the completed BF57 to DRS 

10 print and post a copy of the completed BF57 to the appointee 

11 create an outbound communication record in PIPCS advising BF57 issued 

Process when a prospective appointee is not an established third party  

1. When DWP is notified that the claimant is unable to manage their own affairs by a non-established third party such 

as, Family, support group or friend. 

You must: 

Step Action  



 

1 check notes for any Advanced Customer Support concerns 

2 if concerns are highlighted request an appointee visit as BAU 

3 if no concerns are raised make contact with the prospective appointee by phone ensuring it is a recorded line 

4 if prospective appointee calls us, the CW/CM who takes the call should action the appointee request 

5 if the appointee is showing in CIS/Searchlight but we do not hold a BF56 we still need to take the following 

action 

6 confirm the claimant is unable to manage their own affairs. See: prospective appointee action steps 1-6 

7 if  the prospective appointee is unable to complete the BF56 during the call, arrange a suitable time for a call 

back and refer to processing rotation as per BAU 

8 if  the prospective appointee is unable to complete the BF56 during the call, arrange a suitable time for a call 

back and refer to processing rotation as per BAU 

9 read the responsibilities to the prospective appointee from part 3 of the BF57 using this link Electronic BF57 

Note: you do not need to read out ‘Additional information for organisations’ 

10 if the prospective appointee does not agree, advise the process cannot continue 

11 if the prospective appointee agrees complete the BF56 using the link Electronic BF56 

12 upload the completed BF56 to DRS 

13 complete the appointee screens in PIPCS with the details provided ensuring a review period of 12 months or 

less is recorded. 

Note: The recommended review point is 12 months, but if you think the review period should be shorter, you 

can set a review date between 6 and 12 months 

14 complete the BF57 Ensuring Parts 1 and 2 are completed 

15 upload the PDF version of the completed BF57 to DRS 



 

16 print and post a copy of the completed BF57 to the appointee 

17 create an outbound communication record in PIPCS advising BF57 issued 

Accessible version  

Prospective Appointee process  

If the prospective Appointee is contactable by phone: 

Step Action 

1 check PIPCS for any notes recorded that raise ‘Advanced Customer Support’ concerns 

2 if there are, request a home visit in line with the current business as usual (BAU) process 

3 if there aren’t, read out the BF57 ‘Responsibilities’ to them and if they do not accept, advise them that 

appointee action cannot proceed and end the call 

4 if they do not accept, complete form BF56, accept it following the BAU process and issue form  

BF57 

If the prospective Appointee is not contactable by phone: 

Step Action  

1 check PIPCS for any notes recorded that raise ‘Advanced Customer Support’ concerns  

2 if there are, request a home visit in line with the current business as usual (BAU) process 

3 if there aren’t, issue form BF56 to the prospective Appointee 

4 if form BF56 is not returned after 28 days, take follow up action  

5 if form BF56 is returned, accept it following the BAU process and issue form BF57 

Process for Appointee Dispute 

1. For claimants who have an existing appointee, where doubt is raised over the suitability of the appointee, or there is 

any dispute between customer and appointee, further investigations are required to make a decision the suitability of 

the existing appointee. 

2.These cases can be complex and require sensitivity as contact has to be made with appointees who are considered not to 

be acting in the customer’s best interests.  



 
3. For these reasons these cases a dealt with by dedicated SPOCs.  All dispute appointee cases must be referred to the PPSD 

inbox: DWP BD Disability Performance and Products Team 

Use subject “Appointee Dispute” and provide a brief summary.  

4. For further detail please also see -  PIP Instructions PABs and Appointees 

  

Form Completion  

  

Note: Visiting Officer instructions will be evolving as we continue to develop these processes.  You should therefore 

ensure that you are using the latest version when considering any action. 

1. As Visiting Officers are currently unable to conduct visits to support claimants with form completion, this process is being 

undertaken in-house by the respective benefit lines. An exception to this would be in cases where serious Advanced 

Customer Support concerns have been raised or where all other options of supporting the claimant have been exhausted. 

See: Advanced Customer Support concerns 

2. Please continue with BAU processes for ‘support completing forms’. See Support completing forms 

3. Level One Support – General Enquiry 

For example, if the claimant is asking ‘Do I need to complete the form / is it simple to complete?’ 

Action – Service Delivery colleagues are expected to manage a level one support request and take a ‘once and done’ 

approach, using supportive lines-to-take within the following guidance - Support Completing Forms. 

4. It may be useful to inform claimants that the form doesn’t have to be completed all at once, but can be completed over 

various sittings as long as they leave sufficient time to post the form back adhering to the timescales set out. 

5. Level Two Support – Specific Support with a small number of questions 

For example, claimant is asking ‘I don’t understand what you mean by questions 6 and 8’. 

Action – Service Delivery colleagues are expected to manage a level two support request, by helping with the enquiry 

and signposting to friends / family / current support network, care giver or support person / local support organisations 

where available, using supportive lines-to-take within the following guidance - Support Completing Forms. 

6.Extensions to timers can also be considered where appropriate. 

7. Level Three Support – Full Claims Completion Support 



 

For example: claimant is asking ‘I need help with all of the questions’ 

Action – If the claimant requires help with all questions, please firstly follow steps for level two support. 

8. If the claimant advises that all of the above have been exhausted and they still require assistance then, wherever 

possible the CW/CM who takes the call, regardless of whether they are in the telephony rotation or the FRM rotation 

should assist the claimant. 

9. Consideration should be taken towards a potential need for Alternative Formats or appointee requirements. 

10. If the claimant wants support to complete the form at a more convenient time, the caseworker will arrange a suitable 

time for a call back and refer to processing rotation by creating a Manual ‘Outbound call’ task and sending it to the 

relevant work queue. 

11. In these cases, your role is not to physically complete the form on behalf of the claimant. You should not offer exact 

wording, or lead the claimant in what words to put on the form. 

12. Your role is to support the claimant by explaining the questions and the type of information they need to enter on the 

form themselves. 

13. Claimant is unable to physically complete the form 

14. If it established that the claimant has a severe health condition which means that they cannot physically 

complete the form, and all other options for supporting the claimant have been exhausted at level 2 and 

3, please refer these cases to the following inbox   

15. When you send the e-mail, please use the subject ‘Forms Completion’ and within the body of the email you must state 

the claimants’ name, NINO, steps already taken to support the claimant and the reasons why they need further 

assistance.                                  

16. Third Party Referrals 

17. Due to Visiting Officers being unable to conduct usual activities, you may see third party requests for form completion.  

These are usually received from the Visiting Service to a Central inbox. 

18. Where any third party referral is received, the same 3 tier approach must be taken and the 3 levels of support above 

must be applied.Consideration should be taken towards: 

• Any current support networks in place / available  

• The potential need for Alternative Formats   

• Appointee requirements  



 
19. If the claimant wants support to complete the form at a more convenient time, the caseworker will arrange a suitable 

time for a call back and refer to processing rotation by creating a Manual ‘Outbound call’ task and sending it to the 

relevant work queue. 

20. This is part of the COVID-19 contingency, Do Not refer for a visit as usual Visiting Officer activities are currently 

suspended.  

Advanced Customer Support concerns 

  

Note: Visiting Officer instructions will be evolving as we continue to develop these processes.  You should therefore 

ensure that you are using the latest version when considering any action. 

1.Where Advanced Customer Support concerns have been identified.See: Escalation routes which details PIP escalation 

routes, steps to be taken and roles & responsibilities. 

How to complete the DWP Visiting Referral Tool 

Note: Visiting Officer instructions will be evolving as we continue to develop these processes.  You should therefore 

ensure that you are using the latest version when considering any action. 

1. Currently, we are only making referrals to Visiting Officers for instances of urgent Advanced Customer Support, and 

where all other options of supporting the claimant have been exhausted.   

2. Cases that require a visit should be referred to the PPSD inbox: DWP BD Disability Performance and Products Team 

3.When sending referrals through to the inbox please: 

• Use the subject ‘Advanced Customer Support Visit Require’  

• Provide details of the claimant’s name, national insurance number  

• Detail steps already taken to support the claimant  

4. Where it is decided that a visit is the best way to support the claimant, the referral is to be made by the DWP Visiting 

Referral Tool. 

5. When you are notified a visit is appropriate you must: 

Step Action 

1 access the DWP Visiting Referral Support Tool instructions 

2 enter the claimant’s postcode and press ‘submit’. This will bring up the contact details for the Booking Centre 

dealing with the area the claimant lives in. 



 

3 click the calendar icon. Today’s date will pre-populate. (User can amend date if needed). 

4 enter the following: 

Your first name 

Your surname 

Your telephone number 

5 select the DCS option in the ‘Referral Origin’ field. 

6 select the appropriate Processing Centre from the drop down menu. 

7 select the appropriate referral type from the drop down menu. 

Note: For PIP claimants, if the reason for referral is anything other than for PAB action, you must  

 

 select the ‘Other (DWP) Claim Completion’ referral type. 

8 in the ‘Reasons for Referral’ notes box, enter ‘PIP REFERRAL’.  

9 enter the claimant details: 

Claimants first name 

Claimants surname 

Claimants date of birth 

Claimants national insurance number 



 

10 if known, it is mandatory to enter potential Personal Acting Body (PAB), Corporate Other Payee (COP), or 

contact details of support worker, if appropriate. You should enter: 

Appointee type 

Appointee title 

Appointee first name 

Appointee surname 

Appointee date of birth 

Appointee national insurance number 

Corporate ID (if known) 

Organisation name 

Gender 

Enter contact details: 

Contact name 

Contact telephone number 

11 enter the claimant’s address details for the appointment: 

Appointment address 1 (number and street) 

Appointment address 2 (e.g. house name/number) 

 

 Appointment address 3 (town/city) 

Appointment address 4 (County) 

Appointment postcode 



 

12 complete the reason for referral entering ‘PIP REFERRAL’ in the Further Details free text box to advise the 

visiting officer of the reason for your referral and giving all relevant history and information about the claimant. 

 include the correct Mail Opening Unit (MOU) address and email address for the VO to return/refer back 

information - See: Postal and courier address list  

Note: The VO won’t have access to PIPCS and you should provide as much relevant information as possible. For 

example: 

 details of claimant’s disability/health conditions (if known. If not known state this on the referral)  

 nature of the visit request, for example, phone call from claimant for help with forms completion or 

phone call from daughter appointee required  

 any information that indicates a possible risk to the VO for example unacceptable claimant behaviour 

marker  

 possible communication issues  

 list is not exhaustive and you should include any information that will help the VO carrying out the visit 

effectively and safely  

13 when all necessary fields are completed click ‘Submit’ to send to DWP Visiting 

Welsh speaking claimants 

1. If the claimant lives in Wales and has indicated they prefer a Welsh language service, arrangements must be made for 

a Welsh speaking Visiting Officer to do the visit. Alert DWP Visiting by ticking the ‘Welsh language preferred’ box on the 

DWP Visiting Referral Tool. 

Update or Create PIPCS Communication Record 

1. When the DWP Visiting Referral Tool has been completed, update or amend PIPCS as necessary. You will need 

to create a new Communication Record - See: Communication Record within the Workflow and task Management 

chapter of PIPCS instructions. 

2. Once you create the Communication Record, you will need to defer or amend an existing task, or create a new 

task for the completed information to be returned. Defer or create your task allowing 4 weeks for the visit to be 

arranged and take place - See: Manual Tasks within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of PIPCS instructions.  



 

Track Referral status 

1. To check the status of the referral using the e-referral tool: 

Step Action 

1 access the DWP Visiting Referral Tool. 

2 select the ‘Check a referral’ option. 

3 enter the NINO and click ‘submit’. 

4 results are displayed: 

Status Explanation 

Received The referral is awaiting DWP visiting action 

Accepted Referral has been accepted and awaiting appointment being booked 

Booked Appointment booked 

Deferred Appointment cannot be booked for example, claimant in hospital 

Rejected Referral has been rejected 

Outcome  

Check 

All appointments have been completed, DWP visiting expect a benefit claim to be made on the 

back of a visit they have undertaken 

Closed All action completed 

Ineffective Visits  

  

Ineffective Visits 

Note: Instructions will be evolving as we continue to develop these processes.  You should therefore ensure that you are 

using the latest version when considering any action. 

1. An ineffective visit is one where the claimant either: 

• is not at home / does not answer,  

• refuses to cooperate, or  

• lives in an area that DWP Visiting deems unsafe  



 

Note: In cases where Visiting Officers deem the area unsafe, we should continue to take the action as if two ineffective 

visits have taken place. 

First Visit Ineffective 

2. In the event of a first ineffective visit, the Visiting Officer will leave a letter at the claimant’s address asking the 

claimant to contact the Disability Service Customer Experience and Advanced Customer Support Team, within five 

working days. 

3. If the claimant makes contact within five working days of the ineffective visit, we will complete a 

communications note within PIPCS, detailing the conversation and notify DWP Visiting regarding whether or not they 

need to make a second visit. DWP Visiting can be notified:  Visiting Team Contact Details 

4. If the claimant does not make contact within five working days of the ineffective visit, the Visiting Officer will 

automatically attempt another visit to see the claimant face to face. 

Where Two Visits Have Been Ineffective 

5. The Visiting Officer must refer the claimant’s details back to the Disability Service Customer Experience and Advanced 

Customer Support Team (CEACS Team) & the original referrer, for the case to be considered in more detail (see 

below). 

6. You must not suspend or stop the claimants benefit payment until further action has been taken, concluded and 

further advice given. 

7. The CES Team will take the lead for considering these cases, they will take ownership of the associated 

PIPCS task until enquiries are completed.  

8. The CES team will note PIPCS, within the notes section of the contact tab on the Person Home page, to 

state ‘Following two ineffective visits on XX and XX, please do not take any further action whilst the case 

is with the CES Team for consideration’ 

9. The CES team will enter the details of this claim onto their work log and they will consider putting the 

Additional Support marker onto the case. 

10. The CES Team will review all information available to them to determine the facts of the case and provide an 

assurance check, prior to any further action being taken on the claim. This will include reviewing, for example: 

• The circumstances prompting the referral for a visit to be made  

• Previous interactions, including attendance at any interventions, as part of the administration of the 

benefit  



 

• Any documentation or notes held on systems available regarding the claimant for example a medical 

report prepared following attendance at an assessment  

• Any information we currently hold from third parties, this may include a next of kin, or organisations 

such as Social Services  

Note: Data protection laws do not prevent you from disclosing personal data to the relevant authorities when 

you are acting in good faith about a genuine Advanced Customer Support concern.  

For more information, refer to DWP’s policy and procedures regarding sharing data with relevant 

authorities when we have concerns about a person’s safety or wellbeing. For more information see: 

disclosing personal data for Advanced Customer Support. 

11. Where further information is required, a case conference must take place between the CEACS Team and the referrer, 

prior to making a decision on the claim. 

12. The CEACS Team must be satisfied that agreed actions have been taken and all relevant information has been 

adequately considered. 

13. Where the CEACS team do not identify Advanced Customer Support concerns, please proceed to step 19. 

14. Where the CEACS Team identify that there is a Advanced Customer Support concern, the claimant’s award will not end 

and payments will not be stopped until further action has been taken and further advice given. 

15. If it is recognised that there is a Advanced Customer Support concern, the CEACS Team must attempt to establish 

contact.  This could be, for example, through the following: 

• Claimant – attempt to make contact with the claimant, if there is no response you are able to send a text message 

advising them of who is calling and that you will call back in half an hour,  

• Claimant’s Appointee/POA/next of kin  

• Claimant’s Community Psychiatric Nurse, or similar support where available  

or, where appropriate: 

• Social Services  

• Police  

This list is not exhaustive. 

  

16. Wherever further guidance or support is needed in considering the case, a referral must be made to a Advanced 

Customer Support Senior Leader. The Advanced Customer Support Senior Leader will support with liaising with the 



 

relevant agencies, including but not limited to Social Services, the Local Authority, the police and localised support 

networks. 

   

17. For more information and contact details of the Advanced Customer Support Senior Leaders in each region see: the 

Advanced Customer Support Senior Leaders page. 

   

18. A review date will be set to consider the next steps following the referral to the Advanced Customer Support Senior 

Leader. 

  

19. Once all reasonable steps have been taken as outlined above, the CEACS Team will then make the relevant notes on 

PIPCS, including details of Advanced Customer Support steps taken and any subsequent actions taken such as case 

conferences and referrals to organisations such as the police. 

  

20. The case will then be returned to the Case Manager who will make an informed decision as to whether to disallow 

entitlement, taking into account the full circumstances of the case. 

   Error Messages 

1. After completion of screens error messages may be displayed as detailed in the table below: 

  

Error Message Action 

A system error has occurred – please contact your 

administrator. 

Check referral has been correctly completed, correct errors 

and re-submit. If there are no errors raise an incident. 

Message: Error – form cannot be received – please try 

again later. 

Raise an incident unless this is during weekend overtime 

when you will need to try again on the Monday. 

WinHttp.WinHttpRequest error ‘80072ee2’ 

The operation timed out  

/2/pension/applications/lsrst/query.asp. line 197. 

Raise an incident. 

WinHttp.WinHttpRequest error’80072efd’ A 

connection with the server could not be 

established 

/2/pension/applications/lsrst/query.asp.line 198. 

Raise an incident. 

Message: Error – An Error has occurred. Raise an incident. 



 

Message: Error – A referral of this type has already been 

requested by your business unit. 

Check the case details and referral status. 

2. Depending on the message the user may need to: 

• Raise an incident – See: Incident Logging Process  

• Check screen completion – See: DWP Visiting Referral Tool  

• Check the case details and referral status – See: Track Referral status  

Incident Logging Process 

1. If you need to raise an incident. You will need to take a screen print of the problem you are presented with. This will 

help resolve the incident. 

2. To take a screen print: 

  

Step Action 

1 click ‘Start’ on the ‘windows’ taskbar on the bottom of your screen. 

2 select ‘Programs’ then, ‘Accessories’, then ‘Accessibility’. 

3 then select On-screen Keyboard. The on screen keyboard will be displayed. 

4 to take a screen print you will need to click the ‘PSC’ button. This will take a copy of the screen currently 

displayed on your monitor. 

5 you can then close the on-screen keyboard. 

6 open a new Incident Logging form and position the cursor at the end of the form. 

7 select the ‘Paste’ icon on the toolbar. 

8 alternatively, click ‘Edit’ followed by ‘Paste’. This will paste the icon on the screen print into the form. 

3. You should complete the Incident Logging form which captures all the information needed to help in the analysis of the 

incident. 

4. If your site has a designated person to deal with incidents, the form should be passed to them. They, or you, if there is 

no designated officer, will phone the Operational Management Centre (OMC). You use the information from the 

Incident Log form, report the incident as a Pensions Transformation Programme (PTP) CAM incident and show the 

category code as LSIP. The number of the OMC Help Desk is. 



 

5. Once the incident has been reported it will be allocated a request or call number, type this into the request or call 

number field on the Incident Logging form. The form and screenshot should then be emailed to  

6. 02 PIP Hand Offs (Images not for PIP) 

Introduction 

1. The Mail Opening Unit (MOU) scans and stores all Personal Independence Payment (PIP) documents they receive. The 

documents are stored electronically on the Document Repository System (DRS) unless they are part of the PIP 02 Exempt 

items Introduction. 

Subpages 

• Document image not for PIP  

• Workflow Team (WfT)  

• Correct Benefit or Business Unit has access to DRS  

• Correct Benefit or Business Unit does not have access to DRS  

Document image not for PIP 

2. If it is identified that the document image is not relevant to PIP, for example, the claimant has used a  

PIP business reply envelope in error or incorrectly addressed the envelope to PIP, the Workflow Team (WfT) must hand off 

the document to the correct benefit, Business Unit or Government Department. 

3. If the scanned image is identified as not for PIP by users not working on the WfT, a task must be sent to the WfT to 

request that they hand off the document - See: Manual Task within the Workflow and Task Management chapter of the 

PIPCS instructions. 

Workflow Team (WfT) 

4. The WfT will check and scrutinise each scanned image received by them and create a relevant manual task to correspond 

with the image.  

5. When the WfT:  

• identify a document sent to them as an ‘unstructured white mail task’ as not being relevant to PIP; or  

• receives the task ‘document not appropriate for PIP’ from a PIP user  

they must identify the correct place for the document to be sent to.  

Note: Exceptionally if it is not clear who the document is for and the address of the sender cannot be traced the task 

should be closed. 



 

Correct Benefit or Business Unit has access to DRS 

6. If the document is relevant to a Benefit or Business Unit with access to DRS the WfT will update the Business Unit ID 

metadata through the DRS Portal - See: DRS Portal Guidance. 

7. Once the Business Unit ID has been updated DRS will create a new inbound document notification for the system. For 

example, a document addressed to PIP is received but it refers to Pensions. 

8. The update to metadata will take effect immediately and the document will no longer be visible to PIP users. The WfT 

will then close the original task. 

Correct Benefit or Business Unit does not have access to DRS 

9. If the document refers to a benefit or Business Unit that does not use DRS, the WfT will forward the document to the 

correct location by courier, or exceptionally by email if an email address is shown on the document or known. 

Note: The document forwarded must be clearly marked with the date of receipt - See:  Courier Mail - Do's  and Don'ts. 

Documents to be forwarded by courier 

10. If the document relates to another Government Department the WfT will: 

• print all required images;  

• clearly annotate the document with the date of receipt; and  

• send to the relevant area using the courier service;  

Documents to be forwarded by email 

11. You must make sure that it is permissible to transmit the information by email. Check whether or not departmental 

policies or guidance permits this method of transfer. 

12. The WfT will: 

• identify the other Benefit or Business Unit from the contact details they hold;  

• save a copy of the document to a secured shared folder;  

• send the email with the document attached;  

• ensure the email confirms the date the document was received; and  

• when a read receipt has been received, delete the document saved in the secure folder  

WfT action to complete the handoff 

13. After the document is redirected either by courier or email, the WfT will: 



 

• update the document’s classification to ephemeral  

• change the document status to “closed” via the DRS Portal  

• close the task in PIPCS  

See: DRS Portal Guidance 

14. This will ensure that the document is only retained for 4 weeks - See: Information Management Policy (IMP). 

03 Discrepancy Task - No Postcode 

Discrepancy task no postcode 

Background 

When a PIPCS claim is submitted without a postcode, PIPCS automatically creates a task ‘Allocate LOT’. These tasks will all 

default to Scotland Benefits Centre (BC) Workflow 1 work queue. 

Note: PIPCS will display the Owning Office as ‘Temporary Owner Assignment’ and an Owning Unit needs to be assigned. 

Workflow Officer or Delivery Officer 

2. Workflow Officer (WO or Delivery Officer (DO) will open the task and look at the claimant’s address to ascertain 

what area of the country they live in. If required - See: AP lot postcodes and PIP lot checker. 

To allocate an owning unit Access the Person Homepage and: 

  

Step  Action  

1. Select ‘cases’ tab 

2. ‘click the reference No hyperlink alongside ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3. select ‘Administration’ tab 

4. select Case Owner tab > click ‘New Owner’ link, the system will then display the ‘New Owner’ window 

5. select the ‘search’ icon alongside the Organisational Unit field 

6. an ‘Organisational Unit Search’ window will display 



 

7. in the ‘Organisational Unit name’ field type the benefit centre name or just ‘BC’ 

8. select the ‘Search’ button 

9. a list of organisational units will display 

10. from the ‘Action’ column choose the ‘select’ button as appropriate 

for example: Scotland BC or Yorkshire BC 

11. in the ‘Reason’ field select ‘Other’ from the drop down menu 

12. select ‘save’ 

system then ends the current owner, updates all associated cases with the new owner and displays the user 

roles for the case 

3. The PIP user will then access the claimant’s person homepage and input the claimant’s Lot ID. There are four AP 

areas called Lots covering England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, the boundaries being defined by postcodes - 

See: AP lot postcodes: 

Step  Action  

1. select the ’edit’ button on the top right hand side 

2. enter the Lot ID number in the Lot ID field on the right hand side, this is a drop down field and values are 

1 

2 

3 

4 

3. select ‘save’ and close task 

5. The PIP User will then check the Default Workflow 1 work queue for any other discrepancy or outstanding tasks for the 

claimant. Reallocating these tasks will auto assign to the relevant Owning Unit and to a user with appropriate skill sets - 

See: Case ownership in Work Allocation and Case Ownership. 

04 Notifying HMRC of an award, change or cessation of PIP 

Background 



 

1. Other benefit areas can award, where appropriate, an extra amount or disability premium when a claimant is in 

receipt of either the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) enhanced or standard rate for daily living or mobility. 

2. When an award or change or cessation of award is processed on the Personal Independence Payment Computer 

System (PIPCS) it automatically notifies Customer Information Service CIS(Searchlight) of the details. CIS(Searchlight) 

then scans for other benefit interests for that claimant and notifies those systems. 

3. From 28th October 2013, PIPCS will capture tax credit information from CIS(Searchlight) and send PIP award 

information automatically to Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC). It will therefore no longer be necessary to 

issue the clerical PIP.0111 by E mail. 

05 Claims completion support-PIP2 How your disability affects you 

  

Background 

1. Personal Independence Payment (PIP) is designed to be simpler and more straightforward to claim and should 

therefore require less support to complete the claim. The claim is made by telephone and is then supported by an 

evidence gather form (PIP2 How your disability affects you). This guidance is about the support that will be provided 

by PIP with the PIP2 form. 

2. From April 2013 general information about PIP will be available online. A full electronic service will be developed 

online over time and will be easily accessible, comprehensive and usable. It will be available for claimants to help 

themselves and for support organisations to assist them. 

3. Whilst providing an accessible service to our PIP claimants, DWP recognise that people with different conditions and 

disabilities have specific needs and the department will not try to impose a "one size fits all" approach to claimants. 

Claimants in vulnerable situations and without their own support network will be provided with the support they need 

to make their claim to PIP promptly and effectively - See:  

Vulnerable claimants. 

Levels of support 

4. Claimants will be provided with the level of support they need, depending on their individual needs, to be allowed to 

complete the PIP2 How your disability affects you form themselves. The PIP2 support service will initially be given by 

PIP Enquiry Line (Levels 1 and 2) and the regional benefit centre (Level 3). 

Level 1 General enquiry 

5. The claimant asks about PIP2 How your disability affects you form completion, for example ““Do I need to complete 

this form?”; “Is it complicated / can I do it myself?” 



 
6. Lines to Take: 

• yes, you must complete the form  

• the form is a mixture of tick boxes and free text to enable ease of completion  

• guidance is available on the type of answers you need to give within the free text area for each question  

• most people will be able to complete the form themselves. Some may need a bit of help, perhaps from friends or 

family.  

Level 2 Specific Support 1 or 2 questions 

7. Specific support where the claimant has basic enquiries (1 or 2 questions), for example “I don’t understand what you 

mean by question 6…” 

8. Lines to Take: 

• help is available in your information booklet  

• help is available online  

• telephony agents should be able to help claimants with basic enquiries (this is BAU practice for the enquiry line 

agents).  

Level 3 Full claims completion support 

9. Where claimants need help with all the PIP2 How your disability affects you form, for example “I need help with all 

these questions…” 

10. Lines to Take: 

• support and encourage completion, consider friends and family  

• signpost to greater support via local support organisations. Claimants may have to book an appointment (remind the 

claimant they have 1 month to return form).  

11. When all of the above options have been exhausted / not suitable for the caller, establish: 

• if the caller is able to complete the form with some help over the telephone  

• if the caller is unable to complete with telephone help, face to face support required.  

Providing claims completion support 

12. It is the claimant’s responsibility to complete the form, sign it and return it to DWP. The PIP telephony agent / case 

worker should not attempt to complete the form for the claimant. Your role is not to complete the form on behalf of 

the claimant by offering exact wording, but to give them an indication of the type of information they need to enter. 



 

13. It is NOT your role to ‘lead’ the claimant in what words to put on the form, but it IS your role to give them an 

understanding of the type of information required on the form. 

14. You will support the claimant through particular question(s) by referring to the PDF version of the PIP2 How your 

disability affects you form and information booklet that are available in the Knowledge Base. 

15. Claimants may need some time to write the information on the form – dependant on their ability. If the claimant is 

finding this difficult and it is taking a long time, it may be more appropriate to offer support from DWP Visiting. 

16. The action to take depends on how the claimant makes contact with DWP. 

17. Claimant calls the PIP Enquiry Line 0800 number: 

Step Action 

1 PIP Enquiry Line answer Level 1 support 

2 PIP Enquiry Line answer Level 2 support 

3 PIP Enquiry Line answer Level 3 support 

4 if the claimant has no support network, PIP Enquiry Line should establish the best method of support 

depending on the claimant’s needs, that is an outbound call or DWP visiting 

5 PIP Enquiry Line telephony agent will create a task in CamLite - See:  PIP   Enquiry Line - Telephony  

This will include a topic entitled CAMLite tasks and handovers 

6 PIP case worker will action the task as either a call back or request for a visit as appropriate 

7 PIP case worker helps the claimant to complete the form, over the telephone, by asking questions and 

prompting the claimant to give answers. No help is provided with form entry 

8 if the claimant is not able to complete the form with some help over the telephone, PIP case worker refers to 

DWP Visiting to provide face to face support - See: DWP Visiting 

18. Claimant calls 0800 PIP New Claims Line: 

Step Action 

1 PIP New Claims Line push the claimant towards Self Serve (Online information / Info booklet / friends and 

family / support organisations) 



 

2 if the Self Serve is not appropriate, PIP New Claims Line signpost the claimant to the PIP Enquiry  

Line 0800 number 

3 action as from Step 1 in ‘Claimant calls the PIP Enquiry Line 0800 number’ see paragraph 17 above. 

19. Claimant writes in asking for support: 

Step Action 

1 Workflow Team sends a task to the PIP case worker 

2 PIP case worker calls the claimant and pushes the claimant towards Self Serve (Online information 

/ Info booklet / friends and family / support organisations) 

 

 Every attempt should be made to contact the claimant by telephone, including making three attempts. When a 

Case Worker or Case Manager attempts to contact a claimant by outbound telephone call and fails to make 

contact the sending of a manual SMS text message should be considered, notifying the claimant that the DWP 

has attempted to contact them - See: How to Log in and Send Manual Messages, if no reply. You should also 

create a Communication Record 

3 if the claimant has no support network, PIP case worker should establish the best method of support depending 

on the claimant’s needs, that is an outbound call or DWP visiting 

4 PIP case worker helps the claimant to complete the form, over the telephone, by asking questions and 

prompting the claimant to give answers. No help is provided with form entry 

5 if the claimant is not able to complete the form with some help over the telephone, PIP case worker refers to 

DWP Visiting to provide face to face support - See: DWP Visiting   

 

07 Statement of Details 

Introduction 

1. On occasion a claimant may ask for a copy of the information they provided at the date of claim. This is called a 

statement of details (SoD). 

2. When making a new claim to PIP, a summary page is read to confirm all the details the caller has given, for the 

new claim. It is this summary we may need to provide, either at the date of claim or some time in the future. 



 

3. As an interim solution the PIP case worker (CW) will navigate PIPCS and record all the information given at date of 

claim using a PDF version of the PIP New Claim form (PIP1). The CW will type the information onto the PIP1, print out two 

copies; one will be sent to the claimant or PAB, the other sent for scanning into the Document Repository System (DRS). 

4. The PIP1 is a PIP paper claim form, its primary use is for claimants that are unable to make their claim over the 

phone (as well as other scenarios), and therefore not all the fields on the form will be appropriate for the SoD. 

5. When completing the PIP1 the information showing on PIPCS is correct as of today but may have changed since 

date of claim, therefore it is important the CW checks for historical information to ensure they provide an accurate record 

of what the claimant or recognised representative provided at date of claim. 

6. Check the date of claim; this is found in the Person Record, select Home tab and look at ‘Registration Date’. The 

CW will need to refer to this date when looking for historical information, particularly in the ‘Evidence Flow’ screen. 

7. If there is a PAB, external party or 3rd party claim for special rules terminally ill (SRTI), on the claim with a start 

date the same as date of claim we can assume they contacted PIP New Claim Line to make the claim and not the claimant. 

8. Note: When using the table below; there is only an entry in the ‘Historical’ column if the CW has to navigate to a 

different screen to view the historical information. 

Subpages 

• PIP1 PIPCS navigation  

PIP1 PIPCS navigation 

Form Field Navigation Historical  Notes 

About You          

surname or family  

name 

Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Identity tab    

other names Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Identity tab    

title Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Identity tab    

name you want us to 

use 

Person Record > Identity tab >  

Alternative Names  

      



 

previous surname Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Identity tab    

NINO Person Record > Home tab       

date of birth Person Record > Home tab       

gender Person Record > Home tab       

address Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Contact tab 

> Addresses  

   

address we can write 

to 

Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Contact tab 

> Addresses  

   

phone number Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Contact tab 

> Phone numbers  

the Home tab will only show 

the primary telephone 

number 

Home, Mobile or  

Work 

Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Contact tab 

> Phone numbers  

the Home tab will only show 

the primary telephone 

number 

another phone 

number 

Person Record > Contact tab  

> Phone numbers  

      

Home, Mobile or  

Work 

Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Contact tab 

> Phone numbers  

the Home tab will only show 

the primary  

 

   telephone number 

textphone number Person Record > Contact tab  

> Phone numbers  

      

preferred method of 

contact 

Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Contact tab 

> Communications  

Exceptions  

   



 

alternate format Person Record > Home tab no historical information Check the Notes tab in the 

Person Record there may be 

some historical information 

input by a CW 

communicate in  

Welsh 

Person Record > Home tab no historical information    

Signing the form for 

someone else 

         

are you signing form 

for someone else? 

Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships  

   check the date of any 

representative on the claim if 

it matches date of claim select 

‘Yes’ on PIP1 

why are you signing 

for them 

Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships 

   tick the appropriate 

relationship on the PIP1 

I want to be 

appointed to act on 

their behalf 

Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships 

      

claiming under special 

rules  

      this could be a 3rd party 

surname or family  

name 

Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships 

Person Record >  

Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in 

the Related Party column > 

Identity tab  

   

other names Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships 

Person Record >  

Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in 

the Related Party  

   

 

  column > Identity tab   



 

title Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships 

Person Record >  

Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in 

the Related Party column > 

Identity tab 

   

name you want us to 

use 

Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in the 

Related Party column > Identity 

tab >  

Alternative Names 

      

address Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships 

Person Record >  

Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in 

the Related Party column > 

Contact tab >  

Addresses 

   

address we can write 

to you at 

Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships 

Person Record >  

Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in 

the Related Party column > 

Contact tab >  

Addresses 

   

phone number Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships 

Person Record >  

Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in 

the Related Party column > 

Contact tab >  

Phone numbers 

this will only show the primary 

phone number 

Home, Mobile or  

Work 

Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Contact tab 

> Phone numbers  

the Home tab will only show 

the primary telephone 

number 



 

another phone 

number 

Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in the 

Related Party column > Contact 

tab > Phone  

numbers 

      

 

Home, Mobile or  

Work 

Person Record > Home tab Person Record > Contact tab 

> Phone numbers  

the Home tab will only show 

the primary telephone 

number 

textphone Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in the 

Related Party column > Contact 

tab > Phone  

numbers 

      

preferred method of 

contact 

Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in the 

Related Party column > Contact 

tab >  

Communications Exceptions 

      

alternate format Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in the 

Related Party column > Home tab 

no historical information    

communicate in  

Welsh 

Person Record > Background tab > 

Relationships > select link in the 

Related Party column > Home tab 

no historical information    

Nationality          

what is your 

nationality 

Person Record > Home tab       



 

no recourse to public 

funds 

Person Record > Application tab > 

select link to PIP application case > 

Evidence tab > Evidence Flow > Lay 

Evidence > select link for 

information 

   if there is no link with same 

date as date of claim then the 

claimant answered ‘British’ 

and no further questions were 

asked. 

restrictions on leave 

to remain 

      

when does leave to 

remain end 

      

when did you apply        

 

for extension to your 

leave to remain 

   

About time spent 

abroad 

         

which country do you 

normally live in 

Person Record > Application tab > 

select link to PIP application case > 

Evidence tab > Evidence Flow > Lay 

Evidence > select link for 

information 

   if there is no link with same 

date as date of claim then the 

answer to this question was; 

England, Scotland, Wales or 

Northern Ireland. And no 

further questions were asked. 

have you been 

abroad for more than 

4 weeks at a time in 

the last 3  

years 

Person Record > Application tab > 

select link to PIP application case > 

Evidence tab > Evidence Flow > Lay 

Evidence > select link for 

information 

   if there is no link with same 

date as date of claim then the 

claimant answered ‘No’ and 

no further questions were 

asked. 

which country did you 

go to 

      



 

when did you go       

from and to dates       

why did you go       

did you intend to 

return 

      

tick box    check the comments box 

are you or family 

member receiving 

pension/benefit from 

EEA country or 

Switzerland 

      

are you or family 

member working  

or paying  

      

 

insurance to another 

EEA country or  

Switzerland 

   

Being in hospital or a 

hospice 

         

are you in hospital/ 

hospice as an 

inpatient now 

Person Record > Application tab > 

select link to PIP application case > 

Evidence tab > Evidence Flow > 

Payability Evidence > select link for 

information 

   if there is no link with same 

date as date of claim then the 

claimant answered ‘No’ to this 

question. 



 

have you been in 

hospital/hospice in 

last 4 weeks  

   this question is worded 

differently at date of claim. 

Question is ‘Were you in 

hospital yesterday’. If there is 

no link with same date as date 

of claim then the claimant 

answered ‘No’ to this 

question. 

when did you go in    this question is not asked at 

date of claim. Type ‘Not 

applicable’ in field. 

if you’re in hospital 

are you paying your 

own costs 

      

address of hospital or 

hospice 

      

Being in Residential 

or nursing care 

         

are you living in care 

home etc. 

Person Record > Application tab > 

select link to PIP application case > 

Evidence tab > Evidence Flow >  

Payability Evidence > select  

   if there is no link with same 

date as date of claim then the 

claimant answered ‘No’ to this 

question. 

have you been     this question is worded  

 

living in care home 

etc. in last 4 weeks 

link for information  differently at date of claim. 

Question is ‘Were you in came 

home etc.  

yesterday’. If there is no link 

with same date as date of 

claim then the claimant 

answered ‘No’ to this 

question. 



 

when did you go in       

address       

are you paying all the 

costs yourself 

      

who is paying for the 

cost of your stay 

      

do you have an 

agreement with local 

authority to repay 

costs 

      

name of local 

authority etc. that is 

paying 

      

The main health and 

Social care 

professional who 

supports you 

         

what is their job Person Record > Application tab > 

select link to PIP application case 

> Evidence tab > Evidence Flow >  

Supporting Evidence > select 

medical evidence link for 

information 

      

what is their name          

address          

 

phone number          

consent provided          



 

signature       this will be name of who made 

the claim 

date       duration date should have 

start date of date of claim 

How we pay you          

name of account 

holder 

FOR SECURITY PURPOSES  

THIS SECTION MUST NOT BE  

COMPLETED 

   type ‘For your security this 

section will be left blank’ 

sort code       

account number       

building society  

number 

      

special rules (SR) for 

terminally ill people 

         

do you want to claim 

under SR 

Person Record > Application tab > 

select link to PIP application case > 

Evidence tab > Evidence Flow >  

Supporting Evidence > select 

medical evidence link for 

information 

   check the Terminally Ill 

Provisions section of the 

screen 

what is your illness       

name of health and 

Social care 

professional etc 

      

address       

phone number       

sending in a  

DS1500 

      

need someone  

else to plan a journey 

   check need someone else field 



 

able to follow     check able to plan a  

 

route of a journey   journey field 

walk up to 50 metres       

walk up to 20 metres       

The next stage of 

claiming 

         

do you have a 

condition like this 

Person Record > Application tab > 

select link to PIP application case > 

Evidence tab > Evidence Flow >  

Supporting Evidence > select 

medical evidence link for 

information > additional support 

indicated 

   this section is to ascertain if 

the claimant is vulnerable and 

may need additional support.  

Do you see a 

psychiatrist etc. 

      this is not asked on the script. 

Leave blank. 

Declaration          

date Person Record        

print your name       remember this could be a 

recognised representative or 

3rd party if SRTI 

09 Communication Record 

Introduction 

1. Where contact is made with the claimant, recognised representative or unofficial representative by telephone or post a 

Communication Record must be created. This can be created automatically or manually. 



 

Subpages 

• Creating a Communication Record  

• Manual notification  

• Reissuing a system notification  

Creating a Communication Record 

2. To create a new Communications Record, take the following action: 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘Person Homepage’ select the ‘Contact’ tab 

2 select ‘Communications’ from the left hand menu 

3 select ‘New action’ button on the right hand side of the screen which displays a pop up ‘Record  

New Communication’ screen 

4 complete the following information: 

Date of Contact - this defaults to today’s date and will not accept a future date 

Contact With – choose one of the following options from the drop down list: 

Claimant 

Recognised Representative 

Unofficial Representative 

Not Known. 

5 in the ‘Channel’ field select one of the following contact methods from the dropdown list: • 

Telephony 

Correspondence 

E-Channel 

Text Phone. 

6 in the ‘Inbound/Outbound’ field select either ‘Inbound’ or ‘Outbound’ as appropriate. This will display as a 

blank field but is mandatory and one of these options must be selected. 



 

7 in the ‘Contact Reason’ field select the appropriate contact reason from the drop down list: 

Post 

Contact sub reason - Reclassification for AP, change of circumstances, enquiry, evidence, update, new claim 

and feedback. 

 

 Change of Circumstances 

Enquiry 

Evidence 

Update• New Claim 

Feedback. 

Where the Contact Reason is ‘Enquiry’ the following values are available: 

Payment Enquiry 

Progress chasing – New Claims 

Progress Chasing – Ongoing 

Can You Send me? 

Where the Contact Reason is 'Feedback' the following values are available: 

Complaint 

Compliment 

Suggestion. 

Where the Contact Reason is 'Update' the following values are available: 

Change (Other) 

Change - CoA/MoP. 



 

8 for telephone calls only the ‘Security Questions’ field must be completed with one of the following options: 

Authenticated 

Unauthenticated 

Pass Security Questions 

Abandoned Other 

 

 Fail Security Questions 

Passed  Alternative Enquiry 

Failed  Alternative Enquiry 

Not Applicable, that is, correspondence (post). 

9 the ‘Contact Sub Reason’ field must be completed from the drop down lists which are specific to the ‘Contact 

Reason’ selected 

10 complete the ‘Notification Issue Request Notification Type’ field if a notification is to be issued to the claimant 

and the notification required is on the drop down menu - See: Manual Notification for a list of manual 

notifications that can be issued 

11 complete the ‘Notes Box’ with details of what has been received or issued and the unofficial rep/not known 

details and select ‘save’. If any of the mandatory fields have not been completed you will not be able to save 

the record. A new Communication Record will now be visible in the communications page 

Learning Simulation: Creating a Communication Record 

  



 

Manual notification 

3. There are certain notifications that can be issued manually through the Communication Record in the following instances: 

• PIP.0500 – Letter of Entitlement, error message ‘PIP case not suitable for issue of this notification’ will display 

where there is no current award; 

• PIP.0501 – Certificate of Entitlement will be issued where there is a current award and the claimant is entitled to 

the enhanced rate of mobility, except where there is an agreement type of Open Ended Agreement (OEA) or 

Constant Lease (CL) or the claimant is in prison, there is an overlapping benefit or they are abroad. Error 

message: ‘PIP case not suitable for issue of this notification’ will display if the criteria above is not met;  

• PIP.1007 (PIP1) – Paper claim (pack consists of covering letter, PIP1(AI) Additional Information and PIP1 claim 

form) - See: PIP paper claim requested instructions for examples.  

4. When any of the above notifications are selected, PIPCS automatically issues the notification and creates a 

Communication Record. 

Reissuing a system notification 

5. In some circumstances a notification may need to be reissued, for example, a claimant request as the original notification 

has been lost. 

6. You can reissue the following notifications in PIPCS: 

• PIP.1001 SRTI application acknowledgment  

• PIP.1003 PIP2 covering letter and PIP2 form  

• PIP.1004 PIP2 covering letter if SRTI rules not satisfied  

• PIP. 1021 AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) covering letter and AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) form  

• PIP. 1043 AR1 covering letter and AR1 form  

Note: The PIP2 covering letter will have a new return date of one calendar month from the date of reissue. Until the 

date is amended to show to the original date of claim you will have to extend the timer to take into account the 

additional days - See: Reissuing PIP2, AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)), AR1 or SRTI acknowledgment. 

7. To reissue a notification take the following action: 

Step Action  

1 from the Person Homepage, select the Contact tab 

2 on the left hand navigation panel, select ‘Communications’ 



 

3 Select either: 

PIP.1001 SRTI application acknowledgment  

PIP.1003 PIP2 covering letter and PIP2 form  

PIP.1004 PIP2 covering letter if SRTI rules not satisfied  

PIP. 1021 AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) covering letter and PIP2 (UI) form  

PIP. 1043 AR1 covering letter and AR1 form  

and use the arrow to expand the record 

4 select the ‘Action’ button and from the dropdown option select ‘Reissue notification 

5 the ‘Communications List’ appears, select the communication required, a confirmation box appears, select ‘Yes’ 

to trigger the notification request 

8. When the notification has been issued a new Communication Record will be created containing the same details as the 

original notification. If PIPCS has been updated with a change in claimants name or address since the original form issue, 

the reissued form and Communication Record will be updated automatically. 

Note: The ‘Date of Contact’ will be set to the system date and the ‘Agent ID’ will be set to the ID of the person requesting 

the reissue. 

9. For further information on reissuing letters and extending PIPCS timers - See: Request for PIP2, AR1 UI (Formerly 

known as PIP2 UI)) AR1 or SRTI acknowledgment form reissue. 

10 Replacement Certificate of Entitlement (CoE) 

Background 

1. A claimant is eligible for PIP.0501 Certificate of Entitlement (CoE) where they are entitled to the enhanced rate mobility 

component, except when at least one of the following evidences exists for the claimant: 

• active Motability evidence and an agreement type held and the type is either Open Ended Agreement, Constant 

Lease, or there is a Lease Extension,  

• a payability adjustment due to residence and presence, imprisonment or special hospital  

• overlapping benefit War Pensions Mobility Supplement (WPMS), or  

• a Powered Wheelchair Scooter Scheme (PWSS).  

2. There is no limit to the number of replacement PIP.0501’s that can be issue, however the PIP user should be mindful of 

the potential for fraud and misuse. Where fraud or misuse is suspected, appropriate action should be taken in 

accordance with current instructions - See: Fraudulent Claims for further details. 

Subpages 



 

• Claimant requests a replacement CoE by telephone  

• Claimant requests a replacement CoE by post  

• Issuing replacement CoE through PIPCS  

• Case not suitable for issue of CoE  

Claimant requests a replacement CoE by telephone 

3. If a claimant phones enquiry line to request a replacement CoE, the telephony agent will take the relevant information 

and issue the CoE while the claimant is on the phone. 

4. In exceptional circumstances, the telephony agent may be unable to action the request for a replacement CoE while 

the customer is on the phone. The telephony agent will create a Communication record and a task will be set to a Case 

Worker (CW) to action. 

Claimant requests a replacement CoE by post 

5. On receipt of a postal request for a replacement CoE, the correspondence is scanned onto Document Repository 

System (DRS) by the Mail Opening Unit (MOU). A ‘White Mail’ task will be created for the appropriate Workflow Team 

(WfT). The WfT will create a Communication Record in PIP Computer System (PIPCS) and set a task for the Case Worker 

(CW) to issue a CoE to the claimant. 

Issuing replacement CoE through PIPCS 

6. If the claimant is entitled to a replacement CoE, the user will issue a CoE through PIPCS as follows: 

Step Action 

1 select the task from the ‘My Tasks’ page on the user homepage. 

2 select the link underneath heading ‘Primary Action’ and select ‘Contact Tab’ 

3 select ‘Contact’ tab when in the claimant record 

4 select ‘Communications’ from the left side navigation panel 

5 select the ‘New’ icon to create a new communication record 



 

6 a ‘Record New Communication’ window will appear. You must complete all mandatory fields as follows, or a 

validation error will display: 

Inbound/outbound – select ‘outbound’  

Contact reason – select ‘Enquiry’  

Contact Sub Reason – Select ‘Can you send me?’  

Contact with – Select ‘claimant’ or ‘Recognised Representative’ or as appropriate  

Channel – Select ‘Correspondence’  

Security Questions – select ‘Not applicable’  

Notification type – select ‘ PIP.0501’  

7 select ‘Save’ 

PIPCS will run a set of rules to determine if the claimant is entitled to a CoE 

8 if the notification is suitable for issue, the PIPCS will issue the CoE and automatically update the  

Communication Record to show that the PIP.0501 has been issued 

9 if the notification is not suitable for issue, validation message ‘PIP case not suitable for issue of this notification’ 

will display. 

Case not suitable for issue of CoE 

7. If the claimant is not entitled to a CoE, the user must notify the claimant and create a Communication Record in PIPCS. 

Step Action 

1 complete and issue clerical notification PIP.3014 

2 select ‘New’ to create a ‘Communication Record’ from the ‘Communication List’ page. The ‘Record  

New Communication’ screen is displayed 

3 complete the following fields: 

Date of Contact  

Contact With  

Inbound/outbound  

Channel  

Security Questions  

Contact Reason  

Contact Sub-Reason  

Notes  



 

4 select ‘Save’ to create the record 

5 the ‘Communication Record’ can be cancelled at any time before selecting the ‘Save’ button by selecting the 

‘Cancel’ button 

6 if there is an invalid entry or a blank mandatory field, the system displays a validation error and prompts the 

user to enter the correct details and save the ‘Communication Record’. 

11 Requests for Copy Documents 

Requests for Copy documents 

1. A Right of Access Request (RAR) is a written request to view personal information held electronically and or 

clerically which: 

• can be covered by normal business  

• quotes the Data Protection Act (DPA) and /or  

• can be over and above normal business  

All requests for personal information or data are known as RARs regardless of the type of data requested. However, if 

the claimant requests a copy of an assessment report or other evidence used to make a decision, it can be covered by 

normal PIP business. 

2. If the claimant contacts PIP Enquiry Line to make the request telephony agents must advise the caller this may 

take a couple of weeks to arrange. They must create a CAMLite To Do:Copydoc/send me Task - complete the notes field 

with the information from the claimant or recognised representative is requesting. 

Note: For requests for medical evidence on reassessment cases 

3. The PIP User will action the task, and print the requested documents from PIPCS, print screen functionality is 

available for this from the Contacts Home Page. 

4. Requested copy documents must not be sent to the claimant until they have been check for potentially harmful 

information; this includes harmful information within the documents previously identified by Assessment Provider (AP) 

which must be withheld from copying. 

Note: If the last page of the AP report (ESA85) under the heading ‘Harmful Information’ is blank then it should be removed. 

i.e. it should not be included in the PIP appeal bundle. 

Print copy documents 

5. 



 

Step Action 

1 Select the ‘Attachments Tab’ on the left hand side of the screen. 

2 Select the ‘Action’ icon for the document required to view the document. 

3 Select the 'Print' icon to print the document. 

 

4 Check the documents for harmful information. 

5 Create a communication record in PIPCS - See: Create a communication record 

6 Select 'Post' as the contact reason. 

7 Select 'Return/copy documents' as the contact sub-reason. 

8 Within the notes fields specify which copy documents have been sent. 

9 Issue the requested copy documents to the claimant, with the covering notification letter PIP.0110 and insert 

‘Thank you for your request. Unfortunately we do not keep original documentation for more than 4 weeks. I 

have however enclosed a copy of the document you requested.’ 

10 Close the task. 

 

12 Request for original documents and rescans 

Background 

1. Document Repository System (DRS) is the repository DWP is using for Personal Independence Payment (PIP) to store 

mail as scanned images. Staff will no longer view clerical documents in files or have clerical documents on their desks. 

Instead all of this information will be stored within DRS and viewable directly on Personal Independence Payment 

Computer System (PIPCS) with the exception of exempt items - See: Workflow and Task Management. 

Subpages 

• What happens to documents sent to the Benefit Centres  

• Hard Copy Document Requests  

• Rescans  

• Access to DRS  



 

• WfT Identify a Document Which Needs to be Rescanned  

• Rescan Identified by Someone not on WfT  

What happens to documents sent to the Benefit Centres 

2. All documents sent to the benefit centre (BC) go to a Mail Opening Unit (MOU) first. PIP mail opening, scanning and 

indexing work is undertaken, on behalf of the Department, by ENGIE. 

3. The document will be prepared, scanned, indexed and stored in DRS. These scanned images will be visible in PIPCS. 

4. All original documentation will be destroyed four calendar weeks following scanning, unless identified as a ‘valuable’. 

Valuables will be returned to the claimant by MOU within 24 hours of scanning. 

Note: Any document being sent to a claimant must be checked for harmful information first - See: 

Harmful information. 

Hard Copy Document Requests 

When is the recovery of a document appropriate 

5. Requests for recovery of an original document (made to MOU) should only be made in exceptional circumstances. The 

request can only be made within four calendar weeks of the original scan date as the original document will be 

destroyed after that time. If it is past the four calendar weeks see Request Copy documents. 

Note: Any document being sent to a claimant must be checked for harmful information first - See: 

Harmful information. 

6. The following are examples of reasons for requesting the original documents where: 

• a claimant has asked us to return their documents. For instance, they may have sent in a letter from the hospital, it 

may be their only copy and they want it back  

• the scanned image does not suffice, for example a fraud investigation where we may need the original document for 

finger printing / handwriting analysis  

• MOU have mistakenly scanned and archived a document, for example an exempt item.  

7. A request for recovery of a document should only be made when a claimant’s original document has been scanned 

and retained in the MOU archive. These are original documents that are not specified on the valuables manifest. 

8 A request for recovery of a document should not be made when: 

• the scanned image or print of the scanned image can be utilised see request copy documents  

• the scanned image is illegible and a rescan has not improved the quality of the image. (The scanned image will be an 

accurate copy of the original document). If the image is illegible it is because the original document is illegible and 



 
further rescans will not improve this. If a form received from the claimant is illegible then we are unable to action it. 

The claimant will have to be asked to complete a duplicate form)  

• pages are missing from the scanned image.  

9. A document recovery request should never be made for the entire contents of an envelope. (Scan envelope ID is the 

metadata field that allows a user to see the contents of the whole envelope). 

10. A rescan should always be considered before requesting the recovery of a document. 

Requesting recovery of a original document 

11. Requests for recovery of an original document are made on a PIP Document Retrieval Request Form.  

The PIP user creates a Task for the WfT. If the request is appropriate the WfT complete a Document Retrieval Request form 

and email the form to MOU - See: DWP Document Retrieval Request Proforma. 

12. Documents required must all be listed. 

13. The WfT will insert the batch ID and envelope ID details from DRS into the Document Retrieval Request form. 

14. A request for recovery of an original document can be made up to four calendar weeks after the original document was 

scanned. 

15. Original documents should be received within five working days following the receipt of the request by the MOU. To 

request original documents from the MOU, take action as follows: 

Step Action 

1 PIP user identifies that document recovery from MOU is needed 

2 PIP user creates a Task for the WfT 

3 WfT receive the Task and complete the Document Retrieval Request Form 

4 WfT member checks the valuables manifest to confirm if the original has been returned to the claimant 

5 if request is not appropriate, WfT member refers task back to PIP user stating why the document cannot be 

retrieved. When the task is received by the PIP user it should then be closed 

6 if request agreed, WfT member, obtains the batch ID and envelope ID from DRS and emails the  

Document Retrieval Request Form to MOU  

7 MOU Senior Indexer logs the request on a monthly log and checks that all the required information has been 

completed 



 

8 MOU Senior Indexer forwards request to a MOU Operator for processing 

9 MOU Operator retrieves original document and sends to the PIP user in daily polylope with a copy of the 

request 

10 MOU Operator puts a copy of the request in the archive in place of the original document removed and the 

existing retention period will apply 

11 MOU Operator confirms to the MOU Senior Indexer that request completed 

12 MOU Senior Indexer emails WfT member confirmation that request despatched or that the document is no 

longer available (over retention period/repatriated to customer or was PIP exempt). 

Rescans 

When a request to rescan a document should be made 

16. A request can be made for original documents to be rescanned for example, where document pages are folded or 

multiple claimant documents are showing within a single claimant record. 

17. Historically requests for rescans due to poor quality are very rare. The two common reasons requests are made are: 

• there are multiple documents contained in one image  

• the original document has missing information, for example pages missing from a form.  

18. A rescan request can be made up to four calendar weeks after the original document was scanned. All original 

documentation will be destroyed four calendar weeks following scanning, unless identified as a ’valuable’. Valuables 

will be returned to the claimant by MOU within 24 hours of scanning. 

19. Documents required for rescanning must all be listed and only full documents will be rescanned. 

20. A reason for the request must be provided. Any request with no reason stated will be rejected. 

21. Documents can only be retrieved from the archive for rescanning if there is a batch ID, envelope ID and customer name 

provided. The PIP user will not have access to DRS. The WfT will obtain the batch ID and envelope ID details from DRS. 

22. A rescan should be made within two days from when MOU receive the request. 

23. Requests for rescanning of an original document are made on a PIP Rescan Request Form. PIP users create a Task and 

send the Document Rescan Request Form to the WfT. If the request is appropriate the WfT email the Document Rescan 

Request Form to MOU - See: Rescan Request Form. 



 
  

Access to DRS 

24. Direct access to DRS will be restricted within the BC. Staff mainly working on the WfT will be given access. Anyone who 

has been granted access will be able to access the DRS Portal from an icon on their desktop - See: DRS Portal 

instructions. 

25. Users enter the DRS Portal from the desktop icon; there is no log-on process or the need to enter a password. 

However, if the user doesn’t have the correct privileges and selects the icon, an error message will be displayed 

preventing the user accessing the portal. 

26. WfT members will be able to obtain ID details in DRS. However the ‘Request Rescan’ functionality will not be enabled 

in DRS so the WfT will not be able to send an automated rescan request to MOU. 

27. A clerical contingency is in place to request rescans pending the ‘Request Rescan’ functionality being enabled in DRS. 

WfT Identify a Document Which Needs to be Rescanned 

28. Whilst viewing the document in PIPCS the WfT member may identify where a rescan is appropriate. The WfT member 

must access the DRS Portal to carry out a search for the claimant, obtain the appropriate document ID details and 

complete a Request Rescan Form: 

  

Step Action 

1 WfT team member identifies that a rescan is appropriate. 

2 WfT team member accesses DRS Portal by double clicking on the Desktop icon. 

3 WfT team member searches for the claimant in DRS Portal. 

4 WfT member completes the Rescan Request Form including a detailed reason for the request, the claimant’s 

name the batch ID and envelope ID. 

5 WfT member emails the Rescan Request Form to MOU  

6 MOU Senior Indexer logs the request on a monthly log and checks that all the required information has been 

completed. 

7 MOU Senior Indexer forwards request to a MOU Operator for processing. 

8 MOU Operator retrieves all original documents received in the envelope and rescans the required documents. 



 

9 MOU Operator confirms to MOU Senior Indexer that rescan has been completed and provides new IDs. 

11 MOU Operator places original documents in archive in a new location and the retention period starts again. 

12 MOU Senior Indexer emails WfT member confirmation of rescan completion or notifies that the document is no 

longer available (over retention period / repatriated to customer / PIP exempt / HCR raised). 

Rescan Identified by Someone not on WfT 

29. If a document was missed which requires a rescan, the PIP user working on that document will ask the WfT to request a 

rescan from MOU. To ask the WfT to request a rescan from MOU, take action as follows: 

Step Action 

1 PIP user identifies that a rescan is appropriate. 

2 PIP user completes Rescan Request Form including a detailed reason for the request. 

3 PIP user creates a Task in PIPCS to request a rescan from the WfT. 

4 PIP user selects a reason for the rescan request from a pre-populated drop down menu. 

5 WfT receives the Task. 

6 if the rescan request is not appropriate, the WfT informs the PIP user of the reasons for refusal. 

 

13 PIPCS Quick Navigation Aid 

  

13 PIPCS Quick Navigation Aid.pdf   



 

14 Special Customer Records 

Introduction 

1. Personal information for some claimants or appointees may require additional protection from unauthorised 

viewing, for example:  

• members of UK legislative bodies including Scottish Assembly and Senedd Cymru - Welsh Parliament  

• members of the Royal Household  

• members of the transgender community  

• VIPs and those in high-risk employment  

• victims of domestic violence and other high-risk individuals  

2. SCR status is held in CIS (Searchlight) and can only be given or removed by Special Section D of HM Revenue and 

Customs, based on information provided. 

3. To ensure the confidentiality of information user access is strictly controlled, based on business need.  

Once authorised, the user must only access, or use that information, for approved official purposes.  

Access is monitored. 

4. Access to a SCR is temporary and restricted to 4 hours duration. If access is required for longer further authorisation is 

required. 

5. A user with an official need to access information on a specific SCR is not entitled or authorised to access information on 

other SCRs, regardless of whether or not they have the ability to do so. 

Subpages 

• Key Principles of handling PIP special customer records  

• Sending and receiving emails for special customer records  

• New Claim to PIP – Telephone claim  

• Reassessment action  

• Claimants reporting a change in their health condition or disability  

• Rising 16s  

• Outbound call task received  

• Making an outbound call  

• Postal claims, post and enquiries  

• SCR Points of Contact  

• Audit Trail Analysis Team (ATAT) - Test check generated  

• Local authority notification  

• Appendix 1: PIP SCR Contacts  



 

• Appendix 2: LA nominated contact list  

Key Principles of handling PIP special customer records 

6. In order to protect personal information PIP Special Customer Records will be handled under the following principles: 

• When SCR system access is required to PIPCS and other DWP systems temporary access will be authorised  

• Any access or attempted access to a SCR record will generate the following warning message, “Restricted access. 

Refer to higher level authorised user. Refer papers to Checking Officer”. PIPCS automatically sends Task 12 (User 

Access Check) to the user’s line manager who will complete a check to validate the access  

• Mail sent to claimants or other parties will be issued in accordance with the DWP mailing standards, unless otherwise 

specified in instructions  

• Under no circumstances should any forms or notifications completed with claimant data be saved to the network, or 

sent electronically  

• There will be times when the SCR status of the case needs to be highlighted but not specifically referenced as SCR, in 

these circumstances any text should be annotated or pre-fixed ‘88’  

• Documents will be destroyed securely in line with document retention instructions  

• The claimant’s or appointees SCR status must not be divulged during outbound calls or in any communication with 

external parties, such as APs  

• Only minimal information, needed for a business reason, will be given or requested by a user  

• Any ad-hoc communications or enquiries regarding SCR cases, where a specific contact is not known will be made 

through the SCR SPOC - See: Appendix 1  

Sending and receiving emails for special customer records 

Sending emails 

7. Information and notifications concerning SCR cases must only be sent by email on the Government Secure Intranet (GSI) 

Network. 

8. Emails must only be sent to nominated individuals or nominated restricted access mailboxes. 

9. Emails must be protectively marked, in accordance with the  Protective Markings  instructions or the 'recipients specified 

marking', where this is a higher category. 

10. The claimant or appointee's SCR status must not be divulged in any communication with external parties, such as APs, 

and the information, given or requested by a user, will be limited to that needed for a business reason. 

11. When sending an email request both a read receipt and a delivery receipt. Do this by selecting the ‘Options’ tab on the 

toolbar ribbon, and checking the boxes for ’Request a Delivery Receipt for this message’ and ‘Request a Read Receipt for 

this message’ 

  



 
12. The reply address should also be amended if the response should be received into a nominated group mailbox, not the 

senders’ personal mailbox. Do this by selecting the ‘Direct Replies to... .’ button on the ‘Options’ toolbar and amending 

the address in the ‘Have replies sent to:’ field. 

  

  

13. The Delivery Receipt and the Read receipt provide some degree of audit around receipt and opening of the email. They 

should be checked and if an unexpected receipt address or opening time, for example, a weekend date are displayed, 

they should be printed off for follow up before deleting. The PIP User should note the sending of any email and the 

receipt of the related Delivery/Read Reports in the communications record. 

14. The email should be deleted from the ‘Sent Items’, once the delivery receipt is received or on receipt of a specific 

acknowledgement of receipt from the recipient if this is required. 

Receiving emails 

15. On receipt of an email, a communication record should be created (if required) and the relevant information recorded. 

The email should then be deleted. 

16. The PIP User will update the communications record whenever an email is sent or received. 

Deleting emails 

17. When an email message is deleted, after sending or receipt, the user must also delete the item from their ‘Deleted Items’ 

folder and from their ‘Recover Deleted Items’ folder. 

18. To delete items from the ‘Recover Deleted items’ folder take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Folder’ tab in the Outlook ribbon 

 

2 select ‘Recover Deleted Items’ 

3 select the email 

4 select the ‘X’ 

5 select ‘Ok’ in the pop-up box 

 



 

New Claim to PIP – Telephone claim 

19. To make a claim for PIP, most claimants will call the 0800 number. 

20.The telephony agent will receive a warning message if the case is registered at SCR. They will advise 

the claimant or appointee the call cannot proceed and a call-back will be made within 48 hours. They 

will send an email to the dedicated SCR inbox for their site to arrange the outbound call - See:  PIP New 

Claim Telephony   instructions . 

21. The SCR SPOC will obtain the e-mail, arrange the required system access to call the claimant or appointee back and 

complete the PIP1. 

Reassessment action 

22. From 28th October 2013 DLA reassessment will be introduced. Claimants with a Disability Living Allowance (DLA) 

award in the following groups will be invited to claim PIP. 

• Awards for renewal  

• Claimants reporting a change in their health condition or disability  

• Self selector  

• Young people turning 16  

23. Processes have been put in place to identify and correctly route reassessment cases. However, there are some 

alternative actions required when dealing with SCR cases at the contact stage. 

Awards for Renewal 

24. The user will identify the SCR status of claimant when checking the claim details from the DBD73 forwarded by Letter 

Shop. If the appointee has a SCR status, when you try to view their name in PIPCS the name will have been replaced 

with asterisks. The user will then need to have higher level access authorised (UA16 process) for the required systems 

to action the case. 

Claimants reporting a change in their health condition or disability 

DLA Helpline 

25. If the SCR claimant or appointee contacts the DLA Helpline the call will be handed off using DBD508, to DLA Ops to 

conduct a call back. 

26. The DBD508 should annotated ‘Change in needs check and call back required’. 

Other information relevant to the enquiry may be noted, e.g. if the caller has given an indication of the nature of the 

change. However, the SCR status of the claimant or appointee must not be referenced in any way on the DBD508. 



 
27. The DLA user will have higher level access authorised and check the case to determine whether the case is in scope for 

reassessment. The user will conduct the call back to advise the claimant accordingly in line with DLA Helpline 

instructions – See: PIP instructions for Reassessment – DLA claims. 

28. If the case is in scope the DBD508 should then be forwarded to Belle Vale. It should be annotated clearly with the 

date/time of call back and noted ‘REASSESSMENT change in needs invite requested’. 

PIP Enquiry/Claim line 

29. If the SCR claimant or appointee contacts the PIP Claim or Enquiry lines the agent will create an outbound call task as 

per business as usual process – See  CAMLite and SmartScript Navigation– from paragraph 65: CAMLite Special 

Customer Record (Nationally Sensitive) 

30. The task will be routed to the default queue at Glasgow, or the appropriate BC if a PIP records exists, and action as per 

outbound call and enquiry guidance: 

• Special Customer Records - Outbound call task received   

• Special Customer Records - Making an outbound call   

• Special Customer Records - Postal claim, post and enquiries   

Self Selector 

31. If an SCR claimant or appointee contacts the DLA Help line and states they wish to claim PIP and they have given no 

indication that they are either a renewal or reporting a change in needs, they should be directed to call the PIP New 

Claim line on 0800 917 22 22. The PIP New Claim line will take the 'Outbound call task' action. 

Note: It does mean these claimants will have to make two calls before call back. However, the number of such cases will be 

very low and the additional effort to correctly route from DLA Helpline would be disproportionate. 

32. If the claimant or appointee contacts the PIP New Claim or Enquiry lines, they will create an outbound call task in line 

with the business as usual process. 

Rising 16s 

33. It is extremely unlikely that a child will have SCR status however, if the claimant is found to be under 16 at any stage, 

Midlands BC should be contacted to agree transfer of any relevant information and call back. 

34. If the claimant is found to have reached 16 and have started the Reassessment journey, contact the specialist team at 

Blackpool BC.  



 

Outbound call task received 

35. When the call back task is received, a Team Leader (TL) will allocate it to a CW with CAM Lite access and the required 

skill set to make a new claim outbound call. 

36. If Texbox or Welsh language is indicated, the TL will allocate the task to the appropriate team. 

37. The CW will enter the NINO into the PIPCS ‘Quicksearch’ facility to establish if there’s an existing record that needs 

checking, before the outbound call is made. Other search types will not make direct access and may return multiple 

records requiring further searches. 

38. Where no record exists on PIPCS, the ‘Person not found’ message is displayed. CW will attempt to register a ‘Prospect 

Person’. A warning message will display and Task WS012 (User Access Check) is generated and automatically sent to 

their manager - See: Test check generated. 

39. Where a record exists the warning message ‘Restricted access. Refer to higher level authorised user.  

Refer papers to Checking Officer’ will display if the user doesn’t have the required access level. A ‘User Access Check’ task is 

automatically generated - See: Test check generated. 

40. The TL will complete a UA16 requesting access to all the systems the CW needs to prepare for, and make, the 

outbound call. 

41. It is unlikely the CW will have the required access level to access a SCR record however, this is possible if they’re taking 

action on another SCR case when the task arrives. 

42. A user who has an official need to access information on a specific SCR is not entitled or authorised to access 

information on other SCRs, regardless of whether or not they have the ability to do so. Further access must be requested 

using a UA16.  

Spare paragraphs 43 

Making an outbound call 

44. Once the CW has system access, they’ll prepare to make an outbound call to the claimant. An IPCC phone will be used. 

When a Case Worker or Case Manager attempts to contact a claimant by outbound telephone call and fails to make 

contact, the sending of a manual SMS text message should be considered. This will notify the claimant that the DWP 

has attempted to contact them and advise them that DWP will attempt to call them back or advise them to call – See: 

How to Log in and Send Manual Messages. A Communication Record should be created. 

Note: If the claimant has an appointee with SCR status, the same process must be followed. 

45. If, on accessing the system, it is clear the case is a reassessment case, the task should be reallocated to the 

Reassessment TL. 



 
46. If the claimant has a UCB marking in CIS(Searchlight) a marker is automatically set in PIPCS to alert users. Where there 

is a discrepancy, a task is automatically created so the control measure can be checked. 

47. There are some high risk claimants who have been advised not to have their calls recorded and to request a paper 

claim form. They must not be persuaded to make their claim over the phone. 

48. If the claimant doesn’t wish to complete the PIP1 over the phone - See  : PIP New Claim – Paper Claim  Requested . 

49. Where the claimant doesn’t wish to make a claim over the phone or complete a paper claim, the agent will explain no 

claim action can be taken. 

50. If the claimant wishes to continue with the telephony claim, the CW will verify their ID. They will then launch PIPCS, 

complete the data gather and submit the PIP1. 

51. If the claimant is out of scope for PIP due to age, they’ll be directed to claim the appropriate benefit - See: Age. 

52. The outbound call task will be closed. 

53. All other actions will be the same as any other PIP case, except for Local Authority notification - See:  

Local authority notification. 

54. The claimant’s SCR status must not be divulged during outbound calls or in any communication with external parties, 

such as APs. 

55. Where the outbound call is answered by an answering machine, an impersonal message will be left in line with section 

13 of the Protecting Customer Information over the Telephone instructions. 

56. Under no circumstances must the message contain the claimant, appointee or the caller’s name. 

57. When the claimant or appointee rings back, the SCR CW will get system access, obtain the case papers and call back 

using an IPCC phone. 

58. When making the outbound call, the CW will access CAMLite and follow the Salutation and Voice Recording Notice 

scripts. 

Spare paragraphs 59 - 62 

Postal claims, post and enquiries 

63.A claimant or appointee’s SCR status will only be known once the NINO is traced. Until the NINO is traced the status will 

not be known and any post is actioned in the usual way. 

64.Where the claimant or appointee sends in a letter to claim PIP it’ll be scanned into DRS and notified to the 

Workflow team (Wft) as with any other case. They will check to see if the NINO is held on PIPCS. If so, they’ll click on 



 

the case link, a warning message will display and Task 12 (User Access Check) is generated and automatically sent to 

their manager  - See:  Test check generated   . 

65. If the NINO isn’t held, the Wft will try to create a ‘Prospect Person’. A warning message will display and a ‘User 

Access Check’ task is generated - See: Test check generated. 

66. The Wft will re-allocate the document notification task to the appropriate work queue. The task cannot reference 

SCR specifically however, they will include the following text as a ‘Comment’ to enable correct action to be taken 

without surplus access attempts: 

• ‘88 – Exists in PIP’; or  

• ‘88 – Does not exist in PIP’  

67. On receipt of the document notification task, the TL will allocate it to a CW and complete a UA16 to request access to 

the relevant systems. 

68. After access has been given, the CW validates the claimant’s personal details through CIS (Searchlight) then, after 

creating or locating an existing ‘Person Record’, they’ll issue a PIP1 and PIP.1007. 

69. For SCR claimants, no call back will be made to attempt to complete a claim over the phone before the PIP1 is issued 

- See: PIP paper claim requested by letter. 

70. A ‘User Access Check’ task will have been generated - See: Test check generated. 

71. When the PIP1 is received, follow the Paper claim (PIP1) received instructions. 

72. All future actions will be the same as with any other PIP case, except for Local Authority notification - See: Local 

authority notification. 

73. The claimant or appointee’s SCR status must not be divulged during outbound calls or in any communication with 

external parties, such as APs. 

Postal enquiries 

74. Postal enquiries will be processed in the same way as paragraphs 63 to 67, except where the person does not exist in 

PIP. 

75. If the task received is ’88 – Does not exist in PIP’, then the user should contact the R1 Clerical SCR team in Bootle to 

confirm whether a record is held by them. If so, the task must be reassigned to an SCR team leader or other agreed 

user. The SCR team contact is:  

76. If they do not hold a record, take action to create a Prospect Person record and respond to the enquiry - See:  

Workflow and Task Management -   Prospect Person . 



 

Telephony enquiries 

77. Telephone enquiries will be handled in the same way as new claims and will be tasked to the relevant BC work 

queue. An IPCC phone does not need to be used when making an outbound call in these cases. 

Note: If there is no record held in PIPCS, the task will default to the ‘Glasgow BC Workflow 1’ work queue. 

78. When the user receives the outbound call task, they will action in line with the 'Outbound Call Task Received' 

instructions (paragraphs 35 to 42), except where the PIPCS search returns no match for the details. 

79. If PIPCS cannot match the details, the user should contact the R1 Clerical SCR team in Bootle BC to confirm whether 

they hold a case - See: Appendix 1. If so, reassign the task to an agreed user. 

80. If they do not hold a record, the user will continue with UA16 action to obtain the correct access level in CIS 

(Searchlight) to be able to conduct the security check and make an outbound call to respond to the enquiry. 

SCR Points of Contact 

81. These are nominated staff (See: Appendix 1) within BCs, who will act as a point of contact for ad-hoc 

enquiries/notifications from other business areas or external parties, such as LAs, where they do not already have a 

specified/known contact in relation to the particular case. 

82. As a point of contact, the SPOCs role is mainly to take the details from callers/email/post and pass onto an 

appropriate user to action and/or contact the originator, where required. Although the specific action taken by the 

SPOC will depend on the nature of the enquiry and local operational organisation. 

83. SPOCs should not deal with enquiries from claimants that should have been made through the Enquiry line. Any such 

callers should be directed to call the relevant enquiry line. 

84. If the SPOC decides to deal with the enquiry themselves or task it to a PIPCS user or work queue, they will need to 

get higher level access authorised (UA16 process) for PIPCS and any other relevant systems, to be able to access the 

record. 

85. If they use email to forward details, it must comply with the requirements for sending and receiving emails for SCR 

cases – See: Sending and receiving emails.  

Telephone calls 

86. If the SPOC is contacted by phone, they should take the details of the enquiry from the caller, including the caller 

name, organisation and contact number and inform the caller they will be called back. 

Email 



 

87. If an email enquiry is received and the SPOC is going to forward the email on to another user, they should 

acknowledge receipt to the sender and inform them that it has been forwarded. 

88. The SCR status of the claimant or appointee must not be referenced in the email. If it is necessary for the recipient to 

be informed of the status as part of the email, then the protective marking in the subject field should include ‘(88)’ as 

a prefix/suffix. 

Audit Trail Analysis Team (ATAT) - Test check generated 

  

89. ATAT undertake targeted checks using each system’s audit trails. Cases of possible abuse are referred to Decision 

Makers and Internal Investigations. As staff do not know what area is being targeted for an ATAT check, it is essential 

that you only access any computer system in order to perform duties within your designated role, you must have a 

legitimate business need for your activity. 

90. Where no paperwork exists or there is no record of a claim on PIPCS, a System Access Log (held locally by the 

individual) should be maintained, for example, where Debt Manager cannot act as your evidence (partner cases/if a 

NINO was mistyped) in the event of a subsequent ATAT check. Although the ATAT targeted checks have led to the 

removal of many historical system checks, such as the CIS (Searchlight) random test checks, you may still receive a 

warning message stating ‘Test Check - refer papers to supervisor’. 

Note: There is no requirement to complete a TC4 for system access checks. 

91. If this happens, acknowledge the test check prompt and continue. There is no further action to take, except to 

complete the System Access Log if documentation is not available to support your access.  

92. If the user being assigned access to carry out the outbound call is the same one a ‘User Access Check’ task has 

already been generated for, the manager will not clear it until the outbound call has been completed, or if not 

completed, the temporary access period (4 hours) is terminated. 

Note: The ‘User Access Check’ task is generated by the combination of user ID and NINO. If there is an open ‘User 

Access Check’ task for a particular user ID/NINO combination, another one will not be generated for any subsequent 

access whilst the task is open. Once the check is complete, the task can be closed. The documents relating to the check 

should be held securely for 6 months then destroyed. 

93. Technology will investigate the SCR management checks generated by users not recognised by the business as being one of 

their members of staff. The supervisor needs to send an alerting email with the SCR management check task number and 

their contact details included.  

94. Note: There is no need to send the NINo, as the NINo can be seen in the task heading. 



 
94.Technology will action the e-mail to investigate with HP. Technology will NOT be accessing the case so we will not 

generate a further SCR management check. 

95. If Technology are able to confirm the access was for legitimate reasons the task will be closed with the incident 

details recorded in the task notes. Technology will inform the supervisor who sent the e-mail that the investigation is 

complete and the task has been closed. 

96. If Technology cannot confirm the access was legitimate, that is, because the user is not an HP user or HP have 

been unable to show the access was legitimate, then Technology will contact the Security Business Advisor. 

  

Spare paragraphs 97 - 100 

Local authority notification 

101. Automated Transfer to Local Authority System (ATLAS), does not receive data for SCR records and Local Authorities 

(LA) cannot access such records in CIS (Searchlight). Therefore, notification of a housing benefit interest, PIP awards 

and changes to awards for these customers, will need to be done clerically. 

Clerical notification process 

102. Local Authorities will have a nominated contact for issue or receipt of the clerical notifications. This person will also 

be the nominated Armed Forces Independence Payment contact - See: Appendix 2 -  LA   Nominated Contact List . 

103. Where a claimant makes a new claim to HB or an existing HB claimant states they have claimed or are in receipt of 

PIP, the LA will initiate a CIS (Searchlight) check. They will not be able to trace the record and will take the following 

action. 

Claim status known 

104. If there is evidence to confirm the claimant is in receipt of PIP and the rate in payment, for example, decision 

notification, the LA nominated contact will issue the PIP.0125 notification template to the SCR SPOC at the relevant 

Regional Benefit Centre (RBC). 

105. On receipt, the RBC will complete the notification and return to the nominated LA contact. The PIP record will be 

noted with the HB interest. 

Claim status not confirmed 

106. If there is no evidence to confirm a claim to PIP, the LA must not send a speculative notification to find out if there 

is a claim. 

107. The nominated contact (or an Apollo registered user) must telephone the PIP SCR SPOC for the relevant RBC to 

confirm that there is a claim to PIP. 



 

108. The SPOC will confirm the caller’s identity in line with current instructions on calls from Apollo LA CIS (Searchlight) 

registered officers. 

109. If a claim is confirmed, the LA nominated officer will complete the PIP.0125 and issue to the SPOC at the relevant 

RBC. 

110. The RBC will complete the template with the required information, including the CRN held on PIPCS. 

Communications 

111. Any telephone communication must be between an Apollo LA CIS (Searchlight) registered officer and the 

nominated RBC SCR SPOC. Users must verify the caller’s identity in line with existing agreed processes. 

112. Notification templates must be posted individually using the  'track and trace' postal service to the nominated 

contacts. 

113. On initial completion of the template, the RBC will provide the LA with the PIP CRN. Any further communications by 

post or telephone will use this reference number as the case identifier to minimise use of the claimant’s personal 

details. 

114. The RBC will use the PIP.0125 to notify relevant changes in circumstances and award during the life of the claim. 

115. Because LA guidance is available through the internet, their instructions only say some cases will require clerical 

notification and do not specify the type of claim that this process applies to, that is, SCR. The SCR status of the claim 

must not be divulged during outbound calls or in any communication with external parties. 

Appendix 1: PIP SCR Contacts 

  

The list below gives the name telephone number and email address for the nominated points of contact for 

enquiries/communications relating to SCRs. 

They should be contacted when there is no specified contact/user already known for the specific SCR case. 

External parties, such as LAs should also be given/use these contacts. 

  

Site/Team Name/Contact e-mail/Address Telephone 



 

Blackpool BC Service  

Centre 1, 2 & Motability 

  

Blackpool BC Service  

Centre 3 

Dealt with at Sunderland  

  

  

Blackpool BC Service  

Centre 4 

Dealt with at Telford 

  

Blackpool BC Unit 5   

 

   

Bootle DBC   



 

Bradford   

Chorlton   

Scotland   

Wales   

Yorkshire   



 

Aberdeen City Council     

Aberdeenshire Council     

Adur-Worthing     

Allerdale     

Allerdale     

Amber Valley     

Angus Council     

Argyll & Bute Council     

Argyll & Bute Council     

Arun     

Ashfield     

Ashford     

Aylesbury Vale     

Babergh     



 

Appendix 2: LA nominated contact list 

 

Barking & Dagenham     

  



      

Barnet   

 

 

Barnsley     

Barrow-in-Furness     

Basildon     

Basingstoke & Deane     

Bassetlaw     

Bath & North East  

Somerset 

    

Bath & North East  

Somerset 

    

Bath & North East  

Somerset 

    

Bedford     

Birmingham     

Blaby     

Blackburn with Darwen     



 

  

Blackpool     

Blackpool     

Blaenau Gwent     



      

Bolsover     

Bolton     

Boston     

Bournemouth     

Bracknell Forest     

Bradford     

Braintree     

Breckland     

Brent     

Bridgend     

Brighton & Hove     

Bristol, City of     

Broadland     



 

  

Bromley     

Bromsgrove     

Broxbourne     

  



      

Broxtowe     

Burnley     

Bury     

Caerphilly     

Calderdale     

Cambridge     

Camden     

Cannock Chase     

Canterbury (SS)     

Cardiff     

Carlisle     

Carmarthenshire     

Castle Point     



 

   

Central Bedfordshire     

Ceredigion     



 Charnwood     

Chelmsford     

Cheltenham     

Cherwell     

Cherwell     

Cheshire East     

Cheshire West &  

Chester 

    

Chesterfield     

Chichester     

Chiltern     

Chorley     

Christchurch     

City of Edinburgh  

Council 

    

City of London     

Clackmannanshire     



 

  

Clackmannanshire     

Colchester     

  



 Conwy     

Copeland     

Corby     

Cornwall     

Cotswold     

Coventry     

Crawley     

Croydon     

Dacorum     

Darlington     

Dartford     

Dartford     

Daventry     

Daventry     



 

  

Denbighshire     

Derby     



 Derbyshire Dales     

Doncaster     

Dover     

Dudley     

Dumfries & Galloway  

Council 

    

Dundee City Council     

East Ayrshire Council     

East Ayrshire Council     

East Cambridgeshire     

East Devon     

East Devon     

East Devon     

East Devon     

East Dorset     



 

  

East Dunbartonshire  

Council 

    

East Hampshire     



 East Hertfordshire     

East Lindsey     

East Northamptonshire     

East Renfrewshire  

Council 

    

East Riding of  

Yorkshire 

    

East Staffordshire     

Eastbourne     

Eastleigh     

Eden     

Eden     

Elmbridge     

Epping Forest     

Epsom & Ewell     

Erith (Kent)     



 

  

Erith (Kent)     

Erith (Kent)     

Erewash     



      

Exeter     

Falkirk     

Fareham     

Fife Council     

Forest Heath     

Forest of Dean     

Fylde     

Gateshead     

Gedling     

Glasgow City Council     

Gloucester     

Gosport     

Great Yarmouth     



 

  

Greenwich     

Guildford     



 Gwynedd     

Hackney     

Halton     

Hammersmith &  

Fulham 

    

Harborough     

Haringey     

Harlow     

Harrogate     

Harrow     

Hartlepool     

Hastings     

Hastings     

Havering     

Hertsmere     



 

  

High Peak     

High Peak     

Highland     



      

Highland     

Highland     

Highland     

Highland     

Highland     

Highland     

Hinckley & Bosworth     

Hounslow     

Huntingdonshire     

Hyndburn     

Inverclyde Council     

Ipswich     

Islington     



 

  

Kensington & Chelsea     

Kettering     

  



 Kingston upon Hull,  

City of 

    

Kingston upon Thames     

Kirklees     

Knowsley     

Lambeth     

Lancaster     

Leeds     

Leicester     

Lewes     

Lewes     

Lewisham     

Lichfield     

Lincoln     

Lincoln     



 

  

Luton     

Maldon     

  

  



 Manchester     

Mansfield     

Medway     

Medway     

Medway     

Medway     

Medway     

Medway     

Melton     

Mendip     

Merthyr Tydfil     

Mid Devon     

Mid Suffolk     

Mid Sussex     



 

  

Middlesbrough     

Middlesbrough     

Midlothian Council     

  



      

Mole Valley     

Monmouthshire     

Moray Council     

Neath Port Talbot     

New Forest     

Newark & Sherwood     

Newcastle upon Tyne     

Newcastle-under- 

Lyme 

    

Newport     

North Ayrshire Council     

North Dorset     

North East Derbyshire     

North East Derbyshire     



 

  

North East Lincolnshire     

North Hertfordshire     



 North Lanarkshire  

Council 

    

North Norfolk     

North Norfolk     

North Somerset     

North Somerset     

North Tyneside     

North Warwickshire     

North Warwickshire     

North West  

Leicestershire 

    

Northampton     

Northumberland     

Norwich     

Nottingham     

Nuneaton & Bedworth     



 

  

Nuneaton & Bedworth     

Oldham     

  



 Oldham     

Orkney Council     

Oxford     

Oxford     

Pendle     

Perth and Kinross     

Perth and Kinross     

Perth & Kinross  

Council 

    

Peterborough     

Plymouth     

Poole     

Portsmouth     

Powys     

Powys     



 

  

Preston     

Purbeck     



 Redbridge     

Redditch     

Redditch     

Reigate & Banstead     

Reigate & Banstead     

Renfrewshire Council     

Renfrewshire Council     

Rhondda, Cynon, Taff     

Ribble Valley     

Richmond upon  

Thames 

    

Richmondshire     

Richmondshire     

Richmondshire     

Rochdale     



 

  

Rochford     

Rossendale     

  



 
  

  



 Rother     

Rotherham     

Runnymede     

Rushcliffe     

Rushmoor     

Rutland     

Ryedale     

Sandwell     

Sandwell     

Sandwell     

Sandwell     

Sandwell     

Salford     

Scarborough     



 

  

  

  

  

Scarborough     

Scottish Borders  

Council 

    

Sedgemoor     



      

Sefton     

Selby     

Selby     

Sevenoaks     

Sevenoaks     

Sheffield     

Shepway     

Shetl& Isl&s Council     

Slough     

Solihull     

South Bucks     

South Derbyshire     

South Derbyshire     



 

  

  

South Gloucestershire     

South Hams     

  



 South Holland     

South Kesteven     

South Lakeland     

South Lakeland     

South Lanarkshire  

Council 

    

South Norfolk     

South  

Northamptonshire 

    

South Oxfordshire   

 

 

South Oxfordshire     

South Ribble     

South Somerset     



 

  

South Somerset     

South Somerset     

South Staffordshire     

South Tyneside     

Southampton     



 Southend-on-Sea     

South Worcestershire     

Southwark     

Southwark     

Spelthorne     

St Albans     

St Edmundsbury     

St Helens     

Staffordshire Moorl&s     

Staffordshire Moorl&s     

Sterling Council     

Stevenage     

Stockport     

Stoke-on-Trent     



 

  

Stratford-on-Avon     

Stroud     



 Suffolk Coastal     

Suffolk Coastal     

Suffolk Coastal     

Sunderland     

Sunderland     

Sunderland     

Sunderland     

Surrey Heath     

Sutton     

Swale     

Swansea     

Swindon     

Tamworth     

Tandridge     

Tandridge     



 

  

Taunton Deane     

Teignbridge     



 Telford & Wrekin     

Tendring     

Test Valley     

Thanet (SS)     

The Vale of Glamorgan     

Three Rivers     

Thurrock     

Tonbridge & Malling     

Torbay     

Torfaen     

Torridge     

Trafford     

Vale of White Horse     

Vale of White Horse     



 

  

Wandsworth     

Wakefield     

  



 Wakefield     

Warrington     

Waveney     

Waveney     

Waveney     

Waveney     

Waverley     

Wealden     

Wellingborough     

Welwyn Hatfield     

West Berkshire     

West Dorset     

West Dunbartonshire  

Council 

    

West Dorset     



 

  

West Dunbartonshire  

Council 

    

Western Isles Council     



 Westwey     

Westminster     

Weymouth & Portl&     

Wigan     

Wigan     

Wigan     

Wigan     

Wiltshire     

Winchester     

Windsor & Maidenhead     

Wirral     

Woking     

Wokingham     



 

  

Wolverhampton     

Worcester     



 

 

15 Wildcard Search 

Wildcard search in PIPCS 

When searching for a record in PIPCS you may need to use the wildcard symbol to help you locate a record for: 

• person search  

• participant search  

• external party search  

The wild card symbol is %, and can be used in certain scenarios. A wildcard symbol cannot be used as: 

• the first character in a search value  

• in the middle of a search value  

• will not count towards the minimum number of characters required in a field.  

The table below illustrates which search fields a wildcard symbol can be used. 

search type field wildcard % or invalid 

person reference (e.g. NINO) invalid 

     

Worthing     

Wycombe     

Wyre     

Wyre     

Wyre Forest     

York     



 

first name % 

last name % 

date of birth invalid 

gender invalid 

address line 1 % 

address line 2 % 

previous name % 

participant reference  invalid 

address line 1 % 

address line 2 % 

address line 3 % 

 

 postcode % 

external party  reference invalid 

name % 

type invalid 

address line 1 % 

address line 2 % 

postcode % 

  



 

16 Right of Access Request and Harmful Information 

Right of Access Request (RAR) 

1. The Data Protection Act (DPA) gives claimant’s the right to see all personal data held about them electronically or 

clerically. This means claimants can request copies of all the information held by DWP at the time the request is received 

anywhere in DWP. This is called a Right of Access Request (RAR). 

2. A RAR is a request to view personal information held electronically or clerically which: 

• can be covered by normal business  

• can be over and above normal business  

Sensitive personal information includes medical information. 

The current process for dealing with a Right of Access Request is detailed here - DWP Right of Access Request instructions. 

Note: As an assessment report or other evidence may contain sensitive personal information - See:  

Harmful information. 

NOTE Requests for copies of medical evidence can be dealt with as BAU and doesn’t require handling by a DWP Data 

Protection Officer (DPO) - See: Request for original documents and also - See: Request for copy documents. 
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• Action a RAR  
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How is a RAR made 

The current process for dealing with a Right of Access Request is detailed here - DWP Right of Access Request instructions.  



 

Effective Date of a Right of Access Request 

5. The effective date of a RAR is when the one calendar month date is calculated from. The effective date of a RAR is 

the date on which a DWP claimant/ appointee/Power of Attorney or solicitor/third party provides: 

• enough information to enable us to confirm the identity of the claimant, and/or  

• to establish what personal information they require  

6. A RAR can be received anywhere in DWP, including our contracted providers. Under the terms of the DPA, our 

contracted providers become part of DWP for the purposes of their business with us. DWP’s providers are 

contractually obliged to forward any RARs requesting a claimant’s DWP information to DWP within 5 working days, 

as the one calendar month date is calculated from when they receive the request - See: GDPR: the right of access. 

Enquiries about RARs 

7. Telephony agents may receive enquiries about a RAR where the one calendar month period has elapsed. There will 

be no viewable information on PIPCS for progress enquiries regarding a RAR or DPO requests - See: Requests for 

personal information and the FOI Act. 

8. Telephony agents should create a CAMLite To Do Task: RAR/DPO enquiry. This will go to the DPO RAR team in Wales 

and they’ll answer enquiries and update claimant or recognised representative as per their BAU processes. 

DPO responsibilities during the Right of Access Request Process 

9. DPOs will be supported by at least one Deputy, which should be able to cover for any periods of absence. Deputies 

are appointed throughout DWP to address data protection issues locally to ensure compliance with DPA. 

10. DPOs and their Deputies must be initial points of contact for staff queries about data protection issues, for example, 

right of access procedures - See: GDPR: the right of access for DPO actions. 

11. DPOs or their Deputies are responsible for: 

• returning the request for personal data to the DWP front line operational areas/teams if it can be handled as normal 

business  

• determining whether the request contains sufficient information to identify the claimant and to locate the data  

• sending SANTA letters 01, 02 and 05 to the DWP claimant or appointee/Power of Attorney during the RAR process  

• sending SANTA letters 01S, 02S, 03, 05S, 06 and 07 to a solicitor or third party during the RAR process, if appropriate  

• forwarding copies of RARs with a SANTA 04 Referral Template to other DWP areas where requests cover more than 

one DWP Business Area/Unit - See: DPO List   

• order Data Protection Prints or other small system prints – See: Print Services for instructions on how to obtain prints 

from DWP systems  

• downloading and burning copies of telephone calls from VERINT (CMG DPO)  



 

• identifying and arranging for all clerical records to be traced. Remember that the RAR may ask for clerical 

information in relation to specific dates. DPOs should ensure that clerical papers are checked and only information 

relating to that period should be provided  

• taking follow-up action where system and/or clerical records are not traced or received  

• photocopying original documents, checking for exempt data and blocking exempt data  

• checking that all data is intelligible/legible  

• sending the data to the claimant / appointee (unless a visit or office interview is appropriate) or to a solicitor/third 

party, depending on who made the RAR  

• enclosing appropriate letters and abbreviation lists  

• monitoring requests to ensure that the one calendar month deadline is met  

• investigating requests that have exceeded the one calendar month deadline and putting local measures in place to 

ensure that this does not happen again  

• recording all activities accurately  

Requests for information held by organisations providing services to  

DWP (Providers) 

12. Providers will hold personal information about DWP claimants for business purposes which they’re contracted to 

DWP to provide. 

13. The DPO will only contact the provider if the case is in the AP space. The DPO will contact the provider via secure 

email; the provider will have 14 days to supply information. They’ll supply the latest draft or the final version of a 

report. Previous drafts or notes are not required. 

14. When a case isn’t in the provider space then the DPO doesn’t need to contact the AP for information they may hold, 

unless specified on the RAR by the claimant. PIPCS will already have copies of everything the AP holds. 

15. DWP is the Data Controller for any personal information processed by its contracted providers (Data Processors). 

We’re responsible for ensuring claimant’s are given copies of their personal information held by providers when they 

submit a RAR for that information, in accordance with DWPs own RAR policies. This means providers mustn’t charge 

claimant’s for RARs for DWP information, for example, if the claimant requests information held by providers, it can 

be provided to the claimant, subject to any exemptions. 

16. RAR Team who receives a RAR, which asks for any personal information held by providers, should set the RAR up as 

normal on SANTA and follow instructions. We’d expect provider information to be requested by claimant’s either in 

their own letter or, if using the SANTA01/01S/03, in Part B if PIP ticked all documents held should be issued - See:  

GDPR:   the right of access .  

Action a RAR 

17. If a RAR is made by a claimant or a representative, this action will be completed by the Data  



 
Protection Officer (DPO) in the central RAR Team based in Wales BC. The centralised team will supply all necessary prints, 

which will include the DRS/PIPCS and anything held by the AP - See: How to print copy documents. 

18. Only data held at the date of the RAR will be included in the response. It’s not acceptable to remove documentation 

purely to prevent disclosure to the claimant, and constitutes an offence. However, some information can legally be 

withheld from the claimant, such as information relating to fraud investigations. The PIP User will have no 

involvement in this process. 

19. A RAR can be automatically identified on scanning if made on a Subject Access Notification Tracking Application 

(SANTA) form. This will be automatically routed to the DPO - See: GDPR: the right of access . 

20. A RAR can be requested: 

• using the electronic form available on GOV.UK  

• by letter  

• by email  

• by telephone  

• face to face, or  

• in a Universal Credit journal entry  

21. The PIP User must refer the RAR immediately to the dedicated DWP RAR Management Team by e-

mail.The RAR request document should be attached to the e-mail. The RAR Management Team will 

register the RAR on Ecase and forward the request to the DPO Officers.  

22. The DPO PIP Team will: 

Step Action 

1 register the RAR on the PIPCS system 

2 take prints from DRS and request prints from other DWP Benefits and/or Providers if appropriate 

3 access the Homepage and from the dropdown menu on the action button request the DPA Prints, which is 

routed to a secure print within the RAR team at Wales BC - See: Workflow and Task  

Management 

4 store the DRS screen prints in a secure location whilst awaiting the PIPCS prints from the secure central print 

location in Wales BC 

 Note: The business will decide how to store securely. 



 

5 check prints for any information that must be withheld. This type of information must be withheld and a note 

made by the DPO of the reason why it’s withheld 

 harmful information;  

 fraud references; or  

 specific information regarding third parties  

6 refer the case to: 

 a HP to confirm if any harmful information references should be removed, if you believe there is 

harmful information that is not already included on a PA7, and/or  

 Fraud Investigation Service (FIS) to consider if any fraud references should be removed  

7 obtain any information held by the AP – information will be provided within 14 days 

8 create a manual communication record in PIPCS to note the DPO Team action, and the copy 

documents forwarded to the RAR management 

9 close the task 

23. If a RAR has been received, which is not on a SANTA form and further information is required, the RAR 

Management Team will request further the information. SANTA form 01/01S will be issued  

to request further information from a solicitor or third party. 

24. There’s a one calendar month period for the full RAR to be completed, and the request must be 

registered onto the RAR Management Team RAR System to plot the progress. The GB central PIP DPO 

Team is in Cardiff. NISSA has its own DPO Team. 

Full record prints 

24. A PIP User may be asked to provide a Full Record Print (FRP) for a number of reasons, for example a  

RAR or queries from Jobcentre Plus (JCP), Pension Centres, Social Security Offices and transfer to the Isle of Man, which 

will require action to close the PIPCS record. 

25. A PIP User for FRP purposes are users with access to the 'Case Management Group'. These are Administrative Support, 

Case Worker and Case Manager. 

26. The PIP User must: 

Step Action 



 

1 create a manual task, to monitor the control and production of a FRP - See: How to Create a  

Manual Task  

2 take screen prints from DRS 

3 access the Homepage and from the dropdown menu on the action button request the PIPCS (FRP) print, which 

is routed to a secure central print location in Wales BC PIPCS creates an automatic task to invoke the PDF print 

4 defer the task to monitor the receipt of the PDF print and close the task when received - See:  

Workflow and Task Management 

5 store the DRS screen prints in a secure location whilst awaiting the PIPCS prints from the secure central print 

location in Wales BC 

Note: The business will decide how these are stored during this process. 

27. When the task is updated on PIPCS to reflect the print requested, PIPCS produces a PDF file (which doesn’t present for 

viewing, so cannot be viewed or accessed by any user), and routes the PDF to the secure central print location in Wales 

BC for print action. 

28. PIPCS creates a Communication Record, which notes the PDF has been routed to the secure central print location in 

Wales BC for print action. 

29. When print action has been completed in Wales BC, the PIPCS FRP will be sent securely through 'Track and trace' 

courier services to the PIP requestor/PIP User, who will: 

Step Action 

1 collate the PIPCS and DRS prints and send the FRP securely through the 'Track and trace' courier services to the 

requesting party, with a covering notification form PIP.0110 

2 manually create a Communication Record to note the FRP has been sent securely to the  

 requesting party. See: Create a communication record 

3 close the task 

Print Location 

30. The functionality to request a FRP from PIPCS is available from June 2013. 

   



 

Harmful Information 

31. The PIP User must not send the requested copy documents to the claimant until they have checked the documents for 

Harmful Information. 

32. Harmful Information within the documents previously identified by the Assessment Provider (AP) must be withheld 

from copying. The HP will identify potentially harmful information on a PA7 and the PIP User must remove this 

information and re-upload the amended documents onto DRS. If you are unsure about harmful information in the 

medical report, contact HP through the Service Assurance Manager (SAM) or Quality Coach for your area.  

PIP User identifies potentially Harmful Information 

33. If the PIP User identifies potentially harmful information received after the AP report has been returned a referral to an 

AP for advice may be required.  

Advice referral to an AP 

34. To refer a case to an AP for advice, see: Request AP Advice action in PIPCS. You must set a manual To do task for the 

reason Case returned from AP advice and monitor for the return of the case and advice from the AP. 

35. When the manual To do task matures, the PIP User must ask their Team Leader (TL) for advice. 

AP and Harmful Information decision 

36. The AP will consider the evidence. Only they can advise on the presence of Harmful Information. 

37. If the AP decides that Harmful Information is present, the AP will: 

Step Action 

1 complete form PA7 to record any information considered harmful to the claimant if divulged to them 

2 Upload the PA7 onto the Document Repository System (DRS) 

3 manually close the task 

Harmful Information action 

38. The PIP User will: 

 note that form PA7 has been received  

 update the ‘Harmful’ indicator in the DRS metadata for the relevant document(s) to show that  

Harmful Information exists  



 

39. The PIP User will: 

Step Action 

1 cover the Harmful Information and copy the documents leaving no obvious sign of removal 

(make sure that all the copied pages and page numbers are sequential – for example, if page 4 is covered, make 

sure that the copy documents either don’t have page numbers, or the numbers follow without a gap) 

2 manually create a Communication Record 

3 select 'Post' as the contact reason 

4 select 'Return/copy documents' as the contact sub-reason 

5 within the notes fields specify which copy documents have been sent 

6 issue the requested copy documents to the claimant, with the covering notification letter  

PIP.0110 

7 close the task 

8 in PIPCS, navigate to the Assessment questionnaire and select ‘Yes’ to answer the ‘Harmful  

Information present’ question 

AP confirms Harmful Information is not present 

40. The AP will consider the evidence. If the AP decides that Harmful Information is not present, the AP will: 

Step Action 

1 complete form PA5 to confirm Harmful Information is not present 

2 Upload the PA5 onto DRS 

3 close the task 

41. The PIP User must then provide the claimant with copies of the requested documents. 

Harmful Information is not present PIP User action 

42. When the PIP User receives the task back to provide the claimant with copy documents after confirming Harmful 

Information is not present, the PIP User will: 



 

Step Action 

1 print the documents 

2 manually create a Communication Record See: Create a communication record 

3 select 'Post' as the contact reason 

4 select 'Return/copy documents' as the contact sub-reason 

5 within the notes fields specify which copy documents have been sent 

6 issue the requested copy documents to the claimant, with the covering notification letter  

PIP.0110 

7 close the task 

17 Freedom of Information Act 

Request for information 

Requests for information and the FOI act 

1. The Freedom of Information Act (FOI) 2005 came into effect on the 1st January 2005. This act gives any member of 

the public the right to view official government documentation. There are exceptions to these rights, such as 

information protected under the Data Protection Act. 

2. The Department may receive requests for copies of various documentation, such as; legislation, policies, and 

regulations. These may not be necessarily linked to PIP benefit but are dealt with under FOI. FOI requests must be 

made in writing and must be responded to within 20 working days of the receipt of the request. Requests must be 

made in writing to: 

Department for Work and Pensions 

Information, Management, Devolution and Governance Division 

Professional Services 

Central Freedom of Information Team 



 
Caxton House 

Tothill Street 

SW1H 9NA 

3. Sometimes requests for copy data relating to compensation or personal injury claims are received from solicitors who 

are involved in claims for compensation made by a PIP claimant. These requests are dealt with by the DPO team. The 

request must be made in writing to: 

Data Protection Officer 

Spur S, Block 3 

Disability Benefit Centre 6 

Post Handling Site B 

Wolverhampton 

WV99 1BB 

4. The request must include: 

• claimant’s full name, NINO, date of birth and address  

• details of the information required  

• signed authority from the claimant  

18 Case Notes Deletion 

  

1.Selected users can be given temporary permissions to delete notes. This replaces the previous method, which 

required an Operational Change Request (OCR) to be raised to delete notes that are in breach of Data Protection/GDPR 

or can cause reputational damage to the Department. 

2. If a user identifies a note to be deleted, they must first raise the request through their line manager and seek agreement 

to delete the note by their SEO. This email chain must be kept locally for audit purposes and retained under the usual 

GDPR/DPA guidelines. 

3. Once the SEO has approved the request then an email should be sent to the PPSD Inbox to confirm this -  

4. The email should include: 

• Claimants details (name, NINO)  

• Location of note to be deleted (Person homepage or Decision assist)  



 

• Date/Time of note  

• Name of User who made the note  

• Description of the note for deletion, including reason for example GDPR)  

5. The Products and Planning team will be responsible for deleting the note from PIPCS. 

6. A request will be made via TechNow to gain Specialist Customer Record access, sensitivity level 4.  

The note will then be deleted. 

7. Specialist customer record access must be removed following the notes deletion as per normal BAU process for Sensitive 

access case. 

8. The user should check the next day that the note has been deleted. 

9. For any other notes that are not in Person Record or Decision Assist that need deleting will still need an OCR request. 

  

27 Team Leader Tools 

Subpages 

• 01 Team Leader Tools  

01 Team Leader Tools 

Background 

1. From 9 November 2015 Team Leader Tools (TLTs) will be active and available to Line Managers, (LMs) which is anyone in 

a lead position up to and including HEO.  

2. Not all aspects of the TLTs will function fully until Case Ownership (CO) is introduced at your site.  

These operational instructions make it clear which elements are reliant on CO. 

3. TLTs will complement the information received via BOXi but does not interact with it. 

4. TLTs are accessed within Teams and Workload space on PIPCS and are broken down into three areas as follows: 

• My Users  

• User Activity  

• Team Work Outstanding  

Subpages 



 
• My Users  

• Task Dashboard  

• MI for Line Managers  

• Skills  

• User Activity Screen  

• Team Work  

• Not in Use  

My Users 

5. There is already a My Users work space. However, with the introduction of PIPCS Release 5 the information held within 

‘My Users’, has been revised and customised to better suit operational and user needs. 

6. LMs will be able to view information for all staff in their hierarchy.  

• HEO Command Managers can see staff of all grades in their command  

• EO Team Leaders can see Case Workers (CW) and Case Management Support Officers (CMSO) in their team  

7. The information contained within the My Users workspace is work outstanding and generated in realtime. 

8. To access My Users you must be in the Team and Workload PIPCS tab and then from the shortcut panel select My Users. 

Once you have made this selection a list of all PIPCS users in your hierarchy will be displayed.  

9. This first screen in My Users displays a snap shot of the work each member of the hierarchy has and contains the 

following information: 

10. Open Cases (Note: this will only be populated once a site has Case Ownership active and rolled out to them)  

• Open Tasks  

• Deferred Tasks  

• Assigned Tasks  

11. If after you have viewed this screen you require more information relating to an individual user, you can select the 

hyperlink (the user’s name) for more details. 

12. Once the individual user’s screen is displayed you will have the option to select one of the following tabs: 

• Home  

• Tasks – Task Dashboard  

• Calendar – not currently used  

• Cases  

• Case Approvals  

• Evidence Approvals  



 

• Work Queues  

• Working Patterns - not currently used  

• Inbox Capacity  

• Skills  

Task Dashboard 

13. Line Managers can access the Task Dashboard from the: 

• WQ (launched automatically)  

• users workspaces  

14. The Task Dashboard displays in real time: 

• a list of all the task types  

• a count of tasks grouped under each task type  

• the total number of tasks for all task types Note: Task types will not display if they are non available.  

15. You will be able to: 

• sort and use filters to identify and target specific types of tasks and prioritise work in your team quickly and 

efficiently  

• quickly identify MI on certain types of task or tasks with particular subjects  

16. To see more information about a specific task type, select the Count figure hyperlink. The Task Type List View will display 

as a new page. 

Task Type List View 

17. In the Task Type List View, you can: 

• sort and filter tasks to identify and prioritise work  

• reserve or forward tasks to users  

• close tasks  

Note: In the Users Workspace view the user name and task type information will be displayed. 

18. Note: In the Task Dashboard, Users may see the same Task Type displayed twice. The task count or the tasks are not 

duplicated. There are five Task Types where users may see the two entries for same task type as follows: 

• To Do  

• AP Advice  

• DLA Response  



 
• Payment Action  

• Verification Outstanding  

19. Users can view tasks grouped under each of these tasks types by viewing each one individually.  

20. How to sort and filter tasks in WQ: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to your Teams and Workload 

2 select ‘My Workqueues’ from LHS shortcut panel 

3 select the appropriate WQ for available options. The Task Dashboard will automatically display  

all available task types in the WQ are displayed  

4 select the Count hyperlink to view more information about a task type, for example ‘Inbound  

Correspondence’ 

5 the Task Type List View will display in a new page  

select Filter to view a list of all tasks grouped under the selected task type  

Note: Tasks will display with the oldest task listed first, based on the Created date field 

Note: Some task types display as two separate list entries. See: Note at para 18 

6 select Filter Criteria where required 

Select the learning simulation Task Dashboard for Team Leaders to see a demonstration of how to filter tasks using the Task 

Dashboard 

See: Full list of Task Type and Task Sub Types  

21. In the Task Type List View you can select one or more tasks from the Task list and: 

• Forward to users (in own hierarchy) by selecting a pre populated list of staff in your team in the  

‘My Users’ field or to other users or WQs by searching in the ‘Forward to’ field  

• Reserve to any user by completing the search facility in the ‘Reserve To User’ field  

Note: When you bulk Forward or Reserve tasks the following message will display: ‘The forward/reserve bulk task (xx tasks) 

request is being processed’. 

22. You can close a task by selecting the Close action button. ‘Only one task can be closed at a time’ will be displayed. This is 

to prevent the task from being closed accidently.  



 

23. If the task is a case ownership task, the Case Ownership will end automatically on task closure. 

Note: Tasks that have been forwarded, reserved or closed are removed from the task list when the screen is reset. 

For further information on the Task Dashboard see: PIP Workflow and Task Management Good Practice  

Guide and Workflow and Task Management 

MI for Line Managers 

24. You can scrutinise WQs to see how many tasks are in the queue and filter tasks according to task type to prioritise 

work based on selected criteria.  

25. You can only view the outstanding tasks in a WQ which you are subscribed to.  

26. In the Task Dashboard view for Line Managers you: 

• can sort and filter tasks in both WQs and user’s inboxes so that you can identify and prioritise work (to target certain 

types of tasks) within your team quickly and efficiently  

• are able to quickly identify and provide MI on certain types of task or tasks with particular subjects  

Skills 

27. By selecting the skills tab you will be able to edit, delete or add new skills. Once you have selected the action a pop up 

box appears with a dropdown list, from this you will select the skill before saving the information. 

28. LMs are able to assign specific skill sets to specific staff so that a team member undertaking specialist work such as 

Winter Fuel Tasks will have appropriate work specifically assigned to them. 

29. Each skill set can only be assigned individually, one skill at a time. 

Skill Case  

Manager 

Case  

Worker 

Team 

Leader 

Admin 

Support 

role 

CO Rules √ √ √ √ 

General (new claims & maintenance) √ √ x √ 

SRTI √ x x √ 

Reconsiderations 

See: skill set by site 

√ √ x x 



 

Reconsideration Negative Determinations – FTA/FTC, Lay conditions, 

Non Return PIP2/AR1/PIP2UI, Overpayments and  

Payability 

√ √ x x 

Explanations √ x x x 

Appeals 

See: skill set by site 

√ x x √ 

Appeals Writer √ x x x 

Award Reviews (PI) √ x x x 

CofC Reviews (UI) √ √ x x 

Advance Claims √ x x x 

Reassessment  √ x x x 

Age 16 Reassessment √ x x x 

(R16 Team Members only)     

Workflow x x x √ 

Xmas Bonus x √ x x 

Winter Fuel (Years prior to 2020 - SPOC only) x √ x x 

Complaints x x √ X 

Reviews 

(no task will route to this skill, retained for future need) 

x x x x 

Call back x √ x x 

30. If you need to edit a user’s inbox capacity then you would follow a similar process by selecting the inbox capacity tab 

related to the appropriate user. You will then have the facility and functionality to edit a user’s inbox capacity or for a 

new user you will be able to set the user’s inbox capacity at the appropriate level depending on their skill set and 

experience. 



 

31. This level of control is also useful for assisting an inexperienced member of the team who needs to consolidate their 

learning. The LM can control auto allocation to their inbox and manually select appropriate work from the work 

queue (WQ). 

32. Once CO is rolled out at your site, if you select the cases tab, you will be able to filter the cases owned by your user 

using one of the following choices: 

 All (default)  

 New Claims (including Advance Claims)  

 Reassessment  

 Disputes (Reconsideration and Appeals)  

 Interventions  

33. For each filter the list view includes: 

 Case Reference  

 Primary Client  

 Start Date  

 Status  

34. The information displayed is produced in real time and gives an accurate snapshot of the user’s current case load. 

35. This is replicated in the task tab, however is not reliant on CO. Here you can select from the following search criteria 

for real time information of task deadlines: 

 Overdue more than 5 days  

 Overdue 1-5 days  

 Due today  

 Due after today  

User Activity Screen 

36. The User Activity screen will enable PIPCS LMs to view specific Information, for staff in their hierarchy, relating to 

cases and tasks that have been concluded within a specified timeframe.  

37. The information available in the User Activity screen is not reliant on CO. 

38. LM’s will be able to view information for all staff in their hierarchy. 

39. The User Activity Screen is accessed from within My Organization space. From the action button at the top right of 

the screen select the User Activity option which will display the User Activity screen for the LM’s team. 

40. On this screen a LM will be able to select which users in their hierarchy they wish to search for information about and 

covering which timeframe. 



 
41. A LM will have the ability to add or remove all users from the search with the use of add or remove icons next to the 

full list of users, or they can add or remove individual users one at a time. 

42. Once the users have been chosen, the LM will select from the dropdown list of the timeframe field what timeframe 

they wish to search against and will be displayed. 

43. The options available on the timeframe dropdown are: 

• Previous Working Day  

• Previous Week  

• Week Prior to Previous Week  

44. Once the users and timeframe are selected and a search conducted PIPCS will return the information requested. This 

return is produced from information gathered by batch overnight. 

45. If the Previous Week is selected as the timeframe, then the information displayed will relate to Monday – Friday of 

the previous week, irrelevant of what day of the week you request the search, therefore if you select a search on 

Thursday 26/11/2015 then you will get data for one of the following periods: 

• Previous Working Day – Wednesday 25/11/2015  

• Previous Week – Monday 16/11/2015 – Friday 20/11/2015  

• Week Prior to Previous Week – Monday 9/11/2015 – Friday 13/11/2015  

46. The information in the User Activity screen does not include any work that has been actioned during the weekend. 

However, if a Bank Holiday falls within the timeframe selected then this will be included. 47. Against each of the users 

selected from the hierarchy the information below will be displayed following the search: 

• Reserved Tasks (open inbox)  

• Tasks Deferred  

• Tasks Closed  

• Case Decisions  

• Reconsiderations  

• Interventions  

48. The task count is hyperlinked and when selected this will display a list of all tasks that the user has closed in the 

selected timeframe.  



 

Team Work 

49. The Team Work screens provide data which allows LM to see the age profile of their team’s workload. It allows the 

flexibility and visibility for LMs, when required, to identify and prioritise certain tasks and cases. 

50. To do this the LM must first access the My Organisation Unit workspace of PIPCS. From within this area a LM will be 

able to select from the Action button one of the three options relating to Team Workload: 

• Outstanding Applications – this covers New Claims, Reassessment Claims and Advance Claims  

• Outstanding Disputes – Managers are able to select whether they want to view Appeals or Reconsiderations  

• Outstanding Interventions – Managers are able to select whether they wish to view Planned or Unplanned 

Interventions  

51. The definition of the event start dates for these options are: 

• Applications – Application Start Date  

• Appeals – Appeal Start Date  

• Reconsideration – Requested Date for the Reconsideration  

• Unplanned Interventions – Received Date  

• Planned Interventions – Creation Date  

52. If a claimant has two PIP claims that match more than one criteria, for example, an Open Dispute and an Intervention 

with one Case Owner then each event will be returned in the relevant search in the Team Workload element of TLT. 

However, in the My User screen they will only be counted as one, as it is cases owned and not events that are counted 

and displayed in this information. 

53. Once a LM has decided which screen within Team Work they wish to view they can then further select either ‘Normal 

Rules’ or ‘SRTI’ outstanding cases.  

Note: PIP award reviews (Planned Interventions) are not carried out on SRTI cases therefore SRTI is not available as a 

selection within this option.  

54. Once a LM has decided whether to view Normal Rules or SRTI and selected search then the number of these types of 

cases and into which date range they fall will be displayed.  

55. The count for these days begins from when a case is assigned to a user. 

56. The case number is hyperlinked and when selected navigates the user to a new tab where all the individual cases are 

listed. This list has been limited to 150 cases and will sort to display the oldest cases first.  

57. From this list you will be able to view information relating to the following: 

• Case Reference (number)  



 
• Case Owner  

• Primary Client  

• Start Date  

• Status  

58. Some of the information within the page when selected will navigate you to other relevant areas of PIPCS as follows: 

• Case Reference - Case Homepage  

• Case Owner – Users Homepage  

• Primary Client – Claimants Homepage  

59. The hyperlinks will enable a LM to quickly and efficiently interrogate cases to obtain the necessary information and 

detail when required. 

28 Telephony New Claims 

Subpages 

• 01 CAMLite and SmartScript Navigation - New Claim  

• 02 Manual Checks for PIP and DLA reassessment  

• 03 PIP New Claim telephony data gather  

• 04 New Claim Outbound Telephony IPCC Enabled Agent  

• 05 Team Leader Scripting  

• 06 PIP Additional Mandatory Text Script  

• 07 SRTI Bulletin for CCS  

• 08 Lines To Take For CSS Agents  

• 09 SRTI Dedicated Claim Team  

• 10 CAMLite Task desk aide for PIP users  

01 CAMLite and SmartScript Navigation - New Claim 

New Claim 

1. If a claimant wants to make a New Claim to PIP they can contact Personal Independence Payment (PIP) New Claims 

Line on 0800 917 2222 or Textphone 0800 917 7777. Agents will use CAMLite to handle the claimants call. 

2. An interactive voice response (IVR) will allow claimants to identify if they are making a brand new claim for PIP or 

making a claim because they are a reassessment claimant. 

3. When agents receive the call in CAMLite one of the two values will display in the CTI Toolbar depending on whether 

the claimant selected the ‘PIP New Claim’ option or the ‘PIP Reassessment’ option 



 

PIP new claims PIP_NC_ENG or PIP_NC_WEL 

PIP Reassessment new claim - PIP_RNC_ENG 

4. When a claimant contacts the PIP New Claims Line and they are ringing from a Welsh standard telephone directory 

(STD) code they will be given an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) option to speak in Welsh. If the claimant opts to 

speak in Welsh the IVR will route the call to a Welsh speaking agent. All other calls (mobile phones or blocked numbers 

will be directed to a PIP New Claims agent and the CAMLite. 

5. Upon launching CAMLite, My Homepage is the first screen displayed. 

6. CAMLite benefits from built in Computer Telephony Integration (CTI). This facilitates the use of the telephone in 

conjunction with CAMLite. 

  

Subpages 

• The CTI Toolbar  

• CAMLite Aux Codes  

• Customer Details  

• Views  

• CAMLite SmartScripts  

• CAMLite NIno Search Centre  

• Security Questions SmartScript  

• Launching PIPCS Application Home Page  

• Wrap up Smartscript - New Claim Telephony Instructions  

• Claimant or caller rings to complete part completed Data Gather  

• CAMLite Task Management - PIP New Claim  

• Change claimant telephone number in CAMLite  

The CTI Toolbar 

  

   



 
1. Icons on the CTI toolbar perform the following actions: 

• In Queue Time – no function  

• Call Time – shows length of time a call has been in progress  

• Phone Text Box – shows phone number for the outbound call  

• Make Call – dials number in Phone text Box  

• Accept Call – no function/not used due to auto answer feature  

• Release Call – disconnects a telephone call  

• Transfer Call – transfers telephone call to another destination  

• Conference Call – enables a three-way telephone conversation  

• Retrieve Call – retrieves a call  

• Hold Call – places a call on hold  

• Work Field – alerts user to an inbound call  

• Resume Call – retrieves a call from hold  

• Not Ready – used to indicate not available to take call  

• Ready – used to indicate available to take a call  

• Log In – select to log in  

• Logout – select to log out  

• Lines of Business (LOB) Codes – attaches call outcome codes LOB Codes to the call  

  

CAMLite Aux Codes 

  

• Telephony Time  

• Non Telephony Time  

• Lunch  

• Break  

• Non Customer Related Time  

• Learning & Development  

• Communications.  

• Outbound Call (for Universal Credit only)  

1. The integrated Smartscripts guide conversations with the customers and prompt users to deliver mandatory questions and 

messages at key points during a call: 

• Handle Inbound Call  

• Security Questions  

• Outbound Call  



 

• Wrap-Up Call  

2. The integrated Smartscripts have a standard set of navigation boxes: 

• Next  

• Previous  

• Finish  

• Cancel  

3. If a navigation box is not available for selection it will be shaded grey. The integrated Smartscripts can include ‘radio 

buttons’ that enable an appropriate response to a mandatory question or message to be captured. ‘Yes/No’ and ‘Pass/Fail’ 

are typical examples of the radio buttons used in Smartscripts. When scripts with radio buttons are presented, a default 

radio button is pre-selected. 

Customer Details 

  

1. A Customer Details applet displays across the top of all CAMLite Customers screens. 

Field Name Field Description 

Customer Name Customer’s Name 

NINO Customer’s NINO 

Date of Birth Customer’s Date of Birth (icon in DoB field is non-functional) 

Date of Death Customer’s Date of Death (icon in DoD field is non-functional) 

National Sensitivity Indicator ‘Checked’ if case is registered as nationally sensitive (now known as special 

customer record) 

Unacceptable Behaviour Details received from CIS(Searchlight), if appropriate 

Preferred Method of Contact Customer’s preferred method of contact—drop down list 

Telephone Numbers – 

Home /Mobile /Work 

Customer’s telephone numbers recorded as appropriate -  

See: How to change telephone number in CAMLite 

Post Code Customer’s postcode 

Preferred Spoken Language Customer’s preferred spoken language 



 

Preferred Written Language Customer’s preferred written language 

Alternative Communication/  

Accessibility Needs 

Customer’s alternative communication/ accessibility needs 

  

  

Views 

  

Contact History View 

1. CAMLite will automatically create a new ‘Contact History’ for all inbound and outbound calls. 

Customer Needs View 

2. This is the only screen that the agent can update. 

3. Note: The only information that can be updated is the claimant’s telephone number. A claimant’s phone number can 

be amended in CAMLite (if a replacement is available) if the call has been authenticated. There is nothing stopping the 

agents taking this action in CAMLite as long as the call is validated and there is a replacement. 

4. If a phone number exists in CAMLite that is no longer valid and there is no replacement number available then the 

agent must create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ task to get it removed as even if the agents left the appropriate field blank in the 

PIPCS data gather it would not remove the phone number from CIS - See: How to create a task.  

Customer Representative View 

5. If a recognised representative details are held  the Customer Representatives view will display: 

• Customer Personal Representative applet will display information associated to a Personal Acting Body (PAB); 

and  

• Customer Corporate Representative applet will display information associated to a Corporate Other Payee (COP)  

Cases View 

6. The Cases view shows all cases created in CAMLite associated to a claimant. Cases are generally created automatically 

following successful completion of the CAMLite ‘Inbound Call SmartScript’. A case shows the type  of call received eg 

PIP New Claim  and the resolution of the call. 

7. All cases require a benefit type of PIP, this field will be automatically populated upon selecting PIP New claim as the 

contact type during the inbound call smart  script. 



 

Case resolutions for PIP New Claims calls 

PIP new claim PIP NEW claim Pre submission 

   Submitted 

Call dropped 

Handover call back required 

Handover info only 

Handover system update required 

Tasks View 

8. The following tasks types are available in CAMLite. Throughout the guidance you will be advised of which task type to 

create and when, for different scenarios that may occur during the inbound/ outbound call - See: CAMLite Task 

Management. 

• To do  

• Outbound (call)  

• Exception  

• Residual Action (this is to prompt/consider further action)  

• Management Check  

9. When creating a task (by selecting ‘Create New Task’ button), if the task sub-type is “Call Back”, the user must select the 

relevant SLA, select appropriate SLA from drop down menu: 

• 5 days use for a standard call back  

• 48 hours use for special rules claimants and SCR  

• 3 hours use for complaints and Welsh speakers  

• 1 hour (DO NOT USE)  

• the Urgent Flag Indicator if appropriate, for example, SRTI  

• DO NOT use alarm functionality  

10. Once assigned to PIPCS  the following tasks and the corresponding case will be closed automatically: 

• To Do tasks  

• Outbound call tasks  

• Exception tasks  



 
11. All other tasks will require the agent to close manually. 

12. The Notes box is a free text box , no more than 2,000 characters should be used. 

13. When the agent selects the ‘Assigned to’ field in the Case Details applet a pop-up box appears.  

Agents should select the “New Claims” option to assign the case/task correctly. 

Benefit View 

14. The Benefits view displays details of the Office ID where ‘claim’ is held and the Benefit type for current live in scope 

benefits (data retrieved from CIS). You would use this screen to check if a claimant has any other benefit interest or award for 

example you may want to check a PIP claimant already in receipt of DLA or PIP - See: Checking for benefit interest or award. 

CAMLite SmartScripts 

  

1. SmartScripts guide conversations with claimants and prompt agents to deliver mandatory questions and messages at 

key points during the call, these include: 

• ‘ Inbound Call Smartscript’   

• ‘ Security Questions ’  

• ‘ Outbound Call ’  

• ‘ Wrap Up Call ’.  

2. SmartScripts have a standard set of navigation boxes, these include: 

• next  

• previous  

• finish (this will end the SmartScript you are in)  

• cancel  

Note: Agents should not cancel out of SmartScripts. 

3. If a navigation box is not available for selection it will be shaded grey. 

The SmartScripts can include radio buttons that enable an appropriate response to a mandatory question or message 

to be captured. 

‘Yes/No’ and ‘Pass/Fail’ are typical examples of radio buttons used in SmartScripts. When scripts with radio buttons are 

presented, a default radio button is pre-selected. 

Inbound Call SmartScript 



 

Delay in CAMLite ‘Inbound Call SmartScript’ launching 

4. There may be times when there is a delay in the ‘Inbound Call SmartScript’ launching. New Claims agents must not 

under any circumstances manually launch the ‘Inbound Call SmartScript’ in CAMLite. Agents must wait for the smart 

script to display. In the event that the ‘Inbound Call SmartScript’ fails to launch at all, agents should follow the local 

continuity plan as part of BAU and raise an incident. 

CAMLite/PIPCS closing down/ freezing 

5. At different points in CAMLite / PIPCS data gather, CAMLite/ PIPCS has been closing down.  In some instances agents 

are able to double click the CAMLite icon and resume as normal. However in the instances that the users are unable to 

resume, they can; 

Right click ‘Citrix’ icon (black and white icon on the bottom toolbar), select ‘about’, select ‘advanced’, select ‘connection 

centre’, and then select ‘log out’. Wait 10 seconds, click on CAMLite icon, this should resume activity 

CAMLite users must not use the refresh (F5) when in the CAMLite window as this will end the call. 

This is being monitored on sites but if users experience this issue, incidents should continue to be raised. 

SC01 Salutation 

6. The salutation is used to welcome the caller to DWP and inform them to whom they are speaking. 

Calling from a mobile phone 

New claim agents do not need to ask the question in step 1, and do not need to take any further steps in the section, 

unless the claimant states that they are calling from a mobile and request a call back. The agent should then check which 

mobile network the claimant uses then follow steps 2-4. 

Step Action 

1 This action must only be taken if the caller is calling from a mobile phone and that they are wanting a call back. 

  

“Can I ask which network you use please?” 



 

2 The following networks are free; 

 Orange (now known as Everything/Everywhere EE),O2, Vodaphone, Tesco Mobile, T-Mobile (now known as 

Everything/Everywhere EE), Virgin Mobile, 3, Telecom Plus, Hutchinson 3G, Cable and Wireless, and Giff Gaff. 

3 if caller states they are on any of the networks listed in step 2 advise; 

“Your network is working with us to provide free calls to this number therefore there is no cost to you for this 

call.” 

4 if the caller states they are on a network not listed at step 2 advise; 

“Your mobile network will charge for this call, would you like me to call you back?” 

  

SC02 Establish Call Sub reason 

If you are SRTI Dedicated Claim Team use this link for additional script 

7. A maximum of three call sub-reasons can be recorded at one time. The completion of the first call subreason is 

mandatory. All fields in CAMLite marked with a red asterisk (*) are mandatory. For PIP New claims the call sub-reason 

PIP New Claim must be selected. 

8. The following sub reasons are available but should not be selected on this service line unless a general enquiry is 

received: 

• Progress chasing new claims Not to be used  

• Progress chasing ongoing Not to be used  

• Can you send me? Not to be used  

• Payment Enquiry Not to be used  

• General  

• Change (other).Not to be used  

• Change COA/MOP Not to be used  

• PIP New Claim  

9. In exceptional circumstances where an agent selects General from the pick list a CAMLite contact history/ case will not 

be created. This is because the call will not be specific to a claimant (no NINO required) and therefore the call does not 

need to be verified. 

SC03 Confirm English 



 

10. This enables the agent to determine if the caller is able to continue the call in English. The agent should use their soft 

skills to confirm whether this question should be asked out loud. ‘Yes’ is the preselected default button. If the caller 

can continue in English the SmartScript will check which call sub- reasons have been selected: 

• if General has been selected as the only contact reason, the SmartScript ends and the agent is navigated to My 

Homepage to answer the general enquiry.  

• if PIP New Claim has been selected as the contact reason the  inbound call smart script will continue and the agent is 

navigated to SC04: Calling on behalf of to continue with the claim data gathering process.  

SC03a Preferred Language 

11. The agent will be navigated to this screen when the SC03: Confirm English has been selected as ‘No’. This screen 

enables the agent to determine the customers preferred language of contact. 

12. For welsh claimants ringing from a blocked number or mobile phone the IVR will NOT give the option to speak in 

Welsh. In this instance agents should create a CAMLite Outbound call task to request a call back in Welsh - See: How to 

create an outbound task. 

13. It also allows the agent to put the claimant on hold whilst searching for an interpreter. ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ radio buttons are 

available to capture the response with ‘Yes’ being the pre-selected button. 

14. If a claimant wishes to converse in another language (other than English or Welsh), the agent should consider DWP 

Telephone Interpreting Service (the big word). If an interpreter is available set up a conference call using the Computer 

Telephony Integration (CTI) Toolbar. 

How to set up the bigword outbound call using CAMLite 

Step Action 

1 in the first blank field on the Siebel tool bar input a 9 for an outside line, then thebigword telephone number  

  

2 keep the cursor in the telephone number field 

  

Note: If the cursor is not kept in this field another box entitled ’Begin Conference Transfer to  

DWP’ in CAMLite will display and the call to thebigword will not be made 

3 press ‘Conference call’ icon. 



 

4 follow the instructions on - See: How to use the bigword interpreting service to set up the call with the 

appropriate interpreter 

5 the interpreter answers the call 

6 press the ‘Conference Call’ icon again to bring the claimant onto the call 

7 you can now conduct the call with the interpreter and the claimant 

15. If an interpreter not available the agent would try twice and if they still don’t get an answer the agent would advise the 

claimant to call back. 

SC04 Calling on behalf of 

16. This enables the agent to confirm whether the caller is calling on behalf of themselves or whether they are 

representing a claimant. ‘Yes’ is the pre-selected default radio button. If ‘No’ is selected then the agent will be 

navigated to SC04a: Representative type. 

SC04a Representative Type 

17. This enables the agent to confirm whether the caller has been authorised as a recognised representative of the 

claimant by the DWP - See: I want to claim Personal Independence Payment for myself. 

SC05 Inform 

18. When a Representative Type has been identified the agent will advise the caller that all questions will be about 

the claimant and not themselves. 

CAMLite NIno Search Centre 

  

SQ02 NINO search centre 

1. This enables the agent to identify a claimant by asking for the claimant’s full national insurance number (NINO). The 

system performs a trace in CIS(Searchlight) to search for the claimant’s record. 

2. If a NINO is found the agent is navigated to SQ02a. 

3. If a NINO is not found the agent is navigated back to the search centre to attempt to trace the claimant’s record. 

Person Trace Searches 

4. A percentage of Person Trace Searches will be randomly selected for test check. Searches involving a special customer 

record customer are always selected for test check. 



 

5. If claimant’s NINO is not available or canot be found a minimum search criteria using one of the following 

combinations of information can be used: 

• first name and surname, or  

• first name and date of birth, or  

• surname, date of birth, and gender  

6. The Post Code field allows a search to be restricted to postcode. Input to the Post Code field will be validated to ensure 

it follows a valid UK postcode format, for example FY8 3DJ. 

7. When parameters have been entered in the Person Trace Search applet, select ‘Go’ to initiate search. If necessary, 

‘Cancel’ can be selected to stop search. For search criteria, other than where a NINO was used, results will be 

displayed in the Search Centre /Person Trace Results applet. 

8. Agents can use the horizontal scroll bar at the bottom of Person Trace Results applet to display address information, 

but remember this should not be disclosed to the caller. Ask the caller to confirm details against those displayed. If 

customer is found select “Get More Information”. This prompts a warning message, ‘Is Customer Name <Mrs Andrea 

Smith>?’. 

9. If correct, select ‘Yes’ to continue with the call. Failure to trace claimant’s record in the Search Centre will result in the 

agent creating a CAMLite ‘Outbound Call’ task - See: How to create an outbound task. 

CAMLite Special Customer Record (Nationally Sensitive) 

SC02 Error message displayed 

10. On receipt of this message the agent will be unable to view the claimant’s record. 

11. Never divulge that the case is a SCR. Inform the claimant / caller of the following: 

‘I apologise, your records can’t be accessed and I will arrange a call back within 48 hours’. 

12. The agent will e-mail the following in-box –, subject field “Official  

Sensitive”. Within the body of the e-mail, the agent will detail the claimant’s full name, NINO, date of birth, contact 

telephone number, any details when the claimant can or cannot be contacted, name of caller if different from claimant.  

Email to be issued in accordance with the security protocols outlined within the SCR guidance - See: 14 Special Customer 

Records Introduction. 

13. The SCR inbox will be monitored by the SCR SPOCs, who will take action to obtain access by completing the UA16. 

14. Attempts to access special customer record (SCR) records are always test checked. Agents and Team Leaders will 

receive a management check task in respect of the attempted access to the case.  The tasks should be closed with no 

further action - See: How to close management check task. 



 

No NINO 

15. If the claimant / caller cannot give a NINO enter the claimants name and date of birth (DOB) in the search centre. 

16. If the claimant does not have a NINO and they can’t be traced following the above action the initial data gather will not 

be able to continue. 

17. The agent will have to create a CAMLite ‘Exception Task’ to request a paper claim form to be issued (PIP1). 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘Tasks’ applet within the claimant contact history screen 

2 select ‘Create New Task’ in the Tasks applet 

3 select task type (exception) from the drop down pick list.  You can choose from: 

To do  

Outbound  

Exception  

4 complete the free text notes field with details of the ‘change/enquiry – Request’ customer name, DOB, 

Address, Postcode & Contact telephone number - entering information given in to the task. 

5 assign’ the task via the ‘Owner’ button (choose Team Leader) in the task applet and then select 

6 select ‘New claim’ 

7 select ‘Assign’ and Wrap up Call 

18. Script: ‘As you do not currently have a National Insurance Number, I will take your name, DOB, address and Postcode 

and contact telephone number. We will issue a clerical form which you should receive within five working days and you 

should return it as soon as possible, you have one calendar month. If you have any further queries, please call the PIP 

enquiry line’ 

19. You must: 

• Issue the telephone number  

• Send a message through to the Service Centre  

Channel Islands NINOs 

20. The Channel Islands use identity reference numbers which are formatted in the same way as UK NINOs the difference 

is the first two letters will be GY or JY. If a NINO from the Channel Islands is input into the search centre CAMLite will 

not recognise it and the following error message will display: 



 

 “The values you have entered for the NINO is not valid.  The NINO must have a format of  

AANNNNNNA and the first two characters cannot be GB, NK, TN, PY, GY, JY or ZZ” There are some claimants who have 

previously lived in Guernsey (GY) and Jersey (JY) prior to 6 April 1975, who are now living on the British mainland and are 

eligible to claim PIP and may present their channel Islands NINO. 

21. The agent should ask the claimant if they have a UK NINO, if they provide a UK NINO which is accepted by CAMLite 

without an error message, the claim can proceed as normal.  If the claimant does not have a UK NINO, enter the 

claimants name and date of birth (DOB) in the search centre. If still no trace, follow the No NINO guidance to create a 

CAMLite Exception Task - See: How to create a task . 

SQ02a Confirm Name 

22. When a claimant’s record has been found the system will pull through the name of the claimant from CIS(Searchlight) 

and the agent will be able to see it on the SmartScript. The agent will ask to confirm the claimant’s name. 

23. When the claimant confirms their name the agent will select yes or no. If claimant confirms name the agent will be 

navigated to SQ03b. If they cannot confirm name they will go back to NINO Search Centre. 

24.  

Security Questions SmartScript This section redacted for security purposes and to 

protect claimant identity 

  

Launching PIPCS Application Home Page 

  

1. The agent will launch ‘PIPCS’ from within CAMLite, the agent will be automatically directed to the ‘Applications List’ 

page within the ‘Person / Prospect Person’ record. The ‘Applications List’ page displays all applications held for the 

person along with their status. Agents can start the data gather in one of two ways: 

• by pressing the action button in the top right of the Applications list page, or  

• by pressing the ‘new’ button half way down the right hand side of the applications list page   



 

Wrap up Smartscript - New Claim Telephony Instructions 

  

1. Wrap-up Call Smartscript is manually launched at the end of inbound and outbound calls by selecting the Wrap-Up Call 

icon from the Siebel Toolbar and is used to deliver consistent messages to ensure a smooth user and customer 

experience. 

  

  

2. Select the ‘Wrap-Up Call’ icon to navigate to ‘WC01A: Enquiry Answered’. This script reminds you to summarise the call 

and any next steps with the customer. It also initiates the request to ask the caller is there anything else that they can be 

helped with. 

WC01A: Enquiry Answered 

3. This script reminds the agent to summarise a call and any next steps with the claimant. It also initiates the agent to ask 

the caller if there is anything else that they can be helped with. 

WC03b: Thank You for Calling 

4. This is the last script in the ‘Wrap-Up Call’ and the finish box will be active. Call will terminate and the agent will be 

referred to WC04: Confirm Cases. 

WC04: Confirm Cases 

5. This enables the agent to confirm the current case. 

The options in the drop down list are: 

• Payment enquiry – Not to be used  

• Progress chasing – New Claims – Not to be used  



 

• Progress chasing – ongoing – Not to be used  

• Can You Send me? – Not to be used  

• Change (Other) – Not to be used  

• PIP New Claim.  

• Case Resolution – Not to be used  

  

6. The agent will update the case resolution bar and select from the options on the screen: 

• Call Dropped  

• Handover – call back required  

• Handover – info only  

• Not Pursued  

• Pre – Submission  

• Submitted  

7. Click on ‘OK’ in the bottom right hand corner of the screen. 

Select ‘Finish’ WC04 

8. Click on the ‘PIPcs’ tab on the bottom of the screen to bring the screen up and close the case by selected the ‘X’ on the 

claimants name tab. These tabs need to be closed after every call. 

9. Click on the ‘Home’ tab on the Siebel toolbar and wait for the next call. 

  

Claimant or caller rings to complete part completed Data Gather  

  

1. Following IDV from Contact History screen, Agent will select ‘PIP New Claim’ from the drop down and then 

‘Launch’, in PIPCS select ‘Application’ tab and previous ‘pre-submission’ data gather will show. To resume the data gather 

the Agent must click on ‘Action’ button and click ‘Resume’: 

• The PIPCS minimum data gather script will resume from the last fully completed page Agents need to select the 

action button by the partially completed claim and select resume  

• Advise the Claimant ‘I may have to ask you some of the questions you answered last time’  

2. Note: for info this is because the call may have ended before all the questions on the page were answered: 

• Confirm if there has been any changes  



 
• You can use the back button to make any changes to the claim  

• Continue with the Data Gather  

Outbound call SmartScript 

3. The Outbound Call SmartScript is used by PIP New claim agents when a caller requests an immediate call-back. 

This provides a consistent approach to outbound contact with claimants for those cases that require a call back - See: PIP 

NC - outbound telephony contact. 

  

  

CAMLite Task Management - PIP New Claim 

  

1. CAMLite tasks include: 

• To Do Task   

• Outbound Task  (call back)  

• Exception Task   

2. Once a task is created and assigned, PIPCS will run business rules to allocate the task to the correct work queue in the 

Benefits Centre (BC). As CAMLite tasks have free text notes field it is important that the agent gathers the correct 

information relevant to the enquiry or change of circumstance. 

3. Note: CAMLite notes fields hold up to 10 000 characters however only 2000 characters will be transferred to PIPCS so it is 

important agents do not exceed 2000 characters. 

SLA for call backs and CAMLite tasks 

4. 

Action Time 

To do task 5 days 

SRTI or urgent To do task 48 hours 

Call back (also for 

insufficient data) 

5 days 



 

SRTI, SCR or urgent call 

back 

48 hours 

SCR 3 hours 

Welsh speaker 3 hours 

AFIP exemption task 48 hours 

Complaint to Case 

Resolution Manager mark 

as urgent 

  

3 hours (so task goes to top of the work queue) 

Note: Advise the claimant; DWP Complaints Policy is to resolve the complaint within 15 

working days. An initial ‘acknowledgement and fact finding’ call will be made to the 

claimant within 5 working days by the relevant office/team 

   

  

How to create a task 

Step Action 

1 you must select the ‘Cases’ applet within the ‘Customer view’ screen 

Note: Ensure you have the correct contact highlighted before creating a new task 

2 you must select ‘Create New Task’ at the bottom of the page. 

The following information is auto populated: Created on, System, Owner, Status, Task ID, Created by 

3 you must select task type from the drop down pick list.  You can choose from: 

To do  

Outbound  

Exception  

  

4 you must select a sub type from the drop down pick list 



 

5  select Service Level Agreement (SLA) call time if appropriate (that is for an outbound call): 

5 days normal call back  

48 hours for SRTI marked urgent  

3 hours for complaints and Welsh speakers marked urgent  

6 you must complete the free text notes field with details of the change/enquiry You must ask 

the caller for information relevant to change/enquiry. 

You must NOT use your own abbreviations – See: Terminology and Abbreviations background 

7 select ‘Assign’ tab button within case applet 

Note: If ‘Exception task’ or SCR case there will be no case to link the task and you will have to  

‘Assign’ the task via the ‘Owner’ button (choose Team Leader) in the task applet and then select  

‘Assign’ 

8 select ‘New claim’ or ‘Claim maintenance’ from drop down as appropriate 

9 select ‘Assign’ and Wrap up Call. 

  

How to create an outbound task 

Step Action 

1 you must select the ‘Tasks’ applet within the claimant contact history screen 

2 you must select ‘Create New Task’ in the Tasks applet 

3 you must select ‘Outbound’ from the task type dropdown pick list 

4 you must select ‘Call back’ from the task sub-type dropdown pick list 

5 you must select the appropriate SLA from ‘Call Back Task SLA’ box 

You can choose from; 3 hour, 48 hours, 5 days as appropriate 

Note: Do not select 1 hour 



 

6 check we hold correct telephone number for a call back 

If appropriate add information to notes for example if caller not available on certain days 

If appropriate update telephone number in CAMLite-  See: Change claimant telephone number in  

CAMLite 

7 select ‘Assign’ tab button within case applet 

Note: If ‘Exception task’ there will be no case to link the task and you will have to ‘Assign’ the task via the 

‘Owner’ button (choose Team Leader) in the task applet and then select ‘Assign’. 

8 select ‘New claim’ or ‘Claim maintenance’ from drop down as appropriate. 

9 select ‘Assign’ and Wrap up Call. 

  

How to close a management check task 

Step Action 

1 you must acknowledge the test check prompt and complete appropriate business as usual action 

2 you must select the ‘Tasks’ tab 

 

  

3 you will be able to see the ‘Management Check’ task in ‘My Tasks’ 

4 you must highlight the task. (Do not view) 

5 you must select ‘Status’ change to ‘Closed’ to close the task. 

 

Change claimant telephone number in CAMLite 

  

1. To update the claimant’s telephone number in CAMLite: 

Step Action 



 

1 in CAMLite system, you must go to ‘Customer Details’ view 

2 you must select ‘Customer Needs’ view 

3 you must remove the incorrect telephone number and replace with the correct telephone number Important 

note 

Agents should not remove a claimant’s telephone number in CAMLite, if there is no replacement number 

available. If a telephone number needs removing completely from the system agents should complete a To Do 

task in CAMLite requesting the number be removed from PIPCS. 

If there is a replacement telephone number available, agents can update/replace the telephone number. 

If the claimant’s preferred contact number is their mobile number, or if they only have a mobile number, 

this should be recorded as their home number on CIS(Searchlight) so that it can be accessed quickly and 

easily. See: Customer needs view 

4 you must select ‘Edit Contact Details’ 

5 Complete ‘Call Wrap Up’ end call and click on ‘Home’. 

  

02 Manual Checks for PIP and DLA reassessment 

PIP new claim 

1. Working age claimants (16 – 64) who want to make a claim to PIP will ring the PIP 0800 number. Claimants 

will ring this number when they are either: 

• making a brand new claim for PIP  

• their PIP award is coming to an end and they need to make another claim for PIP see PIP advance claim  

• A DLA claimant on the reassessment journey and need to make a claim for PIP. See link to DLA reassessment  

Subpages 

• PIP advance claim  

• DLA Reassessment Claims  



 

• Manual checks  

• Re use DLA Medical evidence  

PIP advance claim 

1. A claimant receiving PIP for a fixed period can make a new claim up to six months before their award ends. This is 

known as an ‘Advance’ claim. 

Note:  An advance claim claimant may be aged over 65 or State Pension age. 

2. If the agent doesn’t identify within CAMLite Benefit tab that a PIP ‘Award’ exists, when launching  

PIPCS and selecting ‘New’ to launch a new PIP application, a pop up box will appear with the following warning message: 

‘Case already exists, transfer to Regional Benefit Centre’ 

Script: “The system is showing that you have made a claim to Personal Independence Payment, can I ask if you are 

reporting a change in your needs or circumstances today?” 

3. If the claimant advises that they do have a change in their needs / circumstances the agent will advise the claimant of 

the following: 

Script: “As you already have an ‘Award’ or ‘Interest’ to PIP (use whichever is appropriate for the call) in place you 

will need to ring 0800 121 4433 to report this change” then Wrap up SmartScript  

4. If the claimant is not reporting a change in needs / circumstances the agent will take an advance claim Note - PIPCS may 

not launch the new claim data gather if the rules for taking the advance claim are not met, i.e. where a current ongoing 

Benefit Delivery Case (BDC) exists with no end of award date or an end of award date which is greater than 6 months 

from today’s date. These rules will prevent any duplicate claims from being taken. 

DLA Reassessment Claims 

1. From 28th October 2013 DLA reassessment will be introduced however this will be focused on specific postcode areas. 

Introducing reassessment more gradually will enable us to test the claimant reassessment journey with a smaller 

number of cases using the same approach that DWP takes with all its major change programmes. 

2. To make a claim for Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claimants will need to call 0800 917 2222 number. Calls to 

‘0800’ numbers are free from BT land lines and most mobiles. 

3. Anyone with a DLA award coming up for renewal, young people turning 16, DLA claimants reporting a change in their 

condition, and self selectors, will be reassessed for PIP. 

Note: during focused reassessment they will also have to be in the specific geographical area. 

4. Agents may take calls for other reassessment enquires, these include: 



 
Claimant does not want to claim PIP  

Claimant wants reinstatement of DLA following termination 

Claimant wants to relinquish DLA 

5. If a reassessment claimant does not have their bank details to hand when completing the new claim data gather, with 

the claimant's permission, we can transpose the bank details held for their DLA payments. 

See: how we pay you 

DLA Renewal 

6. DLA claimants with a fixed term award coming up for renewal will be sent an invitation to claim PIP 20 weeks before 

the end of their DLA award. 

7. Although DLA claimants with awards ending before 24 March 2014 will not be selected for reassessment there is an 

exception. This is when a DLA case has a short award and has been input into the DLA computer system with less than 

20 weeks until the end of the award. Where claimants are in the correct postcode area for PIP a PIP Invite will be 

issued. This will only apply to a very few cases in the seven weeks after go-live and is mentioned for completeness. 

Note: Where a DLA renewal claim form is received, PIP staff must check the current DLA status on DLACS or check if the 

claimant falls within a natural re-assessment area before issuing any PIP part 2 packs. 

Critical Process Point 

8. Claims and Reassessment Cases - Duplicate payments of DLA/PIP (Case Manager) You must check all cases at every 

stage of the claim if DLA is in payment.  

• Check CIS(Searchlight) Interest and Award History for DLA interest; if there’s interest or award history showing you must 

check DLACS for further information, for example, DLA could be suspended or DLA decision could have changed at appeal. 

When processing reassessment cases: 

• You must check special interest (SI) marker every time you action a case to ensure SI is recorded accurately on PIPCS, is 

showing as submitted before the decision is made and the reassessment indicator is recorded accurately in DLACS, to 

reduce the risks of overpayments  

• You must follow separate instructions when dealing with reassessment SRTI cases. Consequences 

If you do not check to see if DLA is in payment this may mean: 

• you make an incorrect decision and cause large unrecoverable overpayments, with both DLA and PIP in payment 

• there is additional avoidable contact with the claimant – poor customer service 



 

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the case 

• reputational damage to DWP 

When processing reassessment cases (including SRTI for which you must follow separate instructions) failure to accurately 

record the ’special interest marker’ on PIPCS and the reassessment indicator in DLACS can mean: 

• the wrong decision will be made and the wrong notification issued to the claimant, misinforming them 

• DLA may stay in payment incorrectly causing overpayments 

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the case 

• increased complaints and appeals against the overpayment the case may end up in the wrong administration unit 

Young people turning 16 

9. New claim agents should only receive calls from child DLA claimants if they have reached 16, received their invitation 

letter and live in the focused DLA reassessment area at the time the invitation was sent. 

10. Young people turning 16 who are Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI) will be excluded from reassessment until 

nearer the time their existing fixed term award ends or until after 2017 if they have an indefinite award. 

See reassessment fact sheet 

11. Prior to 28th October 2013 a number of existing child DLA claimants (rising 16’s) were sent a letter to inform 

them that they will have to make a claim to PIP once they reach age 16. If that claimant is in the correct postcode area 

at the time the invite is issued, they will remain on the PIP journey even if they have moved to an out of scope address 

before making a claim for PIP. Likewise, if a claimant moves from a DLA area to a PIP postcode, they will remain on DLA. 

12. Once the age check has been completed the agent will ask if an invitation letter has been received. If they have 

received an invitation to make a claim for PIP, continue with the PIP new claim. 

13. For all other notifications the agent will advise the caller we will be in contact again when the child reaches 16 

telling them how to make a claim. However, if the claimant has any enquiries regarding their DLA award or payments 

advise them to ring the DLA Helpline on 0800 712 3456. 

DLA claimant reporting Change in needs 

14. DLA claimants reporting a change in needs will be reassessed for PIP this includes claimants reporting they are 

now SRTI or an improvement. Once a claimant reports a change in needs they cannot then decide they don’t want to 

report it if it means having to claim PIP. 



 
15. DLA claimants who are on higher rate (HR)/HR awards reporting a change in needs will not be reassessed for PIP 

unless they are reporting an improvement. 

16. DLA claimants who are on HR/HR awards reporting a change in needs as they are now Special Rules Terminally Ill 

(SRTI) will not be reassessed for PIP; however they will have a DLA supersession and SR flag will be input on DLACS and 

should be signposted to DLA Helpline. 

See change in needs step actions 

Self Selectors 

17. There will also be claimants who phone the PIP new claims line, entitled to DLA, aged 16 – 64, who have not had a 

PIP invite and want to claim PIP. These claimants are known as Self Selectors and will also have their postcode checked 

before they are able to make a claim see: Self Selectors step actions 18. For step actions see links below 

Manual checks (age & benefit check) 

Change in Needs 

Self Selector 

Reuse of DLA medical evidence 

Reuse of DLA medical evidence 

19. Reassessment claimants will be asked when they make a new claim to PIP if they would like to reuse any specific 

medical evidence from their DLA claim that they think may help with their claim to PIP. 

Note: If the claimant is SRTI we will not be able to re use DLA medical evidence due to timescales. 

20. The claimant will have to provide details of what evidence they want us to use and when it was obtained. If they are 

unable to do this then we assure them that once we get the PIP2 we will obtain any evidence that is required. 

See reuse DLA medical evidence step actions for reassessment 

21. If a reassessment claimant is insistent they would like a paper claim, the agent will have to make them aware that 

they can re use DLA medical evidence when they issue the paper form and advise the claimant to specify which 

evidence to use on the claim form. See: ‘Paper claim for reassessment case and Re use DLA Medical evidence’. 

What is specific DLA medical evidence 



 

22. A DLA claim form is not medical evidence and will not be considered as part of the PIP assessment. The PIP2 will hold 

the relevant information required for the PIP assessment. The medical evidence does not have to be recent; there is 

no time limitation on the evidence. Specific medical evidence is: 

 GP report  

 Hospital report  

 School report  

 DWP examination report (including ESA reports)  

 Consultant report or supporting letter  

 Health and social professional report  

Note: due to Data Protection Act (DPA) we may not hold all medical evidence that has ever been sent in, telephony agents 

should manage claimant expectations. 

Claimant does not want to claim PIP 

23. Claimant phones 0800 New Claims number and states they do not want to claim PIP. 

 

Step Action 

  



 
 

1 check if caller has received an invite to claim PIP by checking the benefit tab in CAMLite and questioning skills 

if they have not had an invite go to step 2 

if they have had an invite and have not made a claim to PIP go to step 3 

if they have had an invite and have made a claim to PIP signpost to PIP Enquiry Line on 0845  

8503322 to withdraw their claim and wrap up the call 

See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 

2 if they have not had an invite advise caller 

“People on Disability Living Allowance who are aged between 16 and 64 on 8 April 2013, or who reach age 16 

after that date, will receive a letter asking if they want to claim Personal Independence Payment. Until that 

time your Disability Living Allowance will continue and you do not need to take any further action. 

When you receive your letter it will explain how to make a claim for Personal Independence  

Payment and in what timescales. If, when you get that letter, you still choose not to claim  

Personal Independence Payment then you will need to tell us at that time.” and wrap up the call 

See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 



 

3 if they have had an invite (but not yet made a claim to PIP) advise caller 

“I need to advise you that if you decide not to claim Personal Independence Payment then your Disability 

Living Allowance will be stopped after two weeks and won’t be reinstated. This will end any agreement you 

may have under the Motability scheme and it could also affect any other benefits you may be entitled to. 

If you choose to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment your Disability Living allowance will 

continue until a decision is made on your Personal Independence Payment claim” 

do you understand what this means?” 

if no, explain process again and consider if vulnerable claimant 

if yes ask “would you like to claim personal independence payment? 

if they wish to claim PIP go to step 4 

if they do not wish to claim PIP go to step 5 

4 if they wish to claim PIP continue to manual checks and take data gather 

 

if they wish to claim PIP but do not want to make the claim now advise 

“You have already received a letter about making a claim to Personal Independence Payment you should 

ensure that you make the claim within the timescale shown on that letter” and wrap up the call 

See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 

5 if they do not wish to claim PIP advise 

“Thank you, I will now note on your record that you do not wish to claim Personal Independence Payment 

and take action to stop your Disability Living Allowance. You will receive a letter about this shortly.” 

create a ‘To Do’ task to the back office and input the information in the notes field – Claimant does not wish to 

claim PIP and wrap up the call 

See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 

Claimant wants reinstatement of DLA following termination 



 
24. A claimants DLA claim can be terminated if they have not complied with the reassessment process. A claimant can 

telephone the 0800 917 2222 New Claims number to request to have their claim reinstated, the agent will: 

Step Action 

1 complete a PIP new claim 

2 send a CAMLite ‘To Do’ task ‘reassessment case consider reinstatement of DLA and take information from the 

claimant as to why they were unable to make a claim to PIP 

See: How to create a task 

3 advise claimant 

We will consider reinstatement of Disability Living Allowance, and if a procedural error has been made by us 

will reinstate your Disability Living Allowance and will continue to pay you until a decision is made on your 

Personal Independence Payment claim. Your Disability Living  

Allowance will be reinstated only whilst you are making a claim to Personal Independence  

Payment, so there is no break in payment, and will not be reinstated indefinitely 

Try and encourage customer to make PIP claim i.e. explain it only takes up to 15 mins etc. 



 

 If customer refuses to continue 

At this stage we are unable to consider an extension so it is important that you make your claim as soon as 

you can. If you do not make your claim by the date on your letter, someone from the department will 

attempt to contact you by phone. 

Abusive caller Termination 

I am here to help you but I must advise you that I find your language offensive and unacceptable. If you want 

me to continue with this call please change your language. My instructions are to terminate this telephone 

conversation if you continue to speak to me in this way 

If the caller persists: 

If you continue to speak to me in this way I will terminate the call and Jobcentre Plus may take action against 

you for you offensive behaviour. 

If the caller is still abusive/offensive 

Despite my request you have continued being offensive. In accordance with my instructions I am now 

terminating this telephone call 

If a caller has used abusive/aggressive language/behaviour even if you are not offended and irrespective of 

whether the call was terminated:  

Obtain and complete form IF1 – verbal – Incident Assault Report from your Team Leader or on the Intranet. 

Claimant wants to relinquish DLA 

25. If the claimant phones the PIP new claim line and advises they want to end their DLA claim. The agent will signpost 

the claimant to DLA Helpline 0800 712 3456. 

PIPCS Communication Record 

26. The PIPCS communication record will show agents a record of all claimants’ inbound and / or outbound 

correspondence. Agents may find it useful to check the communication record list or use their questioning skills to 

establish if a reassessment invitation has been issued clerically. 

Note: some invites will not show in PIPCS communication record as they were issued manually. 

27. To view the PIPCS communication record list go to: Person/Prospect Person record > Contact Tab>  

Communication Tab> PIPCS communication record list displays 



 

Manual checks 

1. There are a number of manual checks that have to be completed to ascertain if the caller is able to claim PIP, the 

manual checks step and action box below fully cover all the actions required. Note: if you need to continue steps on the 

change in needs route or the self selector route you must ensure you have gone through the manual checks first 

Postcode check 

It is essential that the following postcodes are checked. Calls coming in from these postcodes should not be registered for 

PIP and should be provided with the relevant contact number: 

Northern Ireland – prefixed with ‘BT’ 

Isle of Man – prefixed with ‘IM’ 

Guernsey – prefixed with ‘GY’ ‘JY’ 

Jersey – prefixed with ‘GY’ ‘JY’ 

Northern Ireland New Claims Line 

Tel: 0800 0121573 

Textphone: 0800 0121574 

Isle of Man Social Security Scheme 

Disability Benefits Unit 

Department of Health and Social Security 

Markwell House 

Market Street 

Douglas 

Isle of Man IM1 2RZ 

Tel: 01624 685104 

Guernsey Social Security 

Guernsey Social Security Department 

Edward T Wheadon House 



 

Le Truchot 

St Peter Port 

Guernsey GY1 3WH 

Tel: 01481 732500 

Fax: 01481 732501 

Jersey Social Security 

Social Security Department 

PO Box 55 

La Motte Street 

St Helier 

Jersey JE4 8PE 

Tel: 01534 445505 Fax: 01534 445525 

Age Check 

2. PIP is for working age people age 16-64. For DLA claimants being reassessed for PIP they have to be: 

 age 64 on 08 April 2013 

 If DOB is after 08.04.48 the claimant was under 65 on 08 April 2013 and may need to be reassessed for PIP  

 If DOB is on or before 08.04.48 the claimant was aged 65 or over on 08 April 2013 and cannot be reassessed 

for PIP  

For information on Rising 16s see rising 16 reassessment NOTE: 

Advance claim claimants may be aged over 65. 

Benefit check 

3. The Benefits view displays details of the Office ID where ‘claim’ is held and the Benefit type for current live in scope 

benefits, data retrieved from CIS(Searchlight). It is essential that agents check this tab to establish whether or not there is 

a DLA or PIP ‘Interest’ or ‘Award’. 

4. Examples: 



 
DLA 

 DLA Interest Start date: End Date (if applicable)  

 DLA Award Care H Start Date End Date  

 DLA Award Mobility L Start Date End Date  

PIP 

 PIP Interest Start Date End Date  

 PIP Award Daily Living H Start Date End Date PIP Award Mobility H Start Date End Date  

Note: If the ‘end date’ is blank for DLA / PIP, this is an indefinite award. 

5. If a DLA interest displays, agents must confirm this with the caller/claimant and establish the status of the DLA claim i.e. is 

the claimant awaiting a new DLA claim decision or has DLA been disallowed. If the claimant is still waiting for a decision on 

their DLA claim they will have to wait until that decision has been made before they can make a claim to PIP. 

For more information see reassessment 

6. If a DLA award displays, agents must confirm if the claimant is a ‘Self Selector’, reporting a change of circumstances or 

have received an invitation to make a claim for PIP. 

For more information see reassessment 

7. If PIP Interest displays this means there may be outstanding action on the PIP New Claim. Agents to follow duplicate claim 

or advance claims action. 

Duplicate claims / Advance claims – new claim instructions 

8. If ‘PIP Award’ displays this means there is a current claim to PIP and agents must following either the ‘Duplicate claim’ or 

‘Advanced claim’ steps. 

Duplicate claims / Advance claims – new claim instructions 

9. If there is no DLA or PIP interest/award the agent will complete and submit the new claim 

Change in needs self selector or PIP invite check 

10. When a claimant has a DLA interest and has had a PIP Invite, the agent should treat as a reassessment claim and 

should check they are in scope using the postcode on the invite letter. Once an invite has been sent the claimant continues 

on the reassessment journey, even if they then move out of scope. 

11. When a claimant with a DLA interest reports a change in needs we check if they are in scope for reassessment by 

checking their award and using the BC and AP lot checker. 



 

See change in needs for more information 

12. A self selector is a person who is on DLA (but they are not waiting for a decision on their DLA claim), are aged 16 – 64 

and wants to claim PIP. 

If the (self selector) claimant contacts the New Claim 0800 917 2222 number and completes a claim for PIP and then 

advises the agent they wish to relinquish their DLA claim, the agent will advise the claimant that they will need to contact 

DLA on 0800 712 3456. If the self selector claimant wants to make a claim agents will check they meet the reassessment 

criteria and are in scope using the BC & AP Lot checker.  

See self selectors for more information 

Re use DLA Medical evidence 

1. On a reassessment claim, when the telephony agent gets to the ‘medical information’ part of the new claim data gather, 

in addition, they will have to ask the claimant if they wish to re use any DLA medical evidence 

See Re use DLA Medical evidence for scripting and step actions. 

Note: If the claimant is SRTI we will not be able to use medical evidence due to timescales. 

Note: if the claimant is insistent they want a paper claim form they will need to be made aware that they can re use DLA 

medical evidence See: request paper claim 

Manual checks step and action 

Step Action 

1 check the claimant is age 16 or under 65 on date of claim; 

if no and claimant is over 65 go to step 2 

if no and claimant is under 16 go to step 3 

if yes and claimant is aged 16 go to step 4 

if yes and claimant is over 16 and under 65 go to step 5 



 

2 when claimants age is over 65 check DOB and see if they have a DLA or PIP award/interest; 

if a PIP award/interest they could be making an advance claim See: 

advance claim see guidance on how to continue 

if no DLA award/interest signpost to claim AA on AA Service Centre 0800 605 6055 and wrap up the call 

See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 

if DLA award/interest is showing and DOB is after 08.04.48 the claimant was under 65 on 08 April  

2013 and may need to be reassessed for PIP go to postcode check at step 6 

if DLA award/interest showing and DOB is on or before 08.04.48 the claimant was aged 65 or over on 08 April 

2013 and cannot make a claim to PIP advise 

“Personal Independence Payment was introduced on 8th April 2013 and is a benefit for disabled people aged 

16 to 64. As you were aged 65 or over on 8th April 2013 the law states  

 

 you can’t get Personal Independence Payment” signpost to claim AA on AA Service Centre  

0800 605 6055 and wrap up the call 

See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 

3 when claimant is under 16 advise caller 

“The law says you cannot claim Personal Independence Payment until the child reaches 16. If you wish to 

claim disability benefit for a child, you should contact Disability Living Allowance” signpost to DLA for a child 

on gov.uk and DLA Helpline 0800 712 3456 and wrap up the call 

See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 



 

4 when claimant is age 16 check if they have a DLA benefit interest and if they have received a PIP invite 

if no DLA interest and they have not had a PIP Invite treat as PIP new claim and go to postcode check at step 6 

if yes they have a DLA interest and have had a PIP Invite treat as reassessment claim and go to check postcode 

at step 6 

if yes they have a DLA interest and have not had a PIP invite they could be SRTI and will be excluded from 

reassessment until nearer the time their existing fixed term award ends or until after 2017 if they have an 

indefinite award advise caller 

“We will be in contact on how to make a claim to PIP at a later date” signpost to DLA Helpline on 0800 712 

3456 and wrap up the call 

See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 

5 when claimant is over 16 and under 65 check for benefit interest 

if no benefit interest/award is showing go to postcode check at step 6 

if DLA interest or award showing this may be a reassessment claim go to postcode check at step 6 

if PIP interest or award showing this may be a; 

 duplicate claim see guidance on how to continue , or  

 advance claim see guidance on how to continue   

7 when a DLA interest is showing confirm with the claimant, and establish the status of the DLA claim; 

if the claimant is awaiting a new DLA claim decision advise 



 

 “Personal Independence Payment replaces Disability Living Allowance and you can’t claim both. Once a 

decision has been made on your DLA, you may be able to claim Personal  

Independence Payment instead. You’ll need to contact us again if this is what you decide to do” signpost to 

DLA Helpline 0800 712 3456 and wrap up the call. See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 

if the claimant has had DLA disallowed and they are under 65 on date of claim take PIP New Claim 

see link to new claim data gather 

if the claimant has had DLA disallowed and are over 65 on date of claim signpost to AA Service Centre 0800 605 

6055 

if the claimant has a DLA award establish if claimant has had a PIP Invite, is reporting a change in needs or is a 

self selector 

 if PIP invite go to step 8  

 if reporting change in needs (CiN) go to CiN step action  

 if self selector go to self selector step action  

8 REMEMBER at the medical information part of the reassessment claim data gather you will have to ask the 

claimant if they wish to reuse any DLA medical evidence 

see reuse DLA medical evidence reassessment 

Note: If the claimant is SRTI we will not be able to use medical evidence due to timescales 

Change in needs reassessment 

Step Action 

1 (continued from step 7 of manual checks step action) check if claimant’s DLA is a HR/HR award 

if yes go to step 2 

if no go to step 3 



 

2 if claimant has DLA HR/HR award check what type of change in needs (CiN) they are reporting; 

if they are reporting an improvement go to step 5 

if they are reporting now SRTI advise 

“As you already receive the highest rate of benefit you will not benefit from claiming Personal  

Independence Payment instead. You will receive an invite in the future informing you when you  

 

 should claim Personal Independence Payment but until then you will be able to keep your  

Disability Living Allowance. You will still need to report this change to Disability Living  

Allowance. Please phone the DLA Helpline on 0800 7 12 3456’and wrap up the call 

See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 

Note: if caller HR/HR and claims CiN is due to SRTI advise them to contact DLA Helpline immediately 

if their condition has got worse advise 

“As you already receive the highest rate for the care component and the higher rate for the mobility 

component, you will not benefit from reporting this change. You will receive an invitation in the future 

informing you when you should claim Personal Independence Payment” if the claimant still wishes to claim 

PIP go to 

self selector step action 

3 If the DLA award is not HR/HR or they are reporting an improvement 

check if claimant is in scope for reassessment by using the PIP BC & AP lot checker tool to confirm the claimants 

postcode 

if they are not in scope for reassessment go to step 4 

if they are in scope for reassessment go to step 5 



 

4 if they are out of scope advise 

“We have decided to gradually introduce Personal Independence Payment for existing DLA claimants into 

just a small area that we can monitor. Since you don’t live in this area, we can’t take your claim to Personal 

Independence Payment at this time and your DLA will continue.  

We’ll contact you again at a later date about making a claim to Personal Independence Payment.” signpost to 

DLA Helpline 0800 712 3456 and wrap up the call. 

See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 

Note: if caller claims CiN is due to SRTI advise them to contact DLA Helpline immediately 

5 if the DLA award is not HR/HR or they are reporting an improvement advise claimant 

“As we no longer take a change of circumstances affecting Disability Living Allowance you will now have to 

make a claim to Personal independence Payment. This means the amount you will receive in the future could 

change to a higher or lower rate, last for a longer or shorter time, stay the same or stop altogether. Your 

Disability Living Allowance will continue to be paid until a decision is made on your Personal Independence 

Payment” go to: 

 I want to claim Personal Independence Payment for myself and note step 6 

Note: if claimant insists on a paper claim form 

See paper claim for reassessment case for additional scripting on re use DLA medical evidence 

Note: if the claimant indicates they now do not want to report their CiN advise “As you’ve told the department 

that your needs have changed [the law says] we have to invite you to claim PIP and cannot treat the change 

of circumstances as applying to DLA. You can choose to claim PIP or not but in either event your DLA will 

stop” if the claimant decides to not continue with the call create a To Do task ‘REASSESSMENT CASE in scope, 

change in needs reported, issue invite’ 

6 Remember at the medical information part of the reassessment claim data gather you will have to ask the 

claimant if they wish to reuse any DLA medical evidence, unless they are SRTI 

see reuse DLA medical evidence reassessment 

Note:  If the claimant is SRTI we will not be able to use medical evidence due to timescales 

Self selector reassessment 

Step Action 



 

1 (continued from step 7 of manual checks step action) check if self selector claimant is in scope for reassessment 

by using the PIP BC & AP lot checker tool to confirm the claimants postcode 

if claimant not in scope go to step 2 

if claimant in scope go to step 3 

2 if claimant not in scope to self select advise 

“We have decided to gradually introduce Personal Independence Payment for existing DLA customers into 

just a small area that we can monitor. Since you don’t live in this area, we can’t take your claim to Personal 

Independence Payment at this time and your DLA will continue.  

We’ll contact you again at a later date about making a claim to Personal Independence Payment” and wrap up 

the call. 

See: Wrap up SmartScript – New Claim Telephony 

Note: If the claimant wishes to relinquish their DLA claim, you should signpost claimant to DLA  

Helpline on 0800 712 3456 

3 if claimant in scope to self select advise 

“If you make a claim to Personal Independence Payment today the amount you receive in  

 

 future could change to a higher or lower rate, last for a longer or shorter time, stay the same or stop 

altogether. You can make a claim today or you can wait and we’ll contact you at a later date about making a 

claim to Personal Independence Payment” if the claimant agrees the claim can be taken note step 4 and see; 

Link: I want to claim Personal Independence Payment for myself 

Link: I want to claim Personal Independence Payment for someone else 

Note: If claimant insists on a paper claim form See paper claim for reassessment case for additional scripting on 

re use DLA medical evidence 

4 Remember at the medical information part of the reassessment claim data gather you will have to ask the 

claimant if they wish to reuse any DLA medical evidence, unless they are SRTI see reuse  

DLA medical evidence reassessment and Re use DLA Medical evidence 

Note: If the claimant is SRTI we will not be able to use medical evidence due to timescales 

  



 

03 PIP New Claim telephony data gather 

PIP new claim and DLA reassessment 

1. The telephony agent will be ready to take the PIP claim once they have gone through the necessary SmartScripts in 

CAMLite see: Inbound call and Security smartscript and the manual checks see: Manual checks step actions 

2. When a reassessment case has been identified the new claim can be taken as usual. 

Remember: Reassessment new claims are asked if they would like to re use any DLA medical evidence. 

Note: If the claimant is SRTI we will not be able to use medical evidence due to timescales see:  

Reassessment re use DLA medical evidence 

3. If a reassessment claimant does not have bank details to hand we can ask their permission to use the  

DLA account details held in DLACS, see: How we pay you. For further information on reassessment see: DLA reassessment 

new claims  

Subpages 

• Unable to launch the IEG script  

• Identification of the caller - CAMLite script  

• IEG Script ‘Welcome’ Landing page  

• Welcome Scripts  

• SRTI – DS1500  

• Medical information  

• Reassessment re use DLA medical evidence  

• Pre consent – Third party agreement  

• Additional support  

• Consent and Declaration  

• How we pay you  

• About you – Claimant Details  

• Motability consent not SRTI  

• Going out and moving around – SRTI  

• About you and your address  

• Summary  

• Submit application  

• About you – External Party  

• Thank you  

• About you ‘External Party’ contact details  



 

• Reinstatement of DLA request following termination  

• Third party claiming for someone else SRTI  

• Claimant wants DLA reinstating  

• DLA Reassessment - Claimant requesting more time after receiving PIP invite letter  

• Alternative formats  

• Duplicate Claims and Advance Claims  

• Nationality - Working and living abroad  

• New Claims Desk Aide - Persons of Northern Ireland(PNI) and Third Country Nationals (TCN)  

• Requests paper form  

• Non mandatory information protecting date of claim  

• Working and living abroad Residence and Presence  

• Claimant or Caller needs to break off the call  

• Working and living abroad any other income  

• Multiple Claims on a single call  

• About being in hospital or hospice  

• Incomplete Data Gather  

• Remember: Actions or To Do Tasks following data gather  

• About being in a care or nursing home sheltered housing residential college or hostel  

Unable to launch the IEG script 

  

1. A workaround is in place if CCS agents are unable to launch IEG script through CAMLite. In some instances, when 

CCS agents are trying to launch the IEG script in CAMLite to complete the PIP claim, they are prevented from continuing 

See: Launching PIPCS application homepage 

2. The agent should access the electronic version of the blank PDF claim form via desktop icon and complete the PIP 

claim with the claimant. The agent must follow the sequence of questions in the claim form and read out the legal 

mandatory text paragraphs for: 

• Consent  

• Bank details (How we pay you)  

• Finding out how much we have paid into the account  

• If we pay you too much money  

• Declaration  

Note: remember to check you have recorded the claimants answer correctly. 

3. Print off the PIP claim locally and send to the relevant Service centre in a purple polylope via internal courier on an 

individual basis. 



 
4.Service Centre contacts and courier addresses 

Service Centre  Contact and Address  

Telford for Blackpool 

Service Centre 

  

Bootle 

 

Bristol at Blackpool  

Chorlton for Scotland  

OU 

 

  

Wales  

Yorkshire  

   



 

Identification of the caller - CAMLite script  

  

1. The Department will not allow a claim to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) unless it is the claimant or an authorised 

representative, for example Appointee, Power of Attorney or Deputy (Scotland) When the claimant does not need to be 

present. There are three relationship types covered where they may not be legal representatives are: 

• ‘I want to be an appointee’ (which once selected will be picked up in the back office)  

• ‘I am a third party who is claiming for somebody else under Special rules for terminal illness’  

• ‘I am a third party who is claiming for someone else'  

2. If a third party contacts the Department to make a PIP New Claim: 

For External party 

Script: ‘You can claim for someone else if one of the following applies to you; 

• You have already been legally appointed to receive and deal with their benefits because you are a benefit appointee, 

a deputy or hold a Power of Attorney’  

• You want to be appointed to receive and deal with someone’s benefits because the person you are claiming for is too 

ill or disabled to claim for themselves  

For Third party SRTI 

Script: ‘You are claiming for someone under the special rules for terminally ill people. These rules are for people who have a 

progressive disease and are not expected to live for longer than six months’. 

‘You are helping someone to make a claim, you are not legally appointed to deal with their benefits and you do not wish 

to be'.  

Note: The claimant does not need to be present during the call. 

For third party not SRTI 

Note: A third party can make a call as an authorised representative, for example friend/relative or Citizen Advice Bureau 

(CAB). The claimant must be present on the call. 

3. Agents must ask probing questions during the CAMLite inbound call smart script to ensure they know exactly who they 

are speaking to and to ensure this is logged correctly. 

4. If the caller type is marked incorrectly in the CAMLite inbound call smart script, agents should wrap up the call using 

Case resolution type ‘Not Pursued’ and immediately call the claimant / caller back to complete the New Claims data 

gather. 



 
5. If agents only realise the caller type is incorrect once they have accessed the Data Gather in PIPCS agents should 

exit the Script and wrap up the call as above.  

   

  

IEG Script ‘Welcome’ Landing page  

1. The agent will launch ‘PIPCS’ from within CAMLite and start the data gather form the applications list page, see: 

Launching PIPCS application homepage 2. A new page will appear: 

  

3. For the question: ‘Is the claim GB or Northern Ireland?’. The drop down list will be: 

• GB or  

• NI  

4. For the question: ‘Is the claim under Special Rules for terminally ill?’. The drop down list will be: 

• Yes or  

• No  

Note: The Special rules question is defaulted to ‘No’. You will need to select ‘Yes’ from the drop down. 

5. For the question: ‘Who is calling to claim PIP?’. The drop down list will be: 

• Claimant  

• Third Party and  

• External Party  

6. If, External party is selected the question ‘who is the External party’ will appear with a drop down box which will list the 

type of external party that has called, for example ‘Appointee’. Select the appropriate external party. 



 

Welcome Scripts  

  

1. There are three new Welcome script pages that could be displayed depending on the answers previously given and 

who is calling. 

These could be: 

• The Claimant, External Party or Third Party not SRTI  

• The Claimant, External Party SRTI  

• Third Party SRTI  

Example: This screen shot is the script displayed for if the claimant, External party or Third party not SRTI 

   

  

SRTI – DS1500 

  

1. We have Special Rules for Terminally Ill (SRTI) people making a claim to PIP; it is for claimants with a progressive disease 

who are not expected to live for longer than six months. Claims will be fast tracked so decisions and payment, where 

appropriate, will be issued promptly although timescales should not be given. 

2. The DS1500 page will display after the welcome script if ‘Yes’ has been selected on the IEG landing page to the question, 

‘Is the claim being made under Special Rules for terminally ill’. 



 
3. The DS1500 is a report about their medical condition. Claimants won’t have to pay for it. Claimants can ask the doctor’s 

receptionist, a nurse or a social worker or a Macmillan nurse to arrange it for them.  

Claimants don’t have to see the doctor. 

4. The Assessment Provider’s (AP) Health Professional (HP) gives advice on this. 

  

5. The question ‘Can I ask what your main health condition is please?’. The response will be free text up to 200 characters. 

6. The question ‘Have you been given a DS1500. It is a report about your medical condition from your doctor or consultant 

and it will help to support your claim?’ – will have drop down: 

• Yes or  

• No  

7. If the claimant answers ‘No’ – PIPCS will be updated that ‘DS1500 not expected’ 

8. Script: ‘Ask your doctor’s receptionist, a nurse or consultant to arrange it for you. It is free and you do not have to see the 

doctor. They may be able to send it to us, or if they give it to you, ask for a reply envelope and post it to us straightaway. 

9. If the claimant answers ‘Yes’ – PIPCS will be updated that ‘DS1500 expected’ 

10. Script: ‘Have you, your doctor or consultant sent this to us already?  

11. If the claimant answers ‘Yes’ 

Script: ‘Thank You’ 

12. If the claimant answers ‘No/Don’t know’ 



 

Script: ‘Ask your doctor's receptionist, a nurse or consultant to send it to us, or if they give it to you, ask for a reply 

envelope and post it to us straightaway’ 

13. Optional: If customer states they have report but no envelope and/or need the address 

14. Script: ‘I will give you the freepost address to send the form to. Make a note of the address exactly as  

I read it to you to make sure we get the form quickly’ 

15. Agent note: check caller has a way of noting the address, you should not assume pen and paper. 

16. The address is: 

FREEPOST DWP PIP 10 

  

  

Medical information 

  

1. You must read the following: 

For the claimant: 

2. Script: ‘These next questions are about the people that support you, and the help you need. 

3. Non SRTI Script: ‘You will be able to give me the details of up to two people during this call. You will be able to give more 

in the form we will send you after this call’. 

4.Non SRTI Script: ‘Thinking about your long term health condition, which health professional knows most about your 

daily living and mobility needs? For example, a, hospital doctor, specialist nurse or your GP’. 

5.SRTI Script: ‘Which healthcare professional knows most about your condition and how it is affecting you?’  For example, 

a, hospital doctor, specialist nurse or your GP’. 

6. Agent to complete the PIPCS screens by asking the following questions.  

• ‘What is their name?  

• Can I take the postcode and name of the surgery/hospital/place they work?  

• Do you know their phone number?  

7. Script: ‘Would you like to tell me about anyone else who supports you and knows about how your condition affects you 

and the help you need?’ 



 
8. Optional: ‘For example a community psychiatric nurse, occupational therapist, support worker, social worker, 

counsellor, carer, or family member or friend’ 

If you are SRTI Dedicated Claim Team use this link for additional script 

  

9. Script: ‘Can I take the postcode and name of the surgery/hospital/place they work?’ Do you know their phone number? 

10. Help text is available to give advice on providing an address for a Healthcare Professional. 

11. If the claimant has difficulties giving this information advise them that they can find the address on letters from their GP 

or the hospital. Don’t worry if the claimant doesn’t know as you will be able to continue with the claim.   Enter the 

number or name of the property and the postcode and select ‘Continue’. 

12. If the claimant doesn’t know the postcode make sure you check the box for ‘I don’t know the postcode’. 

Search results 

13. Results from QAS will be shown here. All potential matching addresses will be selectable. Ask the claimant / appointee 

to confirm the address before selecting any radio buttons. 

Address 

14. If quick search address (QAS) finds the address, the address fields will be auto-populated. Use the first line if you 

want to add a property name, letter box or flat number. Check the address. If you want to change it please type 

over it. 

15. If the postcode was unknown QAS will not display any matching addresses instead an error message will display 

advising the address details must be entered manually. The telephony agent can use the Royal Mail Postcode Finder 

if a caller is unable to provide a postcode see: Find a Postcode if still unable to find a postcode create a CAMLite ‘To 

Do’ Task see: How to create a task and note details of the address 

16. The postcode is not mandatory at this stage.  

  

Reassessment re use DLA medical evidence 

Using DLA evidence Agent Supporting Narrative 

1. When taking a reassessment new claim for PIP, agents will read the script to the claimant at the medical evidence 

stage to ascertain if they would like to re use any DLA medical evidence. 

Note: If the claimant is SRTI we will not be able to re use DLA medical evidence due to timescales. For more information 

on what we mean by DLA medical evidence see: Re use DLA medical evidence 



 

  

Step Action 

1 Note: If the claimant is SRTI we will not be able to use medical evidence due to timescales 

Script: ’Personal Independence Payment’ (PIP) is a new benefit for you and we will be asking you to send us any 

supporting information about how your condition affects you. Once you complete a claim over the phone (In 

writing if paper claim requested) you will receive a ‘How your disability affects you’ PIP2 form to complete. 

When you return the PIP2 you can include any medical or supporting evidence you think may help us. You will 

then be referred to an Assessment Provider who may gather further medical evidence 

Would you like us to also use any medical evidence we still hold from your previous DLA claim?’ 

see: What is DLA medical evidence 

if No go to step 2 

if Yes go to step 3 

2 if No  

Script: ‘Thank you. We will just use the information that you send us with your form to help us make our 

decision. If DLA medical evidence is held, it may still be used at a future point during your claim’ 

3 if Yes there is specific medical evidence ask the claimant; 

Script: ‘Do you know what that evidence was when it was obtained?' 

see: What is DLA medical evidence 

they may respond in various ways: 

• if claimant provides specific DLA medical evidence details go to step 4  

 

 if claimant does not know specific DLA medial evidence go to step 5  

if claimant wants to reuse all DLA medical evidence go to step 6  

if claimant wants a copy of all DLA medical evidence go to step 7  



 

4 claimant provides specific DLA medical evidence advise claimant; 

Script: 'We can obtain your DLA file and ensure this medical evidence is taken into account. Due to 

requirements under the Data Protection Act and our document retention procedures, previous evidence may 

not be available. If evidence is still on your file we will ensure that it is taken into account.' 

Note: The details of the specific DLA medical evidence and continue with the claim, once the claim is submitted 

create a CAMLite ‘To do’ task with the details of the specific DLA medical evidence in the notes field, see: How 

to create a task 

5 claimant does not know specific DLA medical evidence advise 

Script: 'Unfortunately we need you to tell us what evidence you want us to use or if you can’t please be 

assured once we receive your PIP2 form we will obtain any evidence that is required to make your PIP 

decision'. continue with the claim 

Note: The claimant may ask for all DLA medical evidence to be used; go to step 6, or wish to see copies of DLA 

medical evidence; go to step 7 

6 claimant wants to reuse DLA medical evidence advise claimant; 

Script: 'We will call your DLA file and ensure the medical evidence is taken into account. Due to requirements 

under the Data Protection Act and our document retention procedures, previous evidence may not be available. 

If evidence is still on your file we will ensure that it is taken into account.' 

continue with the claim 

once the claim is submitted create a CAMLite ‘To do’ task to advise that all medical evidence in the DLA file to 

be used, see: How to create a task 

7 claimant wants a copy of all their DLA medical evidence advise claimant; 

Script:  'We can send you a copy of the medical evidence we have on your DLA file. Due to requirements under 

the Data Protection Act and our document retention procedures, previous evidence may not be available. If 

evidence is still on your file we will ensure that it is taken into account. On the covering letter we send you with 

the copy of your DLA medical evidence you will be given a date by which you must let us know if you want to 

use any of the information for your  

 



 

 Personal Independence claim.' 

continue with the claim 

once the claim is submitted create a CAMLite ‘To do’ task to advise that claimant requests copy of all DLA 

medical evidence on, see: How to create a task 

Pre consent – Third party agreement  

  

1. If a Third party is calling to make a claim to PIP, not SRTI. The following page will appear to enable handoff to the 

claimant to agree consent and declaration: 

   

Additional support  

  

1. The additional support section does not display if: 

• the claim is being made under SRTI  

• the claim is being made by a PAB / third party  



 

  

2. You must ask the following questions ‘When we ask Would you normally ask someone to help you complete forms and 

understand letters?’ There is a drop down: 

• Yes or  

• No  

3. If the claimant answers ‘Yes’ the next mandatory question will display ‘Who will you ask to help you’.  

This is a free text field of 200 characters which will be automatically copied into Contact Notes in PIPCS. 

4. Ask the next mandatory question ‘Do you have difficulty understanding information that we may send to you due to your 

health condition or disability? 

5. If the answer is: 

• Yes, this will automatically flag ‘Potential additional support required’.  

• No  

Note: there has been a change to the script that does not show on the data gather script, ‘It could mean anxiety or 

depression’ has been replaced with ‘It could mean severe depression’ See: Additional Support Script 

6. It is mandatory to answer the question if it is asked. 

Remember to adapt the conversation to the needs of the individual repeating any information where necessary see: 

Vulnerable claimants. Advise the claimant if they think they will need any help or support with completing the form to 

contact a local support organisation as soon as possible to arrange help. 

  



 

Consent and Declaration  

  

Consent for GP or the people or organisations to share information about you. 

  

1. You must read the following to the claimant: 

  

2. The consent question is Mandatory and must be answered either ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ 

  

Declaration 

3. There are two new Declaration script pages that could be displayed depending on the answers previously given and who is 

calling. 

These could be: 

• The Claimant, External Party SRTI  

• The Claimant, External Party or Third Party not SRTI  

Note: for third party not SRTI there is an additional sentence telling the claimant they can hand the call back to the third 

party. 

4. The CCS agent must read out the declaration wording to the claimant: 



 
  

  

5. Help text:  Examples of changes in your circumstances that you need to tell us about are: 

• Your health condition or disability improves or gets worse  

• You go into hospital, a hospice, a care home or somewhere like this.  

• You change address  

• You go abroad for more than 4 weeks   

  

How we pay you 

  

1.Help text is available giving further information on payments. 

2. The ‘How we pay you’ mandatory text is not on the claim form.  The CCS agent must read this wording to the claimant. 

Read the statement on the screen as follows: 

3. Mandatory Script: ‘We ask for your account details before we decide on a claim so we can pay you straight away if are 

awarded PIP’. 

Optional: By account we mean a bank, building society, or credit union account. 

4. Script: ‘It is very important you give me the correct details so that any payments you are due are not delayed or lost’. 

‘Can you give us your account details now?’  



 

5. If claimant answers: 

• Yes complete PIPCS  

6. Script: ‘What is the name of the account holder exactly as it is shown on the card, cheque book or statement? 

• What is the sort code?  

• Can you now tell me the account number?  

• Can I take the roll or reference number? (only for building society accounts)  

You must tell us straightaway if your account details change by contacting us on the number I gave you earlier’ 

7. If the claimant answers: 

• No  

8. Script: ‘Please contact us on the number I gave you earlier when you have the account details. Any money you are due 

will be delayed until you do this’. 

Reassessment claimant 

9. If the reassessment claimant does not have their bank details to hand during the call, with the claimant's permission, 

the agent can create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ task to transpose the bank details held for their DLA payments. 

10. Script: ‘We may currently pay your DLA payments into a bank account, would you like the department to use the same 

bank details for your PIP claim?’ 

11. If claimant answers: 

• Yes  

12. Script: ‘Please be aware that once a decision has been given following your claim to PIP we will use these details to 

make any PIP payments due. 

13. Create a CAMLite’ To Do’ Task and note ‘claimant agrees we can use bank account details held in DLACS’ 

14. If claimant answers: 

• No  

15. Script: ‘Please contact us on the number I gave you earlier when you have the account details Any money you are due 

will be delayed until you do this’ 



 
Note: The agent does not read out: ‘Finding out how much we’ve paid into the account’ or ‘If we pay you too much 

money’.  These statements have been removed from the script.  The screens will be updated at a future date. 

How we pay you - account details 

16. Enter the sort code, account number, building society roll or reference number, if they have one. If they tell you the 

wrong account details their payment may be delayed or they may lose their money. 

17. The name of the account holder will need to be recorded exactly as it is shown on the debit card, chequebook or 

statement. 

18. Confirm what type of account it is, drop down options: 

• Default to UK account  

• If the claimant is living outside the UK they can choose to have their benefit paid directly into a UK account or an 

overseas account  

• Enter the sort code  

• Account number  

• Building Society roll or reference number – if Claimants are using a building society account they may need to tell us 

a roll or reference number. This may be a mix of letters and numbers, and may be up to eighteen characters long.  

19. The system / Bank Wizard will try and validate this information. Select ‘Continue’ 

20. This screen will only appear if incorrect details given in Bank Wizard select the ‘Back’ button and check the details and 

then select ‘Continue’. 

21. If the claimant has an overseas account: select account type ‘Overseas’.  The agent will be asked to input the 

International Bank Account number (IBAN). The IBAN is a mix of letters and numbers.  The claimant can find the IBAN 

on their statement. 

22. Bank Identification code (Swift BIC), the claimant can usually find the Swift BIC on their statement. If the Swift BIC is not 

on their statement, they will need to contact their bank for help. The claimant will be contacted again for their account 

details. 

23. Once the claimant has provided their bank details it’s important that all the information is recorded accurately.  If the 

Claimant gives the wrong account details their payment may be delayed or they may lose their money. 

  

  

About you – Claimant Details  

  



 

1. If details have not been pre-populated gather details completing all mandatory and non-mandatory sections such as title, 

surname or family name, forename, any other name used for correspondence, any previous surnames, DOB and gender.   

2. A new change means that the following will now be displayed: 

• Name 1  

• Name 2  

• Requested name  

You should only make changes when absolutely necessary. 

See: Explanation of Name 1 and Name 2 

Note: Captain, Major and Colonel are also available as a title, they must not be used see: Service Ranks and Decorations  

3. A claimant may ask to be known by a different name, this should be recorded in the ‘Requested Name’ field, see: 

Requested name. When a requested name is put into PIPCS any correspondence will be addressed as per the name 

written within that field, therefore it is important the title, forename, and surname is written in full in the ‘Requested 

Name’ field, For example: 

Title: Mr 

Forename John 

Surname Smith 

Requested Name Mr John Smith OBE 

4. The ‘Requested Name’ field should be used when a claimant: 

• has a title other than Mr, Mrs, Miss, Ms, Dr, Rev, Sir, Lady, Lord, Professor, Dame, Other.  

Note: Captain, Major and Colonel are also available as a title, they must not be used please see service ranks and 

decorations below 

• requests a particular style of address for example ‘The Warden of St Anne’s’  

• requests suffixes to be appended to their name for example ‘Sir John Smith OBE’  

• requests to be known by another name for example ‘Miss Mary Brown’ to be known as ‘Miss Jennifer Brown’.  

Note: using requested name field is not appropriate for shortened versions of a name for example ‘Christopher’, wants to be 

known as ‘Chris’ 

Service ranks and decorations 

5. Should a claimant ask for a requested name to include a military service rank or decoration please advise the claimant; 



 
Script: ‘Due to ongoing terrorist activity in the United Kingdom and overseas, the Ministry of Defence has decided to 

leave service rank and decorations off all correspondence. They have asked that this department do the same. 

Correspondence from this department will not include any rank or decoration.  This has been applied to all British 

service personnel, retired or not, and also to anyone with military connections.’ 

6. The ‘Gender’ question is mandatory and has two drop down options: 

• Male or  

• Female  

Note: CIS (Searchlight)will populate the PIP IEG script as male / female and the claimant states otherwise; the agent will 

leave the pre-populated value as it appears in the IEG script and complete the claim for PIP. After the claim is 

submitted the agent will create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ task see: How to create a task and in the notes field enter the 

following information: ‘Claimant has stated their gender is xxxx and the pre-populated value is xxxx.’ Continue with the 

claim.  

Motability consent not SRTI  

  

1. You must tell the claimant about Motability and get their consent. 

2. Optional ‘The information we send you is a leaflet that explains how the Motability Scheme may be able to help you’. 

   

 Going out and moving around – SRTI 

  

1. Mobility questions are only asked for SRTI. Using the script advise the claimant that they may get the mobility 

component of Personal Independence Payment if they have difficulty moving or need help to get around. 



 

2. There are four mandatory questions within this section that need to be answered if the claimant is claiming under the 

special rules. 

3. Examples have been provided when taking a new claim to PIP to give a better understanding of the Mobility 

component descriptors. This will help agents to handle SRTI calls more confidently. 

4. For each question in ‘Going out and moving around’ there will be a link to the relevant example. 

5. Script: ‘I am now going to ask you some questions about your mobility and the help you may need getting around’. 

Question 1  

6. Script: ‘Do you need someone else to plan any journey for you that you wish to take’? 

Optional: ‘By help we mean someone else needs to work out the route for you, which bus you need to get, or what time 

to get it?’ 

7. For further information see: Question 1 Drop down options: 

• Yes  

• No  

• Sometimes 

  

Question 1 Example: 

8. Jane walks by herself to the local shops and back. She also gets the bus to the doctor’s surgery on her own. She can go 

on her own if her appointment is around the same time. If she is given a later appointment, she can’t work out what 

time she needs to get the bus and her sister has to plan it for her and tell her what time to leave the house to get to the 

bus stop. 

9. Jane has not been to her local library before. If she wanted to go, she would need her sister to plan the route for her, 

including which bus to get, what time to get the bus and where to get off. 

10. Jane therefore needs someone else to plan a journey and the answer to question 1 should be yes. 

Question 2 

11. Script: ‘Do you have difficulties following the route of a familiar journey’? 

For example do you need? 

• another person with you  

• an assistance dog or  

• aids such as a white stick  



 
Optional: Do you need someone with you to make sure you are safe? For example, to help you cross any roads? 

12. For further information see: Question 2 Drop down options: 

• Yes  

• No  

• Sometimes  

Question 2 examples: 

Q2a Example – needs aids 

13. Peter is visually impaired. He knows his route to work, to the supermarket, to the gym and other places he goes to 

frequently. He uses a long cane when he is outdoors to help him find his way. 

14. Peter therefore needs an aid to follow the route of a familiar journey and his answer to question 2 should be yes. 

Q2b Example – needs another person 

15. Samantha has learning difficulties. She is physically able to get around and can remember how to get to a few simple 

places such as the local shop and her friend’s house, but she lacks an awareness of danger. If she went out on her own, 

Samantha might put herself in danger, for example she has previously stepped out into busy traffic when her mother 

wasn’t watching. 

16. To ensure her safety, Samantha therefore needs assistance from another person to follow the route of a familiar 

journey and her answer to question 2 should be yes. 

Question 3 

17. Script: ‘Do you have difficulty walking short distances of up to 50 metres’? 

This is about the length of five buses. For further information see: Question 3 

Drop down options: 

• Yes  

• No  

• Sometimes  

Note: if the answer to this question is No then the agent selects No to question 4    

18. The answer to this should be Yes if the claimant says they can walk the distance but: 

• they are in a lot of pain;  

• they are very breathless;  



 

• they can’t repeat it as often as they would like to; or  

• it would take them a long time to walk that distance  

19. If you are not sure whether any of the above applies, for example, if you are not sure what the claimant means by ‘a 

long time’, you should mark the answer as ‘Yes’. The Health Professional will then investigate further. 

Question 3 example difficulty with 50 metres no difficulty with 20 metres 

20. As a result of his treatment, John becomes very tired following any physical activity. He can repeatedly walk a short 

distance, for example between his house and the car which is around 15 metres. He can also walk longer distances over 

50 metres or more – for example he can manage to walk round the supermarket to get a small basket of shopping, but 

after doing so he is so tired he cannot walk more than the short distance between the car and the house again that 

day. 

21. John therefore has difficulty walking distances up to 50 metres but does not have difficulties walking distances up to 20 

metres. His answer to question 3 should be yes, but his answer to question 4 should be no. 

Question 4 

22. Script: ‘Do you have difficulty walking short distances of up to 20 metres’? 

This is about the length of two buses. For further information see: Question 4 Drop down options: 

• Yes  

• No  

• Sometimes  

23. The answer to these questions should be ‘Yes’ if the claimant says they can walk the distance but: 

• they are in a lot of pain;  

• they are very breathless;  

• they can’t repeat it as often as they would like to; or  

• it would take them a long time to walk that distance  

24. If you are not sure whether any of the above apply, for example. if you are not sure what the claimant means by ‘a long 

time’, you should mark the answer as ‘Yes’. The Health Professional will then investigate further. 

25. If the claimant / third party doesn’t know the answer to a mobility question, Select ‘Sometimes’.  

Select ‘Continue’. 

26. If the claimant / third party cannot answer the mobility questions with either ‘Yes’ ‘No’ ‘Sometimes’ and they don’t 

know, the agent will create a ‘To Do’ task to advise to update the medical evidence screen comments box with a note 

to say the caller did not know the mobility questions. 



 
Question 4 Example difficulty with 50 metres and 20 metres 

27. Patrick can stand and walk a few steps using two walking sticks. He sometimes uses his sticks to move between rooms 

in his flat – for example, between the bedroom and living room – but it causes him a lot of pain and he cannot repeat it 

more than a few times a day. When he is indoors he generally stays in one room as much as possible. He has a manual 

wheelchair which he uses when outdoors. When he needs to go out, Patrick uses his sticks to stand and transfer into 

his wheelchair. He is unable to selfpropel his wheelchair very far and his wife usually pushes him. 

Patrick therefore has difficult walking distances up to 50 and 20 metres and his answer to questions 3 & 4 should be 

'Yes'. 

  

  

About you and your address 

  

1. ‘Help Text’ will need to be selected if the claimant is homeless. 

2. If the claimant is homeless, the agent should tick the box next to: 

‘If you are homeless or you don’t have a permanent address’ 

Select ‘Continue’ and do not ask any further questions on this screen. 

3. For all other claimants address’s details in data gather you do not have to ask if they live in England,  

Northern Ireland, Scotland or Wales 

Note: Do not select ‘Great Britain’ 

4. Select ‘Yes’ from the drop down options unless told otherwise. Enter the number or the name of the property and the 

postcode. 

Select ‘Continue’. 

Search results 

5. Results from Quick Address Search (QAS) will be shown here. All potential matching addresses will be selectable. Ask the 

claimant to confirm the address. Select ‘Continue’. 

6. If QAS locates the address, the address fields will be auto-populated. Use the first line to add a house name, letter box or 

flat number. Check the address and if any changes required type over it. 



 

7. If the postcode was unknown QAS will not display any matching addresses instead an error message will display advising 

the address details must be entered manually. Confirm if the Department can write to them at this address. Drop down 

options: 

• Yes or  

• No  

Select ‘Continue’ 

Correspondence address – the address we can write to. 

8. There are two reasons for completing this correspondence address screen: 

• If ‘No’ was selected at the stage where you asked ‘can we write to you at this address’?  

• If you are homeless or don’t have a permanent address box is ticked  

9. If the claimant advises that they are a person without an address (PWA) the agent will advise the claimant that they (the 

claimant) can arrange for letters to be sent to their local Jobcentre Plus Office. The agent will then locate the nearest 

Jobcentre with the claimant via ‘FIND’. The telephony agent enters the address on the IEG script and completes the claim. 

10. If the claimant advises that they have no fixed abode (NFA) the agent will ask for a correspondence address. If the 

claimant gives a correspondence address the agent will enter this on the IEG script and complete the claim. 

11. If the claimant cannot give a correspondence address the agent will advise the claimant that they cannot continue 

with the claim. The agent will inform the claimant that the information will be kept on the system for one calendar month 

and the claimant can resume the claim when they provide a correspondence address. 

12. For address details in data gather you do not have to ask if they live in England, Northern Ireland, Scotland or 

Wales. 

Note: Do not select ‘Great Britain’ 

13. Select ‘Yes’ from the drop down options unless told otherwise. Enter the number or the name of the 

correspondence address and the postcode. Select ‘Continue’. 

Search results 

14. Results from QAS will be shown here for the correspondence address. All potential matching addresses will be 

selectable. Ask the claimant to confirm the address. Select ‘Continue’. 

Address we can write to 

15. If QAS locates the address, the address fields will be auto-populated. Use the first line if you want to add a house name, 

letter box or flat number. Please check the address and if the claimant needs to change any details please type over it. 



 
16. If QAS does not locate the address a message will display ‘Sorry, we could not find your address.  

Please enter the address below’. 

17. Make sure that the correspondence address is completed if ‘homeless’ or ‘doesn’t have a permanent address’ is selected. 

Select ‘Continue’. 

Phone number type drop down options 

18. Help text is available for selecting types of contact and Textphone (for people with speech or hearing difficulties): 

• Home  

• Mobile  

• Text phone  

• Work  

19. Ask the claimant to give us a number where we can contact or leave a message. Record the phone numbers 

including the dialling code in the box provided and use the box next to this to enter what type of phone number it is. Only 

one of each type can be selected, the first number given will be the primary number. 

20. Follow the script to ask if there are any other phone numbers we can contact them on and record them in the 

same way. 

Note: you can only record one of each ‘type’. 

21. Textphones don’t receive text messages from mobile phones. They are for people who cannot speak or hear 

clearly. Select ‘Continue’.  

Summary 

1. A summary of all the information captured in the call will display. This does not need to be read back to the claimant. 

If you have been informed of any changes during the claim you can make any changes at this stage. 

A statement of details will not be issued to the claimant. Select ‘Continue’ 

Note: If the warning “Later contact details held. Confirm contact details are correct with caller”, is output on the 

summary page, it will not stop progression through the IEG and is solely intended to highlight to the user that the 

contact details held for the claimant may not be the most current 

Submit application 

  

1. Data Gather is completed and the Personal Independence Payment Part 1 (PIP Pt1) has been submitted see: Wrap 

up SmartScript 



 

2. If a Statement of Details is requested following the submission of the PIP New claim, inform the caller/claimant 

that you will ask the Benefit Centre to send them a copy of the details. The agent will create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ task,  see: 

How to create a task and in the ‘Notes’ field enter the reason ‘Statement of Details’ requested. 

About you – External Party  

  

If you are SRTI Dedicated Claim Team use this link for additional script 

1. When the agent has selected I want to claim Personal Independence Payment for ‘someone else’ at the beginning of the 

call they will be taken to ‘Claiming for someone else’ screen. 

2. Once the agent has established the caller relationship they will be taken to the relevant ‘Claiming for someone else’ 

screen. 

3. Why are you claiming for them? 

• Appointee or I want to be an appointee  

• Power of Attorney  

• Deputy  

• Tutor  

• Curator bonis / judicial factor  

• Guardian  

4. You will use this screen to take the details of the person who is making the call on behalf of the claimant. 

5. If, External party is selected, the question ‘who is the External party’ will appear with a drop down box which will list the 

type of external party that has called, for example ‘Appointee’. Select the appropriate external party. 

6. Why are you claiming for them? 

• Corporate Other Payee (COP)  

• Corporate Appointee  

7. You will use this screen to take the details of the person who is making the call on behalf of the claimant. A 

Corporate PAB will only be asked for their title, surname, first name and the name of their organisation.   

Your address that is the address of the PAB 
8. For address details in data gather you do not have to ask if they live in England, Northern Ireland, Scotland or Wales – 

select ‘yes’ from the drop down options unless told otherwise. Enter the number or the name of the property and the 

postcode. If the postcode is not known see: Find a Postcode. Select ‘Continue’. 



 

Search results 

9. Results from QAS will be shown here. All potential matching addresses will be selectable. Ask the appointee to confirm the 

address before selecting any radio buttons. Select ‘Continue 

Your address 

10. If QAS locates the address, the address fields will be auto-populated. Use the first line if you want to add a 

house name, letter box or flat number. Please check the address and if it requires changing then type over the existing 

information. 

11. If the postcode was unknown QAS will not display any matching addresses instead an error message will display 

advising the address details must be entered manually. The telephony agent can use the Royal Mail Postcode Finder if a 

caller is unable to provide a postcode see: Find a Postcode if still unable to find a postcode create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ 

Task, see: How to create a task and note details of the address. Appointee will also be asked ‘can we write to you at this 

address?’ Drop down options: 

• Yes  

• No  

Select ‘Continue’ 

Correspondence address – the address we can write to 

12. If the appointee has chosen no to ‘can we write to you at this address’ you will ask them to provide a 

correspondence address see: Your address that is the address of the PAB. Note: Do not select ‘Great Britain’. 

13. Claimants will also be asked again to provide a number or name of the property. If the postcode is not known 

see: Find a Postcode  Select ‘Continue’. 

Search results 

14. Results from QAS will be shown here. All potential matching addresses will be selectable. Ask the appointee to confirm 

the address before selecting any radio buttons. Select ‘Continue’ 

Address we can write to 

15. If QAS locates the address, the address fields will be auto-populated. Use the first line if you want to add a 

house name, letter box or flat number. Please check the address and if it requires changing then type over the existing 

information. 

Note: If the postcode was unknown QAS will not display any matching addresses instead an error message will display 

advising the address details must be entered manually. The telephony agent can use the Royal Mail Postcode Finder if 

a caller is unable to provide a postcode see: Find a Postcode if still unable to find a postcode create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ 

Task, see: How to create a task and note details of the address. 



 

16. Corporate Other Payee (COP) address - When ‘Corporate Other Payee or Corporate Appointee’ is chosen this 

screen will record title, surname and first name of the caller and will incorporate the name of the organisation. All these 

details are mandatory to enable you to continue with the claim. Note: we do not ask a COP for a correspondence 

address. 

Select ‘Continue’ 

Search Results 

17. Results from QAS will be shown here. All potential matching addresses will be selectable. Ask the appointee to confirm 

the address before selecting any radio buttons. 

The Organisation address 

18. If QAS locates the address, the address fields will be auto-populated. Use the first line if you want to add a house 

name, letter box or flat number. Please check the address and if it requires changing then type over the existing 

information. 

If the postcode was unknown QAS will not display any matching addresses instead an error message will display 

advising the address details must be entered manually. The telephony agent can use the Royal Mail Postcode Finder if 

a caller is unable to provide a postcode see: Find a Postcode if still unable to find a postcode create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ 

Task, see – How to create a task and note details of the address. 

Note: we do not ask a Corporate Other Payee (COP) for a correspondence address. Select ‘Continue’  

Thank you  

1. This screen will explain what happens next, it provides details of where claimants / callers can get further information 

regarding their claim. The agent must ensure that the claimant / caller has a pen or, if using a Dictaphone has time to set 

this in place. Agents need to advise the claimant of the following: 

For Claimant/Third party 

2.Script: ‘I will now submit your claim.  As I do this, I need to give you some important information about what happens 

next. 

We will contact you if we need to confirm any information to complete your claim. We will then send you the 'how your 

disability affects you' form I mentioned earlier’. 

3. Optional: If customer asks about timescales ‘We need to make sure we have all the details from you first and then we 

can send you the ‘How your disability affects you’ form. This stage can take up to (2 weeks)’ 

4. Script: ‘You will need to complete the form and return it with copies of supporting information that explains how your 

health condition or disability affects you carrying out day-to-day activities. By supporting information, we mean things 



 
like social care plans, reports from health professionals, prescription lists, test results and statements from carers or 

family members.  Please only send photocopies, not originals’. 

‘The date to return everything by will be printed on the front of the form. 

Arrange any help you need to complete the form or collect your supporting information now, because we may end your 

claim if it’s not returned in time’. 

‘Do you understand what happens next and what you need to do now?’’ 

5. Optional: If the customer asks about how long to get a decision. 

6. Script: ‘Once we receive your ‘How your disability affects you' form and any evidence or information you provide, we 

send it to the assessment provider who completes PIP consultations on behalf of DWP. The assessment provider will 

contact you if they need to clarify information about your condition or you need to attend a face-to-face consultation. 

Our current estimate is that it can take between 6 to 8 weeks to arrange your appointment. It may take less time than 

this or longer, for example if an appointment has to be re-arranged’ 

For CAB/PAB 

7. Script: ‘I will now submit (claimant name)’s claim.  As I do this, I need to give you some important information 

about what happens next. 

We will contact you if we need to confirm any information to complete [claimant's name] claim. We will then send the 

'how your disability affects you' form I mentioned earlier. 

8. Optional: If customer asks about timescales ‘We need to make sure we have all the details from you first and 

then we can send you the ‘How your disability affects you’ form. This stage can take up to (2 weeks)’ 

9. Script: ‘You will need to complete the form and return it with copies of supporting information that explains how 

(claimants name) health condition or disability affects them carrying out day-to-day activities. By supporting information, 

we mean things like social care plans, reports from health professionals, prescription lists, test results and statements 

from carers or family members.  Please only send photocopies, not originals. 

The date to return everything by will be printed on the front of the form, we may end your claim if it’s not returned in time. 

Do you understand what happens next and what you need to do now?’ 

For SRTI  

10. Script: ‘I will now submit your claim.  As I do this, I need to give you some important information about what happens 

next 

We will contact you/claimant name if we need more information from you/them to complete your/their claim. 



 

We will write to you/claimant name to acknowledge this claim and when we’ve made our decision we will send you/them a 

copy of the decision. 

Do you understand what happens next?’ 

11. If claimant queries the timescale for hearing from the Assessment Provider: 

Script: Once we receive your ’How your disability affects you’ form and any evidence or information you provide, we 

send it to the assessment provider who completes PIP consultations on behalf of DWP. The assessment provider will 

contact you if they need to clarify information about your condition or you need to attend a face-to-face consultation. 

Our current estimate is that it can take 3 weeks for an assessment. It may take less time than this or longer, for example 

if an appointment has to be re-arranged. Select ‘Continue’. 

Completing the call 

12. On completion of the call with the claimant, annotate the claim form within the header field (page1) the following 

additional information: 

• ‘Surname Field’ insert today’s date (the date the claim was completed with the claimant) and whether IDV passed or 

failed.  

• ‘Other names Field’ insert connection ID from CAMLite Contact History  

• ‘Postcode Field’ insert your initials and Location/Site you are working from  

• ‘ID Field’ insert the time the PIP claim was completed with the claimant.  

  

About you ‘External Party’ contact details 

  

1.Help text is available. 

2. This screen will be displayed after confirming the address screen. Ask for telephone contact details and using the 

drop down list confirms what type of contact it is: 

• Home  

• Mobile  

• Textphone  

• Work  

Note: The first number given will be the primary number. Select ‘Continue’. 

If a mobile number isn’t given, then the agent is instructed to ask for a mobile. 



 
3. If the claimant’s preferred contact number is their mobile number, or if they only have a mobile number, this 

should be recorded as their home number on CIS(Searchlight) so that it can be accessed quickly and easily. 

4. If a telephone number containing invalid characters or spaces is entered into the IEG data gather, any changes 

will not be accepted and updated by CIS.(Searchlight) 

5. If a telephone number is edited in PIPCS Contacts tab, and it contains invalid characters or spaces, the PIPCS user 

will receive an error, as CIS(Searchlight) will not accept the change. 

6. New Claim agents must ensure that they only use numbers and do not add spaces or invalid characters when 

entering a telephone number in the IEG data gather. 

7. Enquiry line agents and PIP users must ensure that they only use numbers and do not add spaces or invalid 

characters when editing a telephone number in PIPCS. 

Revised instructions for input into PIPCS 

8. Where a telephone number is edited all of the following 3 fields must be completed: 

• Country Code  

• Area Code  

• Telephone number  

9. If all 3 fields are not completed, an error message will be displayed to the user. 

10. Our recommendation is to complete the fields as follows: 

11. When a mobile number is given, if the claimant, a PAB or potential PAB has given the number the agent will read out: 

Script: ‘We may use this number to send you text messages to keep you informed of the progress of your PIP claim.’ 

12. The agent will not read out this sentence if the claim is made by 1 a Corporate PAB 2 if the claim is being made under 

Special rules for terminally ill people (SRTI). 

13. If phone is selected the following text will appear on the screen: 

‘We’ll use this whenever we can but we’ll still send some things by post.’ 

14. If the caller needs communications in another format such as large print, Braille or audio, the list of values available is 

large print (which is standard size16), Braille or audio/ other. If the claimant wanted large print but not the standard size 

16, then you would need to select audio/other value. 

See: Alternative formats 

15. If the caller has a Welsh postcode they can request communications in Welsh see: Welsh New Claim 



 

16. Access see: Working and living abroad – Nationality to complete and submit the Data Gather 

Reinstatement of DLA request following termination 

  

1. If the telephony agent is taking a new claim because the claimant’s DLA claim has been terminated because they did not 

comply with the process, the claimant can make a request to have their DLA reinstated. The agent will create a CAMlite to 

do task and advise the claimant 

See: Claimant wants reinstatement of DLA following termination for step action.  

Third party claiming for someone else SRTI  

1. When SRTI is chosen from the drop down options, the agent will need to populate all mandatory fields to enable 

the claim to continue. Select ‘Continue’. 

Address details 

2. For address details in data gather you do not have to ask if they live in England, Northern Ireland, Scotland or 

Wales 

Note: Do not select ‘Great Britain’ 

3. Select ‘yes’ from the drop down options unless told otherwise. Enter the number or the name of the property and 

the postcode. Select ‘Continue’ 

Search results 

4. Results from QAS will be shown here. All potential matching addresses will be selectable. Ask the appointee to confirm the 

address before selecting any radio buttons. Select ‘Continue’ 

Address 

5. If QAS locates the address, the address fields will be auto-populated. Use the first line if you want to add a house name, 

letter box or flat number. Please check the address and if it requires changing then type over the existing information. 

6. If the postcode was unknown QAS will not display any matching addresses instead an error message will display advising 

the address details must be entered manually. The telephony agent can use the Royal Mail Postcode Finder if a caller is 

unable to provide a postcode see: Find a Postcode if still unable to find a postcode create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ Task, see: 

How to create a task and note details of the address. Select ‘Continue’ 

Note: we do not ask a third party who is claiming for someone under SRTI for a correspondence address. 

About you – Contact details 



 
7. Help text – is available. 

8. This screen will be displayed after confirming the address screen. Ask for telephone contact details and using the drop 

down list confirms what type of contact it is: 

• Home  

• Mobile  

• Textphone  

• Work  

9. When a mobile number is given, if the claimant, a PAB or potential PAB has given the number the agent will read out 

Script: ‘We will send you text messages to keep you up to date on the progress of your claim.  Do you want to opt out of 

receiving text updates?’ 

Note: don’t ask for PAB/COP/SRTI 

10. Script: ‘'If you want to stop getting text messages from us in the future, please contact us and let us know. 

Are there any other phone numbers we can contact you on? 

Wherever possible we try to contact you by phone, but will still need to send some things by post.  Do you us to 

send you letters we send you in a different format?’ Optional: For example, large print, braille or electronically? 

11. If customer says Yes, the agent must establish what the alternative format request is. 

Script: 'Do you want us to communicate with you in welsh?' (ask only if Welsh postcode) 

12. The first number given will be the primary number. 

Select ‘Continue’ 

13. ‘What is your preferred method of contact, letter or phone?’ This question is for Personal Acting Body (PABs), potential 

PABs and Corporate Other Payee (COPs). 

14. We do not ask these questions of a third party who is claiming for someone under SRTI because we would not be writing 

to these people. You will be asked to select from the drop down options whether the caller prefers to be contacted by 

letter or phone? 

15. If phone is selected the following text will appear on the screen: 

‘We’ll use this whenever we can but we’ll still send some things by post.’ 



 

16. If the caller needs communications in another format such as large print, Braille or audio, the of values available is are: 

See: Alternative formats 

17. If the caller has a Welsh postcode they can request communications in Welsh see: Welsh New Claim 

18. Access: Working and living abroad – Nationality to complete and submit the Data Gather 

  

Claimant wants DLA reinstating  

  

1. After completing PIP New claim. Ask claimant why they believe a procedural error has been made. 

2. Script: ‘We will consider reinstatement of Disability Living Allowance, and if a procedural error has been made by us will 

reinstate your Disability Living Allowance and will continue to pay you until a decision is made on your Personal 

Independence Payment claim. Your Disability Living Allowance will be reinstated only whilst you are making a claim to 

Personal Independence Payment, so there is no break in payment, and will not be reinstated indefinitely’ 

3. Create a ‘To do’ task enter name and NiNo – Reassessment case -   outlining the reason why claimant believes a 

procedural error has been made. 'consider reinstatement of DLA and take evidence from the claimant'.  

DLA Reassessment - Claimant requesting more time after receiving PIP invite letter 

  

1. If a claimant has been invited to make a claim for PIP you must tell them: 

• they must make a claim by the date in the letter as a delay could affect their DLA payments.  

• You must tell the claimant it’s quicker to claim by phone and it can be done today.  

• If the claimant requests they want more time to make claim you must ask why they require more time.  

• Tell the claimant their reason for requesting additional time to make a claim will be considered but they must try to 

make the claim as soon as they can, by calling back on this number.  

• Create a CAMLite ‘To Do task – Reassessment Med Ev’ and complete the notes field with the reasons provided by 

the claimant. This task will route to a reassessment case worker (CW).  

Alternative formats 

  

1. DWP will make every reasonable attempt to ensure that disabled people are able to have full access 

to DWP services. We provide communications in an alternative format in order to meet the needs of the 

claimant or PAB accessing our services. 

2. This means we must supply information to claimants or their representatives with a disability or health condition in 

a format that ensures they are not disadvantaged when accessing our services. 



 
3. When a claimant/representative has requested communication in an Alternative Format (AF), we must recognise the 

request and deliver a solution which meets the claimant’s needs without offering a lesser service. 

4. When an AF has been agreed, we must continue to supply information in that format until notified differently. 

5. Where possible communication will be supplied to the claimant in the format requested. However, if more than one 

format is suitable, then the most secure and cost effective format must be chosen. For information on AF costs contact the 

AF team/SPOC for your area. 

6. All available options of alternative communications must be considered. However, if a benefit area is unable to 

provide a certain option, then an appropriate alternative must be agreed between DWP and the claimant. 

Note: When considering which AF is available, timescales must always be taken into account. The claimant must be 

informed if the AF chosen may result in any delay. 

6. It’s important that staff are aware that claimants or representatives may ask for an AF or change to their 

communication needs at any stage of the claim. 

Note: The AF is relevant to the person receiving the correspondence. For example, a Power of Attorney may need an AF 

7. Ask the claimant or PAB if they need the letters we send in another format, such as large print, braille or audio cd? If 

they ask for an AF braille or large print 16pt font, select the option they have requested  

8. If Coloured Paper, Large Print Custom Font, Email or Other Alternative Format is selected, the  

Additional Alternative Format Information field must be completed. For example: Colour of the paper or  

Email address of the claimant 

Welsh language 

9. If the claimant has a Welsh postcode, the claimant can request written communications in Welsh. If a claimant wants 

to speak in English but wants to have written communication in Welsh the telephony agent will create a CAMLite To 

Do Task ‘claimant wants written communication in Welsh only. Not  

Verbal .’ 

Note for Welsh agents: Welsh agents will ask if they want all communication in Welsh, written only or verbal only see: 

Welsh Claimant New Claim 

10.If a request is received for AF this will be captured on the PIP1 data gather. Select ‘Continue’. 

Duplicate Claims and Advance Claims 

  



 

1. On launching PIPCS from CAMLite the agent will be automatically directed to the Applications List page within the 

Person/Prospect Person record. The Applications List page displays all applications held for the person along with their 

status. 

2. When the Agent selects the ‘New Application’ action, either from within the Applications List Page or from the Actions 

Menu on the Person/Prospect Person record, the following warning message will be displayed ‘Case already exists refer 

to the Regional Service Centre’ if there is a current application being progressed or an on-going claim. 

3. The warning message will be displayed in the following circumstances: 

• Application status is pre-submission  

• Application status is submitted  

• Application status is decision made and PIP has been awarded  

4. If there’s an existing entitlement to PIP, the agent will not take the data gather but determine if the request is a 

‘Duplicate Claim’ or an ‘Advance Claim’. 

Note: An advance claimant may be over pension age. 

5. Script: ‘The system is showing that you have made a claim to Personal Independence Payment, can I ask if you are 

reporting a change in your needs or circumstances today?’ 

6. If the claimant answers: 

• Yes  

7. Script: ‘As you already have an ‘Award’ or ‘Interest’ to PIP (use whichever is appropriate for the call) in place you will 

need to ring 0800 121 4433 to report this change’ 

8. If the claimant answers: 

• No Carry on taking the new claim as normal.  

9. A claimant receiving PIP for a fixed period can make a new claim up to six months before their award ends. This is known 

as an ‘Advance’ claim. PIPCS may not launch the new claim data gather if the rules for taking the advance claim are not 

met, that is, where a current on-going Benefit Delivery Case (BDC) exists with no end of award date or an end of award 

date which is greater than 6 months from today’s date.  These rules will prevent any duplicate claims from being taken. 

10. If the claimant insists on making another claim, create a ‘to do’ task and explain to the claimant that we cannot take 

a claim at this moment and you have referred the request on. 

Nationality - Working and living abroad 

  



 
1. A new screen will display, these are Mandatory questions 

2. The question ‘Were you living in the UK on or before 31/12/2020?’ will display if the nationality input is inside the EEA or 

Switzerland. The question will have a 'drop down’ of:  

• Yes  

• No  

• Don’t know  

3. If the EEA or Swiss national responds:  

• Yes; or  

• Don’t know   

the rest of the questions on this screen will not display however, if the EEA (excluding Irish nationals) or Swiss national 

responds ‘No’, the rest of the questions will display. 

4. The rest of the questions display if the nationality input is outside of EEA and Switzerland. 

5. If the claimant answers ‘No’ or ‘Don’t know’ to ‘Have you been granted refugee or humanitarian protection status?’ The 

question appears ‘Does your passport, or any other document from the Home office say ‘No recourse to public funds’ 

6. The question ‘What restrictions, if any, are there on your leave to remain?’ will have a 'drop down' of:  

• No restrictions  

• Limited leave to remain  

• Limited leave to remain extension applied for Indefinite leave to remain  

• No leave to remain  

• Don’t know                                                       

7. The question ‘When does your leave to remain end?’ will display if ‘Limited Leave to Remain’ or  

‘Limited Leave to Remain Extension applied for’ is selected 

8. The question ‘When did you apply for the extension to this date?’ will display if ‘Limited Leave to  

Remain Extension applied for’ is selected 

9. The date is mandatory. If this date is not known or not complete, the claim cannot proceed.  Ask the caller to obtain the 

full date and call back the same day. Follow the step and action steps as below: 

Step Action 

1 as the data will not be complete select the ‘Back’ button to the previous completed page 



 

2 select ‘Save and Exit’ 

3 the Agent will be taken to the Exit screen which will give the following statement: 

• ‘We can only take your claim from the date you complete and submit your information. If you delay you 

could lose benefit’  

4 choose an option: 

‘Save the application and come back to work on it later’ - if a new claim application is saved and exited but 

the claimant doesn’t phone back with the information, the new claim data is deleted from PIPCS after 

32 days  

‘Exit without saving the application - you will not be able to come back to the application’  

5 toggle back to ‘Siebel Home Page’ and select ‘Call Wrap up Script’ 

   

New Claims Desk Aide - Persons of Northern Ireland(PNI) and Third Country Nationals 

(TCN) 

  

1. To support policy changes for Persons Northern Ireland (PNI) - From 24 August 2020 a Third Country National 

(TCN) will be able access PIP  dependant on their European Settlement Scheme (EUSS) status, where they are a family 

member of a PNI. 

2. The claim is made as normal by calling the PIP new claims line. There is no change to the new claims script as it is 

expected these cases will mainly be self –identifying during the new claims process. 

3. What this means for you is that the claimant will need to tell you that they have a partner or a family member who 

is a PNI (they will more than likely tell you that their partner or family member is Northern Irish). If this is the case, take 

the claim as normal, and at the end of the call, follow these steps: 

4. 

Step Action 

1 wrap up call in PIPCS and submit claim as normal 



 

2 toggle back to CAMLite and select cases applet within customer view to create a task, instructions below 

CAMLite Task Management - PIP New Claim 

3 create new ‘To Do’ task sub type ‘Other’ 

4 in free text enter ‘PNI – family member is [full name]’ 

5 assign task to ‘New Claims’ 

6 email name and NiNo of claimant to and in the email subject field enter ‘PNI Serco’ 

    

Requests paper form  

  

1. You can consider issuing a paper claim form if the request is made by: 

• the claimant, Personal Acting Body (PAB), Corporate Other Payee (COP), appointee  

• potential appointee, that is if the claimant is too ill or disabled to claim for themselves and the third party caller 

wants to be appointed to act • a third party if the claim is being made under SRTI  

• claimant has UCB control measures by post.  

2. We would expect everyone to make the claim by phone unless they were unable, or found it very difficult to use the 

phone or the claimant has UCB control measures by post only. 

3. If, for example, a third party potential appointee asks for a claim form because the claimant is too ill or disabled to claim 

for themselves and the third party wants to become an appointee, then this in itself isn’t a reason for needing a paper 

claim form since we can take the phone call from the third party as the prospective appointee. 

Third party calling to claim under SRTI:   

4. Where the third party agrees to claim by phone, ask if the claimant is with them. If so, ask if we can ask the claimant a 

couple of questions then we’ll continue the call with you (the third party). If the claimant is not with them, carry on with 

the call. The claimant does not need to be present if the claim is being made under SRTI. 

5. When a caller requests a paper claim use the following text to explain: 

• The way to make a claim for PIP is by phone.  

• Paper forms are for people who are unable to use the phone because of their disability.  



 

• It’s quicker to claim by phone.  It can be done today. I can do that with you now.  

• It’s only some basic questions about your personal details now such as name, address, DOB, GP or other healthcare 

professional details, nationality, bank details. Then we’ll send you a form so you can tell us in writing about your 

disability and how it affects you.  

• I can wait for you to gather the information you need.  

• If you have difficulty with or don’t understand some of the questions I can help you.  

• You don’t have to discuss your disability in detail during this call. We’ll send you a form so you can tell us in writing 

about your disability and how it affects you.  

• Someone can speak on your behalf as long as you’re there to give permission for them to speak for you.  

6. It may be appropriate to issue a paper claim when: 

• The claimant is unable or finds it very difficult to use the phone themselves for any length of time and has no one to 

speak for them.  

• The claimant has speech and/or hearing difficulties or difficulty communicating and cannot or does not wish to use 

text phone and has no one to speak for them.  

• The claimant refuses to claim by phone after the benefits of claiming by phone have been pointed out.  

Note: This list is not exhaustive and there may be other reasons why a claimant cannot complete the data gather over 

the phone. 

7. There is a requirement for minimum data to issue a paper claim form: 

• Name, address and either date of birth or NINO of claimant  

• If there is a Personal Acting Body (PAB), for example appointee, Power of Attorney, Deputy (Scotland), potential 

appointee or third party where the claim is made under special rules for terminally people (SRTI): name and address 

and either date of birth or NINO of claimant and name and address of PAB, potential appointee or third party in SRTI 

claims  

8. When the agent agrees to issue a paper form, the agent must tell the caller they’ll have a month to return the form from 

today’s date. 

How to issue a PIP1 Paper Form 

9. Follow Step/Action: 

Step Action 

Note: check with the claimant what address they want the paper claim sending to, if this is different from the address 

on CAMLite create a To Do Task with the new address details on it and note a paper claim form has been 

requested 



 

1 when in the ‘Claimant Record’ in PIPCS select ‘Contact’ tab 

2 select ‘Communications’ from left side navigation panel 

3 select the ‘New’ icon to create a new communication record 

4 a ‘Record New Communication’ window will appear You must 

complete all mandatory fields. 

5 for Date of Contact this will default to today’s date 

6 for ‘Contact With’ select ‘Claimant’ or ‘Recognised Representative’, as appropriate 

7 for Inbound/Outbound field select ‘Outbound’ 

8 for Channel select ‘Correspondence’ 

9 for Contact Reason select ‘New Claim’ 

10 for Security Questions select ‘Not applicable’ 

11 for Contact Sub-Reason select ‘PIP New claim’ 

12 for notification type select ‘PIP.1007’ 

13 Please note within the communication screen notes field: 

PIP1 paper form issued  

Claimant / caller advised to return within one month.  

CAMLite case resolution ‘Pre-Submission’  

14 select ‘Save’ 

The communication record will be automatically updated to show you have issued the PIP.1007.  

The letter will be automatically generated and issued by PIPCS. 

10. PIP 1007 Paper Claim pack will now be issued through the Communication Record screen. 

11. The agent will use skills and questions to consider if the claimant would benefit from a visit to help them complete the 

form. 

12. Do you need any help completing the form? 



 

Have you got a friend or member of family that could help? 

Do you require large print? 

13. The agent will create a ‘to do’ CAMLite task see: How to create a task and include any information in the notes field. 

Example:  

• Paper claim issued  

• Visit required for additional support  

• If alternative format is required  

see: Wrap up SmartScript  

Non mandatory information protecting date of claim 

  

1. All mandatory information is marked with an asterix. All agents should make every effort to gather all 

information at the point of call however; Personal Independent Payment (PIP) new claim data gather can be submitted 

with non-mandatory information missing. Examples of this are when account details are not available at the initial call 

or the claimant / caller does not have GP details. This list is not exhaustive. 

2. Agents should be protecting the Claimants date of claim and still submitting the claim. Once the claim is 

submitted claimants can ring back with any missing information or this will be gathered through the claim process. 

3. When completing the clerical form (PIP1) all agents must ensure the form is completed with all the relevant / 

requested information. 

   



 

Working and living abroad Residence and Presence 

  

1. The following are mandatory questions: 

  

2. For the first question ‘Which country do you normally live’. There is a drop down list of countries as per CIS/Searchlight 

with England, Northern Ireland, Wales and Scotland listed first. 

3.If the claimant states’ England’ do not select ‘Great Britain’ 

4. If the claimant answers ‘Yes’ to the question ‘In the last 3 years, have you lived anywhere other than in the 

United Kingdom?’ then the question ‘Have you been abroad for more than four weeks at a time during the last three 

years?’ does not display. Select continue.   

5. If the claimant answers ‘No’ then the question ‘Have you been abroad for more than four weeks at a time 

during the last three years?’ will display. 

Note: as from 1st July 2013 Croatia has become part of the EEA therefore the claim can be taken and no additional 

questions will be asked. 

Working and living abroad for more than four weeks out of the last three years 

6.Help text is available for providing dates of absence in another country. 

7. If the claimant has told you that they have been abroad for more than four weeks at a time out of the last three years this 

screen will appear. 



 

8. The first question is to establish which country they went to. 

Drop down options are all countries plus ‘other’ the drop down options do not include: 

• England  

• Northern Ireland  

• Scotland  

• Wales  

9. The next question will ask for dates of when the claimant went to this country, the dates will need to be in dd/mm/yyyy. 

If the claimant doesn’t know the exact dates we’ll contact them about this, at this stage leave the dates blank and 

continue with the claim. 

10. Ask the claimant the reason for going to this country for that period of time; this is mandatory and will require an answer. 

Drop down options: 

• Holiday  

• Medical treatment  

• A member of Her Majesty’s Forces or a family member of a person serving in Her Majesty’s  

Forces  

• Aircraft worker  

• Mariner  

• Continental Shelf Operative  

• Employed or business abroad or family member of someone employed or on business abroad  

• Employed with a UK based employer or family member of someone employed with a UK based employer  

• Employed with a foreign employer or family member of a person employed with a foreign employer  

• UK Civil Servant or family member of a UK Civil Servant  

• Living abroad  

• Other  

11. Confirm ‘when you went away did you intend to return?’ 

This does not display if the reason is ‘holiday’ Drop 

down options: 

• Yes  

• No  

12. Confirm with the claimant if they have had more than one period of more than four weeks at a time abroad, if ‘Yes’, the 

questions are asked again. 



 
Drop down options: 

• Yes  

• No  

13. If the answer is ‘Yes’ the following boxes will appear again to record the information: 

• When did you go?  

• Why did you go?  

• Where did you go?  

• When you went away did you intend to return?  

14. This information can be recorded as many times as necessary depending on the answers. Select ‘Continue’. 

15. Important Note:  Where periods abroad totalling more than one year within the last three years are recorded, some 

claims are being disallowed inappropriately. To stop this happening, a workaround has been put in place. When a claimant 

answers ‘Yes’ to the question ‘have you spent any periods abroad?’ you must always select ‘Yes’ in response to the next 

question ‘Are you, or is a family member, receiving any pensions or benefits from another European Economic Area country 

or Switzerland’ regardless of the answer and create a To Do task see: Working and living abroad any other income  

  

Claimant or Caller needs to break off the call 

  

398. The claimant / caller says they can’t continue and they want to call back to complete the claim. 

Step Action 

1 inform the claimant they must call back today to protect the date of the claim (a claim is not made until it is 

submitted) 

2 select ‘Save and Exit’ from a completed information screen (if the current screen is incomplete select back 

button to the previous completed screen) 

3 read the text to the claimant from the ‘Exit’ screen and confirm they want the application saved 

4 options on the exit page are: 

Save the application and come back to work on it later  

Exit without saving the application you will not be able to come back to the application  

as the claimant has advised they will be calling back select save the application and come back to work on it 

later 



 

5 toggle back to CAMLite using the tab at the bottom left hand corner and complete ‘Call Wrap up  

Smartscript’ 

6 confirm cases pop-up, select current case resolution of pre-submission from the drop down. Select the relevant 

case status of closed from the drop down list 

Select ‘OK’ 

Working and living abroad any other income 

  

1. Help text is available to provide a list of EEA countries. 

2. This screen is used to record if the claimant is receiving any income from, or if they work, outside Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland. 

‘Help Text’: ‘We need to know if you receive any income from, or work outside Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

because we need to check if another European Economic Area country is responsible for paying benefit’. 

3. You must ask the following mandatory questions:   

Script: ‘Are you, or a family member receiving any pensions or benefits from Switzerland or another  

European Economic Area country?’ 

Optional: We need to check if another country is responsible for paying you any benefit. By a family member we mean 

husband, wife, civil partner or a parent you are dependent on. 

Script: ‘Are you, or a family member working in or paying any insurance to Switzerland or another European Economic 

Area country? 

Optional: By insurance we mean insurance connected to your work, like UK National Insurance. We do not mean 

insurances like holiday, travel or motor insurance’. 

Note: if the claimant answered ‘Yes’ to the previous question ‘have you spent any periods abroad?’ you must select ‘Yes’ 

for this question (whether the claimant or family member is receiving foreign benefit) regardless of the actual response to 

this question. 

4. Remember if the claimant’s answer to the foreign benefits question was: 

• Yes’ or Don’t Know’ select ‘Yes’ and a discrepancy task will be created.  

• In the notes field write ‘Residence and Presence workaround. Receiving foreign benefits, ‘Yes’ or don’t know’.  



 
5. There is further text to explain what is meant by a family member and also to advise the claimant that they can check 

any letters from where they’ve worked or ask family members about this. 

6. There is further text to explain what we mean by insurance. We mean insurance connected to your work, like UK 

National Insurance. We don’t mean insurances like holiday insurance, travel insurance or motor insurance. Select 

‘Continue’ 

  

Multiple Claims on a single call 

  

1. Only one claim can be accepted on a single call. If an agent receives a call where there is more than one PIP claim 

then the agent must complete all necessary action on one claim and arrange an immediate call back to deal with the other 

claim. 

2. Script: ’Each call is recorded as evidence of a claim therefore if you want to make a further claim I will immediately 

call you back once the first claim is submitted’. 

3. If the claimant / caller states they cannot complete the claim during the immediate call back advise them to call 

back at a time that suits them. 

About being in hospital or hospice 

  

If you are SRTI Dedicated Claim Team use this link for additional script 

1. Advise the claimant that if they are 18 or over and in a hospital or a hospice, when they claim, it may affect when and 

what we can pay them. Even if they are living in a hospital or hospice they should still claim PIP. We can then decide if any 

PIP can be paid and from when. 

Note: As a result of a Supreme Court judgement made on 8 July 2015, there are no longer rules to suspend Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) for claimants under 18 years of age admitted to an NHS hospital, similar institution or 

privately funded hospital. However, hospital details must continue to be gathered and recorded as normal. 

2. Confirm if the claimant is in hospital or hospice as an in-patient on the day they make the claim. Drop down options: 

• Yes  

• No  

3. If they are in hospital or a hospice ‘today’ confirm if they were in hospital or a hospice ‘yesterday’. 

Note: this question only appears if the answer to ‘Are you in hospital or hospice today’ is ‘Yes’. Drop down options: 



 

• Yes  

• No  

  

Script: ‘Are you in a hospital as an in-patient today? ‘ 

Optional: ‘This can affect when we start paying you. You should still make your claim, we can then decide if any PIP can 

be paid and when from.   

Script: 'Were you in hospital yesterday?’ 

4. Script: ‘Are you a private patient paying all your own costs?’   

5. If the Claimant answers ‘No’ to being in a hospital ‘ 

Script: ‘Are you in a hospice as an in-patient today? ‘ 

Optional: This can affect when we start paying you. You should still make your claim, we can then decide  

if any PIP can be paid and when from.  

6. If the claimant has confirmed they are in hospital or hospice the day they have made the claim confirm if they are a private 

patient paying all their own costs? Drop down options: 

• Yes  

• No  

• Don’t know  

7. If the claimant states that they are or have been in hospital or a hospice you will be taken to ‘Please tell  

us the name and address of this place’.                                                                                           

Please tell us the name and address of this place 

8. Enter the number or name of the property and the postcode if known. If the claimant doesn’t know the postcode make 

sure you check the box for ‘I don’t know the postcode’. 

9. Enter the number or name of the property and the postcode then select ‘Continue’ 

10. If QAS finds multiple addresses please select the address and select ‘Continue’ 

11. QAS finds the address; the address fields will be auto-populated. Use the first line if you want to add a property name, 

letter box or flat number. If you want to change it please type over it. 



 
12. If the Postcode was unknown QAS will not display any matching addresses instead an error message will display 

advising the address details must be entered manually. The telephony agent can use the Royal Mail Postcode Finder if a caller 

is unable to provide a postcode see: Find a Postcode if still unable to find a postcode create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ Task see: How 

to create a task and note details of the address. Select ‘Continue’  

  

Incomplete Data Gather  

  

402. If the claimant / caller does not have all the information to hand and wishes to call back, the agent can ‘save’ the 

data gather using the ‘Save and Exit’ tab. The claimant / caller should be advised to call back as soon as possible because 

we can only take the claim from the day it is submitted. 

Step Action 

1 as the data will not be complete select the ‘Back’ button to the previous completed page 

2 select ‘Save and Exit’ 

3 the Agent will be taken to the Exit screen which will give the following statement: 

‘We can only take your claim from the date you complete and submit your information. If you delay you could 

lose benefit’. 

4 choose an option: 

‘Save the application and come back to work on it later’.  

‘Exit without saving the application. You will not be able to come back to the application’.  

5 toggle back to ‘Siebel Home Page’ and select ‘Call Wrap up Script’ 

403. If a ‘Statement of Details’ is requested following the submission of the PIP New claim. Inform the claimant / caller 

that you will ask the Benefit Centre to send them a copy of the details.  

  

Remember: Actions or To Do Tasks following data gather 

  

1. Remember to input any notes such as recording the Audio CD or non-standard alternative format if this has been 

requested and to complete additional CAMLite ‘To Do’ tasks if appropriate: 

• If gender discrepancy see: Gender    

• Details of communicating in Welsh, if verbal English and written in Welsh see: Preferred method of contact  

• Details of see: Re use of DLA medical evidence  



 

• Request to consider reinstatement of DLA if new claim is following termination of DLA see: Reinstatement of DLA  

• Details reassessment claimant and no bank details, permission to use information on DLACS see: How we pay you  

• Claimant displaying signs of needing ‘additional support’ but answered ‘No’ to the question see: Additional support  

• Informal Contact record these details on PIPCS see: Additional support step 6  

• Statement of Details requested following the submission of the PIP New claim, inform the claimant / caller that you 

will ask the Benefit Centre to send them a copy of the details  

  

About being in a care or nursing home sheltered housing residential college or hostel 

1.These questions are asked if the claimant is not in a hospital or hospice today. 

2. Ask the claimant if they are living in a care home, nursing home, sheltered housing, residential college or a hostel. 

Drop down options: 

• Yes  

• No  

3. Confirm what type of accommodation they are living in. Drop down options: 

• Care home  

• Nursing home  

• Sheltered housing  

• Residential college  

• Hostel  

4. Confirm if they were living in this place yesterday? Drop down options: 

 Yes  

 No  

5. Script: ‘Are you living in a care home or nursing home, sheltered housing, a residential college or a hostel today?'. 

Optional: Sheltered housing usually consists of private accommodation with some shared  

facilities/services and a warden or on site manager.  A residential college is an education establishment that 

provides accommodation and meals for its students on site’ Script: ‘Please tell me what sort of accommodation you 

are living in?’ Note: can be a silent question if already known. 

6. If the answer is Yes we will use Quick Search Address (QAS) for the address but there must be an option. Put the name 

and number of the property and postcode fields on this screen to invoke QAS. 



 
Note: If the postcode is unknown skip QAS. Select ‘Continue’. 

7. If QAS finds multiple addresses please select the address. Select ‘Continue’. 

8. QAS finds the address; the address fields will be auto-populated. Use the first line if you want to add a property name, 

letter box or flat number. If you want to change it' please type over it. 

9. If the postcode was unknown QAS will not display any matching addresses instead an error message will display 

advising the address details must be entered manually. The telephony agent can use the Royal Mail Postcode Finder if 

a caller is unable to provide a postcode see: Find a Postcode if still unable to find a postcode create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ 

Task see: How to create a task and note details of the address. Select ‘Continue’. 

Does a local authority, paying all of the costs for your stay without help from a local authority, 

Jobcentre Plus, or a charity - if they are in a Care home, Nursing home, Sheltered housing, Residential 

college, Hostel 

10. Help text is available to give advice on paying all the costs. 

11. If the claimant lives in Great Britain and has declared they live in a Care home, nursing home, sheltered housing, 

residential college or a hostel complete this screen. 

12. Script: ‘Does a local authority, health authority, education authority, charity or Jobcentre Plus pay any of the costs for 

you to live there? 

• Who is paying the costs?  

• What is the name of the authority or charity? (if LA, HA or charity)  

• Do you have an agreement to pay back any costs? (if LA involved)  

• What is the name and address of the place where you’re living?’  

13. Script: 'Does a local authority, paying all of the costs for your stay without help from a local authority, Jobcentre Plus, or a 

charity’? Drop down options: 

 Yes  

 No  

 Don’t know  

14. Script: 'Who is paying’? Drop down fields: 

 Local authority  

 Health authority  

 Local education authority  

 Jobcentre Plus  

 A charity  



 

15. Script: ‘What is the name of the authority or charity’? Not asked if Jobcentre Plus. You will need to put this in by free-

text. 

Note: if the claimant doesn’t know the answers write ‘don’t know’ in the free-text box to allow the claim to continue. 

16. Script: ‘Do you have an agreement with the local authority to repay any of the costs’? Only asked if local authority is 

paying. Drop down options: 

 Yes  

 No  

 Don’t know  

Please tell us the name and address of this place 

17. Enter the number or name of the property and the postcode if known then select ‘Continue’. If the claimant doesn’t 

know the postcode make sure you check the box for ‘I don’t know the postcode’. 

Search results 

18. Results from QAS will be shown here. All potential matching addresses will be selectable. Ask the claimant / appointee 

to confirm the address before selecting any radio buttons. 

Address 

19. If quick search address (QAS) finds the address, the address fields will be auto-populated. Use the first line if you want 

to add a property name, letter box or flat number. Please check the address. If you want to change it please type over 

it. 

20. If the postcode was unknown QAS will not display any matching addresses instead an error message will display 

advising the address details must be entered manually. The telephony agent can use the Royal Mail Postcode Finder if 

a caller is unable to provide a postcode see: Find a Postcode if still unable to find a postcode create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ 

Task see: How to create a task and note details of the address 

21. The postcode is not mandatory at this stage. 

04 New Claim Outbound Telephony IPCC Enabled Agent 

Claimant or Caller requests immediate callback 

1. For any request for a call back remember to adapt the conversation to the needs of the individual repeating any 

information where necessary. See: Vulnerable Claimants. Advise the claimant if they think they will need any help or 

support with completing the New Claim data gather to contact a local support organisation as soon as possible to arrange 

help. 



 

Make an outbound call 

 

2. The telephone Text Box and Make Call icons on the Communications Toolbar (CTI) perform the following 

functions: 

• telephone Text Box—input telephone number for outbound call  

• make call—dials number in telephone Text Box.  

3. 

  

Step Action 

1 select aux code ‘Telephony time’ 

2 on the CTI, in the ‘Phone Text Box’ type in the claimant’s telephone number which should begin with a ‘9’ for 

an outside call 

3 select ‘Make Call’ icon 

4 ‘Outbound call Smartscript’ will launch automatically 

5 contact centre service agents select ‘PIP New Claim’ as the call reason 

Outbound Call is not answered 

4. See: Call not answered CAMLite will be closed with a status of call back failed. A Communication Record will not be 

created. 

Outbound Call is answered 

5. SC01: Salutation and Call Recording Notice 

Can I please speak to <Customer or Customer Representative being called>? 

Good morning/afternoon, I am calling from the Department for Works and Pensions, my name is <Agent’s name>. 

Before proceeding I need to inform you that this call may be monitored or recorded for legal and training purposes. 



 

Confirm English 

6. See: New Claim via Telephony 

CAMLite SC04 Calling On Behalf…… 

7. See: New Claim via Telephony 

8. Enter NINO into the Search centre. The Contact History record is created, select ‘PIP New Claim’ as the contact sub reason, 

the Contact Reason automatically populates with ‘New Claim’. 

No NINO 

9. See: New Claim via Telephony 

NINO found CAMLite SC02 Error message displayed 

10. Warning – You are unable to view this record because the Customer is Nationally Sensitive – See: Special Customer 

Record 

11. 

  

Step Action 

1 select ‘Next’ in the Smartscript 

2 security Smartscript will only be launched if the claimant or PAB / CPAB is on the phone 

 See:  Security Questions SmartScript  

3 IDV process authenticated / unauthenticated 

  

4 launch into Data Gather 

5 complete / submit PIP1 Data Gather 

See: New Claim via Telephony 

If the Claimant or Caller requests a paper form 

12. See: Paper Claim Request 



 

If the Claimant or Caller has to end the call part way through 

13. See: Claimant / Caller needs to break off the call 

See: Wrap up SmartScript 

Claimant able to complete the Data Gather 

14. See: New Claim via Telephony 

05 Team Leader Scripting 

  

This interactive version of Team Leader Script can be used to follow call flow when listening to New Claims calls.  

05 Team Leader Script 06_12_18 v2.doc    

06 PIP Additional Mandatory Text Script 

  

Personal Independence Payment Script 

  

Index 

Warm Handover  

Abusive Caller Termination Script  

Customer fails security  

Benefits Tab 

Shows DLA award  

Shows DLA Interest  

Shows PIP Award Advanced Claim  

 Reassessment Mandatory Text  

Date of Birth 

• over state pension age  



 

• under 16  

Special Rules sending information to the claimant  

3rd party with customer  

After taking PAB/CAB details  

Military Title  

Living and Working Abroad  

Hospital/Hospice  

Using Medical Evidence from DLA  

 Special Rules DS1500   

Bank Details  

Bank details for Reassessment Claims  

Additional Support 

PAB Closing Script  

SRTI wanting to make another claim  

Caller Querying Timescales  

Caller would like to make another claim  

If claimant wants to withdraw their claim to PIP  

Customer asking for more time - Reassessment  

If claimant has no NINO  

If nationally sensitive  

If claimant wants DLA reinstating due to Reassessment  

If you want to get back to the top when you have selected a link press CTRL and HOME or select the link on the bottom 

of each text  



 

Mandatory Text (MT): Warm Handover 

MT Script: 'Good morning/afternoon, you are through to the Department for Work and Pensions, my name is ….. at 

…... How may/can I help you?' 

Note: If it’s clear this is not a new claim to PIP, the agent should take their normal action to route the caller 

appropriately.  If a New claim follow below: 

MT Script: ‘Are you aged 16 or over and under state pension age?’ 

MT Script: ‘Are you currently getting Disability Living Allowance?’ 

MT Script: ‘Are you wanting to claim PIP under the special rules for terminally ill people? This means people who are 

not expected to live more than six months’. 

If the claimant answers No continue with the claim as normal. 

If the claimant answers Yes 

MT Script:  ‘We have a team of specialist agents who will complete your claim with you, please stay on  



 

the line while I transfer you to them’. 

transfer on CAMLite and enter the PIP SRTI Dedicated Claims Team queue telephone number:  

Select the 'two step' transfer option. This number will put the call into a priority queue • Wait up to one minute  

Pass caller to the PIP SRTI Dedicated Claims Team agent stating your name and that you are calling from SERCO 

and that the caller wishes to claim under SRTI  

Enter the call outcome code ‘general enquiry’ 

If call is answered within one minute; 

Pass caller to the PIP SRTI Dedicated Claims Team agent stating the caller wishes to claim under SRTI  

Enter the call outcome code ‘general enquiry’ 

If call is not answered after one minute; 

follow handoff process and send SRTI template  

Abort transfer (leaving just caller and you on the line)  

Explain to the caller that you will now continue with the claim  

MT Script:  'Unfortunately, the line is busy so I will continue with your claim to avoid any further delay.’ 

  

Back to index 

If customer fails Security Question or Security Question do not load 

MT Script: 'We may need to contact you again for more information to confirm your identity. If we cannot confirm 

your identity your claim for PIP will be disallowed'. 

Back to index 

Benefits tab shows DLA interest 



 

If a DLA interest displays, confirm this with the caller/claimant and establish the status of the DLA claim. For example, 

is the claimant awaiting a new DLA claim decision or has DLA been disallowed. If the claimant is still waiting for a 

decision on their DLA claim read the following script: 

MT Script: Personal Independence Payment replaces Disability Living Allowance and you can’t claim  

both. Once a decision has been made on your DLA, you may be able to claim Personal Independence  

Payment instead.  You will need to contact us again if this is what you decide to do' 

Note: If claimant has been disallowed/failed to return renewal/at appeal proceed with the claim 

Back to index 

Benefits tab shows PIP award: Advance claims 

MT Script:  The system is showing that you have made a claim to Personal Independence Payment can I ask if you are 

reporting a change in your needs or circumstances today?' If the claimant answers Yes to change: 

MT Script:  'As you already have an ‘Award’ or ‘Interest’ to PIP (use whichever is appropriate for the call) in place you 

will need to ring 0800 121 4433 to report this change’ 

Select here to take next call 

If the claimant answers No to change:  Continue taking the new claim as normal. 

Note: A claimant receiving PIP for a fixed period can make a new claim up to six months before their award ends. This 

is known as an ‘Advance’ claim. PIPCS may not launch the new claim data gather if the rules for taking the advance 

claim are not met, that is, where a current on-going Benefit Delivery Case (BDC) exists with no end of award date or an 

end of award date which is greater than 6 months from today’s date.  These rules will prevent any duplicate claims 

from being taken. 

If the claimant insists on making another claim, create a task to back office and explain to the claimant that we cannot 

take a claim at this moment and you have referred the request on. 

Back to index 

 If a claimant is under 16 

MT Script: 'The law says you cannot claim Personal Independence Payment until the child reaches 16. If you wish to 

claim disability benefit for a child, call 0800 712 3456' 

Select here to take next call 

Back to index 



 

If a customer is state pension age 65 and if there is a DLA interest or award 

Check claimant’s date of birth. If on or before 08/04/1948 

MT Script: 'Personal Independence Payment was introduced on the 8th April 2013 and is a benefit for disabled people 

aged 16 or over and under state pension age. As you were over state pension age on the  

8th April 2013 the law states you can’t get Personal Independence Payment. 

Refer claimant to Attendance Allowance – 0800 731 0122 

Select here to take next call  

Note: If claimant is over state pension age and this is a new claim. The claimant must be referred to AA and no MT 

script will need to be read. 

Back to index 

Reassessment mandatory text  

Check the reason why the customer is calling. For example, letter/ self selection 

If the claimant is reporting a change in needs, check what rate DLA they currently get. 

If customer has received a PIP invite letter got to ‘PIP invitation letter received' script 

Reassessment script 

If customer is a self selector (does not matter what rate of DLA) –  Reassessment   Script 1   

If a claimant has had a change in needs - already on the highest rate DLA both components – Reassessment Script 

2  

If a claimant has a change in needs – SRTI and  already on highest rate DLA both components – Reassessment 

Script 3  

If a claimant is reporting a change of needs and is not on the highest rate for both components or if they are 

reporting an improvement in their conditions  - Reassessment Script 4  

Note: If claimant is over state pension age but has received a letter then the claim can still be pursued.  This is due to a 

linking period. 

 Back to index   

 PIP invitation letter received 



 

MT Script: ‘As you are making a claim for Personal Independence Payment today, your Disability Living Allowance will 

continue to be paid until 4 weeks after we have made our decision.  You will receive our decision in writing and it will 

tell you if you will get PIP.  It will also tell you how much you will get which could be more, less or the same as your 

Disability Living Allowance, and how long you will get it for’. 

 Self Selectors – Reassessment Script 1 

MT Script: 'As you are making a claim for Personal Independence Payment today, your Disability Living Allowance will 

continue to be paid until 4 weeks after we have made our decision.  You will receive our decision in writing and it will 

tell you if you will get PIP.  It will also tell you how much you will get which  

could be more, less or the same as your Disability Living Allowance, and how long you will get it for.  

You can make a claim today or wait until you have received your invitation letter.’ 

If customer does not want to continue end call 

Select here to take next call 

Back to index 

Change in needs – already on highest rate DLA both components – Reassessment Script 2 - 

Check if claimants condition has improved if so got to  Reassessment Script 4  If the 

claimant is reporting that condition is worse: 

MT Script: 'As you already receive the highest rate for the care component and the higher rate for the mobility 

component, you will not benefit from reporting this change. You will receive an invitation in the future informing you 

when you should claim Personal Independence Payment'. 

Select here to take next call 

Back to index 

Change in Needs – SRTI and on highest rate DLA both components – Reassessment Script 3 

MT Script: 'As you already receive the highest rate of benefit you will not benefit from claiming Personal Independence 

Payment instead. You will receive an invite in the future informing you when you should claim Personal Independence 

Payment but until then you will be able to keep your Disability Living Allowance. 

You will still need to report this change to Disability Living Allowance. Please phone the DLA Helpline on  

0800 121 4600' 

Back to index 



 

Claimant reporting change of needs and not on highest rate for both components  Reassessment  

Script 4 

MT Script: 'As we no longer take a change of circumstances affecting Disability Living Allowance you will now have to 

make a claim to Personal Independence Payment. We will pay your Disability Living Allowance from now until four 

weeks after we make the Personal Independence Payment decision. This decision will tell you if you will get PIP and if 

so how much which could be more, less or the same as your  

Disability Living Allowance, and how long you will get it for’ 

If claimant wishes to claim continue with scene set on PIPCS. 

If the claimant refuses to claim PIP after informing of a change in circumstances: 

MT Script: ‘As you have told the department that your needs have changed we have to invite you to claim PIP and 

cannot treat the change of circumstances as applying to DLA. You can choose to claim PIP or not but in either event 

your DLA will stop’. 

Complete: 

a 'to do task to inform the back office to issue a claim invitation  

Make sure the task has the customers name and NINO.  

In notes ‘REASSESSMENT CASE. In Scope. Change in Needs Reported. Issue clerical invite.’  

  

Back to index 

Special Rules sending information to the claimant 

Always read the 1st paragraph that is on PIPCS when a 3rd party is claiming for somebody else under special rules. 

If the caller is concerned that we will tell the claimant they are terminally ill in correspondence  

MT Script: ‘You may wish to tell the person you are claiming for that you are making a claim on their behalf. This is 

because we will send letters about PIP to them. There will be no mention of terminal illness or special rules in our 

letters, but the law says we must send any letters to the person themselves’. 

Back to index 

Calling on behalf of someone else – claimant present 



 

MT Script: ‘You have told me that you are calling on behalf of (claimant's name). I just need to speak to (him/her) 

briefly before we can continue with this call. 

(customer comes on the phone) 

MT Script: ‘Hello, my name is (agent name), I just need to confirm you are happy for (third party name) to speak on 

your behalf today? 

Before you hand the phone back to them I need you to listen to the following statements about consent and 

declaration’. 

Back to index 

3rd Party claims – SRTI, appointee, PAB, CPAB, potential appointee 

 

MT Script: ‘The questions I ask you next are about you and not the person you are claiming for’. 

Back to index 

Military Title Mandatory Text 

MT Script: 'Due to ongoing terrorist activity in the United Kingdom and overseas, the Ministry of Defence has decided 

to leave service rank and decorations off all correspondence. They have asked that this department do the same. 

Correspondence from this department will not include any rank or decoration. This has been applied to all British 

service personnel, retired or not, and also to anyone with military connections'. 

Back to index 

Living and Working Abroad 



 

MT Script: ‘The date we can start paying PIP from is based on your personal situation. These next questions are to 

work out if PIP can be paid and from when’. 

Complete the PIPCS screens by asking the following questions: 

MT Script: ‘What is your nationality?’ 

If British/Irish/non EEA – continue with data gather  

If other - Have you been granted refugee or humanitarian protection status?   

If Yes - continue with data gather  

If No - use PIPCS screens to ask questions regarding restrictions on stay/leave to  

remain                                  

MT Script: ‘Which country do you normally live in?’ 

Optional: To get PIP you normally have to have lived in the UK for two years out of the last three.  This condition may 

not apply if you have been living in another European Economic Area country or Switzerland, or have refugee or 

humanitarian protection status. 

MT Script: ‘In the last 3 years, have you lived anywhere other than in the United Kingdom?’ If Yes – ask 

the questions on PIPCS to capture details of which country they lived in and when 

MT Script: ‘Have you been abroad for more than four weeks at a time during the last three years? 

If Yes – ask the questions in PIPCS to establish the details for each period abroad.  

MT Script: ‘Are you, or a family member receiving any pensions or benefits from Switzerland or another  

European Economic Area country?’ 

Optional: We need to check if another country is responsible for paying you any benefit. By a family member we mean 

husband, wife, civil partner or a parent you are dependent on. 

MT Script: ‘Are you, or a family member working in or paying any insurance to Switzerland or another  

European Economic Area country?’ 

Optional: By insurance we mean insurance connected to your work, like UK National Insurance. We do not mean 

insurances like holiday, travel or motor insurance. 

Back to index 

 Hospital/Hospice Questions/Care home  



 

Complete the PIPCS screens by asking the following questions: 

MT Script: ‘Are  you in a hospital as an in-patient today?' 

Optional: This can affect when we start paying you. You should still make your claim, we can then decide if any PIP can 

be paid and when from. 

MT Script: ‘Were you in hospital yesterday? 

MT Script: ‘Are you a private patient paying all your own costs? If No to 

being in a hospital: 

MT Script: ‘Are you in a hospice as an in-patient today?’  

Optional: This can affect when we start paying you. You should still make your claim, we can then decide if any PIP can 

be paid and when from.  

Script: ‘Were you in hospital yesterday?  

If neither hospital or hospice 

MT Script: ‘Are you living in a care home or nursing home, sheltered housing, a residential college or a hostel today?’ 

Optional: Sheltered housing usually consists of private accommodation with some shared  

facilities/services and a warden or on site manager.  A residential college is an education establishment that provides 

accommodation and meals for its students on site 



 

If No go to  Medical information section 

If Yes  complete PIPCS screens by asking the following questions: 

MT Script: ‘Were you living in this place yesterday? Please tell me what sort of accommodation you were living in. ( 

this can be a silent question if known) 

Does a local authority, health authority, education authority, charity or Jobcentre Plus pay any of the 

costs for you to live there?  

Who is paying the costs?  

What is the name of the authority or charity? (if LA, HA or charity)  

Do you have an agreement to pay back any costs? (if LA involved)  

What is the name and address of the place where you’re  

living?                                                                                                                             

Back to index 

What we want you to do – Special Rules 



 

MT Script: ‘Have you been given a DS1500? It is a medical report about your condition from your doctor or consultant 

and will help to support your claim’ 

If No 

MT Script: ‘Ask your doctor's receptionist, a nurse or consultant to arrange it for you. It is free and you do not have to 

see the doctor.  They may be able to send it to us, or if they give it to you, ask for a reply envelope and post it to us 

straightaway’.  

If Yes  

MT Script: ‘Have you, your doctor or consult sent it to us already?’ If Yes 

MT Script ‘Thank you’ 

If No 

MT Script: ‘ Ask your doctor's receptionist, a nurse or consultant to send it to us, or if they give it to you, ask for a 

reply envelope and post it to us straightaway’. 

If customer states they have report but no envelope/need the address 

MT Script: ’I will give you the freepost address to send the form to. Make a note of the address exactly  

as I read it to you to make sure we get the form quickly’. 

Agent note: Check caller has something to make a note of the address on. Address is in CAPITALS  Note: address is not 

actually displayed on PIPCS screens 

FREEPOST 

DWP PIP 10 

  

MT Script: 'Are you going to send us a DS1500 to support your claim?' 

Back to index 

Using previous medical evidence from DLA 

Note: Do not read on SRTI claims 



 

MT Script: ‘PIP is a new benefit for you, and we will be asking you to send us any supporting information about how 

your condition affects you. 

Would you like us to also use any medical evidence we still hold from your previous DLA claim?’ 

If No  

MT script: ‘Thank you. We will just use the information that you send us with your form to help us make our decision. 

If DLA medical evidence is held, it may still be used at a future point during your claim. 

If Yes  

MT Script: ‘Thank you. We will obtain your DLA file and ensure any medical evidence we still hold is taken into 

account’. 

Go to Med ev step 1 

Med Ev step 1 

MT Script: 'Is there any other specific medical evidence from your DLA claim that you think might help?' 

If No: go to Med Ev Step 2 

If Yes: go to Med Ev Step 3  

Note: A DLA claim form is not medical evidence and will not be considered as part of the PIP assessment. The PIP2 will 

hold the relevant information required for the PIP assessment. The medical  

evidence does not have to be recent; there is no time limitation on the evidence. Specific medical evidence is: 

GP report  

Hospital report  

School report  

Examining medical practitioner (EMP)  

Consultant report or supporting letter  

Health and social professional report  

Note: medical evidence used in ‘Employment Support Allowance’ (ESA) will not be used 

Med Ev Step 2  



 

MT Script: 'That’s fine any necessary evidence will be obtained' 

Back to index 

Med Ev Step 3 

Mt Script: 'Do you know what that evidence was when it was obtained?' 

If No: go to Med Ev Step 4 

If Yes (specific details): go to Med Ev Step 5 

If Yes (all of it): go to Med Ev Step Step 6 

If don’t know: go  to  Med Ev Step 7  

If the claimant requests to see the medical evidence in their DLA file- Med Ev Step  

8 

Back to index 

Med Ev Step 4 

MT Script: 'Unfortunately we need you to tell us what evidence you want us to use or if you can’t please be assured 

once we receive your PIP2 form we will obtain any evidence that is required to make your  

PIP decision' 

Back to index 

Med Ev Step 5 

MT Script: 'We can obtain your DLA file and ensure this medical evidence is taken into account. Due to  

requirements under the Data Protection Act and our document retention procedures, previous evidence may not be 

available. If evidence is still on your file we will ensure that it is taken into account' 

Take the details of the medical evidence 

Once the claim is submitted the agent will create a CAMLite ‘To do’ task 

Back to index 

Med Ev Step 6 



 

If the claimant requests that all of the medical evidence in their DLA claim is used 

MT Script: 'We can obtain your DLA file and ensure this medical evidence is taken into account. Due to requirements 

under the Data Protection Act and our document retention procedures, previous evidence may not be available. If 

evidence is still on your file we will ensure that it is taken into account' 

Once the claim is submitted the agent will create a CAMLite ‘To do’ task 

Back to index 

Med Ev Step 7 

MT Script: 'Unfortunately we need you to tell us what evidence you want us to use or if you can’t please be assured 

once we receive your PIP2 form we will obtain any evidence that is required to make your PIP decision'. 

Continue with the claim. 

If special rules proceed until questions regarding DS1500 see – What we want you to do 

Back to index 

Med Ev Step 8: If the claimant asks to see the medical evidence in their DLA file the agent will advise of the 

following 

Mt Script: 'Yes we can send you a copy of the evidence we have on your DLA file. Due to the Data  

Protection Act and our document retention policy, some previous evidence may no longer be available. On the 

covering letter we send you with the copy of your DLA evidence you will be given a date by which you must let us 

know if you want us to use any of that information to support your PIP claim’. 

At the end of the call send a task to request that the DLA file be issued to clamant. 

Back to index 

Bank Details  

 



 

MT Script: ‘We ask for your account details before we decide on a claim, so we can pay you straightaway if you are 

awarded PIP’. 

 Optional: By account we mean a bank, building society, or credit union account. 

MT Script: ‘It is very important you give me the correct details so that any payments you are due are not delayed or 

lost’. 

‘Can you give me your account details now?’ 

If Yes -  complete PIPCS 

MT Script:' What is the name of the account holder exactly as it is shown on the card, cheque book or statement?’ 

What is the sort code? 

Can you now tell me the account number? 

Can I take the roll or reference number? (only for building society accounts) 

You must tell us straightaway if your account details change by contacting us on the number I gave you earlier’ 

If No 

MT Script: 'Please contact us on the number I gave you earlier when you have the account details Any money you are 

due will be delayed until you do this’. 

  

Advance Claims if IDV failed/not launched. 

MT Script: 'Have your/the account details changed?' 

If NO  Select ‘No’ to having account details on PIPCS and continue with data gather. 

If YES: take change in bank details 

MT Script: 'Do you want the change in bank account details applied to your current claim?' If Yes: 

MT Script: 'Please telephone the PIP enquiry line today with the new details'. 

Help Text:  If account details are not taken on an advance claim if the advance claim is awarded  



 

payments will continue to be made into the account details we already hold. 

Account details can only be applied to the advance claim, not the current claim. 

Back to index 

Bank Details for Reassessment 

Follow PIPCS until claimant advises if they have bank details.  

If customer answers No to having bank details to hand and is reassessment follow below: 

MT Script: 'We may currently pay your DLA payments into a bank account, would you like the department to use the 

same bank details for your PIP claim? 

If Yes: 

MT Script: 'Please be aware that once a decision has been given following your claim to PIP we will use these details 

to make any PIP payments due. 

You must tell us straight away if your account details change'. 

Send a 'to do' task 'claimant agrees we can use bank account details held in DLACS' If No: 

MT Script: 'Please telephone the PIP enquiry line when you have the account details. I will give you the number at the 

end of this call. 

You must tell us straight away if your account details change'. 

Back to index 

Additional Support only for claimants or 3rd parties not PAB’s 



 

MT Script: ‘As I mentioned earlier we will be sending you a ‘how your disability affects you’ form so you can tell us 

how your condition affects your daily life. 

Would you normally ask someone to help you complete forms and understand letters? 

If Yes: 

MT Script: 'who will you ask to help you?’ 

Optional: For example, a family member, friend, neighbour, support worker or local support organisation such as 

Citizens Advice and other similar advice organisations 

 



 

Agent to note the type of support available. 

MT Script: ‘Please ask them to help you fill in the form as soon as possible 

Do you have difficulty understanding information that we may send to you due to your health condition or disability?’ 

Optional: For example, you may have a condition such as; severe mental health or behavioural condition, learning 

difficulty, developmental disorder or memory problems If Yes - set the Additional Support marker If No: 

MT Script: 'If your needs change, you can let us know at any time on the number I gave you earlier’. 

MT Script: 'Please tell xxxx you have given us their contact details' 

Note: If the claimant has already given the contact details at health/social care professional section then do not 

record them again put in notes (for informal rep)  See HSCP1 or see HSCP2 details MT Script: 'Do you have one of the 

following conditions: 

Severe depression, for which you have been hospitalised, psychosis, schizophrenia, severe ADHD? 

Pause to allow claimant to answer if they have one of these conditions: 

MT Script: Or Down’s syndrome, Fragile X syndrome, severe autism, severe developmental delay, or any form of 

dementia? 

Help text for example Alzheimer’s, Lewy body dementia, or vascular dementia, severe brain injury resulting in 

cognitive decline. 

If claimant answer No: select 'No' to both additional support questions on PIPCS and move onto declaration 

If the claimant answers Yes and has given an informal contact: 

MT Script: 'You have told me that (informal rep’s name) will help you to complete the PIP2 form, is this correct?' 

If the claimant answers Yes: then on PIPCS select 'No' to both drop down questions and move onto declaration 

If claimant insists they (informal rep) will not help, or they need further or additional support, agent to  



 
 



 

record YES on PIPCS to the top drop down question and move onto declaration If the claimant 

answers 'Yes' but has not given an informal representative. 

MT Script: 'Are you certain that you do not have anybody who can support you in completing the form?  

This can be a family member, friend, or neighbour, as well as a local support organisation.   

If the claimant answers No then record 'Yes' to the top drop down question on PIPCS and move onto declaration 

If the claimant states they do have an informal contact: 

If claimant provides an informal support, record the name, address, telephone number in Contacts tab, then notes 

tab, enter in subject box “Informal representative”. Enter contact details in notes box, do not change priority. 

If the representative is not a health or social care professional. 

MT Script: 'Please tell xxxx you have given us their contact details' 

If the claimant has already given the contact details at health/social care professional section then do not record 

them again put in notes (for informal rep)  See HSCP1 or see HSCP2 details MT Script: 'Will they help you complete 

the PIP2 form which will be sent to you?  

If the claimant answers Yes then on PIPCS select No to both drop down questions and move onto declaration 

If the claimant answers No then record Yes to the top drop down and move onto declaration If the claimant 

has advised they do not need help to complete the form: 

MT Script: ' I know you told me before you can fill the form in yourself, but if you do find it too difficult, do you know 

anybody who will be able to help you?’ 

If the claimant answers ‘Yes’ then record the name, address, telephone number of the support If the 

representative is not a health or social care professional. 

MT Script: ‘Please tell xxxx you have given us their contact details’ 

After submitting the claim in notes under the contact tab record the informal representative. If the claimant has 

already given the contact details at health/social care professional section then do not record them again put in notes 

(for informal rep)  See HSCP1 or see HSCP2 details 



 

On PIPCS select No to both drop down questions and move onto declaration 

If the claimant answers No  then on PIPCS select Yes  to the drop down box and move onto declaration 

Back to index 

SRTI If claimant would like to put forward another claim 

If the caller would like to put forward another claim 

MT Script: 'Each call is recorded as evidence of a claim therefore if you want to make a further claim I will 

immediately call you back once the first claim is submitted' 

Back to index 

Closing script PABS 



 

If the claimant or third party calling:  

MT Script: ‘I will now submit your claim.  As I do this, I need to give you some important information about what 

happens next. 

We will contact you if we need to confirm any information to complete your claim. We will then send you the 'how 

your disability affects you' form I mentioned earlier.  

Optional: If claimant asks about timescales see additional text for response 

You will need to complete the form and return it with copies of supporting information that explains how your health 

condition or disability affects you carrying out day-to-day activities. By supporting information, we mean things like 

social care plans, reports from health professionals, prescription lists, test results and statements from carers or family 

members.  Please only send photocopies, not originals. 

The date to return everything by will be printed on the front of the form. 

Arrange any help you need to complete the form or collect your supporting information now, because we may end 

your claim if it’s not returned in time. 

Do you understand what happens next and what you need to do now?’ If CAB/PAB 

calling: 

MT Script: ‘I will now submit (claimant name)’s claim.  As I do this, I need to give you some important information 

about what happens next. 

We will contact you if we need to confirm any information to complete (claimant's name) claim. We will then send the 

'how your disability affects you' form I mentioned earlier. 



 

Optional: If claimant asks about timescales see additional text for response If the 

appointee queries the timescale the claim will take. 

If the appointee would like to put forward another claim 

You will need to complete the form and return it with copies of supporting information that explains how  

(claimants name) health condition or disability affects them carrying out day-to-day activities. By supporting 

information, we mean things like social care plans, reports from health professionals, prescription lists, test results and 

statements from carers or family members.  Please only send photocopies, not originals. 

The date to return everything by will be printed on the front of the form, we may end your claim if it’s not returned in 

time. 

Do you understand what happens next and what you need to do now?’ If SRTI 

calling: 

MT Script: ‘I will now submit your claim.  As I do this, I need to give you some important information about what 

happens next 

We will contact you/claimant name if we need more information from you/them to complete your/their claim. 

We will write to you/claimant name to acknowledge this claim and when we’ve made our decision we will send 

you/them a copy of the decision. 

Do you understand what happens next?’ 

  

Back to index 

Caller Querying Timescales  

The text below is not to be read to all claimants but only those who ask questions regarding timescales. 

If claimant asks how long it takes to receive ‘How your disability affects you’ form. 

MT Script: ‘We need to make sure we have all the details from you first and then we can send you the ‘How your 

disability affects you’ form. This stage can take up to 2 weeks.’  

If claimant asks how long it takes to get a decision. 



 

MT Script: Once we receive your ‘How your disability affects you' form and any evidence or information you provide, 

we send it to the assessment provider who completes PIP consultations on behalf of DWP. The assessment provider 

will contact you if they need to clarify information about your condition or you need to attend a face-to-face 

consultation. Our current estimate is that it can take between 6 to 8 weeks to arrange your appointment. It may take 

less time than this or longer, for example if an appointment has to be re-arranged 

  

Caller would like to make another claim 

MT Script: 'Each call is recorded as evidence of a claim therefore if you want to make a further claim I will 

immediately call you back once the first claim is submitted. 

Back to index 

Claimant wants to withdraw their claim to PIP 

Establish if they have received their invitation and made a claim to PIP by checking the benefit tab in CAMLite and 

questioning skills. 

MT Script: 'I need to advise you that if you decide to withdraw your claim for Personal Independence Payment then 

your Disability Living Allowance will be stopped two weeks after pay day and won’t be reinstated. This will affect any 

agreement you may have under a Motability scheme and it could also affect any other benefits you may be entitled to. 

If you choose to continue with your claim for Personal Independence Payment your Disability Living allowance will 

continue until a decision is made on your Personal Independence Payment claim’ 

Do you understand what this means and still want to withdraw your claim to Personal Independence Payment? ' 

If they wish to claim PIP continue to post code check 

If they wish to claim PIP but do not want to make the claim now: 

MT Script:  'You have already received a letter about making a claim to Personal Independence Payment you 

should ensure that you make the claim within the timescale shown on that letter' If they do not wish to 

claim PIP: 

MT Script: 'Thank you, I will now note on your record that you do not wish to claim Personal  

Independence Payment and take action to stop your Disability Living Allowance. You will receive a letter about this 

shortly'. 

Note: Above is only for reassessment not new claims.  If new claims then signpost to enquiries. 



 
Back to index 

Customer asking for more time – Reassessment 

Try and encourage claimant to make PIP claim, for example explain it only takes up to 15 minutes, someone else can 

be with them and help make the call. If claimant still wants more time to make claim. 

MT Script: 'You need to make your claim by the date in the letter to prevent your DLA payments from being 

suspended. 

Please tell me why you are asking for more time to make a claim. 

Your reason for requesting additional time to make your claim will be considered, but you should still try to make 

your claim as soon as you can. You do this by calling back on this number'. 

Back to index 

If claimant has no NINO 

MT Script: 'As you do not have a National Insurance number yet, I will need to take your details and send you a form 

so you can make a claim for PIP’. 

Request customer name, DOB, address, postcode and telephone number 

MT Script: ‘You should receive the form through the post within 5 days. Please return it to us as soon as you can and 

within 1 month. It will help make things quicker if you include proof of your ID. If you have any further questions after 

this call you should contact us on 0800 121 4433’  

Back to index 

If claimant record is nationally sensitive  

MT Script: 'I apologise, your records can’t be accessed and I will arrange a call back within 48 hours' 

Select here to take next call - Home 

Back to index 

Abusive Caller Termination Script 

MT Script: 'I am here to help you but I must advise you that I find your language offensive and  

unacceptable. If you want me to continue with this call please change your language. My instructions are  



 

to terminate this telephone conversation if you continue to speak to me in this way' If the caller 

persists: 

MT Script: 'If you continue to speak to me in this way I will terminate the call and Jobcentre Plus may take action 

against you for you offensive behaviour'. 

If the caller is still abusive/offensive 

MT Script: 'Despite my request you have continued being offensive. In accordance with my instructions I am now 

terminating this telephone call' 

If a caller has used abusive/aggressive language/behaviour even if you are not offended and irrespective of whether 

the call was terminated 

You must obtain and complete form IF1 – verbal – Incident Assault Report from your Team Leader or on the Intranet. 

Select here to take next call - Home  

Back to index 

Claimant wants DLA reinstating  

After completing PIP New claim 

Ask claimant why they believe a procedural error has been made. 

MT Script: 'We will consider reinstatement of Disability Living Allowance, and if a procedural error has been made by 

us will reinstate your Disability Living Allowance and will continue to pay you until a decision is made on your Personal 

Independence Payment claim. Your Disability Living Allowance will be reinstated only whilst you are making a claim to 

Personal Independence Payment, so there is no break in payment, and will not be reinstated indefinitely' 

Create a To do task , outlining the reason why claimant believes a procedural error has been made After name and 

NINO 

Reassessment case - consider reinstatement of DLA and take evidence from the claimant outlining why they believe a 

procedural error has been made. 

Back to index 

  

07 SRTI Bulletin for CCS 



 

Special Rules Terminally Ill 

What is a DS1500 

Form DS1500 is a medical report completed by a General Practitioner (GP), consultant, specialist, or Macmillan Nurse and 

contains medical information to support their patient’s claim to benefit. Making a claim to PIP under SRTI is for people 

with a progressive disease who are not expected to live for longer than six months. 

You will ask the caller to obtain a DS1500 when they call to make the SRTI claim, if one has not already been sent in the 

last six months. A DS1500 can be sent directly to DWP by the GP, consultant, specialist or Macmillan Nurse or given to 

the claimant to post in to the department. You should check they have the address to send DS1500 to. 

A DS1500 isn’t a claim to PIP. A claim to PIP should be made immediately. The DS1500 should be sent in (as soon as 

possible). If a DS1500 has already been sent in and received before the claim has been made, it will be scanned in and 

registered on the system as a prospect person. Note: the date a DS1500 is received is NOT the date of claim 

How should I deal with questions about DS1500 and SRTI claim? 

You must deal with these calls sensitively once a caller has told you and understands the claim is being made under SRTI 

you do not have to keep repeating the reference to terminal illness. 

If a caller asks what a DS1500 is you can say “it is a medical report from the doctor”. 

It is important to stick to the script, but there does have to be some flexibility for example there is no need to keep 

repeating references to ‘terminally ill’ once you have established that the caller wants to claim under SRTI. Another 

example is you can say “you have told me you want to claim under special rules” rather than ask the question “Are 

claiming under the special rules for terminally ill people?” 

If a caller tells me they have a DS1500 do I assume they are making a claim under SRTI? 

No. You must never assume a caller is SRTI. It is very important you ask the questions about SRTI. If the claimant answers 

no to the SRTI question you must record the answer given. A DS1500 will be given to a person because they have a 

terminal illness, it does not say how long they will live for. The definition of SRTI is for people with a progressive disease 

who are not expected to live for longer than six months. 

Why do we ask if they are sending in a DS1500 

A DS1500 is medical evidence and can help the AP complete the assessment. 

If a claimant tells us they have sent a DS1500 to ESA do we need to ask them to get 

another DS1500? 



 

No, they do not need to get another DS1500 provided the one they sent to ESA was less than 6 months ago; it is part of 

the case manager actions to check medical services referral system for an ESA85A report to see if there is a DS1500 

available. 

Why do we ask if the claimant is present to go through IDV when a third party calls to make a 

claim under SRTI? 

Taking the claimant through IDV means we may not have to ask them to confirm their identity at a later stage. If the 

caller is a third party making a claim under SRTI you should ask if the claimant is present. If the claimant is present the 

agent will ask the claimant’s permission to continue with the claim and take them through IDV. You must not insist the 

claimant go through IDV. 

What do I do if the caller is unable to answer all the questions in the data gather? 

If non mandatory information is missing for example a second HCP, the claim should be submitted. 

If mandatory (fields marked with an asterix) information is missing you must be clear to the caller that if they do not ring 

back the PIP New Claim Line, that day, with the missing mandatory information the claim will not be submitted which 

means a claim to PIP has not been made. 

Example first call made on 9 December, caller does not have all the mandatory information, and is advised to call back 

later today. 

If they do call back today add missing mandatory information, agree declaration and submit claim. Date of claim will be 

9 December. 

If they do not call back until 18 December, add missing mandatory information agree declaration and submit claim. Date 

of claim will be 18 December 

Why do we ask for the details of two HCP on SRTI claims? 

The first HCP detail is mandatory for SRTI; a second HCP is optional and can be a family member. As SRTI claimants do 

not complete a PIP2 or have a face to face assessment, it is helpful for the AP to have more than one person to contact 

to gather evidence from. 

Why do we ask for a relative if they cannot supply another HCP? 

We were asked to include family members after receiving feedback from focus groups. A family member, carer, or 

friend, who can provide information about how a claimant’s condition affects them on a daily basis, in particular, on 

mobility. 

What is the difference between a New Claim and a SRTI New Claim? 



 
The difference is how we progress the claim. SRTI claims are dealt with urgently, they do not need to: 

• satisfy a qualifying period of the condition  

• satisfy normal residence and presence of having been present in Great Britain for a period or periods amounting to 

104 weeks out of the 156 weeks immediately before that date  

• complete a ‘How your disability affects you’ (PIP2) form  

• attend a face to face consultation; the AP assesses the claim based on information provided during the data gather, 

from contacting HCP’s and DS1500 if provided  

How long will the SRTI claim take? 

You should advise the caller we will deal with the claim urgently. 

If it is the claimant making the claim you can advise “You should contact the PIP Enquiry Line if you have not heard 

anything from us within 3 weeks of making your claim.” 

How do we help the caller understand the mobility questions, if asked? 

There are new examples within the going out and moving around guidance. 

Why are mobility questions important? 

It is important mobility questions are answered now because we will not be sending out a How your disability affects you 

PIP2 form. You are building a picture of how their condition affects them. This information will be used by the AP when 

they look at the evidence. 

What do we do if the caller cannot answer mobility questions? 

If the third party cannot answer the mobility questions with either ‘Yes’, ‘No’ or ‘Sometimes’ then you must: 

• select ‘Sometimes’  

• after the claim is submitted create a CAMLite To Do task in the notes field record which questions they were not 

able to answer, and a message for the CW to update the medical evidence screen comments box with a note to 

say ‘the caller did not know the answers to the mobility questions’  

Why do we tell the third party they need to tell the claimant about the claim? 

We ask the third party to tell the claimant they have made a claim to PIP for them as all letters will be sent to the 

claimant. None of the letters we send to the claimant will mention anything about the claim being made under SRTI. 

Is the hospital explanation mandatory? 



 

No, the hospital explanation is not mandatory, it is only required if the caller does not understand why we are asking the 

question. 

If someone thinks they shouldn’t make a claim because they are in hospital or other type of  

accommodation mentioned they should be encouraged to make a claim. You can say “Even if you live or are in any of the 

following places… you should still claim PIP. We will decide if any PIP can be paid and when from” Remember it is not 

for you to decide if they will be entitled to PIP. 

08 Lines To Take For CSS Agents 
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09 SRTI Dedicated Claim Team 

SRTI Dedicated Claim Team role 

Overview of SRTI Dedicated Claim Team role 

1. The Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) Dedicated Claim Team (DCT) telephony agent role will take Personal Independence 

Payment (PIP) new claims from claimants or third parties who wish to claim PIP under the special rules for terminally ill 

people. This will include reassessment SRTI claims identified from a DLA claimant reporting a change in needs. 

2. SRTI DCT telephony agents will be based at Blackpool. Bangor will also have SRTI DCT trained staff to take PIP new 

claims for callers wishing to communicate in Welsh. See link for background information on SRTI New Claims 

How calls are routed 

3. When a caller telephones the PIP New Claim line on 0800 917 2222 they will hear an interactive voice response (IVR) 

which will direct the claimant, recognised representative or third party wishing to make a claim for PIP under special 

rules, to choose the SRTI option. Once the caller has chosen the SRTI option their call will be routed through to a SRTI 

DCT telephony agent. 

Differences between SRTI DCT and PIP New Claim telephony agents 

4. SRTI DCT telephony agents will follow the Telephony PIP new claim process see Chapter 27  

Telephony New Claim; there will be some parts of the new claim data gather that will be different for the SRTI DCT and this 

guidance will cover those changes. Main changes to the new claim data gather are: 

 a different script to establish the call sub reason when you receive the call  

 for the benefit of the claimant or third party, some questions have been re-worded or are silent  



 
 some differences when asking what the claimant’s illness is and  

 the order they ask for the healthcare professionals  

5. To use this guidance effectively the table below illustrates the full process to take a PIP new claim data gather and the 

touch points the SRTI DCT will need to be aware of. Although the PIP New Claim data gather is scripted throughout, the 

SRTI DCT will need to be aware, which parts of the script can be silent or have been reworded for the benefit of the SRTI 

claimant or third party as this information will not show on the screen of the data gather. 

SRTI DCT new claim process 

6. 

  

Step Action 

1 Handle Inbound call SmartScript 

Establish call sub reason script is different and is covered in this chapter 

2 CAMLite NINO search centre 

3 Security Questions Smartscript (not required if claim being made by third party and claimant not with them) 

4 Manual Checks for ease these checks are listed in a Manual Checks step action 

5 Launch IEG Script 

6 New Claim Data gather 

Differences covered in this chapter 

claiming on behalf of someone else 

about being in hospital 

Medical Information questions are expanded if no DS1500 available 

7 Wrap up call SmartScript 

Subpages 

• SRTI DCT establish call sub reason  

• SRTI Dedicated Claim Team claiming for someone else about you  



 

• SRTI Dedicated Claim Team about being in hospital  

SRTI DCT establish call sub reason 

1. The SRTI DCT telephony agent will be at SC02 Establish call sub reason in the Handle Inbound Call SmartScript, when they 

will be directed here. 

Step Action 

1 at SC02 DS Establish call sub reason: 

“Please can I confirm you have chosen this option because you are claiming Personal Independence Payment 

under the special rules for terminally ill people? 

[silent, only if caller asks, see note below] By this we mean people with a progressive disease who are only 

expected to live for a short while longer” 

[silent, only if caller asks what ‘a short while’ means] By a ‘short while’ we mean that there is a reasonable 

expectation that the person will not live longer than another 6 months.” go to step 2 

NOTE: there is no need to read the definition of SRTI (silent questions), unless the caller requests it 

2 if the caller says ‘Yes’ to confirm they want to make a claim under SRTI continue with Handle inbound call 

Smartscript at calling from a mobile phone 

if the caller says ‘No’ they do not want to make a claim under SRTI ask; 

“How can I help you today?” go to step 3 

3 if the caller has an enquiry signpost to PIP Enquiry Line 0800 121 4433 and go to Wrap up call SmartScript 

if the caller wants to make a PIP new claim advise; 

“I'm sorry but you have come through on the wrong option and I am unable to take your claim today as you 

are not claiming under special rules for terminally ill people. If you would still like to claim Personal 

Independence Payment please redial 0800 917 2222 and choose another option." Go to Wrap up call 

SmartScript. 

SRTI Dedicated Claim Team claiming for someone else about you 

1. The SRTI DCT telephony agent will be at Claiming for someone else about you in the new claim data gather script, when 

they will be directed here. 



 

Professional third party caller only 

2. (For example; Citizens Advice, Macmillan Nurse, social worker) 

  

Step Action 

1 ‘About you’ text does not need to be read aloud if the caller has already told you they are a professional third 

party. 

in the ‘Why are you claiming for them?’ field, select drop down option ‘I’m claiming for them under SRTI’ go to 

step 2 

NOTE: if the professional third party indicates they want to become an appointee then choose appropriate drop 

down’ see step 3 all callers excluding professional third party caller 

2 advise caller; 

“You may wish to tell [claimant name] that you have made a claim to this benefit on their behalf.  

This is because we will send letters about Personal Independence Payment to them” go to step 3 

Note: if the caller is concerned for example that we may tell the claimant they are terminally ill, advise caller; 

“I would like to assure you that there is no mention of terminal illness or the special rules in our notifications 

but the law says we must send letters about Personal Independence Payment to the person themselves.” 

3 continue data gather at claiming for someone else under SRTI 

Note: If a Macmillan Nurse or other professional third party is registered as a contact and they have made the 

claim on behalf of the claimant they are not a legally appointed representative; they will not automatically get a 

copy of the notification. If details of the decision are requested advise; 

“The notification will go out to the claimant, as you are not a legally appointed representative we cannot 

issue a copy of the Personal Independence Payment decision notification to you” 

All callers excluding professional third party 

3. (For example; claimant, recognised representative, third party such as friend or family member) 

  



 

Step Action 

1 ‘About you’ text will need to be read out for all other callers, including third parties who have not identified 

themselves as a professional as they may want to be an appointee and this is where we would identify them 

if not legally appointed go to step 2 

if legally appointed go to step 3 

NOTE: You do not have to read out the definition of what we mean by SRTI at the third bullet, as you will have 

mentioned this earlier in the handle inbound call SmartScript - establish call sub reason 

2 if the caller is not a legally appointed representative and has not indicated they want to be a legally appointed 

representative then in the ‘Why are you claiming for them?’ field, select drop down option ‘I’m claiming for 

them under SRTI’ and advise caller; 

“You may wish to tell [claimant name] that you have made a claim to this benefit on their behalf. This is 

because we will send letters about Personal Independence Payment to them” and continue data gather 

claiming for someone else under SRTI 

Note: if the caller is concerned for example that we may tell the claimant they are terminally ill, advise caller; 

“I would like to assure you that there is no mention of terminal illness or the special rules in our notifications 

but the law says we must send letters about Personal Independence Payment to the person themselves.” 

3 if the caller is a legally appointed representative or indicates they want to be, select appropriate drop down 

option and continue data gather claiming for someone else 

NOTE: ‘claiming for someone else under SRTI’ drop down option should only be used for a third party caller 

SRTI Dedicated Claim Team about being in hospital 

1. The SRTI DCT telephony agent will be at About being in a hospital in the new claim data gather script, when they 

will be directed here. 

Step Action 



 

1 merge this hospital question with the ‘About being in a hospice’ on the next screen of the data gather, to save 

repeating a similar question, ask; 

“Are you in a hospital or hospice as an inpatient today?”  

if ‘No’ go to step 2 

if ‘Yes’ go to step 3 

NOTE: the help text on the data gather is not mandatory text and only needs to be read out if the caller wants 

to know why we are asking this question. 

2 if caller answers ‘No’ select drop down option ‘No’ and select ‘Continue’ button this will take you to the ‘About 

being in a hospice’ screen. 

Select drop down option ‘No’ in the ‘Are you in a hospice as an in-patient today?’ field, and continue with data 

gather about being in a care or nursing home, sheltered housing, residential college or hostel 

3 if the caller answers ‘Yes’ ask whether it is hospital or hospice go to step 4 

4 if ‘hospital’ choose drop down option ‘Yes’ and continue with data gather About being in a hospital 

if ‘hospice’ choose drop down option ‘No’ select ‘Continue’ button, this will take you to the ‘About being in a 

hospice’ screen and select drop down option ‘Yes’ in the ‘Are you in a hospice as an inpatient today?’ field, and 

continue with data gather About being in a hospice 

SRTI Dedicated Claim Team Medical Information 

2. The SRTI DCT telephony agent will be at Medical Information in the new claim data gather script, when they will be 

directed here. 

Medical Information 

3. 

Step Action 

1 do not read out the SRTI explanation, the caller is already aware of this from establish call sub  

 

 reason go to step 2 

2 silent question ‘Are you claiming under the special rules for terminally people?’ select drop down option ‘Yes’ 

go to step 3 



 

3 following the order, but not the wording on screen ask: 

“What is your illness or diagnosis?” 

Note: If the caller has already mentioned the word ‘cancer’, if the agent feels it is appropriate, they will ask ‘Do 

you mind if I ask what the cancer is you/they have?’ instead of ‘What is your illness or diagnosis?’ 

record the answer in the ‘What is your illness’ field on the data gather script, go to step 4 

help text available 

Note: maximum of 200 characters in ‘What is your illness’ field 

4 (Which healthcare professional…), do not read out the script on data gather, instead ask; “What is your 

GP’s name?” 

  

record on data gather, and continue with data gather script until ‘is there a health professional or social care…’ 

go to step 5 

5 On data gather script is there a health professional or social care professional. Do not read out the script on 

data gather, instead ask; 

“Do you have a hospital Doctor or consultant?” 

record on data gather, and continue with data gather script then go to step 6 

6 Ask: 

‘Do you have a Specialist Nurse?’ 

Note: for example a Macmillan Nurse 

If the answer is ‘Yes’ record the contact information on screen or, if there are more than two HCPs’ then record 

details and at the end of the call send to back office on a CAMLite to do task, then go to step 7 

If answer is ‘No’ go to step 7 

 



 

7 ask; “Is there anyone else we can contact who can tell us about your illness, either another healthcare 

professional, a Social care professional, a family member, carer or friend?” 

Note: if there are more than two HCPs’ then record details on CAMLite to do task and go to step 8 

if there are no additional HCPs go to step 8 

8 If caller has already indicated they are sending in a DS1500 go to step 10 

If caller has not already indicated they are sending in a DS1500 advise; 

“It’s important you send us a DS1500 form to support your claim if you have not sent one for this or any other 

benefit in the last six months Do you have a DS1500?” 

if the answer is ‘Yes’ go to step 10 

if the answer is ‘No’ or ‘Don’t know’ go to step 9 

9 “The DS1500 is a report about your medical condition. You won’t have to pay for it. You can ask the doctor’s 

receptionist, a nurse or consultant to arrange it for you. You don’t have to see the doctor. If you get one ask 

for a reply envelope. 

Are you going to send us a DS1500 to support your claim?” 

If answer is ‘Yes’ go to step 10 

If answer is ‘No’ or ‘Don’t’ Know’ go to step 12 

10 “Has the DS1500 been posted to us yet?” 

NOTE: this is a silent question if the caller has already told you they have posted it 

if answer is ‘Yes’ continue with data gather go to step 12 

if answer is ‘No’ go to step 11 



 

11 if answer is ‘No’ (has the DS1500 been posted?) advise; 

“It is very important that you send the DS1500 to us straight away as it will be used to support your claim. 

Were you given a reply envelope to send it back to us?” 

if answer is ‘Yes’ go to step 12 

if answer is ‘No’ advise; 

“I’ll give you the freepost address to send the form to. Do you have something to make a note of  

 

 the address on?  

You need to make a note of the address exactly as I read it to you to make sure we get the form quickly: 

FREEPOST DWP PIP 10 

 

10 CAMLite Task desk aide for PIP users 

CAMLite task desk aide for PIP users 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Hospital) 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Hospice) 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (care/nursing home) 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (residential school/college) 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (sheltered housing) 

C/Personal Details 

Change AP LOT 

CofC Award Reviews (UI) 

Consider SUSP 

Copy doc/send me 

Evidence 



 
Mota Agreement 

Normal Rules to SRTI 

Other 

Overseas Bank Acct 

PIP2 ext X2 

Payab other bens 

Payments 

Prison evidence 

R&P/Absence Abroad 

Reassessment Med Ev 

Recon Other 

Register Recon 

Req Reinstate DLA 

Return original doc 

Visiting 

Withdraw PIP 

Explanation 

MP enquiry/complaint 

Outbound call 

PIP2 Completion 

SRTI call back 

AFIP enquiry 

Data incorrect or corrupt 



 

No UK NiNo/GY JY ref 

Reassessment – claimant does not wish to claim PIP 

Multiple tasks 

  

    

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Hospital) 

User question – was the claimant aged under 18 at the date of hospital admission? If YES always select ‘- 

28 Payab evidence’ and include in the first line of the task note ‘U18 in hospital’ and include all information. 

 What is the name and address of hospital (if private, add to in note)  What is 

the admission date?  

 Are you still in hospital?  If YES 

 

 If NO 

 What date were you discharged? If more than 1 month since discharge  Is there a 

reason for the delay in notifying us?  

 Have you spent any periods at home overnight? (This will help identify 

possible boarder payments required)  

If YES 

If NO 



 

 Record exact dates, if known. If multiple dates record “frequent periods of stays at home”  

 Other than this admission, have you been in hospital as an in-patient in the last 28 days? (Add dates if 

known)  

 If claimant already discharged - Where have you been discharged to?  

Hospice 

Care / nursing home 

To Do: +/- 28 Payab evidence and include all info. Only select +28 if claimant has already been in 28 days 

Home 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Hospice) 

 What is the name and address of the hospice?  

 What is the admission date?  

 Are you still in the hospice?  If YES 

If NO 

 What date were you discharged?  

 Where have you been discharged to?  

To Do:+/- 28 Payab evidence – and include all info. Only select +28 if claimant has already been in 28 days 

Home 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Care / nursing home) 

 What is the name and address of the care / nursing home?  

 What is the admission date?  

 Are you still in the care / nursing home?  If YES 

 

 If NO 

 What is the discharge date? (if relevant)  



 

 Have you been transferred from hospital or other establishment? (if not 

already confirmed)  

(If Scotland, only require responses to questions above) 

If YES and details not already held 

in PIPCS 

If NO or details already gathered 

continue 

 Does the local authority, housing authority or education authority contribute 

towards your accommodation?  

If YES 

If NO 

 Have you spent any periods at home overnight? (This will help identify 

possible boarder payments required)  

 What are the dates of the overnight stay you have spent at home?  

 YES   

 NO   

 What is the name, address and telephone number of the authority, and do you have a contact name?  

 Have you agreed to repay the local authority at a later date, for example, from the sale of a property?  

To Do: +/- 28 Payab evidence and include all info. Only select +28 if claimant has already been in 28 days 

Home 

+/- 28 Payab evidence Residential College / school 

 What is the name and address of the residential college / school?  

 What date did you start / are you starting?  

 Who is paying, for example the local education authority? (Record details of the name and address of the 

authority)  

 Do you stay overnight at home regularly? (Take specific details, if known otherwise “regular stays at home – 

weekends / holidays” as this will help identify possible boarder payments required)  

To Do: +/- 28 Payab evidence – and include all info. Only select +28 if claimant has already been in 28 days. 

Home 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Sheltered housing) 



 

 What is the address?  

 Do you have a tenancy agreement?  

 

 Are you in receipt of housing benefit?  

To Do: +/- 28 Payab evidence – and include all info. 

Home 

Prison Evidence 

 What is the name and address where you are being held in legal custody?  

 What is the admission date?  

 Have you been released?  If YES 

If NO 

 What date were you released?  

 What address are you now living at? If more than 1 month since release  Is there a 

reason for the delay in notifying us?  

 What is the expected date of release?  

To Do: Prison evidence – and include all info. 

Home 

Residence & Presence 

 Which country do you normally live in?  

 Have you been abroad for more than 4 weeks at a time in the last 3 years? By abroad we mean outside Great 

Britain and Northern Ireland (if yes, record dates, country and reason for being abroad)  

 Are there any periods abroad that you have not already told us about? (If YES, record dates and reason for 

being abroad in note)  

 Have you recently arrived in the UK? (record date in note)  

 Do you have recourse to public funds? (YES, NO, DON’T KNOW)  

 Have you been given leave to remain?  No restriction 

Indefinite leave to remain 



 

Limited leave to remain 

Extension applied for 

No leave to remain 

Not known 

 

 What is the limited leave to remain end date?  

 Have you applied for an extension?  If YES 

If NO 

 What date did you apply for the extension?  

 Are you, or is a family member, receiving any pensions or benefits from another European Economic Area 

country or Switzerland?  

 Are you, or is a family member working or paying insurance to another European Economic Area country or 

Switzerland?  

To Do: R&P/Absence Abroad – and include all info. 

Home 

Absence abroad 

 Which country are you going to?  

 What is the reason for you going abroad? (e.g. holiday, working)  What 

date are you going?  

 Do you intend to return to the UK?  If YES 

If NO 

 What date do you intend to return?  If more than 1 month since 

return date 

 Is there a reason for the delay in notifying us?  

 Are there any other periods abroad that you have not already told us about?  



 

To Do: R&P/Absence Abroad – and include all info. 

Home 

Normal rules to SRTI 

 Claiming under special rules?  If YES – see: Normal Rules to  

SRTI 

If NO – clarify reason for the call 

 Third party reporting change  

Name of illness?  

 

 Name, address and telephone number of the GP, hospital doctor or specialist nurse?  

 Name, address and telephone number of second health or social care practitioner  

 Whether sending a DS1500  

 Need someone else to plan any journey for you that you wish to take? YES, NO, SOMETIMES  

 Difficulties following the route of a familiar journey? YES, NO, SOMETIMES  

 Difficulty walking short distances of up to 50 metres? YES, NO, SOMETIMES  

 Difficulty walking short distances of up to 20 metres? YES, NO, SOMETIMES  Consent YES 

or NO  

To Do: Normal Rules to SRTI – mark as urgent 48 hours, and include all info. 

Home 

C/ Personal details 

 What is the full address & postcode of your new address?  If DLO on PIPCS or delay in 

notifying COA 

 Is there a reason that you did not tell us earlier that you had moved?  

 Is the address safe to send letters to?  If YES 

If NO 

 Do you have a correspondence address? (record and add NFA in note)  



 

 What is your telephone number?  

 What date did you move address?  If future date 

 We cannot take a change of address if the date is in the future  

Check whether all the below apply:- 

 Have you changed your GP details?  If YES 

 Check if with AP  If YES 

 Check if there is a change of BC  If YES 

 Check if there is an appeals interest  If YES 

 Check if Welsh language flag  If YES 

 If caller states claimant or recognised rep no longer lives at address, add DLO to task note  

See: PIP enquiry line 

 

To Do: C/Personal details -  

 including Change of BC, Remove Welsh Language Flag, Change of address Appeals Interest, Change of GP details 

and add/remove alternative format (and include type e.g. large print, braille audio CD) Exempt change of 

address.  

Home 

Change AP lot 

To Do: Change AP LOT – and mark as Urgent 48 hours 

Home 

Overseas bank acct 



 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

 What is the name as it appears on the bank account?  

 What type of account is it?  

 What is the international bank account number?  

 What is the bank identification code? SWIFT/BIC  

 What date did you change your account? (cannot be a future date) To Do: 

Overseas Bank Acct 

Home 

Payments 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

 payment enquiries  

 for non payment of DS1500 obtain name and contact number of the caller, GP/HSCP name, address and payee 

reference number. See: Special Rules Terminally Ill  

 for payments changing bank account details or if bank account details need to be added to a new claim that is 

not yet in payment  

 when changing bank details consider lifting suspension  

 when adding an account consider putting benefit into payment  re-use 

DLA bank details  

Check if payments have been suspended in PIPCS. 

To Do: Payments 

 

Note: When inputting details into the Bank Account field, you must use upper case format in order to reduce errors, 

returned payments etc. 

Home 

Consider SUSP 



 

 Include details as to why payment needs to be suspended, e.g. change of appointee (no longer wishes to act)  

To Do: consider SUSP – include all info. 

Home 

Copy doc/send me 

See: Request for copy docs 

To Do: Copy docs/send me – and include detail of form/letter requested. 

Home 

PIP2 ext x2 

See: PIP enquiry line 

To Do: PIP2 ext x2 – including good reason for request (for CM consideration). 

Home 

Visiting 

See: PIP enquiry line 

 PIP2 completion required, for claimants who require appointee/change of appointee, vulnerable claimants or 

form completion. Please also consider whether an extension to the PIP2 timer is appropriate  

 The VO referral will now be completed at the point of call. Included in the notes will be Name,  

Nino, DOB, Address contact number and LS referral completed  

For referral tool see: DWP visiting referral tool 

To Do: Visiting  

Home 

 

Other 



 

See: PIP enquiry line 

 For other dept enquiries please Obtain caller’s name, department, contact telephone number and reason for 

enquiry, See: Dealing with calls from other Government departments  

 issue form PIP.3033 to the claimant when a reconsideration request is received from a 3rd party, the third party 

is unable to call back with the claimant present. Note: This action must only be taken when an explanation of 

the decision has previously taken place  

To Do: Other 

 prospect person passed IDV, Other Government dept enquiries  

Note: If you cannot find a task that matches the call details please select other and include all the details of the call in 

the notes box and include any changes reported. 

For Persons of Northern Ireland (PNI) and Third Country Nationals (TCN) 

See: Persons of Northern Ireland and Third Country Nationals  

Home 

Register Reconsideration 

See: Registering reconsideration 

You don’t complete a CAMLite To Do task sub type ‘Register Recon’. Once you have registered the reconsideration a 

PIPCS system generated task Reconsideration Registration Complete – Further action required task will auto allocate to 

CM in accordance with skill relevant to recon type 

Home 

Evidence 

See: PIP enquiry line 

 further evidence for: reassessment / new claim/Reconsideration/claimant sends in further 

evidence/Appeal/CofC Award Review/Award Review/Advance claims and include details of what the evidence 

is  

 if the recent outbound letter is one of the letters here , you will need to create a CAMLite To Do: Evidence 

task and complete in the notes box – add ‘reconsideration requested for non return of PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly 

known as PIP2 UI)/AR1/FTA/FTC (select one as appropriate)’ and include the reasons for lateness or FTA/FTC  



 

 

To Do: Evidence – claimant provides further medical evidence for any open event. 

Home 

CofC Award Reviews (UI) 

See: PIP enquiry line 

 if a claimant with an existing award asks for the decision to be looked at again because of a change in their 

medical condition and/or the needs arising from it enhanced/enhanced deterioration/improvement not 

enhanced/enhanced  

 as you’re already on the highest rates of both PIP components, you won’t benefit from reporting this change. 

(record conversation in communications tab  

 Thank you for telling us about the change. We may contact you shortly to ask you to fill in a form to get 

additional information. And you may need to attend a consultation. When we look at your award again we’ll look 

at the whole of your entitlement, including both parts and the length of the award to make sure you’re receiving 

the right amount of Personal Independence Payment  Has there been a specific event resulting in a change in 

your needs?  

specific event 

gradual deterioration 

 What was it and when did it occur?  

 When did your condition start to deteriorate?  

 Does the change affect your ability to care for yourself?  If YES 

If NO 

 Please briefly explain how  

 Does the change affect your ability to walk, or plan or follow a journey?  If YES 

If NO 



 

 Please briefly explain how  

 Do you have supporting evidence that we’ve not already seen that you can send to us? If so what is it?  

To Do: CofC Award Reviews (UI) – and include all info. 

Home 

Mota Agreement 

 

See: Motability 

To Do: Mota Agreement 

Home 

Reassessment – Med Ev 

See: Re-use DLA Medical evidence 

To Do: Reassessment Med Ev  

 reuse all DLA medical evidence, reuse specific DLA medical evidence, further medical evidence and include 

detail of what the evidence is and date it was obtained, requests copy of all DLA medical evidence on file.  

Home 

Req reinstate DLA 

See: Reinstatement of DLA 

To do: Req Reinstate DLA 

 consider reinstatement of DLA and include reasons why they think we have made a procedural error on their 

claim to PIP  

Home 

Reassessment – claimant does not wish to claim PIP 



 

See: Claimant does not wish to claim PIP 

 PIPCS – Reassessment – claimant does not wish to claim PIP Create a PIPCS task marked  

High Priority and assign to the nominated work queue- Blackpool BC-Delivery Team-PIP SC CMD2 Multi-

Function Team 9  

Home 

Withdraw PIP 

See: Claimant wants to withdraw PIP claim 

To Do: Withdraw PIP – Claimant wishes to withdraw claim to PIP 

Home 

 

Data incorrect or corrupt 

 Claimant’s full name?  

 NiNO?  

 Date of birth?  

 Contact telephone numbers?  

 Reason for the call?  

Exception task – Data incorrect or corrupt and include all info 

Home 

No UK NiNo / GY JY ref 



 

See: Person Trace once found 

 Claimants’ full name?  

 DOB?  

 Full address and Postcode?  

 Contact telephone number?  

 Reason for the call?  

Exception – No NiNo / GY NiNo / JY NiNo and include all info. 

Home 

AFIP enquiry 

See: PIP enquiry line 

 Obtain AFIP claimant’s full name, NiNo or reference number, contact telephone number, any times not 

available within the next 48 hours, reason for the enquiry.  

Exception other – AFIP and include all info. 

Home 

Return original doc 

Claimant requests return of original documents 

See: Request for original docs 

To do: Return original doc – 

 

 when claimant request original docs returned to them i.e. birth certificate, Passport etc.  

Home 

MP enquiry/complaint 



 

See: PIP enquiry line 

To Do: Other - 

 Complaint resolved ( include in notes details of the complaint, that it has been resolved and needs sending to 

the Complaint Resolution Manager, for them to record the outcome)  

or 

 Outbound Call – MP enquiry/complaint mark as Urgent 3 Hours and include name, NiNo, contact telephone 

number, and reason for complaint  

For MP enquiry, See: Dealing with requests from Ministers and MP offices 

 MP or secretary’s name and contact details  

 Claimant’s name, NiNo, address, and phone number  Reason 

for the enquiry?  

Call back-MP enquiry/complaint mark as Urgent 3 Hours and include all info 

Home 

Outbound Call 

 Contact telephone number, details of the enquiry, and any days or times not convenient for call back?  

 If caller not claimant, rep’s name and contact telephone number?  

Outbound Call –Outbound call and mark Urgent 48 hours if SRTI or Urgent 3 hours for Welsh speakers 

Home 

PIP2 completion 

See: PIP enquiry line 

 For Non vulnerable claimants  

 whether PIP2 timer extension is required Include in the notes claimants name and contact telephone number, 

as well as any times a call back is not convenient in the next 5 days  

 For Vulnerable claimants  

 



 

 Under the new once and done. The VO referral will now be completed at the point of call. Then will need to do 

a To Do: Visiting task - Included in the notes will be Name, Nino, DOB, Address contact number and LS referral 

completed  

For referral tool see: DWP visiting referral tool 

Outbound Call: PIP2 completion – Telephone PIP2 completion required 

Home 

Recon Other 

See: Registering reconsideration 

You no longer need to complete a To Do task. Once you have registered the reconsideration on PIPCS a Recon Task will 

auto allocate to CM in accordance with skill relevant to recon type. 

Home 

Payab other bens 

See: Overlapping benefits 

To do: Payab other bens – 

 include details of which overlapping benefit, what rate it is payable at and what the award start date was  

Home 

SRTI Call back 

See: Special Rules Terminally Ill 

Outbound Call: SRTI call back – 

 mark as URGENT and call back to be completed within 48 hours  

Home 

Explanation 



 

See: Claimant wants decision explaining Explanation call  

You don’t complete a CAMLite Outbound call back task sub type ‘Explanation’. Once you have registered the 

explanation a PIPCS system generated task Explanation Registration Complete – Further  

 

action required task will auto allocate to a CM with an explanation skill set to complete the call. 

Home 

Multiple tasks 



 

How to action multiple tasks 

Multiple ‘To Do’ sub type tasks are required: 

An agent will select ONE Sub Type task with the highest associated PIPCS priority for each job role, for example: 

a). Case Workers (CW/Delivery Officer): There are 2 sub type tasks required: 1. CofC 

award reviews (UI) and 

2. Change AP LOT 

The agent would select AP LOT sub type task as this has the higher PIPCS priority and would include the CofC award 

reviews (UI) information in the notes box. 

b). Case Managers (CM/Decision Maker): There are 2 sub type tasks required: 

Evidence and 

Normal Rules to SRTI 

The agent would select Normal Rules to SRTI sub type task as this has the higher PIPCS priority and would include the 

Payments information in the notes box. 

c). Multiple sub type tasks for both the CW and the CM on the same case. The agent would select ONE sub type task 

with the highest PIPCS priority for the CW and ONE sub type task with the highest priority for the CM and would 

include any other sub type task information in the notes box. 

Multiple ‘Outbound Call’ sub types tasks required: 

1. Where an ‘Outbound Call’ Task is required for either the CM or the CW the agent must select ONE sub type task 

only* making sure the sub type selected has the highest PIPCS priority for either the CW or the CM, * exception MP 

enquiry/Complaint will remain a separate sub type task, for example: a). CM: where: 

Explanation sub type task and 

SRTi call back sub type required 

 



 

The agent would select SRTi Call back sub type as this has the higher PIPCS priority, and would include the additional 

Explanation sub type information in the notes box. b). CW: where: 

PIP2 completion sub type task and 

Outbound Call sub type required 

The agent would select ‘Outbound Call’ although both have the same PIPCS priority this will ensure the CW is aware 

more information is held in the notes to enable them to prioritise the task accordingly. 

Where an ‘Outbound Call’ task is required for both the CW and the CM, the agent would select ONE sub type only* 

with the highest PIPCS priority for the CM NOT the CW, * exception MP enquiry/ Complaint will remain a separate 

sub type task for example: 

a). Where an Outbound Call sub type task (CW) and an SRTi Call back sub type (CM) are required, the agent would 

select the SRTi Call back sub type only and would include the additional information in the notes box. 

Multiple ‘To Do’ and ‘Outbound Call’ sub type tasks 

Where there is both an ‘Outbound call’ and ‘To Do’ task and associated sub type tasks required, ONLY ONE* sub type 

task with the highest priority for the CAMLite. ‘Outbound Call’ task would be selected, and the ‘To Do’ sub type task 

information would be included in the notes box. * exception MP enquiry/Complaint will remain a separate sub type 

task, for example: 

a). (CW) ‘To Do’ with sub type task of +28 Payab Evidence and (CM) ‘Outbound Call’ with sub type task of SRTi call 

back is required, the agent would select from Outbound Call tasks the SRTI sub type task  

ONLY and would include all additional ‘To Do’ +28 Payab Evidence sub type information in the notes box. For PIPCS 

sub type task priority see: Task table 

Home 
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Subpages 

• 01 PIP Enquiry Line  

• 02 PIP Telephony Team Leader  

• 03 SmartScripts and CAMLite Navigation - Enquiry Line  

• 04 CAMLiteTask Desk aide for PIP users  



 
• 05 Normal Rules to Special Rules Terminally Ill desk aid  

• 06 PIP Enquiry Line consolidation aid  

• 07 Special Customer Record Call Backs  

• 08 Lines To Take  

• 09 Warm Handover process  

• 10 Warm Handover back up process  

• 11 Administrative Exercise Enquiries  

01 PIP Enquiry Line 

Background 

1. The PIP Enquiry Line exists to answer enquiries regarding Personal Independence Payment (PIP) benefit, progress of 

claim, payments and to take information regarding change of circumstances. 

2. Workspace is the application PIP Enquiry Line Caseworkers use to receive calls. Once an agent has logged into Workspace 

they should change their status to ‘Ready’ at which point calls will be presented. 

3. Before any caller’s enquiries can be handled their identity Must be verified to the appropriate level.  

See: Identity Verification and Workspace  

Note In accordance with GDPR the agent must not give any personal details to the caller. 

4. The telephony agent must check the Communication record if the claimant says they have had notification of a call from 

DWP. Manual SMS messages are sent by Case Managers or Case Workers notifying the claimant that DWP have 

attempted to call them, and advising them that DWP will attempt to call them back, or asking the claimant to call DWP. 

5. Telephony agents will be limited in the information they can update on PIPCS. They will be able to: 

 change address  

 change telephone number  

 update bank account details  

 reset timer on ‘How your disability affects you’ form (PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)AR1)  

 send duplicate PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1  

 send PIP.0500 payment decision letter  

 send PIP.0501 certificate of entitlement to PIP letter  

 send duplicate PIP1  

 register explanations  

 register reconsiderations  

6. When a telephony agent has ended a call and completed appropriate actions with a claimant or recognised 

representative they must ensure they close all tabs associated with the claim and any application cases in PIPCS. 



 

  

Critical Process Points 

Security – Personal Details 

7.You must check Personal Details during every interaction with the claimant. You must update PIPCS accurately when a 

change to Personal Details has occurred.  

Consequences 

8. If you do not check personal details and update PIPCS accurately with any reported changes, this may lead to: 

• any  notifications, which are a legal requirement, being sent to the wrong address 

• reduced accuracy of information, leading to error and possible under or overpayments 

• the risk of fraudulent overpayments 

• delays in processing benefits 

• additional contact with the claimant for the information they have already provided – once and done - poor 

customer service 

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the case 

• reputational damage to the Department 

• the claimant being put at risk of identity fraud 

• a failure to comply with Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, which could 

lead to disciplinary action  

Subpages 

• CAMLite Task Management  

• Telephone numbers  

• PIPCS overview and navigation  

• Identity Verification and Workspace Navigation for PIP Enquiry Line Agents  

• Progress enquiries  

• Change of address  

• Update claimant telephone number in PIPCS  



 
• Changing bank account details in PIPCS  

• Advance Claims  

• Request for PIP2, AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI), AR1 or SRTI acknowledgement form reissue  

• Claimant Letters  

• Disclosing information about decisions  

• Claimant requests an explanation  

• Claimant dispute rights and dispute periods  

• Reconsiderations  

• Support for completing form ‘How your disability affects you’ AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1)  

• Payment Enquiries  

• Admission and Discharge from hospital  

• Admission to hospital – PIP claimant under 18  

• Admission and Discharge from other Accommodation Hospice  

• Detention in Legal Custody  

• Boarder Payments  

• Claimant Reporting Going Abroad  

• Special Rules Terminally Ill  

• Additional information  

• Check for DLA interest  

• Prospect person  

• PIP New Claim  

• Caution flags and notable information  

• Change of Circumstances (CofC) Award Reviews and PIP Award Reviews (AR)  

• Motability Consent Statement – no opt in/opt out value shown  

• Change to the Motability Consent marker  

• Enquiries from Motability Operations  

• Assessment Providers (AP)  

• Appeals  

• Self Selectors  

• Reassessment  

• Armed Forces Independence Payment (AFIP)  

• Exporting PIP benefit  

• Exporting PIP benefit enquiries  

• Managing Customers Suicide and Self Harm Declarations  

• Bereavement  

• Complaints  

• Compliments and Suggestions  

• Post Office Card Accounts  



 

• Other Enquiries  

• Sharing information and dealing with calls from DWP and other government departments  

• Support organisations  

• Local Authorities  

• The Police  

• The media  

• Human Rights Act 1998  

• Accuracy of information  

• Requests for claim forms  

• Requests for copies of medical evidence  

• Data Protection Act and Right of Access Request  

• Requests for information and the FOI act  

• Unacceptable Claimant Behaviour and abusive and aggressive callers  

• Special customer records  

• Duplicate National Insurance numbers  

• Alternative formats and communications to claimants  

• Gender recognition application process  

• Winter fuel  

• Christmas bonus  

• Business continuity plan in event of system failures  

• Useful Information  

• Other benefits  

• Accepted abbreviations terminology for task notes and inappropriate terminology  

• BC and AP lot checker  

• Freepost address list PIP incoming mail:  

CAMLite Task Management 

1. For PIP Enquiry Line telephony agents, creating CAMLite tasks will make up around 20% of their work.  

They will select from the three task types below: 

• To Do Task  

• Outbound Task (call back) - See: SLA for call backs and CAMLite tasks  

• Exception Task - See: Smart Scripts and CAMLite navigation for PIP Enquiry Line  

2. Followed by a sub type task of: 

• To Do (The existing ‘To Do’ task sub type must no longer be used from 09/05/2016 unless instructed otherwise. 

Please use new additional sub type tasks).  

3. For details of which sub type task to use - See: Enquiry line task desk aide. 



 

Sub Type Task PIPCS Priority User Role 

Change AP LOT High Delivery Officer 

CofC Reviews(UI) Standard (unless SRTI) Delivery officer 

Consider SUSP High Delivery Officer 

Copy doc/send me Standard (unless SRTI) Delivery Officer 

C/Personal Details Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Evidence Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Decision Maker 

Mota Agreement Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Motability Delivery  

Officer 

Normal Rules to SRTI High Decision Maker 

Other Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Overseas bank acct Standard (unless SRTI) Delivery Officer 

+28 Payab evidence Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

-28 Payab evidence High Delivery Officer 

Payab other bens High Delivery Officer 

Payments Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

PIP2 Ext X2 Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Decision Maker 

Prison Evidence High Delivery Officer 



 

R&P/Absence Abroad Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Reassessment Med Ev Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Recon other Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Decision Maker 

Register Recon Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Req Reinstate DLA High Decision Maker 

Return Original Doc Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Visiting Standard (Unless  

SRTI) 

Delivery Officer 

Withdraw PIP High Decision Maker 

4. When a PIP task type of ‘Outbound Call’ is selected, the following new task sub types will be available for selection in 

CAMLite. 

Sub Type Task Pipcs Priority Job Role 

Explanation 5 days Decision Maker 

MP enquiry/complaint 3 hours PIP Supervisor 

Outbound Call 5 days Delivery Officer 

PIP2 Completion 5 days Delivery Officer 

SRTI call back 48 hours Decision Maker 

5. Exception Task - See: Smart Scripts and CAMLite navigation for PIP Enquiry Line. 

How to action multiple tasks 

6. Multiple ‘To Do’ sub type tasks are required: 

7. An agent will select ONE Sub Type task with the highest associated PIPCS priority for each job role for example: 



 
a).Case Workers (CW/Delivery Officer): There are 2 sub type tasks required: 

1. CofC reviews (UI) and 

2. Change AP LOT 

8. The agent would select AP LOT sub type task as this has the higher PIPCS priority and would include the CofC reviews 

(UI) information in the notes box. 

b).Case Managers (CM/Decision Maker): There are 2 sub type tasks required: 

1. Evidence and 

2. Normal Rules to SRTI 

9. The agent would select Normal Rules to SRTI sub type task as this has the higher PIPCS priority and would include the 

Payments information in the notes box. 

c). Multiple sub type tasks for both the CW and the CM on the same case. The agent would select ONE sub type task with 

the highest PIPCS priority for the CW and would include any other sub type task information in the notes box. 

10. Multiple ‘Outbound Call’ sub types tasks required: 

11. Where an ‘Outbound Call’ Task is required for either the CM or the CW the agent must select ONE sub type task only* 

making sure the sub type selected has the highest PIPCS priority for either the CW or the CM, * exception MP 

enquiry/Complaint will remain a separate sub type task, for example: a). CM: where: 

1). Explanation sub type task and 

2). SRTi call back sub type required. 

12. The agent would select SRTi Call back sub type as this has the higher PIPCS priority, and would include the additional 

Explanation sub type information in the notes box. b). CW: where: 

1). PIP2 completion sub type task and 

2). Outbound Call sub type required. 

13. The agent would select ‘Outbound Call’ although both have the same PIPCS priority this will ensure the CW is aware 

more information is held in the notes to enable them to prioritise the task accordingly. 

14. Where an ‘Outbound Call’ task is required for both the CW and the CM, the agent would select ONE sub type only* 

with the highest PIPCS priority for the CM NOT the CW, * exception MP enquiry/ Complaint will remain a separate 

sub type task for example: 



 

a). Where an Outbound Call sub type task (CW) and an SRTi Call back sub type (CM) are required, the agent would select 

the SRTi Call back sub type only and would include the additional information in the notes box. 

15. Multiple ‘To Do’ and ‘Outbound Call’ sub type tasks 

16. Where there is both an ‘Outbound call’ and ‘To Do’ task and associated subtype tasks required, ONLY ONE* sub type 

task with the highest priority for the CAMLite. ‘Outbound Call’ task would be selected, and the ‘To Do’ sub type task 

information would be included in the notes box. * exception MP enquiry/Complaint will remain a separate sub type 

task, for example: 

a). (CW) ‘To Do’ with sub type task of +28 Payab Evidence and (CM) ‘Outbound Call’ with sub type task of SRTi call back is 

required, the agent would select from Outbound Call tasks the SRTI sub type task ONLY and would include all additional ‘To 

Do’ +28 Payab Evidence sub type information in the notes box. 

17. For PIPCS sub task priority, refer to the Sub Task tables above. 

18. Once a task is generated in CAMLite, a task is created in PIPCS and automatically allocated to a user with the correct 

role and skill to action the task. As CAMLite tasks have free text notes field it is important that the telephony agent 

gathers the correct information relevant to the enquiry or change of circumstance. 

Note: CAMLite notes fields hold up to 10 000 characters however only 2000 characters will be transferred to PIPCS so it is 

important telephony agents do not exceed 2000 characters. 

19. PIP case workers (CWs) and case managers (CMs) require mandatory information to enable them to take appropriate 

actions in PIPCS, for example: 

• hospital and other accommodation  

• boarders (Claimant regularly in and out of a care home or other accommodation can receive daily payments for the 

days spent at home)  

• residence and presence  

• change of bank (when not a telephony agent action)  

• change of address (when not a telephony agent action)  

• call back  

• Armed Forces Independence Payment  

20. This list is not exhaustive - See: CAMLite task list. 

Telephone numbers 

1. When creating a task or arranging an outbound call back, telephony agents must confirm the correct contact details 

for the claimant are recorded and the preferred contact details for the call back, if different, are added to the notes of 

the task. 



 

How to create a task 

2. 

Step Action 

1 you must select the ‘Cases’ applet within the ‘Customer view’ screen. Note: Ensure you have the correct 

contact highlighted before creating a new task. 

2 you must select ‘Create New Task’ at the bottom of the page. 

The following information is auto populated: Created on, System, Owner, Status, Task ID, Created by 

3 you must select task type from the drop down pick list. You can choose from: 

To do  

Outbound  

Exception  

4 you must select a sub type from the drop down pick list. 

5 select SLA call time if appropriate (that is for an outbound call): 

5 days normal call back  

48 hours for SRTI marked urgent  

3 hours for complaints and Welsh speakers only marked urgent  

6 you must complete the free text notes field with details of the change/enquiry 

You must ask the caller for information relevant to change/enquiry - See: Enquiry Line task desk aide 

You must NOT use your own abbreviations - See: Accepted abbreviations and terminology  

7 select ‘Assign’ tab button within case applet 

Note: If ‘Exception task’ there will be no case to link the task and you will have to ‘Assign’ the task  

via the ‘Owner’ button (choose Team Leader) in the task applet and then select ‘Assign’ 

8 select ‘New claim’ or ‘Claim maintenance’ from drop down as appropriate 

9 select ‘Assign’ and Wrap up Call 

How to create an outbound task 



 

3. 

Step Action 

1 you must select the ‘Tasks’ applet within the claimant contact history screen 

2 you must select ‘Create New Task’ in the Tasks applet 

3 you must select ‘Outbound’ from the task type dropdown pick list 

4 you must select ‘Outbound Call’ from the task sub-type dropdown pick list. 

5 you must select the appropriate SLA from ‘Call Back Task SLA’ 

you can choose from; 

5 days normal call back  

48 hours for SRTI or SCR marked urgent  

3 hours for complaints and Welsh speakers only, marked urgent box  

Note: do not select 1 hour 

6 check we hold correct telephone number for a call back 

If appropriate add information to notes for example if caller not available on certain days 

If appropriate update telephone number in CAMLite- See: Change claimant telephone number in  

CAMLite 

7 select ‘Assign’ tab button within case applet 

Note: If ‘Exception task’ or SCR case (see CAMLite task list for information to include in the notes field for SCR 

case) there will be no case to link the task and you will have to ‘Assign’ the task using the ‘Owner’ button 

(choose Team Leader) in the task applet and then select ‘Assign’. 

9 select ‘Assign’ and Wrap up Call 

How to close a management check task 

4. 

Step Action 



 

1 you must acknowledge the test check prompt and complete appropriate business as usual action 

2 you must select the ‘Tasks’ tab 

3 you will be able to see the ‘Management Check’ task in ‘My Tasks’ 

4 you must highlight the task. (Do not view) 

5 you must select ‘Status’ change to ‘Closed’ to close the task 

Change claimant telephone number in CAMLite 

5. 

Step Action 

1 in CAMLite system, you must go to ‘Customer Details’ view 

2 you must select ‘Customer Needs’ view 

3 you must remove the incorrect telephone number and replace with the correct telephone number 

Note: Do not remove the number if there is no replacement number, instead update in PIPCS. If the claimant’s 

preferred contact number is their mobile number, or if they only have a mobile number, this should be 

recorded as their home number on CIS (Searchlight) so that it can be accessed quickly and easily. 

4 you must select ‘Edit Contact Details’ 

5 complete ‘Call Wrap Up’ end call and click on ‘Home’ 

How to take bogus call action 

6. 

Step Action 

1 if security questions have failed a ‘Potential Bogus Call Action’ task will automatically be created in  

‘My Tasks’ 

2 you must select the ‘Tasks’ tab 

3 you will be able to see the ‘Potential Bogus Call Action’ task in ‘My Tasks’ 



 

4 you must highlight the task 

 

  

5 you must select ‘Status’ change to ‘Closed’ to close the task 

6 you must decide whether it is appropriate to make a Bogus Call referral using the Fraud Referral  

Icon on your desk top – See: Fraud Referral 

Note: You can make a fraud referral at anytime not just when prompted following failure of security questions. 

PIPCS overview and navigation 

Introduction 

1. The telephony agent will use PIPCS to enable them to answer enquiries, and update information, and issue letters. The 

best place to find the information to answer a query is to access the search screen. Telephony agents will have view only 

access to most screens in PIPCS and have access to a few editable screens. Attachments (letters and documents that have 

been scanned into Document Repository System (DRS)) in PIPCS are indexed and telephony agents may not be able to 

view all of them, for security purposes - See: Managing Information. 

2. Entering a NINO in the search box will route the user to the PIP Search Screen, providing links to existing screens holding 

key information. Links to key data entry screens will be accessed from the toggled open view on the Search Screen. 

3. There are a number of screens in PIPCS that can be opened for a claimant. There will always be a ‘Person Record’ or 

‘Prospect Person’ screen with a set of tabs. 



 

  

4. The hyperlink available will be dependant on what ‘state’ the case is currently in, options are: 

• PIP Evidence Summary Case  

• PIP Application Case  

• PIP Decision Assist Case (when in AP space)  

• Personal Independence Payment Case  

• PIP Payment Correction Case (over/under paid)  

5. When an Enquiry Line or other PIPCS user toggles open “Evidence Summary”, they will have links to screens holding key 

information, including: 

• “Evidence Dashboard” screen  

• “Transaction History” screen  

6. The “Evidence Dashboard” provides key information about residence and presence, a link to medical details, payability, 

motability and a link to the assessment. 

7. The “Transaction History” provides key information about actions on the case including payment suspensions, changes to 

appointee details and when the determination was completed. 

8. The summary page found within the Person Home Page allows a user to easily view all key data in relation to the PIP 

Person Claim and should include: 



 

• Assessment Status  

• Owning Unit  

• Application Status and Outcome (including any advance claim)  

• Award end date  

• All Notes from all Cases  

• Last payment and amount  

• Intervention (planned and unplanned Data)  

• Reconsideration requested date and decided date  

• Appeal requested date and decided date  

• Motability agreement type  

• Reassessment indicator  

• Overlapping benefit types  

  

  

9. The summary page will not be present for a prospect person. 

10. Each of the cases will have a set of ‘tabs’ which means you can often find the same information in different screens, 

however to get a lower level of detail you may need to go to a specific tab. 

Note: Throughout this guidance quick navigation (QN) routes have been inserted, showing which tabs to select in PIPCS to 

view the screen described. 



 

PIPCS Navigation table 

11. 

QN: Search results > select Person Record or Prospect Person 

Screen Select Information 

Person Record (or  

Prospect Person) 

Relationships  

(Present) 

representatives, if a past or current relationship has been recorded 

Summary assessment status, owning unit/case owner, application status, application 

outcome, case status, last payment issue date, last payment amount, 

award end date, all notes from all cases, planned intervention date, 

inplanned intervention received date,  

 

  reconsideration and appeal details, Motability, overlapping benefit details 

QN: Search results > select Benefit Delivery Case 

Screen Select Information 

Benefit Delivery  

Case 

Explanations past or current explanations 

Appeals past or current appeals 

Reconsiderations past or current reconsiderations 

Current  

Determination 

latest CM decision, including descriptor choices, entitlement, payability, 

qualifying period, prospective test, list of weekly amounts paid to the 

customer, overlapping benefits 

QN: Search results > select Evidence Summary 

Screen Select Information 

Evidence  

Summary 

Evidence in Edit any recorded case evidence which hasn’t been finalised 

Items to Verify any recorded case evidence which hasn’t been verified 

Evidence  

Dashboard 

lay evidence, supporting evidence, payability evidence, motability 

evidence, PIP assessment determination evidence 



 

Transaction  

History 

event type and description, for example, determination completed   

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record or Prospect Person > select appropriate tab 

Screen Tab Information 

Person Record (or  

Prospect Person) 

Home national insurance number, name, address and date of birth, you will also 

be able to see any special interest flags or alternative format requirements 

from this screen 

Background education, employment, representatives, foreign residences and history 

Identity previous names 

Contact communications record with the department, attachments for copies of 

letters we have received or issued previous addresses and phone numbers, 

notes from all cases 

 

 Financials bank account details and payments and deductions 

Verification evidence that is awaiting verification for example waiting for a letter from a 

prison to confirm detention in legal custody dates 

Cases shows cases linked to record 

Application status of the claim, this is a useful screen for progress chasing as you can 

select the hyperlink in the ‘reference’ column to open the appropriate case 

screen 

Issues and  

Proceedings 

special cautions on the case 

Task actions or tasks outstanding on the case.  For example, we may have a 

piece of post that has come in.  A task will have been raised to deal with it 

but it has yet to be actioned. 

Note: PIP Enquiry Line telephony agents will not be able to view this screen 



 

Administration displays which benefits centre, currently owns the case 

LEAP status of the LEAP judgement, if the case has been selected for  

LEAP 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record or Prospect Person > Applications tab > PIP  

Application case link > select appropriate tab 

Screen Tab Information 

PIP Application  

Case 

Home provides a summary of what stage the claim is at in the ‘Applications to do 

list’ if there are any timers on the case, outcome of eligibility check, and 

any outstanding verifications 

Claimants Overview of claimant details with link to Person Record 

Benefits shows at what stage a PIP application is at 

Timers provides a description of the automatic timer that will be set following the 

issue of a ‘How your disability affects you’ form  

(PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1) 

Timers ‘PIP2 timer 40 days’ is the duration of the timer and the deadline of the 

timer is a count down of number of days left, you can extend the timer 

using the action button, and you can view previous extensions and the 

reasons for them. If the timer has  

 

  automatically been extended by PIPCS the reason will show. 

Evidence view active evidence on the case, this may be because a claimant has gone 

into hospital or other accommodation or some new medical evidence 

needs to be considered, also view explanation 

Disputes a reconsideration on the case or an appeals interest 

Related Cases representative information linked to the case 

Eligibility checks outcome of eligibility check 



 

Notes free text area, where CW/CM can record for example, details of an 

alternative format 

Note: evidence screens have their own notes fields which will be updated 

with information by the PIP case worker or manager; this is where the 

telephony agent should view first for information to answer enquiries 

Attachments view scanned documents attached to the case. 

Note: Not all types of attachments will be viewable to the telephony agent 

for security purposes 

Assessments where the AP assessment is created and completed by the AP and the CM, 

telephony agents will be able to view the descriptors for the award here 

Administration the case owner 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Cases tab > Personal Independence Payment Case link > select 

appropriate tab 

Screen Tab Information 

Personal  

Independence  

Payment Case 

Home provides a summary of the claim in its steady state 

Determination reasons for the decision 

Financials payments and accounts details 

Participant recognised representatives and external parties 

Dispute appeals interest or reconsideration 

Contact communications on the case 

Task outstanding tasks on case 

 

   

Administrator the case owner 



 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Cases tab > PIP Evidence Summary Case link > select appropriate 

tab 

Screen Tab Information 

PIP Evidence  

Summary Case 

Home provides a summary of what stage the claim is at with regards  to any 

planned award reviews or unplanned award reviews due to a change of 

circumstances on the case. 

Evidence view explanation, active evidence following change of circumstance, 

motability 

Assessment details if case needs to go to AP 

Participants recognised representatives and external parties 

Tasks outstanding tasks on the case 

Administration the case owner and Transaction History 

Contacts communications on the case 

Interventions any planned or unplanned interventions on case 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Cases tab > PIP Payment Correction Case link > select appropriate 

tab 

Screen Tab Information 

PIP Payment  

Correction Case 

Home closure and case details, recent transactions. ‘Payment  

Correction’ 

Financial over or underpayment details and deductions 

Participants recognised representatives and external parties 

Contact communications on the case 

Events such as an appeal 

Tasks outstanding tasks on the case 

Administration the case owner 



 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Applications tab > select case link > Assessment  

tab > Decision assist case link > select appropriate tab 

Screen Tab Information 

PIP Decision  

Assist Case 

Home overview of status of the active submission, if ‘Report completed’ 

assessment is back with DWP 

Submission history history of the active submission 

Determinations shows at what point the assessment is at for example ‘in progress’ or 

‘report outstanding’, also see reasons for a determination, check this 

screen to see if case with AP 

Notes additional info input by AP 

Tasks outstanding tasks on assessment 

Status History shows assessment status history 

  

Identity Verification and Workspace Navigation for PIP Enquiry Line  

Agents  

  

Introduction 

1. Automated Telephony Identification and Verification (IDV) provides the ability for callers to identify themselves and verify 

their identification through the Interactive Voice Response (IVR). 

Automated Identity and Verification 

2. The application presents identification questions to the caller from information held in CIS (Searchlight). These are 

answered through the input of digits from the caller’s telephone or through spoken answers, where Speech 

Recognition is available.  

3. In order to verify the caller, identity questions may be combined with verification questions to which only the caller 

should know the answer, this is called Knowledge Based Verification (KBV).  

4. Verification of customer details through IVR are completed at a weak level which is acceptable for the majority of 

customer enquiries and progress chasing calls. 



 
5. The outcome of the verification questioning is presented to the call agent in Workspace. 

• Workspace will display an Amber bar where the caller has verified their identity to the weak level  

• Workspace will display a Red bar where the caller has not verified their identity through the IVR questioning  

• Workspace will display a Blue bar where the call has not been through the verification application.  

6. Where a customer wishes to report a change in circumstance or asks for details of the amount and date of their next 

payment additional verification questions must be asked by the call agent before proceeding. 

Critical Process Point 

You must follow operational instructions to: 

• confirm claimant’s identity 

• apply third party procedures 

• Navigate any presented security questions 

Consequences 

If you do not correctly identify the claimant and apply third party procedures this may mean: 

• you fail to comply with the General Data Protection Regulation by not keeping the claimant’s personal information 

secure, which could result in disciplinary action 

• you fail to correctly identify the customer and end up divulging information to a bogus caller 

• delays in processing benefits 

• money is paid to the wrong person 

• there is a risk of fraudulent overpayments 

• avoidable and costly rework to correct any errors 

• the potential to cause reputational damage to DWP 

  

Workspace Navigation 

7. Workspace is the application PIP Enquiry Line Agents use to receive calls, CAMLite is used to create tasks which require 

Caseworker action, and PIPCS is used to answer enquiries and update changes of claimant details 



 

8. Workspace aids telephony users by linking calls to claimants.  Once an agent has logged into  

Workspace they should change their status to Ready.  Once in Ready state calls will be presented. 

  

  

  

9. When a call comes through an agent is presented with this screen which shows you are connected to the call, a visual 

prompt to show whether or not the caller has passed IDV, and an audible tone will be heard in the agent’s headset. 

  

  

10. Where the customer identity has been verified the status bar in Workspace will display as an Amber bar. 

11. Where the customer details have not been verified then the status bar will display as a Red bar. 

12. Where the customer has not been through the verification application then the status bar will display as a Blue bar. 

13. Where a caller fails to answer the IDV questions correctly they will be routed through to an agent to ask further 

questions to verify their identity.  See - IDV Deskaid 



 
  

Workspace Button Functions 

14. Workspace has a series of buttons which control the call. 

  

15. When a claimant contacts the PIP Enquiry Line and they are ringing from a Welsh Subscriber Trunk  

Dialling (STD) code they will be given an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) option to speak in Welsh. If the claimant opts to speak 

in Welsh the IVR will route the call to a Welsh speaking telephony caseworker. All other calls will be directed to a PIP Enquiry 

Line telephony caseworker. Blocked numbers and mobile phones will not be picked up by the IVR option to speak Welsh. Callers 

will be offered a three hour call back or the option to call us again from a Welsh landline - See: ‘Welsh claimants wishing to 

communicate in Welsh’  

16. Caseworkers must be aware of claimants already identified as needing Additional Support. They must also be able to 

identify if a claimant is vulnerable, take appropriate action, and when identified create a To Do Task so PIPCS can be 

updated to support the claimant. They can signpost claimants for help in completing ‘How your disability affects you’ 

form (PIP2), and for extreme cases where a claimant needs face to face support, refer to the Department for Work and 

Pensions (DWP) visiting or a support organisation. In the very rare case that a claimant may threaten self-harm or 

suicide, each office has a six point plan in place, all staff are aware of it, and are aware of what action they should take 

if a claimant threatens this. The caseworker will own the case for the duration of the incident before handing over to 

the nominated champion - See: ‘Vulnerable Claimants Hub’  

17. If a claimant wishes to converse in another language (other than English), the caseworker should consider the 

telephone interpreting services. If an interpreter is available set up 3 way call (conference call) using Workspace.  

  

Progress enquiries 

Escalation Route 



 

1. A large amount of enquiries will be about the progress of a claim or award review/change of circumstances award 

review and whether we have received or sent post - See: Top list of enquiries.  

Note: Agents must avoid creating unnecessary CAMLite tasks; only create a CAMLite task when operational 

instructions instructs you to do so or if an action is required. Messages from claimants do not require a CAMLite task; 

they can be recorded in the notes fields in PIPCS. For example: claimant calls to advise they have returned a PIP2, and 

would like it noted on the system. A CAMLite task is not appropriate as there is no action to be taken. Telephony 

agents should record information in the notes field on PIPCS QN Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > 

Contact tab > Notes > New 2. A good place to check for incoming and outgoing post will be in the ‘Communication 

History’. 

Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Contact tab > Communication. 

3. Telephony agents should advise it takes 7 – 10 days for post to be sent or received. 

Note: All timings are a guide. You should stress to the caller that each case is dealt with individually taking into account 

the circumstances of the claimant and if there are any additional activities, checks or extensions on their case it could 

take longer. 

PIP claim timings 

4. Where notifications are sent to claimants then the timings include 1 week for postage. 

Action Time (approximate time) 

new claim to decision received 17 weeks (duration includes 1 week postage time) 

reassessment claim to decision received 19 weeks (duration includes 1 week postage time) 

special rules new claim 

reassessment claim to decision 

6 working days 

6 working days 

DS1500 medical report sent to DWP typically received within 1 week 

paper new claim PIP1 to return to DWP 1 calendar month 

can be extended subject to Secretary of State (S of S) agreement 

paper new claim PIP1 reminder letter issued at day 19 (calendar) from date PIP1 sent from DWP 

 



 

  

PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2  

UI))/AR1 form sent to claimant 

claimant can expect to receive ‘How your disability affects you’ 

form within 1 week of making claim 

(issued day after making a claim to PIP providing no additional 

checks are required. Sent by 2nd class post) 

PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2  

UI)/AR1 form to return to DWP 

claimant is given 1 calendar month from the date the ‘How your 

disability affects you’ form is issued 

can be extended subject to S of S agreement 

(PIPCS allows 40 calendar days for return due to postage time) 

PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2  

UI)/AR1 form reminder letter 

issued at day 19 (calendar) from date PIP2/AR1 UI  

(Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 sent from DWP 

PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2  

UI)/AR1 form to return to DWP extension 

14 calendar days to return PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 

UI)/AR1 form, from the return by date on cover letter 

special rules claim with AP 1 working day 

Claim referred to AP after PIP2 received to when 

claim returned to DWP 

(this includes F2F or PBR) 

Note: AP may decide this is not required 

8 weeks after PIP2 returned by claimant 

AP contacts claimant for further evidence 

(This is part of the overall 4 – 6 weeks journey 

time) 

Note: AP may decide this is not required 

2-3 weeks after PIP2 returned by claimant 

DWP decision made after new claim returned from 

AP 

6 weeks (duration includes 1 week postage time) 



 

reassessment claim returned from AP to decision 

received 

6 weeks (duration includes 1 week postage time) 

Decision following change of  

circumstance/change in claimant's medical  

We need to make sure we have all the information we need and 

give each case careful consideration 

condition As a guide, the claimant should hear from us within 6 weeks 

Reconsideration We need to make sure we have all the information we need and 

give each case careful consideration 

As a guide, the claimant should hear from us within 10 weeks 

refer to Lines to Take - Progress chasing - Change to timings for 

further details 

Appeal signpost to HMCTS 

claim back from tribunal to decision 2-3 weeks 

PIP.0506 end of short term award letter sent 14 weeks prior to an award ending. Signpost to PIP  

New Claim Line to make a new claim 

SLA for call backs and CAMLite tasks 

5. 

Action Time (in working days) 

To do task 5 days 

SRTI or urgent To do 

task 

48 hours 

call back (also for 

insufficient data) 

5 days 

SRTI, SCR or urgent call 

back 

48 hours 

Welsh speaker 3 hours 



 

AFIP exemption task 48 hours 

complaint to Case 

Resolution Manager 

mark as urgent 

3 hours (so task goes to top of the work queue) NOTE: Advise the claimant; DWP  

Complaints Policy is to resolve the complaint within 15 working days. An initial 

‘acknowledgement and fact finding’ call will be made to the claimant within 5 working days 

by the relevant office/team 

Change of address 

1. PIP Enquiry Line telephony agents can only update a change of address (COA) if it is Great Britain (GB) residential 

address to GB residential address, provided the claimant has not come out of prison. 

Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Contact tab > Addresses 

2. Any other COA is classed as exempt or may be due to a change of circumstance. Exempt COA includes: 

• moving to and from GB residential address to abroad  

• abroad address to abroad address  

• moving to and from Isle of Man (IOM) and Northern Ireland to GB  

• correspondence address  

• temporary address  

• current address shows dead letter office (DLO), person without address (PWA) or no fixed abode  

(NFA)  

• corporate PAB  

• fraud special caution is set  

3. If a claimant is changing address because, for example, they are detained in legal custody or going into hospital or 

other accommodation you should not change the address but take the COA details and create a To do task in CAMLite 

and select Prison evidence or +/- 28 Payab evidence as appropriate. This is because there are additional questions 

that need to be asked in this change of circumstance - See:  

CAMLite task list.  

4. All tasks for payability issues on a reassessment case will go to a reassessment user see: reassessment guidance 

5. We cannot accept a COA for a future date, nor should address be updated in PIPCS before the claimant has actually 

moved as it may affect other benefits and outgoing correspondence. 

6. Once the address has been updated the telephony agent will have to check if the case: 

• has a change of AP lot - See: How to change AP lot  

• if change of lot is required check if case is with the AP - See: Check if case with AP  

• has an appeals interest on the case - See: Check for appeals interest  



 

• requires a change BC (for claimant only) - See: PIP lot checker  

7. If there is a change of AP lot and the case is not with the AP then the telephony agent should change the AP lot, if yes 

to any of the rest of the checks above, they will have to create a To Do task in CAMLite - See: CAMLite task list. 

8. When a COA is updated from a Welsh postcode area to a non Welsh area and the claimant’s preferred language is 

Welsh, a warning message will display. Create a To Do: C/Personal details task to remove communicate in Welsh flag. 

9. If there is a ‘communication exception – of type letter’ on the case a warning message will display when the address is 

changed. If this occurs when COA is being updated by a telephony agent, the agent will check the reason for the 

exception in PIPCS (‘Contact’ tab in ‘Person Record’). If the reason is ‘unsafe address’ or ‘no letter box’ the agent will 

check with the claimant if this is still the case. If no, they will create a CAMLite To Do: C/Personal details task to 

remove communication exception - See: Check communication exception – of type letter.  

10. If the address does not have a postcode for example if it is a house that is a new build use the Royal Mail 

Postcode Finder if a caller is unable to provide a postcode - See: Royalmail.com/postcode-finder. 

11. You should also consider if a claimant or recognised representative will require an ‘About your PIP decision’ 

letter (PIP.0500) with their new address on - See: About your PIP decision letter (PIP.0500). 

12. If there is an appeals interest on the case then Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service (HMCTS) will have to 

be notified of the change of address - See: Check appeals interest. 

13. When an address has been changed a warning message will ask if you wish to update the telephone number. 

Telephony agents can update telephone numbers in PIPCS and CAMLite (Note: Removing a telephone number in 

CAMLite will produce an error) as appropriate. 

Note: Due to PIPCS interacting with CIS(Searchlight) and broadcasting changes, telephone numbers must not be split 

into ‘Country code – STD code – Number’ they must be typed into one field only. There are three fields available within 

the ‘Phone’ field in PIPCS. When adding or editing a telephone number, you must use only the last field to record the 

phone number. Enter the full number without any spaces.  

Leave the first two fields blank. 

Check if case is with AP 

14. 

Step Action 



 

1 QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Application tab > select case link > Assessment tab 

TIP: ‘Decision Assist case' will show in your search results when you search for the Claimant NINO in PIPCS 

2 select ‘PIP Assessment’ link within the screen to open the ‘Decision Assist’ tab 

3 select ‘Determination’ tab 

4 from this page in the context panel you will be able to see the ‘Assessment Location’ 

if the assessment location is ‘with AP’ then the claim is with the AP 

if assessment location is ‘with DWP’ then the claim is with DWP 

Check case for appeals interest 

15.  

Step Action 

1 QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Application tab > select case link 

TIP: In the top right hand corner ‘Active’ box in the ‘Personal Independence case' if it shows ‘Appeals (1)’ then 

there is an appeals interest on the case. 

2 open the ‘Dispute’ tab 

3 highlight ‘Appeals on navigation panel on left 

4 check to see if the case is with HMCTS 

if yes create CAMLite To Do: C/Personal details task 

Update non exempt claimant address 

16.  

Step Action 

1 check change of address is not exempt, if it is create CAMLite To Do: C/Personal details task See: CAMLite task 

list 

if not exempt go to step 2 



 

2 for claimant COA from ‘Person Record’ tab in PIPCS select ‘Contact’ tab for recognised representative or PAB 

COA - See: Recognised representative COA 

3 highlight ‘Addresses’ in navigation panel on the left, you will be able to see the address currently held on PIPCS 

4 select ‘New’ button at the end of the address 

5 this launches the ‘New Address’ window for you to change the address 

6 the ‘Date’ will default to today’s date – do not put any future dates in. Change ‘Date’ if a past date is 

 required 

7 enter ‘house name’ and ‘number’ and ‘postcode’ as appropriate or ‘postcode’ only 

8 QAS will identify a single address match or multiple address matches, if multiple select the appropriate address 

Note: if you do not have a postcode check Royalmail.com/postcode-finder 

9 check ‘type’ field this will default to residential 

Note: The first address line will be blank unless the house has a name 

10 select ‘Save’, the new address will show in the ‘Contact’ tab 

11 a warning message will show if the claimant’s preferred language is Welsh and they have moved out of a Welsh 

postcode; create CAMLite To Do: C/Personal details task to remove communicate in Welsh flag 

12 a warning message will show if the claimant has communication exception, check reason on PIPCS and if 

‘unsafe address’ or ‘no letter box’ ask claimant if still required; if no longer required create a CAMLite To Do: 

C/Personal details task to remove communication exception 

13 a warning message will ask if change of telephone number is also needed if yes - See: Update telephone 

number step action 



 

14 check if a change of AP lot is required, if yes check if case is with AP 

if case with AP and requires change of lot create CAMLite To Do: Change AP lot task and mark as urgent 

if case not with AP and requires change of lot then change AP lot 

15 check if change of BC is required, if yes create CAMLite To Do: C/Personal details Task 

16 check if there is an appeals interest, if yes create CAMLite To Do: C/Personal details Task Note: Multiple 

additional actions can be put on one CAMLite task. 

Recognised representative or PAB COA in PIPCS 

17. 

Step Action 

1 from ‘Person Record’ in PIPCS select ‘Background’ tab 

2 highlight ‘Relationships’ in navigation panel on the left 

 

 

You will be able to see the recognised representative or PAB currently held on PIPCS. 

3 click on the name of the recognised representative or PAB in the ‘Related Party’ column 

4 this launches a window showing a record for the recognised representative or PAB. 

5 select the ‘Contact’ tab 

6 Highlight ‘Addresses’ in navigation panel on the left. You will be able to see the address currently held on PIPCS 

7 select the ‘New’ (yellow star) button 



 

8 this launches the ‘New Address’ window for you to change the address 

9 the ‘Date’ will default to today’s date – do not put any future dates in. Change ‘Date’ if a past date is required 

10 enter ‘house name’ and ‘number’ and ‘postcode’ as appropriate or ‘postcode’ only 

11 QAS will identify a single address match or multiple address matches, if multiple select the appropriate address 

Note: if you do not have a postcode check Royalmail.com/postcode-finder 

check ‘type’ field this will default to residential 

Note: The first address line will be blank unless the house has a name 

13 select ‘Save’, the new address will show in the ‘Contact’ tab 

14 a warning message will ask if change of telephone number is also needed 

Update claimant telephone number in PIPCS 

49. Telephony agents will also be able to update a telephone number within CAMLite. Telephony agents should not 

remove a claimant’s telephone number in CAMLite if there is no replacement number available. If a telephone number 

needs removing completely telephony agents should complete this action in PIPCS. It is important telephone numbers 

are entered into the correct fields in CAMLite for example home telephone number must display in the ‘Home’ field. 

Note: If the claimant’s preferred contact number is their mobile number, or if they only have a mobile number, this should 

be recorded as their home number on CIS (Searchlight) so that it can be accessed quickly and easily. 

Note: CIS(Searchlight) will reject any telephone numbers that contain spaces or any invalid characters. 

Note: New Claim Agents must ensure that they only use numbers and do not add spaces or invalid characters when 

entering a telephone number in the IEG data gather. 

50. Enquiry line agents and Users must ensure that they only use numbers and do not add spaces or invalid 

characters when editing a telephone number in PIPCS. Agents and users must use only the last field to record the phone 

numbers. 



 

Step Action 

1 go to ‘Person Record’ tab in PIPCS 

2 select ‘Contact’ tab 

3 select ‘Phone numbers’ in navigation panel on the left 

You will be able to see the telephone number currently held on PIPCS 

4 select ‘new’ 

5 this launches the ‘New Phone Number’ window for you to type in the telephone number 

Note: You must use only the last field to record the phone number. Enter the full number without any spaces. If 

telephone number is the primary contact number remember to select ‘Primary’ tick box. 

6 select ‘Save’ 

Update recognised representative or PAB telephone number in PIPCS 

51.  

Step Action 

  

1 from ‘Person Record’ tab in PIPCS select ‘Background’ tab 

2 highlight ‘Relationships’ in navigation panel on the left 

3 you will be able to see the recognised representative or PAB currently held on PIPCS 

4 click on the name of the recognised representative or PAB in the ‘Related Party’ column 

5 this launches a window showing a record for the recognised representative or PAB 

6 select the ‘Contact’ tab 

7 highlight ‘Phone numbers’ in navigation panel on the left. You will be able to see the telephone number 

currently held on PIPCS. 

  select ‘action button’ at the end of the telephone number 



 

9 this launches the ‘New Phone Number’ window for you to type in the telephone number 

Note: You must use only the last field to record the phone number. Enter the full number without any spaces. If 

telephone number is the primary contact number remember to select ‘Primary’ tick box. 

10 select ‘Save’ 

52. For further information and step actions for change of address - See: Change of address. 

Note: For change of PAB - See: Change of PAB of COP. 

Changing bank account details in PIPCS 

Introduction change bank details 

53. The telephony agent can add and edit UK bank account details in PIPCS providing claimant or recognised representative 

has passed security. Account details can be taken from a third party  

(alternative enquiry rules applied) only if it is a SRTI new claim and there are no existing account details on PIPCS - See: 

Special Rules Terminally Ill. Agents will not add or edit bank account details if the bank account is overseas or an 

existing overseas bank account is being updated to a UK bank account. 

Note: Agents may receive a management check in PIPCS whilst taking this action. Team leaders will have to clear the 

check - See: Management check process. Reassessment cases may also require account details updating in DLACS, 

agents should confirm with claimant then update DLACS account details. 

54. When a new bank account is added or the existing bank account edited, this will be done through the modify function 

and will be verified through Bank Wizard. If a customer wanted to end their bank account because for example it had 

been closed and they don't have another one at this time, a To Do Payments task would have to be created to suspend 

payments. When the details are added or edited all subsequent payments will be issued to these new details. Previous 

bank details will be shown under the ‘Change History’ tab in the ‘Bank Account’ screen. 

Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Financials tab > Bank Account (navigation panel) > Change History tab 

55. A CAMLite To Do Payments task will have to be created if: 

• bank account details have been added - to put the benefit into payment  

• bank account details have been edited – and benefit is currently suspended  

• the bank wizard does not work  

• cannot add or edit bank account as details are for an overseas bank account  

• cannot edit bank account as details changing from an overseas bank account to UK bank account  

• payment needs to be suspended  

• PIP.4005 to customer to confirm change of bank account - on request only  



 

Telephony agent actions add or edit bank account 

56. 

Step Action 

1 if bank account details are for an overseas bank account or are changing from an overseas bank account to a 

UK bank account you cannot update these details create a To Do: Overseas bank  

 

 acct task and finish - See: Enquiry Line task desk aide or if editing UK bank account details or adding UK bank 

account, follow actions steps 2 to 13 

2 in the ‘Person Record’ in PIPCS you will select ‘Financial’ tab 

3 highlight ‘Bank Accounts’ on the left hand navigation panel 

4 select ‘Modify Bank Account Details’ from the action drop down list if editing a bank account; ‘Edit  

Bank Account’ window will display 

5 input ‘Account Name’ this is the name, as shown, on the bank account 

Note: The account name must be completed in capital letters as payments can fail if not. 

6 for ‘Account Type’ select ‘Bank Account’ from the drop down list 

7 input ‘From’ date, this cannot be a future date 

8 Note: Ignore ‘Passed to Citibank’ tick box this is for overseas accounts, which you cannot update 

9 input ‘Account Details’ this includes ‘Account Number’, ‘Sort Code’ and ‘Roll Number’ as appropriate 

10 select ‘Save’, PIPCS will validate the information with the Bank Wizard 

11 if bank account edited check if payment has been suspended (viewable from ‘Transactions’ on navigation panel 

‘Unprocessed Items’ tab) in PIPCS. If it has create To Do: Payments task to lift suspension - See: Enquiry Line task 

desk aide or if bank account added create To Do task to put benefit into payment 

12 if the bank wizard fails and the bank account details do not update create a To Do: Payments task -  

See: Enquiry Line task desk aide 



 

13 if the claimant requests a letter to confirm their bank details have been updated create a To Do task for a letter 

to be sent - See: To Do task: Issue PIP.4005 confirmation of account update 

Note: Reassessment cases may also require account details updating in DLACS, agents should confirm with 

claimant then update DLACS account details. 

Advance Claims 

57. When a claimant has an award that is due to end, they have the right to make a new claim up to six months prior 

to their award ending. This is known as an ‘advance claim’. An advance claim is effective from the day after the last day of 

current entitlement; there will be no PIP renewal invites. You should advise the customer to ring the PIP New Claim Line 

0800 917 2222 or textphone 0800 917 7777. 

Motability mailshot 

58. An advance claim is taken in the same way as a new claim, that is, through the IEG data gather. Under the General 

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Motability UK allows a claimant to opt-in to  

automatically receive a Motability mailshot. If no preference is recorded on PIPCS, the Telephony Agent will ask the 

claimant the Motability mailshot question. For instructions on Motability mailshot details – See: Motability Consent 

Statement – no opt in/opt out value shown or See: Change to the Motability Consent marker later in this chapter. 

Request for PIP2, AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI), AR1 or SRTI acknowledgement 

form reissue 

59. A claimant recognised representative, or verified third party can request the reissue of ‘How your disability affects 

you’ form PIP2, AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)), AR1 or SRTI acknowledgement. 

Note: PIP2 form will be used for PIP new claims and reassessment cases, AR1 is used for Award Reviews and AR1 UI 

(Formally known as PIP2 UI) is used for Change of Circumstances Award Reviews. 

60. When a duplicate PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1 is requested, the telephony agent must check 

that the form has not been reissued previously. 

Note: In Reassessment cases if a claimant requests the reissue of a PIP2, DLA may remain in payment until a decision is 

made. Good cause must be considered for repeated PIP2 reissue requests to avoid unnecessarily extending payments of 

DLA - See: ADM P6 Good Reason and Considering good reason. 

61. A telephony agent can reissue the PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)), AR1 or SRTI acknowledgement from 

the communication record - See: Reissuing a system notification.  

Note: If the claimant advised us of a change of name or address since the original form issue, the reissued form and 

Communication Record will be updated automatically. 



 
62. The PIP2 covering letter will have a new return date of one calendar month from the day it is re-issued. Until this 

is changed to show the original date it was sent, the telephony agent will have to extend the timer to account for the 

additional days. For example: 

 original PIP2 issued 5th June and return date 5th July, the 40 day timer counts down from 5th of June  

 PIP2 reissued 25th June with return date 25th July, the 40 day timer counts from original issue date 5th June  

 calculate the number of days to extend the timer by reissue date (25th June) – original issue date (5th June) = 

extend timer by 20 days  

63. The timer can be extended up to 40 days - See: Telephony agent reset timer for PIP2/AR1 UI (Formally known as 

PIP2 UI))/AR1. 

Request for PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2UI) AR1 extension 

64. When a PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1 extension is requested the telephony agent must check 

the ‘Timers’ tab in the ‘PIP Application Case’, that this is the first request for a PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 

UI))/AR1 extension. The telephony agent can view previous extensions and the reasons for them. If the timer has 

automatically been extended by PIPCS the reason will show. 

Note: if an ‘auto extension’ was applied before 18th November 2019 then no reasons will be recorded.  Timers that were 

automatically extended after 18th November 2019 will have notes displaying on the timer tab. 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Application tab > PIP Application Case link > Timers tab 

65. If it is the first request then the telephony agent will reset the timer by up to 14 days in PIPCS, for the return of the 

PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1. The telephony agent must make an entry in the ‘reasons’ notes field or an 

error message will display and they will be unable to reset the timer - See:  

Telephony agent reset timer for PIP2/PIP2 (UI)/AR1. 

66. If a claimant, recognised representative or verified third party is making a second request for PIP2/AR1 UI 

(Formerly known as PIP2 UI)AR1 extension or a first request that is longer than 14 days, they will not automatically be 

granted it. They will have to provide a good reason why they need a further extension and this will be decided by the CM - 

See: CM PIP2 extension. The telephony agent will not reset the timer but will create a CAMLite To Do Task sub type ‘PIP2 

ext x2’ and in ‘Notes’ add ‘Timer Extension request for PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)AR1 (form as appropriate)’ 

and include the reason for the request, which will route to a CM with the right skillset. 

Telephony agent reset timer for PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1 

67. 

Step Action 



 

1 ensure you are in ‘PIP Application Case’ 

Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Application tab > PIP application Case link 

2 select ‘Timers’ tab 

3 you will be able to see a list of timers that have been set against the case 

4 expand the timer by using the ‘arrow’ button next to ‘PIP2 timer 40 days’ to check there has been no previous 

extension 

Note: If the PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1 has already had an extension you will see a panel 

with ‘Days Extended’ in it. You must not reset the timer. Create a To Do: PIP2 Ext X2 task and include in the 

notes box ‘Timer Extension request for PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1 (form as appropriate)’ 

and include the reason for the claimant/PAB asking for an additional extension 

5 select the ‘action’ button 

  

6 select ‘Extend’ from the drop down 

7 in the ‘Days Extended’ field, type ‘14’ 

Note: If extended due to reissue of PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 insert the calculated number 

of days. This can be up to 40 days. 

8 if the claimant offers a reason why they want the extension this can be typed into the ‘Reason’ notes field, if no 

reason is given type ‘no reason’ otherwise an error message will display 

Note: If extended due to reissue of PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI))/AR1, note in the comments box 

9 select ‘Save’ 

Note: If the claimant asks when they should return their PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 AI)/AR1 by, after a two 

week extension has been granted, the telephony agent should advise them to add 14 days to the return date on their 

cover letter. If the claimant is insistent on being told the new date then; 

Work out PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 return date following 14 day 

extension 



 
68. 

Step Action 

1 go to ‘Contact’ Tab in ‘Person Record’ 

Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record> Contact tab 

2 highlight ‘Communications’ on the navigation panel on the left 

3 select the most recent outbound cover letter and form and add 1 calendar month to the date it was issued. 

 PIP.1003 for the PIP2  

 PIP.1021 for the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)  

 PIP.1033 for the AR1  

Example: PIP2 issued 10th April, original return date 10th May (one month period is the 11th April –  

10th May) 

4 then add 14 days to the original return date – that is the date the PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 

UI))/AR1 form should be returned following the two week extension. 

 

 Example original return date 10th May plus 14 day extension, PIP2 form due back 24th May (one calendar 

month plus 14 days). 

Claimant Letters 

69. Telephony agents can only issue certain letters to claimants. These include: 

• letter of entitlement notice PIP.0500 (to PIP benefit)  

• certificate of entitlement PIP.0501 (vehicle licensing)  

• bank details form DPGEN  

• PIP.3033  

70. Any other letter, requested by a claimant, recognised representative or 3rd party will be put on a CAMLite To Do: Other 

task - See: Enquiry Line ask desk aide. 

71. Telephony agents are likely to receive calls from claimants or recognised representatives wanting more clarity on a 

notification they have received - See: Example PIP letters or database of PIP letters. 

72.Telephony agents should check the Person Record in PIPCS, to see correspondence sent to or received from the 

claimant or recognised representative. 



 

Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Contact tab > Communications or Attachments 

73. There may also be a Document Repository Service (DRS) image available for them to view the letter. 

Telephony agent actions request for duplicate PIP1 or PIP Decision letter (PIP.0500) 

74. 

Step Action 

1 when in the ‘Person Record’ in PIPCS select ‘Contact’ tab 

2 select ‘Communications’ from left side navigation panel 

3 select the ‘New’ icon to create a new communication record 

4 a ‘Record New Communication’ window will appear. 

You must complete all mandatory fields. 

5 for Date of Contact this will default to today’s date 

6 for Contact With select ‘Claimant’ or ‘Recognised Representative’, or as appropriate 

7 for Inbound/Outbound field select ‘Outbound’ 

8 for Channel select ‘Correspondence’ 

9 for Contact Reason select ‘Enquiry’ 

10 for Security Questions select ‘Not applicable’ 

11 for Contact Sub-Reason select ‘Can you send me?’ 

12 for notification type select ‘PIP.0500’ or PIP1 

13 then select ‘Save’ 

Note: The communication record will be automatically updated to show you have issued the PIP.  

0500 or PIP1. The letter will be automatically generated and issued by PIPCS 

75. Telephony agent actions, claimant requests a certificate of entitlement to PIP (PIP.0501) for free vehicle tax - See: 

Replacement Certificate of Entitlement (COE) Telephony route for claimants not entitled to a COE. 



 

Telephony agent actions request for bank details form (DPGEN) 

76. 

Step Action 

1 put DPGEN form in an envelope and address to claimant or recognised representative as appropriate 

2 when in the ‘Person Record’ in PIPCS select ‘Contact’ tab 

3 select ‘Communications’ from left side navigation panel 

4 select the ‘New’ icon to create a new communication record 

5 a ‘Record New Communication’ window will appear 

You must complete all mandatory fields 

6 for Date of Contact this will default to todays date 

7 for Contact With select ‘Claimant’ or ‘Recognised Representative’, or as appropriate 

8 for Inbound/Outbound field select ‘Outbound’ 

9 for Channel select ‘Correspondence’ 

10 for Contact Reason select ‘Post’ 

11 for Security Questions select ‘Not applicable’ 

 

  

12 for Contact Sub-Reason select ‘Other Information’ 

13 in the ‘Notes’ field type ‘DPGEN requested and sent’ 

14 then select ‘Save’ 

The communication record will be automatically updated. 

  



 

Disclosing information about decisions 

77. Telephony agents can give information about decisions over the phone to claimants and recognised 

representatives. A CM will use all the information in the claim form, from the health professional (assessment provider) 

and any other evidence that has been provided. They will make a reasoned decision on entitlement, including the level 

and length of the award. 

Claimant requests an explanation 

78. The CM will explain their decision if the claimant or Personal Acting Body (PAB) doesn’t understand it. This is 

called an explanation and you can register this request in PIPCS - See: Claimant wants decision explaining. 

Spare Paragraph: 79 

Claimant dispute rights and dispute periods 

80. A claimant has dispute rights against any outcome decision and must be aware of their appeal rights at all times. A 

reconsideration dispute period following an outcome of a decision is one month from the date the decision 

notification letter is issued. The claimant or PAB can ask for reconsideration in writing, or by contacting the PIP Enquiry 

Line. 

81. Telephony agents can view the date a decision letter was issued by going to: 

Step Action 

1 cases and Outcomes banner 

2 person Record 

3 contact tab 

4 communications navigation panel. 

82. When a reconsideration request is received outside the one calendar month time limit but within the 13 month 

absolute time limit, after the decision notification was issued, it’s considered out of time. Good reason for lateness will 

be considered by the CM. They will decide if they will allow the reconsideration. If not the claimant has the right of 

appeal with an independent tribunal. 

Administrative Exercise (AE) 

83. There are some AE letters which do not give mandatory reconsideration rights. In the letter claimants will be given the 

opportunity to contact us if they wish to provide additional evidence or information for us to consider. If they choose 

to do this, we can treat this as a reconsideration against their original CM decision not against their AE, even if this 



 
original CM decision is over 13 months. The CM will have the grounds to look again at the original CM decision 

regardless of time limits. 

84. If the claimant contacts us a reconsideration must be registered but still selecting the ‘LEAP’ type. 

85. These letters are: 

• PIP7059  

• PIP7070  

  

Subpages 

• Administrative Exercise (AE)  

Administrative Exercise (AE) 

71. There are some AE letters which do not give mandatory reconsideration rights. In the letter claimants will be given 

the opportunity to contact us if they wish to provide additional evidence or information for us to consider. If they 

choose to do this, we can treat this as a reconsideration against their original CM decision not against their AE, even if 

this original CM decision is over 13 months. The CM will have the grounds to look again at the original CM decision 

regardless of time limits. 

These letters are: 

• PIP7059  

• PIP7070  

Reconsiderations 

Reconsiderations 

86. If a claimant is not happy with their decision they can ask for a CM to look at it again this is known as a 

reconsideration. You must check the claimant fully understands the decision and offer an explanation, however you 

must not force a claimant into having an explanation if they don’t want one. You can register the reconsideration 

request on PIPCS. 

87. If the request is by phone, telephony agents should advise the claimant of how long they have to send in any 

additional information/evidence (Note: They don't have to have new/additional information to request a Mandatory 

Reconsideration): 

"If you have additional information you want us to consider, you must get it to us within one month. We may be able to 

extend this deadline in certain circumstances. Please contact us as soon as you know you won't be able to get the 

information to us within one month." 



 

88. Telephony agents should also tell the claimant how long it's likely to take for them to get the Mandatory 

Reconsideration Notice from us - See: Register Reconsideration: 

"We will look at our decision again as quickly as we can, however it takes a few weeks. We need to make sure we have 

all the information we need and give each case careful consideration. As a guide, you should hear from us within 10 

weeks." 

"We will send you a letter to tell you what we've decided and why. This is called a 'Mandatory Reconsideration Notice'." 

Telephony agent actions request for third party Reconsideration form (PIP .3033) 

89.  

Step Action 

1 when in the ‘Person Record’ in PIPCS select ‘Contact’ tab 

2 select ‘Communications’ from left side navigation panel 

3 select the ‘New’ icon to create a new communication record 

4 a ‘Record New Communication’ window will appear. 

You must complete all mandatory fields 

5 for Date of Contact this will default to today’s date 

6 for Contact With select ‘Claimant’ or ‘Recognised Representative’, or as appropriate 

7 for Inbound/Outbound field select ‘Outbound’ 

8 for Channel select ‘Correspondence’ 

9 for Contact Reason select ‘Enquiry’ 

10 for Security Questions select ‘Not applicable’ 

11 for Contact Sub-Reason select ‘Can you send me?’ 

12 for notification type select ‘PIP.3033’ 

13 In Notes field type ‘recon request made by 3rd party’ 



 

14 then save 

Note: In CAMLite create a To Do: Other task for 5 days to check the return of the  

PIP.3033 

Telephony agent actions request for Reconsideration from 3rd party 

90. If a reconsideration request is received from a 3rd party and the 3rd party is unable to call back with the claimant 

present, you must issue form PIP.3033 to the claimant 

91. From the PIP Template select: 

Step Action 

1 General Enquiry 

2 PIP.3033 

3 info needed – to look at the decision again 

4 we need – consent general 

5 free text – Enter ‘We were contacted by xxx [insert name of caller] to request we reconsider your  

Personal Independence Payment decision. Please confirm you want the decision looking at again’. 

92. Complete the outbound communication with the claimant as follows: 

Step Action 

1 in the ‘Person Record’ select ‘Contact tab’ 

2 select ‘Communications’ from left hand side navigation panel 

3 select the ‘New’ icon to create a new communication record 

4 A ’Record New Communication’ window will appear. Complete all mandatory fields 

5 Date of Contact will default to today’s date 

6 For Contact With select ‘Claimant or Recognised Representative’ or as appropriate 

7 For ‘Inbound/Outbound select ‘Outbound’ 

8 For Channel select ‘Correspondence’ 



 

9 For Contact Reason select ‘Enquiry’ 

10 For security Questions select ‘Not applicable’ 

11 For Contact Sub-Reason select ‘Can you send me?’ 

12 For notification type select PIP 3033 

13 In ‘Notes’ field type ‘ Recon request made by 3rd party’ 

14 Select ‘Save’ 

93. In CAMLite create a To Do task “Other” “Nino - Check for return of PIP.3033”. 

  

Support for completing form ‘How your disability affects you’ AR1 UI  

(Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1) 

94. PIP is designed to be simpler and more straightforward to claim and should therefore require less support to complete 

the claim. Support for PIP claimants has been designed specifically for PIP. The ‘How your disability affects you’ form 

(PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1) is made up of a series of tick box and free text questions. These give the 

claimant the opportunity to explain how their condition affects their daily life, both on good and bad days and over a 

range of activities. The PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)/AR1 will be supporting evidence for their claim. 

95. PIP Enquiry Line will take a three level approach in providing support to claimants, recognised representatives and 3rd 

parties completing the form: 

• See: Vulnerable claimants  

• See: How your disability affects you - PIP2 form pdf version  

• See: How your disability affects you - Information booklet pdf version  

Level Example Lines to take 

level 1 general 

enquiry 

“Do I need to complete this 

form?”, “Is it 

complicated/can I do it 

myself?” 

the form is simple to complete 

it is a mixture of tick boxes and free text to make it easy to complete 

most people will be able to complete the form themselves; some may 

need a little bit of help, perhaps from friends or family or support 

organisations 



 

level 2 specific 

support (1 or 2 

questions) 

“I don’t understand what 

you mean by question  

6…” 

have you got your information booklet? 

there is help online 

telephony agent to guide/help with basic enquiries 

level 3 full claims 

completion support 

“I need help with all these 

questions…” 

support and encourage completion, consider friends and family the 

completion of every question is not mandatory and it is all right to 

return the form with some questions unanswered, the claimant can 

provide information during any subsequent consultation 

sign post to greater support by local support organisations, they may 

need to book and appointment (remind them they have 1 month to 

return the form). 

  When all the above options have been exhausted or are not suitable: 

Is the caller able to complete form with some help over the 

telephone? If yes - See: Telephony agent actions level 3 telephone 

PIP2 form completion 

if the caller is unable to complete by telephone, face to face (F2F) 

support required - See: Telephony agent actions level 3 face to face 

PIP2 form completion 

Telephony agent actions level 3 telephone PIP2 form completion 

96.  

Step Action 

1 create an Outbound: PIP2 completion task - See: Enquiry Line task desk aid 

2 In the notes box complete the customers name, telephone number and the times the claimant is not available 

over the next 5 days - See: How to create outbound task and also - See: CAMLite task list 

3 you must consider if the claimant or recognised representative requires a two week extension to return the 

PIP2 

If yes then update the timer - See: Telephony agent actions 2 week extension  

  



 

Telephony agent actions level 3 face to face PIP2 form completion 

97. 

Step Action 

1 create a To Do: Visiting task. In the notes box include claimant’s name, Nino, address, DOB,  

Contact telephone number and V.O referral made 

2 Complete V.O referral tool. For referral tool - See: DWP visiting referral tool, See: How to create to do task and 

also - See: CAMLite task list 

3 you must consider if the claimant or recognised representative requires a two week extension to return the 

PIP2 

 

 If yes then update the timer - See: Telephony agent actions 2 week extension  

 

Payment Enquiries 

98. There are two components of PIP for daily living and mobility needs. Each component can be paid at a standard or 

enhanced rate for those with the greatest need. 

PIP Rates 

Year Daily Living Component Mobility Component 

Standard Enhanced Standard Enhanced 

Weekly April 2013 £53.00 £79.15 £21.00 £55.25 

4 weekly April 2013 £212.00 £316.60 £84.00 £221.00 

Weekly April 2014 £54.45 £81.30 £21.55 £56.75 

4 weekly April 2014 £217.80 £325.20 £86.20 £227.00 

Weekly 

April 2015 

£55.10 £82.30 £21.80 £57.45 



 

4 weekly 

April 2015 

£220.40 £329.20 £87.20 £229.80 

Weekly 

April 2016 

£55.10 £82.30 £21.80 £57.45 

4 weekly 

April 2016 

£220.40 £329.30 £87.20 £229.80 

Weekly 

April 2017 

£55.65 £83.10 £22.00 £58.00 

4 weekly 

April 2017 

£222.60 £332.40 £88.00 £232.00 

Weekly 

April 2018 

£57.30 

  

£85.60 £22.65 £59.75 

4 weekly £229.20 £342.40 £90.60 £239.00 

April 2018     

99. Telephony agents are able to provide information on payments to claimants, recognised representatives and verified 

third parties. They must not disclose account information. 

100. Direct payment into an account is the way the department pays benefits and pension because it is safe, efficient and 

fast. Paydays for PIP are Monday to Friday and usually the same day as the decision was made. Decisions made at 

the weekend will be randomly given a payday of Monday to Friday. 

101. Where the customer requires a payment exception method of payment, HM Government Payment Exception 

Service (HMGPES) must be used. This must not be considered as the normal method of payment it must only be 

used as a last resort. 

102. If the day on which a payment is due is a bank holiday in England, Scotland or Wales, the payment will be released 

earlier, so that the customer does not have to wait for their payment. The payment will be credited to the claimant’s 

bank account on the last working day before the bank holiday. 

Payment Screens in PIPCS 



 

103. The payment screens in the ‘Financials’ tab are very informative when answering a payment enquiry from a 

claimant. 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Financials tab 

104. ‘Transactions’ on the navigation panel on the left side will show you the payments that have been issued, each 

payment is summarised with a nominee, payment reference, due date, amount and status for example ‘issued’. You 

can expand each payment using the arrow. This will show you account details and the breakdown of the PIP benefit 

components and amounts including weekly payment amounts. 

105. ‘Bank Accounts’ will give you information on where payments are being made to. Previous bank details will be 

shown under the ‘Change History’ tab in the ‘Bank Account’ screen. 

106. ‘Deductions’ on the navigation panel on the left side will show you if the claimant is paying back any monies owed. 

The ‘History’ tab will show any previous deduction payments. 

107. Additional information can be found in the ‘Financials’ tab in ‘Application case’. 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Application tab > Personal Independence Payment case link > 

Financials tab 

Note: ‘Transactions’ in the Personal Independence case will only show the amount that a claimant is entitled to not the 

actual amount going into their bank account. For example, if a claimant is entitled to £21.00 a week and has a deduction 

of £10 a week for an overpayment, the transaction from this tab will show as £84 every four weeks, whereas the 

transaction in the Person Record will show £44 every four weeks, as the overpayment deduction has been taken. 

108. The ‘Unprocessed items’ tab will display any payments that are waiting to be issued. This is useful to see if a 

claimant’s payments are in suspension and when they are due payments. 

109. ‘Deductions’ on the navigation panel on the left side will show you if the claimant is paying back any monies owed. 

The ‘History’ tab will show any previous deduction payments. 

110. ‘Components’ on the navigation panel on the left side will show you what benefit components the claimant has been 

awarded, and the delivery pattern; for example four weekly. You can expand the arrow against each component, 

you can see if there are any suspensions on the component for example daily living award and mobility component 

may be suspended due to going into hospital. The Supplier Motability component will always show even if the 

claimant has not got a Motability agreement. 

111. ‘Delivery Patterns’ in the navigation panel on the left side will show you how often the benefit is paid. 

112. ‘Nominees’ on the navigation panel on the left side will only show two nominees this will be the claimant and/or 

Supplier Motability. You can see if an automatic nominee suspension is on the case from this screen. 



 
113. Over and under payments’ on the navigation panel on the left side will show you if a claimant is owed money or has 

been over paid. By using the arrow to expand the over or underpayment you will be able to see a breakdown of the 

period it covers, the component if it affects and the amount of the over or underpayment. For recent 

communications regarding Disability Benefit Payment enquires - See: Lines to Take. 

  

Admission and Discharge from hospital Admission and 

Discharge from hospital 

Introduction 

114. Payments of Personal Independence Payment (PIP) can be affected after the first 28 days if the claimant is over the 

age of 18 and is admitted to a NHS hospital. If the claimant goes into hospital you will need to obtain detailed 

information and record details on PIPCS. 

115. If the claimant is under the age of 18 and are in a NHS hospital or similar institution, you must note the date of 

admission and name of the hospital in the communication record and the person case notes. No information must 

be input or applied in the evidence case and the claimant’s PIP will remain in payment - See: Supreme Court 

judgement 8 July 2015. 

116. Similar institutions are normally care homes or other accommodation where the NHS is paying the whole (or almost 

the whole) cost for the claimants stay or some other care facility which the NHS own or pay for. 

117. The accommodation may be classed as a ‘similar institution’ if: 

• the purpose of the institution, the type of treatment provided and the level of care offered, are similar to a hospital  

• it’s maintained by, or on behalf of the NHS  

• it’s a Military hospital  

118. If claimants are paying for their stay or treatment in hospital or similar institution payment of PIP isn’t affected. 

119. If there’s any doubt whether the claimant is in a NHS hospital or a similar institution, further enquiries will need to 

be made. 

Record on PIPCS 

Step Action 

1 perform NINO search in PIPCS 



 

2 depending on the search results select the appropriate case: 

Evidence Summary case – on-going Entitlement  

Application Case – new claim not decision made  

 Note: Once the appropriate case has been selected the actions are the same. 

3 select the ‘Evidence’ tab which will display the Evidence Dashboard 

4 scroll down the screen to ‘ Hospital and Other Accommodation’ 

5 select the ‘Plus’ sign and a new pop up box will be displayed  ‘New Hospital and Other  

Accommodation Evidence’ details 

6 complete the ‘New Evidence’ pop up box and save 

7 select the ‘Evidence Dashboard action button’ 

8 select ‘apply changes’ option from the dropdown list 

9 an ‘apply changes’ pop up box will display 

10 select the relevant ‘Evidence Type’ checkbox and save 

11 return to the search page and refresh to check for any payment correction case 

12 select the ‘Person’ case link in the search results if correction case 

13 record and include hospital details in the notes field if an over/under payment 

Note: A note must be created in the ‘person case’ if there is a payment correction. A note is created in the 

‘Contact’ tab in the ‘person case’. Full details need to be recorded as a CW will receive a system task when a 

payment correction case is created to deal with the over/under payment. 

You must also check if there is a Motability agreement and if so create a manual task and allocate to the Mota 

Specialist Team 

See: Learning Simulation – Admission to Hospital 

120. The following are the different fields, information required and whether they are mandatory or not. 

New Hospital and Other Accommodation Evidence Details 



 

Received Date (mandatory) - the field automatically defaults to the current date, it can be amended if needed 

On-going Enquiry (mandatory) - from the dropdown select Yes or No as to whether this is the first action in respect of 

this hospitalisation or there is action already on-going.  If you are issuing and enquiry form to the Hospital, select 'Yes' 

from the drop-down box.  If there are no further enquiries to make select 'No' from the drop-down box. 

Name (mandatory) - the name of the hospital the claimant was an inpatient is input in this field 

Type (mandatory) - a dropdown list of the different types of accommodation to select from, for hospital admissions 

this will be ‘hospital’ 

Intention to Return - the claimant must be asked if there is already the intention for them to be readmitted to hospital 

and from the dropdown select either Yes or No dependent on the claimant’s answer 

Country - a dropdown list is provided from which to select which country the hospital is in, for example England 

Location Name/Number - the hospital name can be re-input in this field to enable a search for the full postal address 

when the post code is known 

Post Code - the hospitals post code should be input here then select the ‘next’ button. This will display possible 

addresses and the correct option should be selected 

Start Date (mandatory) - this field is for the date the claimant was admitted to hospital 

End Date - this field is for the date the claimant was discharged (this cannot be a date in the future) 

Similar Institute to Hospital - if it has been identified that the claimant is in a similar institute to hospital then ‘Yes’ 

should be selected from the dropdown otherwise this field should be left blank 

State Funded (mandatory) - there are three options in the dropdown for this field, Yes, No and Don’t  

Know. The appropriate option should be selected but in the majority of cases this will be Yes 

Fund Provider - the dropdown list provides a selection of possible fund providers, in hospital cases the option to select 

is Health Authority 

Fund Providers Name - The fund providers name must be input in this field, if not then an error message will display at 

the top of the pop-up box when you try to save the new evidence information 

Phone Number - If known the telephone number of the Health Authority should be recorded 



 

Agreement to Repay - this relates to care homes or other similar types of accommodation and should be left blank in 

hospital cases 

Comments - Any further information that is relevant and has not already been recorded should be input in this field 

121. If there’s more than one period of hospitalisation to be recorded the ‘save’ and ‘new’ button must be selected which 

records the first hospital period and then displays a blank New Hospital and Other Accommodation Evidence Details 

pop up box. 

Hospital Discharge with Unknown Admission Date 

122. If a claimant phones with a hospital discharge date but the admission date isn’t recorded on PIPCS and they can’t 

remember when they were admitted, the discharge date can’t be recorded in evidence as the start date field is 

mandatory. 

123. The hospital name must be established and a PIP.3019 issued to the hospital for the missing information. Create a 

communication record and input in the notes the reason for the PIP.3019 being issued and ‘defer task to await reply’ 

to be included in the comments field before it’s allocated to the appropriate work queue. 

124. Once all IDV action has been completed, to record ‘Only Discharge Date Known’ on PIPCS you must: 

Step Action 

1 perform NINO search in PIPCS 

2 select the ‘Person’ case from the search results 

3 select the ‘Contact’ tab 

4 select the ‘Communications’ tab and then ‘New’ 

5 complete ‘Record New Communication’ pop up box, record why PIP.3019 has been issued and save 

6 select the ‘Task’ tab and then ‘New’ 

7 complete the ‘New User Task pop up box’, PIP3019 issued – ‘Defer task to await reply’ must be input in 

comments field 

Claimant Provides Missing Information 

125. If the claimant phones with the missing admission date, it can be recorded as evidence. This is done in exactly the 

same way as when admission and discharge dates are known. As a manual task had been created for the PIP.3019, 

this will now need to be closed. To do this you will need to grab the task from the task tab in the Person case. 



 
126. You must record the evidence in the appropriate case and create the communication in the Person case. Once this 

has been completed you: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Task’ tab (all tasks relating to the claimant are displayed) 

2 select the relevant task link 

  

3 from the action button select the ‘add to my tasks’ option 

4 close the task 

5 save 

Hospital Discharge Date Provided – Admission date already held 

127. If a claimant phones with a hospital discharge date when the admission date has already been entered: 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Hospital’ screen already filled with the admission date by selecting the left button 

2 select ‘edit’ on the right hand button 

3 input the new information 

Note: If all the information is now known and evidence is to be saved and applied, the on-going enquiry field 

must be changed from 'Yes' to 'No' when inputting new evidence 

Note: If a 3rd party who is not a recognised representative calls to report an admission/discharge, you need to ask them 

to phone back with the claimant present to report the change in circumstances.  If they can’t you can take the change 

however, you must corroborate the evidence with the institution by issuing a PIP.3019 and follow the PIPCS actions as 

per hospital discharge with unknown admission date. 

128. 

Step Action 

1 do a NINO search in PIPCS 



 

2 depending on the search results, select the appropriate case: 

  

‘Evidence Summary Case’ – on-going entitlement 

‘Application Case’ – New claim decision not made 

  

once the appropriate case has been selected 

3 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

  

4 select ‘Hospital’ and ‘Other Accommodation’ link not the ‘plus sign’ (+) 

5 access the ‘Hospital’ screen already filled with the admission date by selecting the left hand button and clicking 

‘edit’ on the right hand button 

6 check information held 

7 input discharge date 

8 in the ‘comments’ box make a note of where the information came from 

9 select save 

10 select ‘Evidence Dashboard’ back in evidence summary – evidence 

11 select ‘Apply Changes’ option from the dropdown list 

12 ‘Apply Changes’ pop up box will display 

13 select the relevant ‘Evidence Type’ checkbox 

14 select save 

Re-assessment Cases 

129. If it’s a re-assessment case the PIPCS action remains the same. An entry will be created on the  

Work Available Report (WAR) the following day on Disability Living Allowance Computer System  



 
(DLACS) but this may not be in time to prevent an overpayment of Disability Living Allowance (DLA). Once the PIP action 

has been completed a warm handover to a reassessment CW should be completed to enable the appropriate DLACS 

action. 

130. If for any reason the warm handover can’t be completed, the following action must be taken: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS 

2 select dialogue DA460 

3 input suspension code 10 

4 create CAMLite to do task sub type +/- 28 Payab evidence (Hospital) 

5 note task ‘please input hospital dates in DLACS as per evidence summary screen in PIPCS -  

Unable to complete warm handover’ 

131. A full suspension will stop any payments going out to prevent any possible overpayment from occurring from the 

date that DWP was notified of the hospital admission. 

Admission to hospital – PIP claimant under 18 

132. As a result of a Supreme Court judgement made on 8 July 2015, there are no longer rules to suspend Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) for claimants under 18 years of age admitted to an NHS hospital, similar institution or 

privately funded hospital. However, hospital details must continue to be gathered and recorded as normal. If the 

claimant is aged under 18 at the date of admission to hospital details must still be taken. The telephony agent will 

create a CAMLite To Do task sub type -28 Payab evidence and record in the first line of the Notes ‘U18 in hospital’ and 

include all details as shown in the Enquiry Line task desk aide ‘+/- 28 Payab evidence’ (Hospital) script.  



 

Admission and Discharge from other Accommodation Hospice 

133. Where a claimant is admitted to a hospice you must check to see if they are a Special Rules  

Terminally Ill (SRTI) case. If they are, further information is required to establish if their benefit remains payable and must be 

recorded on Personal Independence Payment Computer (PIPCS). 

134. For their benefit to remain in payment you must establish the name of the hospice, the date of admission and/or 

discharge and how their stay is being funded, and record all the information on  

PIPCS. As with all types of evidence, where it’s recorded depends on what stage the claim or case is at. 

135. If the claimant isn’t a SRTI case you must follow the same process as if the claimant was admitted to hospital - See: 

Admission and discharge from hospital. 

136. Where there’s a claim without a decision you must do a National Insurance Number (NINO) search in PIPCS and select 

‘Application case’ from the search results. 

137. Where a decision has been made and there’s on-going entitlement you must do a NINO search in PIPCS and select 

‘Evidence Summary case’ from the search results. 

138. When the appropriate case has been selected the actions are the same you must: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

Note: This will display the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ 

2 select ‘Hospital and Other Accommodation’ 

3 select the ‘plus’ sign (a pop up box will display) 

4 record new Evidence. 

Note: If all the information is now known and the evidence is to be saved and applied, the on-going field must 

be changed from 'Yes' to 'No' when inputtting new evidence. 

139. Once all the details have been recorded and saved the evidence needs to be applied. To do this: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ action button 

2 from the dropdown list select ‘apply changes’, 



 

3 an ‘Apply Changes’ pop up box will display and the relevant evidence type checkbox needs selecting and then 

saving 

140. The hospice admission and/or discharge has now been recorded on PIPCS and a note must be made in the claimant’s 

person case on PIPCS as follows ‘admission to ‘hospice name’ charity no. XXX’. 

Step Action 

1 complete all IDV action in CAMLite 

2 perform NINO search in PIPCS 

3 select the ‘Evidence Summary’ case from the search results 

4 select the ‘Evidence Tab’ 

5 scroll down to ‘Hospital and other Accommodation’ 

6 select the ‘plus’ sign – New Evidence pop up box displays 

7 complete the ‘new Evidence pop up box’ and save, then apply changes 

8 return to the search page 

9 select the ‘Person Case’ link in the search results then select the ‘contacts’ tab 

10 select the ‘notes’ tab and create a standard note of the hospices name and charity number 

11 return to CAMLite to wrap up the call 

Residential Accommodation 

141. A claimant may take up residence in a: 

• nursing home  

• care home  

• residential school or college  

142. If this is the case, this information will need to be recorded on PIPCS. 

Claimant has all the Information Required 



 

143. Where this is recorded will depend on whether the claimant has on-going entitlement or a New Claim.  For New Claims 

without a decision you must do a National Insurance Number (NINO) search in PIPCS and select ‘Application Case’ from 

the search results. 

144. Where a decision has been made and there is on-going entitlement, you must do a NINO search in PIPCS and select 

‘Evidence Summary Case’ from the search results. 

145. Once the appropriate case has been selected the actions are the same: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘evidence’ tab which will display the evidence dashboard 

2 select ‘Hospital and Other Accommodation’ 

3 select the ‘Plus’ sign and a new ‘Evidence’ pop up box displays 

4 save 

146. When inputting the information, the mandatory fields must be completed as per Hospitalisation. 

New Hospital and Other Accommodation Evidence Details 



 

Received Date (mandatory) - automatically defaults to the current date but can be amended if needed 

On-going Enquiry (mandatory) - from the dropdown select Yes or No as to whether this is the first action in respect of 

this residential accommodation or there is action already on-going. For example, if you are issuing an eqnuiry form to 

the Hospital select 'Yes' from the drop-down.  If there are no enquiries to be made, select 'No' from the drop-down. 

Name (mandatory) - the name of the residential accommodation is input in this field Type 

(mandatory) - select from the following options: 

Care or Nursing Home  

Hospice  

Residential College  

Sheltered Housing  

Other or Respite Care  

Start Date (mandatory) - the date the claimant was admitted to residential accommodation 

State Funded (mandatory) - there are three options in the dropdown for this field, Yes, No and Don’t  

Know. The appropriate option should be selected 

Fund Provider - the dropdown list provides a selection of possible fund providers, in residential accommodation cases 

the option to select is usually Local Authority (LA).  For residential schools it’s usually Education Authority (EA) 

Fund Providers Name - The fund providers name must be input in this field, if not then an error message will display at 

the top of the pop-up box when you try to save the new evidence information 

Phone Number - If known the LA/EA Authority number should be recorded 

Agreement to Repay - the options are Yes, No, Don’t Know.  If the claimant has an agreement with the  

LA to repay any fees paid on their behalf then Yes would be appropriate 

Any further information that is relevant and has not already been recorded should be input in this field 

147. Once all the information has been completed it must be saved to record it on PIPCS. 

148. When all the details have been recorded and saved the evidence needs to be applied. 

To do this: 

Step Action 



 

1 select the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ action button 

2 from the drop down list, select ‘apply changes’ 

3 an ‘apply changes’ pop up box will display 

4 select the ‘relevant evidence type’ checkbox 

5 save 

Under/Over Payment 

149. Where a claimant has on-going entitlement to PIP you establish whether this has created an over or under payment.  If 

there’s a payment correction case, a communication record must be created in the ‘Person Case’. 

150. Details must be included as a Case Worker (CW) will receive a system task when a payment correction case is created 

to action the over or under payment. 

When All Information is known: 

Step Action 

1 complete all IDV action in CAMLite 

2 perform NINO search in PIPCS 

3 select the relevant link from the search results 

4 select the ‘Evidence’ tab 

5 scroll down to ‘Hospital and other Accommodation’ 

6 select the ‘Plus’ sign and a new ‘Evidence’ pop up box displays 

7 complete the ‘New Evidence’ pop up box and save then apply changes 

8 return to the search page and refresh to check for any payment correction case 

9 in an over/under payment, select the ‘Person Case’ link in the search results 



 

10 create a communication record, include admission details in notes field if an over or under payment 

11 return to CAMLite to wrap up call 

Claimant doesn’t have all the information 

151. If the claimant doesn’t know all the information you must: 

Step Action 

1 complete all IDV action in CAMLite 

2 perform NINO search in PIPCS 

3 select the ‘Evidence Summary’ case from the search results 

4 select the ‘Evidence’ tab 

5 scroll down to ‘Hospital and other Accommodation’ 

6 select the ‘Plus’ sign and a new ‘Evidence’ pop up box displays 

8 with the information know, complete the ‘New Evidence’ pop up box 

9 save 

10 return to the ‘search’ page and refresh 

11 select the ‘Person Case’ link in the search results 

12 create a ‘Communication Record’ for issue of PIP.3008 

13 create a manual task with standard note ‘Defer task to await reply, check if suspension required’ 

14 return to CAMLite to wrap up call 

152. If the claimant isn’t sure who’s funding their residential accommodation, you must: 

Step Action 

1 record what information is known in the ‘New Evidence’ pop up box and save 

Note: The evidence isn’t applied at this stage 



 

2 issue PIP.3008 to the appropriate authority 

3 create a communication record in the ‘Person Case’ 

4 create a manual task with the standard note ‘PIP.3008 Issued defer task to await reply, check if suspension 

required’ 

Sheltered Accommodation 

153. Accommodation owned by the Local Authority (LA) may be described as "very sheltered accommodation" and referred 

to as flats or flatlets. Such accommodation is often provided in the same way as council houses or flats. 

154. If a claimant advises they have moved into sheltered accommodation, you must establish how this is funded. Check 

CIS(Searchlight) to confirm if the claimant is in receipt of Housing Benefit, Council Tax Benefit or have a tenancy 

agreement. If they are, you must treat this as a change of address and action this as business as usual.  If the claimant 

advises they are receiving NHS funded nursing care then their admission should be treated as a similar institution to a 

hospital - See: Admission and discharge from hospital. 

  

Spare Paragraph: 155 

  

Detention in Legal Custody 

156. If the claimant contacts to report Detention in Legal Custody these details can now be taken and actioned by 

telephony staff with the relevant user skill set. 

157. If a claimant is detained in HM Prison, or Young Offenders Institute (YOI), PIP will not be payable after 28 days. A 

claimant can only be paid for 28 days, whilst detained in legal custody, once, in a 12 month period.  

158. Periods spent in legal custody will link over a rolling 12 month period. PIPCS  calculates this automatically. If the 

claimant is held on remand, custody or is convicted, PIP will be affected whether the offence is criminal or civil.  Any 

periods spent on bail will be payable unless the claimant is released on temporary licence - See: Claimants on 

Weekend Release or Temporary License - paragraph 167. 

Example:  

Claimant is released from custody on 14/05/2017 after being detained for nine months. They are then taken into custody 

again on 09/09/2017. PIP will not be payable from 09/09/2017 as this is within 12 months. 

159. In order to ensure the case isn’t automatically suspended the following information needs to be gathered. 

• date the claimant was taken into custody  



 
• any periods spent on bail  

• expected date of release if known  

• were they unfit to plead?  

• were they detained under the Mental Health Act?  

160. If there is missing information and we know which prison they are in, check the local spread sheet or failing that 

contact: 

• OMU.[PRISON NAMEor 

• Custody.[PRISON NAME  

161. Where the email address doesn't end with gov.uk and you don't know which prison or YOI the claimant is in, you 

must email using the Prisoner Location Service email address including the claimant's full name and DOB - See:. This 

is because sending personal information about a claimant to an unsecure address is prohibited and may result in 

disciplinary action. 

162. You will need to email the relevant prison or YOI for the information required and create a manual task and defer 

until the information is received. If it’s a new application case with on-going entitlement, record in ‘Evidence 

Summary Case’. 

163. The information that is recorded is the same in both cases in the New Detention in Legal Custody Evidence Details 

screen - See: Payability. 

164. If the case is with the AP: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘search results’ 

2 select the ‘notes’ tab 

3 select ‘new’ 

4 add a note in ‘Decision  

Assist’ 

165. The following are the different fields, what information is required and whether they are mandatory. 

Received Date (mandatory) – defaults to today’s date but can be amended if required. 

In Detention in Legal Custody (mandatory) – defaults to yes and shouldn’t be changed. 

Phone Number (optional) – if the telephone number for the prison is known it should be recorded here. 



 

Name (optional) – name of the prison the claimant has been detained in. 

Country (optional) – the country the prison is located. 

Post Code (optional) – used to search for the full address when next is selected. 

Start Date (optional) – the date the detention in legal custody began. 

End Date (optional) – the date claimant was released from legal custody. 

Comments (optional) – any information known that is relevant and isn’t covered by the above fields should be 

recorded in the comments. 

166. There are only two mandatory fields and if any information is saved without the start date being recorded an 

automatic system suspension is set without allowing the 28 days to ensure no overpayment occurs. 

167. Once the start date is known the system will suspend payments from the correct date and PIPCS will release arrears, 

or calculate an overpayment if necessary when the correct start date is verified in the verification screen. 

168. You must include the claimant’s full name and DOB. 

Recording Detention in Legal Custody in PIPCS 

Step Action 

1 complete all IDV action 

2 perform NINO search in PIPCS 

3 select the ‘application’ or ‘evidence’ case from the search results 

4 select the ‘evidence’ tab 

5 scroll down to ‘detention in legal custody’ 

6 select the ‘plus’ sign (+) 

7 ‘new evidence’ pop up box displays 

8 complete the ‘new evidence’ pop up box with information known 

9 select ‘save’ 



 

10 Do Not apply changes 

11 return to search results and select ‘person case’ link 

12 select ‘contact’ tab and then ‘new’ 

  

13 

complete ‘record new communication’ pop up box for an outbound correspondence, include why  

PIP.3001 or PIP.3002 has been issued 

14 select ‘save’ 

15 select the ‘ask’ tab and select ‘new’ 

16 complete the ‘new user task’ pop up box, PIP.3001/PIP.3002 issued 

17 ‘defer task to await reply’ must be input in the comments field 

Claimant Released from Legal Custody 

169. When a claimant is released from Legal Custody, to improve the process of reinstating payment, you are now able to 

accept the prison release information provided by the claimant by phone, unless there are grounds to doubt the 

information provided, such as previous notes suggesting a claimant has tried to obtain money whilst still in prison. 

170. You must then: 

Step Action 

1 record the release date in either the ‘Application Case’ or ‘Evidence Summary Case’ 

2 record the end date 

3 save 

4 verify the release date by accessing the ‘Verification Tab’ on the evidence dashboard 

5 record who supplied the information 

Note: If it’s the claimant then select and complete the ‘Case Participant’ field. Activate the dropdown menu and 

select their name before selecting ‘save’ 

It it’s someone from the prison their name must be recorded in the ‘Name field’ before selecting  

‘save’ 



 

6 apply evidence – PIPCS will lift system suspension and release payment 

171. On occasion PIPCS will generate a To Do task with the task type ‘Verification Outstanding’ with a subject of either 

‘Start date of legal custody’ or ‘End date of legal custody’. If either of these tasks are generated the telephony agent 

can grab it and close it with no further action. 

  

Boarder Payments 

172. When a claimant has been in a hospital/care home/residential college for more than 28 days, Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) may not be payable. After payment of PIP has been suspended, further payments may 

be made on a daily basis if: 

• the claimant is not discharged from the hospital/care home/residential college but spends a period away overnight 

from the hospital/care home/residential college  

• the claimant expects to be re-admitted within 28 days  

Daily Rate Payments boarders 

173. Some claimants spend regular periods in hospital, a care home, specialist school or college. For benefit purposes, 

these claimants are referred to as ’boarders’. Once established, payment of PIP can be made at a daily rate for those 

days (must include an overnight stay) when they are not in hospital, a care home, specialist school or college. The 

daily rate is only payable if: 

• the claimant has already had payment for the first 28 days in hospital, a care home, specialist school or college; and  

• the claimant was already admitted to hospital, a care home, specialist school or college immediately before the 

period of absence; and  

• the claimant is expected to return to hospital, a care home, specialist school or college within the period of 28 days 

from the day immediately following their day of discharge  

174. Before payment can be made for the periods spent at home, a decision is required to show that payment of PIP can 

be made for any period spent away from the hospital, care home, specialist school or college. If PIP is aware that the 

claimant spends regular periods at home when the initial decision for the payment suspension after 28 days is 

made, the decision will incorporate the fact that payment can be made for the periods spent at home. 

175. If not, and the claimant starts to spend periods at home after the initial decision has been made, a further decision 

will be required before daily rate boarder payments can be made. 

176. When the claimant is notified of a suspension decision, they will also be instructed on how they can claim payment 

for the periods that they have spent at home. They can claim for the periods spent at home by ringing Enquiry Line, 

sending the dates on PIP.4001 or in a letter. 



 
Note: The dates provided cannot be for future periods. 

Telephony claims 

177. The telephony agent can take a call from the claimant, their legal representative or third party claiming payment for 

boarder dates where the claimant is not yet treated as being a boarder for PIP purposes. 

178. If the claimant is already treated as being a boarder, the call must be made by either the claimant or their appointee 

because this is a claim for payment. 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Evidence Summary > Evidence tab > Payability Evidence 

179. The telephony agent will record boarder dates in a CAMLite ‘To Do’ task – See: CAMLite Task Desk aide 

Postal claims 

180. If the claimant chooses to send the dates in writing, on receipt of the PIP.4001 reply section or a letter claiming 

payments for ‘boarder’ dates in the Mail Opening Unit (MOU), the correspondence is scanned and a task is created 

in PIPCS for PIP user action. 

Note: A boarder record can be added retrospectively against a closed period of hospitalisation or time in a care home, 

specialist school or college. There is no restriction in how far back in time we can make payments for. 

Payment cycle 

181. Boarders are paid on the standard 4 weekly or weekly ‘cycle’. If the dates claimed are within the current payment 

period, the claimant will have to wait for their normal payment ‘cycle’ payment. 

182. If the payments due are outside of the normal payment ‘cycle’ for the current period, PIPCS will generate a 

‘Payment Correction’ - Under Paid Case or Arrears payment. 

Boarder payments due within the current payment period 

183. The CW will complete PIP.4001 for the boarder payment that is due to be paid. If the boarder payment is to be 

made in two parts because of the claimant’s payment cycle, the CW should defer the task to the week prior to the 

next payment due date. At that stage, the CW should prepare the second PIP.4001 showing the next boarder 

payment that is to be made. 

Boarder payments due for a past period 

184. If boarder dates are payable for one or more past payment periods, that is, payments span one or more past 

payment periods and the current payment period, PIPCS will make the payment due for the past period/periods as 

soon as the CW saves the boarder dates. 



 

185. If dates provided span two different payment periods, PIPCS will make the payment due for the earlier period as 

soon as the CW saves the boarder dates and retain the dates for the current payment cycle until that payment 

period is due. The CW must check whether one or two payments are to be made for the boarder dates and show 

this on the manual notification (PIP.4001). 

Note: PIPCS records all details of the amounts and payment periods of all boarder payments made in the Financial 

Transactions screen. 

Qualifying benefits PIP and Carers Allowance CA 

186. PIPCS will automatically determine whether new evidence ‘applied’ results in a payability adjustment. The ‘batch’ 

process will also establish that there is a ‘Carer’ representative and determine if the PIP and CA interface is to be 

triggered and CA notified. 

Claimant Reporting Going Abroad 

187. When a claimant phones to tell us they are permanently moving abroad and it’s a non EEA Country or Switzerland, 

we need to advise them that their benefit will stop. 

188. If they are permanently moving abroad to a country within the EEA or Switzerland, this will need to be referred to 

the Exportability Team at Blackpool - See: How to transfer a case to the Exportability team. 

189. If they are going abroad for less than 26 weeks to receive medical treatment for an existing condition or disability, 

benefit can remain payable. 

190. If they are going on holiday for less than 13 weeks, as long as all other conditions for PIP are met the telephony 

agent will record the information on PIPCS. When the start date of the absence abroad is recorded a PIPCS system 

generated task is created for 13 weeks from the date the absence started to suspend payments. 

191. The end date cannot be a future date so only the start date will be recorded, therefore, you must advise the 

claimant to notify the Department on their return so the system can be updated. 

192. The following are the different fields that are available for Foreign Residency evidence: 

Received Date (mandatory) – the date defaults to today’s date but can be amended if required 

Country (mandatory) – from a dropdown list of countries the relevant country should be selected 

Reason (mandatory) – the different reason for the claimant going abroad are on a dropdown list, the telephony agent 

should select the appropriate reason 

Start Date (optional) – the date following the date the claimant went abroad should be recorded as this is the first full 

day the claimant was abroad 



 

End Date (optional) – the date before the claimant returned from abroad as that is the last full day the claimant spent 

abroad. This date cannot be a future date 

Intention to Return (mandatory) – whether the claimant intends to return or not should be recorded, the options are 

Yes or No 

Treated As (optional) – dependent on what is selected here dictates which rules deal with each period abroad. If no 

entry is input in this field PIPCS will not take the start and end date into account when running the rules 

Comments (optional) – any relevant information can be recorded here 

193. To record a Start Date on PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 complete all IDV action 

2 perform a NINO search 

3 select the ‘Application’ or ‘Evidence’ case 

4 select the ‘Evidence’ tab 

5 scroll to ‘Foreign Residency’ 

6 select the ‘plus’ sign – ‘New Evidence’ pop up box appears 

7 complete the ‘New Evidence’ pop up box with information known and save 

8 apply changes using the ‘Action’ button 

194. To record an End Date on PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 complete all IDV action 

2 perform a NINO search 

3 select the ‘Application’ or ‘Evidence’ case 

4 select the ‘Evidence’ tab 



 

5 select the ‘Active Evidence’ tab 

6 expand the ‘Foreign Residency’ line and select the ‘Action’ button 

7 select ‘Edit’ – ‘Edit Evidence’ pop up box appears 

8 complete the ‘Edit Evidence’ pop up box with known information and save 

9 apply changes 

  

Special Rules Terminally Ill 

195. We have special rules for terminally ill (SRTI) people making a claim to PIP; it is for claimants with a progressive 

disease who are not expected to live for longer than six months. The claimant will be asked to obtain a DS1500 

medical report from their doctor, specialist or consultant to support the claim, they can also ask the doctor’s 

receptionist, a nurse or social worker to arrange it for them - See: PIP postal addresses for where to send. 

196. Healthcare professionals hold PIP special envelopes which can be posted first class. A DS1500 can also be 

completed and submitted electronically and securely by a medical professional. 

197. An SRTI claim can be made by the claimant, recognised representative or a third party. Should a SRTI claimant 

contact the department, because they have received an award notification, and they are unaware a claim has 

been made on their behalf, telephony agents should advise claimant to talk to the third party about the claim. 

198. Important: Third parties are advised to ring PIP Enquiry Line, when they make a new SRTI claim, to provide any 

missing non mandatory information, for example bank account details. Agents can input bank account details from 

a third party (alternative enquiry rules applied) on an SRTI new claim provided there are no existing bank details 

on PIPCS - See: Change bank account details on PIPCS. 

199. Any other information provided by the third party that the agent can not update on PIPCS should be put on a 

CAMLite To Do: C/Personal details task . 

200. Any tasks for SRTI claimants must be marked as ‘priority’. If a claimant who is normal rules (NR) contacts the PIP 

Enquiry line to inform us they are now terminally ill (TI) we have to ask a number of questions covering; 

 mobility  

 DS1500  

 GP/HSCP information  

 type of illness  



 
201. The responses will be captured on a To Do: Normal rules to SRTI Task. Telephony agents must use the NR to SRTI 

desk aid which provides a script to capture the required information - See: NR to SRTI desk aid. 

202. On occasion you may receive an enquiry from a General Practitioner (GP) or Health and Social Care Professional 

(HSCP) regarding the non payment of a DS1500 fee form - See: DS1500 fee form. The fee must be paid within 30 

days of receipt in a DWP office. The telephony agent should check the GP/HSCP has contacted Purchase 2 Pay first. 

If they have and have been unable to resolve their enquiry create a CAMLite To Do: Other task - See: CAMLite task 

list. 

203. A DS1500 is not a claim to benefit. When a lone DS1500 is received and we can identify the potential claimant, the 

WFT will create a prospect person record on PIPCS and a CW will make enquiries to the GP/HSCP to inform them 

to contact their patient and tell them to make a new claim to PIP. If we get no response from the GP/HSCP we will 

send a sensitive enquiry letter to the potential claimant to ask them to make a new claim to PIP. Once a new claim 

has been made the lone DS1500 will be linked to the claim. 

Enquiry from potential claimant who has sent in a lone DS1500 

204. 

Step Action 

1 advise caller that sending in a DS1500 is not a claim to benefit. 

2 check if there is a ‘Prospect Person’ record. There will NOT be a ‘PIP Application Case’ against the record if we 

have received a lone DS1500. From the ‘Communications Record’ you will be able to see what activity has 

occurred 

3 Advise caller to ring the PIP New Claim Line and make a claim to PIP under SR. 

if there is not a Prospect Person record and caller advises they have sent in a lone DS1500 it could be that there 

was not enough information on the DS1500 to identify the potential claimant (the DS1500 would be recorded 

manually on DBD699 register). 

Advise caller to ring the PIP New Claim Line and make a new claim to PIP under SR. 

Note: claimants will be asked if they have sent/are sending a DS1500 during the call. 

Additional information 

  

Quick link list 205. 

• Check for DLA interest   



 

• Prospect person   

• PIP New Claim   

• Caution flags and notable information   

• Change of circumstances Award Reviews and PIP Award Reviews   

• Motability Scheme and vehicle tax discount   

• Assessment Providers (AP)   

• Disclosing information about decisions   

• Reconsiderations   

• Claimant dispute rights and dispute periods   

• Appeals   

• Request for an appeal form   

• Self Selectors   

• Reassessment   

• Armed Forces Independence Payment (AFIP)   

• Exporting PIP benefit   

• Managing Customers Suicide and Self Harm Declarations   

• Bereavement   

• Complaints   

• Compliments and Suggestions   

• Post Office Card Accounts   

• Missing Payments   

Check for DLA interest 

206. The telephony agent should check in CAMLite ‘Benefits’ tab whether the caller has a DLA interest, this can help to 

quickly identify and signpost callers. 

Prospect person 

207. When a telephony agent searches for a claimant in PIPCS a ‘Prospect Person’ record may display. A prospect person 

record can be created for one of the following reasons: 

 claimant has not been authenticated  

 claim has been made by an verified third party  

 claim has been made by unverified third party under SRTI  

 a lone DS1500 has been received  

Note: A PIP record is also created by changing the Reassessment Indicator (RI) to ‘03’ in DLACS to prevent the PIP claim 

being invited to claimants under 18 and in hospital. These claimants will be invited to claim PIP when discharged from 

hospital. 



 
208. Claimants with a NINO but fail IDV for another reason, the discrepancy task will no longer be generated and will 

continue the eligibility process.  PIPCS will create a ‘person case’ to allow the lay rule to run. Claimants without a 

NINO will continue to follow the current instruction when IDV fails. 

PIP New Claim 

209. Claimants wishing to make a new claim to PIP should contact the PIP New Claim Line 0800 917 2222 or textphone 

0800 917 7777. PIP is to help towards some of the extra costs arising from a health condition or disability. It is based 

on how a person’s condition affects them, not the condition they have. PIP is for people aged 16 to 64, DLA remains 

for children up to the age of 16. Claimants can receive PIP whether they are in or out of work. The benefit is not 

means tested or taxed. 

210. There are two components to PIP – for daily living and mobility needs. Each component can be paid at standard 

rate, or enhanced rate for those with the greatest needs. PIP includes an assessment of the individual’s needs by a 

health professional. Most people have a face-to- face consultation as part of their claim. We will regularly review 

awards to make sure the claimant is receiving the right support. Reviews will be at appropriate intervals based on 

how likely it is that the claimant’s condition or impairment will change.  

Caution flags and notable information 

211. The telephony agent can view caution flags from the claimant’s homepage. These include: 

 preferred language  

 preferred communication  

 alternative formats  

 special interest such as special rules terminally ill or fraud  

 Additional Support (AS) watermark (3 possible variants see below)  

AS Watermark:  

• 'Additional Support Indicated’ – this will appear as a watermark on the Person Page if we have 

currently selected ‘Yes’ to the question ‘additional support indicated’ and the ‘additional support 

determined’ is either ‘no’ or ‘blank’ most recent medical evidence details page  

• ‘Additional Support’ – this will appear as a watermark on the Person Page if we have currently 

selected ‘Yes’ to the question ‘additional support determined’. and this is visible in most recent 

medical evidence details’  

• ‘Historic Additional Support’ – this will appear as a watermark on the Person Page if we have 

historically selected ‘Yes’ to questions ‘additional support indicated’ or ‘additional support 

determined’ within ‘medical details’ and both the additional support indicated’ and additional 

support determined’ fields are currently marked as ‘No’ most recent medical evidence details’  



 

Consideration must be given at every stage of the PIP customer journey where an additional support watermark is present, 

to determine if the correct marker is held or required. If the marker needs to be updated, you must update the additional 

support answers in medical details on the application page. This will generate the correct watermark to appear on the 

homepage and ensures we are holding the most up-to-date information regarding the support the claimant may need 

Note: You must not tell a claimant, recognised representative or 3rd party there is a SRTI (in case claimant or family 

unaware) or fraud marker on a Person Record. 

Note: Although Interventions have now been renamed to Award Reviews and CofC Award Reviews, any output from the 

system will still refer to them as Planned and Unplanned Interventions. 

Change of Circumstances (CofC) Award Reviews and PIP Award  

Reviews (AR) 

212. A CofC Award Review (change of medical condition which may result in a change of daily living or mobility 

needs) is a review of an award which has been instigated by the claimant, their recognised representative, a 3rd party, 

or the Secretary of State. It may result in a revision of the decision. An AR is a review of an award set at a time 

prescribed by the CM with advice from the Health Professional (not in all cases). A CofC Award Review will involve an 

assessment; face to face consultation and/or completion of AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)) form. An AR may 

involve a Face to Face consultation and usually involve completion of AR1 form. It may also involve advice from a onsite 

Health Professional - See: PIP Award Reviews. 

213. However, as a result of the changes to the hospital rules effective from 8 July 2015, a PIP claimant admitted as a 

hospital inpatient before age 18 who is likely to still be in hospital when their PIP award ends may have their award 

extended without the need to complete a claim form. If the claimant reports a change of circumstances, they will be 

informed: 

 entitlement will be reviewed  

 PIP payment may go up or down or stay the same (not be disallowed)  

Note: From 25th June 2016 the AR1 replaces the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) for PIP Award Reviews. 

214. A claimant may make a request for a decision to be looked at again at any time where there has been a change 

in their medical condition and/or the needs arising from it. If a claimant with an existing award contacts the department 

asking for the decision to be looked at again because of a change of circumstances (such as in their medical condition), 

telephony agents must advise; 

“Thank you for telling us about the change. We will shortly send you a form to get additional information and you may 

need to attend a consultation. You will have 1 calendar month to return the form. If you do not return the form within 

this timescale your entitlement to PIP could end.. When we look at your award again we’ll look at the whole of your 



 
entitlement, including both parts and the length of the award to make sure you’re receiving the right amount of 

Personal Independence Payment.” 215. Telephony agents should advise the claimant of how long it's likely to take: 

"We will look at our decision again as quickly as we can, but it takes a few weeks. We need to make sure we have all 

the information we need and give each case careful consideration. As a guide, you should hear from us within 6 

weeks." 

216. Agent Note, not for caller:  If  claimants do not return the form within the allocated time it starts a process which 

could terminate entitlement to PIP (failure to comply). 

217. If you require assistance with completing the form we recommend you make enquiries with appropriate 

organisations today rather than waiting 

Enhanced/Enhanced claims with a review date reporting a deterioration. 

“As you already receive the highest rate for the Daily Living component and the highest rate for the mobility component, 

you will not benefit from reporting this change. You will receive an invitation in the future informing you when you should 

re-claim Personal Independence Payment”. 

218. If the claimant still insists on being sent a form to review the claim - If you review your Personal Independence 

Payment today the amount you receive in future could change to a lower rate, stay the same or stop altogether and 

last for a longer or shorter time. You can make the claim today or wait until you have received your invitation letter  

SRTI 

219. If a claimant wishes to claim under SRTI it should be classed as Business as Usual, please refer to Operational 

Instructions using the pathway below: 

 DWP Homepage > Operational Instructions > PIP > 28 PIP Enquiry Line > PIP Enquiry Line > NR to SRTI Desk Aid 

(under the Special Rules Terminally Ill heading). 

220. A telephony agent should register the intervention and issue the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2  

UI) 

Note: If the claimant is under 18, is a hospital in-patient and is reporting a change of circumstances, the telephony agent 

must create a CAMLite To do: Evidence task and include details of the evidence awaited in the ‘Notes’ box for a PIP case 

manager to action. 

Step Action 

1 Claimant or their representative requests a CoC Award Review 

2 Navigate to the Evidence Summary Case 

3 Select the ‘Intervention’ tab 



 

4 Select Create New Intervention 

5 The date field will default todays’ date 

6 In the Type field from the dropdown select Unplanned 

7 In the Requested by field from the dropdown select from the following options 

• Claimant  

 SofS  

PAB  

3rd Party (If the CofC was requested by a 3rd party record the name and telephone number in the 

comments box.)  

8 Part 2 required defaults to yes and should be left as this 

9 Select Save 

10 Issue AR1 UI (Formally known as PIP2 UI) 

221. A CofC Award Review decision is a new outcome decision with its own dispute rights. A CofC Award Review can also 

be initiated by a CM if the following occurs: 

 ignorance or mistake of the material fact  

 error in law  

 medical evidence received from Health Professional  where 

there has been a negative determination.  

 A AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) is received.  

Note: From 27th June 2016, an AR decision may now be made by the CM without the need for referral to an AP - See: PIP 

Award reviews. 

Motability Consent Statement – no opt in/opt out value shown  

222. Claimants entitled to the enhanced mobility component of PIP are eligible for the Motability scheme and entitlement 

to free car tax (PIP.0501 letter). There will be a 50% discount on Vehicle Tax for claimants in receipt of the standard 

rate mobility component of PIP. Claimants should obtain the reduction in road tax, direct from DVLA. 

223. GDPR requires that PIP claimants are asked if they wish to receive further information about the Motability scheme 

and to keep that information up to date. 



 
224. Under GDPR, Motability UK allows a claimant to opt-in to automatically receive a Motability mailshot. To support 

this, the PIP New Claim Telephony Script, the clerical PIP1 and the AR1 forms now include a question asking if the 

claimant wishes to opt-in to the scheme. A claimant can change their mind to either opt in or opt out of receiving the 

mailshot at any point during a claim. 

225. The following question must not be asked if the claimant is claiming under SRTI rules. 

CQ: The Motability Scheme allows disabled people to lease a car, scooter or powered wheelchair in exchange for all or 

some of their mobility payments. 

226. If you’re eligible to join the Motability Scheme, would you like us to post you information about the help they can 

offer you? We won’t share your personal details with Motability. 

**Optional help: The information we send you is a leaflet that explains how the Motability Scheme may be able to help 

you. 

                    Yes 

                    No  

  

If answers ‘Yes’ explain: 

227. If you decide you don’t want to receive information about Motability in the future, let us know on the PIP Enquiry 

Line number you’ve just phoned. 

If answers ‘No’: 

228. If you decide you do want to receive information about Motability in the future please let us know on the PIP Enquiry 

Line number you’ve just phoned.    

Note: An ambiguous reply, for example, ‘Don’t know’ or a clear ‘No’ reply is to opt-out and a ‘Yes’ reply is to opt-in. If 

the claimant fails to indicate their preference, this must also be treated as an opt-out. Only claimants who fit the 

eligibility criteria for a Motability vehicle but haven’t taken up this option after 12 months will receive the mailshot. 

229. 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the ‘Person’ or ‘Prospect Person’ homepage to view the Motability Mailshot Opt-in marker 



 

2 select the ‘Action’ button at the top RHS of the screen– this displays the ‘Edit Person’ screen. Now select either 

‘Yes’ to record an opt-in preference or ‘No’ to record an opt-out preference as appropriate 

3 Finally select the ‘Refresh’ button, which will show the updated details 

Note: Each time the marker is reviewed and refreshed, the ‘Transaction History’ will show the latest preference 

and the date it was recorded. 

 

Change to the Motability Consent marker 

  

230. Claimants entitled to the enhanced mobility component of PIP are eligible for the Motability scheme and 

entitlement to free car tax (PIP.0501 letter). There will be a 50% discount on Vehicle Tax for claimants in receipt of the 

standard rate mobility component of PIP. Claimants should obtain the reduction in road tax, direct from DVLA. 

231. GDPR requires that PIP claimants are asked if they wish to receive further information about the Motability 

scheme and to keep that information up to date. 

232. Under GDPR, Motability UK allows a claimant to opt-in to automatically receive a Motability mailshot. To 

support this, the PIP New Claim Telephony Script, the clerical PIP1 and the AR1 forms now include a question asking if 

the claimant wishes to opt-in to the scheme. A claimant can change their mind to either opt in or opt out of receiving 

the mailshot at any point during a claim. 

Claimant now wishes to opt out 

233. CQ If you decide you want to receive information about Motability in the future, let us know on the PIP Enquiry Line 

number you’ve just phoned. 

Claimant now wishes to opt in 

234. CQ If you decide you don’t want to receive information about Motability in the future, let us know on the PIP 

Enquiry Line number you’ve just phoned. 

235. The agent or PIPCS user must change the marker in PIPCS if the claimant opts in or opts out to receive the 

Motability mailshot. To do this: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the ‘Person’ or ‘Prospect Person’ homepage to view the Motability Mailshot Opt-in marker 



 

2 select the ‘Action’ button at the top RHS of the screen– this displays the ‘Edit Person’ screen. Now select either 

‘Yes’ to record an opt-in preference or ‘No’ to record an opt-out preference as appropriate 

3 Finally select the ‘Refresh’ button, which will show the updated details 

Note: Each time the marker is reviewed and refreshed, the ‘Transaction History’ will show the latest preference 

and the date it was recorded. 

Enquiries from Motability Operations 

236. Motability Operations (MOps) and Route 2 Motability will contact the PIP Enquiry Line for information about a 

claimant. They will identify themselves by giving you their full name which should be checked against the Mota 

Contact List ((MCL) this is available in Helpline Toolkit on Inside Centre in the interim, then it will be available in the 

shared folder). If the caller is not on the list you should advise them to liaise with their contact point in MOps and 

end the call. IDV is not required; calls in CAMLite should be tagged as ‘General Other’. For the call to continue they 

must have their name on the MCL and provide one of the following pieces of information, otherwise end the call: 

• NINO  

• Claimant date of birth  

• Claimant telephone number  

• Claimant Reference number (CRN) NOTE: this list is not exhaustive.  

237. Ask what the enquiry is regarding, you may then provide them with the following information: 

• Claimant address  

• Claimant telephone number  

• Appointee details  

• Length of award dates for enhanced rate mobility component  

• Date of death  

• In exceptional circumstance claimants correct name for example change of surname/maiden name  

238. You cannot give or confirm claimants NINO/CRN, date of birth or daily living components. NOTE: Calls from MOps 

for DLA ring a dedicated number, PIP does not have a dedicated number; all calls will come through PIP Enquiry 

Line. 

239. Information on a motability interest can be found on PIPCS in the ‘Evidence’ screen. 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Cases tab > PIP Evidence Summary Case link >  

Evidence tab > Dashboard or Active Evidence 

Assessment Providers (AP) 



 

240. APs are spread out in ‘lots’ across the country. They will assess the daily living and mobility needs arising from the 

medical condition of the claimant. Claim details, PIP2/PIP2 (UI)/AR1form, and supporting evidence will be passed 

from us to the health professional. Most people will be asked to attend a face-toface consultation unless a report 

can be completed on the basis of the written evidence. Home visits will be available when necessary and claimants 

can take someone along for support. 

241. The consultation will provide the opportunity to explain their support needs in their own words. The health 

professional reviews the claim against a set of clear descriptors to assess the needs of the individual. Any queries 

regarding appointments with APs must be sign posted to the appropriate AP. Note: From 27th June 2016 AR cases 

may not need to be referred to an AP 242. 

AP Telephone 

LOT 1 

(Independent Assessment  

Services) 

0800 188 4880 

textphone users to use national prefix 1 8001 

LOT 2 

(Capita) 

08081788114      Enquiry Centre for England and Wales 

08081788115      Canolfan Ymholiadau I siaradwyr Cymraeg / Welsh  

Speaking Enquiry Centre 

08081787177      textphone 

LOT 3 

(Independent Assessment  

Services) 

0800 188 4881 

textphone users to use national prefix 1 8001 

LOT 4 (Capita) Enquiry Centre for Northern Ireland 

08081788116 telephone 

08081686104 textphone 

  

Appeals 

243. The claimant has a right of appeal to an independent tribunal against certain decisions which affect their benefit 

entitlement and or payability. The claimant must give DWP the opportunity to reconsider our decision formally before 

they’re able to make an appeal. This is known as a mandatory reconsideration. 

Note: Although Interventions have now been renamed to PIP Award Reviews and CofC Award Reviews, PIPCS will still refer to 

them as Planned and Unplanned Interventions. 



 

Appeal rights 

244. There are no appeal rights against the decision not to revise (reconsideration not revised). 

• there are appeal rights against the original decision if the reconsideration request was made within normal time 

limits or longer period accepted  

• there are dispute rights (reconsideration and appeal) against the outcome of a decision of an AR or CofC AR.  

245. Claimant’s must send their appeal directly to Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service (HMCTS) and not DWP.  If 

you live in England and Wales you can appeal a decision about your entitlement to PIP online at 

https://www.gov.uk/appeal-benefit-decision/submit-appeal. Welsh applications must be completed by 

post.Alternatively claimant can download an appeals form SSCS1 from the HMCTS website www.justice.gov.uk, or 

GOV.UK website. If the claimant is unable to do this explain they can contact a support organisation such as 

Citizen Advice or welfare rights for help. 

246. Claimants should direct progress enquiries regarding their appeal to HMCTS particularly in regards to tribunal 

dates. However there are a number of points within the appeals process where we may contact the claimant; this 

may generate calls. Telephony agents should check PIPCS Person Record > Contact > Communication Record and 

PIP Application Case or Benefit Delivery Case > Disputes > Appeals for progress information. 

letter reason for contact 

PIP.2001 appeal response to HMCTS over 28 days 

appeal 

response 

copy of the appeal response 

PIP.2004 appeal to upper tribunal will not continue 

PIP.2005 appeal to upper tribunal will continue 

PIP.2006 notify claimant to redirect appeal to HMCTS when appeal is received at DWP 

 

PIP.2007 further evidence received for appeal which does not change the decision – claimant told no change 

and further evidence sent to HMCTS 

PIP.2008 further information for appeal response or reconsideration 

PIP.20008R reminder for further information for appeal response or reconsideration 

PIP.2009 appeal lapsed 

PIP.2010 appeal response cover letter 



 

PIP.2011 appeal received from HMCTS or claimant but no reconsideration done 

PIP.2012 appeal decision letter 

PIP.2013 mandatory reconsideration in progress when appeal received by DWP 

PIP.2014 notify claimant challenge to late appeal 

DL/CAP31 no reasonable prospect of success 

PIP.4024 claiming hardship or want information on why we are not paying them 

PIP.4025 DMA Leeds apply for permission to appeal to upper tribunal 

PIP.4026 DMA Leeds apply for permission to appeal to upper tribunal – overpayment case 

  

Self Selectors 

247. There is no automatic entitlement to PIP even where an indefinite or lifetime Disability Living Allowance (DLA) 

award has been made. Existing DLA recipients who are aged between 16 and 64 years old on 8 April 2013 (the day 

PIP was introduced) will need to decide if they want to make a claim to PIP. DWP will write to individuals to let 

them know when their DLA is due to end, and explain how they can make a claim to PIP. DLA claimants can 

voluntarily make a claim to PIP - See: PIP Enquiry Line reassessment – self selectors.  

  

  

Reassessment 

Action to take if an agent receives a call from a reassessment claimant regarding a DLA query 

248. If there has not been a claim made to PIP and the claimant is reporting a change that will affect the DLA claim the 

agent will endeavour to answer the query. However if they are not able to answer the query the agent must 

create a CAMLite To Do: Reassessment Med Ev task and include in the notes box ‘DLA action required along with 

any other relevant information. The task will then route to the overflow work queue, this will then be manually 

allocated to a user with dual access to action. 

249. If a claim to PIP has already been made and the claimant contacts us to report a change affecting DLA. The agent 

will endeavour to answer the query. However if they are unable to answer the query the agent must create a 

CAMLite To Do: Reassessment Med Ev task and include in the notes box ‘ DLA action required’ along with any 



 
other relevant information. The task will then route to a user with the correct skill set for Reassessment for them 

to action the task. 

250. Telephony agents should go to PIP Reassessment Case Manager action for all information on: 

• reassessment background   

• reassessment indicators   

• reassessment letters   

• claimant does not wish to claim PIP   

• DLA claimants wants to self select   

• claimant wishes to relinquish DLA before PIP decision   

• reinstatement of DLA following termination   

• change in needs reported on DLA case   

Armed Forces Independence Payment (AFIP) 

251. Armed Forces Independent Payment (AFIP) is a new benefit which is available to those most seriously injured as a 

result of service since the introduction of the Armed Forces Compensation Scheme (AFCS) in 2005 and in the 

future. AFIP will be introduced from 8th April 2013. 

252. AFIP claims are made through Veterans UK but the payments are made by DWP. Recipients of AFIP cannot also 

receive PIP, DLA or Attendance Allowance (AA). 

253. When an AFIP claimant comes through the PIP Enquiry Line they are to identify themselves up front as it is 

unlikely the telephony agent will be able to verify them through CAMLite, due to the limited information that will 

be held in CIS(Searchlight) for them. That is, AFIP does not show as a benefit on  

CIS(Searchlight), nor will there be enough historical data to get the claimant through IDV.  

254. If AFIP claimants wish to report a change of circumstances the PIP Enquiry Line will do a warm handover to AFIP, 

or gather basic details and forward the details to the AFIP Unit by e-mail using the  

AFIP group Inbox  

255. If the PIP Enquiry Line send the details by e-mail, the AFIP Unit will contact the claimant within 48 hours. 

256. If the PIP Enquiry Line do not do a warm handover and the claimant cannot be called back, they can write to 

report their change of circumstance or enquiry to; 

Armed Forces Independence Payment 

Warbreck House 

Warbreck Hill Rd 

Blackpool 



 

FY2 0UZ 

  

  

Exporting PIP benefit 

257. In certain circumstances, entitlement to PIP can continue when someone moves to live in another European 

Economic Area (EEA) member state or Switzerland. However the rules for this mean that each case needs to be 

considered on an individual basis - See: EEA member states and Switzerland. 

258. Exportability cases for PIP to EEA member states or Switzerland are dealt with by the Exportability Team based at 

Blackpool BC. If a claimant requires more information on moving abroad signpost them to: www.gov.uk website. 

Exporting PIP benefit enquiries 

259. “How long can I be out of the country before my benefit stops?” 

'If you are temporarily abroad you can receive payment for up to 13 weeks.  If you are abroad solely in connection with 

arrangements made for medical treatment you can receive payment for up to 26 weeks.  If you are out of the country 

longer than 26 weeks and absence abroad is in an EEA member state or Switzerland, the daily living component may 

be exportable; each case will be looked at on its own merit'. 

260. “Can I move abroad and still get benefit?” 

'If you are living in an EEA member state or Switzerland, the daily living component may be exportable; each case will be 

looked at on its own merit.  If you are living in a Non EEA member state then Personal Independence Payment is not 

payable'. 

Scenario Action 

claimant wishes to report 

change of circumstances 

regarding absence abroad 

create a CAMLite To Do: R&P/Absence abroad task 

claimant wishes to report they 

are moving to another country 

create a CAMLite To Do: R&P/Absence abroad task 



 

claimant has an enquiry about 

whether they can export their 

benefit 

check if claimant is moving to European Economic Area (EEA) member state or 

Switzerland 

if no then advise them they cannot export their benefit under European rules. People 

cannot usually continue to get PIP if they live outside of the EEA unless they are a 

serving member of HM Forces or a family member of someone who is, however a Case 

Manager will need to consider their entitlement to PIP if they move. (Take details if 

appropriate). 

if yes create Outbound call back task, advise caller Exportability team will contact then 

within 5 days 

  

  

  

Managing Customers Suicide and Self Harm Declarations 

261. From time to time it is possible that a telephony agent will hear a claimant make a statement of intent to harm or 

kill themselves. Declarations of this nature can cause distress for those concerned, but there are some important 

points a telephony agent should know that can help resolution. Both the distress and the chance of an outcome 

where everyone is safe are best managed by being prepared and knowing in advance how to respond. 

262. It is important to be clear that if a claimant states they will harm themselves they may well do so and our 

procedures and actions have to be organised around that assumption. For the telephony agent concerned, the 

key to responding effectively is to plan ahead so they know what to do before someone says they intend to harm 

themselves. Systems, procedures, and responses need to be in place, ready to apply to ensure an appropriate 

response. The telephony agent must take ownership of the call in line with the six point plan - See: Six point plan 

managing claimant’s suicide and self harm declarations – policy framework, then after the call, hand off to the 

appropriate benefits centre vulnerable claimant champion (by exception task to team leader, who will ring the 

Vulnerable Claimant Champion (VCC) at the benefit centre then forward on task). Also - See: Out of process 

support – Staff member activity. 

VCC champions for vulnerable claimants 

BC Contact name telephone and email 

Scotland   



 

  

  

  

Yorkshire   

  

  

 

   

Bootle 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

  

Bradford 

(Bristol PIP) 

  

  

Hanley   

Wales PIP Gabalfa   

Blackburn   

  

Birkenhead   

  

  

Newport 

DRT 

  

  

  

  

  

 

  



 

  

  

Cwmbran 

DRT 

  

  

  

Blackpool SC1 

  

Blackpool SC2   

  

  

Blackpool 

SC3 

  

    

Blackpool SC MOTA   



 

Blackpool DT6   

    

 

   

PIP Reconsiderations 
 

Blackpool   

  

PIP Appeals 

 

Blackpool CRT/Dispute     

  

Blackpool 

  

  

  

  

Blackpool SC3   

Blackpool SC4   

  

Belle Vale   

  



 

  

Newcastle 

HEO appeals Manager  

PIP DRT 

  

   

 Administrative Exercises 

Blackburn / Preston AE   

  

Blackpool AE   

  

  

Bristol   

  

Halifax AE   

  

Cardiff AE   



 

  

Gloucester / Birmingham AE     

  

DLA  

Blackpool   

    

    

Birmingham   

   

  

  

   Access to Work 

Halifax   

  

  

Harrow   

  

Barnsley   

Industrial Injuries Disablement Benefit (IIDB) 

Barnsley   

  

Bereavement 

263. When a caller phones the Department to notify us of a death they will be signposted to the DWP Bereavement 

Services through the Interactive Voice Response (IVR). If they select the incorrect IVR option and are routed to a 



 
telephony agent, the agent will also signpost them; DWP Bereavement Service offers additional advice on 

bereavement benefits: 

• phone: 0800 606 0265  

• phone: 0800 606 0275 (Welsh)  

• textphone: 0800 606 0285  

• textphone: 0800 606 0295 (Welsh)  

264. In cases where death arrears are due the information on form BD8, issued by a local registrar, can be accepted as 

sufficient for PIP purposes as long as the person completing the form has ticked the ‘yes’ in reply to the question 

‘Do you wish to claim any benefit owed to the person who has died’. 

265. Further information will be gathered on deceased cases, but only where: 

• overpayment action is required  

• insufficient information has been provided on the Bereavement Information Capture Tool or Tell us Once 

notification, or  

• additional information is required before arrears can be paid.  

266. The deceased representative may also receive letter PIP.4009 to say we either owe recognised representative 

money or we don’t. 

Enquiry Action 

caller queries the reason for 

issue of a form 

establish number of the form and explain the reason for its issue - See: List of 

notifications 

difficulty in completing a 

form 

advise that anyone having difficulty completing a form can: 

consult an advisor at Citizens’ Advice  

make an appointment to see a bereavement officer at any DWP office  

seek advice from a solicitor dealing with the deceased person’s affairs  

enquiry about death 

certificate if caller not 

passed IDV 

advise that form DB8 is issued free of charge by the local Registrar and can be posted or 

taken to the nearest DWP office 

should an original full death certificate be sent to Benefits Centre it will be returned as 

soon as possible. If a certificate is lost or damaged by DWP it will be replaced at the 

departments’ expense 



 

enquiry about arrears of 

benefit 

advise that there is an order of preference for the payment of any arrears of benefit in 

respect of the deceased, to: 

the executor of a Will or an administrator  

the person responsible for paying the funeral expenses  

any health authority, local authority or care home that cared for the deceased 

immediately prior to death.  

this list is not exhaustive  

enquiry regarding the terms 

used in a form 

explain the meaning of any legal terms used on the forms 

267. Definitions of legal terms used on bereavement forms; 

Executor: the person or persons named by the deceased to carry out the instructions in their Will. 

268. Probate: is the legal authority that is granted, enabling executors to carry out the instructions of the Will. The 

address and phone number of the Probate Registry office can be found in the telephone directory under Probate 

Registry (High Court Justice) or from the Registrar of Births and Deaths. 

269. Letters of Administration: in Scotland these are called letters of Confirmation, are applied for where: 

• the deceased left an estate to be disposed of but no Will  

• there is a valid Will but no executors  

• the named executors are unwilling or unable to carry out the instructions in the Will.  

270. Administrator: the person or persons appointed to dispose of the deceased’s estate or carry out instructions in a 

Will when letters of Administration have been arranged. 

Complaints 

271. The DWP Customer Charter sets out the customer service people can expect to encounter every time they deal 

with any part of DWP and is based around the four key drivers of customer satisfaction  

272. We will always aim to get it right first time but, in a department as big as DWP, it is inevitable that occasionally 

claimants will complain about the way that their case has been handled. How you deal with such complaints is 

critical to the claimant and the image of the Department. To avoid wasting time and causing claimants and their 

recognised representative’s undue frustration it is essential that every effort is made to resolve the complaint as 

quickly as possible without the need for it to be escalated - See: The five golden rules of successful complaint 

resolution and for further information also - See: Complaints, resolution and redress. 

273. If the telephony agent resolves the complaint they must create a CAMLite To Do: Other task and type in the notes 

‘Complaint Resolved’. This will go to the Case Worker to be recorded on the Feedback Handler. 



 
If using Feedback Handler - Record details of the case on Feedback Handler in accordance with the Feedback Handler User 

Guide and manage the case on Feedback Handler until the case is closed. 

If using eCase manage the case on eCase, eCase will create a single operating system that will give complete visibility of 

complaints and correspondence handling across the whole of the DWP. More information about the introduction of 

eCase, including Frequently Asked Questions, User roles in eCase and Case Types used in eCase, is held on the 

Transforming Customer Feedback site. 

274. If apologising and attempting to resolve the issue does not resolve the complaint then the telephony agent will 

have to create a CAMLite urgent 3 hour Outbound call: MP enquiry/complaint task: Complaint URGENT, noting 

details of the complaint. This task will go to a supervisor with a complaints skill set. The supervisor will take 

forward the complaint. Advise the claimant; DWP Complaints Policy is to resolve the complaint within 15 working 

days. An initial ‘acknowledgement and fact finding’ call will be made to the claimant within 5 working days by the 

relevant office/team. 

275. If the complaint is from a 3rd party that is not linked to a Person Record then you will have to create a new task 

and assign it to your team leader as there will be no case to link it to. See: ‘Smart Scripts and CAMLite Navigation’. 

Note: Any complaint made against a telephony agent must be dealt with by the Telephony Team Leader to resolution 

and not forwarded to a CRM in the operational area. 

276. If the claimant or recognised representative makes a complaint about the AP during a phone call, the telephony 

agent should advise the caller to contact the AP as they will have their own complaints procedures. If it is a 

complaint against the department and the AP then record all the details in urgent 3 hour Outbound call: MP 

enquiry/complaint task: Complaint URGENT - See: CAMLite task list.  

277. Advise the claimant; DWP Complaints Policy is to resolve the complaint within 15 working days. An initial 

‘acknowledgement and fact finding’ call will be made to the claimant within 5 working days by the relevant office/team.   



 

Compliments and Suggestions 

278. It is important telephony agents record all compliments or suggestions from callers. A compliment is ‘an 

expression of praise’ and a comment or suggestion is a ‘hint or proposal’. 

279. When a compliment/suggestion is received by telephone, the telephony agent creates a CAMLite Outbound Call: 

MP enquiry/complaint task. In the notes field include all relevant details of the praise or proposal and that a call 

back is not required. This will be allocated to a supervisor with a complaint skill set. 

Post Office Card Accounts 

Post Office card account (POca)  

280. This method of payment is extremely costly for the Department to provide and is only available to those who 

already have a POca and cannot manage a bank, building society or credit union account. Confirmation must be 

obtained from the claimant this is the case before agreeing to pay by POca. The new method of payment 

discussion for new claims page supports the MOP conversation. 

281. Claimants can have their benefits or pension paid into an existing Post Office card account (POca). 

282. If the claimant currently has a POca or has previously had a POca and they are unable to supply their account 

details, they must be advised to contact the Post Office Helpline on telephone, see Post Office customer service. 

283. From the 11th May 2020 The Post Office card account will not be available for new customers. To support this 

change the Post Office Card account applications will be removed. Please consider another method of payment. 

Other Enquiries 

Quick link list other enquiries 

Sharing information and dealing with calls from DWP and other government departments 

Dealing with requests from Ministers and MP offices 

Dealing with calls from other government departments, DWP, Partner or joint offices 

Support organisations 

Local Authorities 

The Police 

The media 

Human Rights Act 1998 



 
Accuracy of information 

Requests for claim forms 

Requests for copies of medical evidence 

 Data Protection Act and   Right of Access   Requests  

Requests for information & the FOI act 

Unacceptable Claimant Behaviour and abusive and aggressive callers  

Abusive or aggressive callers 

Caller with a UCB marking 

Special customer records 

Duplicate National Insurance numbers 

Alternative formats and communications to claimants 

Gender recognition application process 

Recommended gender terminology 

Winter fuel 

Christmas bonus 

Business continuity plan in event of system failures 

Sharing information and dealing with calls from DWP and other government 

departments 

284. All customer information held by DWP is regarded as confidential and is protected by various Acts of Parliament 

including the Data Protection Act and the Disclosure, Data Matching and Data Sharing Policy - See: Information 

Management and Data Protection. 

285. The PIP Enquiry Line can receive requests for decision, entitlement details, or payment on a customer’s claim 

(personal information) from organisations such as: 

 Ministers and MP offices  

 other DWP, partner or joint office (these all have access to CES/CIS (Searchlight))  

 support organisations for example Welfare rights groups  



 

 local authorities  

 Motability Operations (MOps)  

 the Police  

 media  

 other organisations  

286. We will supply information to all of these but the way in which we do this is determined by which organisation is 

requesting the information. The most important thing to remember is that certain information, this includes; Name, 

Address, NINO, Bank Account Details is NEVER given over the phone.  

The only exceptions to this are for MOps - See: Fraud Referral. 

Dealing with requests from Ministers and MP offices 

287. If a Minister, an MP, their secretary or anyone from their office contacts PIP Enquiry Line, the agent must apologise 

for not being able to transfer the call and advise them they will be contacted within 48 hours by a Complaints 

Resolution Manager to deal with their enquiry. Telephony agents should then create an urgent 3 hour Outbound call: 

MP enquiry/complaint task URGENT ensuring they include name of Minister/MP/secretary, contact information and 

details of the enquiry. 

Dealing with calls from other government departments, DWP Partner or joint offices 

288. Ask the person you are speaking to for their name, telephone number and extension. Check the Global Address List 

(GAL) in Microsoft Outlook as most DWP officers will be included in this list. If you cannot find them check the Staff 

Directory. To verify Local Authority staff, check the Apollo List. In all cases ask one further question to satisfy identity. 

289. Provided you can verify who you are speaking to, you can answer the enquiry. If you are unable to answer the 

enquiry create a To Do: Other Task and include as much information as possible, including contact information - See: 

CAMLite task list. 

290. If the caller fails to satisfy identity: 

 ask why the information is needed and suggest they access CES/CIS(Searchlight)  

 ask the caller to send their request by post to the relevant Benefits Centre - See: BC addresses  

 if the caller is unable to request information by email create an Outbound call back task and note you could not 

identify the caller.  

Note: Do not be bullied into giving information about a claimant. If in doubt, don’t disclose - See: Fraud Referral and also - 

See: Bullying and harassment policy. 

   



 

Support organisations 

291. Support organisations including Citizen Advice, welfare rights groups etc. can be given information provided there is 

written permission or an alternative enquiry can be established this is viewable from 

QN: Cases and Outcomes banner > Person Record > Home tab > Contacts on navigation panel > select link to open 

Representative tab. 

292.If the caller insists they have the authority and there is no record in PIPCS and an alternative enquiry cannot be 

established create an outbound call back task. 

Local Authorities 

293. If a Local Authority needs personal information urgently for example due to an eviction or court case, create an 

urgent three hour outbound call back task. 

The Police 

294. When making investigations, the Police may occasionally request claimant’s information from the DWP. 

Information can be given provided that certain conditions are satisfied. The request must be in writing and any 

reply will also be in writing. No information can be given verbally. Any request for medical evidence must be 

accompanied by a court order. 

295. If a request for information is received from the Police, telephony agents must advise the Police Officer that the 

request should: 

• be in writing  

• state whether the offence is imprisonable or non-imprisonable, as this will determine at which level the DWP 

responds  

• be signed by a police officer of at least inspector rank, and  

• be sent to the owning Benefits Centre, marked for the attention of the Manager, or faxed to the relevant Benefits 

Centre - See: BC address list  

The media 

296. All enquiries from the media must be directed immediately to the Press Officer and staff must never express a 

personal opinion to any caller. 

Human Rights Act 1998 

297. The Human Rights Act (HRA) 1998 enables individuals or groups to challenge a public authority not following the 

Main Convention Rights of the act. (See the paragraph below about the Main Convention Rights.) 

298. Cases can now be heard in UK domestic courts and tribunals, rather than in the Court of Human Rights in 

Strasbourg. The proceedings must be brought before a court within one year of the original action that triggered 

the complaint. 



 

299. Only people alleging a breach of the Convention Rights can make a complaint under the HRA. A victim can be: 

• an individual  

• a private company  

• a relative of a deceased person.  

300. It is not possible for claimant interest groups or Trade Unions to complain on behalf of someone else or take up 

proceedings unless they are the victims or potential victims themselves. Government bodies and Local Authorities 

cannot be victims. 

301. The DWP has carried out a full review of its procedures and is satisfied that they are compatible with the HRA 1998. 

Claimants may sometimes question decisions made about their claim for PIP with the HRA in mind, these should be 

directed through complaints procedures. 

302. Main Convention Rights, which are set out in the first schedule to the HRA 1998 are: 

• the right to life  

• the right to freedom from torture and inhumane or degrading treatment or punishment  

• the right to freedom from slavery, servitude and forced or compulsory labour  

• the right to liberty and security of person  

• the right to a fair hearing within reasonable time  

• the right to freedom from retrospective criminal law and no punishment without law  

• the right to respect for private and family life, home and correspondence  

• the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion  

• the right to freedom of expression  

• the right to freedom of assembly and association  

• the right to marry and found a family  

• the right to prohibition of discrimination in the enjoyment of the Convention rights.  

Accuracy of information 

303. As part of DWP, PIP Enquiry Line telephony agents have a responsibility to provide accurate information and advice 

to claimants and recognised representatives. There are three categories of advice the PIP Enquiry Line provides 

they are: 

• information: general, factual data, which is not customer specific  

• general advice: we explain Government policy such as explanations of legislative changes and ‘lines to take’  

• specific advice: information tailored to a claimant’s individual circumstances or requirements.  

304. Telephony agents must only give information or advice relevant to their own business area and direct callers to the 

appropriate alternative sources of information when required. This is known as ‘signposting’. 



 
305. Telephony agents must comply with this framework and ensure our callers rights to accurate information or advice 

by using their guidance. Any member of staff who is unsure of the correct information should use the information 

in place for answering enquiries. 

• use latest guidance to answer callers enquiries accurately and concisely  

• take appropriate action if you cannot answer enquiry  

• direct any caller requiring information about other benefits to the appropriate office, telephone number or online  

• telephony agents must ensure they comply with updates and revised instructions.  

Requests for claim forms 

306. Telephony agents may receive a request to send out Carers’ Allowance claim pack or Carers’ Credit (national 

insurance) claim form. The telephony agent should use the Clerical Action Form (CAF) desktop tool to request these 

forms. 

307. Requests for DLA child forms, either new claims or existing claims, should be signposted to DLA Helpline telephone. 

Requests for AA forms, either new or existing claims should be signposted to AA Service Centre  

308. Requests for copies of medical evidence 

309. If the claimant requests a copy of an assessment report or other evidence used to make a decision, it is normal PIP 

Enquiry Line business and is not a request for a Right of Access Request (RAR) previously known as a Subject Access 

Request (SAR) or for the Data Protection Officer (DPO). Telephony agents must advise the caller this may take a 

couple of weeks to arrange. Create a To Do: Copy doc/send me task noting what the claimant or recognised 

representative is requesting. 

Note: For requests for medical evidence on reassessment cases - See: Request for reuse of DLA medical evidence. 

Data Protection Act and Right of Access Request 

310. The Data Protection Act (DPA) gives customers the right to see all data held about them electronically or clerically. 

This means claimants can request copies of all the information held about themselves only in relation to their 

benefits. This is a Right of Access Request (RAR). 

311. A RAR must be made in writing and must be responded to within one calendar month. The deadline begins from 

the day the request is received and date stamped in any DWP office with enough information to identify the 

claimant. A RAR can be made by a claimant or recognised representative or a support organisation or third party 

provided they have written consent provided by the claimant; the RAR will only be issued to the claimant. 

312. RAR's will be dealt with by a Data Protection Liaison Officer (DPLO) based in each BC. This single function will liaise 

with central Data Protection Officer (DPO). Requests should be made in writing to the DPLO at the appropriate BC 

address. The request should contain: 

• claimant’s full name, date of birth and address  



 

• appropriate reference number or NINO  

• details of the information required such as which benefit information- clerical or computer information required  

• claimant’s signature.  

313. Telephony agents may receive enquiries about a RAR where one calendar month has elapsed.  

There will be no viewable information on PIPCS for progress enquiries regarding a RAR or DPO requests  

- See: Requests for personal information and the FOI Act. Telephony agents should create a CAMLite To Do: Copy 

doc/send me task: in notes record RAR/DPO enquiry. This will go to the DPLO (through workflow) and they will liaise 

with DPO to find current position and then update claimant or recognised representative in line with their BAU 

processes - See: GDPR: the right of access. 

Requests for information and the FOI act 

313. The Freedom of Information Act (FOI) 2005 came into effect on the 1st January 2005. This act gives any member of 

the public the right to view official government documentation. There are exceptions to these rights, such as 

information protected under the Data Protection Act. 

314. Telephony agents may receive requests for copies of various documentation, such as; legislation, policies, and 

regulations. These may not be necessarily linked to PIP benefit but are dealt with under FOI. FOI requests must be 

made in writing and must be responded to within 20 working days of the receipt of the request. Telephony agents 

should advise the caller to make a request in writing to: 

Department for Work and Pensions 

Information, Management, Devolution and Governance Division 

Professional Services 

Central Freedom of Information Team 

Caxton House 

Tothill Street 

SW1H 9NA 

315. Sometimes requests for copy data relating to compensation or personal injury claims are received from solicitors 

who are involved in claims for compensation made by a PIP claimant. These requests are dealt with by the DPO team. 

The telephony agent should advise the caller the request must be made in writing to: 

Data Protection Officer 

Spur S, Block 3 



 
Disability Benefit Centre 6 

Post Handling Site B 

Wolverhampton 

WV99 1BB 

The request must include: 

• claimant’s full name, NINO, date of birth and address  

• details of the information required  

• signed authority from the claimant  

Unacceptable Claimant Behaviour and abusive and aggressive callers 

316. Telephony agents may sometimes have to deal with abusive or aggressive callers. Sometimes these callers will have 

an unacceptable claimant behaviour (UCB) flag on their record. No telephony agent is expected to tolerate language 

or behaviour that they find unacceptable. Our duty is to attempt to calm the situation and help with the enquiry. If 

the attempt fails, the only option may be to warn that the call will be terminated. If the caller does not respond to 

the warning, the call may be terminated. 

Note: Terminating a call because you are getting nowhere or the caller doesn’t seem to be listening, is not acceptable - 

See: Unacceptable claimant behaviour portal. 

317. It is useful to remember when talking to an abusive or aggressive caller that: 

• their anger, although directed at the telephony agent, is with the ‘benefits system’ or the length of time it has taken 

to get through  

• a person’s illness or medication can make them aggressive  

• the caller may not realise that their use of certain language can be offensive.  

  

Abusive or aggressive callers 

318. 

Step Action 



 

1 if a caller is abusive or aggressive: 

Apologise for any delays in getting through or any other problems  

Advise that you are there to help  

Request that the caller modifies their language or behaviour  

2 if the caller does not comply warn that; 

“My instructions are to terminate this telephone conversation if you continue to speak to me in this way.” 

3 if the caller persists inform them; 

“In accordance with my instructions I am now terminating this telephone call.” 

4 if a caller has used abusive or aggressive language or behaviour even if you are not offended and irrespective of 

whether the call was terminated, complete DWP incident report form 

Caller with a UCB marking 319. 

Step Action 

1 if a caller has a UCB marking on their record it will create a residual ‘UCB task’ in CAMLite 

2 in every case where a claimant or someone associated with them is classified UCB, but shows no sign of 

aggressive or abusive language or behaviour complete a Repeat Behaviour Report form 

3 email form to nominated UCB manager 

4 close ‘UCB task’ in CAMLite 

  

 

Special customer records 

320. Some of the Person Records we hold are classified as Special Customer Records (SCR). The record may be classified 

for a variety of reasons: 

• members of Parliament  

• celebrities  

• any person deemed vulnerable at risk of severe personal harm for security purposes  

• people who have changed gender.  



 
Note: This list is not exhaustive. 

321. If a telephony agent is unable to access the record they must apologise to the caller and tell them they will 

arrange a same day call back (wherever possible). Never divulge a case is SCR. Telephony agent should create a CAMLite 

Exception task: Special Customer Record - See: CAMLite task list. 

Duplicate National Insurance numbers 

322. Sometimes a claimant may have two National Insurance Numbers (NINO's), this is known as a duplicate NINO. If the 

claimant makes a claim under each NINO, substantial overpayments can occur. Telephony agents may spot a 

duplicate NINO whilst searching for a Person Record. They must not divulge the NINO on the system but attempt to 

IDV the claimant and deal with the enquiry as normal. After ending the call create a CAMLite To Do: Other task to 

notify CW and note ‘Possible duplicate NINO’. 

Alternative formats and communications to claimants 

323. Under the Equality Act 2010, as a service provider DWP should take ‘reasonable’ steps to make adjustments so that 

disabled people are not put at a disadvantage. Once a claimant has requested communication in a suitable 

alternative format, we must comply with that request and continue to supply that format until notified differently. 

Note: Always check the reasonable adjustment for a requested format - See: Guidance for alternative formats for DWP public 

information. 

324. The Welsh Language Act 1993 gives customers living in Wales the right to conduct their business with us in Welsh - 

See: Welsh claimants wishing to communicate in Welsh. 

325. Every effort will be made to supply the communication in the format preferred by the claimant, however if more 

than one format is suitable, then the most secure and cost effective format may be chosen. There are a number of 

different formats available: 

• telephone  

• large print (font size 16)  

• braille  

• audio CD  

• email  

• textphone  

• thebigword interpreting services  

• communication in Welsh  

• face to face interpreters (if requested)  

• British Sign Language (BSL) interpreter (if requested).  

326. If a claimant requests a textphone call then advise them of the dedicated PIP Enquiry Line textphone 0800 121 

4493. Any claimant wishing to request an alternate format which is not already noted on PIPCS create a To Do: 

C/Personal details task with the details. 



 

Note:  Ensure you do not take details of a format we do not offer - See: Guidance for alternative formats for DWP public 

information and advise claimant of the reasonable adjustment we can offer if they request a format we do not provide - 

See: Alternative formats for PIP. 

Gender recognition application process 

327. The Gender Recognition Act came into effect on 04 April 2005. It allows transgender people to be recognised in 

their acquired gender and to benefit from any rights and responsibilities that are restricted to that gender. 

328. They will apply to a Gender Recognition Panel. If their application is successful, a full Gender Recognition Certificate 

will be issued. They will also be able to request a new birth certificate in their acquired gender. 

329. Previously, transgender customers received their benefits and pensions in their birth gender, but from 04 April 

2005, they are able to receive DWP benefits, pensions and services in their acquired gender from the date that their 

full Gender Recognition Certificate is issued. 

330. PIP is not gender specific but communications are: 

Claimants can be signposted to the Gender Recognition Panel website at www.grp.gov.uk for information on 

potential impacts of gender recognition. 

Gender Recognition Panel Secretariat The Gender Trust 

PO Box 6987 

Leicester 

LE1 6ZX 

Tel: 0345 355 5155 

PO Box 3192 

Brighton 

BN1 3WR 

Tel: 07000 790347 

Email: Headoffice-info@gendertrust.org.uk 

Website: www.gendertrust.org.uk 

Recommended gender terminology 

331. 

Note: The term Gender Recognition must not be shortened to GR 

Transgender people consider the ‘change’ happened long before the Gender Recognition process. The process is 

about legal recognition of their acquired gender. Transgender is the current accepted term, but many older 

transgender people prefer the term transsexual, it is best to mirror the language they use but if in doubt use 

transgender as the default term. 



 

Current Terminology Definition Inappropriate/irrelevant  

 

  terminology 

Transgender Female a male to female transgender person and should be 

referred to in female terms (she, her, Ms) 

transsexual (noun) 

transvestite 

transsexuality 

any slang relating to 

transsexual females 

Transgender Male a female to male transgender person should be referred to 

in male terms (he, him, Mr) 

transsexual (noun) 

transvestite 

transsexuality 

any slang relating to 

transsexual males 

Transgender person/ 

people 

a person who is registered at birth as either male or female 

but chooses to live their life in the opposite gender 

transsexual 

transvestite 

sex change 

gender change 

intersexuals 

  

Winter fuel 

332. Winter Fuel Payment Centre Communications Guide 20/21  



 

Christmas bonus 

333. The Christmas Bonus is a tax-free £10 payment made each year to claimants who get certain qualifying benefits in a 

certain qualifying week. This is normally the first full week in December and is paid by the highest ranking benefit - 

See: Christmas bonus.  

334. A Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) scan will run on the Saturday prior to the qualifying 

week to check if claimants are eligible. The Christmas bonus payments will then be issued in nightly batches over a 

two week period. 

335. Telephony agents may get enquiries as to which benefit is paying the Christmas bonus. Details of other benefits the 

claimant may receive, to determine the highest ranking benefit, can be found in the ‘Benefit’ tab in CAMLite. 

336. If a claimant calls to say they have not received their Christmas bonus: 

Step Action 

1 check if PIP is the highest ranking benefit the claimant gets 

if PIP is the highest ranking benefit, see step 2 

if PIP is not the highest ranking benefit, advise the caller to contact the office which should make the payment 

2 check if the Christmas bonus has been issued 

if the Christmas bonus has not been issued, see step 3 

if the Christmas bonus has been issued, advise the caller when they should receive the payment 

3 create a CAMLite To Do: Other task: Christmas Bonus not paid 

337. If more than one Christmas Bonus has been paid, create a CAMLite To Do: Other task: Duplicate Christmas Bonus 

paid. 

Business continuity plan in event of system failures 

338 Telephony agents need to be aware of the correct action to take in the event of computer systems failing. These faults 

are usually temporary and can be fixed within a few hours. PIP Enquiry Line will continue to take calls wherever 

possible, as access to the system may not be necessary to answer some enquiries. 

339 Following any disruption within PIP, work should be prioritised as follows: 

• Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) cases/treatment of DS1500  



 
• Death of claimant or appointee – including written notifications, Customer Information Service broadcasts, email 

from Bereavement Service  

• Any changes of circumstances that impact on payment  

• Claims with the longest date of receipt  

System failure Action 

CAMLite advise claimant to call back in 1 hour 

after 1 hour of disruption, take calls as normal and use PIPCS data for ID check 

create communication record in PIPCS to say call has been received 

PIPCS advise claimant to call back in 1 hour 

after 1 hour of disruption, take calls and take details of changes that affect payability and log 

clerically (These will be passed to CW by email using OFFICIALSENSITIVE markings for action. 

IDV will be required before change can take place.) 

lines to take will be provided to manage claimant’s expectations (Drawn up as disruption 

occurs.) 

CIS(Searchlight) advise claimant to call back in 1 hour 

after 1 hour of disruption, take calls as normal and use PIPCS data for ID check 

use CAMLite to create tasks as usual 

CAMLite and  

PIPCS 

advise claimant to call back in 1 hour 

after 1 hour of disruption, take calls and take details of changes that affect payability and log 

clerically (These will be passed to CW by email using OFFICIALSENSITIVE markings for action. 

IDV will be required before change can take place.) 

lines to take will be provided to manage claimant’s expectations (Drawn up as disruption 

occurs.) 

 

CIS(Searchlight) and 

CAMLite 

advise claimant to call back in 1 hour 

after 1 hour of disruption, take calls as normal and use PIPCS data for ID check 



 

take details of changes that affect payability and log clerically (These will be passed to back 

office by email using OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE markings for action. IDV may be required before 

change can take place.) 

CIS(Searchlight) and 

PIPCS 

advise claimant to call back in 1 hour 

after 1 hour of disruption use CAMLite to create tasks as usual noting IDV will be required 

before change can take place 

CIS(Searchlight),  

CAMLite and  

PIPCS 

advise claimant to call back in 1 hour 

after 1 hour of disruption take details of changes that affect payability and log clerically (These 

will be passed to back office by email using OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE markings for action. IDV will be 

required before change can take place.) 

lines to take will be provided to manage claimant’s expectations (Drawn up as disruption 

occurs.) 

  

Useful Information 

  

Quick link list useful information 340. 

Top list of enquiries 

See: CAMLite task list 

See: Vulnerable persons 

Other benefits 

Accepted abbreviations terminology for task notes and inappropriate terminology 

Benefit Centre (BC) and Assessment Provider (AP) contact details 

PIP incoming mail: Freepost address list 

Top list of enquiries 

341. 



 

Driver Enquiry Type. Note: This is from across DWP. 

progress Chasing – claims I sent my claim form in. Have you received it? What is happening with it? 

When is my first payment due? 

I’ve not received my first payment. 

You asked for more information/evidence for my claim. Have you received it?  

What’s happening? 

I do not understand the decision you have sent me. Can you explain it? 

progress chasing – 

ongoing 

Why have my payments stopped? 

What is happening with my appeal? 

I recently told you about a change of circumstance. Have you actioned it, what is 

happening with it? 

I sent in some evidence. Have you received it? What is happening with it? 

  

You told me my money would stop. Why is it changing? What’s happening? 

query payments When is my next payment due? 

Why have I not received my money? 

What day/when is my money paid? 

How much money do I get? 

What period does the payment cover? 

How is my money made up? 

can you send me… Can you send a letter confirming my entitlement or how much I get? 

Can you return the evidence/valuables that I sent you? 

Can you send me a benefit claim pack? 



 

Can you send me copies of the decision or evidence used on my claim/review? 

request for information What happens if my circumstances change? For example I start part time work? 

I’ve read or heard about XXX in the media, can you tell me more? 

Someone was supposed to call me back but I haven’t heard anything. 

See: CAMLite task list 

See: Vulnerable persons 

Other benefits 

342. Information on the following subjects can be found on www.gov.uk 

 Carer’s allowance   

 Carer’s credit (national insurance)   

 Child trust fund   

 Christmas bonus .  

Accepted abbreviations terminology for task notes and inappropriate terminology 

343. As staff will use free text boxes to record information it is vital they use accepted abbreviations and terminology. 

Telephony agents must ensure what they type will be understood - See: Abbreviations and terminology. 

344. Occasionally inappropriate words or phrases are used in free text comments boxes. The following list of words and 

phrases must not be used in comments boxes or over the telephone. This list is not exhaustive: 

• Backlogs  

• Buckets  

• Fraud  

• PIs  

• Stockpile  

• Customer abusive (call terminated)  

• Customer failed IDV (unless the call is a suspected bogus caller)  

• Names of members of staff.  

345. If there is an inappropriate entry in a comments box, or any similar words or phrases, such as personal comments 

about the customer notify a team leader who will arrange for the entry to be deleted and for any other action to be 

taken where necessary. 



 
346. Note: entries in comments boxes must never be disclosed to claimants or their recognised representative. 

BC and AP lot checker 

347. To check which BC or AP lot a claimant’s postcode will be dealt with - See: PIP lot checker. 

Freepost address list PIP incoming mail: 

348. It is important that FREEPOST XXXX-XXXX-XXXX is written in full and the number in bold is clearly marked on the 

envelope. 

Bootle Benefits Centre FREEPOST DWP PIP1  

Wales Benefits Centre FREEPOST DWP PIP2  



 

Yorkshire Benefits Centre FREEPOST DWP PIP3  

 

Bristol Benefits Centre FREEPOST DWP PIP 4  

Scotland Benefits Centre FREEPOST DWP PIP 5  



 

Motability FREEPOST DWP PIP 6  

Exportability FREEPOST DWP PIP 7  

 

   

Fraud FREEPOST DWP PIP 8  



 

Reassessment FREEPOST DWP PIP 9  

DS1500 FREEPOST DWP PIP 10  

 

   

Fee Form DS1500 Medical Report FREEPOST DWP PIP 12  

AP mail FREEPOST RTEU-HBEC- 

RGTG 

Personal Independence  

Payment 1 

Mail Handling Site A 

Wolverhampton 

WV98 1AA 

 



 

For claimants wanting to write in to request a 

paper New Claim form only 

   

02 PIP Telephony Team Leader 

PIP telephony team leader introduction 

1. Personal Independence Payment (PIP) telephony team leaders (TL) will manage and support a team of PIP New Claims 

or PIP Enquiry Line telephony agents who will be responsible for dealing directly with claimant calls. They will lead their 

team in delivering and promoting excellent customer service for both external and internal customers. 

2. Telephony TL will manage the work load of the team, ensuring standards of adherence, productivity, call handling, 

identification verification (IDV) and benchmarks are achieved, whilst promoting and maintaining a security conscious 

environment. They will deal with exception tasks escalated by telephony agents, promptly and as appropriate, ensuring 

the correct routing and priority is given. 

3. Telephony TL will effectively plan and manage resources within the team and work with other members of the 

management team to facilitate flexible resourcing across the command. They will conduct accuracy, security and quality 

checks, to monitor individual and the team’s overall performance and provide constructive feedback - See: Verint voice 

recording system. 

Note: During periods of high call volumes, TL may also be required to answer claimant calls, therefore they will 

undertake the same duties and require the same skills and Learning and Development (L&D) as the telephony agents - 

See: SmartScripts and CAMLite Navigation for PIP Enquiry Line, See: PIP Enquiry Line, See: PIP New Claims and also - See: 

Quality and Assurance Framework (QAF) instructions. 

Subpages 

• Managing tasks  

• Managing Telephony agents  

• Management Information (MI)  

Managing tasks 

Management Check task 



 

4. When a telephony agent receives a management test task a ‘mirror’ management check task will also go to the 

telephony TL. Management check tasks include: 

• date of death over 12 months old  

• over 82 years  

• Special Customer Record  

• random 1% check.  

Note: Telephony agents may also receive a management check in PIPCS when changing bank details. Team leaders 

should refer to Management check process instructions. 

5. Telephony agents and team leaders acknowledge the test check by closing the task. No further action is required. 

Close a task 

6. Action to be taken: 

Step Action 

1 go to ‘My Tasks’ 

2 highlight management test task you wish to close 

3 click on ‘Status’ column in the highlighted task 

4 click on the drop down menu 

5 select ‘Closed’ 

Exception Tasks 

7. There are 5 exception tasks telephony agents can forward to TLs within CAMLite: 

• data incorrect or corrupt  

• no NINO  

• NINO search failed  

• Call back task for a Special Customer Record (SCR)  

• other (this may include Armed Forces Independence Payment (AFIP)).  

Note: When a task is assigned to PIPCS, PIPCS runs business rules to allocate the task to the correct work queue within 

the benefit centre (BC). When assigning to a CAMLite work queue this is done manually to a specific allocation point, it 

must been done correctly otherwise the task will end up in the wrong place. 



 
8. Exception tasks will need to be reassigned to PIPCS work queue, unless they are one of the following, in which case they 

will be reassigned to a CAMLite work queue. Tip use Find ‘Position’ in Pick Team Details window. 

Action type CAMLite work queue  Position 

Welsh enquiry call back CARD Team Queue 89 CARD Op01 Processing Team 89 TL 

AFIP Enquiries WARB Team Queue  

87 

WARB Op87 Processing Team 87  

TL 

SCR call back and all other exception tasks PIPCS   

Note: You may also have to reassign outbound call back tasks from 3rd parties that are not linked to a claimant record for 

example following a complaint. All complaints are reassigned to the appropriate Customer Resolution Manager (CRM). 

IMPORTANT Note: Any complaint made against a telephony agent must be dealt with by the Telephony Team Leader to 

resolution and not forwarded to a CRM in the operational area - See: PIP Enquiry Line - complaints. 

Assign an exception task 

9. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 highlight appropriate task in ‘My Tasks’. You can see the ‘Task Details’ applet underneath 

2 read the notes in the ‘Notes’ field to establish the reason for the handover or if a task has been made in error 

3 select Multi Value Group (MVG) button in the ‘Owner’ field of the ‘Task Details’ applet 

4 a pop up window is displayed; from the list select the appropriate destination, so it is highlighted in yellow 

Note: If destination PIPCS, the pop up box may close once it has been highlighted, if this happens access it again 

through the ‘Owner’ button. 

5 click ‘Assign’ 

Note: The details in the ‘Owner’ field in the ‘Task Details’ applet will change. 

6 click ‘Home’ the task will no longer be displayed in ‘My Tasks’ 

Reassign case or task within own or other office 



 

10. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 highlight the case or task you want to move, you can see the task or case details’ applet underneath 

2 read the notes in the ‘Notes’ field to establish the reason for the handover or if a task has been made in error 

3 select MVG button in the ‘Owner’ field of the task or case details applet 

4 a pop up window is displayed; from the list select the appropriate destination, so it is highlighted in yellow 

Note: If task or case was assigned in error from another benefit office and needs to be assigned back check the 

postcode of the caller and use Office Mnemonic link (on right side of intranet page in ‘Related Links box’) to 

find the correct office. 

5 click ‘Assign’ 

Note: You must check the staff number before you select ‘Assign’ otherwise the case or task could be lost. 

6 the previously highlighted case should now have transferred to the team member 

Managing Telephony agents 

How to add a new member of staff 

11. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 before a new member of staff can be added to the office hierarchy, it is important that a TL determines 

whether there is a license available for them 

as the number of licenses are restricted, it is also important that staff who no longer work on  

CAMLite are deactivated from the system to help ensure licenses are available 

2 telephony TL to complete a UA25 electronic form 

the UA25 can be accessed via the IT Support Portal on your computer ‘desk top’ 



 

3 UA25 form is to be countersigned by office manager 

4 UA25 form is then automatically submitted to local first line service manager (FLSM); the FLSM will add the 

member of staff to the office hierarchy and allocate them a position 

How to add a new position 

12. Action to take: 

Step Action 

1 telephony TL and agents can start the process for staff members to be given additional positions, for example 

TL access for deputising or for movement to other teams during restructuring exercises 

2 complete a UA25 electronic form 

the UA25 can be accessed from the IT Support Portal on your computer ‘desk top’ 

3 UA25 form is to be countersigned by office manager 

4 UA25 form is then automatically submitted to local FLSM; the FLSM will add, remove or change position for the 

member of staff 

Note: A telephony agent who has been assigned more than one position can change their position themselves - 

See: How to change your position. 

How to change your position 

13. If you have more than one role within CAMLite for example telephony agent is your primary position and deputy team 

leader is your secondary position, each time you log in CAMLite will default to your primary position: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Tools’ menu in the dark blue bar near the top of the screen 

2 select ‘User Preferences’ 

3 select ‘Change Position’ 

4 select the position you wish to switch to and click the ‘Change Position’ button 

5 go to the ‘Home’ page 

Handover amending an email address 



 

14. Action to be taken: 

Step Action 

1 if a mailbox needs amending on CAMLite complete MB1 template – Mailbox Change Notification form – See: 

MB1 Template 

2 return template as an email attachment to and Updates email address changes mailbox 

Remember: This change needs to be authorised by a minimum band D (HEO) manager. 

Setting status of processing agents to available or unavailable 

15. It is important that a telephony TL must be available to ensure that all cases/tasks are dealt with promptly. 

16. To set the status of processing agents: 

Step Action 

1 click on ‘Globe’ icon at the top of the CAMLite screen 

2 click on ‘My Team’s Employees’ link 

3 make staff available or unavailable in the ‘Availability’  

 

 column 

 

Management Information (MI) 

17. Management information can be accessed through the Business Objects (BO) Infoview tool and queries can be run from 

‘My Team’s cases/tasks’ within CAMLite. 

18. The BO Infoview will only store yesterdays and today’s information therefore it is important for the telephony TL to 

save this information on a daily basis if historical MI is required. Saving the information is a clerical function within the 

business, which must be done on a daily basis. The telephony TL will be able to review information from these reports 

for example: 

• monitor how their team is performing as a whole  

• HEO manager can identify where teams are underperforming  

• amount of work cleared by an individual  

• identify work in real time by type  



 
• check if an individual is handing over a disproportionate amount of tasks  

• how many cases telephony agents dealt with at point of call and how many were handed off as tasks.  

19. Queries that may be run in CAMLite may include: 

• where cases/tasks have been assigned  

• how many case/tasks have been assigned by individual telephony agents  

• how many cases/task are outstanding.  

Escalation Route 

The PIP Enquiry Line escalation route should only be followed for exceptional cases. Team leaders should carefully 

judge what should be escalated, considering volumes to ensure this route is not removed. 

A list of email contacts and numbers for Complaints Resoloution Managers in each of the RBCs has been provided locally; 

these details must not be given to either agents or claimants under any circumstances. 

MI Case based reports 

20. Action to be taken: 

Step Action 

1 access BO Infoview webpage and enter username and password 

2 select ‘Document List’ 

3 expand ‘Public Folders’ 

  

4 select ‘Case Based Reports’ 

Note: Reports are only displayed for cases created yesterday and today. 

5 select ‘Cases Choose Position’ 

6 select position required to view the reports for example telephony team leader 

7 select ‘Top Level Case Summary Report’ 

this will display aggregated total of cases for all team members. This includes cases created, cases closed, and 

cases outstanding 



 

8 select ‘Lower level Case Summary Reports’ 

this will drill down further for an aggregated total for each individual telephony agent 

9 to save the data into Excel click on ‘Document List Menu’ and select ‘Save Documents’ 

10 select ‘Excel’ option 

this action should be taken daily and saved for historical MI 

MI Task based reports 

21. Action to be taken: 

Step Action 

1 access BO Infoview webpage and enter username and password 

2 select ‘Document List’ 

3 expand ‘Public Folders’ 

4 select ‘Task Based Reports’ 

Note: Reports are only displayed for tasks created yesterday and today. 

5 select ‘Cases Choose Position’ 

6 select position required to view the reports for example telephony team leader 

7 select ‘Top Level Case Summary Report’ 

this will display aggregated total of tasks for all team members. This includes tasks created, tasks  

 closed and tasks outstanding 

8 select ‘Lower level Task Summary Reports’ 

this will drill down further for an aggregated total for each individual telephony agent 

9 to save the data into Excel click on ‘Document List Menu’ and select ‘Save Documents’ 

10 select ‘Excel’ option 

this action should be taken daily and saved for historical MI 



 

Running queries in CAMLite 

22. Action to be taken: 

Step Action 

1 click on the ‘Tasks’ tab 

2 click on ‘My Team’s Tasks’ 

3 click ‘Query’ 

4 in the ‘Sub-Type’ field select the type of task you wish to view 

5 click ‘Go’ – all the open task type will display for your team 

03 SmartScripts and CAMLite Navigation - Enquiry Line 

Introduction 

1. If a claimant has an enquiry or would like to report a change in circumstance they can contact Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) Enquiry Line on 0800 121 4433 or Textphone 0800 601 6677. Telephony agents will use 

CAMLite to handle the call, create tasks and update telephone numbers, and use the PIPCS system to answer enquiries, 

update change of address and bank details. This list is not exhaustive - See: PIP Enquiry Line telephony agent actions. 

2. CAMLite aids telephony users by recording and linking calls to claimants, integrated SmartScripts that guide 

conversations and IDV with claimants, and a logical layout of screens that make it easy to navigate - See: CAMLite 

screens and navigation. 

3. When a claimant contacts the PIP Enquiry Line and they are ringing from a Welsh standard telephone directory 

(STD) code they will be given an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) option to speak in Welsh. If the claimant opts to speak 

in Welsh the IVR will route the call to a Welsh speaking telephony agent. All other calls will be directed to a PIP Enquiry 

Line telephony agent and the Handle Inbound call  

SmartScript will launch. Blocked numbers and mobile phones will not be picked up by the IVR option to speak Welsh. 

Callers will be offered a three hour call back or the option to call us again from a Welsh landline - See: Welsh claimants 

wishing to communicate in Welsh. 

4. Telephony agents must be aware of claimants already identified as needing additional support. They must also 

be able to identify if a claimant is vulnerable, take appropriate action, and when identified create a To Do Task so PIPCS 

can be updated to support the claimant. They can signpost claimants for help in completing ‘How your disability affects 

you’ form (PIP2), and for extreme cases where a claimant needs face to face support, refer to the Department for Work 

and Pensions (DWP) visiting or a support organisation. In the very rare case that a claimant may threaten self harm or 

suicide, each office has a six point plan in place, all staff are aware of it, and are aware of what action they should take if 



 

a claimant threatens this. The agent will own the case for the duration of the incident before handing over to the 

nominated champion - See: Vulnerable Claimants Hub. 

  

Subpages 

• Critical Process Point  

• SmartScripts  

• Handle inbound call SmartScript  

• Person Trace once found  

• Security Questions SmartScript  

• Critical Process Points  

• Wrap up call SmartScript  

• Outbound call SmartScript  

• CAMLite Screen Navigations Pages  

• Search Centre  

Critical Process Point 

15. Identity/Data Protection, Third Party and Security (Telephony including SERCO) You must follow 

operational instructions to: 

• confirm claimant’s identity 

• apply third party procedures  

• navigate any presented security questions  

Consequences 

If you do not correctly identify the claimant and apply third party procedures this may mean: 

• you fail to comply with the Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, which could 

result in disciplinary action 

• you fail to correctly identify the customer and end up divulging information to a bogus caller 

• delays in processing benefits 

• money is paid to the wrong person 

• there is a risk of fraudulent overpayments 



 
• avoidable and costly rework to correct any errors 

• the potential to cause reputational damage to DWP 

SmartScripts 

5. SmartScripts guide conversations with claimants and prompt telephony agents to deliver mandatory questions and 

messages at key points during the call, these include: 

• ‘Handle Inbound Call’  

• ‘Security Questions’  

• ‘Outbound Call’  

• ‘ Wrap Up Call ’.  

6. SmartScripts have a standard set of navigation boxes, these include: 

• next  

• previous  

• finish (this will end the SmartScript you are in)  

• cancel  

Note: Telephony agents should not cancel out of SmartScripts. 

7. If a navigation box is not available for selection it will be shaded grey. 

The SmartScripts can include radio buttons that enable an appropriate response to a mandatory question or message 

to be captured. 

‘Yes/No’ and ‘Pass/Fail’ are typical examples of radio buttons used in SmartScripts. When scripts with radio buttons are 

presented, a default radio button is pre-selected. 

Handle inbound call SmartScript 

SC01 Salutation 

1. The salutation is used to welcome the caller to DWP and inform them to whom they are speaking. 

SC02 Establish Call Sub reason 

2. A maximum of three call sub-reasons can be recorded at one time. The completion of the first call subreason is 

mandatory. All fields in CAMLite marked with a red asterisk (*) are mandatory. The options available from the drop 

down call sub-reasons pick list are: 

• Progress chasing new claims  



 

• Progress chasing on-going  

• Can you send me?  

• Payment Enquiry  

• General  

• Change (other). This includes every change including change of address (COA) and Method of Payment (MOP).  

3. There are also some additional sub-reasons that you can see but must not be used: 

• Change COA/MOP - due to a functionality issue  

• PIP New Claim - you must redirect caller to PIP New Claim line 0800 917 2222 or Textphone 0800 917 7777.  

4. If a telephony agent chooses General from the pick list a contact history or case will not be created. This is because the 

call will not be specific to a claimant and therefore the call does not need to be verified. The user is navigated to My 

Homepage, following action in SC03: Confirm English, if General is the only call sub-reason. 

5. Knowledge Base is available to assist telephony agents when dealing with a general enquiry, if required. 

SC03 Confirm English 

6. This enables the telephony agent to determine if the caller is able to continue the call in English. The telephony agent 

should use their soft skills to confirm whether this question should be asked out loud. ‘Yes’ is the pre-selected default 

button. If the caller can continue in English the SmartScript will check which call sub- reasons have been selected: 

• if General is the only call sub-reason selected, the SmartScript ends and the telephony agent is navigated to My 

Homepage  

• if at least one call sub-reason (other than General) has been selected the telephony agent is navigated to SC04: 

Calling on behalf of.  

SC03a Preferred Language 

7. The telephony agent will be navigated to this screen when the SC03: Confirm English has been selected as ‘No’. This 

screen enables the telephony agent to determine the customers preferred language of contact. It also allows the 

telephony agent to put the claimant on hold whilst searching for an interpreter. ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ radio buttons are 

available to capture the response with ‘Yes’ being the preselected button. 

8. If a claimant wishes to converse in another language (other than English), the telephony agent should consider 

thebigword telephone interpreting services. If an interpreter is available set up conference call using the Computer 

Telephony Integration (CTI) Toolbar. 

How to set up thebigword outbound call using CAMLite 



 

Step Action 

1 In the first blank field on the Siebel tool bar input a 9 for an outside line, then thebigword telephone number  

2 Keep the cursor in the telephone number field. 

Note: If the cursor is not kept in this field another box entitled ’Begin Conference Transfer to  

DWP’ in CAMLite will display and the call to thebigword will not be made 

3 Press ‘Conference call’ icon. 

4 Follow the instructions on  thebigword Interpreting Services  site to set up the call with the appropriate 

interpreter. 

5 The interpreter answers the call. 

6 Press the ‘Conference Call’ icon again to bring the claimant onto the call. 

7 You can now conduct the call with the interpreter and the claimant. 

9. DWP has separate arrangements in place for claimants who want to conduct their business in Welsh. If a claimant 

wishes to conduct their business in Welsh - See: Welsh claimants wishing to communicate in Welsh. 

SC04 Calling on behalf of 

10. This enables the telephony agent to confirm whether the caller is calling on behalf of themselves or whether they 

are representing a claimant. ‘Yes’ is the pre-selected default radio button. If ‘No’ is selected then the telephony agent 

will be navigated to SC04a: Representative type. 

11. SC04: Calling on behalf of, is used in the creation of the contact history record. When a claimant is calling about 

themselves the field ‘contact with’ will be set to ‘customer’, if ‘calling about someone else’ is selected the ‘contact 

with’ field will be set to ‘representative’. NOTE: If the caller states they have the claimant with them and they can give 

verbal permission select ‘No – Calling about self’ which will automatically launch the ‘NINO Search Centre’. 

SC04a Representative Type 

12. This enables the telephony agent to confirm whether the caller has been authorised as a recognised 

representative of the claimant by the DWP: 

• if ‘Yes’ the contact history is updated with the ‘Contact With’ information; the field will be set to  

‘recognised representative’, the telephony agent will be navigated to SC05: Inform  



 

• if ‘No - unofficial representative’ the contact history is updated with the ‘Contact With’ information; the field will be 

set to ‘unofficial representative’, the telephony agent is navigated to  

‘Search Centre’ where they will be able to search for the claimant – See: Alternative  enquiry   unofficial 

representative security questions   

• if ‘No – calling about self’.  

SC05 Inform 

13. A telephony agent will be navigated to SC05 when SC04a: Representative Type has confirmed that the telephony 

agent is speaking to a third party recognised by DWP. This enables the telephony agent to advise the caller that all 

questions will be about the claimant. 

Handle inbound call actions 

14. 

Step Action 

1 Call routed to telephony agent and handle inbound call SmartScript launched. 

You must follow the SmartScript, following and completing navigation boxes. 

2 SC01: Salutation 

You must advise caller and select ‘Next.’ 

3 SC02: Establish call sub-reason 

You will choose up to three sub-reasons from the drop down pick list then select ‘Next.’ 

 

4 SC03: Confirm English is the preferred language 

if yes you must select ‘Yes’ and select ‘Next’.  

if no you must select ‘No’ and select ‘Next’, you will be directed to SC03a  



 

5 SC03a: Preferred Language 

if claimant’s preferred language is Welsh give the claimant the option of a call back (3 hour Service Level 

Agreement (SLA) marked urgent) or to redial the PIP Enquiry Line number from a Welsh landline and 

choose the IVR option for Welsh Speaking.  

if call back in Welsh is required select ‘No’ and create an Outbound task in CAMLite for a call back  

for any other language contact thebigword telephone interpreting services  

if an interpreter is available select ‘Yes’ and set up a conference call using the CTI toolbar and then select 

‘Next’, you will be directed to SC04  

if an interpreter is not available select ‘No’ and then ‘Next’, SmartScript process ends, you will be navigated 

to ‘My Homepage’ you will follow BAU process for contacting thebigword telephone interpreting 

services  

6 SC04: Calling on behalf of your self 

if yes you must select ‘Yes’ and select ‘Next’, handle inbound call SmartScript ends, you will be directed to 

Security Questions Welcome page - See: Security Question SmartScript  

if no select ‘No – Customer Representative’ and select ‘Next’, you will be directed to SC04a  

7 SC04a: Representative Type – are you a recognised representative authorised by DWP 

if yes you must select ‘Yes’ and select ‘Next’, you will be directed to SC05  

if no and an unofficial representative select ‘No- unofficial representative’ and select ‘Next’, handle 

inbound call SmartScript ends, you will be navigated to ‘My Homepage’ to search for claimant and verify 

outside of normal security questions  

for third parties make an alternative enquiry - See: Search for claimant and also - See:  Alternative enquiry   

unofficial representative   

if no and they are calling about themselves select ‘No- calling about self’ and continue with call  

Note: If the caller states they have the claimant with them and they can give verbal permission, select ‘No – 

Calling about self’ which will automatically launch the ‘Security SmartScript’ 

8 SC05: Inform 

You will advise the recognised representative and select ‘Finish’, Handle inbound call SmartScript ends, you will 

be directed to Security Questions Welcome page - See: Security Question  

 

 SmartScript 

  



 

Person Trace once found 

SQ02 NINO search centre 

22. This enables the telephony agent to identify a claimant by asking for the claimant’s full national insurance number 

(NINO). The system performs a trace in CIS (Searchlight) to search for the claimant’s record. Once found the system 

checks whether claimant is in an exemption category: 

• deceased record  

• multiple matching records  

• qualified NINO  

• superseded NINO  

• deleted NINO  

• unverified NINO.  

If the NINO is not found the telephony agent is navigated to search centre to attempt to trace the claimant’s record 

23. The Channel Islands use identity reference numbers which are formatted in the same way as UK NINOs the difference 

is the first two letters will be GY or JY. These are NOT NINOs and should not be put into the NINO field in CAMLite or 

PIPCS. PIPCS will not create an error message, however if the pre fix of GB, NK, TN, PY, GY, JY or ZZ is entered into 

CAMLite search centre the following error message will display “The values you have entered for the NINO is not 

valid. The NINO must have a format of AANNNNNNA and the first two characters cannot be GB, NK, TN, PY, GY, JY 

or ZZ” this message may occur on PIP New Claim Line or PIP Enquiry Line. The telephony agent should ask the 

claimant if they have a UK NINO, if they provide a UK NINO which is accepted by CAMLite without an error message, 

the claim can proceed as normal. If the claimant does not have a UK NINO then telephony agents should follow NINO 

failure guidance and create a CAMLite Exception Task. 

24. If the record found is special customer record (SCR) an error message will display, the telephony agent will be unable 

to proceed and an outbound call back will be required. The telephony agent should email the PIP Enquiry SCR SPOC 

with the claimant’s full name, DOB, NINO, contact telephone number and the name of the caller (if not claimant/PAB). 

The email should be marked “OFFICIAL SENSITIVE” and be issued in accordance with the security protocols outlined 

within the Special Customer Record instructions. 

Note: Attempts to access special customer record records are always test checked. 

25. Telephony agents will need to clear their associated Management check task - See: Clear Management check task. 

Mirror management check tasks are also created in the telephony agent’s team leader’s task. 

26. If a record is found the telephony agent is navigated to SQ02a. 

SQ02a Confirm Name 



 
27. When a claimant’s record has been found the system will pull through the name of the claimant from CIS (Searchlight) 

and the telephony agent will be able to see it on the SmartScript. The telephony agent will ask to confirm the 

claimant’s name. 

28. When the claimant confirms their name the telephony agent will select yes or no. If claimant confirms name the 

telephony agent will be navigated to SQ03b. If they cannot confirm name they will go back to person trace. 

Security Questions SmartScript 

  

29. The security questions SmartScript is launched depending on the selections made in the handle inbound call 

SmartScript. 

SQ01 Security Questions Welcome Page 

30. The security questions welcome page is used to inform the caller that they are about to be taken through security 

questions. 

SQ03b Agent Led Verify Validate This section redacted for security reasons and protecting 

claimant identity 

Critical Process Points 

Security – Personal Details 

41.You must check Personal Details during every interaction with the claimant. 

You must update PIPCS accurately when a change to Personal Details has occurred.   

Consequences 

42.If you do not check personal details and update PIPCS accurately with any reported changes, this may lead to: 

• any notifications, which are a legal requirement, being sent to the wrong address 

• reduced accuracy of information, leading to error and possible under or overpayments 

• the risk of fraudulent overpayments 

• delays in processing benefits 

• additional contact with the claimant for the information they have already provided – once and done - poor customer 

service 



 

• avoidable and costly rework to correct the case 

• reputational damage to the Department 

• the claimant being put at risk of identity fraud 

• a failure to comply with Data Protection Act by not keeping the claimant’s personal information secure, which could lead to 

disciplinary action 

Wrap up call SmartScript 

42. Wrap Up Call is manually launched at the end of inbound and outbound calls by selecting the Wrap Up Call icon on 

the Siebel toolbar - See: CAMLite navigation. The SmartScript is used to deliver consistent messages to ensure a smooth 

user and customer experience. 

WC01A Enquiry Answered 

43. This script reminds the telephony agent to summarise a call and any next steps with the claimant. It also initiates 

the agent to ask the caller if there is anything else that they can be helped with. 

44. If the claimant’s enquiry has changed from general to a specific enquiry the telephony agent must select ‘My 

Homepage’, Re-launch Handle Inbound Call SmartScript, by using the icon on the Siebel toolbar, to gather enquiry details. 

45. In these circumstances the telephony agent will have to also go through the Security Questions SmartScript as this 

was not required for a general enquiry. 

46. If the claimant has passed security questions but has further enquiries relating to a third party, the telephony 

agent should create a new case - See: New case. 

47. When a caller has been dealt with as a 3rd party and has been through an alternative enquiry, and it then turns out 

they are a recognised representative on PIPCS, the telephony agent should: 

• wrap up the call, (without actually saying any part of the script) - this will close the case  

• launch the Inbound Call SmartScript and go through IDV which will create a new contact in CAMLite.  

WC01B Failed Security 

48. This screen is presented to the telephony agent when the claimant has failed the security questions. The telephony 

agent will advise the caller to call back when they have further information - See: Potential Bogus Call Action task. 

WC03b Thank You for Calling 



 
49. This is the last script in the Wrap Up Call and the finish box will be active. Call will terminate and the telephony 

agent will be referred to WC04: Confirm Cases. 

WC04 Confirm Cases 

50. This enables the telephony agent to confirm the current case status and to create any new enquiry cases if 

necessary. Telephony agents will only be taken to WC04 Confirm Cases at the end of the Wrap Up Call if one or more 

enquiry cases were created during the Handle Inbound Call. 

The options in the drop down pick list are: 

• Payment enquiry  

• Progress chasing – New Claims  

• Progress chasing – ongoing  

• Can You Send me?  

• Change (Other) - See: CAMLite task list  

Wrap Up Call actions 

51. 

Step Action 

1 WC01A: Enquiry Answered 

you must summarise the next steps agreed with the customer and ask if there they need help with anything else 

if no select ‘No’ and select ‘Next’, you will be navigated to WC03b 

if yes select ‘Yes’ and select ‘Next’, you will be navigated to ‘My Homepage’ 

if the first enquiry was a general enquiry you will launch Handle Inbound Call SmartScript from icon on tool bar 

to gather details of the enquiry and go through the ‘Security Questions SmartScript’ 

if the Claimant has already passed the security questions you will be navigated to ‘Customer Details’ view. 

if the Claimant has further enquiries relating to a third party close current call by completing Wrap  

Up Call then manually launch - See: Search Centre 



 

2 WC01b: Failed Security 

you must summarise next steps with the claimant and advise them to call back when they have further 

information, DO NOT say they have failed security 

you must select ‘Next’, you will be directed to WC03b - See: Potential Bogus Call Action task 

3 WC03b: Thank You for Calling 

you must thank claimant and select ‘Next’ call will end 

 

 you will be directed to WC04: Confirm Cases 

4 WC04: Confirm Cases 

you must select option from the drop down pick list and select ‘Finish’ 

Outbound call SmartScript 

52. The Outbound Call SmartScript is used by telephony agents and PIP processing teams to provide a consistent approach 

to outbound contact with claimants for those cases that require a call back -See:  

Vulnerable Claimants Hub. 

SC01 Salutation and Call Recording Notice 

53. This enables the telephony agent to: 

 request to speak to claimant or recognised representative  

 salutation to claimant or recognised representative  

 introduction by telephony agent, and  

 statement that the call is being recorded.  

SC02 Establish Call Back Sub Reason 

54. This enables the telephony agent to select ‘Call Back Sub-Reason(s)’. The telephony agent can select a maximum of 

three sub-reasons from the pick list, the first sub-reason field is mandatory. When a subreason is selected it will update 

the ‘Contact Sub-Reason’ field on the ‘Contact History Record’. 

55. Telephony agents should use their soft skills to confirm the sub-reason(s) during conversation with the claimant or 

recognised representative rather than reading the actual text aloud. 

56. Sub-reasons from the drop down pick list include: 



 
 PIP New Claim (DO NOT USE)  

 Payment enquiry  

 Progress Chasing – new claims  

 Progress chasing - ongoing  Can 

you send me?  

 General  

 Change – COA/MOP (DO NOT USE)  

Change (Other).  

SC03 Confirm English 

57. The telephony agent should use their soft skills to confirm whether this question should be asked out loud. The 

question is displayed with yes/no radio buttons with ‘Yes’ as a default. 

58. When ‘Yes’ has been selected the SmartScript checks which sub-reason(s) have been selected. 

SC03a Preferred Language 

59. The telephony agent will be navigated to this screen when the SC03: Confirm English has been selected as ‘No’. This 

screen enables the telephony agent to determine the claimant’s preferred language of contact. It also allows the 

telephony agent to put the claimant on hold whilst searching for an interpreter. ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ radio buttons are 

available to capture the response with ‘Yes’ being the preselected /default button. 

60. If a claimant wishes to converse in another language (other than English), the telephony agent should consider 

thebigword telephone interpreting services, if an interpreter is available set up 3 way call (conference call) using the 

(CTI) Toolbar - See:  thebigword telephone interpreting services  site. 

61. DWP has separate arrangements in place for claimants who want to conduct their business in Welsh. If a claimant 

wishes to conduct their business in Welsh please - See: Welsh claimants wishing to communicate in Welsh. 

62. Note: A PIP case worker or manager should check claimant or recognised representative’s preferred language before 

making the outbound call. 

SC04 On Own Behalf 

63. This enables the telephony agent to determine whether the callers update or enquiry is about themselves or on 

someone else’s behalf. This question is displayed with ‘Yes’ (default option) ‘No – Customer Representative’ radio 

buttons. 

SC04a Representative Type 

64. This enables the telephony agent to confirm whether the caller has been authorised as a recognised representative by 

the DWP. 



 

SC05 On Own Behalf 

65. The telephony agent will be directed to this page when a call back task is attached to a case. This enables the telephony 

agent to select whether they are speaking to the customer regarding themselves or whether they are being contacted 

as a recognised representative of another. 

SC06 Representative Information 

66. This enables the telephony agent to explain to the person that they are speaking with exactly on whose behalf they are 

being contacted, and to check whether they are able to continue the call about this person. 

SC07 Inform 

67. The telephony agent is navigated to this screen from SC04a: Representative Type and SC06: Representative Information 

to advise the person contacted that the information they are about to discuss is about the claimant and not about 

themselves. 

Outbound Call actions 

68. 

Step Action 

1 SC01: Salutation and Call Recording Notice 

you must ask for claimant or recognised representative and advise call is being recorded 

if they wish to continue select ‘Next’ and you will be navigated to SC02 

if they do not wish to continue you must select ‘Cancel’ and you will be navigated to ‘Task’ view where an 

outbound call back task can be set - See: Create outbound call back task 

2 SC02: Establish Call Back Sub-reason 

you must select at least one sub-reason from the drop down pick list and select ‘Next’, you will be navigated to 

SC03 



 

3 SC03: Confirm English 

you must only ask this question if uncertain whether the claimant or recognised representative is able to 

continue the conversation in English 

if yes you must select ‘Yes’ and select ‘Next’, you will be directed to either ‘My Homepage’, SC04 or SC05 

depending on sub-reason(s) selected 

if no you must select ‘No’ and ‘Next’, you will be directed to SC03a 

4 SC03a: Preferred Language 

if claimant’s preferred language is Welsh the outbound call should be made by a Welsh speaking telephony 

agent 

for any other language contact thebigword telephone language service 

if an interpreter is available select ‘Yes’ and set up a3 way call (conference call) using the CTI toolbar and then 

select ‘Next’, you will be directed to SC04 or SC05 

 

 if an interpreter is not available select ‘No’ and then ‘Next’, SmartScript process ends, you will be navigated to 

‘My Homepage’ you will follow BAU process for contacting thebigword telephone language service - 

thebigword telephone interpreting services site 

5 SC04: On Own Behalf (Task not attached to a Parent Case). 

if yes you must select ‘Yes’ and select ‘Next’ you will be directed to ‘My Homepage’ to verify claimant. 

if no – recognised representative you must select ‘No- Customer Representative’ and select ‘Next’, you will be 

navigated to SC04a. 

6 SC04a: Representative Type 

if recognised representative you must select ‘Yes’ and select ‘Next’ you will be navigated to SC07 

if not a recognised representative you must select ‘No – Unofficial representative’ and select ‘Next’ you will be 

navigated to ‘My Homepage’ to search for claimant and verify an alternative enquiry outside of normal security 

questions - See: Alternative enquiry unofficial representative 



 

7 SC05: On Own Behalf (Task Attached To A Parent Case) 

if claimant is being contacted on behalf of themselves you must select ‘Self’ and select ‘Next’, you will be 

navigated to ‘My Homepage’ to verify customer and launch the security questions 

if you are speaking to a recognised representative you must select ‘No – Customer  

Representative’ then select ‘Next’, you will be navigated to SC06 

8 SC06: Representative Information 

if they are able to continue the call you must select ‘Yes’ and select ‘Next’, you will be navigated to  

SC07 

if they are unable to continue the call you must select ‘No’ and select ‘Next’, you will be navigated to ‘Task’ 

view to create a call back task 

9 SC07: Inform 

you must advise caller and select ‘Finish’, the SmartScript will end and you will be navigated to the search 

centre to input NINO, confirm claimant’s name, and where applicable, the ‘Security Questions’ SmartScript will 

launch automatically, after the claimant has been verified you will be navigated to ‘Customer Representative’ 

view and action can be taken for the call back 

CAMLite Screen Navigations Pages 

1. CAMLite is made up of screens, views, and applets. Where necessary, vertical and horizontal scroll bars enable all of 

the screen, all of a view, or all of an applet to be viewed. All of the information will be view only apart from tasks and 

the claimant’s telephone number which can be changed in ‘Customer Needs’. 

2. The CAMLite screen is the foundation for views and applets to display detailed information. The screen selected 

determines the views available. As does the view selected, which drives the applet(s) displayed. 

3. Tabs at the top of the CAMLite screens provide the means to navigate quickly between the different views within a 

screen. 

Application Navigation Bar 

4. Queries are saved for subsequent use from this ‘Bar’. The help option on this ‘Bar’ is useful in identifying what version 

of ‘Siebel’ is running 

Siebel Toolbar 

5. The icons on the Siebel Toolbar perform the following functions: 



 
• Site Map activates navigation tool for CAMLite screens  

• Inbound Call SmartScript starts the Inbound Call SmartScript used for PIP New Claims  

• Outbound Call SmartScript starts the Outbound Call SmartScript used for PIP New Claims  

• Wrap Up Call SmartScript starts the Wrap up Call SmartScript used for PIP New Claims  

• ‘iHelp’ activates built in CAMLite guidance tool to give real-time assistance  

• Print shows print preview and print options - function disabled  

• Reports - this has no function and is not used  

• Query Drop down displays predefined queries - Note: This function is used to identify open tasks. • New 

Query/Execute Query  

My Homepage 

6. Upon launching CAMLite, 'My Homepage' is the first screen displayed. 

Customer Details 

7. A Customer Details applet displays across the top of all CAMLite Customers screens. 

Field Name Field Description 

Customer Name Customer’s Name 

  

NINO Customer’s NINO 

Date of Birth Customer’s Date of Birth (icon in DoB field is non-functional) 

Date of Death Customer’s Date of Death (icon in DoD field is non-functional) 

National Sensitivity Indicator ‘Checked’ if case is registered as nationally sensitive (now known as 

special customer record) 

Unacceptable Behaviour Details received from CIS, if appropriate 

Preferred Method of Contact Customer’s preferred method of contact—drop down list 

Telephone Numbers – 

Home /Mobile /Work 

Customer’s telephone numbers recorded as appropriate 

Post Code Customer’s postcode 



 

Preferred Spoken Language Customer’s preferred spoken language 

Preferred Written Language Customer’s preferred written language 

Alternative Communication/  

Accessibility Needs 

Customer’s alternative communication/ accessibility needs 

Contact History View 

8. A telephony agent could add a new ‘Contact History’ to a claimant’s ‘Contact History’ view by selecting the ‘Create 

New Contact History’ button. However, for PIP New Claims CAMLite  creates this automatically for all inbound and 

outbound calls. 

9. The following fields in the Contact History view are system generated: 

• Date of Contact  

• Agent ID  

• Connection ID.  

Customer Representative View 

10. following the completion of the SmartScripts if a recognised representative details are recorded on CIS (Searchlight) , 

the Customer Representatives view will display: 

• Customer Personal Representative applet will display information associated to a Personal Acting Body (PAB); and  

• Customer Corporate Representative applet will display information associated to a Corporate  

Other Payee (COP).  

Cases View 

11. The Cases view shows cases created in CAMLite associated to a claimant. Cases are generally created automatically 

following successful completion of the Handle Inbound Call SmartScript. A case shows the type of enquiry received 

and the resolution of the call. 

12. All cases require a benefit type of PIP, this field must be populated before selecting a case resolution. A case 

resolution will update the status if for example an ‘enquiry answered’ resolution value is selected, the case status is 

automatically updated to closed once assigned to a PIPCS case and task. If ‘handover’ resolution status selected, the 

case status would remain as open. Case resolutions values are: 

Type Sub-Type (Parent)  Resolution (Display Value) 



 

Enquiry Payment Enquiry Enquiry Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiry Progress Chasing – New  

Claims 

Call Dropped 

Chasing Callback 

Handover - Callback Required 

Handover - Info Only 

Handover - System Update  

Required 

Enquiry Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiry Progress Chasing - Ongoing Call Dropped 

 



 

  

Chasing Callback 

Handover - Callback Required 

Handover - Info Only 

Handover - System Update  

Required 

Enquiry Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiry Can You Send Me? Enquiry Answered 

Call Dropped 

Requested Item Sent 

Handover - Callback Required 

Handover - Info Only 

Handover - System Update  

Required 

Enquiry Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 

Enquiries Answered 



 

Update Change COA/MOP 

Do Not Use 

Updated 

Call Dropped 

Update Change (Other) Call Dropped 

Handover - Callback Required 

Handover - Info Only 

Handover - System Update  

Required 

Updated 

PIP new claim 

Do Not Use 

PIP NeW claim Pre submission 

Submitted 

Call dropped 

Handover call back required 

Handover info only 

Handover system update required 

New Case 

13. When a call is received from a third party and the telephony agent is unable to answer the enquiry or they need to 

pass information to a processing area, a ‘To Do task’ will be required. When a call is received from a third party that is 

not linked to a claimant record but requires a call back the telephony agent will have to create an 'exception task' and 

assign it to their team leader as there will be no case to link to: 

1 select the ‘Task’ tab button. (No case will have been created) 

2 select ‘Create New Task’ button 

3 in ‘Type’ Select ‘Outbound call’ 

4 in ‘Sub Type’ select ‘Call Back’ (SLA will show as 3 hours) but advise caller they will be contacted with  

48 hours 



 

5 complete the notes field with as much information as possible. This needs to include Callers details contact number 

and the reason for the call back, noting that it is not linked to a claimant 

Note: if call back relates to a complaint ensure you type 'URGENT Complaint' first in the notes field - See: PIP 

Enquiry Line complaints  

6 select ‘Owner’ and select Team Leader details and ‘Assign’ 

7 select the ‘Home’ tab to return to the Homepage of CAMLlite, ready to take the next call 

8 the team leader will assign the Outbound call task as appropriate - See: CAMLite Telephony Team  

Leader assigning tasks 

14. For third party calls CAMLite will only automatically create a case when a handover resolution value is selected. If a 

‘To Do task’ is required for a third party caller the case resolution will be updated with handover. In this instance 

CAMLite will automatically create a case in CAMLite. 

Tasks View 

15. Tasks associated to a claimant can be viewed in the Task tab by running a query from the toolbar. 

16. The default setting sorts tasks in descending order according to the value of the field in order of ‘Urgent’ and then by 

the ‘Created On’ date. 

17. There are five types of task: 

• To do  

• Outbound (call)  

• Exception  

• Residual Action (these are prompts to consider further action for example consider bogus caller action)  

• Management Check.  

18. When creating a task (by selecting ‘Create New Task’ button), if the task sub-type is “Call Back”, the user must select 

the relevant SLA, select appropriate SLA from drop down menu: 

• 5 days use for a standard call back  

• 48 hours use for special rules and SCR claimants  

• 3 hours use for complaints and Welsh speakers  

• 1 hour (Do Not Use)  

• the Urgent Flag Indicator if appropriate, the urgent flag should be selected if a previous SLA has not been met or if 

the call is urgent or escalation is required  

• Do Not use alarm functionality, use urgent check box instead  



 
• when the relevant SLA is selected the start task from time is auto populated with the current time. This field is 

editable. The clear task by time is read-only and its value is calculated using the earliest call time plus 3 hours initially, 

until the call SLA is set. When the call SLA is selected from the drop down list (1hour (do not use), 3 hours, 48 hours, 

5 days), this will decide the value of the latest start time - See: SLA for call backs and CAMLite tasks for PIP Enquiry 

Line  

19. For further detail about tasks - See:  How to create CAMLite tasks . 

Tasks Screen 

20. Select ‘Tasks’ tab from the screen tabs to navigate to Tasks screen. When a query is executed this displays tasks 

assigned to a user. Consequently, a Customer Details applet is not displayed. 

21. Team Leaders can select My Team’s Tasks, which enables them to view the tasks for each member of their team when 

executing a query. 

22. Telephony agents can review and action tasks, and create new tasks for themselves or assign tasks to others in this 

screen. Highlight a task in My Tasks applet and select View Task to display further details of highlighted task in Task 

Details applet. 

23. The Type field in Task Details applet is a mandatory field, marked by a red asterisk, and provides a high level 

description of action required. There are different Sub-Types for each Type, which provide further information on the 

nature of the task and the action(s) required - see table below. 

24. List of all types of to do task and what they should include: 

Task Type Task Sub Type 

To Do To Do 

Residual Action Potential Bogus Call  

Action 

Residual Action Complete PV Review Form 

Outbound Call Call Back 

Exception Task Data incorrect/corrupt 

Exception Task Insufficient data 

Exception Task No NINO 

Exception Task NINO search failed 



 

Exception Task SCR call back or other 

Management Check Task Test check 

25. Note: The telephony agent will also receive Management Check tasks. When a test check has been generated the 

telephony agent should acknowledge the test check by closing the task - See: Close a Management check task. No 

further action is required. 

26. To Do, outbound and exception tasks and cases will be closed automatically once assigned to PIPCS. All other tasks 

will require the telephony agent to close manually. This will ensure task workload is properly managed. 

27. The Notes box is a free text box with a maximum of 10,000 characters, however when the task updates to PIPCS, only 

2, 000 characters will transfer to PIPCS and the rest will be lost. Telephony agents must not type over 2000 characters 

in a CAMLite task text box. 

28. Select icon in the ‘Assigned to’ field in the Case Details applet and an Assignment Team Skills pop-up box appears. 

Users need to select which team at the relevant office cases should be assigned to. They should choose only New 

Claims or Claims Maintenance. Note this will only be done when task created 

29. CAMLite will automatically create a ‘Potential Bogus Call Action’ task when a claimant does not pass the Security 

Questions. When a telephony agent is presented with a ‘Potential Bogus Call Action’ task. The task can be closed 

without completing any of the details. If appropriate a bogus call can be logged through the Fraud Referral Icon on 

your desktop - See: How to do a bogus call action, See: Create a  

CAMLite task, See: Create an outbound call back task and also - See: Close a management check task. 

My Team Cases 

30. Telephony Team leaders will not use this function as management information will be taken from other sources. The 

My Team Cases view is useful for processing staff (will not be used for PIP) to run queries, for example to monitor and 

manage teams’ workload effectively: 

• where cases and tasks have been assigned  

• how many cases and tasks have been assigned to individual users  

• how many cases and tasks are outstanding in total requiring actions  

• how many cases/ tasks are approaching or have missed SLA times  

• how many cases and tasks have been assigned to individual users within certain time parameters.  

Benefits View 

31. The Benefits view displays details of the Office ID where ‘claim’ is held and the Benefit type for current live in scope 

benefits (data retrieved from CIS [Searchlight]). You would use this screen to check if a claimant has any other benefit 

interest or award for example you may want to check a PIP claimant isn’t already in receipt of DLA. 



 
  

  

Search Centre 

1. When the telephony agent enters a NINO provided by the caller, and selects ‘Next’ the system performs a trace in CIS 

(Searchlight). When the record is not found, Search Centre is launched automatically. 

2. The Search Centre facilitates identification of the claimant by using the Person Trace Search applet on the right-hand 

side of Search Centre view. 

3. A percentage of Person Trace Searches will be randomly selected for test check. Searches involving a special customer 

record customer are always selected for test check. 

4. A claimant’s NINO is the most effective search parameter. NOTE: if pre fix of GB, NK, TN, PY, GY, JY or ZZ is entered 

into CAMLite search centre the following error message will display “The values you have entered for the NINO is not 

valid. The NINO must have a format of AANNNNNNA and the first two characters cannot be GB, NK, TN, PY, GY, JY 

or ZZ” this message may occur on PIP New Claim Line or PIP Enquiry Line. The telephony agent should ask the 

claimant if they have a UK NINO, if they provide a UK NINO which is accepted by CAMLite without an error message, 

the claim can proceed as normal. If the claimant does not have a UK NINO then telephony agents should follow NINO 

failure guidance and create a CAMLite Exception Task. 

5. When the NINO field in Person Trace Search applet has been input and ‘Go’ selected it prompts a warning, ‘Is 

Customer Name <Mrs Andrea Smith>?’ If correct, select ‘Yes’ to navigate to Security Questions SmartScript. 

If claimant’s name is not correct, select ‘No’ and the process ends allowing another search to be made. 

6. If claimant’s NINO is not available, or NINO being quoted has been unsuccessfully used to trace claimant’s record, 

enter a minimum search criteria using one of the following combinations of information: 

• first name and surname, or  

• first name and date of birth, or  

• surname, date of birth, and gender.  

7. The Date of Birth Start, Date of Birth End, Date of Death Start, and Date of Death End fields are provided to allow a 

search restricted to date ranges for Date of Birth and Date of Death. Input to these date fields will be validated to 

ensure a valid date format is used, that is, DD/MM/YYYY. Any invalid entry will not be accepted and an error message 

will display, ‘Answers must be numbers only and use the format DD/MM/YYYY.’ 

8. The Post Code field allows a search to be restricted to postcode. Input to the Post Code field will be validated to 

ensure it follows a valid UK postcode format, for example FY8 3DJ. 



 

9. When parameters have been entered in the Person Trace Search applet, select ‘Go’ to initiate search. If necessary, 

‘Cancel’ can be selected to stop search. For search criteria, other than where a NINO was used, results will be 

displayed in the Search Centre /Person Trace Results applet. 

10. Telephony agents can use the horizontal scroll bar at the bottom of Person Trace Results applet to display address 

information, but remember this cannot be given to the caller. Confirm details given by caller against those displayed. 

Highlight correct customer (if more than one traced), and select Get More Information. This prompts a warning 

message, ‘Is Customer Name <Mrs Andrea Smith>?’. 

11. If correct, select ‘Yes’ to navigate to Security Questions SmartScript. 

Failure to trace claimant’s record on a second attempt (in the Search Centre), the telephony agent will create a call back 

task. 

Perform a person trace actions 

12. 

Step Action 

1 search centre will be launched automatically, however it can be accessed via the ‘Customers’ tab and click 

‘Enquiries’ 

2 you must enter your search criteria into the ‘Person Trace Search’ box on the right side of the screen 

remember you will have already searched on the NINO the caller gave you 

you can enter: 

claimant NINO or  

first name and surname, or  

first name and date of birth, or  

surname, date of birth and gender  

3 you must select ‘Go’ button to trigger the search 



 

4 is the account in an exemption category or special customer record? 

if record found is in exemption category you will not be able to proceed. Create outbound call back task and end 

call - See: CAMLite tasks 

if record found is a special customer record you will not be able to proceed, email PIP Enquiry SCR  

SPOC, end call 

5 is a claimant match returned? 

 

this will display in the ‘Person Trace Results’ box on the left hand side of the screen 

if yes, you should highlight the customer match and select ‘Get More Information’ button and confirm the 

claimant’s name, you will be automatically navigated to the appropriate or next SmartScript 

NOTE: if the call is from an unofficial representative or third party caller, an alternative enquiry must be 

established before continuing with the enquiry - See:  Alternative  Enquiry  

if no, check the claimant’s NINO details and ask for further information, go back to step 2 to run another search 

If this does not bring up the correct information read the error message on the screen to the caller to advise the 

caller to call back with further information 

6 launch the Wrap Up Call SmartScript   - See: Wrap Up Call 

you may wish to consider if a Bogus caller action is appropriate - See: Fraud Referral 

Alternative Enquiry 

13. Where there is no valid written authority, or the claimant is not present to confirm consent, staff can use experience 

and judgement to decide whether the caller has made an alternative enquiry, acting on behalf of the claimant. 

14. An alternative enquiry may be applicable when dealing with calls from anyone who says they are calling on the 

claimant’s behalf. For example, friends, relatives, Local Authorities, advice and support workers. 

15. An alternative enquiry can be established where the caller: 

• knows basic information about the claimant which indicates the customer has asked for their help, such as 

NINO, date of birth, address,other members of the household, benefits in payment,  

• can quote facts about the claim, or can quote from our recent letters with the claimant, or has knowledge of 

the claimant’s circumstances; and  



 

• makes enquiries consistent with the role of a genuine representative such as: 

• what stage the claim has reached  

• why a particular decision has been made  

• how benefit is made up  

• whether a particular component is being paid  

• whether a particular circumstance has been taken into account.  

16. Staff need to use judgement based on the answers in order to determine whether or not a caller is a genuine 

representative, and whether an alternative enquiry can be made. 

17. If an alternative enquiry can't be established written consent will be necessary. Alternative enquiry can't be used to 

report a change of circumstance. If the claimant is unable to use the phone or is not present, the change of 

circumstance will need to be reported in writing. 

18. The following information must never be disclosed or confirmed in any circumstances: 

• addresses  

• NINO  

• phone number  

• date of birth  

• names of other household members  

• bank account details  

• any employment details.  

19. If the caller is a member of staff from a Local Authority (LA) Housing Benefit or Council Tax Benefit department - See: 

Apollo LA CIS/Searchlight register to make sure they have a right of access to DWP information. If they are on the 

Apollo LA CIS (Searchlight) register and security questions are passed relevant information can be disclosed. 

Alternative enquiry actions 

20. 

Step Action 

1 at this point you will have established the call is from an unofficial representative or a third party and have 

been directed to the Search Centre where you will have performed a search for the claimant - See: Search for 

claimant 



 

2 are the claimant’s details confirmed? 

No - advise the caller to call back with further information, launch the Wrap Up Call SmartScript. You must 

consider if a Bogus caller action needs to be reported through the Fraud Referral Icon on your desktop 

Yes - establish if the call is an alternative enquiry based on the points at para 122, do not disclose or confirm 

any information - See:  Alternative  Enquiry  

Go to step 3 

3 you must make a judgement based on the evidence supplied whether an alternative enquiry is appropriate 

 

 Is this an alternative enquiry? 

No - you must inform the caller you are unable to provide them with the relevant information at this time 

Go to step 4 

Yes - you must answer the query in line with alternative enquiry policies: 

if reporting a MOP change, you must inform the caller that the update can only be taken when the 

claimant or recognised representative is present on the call  

if caller wants to report information for example moving into residential care or hospital you must create a 

To Do task  

if the caller has called to report bereavement, signpost the caller to the Bereavement  

Service  

if the caller’s question remains unanswered and a call back is required then you must create an outbound 

call back task  

to step 4  



 

4 you must navigate to ‘Contact History’ and select ‘failed’ or ‘passed’ alternative enquiry from the Security 

Questions drop down menu 

if appropriate add relevant notes to the notes field 

Note: This must be done BEFORE selecting ’Wrap Up Call’, if not, the Contact History will not show if the caller 

has validated appropriately, 

you must consider Bogus caller action if the caller has failed - See: Fraud Referral 

5 click on ‘Wrap Up Call’ button 

6 select ‘Home’ to return to the CAMLite Homepage to be ready for the next caller 

04 CAMLiteTask Desk aide for PIP users 

CAMLite task desk aide for PIP users 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Hospital) 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Hospice) 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (care/nursing home) 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (residential school/college) 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (sheltered housing) 

C/Personal Details 

Change AP LOT 

CofC Award Reviews (UI) 

Consider SUSP 

Copy doc/send me 

Evidence 

Mota Agreement 

Normal Rules to SRTI 



 
Other 

Overseas Bank Acct 

PIP2 ext X2 

Payab other bens 

Payments 

Prison evidence 

R&P/Absence Abroad 

Reassessment Med Ev 

Recon Other 

Register Recon 

Req Reinstate DLA 

Return original doc 

Visiting 

Withdraw PIP 

Explanation 

MP enquiry/complaint 

Outbound call 

PIP2 Completion 

SRTI call back 

AFIP enquiry 

Data incorrect or corrupt 

No UK NiNo/GY JY ref 

Reassessment – claimant does not wish to claim PIP 



 

Multiple tasks 

    

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Hospital) 

User question – was the claimant aged under 18 at the date of hospital admission? If YES always select ‘- 

28 Payab evidence’ and include in the first line of the task note ‘U18 in hospital’ and include all information. 

 What is the name and address of hospital (if private, add to in note)  What is 

the admission date?  

 Are you still in hospital?  If YES 

If NO 

 

 What date were you discharged? If more than 1 month since discharge  Is there a 

reason for the delay in notifying us?  

 Have you spent any periods at home overnight? (This will help identify 

possible boarder payments required)  

If YES 

If NO 

 Record exact dates, if known. If multiple dates record “frequent periods of stays at home”  

 Other than this admission, have you been in hospital as an in-patient in the last 28 days? (Add dates if 

known)  

 If claimant already discharged - Where have you been discharged to?  

Hospice 

Care / nursing home 

To Do: +/- 28 Payab evidence and include all info. Only select +28 if claimant has already been in 28 days 

Home 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Hospice) 



 

 What is the name and address of the hospice?  

 What is the admission date?  

 Are you still in the hospice?  If YES 

If NO 

 What date were you discharged?  

 Where have you been discharged to?  

To Do:+/- 28 Payab evidence – and include all info. Only select +28 if claimant has already been in 28 days 

Home 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Care / nursing home) 

 What is the name and address of the care / nursing home?  

 What is the admission date?  

 Are you still in the care / nursing home?  If YES 

If NO 

 

 What is the discharge date? (if relevant)  

 Have you been transferred from hospital or other establishment? (if not 

already confirmed)  

(If Scotland, only require responses to questions above) 

If YES and details not already 

held in PIPCS 

If NO or details already 

gathered continue 

 Does the local authority, housing authority or education authority contribute 

towards your accommodation?  

If YES 

If NO 

 Have you spent any periods at home overnight? (This will help identify possible 

boarder payments required)  

 What are the dates of the overnight stay you have spent at home?  

 YES   

 NO   



 

 What is the name, address and telephone number of the authority, and do you have a contact name?  

 Have you agreed to repay the local authority at a later date, for example, from the sale of a property?  

To Do: +/- 28 Payab evidence and include all info. Only select +28 if claimant has already been in 28 days 

Home 

+/- 28 Payab evidence Residential College / school 

 What is the name and address of the residential college / school?  

 What date did you start / are you starting?  

 Who is paying, for example the local education authority? (Record details of the name and address of the 

authority)  

 Do you stay overnight at home regularly? (Take specific details, if known otherwise “regular stays at home – 

weekends / holidays” as this will help identify possible boarder payments required)  

To Do: +/- 28 Payab evidence – and include all info. Only select +28 if claimant has already been in 28 days. 

Home 

+/- 28 Payab evidence (Sheltered housing) 

 What is the address?  

 Do you have a tenancy agreement?  

 Are you in receipt of housing benefit?  

 

To Do: +/- 28 Payab evidence – and include all info. 

Home 

Prison Evidence 

 What is the name and address where you are being held in legal custody?  

 What is the admission date?  

 Have you been released?  If YES 



 

If NO 

 What date were you released?  

 What address are you now living at? If more than 1 month since release  Is there a 

reason for the delay in notifying us?  

 What is the expected date of release?  

To Do: Prison evidence – and include all info. 

Home 

Residence & Presence 

 Which country do you normally live in?  

 Have you been abroad for more than 4 weeks at a time in the last 3 years? By abroad we mean outside Great 

Britain and Northern Ireland (if yes, record dates, country and reason for being abroad)  

 Are there any periods abroad that you have not already told us about? (If YES, record dates and reason for 

being abroad in note)  

 Have you recently arrived in the UK? (record date in note)  

 Do you have recourse to public funds? (YES, NO, DON’T KNOW)  

 Have you been given leave to remain?  No restriction 

Indefinite leave to remain 

Limited leave to remain 

Extension applied for 

No leave to remain 

Not known 

 What is the limited leave to remain end date?  

 

 Have you applied for an extension?  If YES 

If NO 



 

 What date did you apply for the extension?  

 Are you, or is a family member, receiving any pensions or benefits from another European Economic Area 

country or Switzerland?  

 Are you, or is a family member working or paying insurance to another European Economic Area country or 

Switzerland?  

To Do: R&P/Absence Abroad – and include all info. 

Home 

Absence abroad 

 Which country are you going to?  

 What is the reason for you going abroad? (e.g. holiday, working)  What 

date are you going?  

 Do you intend to return to the UK?  If YES 

If NO 

 What date do you intend to return?  If more than 1 month since 

return date 

 Is there a reason for the delay in notifying us?  

 Are there any other periods abroad that you have not already told us about?  

To Do: R&P/Absence Abroad – and include all info. 

Home 

Normal rules to SRTI 

 Claiming under special rules?  If YES – see: Normal Rules to 

SRTI 

If NO – clarify reason for the 

call 



 

 Third party reporting change  

Name of illness?  

 Name, address and telephone number of the GP, hospital doctor or specialist nurse?  

 Name, address and telephone number of second health or social care practitioner  

 

 Whether sending a DS1500  

 Need someone else to plan any journey for you that you wish to take? YES, NO, SOMETIMES  

 Difficulties following the route of a familiar journey? YES, NO, SOMETIMES  

 Difficulty walking short distances of up to 50 metres? YES, NO, SOMETIMES  

 Difficulty walking short distances of up to 20 metres? YES, NO, SOMETIMES  Consent YES 

or NO  

To Do: Normal Rules to SRTI – mark as urgent 48 hours, and include all info. 

Home 

C/ Personal details 

 What is the full address & postcode of your new address?  If DLO on PIPCS or delay in 

notifying COA 

 Is there a reason that you did not tell us earlier that you had moved?  

 Is the address safe to send letters to?  If YES 

If NO 

 Do you have a correspondence address? (record and add NFA in note)  

 What is your telephone number?  

 What date did you move address?  If future date 

 We cannot take a change of address if the date is in the future  

Check whether all the below apply:- 

 Have you changed your GP details?  If YES 

 Check if with AP  If YES 



 

 Check if there is a change of BC  If YES 

 Check if there is an appeals interest  If YES 

 Check if Welsh language flag  If YES 

 If caller states claimant or recognised rep no longer lives at address, add DLO to task note  

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

To Do: C/Personal details -  

 

 including Change of BC, Remove Welsh Language Flag, Change of address Appeals Interest, Change of GP details 

and add/remove alternative format (and include type e.g. large print, braille audio CD) Exempt change of 

address.  

Home 

Change AP lot 

To Do: Change AP LOT – and mark as Urgent 48 hours 

Home 

Overseas bank acct 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

 What is the name as it appears on the bank account?  

 What type of account is it?  

 What is the international bank account number?  

 What is the bank identification code? SWIFT/BIC  

 What date did you change your account? (cannot be a future date) To Do: 

Overseas Bank Acct 

Home 

Payments 



 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

 payment enquiries  

 for non payment of DS1500 obtain name and contact number of the caller, GP/HSCP name, address and payee 

reference number. See: Special Rules Terminally Ill  

 for payments changing bank account details or if bank account details need to be added to a new claim that is 

not yet in payment  

 when changing bank details consider lifting suspension  

 when adding an account consider putting benefit into payment  re-use 

DLA bank details  

Check if payments have been suspended in PIPCS. 

To Do: Payments 

Note: The account name MUST be completed in capital letters as payments can fail if not 

 

Home 

Consider SUSP 

 Include details as to why payment needs to be suspended, e.g. change of appointee (no longer wishes to act)  

To Do: consider SUSP – include all info. 

Home 

Copy doc/send me 

See: Request for copy docs 

To Do: Copy docs/send me – and include detail of form/letter requested. 

Home 

PIP2 ext x2 



 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

To Do: PIP2 ext x2 – including good reason for request (for CM consideration). 

Home 

Visiting 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

 PIP2 completion required, for claimants who require appointee/change of appointee, vulnerable claimants or 

form completion. Please also consider whether an extension to the PIP2 timer is appropriate  

 The VO referral will now be completed at the point of call. Included in the notes will be Name,  

Nino, DOB, Address contact number and LS referral completed  

For referral tool - See: DWP visiting referral tool 

To Do: Visiting  

Home 

Other 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

 



 

 For other dept enquiries please Obtain caller’s name, department, contact telephone number and reason for 

enquiry - See: Dealing with calls from other Government departments  

 issue form PIP.3033 to the claimant when a reconsideration request is received from a 3rd party, the third party 

is unable to call back with the claimant present. Note: This action must only be taken when an explanation of 

the decision has previously taken place  

To Do: Other 

 prospect person passed IDV, Other Government dept enquiries  

Note: If you cannot find a task that matches the call details please select other and include all the details of the call in 

the notes box and include any changes reported. 

  

Home 

Register Recon 

See: Registering reconsideration 

You don’t complete a CAMLite To Do task sub type ‘Register Recon’. Once you have registered the reconsideration a 

PIPCS system generated task Reconsideration Registration Complete – Further action required task will auto allocate to 

CM in accordance with skill relevant to recon type 

Home 

Evidence 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

 further evidence for: reassessment / new claim/Reconsideration/claimant sends in further 

evidence/Appeal/CofC Award Review/Award Review/Advance claims and include details of what the evidence 

is  

 if the recent outbound letter is one of the letters here - See:  Claimant letters  , you will need to create a 

CAMLite To Do: Evidence task and complete in the notes box – add ‘reconsideration requested for non return 

of PIP2/AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI)AR1/FTA/FTC (select one as appropriate)’ and include the reasons 

for lateness or FTA/FTC  

To Do: Evidence – claimant provides further medical evidence for any open event. 

Home 



 

CofC Award Reviews (UI) 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

 

 if a claimant with an existing award asks for the decision to be looked at again because of a change in their 

medical condition and/or the needs arising from it enhanced/enhanced deterioration/improvement not 

enhanced/enhanced  

 as you’re already on the highest rates of both PIP components, you won’t benefit from reporting this change. 

(record conversation in communications tab  

 Thank you for telling us about the change. We may contact you shortly to ask you to fill in a form to get 

additional information. And you may need to attend a consultation. When we look at your award again we’ll look 

at the whole of your entitlement, including both parts and the length of the award to make sure you’re receiving 

the right amount of Personal Independence Payment  Has there been a specific event resulting in a change in 

your needs?  

specific event 

gradual deterioration 

 What was it and when did it occur?  

 When did your condition start to deteriorate?  

 Does the change affect your ability to care for yourself?  If YES 

If NO 

 Please briefly explain how  

 Does the change affect your ability to walk, or plan or follow a journey?  If YES 

If NO 



 

 Please briefly explain how  

 Do you have supporting evidence that we’ve not already seen that you can send to us? If so what is it?  

To Do: CofC Award Reviews (UI) – and include all info. 

Home 

Mota Agreement 

See: Motability 

To Do: Mota Agreement 

Home 

 

Reassessment – Med Ev 

See: Re-use DLA Medical evidencehttps://intranet.dwp.gov.uk/manual/personal-independencepayment-

instructions/reuse-dla-medical-evidence-0 

To Do: Reassessment Med Ev  

 reuse all DLA medical evidence, reuse specific DLA medical evidence, further medical evidence and include 

detail of what the evidence is and date it was obtained, requests copy of all DLA medical evidence on file.  

Home 

Req reinstate DLA 

See: Reinstatement of DLA 

To do: Req Reinstate DLA 

 consider reinstatement of DLA and include reasons why they think we have made a procedural error on their 

claim to PIP  

Home 



 

Reassessment – claimant does not wish to claim PIP 

See: Claimant does not wish to claim PIP 

 PIPCS – Reassessment – claimant does not wish to claim PIP Create a PIPCS task marked  

High Priority and assign to the nominated work queue- Blackpool BC-Delivery Team-PIP SC CMD2 Multi-

Function Team 9  

Home 

Withdraw PIP 

See: Claimant wants to withdraw PIP claim 

To Do: Withdraw PIP – Claimant wishes to withdraw claim to PIP 

Home 

Data incorrect or corrupt 

 Claimant’s full name?  

 NiNO?  

 

 Date of birth?  

 Contact telephone numbers?  

 Reason for the call?  

Exception task – Data incorrect or corrupt and include all info 

Home 

No UK NiNo / GY JY ref 



 

See: Person Trace once found 

 Claimants’ full name?  

 DOB?  

 Full address and Postcode?  

 Contact telephone number?  

 Reason for the call?  

Exception – No NiNo / GY NiNo / JY NiNo and include all info. 

Home 

AFIP enquiry 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

 Obtain AFIP claimant’s full name, NiNo or reference number, contact telephone number, any times not 

available within the next 48 hours, reason for the enquiry.  

Exception other – AFIP and include all info. 

Home 

Return original doc 

Claimant requests return of original documents 

See: Request for original docs To do: 

Return original doc – 

 when claimant request original docs returned to them i.e. birth certificate, Passport etc.  

Home 

 

MP enquiry/complaint 



 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

To Do: Other - 

 Complaint resolved ( include in notes details of the complaint, that it has been resolved and needs sending to 

the Complaint Resolution Manager, for them to record the outcome)  

or 

 Outbound Call – MP enquiry/complaint mark as Urgent 3 Hours and include name, NiNo, contact telephone 

number, and reason for complaint  

For MP enquiry - See: Dealing with requests from Ministers and MP offices 

 MP or secretary’s name and contact details  

 Claimant’s name, NiNo, address, and phone number  Reason 

for the enquiry?  

Call back-MP enquiry/complaint mark as Urgent 3 Hours and include all info 

Home 

Outbound Call 

 Contact telephone number, details of the enquiry, and any days or times not convenient for call back?  

 If caller not claimant, rep’s name and contact telephone number?  

Outbound Call –Outbound call and mark Urgent 48 hours if SRTI or Urgent 3 hours for Welsh speakers 

Home 

PIP2 completion 

See: PIP Enquiry Line 

 For Non vulnerable claimants  

 whether PIP2 timer extension is required Include in the notes claimants name and contact telephone number, 

as well as any times a call back is not convenient in the next 5 days  

 For Vulnerable claimants  

 Under the new once and done. The VO referral will now be completed at the point of call. Then will need to do 

a To Do: Visiting task - Included in the notes will be Name, Nino, DOB, Address  

 



 

contact number and LS referral completed  

For referral tool - See: DWP visiting referral tool 

Outbound Call: PIP2 completion – Telephone PIP2 completion required 

Home 

Recon Other 

See: Registering reconsideration 

You no longer need to complete a To Do task. Once you have registered the reconsideration on PIPCS a Recon Task will 

auto allocate to CM in accordance with skill relevant to recon type. 

Home 

Payab other bens 

See: Overlapping benefits 

To do: Payab other bens – 

 include details of which overlapping benefit, what rate it is payable at and what the award start date was  

Home 

SRTI Call back 

See: Special Rules Terminally Ill 

Outbound Call: SRTI call back – 

 mark as URGENT and call back to be completed within 48 hours  

Home 

Explanation 



 

See: Claimant wants decision explaining Explanation call  

You don’t complete a CAMLite Outbound call back task sub type ‘Explanation’. Once you have registered the 

explanation a PIPCS system generated task Explanation Registration Complete – Further action required task will auto 

allocate to a CM with an explanation skill set to complete the call. 

 

Home 

Multiple tasks 



 

How to action multiple tasks 

Multiple ‘To Do’ sub type tasks are required: 

An agent will select ONE Sub Type task with the highest associated PIPCS priority for each job role, for example: 

a). Case Workers (CW/Delivery Officer): There are 2 sub type tasks required: 1. CofC 

award reviews (UI) and 

2. Change AP LOT 

The agent would select AP LOT sub type task as this has the higher PIPCS priority and would include the CofC award 

reviews (UI) information in the notes box. 

b). Case Managers (CM/Decision Maker): There are 2 sub type tasks required: 

Evidence and 

Normal Rules to SRTI 

The agent would select Normal Rules to SRTI sub type task as this has the higher PIPCS priority and would include the 

Payments information in the notes box. 

c). Multiple sub type tasks for both the CW and the CM on the same case. The agent would select ONE sub type task 

with the highest PIPCS priority for the CW and ONE sub type task with the highest priority for the CM and would 

include any other sub type task information in the notes box. 

Multiple ‘Outbound Call’ sub types tasks required: 

1. Where an ‘Outbound Call’ Task is required for either the CM or the CW the agent must select ONE sub type task 

only* making sure the sub type selected has the highest PIPCS priority for either the CW or the CM, * exception MP 

enquiry/Complaint will remain a separate sub type task, for example: a). CM: where: 

Explanation sub type task and 

SRTi call back sub type required 

The agent would select SRTi Call back sub type as this has the higher PIPCS priority, and would include  

 



 

the additional Explanation sub type information in the notes box. b). CW: 

where: 

PIP2 completion sub type task and 

Outbound Call sub type required 

The agent would select ‘Outbound Call’ although both have the same PIPCS priority this will ensure the CW is aware 

more information is held in the notes to enable them to prioritise the task accordingly. 

Where an ‘Outbound Call’ task is required for both the CW and the CM, the agent would select ONE sub type only* 

with the highest PIPCS priority for the CM NOT the CW, * exception MP enquiry/ Complaint will remain a separate 

sub type task for example: 

a). Where an Outbound Call sub type task (CW) and an SRTi Call back sub type (CM) are required, the agent would 

select the SRTi Call back sub type only and would include the additional information in the notes box. 

Multiple ‘To Do’ and ‘Outbound Call’ sub type tasks 

Where there is both an ‘Outbound call’ and ‘To Do’ task and associated sub type tasks required, ONLY ONE* sub type 

task with the highest priority for the CAMLite. ‘Outbound Call’ task would be selected, and the ‘To Do’ sub type task 

information would be included in the notes box. * exception MP enquiry/Complaint will remain a separate sub type 

task, for example: 

a). (CW) ‘To Do’ with sub type task of +28 Payab Evidence and (CM) ‘Outbound Call’ with sub type task of SRTi call 

back is required, the agent would select from Outbound Call tasks the SRTI sub type task  

ONLY and would include all additional ‘To Do’ +28 Payab Evidence sub type information in the notes box. For PIPCS 

sub type task priority - See: Task table 

Home 

05 Normal Rules to Special Rules Terminally Ill desk aid 

  

Normal Rules (NR) to Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) 

Introduction 

The answers to the questions should be noted on a CAMLite To Do Task: NR to SRTI. Telephony agents should read 

aloud the statements in the blue box. 



 
Note: If the change is being reported by a third party, ensure you tell them: 

“You should tell the person the benefit is for, about the change to this claim. This is because we will send letters about 

Personal Independence Payment to this person.” 

SRTI Questions 

“We have special rules for terminally ill people.  This means people with a progressive disease who are not 

expected to live for longer than another six months” 

Are you claiming under special rules? Yes 

No 

What is your illness? Diagnosis/medical term  

Which professional can best tell us about your illness or health condition and how it 

affects you? 

You can tell us about more than one professional, you can also add a family member, 

carer or friend. 

GP 

Hospital doctor 

Specialist nurse 

What is their name?  Full name 

What is their address? Full address and postcode 

Do you know the phone number? Include STD code 

“It’s important you send us a DS1500 form to support your claim, if you have not sent one for this or any other 

benefit in the last six months. 

The DS1500 is a report about your medical condition. You won’t have to pay for it. You can ask the  

 

doctor’s receptionist, a nurse or social worker to arrange it for you.  You don’t have to see the doctor.” 



 

Are you going to send us a DS1500 to support your claim? 

“Don’t wait until you have got the DS1500, please continue with your claim. Send the  

DS1500 as soon as you can to” 
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Yes 

No 

Don’t  

know 

“You may get the mobility component of Personal Independence Payment if you have difficulty moving or need help 

to get around” 

Do you need someone else to plan any journey for you that you wish to take? 

This means working out a route to another place, whether they need directions to the local shops, 

working out how to use public transport to get to somewhere familiar or to a location you don’t know 

very well. 

Yes 

No 

Sometime 

s 

Do you have difficulties following the route of a familiar journey? For example, do you need: 

another person with you  

an assistance dog; or  

aids, such as a white stick  

This means needing to use an aid or to have somebody with you because you may lose your way 

outdoors, even if it is somewhere you know well. 

Yes 

No 

Sometime 

s 

Do you have difficulty walking short distances of up to 50 metres? 

This is about the length of five buses. 

Yes 

No 

Sometime 

s 

Do you have difficulty walking short distances of up to 20 metres? 

This is about the length of two buses. 

Yes 

No 



 
 

 Sometime s 

“We may want to get information about your health condition or disability and how it affects you when we deal 

with: 

your claim for Personal Independence Payment  

any request to reconsider or appeal a decision about your claim  

We may want to contact your GP, or other people or organisations, to get this information. 

You don’t have to agree to us contacting these people or organisations. If you don’t agree to this, we may not have 

all the information we need when we make a decision about your claim. 

Do you agree that: 

we, or someone working on our behalf, may ask your GP, or other people or organisations, for this information  

your GP, or other people or organisations, can give us, or someone working on our behalf, this information  

Thank you for telling us about the change. We may contact you shortly to ask you to fill in a form to get additional 

information.  And you may need to attend a consultation. When we look at your award again we’ll look at the whole 

of your entitlement, including both parts and the length of the award to make sure you’re receiving the right amount 

of Personal Independence Payment.” 

06 PIP Enquiry Line consolidation aid 

  

PIP Enquiry Line consolidation aid 

How to create a CAMLite task 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Cases’ applet within ’Customer View’ screen 

Note: Ensure you have the correct contact highlighted before creating a new task 



 

2 select ‘Create New Task’ at the bottom of the page. The following information is auto populated: 

Created on  

System  

Owner  

Status  

Task ID  

Created by  

3 select type from the drop down pick list: 

To do  

Outbound; or  

Exception  

4 select a sub type from the drop down pick list 

5 select SLA call time if appropriate (for Outbound call): 

5 days normal call back  

48 hours for SRTI marked urgent; or  

3 hours for complaints and Welsh speakers marked urgent  

6 complete free text notes field with details of change/enquiry 

7 select ‘Assign’ tab button within case applet 

Note: If ‘Exception Task’, there will not be a case to link the task to and you will have to ‘Assign’ the task using 

the ‘Owner’ button (choose Team Leader) in the task applet and then select ‘Assign’   

8 select ‘New claim’ or ‘Claim maintenance’ from the drop down pick list as appropriate 

9 select ‘Assign’ and Wrap Up call 

Change claimant telephone number in PIPCS 

Step Action 

1 go to ‘Person Record’ tab in PIPCS 

2 select ‘Contact’ tab 



 

3 highlight ‘Phone numbers’ in navigation panel on the left (you will be able to see the telephone number 

correctly held on PIPCS     

4 select ‘Action’ button at the end of the telephone number 

5 this launches the ‘New Phone Number’ window for you to type in the telephone number. 

Note: You must use only the last field to record the telephone number. Enter the full number without any 

spaces. 

Note: If this telephone number is the primary contact number, select the ‘Primary’ tick box 

Change claimant telephone number in CAMLite 

Step Action 

1 in CAMLite go to ‘Customer Details’ view 

2 select ‘Customer Needs’ view 

3 remove telephone number and replace with new number 

4 select ‘Edit Contact Details’ 

5 complete ‘Call Wrap Up’, end call and select ‘Home’ 

Update (non exempt) claimant address 

Step Action 

1 check change of address is not exempt. If it is, create CAMLite To Do Task: Exempt COA and mark as urgent if 

not exempt go to step 2 

2 for claimant COA, from ‘Person Record’ tab in PIPCS select ‘Contact’ tab for recognised representative or PAB 

COA 

3 highlight ‘Addresses’ on navigation panel on left 

4 select ‘New’ button at the end of the address 

5 this launches ‘New Address’ window for you to change the address 



 

6 the date will default to today’s date – do not put any future dates in. Change ‘Date’ if past date is required 

7 enter ‘house name’ and ‘number’ and ‘postcode’ as appropriate or ‘postcode’ only 

8 QAS will identify a single match or multiple matches, if multiple select the appropriate address. 

Note: If you do not have a postcode, check if you are still unable to find a postcode, and if not, you can update 

the address and leave the postcode blank 

9 check ‘type’ field this will default to residential. 

Note: The first address line will be blank unless the house has a name 

10 select ‘Save’, the new address will show in the ‘Contact’ tab 

11 a warning message will show if the claimant’s preferred language is Welsh and they have moved out of a Welsh 

postcode; create 

CAMLite To Do task to remove communicate in Welsh flag 

12 a warning message will show if the claimant has communication exception, check reason on PIPCS and if ‘unsafe 

address’ or ‘no letter box’ ask claimant if still required; if no longer required create a CAMLite To Do task to 

remove communication exception 

13  a warning message will ask if change of telephone number is also needed. If yes, update telephone number 

14  check if a change of AP lot is required. If yes, check if case is with AP: 

if case is with AP and requires change of lot create CAMLite To Do Task: COA – change AP lot and mark as 

urgent  

if case is not with AP and requires change of lot, then change AP lot  

15 check if change of BC is required. If yes, create 

CAMLite To Do Task: Change BC 

16 check if there is an appeals interest. If yes, create CAMLite To Do Task: COA Appeals interest. 

Note: Multiple additional actions can be put on one CAMLite task 

Add or edit bank account 



 
 

Step Action 

1 if bank account details are for overseas bank account or are changing from overseas account to UK bank 

account, you cannot 

update details - put details on a To Do Task 

2 to edit UK bank account to UK bank account, go to ‘Person Record’ and select ‘Financials’ tab 

3 highlight ‘Bank Accounts’ on navigation panel on left 

4 select ‘Modify Bank Account Details’ from the action drop down list if editing a bank account; ‘Edit  

Bank Account’ window will display 

5 input ‘Account Name’ this is the name, as shown on the bank account 

6 for ‘Account Type’ select ‘Bank Account’ from the drop down list 

7 input ‘From’ date, this cannot be a future date 

8 Note: Ignore ‘Passed to Citibank’ tick box, this is for overseas accounts, which you cannot update 

9 input ‘Account details’ - this includes: 

‘Account Number’  

‘Sort Code’; and  

‘Roll Number’  

as appropriate 

10 select ‘Save’ - PIPCS will validate the information with the ‘Bank Wizard’ 

11 if bank account edited, check if payment is suspended (viewable from ‘Transactions’ on navigation panel, 

‘Unprocessed Items’ tab). 

If it is, create a To Do Task: change of UK bank account – payment in suspension or if bank account added, 

create a To Do Task: 

UK bank account added – benefit needs to be put into payment 

12 if the ‘Bank Wizard’ fails and the bank account details, do not update. Create a To Do Task: ‘Bank  

Wizard’ not working 



 

13  if claimant requests a letter to confirm their bank details have been updated, create a To Do Task: issue 

PIP.4005 confirmation of 

account update. 

 Note: A reassessment case will also need updating in DLACS 

Duplicate PIP2 form 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Contact’ tab in PIPCS ‘Person Record’ 

2 select ‘Communications from navigation panel 

3 select ‘PIP.1003 cover letter (and PIP2 form)’ and use the arrow to expand the record 

4 select ‘Action’ button and ‘Reissue’ from drop down pick list 

5 PIPCS will automatically create a ‘Communication Record’ when form is issued 

Reset timer for PIP2 extension 

Step Action 

1 Person Record > Application tab > PIP Application Case link > Timers tab 

2 expand timer by using the ‘arrow’ button next to ‘PIP2 timer - 40 days’ to check there has been no previous 

extension 

Note: Refer to guidance for action if timer already extended 

3 select ‘action’ button 

4 select ‘Extend’ from the drop down pick list 

5 in the ‘Days Extended’ field, type ‘14’ 

6 if claimant offers a reason for extension, note it in the ‘Reasons’ field. If no reason is given, type ‘no reason’, 

otherwise an error message will display 

7 select ‘Save’ 

CoE to PIP (PIP.0501) for free vehicle road tax 



 

Step Action 

1 in PIPCS ‘Person Record’, select ‘Contact’ tab 

2 select ‘Communication’ from the left side navigation panel 

3 select the ‘New’ icon, a ‘Record New Communication’ window will appear 

4 for Date of Contact, this will default to today’s date 

  

5 for Contact With, select ‘Claimant’ or ‘Recognised Representative’ as appropriate 

6 for Inbound/Outbound, select ‘Outbound’ 

7 for Channel, select ‘Correspondence’ 

8 for Contact Reason, select ‘Enquiry’ 

9 for Security Questions, select ‘Not Applicable’ 

10 for Contact Sub-Reason, select ‘Can you send me?’ 

11 for Notification Type, select ‘PIP.0501’ 

12 select ‘Save’. The communication record will be automatically updated to show you have issued the PIP.0501. 

The letter will 

be automatically generated and issued by PIPCS 

13  if you get an error message it will be due to the following reasons: 

vehicle tax is included in claimant’s relevant Motability agreement  

claimant is in detention in legal custody  

claimant has an overlapping benefit with War Pensions Mobility Supplement  

claimant has foreign residential address  

advise claimant you are unable to send a PIP.0501 

  

07 Special Customer Record Call Backs 

Special Customer Records Call-backs 



 

1. Email sent to SPOC with appropriate ‘OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE’ security marking within subject line. Agent must capture 

claimant’s full name, DOB, NINO, contact telephone number and name of caller if not claimant/PAB. 

2. SPOC keeps record of e-mails received 

3. Request access using UA16 for CIS (Searchlight) and PIPCS – send to Team Leader 

4. Team Leader confirms access is needed and forwards the UA16 to ITSMs 

5. SPOC then receives an e-mail to confirm that access has been given 

6. Action can be taken on dealing with the query 

7. Once action is completed, e-mail to be sent to ITSMs to confirm action completed (This is done by replying to the initial e-

mail received from the ITSMs, which confirmed access had been given). 

Important: All these actions must be undertaken in line with the security protocols outlined within the Special Customer 

Records instructions. 

08 Lines To Take 

Lines to take 

Lines to take for DWP claimant facing staff - Full PIP Roll-out - Full PIP Roll-out 

Lines to Take for PIP Enquiry Line staff re: PIP Upper Tribunal Judgments (MH & RJ) and  

Administrative Exercise (AE) - LtT - full Administrative Exercise (AE) 

Lines to take for PIP Review of Awards for Haemophiliacs with Haemarthropathy - PIP HRE Sup LtT   

Lines to take for enquiries about Service Improvements (including contract extensions for  

Assessment Providers)  - PIP LtT service improvements 

Lines to Take for DWP claimant facing staff - Personal Independence Payment Video recording pilot - LtT PIP VR trial - 

final  

Lines to take for DWP claimant facing staff - Personal Independence Payment audio recording pilot - Audio Recording pilot 

Lines to take for Disability Benefit payment enquiries - Disability Benefit Payment enquiries 

Lines to take for PIP progress chasing change to timings - Progress Chasing Change to Timings 

OM judgment Lines to Take - OM UT LTT 



 
Early request for assessment provider report – Lines to Take - PIP LtT PIP AP report early request early request 

Lines to Take for staff handling calls about the Minister for Disabled People, Health and Work’s announcement on 11th 

February 2019 - Lines to Take for staff handling calls about the Minister for  

 Disabled People   

Lines to take for staff handling calls about the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) ‘diet as therapy’  

Upper Tribunal judgment - Lines to Take for Diet as Therapy BAU  

Lines to take for staff handling calls about the PIP MM judgement concerning the definition of 'social support' when 

engaging with other people face to face - MM judgment PIP Lines to Take 190719  

Lines to take for PIP claimants of state pension age getting ongoing awards - LTT - PIP SPA clmts ongoing awards  

Lines to take for PIP Enquiry Line staff re: Extension to PIP award end dates (December 2019 -  

February 2020)  LTT - PIP Extension of award review dates 

Lines to take for PIP2 Pilot - PIP2 Pilot LtT for Enquiry Line 

09 Warm Handover process 

Introduction 

1. When taking an enquiry call which you are unable to answer you may be able to transfer it directly to the appropriate 

team. These transfers are known as warm handovers. 

Subpages 

• How to consider if a warm handover is appropriate  

• Vulnerable or suicidal callers  

• Enquiries for warm handovers  

• Other warm handovers  

• To complete the warm handover  

How to consider if a warm handover is appropriate 

2. You must apply the telephony once and done principles.  

3. If a warm handover isn’t appropriate send a task as detailed in CAMLite task desk aide. 

4. If the claimant is calling in response to an outbound call or SMS message from PIP you must check the communication 

record as this will contain questions for the claimant or answers to their queries. 



 

5. Exceptions that are not covered in the current warm handover process: 

• Welsh speaking claimants  

• Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI)  

Vulnerable or suicidal callers 

6. If the claimant declares an intention to attempt suicide or self harm follow business as usual process, see: DWP policy.  

Enquiries for warm handovers 

Exportability 

7. Any calls relating to Exportability can be transferred via warm handover on the following numbers: 

Motability 

8. Any calls relating to a motability agreement only can be transferred via warm handover to the MOTA Specialist Team. If 

the call does not relate to the motability agreement follow instructions from para. 8 to establish where to transfer the 

call. 

Note: Payment query from a motability claimant: If the payment is arrears of mobility component due to a Motability 

agreement the call should be directed to MOTA Specialist Team. If the payment relates to the customer’s daily living 

component the call should be directed to Regional Service Centre (RSC) or Reassessment. 

Armed Forces Independence Payment 

9. Any calls relating to AFIP must be directed via warm handover to the MOTA Specialist team to be dealt with by AFIP 

trained staff. 

Ongoing appeal or reconsideration 

10. You must establish whether there is an ongoing reconsideration or appeal - See: PIPCS overview and navigation. If there 

is a reconsideration registered you must establish if it is against a negative determination (failure to comply with the 

process, for example, failure to attend or failure to return PIP2) 

Note: DRT only take disability reconsiderations registered. Negative determinations registered are owned by first tier so 

call mustbe transferred via warm handover to RSC or Reassessment. 

Reconsideration registered – not a Negative Determination 

11. Transfer the call to hunt group if the reconsideration isn't against a negative determination. This is regardless of whether 

the call is for a Case Worker, Case Manager, RSC or Reassessment case. 



 
Note: Following a reconsideration decision if the claimant calls and the query is regarding, or relates to, the 

reconsideration decision transfer to DRT, for example payments linked to the reconsideration decision, explanation of a 

reconsideration decision (not a negative determination). Any other queries must be directed to the RSCs. 

1st Request for Extension of AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) 

12. As no timer is present for the AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI) please take the following action for a 1st request for 

extension of AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI), (for no longer than 14 days): 

• confirm a previous request for an extension hasn’t been made by checking the Person Page notes. If a previous 

request has been made, take 2nd/subsequent request Warm Handover action as below  

• following confirmation this is a 1st request (for no longer than 14 days), make an entry in the  

Person Page notes stating you have agreed the 1st extension and the reason for the request  

1st Request for Extension of AR1 no timer present but task set 

13. For a 1st Request record a message in task comments to the effect an extension of 14 days or less has been requested. 

Note: CM is instructed to check for message before taking action on the task. 

1st Request for Extension of AR1 no timer or task present 

14. Occasionally the timer or a task for the return of AR1 isn’t present. In this case complete a PIPCS ‘To Do’ task as follows: 

• Task Subject – NINO – AR1  

• Task Type – Manual to-do  

• Take Priority – Standard  

• Task Deadline – 5 working days  

• Input comment – Claimant has requested 1st extension for return  

This task must be forwarded to the relevant CM queue. 

1st Request for Extension of PIP2 return 

15. You must check: 

• if an automatic extension has already been applied as there will be no reasons recorded in the ‘Timers’ tab in the ‘PIP 

Application Case’, that this is the first request for a PIP2 extension.  

• Check PIP application that Additional Support is indicated  



 

• check the ‘Communication record’ to see if a PIP.1006 has been issued.  

Without Additional Support 

16. If it is the first request then the telephony agent will tell the claimant, recognised representative or verified third party 

that they automatically have a 14 day extension. 

Note: if an ‘auto extension’ was applied before 18th November 2019 then no reasons will be recorded. Timers that were 

automatically extended after 18th November 2019 will have notes displaying on the timer tab. 

With Additional Support  

17. For claimants with Additional Support the agent can allow a 14 day extension 

2nd Extension Requests for PIP2 

18. A warm handover to CM Hunt Groups must be completed for a 2nd or subsequent request for an extension or a 1st 

request for a period longer than 14 days - See: Warm Handover back up process. 

Handling of Complaints  

19. If a customer raises a complaint, this must be addressed as procedure already in place. However, if the Agent or Team 

Leader is unable to resolve the complaint then a warm handover must be completed to the appropriate CM Hunt Group. 

Note: The above action is for new complaints only. If the complaint is already registered as a first tier complaint then a warm 

handover isn’t appropriate, please action as current process. 

Extension of AR1/PIP (UI) and 2nd/subsequent requests for extension of PIP2  

New Claim/PIPRA - CM Hunt Groups 

20. PIP Enquiry Line Agents don’t have PIPCS access enabling them to defer tasks. Any calls requesting an extension for 

return of an AR1 or PIP(UI) must be transferred via warm handover to the CM Hunt Group. 

Note: Under no circumstances must Hunt Group telephone numbers be given out to claimants. 

Appeal registered or completed 

21. Transfer the call if the enquiry is regarding a registered or completed appeal. This is regardless of whether the call is for a 

Case Worker, Case Manager, RSC or Reassessment case. 



 
Note: If the caller’s enquiry is regarding a new claim made since an appeal has been registered, further questions should 

be asked as to the nature of the query. Determine if it is regarding how the New Claim will affect the appeal effective 

dates. If this is the case the call is transferred to DRT Appeals otherwise it must be handled as a New Claim enquiry. 

Other warm handovers 

22. Any calls relating to requests for a payment cycle change. PIP is paid 4 weekly in arrears and the only exception is for 

SRTI cases which are paid weekly. 

23. If there isn’t an appeal or reconsideration registered, or if the reconsideration is against a negative determination you 

must establish if the case is a reassessment. 

24. Check the Operational Unit (OU) on PIPCS and if the case is owned by an RSC – Bootle, Bristol, Wales, Scotland or 

Yorkshire BC it is not a reassessment case. 

Note: Rising 16s – Exception to this is Rising 16 cases which will always show as being owned by the RSCs but warm 

handovers must be directed to Reassessment. 

Note: If the claimant is chasing previous DLA payments but is now in receipt of PIP, the RSCs can’t progress these cases 

and warm handovers must be directed to Reassessment. 

25. To locate the owning office: 

Step Action 

1.  Select ‘Person’ type within the search results. 

2.  Select the ‘Application’ tab. 

3.  Under reference select the Reference number. 

4.  The ‘Owning Office’ is located in the ‘Personal Independence Payment Application’ area of the screen. 

 

26. You must also check the Special Interest (SI) marker on PIPCS. If the field is blank or the entry in the fields ends with 

‘completed’ it is not a reassessment case. If the field entry ends in ‘submitted’ or there is an entry without ‘submitted’ or 

‘completed’ it is a reassessment case. Any ‘Rising 16’ SI markers will have an RSC OU but in these cases warm handovers 

must be directed to reassessment. 

 

27. Establish whether the claimant’s enquiry is for a Case Manager or Case Worker 

28. Enquiry calls for warm handover to RSC CMs  



 

• explanation of lay disallowance  

• explanation of disability decision (not reconsiderations which must be directed to DRT recons) • absence abroad  

• residence and presence  

• reasons for failure to attend assessment  

• non return of PIP2  

• request for PIP2 2nd extension  

29. Enquiry calls for warm handovers to Reassessment CMs all relate to reassessment  

• explanation of lay disallowance  

• explanation of disability decision (not reconsiderations which must be directed to DRT recons) • absence abroad  

• residence and presence  

• reasons for failure to attend assessment  

• DLA reinstatement  

• reassessment decision made but notification not issued  

• request for PIP2 2nd extension  

30. Enquiry calls for RSC CWs  

• Payments  

• Payability  

• hospitalisation  

• prison  

• nursing home  

• care home  

• residential school  

• change of personal details  

• level completion of PIP2   

31. Enquiry calls for Reassessment CWs all relate to reassessment  

• payments  

• payability  

• hospitalisation  

• prison  

• nursing home  

• care home  

• residential school  

• change of personal details  



 
• PIP and DLA  

• level completion of PIP2   

The numbers to call 

  

Type of transfer Phone number 

RSC CM transfer  

RSC CW transfer  

Reassessment CM transfer  

Reassessment CW transfer  

Appeal registered (DRT)  

MOTA Specialist and AFIP  

Reconsideration registered but not for a Negative Determination (DRT)  

Review of PIP Awards for customers with Haemarthropathy (IU 670 refers): Please transfer the call 

immediately you are aware the enquiry is Heamarthropathy, to the review team 

  

 

LEAP (IU673 refers)  

  

To complete the warm handover 

32. If you don’t have access to CAMLite you must use the Warm Handover back up instructions. 

33. If you have access to CAMLite you must: 



 

Step Action 

1.  Establish which number you need to call. 

2.  Advise the customer ‘the transfer may take up to 2 minutes and the line will go quiet until the warm handover 

is connected. If I am unable to complete the warm handover I will arrange a call back’. 

3.  In the white phone text box on the CAMLite toolbar key in the desired number for warm handover 9xxxxx 

(ensure the cursor remains in the box) circled below. 

 

4.  Select the consultative transfer work item circled below. 

 

5.  Introduce yourself and provide the following information to the benefit expert: 

claimants name and NINo  

confirm that IDV or an Alternative Enquiry has been completed and passed  

provide a brief summary of why the call is a warm handover  

6.  On the CAMLite toolbar select the consultative transfer work item (circled below) again - this will complete the 

transfer and disconnect you from the call. 

 



 

 

7.  IPT phones at receiving site: If there is no-one available to take the call (allow to ring for approximately 2 

minutes) or line is engaged (3 x attempts) select the button containing the green arrow on CAMLite toolbar to 

return to the claimant. 

NGCC enabled receiving site: if the line is busy you will hear an IVR message. Stay in the call queue for 

approximately 1 minute. If the call is not answered try 3 times in total, if unsuccessful select the button 

containing the green arrow on CAMLite toolbar to return to the claimant. 

Inform the claimant that you will arrange for a colleague to call them back and send an OBC task in CAMLite.  

Ensure that you state in the task notes why and WHO could not be contacted. 

 

8.  Take all appropriate action in CAMLite to close the case. 

 

10 Warm Handover back up process 

Back up ID Warm Handover process for PIP enquiry line 

1. A warm handover replaces the process of raising an Outbound call (OBC) task via CAMLite (the same call back criteria 

applies. 

Step Action 

1.  use the Warm Handover Instructions to establish which team you 

need to transfer the call to - See: Warm Handover 



 

2. advise the customer 'the transfer may take up to 2 minutes and the 

line will go quiet until the warm handover is connected. If I am 

unable to complete the warm handover I will arrange a call back' 

Type of transfer Phone number 

RSC CM transfer including Negative  

Determinations (claim disallowed on Lay  

Conditions for example FTA, Failure to  

Comply) 

 

RSC CW transfer  

Reassessment CM transfer including Negative 

Determinations (claim disallowed on Lay conditions 

for example FTA, Failure to  

Comply) 

 

Reassessment CW transfer  

DRT Appeals all enquiries relating to an appeal, even 

if the appeals team have taken all their action 

 

DRT Recons – appropriate when a Reconsideration is 

registered against a disability only 

Note: The above number is for internal use only and should not 

in any circumstances be given to a claimant or other member of 

the public. 

MOTA Specialist and AFIP  

Exportability  

  

 



 

3.  introduce yourself and provide the following information to the 

benefit expert: 

claimants  name and NINO  

confirm IDV or Alternative Enquiry process has been completed 

and passed  

provide a brief summary of why the call is a warm handover 

4.  introduce yourself when connected and provide the following 

information to the benefit expert: 

Claimants  name and Nino  

Confirm IDV or Alternative Enquiry process has been completed  

Provide a brief summary of why the call is a warm handover 

5.  on the CAMLite toolbar select the 3rd button from the white 

box (consultative transfer work item (the hand) this will 

disconnect you from the call) 

6.  take all appropriate action in CAMLite to close the case 

Note: If you are unable to complete the warm handover after trying for two minutes (time for all numbers in the hunt 

group to be contacted) or the line is engaged for 3 attempts, select the button containing the green arrow on CAMLite 

toolbar to return to the claimant. Inform the claimant that you will arrange for a colleague to call them back and send an 

OBC task in CAMLite. 

Ensure that you state in the task notes why a WHO couldn’t be actioned.  

11 Administrative Exercise Enquiries 

Administrative Exercise (AE) Enquiries 

1. An Administrative Exercise (AE) is the process for looking at cases to see if claimants are impacted by the Upper 

Tribunal (UT) decisions. A claimant may contact PIP enquiry line because they have received an enquiry letter or 

decision letter. They may not understand why they have received the letter, wish to provide the information over the 

phone, or don’t agree with the decision. When handling calls for AE agents must follow the LtT - See: AE and also - See: 

LtT. 



 

2. You should use the  information  in  the LEAP tab in the Person record to inform the claimant of the status of any AE 

reviews they could/are being considered for. The  LEAP tab shows all the current AE’s and the status of each for the 

claimant. 

• ‘Blank’ – the claimant has not been identified for review for the AE  

• ‘Selected’ - a check will be made to see if review for the AE is appropriate  

• ‘In Progress’ - if the record is in the LEAP OU it is currently being reviewed for the AE. If the record isn’t in the 

LEAP OU the AE review has stopped to allow a change of circumstance review to take place. It will start again once 

the change of circumstance review is completed - See: 21  

Change of Circumstance - review identified whilst ‘Progress Review” task is assigned to an AE CM  

If there isn’t a claimant instigated unplanned intervention record, check the Person record Notes to establish why the AE 

review has stopped.  

• 'Complete' – the claimant has been reviewed for the AE. A copy of the decision letter will be in the Person record, 

in attachments  

3. You will also be able to view other information such as outcome of the review, and whether the review has then had a 

reconsideration or appeal. 

4. Specialist AE teams containing Workflow (WF), Case Workers (CW) and Case Managers (CM) will review all cases 

potentially impacted by the UT decisions. AE cases will be dealt with by the AE teams. 

Note: All staff working on AE will be positioned in LEAP OU (this is the Blackpool Alt Format OU, and will be used by AE 

staff only). For the purpose of AE instructions, it will be referred to as LEAP OU.  

Subpages 
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Call specific to AE 

  

5. The telephony agent must check if enquiries are due to any notifications issued specific to AE. 

6. The telephony agent will: 

Step Action 



 

1 complete IDV 

2 check case is sat in LEAP OU (Blackpool Alt Format OU) 

3 check any type of enquiry/decision letter issued by checking notes, Communication Record and viewing 

attachments 

Note: These documents will be categorised as Further Evidence (FE) - See: Viewing a  

Communication Record and also - See: AE Enquiry Letters 

  

AE Decision letter From 14/10/19 

Number  AE Notification   

PIP.7101 

  

AE decision letter – Not benefitting and no change in points. 

This notification is designed for a number of different AE  decisions: 

Current  

Current /previous period  

Closed  

Unsuccessful claim  

Closed BAU  

Unsuccessful BAU  

PIP.7102 

  

AE decision letter – Deceased, Not benefitting and points unchanged 

Award  

Award BAU  

Claim  

Claim BAU  

PIP.7103 AE decision letter – Not benefitting and change in points not the award. 

 



 

  This notification is designed for a number of different AE  decisions: 

Current  

Current/ previous period  

Closed  

Unsuccessful claim  

Closed BAU  

Unsuccessful BAu  

PIP.7104 

  

AE decision letter – Deceased, Not benefitting and change in points not the award 

Award  

Award BAU  

Claim  

Claim BAU  

PIP.7105 

  

AE decision letter – Benefitting change in award 

This notification is designed for a number of different AE decisions: 

Current  

Current/ previous  

Closed  

Closed BAU  

Closed ongoing  

Closed ongoing BAU  

Unsuccessful  

Unsuccessful BAU  

PIP.7106 

  

AE decision letter – Deceased, Benefitting 



 

PIP.7058 Out of scope for AE review. Letter informing 

claimant we won’t be looking at their claim/award 

during AE. This could be because of recent Mandatory 

Reconsideration, or other recent 

decision, which took the relevant tribunal judgement(s) 

 into account. 

  

AE Decision letter - Pre 14/10/2019 

AE Clerical letter   

PIP.7050 AE decision letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit 

PIP.7051 AE decision letter – Claimant does benefit 

PIP.7051s AE split decision letter – Claimant does benefit 

PIP.7055 Deceased decision letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit 

PIP.7056 Deceased decision letter – Claimant does benefit 

PIP.7058 Out of scope for AE review. Letter informing 

claimant we won’t be looking at their claim/award 

during AE . This could be because of recent Mandatory 

Reconsideration, or other recent 

decision, which took the relevant 

Tribunal judgment(s) into account. 

PIP.7059 AE letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit and they don’t have Mandatory Reconsideration rights 



 

PIP.7070 Deceased AE letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit and they don’t have Mandatory  

Reconsideration rights 

PIP.7050MC AE decision letter – they have more than one PIP claim – Claimant doesn’t benefit.  

They have Dispute rights 

PIP.7051MC AE decision letter – they have more than one PIP claim – Claimant does benefit. They have Dispute 

rights 

PIP.7055MC Deceased AE decision letter – more than one claim – Claimant doesn’t benefit. They have Dispute 

rights 

PIP.7056MC Deceased AE decision letter – more than one claim – Claimant does benefit. They have  

 Dispute rights 

PIP.7059MC AE Review letter – they have more than one claim, - Claimant doesn’t benefit .They do not have 

Dispute rights 

PIP.7070MC Deceased AE decision letter – more than one claim – Claimant does benefit. They do not have 

Dispute rights 

  

7. If the claimant makes contact by phone following an AE decision, the telephony agent must: 

• determine if the claimant understands the decision and doesn’t agree with it; or  

• doesn’t understand why we have looked at their case again  

8. If the claimant doesn’t understand why we have looked at their case again, the telephony agent must read the 

appropriate section from LtT to give a brief explanation of why we have reviewed the claimant’s case - See: LtT. 

9. If the claimant is then satisfied with the explanation, the telephony agent must wrap up the call using the normal 

processes. 

10. If the claimant is still not satisfied, the telephony agent must advise the claimant that they will register their request for 

a reconsideration of the decision - See: Registering a Reconsideration. 

11. If the claimant phones querying their AE decision, but the case has been referred back to the OU (no longer in the LEAP 

OU), this must be treated as a late reconsideration request. The telephony agent must still view the decision letter 

received and notes, and if an AE decision has been issued follow the same process as above - See: Call Specific to AE. 

  



 

AE clerical enquiry letter 

  

Note: The clerical enquiry letters will request details for claimant payability and bank details, claimants may wish to 

provide the information over the phone. 

AE Clerical  Letter Purpose 

PIP.7052 AE enquiry letter for bank details and/or payability 

PIP.7052R            AE reminder letter for PIP.7052 

PIP.7053              AE enquiry letter to establish if NOK/DAP is still person dealing with the deceased details 

PIP.7054              AE enquiry letter to NOK/DAP for bank details and/or payability 

PIP.7054R            AE reminder letter for PIP.7054 and PIP.7053 

PIP.7057              AE enquiry letter to request more information 

12. If the claimant/NoK/DAP gives bank details or payability details over the phone, the telephony agent must check the 

PIPCS ‘Financial tab’ and update existing account details, or add new if none currently held - See:  Changing   bank 

account details in PIPCS . 

13. If the call is in response to a PIP.7052/7054, the telephony agent must create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ subtype Evidence task. 

In task notes, you must input ‘Cust/NOK/DAP rec’d 7052/7054 bank details checked/updated’ (delete as appropriate). 

In the CAMLite notes input ‘Payab info and include all payability information detailed in the PIP.7052/7054, or No to 

payab, if no response is received to all questions. 

14. If the call is in response to a PIP.7053, the telephony agent must create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ subtype Evidence task. In the 

task notes, input ‘NoK/DAP rec’d 7053’ and include all required information in response to the PIP.7053 questions. 

15. If the call is response to a PIP.7057, the telephony agent must create a CAMLite ‘To Do’ subtype Evidence task. In task 

notes, input ‘Cust rec’d 7057’ and include all required information in response to the PIP.7057 questions. 

16. The CAMLite task will route to a CM in LEAP OU with the open event to input the payability evidence, conclude the 

event, modify the determination, and issue the decision letter. 

17. Once the CAMLite task is complete, you must complete normal wrap up call action. 

18. If the claimant makes contact by phone in response to an enquiry letter,the case is no longer sitting in the LEAP OU and 

wishes to provide a response, the telephony agent must complete actions in paragraphs 12-14 as above. You must 

create a PIPCS Manual 'To Do' task rather than a CAMLite task. 



 

19. In the task subject field input: 

• Cust rec’d 7052 bank details checked/updated (delete as appropriate)  

• NoK/DAP rec’d 7053  

• NOK/DAP rec’d 7054 bank details checked/updated (delete as appropriate)  

• Cust rec’d 7057  

20. In the task notes, include the same information as in paragraphs 12-14 above and assign task to ‘Blackpool Alt 

Format BC_OverflowCM’ work queue. 

Immediate Review -  

Lines to take for staff handling calls where the claimant insists on having an  

Immediate Review 

21. A claimant may contact PIP enquiry line to request an Immediate Review. 

Note: If during the call a claimant tells us they’ve got worse/better you mustn’t continue the Immediate Review request 

as this is not a UT only case. You must continue with BAU process, for example change of circumstances award review. 

22. The telephony agent must: 

Step Action 

1 check LEAP tab for status of the review 

2 check ‘Person Notes’ for any AE decision and check type of enquiry/decision letter issued by checking 

communications record and viewing attachment in DRS 

Note: Historically these letters have been categorised as Further Evidence (FE), now they must be categorised 

by their letter type, for example PIP.7012 (AE decision letter - Deceased, not benefitting and points unchanged. 

See: Viewing a Communication Record and also - See: AE  

Enquiry Letters 

23. If AE activity already completed, advise accordingly and input the date the decision letter was issued. Check notes as a 

decision letter may not have been issued if no NoK/DAP details or claimant’s address couldn’t be confirmed. 

24. If NoK/DAP or claimant’s address is confirmed at a later date and requires a decision letter to be issued the telephony 

agent must create a manual PIPCS 'To Do' task and in subject field ‘AE decision letter required’. In notes field include all 

information provided and assign to Blackpool Alt Format BC_OverflowCM work queue to action. 

25. If claimant requires duplicate letter that has been issued follow normal BAU process to issue a duplicate. 

26. If AE action ongoing, follow LtT to manage claimant's expectations of timescales. 



 
Note: You must also check for any response required to enquiry letters sent - See: AE Clerical Enquiry Letter and also - See: 

LtT for AE. 

  

Ongoing event registered 

  

27. If no AE decision made or no AE ongoing activity, the telephony agent will use PIPCS to check if there is an ongoing 

event. If there is an ongoing event registered, the telephony agent must follow lines to take advising the claimant the 

case can’t be reviewed for AE until the ongoing event is complete - See: LtT. 

28. The telephony agent must create a CAMLite Manual 'To Do' task sub type ‘C/Personal Details’ and record in task notes 

‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is completed'.  

Refer the task to the Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM work queue. 

No ongoing event registered 

  

29. If there is no ongoing event registered in PIPCS and the review case status in the LEAP tab is  

Selected or Blank, the claimant can insist on an immediate review. The telephony agent must create an ‘Immediate 

Review’ manual PIPCS ‘To Do’ task. The claimant's NIno is already shown in the 'Subject' box and must not be removed. 

The 'To Do' task is then assigned to the Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM work queue. Input ‘Claimant has 

requested Immediate Review for’ – input the initials of the judgment/s if the claimant can tell you which judgment/s in 

task notes and the task deadline date must be set for 3 months time. 

30 Terminology and Abbreviations 
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01 Terminology and Abbreviations 

Background 

1. PIP telephony agents using CAMLite will have to record information they take on the PIP Enquiry Line, into a free 

text box in the CAMLite task. PIP users will have to record additional comments in ‘notes’ or ‘comments’ fields in PIPCS. To 

ensure all notes and comments are understood all PIP staff must use accepted abbreviations and check what they have 

typed can be easily understood. 



 

2. DWP has an accepted list of abbreviations and these should be used when appropriate. As PIP is a new benefit, 

some abbreviations and terminology may be unfamiliar and unsuitable.  

3. When a user needs to refer to a letter or form they are to use the form number as a reference. For example a 

request for a ‘PIP decision letter’ would be referred to as a ‘PIP.0500’. 

4. Claimants have the right to ask for a copy of the records we hold for them. It is important notes and comments 

boxes do not have any inappropriate language in them. If there is an inappropriate entry in a comments box, or any similar 

words or phrases, such as personal comments about the customer notify a team leader who will arrange for the entry to be 

deleted and for any other action to be taken where necessary.  

5. NOTE: entries in comments boxes must never be disclosed to claimants or their recognised representative. 

6. All staff should be aware that certain language and terms are inappropriate. See: ‘Inappropriate terminology’ and 

‘Appropriate terminology for Gender Recognition 

7. Any contact or enquiries regarding a claim should be recorded in the Communication Record – See how to create a 

communication record Sometimes it may be necessary to include an additional note in a comments box. For example, when 

there is not an 'information field' on PIPCS to record information you have been given, you may decide to put it in the 

comments or notes box within the screen you are working in. Format of the note should always be today’s date 00/00/00 

followed by a brief description and you should also enter your staff number at the end of a comment where PIPCS doesn’t 

record this automatically. For example, evidence comments and communications record comments.  
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PIP terminology 

8.  

assessments relating to the AP and CM report 

assessment provider organisation that provides DWP with assessments for PIP 

assessment provider lot geographical area covered by the assessment provider 

assessment questionnaire typed report, includes the descriptor choices made by the HP for the daily living and 

mobility activities 



 

armed forces independence 

payment 

new benefit which is available to those most seriously injured as a result of service 

since the introduction of the Armed Forces Compensation Scheme  

(AFCS) in 2005 and in the future 

attachments pdf images of documents attached to the case 

bank wizard software function that validates account details for UK banks, building society and Post 

Office 

case manager daily administration of a case and makes decisions on claims 

case owner the benefits centre that owns the case 

case reference number number assigned by PIPCS to a prospect person record 

case resolution manager deals with complaints, based in each benefits centre 

case worker daily administration of a case 

claimant a verified person making a claim to benefit 

claimant record personal details of the claimant held in PIPCS 

communication record records any contact made with claimant or recognised representative; can be 

automatic or manually created as appropriate 

component suspension manual suspension put on a case 

daily control list a list of indexed documents scanned by document repository service 

daily living component component of PIP 

determination reasons for the decision 

disputes appeals interest or reconsideration 

 

document repository system scanned images of letters etc attached to the claimant record 

eligibility checks to see if claimant meets the criteria to claim PIP  

enhanced component rate of benefit paid 



 

evidence and verifications information on change of circumstance on the case attached to the PIP evidence 

summary case 

exception task CAMLite task to telephony team leader that needs to be assigned to a specialist area 

health professional responsible for face to face consultation with the claimant (can be paper based) 

Her Majesty’s Courts and  

Tribunals Service 

deals with appeals made against benefit decisions 

HP Exstream output services area of the business where system notifications are issued from 

issues and proceedings special cautions on the case 

mail opening unit responsible for sorting and opening and scanning all incoming mail 

Explanation Telephone call by the CM to the claimant to explain a decision 

mobility component component of PIP 

nominee suspension automatic suspension put on a case 

outbound task CAMLite call back task  

participant recognised representatives and external parties 

personal independence 

payment 

to help towards some of the extra costs arising from ill-health or disability. It is based 

on how a person’s condition affects them, not the condition they have 

personal independence 

payment case 

claim is in a steady state, attached to claimant record 

personal independence 

payment computer system  

computer system that holds all the claimant, recognised representative and case 

information 

PIP application case  new claim attached to claimant or prospect person record 

 



 

PIP decision assist case  in the assessment provider space, attached to the PIP application or evidence summary 

case 

PIP Enquiry Line for all PIP telephony enquiries and ongoing claims 

PIP evidence summary case change of circumstances, attached to claimant record 

PIP New Claim Line  to make a telephony new claim for PIP only 

PIP payment correction case 

(over/under payments) 

payment under or overpayment will be attached to which ever ‘case’ it is relevant to 

PIP Award Review a review of an award set at a time prescribed by the CM with advice from the health 

professional 

prospect person an unverified person making a claim to benefit 

prospect person record personal details of the prospect person held in PIPCS 

reassessment for DLA awards coming up to renewal, young people tuning 16 or where DLA claimant 

reports a change in condition from October (2013) then existing  

DLA claimants will be told they need to make a claim to PIP from October  

2015 

rising 16s  young people turning 16 who will need to change from DLA to PIP 

recognised representative a verified external party acting on behalf of the claimant, such as a power of attorney 

self selection DLA claimants, wishing to voluntarily claim PIP (only from October 2013) 

standard  component rate of benefit paid 

special rules  claimants with a progressive disease who are not expected to live longer than another 

six months 

special customer records a claimant record that is classified 

task actions or tasks outstanding on the case, WFT, CW and CM will create and receive tasks 



 

to do task CAMLite task to back office 

PIP Change of  

Circumstances Review 

review of an award which has been instigated by the claimant or their recognised 

representative or the Secretary or State 

 

quick address search software function within PIPCS used to locate an address 

workflow team manage scanned items and create tasks 

PIP abbreviations 

9.  

AC/N account number 

AFCS armed forces compensation scheme 

AFIP armed forces independence payment 

AP assessment provider 

AR award review 

ARUC automatic return of unapplied credits 

BC benefits centre 

BLS bank liaison section  

CCS contact centre services 

CH care home 

CLMT claimant 

CM case manager 

COA change of address 

CoC change of circumstances 

CRM case resolution manager 



 

CRU compensation recovery unit 

CW case worker 

DK don’t know 

DLO dead letter office 

DRS document repository system 

FME further medical evidence 

GP general practitioner 

HCP health care professional 

 

HMCTS Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service 

Hosp hospital and other accommodation 

HP health professional (based in the AP space) 

IBAN international bank account number 

IDV identification verification 

MOU mail opening unit 

NFA no fixed abode 

NINO national insurance number 

NR normal rules 

OBC Outbound call 

OGD other government department 

PIP personal independence payment 

PIPAT PIP assessment tool 



 

PIPCS personal independence payment computer system 

PUG PIP user guide 

PWA person without address 

SAM quality assurance manager 

QAS quick address search 

R&P residence and presence 

R/N roll number 

RR recognised representative 

S/C sort code 

SCR special customer records 

SLA service level agreement 

SPVA Service Personnel and Veterans Agency 

 

SRTI special rules terminally ill 

Swift/BIC bank identification code 

UCB unacceptable claimant behaviour  

WQ work queue 

WfT workflow team 
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01 Reassessment Enquiry Line 

Summary 

1. Reassessment of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claimants started on 28 October 2013 with natural reassessment. 

2. Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claimants were invited to claim Personal Independence Payment  

(PIP) if: 

 their DLA was due for renewal  

 they reported a change in needs  

 they reached their 16th birthday  

3. However, claimants were only invited if their postcode was in scope. 

Note: Postcodes were phased in gradually between 28 October 2013 and 27 July 2015. 

4. On 13 July 2015, Full PIP Rollout (FPR) commenced. Claimants with an indefinite DLA award or a DLA award due to end 

in October 2017 or later are selected at random and invited to claim PIP unless they report a change in needs, are due 

for renewal or self select. 

Note: For further information - See:  Full PIP Rollout . 

  

Full PIP Rollout (FPR) – Scotland only 



 

5. Social Security powers, which have been devolved to Scotland through the Scotland Act 2016, give the Scottish 

Parliament powers over a number of Social Security benefits currently administered in Scotland by DWP. 

6. Under the terms of the Scotland Act 2016, PIP will be fully devolved from DWP to Scottish Government (SG) from early 

2021 for claimants living in Scotland. 

7. To allow a smooth transition, claimants, with an ‘indefinite’ DLA award will be removed from the FPR process and will 

no longer be automatically selected from DLACS if the claimant is living in Scotland from 1 April 2020. 

8. Natural Reassessment for DLA claimants living in Scotland will continue. 

9. Claimants will still be invited to claim PIP if their DLA is due for renewal or they report a change in needs or self 

selectors. 

10. If a claimant returns to England or Wales before PIP is fully devolved the claimant will become eligible for FPR and 

selected at random. 

11. If a claimant moves to Scotland, but they have already been invited to claim PIP their PIP journey must continue. See: 

FPR Lines to Take. 

12. For Rising 16 claimants who were no longer being invited to claim from 1 March 2020: See: Rising  

 16  and FPR Lines to Take 

13. If a claimant returns to England or Wales before PIP is fully devolved the claimant will become eligible for FPR 

and selected at random. 

14. If a claimant moves to Scotland, but they have already been invited to claim PIP their PIP journey must continue.  
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• Reassessment Indicators  

• Reassessment letters  

• Change in needs reported on DLA case  

• DLA Claimant wants to self select and claim PIP  

• Claimant invited in error to claim PIP  

• Reuse of DLA medical evidence  

• Claimant doesn’t want to claim PIP  

• Claimant wants to relinquish DLA  

• PIP claim made (claimant wants to withdraw PIP claim)  



 
• Reinstatement of DLA request following termination  

Reassessment exclusions 

5. Young people turning 16 who are Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) will be excluded from reassessment until 

nearer the time their existing fixed term award ends and will be invited to claim Personal Independence Payment (PIP) 

prior to the end of the fixed term award or after 2015 if they have an indefinite award, for further information - See: PIP 

Handbook. 

6. Rising 16 claimants who are in hospital are also excluded from Reassessment until they are discharged. 

7. Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claimants on Highest Rate care and Higher Rate mobility (HR/HR) awards and 

reporting a change in needs won’t be reassessed for PIP unless they are reporting an improvement. 

8. DLA claimants on Highest Rate care and Higher Rate mobility (HR/HR) awards, reporting they are now Special 

Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI), will have Disability Living Allowance (DLA) supersession and the claimant must be signposted 

to DLA Helpline. 

Note: A DLA claimant regardless of award, can self select for PIP at any time. 

PIP Enquiry Line overview 

9. Reassessment enquiries must be directed to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) Enquiry Line agents who have 

dual user roles, as they have access to Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS). Once a claimant has been 

invited to claim PIP, the 28 day countdown to make a claim to PIP begins. 

Note: A ‘Person Record’ is automatically created when the PIP invite is issued. 

10. As a PIP Enquiry Line telephony agent, you deal with a variety of enquiries regarding reassessment, including: 

• claimant reports change in needs on DLA 

• claimant self selects 

• claimant requests reuse of DLA medical evidence 

• claimant doesn't want to claim PIP 

• claimant wants to relinquish DLA before PIP decision 

• claimant wants to reinstate DLA following termination 

11. Any calls relating to reconsiderations or appeals on Reassessment cases must be dealt with in the usual way - See: PIP 

Enquiry Line instructions. 



 

Note: When claimants want to change account details you must check that they also want to change their DLA account. 

You must update Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) and DLACS as appropriate. 

Note: For further information - See: DLA Helpline account details desk aid 3 and also See: Changing bank account details in 

PIPCS. 

Vulnerable claimants 

12. You must always consider if a claimant is vulnerable. If at any time you think a claimant might need additional help, 

create a CAMLite ‘To Do: Other’ Task, consider vulnerable, including the reason why. 

Note: For further information - See: vulnerable claimants. 

13. If the claimant is vulnerable or needs additional support in answering the questions and doesn’t have anybody to assist 

them, refer to the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) visiting team, using the visiting e-referral tool. 

Note: Don’t tell a claimant that they are considered vulnerable. 

Rising 16s 

14. Existing child DLA claimants (Rising 16s) are sent a letter to inform them that they’ll have to make a claim to Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) when they reach Age 16. 

15. Rising 16 letters include the Disability Living Allowance (DLA) Helpline number, for questions about Age 16 appointee 

action and PIP New Claim number. You will get enquiries from Rising 16’s, which you must answer and signpost 

appropriately. 

Note: For further information - See: Young people approaching age 16 lines to take. 

16. Rising 16 claimants are 16 years old or approaching 16 years old and the Reassessment Indicator (RI) displays as ‘I’ or 

ends in ‘7’ in Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS). You must check for manually issued PIP invites or 

DLA renewal or supersessions forms, in DLACS notepad. 

Note: If the RI is ‘I’, a PIP initial contact letter has been sent. 

17. To see what is issued to the claimant, check DLACS notepad. PIP invites and DLA renewal or supersession forms may be 

issued manually. 

Note: A PIPCS ‘Person Record’ won’t be created until a PIP Invite has been sent. The PIP Invite is sent on the 16th birthday - 

See: Reassessment Indicators. 

18. The RI changes to ‘27’ and a ‘Person Record’ is created in Personal Independence Computer System (PIPCS), this 

prompts the issue of the PIP invite letter. If the invite is issued manually, the RI will be changed to ‘07’, this prompts 

PIPCS to issue the PIP invite. 



 
19. Every Rising 16 with a DLA award expiring between Age 16 minus 1 day and Age 16 years and 6 months minus 1 day 

must have a DLA award extension to age 17 minus 1 day as a legal requirement. This will ensure the current DLA award 

does not go out of payment prior to a decision being made on a claim. 

Note: DLA child claimants diagnosed with Batten Disease will have their DLA award extended until their 17th birthday 

regardless of when their DLA award would have expired. 

Rising 16 letters 

20. Refer to Rising 16 letters see: Reassessment letters. 

Signposting Rising 16 

21. When a Rising 16 claimant contacts the PIP Enquiry Line and there isn’t a PIP interest, signpost them to DLA Helpline  

22. You can check for an RI in DLACS. 

Note: If the RI is ‘00’, ‘I’ or ‘S’, this will indicate that the invite to claim PIP hasn’t been sent. 

Reassessment Indicators 

23. Reassessment Indicators (RIs) are viewable in all Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) dialogues by the 

feedback line in the top right hand corner of the screen, next to the management unit (MU) number. 

24. All working age DLA cases on DLACS initially have the RI set to ‘00’ indicating the case has not been selected for Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) Reassessment. 

25. When the case has been selected and the invite has been issued, the RI will be set to: 

• 21 for renewal PIP invite issued  

• 22 for change in needs (DLA supersession) PIP invite issued  

• 24 managed reassessment selected for PIP  

• 26 claimant aged 65 selected for PIP  

• 27 for Rising 16 PIP invite issued  

• 28 approaching aged 65 selected for PIP  

Note: For example, when the system identifies a DLA renewal case, the RI will change to ‘21’. 

26. When the case has been manually selected, one of the following RI’s will be input into DLACS: 

• 01 for renewal invite  

• 02 for change in needs (DLA supersession)  

• 04 manually issued reassessment  

• 06 manually instigated claimant aged 65  



 

• 07 for Rising 16  

• 08 manually instigated approaching aged 65  

Note: Any manually selected cases also show one of the RI’s above once DLACS has sent the request to Personal 

Independence Computer System (PIPCS) to create a ‘Person Record’. 

27. If a claimant self selects and completes the PIP1 new claim data gather on the New Claim Line,  

DLACS will automatically update overnight or after any discrepancies have been resolved, to show: 

• 15 for voluntary reassessment  

28. If an incorrect RI is put on DLACS, only a team leader or Case Manager (CM) can reset it. A normal user can only set or 

reset ‘00’ to ‘07’. 

Special interest field on PIPCS 

29. The Special interest (SI) field on PIPCS will show the following when the ‘Person Record’ is created after the RI has been 

set: 

• Renewal Reassessment  

• Supersession Reassessment (change in needs)  

• Voluntary Reassessment  

• Age 16 Reassessment  

• Manual Reassessment  

• Age 65 Reassessment  

• Approaching Age 65 Reassessment  

• Managed Reassessment  

Note: Once the PIP claim is submitted, the SI will show the options above with ‘Submitted’ at the end. 

30. 42 days after completion of the reassessment, unless the claimant has disputed the decision, the SI marker in PIPCS will 

automatically change to: 

• Renewal Reassessment Complete  

• Supersession Reassessment Complete  

• Voluntary Reassessment Complete  

• Age 16 Reassessment Complete  

• Manual Reassessment Complete  

• Age 65 Reassessment Complete  

• Approaching 65 Reassessment Complete  

• Managed Reassessment Complete  



 

Reassessment letters 

31. Refer to Reassessment Letters - See: Reassessment letters. 

Change in needs reported on DLA case 

32. A claimant in receipt of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) who reports a change in needs must be put on the 

reassessment journey. 

33. If they’re in receipt of DLA and their date of birth was on or before 08 April 1948, they won’t be reassessed for Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) and must report their change in needs to DLA. 

34. Claimants are put on the reassessment journey if they report a change in needs and: 

• are on any rate of DLA other than Highest or Higher Rate (HR/HR) (unless reporting an improvement)  

• report an improvement in their needs  

• are now Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI)  

35. Claimants in receipt of a DLA HR care and HR mobility award who report a change in needs due to deterioration (who 

are not SRTI), will be advised there is no extra DLA available and we will contact them at a later date to make a claim to 

PIP. 

36. Any claimant on a HR/HR award reporting they are now SRTI will be signposted to DLA Helpline for a Special Rules (SR) 

indicator to be put on their case in Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS). 

37. If there is a late notification of change in needs and lateness is accepted on the case for the period before the claimant 

was 16, then DLA supersession will be needed for the period immediately prior to their 16th birthday, in addition to the 

Rising 16 reassessment for PIP. 

38. Some PIP Enquiry Line agents have access to Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) and DLACS, 

they must put DLA claimants reporting a change in needs on the reassessment journey, don’t signpost them to DLA 

Helpline. 

Claimant reports change in needs on their DLA 

39. You must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 check claimant is in the reassessment age group if they report a change of needs: 

if their date of birth is on or before 8 April 1948, go to step 2  

if their date of birth is after 8 April 1948 and the claimant is 16 or over on the day of the call, go to step 4  

if they are under 16 on the day of the call, go to step 3  



 

 

2 signpost to DLA/AA service centre to report their change in needs 

3 signpost to DLA Helpline  

4 confirm there is a DLA interest: 

if no DLA interest, go to step 5  

if there is a DLA interest, go to step 6  

5 tell the claimant to make a new claim to PIP and signpost them to the PIP New Claim Line 

6 check on DLACS to see if there is an outstanding new claim to DLA: 

if yes, go to step 7  

if no but there is an award, go to step 8  

if no and there isn’t a current award, go to step 5  

7 tell the claimant that they can’t make a claim to PIP and signpost them to the DLA Helpline to report a change 

in needs 

8 check to see if DLA is a HR/HR award: 

if no, go to step 11  

if yes and reporting an improvement, go to step 11  

if yes and reporting now SRTI, go to step 9  

if yes and the condition has got worse, go to step 10  

9 signpost the claimant to the DLA Helpline on for supersession 

10 tell the claimant: 

“As you already receive the highest rates of benefit you will not benefit from reporting this change. You will 

receive an invite in the future informing you when you should claim Personal Independence Payment” 

• if the claimant still wants to claim PIP, signpost them to the PIP New Claim Line on 0800  

917 22 22  

Note: For further information see signposting a self selector 

11 check if the Reassessment Indicator (RI) has been set and the PIP invite has been issued 



 

Note: If the RI hasn’t been set and no invite issued, go to step 18 

12 if an RI and a ‘Person Record’ is held in PIPCS, go to step 13  

if an RI and a ‘Person Record’ isn’t held in PIPCS, go to step 18  

 

13 check PIPCS to see if a claim to PIP has been made: 

if no, go to step 14  

if yes and claim in progress but not yet decided, go to step 15  

if yes and reassessment claim has had a decision, go to step 17  

14 tell claimant: 

“If there are any changes in how your health condition or disability affects you then we cannot consider these 

changes against your existing Disability Living Allowance 

As we have previously written to you about starting your claim for Personal Independence  

Payment you must follow the instructions on that letter so that you can claim Personal  

Independence Payment in good time. If you do not claim Personal Independence Payment within the dates 

shown on the letter, you will not be able to continue getting Disability Living Allowance 

This will end any agreement you may have under the Motability scheme and it could also affect any other 

benefits you may be entitled to” 

• Signpost the claimant to the PIP New Claim Line on 0800 917 22 22  

Note: If SRTI ask them to call immediately, choose the option for Special Rules, and provide address for  

DS1500 at step 20 

15 tell the claimant: 

“The changes will be considered as evidence for the claim you are currently making for Personal  

Independence Payment” 

Go to step 16 

16 create a CAMLite ‘To Do: Evidence’ task and complete the ‘Note’ field with ‘Reassessment - further medical 

evidence’ 

Note: If SRTI, provide the address to send in the DS1500 at step 20 

17 follow PIP Business As Usual (BAU) 



 

Note: For further information see: PIP Change of Circumstance Award Reviews 

18 if the claimant hasn’t had an invite to PIP, tell the claimant: 

‘Thank you for informing us of your change in needs. We can no longer take any changes to your  

Disability Living Allowance and you will now have to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment. 

Personal Independence Payment is a new benefit and may mean the amount you receive in future could 

change to a higher or lower rate, last for a longer or shorter time, stay the same or stop altogether. We will 

continue to pay your DLA from now until 4 weeks after we make  

 

 the PIP decision. We will contact you in writing shortly to tell you how to make a claim for Personal 

Independence Payment” 

if the change in needs is they’re now claiming SRTI and not HR/HR, go to step 20  

if there are other changes in needs, go to step 21  

if the claimant indicates they now don’t want to report their change in needs, go to step 19  

19 tell the claimant: 

“As you've told the Department that your needs have changed (the law says) we have to invite you to claim PIP 

and cannot treat the change of circumstances as applying to DLA. You can choose to claim PIP or not but in 

either event your DLA will stop” 

Go to step 21 



 

20 tell the claimant: 

“We will contact you shortly to tell you how to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment. It is 

important you do not wait for the invite letter to arrive, you should make a new claim now by contacting the 

PIP New Claim Line on 0800 917 22 22 and choose the option for Special Rules. It’s important you send us a 

DS1500 form to support your claim; the DS1500 is a report about your medical condition 

You won’t have to pay for it. You can ask the doctor’s receptionist, a nurse, or social worker to arrange it for 

you. You don’t have to see the doctor. Send the DS1500 to: 

FREEPOST DWP PIP 10 

Your call to the PIP New Claim Line should only take a few minutes but it will help if you have the following 

information to hand: 

National Insurance Number  

bank or building society account details  

your General Practitioner’s name, address and telephone number  

when we've made a decision on your claim to PIP, your DLA will stop” 

Go to step 23 

21 tell the claimant: 

“We will contact you shortly to tell you how to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment” 

Set the Reassessment Indicator (RI) in DLACS 

23 go to DA91/93 and change the RI to ‘02’ to prompt a change in needs (DLA supersession)  

 

 requested invite and input the ‘S’ flag 

Note: When the indicator is updated in DLACS, a person record will be automatically created on PIPCS and a system 

issued PIP.0204 – PIP claim invite – DLA supersession letter will be sent to the claimant 

  



 

DLA Claimant wants to self select and claim PIP 

40. The reassessment process allows Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claimants to self select. 

41. A self selector has a current DLA award and hasn’t yet been invited to claim Personal Independence Payment (PIP). 

42. When a claimant has an outstanding claim to DLA, meaning a DLA claim has been registered on Disability Living 

Allowance Computer System (DLACS) but no decision has been made, they can’t self select and must wait for the 

outcome of their DLA claim. 

Note: This doesn’t include disputes. 

43. Claimants wishing to self select who are currently in receipt of DLA, admitted into hospital before their 18th birthday 

and who are still in hospital will be advised hospital rules have changed and DLA can continue until they are discharged. Once 

discharged, the claimant will be invited to claim PIP. They will have the ‘health warning’ explained to them prior to making 

the claim. Should a claimant insist on claiming PIP despite being advised as above, their claim will be processed as usual.  

  

Claimant invited in error to claim PIP 

44. Claimants invited in error to claim PIP will have the PIP claim disposed of and remain on DLA. If the claimant is 

mistakenly invited to claim PIP, they won’t have a PIP award. You must create a ‘To Do’ task for the ‘back office’ to 

consider withdrawing the claim – See: Enquiry Line task desk aide – Withdraw PIP. 

Signposting a self selector 

45. The DLA claimant states they want to self select and make a claim to PIP, you must take the following action: 

Step Action 

Note: Steps 1 and 2 are for a dual user 

1 check the claimant isn’t waiting for a decision on a DLA claim: 

if they are, go to step 2  

if they are not, go to step 3  

2 tell the claimant they’re unable to make a claim to PIP until they have had a decision on their DLA award 

Note: If there is a current outstanding DLA dispute, the claimant can still self select 

3. check the age of the claimant 



 

4. if they were born on or after 9 April 1948 and Age 16 or over on the day of the call, signpost them to the PIP 

New Claims Line on 0800 917 22 22 

5 if they were born on or before 8 April 1948, tell the claimant they cannot make a claim to PIP and signpost 

them to the DLA/AA Service Centre  

6 if the claimant is under 16 on the day of the call, signpost them to the DLA Helpline  

Reuse of DLA medical evidence 

46. Reassessment claimants will be asked, when they make a new claim to Personal Independence payment (PIP), if they’d 

like to reuse any specific medical evidence from their Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claim that they think may help 

with their claim to PIP. 

47. The claimant will have to provide details of what evidence they want us to use and when it was obtained. If they’re 

unable to do this then we assure them that once we get the PIP2, we will obtain any evidence that is required. 

Note: If the claimant is Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI), we won’t be able to re-use DLA medical evidence due to 

timescales. 

48. A DLA claim form is not medical evidence and won’t be considered as part of the PIP assessment.  

The PIP2 will hold the relevant information required for the PIP assessment. 

49. Medical evidence doesn’t have to be recent and there’s no time limitation on it. 

50. All medical evidence that has ever been sent to us is not always kept and you must manage claimant expectations. 

Note: For further information - See: Information Management Policy. 

51. Specific medical evidence is: 

 General Practitioner (GP) report  

 hospital report  

 school report  

 Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) examination report  

 consultant report or supporting letter  

 health and social professional report  

52. The claimant may want to see a copy of the medical evidence in their DLA file. We can send a copy of the medical 

evidence to them if they ask. 



 

53. It’s the claimant’s responsibility to take the medical evidence they want to use with them to the assessment or return 

the medical evidence they want to use within the specified timeframe on the PIP.0221 covering letter so a decision on 

the case is not delayed. 

54. A claimant on the reassessment journey can ask us to re-use DLA medical evidence at various stages of the process: 

 at the point of a new claim  

 after a new claim has been made (undecided)  

 when they are with the Assessment Provider (AP)  

 reconsideration  

 appeal  

Reassessment claimant requests reuse of DLA medical evidence 

55. You must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 ask the claimant: 

“Is there any specific medical evidence from your DLA claim that you think might help?” 

if no, go to step 2  

if yes, got to step 3  

2 tell the claimant: 

“That is fine; any necessary evidence will be obtained” 

No further action is required 

3 ask the claimant: 

“Do you know what that evidence was and when it was obtained?” 

if the claimant provides specific DLA medical evidence details, go to step 4  

if the claimant doesn’t know specific DLA medical evidence details, go to step 5  

if the claimant wants a copy of all DLA medical evidence, go to step 7  

if the claimant wants to reuse all DLA medical evidence, go to step 6  



 

4 tell the claimant: 

“We will obtain your DLA file and ensure this medical evidence is taken into account. Due to requirements 

under the Data Protection Act and our document retention procedures, previous evidence may not be 

available. If evidence is still on your file we will ensure that is taken into account” 

create a CAMlite ‘To Do’ task 

5 tell the claimant: 

“Unfortunately we need you to tell us what evidence you want us to use or if you can’t, please be assured once 

we receive your PIP2 form we will obtain any evidence that is required to make your  

PIP decision” 

 

 Note: If a claimant requests the reissue of PIP2 - See: Request for PIP2, AR1 UI (Formerly known as PIP2 UI), 

AR1 or SRTI acknowledgement form reissue  

No further action is required 

6 tell the claimant: 

“We will obtain your DLA file and ensure this medical evidence is taken into account. Due to requirements 

under the Data Protection Act and our document retention procedures, previous evidence may not be 

available. If evidence is still on your file we will ensure that is taken into account” - See: Create a CAMlite ‘To 

Do’ task 

7 tell the claimant: 

“We can send you a copy of the medical evidence we have on your DLA file. Due to requirements under the 

Data Protection Act and our document retention procedures, previous evidence may not be available. If 

evidence is still on your file we will ensure that is taken into account. On the covering letter we send you with 

the copy of your DLA medical evidence you will be given a date by which you must let us know if you want to 

use any of the information for your PIP claim” -  

Create a CAMlite ‘To Do’ task 



 

8 if claimant provides specific DLA medical evidence details: 

Task: ‘Reassessment – Med Ev’ 

Note heading: ‘Reassessment – reuse DLA medical’ 

Note Content: List the details of the evidence to be used in the notes field and no further action is required 

If claimant wants to reuse all DLA medical evidence: 

Task: ‘Reassessment – Med Ev’ 

Note heading: ‘Reassessment – reuse DLA medical’ 

Note content: ‘Claimant requests all medical evidence to be used’ and no further action is required’. 

If claimant wants a copy of all DLA medical evidence: 

Task: ‘Reassessment – Med Ev’ 

Note heading: ‘Reassessment – reuse DLA medical’ 

 

 Note content: ‘Reassessment – claimant requests copy of all medical evidence on file and no further action 

required’ 

Claimant doesn’t want to claim PIP 

56. A claimant may contact the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) Enquiry Line to inform them they do not want to 

claim PIP. 

57. They can ring before or after an invitation letter has been sent, you must check Disability Living  

Allowance Computer System (DLACS) Reassessment Indicator (RI) - See: Reassessment Indicators or Personal 

Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) ‘Communications’ page to see if an invite letter has been sent. 

58. If an RI isn’t set, tell the claimant to wait until they have received an invitation to claim PIP and no further action should 

be taken. 

59. If an RI isn’t set, you must check the claimant fully understands the implications of not claiming PIP. 

60. A request not to claim PIP can only be accepted if the PIP invite has been sent and the claimant or appointee passes 

Identity Verification (IDV). 



 

Step Action 

1 if the claimant states they don’t want to claim PIP, you must check for a Special Interest indicator  

(SI) or RI marker on Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) or Personal  

Independence Computer System (PIPCS), for further information - See: Reassessment Indicators 

if no SI or RI, go to step 2  

if SI or RI, go to step 3  

2 tell the claimant: 

“People on Disability Living Allowance who are aged between 16 and 64 on the 08 April 2013 or who reach 16 

after that date, will receive a letter asking if they want to claim Personal  

Independence Payment. Until that time your Disability Living Allowance will continue and you do not need to 

take any further action. When you receive that letter it will explain how to make a claim for Personal 

Independence Payment and in what timescales. If, when you get that letter, you still choose not to claim 

Personal Independence Payment then you will need to tell us at that time” 

No further action required 

3 tell the claimant: 

“I need to advise you that if you decide not to claim Personal Independence Payment then your Disability Living 

Allowance will be stopped after 2 weeks and won’t be reinstated. This will end any agreement you may have 

under the Motability scheme and it could also affect any other benefits you may be entitled to. If you choose to 

make a claim for Personal Independence Payment your  

Disability Living Allowance will continue until a decision is made on your Personal Independence  

 Payment claim. You should have already received a letter about making a claim for Personal Independence 

Payment you should ensure that you make the claim within the timescales shown in that letter. Do you 

understand what this means?” 

if no, go to step 4  

if yes, go to step 5  

4 explain the process again and consider if the claimant is vulnerable 

Go to step 5 



 

5 ask the claimant: 

“Would you now like to claim Personal independence Payment?” 

if yes, go to step 6  

if no, go to step 7  

6 tell the claimant: 

“Thank you, if we’ve sent you a letter about making a claim to Personal Independence Payment you should 

ensure that you make the claim within the timescales shown on that letter. Your Disability Living Allowance will 

continue until a decision is made on your Personal Independence claim” 

No further action required 

7 tell the claimant: 

“Thank you, I will now note on your record that you do not want to claim Personal Independence Payment and 

take action to stop your Disability Living Allowance. You will receive a letter about this shortly” - Create a task in 

PIPCS 

  

61. You must then create a PIPCS task by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘Person Case’ 

2 select the ‘Tasks’ tab 

3 select ‘New’ 

Note: A ‘New User Task’ box will open 

 

4 input ‘Claimant does not wish to claim PIP’ in the ‘Subject field after the National Insurance  

Number (NINo) 

5 select ‘Manual Payment Action’ as the ‘Task Type’ 

6 select ‘High’ as the ‘Priority’ 



 

7 select ‘+2 Days 20:00’ as the ‘Deadline' 

8 assign to the appropriate ‘Case Worker Reassessment Overflow’ work queue 

9 input ‘Claimant does not wish to claim PIP’ in the ‘Comments’ 

10 select ‘Save’ 

Claimant wants to relinquish DLA 

62. A claimant may want to relinquish their Disability Living Allowance (DLA) before they make a claim to Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) or after a claim to PIP is made but before a decision has been reached. 

PIP claim not made (invite not issued and claimant wants to relinquish DLA) 

63. DLA claimants who don’t have a Reassessment Indicator (RI) set on Disability Living Allowance Computer System 

(DLACS) and want to relinquish their DLA, must be signposted to DLA Helpline on 0800 121 4600. 

PIP claim not made (invite issued and claimant wants to relinquish DLA) 

64. You must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 check the Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) to see if a PIP claim has been made 

2 if a claim hasn’t been made, go to step 3  

if a claim has been made, go to ‘ PIP claim made (claimant wants to withdraw PIP claim)’   

3 tell the claimant that relinquishment of DLA isn’t possible and ask them if they want to make a PIP claim: 

if they want to make a PIP claim, go to step 5  

if they don’t want to make a PIP claim, go to step 4  

4 if the claimant doesn’t want to make a PIP claim, follow the ‘Claimant doesn’t want to claim PIP’ instructions 

5 if the claimant does want to make a PIP claim, signpost them to the PIP New Claim Line on 0800  

917 22 22 

PIP claim made (claimant wants to withdraw PIP claim) 



 

65. You must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 tell the claimant: 

“I need to advise you that if you decide to withdraw your claim for Personal Independence Payment then your 

Disability Living Allowance will be stopped after 2 weeks and won’t be reinstated. This will end any agreement 

you may have under the Motability scheme and it could also affect any other benefits you may be entitled to. If 

you choose to continue your claim for Personal Independence Payment your Disability Living Allowance will 

continue until a decision is made on your Personal Independence Payment claim. Do you understand what this 

means?” 

if no, go to step 2  

if yes, go to step 3  

2 explain the process again and consider if the claimant is vulnerable 

if claimant wants to withdraw, go to step 3  

if claimant doesn’t want to withdraw, go to step 4  

3 ask the claimant: 

“Do you still want to withdraw your claim for Personal independence Payment?” 

if yes, go to step 5  

if no, go to step 4  

4 tell the claimant: 

“Thank you, your claim for Personal Independence Payment will continue to be actioned. Your  

Disability Living Allowance will continue until a decision is made on your Personal Independence  

Payment” 

No further action required 

5 tell the claimant: 

“Thank you, I will now take action to withdraw your claim for Personal Independence Payment and stop your 

Disability Living Allowance. You will receive a letter about this shortly” 

Go to step 6 

6 create a CAMLite ‘To Do: Withdraw’ task: ‘Reassessment - claimant wants to withdraw claim to  



 
 

 PIP’ 

Reinstatement of DLA request following termination 

66. When a claimant does not comply with the reassessment process, their Disability Living Allowance (DLA) will end. A 

claimant may contact us about their DLA being terminated and ask us for it to be reinstated. The closed claim can only 

be considered for reinstatement where there has been a procedural error. 

67. If it’s reinstated then the Personal Independent Payment Computer System (PIPCS) part of the reassessment process 

will be manual from invite to decision as the automated elements of the journey cannot be repeated. 

Note: This will include all notifications and reminders. 

Claimant requests reinstatement of DLA 

68. The claimant requests reinstatement of their DLA, you must: 

Step Action 

1 check if the claimant has made a claim to Personal Independence Payment (PIP): 

if yes, go to step 3  

if no, go to step 2  

2 tell the claimant they’ll have to make a claim to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) and signpost them to the 

PIP New Claim Line on 0800 917 22 22 

3 tell the claimant: 

“We will consider reinstatement of Disability Living Allowance where there has been a procedural error. If 

reinstated your Disability Living Allowance will continue to pay you until a decision is made on your Personal 

Independence Payment claim. Your Disability Living Allowance will be reinstated only whilst you are making a 

claim for Personal Independence Payment, so there is no break in payment, and will not be reinstated 

indefinitely” 

Go to step 4 

4 create a CAMLite ‘To Do: Req Reinstate DLA’ task 

Go to step 5 

5 complete the ‘Notes’ field with information from the claimant as to the reasons why they think we have made a 

procedural error on their claim to PIP 



 

02 Reassessment Letters 

Rising 16 letters 

  

Form 

number 

Form name Type of 

notification 

Description 

PIP.0182 PIP initial contact 

letter 

DLACS system 

issued 

Rising 16 at Age 15 years 7 months to advise on making a claim to PIP 

and to ask if claimant can manage their own affairs (Personal Acting 

Body (PAB) details) and bank account details 

PIP.0183 PIP initial contact 

reminder letter 

DLACS system 

issued 

Rising 16 at Age 15 years and 10 months if we haven’t had the 

information we asked for 

PIP.0184 PIP pre invite 

letter 16 years 

DLACS system 

issued 

Rising 16 at Age 15 years and 10 months advising DLA claimant they 

will have to make a PIP new claim 

PIP.0185 PIP invite letter 

age 16 

PIPCS system 

issued 

Issued by PIPCS system at Age 16 advising claimant to make a PIP new 

claim 

PIP.0186 PIP invite letter 

age 16 reminder 

PIPCS system 

issued 

Issued by PIPCS system 2 weeks after the letter Age 16 advising 

claimant to make a PIP new claim 

  

Reassessment letters 

  

Letter  

Number 

Letter Name Type of Notification Description 

PIPR.11 DLA suspended DLACS system issued Advises DLA claimant their DLA has been 

suspended as they have not made a PIP new 

claim. 

  

PIPR.13 DLA terminated DLACS system issued Advises DLA claimant that following a  



 
 

   suspension their DLA has been terminated as they 

have not made a PIP new claim. 

  

PIPR.14 DLA claimant does not want 

to claim PIP 

DLACS system issued Advises DLA claimant that as they do not wish to 

make a PIP new claim their DLA has been 

terminated. 

PIP.0185 Rising 16s invite PIPCS system issued DLA claimants reaching their 16th birthday, 

unless they are now claiming SRTI and the awards 

expire 16 years 6 months old. 

  

PIP.0186 Rising 16 reminder letter PIPCS system issued Issued 2 weeks after the invite letter has been 

issued. 

  

PIP.0188 Rising 16 pre PIP invite – 

now out of scope (moved 

address) 

Clerical Issued to Rising 16 claimant pre PIP invite who 

was in scope but is now out of scope due to 

moving address prior to PIP invite going out. 

  

PIP.0200 Self select      Clerical Issued to DLA claimants who want to ‘self select’ 

prior to reassessment starting (28th  

October 2013) 

  

PIP.0201 PIP claim invite -DLA  

managed 

PIPCS system issued Issued to DLA claimants in the Full PIP  

Rollout group with awards due to end after 

March 2016 including those with indefinite 

awards, advising them to make a claim to PIP. 

  



 

PIP.0202 PIP claim invite – DLA 

renewal 

PIPCS system issued Issued to DLA claimants 20 weeks before the end 

of their DLA award advising them that they 

should now make a claim to PIP 

 

     

PIP.0203 PIP claim invite reminder PIPCS system issued Issued to all DLA claimants 2 weeks after the 

invite letter has been issued. 

  

PIP.0204 PIP claim invite – DLA 

supersession 

PIPCS system issued Issued to DLA claimants who report a change in 

needs advising them to make a claim to PIP. 

  

PIP.0209  

       

DLA extended on renewal 

where delay in  

PIP decision 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq)    

Issued to DLA renewal claimants when DLA 

extended (on renewal) where there’s a delay in 

the PIP decision, through no fault of the claimant. 

  

PIP.0210 outstanding DLA decision 

and PIP new claim received 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

Issued following the receipt of a PIP new claim 

whilst there is an outstanding decision on a DLA 

new claim. 

  

PIP.0211 DLA claimant requests to opt 

out (but has not yet been 

invited to claim  

PIP)      

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq)    

Issued to DLA claimant wishing to opt out when 

no invite or claim to PIP has been sent or 

received. 

  

PIP.0212 claimant wishes to  

relinquish DLA            

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

Issued to DLA claimant who wishes to relinquish 

DLA having made a claim for PIP. 

  



 

PIP.0213   

      

DLA not reinstated after 

termination 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

Issued to advise claimant of the outcome of their 

request for reinstatement of DLA subsequent to 

termination on grounds of non compliance - not 

favourable. 

  

PIP.0214 DLA reinstated after 

termination 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

Issued to advise claimant of the outcome of their 

request for reinstatement of DLA  

 

  General Enq)    subsequent to termination on grounds of non 

compliance – favourable due to procedural error. 

  

PIP.0215 DLA suspended claimant not 

made PIP new claim 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq)    

Issued advising DLA claimant that their DLA has 

been suspended as they have not made a PIP new 

claim. 

  

PIP.0216 claimant does not want to 

claim PIP – additional 

support 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq)    

Issued to claimants who do not want to make a 

PIP new claim and are identified as requiring 

additional support; the intention of the letter is to 

give the claimant 14 days notice before DLA is 

terminated. 

  

PIP.0217 claimant wants to withdraw 

PIP claim – additional 

support 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

            Issued to claimants who want to withdraw 

PIP claim and are identified as requiring 

additional support; the intention of the letter is to 

give the claimant 14 days notice before DLA 

termination and withdrawn PIP claim 

  



 

PIP.0218   

      

change in needs after invite 

to claim PIP 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq 

Issued to claimants to advise them  change of 

needs will be taken into account in the 

assessment of their PIP claim 

  

PIP.0219   

      

deceased – DLA arrears paid 

and PIP invite sent or PIP 

claim made but not decided 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

Issued to next of kin to inform them whilst paying 

DLA arrears that they should ignore either PIP 

invite already sent or advise that PIP new claim 

will not be processed. 

  

PIP.0220 Higher rate mobility and 

care – change in needs 

increased 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

            Issued to claimant to advise as they are on 

higher rate mobility and care their benefit will not 

increase and to wait for an  

 

   invite to claim PIP. 

  

PIP.0221 copy of DLA medical 

evidence requested by  

PIP claimant          

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

Issued to claimant; covering letter to go with 

copies of DLA medical evidence requested from 

DLA file. 

  

PIP.0222 Eligible DLA claimant – self 

selector written  

application 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq)    

Issued to eligible DLA claimant who wants to self 

select from 28th October 2013 and applies in 

writing. 

  

PIP.0223 Reassessment  Claim invite 

RPP 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical 2 Template >  

Reassessment) 

Send to DLA claimants after referral from fraud 

hotline post October 2013 advising them to make 

a PIP claim. 

  



 

PIP.0224 Out of scope – claimed  

PIP, pre decision  

(withdrawn)    

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical 2 Template >  

Reassessment) 

Issued to a PIP claimant who was out of scope 

and shouldn’t have been able to make a claim to 

PIP, and has been identified prior to PIP decision. 

  

PIP.0226 

  

  

  

PIP.0226 

R 

Self select – paper request  - 

in scope 

  

  

Self select – paper request – 

in scope - reminder 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

Issued to current DLA claimants who request by 

post (or via the e-mail pilot) and are in the 

postcode area – post 28 October  

2013 

  

PIP.0227 Reassessment –  

Supersession Invite – In 

scope - Paper claim issued 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

DLA claimant report CofC and have requested a 

paper claim 

  

PIP.0228  DLA claimant report  Clerical (found in PIP  DLA claimant report CofC and have  

 

       CofC and have requested a 

paper claim 

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

requested a paper claim 

  

PIP.0229 Reassessment – In Scope – 

Question about re use of any 

DLA evidence 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

Accompanies Part 1 and PIP.1007  

(temporary until question incorporated into 

system and clerical Part 1. 

  

PIP.1002 confirmation of withdrawn 

claim letter 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

Issued to claimants who want to withdraw PIP 

claim to confirm DLA termination and withdrawn 

PIP claim. 

  



 

PIP.1002 a confirmation of withdrawn 

claim letter – additional 

support 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical Template >  

General Enq) 

            Issued to claimants who want to withdraw 

PIP claim and have an additional support 

requirement, to confirm DLA termination and 

withdrawn PIP claim. 

  

PIP.7006 Reassessment new claim 

decision - favourable 

PIPCS system issued Issued to the claimant upon favourable decision. 

PIP.7007   

      

Reassessment Lay 

disallowance 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical 2 Template >  

General enq) 

To notify the claimant the reason their application 

has been disallowed is due to Failure To Attend 

(FTA) consultation with Assessment Provider (AP). 

  

PIP.7008 Reassessment SoS  

intervention – out of scope 

Clerical (found in PIP  

Clerical 2 Template >  

General enq) 

DLA claimant has made a claim to PIP but they’re 

are out of scope and a decision has been made on 

their PIP claim. Issued after the decision letter has 

been sent to the claimant 

  

PIP.7010   

      

Reassessment lay 

disallowance 

PIPCS system issued Issued to the claimant to notify them of the 

reason their application has been disallowed is 

due to not returning the PIP2. 

     

PIP.7016   

      

Reassessment new claim 

decision disallowance 

PIPCS system issued Issued to the claimant detailing reasons for 

disallowance decision. 

  

 Reassessment DLA Helpline 

Summary 

1. Your role as a Helpline agent trained in reassessment is to: 



 
• take calls from Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claimants reporting a Change of Circumstances (CofC)  

• update the Reassessment Indicator (RI) so the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) invite is issued  

• advise the claimant that their PIP invite letter will be issued soon  

• signpost any further queries to the PIP Enquiry Line or for Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) (not HR/ HR) signpost to 

the PIP New Claim Line  

• complete a Handover and Outbound Telephony Tool (HOTT) handover to DLA Operations (Ops) where claimants in 

receipt of HR/HR are now claiming as SRTI, and  

• where Reassessment has started, you should signpost to the PIP Enquiry Line or PIP New Claim Line as appropriate  

2. When a DLA case has an RI, all enquiries are to be dealt with by PIP. Signpost as appropriate: 

• PIP New Claim Line on 0800 917 22 22  

• PIP Enquiry Line on 0800 121 4433  

Subpages 

• Claims to PIP  

• Change in care and or mobility needs reported on a DLA case  

• Claimant requests use of DLA medical evidence  

• Reassessment Indicators  

• Claimant wants to relinquish DLA  

• Frequently asked questions  

• Reassessment Letters  

Claims to PIP 

3. Reassessment of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) started on 28th October 2013. We randomly select  

DLA claimants whose date of birth is after 8 April 1948 to make a claim to Personal Independence Payment (PIP). DLA 

claimants will also be invited to claim PIP when: 

• Supersession – the claimant reports a change in needs which may affect their DLA entitlement, this will trigger a PIP 

reassessment if claimants are in the correct age bracket to claim DLA and are not in receipt of Highest Rate and 

Higher Rate and reporting a deterioration or are now Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI)  

• Renewal – claimant is invited to claim PIP 20 weeks before the end of the DLA award  

• Self selector – DLA claimants voluntarily make a claim to PIP  

• Rising 16s – the 16th birthday triggers reassessment for DLA claimants. Rising 16 Special Rules cases won’t be invited 

to claim PIP until the end of their award - See: Rising 16s Reassessment  

4. When DLA cases are selected for reassessment an invitation to claim PIP is sent. Disability Living Allowance Computer 

System (DLACS) will show a Reassessment Indicator (RI) on the feedback line in the top right hand corner of the screen - 

See: Reassessment Indicators. 



 

5. Claimants living within the Welsh geographical area, with a Welsh language requirement, can make claims to PIP. 

6. When a claimant rings the freephone number, 0800 PIP Enquiry Line or text phone number for a PIP new claim, the 

telephony system does a Welsh geographical check to establish if the caller is ringing from a Welsh Subscriber Trunk 

Dialling (STD) code. 

7. If they are, an Interactive Voice Response or Recognition (IVR) message will ask them if they would like to continue with 

their claim with a Welsh speaker. 

8. If yes, they will be directed to a Welsh Language Agent (WLA). 

Note: If claimants call from a mobile or a withheld number, and have a Welsh language requirement See Welsh 

Claimants. 

Vulnerable claimants 

9. At all times you must consider if a claimant is vulnerable. 

Note: DWP definition: ‘Vulnerable claimants are defined as someone who has difficulty in dealing with procedural 

demands at the time when they need to access a service. This includes life events and personal circumstances such as a 

previous suicide attempt, domestic violence or abuse or bereavement.  

It should be noted that in the context of PIP the definition of Vulnerability differs from that of Additional Support, which 

relates to a defined range of health conditions’. 

10. You must also be aware younger disabled people claiming benefits for the first time may lack the experience and 

confidence to engage with the benefits process. 

11. Claimants with complex needs or who may need additional support to access Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) 

services and benefits can be identified by anyone at any stage. 

Claimants in receipt of Highest Rate care and Higher Rate mobility 

12. DLA claimants who are on a Highest Rate care and Higher Rate mobility (HR/HR) awards reporting deterioration in their 

condition will not be reassessed for PIP. They will be advised that an increase in DLA isn’t available and they will be 

contacted at a later date to claim PIP. 

13. DLA claimants who are on a HR/HR award reporting they now want to claim Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) will not be 

reassessed for PIP, but will have a DLA supersession. 

Note: A DLA claimant regardless of their award can self select for PIP at any time. 

Rising 16s Reassessment 



 
14. From 7 May 2013, DWP began contacting parents, guardians or representatives of DLA Child claimants approaching Age 

16 to tell them the young person will need to be reassessed for PIP. 

Note: This applies to young people who reach Age 16 on or after 7 October 2013. 

15. You’ll be able to identify if a Rising 16 has been sent a PIP initial contact letter as the RI will show as ‘I’. When the PIP 

Invite letter is issued the RI will change to ‘27’. When the invite is issued manually the RI will be changed to ‘07’, this 

prompts the invite to be issued and a ‘Person Record’ is created in PIPCS. 

16. You must check ‘Notepad’ on Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) to see what has been issued to these 

claimants as PIP Invites and DLA renewal or supersession forms may have been issued manually. 

17. Every Rising 16 with a DLA award expiring between Age 16 minus 1 day and Age 16 years and 6 months minus 1 day 

must have a DLA award extension to Age 17 minus 1 day as a legal requirement. This will ensure that the current DLA 

award does not go out of payment prior to a decision being made on a PIP claim. 

Note: DLA child claimants diagnosed with Batten Disease will have their DLA award extended until their 17th birthday 

regardless of when their DLA award would have expired. 

Rising 16 letters 

18. Refer to Rising 16 letters. 

Change in care and or mobility needs reported on a DLA case 

19. A claimant in receipt of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) who reports a change in their care and/or mobility must be put 

on the reassessment journey. 

20. If they’re in receipt of DLA and their date of birth was on or before 8 April 1948, they won’t be reassessed for Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) and must report their change in care and/or mobility needs to DLA. 

21. Claimants are put on the reassessment journey if they report a change in their care and/or mobility needs and: 

• are on any rate of DLA other than Highest Rate/Higher Rate (HR/HR) (unless reporting an improvement)  

• report an improvement in their care and/or mobility needs  

• are now Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI)  

22. Claimants in receipt of DLA HR care and HR mobility award who report a change in needs due to deterioration (who are 

not SRTI) will be advised there isn’t any additional DLA available and we will contact them at a later date to make a claim 

to PIP. 

23. Any claimant on HR/HR award reporting they are now SRTI will be signposted to DLA Helpline for a Special Rules (SR) 

indicator to be put on the Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) case. 



 

24. If a claimant reports a change in care and/or mobility needs on their DLA: 

Step Action 

1 establish the reason for the call 

if claimant is reporting an increase or decrease in their care and mobility needs, go to step 3 

if claimant is reporting a payability change, for example, hospitalisation, imprisonment, care home or absence 

abroad, got to step 2 

2 complete a Handover and Outbound Telephony Tool (HOTT) with all the relevant details including: 

dates of admission  

full name and address of accommodation for hospital, care home or imprisonment  

details of how the hospital or care home was funded, if available  

and send to DLA Ops to take action 

No further action required 

 

3 check if the claimant is in receipt of DLA: 

if no, go to step 4  

if yes, go to step 5  

4 check the claimant’s date of birth: 

if the date of birth is on or before 8 April 1948, signpost them to the AA/DLA Helpline on 0800 605 6055  

If the claimant is under Age 16 on the day of the call, signpost them to DLA Helpline on 0800 712 3456 (this 

will be a different option)  

if the date of birth is after 8 April 1948 or the claimant is 16 and over the Age of 16 on the day of the call, 

signpost them to the PIP New Claims Line on 0800 917 2222  

No further action required 

5 check if there is an RI indicator on DLACS: 

if no, go to step 6  

if yes, go to step 12  



 

6 check the claimant’s date of birth: 

if the date of birth is on or before 8 April 1948 or the claimant is under Age 16 on the day of the call, 

signpost them to AA/DLA Helpline on 0800 712 3456, no further action is required  

if the claimant is under Age 16 on the day of the call, signpost them to DLA Helpline on 0800 712 3456 (this 

will be a different option)  

if date of birth is after 8 April 1948 or the claimant is 16 and over the Age of 16 on the day of the call, go to 

step 7  

7 check if DLA is a HR/HR award on DLACS: 

if yes and they are SRTI or claiming SRTI, go to step 8  

if yes and their condition has got worse, go to step 9  

if yes and they are reporting an improvement, go to step 10  

if no and their condition has got worse, go to step 10  

if no and they’re now claiming under SRTI, go to step 11  

8 complete HOTT and send to DLA Ops to take action, go to step 9 

9 tell the claimant: 

“As you already receive the highest rates of benefit you will not benefit from reporting this change. You will 

receive an invite in the future informing you when you should claim Personal  

Independence Payment” 

 

 If the claimant wishes to claim PIP immediately and doesn’t want to wait for an invite letter, signpost them to 

the PIP New Claims Line on 0800 917 2222 to self select 

No further action required 



 

10 tell the claimant: 

“Thank you for informing us of your change in needs. We can no longer take any changes to your  

Disability Living Allowance and you will now have to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment. 

Personal Independence Payment is a new benefit and may mean the amount you receive in future could change 

to a higher or lower rate, last for a longer or shorter time, stay the same or stop altogether. We will continue to 

pay your DLA from now until 4 weeks after we make the PIP decision. We will contact you in writing shortly to 

tell you how to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment” 

Note: if claimant indicates they now do not want to report their change in needs, tell them “As you've told the 

Department that your needs have changed [the law says] we have to invite you to claim PIP and cannot treat 

the change of circumstances as applying to DLA. You can choose to claim PIP or not but in either event your DLA 

will stop” 

Go to step 13 

11 tell the claimant: 

“We will contact you shortly to tell you how to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment. However, it 

is important you do not wait for the letter to arrive, you should make a new claim now by contacting the PIP 

New Claims Line on 0800 917 22 22 and choosing the Special Rules option. It’s important you send us a DS1500 

form to support your claim; the DS1500 is a report about your medical condition. You won’t have to pay for it. 

You can ask for the doctor’s receptionist, a nurse, or a social worker to arrange it for you. You don’t have to see 

the doctor Send the DS1500 to : 

FREEPOST DWP PIP 10 

Your call to the PIP New Claims Line should only take a few minutes but it will help if you have the following 

information to hand: 

National Insurance Number  

bank and building society details  

your General Practitioner’s name, full address and telephone number  

When we’ve made a decision on your claim to PIP, your DLA will stop” 

 

 Go to step 13 



 

12 tell the claimant: 

“If there are any changes in how your health condition or disability affects you then we cannot consider these 

changes against your existing Disability Living Allowance. We have written to you about starting your claim for 

Personal Independence Payment, you must follow the instructions on the letter so that you can claim Personal 

Independence Payment in good time. If you do not claim Personal Independence Payment within the dates 

shown on the letter you will not be able to continue getting Disability Living Allowance. This will end any 

agreement you may have under the  

Motability Scheme and it could also affect any other benefits you may be entitled to” 

No further action required 

13 set the RI in DLACS by accessing DA91/93 and change RI from ‘00’ to ‘02’ to prompt a change in needs (DLA 

supersession requested) invite 

Note: When RI is updated in DLACS, a ‘Person Record’ will be automatically created on PIPCS and a system issued 

‘PIP.0204 PIP claim invited – DLA supersession’ letter will be sent to the claimant 

Claimant requests use of DLA medical evidence 

25. When the claimant asks for their Disability Living Allowance (DLA) medical evidence to be used for their Personal 

Independence Claim (PIP) claim, you must signpost them to the PIP Enquiry Line on 0800 121 4433 if they have already 

made a claim to PIP, or the PIP New Claim Line on 0800 917 2222 if the claim hasn’t been made yet to provide the 

details. You must not take this information from them. 

Note: If the claimant is SRTI we can’t re-use DLA medical evidence due to timescales. 

26. You must signpost claimants to the PIP Enquiry Line if they have any other queries about PIP, for example: 

• claimant self selects  

• claimant does not want to claim PIP  

• claimant wishes to relinquish DLA before PIP decision  

• claimant wishes to reinstate DLA following termination  

Reassessment Indicators 

27. Reassessment Indicators (RI) are viewable in all Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) dialogues by the 

feedback line in the top right hand corner of the screen next to the management unit (MU) number. 

28. All working age DLA cases on DLACS initially have the RI set to ‘00’ indicating the case has not been selected for PIP 

Reassessment. When the system identifies a DLA renewal case the RI will change to  

‘21’. 

29. When a user wants to manually select a case to start the Reassessment Journey, they must change the RI to: 



 

00 Not selected for PIP reassessment 

01 Manually prompted renewal 

02 Change in needs (DLA supersession requested) 

03 Manually identified for PIP Reassessment and Full PIP  

Rollout 

04 Manually issued reassessment 

06 Manually prompted claimant Age 65 

07 Manually prompted for Rising 16 

08 Manually prompted approaching Age 65 

30. When the invite has been issued the RI will change to: 

21 Renewal selected for PIP 

22 Supersession selected for PIP 

23 Manually identified and selected for PIP 

24 Managed Reassessment selected for  

PIP 

26 Claimant Age 65 selected for PIP 

27 Originally under Age 16 selected for PIP 

28 Approaching Age 65 selected for PIP 

Note: For further information - See: full list of Reassessment Indicators. 

Pre Invite Rising 16 only 

31. For Rising 16s Reassessment Indicators (RIs) - See: Rising 16s Reassessment. 

Self Selectors 

32. A claimant may choose to make a claim to PIP without an Invite prompt. In this case, DLACS automatically updates to the 

following RI - 15 = ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment. 



 

PIP Claim Returned from AP 

33. When medical assessment is complete, the RI changes to the following on DLACS: 

21 changes to 31 Renewal Reassessment Data returned by PIP 

22 changes to 32 Supersession Reassessment Data returned by  

PIP 

23 changes to 33 Manual Reassessment Data returned by PIP 

24 changes to 34 Managed Reassessment Data returned by PIP 

15 changes to 35 ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment Data returned by PIP 

26 changes to 36 Claimant Age 65 Data returned by PIP 

27 changes to 37 Originally Under Age 16 Data returned by PIP 

28 changes to 38 Approaching Age 65 Data returned by PIP 

Following PIP decision 

34. Depending on the PIP decision made on PIPCS, the RI will change to the following values on DLACS: 

21 changes to 41 Renewal Reassessment (PIP Claim Not Made) 

22 changes to 42 Supersession Reassessment (PIP Claim Not Made) 

23 changes to 43 Manual Reassessment (PIP Claim Not Made) 

24 changes to 44 Managed Reassessment (PIP Claim Not Made) 

26 changes to 46 Claimant Age 65 (PIP Claim Not Made) 

27 changes to 47 Originally Under Age 16 (PIP Claim Not Made) 

28 changes to 48 Approaching 65 (PIP Claim Not Made) 

 

21 changes to 51 Renewal Reassessment (Failed Lay Conditions) 

22 changes to 52 Supersession Reassessment (Failed Lay Conditions) 

23 changes to 53 Manual Reassessment (Failed Lay Conditions) 



 

24 changes to 54 Managed Reassessment (Failed Lay Conditions) 

15 changes to 55 ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment (Failed Lay Conditions) 

26 changes to 56 Claimant Age 65 (Failed Lay Conditions) 

27 changes to 57 Originally Under Age 16 (Failed Lay Conditions) 

28 changes to 58 Approaching Age 65 (Failed Lay Conditions) 

21 or 31 changes to 61 Renewal Reassessment (PIP Decision Not Entitled or Withdrawn) 

22 or 32 changes to 62 Supersession Reassessment (PIP Decision Not Entitled or  

Withdrawn) 

23 or 33 changes to 63 Manual Reassessment (PIP Decision Not Entitled or Withdrawn) 

24 or 44 changes to 64 Managed Reassessment (PIP Decision Not Entitled or Withdrawn) 

15 or 35 changes to 65 ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment– PIP Decision Not Entitled or Withdrawn 

26 or 36 changes to 66 Claimant Age 65 (PIP Decision Not Entitled or Withdrawn) 

27 or 37 changes to 67 Originally Under Age 16 (PIP Decision Not Entitled or Withdrawn) 

28 or 38 changes to 68 Approaching Age 65 (PIP Decision Not Entitled or Withdrawn) 

31 changes to 71 Renewal Reassessment (PIP Decision Entitled) 

32 changes to 72 Supersession Reassessment (PIP Decision Entitled) 

33 changes to 73 Manual Reassessment (PIP Decision Entitled) 

34 changes to 74 Managed Reassessment (PIP Decision Entitled) 

35 changes to 75 ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment (PIP Decision Entitled) 

36 changes to 76 Claimant Age 65 (PIP Decision Entitled) 

37 changes to 77 Originally Under Age 16 (PIP Decision Entitled) 

38 changes to 78 Approaching Age 65 (PIP Decision Entitled) 



 

21 or 31 changes to 81 Renewal Reassessment (PIP Decision Non-Compliant) 

22 or 32 changes to 82 Supersession Reassessment (PIP Decision Non-Compliant) 

23 or 33 changes to 83 Manual Reassessment (PIP Decision Non-Compliant) 

24 or 34 changes to 84 Managed Reassessment (PIP Decision Non-Compliant) 

15 or 35 changes to 85 ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment (PIP Decision Non-Compliant) 

26 or 36 changes to 86 Claimant Age 65 (PIP Decision Non-Compliant) 

27 or 37 changes to 87 Originally Under Age 16 (PIP Decision Non-Compliant) 

28 or 38 changes to 88 Approaching Age 65 (PIP Decision Non-Compliant) 

35. These RIs stay on DLACS until the claim is closed 7 months from date of decision. 

36. Users may need to manually update the SI on PIPCS to ‘Reassessment Complete’ when Reassessment activity is 

complete. 

37. The indicator can be changed to one of the following values: 

• Renewal Reassessment Complete  

• Supersession Reassessment Complete  

• Voluntary Reassessment Complete  

• Age 16 Reassessment Complete  

• Manual Reassessment Complete  

• Age 65 Reassessment Complete  

• Approaching 65 Reassessment Complete  

• Managed Reassessment Complete  

Note: A User with supervisor or Case Manager (CM) access will be able to amend any value of RI if it has been set in error. 

A normal User will only be able to set or reset RI’s with a value of ‘00’ to ‘07’. 

Claimant wants to relinquish DLA 

38. If the claimant wants to relinquish Disability Living Allowance (DLA), the Reassessment Indicator (RI) isn’t set and a claim 

to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) hasn’t been made - See: TMG – Relinquishment instructions. 

39. If the RI is set, signpost the claimant to the PIP Reassessment Enquiry Line on 0800 121 4433. 

Frequently asked questions 



 

40. Refer to: DLA Helpline Lines To Take. 

Reassessment Letters 

41. Refer to Reassessment letters. 

04 DLA Helpline LTT 

Working Age Reassessment Claimants 

1. Why have you changed the delivery arrangements for reassessment?  

Since the introduction of PIP new claims in April 2013 in the controlled start area and then nationally from 10 June 

2013, we have been closely monitoring the new claim journey. It is clear from our analysis that the claimant journey is 

taking longer than originally anticipated. We will therefore introduce natural reassessment for existing DLA claimants in 

a more gradual way. 

2. Why have you decided to only go ahead with reassessment in a limited area?  

Just as we have taken a controlled approach to new claims we also want to take a more gradual approach to the start of 

natural reassessment. Introducing natural reassessment more gradually will enable us to test the claimant reassessment 

journey with a smaller number of cases. 

3. What does this mean for existing DLA claimants?  

Claimants do not need to do anything. Most people will not be affected until 2015 or later. From 28 October 2013 we will 

start inviting individuals living in Wales, East and West Midlands and parts of East Anglia (postcodes IP and NR) to claim 

PIP if: 

• we receive information about a change in their DLA care or mobility needs on or after 28 October 

• their fixed term award is due to expire on or after 17 March 2014; and 

• children with a fixed term award who turn 16 years old on or after 7 October 2013 (unless they have been awarded DLA 

under the Special Rules for terminally ill people) 

Existing DLA claimants who want to voluntarily claim PIP will be able to do so from 28 October only if they live in the 

areas outlined above. 

4. What happens next?  

DWP will contact claimants individually and in plenty of time to explain what action they need to take and by when if they 

want to claim PIP. Existing claimants do not need to take any action now. If they want to see when they will be affected 

by PIP advise them to use the online PIP Checker at www.gov.uk/pipchecker 



 
Claimants cannot get PIP and DLA at the same time and there is no automatic transfer from DLA to PIP. Claimants must 

make a claim to PIP if instructed to do so or their DLA will end. If an existing DLA recipient makes a claim to PIP then 

their DLA would normally continue until a decision on their PIP claim is made. 

We will contact claimants individually and in plenty of time to explain what action they need to take and by when. 

If a DLA claimant calls the DLA/AA Helpline and states they have received an invite to PIP, advise them to phone the PIP 

New Claims number 0800 917 222 as instructed in their letter, if they have not already done so. 

If a DLA claimant calls the DLA/AA Helpline and states they have already made a claim to PIP and have an enquiry about 

their PIP claim advise them to phone the PIP Enquiry Line on 0800 121 4433. 

5. What happens to DLA claimants with Fixed term Awards (Renewals)?  

No PIP Invite letters will be issued until after 28th Oct so DWP will take into account the revised Reassessment approach. 

Therefore claimants who receive an invite letter should be in the correct PIP postcode area. 

All other claimants will receive a DLA claim pack with a covering letter 

6. What happens if a DLA claimant has a change of Circumstance?  

Scenario 1. Claimant is not on High Care/High Mobility and reports change in needs, or is on High Care/High Mobility and 

reports an improvement. 

Confirm claimant’s postcode and check in ‘PIP BC & AP lot checker’ tool. 

If postcode is in PIP area – Advise claimant to ring DLA Helpline number again and select option 4 then option 3 so they 

are routed through to a Reassessment trained DLA helpline agent. The agent can then take the appropriate action. 

If out of PIP area, follow Business As Usual action for DLA and issue appropriate DLA claim pack. 

Scenario 2. Claimant reports change in needs, (deterioration), and is already in receipt of High Care/ High Mobility (this 

includes a change to SRTI) 

Advise claimant “As you already receive the highest rate of benefit you will not benefit from reporting this change. 

However the information you have given me today will be kept on file”. 

Complete DBD508 with the claimant details confirming that the claimant is now SR and email to the correct MU. 

Scenario 3. Claimant is requesting an extension to their DLA award. 

Confirm claimant’s postcode and check in ‘PIP BC & AP lot checker’ tool 

If in PIP area: Advise claimant to ring the PIP New Claim line on 0800 917 2222 to make a claim. 



 

If not in PIP are: Complete Business as Usual action and issue the relevant DLA claim forms 

Scenario 4. Claimant reports change in needs, they receive a PIP invite and contact us to say they no longer want to 

report the change in needs and wish to remain on DLA. 

Once a PIP invite has been sent the claimant cannot change their mind. 

Failing to make a claim to PIP or a withdrawal of the PIP claim will terminate entitlement to DLA. 

7. Claimant rings wanting to claim PIP (Self Selectors)  

Confirm claimant’s postcode and check in ‘PIP BC & AP lot checker’ tool 

If postcode is in PIP area –Advise claimant to ring the PIP New Claim line on 0800 917 2222 to make a claim 

If not in postcode area Advise claimant 

We have decided to gradually introduce Personal Independence Payment for existing DLA claimants into just a small 

area so we can monitor this new process. Since you don’t live in this area, we can’t take your claim to Personal 

Independence Payment at this time and your DLA will continue. We’ll be in touch again at a later date about making a 

claim to Personal Independence Payment 

8. Claimant asks when their postcode will be included  

I’m sorry but we don’t have that information at present. We’ll let you know when you can claim Personal Independence 

Payment 

9. Claimant rings to change their address or bank account details  

If claimant is on the Reassessment journey and has made a claim to PIP ( RI set to 15 on DLACS) signpost the caller to the 

PIP Enquiry line on  0800 121 4433. PIP enquiry line agents will update DLA and PIP computer systems. 

If claimant has not made a claim to PIP complete Business as usual action, take the changes from the claimant and update 

DLACS. 
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Risings 16s 

10. Rising 16 Process  



 
From 7 May 2013, DWP began contacting the parents/guardians or representatives of young DLA claimants approaching 

age 16 to tell them that the young person will need to be reassessed for PIP. This applied to young people who would 

reach 16 on or after 7 October 2013.  

Four letters can be issued at key stages:  

• 15 years 7 months: the PIP initial contact letter PIP182 (Asks for appt dets etc.)  

• 15 years 10 months: the age 16 follow up reminder PIP183 (if we haven’t had the information we asked for), OR the age 

16 pre-invite letter PIP184  

All these letters include the DLA Helpline number.  

• 16 years: the PIP invite letter (PIP185). This letter includes the PIP new claims number: 0800 917 2222.  

Due to the change in the Reassessment process some claimants who have already received the PIP initial contact 

letters/warm up letters outlined above will now no longer be in scope to claim PIP at this time.  

DWP will write to the individuals affected to explain the change and advise them what will happen next. Claimants not in 

scope for PIP may receive a DLA claim pack instead at age 16. This could be either a renewal or a supersession pack  

If an claimants award ends between age 16 and 16 y 6 months, the award will be extended to ensure there is no break 

in the claimants DLA if s/he turns 16 before a DLA or PIP decision is made.  

It is likely some claimants may ring DLA Helpline to query their individual circumstance and the following information should 

help answer these enquiries:  

Scenario 1. Parent/guardian has received a PIP notification  

Check in DLACS/notepad which notification has been issued. If an invite to claim PIP has been issued, refer claimant to 

the PIP new claim line. For all other notifications, check they have returned the appointee/bank details and advise caller 

to await further contact from DWP regarding making a claim.  

Scenario 2. PG/Claimant asks why they have received a DLA claim pack when they had been told it would be a PIP 

claim.  

“We previously wrote to you telling you we’d contact you about making a claim for Personal  

Independence payment., We have now decided to gradually introduce Personal Independence payment for existing DLA 

claimants into just a small area so we can monitor this process. Since XX doesn’t live in this area, they need to fill in the claim 

pack for Disability Living Allowance rather than claim Personal Independence Payment.”  

Scenario 3. Claimant asks why they have received a DLA supersession claim pack rather than a renewal claim pack  



 

We needed to extend (Child’s name) award to make sure it didn’t expire before a new decision can be made. This means 

that the new award must be made under rules for a change in circumstances rather than a renewal.  

Scottish Devolution - DLA child approaching age 16 

  

Scottish Devolution - DLA child approaching age 16 

From 2 March 2020, DWP began sending letters to parents or guardians of Disability Living Allowance for children 

customers living in Scotland who will be aged 16 later in the year. This is because the  

Scottish Government has taken the decision to extend eligibility of its replacement benefit, Child Disability Payment, to 

customers up to 18 years of age. If customers have received this letter they should respond to the letter as instructed 

and return the form to the Disability Benefit Centre address in the letter. 

Customers should be reassured, although the launch of Child Disability Payment will be delayed due to the impact of 

the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, all customers living in Scotland and currently in receipt of Disability Living 

Allowance for children will continue to be managed and paid by DWP to ensure continuity of payments.  

These lines are to help colleagues deal with enquiries they may receive from customers who have received a letter 

about the transfer of their child’s Disability Living Allowance to Social Security Scotland.  

Q1. I have received a letter telling me my child’s Disability Living Allowance is transferring to Social Security Scotland 

later this year. Will this be affected by the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak and will this affect my payments?  

No. Your benefits will not be affected by the impact of the coronavirus COVID-19 outbreak. DWP has agreed it will 

continue to deliver the remaining disability benefits to ensure continuity of payments for customers in Scotland.  

Q2. Will my child's Disability Living Allowance still transfer to Social Security Scotland?  

Yes. Your child’s case will still transfer but it will now be at a later date. Social Security Scotland will notify you when this 

happens.  

We will continue to make your payments and manage your claim until that time.  

Q3. The letter mentions Child Disability Payment. Is this different from Disability Living Allowance for children?  

Child Disability Payment is the new Social Security Scotland benefit which will replace Disability Living Allowance for children 

living in Scotland.   

Due to the Coronavirus (Covid19) impact, the launch of Child Disability Payment for customers living in Scotland has been 

delayed. Until a new date is agreed, you will remain on Disability Living Allowance and we will continue to make your 

payments and manage your claim. 



 
Q4. The letter asks me to confirm if I wish to keep appointee and existing bank details, remove or change appointee or 

give new bank details. Do I still need to do this?  

Yes, you still need to complete and return the form with the information requested to the Disability Benefit Centre 

address in the letter. This is because DWP considers claimants as adults from age 16, and we need you to confirm if the 

child who the benefit is paid for will be able to manage their own affairs from age 16.   

Your payments will not be affected by the change.   

Q5. I understood my claim would be transferred across to Social Security Scotland before I reached age 17 – will this 

be impacted by the coronavirus (COVID-19)?  

At this stage we can’t say when your claim will be moved to Social Security Scotland.   

Your benefit payments will not be affected by the delay announced by the Scottish Government as a result of 

coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak.  

Social Security Scotland will be in touch when your claim transfers.  

We will continue to make your payments and manage your claim until that time.   

Q6. I've recently had a change of address as I have moved to Scotland and my child has a Disability  

Living Allowance claim - what do I do now?   

As with all change of circumstances, you need to notify DWP of the change once you are living permanently in Scotland.  

You should be aware, all Disability Living Allowance for children claims for customers living in Scotland are due to be 

transferred to Social Security Scotland in the future.  

If your child is approaching age 16 there are a number of options available to you as entitlement for  

Disability Living Allowance for children has been extended up to age 18 for customers living in Scotland:  

• If your child is aged under 15, your claim will continue to be paid up to age 18 by DWP or until 

your child's claim is transferred to Social Security Scotland. You will be notified by post of any 

future changes by Social Security Scotland   

• If your child will be aged 16 or over from 1 September 2020 onwards, you may have been invited 

to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment - there are a number of options you need to 

be aware of:  

• Option 1 - if you have made an application for Personal Independence Payment and no decision 

had yet been made, you may choose to withdraw this application and your child may remain on 

Disability Living Allowance up to the age of 18   



 

• Option 2 - if you have not yet made an application for Personal Independence Payment and are 

currently in receipt of Disability Living Allowance you may choose for your child to remain on 

Disability Living Allowance up to the age of 18  

In both options, if you prefer, you can choose to apply for Personal Independence Payment - however, 

you should be aware once a decision has been made on your claim, you will not be able to withdraw it.  

• Option 3 - if the decision has already been made and you are already receiving Personal Independence 

Payment, you will remain on Personal Independence Payment and your claim will continue to be paid by DWP   

Q7. I currently have a motability car, will this be affected by my move to Scotland?  

No - at this time the contract will continue with your current provider.  

Q8. I currently live in Scotland and I am looking at moving abroad, how will this affect my benefits?  

There are a number of action which you will need to take to find out if we can export your benefits abroad. We will 

notify you of the decision.  

Q9. I currently live aboard and have entitlement to UK benefits, I lived in Scotland prior to my move, will the changes 

impact my current benefits or any future claim I make?  

Your benefits will remain unchanged. As long as you continue to meet the eligibility criteria DWP will continue to pay your 

benefits until your claim transfers to Social Security Scotland at a later date. You will be notified of when this transfer 

takes place. 

A Question and Answer page is also available providing background information for DWP colleagues. 

  

Boarders 

1. I am over 18 and currently receive DLA payments for periods at home. Will I still have to provide PIP with 

information about periods spent in and out of a hospital/care home/residential school or college? 

Yes, you must continue to tell us about dates when you enter and when you leave hospital/care home/residential school 

or college. When you make a claim to PIP you must provide any dates whilst the PIP claim is being processed so we can 

correctly calculate any boarder payments. 

2. I’ve received a letter telling me PIP isn’t payable from the end of my DLA award. However, I’ve been home for the 

weekend and I now want to make a ‘boarder’ claim. 



 
Benefit is affected if you receive more than 28 days free hospital in-patient treatment or receive financial assistance for 

more than 28 days stay in a care home or other establishment. Financial assistance can be provided by the Local 

Authority (LA), Health Authority (HA) or any other public organisation. 

PIP will be payable from the first overnight stay spent at home and will be payable for 28 days, even if you go back in to 

hospital/care home/residential school or college. 

If, however, you have been in hospital for 28 days or more since the end of your DLA (start of your PIP) you will not 

receive payment until you are discharged. If you come home and go back in, please continue to provide dates at the 

earliest opportunity. We can only take dates when you have been at home, please don’t provide future dates. 

05 Reassessment Case Manager Action 

  

Background 

1. Reassessment of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) started in October 2013 with Natural  

Reassessment. Full PIP Rollout began in July 2015, meaning all eligible claimants in receipt of a long term or indefinite DLA 

award are randomly invited to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment (PIP). 

2. Reassessment claimants fall into 2 groups: 

 Natural Reassessment - claimants whose DLA awards are due to end before October 2017  Full PIP 

Rollout  

3. These are randomly selected cases and we will write to individuals to explain what to do. 

Note: They don't need to contact the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) before hand. 

4. Reassessment is: 

 Full PIP Rollout 

 These claimants have a long term award (ending after October 2017)  Indefinite 

DLA awards  

 Natural Reassessment - these claimants have DLA awards that are due to end  

 Change in needs - (supersession) – these claimants have a change in needs  

 Self selectors - DLA claimants who claim PIP with no prompts  

 Rising 16 - letter sent 20 weeks before the claimant’s 16th birthday  

5. All staff working with Personal Independence Payment (PIP) reassessment cases will have dual access to both Disability 

Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) and Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS). 



 

6. All DLA claimants aged 16 will be invited to claim PIP, plus any DLA claimants who were under Age 65 on 8 April 2013 

(born after 8 April 1948). 

Note: Therefore, some reassessment claimants will be 65 or over. 

7. PIP will replace DLA for all working age claimants. 

8. DLA claimants began being reassessed for PIP on 28 October 2013. 

9. A nightly scan of the DLA load selects claimants for PIP if their DLA award is indefinite or due to end  

after October 2017 and DLACS automatically sets the Reassessment Indicator (RI) to ‘24’ 

Note: For further information - See: Overview of Full PIP Rollout 

  

Full PIP Rollout (FPR) – Scotland only 

10. Social Security powers, which have been devolved to Scotland through the Scotland Act 2016, give the Scottish 

Parliament powers over a number of Social Security benefits currently administered in Scotland by DWP. 

11. Under the terms of the Scotland Act 2016, PIP will be fully devolved from DWP to Scottish Government (SG) from 

early 2021 for claimants living in Scotland. 

12. To allow a smooth transition, claimants, with an indefinite DLA award will be removed from the FPR process and 

will no longer be automatically selected from DLACS if the claimant is living in Scotland from 1 April 2020 

13. Natural Reassessment for DLA claimants living in Scotland will continue. Claimants will still be invited to claim PIP 

if their DLA is due for renewal or they report a change in needs or self selectors. 

14. If a claimant returns to England or Wales before PIP is fully devolved the claimant will become eligible for FPR and 

selected at random. 

15. If a claimant moves to Scotland, but they have already been invited to claim PIP their PIP journey must continue. 

See:  FPR Lines to Take . 

16. For Rising 16 claimants who were no longer being invited to claim from 1 March 2020: See: Rising 16 changes and 

Lines to Take 

17. If a claimant returns to England or Wales before PIP is fully devolved the claimant will become eligible for FPR and 

selected at random. 

18. If a claimant moves to Scotland, but they have already been invited to claim PIP their PIP journey must continue. 
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• Additional Support required (Visiting Officer referral)  
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• Suspending DLA  

• Termination of DLA (case control 826, termination of DLA award as no PIP claim made)  

• Claim to PIP made  

• Claimant fails to return PIP2 (PIP 2 not received)  
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• Claimant fails to attend assessment  

• PIP FTA Process – No Additional Support Marker  
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• DLA Relinquishment  

• Reinstatement of DLA following termination  

• Reconsideration event registered  

• DLA decision not revised after termination for non response to PIP invite  

• DLA decision to be revised after termination for non-response to PIP invite  

• Re-use of DLA medical evidence  

• Assessment Provider (AP) report received (CM wishes to re-use DLA medical evidence without claimant’s request)  

• AP report received (further data exchange between PIPCS and DLACS)  

• PIP Reassessment (completing the assessment questionnaire in PIPCS CM action)  

• Completing the Determination and effective date  

• Apply the evidence, check eligibility and submit for approval   



 

Change in needs 

1. DLA claimants may ring the DLA Helpline or write to DLA to report a change in needs. 

2. The Case Worker (CW) or telephony staff must set the RI to ‘02’ 

Note: If the DLA Unit are taking on-going fraud action, the claimant reports a change in needs and is in scope, this will 

start the reassessment journey, as a change of needs has been reported. The RI is still set to 02 and the PIP invite is 

triggered. 

Learning Simulation: Change of circumstances Award Review - record interest  

Self selectors 

1. Any DLA claimant can self select to claim PIP, they don’t have to wait to be invited. These claimants ring the PIP New 

Claims Line and make their PIP claim. 

2. Once the PIP interest is registered on CIS, the RI is auto set to ‘15’ in DLACS 

Rising 16 

1. A PIP.0182 warm up letter is sent manually to the claimant, parent or guardian when the claimant is age 15 years 7 

months. 

Note: The RI will be an ‘I’ at this point. 

2. When the claimant reaches the age of 16, DLACS automatically sets the RI to ‘27’. 

Note: A Rising16 case where the claimant is in hospital must not be invited to claim PIP until they are discharged, when they 

will be manually invited. 

Rising 16 Special Rules cases 

3. Rising 16 Special Rules (SR) cases with an RI of ‘S’ aren’t invited to claim PIP until 20 weeks before their DLA award 

renewal is due to end. 

4. If claimants are Age 16, an RI of ‘S’ is held and they have an indefinite DLA award, they aren’t invited to claim PIP on their 

16th birthday. These cases are selected through Full PIP Rollout. 

5. For Natural and Full PIP Rollout (FPR) cases, once the RI has been auto or manually set, DLACS sends a transaction to 

Customer Information System CIS(Searchlight). 

6. At this point, DLACS will auto update the RI into the appropriate ‘20’ series number 



 

7. The Management Unit (MU) on DLACS will be auto updated on DLA from MU 80 to MU 84 and when the claimant reaches 

age 16 the case will transfer to one of the DLA MUs below dependant upon their reassessment journey and the claimants 

post code. 

8. List of DLA MUs: 

 Mota – MU38 to 83  

 Service Centre 1 – MU71 or 78  

 Service Centre 2 – MU73 or 79  

 Service Centre 3 – MU72 or 81  

 Service Centre 4 – MU74 or 82  

 Service Centre 5 CRT – MU27 or 47  

 Exportability – MU59 or 75  

 Birmingham Child BC – MU80 or 84, when age 16 is attained the MU will change to an adult DLA/ PIP office 

dependant upon their circumstances (either in BBC above or the RBC below)  

9. List of RBC MUs: 

 Wales – 33 or 76  

 Scotland – 46 or 77  

 Bootle – 30 or 36  

 Bristol – MU32  

 Yorkshire – MU28  

Scottish Devolution R16s PIP Processes 

  

Scottish Devolution Rising 16s PIP processes 

Options to cease the PIP journey for customers who move to Scotland 

1. Any customer who reaches age 16 on or after 1 September 2020, receives DLA and moves to Scotland will either: 

• if they have made an application for PIP, and no decision has been made, be notified by DWP that they may choose 

to withdraw that application and remain on DLA/CDP up to the age of 18; or  

• if they have not made an application for PIP, be notified by DWP that they will remain on DLA/CDP up to the age of 

18 but that they may apply for PIP if that is their preference  

2. Claimants in Scotland still need to provide their Appointee and bank details. The claimant or their appointee can do this 

by returning the completed SDDLA1, which replaces the PIP.0182 in Scotland. 

3. There may be some occasions where a PIP application is made by a DLA Child claimant but they live in  



 
Scotland, for example, the claimant was Living in England and then moves to Scotland.  

4. In these circumstances the claimant may not have been identified as being eligible for extended entitlement to DLA Child. 

5. Their DLA Child award will not have been extended, the PIP R16 notifications will not have been supressed and the 

SDDLA1 will not have been issued. For these cases, the three scenarios below explain the actions to be taken. 

Scenario 1 

6. This is a R16 customer with an existing claim to DLA Child and lives in Scotland (SR16). They have made an application to 

PIP but a decision has not been made on this claim. 

7. New Claims data will continue to be gathered by Serco & the PIP2 released. 

8. Once a PIP decision has been made, the claimant will remain on the PIP Journey. It’s important to identify these claimants 

at the earliest possible opportunity and residency should be reviewed: 

• during New Claims PIP1 gather  

• during follow up for non-return of PIP.0182  

• prior to a decision (including failure to attend [FTA], an Assessment)  

• when a change of address (COA) or change of circumstances (COC) is submitted  

This list is not exhaustive. 

9. DWP will issue letter SDDLA8 clerical notification to the customer explaining they can choose to: 

• withdraw their application to PIP and continue to claim DLA Child up to the age of 18 or until they are transferred to 

the Scottish equivalent benefit Child Disability Payment (CDP) whichever is sooner; or  

• continue the PIP claim  

Note: In some cases, a PIP182 may have been issued to the claimant. This can be accepted instead of the SDDLA1 for the 

purposes of Appointee and bank details. 

10. Where an SR16 is identified prior to the decision but after the PIP2 has been issued, then take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 send an e-mail to the PIP R16 team. In the case of New Claims, Serco helpline will e-mail the PIP  

R16 team: PIP Rising 16 Enquiries 

2 once received, the clerical SDDLA 8 will be generated from the Clerical Wizard and issued to the claimant. A 

Task to Follow Up in two weeks needs to be set 



 

3 if no response is received to the SDDLA8 after 2 weeks issue SDDLA 2 reminder. If no response is subsequently 

received and a PIP decision is made then the claimant will remain on the PIP Journey 

4 if a response is received and the claimant wishes to remain on PIP then note in both PIPCS &  

DLACS 

5 if the claimant wishes to remain on DLA, the award must be: 

extended to 18 years  

the case moved to MU31  

CC806 removed (this will be completed by a user with specialist access to supress the PIP journey in 

DLACS). The PIPCS claim can then be withdrawn  

6 transfer to the SDLA R16 Team to add to their spreadsheet 

SR16 Claimant is invited to an assessment  

11. If a claimant is identified as SR16 and a face to face (F2F) assessment or a paper based review (PBR) has been 

completed, the report will be returned to the Case Manager (CM) for their decision. The CM will make enquiries to 

understand if a decision is required. 

12. If the customer fails to attend the assessment and subsequent BAU ‘Good Cause’ enquiries establish that this was due 

to a CoA, for example, a move to Scotland, the case will be handed over to the PIP R16 team to continue action. They 

will issue the SDDLA8 letter. 

13. If the customer contacts DWP to request withdrawal of the PIP claim, before the entitlement decision is made, the 

PIP R16 team will: 

Step Action 

1 set the RI to ‘00’ and extend the award to age 18 

2 arrange for the Super User to remove CC828 ‘consider PIP withdrawal/termination’ and  

CC806 

3 withdraw the PIP claim and check CC804 ‘claim closure’ 

4 extend the Motability agreement and ensure MU74 evidence is not input 

5 notify the DLA Scottish R16 team in Birmingham to add the case to their caseload 

Note: The DWP Motability team will retain responsibility for administering Motability 



 
14. In a case where the customer informs DWP of a CoA to a permanent address in Scotland before a PIP decision has 

been made, the user must ensure the address details on DLACS are updated. This will automatically generate the 

‘Scottish’ marker. 

15. If the Assessment Provider (AP) has received the Assessment referral but the claimant has chosen to remain on DLA 

Child, the Quality Assurance Manager (SAM) will contact the AP to request the return of the referral in line with the 

BAU process. Once returned, the case will be passed to the PIP R16 team for the above action. 

Scenario 2 

16. This is a SR16 case where the claimant has not made an application for PIP:  

• they have received the PIP.0185 invite to apply for PIP; and  

• they are currently receiving DLA Child  

17. From 1 September 2020, when a claimant notifies us they have moved to a permanent address in Scotland, a SDDLA7 

letter is issued informing them they can remain on DLA Child up to the age of 18 or until either they reach 18 or they 

migrate to the Scottish equivalent benefit. They must still return Appointee and account details. 

18. When the customer turns 16, PIPCS automatically creates a ‘Person record’ and issues the PIP.0185 PIP invitation 

letter. If an application for PIP isn’t made, a PIP.0186 invite reminder letter is system issued 2 weeks after issue of 

PIP.0185. 

19. If a PIP claim isn’t received PIPCS will generate Task ‘PIP1 not received’. The PIP R16 team will follow their existing 

Instructions: 

Step Action 

1 identify if appointee details are held and if not: 

check CIS/Searchlight  

attempt to contact the customer  

if Additional Support, refer for a visit  

2 is a CoA to a Scottish address identified? 

No – to continue with the business as usual (BAU) process for a R16 ‘no contact’ case 

Yes - update PIPCS and DLACS with address and appointee details and continue as below 

3 issue SDDLA7 letter advising customer their DLA Child/CDP entitlement will continue until age  

18 



 

4 take action to: 

change the RI to ‘00’  

move the case to MU31  

Super User will remove CC820 to prevent the generation of PIP notifications  

extend the DLA award to 18  

5 check PIPCS if a ‘Reassessment complete’ indicator is held and if so, remove CC804 

6 check DLACS and if a Motability agreement is in place: 

extend it to age 18   

ensure it remains ‘active’  

7 ensure CC834 is removed to prevent 28 day closure 

8 notify the DLA Scottish R16 team in Birmingham to add the case to their caseload 

Note: The DWP Motability team will retain responsibility for administering Motability 

Scenario 3 

20. From 1 September 2020, a Customer notified by DWP that they will remain on DLA Child up to the age of 18 or until 

they are transferred to the Scottish equivalent benefit CDP, whichever is sooner and a PIP claim has not been made. 

21. A CoA to a permanent address in Scotland may be:  

• notified by telephone  

• identified by the PIP R16 team  

• notified in writing (uploaded on to DRS and assigned to the caseworker)  

22. The PIP R16 team will update the system with the CoA, which automatically generates a ‘Scottish’ marker. They will 

then email the Birmingham Rising 16s team inbox: who will: 

Step Action 

1 after initial scrutiny, add the case to the manual spreadsheet 

2 manually move the case into MU31 

3 set the ‘Reassessment Indicator’ to ‘00’ and manually extend the award 

Note: The Super User will inhibit the CC820 notification trigger(s) 



 

4 check if form PIP.0182 has been returned and the appointee details amended 

5 if PIP.0182 has been returned – issue a new clerical notification letter SDDLA7 

6 if form PIP.0182 has not been returned, issue a clerical SDDLA1 letter and set a 4 week CC 

Note: The SDDLA1 letter explains about the DLA Child/CDP entitlement extension and the need to provide 

appointee details 

7 SDDLA1 not returned: 

if SDDLA1 letter is not returned – issue the SDDLA2 reminder letter and set a further 2 week CC  

if SDDLA1 letter is still not returned – suspend the case and follow the BAU process for non-return of 

information   

8 SDDLA1 returned - update appointee and bank details. The case is now ready for future transfer to Scotland 

For information about the Scottish Devolution DLA Rising 16s process - See: Scottish Devolution – DLA R16s. 

  

PIPCS issues invite 

1. CIS(Searchlight) sends a transaction to PIPCS which includes the new MU so it can direct any tasks to the appropriate 

Blackpool Benefit Centre (BBC) or Regional Benefit Centre (RBC) Operational Unit (OU) during the invitation process, 

whilst there is no application case. 

2. This ‘exchange’ takes 48 hours and results in PIPCS creating a ‘Person’ case with a Special Interest (SI) marker from 

which it automatically issues the appropriate invitation letter to the claimant and sets 14, 28 and 98 day timers. 

3. If this exchange fails, PIPCS will produce a task to alert PIP staff that the PIP invite hasn’t been issued. 

Note: For further information - See: failed to create reassessment person record tasks and reassessment person not 

created as person or prospect person already exists. 

4. If the claimant hasn’t made a PIP claim 14 days after the invite letter was issued, PIPCS will auto issue a PIP.0203 

(PIP.0186 for Rising 16 cases) 

Note: It’s vital that the correct Reassessment and Special Interest (SI) indicators are used at various points in the 

claimant journey, if it’s not, the data exchanges may fail and the system won’t pay from the correct date. These must be 

checked every time you action a case.  



 

PIP Assessment Provider ‘lots’ 

1. The Assessment Provider (AP) service is split into 4 contractual ‘lots’ which cover specific geographical areas. 

2. The AP process for Personal Independence Payment (PIP) Reassessment is the same as for PIP New Claims, claimants are 

assessed by the AP ‘lot’ covering the postcode area where they live: 

  

Lot 1 Provider 

Scotland, North East and North West  

England 

Independent Assessment  

Services 

  

Lot 2 Provider 

Wales and Central England Capita Business Services  

Ltd 

  

Lot 3 Provider 

London and Southern  

England 

Independent Assessment  

Services 

  

Lot 4 Provider 

Northern  

Ireland 

Capita Business Services  

Ltd 

3. You can check which AP lot covers the claimant’s postcode area by using the ‘PIP lot checker’. 

4. You must input the claimant’s postcode in this to see which lot will complete the assessment. 

Note: For further information - See: The Assessment Provider (AP) Process overview for CMs and  

Claimant moves between Assessment Provider ‘lots’  

Department for Communities (previously known as NISSA) 

Note: PIPCS still refers to this office as NISSA 



 
1. If an existing Reassessment claimant notifies Personal Independence Payment (PIP) by telephone that they have already 

moved to or are going to move to Northern Ireland (NI), the telephony agent must create a task in Personal Independence 

Payment Computer System (PIPCS). 

2. If the notification is received by post, the Workflow Team (WfT) must create the task in PIPCS. 

3. If it’s not clear from the information provided whether the move to NI is permanent, you must contact the claimant by 

telephone (or letter if telephone contact can’t be made), to establish when the claimant moved to NI and if the move is 

permanent. 

Note: Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claimants who are temporarily abroad (for less than 13 weeks) won’t be selected 

for Reassessment until a later date. If a PIP claimant has a DLA award that will expire before the PIP decision is made and 

the absence is temporary, the award must be extended. 

Example  

4. The DLA claimant has made a claim to PIP but the claim hasn’t yet been decided. 

5. The claimant informs us they are moving to NI on a permanent basis. 

Step Action 

1 as the PIP decision hasn’t yet been made, action as DLA Business As Usual (BAU) and tell the claimant that DLA 

will be paid by NI until a decision has been made on their PIP claim 

2 close the record on Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS), get a full record print and send this 

to the SPOC within NI PIP Centre 

3 PIP claim must be transferred to NISSA BC and the NI team will continue with the PIP claim - See:  

Change of Address 

  

  

DLA Reassessment claimant (PIP invite issued) 

Example  

1. The claimant has moved to NI and hasn’t made a claim to PIP yet. 

Step Action 

1 action as DLA BAU and tell the claimant that DLA will be paid by NI and they should contact PIP NI to make their 

claim for PIP urgently 



 

2 make entries on DLACS in dialogue DA110 Notepad and PIPCS Notes that manual Reassessment action will 

need to be taken 

3 close the record on DLACS, get a full record print and send this to the SPOC within NI PIP Centre 

4 although there is no PIP claim, the claimant’s record must be transferred to NISSA BC and the NI team will 

continue with the PIP claim action - See: Change of Address 

PIP Reassessment decision made (claimant still within the run on period) 

Example  

1. The DLA claimant has made a claim to PIP; the decision has been made however the claimant is still within the run on 

period when they move to NI on a permanent basis. 

2. The claimant informs us they are moving to NI on a permanent basis. 

Note: If this situation should arise, you must contact the Business Champion who will then contact the  

SDM. 

Step Action 

1 as the PIP decision has been made, action as DLA BAU and tell the claimant that DLA will continue to be paid 

until the PIP decision takes effect 

2 close the record on Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS), get a full record print and send it to 

SPOC within NI PIP Centre 

3 PIP claim must be transferred to NISSA BC and the NI team will continue with the claim - See:  

Change of Address 

Moving from NI to GB 

1. If a claimant moves from NI to GB, the user will need to check the reassessment indicator values and ensure 

appropriate values are set. They will also need to ensure that manual action is taken on cases where data exchanges 

between DLACS and PIPCS fail. 

Welsh claimants 

1. For claimants who live in Wales, you must check the language preference. If the system shows the claimant wants 

communications in Welsh, any contact with the claimant must be made by a Welsh speaking member of staff following 

Business As Usual (BAU) procedures. 

Note: For further information - See: Welsh Claimants. 



 
For an Illustrative Example please - See: Team Leader Briefing CPP 6 

Reassessment Indicator and Reassessment extract date 

1. A ‘Reassessment Indicator’ (RI) is a marker shown in Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) via the 

feedback line in the top right hand corner of the screen. 

2. It’s also shown on the ‘About You’ screen in dialogue DA091/DA093' and in the dialogue ‘DA501 - Case Summary’. 

3. The RI is set in DLACS to show the progress and type of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) case throughout its 

Reassessment journey, for example, started from a renewal, supersession, Rising 16. The Reassessment extract date shows 

when the case is successfully extracted to PIPCS. 

4. All RIs are numeric after a DLA case has been selected for Reassessment. If the RI contains a letter it indicates a 

Rising 16 case not yet invited to claim PIP. 

Note: For further information - See: ‘Reassessment Indicators and Special Interest Markers’ 

Reassessment letters 

1. See: Reassessment letters. 

2. For a list of all system and clerically issued PIP notifications available and what they’re used for - See:  

PIP Notifications and Forms. 

Motability cases 

1. Reassessment of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) Motability cases are dealt with by the Motability Owning Unit 

(OU) at Blackpool Benefit Centre (BBC). However all Rising 16 cases are dealt with by the Regional Benefit Centres (RBCs). 

2. Cases with a Management Unit (MU) of ‘38’ are automatically created within the Personal Independence Payment 

Computer System (PIPCS) Motability OU as ‘Blackpool MOTA BC. 

Exportability cases 

1. DLA Exportability cases on the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) Reassessment journey are dealt with by the 

Exportability team at Blackpool Benefit Centre (BBC) and cases remain with the Exportability Owning Unit (OU). For 

further information - See: Exportability Team Instructions - PIP ExportabilityReassessment. 

2. These cases are automatically created under ‘Exportability BC OU’ if the DLA record had an MU of ‘59’. 

PIP1 claim not made 28 days after issue of invite letter (PIP1 not received task) 

1. If the claimant hasn’t made a claim for PIP 28 days after the invite letter was issued, Personal Independence 

Payment Computer System (PIPCS) will produce a ‘PIP1’ not received task. 

Note: This task will route to a Case Worker (CW). 



 

2. The Case Worker (CW) will take suspension action unless, for example, the claimant needs Additional Support (AS) 

or is vulnerable and a Visiting Officer (VO) is unable to complete a PIP 1, then the CW will task you to action. 

Note: For further information - See: Case Worker (PIP invite issued, claim to PIP not made). 

Personal Independence Payment Critical Process Points – Must Do Actions 

You must check the correct Date of Claim (DoC) has been used; the DoC can be impacted by date of first contact or issue of 

clerical PIP1 or claim in the alternative. You must follow Operational Instructions to determine the effective date for 

reassessment cases. 

Consequences: 

• Checking that you have used the correct Date of Claim (DoC) is essential, not getting the DoC right can mean: 

• the decision will be incorrect, resulting in poor customer service requiring rework to correct 

• the wrong DoC will be used and issued with the legal notification, misinforming the claimant 

• the Benefit payments may be incorrect, causing possible under or overpayments 

• incorrect payments being issued and may can lead to financial hardship, including our most vulnerable customers 

• increased dispute requests, complaints and appeals 

• possible reputational damage to DWP 

• costly and resource intensive rework to correct the claim 

3. Date of Claim (Case Manager) 

4. You must check the correct Date of Claim (DoC) has been used; the DoC can be impacted by date of first contact or issue 

of clerical PIP1 or claim in the alternative. 

5. You must follow Operational Instructions to determine the effective date for reassessment cases. 

PIP invite issued (PIP claim not made) 

1. Checking for the reason why a claimant may need more time is crucial and you must consider each case on its own 

merits before you suspend DLA. 

2. If DLA is suspended, it will be terminated if the claimant doesn’t make a PIP claim within 28 days of the effective date 

of the DLA suspension. Only a procedural error can prevent termination. 

3. The following actions must be considered for non response to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) invite.  



 

Checking Additional Support 

1. Where the claimant has additional support needs, all possible options must be exhausted in an effort to get the 

claimant to complete a PIP1 claim including telephone contact and the visit from Department for Work and Pensions 

(DWP) visiting. 

Additional Support required (Visiting Officer referral) 

1. If you decide the claimant has additional support needs, make a ‘PIP claim completion’ referral to the DWP visiting 

services. 

2. A Visiting Officer (VO) will visit the claimant to complete a PIP1, PIP2 and/or BF56. 

Note: For further information – See: ‘Requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by DWP Visiting’. 

3. You must defer the task ‘PIP1 not received’ on Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) for 28 days 

which is aligned with the expected turnaround time from DWP visiting services. 

4. You mustn’t suspend Disability Living Allowance (DLA) in these instances until the outcome of the visit (and possible BF56 

action) is known. 

Note: For further information – See: ‘How to Defer an Existing Task’. 

CM accepts reasons for delay in claiming 

1. If, after considering the information available about the claimant and the instructions you accept there’s a 

reason for delay, you must access dialogue 'DA110' (Notepad) and record the reason and action taken. 

2. For example, ‘2nd reminder matured. Claimant is currently in hospital – reason accepted. Task deferred - date’. 

Then defer the ‘PIP1 not received’ task in PIPCS using the task ‘Notes’ to record the details for 14 days. 

3. If the task is deferred three times or more, then ‘Deferred task’ will be generated to the Case Management 

Team Leader (TL) for investigation. The CM TL decides: 

 if it’s appropriate to defer, the case will be referred to you to consider suspension of DLA or a further deferral  

 if it isn’t appropriate to defer, the CM TL will create a manual task advising you of the required action to resolve 

the case  

Note: For further information - See: How to defer an existing task’ 

CM doesn’t accept reasons for delay in claiming 

1. If contact isn’t made by the Case Worker (CW), or a PIP claim isn’t made, the CW will clear the case control and 

forward the ‘Follow up PIP claim invite’ task to you. 

2. If after considering the information available about the claimant you don’t accept the reason for the delay, before 

you consider suspension of DLA, check that: 



 

 the claimant doesn’t have additional support needs  

 a paper claim hasn’t been received  

Note: if appropriate, take suspension action. 

Absence abroad 

1. If the PIP1 claim hasn’t been received and the claimant is absent abroad, the Case Worker (CW) will refer it to you. 

Note: For further information - See: Team Member Guide, Chapter 08.01 Absence Abroad and PIP Residence and Presence 

chapters. 

PIP claim not made (outbound call made and claimant will claim later) 

1. If the claim has been received outside of the further 28 day claim period, you must check to see whether there’s 

any information which would indicate that the claimant had a legitimate reason to have sent the claim in late. 

2. You must then use your discretionary power to retrospectively extend the claiming period (para P5039 and 

P5040). 

3. If there isn’t any information then you must suspend the DLA on the basis that the claimant failed to claim 

within deadline. 

PIP invite issued (claimant doesn’t wish to claim PIP and notification by telephony or 

in writing, additional support required) 

1. If you receive a task from the Case Worker (CW) to tell you that the claimant has contacted to inform us that they have: 

 changed their mind about not wanting to claim  

 have made a claim  

 have indicated they’re intending to claim (for example, awaiting Citizens Advice assistance)  

2. The CW can consider extending the task for 14 days; however a longer extension maybe required. 

3. There isn’t a minimum or maximum extension time and these should be given on the individual circumstances presented. 

4. You must use your discretionary powers to decide if an extension can be given (para P5032 – P5040), and for how long, 

for example, if the claimant isn’t able to get a CAB appointment for 3 weeks, you can consider extending the task for that 

period of time.  



 

Suspending DLA 

Personal Independence Payment Critical Process Points – Must Do Actions 

1. Withdrawn and Termination Cases – Case Manager/Worker 

2. You must establish the type of case you are dealing with and follow Operational Instruction on how to deal with 

suspension/termination of DLA in PIP reassessment cases. 

3. You must follow operational instructions when dealing with withdrawn cases. 

4. You must only suspend from the day after the paid up to date, if this is after the 28th day. 

5. If the paid up to date is before the 28th day, you must suspend from the payday following the 28th day and issue the 

arrears due where appropriate. 

6. This is to allow the claimant at least 28 days from the date of issue of the invite before suspension and to avoid 

creating an overpayment. 

Note: For further information - See: Reinstatement of DLA 

7. If the claimant is vulnerable, the CW must refer for a visit. If the visit is unsuccessful, the CW will refer this to you. 

8. You must consider the reasons for the claimant not claiming PIP, and if an extension is applied the reasons must be 

recorded in notes on the homepage. 

9. This could include claimants who fit the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) description of ‘vulnerable’ defined 

as someone who has difficulty in dealing with procedural demands at the time when they need to access a service and 

includes life events and personal circumstances such as a previous suicide attempt, domestic violence or abuse, or 

bereavement, 

10. In the context of PIP the definition of Vulnerability differs from that of ‘Additional Support’, which relates to a defined 

range of health conditions’. 

Note: For further information – See: ‘Vulnerable Claimants’ in this guide and the 'Vulnerability Hub' on DWP Intranet. 

11. If, after considering the information available about the claimant in, you accept the reason for delay, you must access 

dialogue DA/AA110 (Notepad) and record the reason and action taken. For example, ‘2nd reminder matured. Claimant 

is currently in hospital – reason accepted. Task deferred - date’. Then defer the ‘PIP1 not received’ task in PIPCS using 

the task Notes to record the details for 14 days - See:  

‘How to defer an existing task’. 

12. If the task is deferred three times or more, then ‘Deferred task’ will be generated to the Case Management Team 

Leader (TL) for investigation. The CM TL decides: 



 

 if it’s appropriate to defer, the case will be referred to you to consider suspension of DLA or a further deferral  

 if it isn’t appropriate to defer, the CM TL will create a manual task advising you of the required action to resolve 

the case.  

13. If you’re still unable to get a PIP1 claim completed, suspend DLA and issue PIPR11 in DLACS. 

14. To suspend a Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claim, you must: 

Step Action 

1 Access dialogue DA460 Suspend Payment of Award screen. 

2 Enter ‘A’ in the suspension action field. 

  Enter the appropriate effective suspension date. 

Note: To allow the claimant at least 28 days before suspension, and to avoid creating an overpayment, you 

must suspend from the payday following the 28th day, or from the day following the paid up to date whichever 

is the latest. 

However, this date may be extended if there’s a reason for the no response. 

Each case must be considered on its own merits. 

3 Enter ’31’ (no response to PIP claim) in the ‘reason for suspension field’. 

Note: If another suspension reason code is already held, the ‘31’ will replace this suspension as this reason 

supersedes all other suspension types. You must: 

 issue PIPR11 manually  

 note the effective date of the ‘Type 31’ suspension made in ‘DA110 Notepad’  

 set a manual case control to mature 4 weeks from the effective date of the type ‘31’ suspension  

System issued PIPR11 (via DA575) is populated with incorrect dates in this scenario. 

4 Select ‘End’ 

5  Input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

6 Input‘DA105’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

15. Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) shows the dialogue ’DA105 Method of payment’ screen, you 

must then: 



 
 

Step Action 

1 Select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will then display the ‘Payment Details’ screen and may show that there’s a payment due up to the 

full suspension date and the amount due 

2 Enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept payments shown’ field 

3 Select ‘End’ 

4 Access dialogue ‘DA575 Forms and Notifications Pick List’ and issue PIP notification PIPR11 

Note: A manual version of the PIPR11 is available in the ‘PIP Forms’ folder within the ‘Warbreck House’ folder 

(Template Reassessment (PIP). You’ll use this when a P code is held on the case.  

Also see: ‘Hospital/care home provisions for Reassessment cases’ in this guidance. 

5 Access dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’ and state: 

 ‘2nd reminder reassessment follow up PIP claim invite CC matured, no PIP claim made - award level 

suspension input with the appropriate date’  

 any previous suspension P code and start date  

 note your initials and team name  

 This entry enables other users to identify if a non reassessment specific suspension needs to be reinstated 

on the case if a PIP claim is made and the 31 suspension reason code is lifted.  

6 Manually create a communication record, noting the action you’ve taken 

Termination of DLA (case control 826, termination of DLA award as no  

PIP claim made) 

1. The Case Worker (CW) will terminate DLA if no claim to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) has been made 28 

days after the effective date of the DLA suspension. 

2. The decision to terminate Disability Living Allowance (DLA) is final. The only reason a termination decision can be 

overturned is where there’s been a procedural error that has caused the law not to be followed. 

Note: For further information - See: Case Worker Termination of DLA awards.  



 

Claim to PIP made 

Disallowance of Reassessment due to failure of lay conditions 

1. The claimant should satisfy the lay conditions as they’re in receipt of Disability Living Allowance (DLA).  

However, there will be cases where the claimant provides information in their PIP1 or during the Intelligence Evidence 

Gathering (IEG) data gather that puts this in doubt. 

2. When the data gather is complete, Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) does the following: 

 runs the lay rules (Age, Residence and Presence (R&P) and absence abroad conditions).  

3. If the information provided by the claimant is insufficient to disallow, Personal Independence Computer System 

(PIPCS) generates a ‘Discrepancy failures and payability’ task. 

4. If the information provided by the claimant is sufficient, PIPCS will automatically disallow Personal  

Independence Payment (PIP) on lay rules and automatically issue a PIP7000. Disability Living Allowance  

Computer System (DLACS) will generate case control ‘829’ to prompt you to investigate and disallow Disability Living 

Allowance (DLA) if the PIP Reassessment claim is auto disallowed on lay rules. 

Note: If the ‘Discrepancy failures and payability’ task isn’t generated, PIPCS will automatically issue a PIP2. 

Lay Conditions task generated (further consideration needed) 

5. The discrepancy failures and payability task indicating failure of lay conditions will route to a Case Worker (CW). 

6. If, following appropriate enquiries, the CW is unable to resolve the case; it will be forwarded to you. 

7. When looking at a Reassessment case that’s generated a ‘Discrepancy failures and payability’ task‘, as a result of R & P 

or absence abroad, you must fully look at the specific facts of the case and consider both DLA entitlement and 

eligibility to claim PIP. 

8. The claimant may have been abroad for some time and the Disability Living Allowance (DLA) award should have been 

disallowed due to R&P conditions. 

9. If this is an exportability case, refer to the exportability team. 

Note: For further information - See: Team Member Guide, Chapter 08.01 Absence Abroad and PIP Residence and Presence. 

Disallowance of PIP due to failure of the lay conditions 

10. If you consider the claimant isn’t eligible for PIP due to the R&P conditions, update the Special Interest (SI) marker to a 

‘Reassessment complete’ value, edit the R & P ‘Evidence Details’ held, validate and apply the evidence to make sure 

it’s correct, but don’t run the legislative rules. 



 
Note: For further information - See: Reassessment Indicators and Special Interest Markers. 

Validating evidence and applying evidence changes 

11. When the R & P evidence is saved, it creates an ‘in edit’ record. Validate and apply the evidence to make sure that it’s 

correct, but don’t run check eligibility. 

Note: For further information - See: 'Validate the evidence' and 'Check eligibility'. 

12. Before checking eligibility, take the appropriate action in Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) to 

disallow Disability Living Allowance (DLA) on R & P grounds. 

13. The effective date to terminate the DLA award depends on the specific circumstances and will be from a past period. 

Residence and Presence lay conditions notification 

14. Once the eligibility has been checked: 

 PIPCS will issue a PIP.7000 disallowance notification on lay conditions  

 if the claimant lives outside the UK  

 prepare a manual PIP.7000 notification via the clerical template and create a ‘Communication’ record to record the 

details  

15. If the notification is to be issued outside the UK, suppress the system notification. 

Note: For further information – See: ‘Notifications - Suppress Automated Notification and an Enquiry Form’. 

16. In these cases DLACS automatically updates the Reassessment Indicator (RI) to the ‘60’ series when the DLA is 

manually disallowed. 

17. You must task a dual user to amend these to the appropriate RI ‘50’ series. 

Note: For further information - See: Reassessment Indicators and Special Interest Markers 

  

Claimant fails to return PIP2 (PIP 2 not received) 

1.When an application to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) is made, a PIP2 is issued to the claimant 

with a covering letter PIP.1003. 

2.This tells the claimant to complete and return the PIP2 within a calendar month from the date of issue. 

3.A reminder PIP.1006 is issued automatically by Personal Independence Payment Computer System 

(PIPCS) if the PIP2 is not returned after 19 days. 



 

4.The PIP.1006 will tell the claimant they have an extra 14 days to return their PIP2.  

Claimants no longer need to request a 14 day extension as this is now automatically applied. 

Note: A recognised representative, or verified third party no longer need to request a 14-day extension as this is now 

automatically applied. 

5.The exception to this are claimants who require additional support. The PIP2 timer isn’t automatically 

extended, for example, it stays at the current 40 days and they receive a different version of PIP.1006 which 

doesn’t mention a 14-day extension. 

6.The claimant can also ask for a further extension, however, the claimant has to provide a good reason and 

the extension is only given if you accept good reason. 

Note: For further information - See: extension for return of PIP2. 

7. If the PIP2 isn’t returned within the agreed timescale, PIPCS will create a ‘PIP2 Not Received’ task for you to disallow the 

claim or where Additional Support (AS) is indicated, automatically trigger a task to the Assessment Provider (AP) for an 

assessment report. 

8.When the PIP2 Not returned task matures you must consider whether there’s a good reason, for example, 

hospitalisation, for the claimant not returning the PIP2. 

9. To get an understanding of what has happened on the case and consider if there is good reason, you must check 

the information contained on the PIP record by looking in communications, notes and tasks, the DLA record, notepad and 

communications. 

10. If good reasons are accepted then you must defer the task for 14 days. SEE Good reason accepted for failure to 

return PIP2 

11. If there is no good reason indicated you must attempt to call the claimant (or representative) on two occasions 

over a 24-hour period to ask if the claimant intends to return the PIP2.    

• If you are able to speak to the claimant (or representative) and they wish to continue with the claim, 

extend the date on the ‘PIP2 not Received’ task by a further 2 weeks. Longer can be given dependent 

on the discussion and support needed to complete the PIP2.  See - extension for return of PIP2 para 

10  

• If the claimant (or representative) indicates that they do not wish to continue with the claim, you 

must explain the implications of not returning the form and the impact on  

DLA payments.  See -  Withdraw claim  

Consideration should be given to whether the claimant requires  additional support  



 
12 If you are unable to contact the claimant (or representative) you should send PIP0216  and defer the task for 4 weeks. 

See - extension for return of PIP2 para 10 .  

13.If there isn’t a good reason for failure to return the PIP2, a negative determination must be made. SEE  

 Disallow PIP for faiure to return PIP2  

14. Once the decision has been input onto PIPCS, a data exchange will automatically take place and the Disability Living 

Allowance (DLA) will be terminated automatically. 

Note: It’s important to note the correct reason in the ‘comments’ box of the medical details evidence. 

Good reason accepted for failure to return PIP2 

15. If you accept good reason for failure to return the PIP2, you must: 

Step Action 

1 Defer the task for appropriate period 

2 Put a note in the Comments box as appropriate 

3 Suppress any notifications from being issued in  

PIPCS 

Disallow PIP for failure to return PIP2 

16. If you don’t accept good reason for failure to return the PIP2, you must: 

Step Action 

1 Check the ‘Person Homepage’ and ensure the Special Interest (SI) marker with a value of submitted. 

2 Select the ‘Evidence’ tab 

3  Select ’Action’. 

4 Select ’New Evidence’. The ‘New Evidence’ pop up screen appears 

5 Select ‘Add’ on the Other Benefits. The new ‘Other Benefits Evidence Details’ screen appears. 



 

6 Input the following details: 

 type – ‘DLA’  

 rate – the rate of the DLA award  

 award date – the start date of the DLA award  

 payment start date – the payment start date  

 payday – the appropriate DLA payday, for example Wednesday  

7 Select ‘Save’. 

8 Select ‘Active’ or ‘In Edit’ evidence from the left hand navigation panel as appropriate for the case.  

‘Active’ or ‘In Edit’ evidence list page opens. 

Note: The DLA ‘Other Benefits’ evidence should be left ‘In edit’. 

9 Select the toggle next to ‘Medical Details’ type to expand 

10 Select ‘Edit’ or ‘Continue editing’ option from the action button on the right hand side of the expanded details 

Note: PIPCS opens the ‘Edit Medical Evidence Details’ page, pre populated with the previously recorded details. 

11 Select ‘No’ option from drop down to the question, ‘PIP 2 not returned’ 

12 Record details of the reason in the ‘Comments’ box at the bottom of the page, for example, ‘claimant failed to 

return PIP2. No additional support and good reason not accepted’ or ‘good reason not considered’ 

13 Select ‘Save’ 

Note: PIPCS saves information and returns to the medical evidence details list page 

14 Apply the medical evidence, select the ‘Actions’ button and click ‘Apply’ 

Note: The DLA ‘Other Benefits’ evidence must be left ‘In Edit’ 

17. You must then check eligibility: 

Step Action 

1 Select ‘Eligibility’ tab 



 

2 Select ‘Check Eligibility’ on the right hand side 

3 Select ‘Ineligible’ tab 

Note: The status will display as ‘Lay conditions eligibility not met’. 

4 Toggle the ineligible result 

5 Select the ‘Action’ button on the right hand side 

6 Select ‘Disallow’ 

Note: A pop up box will appear stating ‘Are you sure you want to disallow?’, you must select ‘Yes’ 

18. PIPCS will automatically complete the data exchange and once DLA entitlement has ended on Disability Living Allowance 

Computer System (DLACS) and DLA ‘Other Benefits’ is verified in PIPCS, a PIP.7010 will automatically be issued. 

Claimant returns PIP2 

1. When the PIP2 is returned within the allowed timescale, it’s automatically tasked to the Assessment Provider (AP), then: 

 the AP invites the claimant to attend an assessment  

 the assessment is completed (either face to face or paper based) and the report is returned to you  

 you make a decision and inform the claimant  

Note: If the claimant Fails To Attend (FTA) the assessment, the AP will notify you. 

Claimant fails to attend assessment 

Failure to attend 

1. If the AP is using PIP Assessment Tool (PIPAT) when they return the case for reason ‘Failure to Attend’ (FTA) a task is 

automatically tasked to the CW work queue. 

2. If the AP is not using PIPAT and is accessing PIPCS directly when the documents relating to the FTA (for example the AP 

contact history document) are received in Document Repository System (DRS) a task is automatically created to the 

CW work queue 

3. On receipt of the task the CW should consider any information about the FTA. 

Considering the evidence for FTA 

4. There should be contact history from the AP in any case where the AP has tried to arrange a consultation. The contact 

history for a case isn’t part of PIPCS but a hard copy should have been scanned into DRS when sent to the MOU. It is 

viewed in the same way as any scanned documentation, on the person homepage: 



 

Step Action  

1 select the contact tab 

2 select the Attachments link on the left side of the screen 

3 select: ‘View Document’ from the Action button next to the contact history document 

5. The APs will continue to complete the contact history document however, it must be noted the full contact history 

details received from Independent Assessment Services and Capita will be accessed at different points by the CW/CM. 

6. Independent Assessment Services will complete the contact history document providing full details on how the AP has 

tried to arrange a consultation with the claimant. An FTA task will be received and the CW/CM must await the return 

of the AP Contact History which will be scanned into DRS and sent to the relevant MOU. 

7. Capita will complete the contact history information providing full details within the Decision Assist Notes and a task 

will be automatically created in the complex case queue. Capita will also send a contact history document however this 

will not contain the APs full FTA reasons therefore, on all Capita cases the Decision Notes should be referred to all 

times. 

8. The contact history provides information about contact the claimant has had with the AP about their appointment. It’s 

important as it helps to ensure the correct procedure has been followed. 

9. You should be able to check from the details provided by the AP that the claimant has been notified correctly. That is, 

they have been notified at least 7 calendar days before the appointment, (or less if agreed previously with the 

claimant). 

10. The Independent Assessment Services contact history document will contain the following information: 

 Appointment History  

 date appointment was created  date 

and Time of Appointment  

 assessment centre appointment is booked for  

 date Independent Assessment Services sent the appointment letter to the claimant  

 address the appointment letter was sent  

 what the outcome of the appointment was  

 date the outcome was recorded  

 Contact History  

 time / date of claimant contact  

 type of contact (SMS / Phone call)  



 
 telephone number used for claimant phone call (obtained from PIPCS)  

 SMS text number used for claimant contact (obtained from PIPCS)  

 reason for contact  

 description of contact  

 The Capita Contact History information documented within the Decision Assist notes will contain the following 

information:  

 NINO  

 appointment / Date / Time / Venue  

 date and time appointment booked  

 contact made with claimant regarding appointment (details calls, texts, letters with time / date)  

 address the appointment letter was sent  

 telephone number used for claimant phone call  

 SMS text number used for claimant contact  

 appointment comments  

 evidence sent to DWP  

 reason for assessment return  check 

completed by name/date  

11. For FTA task you must: 

Step Action 

1 CM does not accept ‘good reason’ 

2 delete the negative determination – status will be ‘cancelled’ 

3 create ‘good reason’ not accepted in medical evidence 

4 apply the evidence, run eligibility and disallow 

5 if claimant fails to attend CM issues manual notification PIP.7007 (RA) and PIP.7004  

(NC) 

6 CM will manually apply a two week run on to end DLA entitlement on DLACS 

7 CM will manually amend DLA end date and verifies DLA other benefits on PIPCS 

8 apply the DLA other benefits evidence 

Note: Open negative determination record held and application status ‘submitted’.  

PIP FTA Process – No Additional Support Marker 



 

  

Case Worker Action 

1. On receipt of the AP contact history task, the CW will check the returned contact history/ PIPCS  

Decision Assist, to understand the actions taken on the case prior to being returned by the AP as FTA.  

For example; 

• has the appointment letter been sent to the correct address  

• was the appointment letter sent more than seven calendar days before the appointment  

• the claimant was allowed to reschedule their appointment once if requested, this is in addition to an alternative 

appointment which may have been offered to some claimants under the “60 minute drive time” initiative  

• that the failure to attend was as a result of the claimant or appointee/ representative not attending and not that 

the AP was unavailable etc  

2. If the contact history/PIPCS Decision Assist doesn’t show the actions the AP has taken, or the actions taken are 

incomplete/ incorrect, then the case should be returned to the AP as per normal procedures. 

Note: If the CW/ CM have concerns around AP compliance with procedures then this should be raised with the Local 

Operations Performance Manager/SAM as per current process. 

3. Where the AP has applied the process correctly and there has been no effort to comply on behalf of the claimant and the 

case does not have an Additional Support (AS) marker, the CW will disallow the case, update PIPCS accordingly and issue 

the notification - See:  FTA/FTC . 

4. Where it is clear that the claimant has tried to comply with the request but was unable to attend, for example was in 

hospital, then the CW should resubmit the case to the AP. 

5. Where you are uncertain please refer the case to your team leader for advice. 

6. If this is the third time the case has returned from the AP for FTA, then do not return the case to the AP but refer to CM. 

7. If the AP actions were correct and no reason has been provided the CW should then check to see if the claimant has an 

Additional Support Marker. 

  

PIP FTA Process – Additional Support Marker  

1. The context panel of the PIPCS case home page and the watermark on the 'person  

homepage' (application or integrated case as appropriate) will display ‘Additional Support Indicated’ if additional 

support had been identified or indicated when the claim was made. It will display ‘Additional Support Determined’ if 

appropriate where there has been a previous assessment and decision on the case. 



 
2. Check medical evidence details in PIPCS for other information on the case, including the comments box on the page. If 

the claimant has previously failed to supply information, for example didn’t return the PIP2 this displays in medical 

evidence details. 

3. Where a claimant has been identified as potentially requiring additional support it may be difficult to establish reasons 

for FTA. There may be no PIP2 and they may not return form PIP6000. Enquiries will need to be made of any third party 

representative for the case before making a decision on good reason for FTA. 

4. If the claimant is identified as requiring AS then: 

• where it is clear that the claimant has tried to comply with the request but was unable to attend, for example 

was in hospital, then the CW should resubmit the case to the AP. (See guidance above)  

• where it is not clear, the CW should make 2 attempts to contact the claimant/ appointee by phone to obtain 

details as to why they did not attend  

• once the CW has successfully gathered this information they should pass the case via the complex case work 

queue to the CM for consideration of good reason  

If the CW is unable to contact the claimant by phone they should: 

• issue a PIP.6000 to obtain reasons and defer the FTA task for a calendar month to await its return  

• when the task matures or the PIP.6000 is received (whichever is sooner) the CM should consider the good 

reason provided or whether to disallow  

Note: The claimant may phone and give good reasons for their FTA instead of returning the PIP6000. The 

communication record will indicate if there has been a call. Details of the call will be recorded in the history and 

comments tab of the task referred by telephony. If this is the case and the CM accepts good reason - See: Action in 

PIPCS – Good reason shown for FTA/FTC and ID failure in these instructions for details of how to proceed. 

5. If the PIP.6000 is returned within a calendar month the CM should consider whether there is sound reason for the 

claimant’s FTA. Making sure the task is closed once their action is completed. 

6. If good reason is accepted then refer case back to the AP in Decision Assist  See: FTA/FTC. 

7. If the PIP.6000 isn’t returned within a calendar month, the task matures and will be sent to the CM to consider 

disallowance. 

8. A negative determination is appropriate as good reason wasn’t accepted for FTA. 

Note: It’s important to note the correct reason in the ‘Comments’ box of the medical details evidence. 

9. The ‘Medical Details Evidence’ screen in PIPCS includes a ‘Failure to attend - good reason accepted’ field, set this field to 

‘No’. 

10. The ‘Medical Details Evidence’ screen is accessed from the ‘Application Case’ homepage. 



 

11. Ensure DLA other benefits evidence is present, it must be left ‘in edit’. If DLA other benefits evidence is not present 

ensure it is more than 3 days since the AP returned the case to DWP, if not wait the full 3 days. If after 3 days there is no 

DLA Other Benefits evidence, do not disallow, but refer to CM. Ensure the appropriate SI marker on the person case 

with a value of ‘submitted’. 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

2 select ‘Active’ or ‘In Edit’ evidence from the left hand navigation panel as appropriate for the case.  

The ‘Active’ or ‘In Edit’ ‘Evidence List’ page opens 

3 select the toggle next to ‘Medical Details’ type to expand 

4 select ‘Continue editing’ option from the action button on the right hand side of the expanded details. System 

opens the ‘Edit Medical Details Evidence’ page, pre populated with the previously recorded details 

5 select: ‘No’ option from drop down in ‘Failure to attend – good reason accepted’ field 

6 record details of the reason in the ‘Comments’ box at the bottom of the page, for example  

‘claimant failed to attend – no additional support and good reason not accepted’ 

7 select ‘Save’. PIPCS saves information, and returns to the medical evidence details list page 

8 select ‘Evidence dashboard’ to view all evidence 

9 select ‘Validate Changes’ option from action drop down 

10 check evidence shown in dialogue box is correct 

11 select ‘Save’ to validate evidence and return to ‘Evidence dash board’ 

12 select ‘In edit evidence’ 

13 select ‘Apply Changes’ from the action drop down button. This opens a dialogue box and displays a  

 list of all evidence not applied 

14 select ‘Medical details evidence’ to apply changes 

15 select ‘Save’ 

12. You must then check eligibility: 



 

Step    Action 

1 select ‘Eligibility’ tab 

2 select ‘Check Eligibility’ on the right hand side 

3 select ‘Ineligible’ tab 

Note: The status will display as ‘Lay conditions eligibility not met’ 

4 toggle the ineligible result 

5 select the ‘Action’ button on the right hand side 

6 select ‘Disallow’ 

Note: A pop up box will appear stating ‘Are you sure you want to disallow? you must select ‘Yes’ 

7 issue a manual PIP.7007 

  
Claimant has previously failed to return PIP2, FTC or FTA 

  

1. If the claimant failed to return their PIP2, ‘good reason’ was accepted at reconsideration and deferred PIP2 task to await 

return of PIP2 has expired. 

2. Or claimant fails to return their PIP2 and ‘good reason’ was accepted at reconsideration and claimant has now FTA their 

assessment. 

3. Or the claimant FTA their assessment ‘good reason’ was accepted at reconsideration and claimant has FTA again, this 

could occur more than once. 

4. You can identify these cases as they will hold an open negative determination reconsideration record. 

See: Reconsideration negative determination - Reassessment (non-return of PIP or evidence) or Negative 

Determination re-opening a new claim application - Reconsideration of Reassessment FTA – good reason accepted 

(FTA/FTC) 

5. PIPCS will only perform automated activity to end DLA once. If ‘good reason’ is subsequently not accepted PIPCS will not 

instigate automated activity to end DLA 

DLA Relinquishment 



 

Claimant wishes to relinquish DLA before PIP decision 

1. All requests to relinquish a DLA award must be in writing, and callers will be advised to write in. 

2. The action taken depends upon whether the claimant has Additional Support (AS) needs and where they are on their 

Reassessment journey. 

3. If a Reassessment invite letter hasn’t been issued, DLA voluntary relinquishment action will be taken. 

Note: For further information – See: ‘DLA Team Member Guide Chapter 8.9 - Customer no longer wants to receive 

payment’. 

4. The claimant will be sent a DLA7013 which will include a note advising them that as a consequence of DLA 

relinquishment they’ll not be invited to claim PIP at a future date. 

5. Where the case is a Rising 16, and the claimant hasn’t yet reached Age 16, there won’t be an Reassessment Indicator 

(RI) in Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) unless the claimant is approaching 16 and the notification 

advising them that they’ll will soon be reaching age 16 and asking for information about appointee, bank details and so 

on. has been issued. 

6. In these cases there will be an RI set to ‘I’. Where we’ve been notified of relinquishment in these cases a ‘DLACS user’ 

must: 

 change the RI to ‘00’ = ‘Not Selected for PIP Reassessment’,  

 delete any unwanted CCs, and  

 update DLACS dialogue DA110 Notepad.  

Note: For further information - See: ‘Reassessment Case Worker action (claimant wishes to relinquish DLA). 

7. DLA can’t be relinquished once the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claim is made but the claimant can ask to 

withdraw their PIP claim, which will terminate the DLA. 

Claimant wishes to relinquish DLA (PIP invite issued, claim to PIP not made) 

8. When a Reassessment invite letter has been issued and the claimant hasn’t made a claim to PIP but wishes to 

relinquish DLA, the Telephony Agent will explain that this is not possible once the Reassessment invite has been issued. 

9. The Telephony Agent will ask the claimant if they wish to claim PIP and if so, will signpost them to the PIP New Claims 

line. If the claimant states that they do not wish to claim PIP, the Telephony Agent will explain that this will result in 

termination of their DLA and will forward a task to Operations. 

Reinstatement of DLA following termination 



 
1. Once the DLA has been terminated the only circumstances in which it can be reinstated is where the negative 

determination has been made with a procedural error or good reason was accepted at negative determination 

reconsideration or the claimant hasn’t claimed PIP. 

2. A procedural error is where we haven’t followed the requirements of the legislation for negative determinations and that 

decision shouldn’t have been made. 

3. DLA can only be reinstated where one or more of the following criteria are met: 

 the claimant hadn’t been correctly invited to claim PIP  

 the claimant was not in the correct geographical area for claiming PIP when the claim was made  

 the negative determination didn't follow correct procedures  

 the claimant wasn’t given at least a month, or longer if agreed, to supply the requested information  

Note: For further information regarding reconsiderations and appeals of negative determinations or any other grounds - See: 

Reconsiderations. 

PIP claim made 

4. Once a PIP claim (PIP1 data gather) is made after DLA is terminated, it can only be reinstated if there’s a procedural error. 

5. You must close the ‘Reassessment – End Claim follow up’ task. 

Note: This can be viewed in the ‘Open Task’ tab on the ‘Person homepage’. 

Reconsideration event registered 

1. When the PIP claim is made, the Case Worker (CW) will register an event 26 ‘Reconsideration’ in Disability Living 

Allowance Computer System (DLACS) ‘DA094 Maintain Business Events’. 

2. They’ll update DLACS ‘DA110 Notepad’ and create a ‘Communication Record’ in Personal Independence Payment 

Computer System (PIPCS) and manually task the case to you. 

3. On receipt of the task, check for a procedural error.  



 

DLA decision not revised after termination for non response to PIP invite 

1. If you consider you can’t revise the termination decision, you must: 

Step Action 

1 Access ‘DA115 Reason for Decision’ 

2 Input the reason for the decision 

3 Select ‘End’ to update and secure the reasons in ‘DA115’ 

4 Access ‘DA091 Pick list’ screen and enter: 

 ‘Y’ in the ‘Customer Initiated Change’ field  

 ‘Y’ in the ‘Receipt date of Change’ field  

 ‘Y’ in the ‘Evidence Used’ field  

5 Select ‘Enter’ to access the ‘Evidence Used’ screen and input: 

 the evidence code ‘01’  

 the evidence used for the decision  

6 Select ‘End’ 

7 Access ‘DA094 Event Maintenance’ screen: 

 input ‘C’ to clear the event registered  

 input the effective date  

 this date will be the date DLA was terminated from  

 input the date of the decision in the ‘decision made’ field  

 input the date of the notification in the ‘end notification’ field  

 input evidence code ‘01’  

 input outcome code ‘Y15’  

8 Select ‘End’ 

9 Access the clerical template to produce and issue a PIP.0213 notification. See Clerical Notifications for further 

information. 

10 Access ‘DA535 Enquire Case Controls’ and delete any outstanding case controls, for example CC 0333, Case not 

for Destruction. 



 

11 Select ‘End’ 

 

12 Access PIPCS and create a Communication record and record the following: 

 ‘date of contact’ - note the date the DLA decision was not revised  

 ‘contact with’ - note who notification was issued to  

 ‘channel’ - select ‘Correspondence’  

 ‘inbound/outbound’ - note ‘Outbound’  

 ‘contact reason’ - note ‘Enquiry’  

 ‘notification’ - issue ‘Request Notification Type’. Note ‘PIP.0213 has been issued’  

 ‘notes’ - note the following ‘DLA request for reinstatement received. CM hasn’t revised the decision to 

terminate the DLA award’  

 See: ‘Create a Communication Record’ for further information  

DLA decision to be revised after termination for non-response to PIP invite 

1. If a PIP claim was made and there’s no procedural error, DLA won’t be reinstated and the PIP claim will continue as a new 

claim. 

2. You must only revise the decision to terminate DLA for claims terminated due to a procedural error. 

3. When the PIP claim is returned, it will be identified in a similar way to a self selector, except the Special Interest (SI) 

indicator is already set on PIPCS. 

4. Once a decision to revise a termination is made, it will then follow the standard Reassessment path. 

5. If you decide to revise the decision after termination, you must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 Register an event ‘26’ in DLACS ‘DA94’ 

2 Access ‘DA115’ 

3 Input your reasons for decision using free text 

4 Select ‘End’ 



 

5 Access ‘DA091 Pick List’ screen and input: 

 ‘Y’ in the ‘Customer Initiated change’ field  

 the date of the reconsideration request - in the ‘receipt date of change’ field  

 ‘Y’ in the ‘evidence used’ field  

 the date the DLA was terminated from in the ‘Change Effective Date’ field  

6 Select ‘Enter’ to access the ‘Entitlement Used’ screen and: 

 enter ‘01’  

 enter the ‘Evidence code’ used for the decision  

 input ‘Y’ in the ‘01’ field  

 enter ‘A’ to amend the ‘Action’ field of the last line  

 amend the last line to show what date the previous award was from  

 enter the to date of the previous award  

 enter the previous award rate, and reason code for Mobility component  

 enter the previous award rate and reason code for Care component  

7 Press ‘End’ 

 

8 Access DA200 Evidence Summary and: 

 enter the date of the decision in the ‘decision date’ field  

 enter ‘02’ in the ‘decision type’  

 enter ‘M’ in the ‘decision notification type’  

 press ‘F15’  

9 Select ‘End’ 

10 Access ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen and: 

 select ‘Enter’  

 check the payment details are correct, if not complete action above  

 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘do you accept the payment details shown’ field  



 

11 Access ‘DA094 Event Maintenance’ screen and input: 

 ‘C’ to clear the event registered  

 the date of the decision in the decision made field  

 the date of the notification in the end notification field  

 input evidence code ‘02’  

 input ‘Y19 (Allowed)’ outcome code  

12 Select ‘End’ 

13 Access ‘DA110 Notepad’ and note ‘decision revised. PIP.0214 issued to claimant, appointee, PAB or COP - 

PIPCS updated’. and your initials and team name. 

14 Select ‘End’ 

15 Access PIPCS ‘Person Homepage’ 

16 Note: For further information see ‘Create a Communication Record’ 

17 Update the SI flag in PIPCS to ‘Reassessment Submitted’ and the appropriate Reassessment  

Indicator’ (RI) in DLACS to ‘Invite issued’ 

18 Progress the PIPCS Reassessment claim as normal 

Re-use of DLA medical evidence 

1. A claimant can ask us to re-use specific Disability Living Allowance (DLA) medical evidence at any time. 

2. There’s no time limitation on the age of the evidence; however, due to our document retention policies we may not still 

hold the evidence. 

3. Specific medical evidence is: 

 GP report  

 hospital report  

 school report  

 DLA examination report (EMP)  

 consultant report or supporting letter  

 health and social professional report  

Note: If the claimant is Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI), we won’t be able to use Further Medical Evidence (FME) due to 

timescales. 



 

4. When you receive this task before the assessment report is returned, forward it to the Workflow Team (WfT). 

Assessment Provider (AP) report received (CM wishes to re-use DLA medical evidence 

without claimant’s request) 

1. If the Assessment Provider (AP) assessment is received, consider request for DLA evidence to be used, consult the 

Service Assurance Manager (SAM) and create a manual task to the SAM with the following details: 

 ‘Task subject’  

 enter the NINO and ’request for DLA medical evidence to be used‘  

 Task type’ select ‘To do’  

 ‘Task allocation’ SAM  

 ‘Task priority’ select ‘standard’  

 ‘Deadline date’ 5 working days  

Note: For further information – See: Workflow and Task Management (Create a Communication Record’) 

2. The Service Assurance Manager (SAM) will look at what medical information has been requested. 

Note: Only in exceptional circumstances will the SAM authorise the re-use of DLA medical evidence. 

3. If the SAM authorises re-use of the DLA medical evidence, they’ll note this in the ‘Decision Assist’ notes. The SAM will 

redirect this task to you. 

4. On receipt of this task, close the manual task and create a manual task to the WfT who’ll then recall the claimants 

DLA file to obtain the requested medical evidence. 

  

AP report received (further data exchange between PIPCS and  

DLACS) 

1. When the AP report is received, a further data exchange will take place between Personal  

Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) and Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS). 

2. This includes details of: 

 Motability supplier, Claimant Reference Number (CRN)  

 Motability Agreement Reference Number (ARN)  

 Motability agreement type  

 Motability agreement period  

 Motability start date  

 Motability amount  



 
 Motability date is  

 Motability not transferred if a termination date is held or agreement is provisional  

 DLA payday and entitlement data  

 Other benefits type of DLA and start date of DLA  

 DLA other benefits is populated in PIPCS with payment start date, rate and payday  

3. The data exchange takes up to 3 working days and won’t be viewable until its taken place. 

4. If additional evidence was provided at the assessment, this won’t be viewable until it’s scanned by the Mail Opening Unit 

(MOU), around 5 working days. 

5. If there’s been a successful data exchange, the DLA entitlement is ended and final payments made, if applicable. 

6. DLACS will send confirmation to PIPCS, and the Reassessment Indicator (RI) is updated on DLACS.  

The DLA record is closed after 7 months. 

7. Where the case is a Motability case, and when either DLACS holds Motability agreement evidence and PIPCS doesn’t, or 

vice versa, a ‘Data Verification’ task is created for the Motability Case Worker (CW) to action. 

8. Don’t attempt to make a decision before the data exchange unless a task is received to say the data exchange failed; if you 

do, an error message will be displayed. If it has failed - See: Data exchange fails. 

9. Where the data exchange fails, the DLACS record is not able to close. This may be due to: 

 DLA case not found  

 DLA entitlement ended  

 Un-adjudicated evidence present  

 PIP supplied end date not benefit week aligned  

 PIP supplied end date not later that the paid up to date  

 Full or Award Level Suspension  

 outstanding pre decision, Pre Payment check or payment action required (PAR)  

 Date of death is recorded  

 Motability termination date held with renewal intentions set to ‘Y’  

 Provisional Motability Agreement is present  

 192.PIPCS will create one of the following tasks:  

 ‘Check /resolve DLA end entitlement failure’  

 ‘Resolve non return of DLA end of entitlement’  

 ‘Motability Data Verification’   



 

PIP Reassessment (completing the assessment questionnaire in  

PIPCS CM action) 

1. Before making a decision on a Reassessment, check: 

 if the claimant was born after 8 April 1948 or are Age 16 or over on the date of the claim  

 the Organisation Unit (OU)  

 if any previous negative determination has been made  

 the Assessment Provider (AP) task is available, and DLA Other benefits evidence is present in evidence  

 Disability Living Allowance (DLA) doesn’t expire within the run on period, if so extend  

 Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) to see if the DLA award is in payment, and what the pay 

day is (to calculate correct effective date) as well as the ‘Notepad’ for any relevant notes  

 the Special Indicator (SI) is set to reassessment submitted  

 ‘Financials’ for the bank details  

 ‘Tasks’ for any duplicate or outstanding tasks  

 ‘Contact’ for any important notes relating to the case  

 ‘Decision Assist’ to check the questionnaire is completed and the submission is present  ‘Evidence 

summary’:  

 other benefits for DLA award input via the system  

 if any payability enquiries are on going such as prison, hospital, residential accommodation  

 medical details if failure to supply states ‘Yes’ or ‘No’  

 non return of PIP2  

 previous failure to attend  

 the Additional Support (AS) marker is set correctly and change it where appropriate  

See: Assessment questionnaire overview. 

2. Don’t apply the qualifying period (QP) to a Reassessment case decision. 

3. The SI field in PIPCS will show you if the case is a Reassessment case. 

4. When you’re prompted with: ‘Was the QP satisfied before the date of claim?’ select ‘Yes’ in Reassessment cases. 

Note: The restriction on movement between rates of Mobility component post Age 65 doesn’t apply in Reassessment cases. 

5. Where a DLA claimant was under Age 65 on 8 April 2013 and makes a Reassessment claim for PIP, all rates and 

components are available to them. 

6. This includes any rate of Mobility even if the needs arose after they were Age 65. This rule also applies to claims made for 

PIP where the claimant was under Age 65 on 8 April 2013, was not entitled to DLA on the day of the claim but was 

entitled in the 12 months previous. 



 
7. When the AP report is returned the CM must check the application case to see if an open negative determination 

reconsideration record is held. 

8. The CM can identify there is an open reconsideration record from the context panel on the home page- top right hand 

corner. If there is a ‘1’ next to ‘reconsiderations’ an open record is held. 

  

  

9. The CM should select the disputes tab, select reconsideration from the list on the left hand side and select ’edit’ from the 

options provided by selecting the action button next to the reconsideration 

10. The CM should ensure the record held is a negative determination reconsideration by checking the dispute type field. If 

the type is one of those listed below. If the type is one of those listed below: 

• FTA/FTC  

• Non Return of PIP2/AR1/PIP2UI  

• Lay conditions  

11. If the dispute type is anything other than the list above the CM must ensure the reconsideration record relates to a 

negative determination before completing the action below 

12. Once the CM has established the reconsideration record is for a previous negative determination reconsideration they 

must select ‘delete’ from the options provided by selecting the action button next to the reconsideration. Once the 

record has been ‘deleted’ the status of the reconsideration record will change to cancelled. 

13. The CM must go to the application case - evidence tab and select ‘other benefits’. Toggle each ‘other benefits 

information’ to establish which record is for DLA. 

Note: The DLA other benefits evidence ‘end date’ field will be populated with a 2 week run on date and the ‘DLA 

verified?’ field will contain a tick. These fields were populated following a negative determination decision. The 

subsequent reconsideration which you just cancelled, then accepted ‘good reason’ DLA entitlement was reinstated. 

14. Select the action button and the option ‘edit’. Update the ‘end date’ field with the last day of the 4 week run on. 

15. Remove the ‘tick’ from the ‘DLA verified?’ field. Leave the DLA other benefits record ‘in edit’ - See: completing the 

determination and effective date chapter to calculate the 4 week run on – and remove the ‘tick’ from the ‘DLA verified?’ 

field. Leave the DLA other benefits record ‘in edit’. 



 

Personal Independence Payment Critical Process Points – Must Do Actions 

16. Date of Claim (Case Manager) 

17. You must check the correct Date of Claim (DoC) has been used; the DoC can be impacted by date of first contact or issue 

of clerical PIP1 or clerical PIP1 or claim in the alternative. 

18. You must follow Operational Instructions to determine the effective date for Reassessment cases. 

Completing the Determination and effective date 

1. To add the reasons: 

Step Action 

1 Select the ‘Reasons’ tab 

2 Select new 

3 Copy and paste daily living reasons from your DMR into the box 

4 Select save 

5 Select new 

6 Change category to ‘Mobility’ 

7 Copy and paste mobility reasons from your DMR into a box 

8 Select save 

2. After completing and saving your reasons in PIPCS, the ‘Determinations’ screen will show the reasons completed status 

for the determination as ‘Active’. 

3. Provided you’re satisfied the assessment questionnaire and your reasons, using the Decision Making Referral (DMR) 

template, are complete and correct, you can complete the determination. 

Note: This action is a mandatory step which finalises all actions in the ‘Decision Assist’ part of PIPCS. 

Automate and complete determination screen 

4. To complete the determination using the Automate and complete determination screen:  



 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘action’ button on the right hand side of the relevant determination which has a status of ‘In Progress’ 

The drop down menu options include ‘Request AP advice’ ‘Cancel determination’ 

2 select the option ‘Automate and Complete Determination’ 

3 a confirmation popup will display, showing the question: 

“Are you sure you want to complete this determination?” 

 

 if you want to cancel the action, select ‘Cancel’  

to continue with the determination, select ‘Next’ and go to step 4  

4 The system displays a pop up window showing fields: 

Decision Type  

Effective Date  

End of Award Date  

Recommended Review Date  

Disallowance  

5 select ‘New Claim’ from the Decision Type dropdown 

Note: New claim is also selected for Advance,  Reassessments and SRTI claims 

6 input the Effective Date 

Note: This date will be the day after the 4 week run on period (excluding Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) 

cases) or PIP effective date, see examples below. 

If this is a revision of a negative determination, the effective date will either be the day after DLA was 

terminated (if awarding PIP) or the date of the decision (if not awarding PIP). Enter dates in  

PIPCS in the format dd/mm/yyyy 



 

7 you must enter information into all the fields that apply: 

the End of Award Date  

Recommended Review Date  

Disallowance. This selection will usually prepopulate where a claimant hasn’t met certain eligibility 

conditions. You can select/deselect ‘Disallowance’ where needed. If Disallowance is selected, you don’t 

need to input an End of Award or Recommended Review date    

Note: The date fields must be completed by the user where the information is relevant, but they are not 

mandatory in all cases. A warning message displays to prompt you to consider any incorrect or missing dates 

before automation commences or a management check is generated.  

Dates in PIPCS should be entered in the format dd/mm/yyyy. 

8 select ‘Next’ 

9 a confirmation popup will display all details that have been input 

you must check the information you have input, amending any fields as needed 

select ‘Save’ 

 See: Feedback 

Note: Check for warning messages and error messages after selecting ‘Save’. The information entered will be 

used during the automated process. An error message will stop the automated completion of the 

determination, but a warning message will not. A warning message is to prompt you to consider if any 

information relevant to the decision and its notification is missing. 

  

  

  



 

  

5. The dialogue box will close. This completes all the action on the determination and automatically issues the decision 

notification. 

6. The determination status will change from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Completed’. 

7. The Assessment status for the case is updated from ‘Report Outstanding’ to ‘Report Complete’. 

8. The ‘Medical evidence details’ screens are updated when the assessment questionnaire answers have been updated and 

the determination in decision assist is completed - See: Effective dates. 

Note: Only DLA other benefits evidence will remain in edit 

9. You must also consider if the Additional Support (AS), marker is set correctly and change it where appropriate - See: 

Additional Support. 

10. If an Evidence Check is produced and accepted, the automation process will be completed after LM approval. Warning 

messages will be viewable by the LM, not the CM.   

11. If the check is rejected, the CM will get a task to correct the case. ‘Rejection – rejection reason.  

Resolve the reason for rejection.  

• if changes are required to the assessment, including the effective date, end or review dates, for example the 

effective date is incorrect as the the check was rejected after the next DLA payday, you should modify the 

determination and apply the evidence, except DLA other benefits  

• if no changes are required you can apply the evidence, except DLA other benefits   

When the evidence is applied this will re-trigger a new evidence check for your LM.  

Note: There will be a 2 PIP Assessment evidences, apply the oldest first then the newest. 

If your LM approves the check the automation process will re-start - See: Automate and Complete Determination screen. 



 

Request Evidence Approval task 

12. If the user doesn’t input an End of Award date or a Recommended Review date in the Automate and Complete 

Determination screen: 

• a warning message will display “No evidence changes were applied. There are changes that need to be manually 

approved before evidence can be applied successfully”  

• PIPCS will create a Request Evidence Approval task, assigned to a LM to approve  

13. The LM must check the evidence, end and review dates, PIP effective date, DLA payday and DLA other benefits before 

approving. If an Evidence Check is produced and accepted, the automation process will be completed after LM approval. 

Warning messages will be viewable by the LM, not the CM. 

14. If the check is rejected, the CM will get a task to correct the case once the evidence has been updated. This will re-trigger 

the evidence check for your LM. When your LM approves the check the automation process will re-start - See: Automate 

and Complete Determination screen.  

Completing the determination screen 

15. To complete the determination on the ‘Determinations List’ page, you must: 

Step Action 

1 Select ‘Action’ button on the right hand side of the relevant determination which has a status of ‘In  

Progress’ 

2 Select ‘Complete Determination’ from the drop down list 

3 Select ‘Next’ to confirm when the ‘Are you sure you want to complete this determination?’ box displays 

4 Set the effective date when ‘Please enter the effective date of the determination’ displays 

Note: This date will be the day after the 4 week run on period (excluding Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) 

cases) or PIP effective date, see examples below. 

If this is a revision of a negative determination, the effective date will either be the day after DLA was 

terminated (if awarding PIP) or the date of the decision (if not awarding PIP). 

5 Select ‘Next’ 



 

6 Select ‘Save’ 

Note: If the date input is correct when a pop up box will appear stating ‘is the effective date correct?’ displays. 

see: Feedback 

Example of the 4 week run on period 

 PIP decision date is Monday 24 June 2019  

 The first DLA payday is Wednesday 26 June 2019  

 The effective date is Wednesday 23 July 2019  

Note: The 4 week run on period is from 26 June 2019 to 22 July 2019 inclusive 

 PIPCS will pay the odd days from 23 July 2019 to 27 July 2019 inclusive  

 PIPCS will commence regular payments from  because the PIP payday is the day of the PIP decision  

 PIPCS will also set an event wait time for PIP payment calculation pending the return of the confirmation of the DLA 

end of entitlement  

 The DLA End of Entitlement transmission will include outcome of whether closed or not  

 The DLA End of Entitlement date will take into account cases that have completed the PIP claim process and have had 

either an award or disallowance decision  

Note: For further information – See: ADM - Chapter P5 – Transitional Provisions for more information on the ‘run on’ 

period. 

16. The determination status will change from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Completed’ when the dialogue box closes.  

The ‘Assessment status’ for the case is updated from ‘Report Outstanding’ to ‘Report Complete’. 

Apply the evidence, check eligibility and submit for approval  

  

Apply the evidence, check eligibility and submit for approval 

Note: If you are using the Automate and complete the determination screen, applying the evidence is part of the 

automation.   

1. At this point you’re ready to validate the evidence held: 

Step    Action 

1 go to the PIP Application case 



 

2 select the evidence tab to display the evidence dashboard 

3 select the following ‘in edit’ evidence to be applied: 

‘Lay Evidence’ including Residence and Presence evidence 

‘Supporting Evidence’ Medical evidence 

‘Payability Evidence’ 

‘Other benefits’ for example WPMS and CAA 

Note: For a reassessment case there must be ‘in edit’ DLA other benefits evidence and it must remain ‘in 

edit’. If there is no DLA other benefits evidence or it had been applied - See: PIP reassessment determination 

(completing the assessment questionnaire in PIPCS CM action)   

‘PIP assessment determination’ 

4 select ‘Validate Changes’ 

Note: Don’t select the ‘Other Benefits’ evidence at this point.  If the ‘Other Benefits’ evidence is selected and 

applied an error message will be displayed when eligibility is checked 

5 select ’Save’ 

6 select the ‘Actions’ button 

7 Note: Don’t select the ‘DLA Other Benefits’ evidence at this point.  If the ‘DLA Other Benefits’ evidence is 

selected and applied an error message will be displayed when eligibility is checked. 

8 PIPCS will then display the ‘Apply Changes’ pop up box 

 select all evidence ‘In edit’ that you want to apply 

Note: Don’t select the ‘DLA Other Benefits Evidence’. If the ‘DLA other Benefits’ evidence is selected and 

applied an error message will be displayed when eligibility is checked. 

9 select ‘Save’. 

2. If there is no ‘DLA Other Benefits’ evidence go to the person case- task tab and grab and action any ‘Data extract 

response’ tasks - See: AP report received. 

3. If the ‘DLA Other Benefits’ record is not ‘in edit’ - See: PIP reassessment determination (completing the assessment 

questionnaire in PIPCS CM action). 



 
4. This is to run the full legislative rules where the assessment status is ‘Report Complete’ and the determination status is 

‘Complete’: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Eligibility checks’ tab from the application case 

2 select ‘Check eligibility’ 

3 toggle next to your decision 

4 if PIP has been awarded select ‘Eligible’ tab 

5 if PIP hasn’t been awarded select ‘Ineligible’ tab 

6 if you’ve selected ‘Eligible’ tab click on the action button and select ‘Award’ 

7 if you’ve selected the ‘Ineligible’ tab click on the action button and select ‘Disallow’ 

8 select ‘Next’ when the first box ‘create award’ shows “Are you sure you want to award?” 

9 If the case is SRTI don’t enter a recommended review date. 

For Reassessment awards the ‘End of Award Date’ or ‘Recommended Review Date’, if applicable, is calculated in 

the same way as any other claim from the consultation date - See: Decision making process Part 1 - Award 

Period and Reviews. 

5. To submit a case for approval, you must: 

Step Action 

1 refresh the ‘search results’ page and then select the benefit delivery case 

2 select the ‘Action’ button 

3 select ‘Submit for approval’ 

  

4 select ‘Yes’ to approve payments the “are you sure you want to submit the case for approval?” displays 

5 go to the homepage or person case 



 

6 Select the task tab, and check to see if a management check has been created. 

Note: If there’s a management check, it’s important that the check is approved as soon as possible. If you 

submit a decision for approval on a Tuesday and the claimant’s payday on DLA is a Wednesday, but the 

management check isn’t approved until the following day, a Wednesday, PIPCS will calculate the 4 week run on 

(excluding Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) cases) from the date the decision was approved, not from the date 

you submitted the decision for approval 

7 close the task when the determination is complete 

6. If there was a previous negative determination and open reconsideration event was held once the benefit delivery case 

has a status of ‘approved’ you must: 

Step Action 

1 go to the benefit delivery case, select the action button in the top right hand corner and select the option 

‘activate case’, if you have awarded PIP. If you haven’t awarded PIP, go straight to next step 

2 in evidence summary tab edit the DLA other benefits record ensure the ‘end date’ field is populated with the 

last day of the 4 week run on, the day before the PIP effective date 

3 tick the ‘DLA verified?’ field and apply the DLA other benefits 

4 go to the person case – contacts tab and select communications from the list down the left hand side 

5 a communication record will be Issue held for a PIP.7016. Select the action button next the appropriate 

communication record and select the option suppress notification 

6 issue manual notification PIP.7006 (award) or 7016 (disallow) 

7 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: upload to DRS instructions 

8 create communication record - See: creating a communication record – to record the PIP7006 or  

7011 being issued 

9 open DLACS and take appropriate action to end DLA entitlement from the last day of the 4 week run on, the 

day before the PIP effective date - See: Award/Disallowance decision made within the current benefit week 



 

 Note: Steps 3 to 25 must be completed on all negative determination reconsideration ‘good reason’ accepted 

cases. Only one automated data exchange to end DLA entitlement will be performed. As this occurred at 

negative determination you must complete the action manually now a PIP entitlement decision has been made 

Example 

• case submitted for approval on 1 January 2019  

• effective date input by you is 30 January 2019 Note: Claimant’s payday on DLA is 

Wednesday: 

• manager approves check on 2 January 2019  

• effective date calculated by PIPCS is 6 February 2019  

06 Reassessment Case Manager - post decision and payability 

  

Claimant on home leave at PIP effective date 

1. If the claimant is on home leave on the day PIP entitlement commences, 28 days PIP will be payable before a PIP 

payability decision is required - See: ADM Chapter P5: Transitional provisions. 

2. ‘Edit’ the ‘start date’ field of the hospital/other accommodation evidence to the date the claimant returned to 

hospital/other accommodation. Apply the hospital/other accommodation evidence. Check the benefit delivery case, 

ensure payments are being made for the appropriate days and action any payments correction cases - See: Payability - 

Modify hospital and other accommodation active evidence. 

Example 

The claimant is in residential school/college and becomes entitled to payment of PIP on  

31/03/2019. They are on home leave on that day. They will receive PIP from 31/03/2019 and continue to receive payment of 

PIP until they have spent another 28 days in residential college. 

Note: Appropriate enquiries should have been made into the claimant’s accommodation.   

Subpages 

• Claimant in hospital/residential accommodation at PIP effective date  

• Mandatory Reconsideration following Reassessment  

• Hospital and care home provisions for Reassessment cases  

• Change of Owning Unit  

• Auto transfer fails  



 

• Data exchange fails  

• Data extract response  

• Record not found (DLA record not located during data exchange and suspended transferred out  

DLACS data unavailable during transfer between servers after a change of name)  

• Claim not registered (DLA entitlement has ended)  

• Claim Registered (but no entitlement exists)  

• Decision allowable (decision hasn’t been finalised in DLACS)  

• Claim closed  

• Claimant deceased  

• Data invalid or incomplete  

• Check and resolve end of entitlement not returned  

• Action required (full or award level suspension held on DLACS)  

• Task received (action required to contact claimant to explain decision)  

• End Entitlement Failure task  

• Award/Disallowance Decision made outside of the current benefit week  

• Award/Disallowance Decision made within the current benefit week  

• Negative Determination Disallowance Decision made outside the current benefit week  

• Negative determination for Failure to Attend only  

• Negative determination Disallowance Decision made within the current benefit week  

• Transaction Failure – Action needed –Terminate DLA  

• Reassessment claim is made 98 days following PIP invite - CC827 is present or has been deleted  

• Decision made within the current benefit week  

• Decision made outside the current benefit week  

• User has incorrectly manually input the DLA ‘End’ date in ‘Evidence - Other Benefits’ in PIPCS  

• Incorrect manual ‘End’ date entry in DLACS  

• Incorrect ‘Effective’ date entered in PIPCS  

• Incomplete decision or Data Exchange not attempted  

• Decision notified as a New Claim and CM has applied a 4 week ‘run on’  

• Notified as a New Claim and ‘Effective date’ is the date of application  

• Dual claim action – entitlement awarded  

• Dual claim action – entitlement disallowed  

• End of Entitlement not returned task  

• How to navigate to ‘Other Benefits Evidence’ screen in PIPCS  

• Validation in the new ‘Other Benefit Evidence Details’ screen in PIPCS  

• Disability codes indicating additional support may be required  

• Change effective date (2 week safe date)  

• Case Manager Reassessment outbound call  



 
• Transitional cases prior to 03 March 2014 (DLA suspension action required due to non compliance of the PIP invite)  

• Using the PIP BC and AP lot checker  

• Rising 16 transitional cases prior to 03 March 2014 (out of scope for PIP and suspension required)  

• Suspension CC matures  

• CM decision to terminate the DLA award  

Claimant in hospital/residential accommodation at PIP effective date 

  

Claimant in hospital/residential accommodation at PIP effective date 

3. If the claimant is in hospital/residential accommodation/a residential school or college on the day the PIP award 

commences, then PIP will be not payable until the first period of home leave. Input the date of the first day of home leave 

in the end date field of the hospital/other accommodation record. PIP will then be payable for the first 28 days and then a 

daily rate payability decision will be required - See:  

Payability - Modify hospital and other accommodation active evidence. 

Example 

The claimant is a hospital boarder, they become entitled to PIP on 31/03/2019 and they spend a day at home (that 

includes an overnight stay) on 05/04/2019. They will receive payment of PIP from 05/04/2019 and continue to receive 

payment of PIP until they have spent another 28 days in hospital. 

Note: Appropriate enquiries should have been made into the claimant’s accommodation. 

4. When the claimant reports home leave dates for periods they are entitled to PIP - See: Payability - Boarder 

actions. 

Note: For further information - See:  Making Boarder payments . 

  

Recording the decision 

Payment at daily rate decision 

5. Once the initial 28 days period has been reached and a daily rate decision is required - See: - Payability - Boarder 

actions for details of how to record your decision.  

Subpages 

• Payment at a daily rate - Boarders  

Payment at a daily rate - Boarders 



 

  

Payment at a daily rate - Boarders 

6. Some claimants spend regular periods in a hospital, care home, residential school or college; for PIP/DLA, these 

people are referred to as ‘boarders’. Under certain circumstances payment can be made at a daily rate for the days 

spent out of the residence - See: ADM Chapter P4. 

Note: Following the Supreme Court judgement of 8 July 2015, boarder action is not relevant for claimants admitted to a 

hospital or similar institution before their 18th birthday. These claimants would not be affected until readmission to a 

hospital or similar institution following discharge after age 18. 

7. Boarder payments can only be made once hospital or care home evidence has been input into PIPCS plus boarder 

evidence - See: Payability - Decision Making - Inputting hospital/other accommodation evidence into PIPCS and 

Payability - Boarder actions. 

8. When a reassessment boarder claimant, that is, a claimant who has been receiving boarder payments while on DLA 

has their first period of home leave on or after the PIP effective date they will be entitled to payment of PIP from that 

day. 

9. If the claimant sends in home leave dates for any days they were entitled to DLA you must ensure those dates are 

paid by DLA - See: How to make daily rate and boarder payments in DLA instructions. 

10. Ensure there is hospital/other accommodation evidence with no ‘end date’ on PIPCS. This will ensure PIP is not 

paid or only the appropriate component is paid when the PIP decision is made.  

  

Mandatory Reconsideration following Reassessment 

  

11. To add the reasons: 

StepAction 

1 select the ‘Reasons’ tab 

2 select new 

copy and paste daily living reasons from your DMR into the  

3 box 

4 select save 

5 select new 

6 change category to ‘Mobility’ 



 
7 copy and paste mobility reasons from your DMR into a box 

8 select save 

12. After completing and saving your reasons in PIPCS, the ‘Determinations’ screen will show the reasons completed status 

for the determination as ‘Active’. 

13. Provided you agree with the assessment questionnaire and your reasons, using the Decision Making Referral (DMR) 

template, are complete and correct, you can complete the determination. 

Note: This action is a mandatory step which finalises all actions in the ‘Decision Assist’ part of PIPCS. 

14. To do this, on the ‘Determinations List’ page, you must: 

StepAction 

select ‘Action’ button on the right hand side of the relevant determination which has a status of ‘In  

Progress’ 

1 see: Feedback  

2 select ‘Complete Determination’ from the drop down list 

select ‘Next’ to confirm when the ‘Are you sure you want to complete this determination?’ box  

3 

displays 

set the effective date when ‘Please enter the effective date of the determination’ displays 

4 

Note: This date will be the day after the 4 week run on period (excluding Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) cases) or PIP 

effective date, see examples below 

if this is a revision of a negative determination, the effective date will be: 

• the day after DLA was terminated (if awarding PIP) or  

• the date of the decision (if not awarding PIP)  

for SRTI cases, you will normally award from the date the claimant became TI and pay any arrears back to this date 

Note: the exception to this for SRTI cases is when a claimant was TI before the start of the run-on period. For these 

cases, entitlement will start from the day of the run-on period 

any difference in payment must be paid as an adjusted payment, offsetting any amount already paid. See: 

Manual Payments 

for more information about SRTI cases, see: Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) 

5 select ‘Next’ 



 

select ‘Save’ 

6 

Note: If the date input is correct when a pop up box will appear stating ‘is the effective date correct?’ displays 

Example of the 4 week run on period 

• PIP decision date is Monday 24 June 2019  

• The first DLA payday is Wednesday 26 June 2019  

• The effective date is Wednesday 23 July 2019  

Note: The 4 week run on period is from 26 June 2019 to 23 July 2019 inclusive 

• PIPCS will pay the odd days from 24 July 2019 to 28 July 2019 inclusive  

• PIPCS will commence regular payments from 29 July 2019 because the PIP payday is the day of the PIP decision  

• PIPCS will also set an event wait time for PIP payment calculation pending the return of the confirmation of the DLA 

end of entitlement  

• The DLA End of Entitlement transmission will include outcome of whether closed or not  

• The DLA End of Entitlement date will take into account cases that have completed the PIP claim process and have 

had either an award or disallowance decision  

Note: For further information – See: ADM - Chapter P5 – Transitional Provisions for more information on the ‘run on’ 

period. 

15. The determination status will change from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Completed’ when the dialogue box closes.  

The ‘Assessment status’ for the case is updated from ‘Report Outstanding’ to ‘Report Complete’.    

  

Hospital and care home provisions for Reassessment cases 

16. Hospital, care home and boarder details will be input on to Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) 

during the PIP1 claim data gather stage, or at any other point in the lifecycle of the claim. 

17. PIPCS will automatically calculate payments based on these details. 

18. If there’s a ‘P’ code in ‘DA501’ (press ‘F4’) or ‘DA500’ (lay evidence and exclusions) in Disability Living Allowance 

Computer System (DLACS), obtain the admission dates from DLACS and make sure the details are input to PIPCS. 

Note: For further information - See: ‘Inputting hospital or other accommodation evidence into PIPCS’. 

19. Hospital provisions for Reassessment cases transitioning to PIP are different according to whether or not the claimant 

has been in hospital or a care home for 28 days on the day they become entitled to PIP. For example if a claimant has: 



 
• not been in hospital for 28 days when they become entitled to PIP, they’ll get the full 28 days on PIP, starting 

with the date of entitlement, and not just the balance  

• has already had the 28 days in hospital on DLA, and DLA is already suspended the day before they become 

entitled to PIP, they won’t be paid any PIP until discharge  

20. If the claimant: 

• comes out of hospital during the run on period, and then is re-admitted the day after PIP is put in to payment, 

the 2 periods don’t link  

• was re-admitted on the actual day entitlement to PIP starts, this wouldn’t count as a day in hospital, the claimant 

will get a fresh 28 days  

21. The ADM Chapter 5 gives advice on how to apply these transitional provisions. 

Note: For further information - See: ADM - Chapter P5 – Transitional Provisions and ‘The 4 week run on period Example’. 

22. If home leave dates are received you must check when the first day of home leave was. 

23. If the first day of home leave was after the PIP effective date, input the date of the first day of home leave in the end 

date field of the hospital/other accommodation record. 

24. If the claimant was on home leave on their PIP effective date ‘edit’ the start date field of the hospital/ other 

accommodation evidence to the date the claimant returned to hospital/other accommodation. 

25. If the claimant has not provided any home leave dates assume the claimant was not on home leave and ensure 

hospital/other accommodation evidence is held on PIPCS. For more information on reassessment boarder cases. 

See: Boarders section below. 

26. Following the action above, to progress to the final decision in Personal Independence Computer System (PIPCS) you 

must: 

Step Action 

1 Navigate to the ‘Evidence Dashboard’ via the ‘Search Results’ tab 

2 Select the ‘Application Case’ 

3 Select the ‘Evidence’ tab 

4 Note: Don’t select ‘Other Benefits Evidence’ 

Spare paragraphs 27 - 30 



 

  

Change of Owning Unit 

  

31. Where there’s an appeal or reconsideration involved on a case, the case won’t be transferred. Personal Independence 

Payment Computer System (PIPCS) will set an event 'wait for 6 weeks' on the case from the date of the last decision. 

This is to allow for the subsequent receipt of reconsideration and any consideration of lateness. 

32. PIPCS will set an event to wait if the following decisions are recorded: 

• reconsideration decision whether revised or not revised  

• this allows for a subsequent request for an Appeal Response should the claimant appeal to her  

Majesty’s Courts and Tribunal Service (HMCTS)  

• appeal decision  

• 6 weeks allows for any subsequent admin or SofS challenge to the decision  

• supersession decision  

33. PIPCS won’t transfer any wholly disallowed cases. This is because any subsequent new claim will be received at the 

correct Regional Benefit Centre (RBC) and processed. 

Auto transfer fails 

  

34. If PIPCS is unable to transfer a case to the appropriate RBC, a task ‘Unable to Transfer’ will be generated. 

35. The user must investigate the reason why the case isn’t transferring and consider manually updating the record if 

appropriate. For example, if there’s an outstanding management check that needs actioning. 

Data exchange fails  

  

36. Where the data exchange fails, one of three tasks will be created: 

• data extract response  

• data invalid/incomplete  

• end of entitlement not returned  

Data extract response 

  

37. This task will be generated for one of the following reasons: 



 
• record not found  

• this will only happen when the claimants surname has changed   

• claim not registered  

• claim registered, but no current DLA entitlement   

• decision allowable, decision hasn’t  been finalised in DLACS  

• claim closed  

• suspended transferred out, DLACS data unavailable during transfer between servers after a  change of name  

• claimant deceased  

38. Check Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) and Personal Independence Payment Computer System 

(PIPCS) for reasons. 

Record not found (DLA record not located during data exchange and suspended 

transferred out DLACS data unavailable during transfer between servers after a 

change of name) 

  

39. This will only happen when there’s a change of surname and the case is being transferred between DLACS servers at the 

time the data exchange takes place. 

Step    Action 

1 access ‘DA501 Case Summary’ 

2 check a current DLA award is held and if the surname has recently changed 

3 access PIPCS ‘Other Benefits’ screen - See: ‘How to navigate to ‘Other Benefits Evidence’ screen in PIPCS’ and 

the  ‘Other Benefits Evidence’ screen in PIPCS’    

4 enter the DLA details including: 

‘Received date’ will default to today’s date, don’t amend  

‘Type’ enter ‘DLA’  

‘Award Date’ will be the award start date  

‘Payment start date’ will be the first date that DLA payments commenced  

‘Rate’ is the current award rate of DLA  

Note: This has to include both components, even if one component isn’t awarded 

‘Pay Day’ - this is viewable in DLACS in dialogue DA502 Enquiry Payment screen  

5 check for any Motability agreement 



 

6 select ‘Save’ 

7 close the task 

8 complete the determination in PIPCS - See: Completing the decision 

Note: You must keep the ‘Other Benefits’ evidence as ‘in edit’. This is because this evidence will be updated 

during a further data exchange 

  

  

Claim not registered (DLA entitlement has ended) 

  

40. Consider whether the DLA award needs to be extended (if the claimant had entitlement to DLA when the PIP claim was 

made). 

41. If not, you must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 access PIPCS 

2 transfer the PIP record to the correct Benefit Centre Owning Unit (OU) for action on the PIP new claim 

3 access ‘DA91 Picklist’ screen 

4 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘About You’ field 

5 select ‘Enter’ 

6 check the Reassessment Indicator (RI) marker in the ‘About you’ screen 

7 select ‘End’ 

8 access PIPCS and close the task - See: ‘Change of address’ 

  

  

Claim Registered (but no entitlement exists) 

  



 
42. DLA entitlement has ended however an event, for example a reconsideration or appeal, is registered on DLACS: 

Step    Action 

1 access ‘DA91 Picklist’ screen 

2 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘About You’ field 

3 select ‘Enter’ 

4 check the RI marker in the ‘About You’ screen 

5 access ‘DA110 Notepad’ and insert the details 

6 aelect ‘End’ 

7 access PIPCS and close the task 

8 create a manual task to the named super user to remove RI in DLACS and SI in PIPCS 

9 transfer the claim to the correct Owning Unit (OU) - See: ‘Change of address’ 

Note: If an appeal is registered, task to the Appeals team to prepare a supplementary submission to advise HM 

Court & Tribunal Service (HMCTS) of the PIP claim and let them know any award must be given for a closed 

period. 

  

Decision allowable (decision hasn’t been finalised in DLACS) 

  

43. You must take the following action: 

Step             Action 

1 access ‘DA91 Pick’ list screen 

2 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘About You’ field 

3 select ‘Enter’ 

4 select ‘End’ when the ‘About You’ screen is shown 

Note: Consider the reason why the payment hasn’t been finalised in DA105. For example, outstanding 

management check, or limited decision outstanding affecting payability.  



 

5 complete the action required depending on the specific circumstance of the case in DLACS 

6 access ‘DA105 Finalise Payment’ prompt screen and finalise the payment in ‘DA105’ 

7 select ‘Enter’ to display the Method of Payment screen 

8 select ‘Enter’ to display the Payment Details screen 

9 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment shown’ field 

10 select ‘End’ 

Note: At this point the case may be selected for a Management pre payment check.  

11 access PIPCS the ‘New Other Benefit Evidence Details’ screen - See: ‘How to navigate to ‘Other  

Benefits Evidence’ screen in PIPCS’ 

12 enter the DLA details including: 

‘Received date’ will default to today’s date – don’t amend   

‘Type’ enter ‘DLA’  

‘Award Date’ will be the award start date  

‘Payment start date’ will be the first date that DLA payments commenced  

‘Rate’  is the current award rate of DLA  

Note: This has to include both components, even if one component isn’t awarded 

‘Pay Day’ - this is viewable in DA502 Enquiry Payment screen  

 

13 ensure that any information held in DLACS that may effect payment of PIP such as hospital, other 

accommodation or prison is correctly recorded in PIPCS. Check also for a payability decision - See:  

‘Hospital/care home provisions for Reassessment cases’ 

14 close the task 

15 complete the determination - See: Completing the determination 

Note: You must keep the ‘Other Benefits’ evidence as ‘in edit’. This is because this evidence will be updated 

during a further data exchange 

  



 

Claim closed 

  

44. You must take the following action: 

Step    Action 

1 access ‘DA501’, ‘F3 Previous events’, ‘Enquire Care Summary’ and ‘DA110 Notepad’, to establish why the 

claim is closed 

2 if the claimant has died, access PIPCS: 

• remove all tasks and triggers - See: Managing tasks - ‘How to close a task’  

no further action is required 

3 if the claimant hasn’t died, access DLACS ‘DA91 Pick list’ screen 

4 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘About You’ field 

5 select ‘Enter’ 

6 check entitlement and payability in the ‘About You’ screen 

7 select ‘End’ 

8 access PIPCS close the task 

9 create a manual task to the named super user to remove RI in DLACS and SI in PIPCS 

10 transfer the claim to the correct Owning Unit (OU) - See: ‘Change of address’ 

Claimant deceased 

  

45. You must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 check the claimant has died and not the PAB, COP or appointee 

2 access ‘DA91 Pick list’ screen 



 

3 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘About You’ field 

4 select ‘Enter’ 

5 check the Date of Death in the ‘About You’ screen 

6 select ‘End’ 

7 access PIPCS close the task 

8 create a ‘To do’ task for the CW to take death action on DLACS 

9 create a manual task to a named super user to remove RI in DLACS and SI in  

PIPCS 

Spare paragraphs 46 - 50 

Action required (date of death recorded) 

51. You must take the following action: 

Step    Action 

1 access ‘DA535 Enquire Case Controls’ screen 

2 clear any outstanding case controls. This action will close the DLACS record 

3 access PIPCS and take claim closure action to close the PIPCS record - See: ‘Case Closure’ and  

‘Claimant Deceased' 

4 take the action as described in 'Manually end DLA' 

Data invalid or incomplete  

  

52. This task will be generated when the Disability Living Allowance (DLA) data can’t be loaded into  

Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) - See: 'Manually end DLA' for action to take. 

Data Not Returned task received 

53. You must take the following action: 

Step    Action 



 

1 access the ‘Application’ 

2 select the ‘Evidence’ tab. 

3 select ‘Other Benefits’ 

4 toggle on the left hand side and select the ‘action’ button 

5 select ‘Edit’ 

6 access PIPCS Other Benefits screen - See: ‘How to navigate to ‘Other Benefits Evidence’ screen in PIPCS 

7 tick the ‘DLA verified’ box and make sure all the following DLA details are entered: 

‘Received date’ will default to today’s date – don’t amend  

‘Type’ enter ‘DLA’  

‘Award Date’ is the award start date  

‘Award End date’ must be the end of the 4 week run on period  

‘Payment start date’ is the first date that DLA payments commenced  

‘Rate’ is the current award rate of DLA  

Note: This has to include both components, even if one component isn’t awarded 

‘Pay Day’ is viewable in DLACS in DA502 Enquiry Payment screen  

8 select ‘Save’ and the task will close automatically 

9 apply changes made 

10 check eligibility in the payment case - See: ‘Check eligibility’ 

Note: Where data exchange hasn’t completed fully, before verifying and applying DLA Other benefits evidence 

on Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS), you must  

 

 check Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) to ensure that DLA has ended from the correct 

date. If not, end DLA manually on DLACS. Failure to do this will cause Official Error overpayments   

  



 

Check and resolve end of entitlement not returned  

  

54. When a decision is made and input in Personal Independence Computer System (PIPCS) for a Disability Living Allowance 

(DLA) Reassessment case, the DLA entitlement will end automatically. 

55. New end reason codes were developed for Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS), and are automatically 

applied from the end of the 4 week run on period (excluding Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) cases). 

56. Where this is not done, a task will be generated due to the following reasons: 

• claim ‘Decided – Not entitled’  

• entitlement ended  

• claim closed  

• DLA case not found due to:  

• suspended and transferred out  

• for example if DLACS holds a suspension or midway through a transfer to a different Management Unit (MU)  

• suspended for other reasons  

• PIP supplied end date is not benefit week aligned  

• PIP supplied end date is not later than the paid up to date  

• full or award level suspension held on DLACS  

• outstanding management check held on DLACS  

• un-adjudicated evidence and/or payment action required (PAR)  

• date of death recorded  

Action required (full or award level suspension held on DLACS) 

  

57. You must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 access ‘DA110 Notepad’ and ‘DA502 Enquiry Payment’ screen, to establish the reason for the full or award level 

suspension 

2 if less than 28 days remove the suspension 

3 if 28 day or more input the ‘P’ code onto DLACS in dialogue ‘DA91 Lay evidence and Exclusions’ screen 



 

4 end DLA using the appropriate reason code 

5 record the decision in ‘DA200’ and finalise it in ‘DA105’ 

6 access PIPCS Other Benefits screen - See: How to navigate to ‘Other Benefits Evidence’ screen in  

PIPCS 

7 enter the DLA end date 

8 select ‘Save’ 

9 apply the evidence 

10 return to ‘Other Benefits Evidence’ screen in PIPCS 

11 tick the DLA verified field to check for any payability in the ‘Other Benefits’ screen 

12 select ‘Save’. This will create an ‘in edit’ evidence record 

Note: This will create an ‘in edit’ evidence record 

13 validate and Apply the evidence again 

14 run the eligibility in the benefit delivery case 

Note: Once you’ve clicked ‘Check Eligibility’ a tick box appears with the statement ‘Use Active  

Evidence Only’   

15 take the action as described in action to be taken by the CM on receipt of ‘Reassessment End of  

Entitlement Failure’ - See: ‘CM action on receipt of Reassessment end of entitlement failure’ 

Action required (outstanding management check held on DLACS)      

58. For action to take see below. 

Un-adjudicated evidence and/or payment action required 

59. You must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS, and establish why the case is at Decision Required (DREQ) or Payment Action  

Required (PAR) 



 

2 take the appropriate action to clear the DREQ or PAR depending on the specific circumstance of the case 

3 access PIPCS ‘Other Benefits’ screen - See:  How to navigate to ‘Other Benefits Evidence’ screen in PIPCS 

4 tick the DLA verified field in the Other Benefits screen 

5 select ‘Save’. This will create an in edit evidence record 

6 validate and Apply as usual 

7 run the eligibility from the benefit delivery case 

Note: Once you’ve clicked ‘Check Eligibility’ a tick box appears with the statement ‘use active evidence only’   

8 take the action as described in 'Manually end DLA' 

60. There will be a further data exchange between PIPCS and DLACS. PIPCS will inform DLACS of: 

• PIP Decision Closure type  

• for instance ‘Awarded’, ‘Disallowed’ or ‘Non Compliant’  

• PIP Daily Living rate, ‘enhanced’ or ‘standard’; PIP Mobility rate ‘ enhanced’ or ‘ standard’  

• DLA Entitlement End date  

• the date DLA should be ended, including the run on date  

• the calculated DLA Entitlement End date  

• PIP Component rate, Mobility and Daily Living  

• Motability Agreement held flag  

• ‘Y’ or ‘N’  

• PIP Decision Closure Type, Award, Disallowance, Non compliant  

61. PIPCS will set an event wait time of 4 working days. This is to allow the DLA record to close on DLACS. 

62. If the DLA record is able to close down and the case is a Motability case, DLACS and PIPCS will check the Motability 

information held. If there’s a mismatch, PIPCS will create a ‘Reassessment: Motability Data Verification’ task. 

63. Within 3 days, DLACS will confirm whether DLA is closed or will give a reason why it couldn’t be closed and produce a 

task ‘End entitlement failure’. 

Note: If the data exchange successfully ends the DLA entitlement it then takes another 3 to 4 days for it to complete on 

PIPCS and confirm that PIP can be paid from the day after the end of the 4 week run on.  



 
If that part of the data exchange fails, PIPCS will produce the task ‘Data not returned’.  

64. If all of the data exchange is successful, PIPCS will produce the appropriate award notification. This will be a PIP.7006 for 

awards and PIP.7016 for disallowances. These notifications include paragraphs detailing when the DLA award will end 

and when or if the PIP award will start with your reasons why.    

65. The PIP (Transitional Protection) Regulations 2013 (2) state when a determination has been made, DLA shall be 

terminated 28 days after the next payday (excluding Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI) cases). 

66. This is known as the ‘run on period’ - See: ADM - Chapter P5 – Transitional Provisions. 

Note: If the decision is a revision of a negative determination, the effective date will be the 4 weeks run on from the 

decision date 

67. If a Mota agreement was set up following a favourable Reassessment decision, and the  

Reassessment Indicator (RI) hasn’t yet been updated to ‘Reassessment complete’ because it is less than 6 weeks since 

the Reassessment decision was made, you must issue a clerical version of PIP.5000 to the claimant. 

  

Task received (action required to contact claimant to explain decision)  

  

68. This task is received where the claimant has requested an explanation. 

69. On receiving this task attempt to contact the claimant 3 times over 2 days to explain the Personal Independence 

Payment (PIP) decision. 

70. If the claimant can’t be contacted issue PIP.3013 

Note: For further information - See: ‘Claimant requests an explanation’, ‘Case Worker Reassessment outbound call’, 

Claimant Explanations – Agents supporting narrative refers’, Decision Making, Claimant decision explanation, make 

outbound call and Change of Address - Change of Benefits Centre and clear the manual ‘To do’ task 

End Entitlement Failure task 

  

71. When a PIP decision is made but the data exchange between PIPCS and DLACS cannot be automatically completed, an 

‘End Entitlement Failure’ task will be generated. You must first establish the reasons why the data exchange has  failed, 

for example, DLA suspended, DLA entitlement ended before the run on date and so on and resolve any outstanding 

issues. 

Spare paragraphs 72 - 74 



 

75. If a claimant has claimed PIP and is either awarded PIP or disallowed you must use the following end reason codes: 

• C67 - PIP Daily Living not awarded  

Note: C74 must be used if PIP is disallowed for example claimant no longer wants to claim PIP, FTA or FTR. 

• C68 - PIP Daily Living Standard  

• C69 - PIP Daily Living Enhanced  

• M67 – PIP Mobility not awarded    

Note: M74 must used if PIP is disallowed for example claimant no longer wants to claim PIP, FTA or FTR. 

• M68 – PIP Mobility Standard  

• M69 – PIP Mobility Enhanced  

76. You must then consider whether the decision was made within the current benefit week and the type of decision that 

has been made, for example, Award/Disallowance or Negative Determination Disallowance Decision. Select the 

appropriate link below for information about each type of decision made: 

• Award/Disallowance Decision made outside of the current benefit week   

• Award/Disallowance Decision made within the current benefit week   

• Negative Determination Disallowance Decision made outside the current benefit week   

• Negative determination for Failure to Attend only   

• Negative determination Disallowance Decision made within the current benefit week   

Award/Disallowance Decision made outside of the current benefit week 

  

77. If the decision hasn’t been made within the current benefit week, you must: 

Step Action 

1 modify the determination, answer the questionnaire and copy and paste the CM reasons into the new 

determination 

2 complete the new determination giving a new 4 week ‘run on’ period from today’s date 

3 update the DLA Other Benefits End Date within PIPCS with the new DLA end date and tick the ‘DLA verified?’ 

box. 



 

4 If a MOTA case, apply all the evidence except the MOTA Agreement and check that the correct PIP notification 

has been issued. If incorrect notification shown you must supress the incorrect notification, issue the correct 

notification clerically and upload a copy to PIPCS 

Note: The ‘End Entitlement Failure’ task will close automatically 

5 access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) 

6 access ‘DA091 Pick list Screen’: 

input DLA end date in ‘change effective from date’ field  

input a Y in ‘Entitlement’ field  

select ‘Enter’ 

7 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action Field’ of the current line 

8 amend current line so ‘to date’ is the DLA end date 

9 delete ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field, if present 

10 input ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field to create a new line 

11 enter the PIP start date in the ‘from date’ field and leave the end date blank 

12 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite’ field 

13 input ‘N’ in ‘Rate’ and new end reason codes appropriate to the PIP decision 

14 input ‘@’ at the bottom of the page in the ‘Next Item’ field 

15 enter ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ 

16 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen 

17 select ‘Enter’ 

18 enter ‘3’ in the ‘Decision Type’ field 



 

19 enter ‘N’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field 

Note: The ‘Decision Date’ will be displayed as today’s date. 

20 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field, if MOTA case, go to step 25 

21 enter ‘DA105’ in the ‘Next dialogue’ field, then ‘Shift’ and ‘F3’ 

Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen 

22 select ‘Enter’ 

23 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

24 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next item’ field 

25 enter ‘DA535’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

26 check ‘DA535’ for any outstanding case controls and clear them in ‘DA530 Case Controls’ 

27 This note only applies to SRTI cases put the following note in ‘DA110 Notepad’: 

‘DLA ended xx/xx/xx PIP paid from xx/xx/xx reduced run on period case’. 

78. If claimant is Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI), you must follow the ‘Removal of the DLA 28 day run on for 

Reassessment SRTI cases (input the decision on PIPCS)’ instructions to complete the action. 

  

Award/Disallowance Decision made within the current benefit week 

  

79. If the PIP decision has been made within the current benefit week, you must: 

Step Action 

1 access the DLA Other Benefit Evidence on PIPCS check the ‘End Date’ shown is correct and if so, tick the ‘DLA 

verified?’ box. If, not correct, amend as appropriate and tick the ‘DLA verified?’ box 

2 apply the evidence and check that the correct PIP notification has been issued. If incorrect notification shown 

you must supress the incorrect notification, issue the correct notification clerically and upload a copy to PIPCS 

Note: The ‘End Entitlement Failure’ task will close automatically 



 

3 access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) 

4 access ‘DA091 Pick list Screen’: 

input DLA end date in ‘change effective from date’ field  

input a Y in ‘Entitlement’ field  

select ‘Enter’  

5 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action Field’ of the current line 

6 amend current line so ‘to date’ is the DLA end date 

7 delete ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field, if present 

8 input ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field to create a new line 

9 open DLACS and take appropriate action to end DLA entitlement from the last day of the 4 week run on, the 

day before the PIP effective date. 

Note: Steps 9 to 17 must be completed on all negative determination reconsideration ‘good reason’ accepted 

cases. Only one automated data exchange to end DLA entitlement will be performed. As this occurred at 

negative determination you must complete the action manually now a PIP entitlement decision has been made 

10 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite’ field 

11 input ‘N’ in ‘Rate’ and new end reason codes appropriate to the PIP decision 

12 input ‘@’ at the bottom of the page in the ‘Next Item’ field 

13 enter ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ 

14 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen 

15 ‘Enter’ 

16 enter ‘3’ in the ‘Decision Type’ field 

17 enter ‘N’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field 

Note: The ‘Decision Date’ will be displayed as today’s date 



 

18 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field, if MOTA case, go to Step 23 

19 enter ‘DA105’ in the ‘Next dialogue’ field, then ‘Shift’ and ‘F3’ 

Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen 

20 select ‘Enter’ 

21  enter  ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

22 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next item’ field 

23 enter ‘DA535’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

24 check ‘DA535’ for any outstanding case controls and clear them in ‘DA530 Case Controls’ 

25 This note only applies to SRTI cases: 

put the following note in ‘DA110 Notepad’: 

‘DLA ended xx/xx/xx PIP paid from xx/xx/xx reduced run on period case’ 

80. If claimant is Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI), you must follow the ‘Removal of the DLA 28 day run on for 

Reassessment SRTI cases (input the decision on PIPCS)’ instructions to complete the action. 

  

Negative Determination Disallowance Decision made outside the current benefit 

week 

  

81. If the Negative Determination Disallowance decision hasn’t been made within the current benefit week, you must: 

Step Action 

1 access the Application Case from PIPCS and re-open the PIP application in the Benefit Tab 

2 staying within the PIP Application, navigate to the Evidence tab. Edit Medical evidence, write in the notes box at 

the bottom ‘End of Entitlement failure – new 2 week run on applied’ 

3 update the DLA Other Benefits End Date within PIPCS with the new DLA end date and tick the  

‘DLA verified?’ box 



 

4 apply the ‘In Edit’ evidence and check that the correct PIP notification has been issued. If incorrect notification 

shown you must supress the incorrect notification, issue the correct notification clerically and upload a copy to 

PIPCS 

Run eligibility and disallow 

Note: The ‘End Entitlement Failure’ task will close automatically 

5 access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) 

6 access ‘DA091 Picklist Screen’: 

input DLA end date in ‘change effective from date’ field  

input a Y in ‘Entitlement’ field  

select ‘Enter’  

7 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action Field’ of the current line 

8 amend current line so ‘to date’ is the DLA end date 

9 delete ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field, if present 

10 input ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field to create a new line 

11 enter the PIP start date in the ‘from date’ field and leave the end date blank 

12 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite’ field 

13 input ‘N’ in ‘Rate’ and new end reason codes appropriate to the PIP decision 

 

  

14 input ‘@’ at the bottom of the page in the ‘Next Item’ field 

15 enter ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ 

16 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen 

17 select ‘Enter’ 

18 enter ‘3’ in the ‘Decision Type’ field 



 

19 enter ‘N’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field 

Note: The ‘Decision Date’ will be displayed as today’s date 

20 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field, if MOTA case, go to Step 25 

21 enter ‘DA105’ in the ‘Next dialogue’ field, then ‘Shift’ and ‘F3’ 

Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen 

22 select ‘Enter’ 

23 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

24 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next item’ field 

25 enter ‘DA535’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

26 check ‘DA535’ for any outstanding case controls and clear them in ‘DA530 Case Controls’ 

Negative determination for Failure to Attend only 

  

82. In all cases where the claimant has failed to attend their assessment and a Negative Determination has been made, a 

manual notification letter PIP.7007 is issued. As claimant has been notified of their decision, the original run on date 

applies and End of Entitlement action should be taken  - See: Negative determination Disallowance Decision made 

within the current benefit week. 

Negative determination Disallowance Decision made within the current benefit 

week 

  

83. If the Negative Determination Disallowance decision has been made within the current benefit week, you must: 

Step Action 

1 access the DLA Other Benefit Evidence on PIPCS, check the ‘End Date’ shown is correct and if so tick the ‘DLA 

verified?’ box. If, not correct, amend as appropriate and tick the ‘DLA verified?’ box 



 

2 apply the evidence and check that the correct PIP notification has been issued. If incorrect notification shown 

you must supress the incorrect notification, issue the correct notification clerically and upload a copy to PIPCS 

Note: The ‘End Entitlement Failure’ task will close automatically 

3 access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) 

4 Access ‘DA091 Pick list Screen’: 

input DLA end date in ‘change effective from date’ field  

input a Y in ‘Entitlement’ field  

select ‘Enter’  

5 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action Field’ of the current line 

6 amend current line so ‘to date’ is the DLA end date 

7 delete ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field, if present 

8 input ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field to create a new line 

9 enter the PIP start date in the ‘from date’ field and leave the end date blank 

10 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite’ field 

11 input ‘N’ in ‘Rate’ and new end reason codes appropriate to the PIP decision 

12 input ‘@’ at the bottom of the page in the ‘Next Item’ field 

13 enter ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ 

14 select ‘End’ 

 

 Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen 

15 select ‘Enter’ 

16 enter ‘3’ in the ‘Decision Type’ field 



 

17 enter ‘N’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field 

Note: The ‘Decision Date’ will be displayed as today’s date 

18 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field, if MOTA case, go to Step 23 

19 enter ‘DA105’ in the ‘Next dialogue’ field, then ‘Shift’ and ‘F3’ 

Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen 

20 select ‘Enter’ 

21 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

22 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next item’ field 

23 enter ‘DA535’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

24 check ‘DA535’ for any outstanding case controls and clear them in ‘DA530 Case Controls’ 

Transaction Failure – Action needed –Terminate DLA  

  

84. When a decision is made on a PIP claim and the PIPCS ‘person’ record holds a Special Interest (SI) marker at 

‘submitted’, PIPCS exchanges data with DLACS. 

85. Additionally, when a decision is made on a PIP claim, PIPCS broadcasts this decision to Customer Information System 

CIS (Searchlight) in cases where there is DLA interest. CIS(Searchlight) then sends a broadcast to DLACS notifying that 

a decision has been made on PIPCS. 

86. Absence or incorrect status of an SI marker on the ‘person’ record or certain existing incorrect system actions stop 

this data exchange happening. PIPCS does not broadcast to DLACS notifying that a decision has been made on PIPCS 

resulting in possible duplicate payments of DLA and PIP being made. 

87. In cases where a data exchange is attempted, PIPCS will automatically generate a task to notify a failed data exchange 

with DLACS. Where a data exchange is not attempted, no task will be generated to alert the user. 

88. Following the CIS(Searchlight) broadcast to DLACS, CC834 (Action needed - Terminate DLA) automatically generates if 

the DLA award ‘End’ date has more than 42 days to run. This case control notifies a PIP decision has been made and is 

shown on the Work Available Report (WAR). You must consider ending DLA entitlement. 

Transaction Failure task 



 
89. When a PIP award or disallowance decision has been made, if there isn’t a DLA ‘End’ date within 42 days, CC834 will 

be displayed in DLACS Dialogue DA535 and will also appear on the Work Available Report (WAR). The Multifunction 

Team Caseworker will identify this CC when actioning the WAR and will: 

Step Action 

1 identify the CM who made the decision 

2 create a high priority ‘Transaction Failure’ task type with the comment ‘CC834 on DLACS’ 

3 send the task to the CM who made the decision (or if ‘blocked’, send the task to the CM Overflow work queue 

for the relevant Service Centre) 

4 Note: DLACS Notepad and PIPCS Notes with ‘WAR check CC834 tasked to CM (or work queue) and user initials, 

team and room number’ 

Note: The issuing and actioning of these task types must be treated as a priority. 

90. On receipt of the ‘Transaction Failure’ task, you need to establish what decision has been made and notified on PIPCS 

before deciding what corrective measures need to be taken. 

91. If DLA entitlement hasn’t been ended within 28 days of CC834 being set, DLACS auto-suspends  

DLA payments to minimise any potential overpayment.  

Spare paragraphs 92 - 95 

Reasons why CC834 has been triggered   

96. The table below lists some of the reasons why the data exchange hasn’t happened but this list isn’t exhaustive. 

Reason 

Reassessment claim is made 98 days following PIP invite - CC827 is present or has been deleted 

User has incorrectly manually input the DLA ‘End’ date in ‘Evidence - Other Benefits’ in PIPCS 

Incorrect manual ‘End date’ entry in DLACS - ‘End’ date is more than 42 days after the PIP decision 

Incorrect ‘Effective date’ entered in PIPCS 

Incomplete decision or Data Exchange not attempted 

Decision notified as a New Claim and CM has applied a 4 week ‘run on’ 



 

Notified as a New Claim and ’Effective date’ is the date of application 

Reassessment claim is made 98 days following PIP invite - CC827 is present or has 

been deleted 

  

97. Where CC827 has generated on DLACS and a PIP decision is made, PIPCS won’t attempt a data exchange with DLACS 

even if CC827 is deleted. As a result, PIPCS won’t notify the decision or populate ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ 

information. PIP payments won’t start and in disallowance cases, the decision won’t take effect. Additionally, DLA 

payments will continue. 

In every case as an absolute minimum, you must: 

Step Action 

1 check DLACS Dialogue DA535 for the presence of CC827. If not present, check DLACS Notepad and PIPCS Notes 

for evidence of deletion 

2 check the PIP decision type, that is, award, disallowance and effective date 

3 check that a notification hasn’t been issued 

4 check if DLA is recorded within the ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ in PIPCS 

5 check the SI is in the correct status 

Decision made within the current benefit week 

  

98. You must consider whether the decision has been made within the current benefit week. If made within the current 

benefit week you must: 

Step Action 

1 check if DLA ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ is present, verify and apply on PIPCS. If not present, you must input the 

DLA information in ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ then verify and apply - See: End of  

Entitlement not returned task for verify and apply instructions 

2 End DLA manually - See: Manually end DLA award 

  



 

Decision made outside the current benefit week 

  

99. You must consider whether the decision has been made outside the current benefit week. If so, you must: 

Step Action 

1 modify the determination 

2 give a new 4 week ‘run on’ 

3 check if DLA ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ is present, verify and apply on PIPCS. If not present, you must input the 

DLA information in ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ then verify and apply - See: End of  

Entitlement not returned task for verify and apply instructions 

4 end DLA manually - See: Manually end DLA award 

Note: If you identify any other scenario you must discuss the case with your designated expert.   

User has incorrectly manually input the DLA ‘End’ date in ‘Evidence - Other Benefits’ 

in PIPCS 

  

100. In disability decisions, PIPCS automatically populates the DLA ‘End’ date in ‘Other benefits’. In some cases, users are 

incorrectly manually inputting this date preventing PIPCS attempting the data exchange with DLACS. In every case as 

an absolute minimum, you must: 

Step Action 

1 check the PIP decision type, that is, award, disallowance and effective date 

2 check that a notification hasn’t been issued 

3 check the SI is in the correct status 

4 check if DLA is still in payment 

Decision made within the current benefit week 

101. You must consider whether the decision has been made within the current benefit week. If made within the current 

benefit week you must: 

Step Action 



 

1 check the DLA ‘End’ date shown in PIPCS is correct. If so, verify and apply the change 

If not, amend to the correct date and verify and apply the change – See: End of Entitlement not returned task 

for verify and apply instructions 

2 end DLA manually - See: Manually end DLA award 

Decision made outside the current benefit week 

102. If the decision hasn’t been made within the current benefit week, you must: 

Step Action 

1 modify the determination 

2 give a new 4 week ‘run on’ 

3 update the DLA ‘End’ date in PIPCS and verify and apply the change - See: End of Entitlement not  

 returned task for verify and apply instructions 

4 end DLA manually - See: Manually end DLA award 

Note: If you identify any other scenario you must discuss the case with your designated expert.   

Incorrect manual ‘End’ date entry in DLACS 

  

103. This is the result of a user manually inputting an incorrect DLA ‘End’ date in DLACS more than 42 days in the future. 

Frequently, this occurs as a result of a simple ‘typo’, for example, instead of inputting 2017 as the date, the user has 

input 2027. If so, as an absolute minimum, you must: 

Step Action 

1 check the PIP decision is a Reassessment decision 

2 check the notification to confirm the decision has been notified as a Reassessment 

3 check the DLA ‘End’ date is recorded correctly within ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ in  

PIPCS 

4 check the SI is in the correct status 

104. If all of the above steps are correct, you must amend the DLA ‘End’ date within DLACS to the correct date. This 

action can only be done by a ‘Superuser’. 



 
Note: If you identify any other scenario you must discuss the case with your designated expert.   

  

Incorrect ‘Effective’ date entered in PIPCS 

  

105. This is the result of a user manually inputting an incorrect PIP ‘Effective’ date in PIPCS which is more than the 

specified 4 week run on date. Frequently, this occurs as a result of a simple ‘typo’, for example, instead of inputting 

2017 as the ‘Effective’ date, the user has input 2027. In every case as an absolute minimum you must: 

Step Action 

1 check the PIP decision is a Reassessment decision 

2 modify the determination applying the correct ‘Effective’ date 

3 check a notification has been issued. If a notification has been issued, send a corrected PIP.7006 for an award 

or PIP.7016 for a disallowance and a PIP STF6 or PIP STF6 (A) covering letter to inform the claimant of the 

correct effective date. 

4 amend the DLA ‘End’ date shown in PIPCS to the correct date and verify and apply the change -  

See: End of Entitlement not returned task for verify and apply instructions 

5 end DLA manually - See: Manually end DLA award 

Note: If you identify any other scenario you must discuss the case with your designated expert.  Spare paragraphs 

106 - 109  

Incomplete decision or Data Exchange not attempted 

  

110. This can occur for a number of reasons, for example, the user doesn’t submit the award for approval or disallow the 

case, the case is actioned prior to generation of the AP report task, a previous ‘negative determination’ where procedural 

error has been accepted and so on.   

In every case as an absolute minimum, you must:   

Step Action 

1 check the PIP decision type, that is, award, disallowance and ‘Effective’ date 

2 check that a notification hasn’t been issued 



 

3 check DLA is ‘In Edit’ in ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ in PIPCS 

4 check the SI is in the correct status 

5 check that DLA is still in payment 

Spare paragraphs 111 -119 

Decision made within the current benefit week 

120. You must consider whether the decision has been made within the current benefit week. If made within the current 

benefit week you must: 

Step Action 

1 check the DLA ‘End’ date shown in PIPCS is correct. If so, verify and apply the change. If not, amend to the 

correct date and verify and apply the change - See: End of Entitlement not returned task for verify and apply 

instructions 

2 end DLA manually - See: Manually end DLA award 

121. If applicable, submit the case for approval or disallow as appropriate. 

Decision made outside the current benefit week 

122. If the decision hasn’t been made within the current benefit week, you must: 

Step Action 

1 modify the determination 

2 give a new 4 week ‘run on’ 

3 check if DLA ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ is present, verify and apply on PIPCS. If not present, you must input the 

DLA information in then verify and apply – See: End of Entitlement not returned task for verify and apply 

instructions 

4 end DLA manually - See: Manually end DLA award 

123. If applicable, submit the case for approval or disallow as appropriate. 

Note: If your case doesn’t match the above scenario, you must discuss the case with your designated expert.   

   



 

Decision notified as a New Claim and CM has applied a 4 week ‘run on’ 

  

Decision made within the current benefit week 

124. You must consider whether the decision has been made within the current benefit week. If made within the current 

benefit week you must: 

Step Action 

1 check the DLA ‘End’ date shown in ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ in PIPCS is correct. If so, verify and apply the 

change. If not, amend to the correct date and verify and apply the change - See: End of  

Entitlement not returned task for verify and apply instructions 

2 suppress any system notification and issue the correct Reassessment notification with the covering letter PIP 

STF 1 or PIP STF 1A (if an appointee present). Send copies to the MOU for scanning 

3 end DLA manually - See: Manually end DLA award 

Decision made outside the current benefit week 

125. If the decision hasn’t been made within the current benefit week, you must: 

Step Action 

1 modify the determination 

2 give a new 4 week ‘run on’ 

3 check if DLA ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ in PIPCS is present, verify and apply on PIPCS. If not present, you must 

input the DLA information in ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ then verify and apply -  

See: End of Entitlement not returned task for verify and apply instructions 

4 suppress any system notification and issue the correct Reassessment notification with the covering letter PIP 

STF 2C or PIP STF 2C (A) (if an appointee present). Send copies to the MOU for scanning 

5 end DLA manually - See: Manually end DLA award 

Notified as a New Claim and ‘Effective date’ is the date of application 

  



 

126. This occurs when the SI marker isn’t present or isn’t shown as submitted. PIPCS treats the case as a New Claim, awards 

or disallows benefit from the date of application and issues a New Claim notification. This notification doesn’t contain 

any information about the claimant’s DLA. In every case as an absolute minimum, you must: 

Step Action 

1 check the PIP decision 

2 check the notification to confirm whether the decision has been notified as a New claim or  

Reassessment 

3 check whether DLA is recorded within the ‘Evidence – Other benefits’ in PIPCS 

4 check the SI is in the correct status 

Note: If the PIP case is held at the RBC, the user must change the case ownership to Blackpool BC so it can be dealt with 

appropriately. 

127. If entitlement has been awarded - See: Dual claim action – entitlement awarded instructions. 

128. If entitlement has been disallowed - See: Dual claim action – entitlement disallowed. Spare paragraphs 129- 131 

  

Dual claim action – entitlement awarded 

  

Action to take in PIPCS by Blackpool BC 

132. PIPCS Blackpool BC must: 

Step Action 

1 input the SI marker in the ‘person’ homepage 

2 register an SofS unplanned intervention and select ‘No’ in the PIP2 required field 

3 Modify the determination - internal review, requested for DM  

Input the comment ‘Reassessment claim treated as a New Claim in error’  

‘Nil’ the award and input the descriptor ‘a’ for all the activities  

4 input the reasons ‘Claimant is not entitled to PIP from date of application as they were entitled to  

DLA‘ 



 

5 complete the determination 

Note: the ‘Effective’ date is the date of application 

6 apply the PIP Assessment Determination evidence for the determination you just completed 

7 Modify determination again – internal review, requested for DM  

Input comment ‘Reassessment claim treated as a new claim in error’  

Input original activity descriptor scores and any QP/PT as required  

8 input reasons from the original determination 

9 complete the determination 

Note: The ‘Effective’ date is the 4 week run on date, which must be calculated from the date the original 

determination was approved 

10 edit the review and/or the end of award date 

11 enter the conclusion on the intervention ‘no change’ and add the comment ‘reassessment claim treated as a 

new claim in error’ 

12 apply the PIP Assessment Determination evidence for the determination you just completed 

Note: Close all tabs and refresh the search results. The ‘Benefit delivery’ case will now be pending  

 closure 

13 now validate and apply the evidence 

14 Close any tasks 

15 refer to your HEO to close and then reactivate the ‘benefit delivery’ case 

16 create a DLA record in ‘Evidence - Other benefits’, leave ‘In Edit’ and only input the DLA rates and payday. Do 

not input DLA end of award date or verify 

17 submit for approval, check for any management checks and clear as necessary 

18 activate case 



 

19 check the ‘Benefit delivery’ case 

Note: PIPCS shows the coverage period from 4 week run on date and ‘Benefit delivery’ case is active 

20 input the correct ‘End’ date in DLA ‘Evidence - Other benefits’ and tick the verify box 

21 apply the DLA ‘Evidence - Other benefits’ and select the ‘determination tab’ in the ‘Benefit delivery’ case to 

check that the weekly benefit amount now shows there 

22 suppress any notification and issue a manual PIP.7006 with PIP STF 7 or PIP STF 7(A) (if an appointee present). 

Send copies  to the MOU for scanning 

23 input a note on PIPCS to explain how the overpayment (O/P) occurred, the period, the amount and the 

classification of the O/P 

24 action the payment correction tasks 

25 perform a final check in the ‘financials’ tab 

Action to take in DLACS by Blackpool BC 

133. PIPCS Blackpool BC must: 

Step Action 

1 manually end the DLA entitlement from the day before PIP will start to pay using the correct ‘End reason’ codes 

for Mobility and Care 

input as a type ‘3’ decision 

input note in DLACS Notepad ‘Workaround DLA end of entitlement failure’ 

 clear all CC’s in dialogue DA530 

Ensure the reassessment indicator on DLACS is correct. Ask a super user to correct if necessary 

2 complete payment action on DLACS 

issue arrears if appropriate or refer any O/P’s to Debt Management 

input a note in DLACS Notepad if necessary, to explain how the O/P occurred, the period, the amount and the 

classification of the O/P 

  



 
  

Dual claim action – entitlement disallowed 

  

Action to take in PIPCS by Blackpool BC 

134. PIPCS Blackpool BC must: 

Step Action 

1 input or change the SI marker in the ‘person’ homepage 

2 modify the determination – internal review, requested for DM 

input comment ‘Reassessment claim treated as a new claim in error’ 

input original activity descriptor scores 

3 input reasons from original determination 

4 complete the determination 

Note: The ‘Effective’ date is the 4 week run on date, which must be calculated from the date the original 

determination was approved 

5 apply the PIP Assessment Determination evidence for the determination you just completed 

6 create a DLA ‘Evidence - Other benefits’ record and input the ‘Start’ and ‘End’ dates for DLA. Do not tick the 

verified box at this stage 

Note: The DLA ‘End’ date will be the day before the PIP ‘Effective’ date calculated at step 4 

7 validate and apply the evidence 

8 now tick the verified box in DLA ‘Evidence - Other benefits’ and apply the evidence 

9 close any tasks 

10 suppress any notification and issue a manual PIP.7016 with covering letter PIP STF 3B or PIP STF  

3B (A) (if an appointee present). Send copies to the MOU for scanning 

Action to take in DLACS by Blackpool BC: 

135. PIPCS Blackpool BC must: 



 

Step Action 

 

1 manually end the DLA entitlement from the day before the PIP disallowance starts using the correct ‘End 

reason’ codes for Mobility and Care 

input as a type ‘3’ decision 

input note in DLACS Notepad ‘Workaround DLA end of entitlement failure’ 

clear all CC’s in dialogue DA530 

Ensure the Reassessment Indicator on DLACS is correct. Ask a super user to correct if necessary 

2 complete payment action in DLACS 

issue arrears if appropriate or refer any O/P’s to Debt Management 

input a note in DLACS Notepad if necessary, to explain how the O/P occurred, the period, the amount and the 

classification of the O/P 

 

End of Entitlement not returned task 

136. This task prompts you to: 

Step Action 

1 manually calculate the end date including the run on date 

2 access DLACS and end DLA entitlement with the relevant reason codes 

3 access PIPCS the new 'Other Benefit Evidence Details’ screen - See:  'How to navigate to the   Other   

Benefit Evidence Details screen’ in PIPCS 

4 tick the ‘DLA verified’ field 

5 check the end date is correct 

6 apply changes by selecting the ‘Action’ button within the tab and choosing ‘Apply Changes’ - See:  

Decision making - Accessing evidence to apply changes 

  



 

How to navigate to ‘Other Benefits Evidence’ screen in PIPCS 

  

137. To navigate to the ‘Other Benefits evidence’ screen in PIPCS, you must: 

Step Action 

1 go to the ‘Application’ case 

2 click on the ‘Evidence’ tab 

3 select the ‘Action’ button 

4 select ‘New Evidence’ 

PIPCS then returns a New Evidence list page 

5 go to the ‘Other Benefits Evidence’ type 

6 select ‘Add’ from the drop down list 

Note: PIPCS returns the ‘New Other Benefits Evidence Details’ page. 

  

The ‘Other Benefits Evidence’ screen in PIPCS 

138. The fields displayed and requirements are as follows: 

• Received date  

This field will default to today’s date. This field can be amended to an  earlier date 

• Type  

This field is mandatory and will initially be displayed blank. Values are: 

• War Pension Mobility Supplement (WPMS)  

• DLA  

• WP (War Pension) Constant Attendance Allowance (CAA)  

• New Tax Credits (NTC)  

Note: You must select DLA. 



 

139. New Tax Credits (NTC) is only for use when the record is being automatically created as a result of Customer 

Information System CIS(Searchlight) details. 

140. If this is selected on a manual record creation or update, you will receive an error message. 

• Rate  

This field is mandatory and will initially be displayed blank. This is a drop down field and the values are: 

• Higher  

• Not awarded  

• Not considered  

• Half Day/ part time  

• Full day//normal maximum  

• Intermediate  

• Exceptional  

• Highest Care/ Mobility not Awarded  

• Highest Care/Higher Mobility  

• Highest Care/ Lower Mobility  

• Middle Care/Mobility not Awarded  

• Middle Care/Higher Mobility  

• Middle Care/ Lower Mobility  

• Lowest Care/ Mobility Not Awarded  

• Lowest Care/Higher Mobility  

• Lowest Care/Lower Mobility  

• Care Not Awarded/Higher Mobility  

• Care Not Awarded/Lower Mobility  

• NTC Interest  

  

• Award Date  

this field is optional and will initially be displayed blank, input the DLA award date 

• Payment Start Date  

 this field is mandatory and will initially be displayed blank, input the DLA payment start date 

• End date  



 
this field is optional and will initially be displayed blank, only input the DLA end date if the DLA record was unable to close 

• Pay Day  

this field is optional and will initially be displayed blank, input the DLA Pay Day 

• DLA Verified  

this is a check box with a default value of ‘Unchecked’, only check this box if the DLA record was unable to close. 

• Comments  

this field is optional and will initially be displayed blank, note that the date has been input manually following a data 

exchange failure. 

141. You must select ‘Save’. 

Note: This action will create an ‘In Edit’ record. 

Spare paragraphs 142 - 145 

Validation in the new ‘Other Benefit Evidence Details’ screen in PIPCS 

  

146. The creation of two ‘Other Benefit Records’ of the same type for time periods mustn’t overlap. An error message will 

be displayed. 

General Validation 

147. The ‘Received Date’ can be earlier than or equal to ‘Today’s Date’ but not later than ‘Today’s date’. 

DLA Validation 

148. The ‘DLA Verified’ tick box may not be ticked on creation of the ‘Other Benefit of Type DLA’. 

149. If it’s checked, an error message will be displayed stating ‘DLA Verified may not be checked on creation of Other 

Benefit Type of DLA’. 

150. ‘Pay Day’ must be completed on creation of ‘Other Benefit Type DLA’. If it isn’t entered, an error message will be 

displayed stating ‘Pay Day must be completed when entering an Other Benefit Type of DLA’. 

151. You will be prevented from creating a second ‘Other Benefit Evidence Record of type DLA’ when either ‘In Edit’ or 

‘Active’ record already exists. 



 

152. An error message will be displayed ’DLA Other Benefit Evidence Record already exists – cannot create a second 

record type of DLA’. 

Disability codes indicating additional support may be required 

153. 

Category Subgroup Disease D code shown in DA501  

Case Summary 

New 

code 

Prion diseases Creutzfeldt – Jacob disease (CJD) D23 B11 

Prion diseases Prion diseases - Other / type not  

known 

D23 B20 

N/A Severely Mentally Impaired (SMI) D96 D96 

Stress reactions Post traumatic stress disorder  

(PTSD) 

D45 F11 

Stress reactions Stress reaction disorders - Other / type 

not known 

D45 F20 

Anxiety disorders Anxiety disorders - Other / type not  

known 

D45 F30 

Mixed anxiety and depressive 

disorders 

Anxiety and depressive disorders - mixed D45 F32 

Somatoform and dissociative 

disorders 

Conversion disorder (hysteria) D45 F33 

Somatoform and dissociative 

disorders F33 – F40 

Dissociative disorders - Other / type not 

known 

D45 F35 

Mood disorders Depressive disorder D44 F41 

Mood disorders Bipolar affective disorder  

(Hypomania / Mania) 

D44 F42 

Mood disorders Mood disorders - Other / type not  

known 

D44 F50 



 

Psychotic disorders Schizophrenia D44 F51 

Psychotic disorders Schizoaffective disorder D44 F52 

Psychotic disorders Psychotic disorders - Other / type not 

known 

D44 F60 

Cognitive disorders Dementia D48 F61 

    

Cognitive disorders Cognitive disorder due to stroke D16 F62 

Cognitive disorders Cognitive disorders - Other / type not 

known 

N/A F65 

Learning disability global Down’s syndrome D40 F86 

Learning disability global Fragile X syndrome D40 F87 

Learning disability global Learning disability - Other / type not  

known 

D40 F90 

Autistic spectrum disorders Autism D40 F91 

Autistic spectrum disorders Asperger syndrome D40 F92 

Autistic spectrum disorders Retts disorder D40 F94 

Hyperkinetic disorder ADHD / ADD D52 F95 

Psychiatric disorders of childhood - 

Other 

Psychiatric disorders of childhood -  

Other / type not known 

D50 F99 

Movement disorders Huntington’s disease D23 G29 

Head injury Head injury - Cognitive impairment D36 G46 

Head injury Head injury - Cognitive and sensorimotor 

impairment 

D36 G50 

Note: Any claimant with a dual hearing or sensory loss won’t be deemed as requiring additional support. 

  

Change effective date (2 week safe date) 



 

  

154. 

Example A 

• Date of decision: Thursday 7 March 2019  

• Next DLA payday: Wednesday 13 March 2019  

• 2 weeks ahead (the 2 week safe date): 26 March 2019  

• DLACS system automatically disallows DLA from: 27 March 2019  

Example B 

• Date of decision: Monday 18 March 2019  

• Next DLA payday: Wednesday 20 March 2019  

• 2 weeks ahead (the 2 week safe date): 2 April 2019   

• DLACS system automatically disallows DLA from: 3 April 2019  

Example C 

• Date of decision: Wednesday 30 March 2019  

• Next DLA payday: Wednesday 6 April 2019  

• 2 weeks ahead (the 2 week safe date): 19 April 2019  

• DLACS system automatically disallows DLA from: 20 April 2019  

  

Case Manager Reassessment outbound call 

  

Claimant explanations (supporting narratives) 

155. When a claimant requests a call back regarding their Personal Independence Payment (PIP) decision, you must make 

an outbound call to the claimant. 

156. You must read the instructions attached in the link: Claimant requests an explanation. 

Note: You aren’t required to log on to Internet Protocol for Contact Centres (IPCC) enabled phones to explain the decision 

to the claimant, you can make the outbound call from the phone on your desk. 

 Claimants   who have been disallowed completely  

Reassessment claimants where daily living is reduced from higher care to standard daily living 



 
Reassessment claimants where daily living is reduced from higher or middle care to nil daily living 

Reassessment claimants where lowest rate care is reduced to PIP nil daily living 

Reassessment claimants where mobility is reduced from higher to standard 

Reassessment claimants where mobility is reduced from higher to nil 

Reassessment claimants where Mobility is reduced from lower or nil 

Incorrect PIP decision (claimant out of scope for Reassessment) 

Supporting narrative 

PIP in payment (DLA was still in payment at the time of the PIP decision) 

PIP disallowed (previous DLA award still live at time of PIP decision) 

PIP disallowed (previous DLA award expired before PIP decision was made) 

PIP in payment (previous DLA award expired before PIP decision was made 

Claimant has a Motability car as a result of their PIP award (DLA claim didn’t entitle them to this) 

Claimant asks about over or underpayment 

When will I get my arrears 

Spare paragraphs 157 - 159  

Claimants who have been disallowed completely 

160. You must tell the claimant the following: 

“Now a decision has been made on your Personal Independence Payment your Disability Living Allowance will stop 

permanently and the date your Disability Living Allowance will end is shown on your decision letter. We will stop paying 

for your Motability agreement if you had one and Motability will be in touch with you to make the necessary 

arrangements, which will include the return of any vehicle. You will also no longer be entitled to free vehicle tax and 

your decision letter will explain what you must do once your Disability Living Allowance ends. If you have a carer who 

gets Carer's Allowance, they will get a letter telling them what will happen to their Carer's Allowance”. 

Reassessment claimants where daily living is reduced from higher care to standard daily living 

161. You must tell the claimant the following: 



 

“Now a decision has been made on your Personal Independence Payment your Disability Living Allowance will stop 

permanently and the date your Disability Living Allowance will end is shown on your decision letter. Your first payment 

of Personal Independence Payment will ensure there is no break in payment between your Disability Living Allowance 

ending and your Personal Independence Payment starting. If you have a carer who is getting Carer's Allowance, it will 

continue as normal”. 

Reassessment claimants where daily living is reduced from higher or middle care to nil daily 

living 

162. You must tell the claimant the following: 

“Now a decision has been made on your Personal Independence Payment your Disability Living Allowance will stop 

permanently and the date your Disability Living Allowance will end is shown on your decision letter. If you have a carer 

who gets 

Carer's Allowance, they will get a letter telling them what will happen to their Carer's Allowance. This is because you are not 

entitled to the enhanced or standard rate of the Daily Living component of Personal Independence Payment”. 

Reassessment claimants where lowest rate care is reduced to PIP nil daily living 

163. You must tell the claimant the following: 

“Now a decision has been made on your Personal Independence Payment your Disability Living Allowance will stop 

permanently and the date your Disability Living Allowance will end is shown on your decision letter”. 

Reassessment claimants where mobility is reduced from higher to standard 

164. You must tell the claimant the following: 

“Now a decision has been made on your Personal Independence Payment your Disability Living Allowance will stop 

permanently and the date your Disability Living Allowance will end is shown on your decision letter. Your first payment 

of Personal Independence Payment will ensure there is no break in payment between your Disability Living Allowance 

ending and your Personal Independence Payment starting. Because you are not entitled to the Enhanced rate of the 

mobility component of Personal Independence Payment we will stop paying for your Motability agreement if you had 

one and Motability will be in touch with you to make the necessary arrangements, which will include the return of any 

vehicle. You will also no longer be entitled to free vehicle tax; you can get a 50% reduction in the cost of your vehicle 

tax if you get the Personal Independence Payment standard rate for the mobility component. Your decision letter will 

explain what you must do about your current free vehicle tax once your Disability Living Allowance ends’. You can find 

more information on GOV.UK. Financial help if you're disabled - GOV.UK”. 

Reassessment claimants where mobility is reduced from higher to nil 



 
165. You must tell the claimant the following: 

 “Now a decision has been made on your Personal Independence Payment your Disability Living Allowance will stop 

permanently and the date your Disability Living Allowance will end is shown on your decision letter. Because you are 

not entitled to the Enhanced rate of the mobility component of Personal Independence Payment we will stop paying 

for your Motability agreement if you had one and Motability will be in touch with you to make the necessary 

arrangements, which will include the return of any vehicle. You will also no longer be entitled to free vehicle tax and 

your decision letter will explain what you must do about your current free vehicle tax once your Disability Living 

Allowance ends”. 

Reassessment claimants where Mobility is reduced from lower or nil 

166. You must tell the claimant the following: 

“Now a decision has been made on your Personal Independence Payment your Disability Living Allowance will stop 

permanently and the date your Disability Living Allowance will end is shown on your decision letter”. 

Incorrect PIP decision (claimant out of scope for Reassessment) 

167. There may be occasions where a claim from Disability Living Allowance (DLA) to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) 

has been made and the claimant was out of scope. 

168. An incorrect PIP claim can be identified at any stage during the PIP journey that is from the date the claim was made 

until after a decision has been made and payment is in place. 

169. If a PIP decision has been made and the claimant is out of scope for Reassessment, you must modify the determination 

to the effect that the claimant is not entitled to PIP. 

Note: Any resulting overpayment will be official error. 

Supporting narrative 

170. You must tell the claimant the following: 

“We decided to gradually introduce Personal Independence Payment for existing Disability Living Allowance claimants into 

just a small area so we can monitor this new process.  The law was changed to allow this”. 

“Unfortunately, your claim for Personal Independence Payment was processed by mistake as you didn’t live in the area 

where Personal Independence Payment is being introduced. Because you didn’t live in the right area, we shouldn’t have 

taken your claim to Personal Independence Payment.  We’ve had to review your Personal Independence Payment 

decision to put this mistake right”.  

PIP in payment (DLA was still in payment at the time of the PIP decision) 



 

171. You must tell the claimant the following: 

“This means that you are no longer entitled to receive Personal Independence Payment and we’ll have to stop paying the 

benefit. Instead, we’ll reinstate your Disability Living Allowance at the same rate that you used to get. This will be from the 

same date we started to pay you Personal Independence Payment”. 

“The Disability Living Allowance unit will have to work out how much Disability Living Allowance is due and they’ll take 

into account any Personal Independence Payment which may have already been paid”. 

“Do you have any questions for me?” 

PIP disallowed (previous DLA award still live at time of PIP decision) 

172. You must tell the claimant: 

“This means that the decision we made on your claim to Personal Independence Payment is no longer valid and we can 

reinstate your Disability Living Allowance at the same rate as before. This will start from the same date of the decision 

for your claim to Personal Independence Payment.” 

PIP disallowed (previous DLA award expired before PIP decision was made) 

173. You must tell the claimant the following: 

“This means that the decision we made on your claim to Personal Independence Payment is no longer valid and we’ll 

treat your claim to Personal Independence Payment as a further claim to Disability Living Allowance instead.” 

PIP in payment (previous DLA award expired before PIP decision was made 

174. You must tell the claimant the following: 

 “I’m sorry but it means that the decision we made on your claim is no longer valid and we can no longer pay Personal 

Independence Payment to you.  I see that your award of Disability Living Allowance had already expired before we made 

a decision on your claim to Personal Independence Payment. We’ll therefore treat the claim to Personal Independence 

Payment as a claim for Disability Living Allowance instead and deal with it as quickly as possible”. 

“Do you want to ask me anything about this?” 

Claimant has a Motability car as a result of their PIP award (DLA claim didn’t entitle them to 

this) 

175. You must tell the claimant the following: 



 
“I’m sorry, but we can only pay for a Motability agreement if you are getting the enhanced rate of PIP or the higher rate 

of DLA mobility.  The changes mean we can no longer pay you Personal Independence Payment and when we reinstate 

your DLA it doesn’t include higher rate mobility, and so we can no longer pay for your Motability agreement. I realise this 

must be very distressing for you”.  

Claimant asks about over or underpayment 

176. You must tell the claimant the following: 

“If we’ve paid you too much money as a result of our mistake, it is unlikely you’ll have to pay any of it back.  If we’ve 

underpaid you we’ll pay you any arrears that we owe”. 

When will I get my arrears 

177. You must tell the claimant the following: 

“I’m sorry but I can’t tell you when this will be. We’ll try and deal with it as soon as possible”. 

“We’ve got all the information we used to make the decision about Personal Independence Payment and are sending this 

to the Disability Living Allowance Unit so they can take action on your DLA claim.  They’ll contact you separately about 

this” 

“I would like to apologise for any inconvenience our decision has caused”.  

Transitional cases prior to 03 March 2014 (DLA suspension action required due to non 

compliance of the PIP invite) 

  

Transitional arrangements for outstanding ‘Focussed’ (manually selected) reassessment cases 

178. Some manually selected cases extracted during the ‘manual’ Reassessment period from 28 October 2013 to 2 March 

2014 will continue on the manual Reassessment journey until it’s complete. 179. You may be required to action 

outstanding manually selected Reassessment cases. 

180. You’ll be able to identify these transitional cases from the dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’ entry and a  

Reassessment Indicator (RI) ending in ‘5’ - See: ‘Transitional Guidance - In scope PIP invite issued prior to 03 March 2014' 

instructions, and ‘Rising 16 transitional cases prior to 03 March 2014 (out of scope for PIP - suspension required)’.  



 

Using the PIP BC and AP lot checker 

  

181. You may need to check whether a claimant was in or out of scope for Personal Independence Payment (PIP) 

Reassessment between 28 October 2013 and 2 March 2014 or at any time by accessing the PIP BC and AP lot checker 

from ‘Related Links’ on the PIP instructions homepage  and use as follows: 

Step Action 

1 enter the claimant’s postcode plus a space, for example, FY3 space. 

2 the tool will then display the: 

Benefit Centre  

Lot  

follow DLA process 

3 if started on, or after 

28 October 2013  

14 January 2014  

03 February 2014  

03 March 2014  

follow PIP process 

Rising 16 transitional cases prior to 03 March 2014 (out of scope for PIP and 

suspension required) 

  

182. Consider if Additional Support (AS) is required and if so make an AS or claim completion referral to  

Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) visiting services to obtain completion of a DLA434 as follows: 

Step Action 

1 access ‘DA530 Maintain Case Controls’ screen, and set a CC for 4 weeks for the return of the  

DWP Visit referral and return of a DLA434 

2 access ‘DA110 Notepad’ screen 



 

3 enter the following: 

‘DLA434 not received. Claimant requires additional support. DWP referral for completion of DLA434. CC set.’ 

Note:  Your initials, team name and room number 

4 select ‘END’ 

5 if additional support is not required the TL will complete a SUSP1 and pass to you 

6 access ‘DA460 Suspend Payment of Award’ screen and enter: 

‘A’ in the suspension action field  

the appropriate effective suspension date  

Note: This will be from today’s date and each case should be considered on its own merits 

’30’ (other ) in the reason for suspension field’  

7 select ‘F21’ to show ‘DA105 Method of payment’ screen 

8 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will then display the Payment Details screen. 

this screen may show that there’s payment due up to the award level suspension date and the amount due 

9 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payments’ 

10 select End 

 

  

11 access ‘DA530 Maintain Case Controls’ screen, and set a CC for 4 weeks from today’s date 

12 access ‘DA110 Notepad’ screen and enter the following: ‘DLA434 not returned. DLA suspended.  

CC set for 4 weeks.’ Note your initials and team name 

13 issue a SUSTERM 1A notification to the claimant, appointee or COP - See: ‘Suspension and  

Termination Guide’ and ‘Decision Maker Procedural Guide’ - ‘Chapter 11 - Recording decisions’ 

  



 

Suspension CC matures  

  

183. When the suspension case control matures, the Case Worker (CW) must check for receipt of the DLA434 and, 

where received, you must clear the case control, un-suspend DLA and continue with the event 29 (SofS supersession).  

CM decision to terminate the DLA award  

  

184. If the DLA434 hasn’t been returned, the CW will clear the case control and pass the case to you to terminate the DLA 

award - See:  Rising 16 - Prior to 03 March 2014 – Out of scope and DLA434 issued’.  

185. When recording the decision to terminate benefit using DBD600: 

Step Action 

1 complete Part 8 to show that benefit has been terminated. 

2 record the end reason type ‘T04’ at Part 9.2. 

3 complete Part 14 and the RFD template. 

186. If the decision is recorded on DBD810: 

Step Action  

1 insert: outcome code ‘Y44’ and select ‘I have made a decision’ 

2 select: ‘Disallowance on non disability grounds’ 

3 select: ‘not entitled from and including’ and insert date 

4 select: ‘failed to comply with information requirement’ 

5 select: exclusion code ‘T04’ 

Note: The decision to terminate benefit in these circumstances is a supersession decision and the  

DL/SUSTERM 2 is used to notify the decision -See: Suspension and Termination Guide 

6 record in ‘DA110 Notepad’ that the award has been terminated, detailing your initials and team name in 

‘DA110’ 

  



 
  

  

07 Reassessment Case Worker Action 

Summary 

1. From July 2015, all eligible claimants in receipt of a long term or indefinite Disability Living Allowance  

(DLA) award will be invited to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment (PIP). This is known as Full PIP Rollout 

(FPR). These are randomly selected cases. We will write to individuals to explain what to do. They don't need to contact 

Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) beforehand. 

Note: For further information - See: Overview of Full PIP Rollout. 

  

Full PIP Rollout (FPR) – Scotland only 

2. Social Security powers, which have been devolved to Scotland through the Scotland Act 2016, give the Scottish 

Parliament powers over a number of Social Security benefits currently administered in Scotland by DWP. 

3. Under the terms of the Scotland Act 2016, PIP will be fully devolved from DWP to Scottish Government (SG) from early 

2021 for claimants living in Scotland. 

4. To allow a smooth transition, claimants, with an indefinite DLA award will be removed from the FPR process and will no 

longer be automatically selected from DLACS if the claimant is living in Scotland from 1 April 2020 

5. Natural Reassessment for DLA claimants living in Scotland will continue. 

6. Claimants will still be invited to claim PIP if their DLA is due for renewal or they report a change in needs or self 

selectors. 

7. If a claimant returns to England or Wales before PIP is fully devolved the claimant will become eligible for FPR and 

selected at random. 

8. If a claimant moves to Scotland, but they have already been invited to claim PIP their PIP journey must continue. See:  

FPR Lines to Take . 

9. For Rising 16 claimants who were no longer being invited to claim from 1 March 2020. See: Rising 16 changes and Lines 

to Take 

10. If a claimant returns to England or Wales before PIP is fully devolved the claimant will become eligible for FPR and 

selected at random. 



 

11. If a claimant moves to Scotland, but they have already been invited to claim PIP their PIP journey  

must continue. 

12. When claimants receive their PIP invite letter they call the PIP New Claim Line to make a claim. 

13. Providing there are no discrepancies, a PIP2 is automatically issued and once returned, the process will follow the 

Business As Usual (BAU) route. 

Subpages 

• Reassessment  

• Assessment Provider Lots for PIP  

• Department for Communities (previously known as Northern Ireland Social Security Agency)  

• Alternative format requested  

• Reassessment Indicators in DLACS & Special Interest marker in PIPCS  

• Data Exchange between PIPCS and DLACS  

• Exportability cases  

• No Fixed Abode (NFA) cases  

• Failed to create Reassessment person record tasks  

• IDV failure task (person record held)  

• Claimant deceased (DLACS action required)  

• Gone away  

• PIP invite issued (claim to PIP not made)  

• Outbound call  

• DLA Suspension  

• Termination of DLA awards (consider payability)  

• PIP invite issued (claim not received within 98 days)  

• Request to reinstate DLA following suspension and termination process for failure to claim PIP  

• PIP invite issued claimant doesn't wish to claim PIP and notification received  

• Termination of DLA award (PIP invite issued, claimant doesn't wish to claim PIP and no payability indicated or closed 

historical data exists)  

• Claimant wishes to relinquish DLA  

• Claimant wishes to withdraw their PIP claim  

• Termination of DLA award (claimant has notified the Assessment Provider that they wish to withdraw PIP)  

• Termination of DLA award (PIP invite issued, claimant wishes to withdraw their claim to PIP and no payability 

indicated or closed historical data exists)  

• Termination of DLA award (PIP invite issued, claimant wishes to withdraw their claim to PIP and current payability 

indicated)  



 
• Reassessment indicators (RIs) shown on DLACS  

• Special Interest (SI) Field shown on PIPCS Person Homepage  

• Checking disability codes on DLACS (Additional Support)  

• Obtaining Disability Living Allowance (DLA) medical evidence  

• Re-use of DLA medical evidence  

• Comma Separated Values report  

• Cases incorrectly selected for Reassessment (pre-decision)  

• Overview of Full PIP Rollout  

• Case Worker Reassessment outbound call  

• PIP invite issued (claimant doesn't wish to claim PIP and Additional Support needed notified in writing or by 

telephone  

• Clerical PIP1 received (Workflow Team action)  

• Medical evidence for reassessment  

• CC834 Action needed - terminate DLA  

• In scope PIP invite issued prior to 3 March 2014 (transitional instructions)  

• Rising 16 (prior to 03 March 2014 and out of scope for PIP)  

Reassessment 

4. Reassessment is: 

• Full PIP Rollout:  

• these claimants have a long term award (ending after October 2017)  

• indefinite Disability Living Allowance (DLA) awards:  

• Natural Reassessment  

• these claimants have DLA awards that are due to end  

• change in needs  

• (supersession) – these claimants have a change in needs  

• self selectors  

• DLA claimants who claim Personal Independence Payment (PIP) with no prompts  

• Rising 16  

• letter sent 20 weeks before the claimant’s 16th birthday  

5. DLA claimants aged 16 to 64 are invited to claim PIP. This age criteria applies to all. Full PIP Roll (FPR) out means some 

claimants will be over Age 65 when they are invited to claim. In addition to those reaching Age 65 after 8 April 2013. 

Full PIP Rollout 

6. A nightly scan of the DLA load selects the claimant for PIP. 



 

7. Their details are sent to the Personal Independent Payment Computer System (PIPCS) and with the National Insurance 

Number (NINo); it will check the Customer Information System CIS(Searchlight).  

PIPCS will create a ‘Person Record’ and send an invite letter PIP.0201. 

Note: For further information - See: Overview of Full PIP Rollout. 

Natural reassessment (where DLA award ends before October 2017) 

8. Claimants whose DLA award ends before October 2017 (previously referred to as DLA renewals) are invited to claim 

PIP. 

9. The claimant is selected from a scan 20 weeks prior to the expiry of their DLA award and their details sent to PIPCS, it 

then checks CIS(Searchlight) and creates a ‘Person Record’. 

10. A PIP invite letter PIP.0202 is issued to the claimant. 

Change in needs 

11. DLA claimants may ring the DLA Helpline or write to DLA to report a change in needs. 

12. The Case Worker (CW) or telephony staff must set the RI to ‘02’.  

Note: If the DLA Unit are taking on-going fraud action, the claimant reports a change in needs and is in scope, this will 

start the Reassessment journey, as a change of needs has been reported. The RI is still set to ‘02’ and the PIP invite is 

triggered. 

Learning Simulation: Change of circumstances Award Review - record interest 

Natural reassessment (self selectors) 

13. Once the PIP interest is registered on CIS(Searchlight), the RI is set to ‘15’ in Disability Living Allowance Computer 

System (DLACS). 

Natural reassessment (Rising 16) 

14. When the claimant is a Rising 16 the ‘RI’ value will be ‘I’ or ‘S’. 

15. Letters will have been issued to them at 15 years 7 months and 15 years 10 months, an invitation to claim PIP is issued 

when they reach Age 16. 

Note: For further information - See: Reassessment Indicators shown on DLACS. 

Rising 16 special rules cases 



 
16. Rising 16 special rules cases with a RI of ‘S’ won’t be invited to claim PIP until 20 weeks before their DLA award is due 

to end. 

17. If the claimant is Age 16, has an indefinite award of DLA, but an RI of ‘S’ is held (claimant claimed under Special Rules 

(SR)), they won’t be invited to claim PIP 

Note: These cases will be picked up in FPR. 

Assessment Provider Lots for PIP 

18. There are 4 Assessment Provider (AP) areas called ‘Lots’ covering England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, the 

boundaries being defined by post codes, they are: 

Lot 1 Provider 

Scotland, North East and North West  

England 

Independent Assessment  

Services 

  

Lot 2 Provider 

Wales and Central England Capita Business Services  

Ltd 

  

Lot 3 Provider 

London and Southern  

England 

Independent Assessment  

Services 

  

Lot 4 Provider 

Northern  

Ireland 

Capita Business Services  

Ltd 

Department for Communities (previously known as Northern Ireland  

Social Security Agency) 

Note: PIPCS still refers to this office as NISSA 

Claimants with existing PIP entitlement 



 

19. Great Britain (GB) has a reciprocal agreement with Northern Ireland (NI), which means that a claimant can continue to 

claim PIP when they move to or from NI. 

20. On receipt of a task because the claimant has moved to NI, you must first establish whether the claimant has moved 

permanently to NI before deciding whether the case should be referred to the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) 

Single Point of Contact (SPOC). If it isn’t clear from the information provided whether the move to NI is permanent, 

you must contact the claimant by phone (or letter if phone contact can’t be made), to establish the date they moved 

to NI and if the move is permanent. 

21. If the claimant’s move to NI is permanent and payment of PIP has commenced - See: Claimant moves permanently to 

Northern Ireland. 

22. If the claimant’s move to NI is permanent and Reassessment action is ongoing create a manual task for the CM to 

consider any outstanding actions before transferring the claim to NISSA BC. 

23. If it’s established that the claimant’s move to NI isn’t permanent, you must follow the existing process for claimants 

who are temporarily absent from GB - See: Residence and Presence including exportability instructions. To change the 

claimant’s address - See: Claimant change of address in PIPCS. 

Claimants with outstanding PIP claims 

24. GB has a reciprocal agreement with Northern Ireland (NI), which means that a claimant can continue with their claim 

for PIP when they move to or from Northern Ireland. 

25. On receipt of a task because the claimant has moved to NI, you must first establish whether the claimant has moved 

permanently to NI. If it isn’t clear from the information provided whether the move to NI is permanent, you must 

contact the claimant by phone (or letter if phone contact can’t be made), to establish the date they moved to NI and if 

the move is permanent. 

26. If the claimant’s move to NI is permanent, create a manual task for the CM to consider any outstanding actions. 

27. If it’s established that the claimant’s move to NI isn’t permanent, you must follow the existing for claimants who are 

temporarily absent from GB - See: Residence and Presence including exportability instructions. To change the 

claimant’s address - See: Claimant change of address in PIPCS. 

Moving from NI to GB 

28. If a claimant moves from NI to GB, the user will need to check the reassessment indicator values and ensure 

appropriate values are set. They will also need to ensure that manual action is taken on cases where data exchanges 

between DLACS and PIPCS fail. 

Spare paragraph 29  



 

Alternative format requested 

30. Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) holds flags for claimants who need any communication to be 

made in an Alternative Format (AF). 

31. The AF flag from Disability Living Allowance (DLA) values are to be mapped onto Personal Independent Payment 

Computer System (PIPCS) as follows: 

DLA value PIPCS value 

00 – normal Preferred language as a value of ‘English’ 

01 – Welsh Preferred language as a value of ‘Welsh’ 

02 – Braille Alt format as a value of ‘Braille’ 

04 – audio tape Alt format as a value of ‘Audio’/larger than font 16 

05 – large font Alt format as a value of ‘Large Print’ 

07 – Telephone Preferred contact method as a value of  

‘Telephone’ 

08 – Email Preferred contact method as a value of ‘Email’ 

09 – Text phone/Type talk Phone no. type as a value of ‘Text phone’ 

32. Alternative format values ‘03’ (Foreign Language) and ‘06’ (British Sign Language) must not be applied to Personal 

Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) and must be reported out as a ‘Task’ when the Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) invite is issued. 

33. The task is only produced if the alternative format from DLA doesn’t match a PIPCS equivalent. 

34. When the ‘Task’ is received, you must select the ‘Contact’ tab from the ‘Person Homepage’ and detail that the 

claimant previously had an AF, (Foreign Language or British Sign Language), as appropriate and a new ‘Note,’. 

35. Alternative format value ‘09’ (Text phone/Type talk) must be stored as a ‘Contact Number Type’ and defaulted to a 

value of '08*********', overwriting any number supplied by Customer Information System CIS(Searchlight). 

Note: PIPCS is only able to provide an AF in large font 16 print, audio Compact Disc (CD) or Braille. 

36. All PIP invites for Reassessment will be issued in English or Welsh if that is the claimant’s preference. 

37. Any case with a PIPCS AF of Braille, large print or audio CD are printed in a separate queue by  

Exstream and then the printed notification is sent to the appropriate department for production of the AF. 



 

38. If the AF request is made either through the PIP New Claim Line or the PIP Enquiry Line, a CAMLite task is created. For 

further information - See: AF request. 

Note: If a claimant has a Welsh postcode, you must check the alternative format flag in DLACS to see if they previously 

asked for all correspondence to be issued in Welsh. If so, a Welsh version will be issued. 

39. If there is no entry in DLACS about correspondence in Welsh, and there is no evidence to suggest such a request and all 

previous documents have been issued in English, an English invite will be issued. 

40. Any cases that have a preferred language of Welsh are also printed in a separate queue by Exstream and then the 

printed notification is sent to Wales Benefit Centre (BC) for translation.  

Reassessment Indicators in DLACS & Special Interest marker in  

PIPCS 

Reassessment Indicator in DLACS 

41. A Reassessment Indicator (RI) is a marker held in Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) to help users 

identify what stage a case is at within the Reassessment process. 

Note: The RIs in DLACS will be amended automatically or manually during the ‘data exchange’ process with Personal 

Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS). 

42. The RI will initially have a value of ‘00’ but will be updated automatically or manually in DLACS when the case is 

successfully selected for PIP and at various stages during the process. 

43. The RI is held in ‘DA91 About You’ screen and ‘DA93 Limited Change of Circumstances’ screen, it can also be viewed in 

‘DA501 Case Summary Screen’. 

Note: You must be aware that the RI held in DLACS and the ‘Special Interest’ field in PIPCS may not match each other 

due to the time lag of data transfer. For further information - See: Reassessment Indicators shown on DLACS. 

Special Interest marker in PIPCS 

44. PIPCS doesn’t hold an RI; instead the ‘Person Homepage’ has a Special Interest (SI) field. 

45. The SI marker is set automatically by the system and can be viewed in the ‘Person Homepage’. 

46. It is vital that the correct SI is used at various points in the claimant journey. If this is not done, the data exchanges may 

fail and the system will either cause a Disability Living Allowance (DLA) overpayment or will not pay from the correct 

date. These must be checked every time you action a case. 

47. This field shows where a case is in the Reassessment process and may need to be updated manually by you if a system 

error has occurred or a dispute is requested late. 



 
48. The correct SI must be used at various points in the claimant journey. If this is action is not taken, the data exchanges 

may or will fail and the system will either cause: 

• a DLA overpayment; or  

• will not pay from the correct date  

49. These must be checked every time a case is actioned. 

Note: See: Special Interest field shown on PIPCS ‘Person Homepage'. 

Data Exchange between PIPCS and DLACS 

1. At various points during the Reassessment process, DLACS will exchange data with PIPCS, this is known as the ‘data 

exchange’.  

2. The Reassessment Indicators (RIs) in DLACS will be amended automatically during this process.  Note: For further 

information see: Reassessment Indicators shown in DLACS. 

SRTI (Lone DS1500 received) 

3. From January 2017 you could receive a typed digital DS1500 which will look different to the standard  

DS1500 form and will be sent to us electronically. This will be uploaded onto the Document Repository System (DRS).  You 

must accept this without the requirement for a signature. 

4. On receipt of the typed digital DS1500 from the fee section will not be attached. The DS1500 fee form will arrive 

separately via post and will be uploaded to DRS and must be dealt with in the usual way. You must print the DS1500 fee 

form as a double sided one page document. 

5. When the digital DS1500 is received within the department, It will be routed via DRS to one of the following areas: 

• DLA Child for claimants under 16  

• PIP for claimants aged 16 to 64  

• AA for claimants aged 65 or over (AA will forward to DLA 65+).  

  

• DN Chris – If adding in previous named chapters, add ‘AA will forward to DLA65+.  

  

55. If you receive a digital DS1500 that is not for your area, please take action as per business as usual process for 

your area. 

  



 

6. There are 3 ways in which a Lone DS1500 could arrive within the department: 

• Clerical DS1500  

• E-DS1500 (by email into PIP)  

• Digital DS1500 (phased rollout from January 2017  • Direct to BC_Command IG at Blackpool Benefits Centre  

7. If received at BBC, the DS1500 will be forwarded to you. 

8. If received at the MOU, the DS1500 is scanned into Document Repository System (DRS) and tasked to Glasgow Workflow 

Team (WfT). 

9. They create a ‘Prospect Person’ and record on the DBD699 register then task it to the appropriate  

Regional Benefits Centre (RBC).                                                                                     

10. When the task for a Lone DS1500 is received at the RBC, as the dual user, you must establish if it’s a Reassessment case 

and if it’s, task to BBC. 

11. On receipt of the task or once you have taken the action above, check the DS1500 to establish if the claimant or 

representative requested completion of it. 

12. If the claimant or representative did request completion, an outbound call must be attempted from an Internet Protocol 

for Contact Centres (IPCC) enabled phone. 

13. Then CAMlite launched to check if there has been a change in needs and complete the part 1 data gather. 

Note: For further information see: Case Worker Reassessment outbound call 

14. If the data gather isn’t possible but the claimant or representative confirms a change in needs, update the Reassessment 

Indicator (RI) to ‘02’. 

15. Tell the claimant or representative that an invite will be issued and that they should make a claim to Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP) as soon as possible as a delay could affect their DLA payments. 

16. You must check who requested the DS1500 when making an outbound call.  

17. The claimant mustn’t discover that a DS1500 has been completed or requested on their behalf by a  

General Practitioner (GP) or third party from the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP).             

18. If the claimant or representative didn’t request completion of the DS1500 then you must: 

Step Action 

1 issue form DBD 515 and access DLACS 



 

2 set the appropriate case control in dialogue ‘DA530’ to monitor its return 

3 if DBD515 states a 3rd party made the request, contact them and attempt to take the part 1 data gather 

19. If the third party doesn’t want to complete the part 1 data gather, you must tell them to contact the claimant or 

representative and ask them to contact the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) New Claims Line. 

Note:  No further action must be taken until this is done. 

20. If the GP or Health Care Professional (HCP) completed the DS1500 of their own accord, they are advised on PIP.1019 

letter to discuss claiming PIP with the patient or relative. 

SRTI (DS1500 and notification of change in needs) 

21. You must record receipt of the DS1500 on DBD699 then register and check if the claimant, representative or 3rd party 

notified the change in needs. 

22. You must attempt an outbound call to the appropriate person to carry out the part 1 data gather. 

Note: If the claimant is currently receiving HR/HR, signpost to DLA Helpline for supersession. For further information see: 

Case Worker Reassessment outbound call  

23. If the data gather is not possible at this time, tell  the claimant, representative or 3rd party that an invite will be issued 

and that they should make a claim to PIP as soon as possible as a delay could affect their DLA payments, 

24. Update the RI to ‘02’.  

   

Exportability cases 

1. Exportability cases will be dealt with by the Exportability team. For further information - See:  

Exportability Team Instructions - PIP Exportability-Reassessment. 

No Fixed Abode (NFA) cases 

1. NFA cases will be selected for PIP Reassessment. The claimant must provide a ‘correspondence’ address which must 

be input to DLACS when the NFA is recorded. When the case is selected for Reassessment the PIP invite will be sent to 

the claimant’s correspondence address and follow the normal PIP Claimant journey. 

Failed to create Reassessment person record tasks 

1. In some cases where the Reassessment Indicator (RI) has been set, the case fails to be created on PIPCS due to a 

Customer Information System (CIS) failure. 

2. These will be automatically routed to a work queue in Blackpool Benefit Centre (BBC) and a designated user will assess 

the complexity of the cause of the failure. 



 

3. If the solution is simple, corrective action must be taken by the designated user to ensure that the appropriate 

Personal Independence Payment (PIP) invitation letter is issued to the claimant and the RI set. 

4. If the cause of the failure is complex, the task will be assigned to the appropriate work queue within the owning 

Operational Unit (OU). 

Reassessment person record not created as person or prospect person already exists task 

5. In some cases where the Reassessment Indicator (RI) has been set, a PIPCS record already exists and the task 

‘Reassessment person record not created as person/prospect person already exists’ is generated. 

6. This due to either: 

• the case already having a person created with an RI; or,  

• a prospect person (with a National Insurance Number (NINo)) already existing  

Case already has a person created with a Reassessment Indicator 

7. If the case already has: 

• a person created; and  

• a current PIP application has been received; and  

• the Special Interest Indicator (SI) marker is shown as ‘submitted’  

you must check why the record already exists, for example, the claimant could have claimed when they were previously 

out of scope. 

8. If the claimant has been invited to claim Personal Independence Payment (PIP) but has not yet claimed, you must 

ensure the RI and SI fields are set correctly on DLACS and PIPCS. 

9. If the ‘Communication’ record shows that an invitation has been issued, the case should then follow the correct 

Reassessment process and the task can be closed. 

10. If the communication record shows that a PIP invite hasn’t been issued, you must: 

Step Action 

1 send the appropriate clerical invite 

2 input ‘Clerical (name of letter) issued’ in the ‘Notes’ section of the ‘Communication Record’ 

3 create a task for you to issue a reminder at 14 days and defer the task 



 

4 issue the reminder, when the task matures and extend the deadline to 28 days after the invite was issued 

Note: This is for ‘consider suspension action’ 

5 when the task matures, check if a claim has been made 

6 if a claim has been made, continue with the PIP journey 

7 if a claim hasn’t been made, consider suspension and termination action on the case 

Note: For further information see: DLA suspension and termination of DLA awards (consider payability) 

Prospect person (with a NINO) already exists 

11. If a prospect person already exists, the task will be routed to the correct Regional Benefit Centre (RBC). 

12. You must complete the Identity Verification (IDV) checks.  

 Note: For further information see: discrepancy tasks (IDV) 

13. When the Identity (ID) checks are complete, you must register the prospect person as a person on PIPCS. 

Note: For further information see: discrepancy tasks (prospect person to person) 

14. You must manually set the RI; this will ensure that the ownership of the case will revert to the correct reassessment 

Operational Unit (OU).   

Note: For further information see: Reassessment Indicators shown on DLACS. 

15. If a PIP invite has not yet been issued, you must issue the clerical PIP invite. See steps as detailed in Case already has a 

person created with a Reassessment Indicator. 

  

IDV failure task (person record held) 

Note: Claimants with a NINO but fail IDV for another reason, the discrepancy task will no longer be generated and will 

continue the eligibility process.  PIPCS will create a ‘person case’ to allow the lay rule to run. Claimants without a  NINO 

will continue to follow the current instruction when IDV fails. 

1. For Reassessment cases where an Identity Verification (IDV) failure task is created and a ‘Person’ record is already 

held on PIPCS, any discrepancy tasks for that case are generated at the same time. 

Note: In these circumstances, you mustn’t take any action on the other tasks until the IDV failure has been completed. 



 

2. When actioning IDV failure tasks for Reassessment cases, you must check if there are any other discrepancy tasks for 

the same record and if so, ensure that these are assigned to you. 

Note: An IDV discrepancy task can also be cleared if there has been an outbound or inbound call and the claimant passed 

IDV.                                             

See: IDV Failure Within IDV Failure see: 

• Claim made by a Claimant/Officially held Appointee/PABCOP has not passed IDV- Normal Rules  

• Claim made by a potential Appointee who is not held on the system as an Appointee, a PAB or COP  

• Claim made by a claimant, third party/officially held appointee/PAB/COP but not passed IDV – SRTI  

3. If there isn’t enough information on CIS to verify the claimant’s identity via a telephone call, issue a PIP.3009 to the 

claimant then defer the task (and other discrepancy tasks for the case) to await response. 

Note: Discrepancy action can only be taken once IDV action is complete and verified. 

See: New Claim Instructions 

CIS Discrepancies 

4. Access CIS and perform an initial sense check to establish whether the mismatch is due to a simple error, such as a 

spelling mistake (for example the address shows as ‘RD’ instead of ‘Road’ or ‘Lane’ shows instead of ‘Ave’).  If there is 

insufficient evidence available to be able to complete the sense check, these queries can sometimes be resolved by a 

phone call to the claimant. 

5. Where you identify a simple spelling mistake you can continue with the claim without further verification from the 

claimant and register the Prospect Person as a person. 

6. Where there is insufficient data on CIS to clarify the mismatch and contact by phone has failed, you will issue a 

PIP.3009 to the claimant and defer the task to await the response. 

IDV Complete 

7. You must record 3 different verification items on PIPCS where IDV is confirmed via telephone call or from the 

PIP.3009.  An IDV discrepancy task can also be cleared if there has been an outbound or inbound call and the claimant 

passed IDV.                                             

Note: The documents include passports, birth certificates and council tax documents. For a list of accepted documents, 

See: ‘Documents we need to help with your claim’ form. 

8. To do this, you must: 



 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Person’ homepage 

2 select the ‘Verifications’ tab and the ‘Action’ link 

3 add 3 documents 

Note: This is to indicate that the following 3 documents of verification have been seen: 

other acceptable document  

similar document to passport  

original birth certificate issued  

4 select the ‘Document Type’. 

Note: For each one selected: 

enter the ‘date of claim’ in the date field  

the ‘Provided by’ field will default to ‘person’ (do not change this)  

select the magnifying glass in the ‘Provided by’ field and input the claimant’s NINo, select  

‘Search’ the select the claimant. The ‘Add Verification’ page will now display  

5 Add ‘Documentation not seen – IDV completed via telephone call or PIP.3009) xx/xx/xxxx (date)’ to the ‘Add 

Verification’ list displayed 

Claimant deceased (DLACS action required) 

100. If you are notified of the death of a claimant after the PIP Invite has been issued - See: Personal Independent Payment 

(PIP) instructions Chapter 18: Death and also See: Team Members Guide Chapter  

8.12: Death. 

Gone away 

101. It’s the claimant’s responsibility to tell the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) of changes to their 

circumstances, including a change of address. 

102. Post may be returned by Royal Mail if they have been unable to deliver, this could be for a variety of reasons. 

103. The envelope will specify the reason why the post couldn’t be delivered to the address. 

104. The reasons could be: 

• 'Addressee gone away’  



 

• ‘Address unknown’  

• ‘Address inaccessible’  

Note: You must make use of all computer systems available such as Customer Information System CIS(Searchlight), 

legacy and Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS), to establish the claimant’s correct address. 

Gone away (new address found) 

105. When the post is received, you must: 

Step Action 

1 check the reason for its return 

2 check that the post was sent to the correct address on PIPCS and/or CIS(Searchlight) 

Note: The address must be checked for the claimant or Personal Acting Body (PAB) or Corporate Other  

Payee (COP) or appointee 

3 if the address has been updated manually, reissue the relevant letter to the claimant or representative at their 

new address 

4 if the Case Manager (CM) issued the letter or notification to the claimant or representative, you must forward 

the task to the CM 

5 if the post was returned for any other reason than the claimant has moved, for example, ‘letterbox 

inaccessible’, consider reissue of the letter or referral to DWP Visiting to make contact with the claimant 

Note: For further information - See: Requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by DWP visiting 

 Gone away (new address not found) 

106. If the address hasn’t changed, you must: 

Step Action 

1 check PIPCS and/or Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) and/or CIS(Searchlight) for a 

telephone number. 

2 attempt to contact the claimant or representative to get the current residential address. 

3 reissue the correspondence to the claimant or representative. 



 

Gone away (contact made by telephone) 

107. If contact is made with the claimant, you must: 

Step Action 

1 get the new address details. 

2 update PIPCS. 

3 reissue the letter to the claimant. 

 Gone away (contact not made by telephone) 

108. If you’re unable to contact the claimant by telephone you must scrutinise the case using all available computer 

systems, such as PIPCS, DLACS and CIS(Searchlight). 

109. In addition the Disability Living Allowance (DLA) file can be used to identify any 3rd party who can assist in locating the 

current address or contact number for the claimant, such as GP, Jobcentre Plus or any named individuals from previous 

DLA claim packs. Every effort must be made to obtain the current contact details for the claimant. 

110. If there isn’t a current telephone number held on PIPCS, any historical telephone numbers held in CIS(Searchlight) or 

DLACS, and if after investigation you have been unable to obtain new contact details, you must issue a manual 

PIP.3033 to the claimant or representative’s address. 

Gone away (additional support not needed as claimant not vulnerable) 

111. If the claimant doesn’t require additional support and there isn’t any indication that the claimant is vulnerable and 

you’ve exhausted enquiries, you should make a PIP Failure to Comply (FTC) decision.  This will give a two week run on 

date for DLA. You must offset the DLA arrears due and end DLA from the run on date first, then if DLA has been 

suspended, you should lift the suspension. If you leave DLA  

suspended the case will never close down and the legacy record will stay active. It means in the future if the claimant re-

appeared, the DLA could be put back into payment. 

Gone away (additional support needed or vulnerable claimant) 

112. If the claimant needs additional support and you haven’t been able to find either: 

• a new address; or  

• make contact via telephone  

you must refer the case to DWP visiting to make contact with the claimant and establish their location. 



 

Note: For further information - See: Requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by DWP visiting. 

PIP invite issued (claim to PIP not made) 

No response to the Reassessment invite or reminder received from the claimant 

113. If a claim to Personal Independent Payment (PIP) hasn’t been made 2 weeks after the invite has been issued, Personal 

Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) will automatically issue either a: 

• PIP.0186 (rising 16 reminder); or  

• PIP.0203 (reassessment invite claim reminder)  

114. If a claim hasn’t been made after 4 weeks following the PIP invite (including the reminder letter), the ‘PIP1 not 

received’ task will mature. 

115. When this task is received, you must access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) ‘DA110 Notepad’ 

screen and PIPCS ‘Notes’ to see if there is any reason for the non-response. 

116. The reason for non-response could be: 

Reason Action 

Hospitalisation Check that the letter was issued to the home address of the claimant. 

If it wasn’t, re-issue the invite or reminder and defer the task for 14 

days 

Imprisonment Check that the letter was issued to the claimant at the prison. 

If no claim to PIP is made, Additional Support (AS) doesn’t need to be 

considered, This is because by law, the prison provides that support. 

Provided the letter has been sent to the claimant in prison, the claim 

can be suspended and terminated, there is no need to refer to the CM 

Absence abroad Suspend payment of DLA and refer the task to the CM. 

Note: For further information see: DLA suspension and termination of DLA awards (consider payability) 



 

Made a paper claim Close the ‘PIP1 not received’ task and the claim will follow the 

reassessment claim process. 

The claimant may have an appointee,  

Corporate Other Payee (COP) or  

Personal Acting Body (PAB) 

Check if the claimant has an appointee, COP or PAB. 

If the claimant does have an appointee, COP, PAB or there is any 

indication that the claimant may have additional needs, you must 

check the disability codes in DLACS. 

If the codes indicate additional support is appropriate, see additional 

support checking disability codes on DLACS 

Consider if Para 5400 of the Agents, Appointees, Attorneys and 

Deputies Guide (AAADG) – revoking an appointee applies 

Note: Whilst PIP is being considered, DLA will remain in payment as long as DLA will not be suspended for other 

reasons 

For example, the claimant spending more than 28 days in hospital or where the reasons for nonresponse are to be 

considered by the CM. 

PIP Invite issued (claim to PIP not made and additional support not needed) 

117. If the claimant has an appointee, COP, PAB or Additional Support (AS) isn’t appropriate and there appears to be no 

reason for the ‘no response’, consider if Para 5400 of the Agents, Appointees, Attorneys and Deputies Guide (AAADG) 

– revoking an appointee applies before suspending. 

118. If it doesn’t, suspend the claimant’s DLA from the 29th day after the invite was issued. For further information - See: 

DLA suspension and on maturity of CC0826 - See: Termination of DLA awards (consider payability) if a PIP claim hasn’t 

been made. 

PIP Invite issued (claim to PIP not made and additional support needed) 

119. If AS is appropriate, make an outbound call to the claimant on an Internet Protocol for Contact Centres (IPCC) phone to 

capture a claim to PIP, or refer to the Blackpool Benefits Centre (BBC) if appropriate. 

120. If you’re unable to contact the claimant by telephone and there isn’t an appointee or legally appointed person acting 

on their behalf, complete a ‘PIP claim completion’ referral to Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) visiting 

services. You mustn’t suspend DLA until the outcome of the visit is known. 

Note: For further information see: Case Worker Reassessment outbound call. 

121. If the outbound call is unsuccessful, for example, no contact made or no PIP claim taken; refer to DWP visiting so that a 

claim can be taken. 



 

Note: For further information see: requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by DWP visiting 

122. If contact is made and the claimant wishes to claim PIP, you must use an IPCC phone to take the claim and launch 

CAMlite. 

Note: For further information - See: Telephony new claim data gather and also See: Case Worker Reassessment outbound call. 

PIP invite issued (claim to PIP not made, Additional Support needed and referral to Visiting 

Officer) 

123. If you decide the claimant has additional support needs, make a ‘PIP claim completion’ referral to the DWP visiting 

services. 

124. A Visiting Officer (VO) will visit the claimant to complete a PIP1, PIP2 and/or BF56. For information on DWP Visiting 

Officer contacting the Department see:  Verifying the identity of a DWP Visiting Officer Note: For further information - 

See: Requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by DWP Visiting. 

125. You must defer the task ‘PIP1 not received’ on Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) for 28 days 

which is aligned with the expected turnaround time from DWP visiting services. 

126. You mustn’t suspend Disability Living Allowance (DLA) in these instances until the outcome of the visit (and possible 

BF56 action) is known. 

Note: For further information - See: ‘how to defer an existing task’. 

Claim to PIP not made (outbound call made and claimant will claim later) 

127. If the claimant wishes to claim at a later date, you must: 

Step Action 

1 tell them: ‘As we have previously written to you about starting your claim for Personal  

Independence Payment you must claim within the dates on the letter so that you can claim  

Personal Independence Payment in good time. If you do not claim Personal Independence Payment within the 

dates shown in the letter you will not be able to continue getting Disability Living Allowance’. 

2 remind them how to claim and provide them with the PIP New Claim Line telephone number. 

3 establish reasons why they wish to claim from a later date. 



 

4 if there is an indication of good cause or the claimant could be vulnerable don’t suspend DLA, refer to DWP 

visiting. 

Note: For further information - See: Requesting a visit to a PIP claimant by DWP visiting 

 

5 if there isn’t an indication of good cause or that the claimant may be vulnerable, suspend the payment of DLA. 

Note: For further information - See: ADM: Transitional Provisions 

6 defer the task for 28 days from the effective date of suspension 

7 check PIPCS to see if a claim has been made, when the task matures 

8 if no claim received, terminate DLA 

9 if a claim has been received within the further 28 day claim period, un-suspend DLA and close the task 

10 if a claim has been received outside of the further 28 claim period, forward the task to the CM who must 

consider de-suspension of DLA 

Note: For further information - See: Reassessment Case Manager action 

Outbound call 

Outbound call required (no phone number held) 

128. If a telephone number isn’t held, access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) dialogue ‘DA500 

Entitlement’ screen and look at the claimant’s disability codes to see if additional support is required. 

Note: For further information - See: Checking disability codes on DLACS (Additional Support (AS)). 

129. If AS is required you must request a Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) visit to obtain completion of a PIP1, 

PIP2 and possibly BF56/appointee details. 

Outbound call required (phone number held) 

130. If a phone number is held, you must make an outbound call using an Internet Protocol for Contact Centres (IPCC) 

phone to complete the PIP1 data gather if possible. 

Note: For further information - See: Case Worker Reassessment outbound call. 



 

131. It’s important an IPCC phone is used as this ensures the call is recorded for legal or training purposes. 

132. You must attempt to contact the claimant 3 times over a 2 day period. On each occasion, you must make an entry of 

the call in DLACS dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’. 

Outbound call (no contact made) 

133. You must complete a ‘PIP claim completion’ referral to Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) visiting services to 

obtain completion of a PIP1, PIP2 and possibly BF56/appointee details. 

134. You must note that DLACS has been checked and if the claimant may need additional support. For further information - 

See: checking disability codes on DLACS (additional support). 

Outbound call made (claimant makes a claim to PIP) 

135. If the claimant wishes to claim Personal Independence Payment (PIP), you must take the claim over the phone. 

136. From CAMLite in the ‘Customer Details’ view, select ‘PIP New Claim’ from the drop down option and select ‘Launch’. 

137. You must: 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Person’ home page in Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) 

2 select the ‘Application’ tab 

3 select the ‘New’ button on the right hand side 

Note: This will launch the application data gather and a ‘New Application’ pop up will display 

4 select ‘Next’ to go to the ‘Welcome to you Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claim’ 

Note: For further information - See: Launching PIPCS application homepage and also See: Telephony new claim data 

gather 

138. Whilst PIP is being considered, DLA will remain in payment provided that it’s not suspended for other reasons, for 

example, the claimant spending more than 28 days in hospital. 

Outbound call made (claimant will claim late) 

139. Take steps detailed at Claim to PIP not made (outbound call made and claimant will claim later). 



 

Outbound call made (claimant doesn’t wish to make a claim) 

140. Take steps detailed in either Termination of DLA award (PIP invite issue, claimant wishes to withdraw their claim to PIP 

and no payability indicated or closed historical data exists), or Termination of DLA award (PIP Invite issued, claimant 

doesn't wish to claim PIP and current payability indicated), depending on whether payability is to be considered. 

DLA Suspension 

DLA suspension (action required and claim to PIP not made) 

141. You must consider all reasons why a PIP claim hasn’t been made before you suspend Disability Living Allowance (DLA). 

142. When DLA is suspended, the DLA award will be terminated unless a Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claim is 

made. 

143. You can’t remove the suspension once it has been applied. Legislation states once a suspension is applied due to non-

response then the claim can only progress to 2 outcomes: 

• un-suspension of DLA because a claim is received later; or  

• mandatory termination of DLA:  

• this takes effect 4 weeks after suspension and from the suspension date, for further information - See: ADM: 

transitional provisions  

Note: The decision to terminate DLA is final. The only reason a termination decision can be overturned is where there 

has been a procedural error. For further information - See: Reassessment CM (Reinstatement of DLA). 

144. If there isn’t a reason for the delay in claiming PIP and you assess that Additional Support (AS) is not required, access 

Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) to suspend the DLA claim. You must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 access dialogue ‘DA460 Suspend Payment of Award’ screen 

2 enter ‘A’ in the suspension action field 

3 enter the appropriate effective suspension date 

4 suspend from the payday following the 28th day or from the day following the paid up to date, whichever is the 

latest 

Note: This is to allow the claimant at least 28 days from the date of issue of the invite before suspension and to avoid 

creating an overpayment 



 

5 if the paid up to date is after the 28th day, you must suspend from the payday following the paid up to date. 

You must not change the date of a suspension shown if the date of suspension shown is earlier than the 28th 

day 

Note: This date may be extended if there’s a reason for the no response, each case should be  

considered on its own merits 

6 enter ’31’ (conversion) in the ‘reason for suspension’ field 

Note: If another suspension reason code is already held, the ‘31’ will replace this suspension as this reason supersedes 

all other suspension types. You must: 

issue PIPR11 clerically  

note the suspension type (award or full), effective date of the previous suspension and the ‘reason for 

suspension’ code in DA110 Notepad  

set a manual case control to mature 4 weeks from the effective date of the type ‘31’ suspension  

System issued PIPR11 (via DA575) is populated with incorrect dates in this scenario. 

7 enter ‘@’ in the next item field and ‘DA105’ in the next dialogue field 

8 select ‘End’, DLACS will then show the dialogue ‘DA105 Method of payment’ screen 

9 select ‘Enter’, DLACS will then display the Payment Details screen 

Note: This screen may show that there is payment due up to the award level suspension date and the amount due 

10 check the payment due and if correct enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payments shown’ field 

11 select ‘End’ 

12 access dialogue ‘DA575 Forms and Notifications Pick List’ and issue PIP notification PIPR11 

Note: A clerical PIPR11 is available in the PIP Forms folder within the Warbreck House folder (Template  

“Reassessment (PIP)”), named PIP.0215. This must be used when a ‘P’ code is held on the case 

13 access dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’ and input: 

‘PIP1 not received follow up PIP claim invite CC matured, no PIP claim made - award level suspension input with 

the appropriate date’ 



 

14 input the details of any previous suspension start date, your initials and team name 

Note: This entry will enable other users to identify if a non-reassessment specific suspension needs to be reinstated if 

a PIP claim is made and the 31 suspension reason code is lifted 

15 manually create a communication record in PIPCS and DA110 in DLACS, noting the action you have taken 

Note: For further information - See: TMG chapter 26 suspend payment or cancel payment suspension 

145. Where a consideration for good reason for late or no response is needed, you must task to the Case Manager (CM). 

146. The CM will also assess AS needs before suspending DLA. 

147. You must note the ‘Communication’ record with all relevant information and the reasons for not obtaining completion 

of PIP1, for example: 

• no phone number held on DLACS or Customer Information System CIS(Searchlight)  

• contact was not made after trying to phone  

• contact was made but claimant refused or wanted to delay claiming, or  

• appeared to have potential need for additional support or reason for the no response  

148. Once a case has been suspended using a suspension ‘Type 31’, the DLACS system will create the following case 

controls). 

149. These will be: 

• CC0330 (if the claimant is paid 4 weekly); or  

• CC0331 (if the claimant is paid weekly); and  

• CC0826 (Consider Suspension Type 31)  

150. You must check Personal Independent Payment Computer System (PIPCS) to see if a claim has been received. 

151. Once CC0826 has matured and a claim hasn’t been received, take termination action which will close both of the case 

controls. 

152. If a claim has been received within 28 days of the effective date of the suspension, un-suspend DLA and the claimant 

will continue on their PIP journey. 

Note: For further information - See: ADM Transitional provisions. 

153. If a claim has been received but is after the 28th day from the effective date the suspension, forward the task to the 

CM for their action. 



 

Note: For further information - See: TMG chapter 31 making administrative and payment decisions on behalf of the 

Secretary of State. 

Remove suspension on DLACS 

154. When considering removing the suspension reason held on DLACS, you must first access dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’ 

and check if an alternative suspension reason was originally superseded by the Suspension ‘Type 31’. 

No previous Suspension on DLACS 

155. If the suspension ‘Type 31’ reason didn’t supersede a previous suspension type, you must: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS ‘DA460 Suspend Payment Of Award’ 

2 input ‘C’ (Cancel) in the ‘Suspension Action’ field 

3 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

4 input ‘DA105’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

5 select ‘End’ 

6 check the payment due; if correct enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

7 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

8 input ‘DA110’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

9 enter the reasons for removal of the suspension code and your initials and team name 

10 open PIPCS and Access the ‘Person Homepage’ 

11 select ‘Contacts’ 

12 select ‘Notes’ 

13 select ‘New’ 

14 input ‘De- suspension of DLA’, in the ‘Subject’ field 



 

15 input the reason why you removed the suspension, in the free text box 

16 select ‘Save’ 

Previous suspension type on DLACS 

156. If the suspension ‘Type 31’ reason did supersede a previous suspension type, you must note the details of the 

‘Suspension Action’, ‘Effective Suspension Date’ and the ‘Reason for Suspension’ shown in DLACS dialogue ‘DA110 

Notepad’ 

157. You must: 

Step Action 

 

1 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA460 Suspend Payment of Award’ 

2 replace the entry with the previous entry of ‘F’ (Full) or ‘A’ (Award) in the ‘Suspension Action’ field 

3 if ‘A’ in the ‘Effective Suspension Date’ field, you must enter the previous date of suspension 

4 if ‘F’, completion of the ‘Effective Suspension Date’ field is not required 

5 in the ‘Reason for Suspension’ field, you must enter the previous reason code for suspension 

6 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

7 input ‘DA105’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

8 check the payment due and if correct, enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details’ shown field 

9 press ‘End’ 

10 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

11 input ‘DA110’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

12 enter the reasons for removal of the Type 31 suspension code e.g. a claim for PIP has been received and that 

the previous suspension code has been re-instated, input your initials and team name 

13 press ‘End’ 



 

14 open PIPCS and access the ‘Person Homepage’ 

15 select ‘Contacts’ 

16 select ‘Notes’ 

17 select ‘New’ 

18 input ‘Change to suspension of DLA’ in the ‘Subject’ field 

19 input the reason why you have removed the type ‘31’ suspension in the text box e.g. a claim for PIP has been 

received and that you have re-input the previous suspension type 

20 select ‘Save’ 

Termination of DLA awards (consider payability) 

158. When terminating Disability Living Allowance (DLA) where there is a current payability code on Disability Living 

Allowance Computer System (DLACS), you must input a ‘To’ date on the payability code so DLACS automatically closes 

down on the correct date. 

159. Any case where the claimant is in hospital or a care home, the date of admission will be recorded in ‘DA097 Record 

hospital/scheduled accommodation’. 

160. You can’t amend the payability codes without amending the data, if present, in ‘DA097’. 

161. Not all payability codes require a corresponding entry in ‘DA097’, for example, imprisonment or absence abroad. 

Note: In these circumstances ‘DA097’ doesn’t need to be changed. 

162. There may be circumstances in which the payability code is entered or details of hospitalisation or care home 

admission are received after the initial check to assess why the claimant hasn’t contacted the department to make a 

claim. 

163. Before you commence termination action you must establish whether any changes have occurred since the suspension 

was input to DLACS. 

Note: If you’re uncertain of the correct action to take in these cases, discuss the case with your team leader. 

164. Before terminating a DLA award you must first check if there is an open ended payability code: 

Step Action 

1 access dialogue ‘DA500’ 



 

2 input the same change effective date as shown in this screen in the ‘Change Effective Date’ field 

3 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Lay Evidence and Exclusion’ field 

4 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: The screen will display any current and historical payability codes 

165. If there isn’t any data showing or there is data showing but all entries have a ‘To’ date that is in the past, continue 

termination of DLA following the steps in the relevant termination instructions for ‘no payability indicated/closed 

historical data exists’ cases. 

166. If there is current data showing that doesn’t have a ‘To’ date, continue termination of DLA following the steps in the 

relevant termination instructions for ‘current payability exists’ cases. 

Example of the termination date on cases where a claim to PIP hasn’t been made 

• invite issued on 13 July 2015  

• reminder issued on 27 July 2015  

• 28th day is 10 August 2015  

• suspend from 12 August 2015  

• apply 29 day task to 9 September 2015  

• if no response by 9 September 2015 then terminate from 12 August 2015.  

Termination of DLA award (PIP Invite issued, claim to PIP not made and no payability indicated 

or closed historical data exists) 

167. To terminate the DLA award, you must: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA091’ and input ‘Y’ in the ‘Customer Initiated Change’ field 

2 input today’s date in the ‘Receipt Date of Change’ field 

3 input the change effective date (termination date) in the ‘Change Effective Date’ field 

Note: The effective date for cases where the claimant hasn’t complied, has had a suspension and is at the point of 

termination, should be the date the type ‘31’ suspension starts 

4 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Entitlement’ field 



 

5 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA091 Entitlement screen’ and there will be an existing line showing the current 

award details 

6 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action’ field on the current award line 

7 amend the ‘To’ date field 

Note: You must enter the day before the date you will terminate the award of DLA 

8 input ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field on the next line 

9 input the appropriate change effective date (termination date) in the ‘From’ field. 

10 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field 

11 input ‘N’ in the ‘Mobility Rate’ field 

12 input ‘M73’ in the ‘Mobility Rate Reason’ field 

13 input ‘N’ in the ‘Care Rate’ field 

14 input ‘C73’ in the ‘Care Reason’ field 

Note: ‘M73’ and ‘C73’ codes are no response to invite 

15 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field at the bottom of the page 

16 input ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

17 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will then display the ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen This screen will 

confirm the entry made in DA091 Entitlement screen. 

The RI has now changed to between 41 – 48 (PIP Claim Not Made). 

The top feedback line will now also show DREQ (Decision Required). 

168. You must then: 



 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA200 Decision Summary’ screen and the decision date will be displayed as today’s 

date. 

2 input ‘03’ (authorisation S of S decision) in the ‘Decision Type’ field 

3 input ‘M’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field 

4 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

5 input ‘DA575’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field and select ‘F15’ 

Note: DLACS will display ‘DA575 Forms and Notification Picklist’ screen 

6 select ‘F8’ 

7 input ‘Y’ in ‘PIPR13’ (no claim made to PIP) 

Note: For further information - See: ‘Clerical Notifications’ and also See: 'Reassessment Letters’ 

8 select ‘Enter’ 

  

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA575 Forms and Notification Picklist’ screen with the name and address of who 

the notification will be sent to 

9 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

10 input ‘DA460’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

11 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will issue the ‘PIPR13’ notification in the overnight batch run 

12 input ‘C’ in the top box to remove the award level suspension 



 

For cases with Mota agreement, E-Mail Mota Specialist team at DWP Blackpool BC MOTA 3 Senior K - Zzz 

Mota Specialist Case Worker please follow the work steps below’ 

For cases without Mota agreement, go to step 18 

13 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

14 input ‘DA315’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

15 input the termination date 

16 input ‘N’ for ‘Renewal Likely’ 

17 input ‘A12’ as the termination reason 

18 select ‘F21’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen 

In this screen, the feedback line will show PAR (Payment Action Required) and DMDE (Decision Made) 

169. You must also: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Payment Details’ screen 

2 check the payment due and if correct, input ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

3 access ‘DA530 Case Controls’ 

  

4 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

5 input ‘DA530’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

6 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Delete’ field against any outstanding or unnecessary case controls to remove them 



 

7 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

8 input ‘DA110’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

9 select ‘End’ 

10 enter ‘Termination notification issued PIPR13’ and your initials and team name 

11 select ‘End’ 

170. You must now access PIPCS and: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Contact’ tab in the ‘Person’ homepage 

2 select the ‘Communications’ tab 

3 select ‘New’ 

Note: A ‘Record New Communication’ box will appear 

4 select ‘Claimant’ in ‘Contact With’ 

5 select ‘Outbound’ in ‘Inbound/Outbound’ 

6 select ‘Correspondence’ in ‘Channel’ 

7 select ‘Post’ in ‘Contact Reason’ 

8 select ‘Not Applicable’ in ‘Security’ 

9 input ‘PIPR13 issued’ in ‘Notes’ 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 select the ‘Tasks’ tab 

12 select ‘New’ 

Note: A ‘New User Task’ box will appear. 

13 amend the ‘SI’ in the ‘Subject’ field after the claimant’s NINo 



 

  

14 select ‘Manual To Do’ from the drop down menu in the ‘Task Type’ 

15 select ‘Standard’ in ‘Priority’ 

16 select the date 5 working days from today and select 20:00 in ‘Deadline’ 

17 select ‘User’ in ‘Assign To’ 

18 select the magnifying glass and input your team leader’s first name and last name in the corresponding boxes 

19 select your team leader from the search results 

20 input ‘change to SI to complete, claim to PIP not made’ in the ‘Comments’ field 

21 select ‘Save’ 

Termination of DLA award (PIP Invite issued, claim to PIP not made and current payability 

exists) 

171. To terminate the DLA award, you must: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA091 Picklist’ 

2 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Customer Initiated Change’ field 

3 input today’s date in the ‘Receipt Date of Change’ field 

4 input the change effective date (termination date) in the ‘Change Effective Date’ field 

Note: The effective date for cases where the claimant hasn’t complied, has had a suspension and is at the point of 

termination must be the date the type ‘31’ suspension starts 

5 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Entitlement’ field 

6 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Lay Evidence and Exclusions’ field 

7 select ‘Enter’ 



 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA091 Entitlement’ screen and there will be an existing line showing the current 

award details. 

8 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action’ field on the current award line 

9 amend the ‘To’ date field 

 

  

Note: You must enter the day before the date you will terminate the award of DLA 

10 nput ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field on the next line 

11 input the appropriate change effective date (termination date) in the ‘From’ field 

12 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field 

13 input ‘N’ in the ‘Mobility Rate’ field 

14 input ‘M73’ in the ‘Mobility Reason’ field 

15 input ‘N’ in the ‘Care Rate’ field 

16 input ‘C73’ in the ‘Care Reason’ field 

17 select ‘Enter’ and the ‘Lay Evidence and Exclusions’ field will display 

Note: ‘M73’ and ‘C73’ codes are no response to invite 

18 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action’ field on the current award line 

19 amend the ‘To’ date field 

Note: You should enter the day before the date you will terminate the award of DLA 

20 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

21 input ‘DA97 in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

22 if there isn’t an entry in ‘DA97’, go to step 25 

if there is an entry in ‘DA97’, go to step 23 



 

23 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action’ field on the current award line 

24 amend the ‘To’ date field 

Note: You must enter the day before the date you will terminate the award of DLA 

25 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

26 input ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

27 if you have changed any date in ‘DA97’, select ‘End’ 

28 if you haven’t changed any data press ‘Ctrl & *’ to cancel out of this dialogue 

Note: DLACS will then display dialogue ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen. This screen will confirm the  

entry made in dialogue ‘DA091 Entitlement’ screen 

The RI has now changed to between 41 – 48 (PIP Claim Not Made) and the top feedback line will now also show DREQ 

(Decision Required) 

172. You must then: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA200 Decision Summary’ screen and the decision date will be displayed as today’s 

date. 

2 input ‘03’ (authorisation S of S decision) in the ‘Decision Type’ field. 

3 input ‘M’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field. 

4 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field. 

5 input ‘DA575’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field and select ‘F15’ 

Note: DLACS will display ‘DA575 Forms and Notification Picklist’ screen 

6 select ‘F8’ 

7 input ‘Y’ in ‘PIPR13’ (no claim made to PIP) 



 

Note: For further information - See: Reassessment Letters 

8 select ‘Enter' 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA575 Forms and Notification Picklist’ screen with the name and address of who 

the notification will be sent to. 

9 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

10 input ‘DA460’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

11 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will issue the ‘PIPR13’ notification in the overnight batch run 

12 input ‘C’ in the top box to remove the award level suspension 

For cases with Mota agreement, E-Mail Mota Specialist team at DWP Blackpool BC MOTA 3 Senior K - Zzz 

Mota Specialist Case Worker please follow the work steps below’ 

for cases without Mota agreement, go to step 18 

13 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

14 input ‘DA315’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

15 input the termination date 

16 input ‘N’ for ‘Renewal Likely’ 

17 input ‘A12’ as the termination reason 

18 select ‘F21’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen. 

In this screen, the feedback line will show PAR (Payment Action Required) and DMDE (Decision Made). 

173. You must also: 

Step Action 



 

1 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Payment Details’ screen 

2 check the payment due and if correct, input ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

3 access ‘DA530 Case Controls’ 

4 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

5 input ‘DA530’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

6 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Delete’ field against any outstanding or unnecessary case controls to remove them 

7 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

8 input ‘DA110’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

9 select ‘End’ 

10 enter ‘Termination notification issued PIPR13’ and your initials and team name 

11 select ‘End’ 

174. You must now access PIPCS and: 

Step Action 

 

  

1 select the ‘Contact’ tab in the ‘Person’ homepage 

2 select the ‘Communications’ tab 

3 select ‘New’ 

Note: A ‘Record New Communication’ box will appear 

4 select ‘Claimant’ in ‘Contact With’ 

5 select ‘Outbound’ in ‘Inbound/Outbound’ 



 

6 select ‘Correspondence’ in ‘Channel’ 

7 select ‘Post’ in ‘Contact Reason’ 

8 select ‘Not Applicable’ in ‘Security’ 

9 input ‘PIPR13 issued’ in ‘Notes’ 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 select the ‘Tasks’ tab 

12 select ‘New’ 

Note: A ‘New User Task’ box will appear 

13 select ‘Manual To Do’ from the drop down menu in the ‘Task Type’ 

14 select ‘Standard’ in ‘Priority’ 

15 select the date 5 working days from today and select 20:00 in ‘Deadline’ 

16 select ‘User’ in ‘Assign To’ 

17 select the magnifying glass and input your team leader’s first name and last name in the corresponding boxes. 

18 select your team leader from the search results. 

19 input ‘change to SI to complete, claim to PIP not made’ in the ‘Comments’ field. 

20 select ‘Save’ 

PIP invite issued (claim not received within 98 days) 

Background 

175. If a PIP claim hasn’t been received by the 98th day after issue of the PIP invitation, CC827 is automatically triggered in 

DLACS. This will automatically suspend DLA payments and prompt you to consider terminating DLA entitlement. 

176. If DLA is still in payment at the time the CC827 is created, you must check if there’s a legitimate reason for DLA 

continuing. This could be for a number of reasons, for example, outstanding appointee/CPAB action, claimant in 

hospital, DLO and so on. 



 

Note: The actioning of this Case Control must be treated as a priority. 

Legitimate reason accepted 

177. If a legitimate reason is accepted for the PIP claim not having been made until after the 98 day claim period has 

elapsed: 

Step Action 

1 check if DLA entitlement is due to end within the next 6 months and if so, extend for a further 12 months 

2 check DLACS Notepad for any details of a previous suspension as this will need to be re-input if the action is not 

yet completed 

3 if no previous suspension identified, remove the ‘Type 31’ suspension, access Dialogue DA105 and authorise 

payment 

4 if yes, and 

the previous suspension was at ‘Award’ level you must overwrite the current ‘Type 31’ suspension with the 

previous ‘Award’ level suspension type, date of suspension and suspension code, access Dialogue 

DA105 and authorise payment; or  

the previous suspension was a ‘Full’ suspension you must overwrite the ‘Type 31’ suspension and input the 

previous suspension code  

Note: Dialogue DA105 can’t be accessed on a ‘Full’ suspension case as the case is suspended 

5 Refer the case to the DEX to delete CC827 providing full details outlining the reasons why the case is still 

outstanding after 98 days 

6 Input notes into DLACS Notepad and PIPCS Notes to advise that CC827 was present on the case  

 and has been referred to the DEX for deletion 

No legitimate reason accepted 

178. If there’s no legitimate reason for DLA entitlement to continue, check DLACS to see if PIPR11 suspension letter has 

previously been issued to the claimant. If it has and PIPR13 DLA award termination letter was also issued, you must 

end DLA entitlement from the correct date. 

179. If a PIPR11 suspension letter hasn’t been issued previously, and the claimant has been sent both the PIP invite letter 

and the PIP Invite reminder at the correct address, you must now issue it see: DLA suspension. The letter advises DLA 



 
will be suspended, the reason why and that entitlement will be terminated unless a PIP claim is made within 28 days. 

You must defer a task to take termination action if a claim is not received. 

Note: If there is any delay in issuing PIPR11 following the auto-suspension, you must issue a manual PIPR11 to ensure the 

claimant is given the full 28 days from the date of issue to make a PIP claim. You must record details of the form issued in 

DLACS Notepad and PIPCS Notes and upload a copy to PIPCS. 

Claim received 

180. On receipt of a claim within 28 days, you will: 

Step Action 

1 check if DLA entitlement is due to end within the next 6 months and extend for a further 12 months 

2 check DLACS Notepad for any details of a previous suspension as this will need to be re-input if the action is not 

yet completed 

3 if no previous suspension identified, remove the ‘Type 31’ suspension, access Dialogue DA105 and authorise 

payment 

4 if yes, and 

the previous suspension was at ‘Award’ level you must overwrite the current ‘Type 31’ suspension with the 

previous ‘Award’ level suspension type, date of suspension and suspension code, access Dialogue 

DA105 and authorise payment; or  

the previous suspension was a ‘Full’ suspension you must overwrite the ‘Type 31’ suspension and input the 

previous suspension code  

Dialogue DA105 can’t be accessed as the case is suspended  

5 Refer the case to the DEX to delete CC827 providing full details outlining the reasons why the case is still 

outstanding after 98 days 

6 Input notes into DLACS Notepad and PIPCS Notes to advise that CC827 was present on the case and has been 

referred to the DEX for deletion 

Claim not received 

181. If a claim isn’t received by the 29th day following issue of PIPR11, you must take action to terminate DLA and issue 

PIPR13 - See: No payability indicated/closed historical data exists’ or See: Claim to PIP not made and current payability 

exists. 



 

Note: If a manual PIPR11 was issued to the claimant, a manual PIPR13 will be required to ensure the claimant is advised of 

the correct date of termination of DLA as this may differ from the suspension date held on DLACS. You must check the 

manual PIPR11 for the date the claimant was advised DLA would be terminated. You must upload a copy to PIPCS.  

Request to reinstate DLA following suspension and termination process for failure 

to claim PIP 

DLA Suspension (request to re-instate DLA and PIP claim made within timescale) 

182. Where the claimant makes a claim to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) within the required timescales, re-instate 

payments of Disability Living Allowance (DLA). 

DLA Suspension (request to re-instate DLA and PIP claim made out of timescale) 

183. Where the claimant makes a claim to PIP outside the required timescales, forward the task to the Case Manager (CM) 

for consideration. 

DLA Suspension (request to re-instate DLA and PIP claim not made within the  

28 day suspension period) 

184. You must forward the task to the CM to consider whether a procedural error has occurred and DLA can be re-instated. 

DLA Termination (request to re-instate DLA and PIP claim not made) 

185. You must forward the task to the CM to consider whether a procedural error has occurred and DLA can be re-

instated. 

PIP invite issued (claimant doesn’t wish to claim PIP) 

186. A DLA claimant may write or telephone to say they don’t wish to claim PIP. 

Note: For further information - See:  TMG chapter 8.9 customer no longer wants to receive payment . 

187. When a claimant doesn’t want to claim PIP, Additional Support (AS) may be needed. Check DLACS dialogue ‘DA501 

Case Summary’ 

Note: For further information - See: Checking disability reason codes on DLACS (AS). 

188. You must make sure the claimant understands the implications of not claiming Personal Independence Payment (PIP) 

as this decision will lead to the termination of their DLA award and may also affect other benefits. 

Note: For further information - See: Checking disability codes on DLACS (AS). 



 
  

PIP invite issued claimant doesn't wish to claim PIP and notification received 

PIP invite issued (claimant doesn’t wish to claim PIP and notification received via another 

DWP department and no additional support required) 

189. When the claimant notifies another Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) department (for example, a Visiting 

Officer (VO)) or contacts us by letter, consider, where appropriate if they require Additional Support (AS). 

190. If they don’t require AS, termination should be 2 weeks from the date you are making the decision to terminate. 

Example A                                                     

• decision date is not a payday                                   

• Date of decision is 2 February  2016                                  

• next DLA payday is 3 February 2016                                              

• DLA terminated from 17 February 2016  

Example B 

• date of decision is 9 March 2016   

• next DLA payday is 16 March 2016 (decision date is a payday)  

• DLA terminated from 30 March 2016  

Note: For termination action - See: Termination of DLA award (PIP invite issued, claimant doesn't wish to claim PIP and no 

payability indicated or closed historical data exists) 

PIP invite issued (claimant doesn’t wish to claim PIP and notification by telephony or in 

writing, additional support required) 

191. When additional support is needed, you must phone the claimant using an Internet Protocol for Contact Centres 

(IPCC) phone as this may end in a Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claim being taken or refer to Blackpool 

Benefit Centre (BBC) if appropriate. 

192. During the call, you must explain the invitation process to PIP and the implications of not claiming PIP. 

Note: For further information see: Case Worker Reassessment outbound call 

193. If the claimant wishes to make a claim for PIP, the PIP1 data gather must be completed during the call or referred to a 

Visiting Officer (VO) if appropriate. 

Note: For further information see: telephony new claim data gather 



 

194. You must attempt to contact the claimant 3 times over a 2 day period. 

195. Each time the attempt is unsuccessful; you must make a record in Personal Independence Payment Computer System 

(PIPCS) and on each occasion note the ‘Communication’ record that the call has failed. 

196. If after 3 attempts no contact has been made, issue PIP.0216 from the clerical notification template. This is to tell the 

claimant about the implications of not claiming PIP, action to terminate their Disability Living Allowance (DLA) will 

commence in 2 weeks and will signpost them to the new claim number. 

197. Create task and defer for 2 weeks and update the ‘Communication’ record. 

Note: For further information - See:  workflow and task management.   

198. When the task matures, you must check to see if the claimant has made contact to tell us that they have either: 

• changed their mind about not wanting to claim;  

• submitted a claim; or  

• have indicated they are intending to claim,  for example, awaiting Citizens Advice assistance  

199. In this instance, consider extending the task for 14 days or refer to the Case Manager (CM) if a longer extension is 

required. 

200. If a PIP claim hasn’t been made and there hasn’t been any contact showing that the claimant has changed their mind, 

terminate the DLA award. 

201. You must terminate DLA, 2 weeks from the next payday from the date of decision and close the task. 

Example A 

• Outbound call is unsuccessful or PIP.0216 not returned    

• decision date is not a payday                                   

• decision date is 5 January 2016                              

• next DLA payday is 6 January 2016                                    

• termination date is 20 January 2016  

Example B 

• Outbound call is successful or PIP.0216 returned  

• decision date is a payday  

• decision date is 3 February 2016  

• next DLA payday is 10 February 2016   

• termination date is 24 February 2016   



 
Note: If you are uncertain about the correct date from which to terminate DLA, speak to your Line Manager. 

202. For termination action - See: Termination of DLA award (PIP invite issued, claimant doesn’t wish to  claim PIP and no 

payability indicated or closed historical data exists) . 

Termination of DLA award (PIP invite issued, claimant doesn't wish to claim PIP and 

no payability indicated or closed historical data exists) 

203. To terminate a DLA award, you must: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA091 Picklist’ 

2 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Customer Initiated Change’ field 

3 input today’s date in the ‘Receipt Date of Change’ field 

4 input the change effective date (termination date) in the ‘Change Effective Date’ field 

5 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Entitlement’ field 

6 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA091 Entitlement’ screen and there will be an existing line showing the current 

award details 

7 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action’ field on the current award line 

8 amend the ‘To’ date field 

Note: You must enter the day before the date you will terminate the award of DLA 

9 input ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field on the next line 

10 input the appropriate change effective date (termination date) in the ‘From’ field 

11 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field 

12 input ‘N’ in the ‘Mobility Rate’ field 

13 input ‘M74’ in the ‘Mobility Reason’ field 



 

14 input ‘N’ in the ‘Care Rate’ field 

15 input ‘C74’ in the ‘Care Reason’ field 

Note: ‘M74’ and ‘C74’ codes are don’t wish to claim PIP 

16 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

17 input ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

18 select ‘End’ 

  

Note: DLACS will then display dialogue ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen. This screen will confirm the entry made in 

dialogue ‘DA091 Entitlement’ screen 

The RI has now changed depending on the specific circumstance of the case. The top feedback line will now also show 

DREQ (Decision Required) 

204. You must then: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA200 Decision Summary’ screen and the decision date will be displayed as today’s 

date. 

2 input ‘03’ (authorisation S of S decision) in the ‘Decision Type’ field 

3 input ‘M’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field 

4 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

5 input ‘DA460’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field and select ‘F15’ 

6 input ‘C’ in the top box to remove the award level suspension 



 

For cases with a Mota agreement, E-Mail Mota Specialist team at DWP Blackpool BC MOTA 3 Senior K - Zzz 

Mota Specialist Case Worker please follow the work steps below’ 

For cases without a Mota agreement, go to step 12 

7 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field. 

8 input ‘DA315’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field. 

9 input the termination date. 

10 input ‘N’ for ‘Renewal Likely’. 

11 input ‘A12’ as the termination reason. 

12 select ‘F21’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen 

In this screen, the feedback line will show PAR (Payment Action Required) and DMDE (Decision Made) 

205. You must also: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Payment Details’ screen. 

2 check the payment due and if correct, input ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

3 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

4 input ‘DA575’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

5 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will display ‘DA575 Forms and Notifications Picklist’ screen 

6 select ‘F8’ 



 

7 input ‘Y’ in the PIPR14 choose not claim PIP 

Note: For further information see ‘Clerical Notifications’ and 'Reassessment Letters’. 

8 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display ‘DA575 Forms and Notifications Picklist’ screen with the name and address that the 

notification will be sent to 

9 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will issue the PIPR14 notification in the overnight batch run 

206. You must now access ‘DA530 case controls’ and: 

Step Action 

1 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Delete’ field against any outstanding or unnecessary case controls to remove them 

2 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

3 select ‘End’ 

4 input ‘DA110’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

5 input ‘termination notification PIPR14 issued’ and your initials and team name 

  

6 select ‘End’ 

207. You must now access PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 Create a new task to the team leader to update the Special Interest (SI) indicator to show  

‘Reassessment complete’ 

2 Select the ‘Contact’ tab in the ‘Person’ homepage 

3 Select the ‘Communications’ tab 

4 Select ‘New’ 



 

Note: A ‘Record New Communication’ box will appear 

5 select ‘Claimant’ in ‘Contact With’ 

6 select ‘Outbound’ in ‘Inbound/Outbound’ 

7 select ‘Correspondence’ in ‘Channel’ 

8 select ‘Post’ in ‘Contact Reason’ 

9 select ‘Not Applicable’ in ‘Security’ 

10 input ‘PIPR14 issued’ in ‘Notes’ 

11 select ‘Save' 

12 select the ‘Tasks’ tab 

13 select ‘New’ 

Note: A ‘New User Task’ box will appear 

14 select ‘Reassessment – End claim follow up’ from the drop down menu in the ‘Task Type’ 

15 select ‘Standard’ in ‘Priority’ 

16 select the date 98 days from the date of issue of the invitation and select 20:00 in ‘Deadline’ 

17 tick the box entitled ‘Add to my tasks’ 

18 select ‘Save’ 

Note: On the 99th day the ‘Reassessment-End claim follow up’ task will need to be manually closed 

Termination of DLA award (PIP Invite issued, claimant doesn’t wish to claim  

PIP and current payability indicated) 

208. To terminate a DLA award you must: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA091 Picklist’ 



 

2 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Customer Initiated Change’ field 

3 input today’s date in the ‘Receipt Date of Change’ field 

4 input the change effective date (termination date) in the ‘Change Effective Date’ field 

5 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Entitlement’ field 

6 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Lay Evidence and Exclusions’ field 

7 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA091 Entitlement’ screen and there will be an existing line showing the current 

award details 

8 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action’ field on the current award line 

9 amend the ‘To’ date field 

Note: You must enter the day before the date you will terminate the award of DLA 

10 input ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field on the next line 

11 input the appropriate change effective date (termination date) in the ‘From’ field 

12 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field 

13 input ‘N’ in the ‘Mobility Rate’ field 

14 input ‘M74’ in the ‘Mobility Reason’ field 

15 input ‘N’ in the ‘Care Rate’ field 

16 input ‘C74’ in the ‘Care Reason’ field 

17 select ‘Enter’ and the ‘Lay Evidence and Exclusions’ field will display 

Note: ‘M74’ and ‘C74’ codes are no claimant doesn’t wish to claim 

18 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action’ field on the current award line 

19 amend the ‘To’ date field 



 

Note: You should enter the day before the date you will terminate the award of DLA 

20 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

21 input ‘DA97 in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

22 if there isn’t an entry in ‘DA97’, go to note 

if there is an entry in ‘DA97’, go to step 23 

23 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action’ field on the current award line 

24 amend the ‘To’ date field 

Note: You must enter the day before the date you will terminate the award of DLA 

25 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

26 input ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

27 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will then display dialogue ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen. This screen will confirm the entry made in 

dialogue ‘DA091 Entitlement’ screen 

The RI has now changed depending on the specific circumstance of the case. The top feedback line will now also show 

DREQ (Decision Required) 

209. You must then: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA200 Decision Summary’ screen and the decision date will be displayed as today’s 

date. 

2 input ‘03’ (authorisation S of S decision) in the ‘Decision Type’ field 

3 input ‘M’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field 

4 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 



 

5 input ‘DA460’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field and select ‘F15’ 

6 input ‘C’ in the top box to remove the award level suspension 

For cases with a Mota agreement, E-Mail Mota Specialist team at DWP Blackpool BC MOTA 3 Senior K -  

Zzz 

Mota Specialist Case Worker please follow the work steps below’ 

For cases without a Mota agreement, go to step 12 

7 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

8 input ‘DA315’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

9 input the termination date 

10 input ‘N’ for ‘Renewal Likely’ 

11 input ‘A12’ as the termination reason 

12 select ‘F21’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen 

In this screen, the feedback line will show PAR (Payment Action Required) and DMDE (Decision Made) 

210. You must also: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Payment Details’ screen 

2 check the payment due and if correct, input ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

3 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

4 input ‘DA575’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

5 select ‘End’ 



 

Note: DLACS will display ‘DA575 Forms and Notifications Picklist’ screen 

6 select ‘F8’ 

7 input ‘Y’ in the PIPR14 choose not claim PIP 

Note: For further information - See: Clerical Notifications and also See: Reassessment Letters 

8 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display ‘DA575 Forms and Notifications Picklist’ screen with the name and address  

that the notification will be sent to 

9 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will issue the PIPR14 notification in the overnight batch run 

211. You must now access ‘DA530 case controls’ and: 

Step Action 

1 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Delete’ field against any outstanding or unnecessary case controls to remove them 

2 select ‘End’ 

3 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

4 input ‘DA110’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

5 input a note containing the DLA terminations details, the type and dates of the payability code and the dates 

recorded in ‘DA097’ 

6 select ‘End’ 

212. You must now access PIPCS and take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 create a new task to the team leader to update the Special Interest (SI) indicator to show  

‘Reassessment complete’ 

2 select the ‘Contact’ tab in the ‘Person’ homepage 

3 select the ‘Communications’ tab 



 

4 select ‘New’ 

Note: A ‘Record New Communication’ box will appear 

5 select ‘Claimant’ in ‘Contact With’ 

6 select ‘Outbound’ in ‘Inbound/Outbound’ 

7 select ‘Correspondence’ in ‘Channel’ 

8 select ‘Post’ in ‘Contact Reason’ 

9 select ‘Not Applicable’ in ‘Security’ 

10 input ‘PIPR14 issued’ in ‘Notes’ 

 

11 select ‘Save’ 

12 select the ‘Notes’ tab 

13 select ‘New’ 

14 input ‘DLA termination payability present’ in the subject heading 

15 select ‘Save’ 

16 select ‘Tasks’ tab 

17 select ‘Reassessment – End claim follow up’ from the drop down menu in the ‘Task Type’ 

18 select ‘Standard’ in ‘Priority’ 

19 select the date 98 days from the date of issue of the invitation and select 20:00 in ‘Deadline’ 

20 tick the box entitled ‘Add to my tasks’ 

21 select ‘Save’ 

Note: On the 99th day the ‘Reassessment - End claim follow up’ task will need to be manually closed 

  



 

Claimant wishes to relinquish DLA 

213. A claimant may telephone or write to the Disability Living Allowance (DLA) unit or Personal Independence Payment 

(PIP) Benefit Centre (BC) to relinquish their DLA award. 

Claimant wishes to relinquish DLA (no reassessment invite letter issued) 

214. When a Reassessment invite letter hasn’t been issued, take DLA voluntary relinquishment action - See: TMG Chapter 

8.9 customer no longer wants to receive payment. 

215. The claimant will be sent a clerical DLA7013 which includes a note telling them that as a consequence of DLA 

relinquishment, they won’t be invited to claim PIP. 

Claimant wishes to relinquish DLA (reassessment invite letter issued) 

216. If a Reassessment invite has been issued, access Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS) to see if a 

PIP claim has been made. 

Note: PIPCS will display a ‘Person Homepage’. 

217. Where a Reassessment invite letter has been issued and the claimant hasn’t claimed PIP, DLA voluntary 

relinquishment action can’t be taken. 

Claimant wishes to relinquish DLA (PIP claim made) 

218. If a PIP claim has been made, PIPCS will show an ‘Application Homepage’: 

Step Action 

1 issue PIP.0212 to tell the claimant that relinquishment is not possible once a PIP claim has been made 

2 create a ‘Communication Record’ and close the task 

Note: For further information - See: Communication Record and also See: Workflow and task management  

3 access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’ and input the following: 

‘checked PIPCS and PIP claim has been made. PIP.0212 issued to the claimant.  

‘Communication Record’ created in PIPCS’ 

Claimant wishes to relinquish DLA (PIP claim not made) 

219. When a Reassessment invite letter has been issued and the claimant hasn’t claimed PIP but wishes to relinquish DLA, 

the Telephony Agent will explain that this isn’t possible once the Reassessment invite has been issued. 



 

220. The Telephony Agent will ask the claimant if they wish to claim PIP and if so, will signpost them to the PIP New Claims 

Line. If the claimant states that they don’t wish to claim PIP, the Telephony Agent will explain that this will result in 

termination of their DLA and will forward a task to Operations. 

Note: For further information - See: PIP Invite issued (claimant doesn't wish to claim PIP). 

Claimant wishes to withdraw their PIP claim 

  

221. A claimant, appointee, Corporate Other Payee (COP) or Personal Acting Body (PAB), can withdraw the claim to 

Personal Independence Payment (PIP) at any time prior to a decision being made 

222. You must make sure claimant understands withdrawing their PIP claim will terminate their Disability Living Allowance 

(DLA) award and it won’t be reinstated. It will end any Motability agreement and could affect other benefits they 

receive. 

223. Enquiry Line agents will have spoken to the claimant about what will happen next, on receipt of the task you must 

check if Additional Support (AS) is needed. 

224. If AS is needed, you must contact the claimant to confirm they still wish to withdraw their PIP claim.  

Note: For further information - See: Checking disability codes on DLACS (AS). 

Claimant wishes to withdraw their PIP claim (no additional support needed) 

225. If a PAB, COP or appointee has requested the withdrawal or it’s clear the claimant is not AS or there is no indication 

that the claimant is vulnerable, you must terminate the DLA award and withdraw the claim in PIPCS. 

226. The user must first establish whether there is no payability indicated or there is closed historical data or whether 

there is current payability on the case. 

227. If there is no payability indicated or closed historical data or if there is current payability - see:  

Reassessment indicator values  

228. As a result of the withdrawal of the PIP claim, DLA should be terminated 14 days after the end of the pay week in 

which the withdrawal notification is accepted as being received. 

Example: Request for withdrawal is made on 01/03/2018. CM picks up the case on 09/03/2018 and accepts the 

withdrawal request and the impact this would have on the claimant's DLA.  DLA should be terminated 14 days after the 

end of the current pay week (claimant is a Wednesday pay day on DLA).  DLA termination date is 28/03/2018. 

Claimant wishes to withdraw their PIP claim (additional support needed or failed IDV) 



 
229. You must: 

Step Action 

  

1 attempt to contact the claimant 3 times over a 2 day period using an Internet Protocol for Contact  

Centres (IPCC) enabled phone or refer to Blackpool Benefit Centre (BBC) if appropriate 

2 after each attempt, create a ‘Communication Record’ 

Note: For further information - See: Communication Record 

3 tell the claimant that if they decide not to claim PIP, DLA will be stopped 2 weeks after their next payday and 

won’t be reinstated. 

4 this will end any Motability agreement they have and could affect any other benefits they or their carer receive 

Note: For further information - See: Case Worker Reassessment outbound call  

5 if contact isn’t made by phone, you must issue a PIP.0216 

6 you must set a 2 week deferred task to monitor for response to the 0216. If returned or claimant contact is 

received must consider whether withdrawal is still appropriate, that is, claimant is unsure, no longer wishes to 

withdraw and so on. They must send this to the CM to consider 

7 user must set a 2 week deferred task to monitor for response to the 0216. If returned or claimant contact is 

received you must consider whether withdrawal is still appropriate i.e. claimant is unsure, no longer wishes to 

withdraw and so on. You must send this to the CM to consider 

8 if no response received the case must be referred to the CM to consider whether the claimant fully understands 

the consequences of not claiming PIP 

Note: withdrawing a claim could end existing benefit; the CM needs to consider if it’s in the best interest of the 

claimant, particularly when certain conditions could prompt this type of behaviour for example mental health 

conditions, schizophrenia, manic episodes and so on 

Claimant confirms they wish to withdraw their PIP claim (case currently with  

Assessment Provider) 

230. When the claimant wants to withdraw their PIP claim and it’s with the Assessment Provider (AP) you must: 

Step Action 



 

1 access the ‘Person’ homepage in Personal Independent Computer System (PIPCS) 

2 select the ‘Tasks’ tab 

3 select ‘New’ 

 

Note: A ‘New User Task’ box will appear 

4 select ‘Manual AP Advice’ from the drop down menu in the ‘Task Type’ 

5 select ‘Standard’ in ‘Priority’ 

6 select the date 7 days from the date of issue of the invitation and select 20:00 in ‘Deadline’ 

7 select the magnifying glass next to the ‘Assign To’ work queue 

8 input the Lot number (for example, Lot 2’) in the ‘Search’ box 

9 select the ‘Withdrawn’ work queue from the list 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 forward the task to the relevant CM work queue, advising that the claimant wishes to withdraw their PIP claim. 

– if the CW has to send the 0216 they would not refer to the CM until the 2 weeks has passed for claimant 

contact 

Note: Using the PIP clerical template within the shared folder, you must complete a PIP.0216 (see below) and 

input ‘PIP.0216 issued’ in PIPCs notes. You must set a 2 week deferred task to monitor for response then refer 

to CM to consider whether the claimant fully understands the consequences (AS/Vulnerable) 

Example A 

• AP report returned on 8 February 2016  

• user opens the task on 11 February 2016  

• attempts to makes a phone call and if no response to 3 attempts over a 2 day period, sends a PIP.0216 on 12 

February 2016  

• no contact made and task matures on 26 February 2016  

• terminate the DLA on 11 March 2016 (date to be used on PIP. 0216)  

  



 

Termination of DLA award (claimant has notified the Assessment  

Provider that they wish to withdraw PIP) 

231. Where the Assessment Provider (AP) notifies the department that a claimant has confirmed that they wish to 

withdraw their Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claim, phone the claimant and advise them that this will result 

in termination of their Disability Living Allowance (DLA). 

Note: The termination takes place from the decision date 

232. If you’re unable to contact the claimant, you must send a PIP.0216 and defer the task for 14 days. 

233. Once the 14 day task matures, if there isn’t a response, take termination action from 2 weeks following the date of 

decision to the next payday. 

234. When completing the date on the PIP.0216, you must calculate 28 days to the next payday to allow for the response 

and 2 weeks termination date. 

Termination of DLA award (PIP invite issued, claimant wishes to withdraw their 

claim to PIP and no payability indicated or closed historical data exists) 

235. To terminate a DLA award you must: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA091 Picklist’ 

2 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Customer Initiated Change’ field 

3 input the change effective date in the ‘Change effective date’ field” and “Input ‘Y’ in the entitlement field 

4 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action’ field on the current award line 

5 amend the ‘To’ date field 

Note: You must enter the day before the date you will terminate the award of DLA 

6 input ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field on the next line 

7 input the appropriate change effective date (termination date) in the ‘From’ field 

8 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field 



 

9 input ‘N’ in the ‘Mobility Rate’ field 

10 input ‘M74’ in the ‘Mobility Reason’ field 

11 input ‘N’ in the ‘Care Rate’ field 

12 input ‘C74’ in the ‘Care Reason’ field 

Note: ‘M74’ and ‘C74’ codes are no claimant doesn’t wish to claim 

13 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

14 input ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

15 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will then display dialogue ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen. This screen will confirm the entry made in 

dialogue ‘DA091 Entitlement’ screen 

The RI has now changed depending on the specific circumstance of the case. The top feedback line will  

now also show DREQ (Decision Required) 

236. You must then: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA200 Decision Summary’ screen and the decision date will be displayed as today’s 

date 

2 input ‘03’ (authorisation S of S decision) in the ‘Decision Type’ field 

3 input ‘M’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field 

4 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

For cases with a Mota agreement, E-Mail Mota Specialist team at DWP Blackpool BC MOTA 3 Senior K - Zzz 

Mota Specialist Case Worker please follow the work steps below’ 

For cases without a Mota agreement, go to step 10 



 

5 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

6 input ‘DA315’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

7 input the termination date 

8 input ‘N’ for ‘Renewal Likely’ 

9 input ‘A12’ as the termination reason 

10 select ‘F21’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen 

In this screen, the feedback line will show PAR (Payment Action Required) and DMDE (Decision Made) 

237. You must also: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Payment Details’ screen 

2 check the payment due and if correct, input ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’  

 field. If the payment due is not correct you must go back to DA91 and correct any input errors 

3 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

4 input ‘DA530’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

5 select ‘End’ 

6 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Delete’ field against any outstanding or unnecessary case controls to remove them 

7 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

8 input ‘DA110’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

9 input ‘terminations notification PIP.1002 or PIP1002 (a) issued’ and your initials and team name, and clerically 

send the form to the claimant 

238. You must now access PIPCS and take the following action: 



 

Step Action 

1 create a new task to the team leader to update the Special Interest (SI) indicator to show  

‘Reassessment complete’ 

2 select the ‘Contact’ tab in the ‘Person’ homepage 

3 select the ‘Communications’ tab 

4 select ‘New’ 

Note: A ‘Record New Communication’ box will appear 

5 elect ‘Claimant’ in ‘Contact With’ 

6 select ‘Outbound’ in ‘Inbound/Outbound' 

7 select ‘Correspondence’ in ‘Channel’ 

8 select ‘Post’ in ‘Contact Reason’ 

9 select ‘Not Applicable’ in ‘Security’ 

10 input PIP.1002 or ‘PIP1002 (a)’ issued’ in ‘Notes’ 

11 select ‘Save’ 

12 select ‘Tasks’ tab 

13 select ‘New’ 

Note: A ‘New User Task’ box will appear 

14 select ‘Reassessment – End claim follow up’ from the drop down menu in the ‘Task Type’ 

15 select ‘Standard’ in ‘Priority’ 

16 select the date 98 days from the date of issue of the invitation and select 20:00 in ‘Deadline’ 

17 tick the box entitled ‘Add to my tasks’ 

18 select ‘Save’ 



 

Note: On the 99th day the ‘Reassessment - End claim follow up’ task will need to be closed manually. 

239. When you’ve terminated DLA, you must access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) dialogue ‘DA110 

Notepad’ input: ‘Phone call to claimant and claimant confirms that they wish to withdraw their PIP claim. Send case to 

CM to withdraw PIP claim in PIPCS’. Include your initials and team name. 

240. Task the PIPCS case to the CM.  

Termination of DLA award (PIP invite issued, claimant wishes to withdraw their 

claim to PIP and current payability indicated) 

241. To terminate a Disability Living Allowance (DLA) award you must: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA091 Picklist’ 

2 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Customer Initiated Change’ field 

3 input today’s date in the ‘Receipt Date of Change’ field 

4 input the change effective date (termination date) in the ‘Change Effective Date’ field 

5 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Entitlement’ field 

6 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA091 Entitlement’ screen and there will be an existing line showing the current 

award details 

7 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action’ field on the current award line 

8 amend the ‘To’ date field 

Note: You must enter the day before the date you will terminate the award of DLA 

9 input ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field on the next line 

10 input the appropriate change effective date (termination date) in the ‘From’ field 

11 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field 

12 input ‘N’ in the ‘Mobility Rate’ field 



 

13 input ‘M74’ in the ‘Mobility Reason’ field 

14 input ‘N’ in the ‘Care Rate’ field 

15 Input ‘C74’ in the ‘Care Reason’ field 

Note: ‘M74’ and ‘C74’ codes are no claimant doesn’t wish to claim 

16 select ‘Enter 

Note: The ‘Lay Evidence and Exclusion’ field will display 

17 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action’ field on the current award line 

  

18 amend the ‘To’ date field 

Note: You must enter the day before the date you will terminate the award of DLA 

19 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

20 input ‘DA97’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

Where an entry is present in ‘DA97’, go to step 21 

Where an entry isn’t present in ‘DA97’, Input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field and Input ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next  

Dialogue’ field 

21 input ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

22 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will then display dialogue ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen. This screen will confirm the entry made in 

dialogue ‘DA091 Entitlement’ screen 

The RI has now changed depending on the specific circumstance of the case. The top feedback line will now also show 

DREQ (Decision Required) 

241. You must then: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Enter’ 



 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA200 Decision Summary’ screen and the decision date will be displayed as today’s 

date. 

2 input ‘03’ (authorisation S of S decision) in the ‘Decision Type’ field 

3 input ‘M’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field 

4 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

5 input ‘DA460’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field and select ‘F15’ 

6 input ‘C’ in the top box to remove the award level suspension 

For cases with a Mota agreement, E-Mail Mota Specialist team at DWP Blackpool BC MOTA 3 Senior K - Zzz 

Mota Specialist Case Worker please follow the work steps below’ 

For cases without a Mota agreement, go to step 12 

7 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

8 input ‘DA315’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

9 input the termination date 

10 input ‘N’ for ‘Renewal Likely’ 

11 input ‘A12’ as the termination reason 

12 select ‘F21’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen 

In this screen, the feedback line will show PAR (Payment Action Required) and DMDE (Decision Made) 

243. You must also: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display dialogue ‘DA105 Payment Details’ screen 



 

2 check the payment due and if correct, input ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

3 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

4 input ‘DA530’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

5 select ‘End’ 

6 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Delete’ field against any outstanding or unnecessary case controls to remove them 

7 select ‘End 

8 input ‘DA110’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

9 Input ‘terminations notification PIP.1002 or PIP1002(a) issued’, the DLA termination details, the type and dates 

of the payability code recorded in ‘DA97’, your initials and team name, and clerically send the form PIP.1002 or 

PIP1002(a) to the claimant 

244. You must now access PIP and take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Contact’ tab in the ‘Person’ homepage 

 

2 select the ‘Communications’ tab 

3 select ‘New’ 

Note: A ‘Record New Communication’ box will appear 

4 select ‘Claimant’ in ‘Contact With’ 

5 select ‘Outbound’ in ‘Inbound/Outbound’ 

6 select ‘Correspondence’ in ‘Channel’ 

7 select ‘Post’ in ‘Contact Reason’ 

8 select ‘Not Applicable’ in ‘Security’ 

9 input PIP.1002 or ‘PIP1002(a)’ issued’ in ‘Notes’ 



 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 select ‘Notes’ tab. 

12 select ‘New’ 

13 input subject heading ‘DLA terminations payability present’ 

14 input the details of the termination decision made in DLACS including the payability data, in the text box 

15 select ‘Save’ 

16 select ‘Tasks’ tab 

17 select ‘New’ 

Note: A ‘New User Task’ box will appear 

18 select ‘Reassessment – End claim follow up’ from the drop down menu in the ‘Task Type’ 

19 select ‘Standard’ in ‘Priority’ 

20 select the date 98 days from the date of issue of the invitation and select 20:00 in ‘Deadline’ 

21 tick the box entitled ‘Add to my tasks’ 

22 select ‘Save’ 

23 you must now create a new task to the team leader who will update the Special Interest indicator  

 on PIPCS to show ‘Reassessment complete’ 

Note: On the 99th day the ‘Reassessment - End claim follow up’ task will need to be closed manually 

245. When you’ve terminated DLA, you must access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) dialogue ‘DA110 

Notepad’ input: ‘Phone call to claimant and claimant confirms that they wish to withdraw their PIP claim. Send case to 

CM to withdraw PIP claim in PIPCS’. Include your initials and team name. 

246. Task the PIPCS case to the CM. 

   



 

Reassessment indicators (RIs) shown on DLACS 

247. Refer to: Reassessment Indicators. 

Special Interest (SI) Field shown on PIPCS Person Homepage 

248. Refer to: Special Interest markers. 

Checking disability codes on DLACS (Additional Support) 

249. You must check Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) to look at the disability codes to establish 

whether the claimant may require Additional Support (AS) by taking the following action: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS ‘DA500 Picklist’ 

2 enter today’s date 

Note: This must be entered in the ‘Earliest Change Requiring Decision Enquire From Date’ field 

3 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Entitlement’ field 

4 select ‘Enter’ 

Note: DLACS will display the ‘DA500 Entitlement’ screen 

250. The ‘Entitlement’ screen will show you both the ‘Main Disability’ and ‘Second Disability’ fields. 

251. If the claimant has one of the following codes recorded in DLACS, they may need AS: 

Disability codes indicating additional support may be required 

Category Subgroup Disease D code shown in DA501  

Case Summary 

New 

code 

Prion diseases Creutzfeldt – Jacob disease (CJD) D23 B11 

Prion diseases Prion diseases Other / type not  

known 

D23 B20 

N/A Severely Mentally Impaired (SMI) D96 D96 

Stress reactions Post traumatic stress disorder  

(PTSD) 

D45 F11 



 

Stress reactions Stress reaction disorders.  

Other/Type not known 

D45 F20 

Anxiety Disorders Anxiety disorders Other/Type not known D45 F30 

Mixed Anxiety and depressive  Anxiety and depressive disorders -  D45 F32 

 

Disorders mixed   

Somatoform and dissociative 

disorders 

Conversion disorder (hysteria) D45 F33 

Somatoform and dissociative 

disorders F33-F40 

Dissociative disorders Other/Type not 

known 

D45 F35 

Mood disorders Depressive disorder D44 F41 

Mood disorders Bipolar affective disorder  

(Hypomania/Mania 

D44 F42 

Mood disorders Mood disorders Other/Type not known D44 F50 

Psychotic disorders Schizoaffective disorder D44 F52 

Psychotic disorders Schizophrenia D44 F51 

Psychotic disorders Psychotic disorders Other/Type not 

known 

D44 F60 

Cognitive disorders Dementia D48 F61 

Cognitive disorders Cognitive disorder due to stroke D16 F62 

Cognitive disorders Cognitive disorders Other/Type not 

known 

N/A F65 

Learning disability global Down’s syndrome D40 F86 

Learning disability global Fragile X syndrome D40 F87 



 

Learning disability global Learning disability - Other / type not  

known 

D40 F90 

Autistic spectrum disorders Autism D40 F91 

Autistic spectrum disorders Asperger syndrome D40 F92 

Autistic spectrum disorders Retts disorder D40 F94 

Hyperkinetic disorder ADHD/ADD D52 F95 

Psychiatric disorders of childhood - 

other 

Psychiatric disorders of childhood  

Other/Type not known 

D50 F99 

Movement disorders Huntington’s disease D23 G29 

Head Injury Head injury Cognitive impairment D36 G46 

Head Injury Head injury Cognitive and sensorimotor 

impairment 

D36 G50 

Note: Any claimant with a dual or sensory loss won’t be deemed as requiring AS. 

Obtaining Disability Living Allowance (DLA) medical evidence 

  

1. To comply with a UT judgment all PIP reassessment cases where DLA medical evidence has not been considered, in 

determining a PIP claim, must be considered as part of the MR. Case Managers should check notes on PIPCS and DRS to 

determine if DLA medical evidence has been considered. If DLA medical evidence has not been previously considered, 

the CM must obtain the DLA file and get the  medical evidence from the last DLA award - See: Records Storage. 

1. Access RS Web and recall the claimant’s file - See: RS Web User Manual  

2. Defer the Recon Registration Complete, further action required task to wait for the file from storage  

3. Update Notes in PIPCS that DLA file has been requested from storage  

4. If RS Web shows that the DLA file has been destroyed, you must update Notes in PIPCS that the DLA file has been 

destroyed  

5. When the DLA file is received, the medical evidence from the last DLA decision must be extracted from the file - 

See: Reuse of DLA medical evidence  

6. Locally scan the DLA medical evidence into Document Repository Service (DRS) with Document Type of ‘Further 

Evidence’  

7. When the evidence is held in DRS, the original documents should be destroyed in line with the DPA, general 

retention principles. See:  Managing customer records  



 
8. Return the file to storage through the DWP courier - See: Courier Process  

9. Update Notes on PIPCS that DLA medical evidence is held  

Re-use of DLA medical evidence 

Claimant requests re use of DLA medical evidence 

1. A claimant may contact the department, either by phone, in writing or in the PIP1 data gather, to request medical 

evidence considered for the Disability Living Allowance (DLA) award be re-used for a Personal Independence Claim (PIP) 

claim. 

2. If the claimant rings the PIP Enquiry Line, a task will be generated and upon receipt of this task, the Case Worker 

(CW) will call the claimants DLA file. 

Note: This task must be cleared as this is a system generated task and the deadline can’t be extended. 

3. A PIP claimant can ask us to re-use their DLA medical evidence at any stage of their assessment, that is claim stage, 

reconsideration or appeal. 

Note: If the claimant is Special Rules Terminally Ill (SRTI), we won’t be able to use medical evidence due to timescales. 

4. The PIP2 will hold the relevant information required for the PIP assessment. The medical evidence doesn’t have to be 

recent; there is no time limitation. 

Note: A DLA claim form is not medical evidence. 

5. Due to the Data Protection Act (DPA), we may not hold all medical evidence that has ever been sent in. 

6. Specific medical evidence is: 

 GP report  

 hospital report  

 school report  

 DLA examination report (EMP)  consultant 

report or supporting letter  health 

professional report.  

7. A claimant may request copies of the latest medical evidence held on file, copy documents will be sent to them. 

Note: For further information - See: claimant requests copies of DLA medical evidence further down 

Case Worker action 

8. The CW will receive a task stating that the claimant wants DLA medical evidence to be used. 



 

9. The User must access RS Web and recall the claimant’s file. 

10. You must note the reason for the recall of the claimants file in dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’ and ‘PIPCS’ notes. 

Note: You must defer the task for two weeks. 

11. When the DLA file is received, they must check the file for DLA medical evidence. 

12. The User must scan the original documents and upload them to DRS, indexed as “Further evidence". 

13. Files recalled for re-use of DLA medical evidence will not require DPA action. 

14. If the case is with the Assessment Provider (AP) they will be able to access DRS to view all medical information available. 

DLA file not received 

15. If the file is not received upon maturity of the PIPCS task, you must close the task and create a PIP.0221 from the PIP 

forms clerical template. 

16. You must access PIPCS notes and record the following: ‘No trace of file/ usable evidence. PIP.0221 issued to claimant, 

PAB or COP or appointee’. 

File received but evidence not available 

17. If the file is received but the evidence isn’t available, upon maturity of the PIPCS task, you must close the task and 

create a PIP.0221 from the PIP forms clerical template. 

18. You must access PIPCS notes and record the following: ‘File received but evidence not available.  

PIP.0221 issued to claimant, PAB or COP or appointee. 

Claimant requests copies of DLA medical evidence 

19. If the claimant is unsure of what DLA medical evidence they wish to be used, they can ask for copies of the latest 

medical evidence held on file. 

20. This must be sent to them to decide if they want anything to be re-used. 

21. The CW must: 

Step Action 

1 access RS Web.NET and recall the claimant’s file 



 

2 record the reason for the recall of the claimant’s file in dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’ and PIPCS notes 

22. If it’s an old file, for example, a pink jacket or there are no Data Protection Act (DPA) pouches, the  

CW must pass the file to Case Manager (CM) advice to check for harmful evidence and DPA process before 

scanning and uploading the evidence.  

Note: In this case, the CW must defer the task for 2 weeks to await CM advice. 

23. When the CM receives the file, they must scrutinise the evidence for any harmful information. 

24. If harmful information is held, this must be blacked out before the file is returned to the CW for issue. 

25. The CW must photocopy the requested evidence (making sure any harmful information is not copied) and send this to 

the claimant, PAB, COP or appointee with an accompanying notification PIP.0221. 

26. This notification tells them should they wish any evidence to be used, they can either take it to the Assessment Provider 

(AP) or return it to the department with their PIP2. 

Note: Before sending any copy documents, the CW must blank out any financial information such as bank details and 

any harmful information. 

27. The CW must update PIPCS notes. 

Re-use of medical evidence (PIP paper claim received) 

28. If a PIP paper claim is received, you must check the ‘Communication’ record to see if the claimant has asked for any DLA 

medical evidence to be re-used. 

29. If there is no ‘Communication’ record you must attempt to contact the claimant 3 times over a 2 day period to establish 

whether the claimant wishes to re-use any DLA medical evidence. 

Note: For further information - See: Case Worker Reassessment outbound call. 

30. Following the call, you must transfer the task to the CW for their action, if contact is made and the claimant does 

request re-use of DLA medical evidence. 

31. The CW must note PIPCS and the ‘Communication’ record. 

Note: For further information - See: claimant request re-use of DLA medical evidence. 

32. If no contact is made, you must send a PIP.3033 general enquiry notification to the claimant PAB or COP with the 

following wording: 



 

‘You recently made a PIP paper claim. You will receive a ‘How your disability affects you’ PIP2 form to complete. When you 

return the PIP2 form you can include any medical or supporting evidence you think may help us. You will then be referred 

to an Assessment Provider who may gather further medical evidence’. 

'You may request that your previous DLA medical evidence, if held, is re-used’ 

33. You must access PIPCS ‘Notes’ and input ‘PIP paper claim received outbound call to claimant unsuccessful. PIP.3033 

issued to claimant’. 

Claimant requests re-use of DLA medical evidence at the AP assessment 

34. The claimant may also request the re-use of DLA medical evidence during the Assessment Provider (AP) assessment. 

35. The AP will inform them that they will complete the assessment and advise Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) 

to obtain previous evidence. 

36. The AP will complete their report and detail the DLA medical evidence to be re-used or make a note within the free text 

box on PIP Assessment Tool (PIPAT). 

Note: A task will be created to the CM. 

37. When the CM receives the AP report, they must check if the claimant wishes to re-use DLA medical evidence. 

38. They must create a task to the CW. 

39. If the DLA file isn’t received after the case control matures, the CW must note PIPCS ‘Notes’ and notify the claimant 

using PIP.0221 from the clerical template. 

Note: If the DLA file isn’t located, the CW mustn’t create a duplicate DLA file. 

40. If the DLA file is received, the CW must photocopy the evidence (removing any harmful information) and upload it to 

DRS indexed as “Further Evidence”. 

Note: For further information - See: sending hard copy documents to be scanned refers. 

41. If it’s an old file, for example a pink jacket or there are no DPA pouches, the CW must pass the file to CM advice to check 

for harmful evidence and DPA process before scanning and uploading. 

Note: In this case, the CW must defer the task for two weeks. 

42. When the CM receives the file, they must scrutinise the evidence for any harmful information. If harmful information is 

held this must be blacked out before the file is returned to the CW for issue. 

43. When the DLA file is received, the CW must check the file for the evidence. 



 

44. The CW must scan the evidence and upload it to DRS indexed as “Further Evidence”. 

45. The CW will access PIPCS ‘Notes’ and record ‘Usable Medical evidence uploaded on to DRS. File to RS Web.NET.’ 

46. The CW must close the task. 

Note: Files returned to file store will not require Data Protection Action (DPA) action.  

Comma Separated Values report 

  

Spare paragraphs 305-308 

Comma Separated Values (CSV) report received (extension of DLA award required) 

309. A Comma Separated Values (CSV) report is produced centrally to show Disability Living Allowance (DLA) entitlement 

due to end in 4 weeks (whether PIP part 1 has been received or not). 

Note: There will be cases where DLA has been disallowed on renewal, from a future date. If the claimant complies and 

makes a claim to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) before the end of the DLA award, the award can be extended 

following these instructions. 

310. DLA awards are extended to make sure claimants complying with PIP reassessment continue to get DLA until a PIP 

decision is made. You must check PIPCS to: 

• make sure the claimant has submitted a claim to PIP. If they haven’t, their DLA award cannot be extended  

• find out if a PIP decision has been made. If a PIP decision has been made, the claimant’s DLA award must not be 

extended. Refer the case to the Taskforce Team, and they will take action to end the DLA award  

Note: Send all reassessment cases where a PIP decision has been made but DLA hasn’t ended correctly to DWP Telford 

PIP Business Champion Query Inbox 

311. If the claimant has claimed PIP but a decision hasn't been made, you must take the following action to extend DLA: 

Step Action 

1 access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS), dialogue ‘DA91 Change of  

Circumstance’ 

2 input the date after the end date of the current DLA award in the ‘Earliest Change Effective From’ date 

3 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Entitlement’ field 



 

4 select ‘Enter’ 

5 input ‘I’ on the first available line and enter the new award 

 

Note: The following details must be input: 

 Start Date – you must input the date after the end date of the current DLA award (this will be the change 

effective date)  

 End Date – you must input 12 months from the start date  

Input one or more of the following codes: 

 C14 Low: Rising 16 PIP Extension  

 C15 Low: PIP Extension  

 C16 Middle: Rising 16 PIP Extension  

 C17 Middle: PIP Extension  

 C18 High: Rising 16 PIP Extension  C19 

High: PIP Extension  

 M14 Low: Rising 16 PIP Extension  

 M15 Low: PIP Extension  

 M18 High: Rising 16 PIP Extension  

 M19 High; PIP Extension  

This level of award must match the current award level 

6 input ‘@’ and ‘DA200’ 

Note: DLACS will show the ‘DA200 Record Decision’ screen and this will be a type 3 decision 

7 check the payment details are correct 

8 input ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept payment details are correct’ field 

9 select ‘End’ 

10 issue PIP.0209 

11 input ‘@’ and ‘DA110’ 

Note: DLACS will display ‘DA110 Notepad’ screen 



 

12 Input ‘Scan – claimant award extended, PIP.0209 issued’ and your initials and team name 

Cases incorrectly selected for Reassessment (pre-decision) 

  

312. At various points during the Reassessment journey, users must check the claimant’s postcode to ensure that they are 

in the correct Assessment Provider (AP) lot. 

Note: You must do this by using the PIP BC and AP lot checker. 

313. If it’s clear that a claim shouldn’t have been selected for Reassessment, you must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 check if the case is Special Rules Terminally ill (SRTI) 

2 if yes, go to step 3 

3 make an outbound call to the claimant, appointee, Personal Acting Body (PAB), Corporate Other  

Payee (COP) 

4 establish why a PIP claim was made in error and tell them that they can’t claim PIP at this time, that their 

current Disability Living Allowance (DLA) award will continue and they will be contacted separately about this 

Note: For further information - See: Case Worker Reassessment outbound call 

5 access Personal Independent Payment Computer System (PIPCS) to see if the case is with the AP 

Note: You must look at the ‘Context Panel’ on the ‘Assessment’ screen. There is a field that displays either: 

with AP  

with DWP  

6 if the case is with the AP, go to step 7 

if the case isn’t with the AP, go to step 8 

7 refer the case to the Quality Assurance Manager (SAM) 

Note: The SAM will create a task to the AP to tell them that the case is being withdrawn and send the original task 

back to you to continue your action 



 

8 Clear any outstanding tasks 

9 Await the report (if applicable) and close the task when received 

 

Note: The AP should return the case as soon as possible; therefore, no AP report may be available or completed 

10 if other supporting evidence is held in the attachments, complete a document retrieval request form and create 

a task for the workflow team 

Note: For further information - See: Sending hard copy documents to be scanned and also See: hard copy documents 

requests 

11 change the supporting evidence to ephemeral evidence 

12 complete and print a paper PIP1 claim and any other relevant claim details held on the PIPCS record 

Note: This form is held in your Regional Benefit Centre (RBC) shared folder, PIP forms folder and is in PDF format 

You must select the PIP1 October 13 version 

13 Access the following to populate the PIP1 claim: 

‘Residence and Presence Evidence Details’ screen  

‘Medical Evidence Details’ screen  

‘Payability Evidence Details’ screen  

‘Financials’ for the bank account number (if held)  

14 Complete a PIP.0106 to the DLA unit (if applicable) 

Note: This information must be included on the PIP.0106: ‘PIP reassessment claim made in error as the claimant is out 

of scope for reassessment. PIP1 claim forwarded to you for consideration’ 

If the DLA record is already held by the same unit or team, there is no need to complete the PIP.0106 

This form is held in the PIP clerical template under the ‘General Enquiry’ option 

15 end the PIP1 and PIP.0106 (if applicable) to the DLA unit 

16 complete a PIP.0224 to the claimant, appointee, PAB or COP 



 

Note: This form is held in the Warbreck House folder, PIP forms, PIP clerical 2 reassessment There are 2 options 

in this form: 

DLA renewal – less than 20 weeks/change of circumstances  

Self selector – more than 20 weeks/no change of circumstances  

You must select the relevant option depending on the specific circumstance of the case 

17 access PIPCS and create a ‘Communication’ record 

Note: The following details must be entered: 

‘Date of Contact’ – input today’s date  

‘Contact With’ – input either the claimant, appointee, PAB or COP  

‘Correspondence’ – input ‘Outbound’  

‘Contact Reason’ – input ‘New Claim’  

‘Contact sub reason’ – input ‘PIP New Claim’  

‘Notes’ – input ‘PIP reassessment claim made in error, PIP 1 and PIP.0106 (if applicable) issues to  

DLA unit. PIP.0224 issued to claimant, appointee, PAB or COP  

18 create a manual task to your team leader to tell them that super user action is required 

Note: For further information - See: Create manual tasks 

314. You must then: 

Step Action 

1 access the ‘Person’ homepage and remove the entry in the Special Interest (SI) field which will leave it blank 

Note: This action must be done by a super user before the PIP claim is withdrawn 

If this isn’t done, DLACS will generate a case control (CC0828), this can’t be cleared manually 

2 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA091 About You’ screen and reset the Reassessment Indicator (RI) field to ‘00’ 

3 select ‘End’ and clear their task 

4 tell the appropriate office about the PIP claim 



 

5 select the ‘Applications’ tab from the ‘Claimant’ homepage 

6 select the ‘Application Reference Number’ 

7 select the ‘Action’ button in the ‘Benefits Applied For’ section 

8 select ‘Withdraw’ 

Note: Complete the fields as follows: 

‘Benefit’ – pre-populated to ‘Personal Independence Payment’  

‘Requested By’ – pre-populated with the claimant or PAB name  

‘Withdrawal Date’ – insert today’s date  

‘Withdrawal Method’ – select from the drop down box:  

‘by paper  

‘by phone’  

‘in person’  

‘claimed in error’  

‘change in circumstances’  

‘do not wish to proceed’  

‘death of claimant’  

‘none of the above’  

‘Withdrawal Reason’ – select from the drop down box:  

‘Description’ – free text field  

‘Comments’ – free text field  

9 select ‘Save’ 

10 close any ‘in progress’ tasks when you have updated PIPCS with the appropriate information 

Note: PIPCS will automatically: 

create a task to notify the AP (if appropriate)  

withdraw the claim  

close any Document Repository Service (DRS) documents  

broadcast to Customer Information System CIS(Searchlight)  

315. When the PIP claim is withdrawn, Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) creates a case control (CC828). 

316. On receipt of the case control, you must decide if the claimant’s Disability Living Allowance (DLA) entitlement should 

be suspended or terminated. 



 
317. You must check the ‘Comments’ box in the ‘Withdrawn’ field on Personal Independence Payment Computer System 

(PIPCS) or the closed tasks to establish why the PIP claim was withdrawn. 

318. In these cases, the DLA entitlement mustn’t be suspended or terminated and must be referred to the Dialogue Expert 

(DEX) to clear the case control. 

Overview of Full PIP Rollout 

319. 

• go Live July 2015  

• cases will be automatically selected from Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS)  

• Reassessment Indicator (RI) will automatically be set in DLACS  

• person is registered on Personal Independent Payment Computer System (PIPCS) with a Special Indicator (SI)  

• in the background there will be 14, 28, 98 day backstops (timers) set  

• if a claimant doesn’t claim after 14 days, a reminder will be issued  

• If a claimant doesn’t claim after 28 days (a task will be produced for a user to consider suspension or additional 

support). If a suspension is to be input, this must be done on DLACS type 31  

• if the claimant still fails to apply for PIP then the DLA will be terminated from the suspension date  

• after 98 days, if there has been no termination activity on DLACS a task will be produced for the user to action.  

• if the claimant decides they do not want to claim and relinquishes DLA then a user must:  

• terminate the Disability Living Allowance (DLA) 14 days from the date of decision (to the following payday)  

• manually set the ‘End of Claim’ task in PIPCS - See: (NINO) End of claim task  

• user then defers the task to their deferred tasks  

Full PIP Rollout (FPR) – Scotland only 

320. Social Security powers, which have been devolved to Scotland through the Scotland Act 2016, give the Scottish 

Parliament powers over a number of Social Security benefits currently administered in Scotland by DWP. 

321 .Under the terms of the Scotland Act 2016, PIP will be fully devolved from DWP to Scottish Government (SG) from 

early 2021 for claimants living in Scotland. 

322. To allow a smooth transition, claimants, with an ‘indefinite’ DLA award will be removed from the FPR process and 

will no longer be automatically selected from DLACS if the claimant is living in Scotland from 1 April 2020. 

323. Natural Reassessment for DLA claimants living in Scotland will continue. 

324. Claimants will still be invited to claim PIP if their DLA is due for renewal or they report a change in needs or self 

selectors. 



 

325. If a claimant returns to England or Wales before PIP is fully devolved the claimant will become eligible for FPR and 

selected at random. 

326. If a claimant moves to Scotland, but they have already been invited to claim PIP their PIP journey must continue. 

See:  FPR Lines to Take . 

327. For Rising 16 claimants who were no longer being invited to claim from 1 March 2020: See: Rising 16 changes and 

Lines to Take 

328. If a claimant returns to England or Wales before PIP is fully devolved the claimant will become eligible for FPR and 

selected at random. 

329. If a claimant moves to Scotland, but they have already been invited to claim PIP their PIP journey must continue 

Case Worker Reassessment outbound call 

Spare paragraph 320 - 321 

PIP Invite issued (claim to PIP not made and Additional Support needed) 

322. The purpose of this call is to establish: 

• why the claimant (or representative) hasn’t yet made a claim for Personal Independence Payment  

(PIP)  

• check they received the letters  

• ensure they understand what they have to do and in what timescales; and  

• they understand the implications of not making a claim to PIP  

Note: This is covered in the ‘Case Worker supporting narrative’ at point of contact. 

323. You must have undertaken all the necessary checks on both Disability Living Allowance computer system (DLACS) and 

Personal Independence computer system (PIPCS) before making this call and must have considered whether there are 

possible reasons for non compliance. 

324. You must attempt an outbound call to obtain completion of a Personal Independence Payment  

(PIP) claim for all claimants who have a phone number on DLACS or Customer Information System CIS(Searchlight) to 

complete a PIP claim. 

325. Before any outbound calls are made to claimants who live in Wales, the language preference of the claimant must be 

checked. 

326. If it’s noted on the system that the claimant wishes to be dealt in Welsh, the call must be made by a Welsh speaking 

member of staff. 

Note: For further information - See: Welsh Claimants instructions. 



 
327. You must log into an Internet Protocol for Contact Centres (IPCC) enabled phone to make the outbound call and launch 

CAMlite. 

Note: This is to ensure that the call is recorded for legal or training purposes. 

Launching CAMlite 

328. You must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 access CAMLite in the ‘Customer Details’ view 

2 select ‘PIP New Claim’ from the drop down option 

3 select ‘Launch’ 

4 access the ‘Person’ home page 

5 select the ‘Application’ tab 

6 select the ‘New’ button on the right hand side 

Note: This will launch the application data gather and a ‘New Application’ pop up will display 

7 Select ‘Next’ to move to the ‘Welcome to your Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claim. 

Note: The PIP1 data capture must be supported by IPCC and CAMLite security smart script 

For further information - See: Claimant or caller requests immediate callback 

329. Once the outbound actions have been completed, you must: 

Step Action 

1 read the following Case Worker (CW) supporting narrative: ‘As we have previously written to you about starting 

your claim for Personal Independence Payment you must claim within the dates on the letter so that you can 

claim Personal Independence Payment in good time. If you do not claim Personal Independence Payment 

within the dates shown in the letter you will not be able to continue getting Disability Living Allowance’ 

2 confirm the claimant has understood the implications of not claiming PIP 



 

3 If the claimant has understood, ask if they want to make a claim for PIP: 

if the claimant agrees, take the claim and include the script for DLA Medical Evidence  

Note: For further information - See: New claim outbound telephony instructions, I want to claim  

Personal Independence Payment for myself 

if the claimant states they understand but don’t want to claim PIP, defer the task and consider termination 

action upon maturity  

if the claimant states they can’t make a claim to PIP at this time, take the relevant action  

Note: If you are unable to contact the claimant by telephone and there’s no appointee or legally appointed person 

acting on their behalf, complete a ‘PIP claim completion’ referral to Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) visiting 

services. You mustn’t suspend DLA in these instances until the outcome of the visit is known 

PIP invite issued (claimant doesn't wish to claim PIP and Additional  

Support needed notified in writing or by telephone 

330. Where the claimant has phoned to say they have decided not to claim PIP and the implications have been explained for 

not making a claim for PIP, a task will have been sent to check for additional support. 

331. You must: 

Step Action 

1 log into an IPCC enabled phone to make an outbound call - See: New claim outbound telephony instructions, 

claimant or caller requests immediate callback 

Note: This is to ensure that the call is recorded for legal or training purposes 

2 check the language preference of the claimant 

Note: If it’s recorded on the system that the claimant wishes to be dealt in Welsh, the call must be made by a Welsh 

speaking member of staff 

For further information - See: Welsh Claimants instructions and also See: New claim outbound telephony instructions, 

claimant or caller requests immediate callback 



 

3 tell the claimant: 

‘I need to advise you that if you decide not to claim Personal Independence Payment then your Disability Living 

Allowance will be stopped two weeks after your next payday and won’t be reinstated. This will affect any 

agreement you may have under a Motability scheme and it could also affect any other benefits you and a carer 

may be entitled to. 

If you choose to make a claim for Personal Independence Payment your Disability Living  

Allowance will continue until a decision is made on your Personal Independence Payment claim.  

You should have already received a letter about making a claim for Personal Independence Payment and you 

should ensure that you make the claim within the timescales shown in that letter’ 

4 ask the claimant: 

‘Do you understand what this means?’ 

5 if the answer is ‘No’: 

You must repeat step 3 and refer to Social Justice Integration Vulnerable Claimants. 

6 if the answer is ‘Yes, tell the claimant’: 

 

 

‘Thank you I will now note on your record for Personal Independence Payment and take action to stop your 

Disability Living Allowance. You will receive a letter about this shortly. Do you understand what this means if 

you do not make a claim for Personal Independence Payment?’ 

7 Confirm the claimant has understood the implications of not claiming PIP. 

8 if the claimant has understood, ask if they want to make a claim for PIP: 

• If the claimant agrees, take the claim and include the script for DLA Medical Evidence  

Note: For further information - See: New claim outbound telephony instructions, I want to claim  

Personal Independence Payment for myself 



 

9 if the claimant states they still don’t want to claim PIP, tell them: 

• you I will now note on your record for Personal Independence Payment and take action to stop your 

Disability Living Allowance. You will receive a letter about this shortly’. Then defer the task and 

consider termination action upon maturity  

10. if the claimant states they can’t make a claim to PIP at this time, take the relevant action 

Clerical PIP1 received (Workflow Team action) 

  

Outbound call (to confirm if re-use of medical evidence is required) 

332. Before any outbound calls are made to claimants who live in Wales, the language preference of the claimant must be 

checked. 

333. If it’s recorded on the system that the claimant wishes to be dealt with in Welsh, the call must be made by a Welsh 

speaking member of staff. 

Note: For further information - See: Welsh Claimants instructions. 

334. You must log into an Internet Protocol for Contact Centres (IPCC) enabled phone to make the outbound call. 

335. This is to ensure that the call is recorded for legal or training purposes. 

Note: For further information - See: New claim outbound telephony instructions, claimant or caller requests immediate 

callback. 

336. Once the outbound actions have been completed, you must follow the procedures as described below. 

Note: For further information - See: Re-use of medical evidence (PIP paper claim received). 

Medical evidence for reassessment 

Using DLA evidence (supporting narrative) 

1. When taking a claim for Personal Independence Payment (PIP), telephony agents must read the following script to the 

claimant at the medical evidence stage: 

Script: ‘Personal Independence Payment’ (PIP) is a new benefit. Once you complete a claim over the phone (in writing if 

paper claim requested) you will receive a ‘How your disability affects you’ part 2 form to complete. When you return the 



 
part 2 you can include any medical or supporting evidence you think may help us. You will then be referred to an 

Assessment Provider (AP) who may gather further medical evidence’. 

2. A Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claim form isn’t medical evidence and will not be considered as part of the PIP 

assessment. 

3. The PIP2 will hold the relevant information required for the PIP assessment. 

4. The medical evidence doesn’t have to be recent; there is no time limitation on the evidence. 

5. Due to the Data Protection Act (DPA), we may not hold all medical evidence that has ever been sent in; Telephony Agents 

must manage claimant expectations. 

6. Specific medical evidence is: 

• General Practitioner (GP) report  

• hospital report  

• school report  

• Examining medical practitioner (EMP)  

• consultant report or supporting letter  

• health and social professional report  

7. You must follow the step and action below: 

Step Action 

1 ask the claimant: 

‘Would you like us to use medical evidence from your previous DLA claim? 

if no, go to step 2  

if yes, go to step 3  

2 tell the claimant: 

 

 ‘You will be able to provide information on the ‘How your disability affects you’ form. If DLA evidence is held it 

may be used at any point throughout your claim' 

Continue with PIP claim 



 

3 tell the claimant: 

‘We can obtain your DLA file and ensure this medical evidence is taken into account’ 

Note: Continue with the claim and, once submitted, create a CAMLite ‘To do’ task stating that the claimant 

wants DLA medical evidence to be used. 

CC834 Action needed - terminate DLA 

344. When a PIP award or disallowance decision has been made, CC834 will be displayed in DLACS Dialogue DA535 and will 

also appear on the Work Available Report (WAR) if there isn’t a DLA ‘End’ date within 42 days. On actioning the WAR, 

the Multifunction Team Caseworker will identify this CC and must: 

Step Action 

1 identify the CM who made the decision 

2 create a high priority ‘Transaction Failure’ task type with the comment ‘CC834 on DLACS’ 

3 send the task to the CM who made the decision (or if ‘blocked’, send the task to the CM Overflow work queue 

for the relevant Service Centre) 

4 note DLACS Notepad and PIPCS Notes with ‘WAR check CC834 tasked to CM (or work queue) and user initials, 

team and room number’ 

Note: The issuing and actioning of these task types must be treated as a priority.  

In scope PIP invite issued prior to 3 March 2014 (transitional instructions) 

345. Cases started on the clerical invite process prior to 3 March 2014 will continue as clerical invites. 

346. If the claimant was in scope for Personal Independence Payment (PIP) Reassessment, the user will have issued the PIP 

invite clerically: 

• PIP.0185 rising 16  

• PIP.0202 renewal  

• PIP.0204 change in needs  

347. Set a 2 week case control for its return in ‘DA530 Maintain Case Controls’ screen 

348. Set a 14 week backstop case control in ‘DA530 Maintain Case Controls’ screen 

349. Record the details in ‘DA110 Notepad’ 



 

Case prior to 03 March 2014 (case control matures and first reminder) 

350. When the case control matures, you must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 access Personal Independent Payment Computer System (PIPCS) 

2 search for the claimant’s National Insurance Number (NINo) 

3 if a PIP claim has been made, go to step 4 

if a PIP claim hasn’t been made, go to step 6 

Note: A ‘Person’ record will be held if a Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claim has been made 

4 access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) dialogue ‘DA530 Maintain Case  

Controls’ screen 

5 delete the manually set case control reminder 

6 access the PIP system template in the Warbreck House folder to produce a reminder 

Note: This will be either a: 

PIP.0186 (Rising 16 reminder); or  

PIP.0203 (PIP invite claim reminder)  

7 select ‘Enable Macros’ and ‘System’ from the drop down menu 

8 select the notification number required from the drop down menu 

9 complete the template with the claimant’s full details 

Note: This must include: 

first name  

surname  

address  

10 select ‘Ok’ 

Note: The template will then produce a clerical notification 



 

11 send the notification to the claimant, appointee, Personal Acting Body (PAB), Corporate Other  

Payee (COP) 

351. You must then: 

Step Action 

1 access DLACS ‘DA530 Maintain Case Controls’ screen 

2 delete the previous case control for the PIP.0185 

3 set a case control 

Note: The following details must be input: 

Date – 2 weeks from today’s date  

Code/Cntrl Pt - input 004  

Description – input ‘consider suspension action’  

Sect type – input ‘01’  

4 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

5 input ‘DA110’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

Note: DLACS will display ‘DA110 Notepad’ screen 

6 input ‘WAR – PIPCS checked and no PIP claim made. (PIP number/reminder) issued to claimant, appointee, PAB 

or COP. New case control set to consider second reminder/suspension action’ and your initials and team name 

Rising 16 (prior to 03 March 2014 and out of scope for PIP) 

  

Prior to 03 March 2014 claimant not in scope for PIP 

352. Prior to 3 March 2014, if the claimant was not in scope for Personal Independence Payment (PIP) and a DLA434 was 

issued, set a 5 week case control. 

Current DLA entitlement is more than 6 months before the end of the award and has been 

extended (award extension has been applied) 



 
353. The previous Management Unit (MU) will have registered an event ‘99’ (other event) in dialogue ‘DA94 Maintain 

Business Events’. 

354. This event will appear on the weekly listings and you must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 access Disability Living Allowance (DLACS) dialogue ‘DA94 Event Maintenance’ screen and register an event 29 

Note: The receipt date will be today’s date. 

2 issue a DLA434 claim pack and PIP.0187 notification to the claimant, appointee, Personal Acting  

Body (PAB) Corporate Other Payee (COP) 

Note: This notification is in the Warbreck House folder, PIP forms folder, PIP clerical 2 

You must state the return by date which is 4 weeks from the date of issue 

3 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA530 Case Controls’ 

4 set a case control with the following details: 

‘Date’ – enter a date 5 weeks in the future  

Code/Cntrl Pt – input 004  

‘Description’ – PIP reassessment has DBD 434 been received  

‘Sect Type’ – input ‘01’  

Note: The date 5 weeks in the future is for the return of the DBD 434 

5 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’ 

Note: The following must be input in notepad: ‘DLA434 and PIP.0187 issued to claimant, appointee,  

PAB or COP’ and your initials and team name 

These cases will continue on this clerical process 

Case control matures for the DLA434 claim pack 

355. When the case control matures for the DLA434, recall the DLA file. 

356. If the DLA434 has not been returned, make an outbound call to the claimant, appointee, PAB or COP to chase up the 

DLA434. 

Note: For further information - See: Case Worker Reassessment outbound call. 



 

357. It is possible that the outbound call may establish a need for help with claims completion. If this is the case, local 

process for claims completion call back must be followed. 

358. If contact is not made after three attempts, you must: 

Step Action 

1 issue PIP.0189 reminder notification to the claimant, appointee, PAB or COP 

Note: This is available in the Warbreck House folder; PIP forms, PIP clerical template and you must keep a copy of this 

notification for the DLA file 

2 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA530 Maintain Case Controls’ 

3 clear the previous case control CC004 

4 access dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’ 

Note: The following must be input in notepad: ‘Reminder DLA434 and PIP.0189 reminder issued’ and you initials and 

team name 

Case control matures (DLA434 still not received) 

359. When this case control matures, if the DLA434 has still not been returned, pass the case to a Case Manager (CM). 

360. The CM will access DLACS and check to see if Additional Support is required. 

Note: For further information - See: Checking disability codes on DLACS (additional support). 

361. If the claimant does have an appointee or PAB, they will not be deemed as requiring Additional Support (AS). 

2nd reminder matures for DLA434 

362. When the case control matures, check DLACS dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’ to look for possible reasons for the delay in 

the claimant claiming PIP. 

363. This action will help inform the outbound call, for further information - See: Case Worker Reassessment outbound call. 

Note: There may be exceptions where it makes sense to immediately pass the case to a Case Manager (CM). 

364. These maybe where we have been notified that the claimant is in hospital with an end date or the claimant is abroad 

and returning on a certain date. 

365. Where there is a hospital admission and the dates are open ended, you must attempt to call as there may be a relative 

who can tell us a discharge date. 



 
366. If a telephone number isn’t held, access DLACS dialogue ‘DA500 Entitlement’ screen and look at the claimant’s 

disability codes to see if AS is required. 

367. If AS is required, you must pass the case to a CM. 

Additional Support needed (DWP visit required) 

368. If additional support is needed, the CM will request a Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) visit to obtain 

completion of a PIP1 and PIP2. 

369. The CM will set a case control in DLACS dialogue ‘DA530 Maintain Case Controls’ screen for its return. 

Additional Support not needed (suspension) 

370. If AS isn’t required; the CM will prepare a note to their team leader to obtain completion of a SofS certificate. 

371. The team leader must pass the case back to you to notify the suspension on a ‘D/L SUSTERM 1A’. 

372. You must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 prepare and issue a ‘D/L SUSTERM 1A’ to the claimant, appointee, PAB or COP 

2 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA460 Suspend Payment’ screen and input a full suspension 

Note: DLACS will only accept the first payday on or after today’s date or the day after the system paid up to date 

The suspension reason code must be ‘31’ (conversion) 

3 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

4 input ‘DA530’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

Note: DLACS will show the ‘DA530 Maintain Case Controls’ screen 



 

5 set a case control with the following details: 

‘Date’ – enter a date one month from today’s date 

Code/Cntrl Pt – input 004 

‘Description’ – PIP reassess if no DLA 434 recd consider term 

‘Sect Type’ – input ‘01’ 

6 input ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field 

7 input ‘DA110’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

Note: The following must be input in ‘DA110 Notepad’: ‘DLA434 not returned, DLA suspended and case control set’ 

and your initials and team name 

8 select ‘End’ 

Case Control matures (check to see if DLA434 has been received) 

373. When the case control matures, you must check to see if a DLA434 has been received. 

374. If a DLA434 has been received, you must send it to MOU and: 

Step Action 

1 reinstate DLA 

2 access DLACS dialogue ‘DA530 Maintain Case Controls’ screen and delete case control CC004 for the return of 

the DLA434 

3 input’@’ in the ‘Next Item field 

4 input ‘DA110’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

Note: The following must be input in ‘DA110 Notepad’: ‘DLA434 received, suspension lifted and DLA reinstated’ and 

your initials and team name 

375. If a DLA434 hasn’t been received, prepare a ‘Communication’ record to the CM to consider termination action and 

consider retrieving the file. 

Note: For further information - See: DM procedural guide chapter 11. 

376. Any relevant correspondence held should be sent to ‘S’ post. 



 

Case prior to 03 March 2014 (case control matures and 2nd reminder) 

377. When the case control matures, you must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 access Personal Independent Payment Computer System (PIPCS) 

2 search for the claimant’s National Insurance Number (NINo) 

3 if a PIP claim has been made, go to step 4 

if a PIP claim hasn’t been made, go to step 6 

Note: A ‘Person’ record will be held if a Personal Independence Payment (PIP) claim has been made 

4 access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) dialogue ‘DA530 Maintain Case  

Controls’ screen 

5 delete the manually set case control reminder 

6 check DLACS dialogue ‘DA110 Notepad’ to see if any reasons for the delay in claiming PIP have been recorded 

Note: This action will help inform the outbound call. For further information - See: Case Worker  

Reassessment outbound call 

378. There maybe exceptions where you may pass the case to a CM immediately. 

379. This could be where we have been notified that the claimant is in hospital with an end date or the claimant is abroad 

and returning on a certain date. 

380. Where there is a hospital admission and the dates are open ended, you must attempt to call as there maybe a relative 

who can give you a discharge date. 

Note: For further information - See: ADM chapter 6 for information about good reason and the factors to consider. 

08 Reassessment Indicators and Special Interest Markers 

Reassessment Indicators (RIs) shown on DLACS 

1. The Reassessment Indicators (RIs) are automatically updated in Disability Living Allowance Computer  

System (DLACS) during the ‘data exchange’ process with 

2. Personal Independence Payment Computer System (PIPCS). 



 

3. They are shown in DLACS on the feedback line next to the Management Unit (MU) and this is also shown in dialogue 

‘DA501 Case Summary’ in the middle on the right hand side of the screen. 

4. These are: 

Reassessment Indicator Values 

00 = Not Selected for PIP Reassessment 

User Set - Manually Identified for Reassessment 

01 = Manually instigated Renewal 

02 = Supersession Requested 

03 = Manually identified for PIP Reassessment, RPP and FPR controlled start 

04 = Manually issued Reassessment 

06 = Manually instigated Claimant Aged 65 

07 = Manually instigated for Rising 16 

08 = Manually instigated Approaching Age 65 

System Set - System Identified for Reassessment 

11 = System Identified for Renewal Reassessment 

15 = ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment 

Set by Reassessment Extract 

 

21 = Renewal selected for PIP 

22 = Supersession selected for PIP 

23 = Manually identified and selected for PIP 

24 = Managed Reassessment selected for PIP 

26 = Claimant Age 65 selected for PIP 



 

27 = Originally Under Age 16 selected for PIP 

28 = Approaching Age 65 selected for PIP 

Set after PIP Data Request 

31 = Renewal Reassessment Data returned by PIP 

32 = Supersession Reassessment Data returned by PIP 

33 = Manual Reassessment Data returned by PIP 

34 = Managed Reassessment Data returned by PIP 

35 = ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment Data returned by PIP 

36 = Claimant Age 65 Data returned by PIP 

37 = Originally Under Age 16 Data returned by PIP 

38 = Approaching Age 65 Data returned by PIP 

Set After PIP Closure 

41 = Renewal Reassessment– PIP Claim Not Made 

42 = Supersession Reassessment– PIP Claim Not Made 

43 = Manual Reassessment– PIP Claim Not Made 

44 = Managed Reassessment– PIP Claim Not Made 

46 = Claimant Age 65– PIP Claim Not Made 

47 = Originally Under Age 16– PIP Claim Not Made 

48 = Approaching 65– PIP Claim Not Made 

 

51 = Renewal Reassessment– Failed Lay Conditions 

52 = Supersession Reassessment– Failed Lay Conditions 

53 = Manual Reassessment– Failed Lay Conditions 



 

54 = Managed Reassessment– Failed Lay Conditions 

55 = ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment– Failed Lay Conditions 

56 = Claimant Age 65– Failed Lay Conditions 

57 = Originally Under Age 16– Failed Lay Conditions 

58 = Approaching 65– Failed Lay Conditions 

61 = Renewal Reassessment– PIP Decision Not Entitled/Withdrawn 

62 = Supersession Reassessment– PIP Decision Not Entitled/Withdrawn 

63 = Manual Reassessment– PIP Decision Not Entitled/Withdrawn 

64 = Managed Reassessment– PIP Decision Not Entitled/Withdrawn 

65 = ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment– PIP Decision Not Entitled/Withdrawn 

66 = Claimant Age 65– PIP Decision Not Entitled/Withdrawn 

67 = Originally Under Age 16 – PIP Decision Not Entitled/Withdrawn 

68 = Approaching 65– PIP Decision Not Entitled/Withdrawn 

71 = Renewal Reassessment– PIP Decision Entitled 

72 = Supersession Reassessment– PIP Decision Entitled 

73 = Manual Reassessment– PIP Decision Entitled 

74 = Managed Reassessment– PIP Decision Entitled 

75 = ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment– PIP Decision Entitled 

76 = Claimant Age 65– PIP Decision Entitled 

77 = Originally Under Age 16 – PIP Decision Entitled 

78 = Approaching 65– PIP Decision Entitled 



 

81 = Renewal Reassessment– PIP Decision Non-Compliant 

82 = Supersession Reassessment– PIP Decision Non-Compliant 

83 = Manual Reassessment– PIP Decision Non-Compliant 

84 = Managed Reassessment– PIP Decision Non-Compliant 

85 = ‘Voluntary’ Reassessment– PIP Decision Non-Compliant 

86 = Claimant Age 65– PIP Decision Non-Compliant 

87 = Originally Under Age 16– PIP Decision Non-Compliant 

88 = Approaching 65– PIP Decision Non-Compliant 

  

Key of 1st character of the indicator 

The first character of the flag is the ‘stage/outcome’ along the Reassessment process that a case has reached 

0 = Not yet sent to PIP/notified 

1 = System identified/not yet sent to PIP 

2 = Extracted and data sent to PIP 

3 = PIP has claim and requests DLA data 

4 = PIP Claim Not Made – DLA end 

5 = PIP Failed Lay Conditions – DLA end 

6 = PIP Decision Not Entitled – DLA end 

7 = PIP Decision Entitled – DLA end 

8 = PIP Decision Non-Compliant – DLA end 

  



 

Key of 2nd character of the indicator 

The second character of the flag is the ‘Reason’ a case has been selected 

1 = Renewal 

2 = Supersession 

3 = Manual (user initiated) 

4 = Managed 

5 = Voluntary Reassessment (Claimant has claimed PIP directly) 

6 = Claimant Aged 65 

7 = Rising 16s 

8 = Approaching Age 65 

  

Under Age 16 Indicator:  

‘I‘ = Initial Contact Letter sent pre Age 16 

‘S‘ = Claimant claimed under Special Rules 

Subpages 

• Special Interest (SI) Field shown on PIPCS Person Homepage  

Special Interest (SI) Field shown on PIPCS Person Homepage 

1. Reassessment Indicators (RIs) are not shown on Personal Independence Computer System (PIPCS).  

2. However, PIPCS records a Special Interest (SI) field in the ‘Person Homepage’ in words.  

3. PIPCS doesn’t hold an RI, instead the ‘Person Homepage’ has an SI field to show what stage a claimant is at during the 

Reassessment process.  

4. This field can be amended automatically or manually. 

5. The values are: 



 

At invite stage  

Renewal Reassessment 

Supersession Reassessment 

Voluntary Reassessment 

Age 16 Reassessment 

Managed Reassessment 

Age 65 Reassessment 

Approaching Age 65 Reassessment 

Manual Reassessment 

Once claim is submitted and throughout the life of the claim 

Renewal Reassessment Claim Submitted 

Reassessment Supersession Claim Submitted 

Voluntary Reassessment Claim Submitted 

Age 16 Claim Submitted 

Managed Reassessment Claim Submitted 

Age 65 Reassessment Claim Submitted 

Approaching Age 65 Reassessment Claim Submitted 

Manual Reassessment Claim Submitted 

 

6 weeks after reassessment action complete 

Renewal Reassessment Complete 

Supersession Reassessment Complete 



 

Voluntary Reassessment Complete 

Age 16 Reassessment Complete 

Managed Reassessment Complete 

Age 65 Reassessment Complete 

Approaching Age 65 Reassessment Claim  

Complete 

Manual Reassessment Claim Complete 

09 Work Available Report desk aide 

Background 

1. Work Available Reports (WARs) list cases needing action. These report messages are produced as a result of system 

or user set Case Controls (CCs) reaching their maturity points. Work Overdue Reports (WORs) list all the CCs not cleared 

by their final maturity point. CCs appearing on a WOR will continue to appear every 28 days until user action is taken to 

clear them. Below is an explanation of how case controls are set out. 

  

How set and deleted  Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 



 

Displays:  

the CC number  

title of the CC  

whether the  

CC is set or 

deleted by the 

system or the 

user  

Explains: The 

main function 

of the CC.  

Displays:  

how and why the CC is 

set  

the Disability Living  

Allowance  

Computer System 

(DLACS) dialogue 

used  

Details:  

the number of days 

to the next 

maturity point of 

the CC  

the messages which 

will appear on the  

WARs and  

WORs  

all the control points 

are shown (some 

of which appear 

on WARs)  

Details: 

the action to take 

when the CC 

appears on  

WARs or  

WORs  

the final action 

required to 

clear the CC  

Subpages 

• Case Control 365 – Invite to claim PIP  

• Case Control 731 – Issue manual PIP Invite  

• Case Control 804 – Claim Closure  

• Case Control 820 – Rising 16 Initial Contact  

• Case Control 821 - Rising 16 Follow Up  

• Case Control 822 - Rising 16 extend Award  

• Case Control 823 Rising 16 Follow up Reminder  

• Case Control 825 – Rising 16 SRTI Clerical – Exceptional Activity Report (EAR)  

• Case Control 826 - Consider Termination, Type 31 Suspension  

• Case Control 827 - Consider Term, No PIP Response  

• Case Control 828 – Consider Term, PIP withdrawal  

• Case control 829 – Consider Term PIP Lay Rules failure  

• Case Control 830 – Consider Term, PIP Manual Rel  

• Case Control 831 – Consider Removing ‘Type 31’ Suspension  

• Case control 832 - Consider Eligibility for PIP Reassessment  

• Case Control 833 - PIP Reassessment - Check Postcode  

• Case Control 834 – Action needed Terminate DLA  

• Case Control 835 – Auto-suspension trigger   



 

Case Control 365 – Invite to claim PIP 

Case Control 365 – Invite to claim PIP 

2. 

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control 

points 

Action to 

clear 

365 

Invite to claim PIP  

System  

set/syste m 

delete  

To ensure a PIP invite is 

issued to all Disability Living 

Allowance (DLA) claimants in 

receipt of a fixed period 

award. 

Triggered by a user completing their 

action in DA200, when a fixed 

period award is made for DLA for 

either one or both components.  

This CC does 

not appear 

on a WAR.  

System  

Cleared.  

3. Twenty weeks before the current DLA award is due to expire, DLACS produces a 365 CC. When this CC matures 

claimants are automatically invited to claim PIP using the PIP.0202 notification. 

For your information only. This is system set and deleted and there is no action needed by you. 

Case Control 731 – Issue manual PIP Invite 

Case Control 731 – Issue manual PIP Invite  

4. 

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 



 

731  

Issue 

manual 

PIP  

Invite  

System set/  

system 

delete • 

Issue DLA 

renewal  

To ensure a manual 

case is selected for PIP 

reassessment. 

Set by system process 

for clerical renewals, 

twenty weeks before 

the current DLA award 

is due to expire.  

Set to mature 

immediately and 

every 7 days until 

cleared. After 9 

prompts it appears on 

the WOR after 200 

days. 

• This is cleared when 

the CC365 matures or 

the user clears the 

user invite renewal 

event in DA94. 

5. Occasionally, a case can’t be selected by the automatic natural reassessment process, for example, clerical renewals, 

other clerical cases, postcode validation failures in DLACS. You will need to manually start the reassessment process. 

You start reassessment by setting the RI codes in dialogue DA91or DA93 from ‘00’ to: 

  

01 – Manually instigated renewal 

02 - Supersession 

03 – Manually identified for PIP reassessment 

04 – Manual Managed 

07 – Manually instigated for Rising 16 

Note – You cannot set the RI to ‘01’ unless entitlement is due to end within 20 weeks. You only need to issue a manual 

invite letter if value ‘03’ is set. All the others are system issued. This will be 

• PIP.0201(Managed) 

• PIP.0202 ( DLA renewal); or• PIP.0204 (DLA supersession); or 

• PIP.0185 (Rising 16). 

Case Control 804 – Claim Closure  

  

6. 



 

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 

804 

Claim  

closure  

System  

set/syste m 

delete  

To close down the claim 

and set the archive CC 

after the end of 

entitlement to DLA. 

This CC is set by the system 

when reassessment has 

completed, provided one of the 

PIP reason codes is present and 

the reassessment indicator is 

greater than 40.  

  

This CC does not 

appear on a WAR. 

The claim will 

close 7 months 

after the end of 

entitlement is 

entered on 

DLACS. 

CC 622 will then 

be set to archive 

the case. 

7. When reassessment has completed, CC 804 is set, provided one of the PIP reason codes is present and the 

reassessment indicator is greater than 40 - See: Appendix 1 – Reassessment Indicators. 

8. DLACS claims are closed 7 months after DLA entitlement ends. However, the DLACS claim will remain if there 

are any outstanding Business events, for example, an ongoing DLA appeal. If maintenance events 61 to 66 are 

outstanding they should be dealt with as Business as Usual - See: TMG chapter 06:  

Determine, Register and Maintain Business events any other case controls will be automatically deleted.  

Case control 622 will then be set to archive the case.  

For your information only. This is system set and deleted and there is no action needed by you. 

Case Control 820 – Rising 16 Initial Contact 

  

9. 

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 



 

820 

Rising 16  

Initial  

Contact  

System  

set/syste m 

delete  

To ensure Rising 16 

process is triggered for 

any case approaching 

the claimant’s 16th 

birthday.  

This is set by the system to 

ensure Rising 16 (R16) 

action is taken. It’s the first 

stage in R16 processing and 

the CC is set to mature the 

following evening to start 

R16 processing, where: 

CC365 has matured  

CC806 has matured  

the ‘renewal date’ is 

within two days 

before the claimant’s 

16th birthday and 

claimants 16th 

birthday is on or after 

the PIP reassessment 

start date  

the first decision is made 

and the claimant is 

older than 15yrs 

7mths and under 16  

This CC produces a  

WAR: 

when DLACS  

fails to produce a 

R16 initial contact 

letter or  

for all Department  

for  

Communities 

(DfC) R16 cases  

The CC is 

system cleared.  

10. PIP.0182 Initial contact letter. This letter is issued by DLACS for Rising 16 cases when children are age 15 years 7 

months to advise their parent/guardian on making a claim to PIP. 

The letter also asks: 

• if the child can manage their own affairs from age 16 

• for Personal Acting Body (PAB) details if the child will be unable to manage their own affairs, 

• for bank account details. 

Note: For DfC cases, the R16 initial letter is issued manually rather than by DLACS 



 

For your information only. This CC is system set and deleted and there is no action needed by you. 

Case Control 821 - Rising 16 Follow Up 

  

11. 

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 

821  

Rising 16 Follow Up  

System set/  

system 

delete  

User  

deleted  

To ensure ‘Rising 16’ 

follow-up processing is 

triggered on any case 

for which a  

‘Rising 16 Initial 

Contact’ letter has 

been sent.  

This CC is set by the system to 

ensure R16 follow up action is 

taken. This is the second stage 

in R16 processing. 

Rising 16 Follow Up action is 

triggered to mature 4 weeks 

after the initial contact letter 

has been sent. 

  

This CC does appear on 

a WAR for R16 follow-

up action. 

The CC is 

system  

cleared or it can 

be deleted by a 

user. 

12. PIP.0183 PIP initial contact reminder/warm up letter. This letter is issued by DLACS to the parent/guardian at age 15 

years and 10 months if we haven’t had the information we asked for in letter PIP.0182 – Initial contact letter. 

Note: For DfC cases the R16 reminder/warm up letter is issued manually rather than by DLACS 

For your information only. This CC is system set and deleted and there is no action needed by you. 

Case Control 822 - Rising 16 extend Award 

Standard tasks  

The table below shows all ‘standard’ manual tasks with varying deadlines: 

  

Task Subject  

(NINO always displayed first 

followed by desired text) 

Task Type 

(Drop down) 

Task Allocation  

(Work Queues) 

Task  

Priority 

Deadline Date 

Deadline Time  

(Always 20:00) 



 

UO 123456 C -Change of  

Address 

Manual Change or  

Circs 

Case Owner; 

Case Worker with 

associated task or 

CW manual Work 

queue 

Standard 5 working days 

UO 123456 C -Consider end of 

Rep relationship 

Manual Change of  

Circs 

Case Owner; 

Case Worker with 

associated task or 

CW manual Work 

queue 

Standard 13 weeks 

UO 123456 C - New  

Assessment required 

Manual AP  

Assessment  

Required 

AP New Referrals Standard 30 working days 

UO 123456 C - NINo not  

Allocated 

Manual To Do 

  

Case Owner; 

Case Manager with 

associated task or 

CM Manual Work 

queues’ 

Standard 5 working days 

UO 123456 C - Record  

Print 

Manual To Do 

  

Case Owner; Standard 5 working days 

 

  Case Worker with 

associated task or 

CW manual Work 

queue 

  

UO 123456 C - Right of  

Access Request 

Manual To Do 

  

Wales BC_Right of 

Access  

Request’ WQ 

Standard 5 working days 



 

UO 123456 C - Requested  

Hard Copy Document 

Manual To Do 

  

To Self (defer task) Standard 5 working days 

UO 123456 C – NINO - to 

prevent case closure 

Manual To Do To Self (defer task) Standard 5 working days 

UO 123456 C - Rescan  

Requested 

Manual To Do 

  

To Self (defer task) Standard Requests received 

before noon on a 

working day are to be 

completed by the end 

of the next working 

day. 

Example: Rescan 

request received Mon 

11:00am will be 

completed by the end 

of the day  

(20:00) on Tuesday. 

UO 123456 C - Rescan  

Requested 

Manual To Do 

  

To Self (defer task) Standard Requests received 

after noon on a 

working day are 

deemed to be received 

on the next working 

day. They are to be 

completed by the end 

of the next working 

day + 1. 

Example: Rescan 

request received  

Mon 14:00 will be  

 

    completed by the end 

of the day  

(20:00) on  

Wednesday. 



 

UO 123456 C - Awaiting 

response to <letter no/form 

etc> 

Manual To Do To Self (defer task) Standard 10 working days 

UO 123456 C - Awaiting 

written permission about  

Rep 

Manual To Do Case Owner; 

Case Worker with 

associated task or 

CW manual Work 

queue 

Standard 10 working days 

UO 123456 C - Change of  

Circs reported to AP 

Manual Change of  

Circs 

Case Owner; 

Case Worker with 

associated task or 

CW manual Work 

queue 

Standard 10 working days 

UO 123456 C - Document  

Deletion Requested 

Manual To Do 

  

To Self (defer task) Standard 10 working days 

UO 123456 C -Incident  

Raised with BBW 

Manual To Do 

  

To Self (defer task) Standard 10 working days 

UO 123456 C - Payment  

Found 

Manual Payment  

Action 

Case Owner; 

Case Worker with 

associated task or 

CW manual Work 

queue 

Standard 10 working days 

UO 123456 C Reconsideration  

Requested after  

Explanation Call 

Manual To Do 

  

Case Owner; 

Case Manager with 

associated task or 

CM Manual Work  

Standard 10 working days 

 

  queue   



 

UO 123456 C –PIP1  

Request – duplicate claim 

Manual To Do Case Owner; 

Case Manager with 

associated task or 

CM Manual Work 

queue 

Standard 5 working days 

UO 123456 C - Welsh  

Document Translation 

Manual To Do 

  

Wales BC Welsh 

Translation Team 

work queue 

Standard 2 working days 

UO 123456 C - Allocate  

NINO 

Manual To Do 

  

NINO Allocation  

Specialist 

Standard 2 working days 

(NINO)End of Claim Reassessment end 

claim follow up 

To self (defer task) Standard 98 calendar days 

Case Control 823 Rising 16 Follow up Reminder 

  

14. 

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 

823 

Rising 16 Follow  

Up Reminder 

System set/ system 

delete  

To ensure a follow up 

reminder letter is 

issued. 

Set by the system to issue R16 

award ending reminder. This is 

the fourth stage in R16 

processing. 

Rising 16 Follow Up  

Reminder is set to mature 8 

weeks before the claimant’s 

16th birthday. 

This CC does appear on 

a WAR: 

when it fails to produce 

a Rising 16 follow-up 

letter or 

for all DfC R16  

cases 

The CC is system 

cleared. 

15. PIP.0184 PIP pre invite letter 16 years. This letter is issued by DLACS for R16 cases at age 15 years and 10 months to 

advise the DLA claimant they will have to make a PIP new claim. 

Note: For DfC cases the R16 PIP pre invite letter is issued manually rather than by DLACS 



 
For your information only. This CC is system set and deleted and there is no action needed by you. 

Case Control 825 – Rising 16 SRTI Clerical – Exceptional Activity  

Report (EAR) 

  

16. 

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 

825 

Rising 16 SRTI  

Clerical  

Action -  

EAR  

System set/ 

system / 

user 

delete  

To ensure that R16 

processing is 

triggered for any 

Special Rules for the 

Terminally Ill (SRTI) 

case approaching the 

claimant’s 16th 

birthday. 

This CC is set by the 

system to ensure you 

issue the appointee 

and bank details 

enquiry and, if 

appropriate, prepares 

the claimant for a PIP 

Invite at age 16, in a 

personal and sensitive 

manner. 

  

R16 SRTI Clerical - EAR 

has 2 maturity points: 

to mature 

immediately , 

when set 

initially (on  

CC820  

maturity or in 

dialogue 

DA91/93)  

to mature 7 days 

later, when 

set on CC825  

maturity and 

every 7 days 

until cleared  

You clear the CC in dialogue 

DA530. 

See: TMG Chapter 8.02 People connected with the child for more information on how to handle claims for children 

approaching age 16 and receiving DLA under SRTI. These claimants aren’t invited to claim  

PIP on their 16th birthday as they are selected through full PIP rollout. 

Case Control 826 - Consider Termination, Type 31 Suspension 

  

17. 



 

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 

826 

Consider 

Term,  

Type ‘31’  

Susp  

System 

set/Syst 

em  

delete  

To consider 

terminating the case 

following a request 

from PIP. 

The system sets the CC 

to mature 28 days 

following the input of a 

Type ‘31’ full payment 

suspension. The 

suspension can be 

input by the system or 

the user. 

High Priority Work 

Available Report with 

the text  

‘Consider Term,  

Type ‘31’ Susp’ 

The HPWAR is only 

created if: 

a Type ‘31’ 

Suspension 

exists  

DLA hasn’t ended 

and the 

claimant 

hasn’t made a 

claim for  

PIP  

The CC is cleared when you 

terminate DLA from the 

suspension date using the 

appropriate input record 

type. 

18. CC 826 is triggered 28 days after a type ‘31’ payment suspension was input on the case. The suspension can be set 

by either the system or user. This suspension type is input when the claimant has not responded to an invitation to claim 

PIP. You must consider terminating DLA entitlement - See:  

 Reassessment Case Worker action - Termination of DLA awards . 

19. The decision to terminate DLA is final. The only reason a termination decision can be overturned is where there’s 

been a procedural error that has caused the law not to be followed. 

Case Control 827 - Consider Term, No PIP Response 

20. 

  

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 



 

827 

Consider Term, 

No  

PIP  

Response  

System set /  

System 

delete  

To suspend 

payment of DLA and 

consider 

terminating the DLA 

claim following a 

request from PIP. 

The system sets the CC 

to mature 98 days after 

the PIP invite was 

issued. 

The CC  

triggers a Type 

‘31’ full  

payment 

suspension 

where there is 

a current  

DLA award with 

more than 42 

days to run  

The system will 

change any 

existing 

suspension on 

the DLA case 

to Type ‘31’ 

and display the 

suspension 

reasons  

High Priority Work  

Available Report  

‘Consider Term,  

No PIP Response’.  

The CC is triggered 98 

days after the PIP 

claim invite was 

issued, there is no 

DLA end date within 

42 days and no PIP 

claim.  

This CC will repeat 

weekly. 

The CC is cleared when you 

terminate DLA using the 

appropriate input record 

type. 

In most cases, DLACS will automatically suspend payment of DLA. Where automatic suspension fails, the CC will reset 

to trigger another suspension attempt 7 days later. 

21. CC827 is triggered from PIPCS 98 days after the PIP invite was issued when no submitted application is held in 

PIPCS. PIPCS sends a transaction to DLACS and the HPWAR is output if there is no end date for DLA within 42 days. On 

receipt of the WAR you must check why DLA hasn’t ended and take appropriate action to consider terminating DLA and 

closing the DLA claim. 

To clear this CC, input the appropriate termination type: 

• Terminate DLA following PIP Withdrawal (input record type 2) 

• Terminate DLA following PIP Lay Rules failure (input record type 3) 

• Terminate DLA following manual release of PIP (input record type 4)  



 

Case Control 828 – Consider Term, PIP withdrawal 

  

22. 

How set and deleted Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 

828 

Consider Term, PIP  

Withdrawal  

System  

set/System 

delete  

To consider 

terminating the DLA 

claim following a 

request from PIP for 

termination due to 

PIP claim 

withdrawal.  

The system sets the CC 

when: 

a valid ‘PIP’ 

Withdrawal 

termination 

request is 

received from 

PIP or  

the previous 

instance of the 

CC has 

matured and 

been deleted  

High Priority Work  

Available Report  

‘Consider Term, PIP 

Withdrawal’ and DLA 

has not ended. 

The CC is cleared when you 

terminate DLA from the 

date on the PIP notification 

using the appropriate input 

record type. 

  

Case control 829 – Consider Term PIP Lay Rules failure 

  

23. 

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 



 

829 

Consider 

Term,  

PIP Lay 

Rules 

failure  

System 

set/Syst 

em  

delete  

To consider 

terminating the DLA 

claim following a 

request from PIP for 

termination due to  

PIP Lay Rules Failure.  

The system sets the CC 

when: 

a valid ‘PIP Lay 

Rules Failure’ 

termination 

request is 

received from 

PIP or  

the previous 

instance of the 

CC has 

matured and 

been deleted  

High Priority Work  

Available Report  

‘Consider Term, PIP 

Lay rules failure’ and 

DLA has not ended. 

. 

The CC is cleared when you 

terminate DLA using the 

appropriate input record 

type. 

24. Claimants should satisfy the PIP lay conditions as they’re in receipt of DLA. However, there’ll be cases where they 

provide information putting this in doubt. When the data gather is complete, PIPCS runs the lay rules (Age, Residence 

and Presence (R&P) and absence abroad conditions). If the information provided by the claimant is sufficient, PIPCS will 

automatically disallow PIP on lay rules and issue a PIP7000. DLACS will generate CC829 to prompt you to investigate 

and disallow DLA if the PIP Reassessment claim is auto-disallowed on lay rules. You will be notified via the HPWARs to 

consider terminating the case following a request from PIP for termination due to PIP Lay Rules Failure. 

This CC is cleared when DLA entitlement is terminated (via a lay decision) - See: TMG chapter 06:  

Determine, register and maintain business events 

Case Control 830 – Consider Term, PIP Manual Rel 

  

25. 

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 



 

830 

Consider  

Term,  

PIP  

Manual  

Rel  

System set /  

System 

delete  

To consider 

terminating the case 

following a request 

from PIP for 

termination due to 

PIP Man Release.  

system sets the 

case control 

when: • a valid 

‘PIP Manual Rel’ 

termination 

request is 

received from 

PIP or  

when the previous 

instance of the 

case control has 

matured and 

been deleted.  

High Priority Work  

Available Report  

‘Consider Term, PIP 

Manual Rel’ and DLA 

has not ended. 

. 

The CC is cleared when you 

terminate DLA using the 

appropriate input record 

type. 

26. This CC is triggered on a HPWAR to prompt you to consider terminating the DLA claim following a request from PIP. 

27. If DLACS cannot automatically end DLA it sends a transaction to PIP to investigate (‘End Entitlement failure’ on PIP). 

Once the user has investigated why DLA cannot close and has recorded DLA as an ‘Other Benefit’ on PIPCS, another 

transaction goes to DLA to ensure DLA has been ended. 

The user must take action to terminate DLA. If DLA has not ended, CC830 is generated. 

Case Control 831 – Consider Removing ‘Type 31’ Suspension 

  

28. 

How set and 

deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 



 

831 

Consider  

Removing  

Type ‘31’  

Susp  

System set /  

System/U 

ser delete  

To notify the user to 

consider removing a 

Type ‘31’ payment 

suspension on the 

case.  

The system sets the 

case control when a 

‘Start of PIP Interest’ is 

broadcast from 

CIS(Searchlight) for a 

DLA case which is 

suspended due to a 

PIP Reassessment 

Suspension reason of 

Type ‘31’. The case 

control is set to 

mature immediately. 

This is a repeating case 

control and on 

maturity it will not be 

deleted by the system. 

  

At Control  

Point 01  

WAR  

‘Consider 

removing 

Type 31 Susp’ 

is generated  

After  

control point 

2 the CC will 

report on the 

Work 

Overdue 

Report every 

7 days until 

the user 

deletes it or 

reinstates the 

payment  

after lifting 

the 

suspension  

When the CC matures: 

if a Type ‘31’ suspension 

doesn’t exist the CC 

is deleted and no 

action is needed  

If you lift the suspension 

in DA460 the CC will 

automatically delete 

when payment is 

reinstated in  

DA105  

The CC can be  

user deleted in  

DA530 – Maintain  

Case Controls  

Re starting the DLA payments 

29. DLA will be suspended using Type ‘31’ suspension, if no PIP claim is received 4 weeks from the date of the PIP 

invitation, no good reason exists and the claimant doesn’t have Additional support needs. If during the 4 week 

suspension period a PIP claim is made, a HPWAR is output to prompt you, the dual user, to remove the Type ‘31’ 

suspension. This will continue to report out in line with existing case controls until suspension on DLACS has been lifted 

and arrears paid. 

Note: You must check if a previous non reassessment suspension/ payability code was in place before the Type ‘31’ 

suspension. Although past payment suspensions can’t be viewed, ‘Payability’ codes can be viewed in dialogue 

DA91/DA500 Lay Evidence and Exclusion screens. Also, hospital admission and discharge dates can be viewed in 

Dialogue D97.  



 

Case control 832 - Consider Eligibility for PIP Reassessment 

  

30. 

How Set and  

Deleted 

Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 

832 

Renewal or  

Rising case 

that has 

no/invalid 

postcode  

System  

set/user 

delete  

To notify user that 

they must consider 

the eligibility of the 

case for PIP  

Reassessment. 

created on maturity of 

CC365 for a claimant 

who is aged 16 or 

over and renewals 

processing has 

determined the case 

is suitable for PIP  

when a claimant has 

completed the Rising 

16 process, is now 

aged 16 and is at the 

point where the case 

is suitable to be 

extracted for PIP  

Reassessment  

Consider  

eligibility for PIP. 

In Dialogue DA530 user 

delete. 

31. CC is triggered via the Work Available Report that you must consider the eligibility of the case for PIP  

Reassessment 

Case Control 833 - PIP Reassessment - Check Postcode 

  

32. 

How set and deleted Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 



 

833 

Claimant has 

completed the 

nonRising 16 

reassessment 

extract process  

System  

set/user Delete  

To notify the user 

that they should 

examine the case for 

PIP  

Reassessment 

transfer of MU. 

The CC is created when a 

claimant has completed 

the Non Rising 16 extract 

process, but the claimant’s 

residential address 

postcode is either missing 

or invalid. 

Consider PIP 

MU. An entry 

will be  

generated when 

the test ‘check 

postcode assign 

r’ment office’ 

appears. 

In Dialogue DA530 when 

cleared by a user. 

  

33. This CC is created when a non-Rising 16 case is selected for transfer to PIP but processing is unable to determine 

the MU to which the case should be transferred. 

34. CC is triggered via the Work Available Report that you must examine the case for PIP Reassessment Transfer of 

MU. The user is responsible for deleting the case control when the activity detailed has been completed. 

Case Control 834 – Action needed Terminate DLA 

  

35. 

How set and deleted Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 



 

834 

Action needed  

‘Terminate 

DLA’  

System  

set/Syste m 

delete  

To notify the user 

that a PIP decision 

has been made 

and they must 

terminate the DLA 

claim. 

This CC is set when: 

DLACS  

receives a 

CIS(Searchlig ht) 

broadcast after 

a PIP award or 

disallowance 

decision  

there is a current 

DLA award with 

more than 42 

days to run  

High Priority 

Work  

Available  

Report ‘Action 

needed  

Terminate  

DLA’ and DLA 

award has 

more than 42 

days to run.  

Repeats every 7 

days until DLA 

has been 

terminated 

with less than 

42 days to run  

End DLA from the 

appropriate date  

A verified Date of Death 

on system prevents 

this CC from 

reporting.  

On receipt of cc834 user 

must check that 

there is no valid 

reason why DLA 

should not be 

terminated  

This CC is produced when there has been a decision to award or disallow PIP and there is a current DLA award which has not 

been terminated. 

• On the 28th day the system will auto-suspend DLA (if not already terminated). The user needs to check that DLA 

entitlement is to be terminated. If so, take termination action and ensure the correct notification has been issued 

to the claimant – See: Reassessment Case Worker action - CC834 Action needed – Terminate DLA.  

• If DLA is not to be suspended, reinstate DLA and refer to the DEX to remove the CC.  

Case Control 835 – Auto-suspension trigger 

  

38. 

How set and deleted Purpose How and why set Control points Action to clear 



 

835 

Auto- 

suspension trigger  

System  

set/System delete  

To suspend 

payment when a 

PIP decision has 

been made and a 

current DLA award 

has more than 42 

days to run. 

This CC is 

automatically set 

when the 28 day 

period has expired 

after CC834 was  

initially set 

This CC does not 

appear on a  

WAR. 

N/A as automatically 

deleted by the system. 

For information only. This is system set and deleted and there is no action needed by you. 

32 Work Allocation and Case Ownership 

Background 

1. Previously PIPCS managed tasks by sending them to one of over a thousand work queues, requiring the Team 

Leader (TL) or Allocator to manually identify relevant case tasks for a user and “push” them from the work queue to the 

user. 

2. Due to the amount of tasks and numbers of work queues it was difficult for the TL/Allocator to identify all 

outstanding tasks for a case and refer it to a single user. This created problems in customer service, with cases stalling in 

various stages of the claimant journey and through different users taking separate action on tasks in the same case. 

3. Due to lack of real time Management Information (MI), users were spending more time counting tasks instead of 

completing them, again impacting on time taken to process a claim and causing an increase of PIP Enquiry Line calls as 

claimants asked for progress updates. 

4. Staff were consulted on how the process could be improved, to increase customer satisfaction, and improve work 

flow. Their suggestions were taken forward becoming the basis for Release 5. 

5. One of the main changes under Release 5 is the introduction of the concept of User Level Case Ownership and 

automatic allocation of system generated tasks to a user. Automatic allocation of system generated tasks to a user and 

individual case ownership is based upon users’ job role and skill sets. 

6. When a user owns a case, further tasks relating to the case can be automatically allocated to them by PIPCS, 

providing they have the correct job role and skill set, giving the user more accountability and job satisfaction as tasks are 

cleared. 

Subpages 

• 01 Automatic Task Allocation  

• 02 Task Allocation Rules  



 

• 03 Exception to task Allocation Rules  

• 04 Task auto-allocation is to wrong user  

• 05 Grab a task  

• 06 Further evidence tasks  

• 07 Case Ownership  

• 08 Inbox Capacity Limits  

• 09 Priority  

• 10 Specialists tasks  

• 11 Amending inbox size  

• 12 Reassigning Tasks and Case Ownership  

• 13 Allocation Blocking  

01 Automatic Task Allocation 

1. The new functionality means that the majority of tasks will be assigned to a user instead of a work queue. This is based 

on the pre–defined allocation rules. 

2. Certain tasks will also automatically assign case ownership 

02 Task Allocation Rules 

1. Allocation will be based on the following criteria: 

• Geography – the OU.  

• Job Role – CW, CM, TL, or Admin roles.  

• Skill – what skill set is required for the task, for example is a specialist skill set required such as Appeals  

• Capacity – Limit of the users in box. If the user’s inbox is over capacity level, the system will allocate the task to a 

suitable user with available space. 

03 Exception to task Allocation Rules 

1. Where all users in a RBC/SC have reached their limit for task assignment, any new system generated tasks will be 

assigned to an overflow work queue 

2. PIPCS will ignore inbox capacity limits in the following instances: 

• If a user owns the case  

• If a user has an open task  

• When a task is manually assigned to a user  

• When the task is a Specialist task for example Fraud and SRTI   



 

04 Task auto-allocation is to wrong user 

1. If, for some reason the event creation task needs to be allocated to a different user or queue, for example, where the 

event needs to be actioned by a: 

• case owner who has a different skill than the one associated with the task,  

• user with a different skill than the one associated with the task  

• specialist team.  

2. The user who creates the event record can: 

• navigate to the tasks tab on the person record for the case  

• select the Task ID hyperlink of the required task  

• select Add To My Tasks from the Action Button drop down  

• select Save  

• select Forward from the Action Button drop down  

• send case to user or workqueue  

3. Alternatively the user who receives the task can: 

• navigate to the “My Open Tasks” tab in their Inbox  

• forward the task to the appropriate user or work queue using the Forward function on the Action Button for the 

specified task.  

05 Grab a task 

1. A user can grab a task from another user via the Task tab in the Person Case if they want to register the event 

themselves. The user must: 

• navigate to the tasks tab on the person record for the case  

• select the Task ID hyperlink of the required task  

• select Add To My Tasks from the Action Button drop down  

• select Save  

06 Further evidence tasks 

1. When further evidence is received with other documents that are identified as primary or secondary documents , 

only one task will be generated by PIPCS. Communication records are created for all documents received, including when a 

task is not triggered for the document. 

Note: Users are to check the communication tab in every instance of a further evidence task being received. 



 

2. Under existing BAU rules, a separate task will be generated for any evidence received that is not identified as a 

primary or secondary document 

3. The task created will be for the highest ranked Primary document. In the case where there are no Primary 

documents in the evidence received, the task will be the first one created from the Secondary documents list. There is no 

ranking order for Secondary documents. 

  

Primary Documents 

Rank Doc ID Name 

1 1268 AP Assessment Report 

2 1269 AP Supplementary Report 

3 1270 AP Assessment Report that could not be completed 

4 1303 DBD305R – Reasons for lateness -  

Reconsideration 

5 1225 PIP1 – Clerical Application Form 

6 10274 AR1 

7 1274 PIP2 Questionnaire 

8 1357 Interventions PIP2 Questionnaire 

  

Secondary Documents  

Doc ID Name 

1229 Certificate of Visual Impairment 

1241 Further Evidence 

1248 Care Plan 

1253 Photographic Evidence 



 

1297 PIP.1005 Additional Information Request to Support  

Decision 

1320 PA7 - Harmful Information 

1322 AP Contact History 

1326 GP Factual Report 

1327 Hospital Factual Report 

1328 AP request for information 

1340 PIP.1019 DS1500 further information required 

1343 PIP.2008 Further Evidence Request 

1371 NHS Hospital Appointment Letter 

1372 Med 3 Fit Note 

1373 NHS Hospital Report 

4. When a further evidence task is generated in PIPCS and the case is not with an Assessment Provider (AP), but an 

open event exists, PIPCS will assign this task to a CM with the appropriate skill sets. 

5. Where more than one open (undecided) business event is held in PIPCS, the tasks will automatically allocate to a 

CM with the skill set relating to the business event in the following order: 

  

Open business event in PIPCS CM skill set 

Reconsideration Reconsideration 

Unplanned intervention (Change of Circs  

Reviews) 

CofC Reviews 

Planned intervention (Award Reviews) Award Reviews 

Advance claim Advance Claims 

New claim with reassessment indicator in PIPCS Reassessment (inc R16) 



 

New claim General 

Appeal Appeals 

Note: If there is no open event then the task will be allocated to an appropriate user with the correct job role and skillset 

in accordance with the allocation rules. 

07 Case Ownership 

1. Currently on receipt of an initial application, PIPCS automatically assigns Case Ownership to the relevant Owning Unit 

(OU) based upon the claimants post code. 

2. The owning OU name is displayed in the case ownership field on the following screens context panel: 

• Application  

• Evidence Summary Case  

• Benefit Delivery Case  

• Payment Correction case; and  

• User Roles  

3. From Release 5, cases will still be owned by the OU, but at key points within the claimant journey a user case owner will 

also be assigned. 

4. User case ownership is automatically assigned when certain tasks are created that require either specialist knowledge, 

parallel activities or a degree of familiarisation with the Case, for example, Discrepancy failures and payability issues task. 

5. For SRTI cases a case manager will be assigned user case ownership on submission of a claim up to the point a decision 

has been made. 

6. There can only be one user case owner per case at any point in time. 

7. When a specific user owns a Case, further tasks can then be routed to them where applicable. 

8. Where appropriate, Case Ownership can be manually transferred from one user to another for example, periods of 

absence. 

9. Case Ownership will last until all actions are complete and the task is closed . 

10. User level case ownership will remain with the user until: 

• The last CO task associated with the case is closed  

• Or a decision is made or an application is withdrawn  

• Or a decision is made on a SRTI case and there are no tasks outstanding  



 
11. User level case ownership will end and case ownership is transferred back to OU level. 

Viewing Case Ownership 

12. User case ownership, along with owning office can be viewed in the context panel of the following home pages: 

• Application Case  

• Integrated (Evidence Summary) Case - Current and Historical Case Ownership can also be viewed here via User Roles 

in Administration tab  

• Payment Correction Case; and  

• Benefit Delivery Case  

13. This allows staff of all grades and security levels to see who the current case owner is. (Individual user names should not 

be given to the claimants***) 

14. Under PIPCS Release 5 functionality skill sets will be used to ensure system generated tasks are automatically allocated to 

the correct users. 

15. The skill sets are assigned to users on PIPCS by LMs. They have been designed based on user job roles and the type of 

work undertaken. Users will have been appropriately trained and will have the capability to complete the relevant task. 

They can be added to or removed by a LM. 

16. Skill sets ensure that users that have the same job role, can now receive different work for example Case Managers with 

an Appeals Skill set will receive all Appeals tasks, those with a Reconsiderations skill will receive Reconsideration tasks. 

CMs with more than one skill set will receive tasks appropriate to each set 

17. PIPCS cross references the Task and Skill Set together before allocating the system generated task to a user with inbox 

capacity. 

08 Inbox Capacity Limits 

1. Each user has a generic inbox capacity however the LM can modify it to take account of users working pattern. 

2. On reaching capacity, the users will not be automatically allocated any more tasks unless: 

• there is a user case owner  

• users have outstanding tasks for the claimant, or  

• it is a specialist task  

it is a high priority task (deadline date will be reached within 20 working days) it is standard task (deadline date will be 

reached within 5 working days) 



 

3. However any manual forwarding, restarting of deferred tasks or reserving a task will not be included in the calculation 

and will still be allocated to users’ inbox. 

4. For non-specialist tasks, the task will be allocated to the relevant CM or CW overflow work queue if the users are over 

their inbox capacity limit. 

5. However, when PIPCS is allocating a Specialist Task, and all the users are over their inbox capacity limit, the task will 

then be allocated to the user with the least amount of tasks above their capacity. 

09 Priority 

1. Currently the prioritisation of work is usually based on the date created and priority of a task. Several fields have been 

added to inboxes to enable all users to clearly and quickly identify/prioritise tasks: 

• Application Start date - a new 'application start date' field will show in task inbox and work queue enabling users 

to identify cases by the age of the case.  

• SRTI Indicator - the SRTI field will display either a 'Yes' or 'No', enabling easy identification of these tasks.  

10 Specialists tasks 

1. Specialist tasks that must be treated as priority, these include: 

• UCB/UCB Incident Report received/UCB Repeat Behaviour form received  

• Returned from AP and TI provisions not met  

• Fraud interest reviews  

• Manual Reassessment invite/reminder and address outside UK  

• On-going Appeal/Reconsideration and new claim submitted  

• DS1500 received  

• PIP 1019 received  

• MP letter received   

11 Amending inbox size 

1. LM’s can increase or reduce the user’s inbox size to restrict the amount of work being allocated from PIPCS via the user’s 

workspace in PIPCS. 

2. This override limit will remain until removed by the LM or Admin and the capacity limit is edited. 

12 Reassigning Tasks and Case Ownership  

Reassigning Tasks and Case Ownership - LM Action 

1. As per current process LMs will be required to access the CW/CM overflow work queues throughout the day and 

manually allocate tasks to the users. This will help to avoid tasks being left un-actioned in work queues. 



 
2. From February 2016, on completion of functionality rollout, PIPCS will automatically allocate tasks from the overflow 

work queues to users via an overnight batch run. 

3. There is now greater emphasis on users self-managing their own inboxes, being proactive in clearance of tasks by 

deadline date and priority to improve claimant and job satisfaction. 

Note: Only the LM can reassign case ownership to anyone within their OU. 

Reassigning Tasks and Case Ownership – CW/CM Action 

4. With the exception of management checks, users have the option to forward tasks from themselves to other users or 

work queues through the task tab within the person homepage. 

5. The user can manually assign or reassign case ownership to themselves or other users within their team as follows: 

Step  Action  

1 go to claimant homepage 

2 select cases tab 

3 select reference number of the appropriate evidence summary (there can be more than 1 evidence summary 

for example from previous claim and other business event) 

4 select admin tab 

5 select case owner (LHS) 

6 select new (a pop up box will appear) 

7 choose 'user' from the pop up box 

8 select reason as 'other' from the drop down 

9 search using the magnifying glass 

10 type user's 1st name and last name (this can be done with typing in the first 3 letters of 1st name  

 and first 3 letters of last name of the user you want to assign the case ownership to) 

11 search using the magnifying glass 

12 select the user 



 

13 save 

  

6. User can only see the new case owner from transaction history as the case ownership will not change on the 

application homepage or in the evidence summary straightaway. The new case owner will appear once user comes 

out of PIPCS and then goes back in again. 

Note: CM/CW can only reassign case ownership to members of the same team 

7. The following users: Allocators, SAMs, PIP Team Leader and PIP Command Managers can grab a task (except 

Management Check tasks) and pull it into their own inboxes (add to My Tasks) from the person and prospect person 

record. 

8. These users: 

• are no longer required to subscribe and unsubscribe to work queues  

• don’t have to request other users to forward tasks on their behalf.  

  

13 Allocation Blocking 

1. Allocation blocking must be used when: 

• a user’s job role has temporarily changed  

• period of sick leave starts; or  

• a period of extended leave, for whatever reason starts.  

This list is not exhaustive. 

33 Upper Tribunal 

Subpages 

• 01 Upper Tribunal  

01 Upper Tribunal 

  

Introduction 

1. Upper Tribunal (UT) decisions may change the way we apply the law (new case law). 



 
2. These UT decisions will sometimes mean earlier CM decisions were wrong in law. These decisions of the UT are 

known as relevant determinations. Any new case law as a result of UT decisions must be applied from the date of 

the UT decision the ‘relevant determination’ date. 

3. In some cases your decision may need to cover two periods, for example: 

• date of claim/effective date to the day before the UT decision using the approach applied before the UT decision  

• from the date of the UT decision using the new case law - See: Split Rate decision for how to action on PIPCS  

Date of Claim/Effective Date 

4. Where the date of claim/effective date is before the UT decision date, apply the new activity interpretations from 

the UT decision date and the old activity interpretations up to the day before the UT decision date. 

UT decision for RJ 1 RJ, GMcL and CS v SSWP (PIP) [2017] UKUT 0105 (AAC) 

5. The decision of the UT in RJ is a relevant determination. The date of the relevant determination is 9 March 2017. RJ 

relates to how we decide whether a claimant can carry out an activity safely. It also relates to how we decide if a 

claimant needs supervision. We now consider the severity of any harm that might happen, as well as the likelihood 

of it happening. Supervision is a need for the continuous presence of another person to prevent harm happening to 

the claimant or another person.  

6. Claims to PIP which are made on or after 9 March 2017 must be decided in accordance with the relevant 

determination.  

7. The 3 month qualifying period condition for PIP must be considered and applied where appropriate, and can be met 

where, applying the approach in the UT case, the claimant would have been found to have limited or severely 

limited ability to carry out relevant activities in the 3 months prior to the UT decision.  

8. The UT decision must not be applied to claim periods before 9 March 2017. This is because the  

Secretary of State (SofS) must only apply relevant determinations for periods from the date of the UT decision, however in 

instances where the First Tier Tribunal (FtT) or UT isn’t bound they can award PIP from the date of entitlement, even if this 

date is before 9 March 2017. 

9. This means where claims are made before 9 March 2017 you’ll have to determine the claim by consideration of the 

relevant descriptors in 2 ways. Firstly for the period up to 8 March 2017 using the approach applied before the UT 

decision and secondly by consideration from 9 March 2017, in accordance with the UT’s findings. This may mean in 

some cases you decide there is no entitlement to PIP from the date of claim to 8 March 2017 but an award can be 

made from 9 March 2017 onwards - See:  

ADM 15/18 and ADM 16/18. 

UT decision for MH v SSWP (PIP) [2016] UKUT 0531 (AAC) 



 

10. The decision of the UT in MH is a relevant determination. The date of the relevant determination is 28 November 

2016. MH relates to how ‘overwhelming psychological distress’ is considered when assessing a claimant’s ability to 

plan and follow a journey. 

11. Claims to PIP which are made on or after 28 November 2016 must be decided in accordance with the relevant 

determination. 

12. The UT decision must not be applied to claim periods before 28 November 2016. This is because the Secretary of 

State (SofS) must only apply relevant determinations for periods from the date of the UT decision. 

13. Claims to PIP which are made on or after 28 November 2016 should be decided in accordance with MH. 

14. Claims which are made on or after 9 March 2017 should be decided in accordance with MH and RJ. The 3 month 

qualifying period condition for PIP can be met where, applying the approach in the relevant determinations, the 

claimant would have been found to have limited or severely limited ability to carry out relevant activities in the 3 

months prior to the relevant determination - See:  ADM 16/18 . 

UT decision for OM OM v SSWP (PIP) (2017) UKUT 458 (AAC) 

15. The decision of the UT in OM is a relevant determination. The date of the relevant determination is 23 November 

2017.  OM applies to new claim and reassessment negative determination reconsiderations and appeals. Once the 

CM accepts ‘good reason’ the negative determination is set aside and the claimants PIP claim will proceed to full 

assessment and decision. Additionally, for reassessment cases, as the negative determination is no longer in affect 

DLA must be reinstated and when subsequent assessment of PIP is made there will be a ‘28 day’ run on after the 

assessment decision is made. 

16. All new claim and reassessment negative determination reconsiderations and appeals must be decided in 

accordance with the relevant determination if the negative determination was made on or after 23 November 2017. 

17. The UT decision must not be applied if the negative determination was made before 23 November 2017. This is 

because the Secretary of State (SofS) must only apply relevant determinations for periods from the date of the UT 

decision. 

18. Any request for a reconsideration or appeal against a negative determination,  which was made on or after 23 

November 2017 should be decided in accordance with OM. 

19. Following a negative determination for a FTA/FTC, failure to supply information/non return of PIP2/AR1 once ‘good 

reason’ has been accepted the negative determination must be set aside because the Secretary of State (SofS) had 

no power to make it. The effect of this is that, a claimant whose DLA award has been terminated as a result of the 

negative determination, will have it reinstated - See: ADM  

 24/18 . 



 

UT Decision for LB SSWP v LB [2016] UKUT 0530 (AAC) 

20. The decision of the UT in LB is a relevant determination. The date of the relevant determination is 28 November 

2016. 

21. There are two elements to the LB judgment; ‘managing medication and monitoring a health condition’ and 

‘management of a special diet as therapy’. 

22. Managing medication and monitoring a health condition – where help is needed with both monitoring a health 

condition and managing medication can, in certain circumstances, be accepted as ‘therapy’ and move the person 

into descriptor 3c or higher. The decision is only applicable from the relevant determination date of 28 November 

2016 until 15 March 2017. 

23. Management of a special diet as therapy – Where supervision, prompting or assistance is needed to manage the 

timing and nature of food and drink intake, as part of the regime to manage someone’s condition, for example 

Diabetes, this can constitute therapy. The decision is applicable from 28 November 2016 onwards. 

24. The time period is limited for ‘managing medication and monitoring a health condition’  because a regulation change 

made on 16 March 2017 ended the effects of this element of the judgment. 

25. The 3 month qualifying period condition for PIP must be considered and applied where appropriate, and can be met 

where, applying the approach in the UT case, the claimant would have been found to have limited or severely 

limited ability to carry out relevant activities in the 3 months prior to the UT decision. 

26. The UT decision must not be applied to claim periods before 28 November 2016. This is because the Secretary of 

State (SofS) must only apply relevant determinations for periods from the date of the UT decision. 

27. However, in instances where the First Tier Tribunal (FtT) or UT isn’t bound they can award PIP from the date of 

entitlement, even if this date is before 28 November 2016. 

28. This means where claims are made before 28 November 2016 you will have to determine the claim by consideration 

of the relevant descriptors in two ways. Firstly, for the period up to 27 November 2016, using the approach applied 

before the UT decision and secondly by consideration from 28 November 2016, in accordance with the UT’s findings. 

29. This may mean in some cases you decide there is no entitlement to PIP from the date of claim to 27 November 2016 

but an award can be made from 28 November 2016 onwards. 

Managing medication and monitoring a health condition  

30. If someone needs  supervision, prompting or assistance with both parts of descriptor 3b(ii), that is, to  

‘manage medication’ and ‘monitor a health condition’ for the majority of days, that can amount to ‘therapy. The time 

taken for the supervision, prompting or assistance must be measured in hours per week in order to decide which 

descriptor from 3(c) - 3(f) applies. 



 

Diet as Therapy 

31. 

• the diet has been prescribed or recommended by a health professional (a registered doctor, nurse or other 

health professional regulated by the Health and Care Professions Council)    

• managing the requirements of the special diet means it is necessary to pay attention to both the nature and 

timing of food and/or drink  

• failing to adhere to the special diet would result in an immediate deterioration in condition. For example, help 

with a diet to lose weight will not count (as there is no immediate deterioration in condition should the person 

not receive that help), but help with diet in diabetes could (as there could be the immediate deterioration in 

health status due to a hypo glycaemic (low blood sugar) or hyper glycaemic (high blood sugar) event).  

• the time for supervision/prompting/assistance of therapy is not the time spent eating or cooking, which are 

already covered in activities 1 and 2. Instead, it is the additional time to undertake the additional actions 

necessary to manage the special diet. This could include weighing out food or checking food to ensure the correct 

nutritional content is prepared correctly  

32. Those claimants most likely to benefit from assessment for ‘special diets as therapy’ will have a combination of 

conditions. They are likely to have a condition where attention needs to be given to both the nature and timing of their 

food and drink in order to avoid an immediate deterioration in their condition. Examples of such conditions are set out in 

Group 1 of Appendix 1, and include diabetes (Type 1 and potentially Type 2) and some metabolic conditions. Claimants 

are likely to also have another condition, such as those set out Group 2 of Appendix 1, which include: 

• learning disabilities  

• cognitive impairments  

• significant visual impairments  

• mental health conditions; and  

• head injuries with cognitive and/or sensorimotor impairments  

resulting in an inability to manage the special diet themselves and so needing additional help, for example, with 

weighing out food. 

Note: This list is not exhaustive for the purposes of LB and other claimants could be affected - See:  

 ADM   memo 17/19 . 

UT decision for MM MMcK v SSWP (PIP) (2016) UKUT 191 (AAC) 

33. The decision of the UT in MM is a relevant determination. The date of the relevant determination is 6 April 2016. 

34. There are two elements to the MM judgment; ‘distinction between and meaning of the terms prompting and 

social support’ and ‘social support given at a time other than during the activity’. 



 
35. Distinction between and meaning of the terms prompting and social support – where prompting (descriptor 9b) 

is needed in assisting to engage in social situations could be classed as social support (descriptor 9 c) if the claimant is 

only able to engage if they have support from a person who meets the definition of a giver of social support. 

36. Social support given at a time other then during the activity – support has to be ongoing to able to engage but 

the help does not need to be given during the activity itself or immediately beforehand. It must be the help which 

directly causes the claimant to engage and without it would not be possible. 

37. Claims to PIP which are made on or after 6 April 2016 must be decided in accordance with the relevant decision. 

38. The UT decision must not be applied to claim periods before 6 April 2016. This is because the Secretary of State 

(SofS) must only apply relevant determinations for periods from the date of the UT decision. 

39. The 3 month qualifying period condition for PIP must be considered and applied where appropriate, and can be 

met where, applying the approach in the UT case, the claimant would have been found to have limited or severely limited 

to carry out relevant activities in the 3 months prior to the UT decision. 

  

Decisions made by UT 

40. The table below shows all new case law changes and, where applicable, the descriptors affected. You must 

review and identify cases to see if a claimant’s entitlement changes due to the UT decision. If a claimant’s entitlement 

would change due to the UT decision refer to Administrative Exercise (AE) on how to administer AE cases. 

41. 

UT 

decision 

Relevant determination Change  Case law 

MM 6 April 2016 • BAU went live 14 September 2020  

This judgment affects Descriptor 9 (b) and (c)  

Engaging with other people face to face 

ADM 22/20 



 

LB 28 November 2016 

  

Amending regulations were laid for 

the first element therefore these 

changes only apply from 28  

November 2016 to 15 March  

2017 

BAU went live 17 June 2019 for only ‘diet as 

therapy’ element of the judgment  

Administrative Exercise went live 14  

October 2019  

  

  

This judgment affects Activity 3 only, ‘managing 

therapy or monitoring a health condition’. It does 

not overlap with Activity 1’preparing food’ or Activity 

2 ‘eating and drinking’. 

  

  

 ADM   17/19  

OM 23 November 2017 BAU went live 17 December 2018  

Administrative Exercise went live 13  

March 2019  

  

‘OM’ doesn’t affect descriptors it applies to negative 

determination reconsiderations and appeals 

  

ADM 24/18 

     



 

RJ 09 March 2017 BAU went live 25 June 2018  

Administrative Exercise went live 25  

June 2018  

  

This judgment affects Descriptors 1-5 Daily Living 

activity and Descriptors 1-2 mobility activity  Safety 

and the need for supervision 

ADM15/18 

and ADM 

16/18 

MH 28 November 2016 BAU went live 25 June 2018  

Administrative Exercise went live 25  

June 2018  

  

This judgment affects Descriptors 1d and 1f Mobility 

activity - Planning and following a journey 

  

ADM 15/18 

42. When considering a UT decision, you must check: 

√ law and guidance has been interpreted and applied correctly 

√ effective date/date of claim is correct 

√ the QP is satisfied 

Appendix 1 (LB) 

Group 1 

Note: This list is not exhaustive for the purposes of LB and other claimants could be affected. 

Category Category Subgroup Disease 

Endocrine disease (Hormone 

disease) 

Pancreatic disease Diabetes mellitus Type 1 (insulin dependent) 

Diabetes mellitus Type 2 (insulin or noninsulin 

dependent) 

Diabetes mellitus (category unknown)  



 

   

Metabolic disease (Disease of  

Metabolism) 

Amyloidosis Amyloidosis 

Hyperlipidaemia  Hyperlipidaemia 

Inborn errors of 

metabolism  

Carbohydrate metabolism - disorder of 

• acid metabolism - disorder of e.g. -:  

• Phenylketonuria (PKU)  

Inborn errors of metabolism - Other / type not 

known e.g. -: 

• Hurlers syndrome / disease  

Porphyria Porphyria 

Eating disorders Obesity 

Metabolic diseases –  

Other 

Metabolic disease - Other / type not known e.g. -: 

• Albinism  

• Calcium deficiency  

• Vitamin D deficiency  

Group 2 

Category Category Subgroup Disease 

Mental and  

Behavioural disorders  

Anxiety disorders  Agoraphobia 

Generalised anxiety disorder 

Panic disorder 

Phobia - Social 



 

Phobia - Specific 

Anxiety disorder - Other / type not known 

Autistic spectrum disorders  Asperger syndrome 

Autism including Pervasive Development  

 

  Disorder (PDD) 

Rett syndrome 

Bedwetting (enuresis) Bedwetting (enuresis)  

Cognitive disorders  Cognitive disorder due to stroke 

Dementia 

Alzheimer’s disease  

Delirium  

Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB)  

Pre – Senile Dementia  

Senile Dementia  

Vascular Dementia  

Cognitive disorder - Other / type not known 

Conduct disorder (including 

oppositional defiant disorder) 

Conduct disorder (including oppositional defiant  

disorder) 

Eating disorders  Anorexia nervosa 

Bulimia nervosa 

Eating disorders not otherwise specified 

 (EDNOS) 

Factitious disorder  Munchausen syndrome 



 

Factitious disorder - Other / type not known 

Faecal soiling (encopresis) Faecal soiling (encopresis) / Bowel incontinence 

Hyperkinetic disorder ADHD / ADD 

General learning disability  Down’s syndrome 

Fragile X syndrome 

General learning disability - Other / type not  

known e.g. -: 

 

  Cri du chat syndrome  

Foetal Alcohol syndrome  

Global Development Delay  

Hurler’s syndrome  

Klinefelter syndrome  

Lesch-Nyan syndrome  

Prader-Willi syndrome  

Sturge-Weber syndrome  

Tay-Sachs disease  

Turner’s syndrome  

Trisomy syndromes  

Mixed anxiety and depressive 

disorders 

Anxiety and depressive disorder - mixed 

Mood disorders  Bipolar affective disorder (Hypomania /  

Mania) 

Depressive disorder / Depression 

Mood disorders - Other / type not known 

Obsessive compulsive disorder Obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) 

Personality disorder  Personality disorder 



 

Psychotic disorders  Schizoaffective disorder 

Schizophrenia 

Psychotic disorder - Other / type not known 

Somatoform and dissociative 

disorders  

Body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) 

Conversion disorder (hysteria) 

Dissociative disorder - Other / type not  

known 

Somatoform disorder - Other / type not known 

e.g. Somatisation disorder,  

Hypochondriasis,  

Pain disorder 



 

Cataract  

Diseases of conjunctiva, cornea, eyelids and 

lacrimal apparatus  

Visual 

disea

se 

 Specific learning disorders Speech or language disorders – Other / type not  

known e.g. 

• Dysphasia  

• Dysphonia  

• Stammer/Stutter  

• Dyslexia  

• Dyspraxia also known as Developmental 

coordination disorder  

Specific learning disorder – Other / type not  

known e.g. 

• Dyscalculia  

Stress reactions  Post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 

Stress reaction disorder - Other / type not Known  

e.g. 

• Adjustment disorders  

Substance (mis) use disorders  Alcohol misuse (Alcoholism) 

• Wernicke Korsakoff syndrome  

Drug misuse 



 
Cataract 

Corneal ulceration 

Entropion 

Herpes zoster - ophthalmic 

Keratitis 

Keratoconus 

Orbital cellulitis 



 

Ptosis  

Scleritis 

Conjunctiva, cornea, eyelids and lacrimal 

apparatus  

- Other disease of / type not known 

Diabetic retinopathy 

Hypertensive retinopathy 

Macular degeneration 

Optic atrophy 

Optic neuritis 

Retinal artery occlusion 

Diseases of the retina and optic nerve  

Retinal detachment 

Retinal vein occlusion 

Retinitis Pigmentosa 

Retinopathy - Other / type not known 

Retina and optic nerve - Other disease of / 

type not  

known 

Nystagmus 

Disorders of eye movement  Strabismus (Squint)  

Eye movement - Other disorder of / type not known 

Eye Injuries  Eye/s - Injury to 

Glaucoma  Glaucoma 



 

Refractive errors  

Astigmatism 

Hypermetropia (long-sighted) 

Myopia (short-sighted) 

Presbyopia 

Refractive error - Other / type not known 

Uveitis  Anterior Uveitis (iritis) 

Posterior Uveitis (choroiditis) 

Chorioretinal disorder - Other / type not 

known 

Amblyopia 

Cortical blindness 

Diplopia (double vision) 

Hemianopia 

Visual field defects  

Quadrantanopia 

Scotoma 

Tunnel vision 

Visual field defects - Other / type not known 

Posterior vitreous detachment 

 Vitreous disease  Vitreous haemorrhage 

Vitreous disease - Other / type not known 

 Other diseases affecting vision Vision - Other disease affecting / type not known 

Neurological disease (Nervous system disorders) Head injury  Head injury - Cognitive impairment 

Head injury - Sensorimotor impairment 

Head injury - Cognitive and sensorimotor  

impairment 
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01 Split Rate Decision - Introduction 

  

Introduction 

1. There may be instances when you need to record a split rate decision on PIPCS that is: 

• a deterioration in condition before a new claim decision is made - See: New Claims - Input your 

pre UT date decision  

• a Change of Circumstance (CofC) Review, for example the evidence you have supports the 

increased needs due to a CofC for one component, but the evidence for the other component is 

disadvantageous to the claimant - See:  Split  Rate decisions - CofC   

• an Upper Tribunal (UT) decision may change entitlement - See: Upper Tribunal and Split Rate 

decision as a result of UT  

Note: A UT decision is a relevant determination (link is external) and any change must only be applied 

from that date. However, in instances where the First Tier Tribunal (FtT) or UT is not bound, PIP can be 

awarded from the date of entitlement, even if this date is before a UT decision date - See: ADM Memos 

29/17 and 30/17. 

02 Date of Claim/Effective Date 

  



 

1. Where the date of claim/effective date is on or after the UT decision date the decision must be 

recorded on PIPCS and a system notification issued, as per business as usual, using the interpretation 

contained within the relevant determination. 

2. Where the date of claim/effective date is before the UT decision date, apply the new activity 

interpretations from the UT decision date and the old activity interpretations up to the UT decision date. 

3. Where the date of claim/effective date is before the UT decision date, apply the following split 

rate processes: 

Case Type Action 

New Claims input the decisions on to PIPCS 

See: UT split rate processes - New Claims 

CofC Reviews/Award Reviews input the decisions on to PIPCS following the instructions 

See: Split Rate Decisions - Award Reviews  

Mandatory Reconsideration input the decisions on PIPCS 

See: UT split rate processes - Reconsiderations 

Example using UT decision for RJ: 

The tables listed below illustrate case type scenarios, applying the UT decision for RJ with a relevant 

determination date 9.3.17 and where a split rate decision must be considered. 

Note: You must apply changes as a result of the RJ UT decision into normal BAU processes from 25.9.17. 

Decisions made before 25.9.17 in the period on or after 9.3.17 to 24.9.17 and all PIP awards in payment 

on 9.3.17 will be reviewed in a separate exercise - See: ADM Memo 30/17 (link is external) para 7. 

New Claims 

4. Dependant on the date of claim (DOC) you may need to make a split rate decision - See: Date of 

Claim/ Effective Date. 

Date of claim/QP met before 

9.3.17 

Potential Split Rate 

decision 

Outcome 



 

√ √ See: ADM Memo 30/17 and complete a split rate 

decision onto PIPCS 

See: UT split rate processes - New Claims 

Reassessment 

5. As the judgement doesn’t apply to Disability Living Allowance (DLA), you must only apply 

changes from the start date (following a four week run-on) of a Personal Independence Payment (PIP) 

award - See: ADM Memo 30/17. 

6. Where there has previously been a negative determination on a reassessment case and DLA 

payments have stopped, you may need to consider the UT decision from an earlier period if the effective 

date, the day after DLA was terminated, is before 9.3.17. 

Change of Circumstance and Award Reviews 

7. If the claimant would benefit from the RJ UT decision, you must supersede the previous award 

from the normal effective date. When the change effective date is on or before 9.3.17 and the 

Qualifying Period (QP) was met before this date you must determine the case in two ways - See: Date of 

Claim/ Effective date and Split rate decision as a result of UT (link is external). 

Change Effective date 

before 9.3.17 

QP met before 

9.3.17 

Potential Split rate 

decision 

Outcome 

√ √ √ See: Example and complete a Split rate decision - 

See: Split Rate Decisions - Award  

Reviews 

CofC and Award Review QP Met before 9.3.17 – Example: 

Claimant reports deterioration condition and increased needs on 1.4.17, increased needs arose from 

1.12.16. The CM decides the QP was met before 9.3.17. When completing the decision the CM notes the 

claim would be affected by the new case law. 

The period 1.3.17 to 8.3.17 must be awarded in accordance with the old interpretation of descriptors 

and for the period 9.3.17 onwards you must determine the claim using the new interpretation of 

descriptors. 

Advance Claim 



 

8. Advance Claims won’t require a split rate decision. You must apply the change in descriptors 

from the new award date, which is the date after the previous award ends - See: ADM Memo 30/17. 

9. If a Change of Circumstance Award Review (task 52) is created whilst completing an Advance 

Claim determination, you will consider the change effective date first and if applicable apply any change 

in the interpretation of descriptors. This will depend on where the change effective date occurs in 

relation to the relevant determination date, which in this case is 9.3.17. 

If the change effective date is before 9.3.17 you must consider making a split rate decision. 

03 Reconsiderations 

  

1. An Upper Tribunal decision is a relevant determination and any changes as a result of the UT decision 

must be applied only from that date. For requests specifically as a result of the RJ UT decision any 

revised decisions must not pre-date 9.3.17. That is any award given on the grounds of official error or 

reinterpretation of the law must only be applied from 9.3.17 - See: ADM Memo 30/17. 

Reconsiderations Negative Determination 

2. The table below gives examples of the different type of reconsiderations of negative determinations 

in various circumstances and the action you must consider, taking into consideration the RJ UT 

decision. 

Note: You must consider a split rate decision that is, if the QP was met before 9.3.17. 

Type of Claim DOC/ 

Effective date 

before  

9.3.17 

DOC/ 

Effective date 

after  

9.3.17 

Outcome 

  Potential Split rate   



 

New Claim Negative determination -

Recon registered and decision not made 

before 25.9.17 

√ X New Claims 

See: ADM Memo 30/17 

Reconsiderations See: ADM Memo  

30/17 complete determination See: 

Reconsiderations - Input your pre UT 

decision 

Reassessment Negative determination -

Recon registered and decision not made 

before  

25.9.17 or requested after 25.9.17 

√ X If DLA was stopped before 9.3.17 it could 

result in a split decision 

See: Split rate decision as a result of  

UT and UT Split Rate processes -  

Reconsiderations 

Change of Circumstance/Award  

Review Negative determination - Recon 

registered and decision not  

made before 25.9.17 

√ √ See: Split rate decision as a result of  

UT and Split Rate processes -  

Reconsiderations 

Change of Circumstance/Award  √ √ See: Split rate decision as a result of  

Review Negative determination - Recon 

registered and decision not  

made before 25.9.17 

  UT and Split Rate processes -  

Reconsiderations 

Change of Circumstance/Award  

Review Negative determination Recon 

registered and decision not  

made before 25.9.17 

√ √ See: Split rate decision as a result of  

UT and Split Rate processes -  

Reconsiderations 

Reconsideration Disability Disallowed or Awarded 

3. When completing a reconsideration of a first- tier decision where the effective date is on or after 

9.3.17, the RJ UT must be applied from the date of the relevant determination 9.3.17, if the claimant 

was entitled to PIP on that date. Cases must be fully considered under the RJ UT at this stage and not 

left for the LEAP exercise. 

4. The table below illustrates case scenarios where the effective date is before 09.3.17 and on or after  



 

9.3.17 and whether a split rate payment might be appropriate due to the RJ UT decision. 

Note: You must consider a split rate decision that is, if the QP was met before 9.3.17. 

Type of Claim DOC/Effective 

date before  

9.3.17 

DOC/Effective 

date after  

9.3.17 

Outcome 

  Potential Split rate   

New Claim/Reassessment disability –  

Recon registered before 25.9.17 

√ X See: Split rate decision as a 

result of UT and input decision 

See: UT Split Rate processes -  

Reconsiderations 

New Claim/Reassessment disability - Recon 

requested after 25.9.17 and original disability 

decision made before  

25.9.17 

√ X See: Split rate decision as a 

result of UT and input decision 

See: UT Split Rate processes -  

Reconsiderations 

New Claim/Reassessment - Recon requested 

after 25.9.17 and original  

√ X See: Split rate decision as a 

result of UT and input  

 

disability decision made after 25.9.17   decision 

See: UT Split Rate processes -  

Reconsiderations 



 

Change of Circumstance/Award review – 

Recon registered decision not made before 

25.9.17 

√ √ See: Split rate decision as a 

result of UT and input decision 

See: Reconsiderations - Input 

your pre UT decision 

Change of Circumstance/Award Review – 

Recon registered after 25.9.17 and disability 

decision made before 25.9.17 

√ √ See: Split rate decision as a 

result of UT and input decision 

See: UT Split Rate processes -  

Reconsiderations 

Change of Circumstance/Award Review – 

Recon requested before 5.9.17 and original 

decision made before 25.9.17 

√ √ See: Split rate decision as a 

result of UT and input decision 

See: Reconsiderations - Input 

your pre UT decision 

Advance Claim -Recon registered before 

25.9.17 and original decision made before 

25.9.17 

√ √ See: Split rate decision as a 

result of UT and input decision 

See: UT Split Rate processes -  

Reconsiderations 

Advance Claim - Recon requested after 25.9.17 

and disability decision made before 25.9.17 

√ √ See: Split rate decision as a 

result of UT and input decision 

See: UT Split Rate processes -  

Reconsiderations 



 

Advance Claim -Recon requested after  √ √ See: Split rate decision as a  

 

25.9.17 and disability decision made after 

25.9.17 

  result of UT and input decision 

See: UT Split Rate processes -  

Reconsiderations 

04 Appeals 

  

1. Decisions made on or after 9.3.17 must be made in accordance with the relevant determination. 

If an appeal is made against a decision where you would have been bound by the relevant determination 

then the FtT or UT will be similarly bound. Decisions under appeal where you wouldn’t have been bound 

by the relevant determination then the FtT are similarly not bound. In instances where the FtT or UT is 

not bound they can award PIP from the date of entitlement, even if this date is before 9.3.17. 

2. If an appeal has been made to the FtT but a decision is outstanding, you can revise the decision 

at anytime. Where the effect of the UT decision could result in either PIP entitlement or a higher rate of 

PIP being awarded, the decision may be revised in the claimants favour, this will have the effect of 

lapsing the appeal - See: ADM Memo 30/17 and Consider lapsing an appeal following an Upper Tribunal 

Decision (link is external) and Lapsing an Appeal . 

Appeal Outcomes 

3. Following Appeal outcomes, FtT will have considered the RJ UT decision on all cases awarded on 

or after 9.3.17 and input on PIPCS. 

Type of Claim Date of Claim 

before 9.3.17 

Potential Split rate 

decision  

Outcome 



 

Appeal registered and no response 

before 25.9.17 

√ √ Complete a split rate decision onto 

PIPCS 

See: UT split rate processes - New  

Claims 

Consider if appropriate to lapse the 

appeal 

See: Lapsing an appeal following an 

Upper Tribunal Decision 

Appeal made after 25.9.17 √ √ Complete a split rate decision onto 

PIPCS 

See: UT split rate processes - New  

Claims  

Consider if appropriate to lapse the 

appeal 

 

   See: Lapsing an appeal following an 

Upper Tribunal Decision 

05 Notification of Death 

  

1. A case with any outstanding event at the time we’re notified of a date of death, where the Next 

of Kin (NoK) wants us to proceed, the UT decision will be considered as BAU. 

2. Any case where we’re notified of a date of death where there isn’t an outstanding event or 

where the NoK doesn’t want us to proceed with an outstanding event, the UT decision will be 

considered in AE - See: ADM Memo 30/17 para 7. 

06 Notifying a split rate decision 

  

1. For all split rate decisions as a result of the Upper Tribunal, create a split rate notification using the 

appropriate clerical notification 



 

• PIP.7001s New Claim split rate award  

• PIP.7002s Reconsideration split rate award  

• PIP.7003s Interventions split rate award  

• PIP.2009s Appeals split rate award  

Step Action 

1 open the PIP clerical template and select split rate notification 

2 input the pre 9.3.17 award 

Note: When completing a New Claim split rate decision, all pre 9.3.17 decisions recorded must be dated up 

until 8.3.17, this is the date before the UT judgment became effective 

3 select the descriptors for the pre 9.3.17 decision 

4 input the post 9.3.17 award 

Note: When completing a New Claim split rate decision post 9.3.17, decisions must be recorded from the date 

the judgment became effective i.e. 9.3.17 

5 select and update only the descriptors that have changed post 9.3.17 for example activity 3 or activity 11 or 

both where appropriate 

Note: Letters will include correct dispute paragraphs. 

      New Claims - Input your pre UT date decision  

2. 

Step  Action 

1 select the Assessments tab to open the Assessments homepage 

2 select the Determinations tab to display the following three tabs in a line: 

Questionnaires  

Submissions  

 

 • Reasons  



 

3 select the Questionnaires tab 

4 select Answer from the actions button on the right hand side (RHS) of the appropriate assessment 

questionnaire 

this opens a new questionnaire for you to answer, pre populated with HP’s answers 

5 complete the assessment questionnaire 

input the following text in the reasons field on PIPCS 

‘Full reasons for decision provided at the determination with effective date of the latest decision 

**/1**/20**’ 

Note: For a split rate decision this date will be for your second decision or decision with the latest effective 

date 

6 after completing and saving your reasons in PIPCS you’re returned to the Determinations screen and the 

reasons completed status for the determination display as active 

7 provided you’re satisfied the assessment questionnaire and your reasons are complete and correct you can 

complete the determination. This action is a mandatory step which finalises all action in the decision assist part 

of PIPCS 

8 select Action on the RHS 

9 select option Complete Determination 

system displays a confirmation dialogue box text: 

Step 1 ‘Are you sure you want to complete this determination?’ 

10 select Next to confirm, system opens 

Step 2 - Set effective date 

‘Please enter the effective date of the determination’ 

11 input the effective date of the earliest/first decision 



 

12 select next 

13 a pop up box will display stating ‘is the effective date correct?’ 

14 if the date input is correct select save 

 

15 don’t apply the evidence instead input your second decision  

16 modify your first decision determination 

17 select the action drop down button on the RHS of the first determination 

options include complete determination, cancel and create determination 

Note: If the determination being modified has already been completed the option to cancel won’t be available 

18 select the option Modify Determination system displays Modify Determination dialogue box 

19 select the reason from the options available 

20 select the option CM (this shows DM currently) from the Requested For list options 

21 input any detail if needed in Comments box 

Note: The AP won’t be able to view comments, so ensure notes for the AP are recorded in the task notes and 

assessment notes. The AP has access only to task notes not assessment notes if using PIPAT 

22 select save 

system creates a new determination with selected reason and date created 

23 complete the assessment questionnaire and input your full reasons for the split rate decision 

24 select action button on the RHS of the first determination which has a status of In Progress 

the drop down menu options include Request AP advice, Cancel determination 



 

25 select option Complete Determination 

system displays a confirmation dialogue box text: 

Step 1 - ‘Are you sure you want to complete this determination?’ 

26 select next to confirm, system opens 

Step 2 - Set effective date 

‘Please enter the effective date of the determination’ 

27 enter the effective date of the second determination 

28 select next 

29 a pop up box will appear stating ‘is the effective date correct?’ 

30 if the date input is correct select save 

31 apply the PIP Assessment Determination evidence for your first determination then refresh and return to 

Evidence Summary 

Note: PIP Assessment Determination evidence must be applied in effective date order, earliest date first 

32 apply the second PIP Assessment Determination evidence and any other evidence as per business as usual 

using the appropriate new claims instructions 

33 check eligibility and input end of award/review date/s then submit for approval as per business as usual using 

the appropriate new claims instructions 

34 open the communication record and suppress all system generated decision letters  

(PIP7001/7011), and manually issue a Split Rate decision letter 

See: Notifying a split rate decision earlier in this chapter and Suppress system generated notifications 

  



 

  

Review/Mandatory Reconsideration/Appeal Split Rate decision 

This step and action must be completed on the same day 

Note: If your decision removes entitlement to enhanced rate mobility and the claimant has a Motability 

agreement you must complete the appropriate steps before inputting your split rate decision - See:  

Motability Cases. 

3. 

Step  Action 

1 navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the Action button in the top right hand corner and select ‘suspend 

case’ 

2 navigate to decision assist and modify the appropriate determination Modify determination - paragraph 14 

step & action 

3 complete the assessment questionnaire as appropriate for the event - Award Review, Change of  

Circumstances Review, Reconsideration,  Appeal - inputting earliest period determination  

 

 descriptor scores 

4 input the following text in the Reasons tab on PIPCS ‘Full reasons for decision provided at the determination 

with effective date of **/**/20**.’ 

Note: For a split rate decision this date will be for your second decision or decision with the latest effective 

date. 

5 complete the determination using the effective date of the earliest split rate decision period 

Note: If there are more than two award periods input the determinations in effective date order from earliest 

to latest. 



 

6 navigate back to the evidence summary, complete any evidence action as necessary e.g. hospital dates and 

apply any changes to evidence. 

Note: A warning message will display advising the benefit delivery case is suspended this can be ignored 

7 Then check and, if necessary, edit the Medical Details evidence to ensure both the AS indicated and the AS 

determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant and apply the medical details evidence only. 

If the claimant is AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support identified’ fields 

must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

If the claimant is not AS then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional  

Support identified’ fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

8 navigate back to decision assist and modify the determination that was completed at step 4  

Modify determination - paragraph 14 step & action 

9 change descriptor scores as appropriate for the latest/second determination period 

Note: If there are more than two award periods input the determinations in effective date order from earliest 

to latest. 

10 input reasons for decision 

11 complete the determination using the effective date of the latest split rate decision period 

Note: If there are more than two award periods input the determinations in effective date order from earliest 

to latest. 

12 navigate back to the evidence summary and apply changes to the evidence again 

Note: A warning message will display advising the benefit delivery case is suspended this can be  

 

 ignored. 

13 repeat steps 9 to 11 as required for more than two award periods 



 

14 navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the action button in the top right hand corner and select ‘un-

suspend case’ 

15 select the reason ‘New Evidence’ when un-suspending the case and select ‘Save’ 

16 using the same action button select ‘Edit’. Input comments ‘Event Type – Split rate decision’ and update review 

and end of award dates, if required, then select ‘Save’ 

17 using the same action button select ‘Check Eligibility’ tick box ‘Use Active Evidence only’ and select ‘Save’ 

18 using the same action button select ‘Submit for Approval’ ‘Are you 

sure you want to submit this case for approval’ 

select ‘Yes’ 

19 using the same action button ‘Activate’ the benefit delivery case (if activate is greyed out press the refresh 

button or close and then re-open the tab) 

Note: If ‘Activate’ button remains greyed out go to Task tab and see if there’s a management check. Your 

Supervisor must approve the check and return  the case to you to ‘Activate’ 

20 A single payment correction case will be created for the correct amount and the latest payment will be 

recalled, if appropriate 

Note: If the determinations were applied within 3 to 7 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS will 

automatically recall the payment and input a nominee suspension. CMs must consider deleting the recall 

payment and removing the nominee suspension. 

Note: If the determinations were applied within 2 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS will generate a 

task to a CW manual payment recall. The CM must consider grabbing and deleting this task if appropriate. 

Consideration to Debt Interest and Payment correction action must be taken - See: Payment  

Correction instructions 

21 navigate to the Open Intervention / Reconsideration / Appeal record and conclude with the appropriate 

conclusion reason 



 

22 suppress the notification with the dropdown value of system notifications unsuitable and add a comment 

****Split Rate**** 

23 A manual notification will be required for the split rate decision to include Certificate of Entitlement and 

Vehicle Excise Duty if applicable for enhanced rate awards. 

Note: If a Reconsideration or Appeal is open, this must be closed before checking eligibility. 

Learning Simulation: Input Split Rate decision (link is external) 

Motability Cases 

4. If you are removing enhanced rate mobility from a Motability claimant complete step A or B, as 

appropriate, before inputting your split rate decision - See: Review/Mandatory Reconsideration/Appeal 

Split Rate. 

5. If the end date of enhanced rate mobility is before the full MOTA agreement start date go to 

step A.  If the end date of enhanced rate mobility is during a full MOTA agreement go to step B. 

Note: If there is only a provisional Motability agreement held (safe date only) on the effective date you 

can input your split rate decision without referring to the instructions below. 

A 

If the effective date is before the full MOTA agreement start date the MOTA agreement will need to be deleted by the 

specialist MOTA Spec team. Email MOTA Spec -  

Including ‘Delete full MOTA Agreement - Split Rate’ in the email subject to request a call-back from MOTA Spec. Take 

and save a screenshot of the MOTA agreement on PIPCS using snipping tool, as the agreement will no longer be visible 

once deleted. 

When MOTA Spec contact you ask the specialist user to delete the MOTA agreement record from PIPCS, apply the 

evidence changes to active pending deletion evidence and submit the Motability overpayment correction case for 

approval, this will trigger a payment recovery. If you complete step C arrange a suitable time to call-back MOTA Spec. 

You must close the claimant underpayment correction case with the comment ‘Split rate’. 

B 



 

If the effective date is during the full MOTA agreement the MOTA agreement will need to be terminated by the 

specialist MOTA Spec team. Email MOTA Spec -  

‘Terminate full MOTA Agreement - Split Rate’ in the email subject to request a call-back from MOTA Spec. Take and 

save a screenshot of the MOTA agreement on PIPCS using snipping tool, as the agreement will no longer be visible 

once terminated. 

When MOTA Spec contact you ask the specialist user to terminate the MOTA agreement record from PIPCS using the 

last date of enhanced rate mob entitlement, with a reason of no longer entitled, apply the evidence changes and 

submit the Motability overpayment correction case for approval, this will trigger a payment recovery. If you complete 

step D arrange a suitable time to call-back MOTA Spec.  

You must close the claimant underpayment correction case with the comment ‘Split Rate’. 

6. In the rare circumstances your split rate decision removes and reinstates enhanced rate mobility 

after step 18 of the split rate step and action complete 

• Step C - if the end date of enhanced rate mobility was before the full MOTA agreement start 

date or  

• Step D - if the end date of enhanced rate mobility was during a full MOTA agreement  

C D 

If you re award enhanced rate mobility for the latest 

determination period call-back MOTA Spec and ask the 

specialist user to re-input the MOTA agreement using the 

original start date, and include the comment ‘Split rate’. 

  

If you award enhanced rate mobility for the latest 

determination period call-back MOTA Spec and ask the 

specialist user to remove the termination date and 

reason from the existing evidence. 

Update the mandatory safe date field to match the 

earliest safe date displayed so that payments will resume 

to the MOTA supplier from this date. 

Note: MOTA agreements with an amount less than the 

total enhanced rate mob have a later safe date and PIPCS 

will pay the claimant mob from enhanced rate mob 

entitlement start date up to the safe date.  
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01 New Claims/Reassessment 

Failure to Attend (FTA) 

New Claims/Reassessment 

Claimant fails to attend assessment 

1. If the AP is using PIP Assessment Tool (PIPAT) when they return the case for reason ‘Failure to Attend’ 

(FTA) a task is automatically tasked to the CW work queue. 

2. If the AP is not using PIPAT and is accessing PIPCS directly when the documents relating to the FTA 

(for example the AP contact history document) are received in Document Repository System (DRS) a 

task is automatically created to the CW work queue. 

3. On receipt of the task the CW should consider any information about the FTA. 

Considering the evidence for FTA 

4. There should be contact history from the AP in any case where the AP has tried to arrange a 

consultation. The contact history for a case isn’t part of PIPCS but a hard copy should have been 

scanned into DRS when sent to the MOU. It is viewed in the same way as any scanned documentation, 

on the person homepage: 

Step Action 

1 select the contact tab 



 

2 select: the Attachments link on the left side of the screen 

3 select: ‘View Document’ from the Action button next to the contact history document 

5. Capita will complete the contact history information providing full details within Decision Assist Notes 

and a task will be automatically created to the complex case queue. Capita will also send a contact 

history document, however this will not contain the APs full FTA reasons therefore on all Capita cases, 

the Decision Notes should be referred to all times. 

Note: As information from Capita is contained in Decision Assist notes, you can make a decision before 

you receive the contact history document. 

6. The APs will continue to complete the contact history document however, it must be noted the full 

contact history details received from Independent Assessment Services and Capita will be accessed at 

different points by the CW/CM. 

7. Independent Assessment Services will complete the contact history document providing full details on 

how the AP has tried to arrange a consultation with the claimant. An FTA task will be received and the 

CW/CM must await the return of the AP Contact History, which will be scanned into DRS and sent to 

the relevant MOU. 

8. The contact history provides information about contact the claimant has had with the AP about their 

appointment. It’s important as it helps to ensure the correct procedure has been followed. 

9. You should be able to check from the details provided by the AP that the claimant has been notified 

correctly. That is, they have been notified at least 7 calendar days before the appointment, (or less if 

agreed previously with the claimant). 

10. The Independent Assessment Services 'Contact History' document will contain the following 

information: 

• Appointment History  

• date appointment was created  

• date and Time of Appointment  

• assessment centre appointment is booked for  

• date Independent Assessment Services sent the appointment letter to the claimant  

• address the appointment letter was sent  

• what the outcome of the appointment was  



 

• date the outcome was recorded  

• Contact History  

• time / date of claimant contact  

• type of contact (SMS / Phone call)  

• telephone number used for claimant phone call (obtained from PIPCS)  

• SMS text number used for claimant contact (obtained from PIPCS)  

• reason for contact  

• description of contact  

The Capita 'Contact History' information documented within the Decision Assist notes will contain the 

following information: 

• NINO  

• appointment / Date / Time / Venue  

• date and time appointment booked  

• contact made with claimant regarding appointment (details calls, texts, letters with time / date)  

• address the appointment letter was sent  

• telephone number used for claimant phone call  

• SMS text number used for claimant contact  

• appointment comments  

• evidence sent to DWP  

• reason for assessment return  

• check completed by name / date   



 

02 How to action the Failure to Attend (FTA) task 

How to action the Failure to Attend (FTA) task 

1. When the Independent Assessment Services FTA task is received in the CM complex work queue it 

must be left in the queue until the return of the Independent Assessment Services AP Contact History. 

2. When all of the evidence is available, you must open the AP Contact History task and then 'grab' the 

FTA task - See: PIP Workflow and Task Management Good Practice Guide, Para 4.  

3. When the Capita FTA task is received in the CM Complex work queue it must be actioned as soon as 

possible. Capita AP’s record AP Contact History details directly in Decision Assist. 

Note: On viewing the contact history / PIPCS Decision Assist, the Case Worker (CW) must check if the PIP 

claimant is currently in receipt of DLA. If they are, the CW must refer the case to the CM. The CM will 

then consider the FTA and any impact on the Disability Living Allowance (DLA) award. 

4. The CW must undertake a number of actions on receipt of the AP Contact History task. 

Action in PIPCS - good reason not shown (FTA) 

5. Action is taken in the medical evidence details screens in PIPCS when the: 

• PIP.6000 isn’t returned and additional support isn’t indicated - See: No Additional Support 

Marker Identified 

• PIP.6000 has been returned and you decide the claimant hasn’t shown good reason - See: 

Considering the evidence for FTA and also See: Good Reason 

6. The medical evidence details screen in PIPCS includes the FTA field. 

7. When ‘FTA - Good reason accepted’ is set to ‘No’ in ‘Medical evidence details’ in PIPCS, the rules fail 

when check eligibility action is taken. You must: 

Step Action 

1 suppress the system notification 

2 manually complete and issue the PIP.7004 New claim or PIP.7007 reassessment. 



 

8. Medical details evidence in PIPCS is accessed from the application case home page. To do this you 

must: 

Step Action 

  

1 select the ‘Evidence’ tab 

2 

  

  

select ‘Active’ or ‘In Edit’ evidence from the left hand navigation panel as appropriate for the case 

The ‘Active’ (or In Edit) Evidence List’ page opens 

3 select toggle next to the Medical Details type to expand 

4 

  

  

select the ‘Continue editing’ option from the action button on the right hand side of the expanded details. 

The system opens the ‘Edit Medical Evidence Details’ page, pre populated with the previously recorded details 

5 select the ‘No’ option from drop down to the question: ‘Failure to attend – Good Reason Accepted' 

6 

  

  

record the details of the reason in the ‘Comments’ box at the bottom of the page 

For example, ‘FTA Good Reason not shown’, ‘AP contact history and actions fully adhere to the FTA process’. 

7 select ‘Save’. 

The system saves the information and returns to the medical evidence details list page 

8 select ‘Evidence dashboard’ to view all evidence 

9 

  

select the ‘Validate Changes’ option from action drop down 

check the evidence shown in dialogue box is correct 



 

10 select ‘Save’ to validate evidence and return to the evidence dashboard 

11 select ‘In Edit evidence’ 

12 

  

select ‘Apply changes’ from the action drop down button 

this opens a dialogue box and displays a list of all evidence not applied 

13 select ‘all evidence’ to apply the changes 

14 select ‘Save’ 

9. After applying changes to activate the evidence as above the next step is to check eligibility in PIPCS. 

10. You’ll need to return to the Application case home page and then you must: 

Step Action 

1 select the ‘Eligibility checks’ tab to display a list of all previous eligibility checks 

2 select ‘Check Eligibility’ from the action drop down button in the top right hand corner. This opens the dialogue 

box 

3 tick the ‘Use active evidence only’ checkbox 

4 tick the current PIP claim checkbox 

5 select ‘Yes’ to run the rules and return to the eligibility checks list page 

6 select toggle next to the completed check to view the details 

7 

  

  

select the ‘Ineligible’ tab, to view the check, the status displays ‘Lay eligibility failed’. 

Note: This shows ‘Full eligibility failed’ when there’s been an assessment completed. 

8 Cancel the determination. See cancelling the determination 

11. When you go on to disallow from the ineligible result, a system notification is generated, but 

notification PIP.7000 won’t contain the correct paragraphs for the decision. You must suppress this 



 

notification before going on to disallow and complete and issue the clerical notification PIP.7004 - 

See:  

Suppressing the system notification and completing the clerical decision notification. 

Action in PIPCS - good reason shown (FTA) 

12. Where you decide good reason has been shown, the case must be referred back to the AP for an 

assessment to be carried out. Before referral you must: 

Step Action 

1 set Good reason accepted as ‘Yes’ in the ‘Edit Medical evidence details’ screen 

2 cancel the current ‘In Progress’ determination 

Note: A note should be added in the Comments box of the ‘Cancel determination’ dialogue box  

‘Determination cancelled – new determination created’ - See: Cancelling the determination  

3 create a new determination 

4 create a ‘Manually AP Assessment Required’ task1 

13. If you decide the claimant has shown good reason for their failure to attend, you must record the 

details fully in the Medical Details evidence in PIPCS. 

14. Where a claimant who failed to attend gave their reasons by phone, the task for return of a PIP.6000 

might still be outstanding. This task must be closed before proceeding. In PIPCS you must: 

Step Action 

1 repeat steps 1 to 4 above 

2 select the ‘Yes’ option from drop down to the question: ‘Failure to attend – Good Reason  

Accepted' 



 

3 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

record the details in the Comments box at the bottom of the page 

Include any other FTA details which may help advise the AP to re-schedule the assessment. For example: 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate. 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA for example: 

If the claimant is in hospital  

in prison  

changed address  

4 select ‘Save’ 

The system saves the information and returns to the medical evidence details list page 

5 

  

if evidence change relates to Medical Details evidence consider if it is required to be split into two periods 

(‘Time Slicing’) that is a change is required to it that isn’t applicable from the start of that evidence period 

6 

  

  

  

select ‘Effective Date of Change’ to modify the details of the new evidence period 

Note: The changes made on the new evidence period apply from the entered ‘Effective Date of  

Change’. Both evidence periods continue to remain active but cover different time frames 

7 select ‘Evidence dashboard’ to view all evidence 



 

  

  

  
Note: If a change requires a user to split evidence, that is to make a change that isn’t from the start date of an 

evidence, for anything other than Medical Details evidence it must be completed via the Evidence Dashboard, 

by editing and inserting an End Date with the current evidence and creating a new evidence 

8 select the ‘Validate Changes’ option from action drop down 

check the evidence shown in dialogue box is correct 

9 select ‘Save’ to validate evidence and return to the evidence dashboard 

10 select ‘In Edit evidence’ 

11 

  

select ‘Apply changes’ from the action drop down button 

this opens a dialogue box and displays a list of all evidence not applied 

12 select ‘all evidence’ to apply the changes 

13 select ‘Save’ 

Note: In PIPCS the AP will only be able to view ‘applied’ evidence, they don’t see any ‘In Edit’ evidence.  



 

03 Additional Support 

Additional Support 

 (AS) Marker Identified 

1. The context panel of the PIPCS case home page (application or integrated case as appropriate) will 

display ‘Additional Support Indicated’ if additional support had been identified or indicated when 

the claim was made. It will display ‘Additional Support Determined’ if appropriate where there has 

been a previous assessment and decision on the case. 

Note: Should the AS ‘indicated’ status of the claimant change from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’ at any point following 

the new claim you must update both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support 

identified’ fields to ‘Yes’. You must update the most recent medical details evidence. 

2. Check medical evidence details in PIPCS for other information on the case, including the comments 

box on the page. If the claimant has previously failed to supply information, for example didn’t 

return the PIP2 this displays in medical evidence details. 

3. Where a claimant has been identified as potentially requiring additional support it may be difficult to 

establish reasons for FTA. There may be no PIP2 and they may not return form PIP6000. Enquiries 

will need to be made of any third party representative for the case before making a decision on good 

reason for FTA. 

Note: PIP6000 is only issued when additional support is required. 

4. If the claimant is identified as requiring Additional Support (AS) then; 

• it is clear that the claimant has tried to comply with the request but was unable to attend, for 

example was in hospital, then the CW should resubmit the case to the AP - See: Action in PIPCS – 

good reason shown (FTA)  

• where it is not clear, the CW will make 2 attempts to contact the claimant/ appointee by phone 

to obtain details as to why they did not attend  

• once the CW has successfully gathered this information they should pass the case through the 

complex case work queue to the CM for consideration of good reason  

5. If the CW is unable to contact the claimant by phone, they will: 



 

• issue a PIP.6000 to obtain reasons and defer the FTA task for a calendar month to await its 

return  

• when the task matures or the PIP.6000 is received (whichever is sooner) the CM should consider 

the good reason provided or whether to disallow  

Note: The claimant may phone and give good reasons for their failure to attend instead of returning the 

PIP6000. The communication record will indicate if there has been a call. Details of the call will be 

recorded in the history and comments tab of the task referred by telephony. If this is the case and the 

CM accepts good reason - See: Considering the evidence for FTA and also - See: Good Reason. 

6. If the PIP.6000 is returned within a calendar month the CM should consider whether there is good  

reason  for the claimant’s failure to attend, making sure the task is closed once their action is 

completed. 

7. If good reason is accepted then refer case back to the AP in Decision Assist - See: Action in PIPCS – 

good reason shown (FTA). 

8. If the PIP.6000 isn’t returned within a calendar month, the task matures and will be sent to the CM 

to consider disallowance. 

9. A negative determination is appropriate when good reason isn’t accepted for FTA. 

Note: It’s important to note the correct reason in the ‘Comments’ box of the medical details evidence. 

10. The ‘Medical Details Evidence’ screen is accessed from the ‘Application Case’ homepage. 

11. The ‘Medical Details Evidence’ screen in PIPCS includes a ‘Failure to attend - good reason accepted’ 

field, set this field to ‘No’. 

12. On receipt of the task ensure DLA other benefits evidence is present; it must be left ‘in edit’. If DLA 

other benefits evidence is not present, ensure it is more than 3 days since the AP returned the case 

to DWP, if not wait the full 3 days. If after 3 days there is no DLA Other Benefits evidence, do not 

disallow, but refer to CM. Ensure the appropriate SI marker on the person case with a value of 

‘submitted’ 

Step Action 

1 Select ‘Evidence’ tab 



 

2 Select ‘Active’ or ‘In Edit’ evidence from the left hand navigation panel as appropriate for the case.  

The ‘Active’ or ‘In Edit’ ‘Evidence List’ page opens 

3 Select the toggle next to ‘Medical Details’ type to expand 

4 Select ‘Continue editing’ option from the action button on the right hand side of the expanded details. System 

opens the ‘Edit Medical Details Evidence’ page, pre populated with the previously recorded details 

5 Select: ‘No’ option from drop down in ‘Failure to attend – good reason accepted’ field 

6 Record details of the reason in the ‘Comments’ box at the bottom of the page, for example  

‘claimant failed to attend – no additional support and good reason not accepted’ 

 Note: If you are completing FTA action on any event, other than a new claim, you must edit the medical details 

to ensure both the AS indicated and AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant. 

7 Select ‘Save’. PIPCS saves information, and returns to the medical evidence details list page 

8 Select ‘Evidence dashboard’ to view all evidence 

9 Select ‘Validate Changes’ option from action drop down 

10 Check evidence shown in dialogue box is correct 

11 Select ‘Save’ to validate evidence and return to ‘Evidence dash board’ 

12 Select ‘In edit evidence’ 

13 Select ‘Apply Changes’ from the action drop down button. This opens a dialogue box and displays a list of all 

evidence not applied 

14 Select ‘Medical details evidence’ to apply changes 

15 Select ‘Save’ 

13. Now check eligibility: 



 

Step Action 

1 Select ‘Eligibility’ tab 

2 Select ‘Check Eligibility’ on the right hand side 

3 Select ‘Ineligible’ tab 

Note: The status will display as ‘Lay conditions eligibility not met’ 

4 Toggle the ineligible result 

5 Select the ‘Action’ button on the right hand side 

6 Select ‘Disallow’ 

Note: A pop up box will appear stating ‘Are you sure you want to disallow? you must select ‘Yes’. 

7 Issue a manual PIP.7007 

No additional Support (AS) Marker identified 

14. On receipt of the AP contact history task, the CW will check the returned contact history/ PIPCS 

Decision Assist, to understand the actions taken on the case prior to being returned by the AP as 

FTA.  

For example; 

• has the appointment letter been sent to the correct address  

• was the appointment letter sent more than seven calendar days before the appointment  

• the claimant was allowed to reschedule their appointment once if requested, this is in addition 

to an alternative appointment which may have been offered to some claimants under the “60 

minute drive time” initiative  

• that the failure to attend was as a result of the claimant or appointee/ representative not 

attending and not that the AP was unavailable and so on  

15. If the contact history/ PIPCS Decision Assist doesn’t show the actions the AP has taken, or the 

actions taken are incomplete/ incorrect, then the case must be returned to the AP in line with 

normal procedures. 



 

Note: If the CW/ CM have concerns around AP compliance with procedures then this should be raised 

with the Local Operations Performance Manager/ SAM as per current process. 

16. Where the AP has applied the process correctly and there has been no effort to comply on behalf of 

the claimant and the case does not have an Additional Support (AS) marker the CW will disallow the 

case, update PIPCS accordingly and issue the notification - See: Considering the evidence for FTA and 

also - See: Action in PIPCS – good reason not shown (FTA). 

17. If this is the third time the case has returned from the AP for FTA, then do not return the case to the 

AP but refer to CM. 

18. Where it is clear that the claimant has tried to comply with the request but was unable to attend, for 

example, they were in hospital, the CW will resubmit the case to the AP - See: Action to take . 

19. Where you are uncertain please refer the case to your team leader for advice 

20. If the AP actions were correct and no reason has been provided the CW should then check to see if 

the claimant has an Additional Support Marker - See: Additional Support. 

  

  

04 Claimant has previously failed to return PIP2 or FTA 

  

Claimant fails to attend for second/multiple times – new claims and 

reassessments 

  

1. This is where: 

• the claimant fails to return their PIP2, and ‘good reason’ was accepted at reconsideration and 

claimant has now FTA their assessment; or  

• the claimant FTA their assessment ‘good reason’ was accepted at reconsideration and claimant 

has FTA again, this could occur more than once  

2. You can identify these cases as they will hold an open negative determination reconsideration record. 



 

3. You must complete the action above in ‘Considering the evidence for FTA’ - See: 02 How to action the 

FTA task and, where required - See: 03 additional support to establish whether ‘good reason’ should 

be accepted. 

Good reason accepted again 

4. Complete the PIPCS steps at - See: 02 How to action the FTA task – Paragraphs 22 – 24 and associated 

step and actions. 

5. Do not conclude or delete/cancel the negative determination reconsideration record. 

Note: For reassessment cases ensure DLA entitlement has NOT been terminated, and extend 

entitlement if required. 

Good reason not accepted 

6. Go to the application case – disputes tab – reconsideration from the list on the left hand side and 

conclude the record ‘cannot reconsider’ from the options provided by selecting the action button next 

to the open negative determination reconsideration record. 

7. Complete the PIPCS steps at - See: 02 How to action the FTA task – Paragraphs 15 – 21 and associated 

step and actions. 

8. For reassessment case you must manually end DLA entitlement from a 2 week safe date. 

Note: This is because PIP will only perform automated activity to end DLA once. If ‘good reason’ is 

subsequently not accepted PIPCS will not instigate automated activity to end DLA. 

Good reason previously accepted now not accepted 

9. The CM must manually end DLA entitlement from a two week safe date. To calculate the two week 

safe date - See: Change effective date (2 week safe date). 

Step Action  

1 access the DLA Other Benefits Evidence on PIPCS, update the ‘End Date’ and check the ‘DLA verified?’ box is 

‘ticked’. 



 

2 Apply the changes to the DLA other benefits evidence 

Note: The DLA end date must be the 2 week safe date and the DLA verified? Box must be ‘ticked’. 

3 access Disability Living Allowance Computer System (DLACS) 

4 access ‘DA091 Pick list Screen’: 

input DLA end date in ‘change effective from date’ field  

input a Y in ‘Entitlement’ field  

select ‘Enter’ 

5 input ‘A’ in the ‘Action Field’ of the current line 

6 amend current line so ‘to date’ is the DLA end date, the 2 week safe date 

7 delete ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite Period’ field, if present 

8 input ‘I’ in the ‘Action’ field to create a new line 

9 enter the day after the 2 week safe date in the ‘from date’ field and leave the end date blank 

10 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Indefinite’ field 

11 input ‘N’ in ‘Rate’ and new end reason codes appropriate to the PIP decision 

12 input ‘@’ at the bottom of the page in the ‘Next Item’ field 

13 enter ‘DA200’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ 

14 select ‘End’ 

Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA200 Evidence Summary’ screen. 

15 select ‘Enter’ 

16 enter ‘3’ in the ‘Decision Type’ field 



 

17 enter ‘N’ in the ‘Decision Notification Type’ field 

Note: The ‘Decision Date’ will be displayed as today’s date. 

18 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next Item’ field, if MOTA case, go to Step 23 

19 enter ‘DA105’ in the ‘Next dialogue’ field, then ‘Shift’ and ‘F3’ 

Note: DLACS will then show dialogue ‘DA105 Method of Payment’ screen. 

20 select ‘Enter’ 

21 enter ‘Y’ in the ‘Do you accept the payment details shown’ field 

22 enter ‘@’ in the ‘Next item’ field 

23 enter ‘DA535’ in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

24 check ‘DA535’ for any outstanding case controls and clear them in ‘DA530 Case Controls’ 

10. If there is a Motability agreement present, you must create a manual task to notify MOTA that 

benefit has stopped. 

Task Subject Task  

Type 

Task Allocation (Work Queue) Task  

Priority 

Deadline date 

NINO 

  

Action Required: PIP  

Award Changed 

  

Consider Mota Agreement 

  

To Do Blackpool Mota BC _MotaLiaison_Mota  

Agreement Team 1 

High 2 working 

days 

05 Reconsideration 

  



 

Negative determination New Claims 

Failure to Attend 

1. If the claimant was disallowed because they failed to attend (FTA) or failed to comply (FTC) a medical 

assessment, and has since provided reasons why, this is treated as a reconsideration application. 

Further action depends on whether or not the FTA/FTC reasons are received within the dispute period 

- See: Registering Reconsideration, See: ADM chapter 6, See: Good Reason and also See: New 

Claims/Reassessment. 

2. When there are repeated incidences of FTA, each incidence of non-compliance and the reasons given, 

must be considered individually - See: ADM A3 Revision. 

3. When considering the reasons you must consider patterns and history of previous failures which may 

impact the credibility of the evidence presented. 

4. A lack of credibility in the evidence may mean you: 

• maintain the negative determination  

• seek evidence (from the claimant or third party) to help inform your consideration  

5. If you’re considering accepting special circumstances good reason on a repeated incident of non-

compliance it is good practice to seek advice from the SAM. 

Example: 

Janine was asked to a face-to-face consultation but failed to attend. She gave no reason for not 

attending. When contacted, she said she’d lost her letter and couldn’t remember her appointment date. 

This was accepted and a new appointment was made. She didn’t attend this further appointment and 

again, gave her reason as losing her letter. As this was the second time she’d lost her appointment letter, 

it wasn’t accepted as reasonable and a negative determination was made. 

Good Reason 

6. When considering special circumstances: 

• It’s the claimant’s responsibility to provide reasons and supporting evidence  

• You must look at the claimant’s reasons and seek corroboration of the claimant’s 

reasons/evidence if appropriate  



 

• repeated failures can affect the credibility of the claimant’s evidence -  See:  ADM A3 Revision  

7. This is a two step process, you must: 

Step Action 

1 consider lateness in respect of any late reconsideration application; and if accepted create a reconsideration 

record - See: Registering Reconsideration 

2 consider good reason for the non-compliance, for example non return of PIP2 or AR1/FTA 

8. If reasons aren’t given: 

Step Action 

1 call the claimant to establish good reason 

2 create a communication record 

3 record call details 

4 if contact can’t be made by phone, issue form PIP.3033 to the claimant asking for reasons for lateness or 

consider sending a manual SMS text 

5 note the communication record and create a ‘To Do’ task for the CM to monitor its return 

Note: An SMS text message must be sent after the first failed call attempt. You must include your direct 

line number for the claimant to call you back - See: Manual SMS text to PIP claimants following failed 

outbound calls. 

Good reason not accepted - New Claim and Reassessment 

9. If good reason or lateness isn’t accepted: 

Step Action 

1 edit reconsideration record 

See: Claimant does not have an award of PIP 

2 record a conclusion of ‘Cannot reconsider’ 



 

3 select ‘save’ 

4 issue manual notification PIP.7024 

5 upload a copy of the notification to DRS 

6 create a communication record to record PIP.7024 being issued - See: Creating a communication  

 record 

   



 

06 Negative Determination re-opening a new claim application 

  

Reconsideration on New Claim FTA – good reason accepted 

1. When you receive Reconsideration Registration Complete further action required task you will need to 

re-open a new claim application once FTA good reason has been accepted: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) line 

2 select the ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the ‘Action’ button and then select ‘Re-open’  

4 select 'Save' 

5 stay on the Application line and select ‘Evidence’ tab 

6 on the 'Failure To Supply Information' section, amend the ‘FTA Good Reason Accepted’ marker to  

‘Yes’ 

7 at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box, provide details why ‘good reason’ was accepted, for example, 

claimant was in hospital. 

Note: consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS - See: Payability 

8 select ‘Save’ and apply the changes 

2. 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the existing Decision Assist line 

see: Feedback 

2 select the ‘Determinations’ tab and cancel the existing determination if it has not been cancelled already. 

Reason for cancelling will be ‘Submitted in Error’ 



 

3 select the ‘New’ button (White star on orange background) and select ‘Submitted in Error’ in  

Determination Reason 

4 create a task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is allocated to) 

5 select the ‘Person’ page and enter the ‘Contact’ tab 

6 select ‘Notes’ on the left hand side and create a note explaining reasons for the claim being reopened. It is 

advisable that a further note is left with the following information: 

Note: ‘Good cause now accepted following negative determination.’ Reconsideration registered and not 

cancelled. Following assessment determination notification PIP.7001 or PIP.7011 must be issued giving 

reconsideration rights - See: Reconsiderations – Good Reason 

7 close all associated tasks. The only task outstanding is the one tasked to the Assessment Provider  

Work Queue. The reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

8 issue manual notification PIP.8020 

9 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: DRS upload instructions 

10 create communication record to record the PIP.8020 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘good reason’. 

The consideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

Reconsideration of Reassessment FTA – good reason accepted 

3. You must take the appropriate action on PIPCS to accept good reason, refer the claimant to the AP 

and reinstate DLA entitlement on DLACS. 

Reassessment Negative Determination Reconsideration FTA Good Reason Accepted – 

PIPCS and DLACS actions 

4. You must check the DLA entitlement to establish: 

Step Action 



 

1 open DLACS and go to DA500. In the ‘enquire from’ field input the ‘claim effective date’, and input a ‘Y’ in the 

‘entitlement’ field. Select ‘enter’ to establish current ‘M’ and ‘C’ codes 

2 if DLA entitlement has end reason codes M67 and C67 go to step and action - See: DLA entitlement has 

automatically terminated 

3 if DLA ends with any other M and C codes go to step and action - See: DLA entitlement has not automatically 

terminated 

4 if DLA record has archived go to step and action - See: DLA record archived 

DLA has automatically terminated 

5. If DLA entitlement has been terminated with entitlement codes M67 and C67 the automated data 

exchange, that was instigated following the negative determination, was successful. The CM will: 

Step Action 

1 in DLACS access dialogue DA94 register event 26 the receipt date is date the reconsideration was requested 

2 suppress acknowledgement and no change letter fields with a Y 

3 select ‘end’ 

4 access DA115 in ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

5 DLACS will display the ‘Maintain Reasons for Decision’ screen 

6 Input the Reasons for Decision using free text – ‘DLA re-instated consequent on the OM decision’ 

7 access DA091 in the ‘Next Dialogue’ field 

8 select ‘End’ to update and secure the reasons 

9 check for payability codes held prior to entitlement being terminated - See: Payability 



 

10 ‘check DA515' for a previous MOTA agreement that ended as a result of the negative determination. 

Note: the Termination code will be ‘A12’ and the termination date will match the 2 week run on date. If there 

was a previous MOTA agreement email. Provide the NINO and input ‘DLA reinstated’ in the subject heading of 

the email. MOTA Specialist team will deal with the agreement and any payments generated to Motability 

  

6. To reinstate DLA entitlement, a ‘Super User’ must: 

• reinstate entitlement to DLA  

• amend the RI held in DA91  

The amended RI will be the appropriate one in the 20 series or for Voluntary Reassessment cases it will 

be 15 –See: Reassessment indicators and special interest markers. 

Note: if payability codes were held prior to termination of DLA entitlement you must include these 

details in the email to super user for example, claimant in hospital from xx/xx/xx ensure P61 input from 

xx/xx/xx. 

7. The Super User will: 

Step Action 

  

1 in DLACS access dialogue DA091 ‘Pick List’ screen 

2 insert ‘Y’ into ‘About You’ field 

3 amend the Reassessment Indicator (RI) back to the appropriate RI in the ‘20’ series or 15 if it was a  

‘Voluntary Reassessment’ case 

4 select ‘End’ 



 

5 access DLACS dialogue DA91 select ‘Pick List’ screen 

Input the ‘Change Effective Date’ 

Note: If the previous DLA award was an indefinite award this is the date DLA was terminated If the  

DLA award was limited this is the start date of the previous DLA award 

6 input ‘Y’ in ‘Entitlement Date’ field and ‘Evidence used’ field press ‘enter’ 

7 DLACS will display ‘Evidence Used’ screen 

8 enter ‘02’ in the ‘Evidence Code’ used for the decision and input ‘Y’ in the ‘claim form’ field. Then select enter 

9 enter ‘A’ to amend the ‘Action’ field of the penultimate line 

10 if the previous DLA award was indefinite remove the ‘to date’, input a Y in the indefinite period field and change 

the M and C codes to the appropriate indefinite codes. If the previous DLA award was limited enter the ‘to date’ 

of the previous award 

Note: The DLA award may need extending - See: Extending the DLA award 

11 input D in the action field of the second line to delete the disallowance codes, M and C67 

12 access DA200 

13 enter ‘Decision date’ – this will be the date of the decision 

14 enter ‘02’ in ‘decision type’ and ‘N’ into ‘decision notification type’ 

15 select ‘F15’ to update 

16 select ‘End’. Note: If CM has reported payability the super user will ensure the appropriate P codes are held on 

DLACS 

8. The CM will complete payment action on DLACS, the action on PIPCS, below, and issue the 

appropriate notification. 

9. The CM will check the claimant’s bank details in DA502 and DA500 against the bank details held on 

PIPCS and amend if necessary then release DLA arrears. 



 

Note: where bank details are not held in PIPCS you mustn’t use the DLA bank details without first 

confirming with the claimant - See: Amending BACS details on DLACS. 

Step Action 

1 enter NINO and ‘DA105 Method of payment’ screen in the next dialogue field 

2 select ‘enter’ and DLACS will display the payment details screen 

3 enter ‘Y’ in ‘do you accept payment details shown’ and select ‘End’ 

4 access DA94 

5 select ‘end’ DLACS will then display dialogue ‘DA94 Event Maintenance’ screen 

6 input ‘C’ to clear the event 26 

7 input todays date in ‘decision made’ field 

8 input Y in supress acknowledgement field 

9 input ‘02’ in the evidence code field 

10 input ‘Y19’ in the outcome code field and select END 

11 access DA110 and note: – ‘DLA reinstated ‘good reason’ accepted – PIP8021 issued’ - See:  

Reconsideration and Appeals notifications table 

12 select ‘End’ 

13 check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835 you will not be able to delete it. You must email the DEX  

Provide the claimants name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or CC0834. Use the email 

subject heading ‘Official Sensitive - DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 

10. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 



 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

 

3 select the Action button and select ‘Re-open’ 

4 select ‘Save’ 

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 

6 on the ‘FTA Good Reason Accepted?’ field amend the dropdown box to ‘Yes’ 

At the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box, provide details why ‘good reason; was accepted for example, 

Claimant was in hospital and date DLA entitlement was reinstated from 

Include any other FTA details which may help the AP to re-schedule the assessment. For example: 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA for example: 

If the claimant is in hospital  

in prison  

changed address  

Note: Consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS - See: Payability 

7 save and apply the changes you have made to medical details 



 

8 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

and check that the verified box is ‘ticked’ 

if this field is blank check the verified box and apply the DLA other benefits evidence 

Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’ DLA other benefits 

evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is ready for a decision - See: link to 

‘looping cases and PIP Reassessment (completing the questionnaire in PIPCS CM action). 

9 within the ‘person home page’ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

Note: If the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘Edit’ button and change the SI to the appropriate 

submitted status - See: SI markers 

10 stay within the ‘contact’ tab - ‘Notes’ and input new note: 

'Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. DLA 

reinstated from xx/xx/xx.' Following assessment determination, a 4 week run must  

 be applied, DLA other benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must be manually notified using the 

appropriate notification – PIP.7006 (award) or PIP.7016 (disallow) 

11 close all associated tasks. The reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

12 issue a PIP8021 notification 

13 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: DRS upload instructions 

14 Create communication record - See: Creating a communication a record – to record which notification you 

issued 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘good reason’ 

15 the reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

11. If the claim has been re-opened due to FTA/FTC good reason being accepted. 



 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the existing Decision Assist line 

see: Feedback 

2 select the ‘Determinations’ tab and cancel the existing determination if it has not been cancelled already. 

Reason for cancelling will be ‘Submitted in Error’ 

3 select the ‘New’ button (White star on orange background) and select ‘Submitted in Error’ in  

Determination Reason 

4 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

DLA has not automatically terminated 

12. If DLA entitlement ends with any entitlement M or C code, other than 67, or entitlement remains 

indefinite then the automated exchange instigated at negative determination failed. 

13. In DLACS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 check how long DLA entitlement is left. If DLA entitlement is due to end in the next 6 weeks - See:  

Extending the DLA award 

2 Check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

 

Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835 you will not be able to delete it. You must email the DEX Provide the 

claimants name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or CC0834. Use the email subject heading 

‘Official Sensitive - DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 

14. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 



 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the ‘Action’ button and select ‘Re-open’ 

4 select save 

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 

6 on the ‘FTA Good Reason Accepted?’ field amend the dropdown box to ‘Yes’ 

7 at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box provide details why ‘good reason’ was accepted, for example, 

claimant was in hospital 

Include any other FTA details which may help the AP to re-schedule the assessment. For example: 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate. 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA for example: 

If the claimant is in hospital  

in prison  

changed address  

Note: consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS - See: Payability 

8 save the changes and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

9 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

input a ‘tick’ in the verified box and save and apply the DLA other benefits evidence 

 Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’ DLA other benefits 

evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is ready for a decision. 



 

10 within the ‘person home page’ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

Note: If the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘Edit’ button and change the SI to the appropriate 

submitted status - See: SI markers 

11 go to the ‘contact’ tab – ‘Notes’ and input new note: 

‘Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. DLA 

reinstated from xx/xx/xx.' Following assessment determination a 4 week run on must be applied, DLA other 

benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must be manually notified using the appropriate 

notification – PIP.7006 (award) or PIP7016 (disallow) 

12 close all associated tasks 

13 the reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

14 issue a PIP8021 notification 

15 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: DRS upload instructions 

16 create communication record to record a PIP8021 notification has been issued 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘Good Reason’ 

15. If the claim has been re-opened due to FTA/FTC good reason being accepted: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the existing Decision Assist line 

see: Feedback  

2 select the ‘Determinations’ tab and cancel the existing determination if it has not been cancelled already. 

Reason for cancelling will be ‘Submitted in Error’ 

3 select the ‘New’ button (White star on orange background) and select ‘Submitted in Error’ in  

Determination Reason 



 

4 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

16. If DLA record has been archived you must: 

Step Action 

1 the CM will task the CW to order a full record print and rebuild the DLACS record 

2 the CW will order the FRP and rebuild the DLA case - See: Ordering a FRP on DLACS and also - See: Register and 

build claim 

Note: If DLA award is due to end in the next 6 weeks consider extending - See: Extending the DLA award 

3 the CW will then forward the task back to the CM to complete payment action on DLACS 

17. The CM will check the claimant’s bank details in DA502 and DA500 against the bank details held on 

PIPCS and amend if necessary then release DLA arrears. 

Note: Where bank details are not held in PIPCS you mustn’t use the DLA bank details without first 

confirming with the claimant - See: Amending BACS details on DLACS. 

Step Action 

1 enter NINO and ‘DA105 Method of payment’ screen in the next dialogue field 

2 select ‘enter’ and DLACS will display the payment details screen 

3 enter ‘Y’ in ‘do you accept payment details shown’ and select ‘End’ 

4 access DA110 and note: – ‘DLA reinstated ‘good reason’ accepted – PIP8021 issued’ 

5 select ‘End’ 



 

6 check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835 you will not be able to delete it. You must email the DEX  

Provide the claimants name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or CC0834. Use the email 

subject heading ‘Official Sensitive - DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 

18. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the ‘Action’ button and select ‘Re-open’ 

 

  

4 select save 

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 

6 on the ‘FTA Good Reason Accepted?’ field amend the dropdown box to ‘Yes’ 



 

7 at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box provide details why ‘good reason’ was accepted, for example, 

claimant was in hospital 

Include any other FTA details which may help the AP to re-schedule the assessment. For example: 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA for example: 

If the claimant is in hospital  

in prison  

changed address  

Note: consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS - See: Payability 

8 save the changes and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

9 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

check the verified box to ensure there is a ‘tick’. If there isn’t input a ‘tick’ and save and apply the DLA other 

benefits evidence 

Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’ DLA other benefits 

evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is ready for a decision. 

10 within the ‘person home page ‘ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

Note: if the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘edit’ button and change the SI to the appropriate 

submitted status - See: SI markers 

11 go to the ‘contact’ tab – ‘Notes’ and input new note: 

‘Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. DLA 

reinstated from xx/xx/xx.' Following assessment determination a 4 week run on must be applied, DLA other 

benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must be manually 

 notified using the appropriate notification – PIP.7006 (award) or PIP7016 (disallow) 



 

12 close all associated tasks 

13 the reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

14 issue a PIP8021 notification 

15 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: DRS upload instructions 

16 create communication record to record a PIP8021 notification has been issued - See:  

Reconsideration and Appeals notifications table 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘Good Reason’ 

19. If the claim has been re-opened due to FTA/FTC good reason being accepted. 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the existing Decision Assist line 

see: Feedback 

2 select the ‘Determinations’ tab and cancel the existing determination if it has not been cancelled already. 

Reason for cancelling will be ‘Submitted in Error’ 

3 select the ‘New’ button (White star on orange background) and select ‘Submitted in Error’ in  

Determination Reason 

4 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

20. Negative Determination reconsideration and appeal notifications. 

PIP8020 New Claim Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8021 Reassessment Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by  

CM 

PIP8024 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP8025 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 



 

PIP8028 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

PIP8029 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

  

07 Award Reviews 

  

Negative Determination 

Reconsideration following removal of PIP on negative determination grounds 

See: Reconsiderations late return of PIP2. 

1. When the AR claimant requests Reconsideration following a FTA/FTC disallowance they will be 

handled by New Claims (NC) CMs. Where the claimant has made contact the telephony agent will create 

a ‘To Do’ Task to be routed to a CM with a general skill set. 

2. The NC CM will need to ask a line manager or SAM to re-activate the case if the case is closed or 

in pending closure mode (you will need to make sure there are no open tasks on the claim). 

3. The NCs CM must register the Reconsideration, consider good reason and conclude the 

Reconsideration on the Same Day - See: Good Reason. 

4. Steps for this process can be found under Action to take following a negative determination Part 

1 & 2 - See: Action to take following Negative Determination.  

5. The NC CM will then refer the case to the AP as BAU if good reason accepted - See: FTA/FTC 

considered and good reason accepted. 

6. If good reason is not accepted the NC CM will select unchanged to conclude the 

Reconsideration, issue clerical PIP.7024, create PDF copy and email this to DRS and update 

communications. 

AR1 received late, non-AS and case has been disallowed on negative 

determination grounds 

7. Where “AS Indicated” is “no”, PIPCS will have disallowed automatically on negative 

determination grounds. 



 

8. You will therefore need to consider whether there is good reason and decide whether to revise 

the disallowance decision and, if appropriate, reinstate PIP and then conduct the PIP Award Review - 

See:  

Good Reason. 

Note: A reconsideration must be registered first and concluded on the same day to prevent a task being 

generated to a CM with Reconsideration skill set. Complete a manual reconsideration notification 

PIP.8022 and continue with the Award review action. 

Registering and concluding the explanation Part 1 

9. 

Step Action 

1 from search results access ’Benefit Delivery case’ 

2 select ‘Determinations’ 

3 select ’Determinations History’ 

4 select the ’Actions’ button of the current determination 

5 select ’New Explanation’ 

6 within ‘Type’ field select ’Disallowance (other)’ 

7 within ’Area’ field select either ‘Lay conditions’ or Failure to Comply’ as appropriate 

Note: If you are completing FTA action on any event, other than a new claim, you must edit the medical details 

to ensure both the AS indicated and AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant 

8 within ‘Claimant Response’ field – complete as appropriate 

9 select ‘Conclusion field’ – conclude as reconsideration requested or late reconsideration requested as 

appropriate 

10 select ’Notes’ field – complete as appropriate 



 

11 select ’Further Action’ field – complete if required 

12 select ‘Save’ 

13 go back to step 4 and select from the ’Current Determination’ ‘New Reconsideration’ 

14 within ‘Type’ field select ‘Reconsideration’ 

15 within ’Requested by’ field – select ‘as appropriate’ 

16 within ’Area’ field select either ‘Lay Conditions’ or ‘Failure to Comply’ as appropriate 

17 within ‘Lateness’ field – only complete if applicable 

18 within ‘Explanation’ field click on ‘magnifier symbol’ and link to explanation, previously created 

19 place a note in ‘Notes’ if applicable 

20 ‘Conclusion’ field – conclude as either ‘Reconsideration – New Decision changed/unchanged’ 

  

21 select ‘Save’ 

Action to take following a negative determination Part 2: Next Step 

10. 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Results’ 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

5 select ‘Toggle’ 



 

6 select ‘Edit’ from the relevant action button (for example, the one with the Negative Determination effective 

date) 

7 select the appropriate entry within the ‘Failure to Supply Information’ field 

8 select ‘Save’ 

9 close the ‘Medical Details’ tab to return to the ‘Evidence Summary’ 

10 refresh 

11 select ‘Action’ button 

12 select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu to run the legislative rules 

13 select ‘Save’ 

14 access the ‘Personal Independence Payment’ Case (also known as the Benefit Delivery line) from the ‘search 

result’ 

15 select ‘Action’ button top Right Hand Side (RHS) 

16 select ‘Edit’ 

17 input original end of award date where there was one 

Note: You can find these details from the original decision letter in attachments 

18 select ‘Save’ 

 

19 select ‘Action’ button on RHS 

20 select ‘Check eligibility’ 

21 tick the ‘use Active Evidence only’ box 

22 select ‘Save’ 



 

23 select ‘Action’ on top RHS 

24 select ‘Submit for Approval’ 

25 select ‘yes’ 

26 select ‘Action’ button on RHS 

27 select ‘Activate Case’ from the drop down menu 

28 select ‘yes’ 

29 from the search results select ‘refresh’ 

30 go back to ‘Personal Independence Payment’ Case (also known as the benefit delivery line) 

Note: The case will now be showing as active and next payments should be showing. If this isn’t the case, then 

you will need to go into the financial tab then select another tab and return to the ’Financials’ tab. The next 

payment should now be showing. 

31 reopening the Benefit Delivery Case will create a PIP7001 notification in communications which needs to be 

suppressed if generated. 

32 select ‘Evidence Summary’ from the search result 

33 select ‘Interventions’ tab 

34 select ‘Create New Intervention’ 

35 input today’s date in the received date 

36 select ’Planned’ in the ‘type’ box 

37 Select ‘Secretary of State’ in the ‘Requested by’ field 



 

38 select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ in the ‘part 2 required’ box as appropriate 

Note: Issue further AR1 (if claimant states AR1 Not received) 

If the user does not select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ then the field will automatically default to ‘yes’. If an AR1 is not 

required, then the user must select ‘no’ to prevent the AR1 being issued. 

39 select ‘Save’ 

40 create a Communications Record where appropriate 

41 close any outstanding tasks 

Case returned from the AP where assessment could not be completed due to  

Failure to Attend (FTA) or Failure to comply (FTC) 

11. Where a case was referred to the AP for an assessment but completion hasn’t been possible, the 

AP returns the case to DWP with details. The AP uses the returned assessment functionality (RAF) to do 

this. 

12. A FTA task will be generated for the CW to action and consider good reason. The (CW) will follow 

appropriate procedures under normal Business As Usual processes. 

13. There is no requirement to contact the claimant to gather reasons for FTA/FTC unless the 

claimant has been identified as requiring Additional Support (AS). In Additional Support cases normal 

procedures will apply in order to gather the reasons for FTA/FTC if required - See: Additional Support 

Marker Identified. 

FTA/FTC considered by CW and good reason accepted 

14. Once good reason has been considered and accepted for FTA/FTC and the claim is being 

referred back to the AP for an assessment, the CW must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Results’ 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3 select ‘Evidence’ tab 



 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

5 select ‘toggle’ button Left Hand Side (LHS) 

6 select ‘edit’ from the action button 

7 select ‘Effective Date of change’ and insert todays’ date 

8 select ‘Failure To Attend Good Reason accepted’ – YES 

9 record details in Comments box at the bottom of the page 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

For example ‘good reason accepted claimant was in Hospital’ 

Please include any other FTA details you feel may help advise the AP to re-schedule the assessment. 

For example: 

Claimant FTA’d on dd/mm/yyyy because they were in Hospital. Good reason accepted. 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank etc.) then suggest local 

assessment centre or home consultation. 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA (If the claimant is in hospital or prison 

or has changed address for example) 

Note: If you are completing FTA action on any event, other than a new claim, you must edit the medical details 

to ensure both the AS indicated and AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant. 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 access ‘Evidence Summary’ 

12 refresh 

13 select ‘Action’ button 



 

14 select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu 

15 select ‘Save’ 

16 from the search result select ‘Decision Assist’ 

17 select ‘Determinations’ tab 

18 select the ‘action’ drop down button on the RHS of the relevant Determination (in progress) 

19 select ‘Cancel Determinations’ 

20 select ‘Request AP advice’ from the latest ‘Completed’ Determination 

21 select ‘Planned Intervention’ in the ‘AP advice reasons’ box 

22 select ‘DM’ in request for box 

23 in the ‘Comment’ box, state the reason for the referral, for example, FTA/FTC on previous referral so being 

referred as good reason accepted 

15. A system ‘AP – Assessment required’ task will be created and allocated to the AP new referrals 

work queue as appropriate. 

FTA/FTC considered by CW and good reason not accepted 

16. Where the AP has applied the process correctly and there has been no effort to comply on 

behalf of the claimant and the case does not have an Additional Support (AS) marker, the CW will create 

a manual ‘To Do’ Task with the subject heading ‘Consider Negative Determination action’ and forward 

this to a CM with the right skill set. 

Note: If upon receipt of the ‘Consider Negative Determination’ task the CM disagrees with the CW and 

decides there is good reason for the FTA/FTC the CM will refer the case back to the AP - refer to step 

actions at FTA/FTC considered by CW and good reason accepted. 

17. The CM must not refer the case back to the CW as this will add unnecessary delay to the 

claimant journey. 

FTA/FTC Negative Determination Decision – CM action 



 

18. Once good reason has been considered and not accepted for FTA/FTC and the negative 

determination is being made on the claim, the CM must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Results’ 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3 select Evidence Tab 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

Note: If you are completing FTA action on any event, other than a new claim, you must edit the medical details 

to ensure both the AS indicated and AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant. 

5 select ‘toggle’ button Left Hand Side (LHS) 

6 select ‘Edit’ from the action button 

7 select effective date of change and insert todays’ date 

8 select ‘Failure To Attend Good Reason accepted’ – NO 

9 In the ‘Comment’ box state the reason for not accepting good reason 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 access ’Evidence Summary’ 

12 refresh 

13 select ‘Action’ button 

14 select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu 

15 select ‘Save’ 



 

16 select the ‘Personal Independence Payment’ case line (also known as the benefit delivery line) from ‘search 

result’ 

17 select ‘Action’ button top RHS 

18 select ‘Check Eligibility’ 

19 select the ‘Use Active Evidence only’ box 

20 select ‘Save’ 

21 issue a clerical PIP7021 to the claimant or authorised person. 

22 create a PDF copy and send by email to DRS 

23 conclude Planned Intervention with reason “Disallowed FTA 

24 deal with any resulting overpayment 

19. If there is a Motability agreement present, you must create a manual task to notify MOTA that 

benefit has stopped. 

Task Subject Task  

Type 

Task Allocation (Work Queue) Task  

Priority 

Deadline date 

NINO 

Action Required: PIP  

Award Changed 

Consider Mota Agreement 

To Do Blackpool Mota BC _MotaLiaison_Mota  

Agreement Team 1 

High 2 working 

days 

08 Change Of Circumstance FTA 

  

Case returned from the AP where assessment could not be completed due to  

Failure to Attend (FTA) or Failure to Comply (FTC) 



 

1. Where a case was referred to the AP for an assessment but completion hasn’t been possible, the AP 

returns the case to DWP with details. The AP uses the Returned Assessment Functionality (RAF) to do 

this. 

2. A FTA task will be generated for the CW to action and consider good reason. The (CW) will follow 

appropriate procedures under normal Business As Usual processes. 

3. There is no requirement to contact the claimant to gather reasons for FTA/FTC unless the claimant 

has been identified as requiring AS - See: Considering the evidence for FTA. 

4. In AS cases normal procedures will apply in order to gather the reasons for FTA/FTC if required - See:  

Additional Support Marker Identified. 

FTA/FTC considered by CW and good reason accepted Before a decision has 

been made 

5. Once good reason has been considered and accepted for FTA/FTC and the claim is being referred back 

to the AP for an assessment, the CW must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Results’ 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

5 select ‘toggle’ button Left Hand Side (LHS) 

6 select ‘edit’ from the action button 

7 select ‘Effective Date of change’ and insert todays’ date 

8 select ‘Failure To Attend Good Reason accepted’ – YES 

9 record details in Comments box at the bottom of the page 



 

 For example ‘good reason accepted claimant was in Hospital’ 

Please include any other FTA details you feel may help advise the AP to re-schedule the assessment 

For example: 

Claimant FTA’d on dd/mm/yyyy because they were in Hospital. Good reason accepted. 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank etc.) then suggest local 

assessment centre or home consultation. 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA (If the claimant is in hospital or prison 

or has changed address for example) 

Note: If you are completing FTA action on any event, other than a new claim, you must edit the medical details 

to ensure both the AS indicated and AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant. 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 access ‘Evidence Summary’ 

12 Refresh 

13 select ‘Action’ button 

14 select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu 

15 select ‘Save’ 

16 from the search result select ‘Decision Assist’ 

17 select ‘Determinations’ tab 

18 select the ‘action’ drop down button on the RHS of the relevant Determination (in progress) 

19 select ‘Cancel the in-progress Determination’ 



 

20 select ‘Request AP advice’ from the latest ‘Completed’ Determination 

21 select UN-Planned Intervention non TI’ in the ‘AP advice reasons’ box 

22 select ‘DM’ in request for box 

23 in the ‘Comment’ box, state the reason for the referral, for example, FTA/FTC on previous referral so being 

referred as good reason accepted 

6. A system ‘AP – Assessment required’ task will be created and allocated to the AP new referrals work 

queue as appropriate. 

FTA/FTC considered by CW and good reason not accepted 

7. Where the AP has applied the process correctly and there has been no effort to comply on behalf of 

the claimant and the case does not have an AS marker, the CW will create a manual ‘To Do’ Task with 

the subject heading ‘Consider Negative Determination action’ and forward this to a CM with the right 

skill set. 

Note: If upon receipt of the ‘Consider Negative Determination’ task the CM disagrees with the CW and 

decides there is good reason for the FTA/FTC the CM will refer the case back to the AP - See step actions 

at FTA/FTC considered by CW and good reason accepted Before a decision has been made. 

8. The CM must not refer the case back to the CW as this will add unnecessary delay to the claimant 

journey. 

FTA/FTC Negative Determination Decision – CM action 

9. Once good reason has been considered and not accepted for FTA/FTC, and the negative 

determination is being made on the claim, the CM must take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Search Results’ 

2 select ‘Evidence Summary’ 

3 select Evidence Tab 



 

4 select ‘Medical Details’ 

Note: If you are completing FTA action on any event, other than a new claim, you must edit the medical details 

to ensure both the AS indicated and AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the claimant. 

5 select ‘toggle’ button Left Hand Side (LHS) 

6 select ‘Edit’ from the action button 

7 select effective date of change and insert todays’ date 

8 select ‘Failure To Attend Good Reason accepted’ - No 

9 In the ‘Comment’ box state the reason for not accepting good reason 

10 select ‘Save’ 

11 access ’Evidence Summary’ 

12 refresh 

13 select ‘Action’ button 

14 select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu 

15 select ‘Save’ 

16 

  

select the ‘Personal Independence Payment’ case line (also known as the benefit delivery case) from ‘search 

result’ 

17 select ‘Action’ button top RHS 

18 select ‘Check Eligibility’ 

19 select the ‘Use Active Evidence only’ box 

20 select ‘Save’ 



 

21 issue a clerical PIP.7021 to the claimant or authorised person and create a Communication Record 

22 create a PDF copy and upload via local process to DRS 

23 conclude unplanned intervention with reason “Disallowed FTA 

24 Deal with any resulting payment issues 

10. If there is a Motability agreement present, you must create a manual task to notify MOTA that 

benefit has stopped. 

Task Subject Task  

Type 

Task Allocation (Work Queue) Task  

Priority 

Deadline date 

NINO 

Action Required: PIP  

Award Changed 

Consider Mota Agreement 

To Do Blackpool Mota BC _MotaLiaison_Mota  

Agreement Team 1 

High 2 working 

days 

AP action complete task back to CM for determination 

11. When the AP action is complete they will send a paper copy of their report or report(s) back to 

the office. The AP reports are: 

• PA1 – Review file note (cover note and further evidence needed), all cases are referred to DWP  

with a PA1  

• PA2 – Review report form (Terminal Illness)  

• PA3 – Review report (paper based)  

• PA4 – Consultation report (face to face consultation)  

• PA5 – Supplementary advice note  

• PA6 – Supplementary advice note (change of advice)  

• PA7 – Harmful Information note  

12. From October 2013 the PIP Assessment Tool (PIPAT), a computer system for APs to support the 

assessment process, will be available to APs. PIPCS and PIPAT are linked so assessments and reports 

can be completed and returned through PIPAT into PIPCS. Following go live some APs may continue to 

access PIPCS directly as there is a phased approach to PIPAT. This means that for a while DWP will 



 

receive information from the AP either using PIPAT or directly through PIPCS - See: Assessment 

Provider Process instructions for more information. 

Note: PIPAT report forms are not numbered PA1-7 but the heading and purpose is the same as the PA 

clerical forms. 

13. When AP action is complete, the report is uploaded automatically into DRS and the case tasked 

to the CM work queue to consider the information presented. 

Re-opening AR/CoC Review case FTA/FTC good reason accepted 

14. When you receive Reconsideration Registration Complete further action required task you will 

reopen the case once FTA/FTC good reason has been accepted: 

Step Action 

1 select the Evidence Summary line 

2 select the ‘Evidence’ tab and into Medical Details hyperlink 

3 toggle the blue button on the left hand side and enter the ‘Change Summary’ line which has an open ended 

Period – this is the line where the claim has been disallowed from 

4 click on the green action button and select ‘Edit’ 

5 change FTA Good Reason Accepted to Yes and insert reasons in Comments box at the bottom of the page. Save 

and apply changes when completed 

6 select the Personal Independence Payment Case line (5th line) 

7 select the Dispute tab and edit Reconsideration 

8 in the telephone contact type, select 'No' 

 

9 in the contact sub type, select 'decision in claimants favour' 

10 link explanation record to reconsideration if there is one 

Note: You don’t need to create an explanation record if one doesn’t exist 



 

11 in the conclusion select ‘Reconsidered – new decision changed’ and save 

12 staying on the 5th line, the 'Recommended Review Date' can be removed, with the 'End Of Award  

Date' being changed to the original date 

13 select the 'Financials' tab, selecting 'Nominees' on the right hand side 

14 check that payments are 'Active'. If they are 'Suspended', they will need un-suspending 

15 you can then request that your HEO reactivates payments 

16 5th line should now show that the case is 'Open' 

17 enter the 'Decision Assist' line and select 'Determinations' 

18 cancel the 'In Progress' determination 

19 select the 'Action' button on the right hand side of the 'Completed' determination and Request AP  

Advice 

20 AP Advice Reasons – generally either 'Planned Intervention' or 'Unplanned Intervention' – non  

SRT 

21 requested for – DM and in Comments – FTA good reason accepted 

22 this will generate a task to the correct AP WQ for them to action 

23 on the 5th line, submit the case for approval – do this from 'Actions' button in the top right hand corner 

1 day later – Check that payments are reactivated and the claimant has received the appropriate arrears payment 

24 Navigate to Evidence Summary line and select the Interventions tab 

25 Select Create New Intervention button (white star on orange background) 

26 Received date is todays date 



 

27 Type – Planned/Unplanned Intervention depending what type of intervention it is 

28 Requested by – SoS if planned, Claimant if unplanned 

29 Part 2 required – No 

  

30 Comments – FTA good reason has been accepted 

31 Navigate to the claimants Person page, into the Task tab and ensure all associated tasks are closed.  

Generally, the only task to be left open is with the AP 

   



 

09 Appeals 

  

Negative Determinations Appeal - Failed to Attend/Comply - New claims 

1. You must consider whether the claimant has ‘good reason’ for their failing to attend their PIP 

assessment or failing to comply - See: ADM P6 - Good Reason. If the negative determination is due to 

non-return of PIP2 or failure to provide information - See: Appeals. 

2. You must also consider whether the claimants appeal indicates they are prepared to comply for 

example by attend an AP consultation. You must start this process through the AP. This is because if the 

claimant tells the Tribunal they will attend a consultation the Tribunal may allow the appeal against the 

negative determination. This is because the claimant has now indicated compliance. 

3. If the claimant said in the appeal letter they won’t or can’t attend an AP consultation, as 

requested the appeal must proceed. 

4. Where it’s not clear from the appeal letter what the claimant’s intentions are, send form 

PIP.3033 to them and explain we will wait one month for them to: 

• Provide the required information ,or  

• Tell us they will attend an AP consultation otherwise, the appeal will proceed to the Tribunal 

after this one month has elapsed - See: Applying to HMCTS for an extension  

CM does not accept good reason and the claimant is not willing to comply 

5. In these circumstances you must prepare your appeal response explaining the reasons why good 

reason hasn’t been accepted and/or the claimant is not willing to comply. The Tribunal must be asked to 

uphold the original disallowance (however, within the response please can you ask the Tribunal if they 

do accept good reason to direct the claimant to either comply or attend an assessment). 

6. The response must focus solely on the reason for the negative determination and the claimant’s 

refusal to provide the information required or refusal to attend an AP consultation. The Tribunal will 

then decide whether to proceed with the hearing or give directions (which may include asking the CM to 

take further steps to obtain the information). 



 

CM accepts good reason or accepts the claimant is now willing to comply 

7. Where an appeal is lodged against a negative determination and you decide to let the claimant back 

on the PIP journey, the appeal cannot be lapsed by a CM at that time. We can only lapse an appeal 

when a decision can be revised fully to the claimant’s advantage - and here that hasn’t happened 

because the only decision which can do that in this context is an award of PIP and that decision has 

yet to be made. 

8. A failure to attend or comply with the assessment - a negative determination (ND) - that has  

disallowed a new PIP claim can only be revised if you’re in a position to make a decision with a different 

outcome, that is, you can award benefit. That is the only decision which can result in the decision being 

revised and the appeal lapsed. Even where you accept the reasons provided for FTA or FTC, you cannot 

lapse at that stage as you aren’t in a position to change the disallowance. 

9. You should ask the Tribunal to dispose of the appeal, using form OM1.Create an accompanying 

PIP8024/8028 new claims letter  ‘OM1’using the ART: 

Step Action 

1 on the Section 1 screen input the Appeal Reference 

2 Extract claimants  Name & Address from PIPCS - See: Appendix 23 

3 select 'Issue OM1' box 

4 select 'Next' 

5 extract representatives details if applicable – See: Appendix 23 

6  select “next” 

7 select “New Claims”  select “add” 

8 select appropriate paragraph from “Good Reason” drop down 

9 select appropriate paragraph from “Action Required” drop down 

10 select “OK” 

11 check and edit output document OM1 and PIP8024/8028 new claims 



 

12 email a copy of the claimant’s notification PIP8024/8028 new claims with the OM1 to the tribunal. 

New Claim Negative Determination Appeal FTA Good Reason Accepted –  

PIPCS actions 

10. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the Action button and select ‘Re-open’ 

4 select ‘Save’ 

 

  

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 

6 On the ‘FTA Good Reason Accepted?’ field amend the dropdown box to ‘Yes’ 

At the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box, provide details why ‘good reason; was accepted for example, 

Claimant was in hospital and date DLA entitlement was reinstated from 

Include any other FTA details which may help the AP to re-schedule the assessment. For example: 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA for example: 

if the claimant is in hospital  

in prison  

changed address  

Note: Consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS - See: Payability 



 

7 save and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

8 stay within the ‘contact’ tab - ‘Notes’ and input new note:  

'Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled.' 

The claimant must be manually notified using the appropriate notification - PIP7001  

(award) or 7011 (disallow) 

9 close all associated tasks 

10 issue a PIP8024/8028 notification - See: Reconsideration and Appeals notifications table 

11 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: DRS upload instructions 

12 create communication record - See:  Creating   a communication record  to record which notification you issued 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘good reason’ 

13 select the disputes tab and the ‘appeal’ option from the left hand side 

select the action button by the negative determination appeal record and select ‘edit’. In the  

‘Outcomes’ section from the dropdown box next to the ‘Conclusion’ field select the option ‘new  

 decision changed’ 

In the ‘Appeal Overturned Reason’ field. If ‘good reason’ was accepted by a CM select ‘Reached a different 

conclusion on substantially the same facts’. If the Tribunal accepted ‘good reason’ select the appropriate 

overturned reason depending on the circumstances of the case.’ 

14 create a ‘new’ negative determination reconsideration record. The reconsideration will stay open until the 

decision is made on the claim 

Note: The open negative determination reconsideration record will ensure the case is automatically routed to a 

CM with the correct skill set to deal with the case when it is returned from the AP 



 

15 

  

navigate to the Application Case homepage 

16 select the Disputes tab 

17 select Reconsideration from the list on the left hand side 

18 select New, the date field will default to todays’ date, you must modify to show the date used for the original 

negative determination reconsideration 

19 in the blank Dispute Type field from the drop-down menu, you must select the appropriate type  

FTA/FTC 

20 in the Requested By field from the drop-down menu select Claimant 

21 in the Areas field you will select one or more of the options that reflect the area or areas under dispute. You 

must record reasons why/what in notes 

Note: Copy these from the original negative determination reconsideration 

22 select 'Save' 

23 If the claimant has opted in for text messages you must suppress the automated SMS text message that will be 

generated due to a reconsideration being registered - See: SMS automated  

Texting 

24 grab and close the ‘Reconsideration Registration Further Complete – Further Action Required’ task that auto 

created by PIPCS when you registered the negative determination reconsideration 

  

11. If the claim has been re-opened due to FTA/FTC good reason being accepted: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the existing Decision Assist line 

2 select the ‘Determinations’ tab and cancel the existing determination if it has not been cancelled already. 

Reason for cancelling will be ‘Submitted in Error’ 



 

3 select the ‘New’ button (White star on orange background) and select ‘Submitted in Error’ in  

Determination Reason 

4 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to 

12. Reconsideration and Appeals notifications table 

PIP.8020 New Claim Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP.8021 Reassessment Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by  

CM 

PIP.8024 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP.8025 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP.8028 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

PIP.8029 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

Lapsing Negative Determinations - Award Reviews/Change of circumstances 

reviews/Advanced claims 

13. Unlike new claim/reassessment negative determinations where at appeal stage you consider the 

claimant has shown good reasons, then these cases can be revised favourably with the previous 

award being reinstated. This is because unlike new claims, if the negative determination is removed 

it can be replaced with something else, such as, the previous awarding decision. 

14. In these cases you must then proceed as per steps below, and then refer the case to the AP as 

appropriate. 

Step Action 

1 select ‘Evidence’ tab 

2 

  

select ‘Medical Details' 



 

3 select ‘Toggle’ 

 

   

4 

  

  

select ‘Edit’ from the relevant action button (for example, the one with the Negative Determination effective 

date 

5 

  

  

amend the appropriate ‘Failure to Supply Information’ filed to state ‘Yes to Good Cause’ 

6 

  

select ‘Save’ 

7 

  

close the ‘Medical Details’ tab to return to the ‘Evidence Summary’ 

8 

  

refresh 

9 

  

select ‘Action’ button 

10 

  

select ‘Apply’ from the drop down menu to run the legislative rules 

11 

  

select ‘Save’ 



 

12 

  

  

access the ‘Personal Independence Payment’ case (also known as the Benefit Delivery line) from the search 

result 

13 

  

select ‘Action’ button top Right Hand Side (RHS) 

 

14 

  

select ‘Edit’ 

15 

  

  

  

  

input original end of award date where there was one 

Note: You can find these details from the original decision letter in attachments 

16 

  

select ‘Save’ 

17 

  

select ‘Action’ button on RHS 

18 

  

select ‘Check eligibility’ 

19 

  

tick the ‘use Active Evidence only’ box 



 

20 

  

select ‘Save’ 

21 

  

select ‘Action’ on top RHS 

22 

  

  

request Benefit Delivery Case is reactivated by a team Leader if status is showing as Pending  

Closure or Closed 

23 

  

select ‘yes’ 

 

24 

  

select ‘Action’ button on RHS 

25 

  

select ‘Activate Case’ from the drop down menu 

26 

  

select ‘yes’ 

27 

  

  

  

From search results select ‘refresh’ 

Go back to ‘Personal Independence Payment’ case (also known as benefit delivery line) 



 

28 

  

  

  

  

Note: The case will now be showing as 'Active' and next payments should be showing. If this isn’t the case, then 

you will need to go into financial tab and select another tab and return to ‘Financials’ tab. The next payment 

should now be showing. 

29 

  

  

  

reopening the Benefit Delivery Case will create a PIP7001 notification in communications which needs to be 

suppressed if generated 

30 

  

select ‘Evidence Summary’ from the search result 

31 

  

select ‘Interventions’ tab 

32 select ‘Create New Intervention’ 

   

33 

  

input today’s date in the received date 

34 

  

select ‘Planned’ or ‘Unplanned’ as appropriate 



 

35 

  

  

select as appropriate ‘S of S’ if Planned Intervention and ‘Customer’ if Unplanned 

36 

  

select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ in the ‘part 2 required’ box as ‘appropriate 

37 

  

  

  

  

Note: issue further ARI if claimant states AR1 not received. If the user does not select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ then the field 

will automatically default to ‘yes’. If an AR1 is not required, then the user must select ‘no’ to prevent the AR1 

being issued. 

38 

  

select ‘Save’ 

39 

  

create a Communications Record where appropriate 

40 

  

close any outstanding tasks 

41 

  

  

Issue appropriate notification to Cx to inform them appeal has been lapsed 

See: Workflow/Task Management. 

15. FTA decision Negative Determination, progress case back to AP. 

16. Referring case back to AP: 



 

Step Action 

1 

  

  

access Decision Assist by selecting the action button on the right of the completed determination 

2 

  

select AP advice 

3 

  

  

select unplanned or planned intervention as appropriate (none SRTI) from the dropdown list 

4 

  

  

select who requested the intervention from the dropdown list e.g. claimant (add any necessary comments) 

5 

  

  

PIPCS will automatically send a task to AP with appropriate deadline 

17. If HMCTS require an HP assessment they will contact you. On receipt of the request, you must 

forward it to Capita/Independent Assessment Services –See: Referring claim to QAP AP for advice or 

further evidence.                                                   

Note: Refer to OED PIP Compliance Note 31v3 for Referring cases to the AP. 

18. Where requests for specific types of information should be directed to HMCTS – See: Appendix 26. 

19. To pass the request to the AP, use the ‘New Assessment’ referral functionality. You must include the 

notes in the Medical Details Evidence screen to explain the reason for the further evidence request. 



 

20. If there are any instructions for the HP in an adjournment notice, such as a direction by a Judge for 

particular type of assessor, this is to be mentioned in the referral. Record the details in Decision 

Assist and in the comments box of ‘Request AP Advice’ referral/task to the HP. 

New claim received while appeal outstanding against earlier decision 

21. If a new claim or award review is received and there is an outstanding appeal against an earlier 

decision: 

• the new claim will be decided by the new claim team, in the usual way  

• record the details in PIPCS  

• prepare your appeal response and you must tell HMCTS the effective date of any new outcome 

decision  

Note: A system task will be sent to you to notify HMCTS of the New Claim. You will advise HMCTS of the 

new claim and if a decision has not yet been made, they will be notified when a decision has been made 

and then defer the task to await outcome of new claim. When the new decision is made, you advise the 

Tribunal of the fixed period the Tribunal is now limited to considering as a result of the new outcome 

decision - See: Preparing the appeal response and also - See: Workflow and Task Management. 

22. The tribunal is not limited when a new claim has been made, but is limited once a decision has been 

made on the new claim – See: Decision made on an intervening claim. Similarly an on going 

supersession doesn’t limit a Tribunal until a decision has been made – See: Decision under appeal 

has been superseded.   

This must be explained in: 

• the appeal response, if one hasn’t already been sent to HMCTS - See: Preparing the appeal 

response, or  

• a further response, where a response has already been sent to HMCTS – See: Preparing further 

response  

23. In addition the tribunal must be advised to restrict their decision as follows: 

• where the appeal is against a supersession disallowing PIP:  

• to the day before the effective date of the new claim, unless:  

• where the appeal is against a new outcome:  

• to the day before the effective date of the new claim  



 

Note: Where the claimant asks for an appeal against the new claim decision as well (after they have 

been through the mandatory reconsideration process), the Tribunal will make two decisions which won’t 

overlap. 

24. Once the appeal is heard you may need to revise the decision on the further claim to take into 

account the tribunal's decision or check the tribunal’s decision is still correct. 

See: Reconsiderations 

See: ADM Chapter A3 

See: Tribunal gives a decision that overlaps a subsequent CM decision 

See: Tribunal decision more advantageous than decision given on a subsequent claim/application 

See: Decision correct to check HMCTS decision 

Appeal against a Negative Determination FTA/FTC – Reassessment cases 

25. You must consider whether the claimant has ‘good reason’ for their failing to attend their PIP 

assessment or failing to comply - See: ADM P6- Good Reason. If the negative determination is due to 

non-return of the PIP2 or failing to provide information go to appeals - See: Appeals. 

26. You must also consider whether the claimants appeal indicates they are prepared to comply for 

example by attend an AP consultation. You must start this process through the AP. This is because if 

the claimant tells the Tribunal they will attend a consultation the Tribunal may allow the appeal 

against the negative determination. This is because the claimant has now indicated compliance. 

27. If the claimant said in the appeal letter they won’t or can’t attend an AP consultation, as requested 

the appeal must proceed. 

28. Where it’s not clear from the appeal letter what the claimant’s intentions are, send form PIP.3033 to 

them and explain we will wait one month for them to: 

• Provide the required information  

• or tell us they will attend an AP consultation otherwise, the appeal will proceed to the Tribunal 

after this one month has elapsed - See: Applying to HMCTS for an extension  



 

CM does not accept good reason and the claimant is not willing to comply  

29. In these circumstances you must prepare your appeal response explaining the reasons why good 

reason hasn’t been accepted and/or the claimant is not willing to comply. The Tribunal must be asked to 

uphold the original disallowance (however, within the response please can you ask the Tribunal if they 

do accept good reason to direct the claimant to either comply or attend an assessment). 

30. The response must focus solely on the reason for the negative determination and the claimant’s 

refusal to provide the information required or refusal to attend an AP consultation. The Tribunal will 

then decide whether to proceed with the hearing or give directions (which may include asking the CM to 

take further steps to obtain the information). 

CM accepts good reason or accepts the claimant is now willing to comply 

31. Where an appeal is lodged against a negative determination and you decide to let the claimant back 

on the PIP journey, the appeal cannot be lapsed by a CM at that time. We can only lapse an appeal 

when a decision can be revised fully to the claimant’s advantage - and here that hasn’t happened 

because the only decision which can do that in this context is an award of PIP and that decision has 

yet to be made. 

32. A failure to attend or comply with the assessment - a negative determination (ND) - that has 

disallowed a new PIP claim can only be revised if you’re in a position to make a decision with a 

different outcome, that is, you can award benefit. That is the only decision which can result in the 

decision being revised and the appeal lapsed. Even where you accept the reasons provided for FTA 

or FTC, you cannot lapse at that stage as you aren’t in a position to change the disallowance. You 

should ask the Tribunal to dispose of the appeal, using form OM1.Create an ‘OM1’ and 

accompanying PIP8025/8029 new claims letter using the ART: 

Step Action  

1 on the Section 1 screen input the Appeal Reference 

2 Extract claimants  Name & Address from PIPCS See: Appendix 23 

3 select 'Issue OM1' box 

4 select 'Next' 

5 extract representatives details if applicable – See: Appendix 23 

6  select “next” 



 

7 select “Reassessment”  select “add” 

8 select appropriate paragraph from “Good Reason” drop down 

9 select appropriate paragraph from “Action Required” drop down 

10 select “OK” 

11 check and edit output document OM1 and PIP8025/8029 new claims 

12 email a copy of the claimant’s notification PIP8025/8029 new claims with the OM1 to the tribunal. 

33. You must take the appropriate action on PIPCS to continue the PIP claim and the appropriate action 

on DLACS to reinstate DLA. 

Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal FTA Good Reason Accepted –  

PIPCS and DLACS actions 

34. You must check the DLA entitlement to establish: 

Step Action 

1 open DLACS and go to DA500. In the ‘enquire from’ field input the ‘claim effective date’, and input a ‘Y’ in the 

‘entitlement’ field. Select ‘enter’ to establish current ‘M’ and ‘C’ codes 

2 if DLA entitlement has end reason codes M67 and C67 go to step and action - See: DLA entitlement has 

automatically terminated 

3 if DLA ends with any other M and C codes go to step and action - See: DLA entitlement has not automatically 

terminated 

4 if DLA record has archived go to step and action - See: DLA archived 

DLA Entitlement has automatically terminated 

35. If DLA entitlement has been terminated with entitlement codes M67 and C67 the automated data 

exchange, that was instigated following the negative determination, was successful. 

The CM will: 



 

Step Action 

1 in DLACS access dialogue DA94. If there is an event 30 . Go to step 2. 

if there is not an event 30 go to step 9 

2 De-register the event 30. Input ‘D’ in the first Event field. 

3 Press F13. The warning message `Event will be deregistered - press F13 to confirm' displays.  

Press F13 again to deregister the event. 

4 go to DA110 and input a new note - ‘DLA re-instated consequent on the OM decision’ 

5 ‘check DA515' for a previous MOTA agreement that ended as a result of the negative determination. 

NOTE: the Termination code will be ‘A12’ and the termination date will match the 2 week run on date. If there 

was a previous MOTA agreement. Provide the NINO and input ‘DLA reinstated’ in the subject heading of the 

email. MOTA Specialist team will deal with the agreement and any payments generated to Motability 

36. To reinstate DLA entitlement, a ‘Super User’ must: 

• reinstate entitlement to DLA  

• amend the RI held in DA91  

The amended RI will be the appropriate one in the 20 series or for Voluntary Reassessment cases it will 

be 15 – See: Reassessment indicators and special interest markers. 

Note: If payability codes were held prior to termination of DLA entitlement you must include these 

details in the email to super user for example, claimant in hospital from xx/xx/xx ensure P61 input from 

xx/xx/xx. 

37. The Super User will: 

Step Action 

1 in DLACS access dialogue DA091 ‘Pick List’ screen 



 

2 insert ‘Y’ into ‘About You’ field 

3 amend the Reassessment Indicator (RI) back to the appropriate RI in the ‘20’ series or 15 if it was a  

‘Voluntary Reassessment’ case 

4 select ‘End’ 

5 access DLACS dialogue DA91 select ‘Pick List’ screen 

Input the ‘Change Effective Date’ 

Note: If the previous DLA award was an indefinite award this is the date DLA was terminated If the  

DLA award was limited this is the start date of the previous DLA award 

6 input ‘Y’ in ‘Entitlement Date’ field and ‘Evidence used’ field select ‘enter’ 

7 DLACS will display ‘Evidence Used’ screen 

8 enter ‘02’ in the ‘Evidence Code’ used for the decision and input ‘Y’ in the ‘claim form’ field. Then press enter 

9 enter ‘A’ to amend the ‘Action’ field of the penultimate line 

10 if the previous DLA award was indefinite remove the ‘to date’, input a Y in the indefinite period field and change 

the M and C codes to the appropriate indefinite codes. If the previous DLA award was limited enter the ‘to date’ 

of the previous award 

Note: The DLA award may need extending - See: Extending the DLA award 

11 input D in the action field of the second line to delete the disallowance codes, M and C67 

12 access DA200 

13 enter ‘Decision date’ – this will be the date of the decision 

14 enter ‘02’ in ‘decision type’ and ‘N’ into ‘decision notification type’ 

15 select ‘F15’ to update 



 

16 select ‘End’. Note: If CM has reported payability the super user will ensure the appropriate P codes are held on 

DLACS 

38. The CM will complete payment action on DLACS, the action on PIPCS, below, and issue the 

appropriate notification. The CM will check the claimant’s bank details in DA502 and DA500 against 

the bank details held on PIPCS and amend if necessary then release DLA arrears. 

Note: where bank details are not held in PIPCS you mustn’t use the DLA bank details without first 

confirming with the claimant - See: Amending BACS details on DLACS. 

39. 

Step Action 

1 enter NINO and ‘DA105 Method of payment’ screen in the next dialogue field 

2 select ‘enter’ and DLACS will display the payment details screen 

3 enter ‘Y’ in ‘do you accept payment details shown’ and select ‘End’ 

4 access DA94 

5 select ‘end’ DLACS will then display dialogue ‘DA94 Event Maintenance’ screen. 

6 input ‘C’ to clear the event 30 

7 input todays date in ‘decision made’ field 

8 input Y in supress acknowledgement field 

9 input ‘02’ in the evidence code field. 

10 input ‘Y19’ in the outcome code field and select END. 

11 access DA110 and note: – ‘DLA reinstated ‘good reason’ accepted – PIP8025/8029 issued’ - See:  

Reconsideration and Appeals notifications table 

12 select ‘End’ 



 

13 check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

  

Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835 you will not be able to delete it. You must email the Dex 

Provide the claimant's name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or CC0834. Use the email 

subject heading ‘Official Sensitive - DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 

40. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the Action button and select ‘Re-open’ 

4 select ‘Save’ 

5 Select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 



 

6 on the ‘FTA Good Reason Accepted?’ field amend the dropdown box to ‘Yes 

At the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box, provide details why ‘good reason; was accepted for example, 

Claimant was in hospital and date DLA entitlement was reinstated from 

Include any other FTA details which may help the AP to re-schedule the assessment. For example: 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA for example: 

If the claimant is in hospital  

in prison  

changed address  

Note: Consider completing activity to record any Payability on PIPCS - See: Payability 

7 save and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

8 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

and check that the verified box is ‘ticked’ 

if this field is blank check the verified box and apply the DLA other benefits evidence 

Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’ DLA other benefits 

evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is ready for a decision.  

9 within the ‘person home page’ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

  

Note: If the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘Edit’ button and change the SI to  

 

 the appropriate submitted status - See: SI markers 



 

10 stay within the ‘contact’ tab - ‘Notes’ and input new note: 

'Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. DLA 

reinstated from xx/xx/xx.' Following assessment determination, a 4 week run must be applied, DLA other 

benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must to be manually notified using the appropriate 

notification - PIP7006 (award) or 7016 (disallow) 

11 close all associated tasks. The reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

12 issue a PIP8025/8029 notification - See: Reconsideration and Appeals notifications table 

13 Upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: DRS instructions 

14 create communication record - See: Creating a communication record to record which notification you issued 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘good reason’ 

15 select the disputes tab and the ‘appeal’ option from the left hand side 

select the action button by the negative determination appeal record and select ‘edit’. In the ‘Outcomes’ 

section from the dropdown box next to the ‘Conclusion’ field select the option ‘new decision changed’ 

In the ‘Appeal Overturned Reason’ field. If ‘good reason’ was accepted by a CM select ‘Reached a different 

conclusion on substantially the same facts’. If the Tribunal accepted ‘good reason’ select the appropriate 

overturned reason depending on the circumstances of the case.’ 

16 create a ‘new’ negative determination reconsideration record. The reconsideration will stay open until the 

decision is made on the claim 

Note: The open negative determination reconsideration record will ensure the case is automatically routed to a 

CM with the correct skill set to deal with the case when it is returned from the AP 

17  navigate to the Application Case homepage 



 

18 select the Disputes tab 

19 select Reconsideration from the list on the left hand side 

20 select New, the date field will default to todays’ date, you must modify to show the date used for  

 the original negative determination reconsideration 

21 in the blank Dispute Type field from the drop-down menu you must select the appropriate type  

FTA/FTC 

22 in the Requested By field from the drop-down menu select Claimant 

23 in the Areas field you will select one or more of the options that reflect the area or areas under dispute. You 

must record reasons why/what in notes 

  

Note: Copy these from the original negative determination reconsideration. 

24 select Save 

25 If the claimant has opted in for text messages you must suppress the automated SMS text message that will be 

generated due to a reconsideration being registered See - SMS Automated  

Texting 

26 grab and close the ‘Reconsideration Registration Further Complete – Further Action Required’ task that auto 

created by PIPCS when you registered the negative determination reconsideration 

  

41. If the claim has been re-opened due to FTA/FTC good reason being accepted: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the existing Decision Assist line 

2 select the ‘Determinations’ tab and cancel the existing determination if it has not been cancelled already. 

Reason for cancelling will be ‘Submitted in Error’ 



 

3 select the ‘New’ button (White star on orange background) and select ‘Submitted in Error’ in  

Determination Reason 

4 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

DLA Entitlement has not automatically terminated 

42. If DLA entitlement ends with any entitlement M or C code, other than 67, or entitlement remains 

indefinite then the automated exchange instigated at negative determination failed. 

In DLACS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 check how long DLA entitlement is left. If DLA entitlement is due to 

end in the next 6 weeks - See: Extending the DLA award 

2 check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835 you will not be able to delete it. You must email the DEX  

Provide the claimants name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or CC0834. Use the email 

subject heading ‘Official Sensitive - DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 

43. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

3 select the ‘Action’ button and select ‘Re-open’ 

4 select save 

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 



 

6 on the ‘FTA Good Reason Accepted?’ field amend the dropdown box to ‘Yes’ 

  

7 at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box provide details why ‘good reason’ was accepted, for example, 

claimant was in hospital 

Include any other FTA details which may help the AP to re-schedule the assessment. For example: 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA for example: 

if the claimant is in hospital  

in prison  

changed address  

Note: consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS - See: Payability 

 

8 save the changes and apply the changes you have made to medical details 

9 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

input a ‘tick’ in the verified box and save and apply the DLA other benefits evidence 

Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’ DLA other benefits 

evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is ready for a decision. 

10 within the ‘person home page ‘ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

Note: if the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘edit’ button and change the SI to the appropriate 

submitted status – See: SI markers 



 

11 go to the ‘contact’ tab – ‘Notes’ and input new note: 

‘Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. DLA 

reinstated from xx/xx/xx.' Following assessment determination, a 4 week run on must be applied, DLA other 

benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must be manually notified using the appropriate 

notification – PIP.7006 (award) or PIP7016 (disallow) 

12 close all associated tasks 

13 the reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

14 issue a PIP8025/8029 notification. 

15 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: DRS upload instructions 

16 create communication record to record a PIP8025/8029 notification has been issued 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘Good Reason’ 

17 select the disputes tab and the ‘appeal’ option from the left hand side and then select the 'Action' button by the 

negative determination appeal record and select ‘edit’. In the ‘Outcomes’ section from the dropdown box next 

to the ‘Conclusion’ field select the option ‘new decision changed’ 

In the ‘Appeal Overturned Reason’ field. If ‘good reason’ was accepted by a CM select ‘Reached a different 

conclusion on substantially the same facts’. If the Tribunal accepted ‘good reason’ select the appropriate 

overturned reason depending on the circumstances of the case.’ 

18 create a ‘new’ negative determination reconsideration record. The reconsideration will stay open until the 

decision is made on the claim 

 Note: The open negative determination reconsideration record will ensure the case is automatically routed to a 

CM with the correct skill set to deal with the case when it is returned from the AP 

19 navigate to the Application Case homepage 

20 select the Disputes tab 



 

21 select Reconsideration from the list on the left hand side 

22 select New, the date field will default to todays’ date, you must modify to show the date used for the original 

negative determination reconsideration 

23 in the blank Dispute Type field from the drop-down menu you must select the appropriate type  

FTA/FTC 

24 in the Requested By field from the drop-down menu select Claimant 

25 in the Areas field you will select one or more of the options that reflect the area or areas under dispute. You 

must record reasons why/what in notes 

Note: Copy these from the original negative determination reconsideration 

26 select 'Save' 

27 If the claimant has opted in for text messages you must suppress the automated SMS text message that will be 

generated due to a reconsideration being registered See -  SMS Automated  

Texting  

28 grab and close the ‘Reconsideration Registration Further Complete – Further Action Required’ task that auto 

created by PIPCS when you registered the negative determination reconsideration 

  

44. If the claim has been re-opened due to FTA/FTC good reason being accepted: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the existing Decision Assist line 

2 select the ‘Determinations’ tab and cancel the existing determination if it has not been cancelled already. 

Reason for cancelling will be ‘Submitted in Error’ 

3 select the ‘New’ button (White star on orange background) and select ‘Submitted in Error’ in  

Determination Reason 

4 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 



 

45. If DLA record has been archived you must: 

Step Action 

1 the CM will task the CW to order a full record print and rebuild the DLACS record 

2 the CW will order the FRP and rebuild the DLA case - See: Ordering a FRP on DLACS and also - See: Register and 

build claim 

Note: if DLA award is due to end in the next 6 weeks consider extending - See: Extending the DLA award 

3 the CW will then forward the task back to the CM to complete payment action on DLACS 

46. The CM will check the claimant’s bank details in DA502 and DA500 against the bank details held on 

PIPCS and amend if necessary then release DLA arrears. 

Note: Where bank details are not held in PIPCS, you must not use the DLA bank details without first 

confirming with the claimant - See: Amending BACS details on DLACS. 

47. 

Step Action 

1 enter NINO and ‘DA105 Method of payment’ screen in the next dialogue field 

2 select ‘enter’ and DLACS will display the payment details screen 

3 enter ‘Y’ in ‘do you accept payment details shown’ and select ‘End’ 

4 access DA110 and note: – ‘DLA reinstated ‘good reason’ accepted – PIP8025/8029 issued’ 

5 select ‘End’ 

6 check DA530 and DA535 and clear any case controls as necessary 

Note: If there is a CC0834 or CC0835 you will not be able to delete it. You must email the DEX  

Provide the claimants name and NINO and ask the DEX to remove CC0835 and/or CC0834. Use the email 

subject heading ‘Official Sensitive - DLA reinstated ‘OM’ judgement’ 



 

48. In PIPCS the CM will: 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the Personal Independence Payment (Application) case 

2 select ‘Benefit’ tab 

 

  

3 select the ‘Action’ button and select ‘Re-open’ 

4 select save 

5 select the ‘Medical Details’, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side and click on the ‘Action’ button 

6 on the ‘FTA Good Reason Accepted?’ field amend the dropdown box to ‘Yes’ 

7 at the bottom of the page, in the ‘Comments’ box provide details why ‘good reason’ was accepted, for example, 

claimant was in hospital 

Include any other FTA details which may help the AP to re-schedule the assessment. For example: 

If you know the claimant struggles outdoors (agoraphobia, needs oxygen tank), then suggest a local assessment 

or home consultation may be more appropriate 

Remind the AP of claimant circumstances that might cause another FTA for example: 

if the claimant is in hospital  

in prison  

changed address  

Note: Consider completing activity to record any payability on PIPCS - See: Payability 

8 save the changes and apply the changes you have made to medical details 



 

9 select other benefits evidence, toggle the blue arrow on the left hand side of the DLA other benefits evidence 

check the verified box to ensure there is a ‘tick’. If there isn’t input a ‘tick’ and save and apply the DLA other 

benefits evidence 

Note: Do not remove the DLA end date. As long as a case has a ‘submitted’ SI marker PIPCS will produce an 

error message that prevents the CM from inputting a decision whilst there is ‘applied’ DLA other benefits 

evidence. The DLA other benefits evidence must be amended once the case is ready for a decision. 

10 within the ‘person home page’ check the SI remains at ‘submitted’ 

Note: If the SI does not have the status ‘submitted’ select the ‘Edit’ button and change the SI to the appropriate 

submitted status - See: SI markers 

11 co to the ‘contact’ tab – ‘Notes’ and input new note: 

‘Good cause now accepted following negative determination. Reconsideration registered and not cancelled. DLA 

reinstated from xx/xx/xx.' Following assessment determination, a 4 week run on  

 

 must be applied, DLA other benefits must be manually updated and the claimant must be manually notified 

using the appropriate notification – PIP.7006 (award) or PIP7016 (disallow) 

12 close all associated tasks 

13 the reconsideration will stay open until the decision is made on the claim 

14 issue a PIP8025/8029 notification - See: Reconsideration and Appeals notifications table 

  

15 upload a copy of the notification to DRS - See: DRS upload instructions 

16 create communication record to record a PIP8025/8029 notification has been issued - See:  

Reconsideration and Appeals notifications table 

Note: The notification does not include dispute rights. The claimant has no dispute rights against the negative 

determination reconsideration decision to accept ‘Good Reason’ 



 

17 select the disputes tab and the ‘appeal’ option from the left hand side. Select the action button by the negative 

determination appeal record and select ‘edit’. In the ‘Outcomes’ section from the dropdown box next to the 

‘Conclusion’ field select the option ‘new decision changed’ 

In the ‘Appeal Overturned Reason’ field. If ‘good reason’ was accepted by a CM select ‘Reached a different 

conclusion on substantially the same facts’. If the Tribunal accepted ‘good reason’ select the appropriate 

overturned reason depending on the circumstances of the case.’ 

18 create a ‘new’ negative determination reconsideration record. The reconsideration will stay open until the 

decision is made on the claim 

Note: The open negative determination reconsideration record will ensure the case is automatically routed to a 

CM with the correct skill set to deal with the case when it is returned from the AP 

19 navigate to the Application Case homepage 

20 select the Disputes tab 

21 select Reconsideration from the list on the left hand side 

22 select New, the date field will default to todays’ date, you must modify to show the date used for the original 

negative determination reconsideration 

23 in the blank Dispute Type field from the drop-down menu you must select the appropriate type  

FTA/FTC 

24 in the Requested By field from the drop-down menu select Claimant 

25 in the Areas field you will select one or more of the options that reflect the area or areas under dispute. You 

must record reasons why/what in notes 

Note: Copy these from the original negative determination reconsideration 

26 select 'Save' 



 

27 If the claimant has opted in for text messages you must suppress the automated SMS text message that will be 

generated due to a reconsideration being registered See - SMS Automated  

Texting  

28 grab and close the ‘Reconsideration Registration Further Complete – Further Action Required’ task that auto 

created by PIPCS when you registered the negative determination reconsideration 

  

49. If the claim has been re-opened due to FTA/FTC good reason being accepted. 

Step Action 

1 navigate to the existing Decision Assist line 

2 select the ‘Determinations’ tab and cancel the existing determination if it has not been cancelled already. 

Reason for cancelling will be ‘Submitted in Error’ 

3 select the ‘New’ button (White star on orange background) and select ‘Submitted in Error’ in  

Determination Reason 

4 create a ‘Manual AP assessment required’ task to the correct AP WQ (checking the LOT number the claim is 

allocated to) 

50. Negative Determination reconsideration and appeal notifications. 

PIP.8020 New Claim Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP.8021 Reassessment Negative Determination Reconsideration – ‘good reason’ accepted by  

CM 

PIP.8024 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP.8025 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by CM 

PIP.8028 New Claim Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

PIP.8029 Reassessment Negative Determination Appeal – ‘good reason’ accepted by Tribunal 

Failure to Attend and Failure to Comply on Planned Award Review and  

Unplanned Award Review Assessment referrals 



 

51. Once good reason has been considered and accepted for FTA or FTC and the claim is being referred 

back to the AP for an Assessment take the following action: 

Step Action 

1 complete the Failure to Attend Good Reason Accepted or the Failure to Supply Requested  

Information Good Reason Accepted field in the Medical Details evidence as Yes 

2 apply the evidence 

3 access Decision Assist and cancel the current In Progress Determination 

4 select Request AP Advice from the latest Completed Determination 

5 the Request AP Advice window will display. Complete the fields as follows: 

AP Advice Reasons - select the relevant option: 

Planned Intervention  

Unplanned Intervention - non SRTI  

Unplanned Intervention – SRTI  

Request for - select DM  

Comments – state the reason for the referral  

For example: FTA or FTC on previous referral so being re-referred as good reason accepted 

6 a system AP - Assessment required task will be created automatically and allocated to the AP TI Referrals, or the 

AP New Referrals WQ. The comments recorded above will be included in the task and sent to the AP 

  

Failure to Attend and Failure to Comply on Reconsideration and Appeal  

Assessment referrals 

52. Once good reason has been considered and accepted for FTA or FTC and the claim is being referred 

back to the AP for an Assessment take the following action: 

Step Action 



 

1 complete the Failure to Attend Good Reason Accepted or the Failure to Supply Requested  

Information Good Reason Accepted field in the Medical Details evidence as Yes 

2 update comments to inform the AP for the reason for re-referral 

3 apply the evidence 

4 access Decision Assist and cancel the current In Progress Determination 

5 create a new Determination 

Note: This step is required as using the Request AP Advice function for Reconsideration and Appeals does not 

create an AP - Assessment required task which is required by the AP for them to undertake an Assessment 

6 create a Manual AP Assessment required task from the task tab in Decision Assist 

7 allocate the task to the AP TI Referrals or the AP New Referrals WQ 

  

36 Failure to Comply (FTC) 

  

Failure to Comply 

1. Before the consultation begins the Assessment Provider (AP) explains the procedures and purpose of 

the consultation. The AP may ask for the claimant’s verbal permission to carry out an examination. 

They may need to ask for permission again during the consultation - See: PIP Assessment Guide for 

more information about what happens before the consultation starts. 

2. A claimant may become uncooperative during the consultation. If so, the AP will try to obtain enough 

information to complete the assessment report and provide advice for you. 

3. No incomplete reports are sent to DWP for any reason nor will they submit a partially completed 

PIPCS assessment questionnaire - See: Assessment Provider Process – AP returns for other reasons. 

4. The AP will end the consultation and return it to DWP if the claimant: 

• is so uncooperative the AP can’t complete an assessment report  



 

• displays unacceptable behaviour  

• decides to stop participating and leaves  

Note: If the case involves Unacceptable Customer Behaviour (UCB) the AP will also complete and return 

the appropriate UCB forms. The AP should notify DWP within one working day if UCB is identified during 

the consultation - See: Unacceptable Customer Behaviour (UCB). 

5. You must consider the AP explanation for the incomplete assessment and any other relevant 

information held in: 

• the medical evidence details in PIPCS  

• the notes and records of phone calls received including any claimant information about their 

consultation and FTC  

6. If there isn’t enough information to decide ‘good reason’ you’ll need to contact the claimant and find 

out what happened - See: Good reason consideration. 

  

Case Manager action 

7. On receipt of the case for consideration of good reason you must consider if a negative determination 

is appropriate. It’s the responsibility of the claimant to provide good reason for non-attendance. 

8. Good reason can be considered whether a claimant was unable to attend their assessment due to 

circumstances outside of their control and whether they did everything reasonably expected to avoid 

this. Factors to consider can be: 

• the claimants state of heath at the relevant time 

• the nature of the claimants disability 

• the relevant facts of the individual case 

See: Good cause consideration 

Learning Tip - Examples of Failure to Attend and Good Reason 

  



 

Contacting FTC Claimant 

9. You must phone the claimant and explain an assessment consultation is necessary to decide their PIP 

claim. The claimant must be asked why the consultation didn’t take place. 

10. You must tell the claimant without a ‘good reason’ for not complying, their claim will be disallowed. 

11. You must tell the claimant if they had a ‘good reason’ for not complying, they must agree to fully 

participate in the next consultation arranged. 

12. If you don’t have the claimant’s reasons and couldn’t contact the claimant by phone: 

• complete a PIP.3033 asking the claimant why the consultation wasn’t completed; the appropriate 

wording depends on the case 

• issue a copy to the claimant 

• send a copy to MOU to upload to DRS or upload this yourself 

• add the PIP.3033 to the communication record 

• set an event wait one calendar month from the day after the date the PIP.3033 is issued for the 

claimant to return it 

13. If the PIP. 3033 is returned within a calendar month, you will manually task the case as ‘PIP.3033 

returned’. You’ll need to consider the reply and decide the appropriate action. 

14. If the PIP.3033 isn’t returned within a calendar month, the task matures and the case is tasked to 

you.  

You’ll need to decide the next steps and if a decision can be made. 

15. A disallowance decision (a negative determination) may be appropriate if: 

• there’s no response to phone calls and no reply to the PIP.3033 enquiry letter and there’s nothing to 

indicate there was ‘good reason’ 

• after considering all the evidence you decide ‘good reason’ hasn’t been shown 

See: Vulnerable claimants 

See: ADM Chapter P6 – Good reason     



 

  

37 Administrative Exercise (AE) End to End process 

Introduction 

1. An Administrative Exercise (AE) is the process for looking at cases to see if claimants are 

impacted by the Upper Tribunal (UT) decisions. These decisions change the interpretation of PIP case law 

and the way we assess PIP claims. 

2. New PIP case law must be applied from the UT decision date, known as the ‘relevant 

determination’ date; entitlement can’t go back before then - See: 32 Upper Tribunal for all UT decisions. 

Note: If the claimant was in receipt of the standard PIP rates, they could benefit financially from the UT 

decision. However, claimants entitled to the enhanced/enhanced PIP rates can’t benefit financially from 

the UT decision and these cases will not form part of the AE. 

Subpages 

• 01 LEAP Tab  

• 02 Administrative Exercise (AE) Case Selection  

• 03 AE Selection Exceptions  

• 04 Case Worker Tasks  

• 05 Case Manager Actions  

• 06 Pre Case Manager (CM) decision cases checks  

• 07 CM to make a decision  

• 08 LEAP Letter Loader  

• 09 AE decision types/scenarios  

• 10 Claimant has a current award  

• 11 Claim is disallowed  

• 12 Deceased claimants  

• 13 Create or delete new AE record  

• 14 Further information required - payability or bank details  

• 15 Claimant benefits from AE review  

• 16 Motability claimant benefits from AE  

• 17 SRTI claimant benefits from AE  

• 18 Modify single determination  

• 19 Modify subsequent determination (closed period AE award)  



 

• 20 AE clerical enquiry letter  

• 21 AE Clerical Notifications  

• 22 Change of Circumstance - review identified whilst ‘Progress Review” task is assigned to an AE 

CM  

• 23 Claimant dies and hasn’t had an AE review  

• 24 Checking address on aged information  

• 25 Immediate Review (previously known as LEAP Me Now)  

01 LEAP Tab 

  

1. PIPCS will automatically identify and select cases based on set criteria in relation to the relevant 

judgement. When a case is identified it will show on the LEAP tab in ‘Person Record’. 

2. When a case is selected: 

• relevant judgment will show on LEAP tab  

• case status will show as ‘Selected’  

A LEAP tab will be created in ‘Person Record’ for cases impacted.  

3. Within the LEAP tab there is a drop-down list for all the Current Decisions outcomes. These are: 

• ‘Increased Entitlement’  

• ‘Decreased Entitlement’  

• ‘No Change’  

• ‘Descriptor Change’  

  

4. When the AE ‘Progress Review’ task 115 is generated the case status will change to ‘In Progress’ and 

the task is automatically routed to a CM with an AE skillset. 

Note: Tasks will route to overflow queue if CM capacity is reached. 

5. The CM will: 

• check the LEAP tab  

• consider which UT judgment/s should be applied  



 

• conduct a review in line with current BAU processes  

Note:  When the AE review task is generated it will automatically move the case from the Owning unit to 

the LEAP OU - See: Create or delete new AE record.   

02 Administrative Exercise (AE) Case Selection 

  

1. PIPCS will automatically identify and select cases based on criteria agreed for each AE in relation to 

the relevant judgement unless it falls into any of the exception categories - See: Selection Exceptions.  

The criteria for each UT decision are different: 

2. 

UT decision Criteria for Selection Criteria for Exclusion 

MH 

All PIP claimants  who were entitled to PIP on 

28/11/16 or were awarded or disallowed PIP 

between 28/11/16 and 25/06/18. 

PIP claimants awarded enhanced rate mobility 

components for eligible applications from 28/11/16 to 

25/06/18. 

Ineligible applications. Applications disallowed on lay 

rules or by a new claim or reassessment negative 

determination. 

RJ 

All PIP claimants  who were entitled to PIP on 

09/03/17 or were awarded or disallowed PIP 

between 09/03/17 and 25/06/18. 

PIP claimants awarded enhanced rate of both 

components for eligible applications from 09/03/17 to 

25/06/18. 

Ineligible applications are those disallowed on lay rules 

or at negative determination. 

All PIP claimants who scored 3b to 3e and: 1. PIP claimants awarded enhanced daily living from 

28/11/16 to 16/06/19. 



 

LB ‘diet as 

therapy’ 

  

who were entitled to PIP on 28/11/16 or  

PIP claimants who were entitled to 3a or 3f  
were awarded or disallowed PIP from 28/11/16 to 16/06/19. 
between 28/11/16 and 16/06/2019. 

Any Disability  Reassessment disallowance  
or; decision made before 28/11/16. 

a new claim disallowance decision was  

4. Ineligible applications are those disallowed  
made between 28/11/16 and 16/06/19, on lay rules or at negative determination. 
but the effective date is before 28/11/16. 

LB ‘managing  All PIP claimants who scored 3b to 3e  1. PIP claimants awarded enhanced daily living and 

 and: from 28/11/16 to 15/03/17. monitoring’ 

who were entitled to PIP on 28/11/16 or 2. Claimants who were entitled to 3a or 3f from  

  were awarded or disallowed PIP  28/11/16 to 15/03/17. 

between 28/11/16 and 15/03/2017. 

3. Any Disability Reassessment disallowance  

 or; decision made before 28/11/16. 

a new claim disallowance decision was  4. Ineligible applications are those 

disallowed made between 28/11/16 and 15/03/17,  on lay rules or at negative 

determination. but the effective date is before 28/11/16. 

  

3. When a case is identified, it will show on the LEAP tab in ‘Person case’ with a status of ‘Selected’ 

- See:  LEAP   Tab  

4. A priority order was agreed at Ministerial level. ‘Selected’ cases will automatically generate an 

AE task in priority order, where possible: 

• SRTI  

• Deceased  

• Chronological date order (oldest date of application to newest date of application)  

  

5. When the AE task is generated the case status will change from Selected’ to ‘In Progress’, the 

Owning unit (OU) will automatically update to the LEAP OU. The case will automatically route to CM 

overflow queue and will be allocated by AE allocators 



 

Note: All staff working on AE will be positioned in the Blackpool Alt Format BC OU. This OU will be used 

by AE staff only. For the purpose of AE instructions, it will be referred to as LEAP OU. 

 03 AE Selection Exceptions 

  

1. An AE task won’t be generated if: 

• there is a user case owner held on PIP records for claimant  

• there is an open Reconsideration held  

• there is an open Appeal  

• there is an open Intervention  

• there is a closed Appeal, with a Conclusion Reason of ‘New Decision Changed’ or ‘New Decision 

– Unchanged’ or ‘Decision Maintained’  

• case identified for ‘light touch’ MH and/or RJ review  

2. The case will remain with the BAU OU until the ongoing event or task is cleared and it is available for 

selection for AE review. PIPCS will check the cases each night to determine whether they are available 

for selection. 

3. The CM has no power to revise a FtT’s decision and the decision cannot be superseded for error of 

law. Discussions are ongoing with legal and strategy around the process which should be followed in 

such circumstances and further instructions will be published once this information is available.  

4. If a user case owner is assigned or a ‘reconsideration’, ‘appeal’ or ‘intervention’ record opened after 

an AE task has been created: 

• The case will automatically return to the geographical OU  

• Any AE tasks in the AE overflow WQ will automatically route to the geographical OU  

• Business as usual CM/CW will grab and defer the AE task/s  

5.You cannot complete the AE review until business as usual (BAU) action has been completed. Once the 

geographical OU have completed their event they will assign the AE task/s to Blackpool Alt Format 

BC_Overflow CM work queue. The AE review can then continue. 

  

04 Case Worker Tasks 



 

  

1. Throughout the AE review (whilst in the Blackpool Alt Format OU) you must deal with any manually or 

system created tasks or any tasks that come in as a result of AE enquiry letters - See: AE clerical 

enquiry letter. 

2. AE specific tasks and action required are listed below: 

• White Mail received including bank details  

• Deferral tasks  

• Change of circumstances completed deferred AE    

• Claimant requests  

• Claimant recently deceased  

• AE claimant not notified – action outstanding  

AE claimant not notified  

3. AE action may have been completed, but the claimant has not been notified of the decision because: 

• The claimant is deceased and no NOK/DAP has been identified  

• The claimant is deceased and the NOK/DAP was identified, but we were unable to confirm their 

details are correct  

• The claimant was disallowed PIP and the AE team were unable to confirm their details are 

correct  

4.The AE CM will input a note, in the Person Home page – Contacts –Notes   stating the claimant/NOK 

hasn’t been notified - See: Disallowed Claims and also See: Deceased claimants for details of notes in 

each scenario. 

White Mail received including bank details 

5. Any correspondence, are received and scanned onto DRS by MOU they will be classified as ‘white 

mail’. A ‘Communication Record’ is then created and a white mail task will route to LEAP OU WF user 

to re-categorise. However, any white mail containing claimants bank details must be re-categorised 

but as ‘white mail COB’. This ensures that the AP can not review the account details. 

6. The WF user must also check and amend if necessary the bank details prior to forwarding the white 

mail task to the CM to continue with the decision. 

Note: If white mail is received that reports a change of address, you must categorise this as white mail  



 

COA. 

7. LEAP OU WF user must: 

Step Action 

1 check for any deferred tasks, monitoring the enquiry form return. If so, grab and close the task -  

See: Workflow and Task Management 

2 if mail received is a PIP.7052 or PIP.7054, navigate to ‘Person Record’ and select ‘Financial’ tab 

3 select ‘Bank Accounts’ on left hand side 

4 check bank details provided match current details held in PIPCS, if not ‘amend’ existing or ‘add’ if none held - 

See: Input payment details 

5 select Save 

6 forward white mail task to the CM with case ownership 

Deferral tasks 

8. The CW may have to defer an existing task, for example, to wait for information to arrive - See: How to 

defer an Existing Task. 

Number Type of Notification/Form Action required Task 

deadline 

PIP.7052 AE enquiry letter for bank details and/or 

payability 

Check if they need to issue 

Check if CM has already issued 

Defer for  

21 days 

PIP.7052 

R 

AE reminder letter for PIP.7052 Check return of PIP.7052 

Or if non return issue PIP.7052R 

If non-return after PIP.7052R issued you must 

forward task to AE  CM and update task notes 

‘Non-return of PIP.7052R’ 

Defer for 7 

days 



 

PIP.7053 AE enquiry letter to establish if NOK/DAP 

is still person dealing with the deceased 

details 

  Defer for  

21 days 

  

PIP.7053 

R 

AE reminder letter for PIP.7053 If non-return after reminder issued you must 

forward task to AE CM and update task notes ‘Non-

return of PIP.7053R’ 

Defer for 7 

days 

  

PIP.7054 AE enquiry letter to NOK/DAP for bank 

details and/or payability 

Check if they need to issue Defer for  

21 days 

  Check if CM has already issued  

PIP.7054 

R 

AE reminder letter for PIP.7054/  

PIP.7053 

  

Check return of PIP.7054/PIP.7053 

Or if non return issue PIP.7054R 

If non-return after PIP.7054R issued you must 

forward task to AE   CM and update task notes 

‘Non-return of PIP.7054R’ 

Defer for 7 

days 

PIP.7057 AE enquiry letter to request more further 

information 

No check defer for 21 days defer for 21 

days 

PIP.7057 

R 

AE reminder letter for PIP.7057 Check return of PIP.7057 

Or if non return issue PIP.7057R 

If non-return after PIP.7057R issued you must 

forward task to AE   CM, update task notes ‘Non-

return of PIP.7057R’ 

defer for 7 

days 

  

Claimant requests Immediate Review 

9. The claimant could request an immediate review by phone or in writing. 



 

10. If the claimant requests an Immediate review in writing the Workflow Team will forward the letter to 

AE via a task. 

Note: Where the claimant has made a written request for an immediate review and reports 

a change in circumstances, you must create a ‘change of circumstances review record’. See: 

Creating a Change Of Circumstance Review 

You must: 

• Close the task from the Workflow Team  

• create a new task with the task type ‘Manual Change of Circumstances’ and  

• assign to the CM overflow work-queue of the owning OU  

• Then follow the step and action at paragraph 13  

11. If the claimant requests an Immediate review by phone, Enquiry line will check if there is an open 

event. If the Agent identifies an open event, they will create a manual ‘To do’ task with subject: 

‘Claimant has requested an Immediate review when on-going event is completed’. The task will be 

assigned to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow_CW work-queue. 

12.If the Agent doesn’t identify an open event, they will create a manual ‘To do’ task with the subject:  

‘Immediate Review’ . The task will be assigned to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow_CW work-queue. 

13. On receipt of PIPCS tasks for a written request or ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate review 

when on-going event is completed’ or ‘Immediate Review’ the CW must check PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 search for the NINO using the search box at the top of the screen. A new tab will open ‘Search  

Results’ 

2 select the evidence summary associated with the current/most recent application 

Note: the current/most recent application will contain at least 3 cases - an application case, evidence 

summary and decision assist 

select the interventions tab and check if there are any planned or unplanned interventions with a status of 

‘Open’  

3 if there are open interventions the AE review cannot be completed until the event is closed as there is on-

going BAU action. Go to para 14 



 

4 if there are no open interventions - go back to search results and select the current/most recent benefit 

delivery case or, if there no benefit delivery case, the application case 

5          

    

select the disputes tab and select ‘Reconsideration’ from the list on the left hand side. check for any 

reconsiderations with a status of ‘Open’ 

6 if there is an ‘Open’ reconsideration the AE review cannot be completed until the event is closed as there is 

on-going BAU action. Go to para 14. 

7 select ‘Appeal’ from the list on the left hand side. Check for any appeals with a status of ‘Open’ 

8 if there are no ‘Open’ interventions, reconsiderations or appeals, or there is an ‘open’ appeal the  

CW must send the task to the CM create an ‘Immediate Review’ manual to do task and assign to  

Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM  

14. If the AE CW identifies there’s an ongoing BAU event registered, the AE CW must 

contact the claimant to advise they have an ongoing event and the case cannot be 

reviewed for AE until the ongoing event is complete.  

15.The BAU CM will consider the changes to PIP law when they make their decision. For any previous 

periods the changes to PIP law should be considered by an AE CM. 

See example statements you could use, depending on the type of event: 

 ‘We will consider the change of circumstances you reported first then review your claims and/or awards 

to check if the changes to PIP law mean you are eligible for more support for a previous period.  We will 

write to you regarding your change of circumstances review and the changes in PIP law separately.’ 

Or, 

 ‘We will consider the planned review we instigated first then review your claims and/or awards to 

check if the changes to PIP law mean you are eligible for more support for a previous period.  We will 

write to you regarding your planned review and the changes in PIP law separately.’ Or, 

‘We will consider the reconsideration you requested first then review your claims and/or awards to 

check if the changes to PIP law mean you are eligible for more support for a previous period.  We will 

write to you regarding your reconsideration and the changes in PIP law separately.’ 



 

16. If an Agent identified the on-going event, the Agent will have told the claimant the case 

cannot be reviewed for AE until the ongoing event is complete. The CW does not need 

to contact the claimant 

17. The CW must: 

Step         Action 

1 close the ‘Immediate Review’  task and create new PIPCS manual To Do task, task subject 

‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when on-going event is completed’, with a 

standard priority, and input 4 weeks from today in the deadline field'. See: How to close a task 

and also See: Manual Tasks 

2 assign the 'Claimant has requested an Immediate Review when ongoing event is completed' task to the CM 

overflow WQ of the owning OU 

3 create a record in Person Notes ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review, AE deferred due to open 

BAU event. Phoned the claimant xx/xx/xx to inform them their immediate review will be completed after 

the BAU event has been completed’ 

Deferred AE – Open event completed 

18. The AE could have been deferred because there was an open BAU event when: 

• the claimant requested an immediate AE review or  

• a BAU event was registered after the case had been selected for AE review or  

• the case was selected manually for AE review  

Once the BAU event is complete, BAU will create an ‘AE request, event now closed’ task. The task will be 

assigned to the AE Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CW work queue for the AE to continue. 

19. On receipt of the ‘AE request, event now closed’  task, check  there are no open events, see 

Step/Action at paragraph 14. 

20. If there are no open events check: 

• if there is an ‘Immediate Review’ task in Blackpool Alt Format BC_Cam-lite Alt Format 

MultiFunction Team 1. If there is, grab the ‘Immediate Review’ task, assign it to Blackpool Alt 

Format BC_Overflow CM work-queue and close the ‘AE request, event now closed’ task.  



 

• if there are any open ‘Progress Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress Review LB/MH/RJ’ 

tasks. Grab the ‘Progress Review’, ‘Progress Review LB’ or ‘Progress Review LB/MH/RJ’ task and 

forward to the AE CM overflow work queue. Or, if the review task has been deferred by an AE 

CM forward the ‘AE request, event now closed’ task to the CM who owns the deferred task/s.   

• If there are no open events move the case into the AE OU and close the ‘AE request, event now 

closed’ task, create a manual ‘to do’ ‘Immediate Review’ task and assign it to Blackpool Alt 

Format BC_Overflow CM work-queue. A CM in AE will then complete the AE review.  

Return to OU 

20. 3 days after the review status has been changed to ‘complete’ and the task is closed PIPCS will 

automatically allocate the case back to original OU. 

Note:  You must check the claimant’s residential address and postcode, and/or PAB/Appointee 

residential address and postcode. If there has been a change of address, you must allocate the case to 

the new OU. 

21. The case won’t move back into its original OU if: 

• review status is 'Selected' or ‘In Progress’ in an AE record  

• review task hasn’t been closed  

• there is an open Reconsideration/Appeal/Intervention/Case owner  

22. The case will remain in the LEAP OU and be re-checked by the system. 

Claimant Recently Deceased 

23. When the Next of Kin (NoK) reports the death of a claimant, a BAU CW will send a ‘high priority’ task 

to the LEAP (Blackpool Alt Format BC_OverflowCW  work queue) after completing case closure 

activity if the status of the AE review is ‘Selected’ 

24. On receipt of ‘Claimant deceased AE required’ task, the CW must confirm if it has already been  

AE’d. If it has, then no further action is required so the task can be closed.  If it hasn’t, forward the task 

to the CM to review the case. 

05 Case Manager Actions 

  



 

AE 'Review' task manual allocation to CM 

1. PIPCS will automatically identify and select cases based on set criteria in relation to the relevant 

judgments – See: AE Case Selection. Tasks with ‘Subject’ named as per below will be auto-created and 

forwarded to the AE CM Overflow queue (Blackpool Alt Format BC_OverflowCM) You will be manually 

allocated AE Review tasks depending on your skills: 

AE UT Task Subject  

LB ‘Progress Review LB’ 

MH ‘Progress Review’ 

RJ ‘Progress Review’ 

2. PIPCS will look for ‘selected’ LB AE cases first in each overnight batch in priority order – See: AE 

Case Selection. Once identified PIPCS will: 

• update the LB status in the LEAP tab to ‘in progress’  

• Move the case into the LEAP OU  

Generate a ‘Progress Review LB’ task and assign it to the LEAP CM overflow. 

Note: If the case is already in the LEAP OU PIPCS will stop the timer, which is set in the background to 

automatically move the case out of the LEAP OU. 

3. Once identified for LB, if MH and/or RJ also have a status of ‘selected’ in the LEAP tab PIPCS will, 

in certain circumstances: 

• Update the status to ‘in progress’  

• generate a ‘Progress Review’ task  

However, the ‘Progress Review’ task will only be assigned to the LEAP CM overflow WQ in the next 

overnight batch. 

4. PIPCS will look for ‘selected’ MH and/or RJ AE cases in priority order second in each overnight 

batch, after the LB batch - See: AE Case Selection. Once identified PIPCS will: 

• update the status of MH and/or RJ in the LEAP tab to ‘in progress’  

• move the case into the LEAP OU  

• generate a ‘Progress Review’ task and assign it to the LEAP CM overflow WQ  



 

Note: If the case is already in the LEAP OU, PIPCS will stop the timer, which is set in the background to 

automatically move the case out of the LEAP OU. 

CM Action - Progress Review LB task 

5. When you are allocated a ‘Progress Review LB’ task, you must review the case for the LB judgment. 

You should check the date that the ‘Progress Review LB’ task was created and the status of MH and RJ 

in the LEAP tab to establish if you should also review the case for MH and/or RJ. 

Date LB Review task created 

6. If created: 

• today – you must wait one day to review case to see if ‘Progress Review’ task is generated  

• more than one day ago – the ‘Progress Review’ task should have generated if appropriate 

‘Status’ of MH and RJ 

7. If the status is: 

‘Blank’ – Use the selection criteria – See: AE Case Selection to establish if the case requires review for 

the judgment: 

• where the case does not meet the criteria for review, do not consider the judgment and leave 

the status as ‘blank’  

• where the case does meet the criteria for the judgment, update the marker to ‘in progress’ and 

review for the judgment  

Note: Where one of the judgments is ‘blank’ and the other is ‘completed’, check if the case has already 

been reviewed for the ‘blank’ judgment using the notification in the attachments tab, or, if deceased, a 

note in the notes tab – See: Deceased claimants. If the notification or note states the case has already 

been considered for the judgment, update the status to ‘completed’. 

‘Selected’ - Review the case for all judgments with a status of ‘selected’. 

‘In Progress’ - the LB status will be ‘in progress’ if either of the other judgments has a status of ‘in 

progress’ check if there is a ‘Progress review’ task: 

• If the ‘Progress Review’ task been assigned to another CM or workqueue, grab the ‘Progress 

review’ task and review for all ‘in progress’ judgments  



 

• If there isn’t a ‘Progress Review’ task, check if the case has already been reviewed for the 

judgment by searching for an AE notification in the attachments tab or, if deceased, a note in the 

notes tab – See: Deceased claimants  

• If the case has been reviewed for the judgment, update the status to ‘completed’  

• If the case has not been reviewed for the judgment, review the case for all ‘in progress’ 

judgments  

‘Complete’ – where the status is ‘complete’ the review has already been completed for the judgment. 

No further action on this judgment is required – See: CM to make a decision and also - See: Leap Tab - 

amend, create & delete in LEAP tab. 

Subpages 

• CM Action - Progress Review task  

CM Action - Progress Review task 

  

8. When you are allocated a ‘Progress Review’ task you must check the status of MH and RJ in the LEAP 

tab to establish if you should review the case for MH and/or RJ. If the status of MH or RJ is: 

‘Blank’ – Use the selection criteria – See: AE Case Selection to establish if the case requires review for 

the judgment: 

• where the case does not meet the criteria for review, do not consider the judgment and leave 

the status as ‘blank’  

• where the case does meet the criteria for the judgment, update the marker to ‘in progress’ and 

review for the judgment  

Note: Where one of the judgments is ‘blank’ and the other is ‘completed’, check if the case has already 

been reviewed for the ‘blank’ judgment using the notification in the attachments tab or, if deceased, a 

note in the notes tab – See: Deceased claimants. If the notification or note states the case has already 

been considered for the judgment, update the status to ‘completed’. 

‘Selected’ – MH and RJ should never have a status of ‘selected’ once a ‘Progress Review’ task has been 

generated. However, the status of LB could be ‘selected’. If it is, you should continue to complete your 

MH and/or RJ review. The case will be automatically identified for an LB review when appropriate. 



 

‘In Progress’ - Check if the case has already been reviewed for the ‘in progress’ judgment/s by searching 

for an AE notification in the attachments tab or, if deceased, a note in the notes tab – See: Deceased  

claimants : 

• if the case has been reviewed for the judgment, update the status to ‘completed’  

• if the case has not been reviewed for the judgment, review the case for the ‘in progress’ 

judgment/s  

  

  

Note: If LB has a status of ‘in progress’, there will be a ‘Progress review LB’ task assigned to another CM 

or a workqueue. Do not complete the MH and/or RJ review. A CM with the LB skill will grab the ‘Progress 

review’ task from you and complete the review for all the ‘in progress’ judgments. 

‘Complete’ – Where the status is ‘complete’, the review has already been completed for the judgment. 

No further action is required - See: CM to make a decision and also - See: Leap Tab - amend, create & 

delete in LEAP tab.  

06 Pre Case Manager (CM) decision cases checks 

  

Check for Exportability 

1. The Exportability Team deal with: 

• New claims from people living in another European Economic Area (EEA) member state or 

Switzerland.  

• New claims from EEA nationals living in GB, who do not satisfy the past presence condition at 

date of claim due to time spent in an EEA country or Switzerland.  

• New claims from EEA nationals living in GB, who do not satisfy the past presence condition at 

date of claim due to time spent in a non EEA country  

2. In certain circumstances the Exportability Team are able to award PIP even though the claimant 

resides in Europe or they live in GB, but don’t satisfy the past presence conditions. 

There are several ways to identify an Exportability case: 



 

• check the previous Owning Units to establish if the case was previously under ‘Exportability’  

• if the claimant resides in GB and R&P evidence ‘UK competent state’ field displays ‘No’  

• if the claimant resides in Europe Foreign Residency evidence could indicate an Exportability case  

3. If you identify an Exportability case you must check the new claim notification to establish if 

Exportability were able to award the mobility and/or daily living components. Where Exportability 

were unable to award the mobility and/or daily living component, you should reiterate  the reasons 

why where the claimant has benefitted from their AE review, including a change in their points, and 

remove the relevant points table from their AE notification. Where the claimant does not benefit from 

their AE review you cannot reiterate the reasons, but must still remove the appropriate points table. 

Note: The clerical template has a tick box to remove mobility however, where daily living has not been 

awarded by Exportability reference to daily living component should be removed from the notification 

manually). The reasons for not awarding the mobility or daily living components can be taken from the 

new claim notification, for example, 'You are not entitled to the Mobility component because you do not 

live in Great Britain.' 

Check for fraud interest 

4. If the claimant has an ‘!’ in the male/female symbol in the context panel, go to the Person Case and 

select the ‘Issues and Proceedings’ tab. If the claimant has a ‘Special Caution’ fraud marker, the case 

must be referred to your SAM to liaise with Case Review Team. 

Note: ‘Benefitted’ cases must be referred to SAM. 

Check for open tasks 

5. If there are open tasks, other than ‘Progress Review’ or ‘Progress review LB’, you must consider 

whether the task/s require action before you input your AE review decision onto PIPCS. 

6. Consider if any of the open task/s require action to amend the claimant or their Appointee’s personal 

details, for example change of address. Outstanding task/s such as ‘BF56 received’ must be completed 

before you input your AE review. 

7. Where your AE review results in an increase in PIP entitlement or an award of PIP task/s such as those 

relating to payments or payability may also require action before you input your AE review decision. 

8. Outstanding task/s such as ‘Under/Overpayment action required’ might need to be completed before 

you input your AE review decision to ensure any AE arrears are calculated correctly by PIPCS. 



 

9. Tasks relating to payability such as ‘hospital dates’ may also require action before you input your AE 

review decision where your AE award covers the period in hospital. 

10. You must establish if any open tasks require completion and action them before you input your 

AE review decision. 

11. You should ‘grab’ the task/s and complete the required action and close the task/s once the 

action is complete. 

12. Where task/s cannot be completed, for example there are on-going enquiries, you should allow 

time for (BAU) Business As Usual PIP teams to action the task/s. When this occurs you should defer 

your ‘Progress Review’ or ‘Progress Review LB’ task/s for 28 days. 

13. After 28 days you should check to ensure (BAU) PIP teams have completed the task/s and then 

input your AE review decision. 

14. If none of the open task/s impact your AE decision and AE notification, complete your AE review, 

do not ‘grab’ or move any of the open tasks. 

  

  

07 CM to make a decision 

  

Reviewing the Evidence 

1. Your role as a CM is to make a decision and decide if the claimant’s entitlement should change due to 

the ‘UT decision’. You need to understand how the UT decision has changed PIP case law. It’s your 

responsibility to view and read all relevant evidence and ensure the UT decision/s are applied 

correctly - See:  Chapter 32   Upper Tribunal . 

2. You must decide: 

• which UT decision/s the claimant require review for  

• if the claimant benefits from the UT decision/s  

• if the new interpretation of PIP case law means the award(s) need to be changed from the 

relevant determination, or a later date, for example new claim effective date  



 

• if the new interpretation of PIP case law means the award(s) need to be changed up until the 

implementation date into BAU or establish the appropriate end of award/review dates  

3. Where the claimant requires review for LB you must consider which of the two elements you will 

review the claimant for - See: AE Case Selection and See:  Chapter 32   Upper Tribunal . 

Note: You must not reduce an award as a result of your AE review. 

4. You must complete AE reviews using the evidence already available wherever possible, without 

having to request further evidence or information. If you are unable to make a decision using the 

information to hand only, then should you seek further evidence (FE) - refer to Further evidence 

required below. 

Note: There is no age limit on the evidence as long it’s relevant and you think it reflects the period you’re 

considering. 

5. To help you choose the correct award review/end date, a range of medical information is available - 

See: PIP Award Review Portal and also See: Setting a review date. 

6. If you aren’t able to make a decision and require advice or clarification on aspects of the evidence or 

descriptors used refer to the SAM for advice - See: Referring claim to the SAM. 

7. If you identify any inconsistencies within the evidence and further information is required, you must 

try and source evidence from other routes first if possible before you contact the claimant for 

clarification by asking specific questions. 

For example if you needed more information regarding epilepsy you might ask: 

“What is the nature and duration of your automatic/post-epileptic behaviour?” 

8. The final decision on whether a claimant’s entitlement would change rests with you the CM. 

Note: If you identify an error on the case, you must complete the AE and follow current processes - See:  

CM to Make a Decision. 

Further evidence required 

9. If after reviewing the existing evidence and applying the UT decision you aren’t able to make a 

decision and require clarification or specific further information, you must first check the claimants 

preferred method of contact. If this is by phone you must make 3 attempts to contact the claimant 



 

by phone/SMS. You must make up to three attempts at different times of the day, over a two day 

period to contact the claimant. If preferred method of contact is letter, then you would issue 

PIP.7057 Note: Consider contact by SMS to advise when you are calling - See: SMS text message. 

10. Details of any discussions held or attempts of contact must be recorded in the communication record 

in PIPCS stating case is relevant to ‘AE’. 

Note: If FE from the claimant or representative is used it must be recorded as ‘call to claimant/rep’, 

regardless of whether it is gathered verbally or in writing, when completing the decision outcome in the 

LEAP tab. 

11. If the claimant doesn’t respond to your request for information you must make your decision based 

on the balance of probabilities. 

Note: You must never suspend and/or terminate a claimant’s current PIP award for failure to comply. 

AE Further Information clerical enquiry letter 

12. Following AE CM action, for all PIP enquiry letters the AE WF/CW will: 

• issue enquiry letters and set task (if not completed by CM)  

• defer task for 21 days to monitor the return of letter  

• issue a reminder and re-defer task for 7 days  

• update bank details (7052 and 7054 only)  

• grab and close nugatory deferral tasks  

13. If you can’t contact the claimant by phone you must: 

Step Action 

1 open the PIP clerical2 template and select PIP.7057 

 using the drop down menu select ‘AE’ and create clerical AE enquiry letter PIP.7057 

2 manually input the question in to free text box 



 

3 in task header input ‘PIP.7057 issued’ 

in task notes ‘defer for 21 days’ 

assign to LEAP Blackpool Alt Format BC_overflow CW queue. The task will be assigned to an AE  

CW for deferral action 

4 create a communication record 

5 a copy of the letter must be scanned onto DRS 

Note: You must include a business reply envelope with this notification 

6 on receipt of ‘Further Evidence’ or ‘Non-return of PIP.7057R’ task the CM must make a decision based on the 

balance of probabilities 

14. The DMR tool has been amended to include paragraphs to help explain the change in the law. 

MH v DWP tribunal judgment, this relates to how overwhelming psychological distress is considered 

when assessing the ability of someone to plan and follow a journey. This change applies from 28 

November 2016. 

RJ v DWP tribunal judgment, this relates to how we decide whether someone can carry out an activity 

safely. It also relates to how we decide if someone needs supervision. We now consider the seriousness 

of any harm that might happen, as well as the likelihood of it happening. Supervision is a need for the 

continuous presence of another person to prevent harm happening to the person who is claiming PIP or 

another person. This change applies from 9 March 2017. 

SSWP v LB tribunal judgment, this relates to the daily living activity ‘Managing therapy or Monitoring a 

health condition’. 

It changed the way we assess the need for supervision, prompting or assistance to manage medication 

and monitor a health condition. The change applies from 28 November 2016 to 15 March 2017. 

It also changed the way we consider the need for supervision, prompting or assistance with diet as 

therapy. The change applies from 28 November 2016. 

Update AE review record 



 

15. When you have completed your decision/review outcome you must complete the following 

information 

Note: If the claimant has been receiving an enhanced component from the relevant determination date 

then you would not need to consider this component in your AE decision. Your reasons should explain as 

the claimant already receives the enhanced rate of either mobility or daily living component, the UT 

decision will not impact on their award of this component. 

Example: 

Claimant has been entitled to enhanced mobility component since 01/06/2016 so cannot benefit 

financially from either MH or RJ for this component. You should consider the RJ decision against daily 

living component only. 

  

  

Step Action 

1 go to person record select LEAP tab and edit each relevant judgement 

2 select dropdown for LEAP status and change to ‘Complete’ 



 

3 select dropdown for Decision outcome, choose 

no change  

increased Entitlement or  

descriptor change  

as appropriate 

4 tick all boxes that apply to  Further Evidence types were  used 

5 select Save 

 Note: ’More Information’ tick boxes should only be used if you are doing a AE Reconsideration or  

Appeal 

Note: Correct completion of the above screen is essential as this information will generate MI for audit 

purposes and to support AE activity.  

08 LEAP Letter Loader 

LEAP Letter Loader 

Completing the new LEAP Tab 

1. You must complete the LEAP tab within the Person Case on PIPCS before you can trigger a LEAP 

letter. 

2. For appropriate “No Change” decisions (including Exportability, Welsh language and Alternative 

Format cases), you can trigger LEAP Letter Loader (LLL) using the ‘Request LEAP Letter’ action button 

and selecting the relevant option. 

3. You must not use this for any of the following ‘Exclusion Reasons’: 

• Special Customer Record  

• Deceased  

• Change in points  

• Increased award  

• LB cases with both MAM and DAT  



 

4. You will trigger a letter from the LEAP screen by selecting 'Request LEAP Letter' action button. 

  

5. A pop-up box will display for you to select letter type either ‘LEAP decision’ or ‘LEAP decision 

current/previous’ 

 

6. 'LEAP Decision' would be selected for: 

• Current  

• Closed  

• Unsuccessful  

• Closed BAU  

• Unsuccessful BAU  

7. 'LEAP Decision – Current/Previous' would be selected for: 

• Current/Previous  

8. Where ESA evidence has been used to make the decision, you must record this in the  ‘Progress 

review’ or Progress review LB task in the comments field. Users should input ‘ESA’ within the 

comments. 

Note: Do not add a comment whilst grabbing or closing the task. It must be done as a new comment 

before closing the task. 

9. Alternative format other than large print will generate and upload the letter in English language 

standard print and send a task to ‘Alt Format CW’ overflow queue to forward to Alt Format SPOC.  

Note: Welsh language will generate and upload the letter in English language standard print and send a 

task to the Welsh language queue. 

10. Selecting the appropriate ‘No Change’ letter will trigger a task for LLL to populate the letter template 

using the information held within PIPCS. 

11. LLL will: 

StepAction 

1 pick up the task 



 

2 navigate PIPCS for the information to be included in the letter template 

take account of alternative format requirements and action  

3 

appropriately 

4 take system action to upload a copy of the letter to DRS 

5 create a communication record in PIPCS 

6 send a copy of the letter to central printing to issue to the claimant 

Note: LLL will only work if the ‘letter loader’ task is triggered on the same day the LEAP tab is updated.   

The ‘Intervention’ or ‘Progress review’ task must be closed for this functionality to work correctly.  

Task Errors 

12. If you trigger a LEAP Letter Loader task in error, a task is created and sent to you. 

13. The subject names of error tasks are: 

• Automation not appropriate. This will show for most tasks  

• FOR ROBOT Generate LEAP letter. This is for Special Customer Records only  

14. The reason for the error will show in the comments field of the task. Task reasons are: 

• DOD – Deceased case  

• Leap tab not no change –  Award or change in points case  

• Leap other type – Incorrect dropdown selected when triggering Letter Loader for example, LEAP 

enquiry.  Selections should either be LEAP decision or LEAP decision current/previous.  

• Special Customer Record – this is when the case is restricted access  

• LEAP tab not updated – You have not updated the LEAP tab within the person page  

• Judgment’s dates don’t match – You have triggered the LLL task on a different date to the LEAP 

tab being updated  

• Out of scope – this should not have been considered under the judgments  

• User error – Incorrect CP task created – You have incorrectly selected LEAP current/previous for 

your decision type  

• Decision task not found – You have not closed the progress review or progress review LB task  

15. If you receive any of these error tasks, you must create a clerical letter where appropriate. 



 

LEAP Decision with No Descriptor Change 

16. If after reviewing all the evidence there is no change to the descriptors within the Questionnaire 

and the original decision is upheld after applying the new case law, the determination must not be 

modified.  A decision letter to the claimant must be issued where appropriate.  

09 AE decision types/scenarios 

  

1. For all AE decisions we talk in terms of the claimant benefitting or not benefitting as a result of 

the changes introduced by the Upper Tribunal judgment. 

2. Benefitting is usually a term used to describe an increase in the level of benefit however, for AE 

purposes we mean any increase in the level of benefit and increases to any of the descriptor scores. This 

is because if there is a change of the level of benefit or descriptor scores you must modify the 

determination and complete details on the correct notification to capture change of scores - See: 

Claimant benefits from AE review and also - See: AE Notifications for correct letter. 

3. The claimant’s descriptor scores might change but not result in a higher award. You must still 

modify the determination to capture change of scores. 

4. If the claimant has been receiving an enhanced component from the relevant determination 

date, you would not need to consider this component in your AE decision. Your reasons should explain 

that as the claimant already receives the enhanced rate of either mobility or daily living component, the 

UT decision will not impact on their award of this component. 

Example:  

Claimant has been entitled to enhanced mobility component since 01/06/2016 so cannot benefit 

financially from either MH or RJ for this component. You will consider the RJ decision against daily living 

component only.  

  

10 Claimant has a current award 

  

1. When we say a claimant benefits, this means scores have changed, this may result in an increased 

award or not. When we say ‘claimant doesn’t benefit’, this means scores have not changed. 

2. If the claimant has been receiving an enhanced component from the relevant determination date 

then you would not need to consider this component in your AE decision. Your reasons should explain 



 

as the claimant already receives the enhanced rate of either mobility or daily living component, the 

UT decision will not impact on their award of this component. 

Example:  

Claimant has been entitled to enhanced mobility component since 01/06/2016 so cannot benefit 

financially from either MH or RJ for this component. You will consider the RJ decision against daily living 

component only. 

Claimant doesn’t benefit 

3. When we say ‘claimant doesn’t benefit’, this means there has been no change in scores on any 

previous application or claim. 

4. Navigate to the person record and select LEAP tab.  The relevant judgement will display 

Step Action 

1 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision Outcome to ‘No Change’ 

2 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

3 issue decision letter 

trigger letter loader task, if appropriate See: 

LEAP Letter Loader 

if a letter loader task is not appropriate, issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications 

4 for clerical letters, upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7101 

5 for clerical letters, create Communication Record 



 

6 close Review Task 

Note: if you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU. 

Claimant benefits 

5. Navigate to the person record and select LEAP tab.  The relevant judgement will display 

Step Action 

1 establish how to input AE decision onto PIPCS - See: Claimant benefits from AE review  

2 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision Outcome to Increased Entitlement or Descriptor Change 

3 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

4 issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

5 issue letter and upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7105 AE decision letter  

- benefitting change in award 

6 create Communication Record 

7 close Review Task 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

  

  

  

11 Claim is disallowed 

  

Disallowed Claimant doesn't benefit 



 

Last contact less than 4 months 

1. When we say ‘claimant doesn’t benefit’, this means there has been no change in scores. 

2. Navigate to the person record and select LEAP tab. The relevant judgement will display: 

Step Action 

1 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to ‘No change’ 

2 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

3 issue decision letter 

trigger letter loader task, if appropriate See: 

LEAP Letter Loader  

if a letter loader task is not appropriate, issue clerical AE decision letter - see: AE clerical notifications for correct 

letter 

4 issue letter and upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7101 AE decision letter - benefitting 

change in award 

5 for clerical letters, create Communication Record 

6 close Review Task 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

Disallowed Claimant benefits 

Last contact less than 4 months  

3. 

Step Action 

 

  



 

1 issue request for payability information and bank details - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

create a communications record for the Enquiry letter sent 

2 create manual PIPCS 'To Do' task and record in task notes ‘payability information and bank details request 

issue, defer task for 21 days, issue reminder’ - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

assign to LEAP (Blackpool Alt Format BC_overflow CW work queue) 

3 payability information and bank details request - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter received, input 

information and continue from step 4 

if not, received continue from step 10 

4 establish how to input AE decision onto PIPCS - See: Claimant benefits from AE review 

5 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to Increased Entitlement or Descriptor Change 

6 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

7 issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

8 upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7105 

9 create Communication Record and suppress any system notification produced - See: Suppress automated 

notification 

10 if payability information and bank details request - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter, isn’t received  

in Decision Assist Notes, note descriptor changes and scores 



 

11 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to Increased Entitlement or Descriptor Change 

12 in Person Case Notes, note record: 

'No notification sent and decision not input' - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

13 close Review Task 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

  

Disallowed claimant doesn’t benefit 

Last contact more than 4 months 

4. 

Step Action 

1 make address enquiry using 'Searchlight' and if confirmed, complete steps  2 -6  and step 13 

If not, continue from step  7 

2 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to ‘ No change’ 

3 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 



 

4 issue decision letter 

trigger letter loader task, if appropriate 

see: LEAP Letter Loader  

issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

5 for clerical letters, upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7101 

6 for clerical letters, create Communication Record 

7 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to ‘No change’ 

8 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

9 issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

10 delete decision date on the letter before uploading to DRS 

 

select the document type of the letter issued 

11 update Person Case notes ‘AE Completed, doesn’t benefit Letter not issued can’t confirm address’ 

12 Close Review Task 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

  

Disallowed claimant benefits 

Last contact more than 4 months  

5. 



 

Step Action 

1 make address enquiry using 'Searchlight' and if confirmed, complete steps 2-10, step 15 

If not, continue from step 11 to 15 

2 issue payability information and bank details request for payability info and bank details 

create a communications record for the Enquiry letter sent  - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

Note: You would only do this for a change in award 

3 create manual PIPCS 'To Do' task and record in task notes ‘payability information and bank details request issue 

defer task for 21 days, issue reminder’ - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

assign to LEAP (Blackpool Alt Format BC_overflow CW work queue) 

Note: You would only do this for a change in award 

4 PIP.7052 received input information 

5 establish how to input AE decision onto PIPCS - See: Claimant benefits from AE review 

Then go to Step 13 

6 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

 

and 

decision outcome to Increased Entitlement or Descriptor Change 

7 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

8 issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

9 upload to DRS selecting the document type of the letter issued 



 

10 create Communication Record and suppress any system notification produced - See: Suppress automated 

notification 

11 if address is not found or payability information and bank details request - See: AE clerical notifications is not 

received, record descriptor changes and scores in Decision Assist Notes 

12 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ And 

decision outcome to Increased Entitlement or Descriptor Change 

13 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

14 in Person Case Notes record: 

benefits letter not issued can’t confirm address/Not able to complete AE - no response to payability 

information and bank details request’ - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

15 Close Review Task 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

 12 Deceased claimants  

Deceased claimant doesn’t benefit 

No NoK, last contact more or less than 4 months 

1. When we say ‘claimant doesn’t benefit’, this means there has been no change in scores. 

2. Navigate to the person record and select LEAP tab.  The relevant judgement will display: 

Step Action 

1 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to ‘ No change’ 



 

2 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

3 issue clerical AE decision letter -  See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

4 issue letter and upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7104 AE decision letter - Deceased, 

not benefitting and change in points not award 

5 update Person Case notes: 

'MH/RJ/LB completed - MH/RJ completed - benefited 

no NoK decision letter not issued’ 

6 close Review Task 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

7 check Benefit Delivery case (BDC) is closed. If not closed, access BDC, select top right action button - “Close 

Case” and Save. No further action 

  

Deceased claimant benefits 

No NoK last contact more or less than 4 months 

3. Navigate to the person record and select LEAP tab.  The relevant judgement will display: 

Step Action 

1 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to Increased Entitlement or Descriptor Change 

2 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

3 issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 



 

4 issue letter and upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7105 AE decision letter  

- Benefitting change in award 

5 update Person Case notes: 

'no NoK. Decision not input and decision letter not issued’ 

6 in Decision Assist Notes, note descriptor changes and scores 

7 close Review Task 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

8 check Benefit Delivery case (BDC) is closed. If not closed, access BDC, select top right action button - “Close 

Case” and Save . 

No Further action   

  

Deceased claimant doesn’t benefit 

With NoK, last contact more than 4 months 

4. 

Step Action 

1 check NoK address, if confirmed follow steps 2-6 and steps 12-13 - See: Checking address on aged information 

If not, continue from step 7 

2 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

 decision outcome to ‘ No change’ 

3 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 



 

4 issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

if NoK address not confirmed, follow from step 10 

if NoK address confirmed follow from step 11 

5 issue letter and upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7102 AE decision letter - 

Deceased, not benefitting and points unchanged 

6 create Communication Record 

7 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to ‘ No change’ 

8 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

9 issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

10 if you can't establish NoK address, select 'No NOK'. This removes the requirement to input the recipient's name 

and address 

delete the decision date before upload to DRS 

update Person Case notes: 

'letter not issued can’t confirm address' 

11 close Review Task 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

12 check Benefit Delivery case (BDC) is closed. If not closed, access BDC, select top right action button - “Close 

Case” and Save 

No further action 

  

Deceased claimant benefits 



 

With NoK, last contact more than 4 months 

5. 

Step Action 

1 check address using 'Searchlight' and also - See: Checking address on aged information 

Note: If a claimant benefits, even if you can’t verify the address of the NoK, you must still issue the enquiry 

forms 

2 open the PIP clerical 2 template  - open the PIP clerical 2 template - See: AE clerical notifications for correct 

letter, using the drop down menu select ‘LEAP’ and complete all required fields. For request for DAP and 

confirm up to date bank details - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

3 issue letter and upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7054 AE enquiry letter to NOK/DAP for 

bank details and/or payability 

4 create Communication Record 

5 create manual PIPCS 'To Do' task and record in task notes ‘for request for DAP issued - See: AE clerical 

notifications for correct letter and defer task for 21 days, issue reminder’ 

assign to LEAP (Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CW work queue) 

6 for request for DAP received - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter, input information and continue 

from step 7 

if not received, continue from step 13 

7 establish how to input the AE decision onto PIPCS - See:  Claimant benefits   from AE review  

8 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to Increased Entitlement or Descriptor Change 

9 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 



 

10 issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

11 issue letter and upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7106 AE decision letter  

- Deceased, Not benefitting and points unchanged 

12 create Communication Record 

 

close task and action completed 

13 following enquiries 

if successful follow steps 2-12, steps 17-19  

if unsuccessful, go to step 14  

14 in Decision Assist Notes, note descriptor changes and scores 

15 LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to Increased Entitlement or Descriptor Change 

16 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

17 in Person Case Notes: 

'no response to request for DAP’ - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter   

18 close Review Task 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

19 check Benefit Delivery case (BDC) is closed. If not closed, access BDC, select top right action button - “Close 

Case” and Save 

  

Deceased claimant doesn’t benefit 



 

With NoK, last contact less than 4 months 

6. 

Step Action 

1 update LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to ‘ No change’ 

2 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

3 issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

4 issue letter and upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7102 AE decision letter - 

Deceased, not benefitting and points unchanged 

5 create Communication Record 

6 update ‘person’ notes with MH/RJ/LB – not benefitted 

7 close Review Task 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

8 check Benefit Delivery case (DBC) is closed. if not closed, access BDC, select top right action button - “Close 

Case” and Save 

  

Deceased claimant benefits 

With NoK, last contact less than 4 months 

7. 

Step Action 

1 establish how to input AE decision onto PIPCS - See:  Claimant benefits   from AE review  



 

2 LEAP review status to ‘Complete’ 

and 

decision outcome to Increased Entitlement or Descriptor change 

3 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

4 issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 

5 issue letter and upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7106 AE decision letter  

- Benefitting change in award 

6 close Review Task 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU  

7 check Benefit Delivery case (BDC) is closed. If not closed, access BDC, select top right action button - “Close 

Case” and Save 

  

13 Create or delete new AE record 

  

1. A CM will be able to manually create a new LEAP record from a menu button on the ‘View LEAP’ 

screen. 

2. The system will only allow creation of a new LEAP entry if there is no existing LEAP entry for the 

type. 

3. Enter the LEAP status types: ‘Selected’, ‘In Progress’, ‘Completed’. 

4. Navigate to person record for a claimant and select the LEAP tab (highlighted). 

5. Select ‘Create LEAP’ (highlighted) 

  

6. Once you have selected create LEAP, the ‘Add LEAP Details’ screen will open. 

7. Complete appropriate selections, select ‘save’ and the LEAP record is created and listed on the LEAP 

list. 



 

Note: LEAP type and status must be completed together.  If status is complete, the decision outcome 

must be recorded and at least one further evidence should be selected. 

  

Cancel LEAP Record 

8. Only the PIPSUPERVISORROLE is able to cancel a LEAP record (cancel will be disabled if the screen is 

accessed by a user who doesn’t have that permission role. 

9. A LEAP record cannot be edited once it has been cancelled, the ‘Edit’ function will be disabled 

10. Only LEAP records with a status of ‘Selected’ or ‘In Progress’ can be cancelled, the cancel function 

will be disabled when a LEAP record is complete 

11. Navigate to the person record for a claimant and select the LEAP tab. 

12. A view LEAP list page will be displayed which: 

• displays a list of LEAP records for the claimant in chronological date created order with the latest 

created at the top of the list  

• allows the user to expand an entry for a LEAP record from the list to view further details relating 

to the LEAP record  

• allows the user to ‘Add’ a new LEAP record from the ‘Menu’ button displaying create LEAP  

• allows the user to ‘Edit’ or ‘Cancel’ LEAP records  

13. Select the ‘Action’ menu (…) for the LEAP record to be cancelled. 

14. Select the ‘Cancel’ option and you are asked to confirm the action. 

15. Click ‘Yes’ to cancel the chosen LEAP record - the LEAP record is now listed as ‘Cancelled’. 

Note: Update ‘Person Case Notes’ – specify which judgement has been cancelled and the reason why.  

  

14 Further information required - payability or bank details 

  

1. If you decide the claimant would benefit from the UT decision, you must gather payability and bank 

details for any cases where the PIP claim has now closed or deceased cases. 



 

2. You must make payability enquiries by phone if possible. If you can’t contact the claimant by phone, 

you must issue a PIP.7052 or PIP.7054 clerical letter to the claimant or NoK. 

3. You must: 

Step Action 

1 open the PIP clerical 2 template and select letter 

using the drop down menu select ‘LEAP’ and create clerical AE 

PIP.7052 (PIP claim now closed)  

PIP.7053 or PIP.7054 (deceased)  

2 refer to clerical enquiry letter for action required 

3 create manual PIPCS task ‘PIP.7052 or PIP.7054 issued’, in task notes ‘defer for 21 days’ 

assign toAE  (Blackpool Alt Format BC_OverflowCW work queue) 

4 create a communication record 

5 a copy of the letter must be scanned onto DRS 

Note: You must include a T5 window reply envelope with this notification 

6 on receipt of ‘white mail’ task, the WF/CW  must check and amend if necessary the bank details prior to 

forwarding the white mail task to the CM to continue with the decision 

 15 Claimant benefits from AE review 

  

Claimant benefits from AE- how to input onto PIPCS 

  

Glossary 

1. 



 

UT  Upper Tribunal 

Descriptor scores change the claimant’s descriptor scores change even if their award does not 

Relevant determination 

(RD) 

date of the UTl decision 

AE effective date the date that your AE decision is effective - this could be the date of the relevant 

determination (RD) or a later date, for example, new claim effective date is after the RD 

Spans the determination with the effective date before the AE effective date 

‘Completed’ 

determination 

a decision that results in an award of PIP will display as a ‘completed’ determination on 

PIPCS 

Application Claimant’s can make new, reassessment or advanced applications for PIP 

More than one 

application 

there can be multiple applications made for PIP 

Subsequent 

determinations 

any further determinations after the determination that contains the AE effective date 

Appropriate 

determination 

the determination that is effected 

Subsequent applications any application after the determination that contains the AE effective date up until the 

implementation date to BAU 

CofC  Change of circumstance 

Implementation the date that the UT  judgement was implemented into business as usual (BAU)  

 for MH and RJ amendment 26/06/18 



 

Closed period AE 

determination 

the AE determination will be for a closed period if subsequent determination/s remain the 

same or the application has ended 

Single AE determination one AE determination is required as there are no subsequent determinations or 

applications, or the AE determination replaces any subsequent determinations 

Ongoing AE award there are no subsequent determinations or applications after the AE determination, or the 

AE determination replaces any subsequent determinations 

SRTI Special Rules Terminal Illness 

CIS Customer Information System(Searchlight) 

2. If the claimant’s descriptor scores change once the UT has been applied, you must follow the actions 

below to establish which step and actions, single and/or subsequent determination, you should use to 

input these changes onto PIPCS 

3. These instructions must be applied even if the changes to the descriptor scores do not result in 

changes to the claimant’s PIP entitlement. 

• establish the AE effective date. This is the date the claimant met the criteria introduced by the 

UT  

Note: this could be the date of the relevant determination (RD) or a later date, for example, new claim 

effective date is after the RD. 

• access decision assist to determine which ‘completed’ determination contains the AE effective 

date  

  

Screen shot PIPCS – completed determination 

  



 

  

4. Establish whether there is more than one application 

Screen shot PIPCS - more than one application 

  

  

Examples – AE effective date, identifying which ‘completed’ determination spans the AE effective date.  

All the determinations in the examples are ‘completed’. 

Claimant A - AE effective date is 28/11/16 

Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate 

CofC Review 23/10/17 Standard Nil 

New Claim 31/07/16 Standard Standard 

The new claim spans the AE effective date. 

Claimant B - AE effective date is 09/03/17 

Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate 

Award Review 30/10/18 Standard Enhanced 

CofC Review 01/02/17 Standard Nil 

New Claim 31/10/15 Standard Standard 

The CofC review spans the AE effective date. 



 

5. You must then determine the 

• end date  

• review date or  

• review and end date  

of the AE decision - See: Setting a Review date. 

6. Check the end of award date in the PIP benefit delivery case. If it has already ended establish why, you 

will need to take this into account for your AE decision. If the application ended following a negative 

determination - See: Negative determinations. 

Note: If you are considering an application that contains an SRTI determination - See: Special Rules. 

7. If the application has a current or terminated mobility agreement - See: Motability. 

8. If there are no subsequent determinations after the determination that spans the AE effective date 

you must set the end or review and end date of the AE decision as appropriate. This is a single AE 

determination - See: setting a review date.   

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

New claim 31/07/16 Standard Standard 30/07/19 30/07/20 

AE decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 30/07/19 30/07/20  

9. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The new claim will be modified, the end date of the AE 

determination will be the appropriate end/review date/s. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked 

again at your PIP claim and decided that because of the changes in the law, your award from 28 

November 2016 to 30 July 2020 has increased.’ 

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review dateEnd date 

New claim 31/07/16 Disallowed Disallowed     

AE decision to be input28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 30/07/24 30/07/25  

10. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The new claim will be modified, the end date of 

the AE determination will be the appropriate end/review date/s. You will inform the claimant ‘I've 

looked again at the PIP claim you made on 31 July 2016 and decided I can award you PIP because of 

the changes in law.’ 



 

11. If there are any subsequent determinations made after the determination that spans the AE 

effective date you must consider whether they were made before or after implementation of the UT. 

12. If the subsequent determination is before implementation of the UT, the judgement has not 

been considered when the CM decision was made - See: Subsequent determination is before 

implementation of the UT Judgment. 

13. If the subsequent determination is after implementation of the UT, the judgement has been 

considered when the CM decision was made - refer to Subsequent determination is after 

implementation of the UT judgment below. 

Note: You may have evidence/grounds to change the subsequent determination - refer to changes to 

subsequent determinations below. 

Subsequent determination is after implementation of the UT judgment 

14. Where the CM made the subsequent decision after implementation of the UT judgment the AE 

decision end date will depend on whether the subsequent determination is in the same application - 

See:  

Subsequent determination in the same application below or in a separate application - See: Subsequent 

determination in a separate application.  

Subsequent determination in the same application 

15. When the subsequent determination is in the same application consider whether the claimant's 

subsequent descriptor scores are: 

• higher  

• the same or  

• lower  

than the AE descriptor scores. Use the examples below to establish whether to use the single or the 

subsequent determination step and action to input your AE decision. 

Descriptor scores are: 

Higher 

• AE end date will be the day before the effective date of the earliest subsequent determination  



 

• this is a subsequent (closed period) AE determination  

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award review 01/08/18 Enhanced Enhanced 31/07/20 31/07/21 

New claim 01/07/16 Standard Nil 30/06/18 30/06/19 

AE decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced N/A 31/07/18  

16. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified, but must be 

reinstated as the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the award 

review (the subsequent determination). This is because the subsequent determination has considered 

the judgement. 

17. You will inform the claimant that ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided that because 

of the changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 31st July 2018 has increased. Your PIP 

award from 1st August 2018 is not affected. This is because these changes in PIP law were taken into 

consideration when deciding your award from that date’ 

Same 

• AE end date will be the day before the effective date of the earliest subsequent determination  

• this is a closed period AE determination  

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

      

Award review 01/08/18 Standard Enhanced 31/07/20 31/07/21 

New claim 01/07/16 Standard Nil 30/06/18 30/06/19 

AE decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced N/A 31/07/18  

18. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified, but must be 

reinstated as the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the award 

review (the subsequent determination). This is because the subsequent determination has considered 

the judgement. 

19. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided that because of the 

changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 31st July 2018 has increased. Your PIP award 



 

from 1st August 2018 is not affected. This is because these changes in PIP law were taken into 

consideration when deciding your award from that date’ 

Lower 

• AE end date will be the day before the effective date of the earliest subsequent determination  

• this is a closed period AE determination  

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award review 01/08/18 Standard Nil 31/07/20 31/07/21 

New claim 01/07/16 Standard Nil 30/06/18 30/06/19 

AE decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced N/A 31/07/18  

20. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified, but must be 

reinstated as the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the award 

review (the subsequent determination). This is because the subsequent determination has considered 

the judgement. 

21. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided that because of the 

changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 31st July 2018 has increased. Your PIP award 

from 1st August 2018 is not affected. This is because these changes in PIP law were taken into 

consideration when deciding your award from that date’ 

Subsequent determination in a separate application 

22. When the subsequent determination is in a separate application consider whether the 

claimant’s subsequent descriptor scores are: 

• higher  

• the same or  

• lower  

than the AE descriptor scores. Use the examples below to establish whether to use the single or the 

subsequent determination step and action to input your AE decision. You may have to use different step 

and actions on each application. For example the single determination step and action on the application 

that contains the subsequent determination and the subsequent determination step and action on the 

application that contains the determination that spans the AE effective date. 



 

Descriptor scores are: 

Higher 

• AE end date will be the end date of the application that contains the AE determination  

• this is a single AE determination  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/7/18 Enhanced Enhanced 30/6/20 30/6/21 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/7/16 Standard Standard N/A 30/6/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Standard N/A 30/6/18 

23. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE determination will be the 

day before the start of application 2 as the application ended as a result of an entitlement 

determination, negative determinations are covered later in this chapter. There is no action to take on 

the subsequent application as it has considered the judgement. 

24. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 

01/07/16 to 30/06/18 - I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased. 

Your PIP award from 1st July 2018 is not affected. This is because you have already been awarded the 

highest rate of PIP for your daily living and mobility needs from this date' 

Same 

• AE end date will be the end date of the application that contains the AE determination  

• this is a single AE determination  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/7/18 Enhanced Standard 30/6/20 30/6/21 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

      

New claim 1/7/16 Standard Standard N/A 30/6/18 



 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Standard N/A 30/6/18 

25. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE determination will be the 

day before the start of the new application as the application ended as a result of an entitlement 

determination. There is no action to take on the subsequent application as it has considered the 

judgement. 

26. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 

01/07/16 to 30/06/18 - I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased. 

Your PIP award from 1st July 2018 is not affected.’ 

Lower 

Example 1 

• AE end date will be the end date of the application that contains the AE determination  

• this is a single AE determination  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/7/18 Standard Standard 30/6/20 30/6/21 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/7/16 Standard Standard N/A 30/6/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Standard N/A 30/6/18 

27. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE determination will be the 

day before the start of the new application as the application ended as a result of an entitlement 

determination. There is no action to take on the subsequent application as it has considered the 

judgement. 

28. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 

01/07/16 to 30/06/18 - I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased. 

Your PIP award from 1st July 2018 is not affected.’ 

Example 2 



 

• AE end date will be the day before the date of claim of the new claim that was made after 

implementation of the UT judgments  

• this is a single AE determination  

• the application case for application 1 has a status of ‘decision made’  

Application Event (3) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

New claim 1/7/18 Standard Nil     

Application Event (2) Effective date         

New claim 1/10/17 Nil Nil     

AE decision to be input 01/10/17 Standard Nil   30/6/18 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/7/16 Nil Nil     

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Standard Nil N/A 30/9/17 

29. Application 1 contains the AE effective date. The application case for application 1 must be 

‘reopened’ as the application did not result in an award then the New claim in application 1 can be 

modified.  

The end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of application 2. 

30. The application case for application 2 must be ‘re-opened’ as the application did not result in an 

award then the New claim in application 2 can be modified. The end date of the AE determination will be 

the day before the effective date of application 3 as application 3 has considered the judgement. 

31. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 

01/07/16 - I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased. Your PIP 

award from 1st July 2018 is not affected. 

Note: You may have evidence/grounds to change the subsequent determination/application - See: DMA 

Advice below.  

Note: If the application containing the AE determination ended following a negative determination - See:  

Negative determination below. 



 

Subsequent determination is before implementation of the UT judgment 

32. Where the CM made the subsequent decision before implementation of the UT judgment, the 

AE decision end date will depend on whether the subsequent determination is in the same application - 

refer to  Subsequent determination in the same application  below or in a separate application - See:  

Subsequent determination in a separate application. 

Subsequent determination in the same application 

33. When the subsequent determination is in the same application consider whether the claimant’s 

subsequent descriptor scores are: 

• higher  

the same or  

• lower  

than the AE descriptor scores. Use the examples below to establish whether to use the single or the 

subsequent determination step and action to input your AE decision. 

Descriptor scores are: 

Higher 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination higher than the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in the same application as the AE decision  

• the end date will be the day before the effective date of the subsequent determination  

• this is a closed period AE award  

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award review 01/06/18 Enhanced Enhanced 31/05/28   

New claim 01/02/16 Standard Nil 31/01/18 31/01/19 

AE decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 31/05/18 31/05/18 

34. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified, but must be 

reinstated as the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the award 

review (the subsequent determination). 



 

35. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided that because of the 

changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 31st May 2018 has increased. Your PIP award 

from 1st June 2018 is not affected’ 

Same 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are the same as the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in the same application the AE decision  

• the end/review date/s will be the same as the subsequent determination review/end dates.  

Unless there is evidence to support a change of these dates  

• this is a single AE award  

Application Event Effective date Daily Living Rate Mobility Rate Review date End date 

Award review 01/05/18 Standard Enhanced 30/04/28   

New claim 01/02/16 Standard Nil 31/01/18 31/01/19 

AE decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 30/04/28   

      

36. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified. The 

end/review date of the AE determination will be the same as the award review (the subsequent 

determination) end/review date. 

37. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided that because of the 

changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 30 April 2018 has increased. Your PIP award 

from 1st June 2018 is not affected’ 

Lower 

Note: Lower awards could be single or closed period determinations 

Example 1 

• the descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are lower than the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in the same application  

• the AE decision end date could be the day before the effective date of the subsequent 

determination or the same as the subsequent determination review/end dates. You must 

establish whether the claimant continues to satisfy the changes introduced by the UT judgment. 

• the claimant will continue to satisfy the criteria  



 

• this is a single AE determination  

Application Event  Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award review 01/05/18 Standard Enhanced 30/04/28 30/01/29 

New claim 01/02/16 Standard Nil 31/01/18 31/01/19 

AE decision to be input  28/11/16 Enhanced Enhanced 30/04/28   

38. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified. The end date 

of the AE determination will be the same as the award review (the subsequent determination) 

end/review date. 

39. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided that because of the 

changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 30 April 2029 has increased Example 2 

• the descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are lower than the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in the same application  

• the AE decision end date could be the day before the effective date of the subsequent 

determination or the same as the subsequent determination review/end dates. You must 

establish whether the claimant continues to satisfy the changes introduced by the UT judgment.  

• the claimant will not continue to satisfy the criteria  

this is a closed period AE award  

Application Event Effective date Daily Living Rate Mobility Rate Review date End date 

CofC review 01/05/18 Nil Nil N/A N/A 

New claim 01/02/16 Standard Standard 31/01/18 31/01/19 

AE decision to be input 09/03/17 Enhanced Enhanced 30/04/18 30/04/18 

Spare paragraphs 40-45 

46. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The CofC will be modified, but must be reinstated 

as the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the CofC review (the 

subsequent determination). 



 

47. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided that because of the 

changes in the law your award has increased’ 

Subsequent determination in a separate application 

48. When the subsequent determination is in a separate application consider whether the claimant’s 

subsequent descriptor scores are: 

• higher  

• the same or  

• lower  

than the AE descriptor scores. Use the examples below to establish whether to use the single or the 

subsequent determination step and action to input your AE decision. You may have to use different step 

and actions on each application. For example the single determination step and action on the application 

that contains the subsequent determination and the subsequent determination step and action on the 

application that contains the determination that spans the AE effective date. 

Higher 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are higher than the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in a separate application the AE decision  

• the end date will be the end date of the application  

• this is a single AE determination  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/5/18 Enhanced Enhanced 30/4/28   

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/5/17 Standard Standard N/A 30/4/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Standard N/A 30/4/18 

49. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE determination will be the day 

before the effective date of the advanced claim (the subsequent determination). 



 

50. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 01/05/17 

to 30/04/18 - I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased. Your 

PIP award from 1st May 2018 is not affected'. 

Same 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are the same as the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in a separate application the AE decision  

• end date will be the end date of the application. Consider whether there is evidence to support a 

change of these dates - refer to the note at para 253 below  

• this is a single AE determination  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living Rate Mobility Rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/2/18 Standard Enhanced 31/1/20 31/1/21 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/2/16 Standard Standard N/A 31/1/18 

AE decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced N/A 31/1/18 

51. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE determination will be the day 

before the effective date of the advanced claim (the subsequent determination). 

52. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 01/02/16 

to 31/01/18 - I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased. Your PIP 

award from 1st May 2018 is not affected.’ 

Note: In this example if there were evidence to support a change of the review/end dates you would 

complete a single determination on both applications and include reasons for the change of review/end 

dates in your reasons for decision - See: DMA advice below. 

Lower 

Lower awards could be single or subsequent (closed period) determinations 

Example 1 

• the descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are lower than the AE descriptor scores  



 

the subsequent determination is in a separate application  

• the AE decision end date will be the end date of the application  

• in example 1 the claimant will not continue to satisfy the criteria  

• this is a single AE award  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/2/18 Nil Nil N/A N/A 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/2/16 Standard Standard N/A 31/1/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 31/1/18 

53. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The claimant does not continue to satisfy the criteria 

the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the advanced claim 

(the subsequent application) as the first application ended on an entitlement. 

54. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 01/02/16 

to  

31/01/18 - I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased. Your PIP from  

1st February 2018 is not affected.'  

Example 2 

• the descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are lower than the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in a separate application  

• the AE decision end date will be the end date of the application  

• In example 2 the claimant continues to satisfy the criteria until their needs change, effective 

from 11/8/18  

• this is a single (application 1) and subsequent closed period (application 2) AE award  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/2/18 Standard Standard     

CofC Review 11/8/18 Nil Enhanced 31/1/20 31/1/21 

AE decision to be input 1/2/18 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 10/8/18 



 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/2/14 Standard Standard 31/1/16 31/1/17 

Award Review 1/2/17 Standard Standard   31/1/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 31/1/18 

      

55. The award review in application 1 contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE 

determination will be the end date of the first application as it ended on entitlement. On the second 

application the CofC review will be modified and the end date of the AE determination will be the 

day before the effective date of the CofC review. 

56. The CofC review must be reinstated as the AE determination ends the day before the effective date 

of the CofC review. You will inform the claimant ’I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the 

following dates: 01/02/14 to 31/01/18 I’ve decided that because of the changes in law this award 

has increased. 01/02/18 to 10/08/18 I’ve decided that because of the changes in law this award has 

increased. Your PIP from 1st August 2018 is not affected.' 

Example 3 

• the descriptor scores of the subsequent determinations are lower than the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determinations are in separate applications  

• In example 3 the claimant will continue to satisfy the criteria and the AE decision review/end 

date has been set as appropriate  

• this is a single AE award  

• the application case for application 1,2 and 3 has a status of ‘decision made’  

Application Event (3) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

New claim 1/2/18 Nil Nil     

AE decision to be input 1/2/18 Standard Nil 31/1/24 31/1/25 

Application Event (2) Effective date         

New claim 31/5/17 Nil Nil     

AE decision to be input 31/5/17 Standard Nil N/A 31/1/18 



 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/10/14 Nil Nil     

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Standard Nil N/A 30/5/17 

57. Application 1 contains the AE effective date. Application 1 must be ‘re-opened’ then the new claim 

can be modified. The end date of the AE award will be the day before application 2. Application 2 

must be ‘re-opened’ then the new claim can be modified. 

58. The end date of the AE award will be the day before application 3. Application 3 must be ‘re-opened’ 

then the new claim can be modified and the review/end date of the AE determination can be set as 

appropriate. 

59. You will inform the claimant 'I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 01/10/14, 

31/5/17 and 1/2/18 I’ve decided that because of the changes in law this award has increased. I can 

now award you Standard daily living from 09/03/17 to 31/01/25' 

Negative Determination 

60. Award ended by negative determination. 

61. The PIP award has ended and it is unclear why, it may be a negative determination. To establish this 

go to the PIP benefit delivery case: 

• select determinations tab  

• the result will show not eligible under the eligibility status  

• select the coverage period date for the not eligible  

• PIPCS will open the supporting details tab where you can establish the reason why  

  



 

   

Example  

• the AE end date will be the day before the negative determination effective date  

• the negative determination was effective from 14/11/18  

• this is a single determination AE award  

Application Event  Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Intervention (FTA) 14/09/18 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

New claim 15/07/15 Enhanced Nil 30/06/18 30/06/19 

      

AE decision to be input 09/03/17 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 13/11/18 

62. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The new claim will be modified, the end date of the AE 

determination will be the day before the negative determination effective date. 

63. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your previous PIP claim and decided that because 

of the changes in the law, your award from 9th March 2017 to 13th November 2018 has increased'. 

Example 2 

• the AE end date will be the day before the negative determination effective date  

• the subsequent determination is in a separate application  

• the negative determination was effective from 14/9/18  



 

• this is a single determination AE award  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

New claim 21/11/18 Enhanced Enhanced 20/11/22 20/11/23 

Application Event (1) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award Review (FTA) 14/9/18 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

New claim 15/7/15 Enhanced Nil 30/6/18 30/6/19 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 13/9/18 

64. The new claim in the first application contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE 

determination will be the day before the negative determination effective date. There is no action to 

take on the 2nd application as it has considered the judgement. 

65. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 15/7/15 to 

13/9/18 – I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law this award has been increased. 

14/9/18 I’ve decided this claim is not affected ad the decision not to award you PIP is still correct. 

Your PIP award from 21/11/18 is not affected’ 

Example 3 

• the AE end date on the first application will be the day before the negative determination 

effective date  

• the negative determination was effective from 14/9/17  

• the subsequent determination is in a separate application  

• the claimant continues to meet the AE criteria on the second application  

• this is a single determination AE award on both applications  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

New claim 21/11/17 Enhanced Nil 20/11/21 20/11/22 

AE decision to be input 21/11/17 Enhanced Enhanced 20/11/21 20/11/22 

Application Event (1) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 



 

Award Review (FTA) 14/9/17 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

New claim 15/7/15 Enhanced Nil 30/6/17 30/6/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 13/9/17 

66. The new claim in the first application contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE 

determination in application 1 will be the day before the negative determination effective date. The 

claimant continues to meet the AE criteria on the second application. The new claim on the second 

application will be modified and the end date of the AE award will be the same as the new claim. 

67. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 15/7/15 to 

13/9/17 – I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law this award has been increased. 

14/9/17 I’ve decided this claim is not affected and the decision not to award you PIP is still correct. 

21/11/17 to  

20/11/22 I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law this award has been increased' 

Note: You can extend the review/end dates if there is evidence to support this. Include an explanation 

for the extension in your reasons for decision - See DMA Advice below. 

DMA advice - changes determination made after implementation date 

68. If the AE decision is more than the award review the AE decision could be awarded for a period from 

the relevant determination or the date of the claim, whichever is later, up to the end date of the 

award review. However, this will be dependent on finding grounds to change the award review 

decision. 

69. If so, the award review decision can be revised under regulation 5(1)(a)of the UC etc. (Decisions and 

Appeals) Regulations 2013. It can be said that the SofS commenced action with a view to revise 

within one month of the date of notification of the award review decision for example, awaiting 

outcome of the AE decision. 

Any changes to the subsequent determination for example extend end date or 

increase points 

70. You must establish whether the claimant continues to satisfy the changes introduced by the UT 

judgment and amend the determination/s as appropriate. This could be a single or closed period AE 

award. 



 

Example 1 - extend award 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are the same as the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in the same application the AE decision  

• the end/review date/s will be the same as the subsequent determination review/end dates.  

Unless there is evidence to support a change of these dates.  

• further evidence shows needs likely to continue for a longer period  

• this is a single AE award  

Application  

Event 

Effective 

date 

Daily Living 

rate 

Mobility rate Review 

date 

End date 

Award review 01/08/18 Standard Enhanced N/A 31/07/20 

New claim 01/07/16 Standard Nil 30/06/1 

9 

30/06/18 

AE decision to be 

input 

28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 27/11/20  27/11/21 (extended as further evidence 

shows needs likely to continue for longer 

period 

71. The award review will be modified, the end/review date of the AE determination will be the 

appropriate end date to extend the award to. 

Example 2 - change subsequent determination 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are the same as the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in the same application the AE decision  

• the end/review date/s will be the same as the subsequent determination review/end dates.  

Unless there is evidence to support a change of these dates  

• further evidence shows the higher criteria is still met  

• this is a single AE award  

Application  

Event 

Effective 

date 

Daily  

Living rate 

Mobility 

rate 

Review 

date 

End date 

Award review 01/08/18 Standard Standard N/A 31/07/20 



 

New claim 01/07/16 Standard Nil 30/06/1 

8 

30/06/19 

AE decision to 

be input 

28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 27/11/2 

0  

27/11/21 Further evidence gathered at AE shows 

claimant needs another person on familiar 

journeys and not just unfamiliar and likely to 

continue for a longer period 

72. The award review will be modified, the end/review date of the AE determination will be the will 

be the appropriate end date to extend the award to.    

16 Motability claimant benefits from AE 

  

Motability cases 

1. If the AE decision will be input through the single determination, you do not have to contact 

MOTA Specialist team. 

2. Complete the single determination step and action to input your AE decision. Ensure you 

thoroughly check PCC’s. (Payment Correction Checks). 

3. If the AE decision will be input through the subsequent determinations closed period - email the 

MOTA Specialist Team  

4. Do not input the AE decision until you have spoken to a MOTA Specialist team member. You will 

not be able to suspend the benefit delivery case. When MOTA Specialist contact you provide them with 

the details of the AE award. 

5. The MOTA Specialist team member will tell you whether they need to take any action on the 

case before you input the AE decision, after you input the AE decision or both. If necessary they will 

arrange a suitable time to call-back you back once you have input your AE decision on PIPCS. 

Note: Advise the MOTA Specialist team if you will be re-inputting a determination, which does not have 

enhanced mobility at any stage. This does not apply to provisional Motability agreements held with a 

safe date only. You do not have to contact MOTA Specialist team. Complete subsequent determinations 

closed period step and action to input your AE decision.  

  

17 SRTI claimant benefits from AE 



 

  

Special Rules Terminal Illness (SRTI) 

1. If the claimant benefits from the changes introduced by the UT judgment, you must establish whether 

the claimant has or had an award of PIP under the SRTI provision. 

2. If the claimants previous award was made under SRTI provision and the claimant has since been 

awarded PIP under normal rules. 

For example 

The AE effective date and rates are 9 March 2017, enhanced daily living and mobility. 

Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate 

CofC Review 1 June 2018 Enhanced Enhanced 

New SRTI Claim 1 May 2016 Enhanced Standard 

3. Follow the instructions - See: Claimant benefits from AE review if the claimant’s current award is 

made under SRTI provision and your AE decision increases the mobility component. 

4. Follow the instructions - See: Claimant benefits from AE review if the claimant is currently awarded 

PIP under SRTI provision, there are previous award/s under normal rules, and your AE decision 

increases any of the previous normal rules awards. Use the instructions here to input the decision 

onto PIPCS. This is because you must modify the normal rules decision in order to access the correct 

assessment questionnaire. 

5. The AE effective date and rates are 9 March 2017, enhanced daily living and mobility. 

Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate 

SRTI Review 1 June 2018 Enhanced Enhanced 

New Claim 1 May 2016 Enhanced Standard 

Note: This step and action must be completed in one day. 

6. You must not leave the benefit delivery case in suspension overnight. Leaving the suspension on 

overnight will have a negative impact on PIPCS broadcasts to CIS(searchlight) and PIP payments. 



 

7. You must remove and re-input the SRTI marker on the same day. If left overnight without an SRTI 

marker the claimants payments will be negatively impacted. 

Please allow plenty of time to complete the steps below. 

StepAction 

navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the action button in the top right hand corner and  

1 select ‘Suspend Case’ input reason ‘Review evidence’ and select 

Save 

navigate to Evidence summary – Evidence tab – Supporting Evidence - Medical Details. 

2 

toggle the medical details and select ‘edit’ from the action button 

make a note of the answers populated in the fields in the ‘Special Rules for Terminally Ill People’ 

section: 

3 

Requested, Determined, DS 1500 Expected? Need Someone Else, Dog or Aid?, Unable to Plan a 

Journey?, Difficulty Walking up to 50m?, Difficulty Walking up to 20m? 

change the answers to the requested and determined fields to ‘No’ and remove the answers from  

4 the rest of the fields - DS 1500 Expected?, Need Someone Else, Dog or Aid?, 

Unable to Plan a Journey?, Difficulty Walking up to 50m?, Difficulty Walking 

up to 20m? – so they are blank 

5 apply the medical evidence details navigate to Decision Assist and select 

Determinations Tab 

select ‘Action’ button next to the determination that contains the AE  effective date - See: Claimant  

6 

benefits from AE review screenshots 

do not modify the current SRTI determination 

7 select the option Modify Determination 

8 PIPCS will display Modify Determination dialogue box 

9 select Internal review from the Reasons list options 

10 select LEAP from the Requested For list options 



 

in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE  CofC’ if the current decision was made before the 

relevant determination. For example the last decision was made before 09/03/17 input ‘UT RJ AE   

CofC’ in the comments 

11 or 

in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE  ERROR’ if the current decision was made on or after the 

relevant determination 

12 select Save 

13 PIPCS will create a new ‘in progress’ determination. Toggle the new determination 

select Questionnaires tab, select ‘Action button’ and select ‘Answer’ 

the questionnaire will be pre populated with the answers input for the normal rules decision 

14 

Note: If customer is Age 65 or over and you are awarding/increasing mobility, you must un-tick the 

No Mobility – over 65 box 

if further evidence was gathered for AE select ‘Evidence’ from options on left hand side 

15 

add any additional evidence gathered and select ‘Next’ 

select ‘Disability’ from option on left hand side and ensure disabilities are recorded correctly 

16 

add/amend if necessary and select ‘Next’ input the AE 

descriptor points for daily living and select ‘Next’ 

17 Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why - See: The 

Assessment Questionnaire  input the AE descriptor points for mobility and select ‘Next’ 

18 Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why - See: The 

Assessment Questionnaire   

once your answers have been successfully recorded ‘Close’ the assessment 

19 

Note: Before recording your reason check the rates are correct by selecting the submissions tab. 

20 select Reasons Tab 



 

select ‘New’ button on the right of the list screen to open the ‘New determination reason’ dialogue  

21 box 

22 select daily living activities 

paste the reasons for decision into the reasons free text field using the 4th button on the tool bar 

in  

23 PIPCS 

24 select Save 

25 then repeat for mobility activities select the action button next to the ‘In Progress’ determination. 

26 select the option ‘Complete Determination’. PIPCS displays a confirmation dialogue box text: 

Step 1 ‘Are you sure you want to complete this determination?’ 

select ‘Next’ to confirm. The system then opens 

27 

Step 2 - set effective date  ‘Please enter the effective date of the determination’ 

input the AE effective date and select ‘Next’ 

28 

a pop up box will appear asking ‘is the effective date correct?’ If the effective date is correct select  

Save 

the dialogue box will close. This completes all the action on the determination 

the determination status will change from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Completed’ 

29 

Note: The current and any previous determinations, with effective dates later than the AE 

effective date, will display a status of ‘Replaced’ if there are subsequent normal rules 

determinations to re-input follow steps 35 to 44. 

30 

Only complete steps 32 to 34 before you re-input the current SRTI award then continue from step  

35 onwards 

navigate to Evidence summary – Evidence tab – Supporting Evidence - Medical Details. Toggle the  

31 

medical details and select ‘edit’ from the action button re input the answers in the 

fields in the ‘Special Rules for Terminally Ill People’ section: 



 

32 

Requested, Determined, DS 1500 Expected?, Need Someone Else, Dog or Aid?, Unable to Plan a 

Journey?, Difficulty Walking up to 50m?, Difficulty Walking up to 20m? 

33 apply the medical evidence details 

toggle the ‘Replaced’ determination/s, select the submissions tab, toggle each component and 

record the scores  

34 

Note: You must re-input the current and any previous determinations, as required, in effective 

date order from earliest to latest 

select the ‘Action’ button next to the AE determination and select ‘modify determination’ 

35 

PIPCS will display the Modify determination dialogue box 

select the appropriate reason from the Reasons list options, this will be same as the original  

36 

determination 

select the appropriate reason from the Requested For list options, this will be same as the original  

dete

rmination 

37 

select Save 

38 PIPCS will create a new ‘In Progress’ determination. Toggle the new determination. 

select Questionnaires tab, select action button and select ‘Answer’      

the questionnaire will be pre populated with the answers input for the AE  decision. 

Note: If re inputting the SRTI determination from the introduction tab tick ‘TI provision met’. 

select Daily living from left hand side check and amend scores as necessary, then select ‘Next’ 

39 

amend mobility scores as necessary 

once your answers have been successfully recorded ‘Close’ the assessment 

40 

Note: Before recording your reason check the rates are correct by selecting the submissions tab 

toggle the appropriate ‘Replaced Determination’ reasons tab and copy reasons from there into this  

41 

determination (See steps 21 - 26 to input reasons) 



 

42 complete the determination (See steps 27 and 

28) input the original effective date and select 

‘Next’ 

43 

a pop up box will appear asking ‘is the effective date correct?’ If the effective date is correct select  

Save 

44 repeat steps 35 – 44 to reinstate multiple determinations in effective date order, earliest to 

latest navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case. Ensure review/end of award date/s are correct 

to update review and/or end of award dates: 

45 • select the Action button in the top right hand corner  

• select Edit  

• Add the comment ‘CofC AE  decision’ or ‘Error in law  AE  decision’, as described in step 7  

• select Save  

46 navigate to the evidence summary and select evidence tab if necessary, edit Additional 

Support (AS) in the Medical Details evidence 

it is important that both the AS indicated and the AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the 

claimant 

47 

claimant needs AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support 

identified’ fields must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence 

claimant does not need AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support 

identified’ fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence 

apply the medical details evidence only apply the Medical Details and 

Assessment Determination evidence records 

Note: Assessment Determination evidence must be applied in date order, earliest first, one at a 

time. 

48 any other in edit evidence must be actioned appropriately for example hospital evidence - See:  

Payability 



 

Note: A warning message will display advising the benefit delivery case is suspended – ‘Product 

Delivery Case is suspended’ - this can be ignored - See: Validating evidence and also See: Eligibility 

check 

navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the Action button in the top right hand corner and  

49 

select ‘un-suspend case’ 

50 select the reason ‘New Evidence’ when un-suspending the case and select Save 

using the same action button select ‘Check Eligibility’ tick the box ‘Use Active Evidence only’ and  

s

elect 

Save 

51 

 PIPCS will open the Administration tab in manual eligibility checks 

using the same action button select ‘Submit for Approval’ 

52 PIPCS will display ‘Are you sure you want to submit this case for approval’ 

select ‘Yes’ 

using the same action button ‘Activate’ the benefit delivery case (if activate is greyed out press the 

refresh button or close and then re-open the tab) 

53 PIPCS will display ‘Are you sure’. If you are then select ‘Yes’ 

Note: If ‘Activate’ button remains greyed out go to tasks tab and see if there’s a management 

check. Your Supervisor must approve the check and return to you to ‘Activate’. 

54 a single payment correction case will be created for the correct amount 

55 select the ‘financials tab’, over and underpayments on the left hand side to action any payment 

corrections: 

• BDC  > Action Button > Submit for Approval  

• Refresh Search Results  

• BDC  > Action Button > Activate Case  

• Search Results > Payment Correction (if applicable) will now show in the Search Results  

Payment Correction > Action Button > Submit for Approval – See: Payment Correction - underpaid 



 

Note: Any arrears must not be referred to Debt 

Management the latest payment will be re-called,if : 

the determinations were applied within 2 days of the regular 4 weekly payment. PIPCS will  

automatically recall the payment and input a nominee suspension. 

56 

you must delete the recall payment and remove the nominee suspension if the determinations 

were applied within 3 to 7 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS will generate a task to a CW 

Manual payment recall. You must grab and delete this task 

57 go to person record, select LEAP tab and update each relevant 

judgement 

58 change status to ‘Complete’ select appropriate decision 

outcome 

  

59 

• Increased Entitlement or  

• Descriptor Change select tick boxes for ‘further evidence’ 

used and Save 

60 

Note: More Information tick boxes should only be used if you are doing a AE reconsideration 

or appeal issue PIP.7105 clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct 

letter 

61   

upload to DRS doc type PIP.7105 and create a communication record 

close Review Task 

62 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

  

  

  



 

18 Modify single determination 

  

See: Single Determination Increased Entitlement Simulation 

1. To modify a Single Determination you must: 

StepAction 

navigate to Decision Assist and select Determinations Tab 

1 select Action button next to the most recent/current determination 

2 select the option Modify Determination 

PIPCS will displays Modify Determination dialogue box 

3 

see: feedback  

4 select Internal review from the Reasons list options 

5 select LEAP from the Requested For list options 

in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE CofC’ if the current decision was made before the 

relevant determination. For example, if the last decision was made before 09/03/17 input ‘UT RJ 

AE CofC’ in the Comments box 

6 

or 

in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE ERROR’ if the current decision was made on or after the 

relevant determination 

7 select Save 

8 PIPCS will create a new ‘In Progress’ determination. Toggle the new determination select 

Questionnaires tab, select Action button and select ‘Answer’ 

9 Note: The questionnaire will be pre populate with the answers input for the current decision. If 

customer is Age 65 or over and you are awarding/increasing mobility, you must untick the No 

Mobility – over 65 box 

if further evidence was gathered for AE select ‘Evidence’ from options on left hand side 

10 



 

add any additional evidence gathered and select ‘Next’ 

11 select ‘Disability’ from option on left hand side and ensure disabilities are recorded correctly 

add/amend if necessary and select ‘Next’ input the AE descriptor points for daily living and select 

‘Next’ 

12 Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why - See: The  

Assessment Questionnaire   input the AE descriptor points for mobility and select ‘Next’ 

13 Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why - See: The  

Assessment Questionnaire    

once your answers have been successfully recorded ‘Close’ the assessment 

14 

Note: Before recording your reason check the rates are correct by selecting the submissions tab 

15 select Reasons Tab 

select ‘New’ button on the right of the list screen to open the ‘New determination reason’ dialogue  

16 box 

17 select daily living activities from the drop down box 

paste the reasons for decision into the reasons free text field using the 4th button on the tool bar 

in  

18 PIPCS 

19 select Save 

20 then repeat for mobility activities select the action button next to the ‘In Progress’ determination. 

21 select the option ‘Complete Determination’. PIPCS displays a confirmation dialogue box text: 

Step 1 ‘Are you sure you want to complete this determination?’ 

select ‘Next’ to confirm. The system then opens 

22 

Step 2 - set effective date  ‘Please enter the effective date of the determination’ 

input the AE effective date and select ‘Next’. A pop up box will appear asking ‘is the effective date  

correct?’ 



 

23 

if the effective date is correct select Save 

the dialogue box will close. This completes all the action on the determination 

24 

the determination status will change from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Completed’ 

Note: The current and any previous determinations, with effective dates later than the AE effective 

date, will display a status of ‘Replaced’ 

if the AE increased the claimants PIP award  complete step 26 

25 

if AE awarded PIP go straight to step 27 navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case. 

Ensure review/end of award date/s are correct 

to update review and/or end of award dates select the ‘action’ button in the top right hand corner  

26 and select ‘Edit’. Add the comment ‘CofC - AE decision’ or ‘Error in law – AE decision’ as 

described in step 6 and select ‘save’ 

navigate to evidence summary – evidence tab and go to step 28 

navigate to the application case, select the ‘Benefits’ tab, select ‘action’ button to Re-Open and  

27 Save 

if necessary, edit Additional Support (AS) in the Medical Details evidence 

it is important that both the AS indicated and the AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the 

claimant 

28 • claimant needs AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support  

identified’ fields must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

• claimant does not need AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional  

Support identified’ fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

apply the medical details evidence only apply the Medical Details and 

Assessment Determination evidence records 

29 

Note: any other in edit evidence must be actioned appropriately for example hospital evidence - 

See: Payability, See: Validating evidence and also See: Eligibility check 

if AE awarded PIP complete to step 31 



 

30 

if the AE increased the claimants PIP award  step 32 where 

AE has awarded PIP, navigate to the eligibility checks tab: 

• check eligibility  

• toggle the eligibility result  

31 

• select the action button and option ‘Award’ input review/end dates  

• select Save  

• return to ‘Search Results’ and select refresh. Navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select 

the ‘Action’ button in the top right corner and the option ‘Submit for Approval’  

Go to step 33 where AE has increased a PIP award, navigate to the 

benefit delivery case. 

• select the ‘Action’ button in the top right hand corner  

• select ‘Check Eligibility’  

32 

• tick the box ‘Use Active Evidence only’  

• select Save  

Go to step 33 select the financials tab, over and underpayments 

on the left hand side 

action any payment corrections - See: Payment Correction - overpaid and also See: Payment  

33 

Correction - underpaid 

Note: Any arrears must not be referred to Debt 

Management. the latest payment will be re-called, if: 

the determinations were applied within 2 days of the regular 4 weekly payment. PIPCS will  

automatically recall the payment and input a nominee suspension. You must consider deleting the  

34 

recall payment and removing the nominee suspension 



 

the determinations were applied within 3 to 7 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS 

will generate a task to a CW Manual payment recall. You must grab and delete this task go 

to person record, select LEAP tab and update each relevant judgement: 

• change status to ‘Complete’  

• select appropriate decision outcome:  

• Increased Entitlement or  

35 

• Descriptor Change  

• tick all boxes that apply to ‘further evidence’ types used and Save  

Note: More Information tick boxes should only be used if you are doing a AE reconsideration or 

appeal 

36 issue clerical AE decision letter - See:  AE  clerical n  otifications  for correct letter 

upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7105 AE decision letter - Benefitting 
change in award 37 

See: Single Document Upload (SDU) 

issue the notification to the claimant and record this by creating a communication record ‘PIPxxxx  

38 

issued to claimant on xx/xx/xx’ – See: Create a Communication Record 

close  Review Task 

39 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU    

19 Modify subsequent determination (closed period AE award) 

  

See: Subsequent Determination Increased Entitlement Simulation 

  

This step and action must be completed in one day. Please allow plenty of time to complete the steps 

below.  

1. You must not leave the benefit delivery case in suspension overnight. This will have a negative impact 

on PIPCS broadcasts to CIS(Searchlight) and PIP payments. 



 

2. Navigate to the person record and select LEAP tab. The relevant judgement will display. 

Step Action 

1 if the claimant has a Motability agreement - See: Motability Instructions navigate to the Benefit 

Delivery Case 

2 select the action button in the top right hand corner and select ‘Suspend case’ 

input reason ‘Review evidence’ and select Save 

navigate to Decision Assist and select 

Determinations Tab 

3 select ‘Action’ button next to the most recent/current determination 

see: Feedback  

4 select the option Modify Determination 

5 PIPCS will display Modify Determination dialogue box 

6 select Internal review from the Reasons list options 

7 select LEAP from the Requested For list options 

in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE CofC’ if the current decision was made before the 

relevant determination. For example the last decision was made before 09/03/17 input ‘UT RJ AE 

CofC’ in the comments 

8 

or 

in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE ERROR’ if the current decision was made on or after the 

relevant determination 

9 select Save 

10 PIPCS will create a new ‘in progress’ determination. Toggle the new determination select 

Questionnaires tab, select ‘Action button’ and select ‘Answer’. 

The questionnaire will pre populate with the answers input for the current decision. 

11 



 

Note: If customer is Age 65 or over and you are awarding/increasing mobility, you must untick the 

No Mobility – over 65 box. 

if further evidence was gathered for AE select ‘Evidence’ from options on left hand side 

12 

add any additional evidence gathered and select ‘Next’ 

select ‘Disability’ from option on left hand side and ensure disabilities are recorded correctly 

13 

add/amend if necessary and select ‘Next’ input the AE 

descriptor points for daily living and select ‘Next’ 

14 Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why - See: The  

Assessment Questionnaire   input the AE descriptor points for mobility and select ‘Next’ 

15 Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why - See: The  

Assessment Questionnaire    

once your answers have been successfully recorded ‘Close’ the assessment 

16 

Note: Before recording your reason check the rates are correct by selecting the submissions tab 

17 select Reasons Tab 

select ‘New’ button on the right of the list screen to open the ‘New determination reason’ 

dialogue  

18 box 

19 select daily living activities from the drop down box 

paste the reasons for decision into the reasons free text field using the 4th button on the tool bar 

in  

20 PIPCS 

21 select Save 

22 then repeat for mobility activities 

23 select the action button next to the ‘In Progress’ determination. 

select the option ‘Complete Determination’. PIPCS displays a confirmation dialogue box text: 



 

Step 1 ‘Are you sure you want to complete this determination?’ 

select ‘Next’ to confirm. The system then opens 

24 

Step 2 - set effective date  ‘Please enter the effective date of the determination’ 

input the AE effective date and select ‘Next’ 

25 

a pop up box will appear asking ‘is the effective date correct?’ If the effective date is correct select  

‘Save’ the dialogue box will close. This completes all the action on the 

determination 

the determination status will change from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Completed’ 

26 

Note: The current and any previous determinations, with effective dates later than the AE 

effective date, will display a status of ‘Replaced’. 

you must now re-input the current and any previous determinations, as required, in effective date 

order from earliest to latest. 

27 to establish which determinations to re-input – See: Claimant benefits from AE review 

toggle the appropriate ‘Replaced’ determination/s, select the submissions tab, toggle each 

component and record the scores 

select the ‘Action’ button next to the AE determination and select ‘modify determination’ 

28 

PIPCS will display the Modify determination dialogue box 

select the appropriate reason from the Reasons list options, this will be same as the original  

29 

determination 

select the appropriate reason from the Requested For list options, this will be same as the original  

determination 

30 

select Save 

PIPCS will create a new ‘In Progress’ determination. Toggle the new determination 

31 select Questionnaires tab, select action button and select ‘Answer’     



 

the questionnaire will be pre populate with the answers input for the AE decision 

select Daily living from left hand side check and amend scores as necessary, then select ‘Next’ and  

32 

amend mobility scores as necessary 

Note: You must also amend the type of assessment and remove any AE evidence if required. The 

Assessment questionnaire should be identical to the original questionnaire. 

once your answers have been successfully recorded ‘Close’ the assessment 

33 

Note: Before recording your reason check the rates are correct by selecting the submissions tab. 

toggle the appropriate ‘Replaced Determination’ reasons tab and copy reasons from there into this  

34 

determination (See steps 18 -23 to input reasons) 

35 complete the determination (See steps 24 and 

25) input the original effective date and select 

‘Next’ 

36 

A pop up box will appear asking ‘is the effective date correct?’ If the effective date is correct select  

Save 

37 repeat steps 29 – 37 to reinstate multiple determinations in effective date order, earliest to latest 

navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case. Ensure review/end of award date/s are correct 

to update review and/or end of award dates select Action button in the top right hand corner 

38 Edit 

add the comment ‘CofC– LEAP decision’ or ‘Error in law – LEAP decision’, as described in step 7 

Save 

39 navigate to the evidence summary and select evidence tab if necessary, edit Additional Support 

(AS) in the Medical Details evidence 

it is important that both the AS indicated and the AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the 

claimant 



 

claimant needs AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support  

40 

identified’ fields must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence 

claimant does not need AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support 

identified’ fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence 

apply the medical details evidence only apply the Medical Details and 

Assessment Determination evidence records 

41 assessment determination evidence must be applied in date order, earliest first, one at a time 

any other in edit evidence must be actioned appropriately for example hospital evidence - See:  

Payability 

Note: A warning message will display advising the benefit delivery case is suspended – ‘Product 

Delivery Case is suspended’ - this can be ignored - See: Validating evidence and also See: Eligibility 

check 

navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the Action button in the top right hand corner and  

42 

select ‘un-suspend case’ 

43 select the reason ‘New Evidence’ when un-suspending the case and select Save 

using the same action button select ‘Check Eligibility’ tick the box ‘Use Active Evidence only’ and  

select Save 

44 

PIPCS will open the Administration tab in manual eligibility checks. 

using the same action button select ‘Submit for Approval’ 

45 PIPCS will display ‘Are you sure you want to submit this case for approval?’ 

select ‘Yes’ 

using the same action button ‘Activate’ the benefit delivery case (if activate is greyed out press the 

refresh button or close and then re-open the tab) 

46 PIPCS will display ‘Are you sure?’. If you are then select ‘Yes’. 



 

Note: If ‘Activate’ button remains greyed out go to tasks tab and see if there’s a management 

check. Your Supervisor must approve the check and return to you to ‘Activate’. 

a single payment correction case will be created for the correct amount 

47 

Note: If component hasn’t been paid before, the system will release payment overnight. 

select the ‘financials tab’, over and underpayments on the left hand side to action any payment 

corrections: 

• BDC  > Action Button > Submit for Approval  

• Refresh Search Results  

48 • BDC  > Action Button > Activate Case  

• Search Results > Payment Correction (if applicable) will now show in the Search Results  

• Payment Correction > Action Button > Submit for Approval - See:  Payment Correction - 

underpaid  

Note: Any arrears must not be referred to Debt Management 

the latest payment will be re-called, if: 

49 

the determinations were applied within 2 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS will 

automatically recall the payment and input a nominee suspension. You must consider deleting the 

recall payment and removing the nominee suspension  

the determinations were applied within 3 to 7 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS 

will generate a task to a CW Manual payment recall. You must grab and delete this task go 

to person record, select LEAP tab and update each relevant judgement 

• Change status to ‘Complete’  

• Select appropriate decision outcome:  

• Increased Entitlement or  

50 

• Descriptor Change  

• Tick all boxes that apply to ‘further evidence’ types used and Save  

Note: More Information tick boxes should only be used if you are doing a AE  reconsideration or 

appeal 

51 issue clerical AE decision letter - See: AE clerical notifications for correct letter 



 

upload to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7105 AE decision letter - Benefitting 
change in award 52 

See: Single Document Upload (SDU) 

issue the notification to the claimant and record this by creating a communication record ‘PIPxxxx  

53 

issued to claimant on xx/xx/xx’ – See: Create a Communication Record 

close  Review Task 

54 

Note: If you don’t close the task, the case won’t move back to its OU 

  

20 AE clerical enquiry letter 

  

1. You must select and issue clerical letters from the appropriate template tool below. 

Note: The clerical enquiry letters will include customer payability and bank details, claimants may wish 

to contact us by phone rather than returning the reply slip. 

PIP System Template = 1 in the table 

PIP Clerical2 Template = 2 in the table 

See: Clerical Notifications       

Number AE Clerical  Letter Type Tool Action 

PIP.7052 AE enquiry letter for bank details and/or payability 2 Select ‘LEAP’ from drop down 

Previous event successful 

End of Award Date 

Previous event unsuccessful 

Date of Claim 

Optional payability questions 



 

PIP.7052R         

     

AE  reminder letter for PIP.7052 2 Select ‘LEAP’ from drop down 

Issued date required 

PIP.7053             

   

AE enquiry letter to establish if NOK/DAP is still person 

dealing with the deceased details 

2 Select ‘LEAP’ from drop down 

  

PIP.7053R AE reminder letter for PIP.7053 2 Select ‘LEAP’ from drop down 

Issued date required 

PIP.7054             

   

AE enquiry letter to NOK/DAP for bank details and/or 

payability 

2 Select ‘LEAP’ from drop down 

Optional payability questions 

PIP.7054R         

     

AE reminder letter for PIP.7054 and PIP.7053 2 Select ‘LEAP’ from drop down 

   Issued date required 

PIP.7057             

   

AE enquiry letter to request more further information 2 Select ‘LEAP’ from drop down 

Input specific question about 

claimants condition 

21 AE Clerical Notifications  

AE Clerical Notifications 

  

1. When you have completed your decision in PIPCS, you must notify the claimant and ensure the 

correct notification is generated and issued, advising them we’ve looked at their decision under AE. 

Note: For Exportability cases - See: Pre Case Manager (CM) decision cases checks 

2. New notifications replace the existing notifications - See: Pre 14/10/19 notifications. 

3. The new notifications can be used to notify all cases no matter how many relevant claims the claimant 

has with or without  Dispute Rights. You will now only issue one notification to the claimant. 



 

4. The new notifications are: 

• PIP.7101/ PIP.7102 (deceased) Not benefitting, points unchanged  

• PIP.7103/ PIP.7104 (deceased) Not benefitting, points increased  

• PIP.7105/ PIP.7106 (deceased) Benefitting  

5. The new notifications have options for ‘BAU’ when we say BAU this means cases where all relevant 

judgments were considered or enhanced/enhanced was awarded in the last decision. 

6. Where the case has been reviewed for MH/RJ only the first BAU decision that applied the UT 

judgment will be on/after MH/RJ go-live (25/06/2018). 

7.Where the case has been reviewed for MH/RJ and LB or LB only the first BAU decision that applied the 

UT judgment will be on/after LB go-live. (17/06/2019). 

8.The new notifications are in ‘PIP System Template’ and ‘PIP Clerical 2 Template’ (for deceased 

claimants). 

9. When deciding the ‘Event type’ of the notification for example, current, closed or unsuccessful. 

This is about the last decision for the period you are considering for the AE.  

10. ‘Closed Ongoing’ will be used where you are increasing due to the judgment(s) and you are 

extending the award that ended. 

  

Choosing the correct notification 

11. When deciding which notification to send consider the following: 

• If the last decision didn’t apply the UT judgments, then the choices will be ‘Closed’, ‘Unsuccessful’ 

, ‘Closed Ongoing’ or 'Current'.  

• If the last decision did apply the UT judgments or awarded enhanced/enhanced, then the choices 

will then be ‘Closed BAU’, ‘Unsuccessful BAU’ , ‘Closed Ongoing BAU’ or 'Current/previous'.  

  

  



 

New AE Decision letter from 14/10/19 

Number  AE Notification   

PIP.7101 

  

AE decision letter – Not benefitting and no change in points.  

This notification is designed for a number of different AE  decisions: 

Current - claimant has a current award and you are applying the UT judgment(s) to all their relevant 

awards/claims, including their most recent award/decision.    

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent decision/current award. 

Current / previous period  - claimant has a current award and you are applying the UT judgment(s) 

to their relevant awards/claims, but not their most recent award. Their most recent award 

doesn’t need to be reviewed. For example, this could be because:  

the UT judgment(s) have already been applied  

enhanced/enhanced was awarded  

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent decision/current award. 

Closed - claimant previously had a PIP award, but that has now ended for example award review or 

expired. You are applying the UT judgment(s) to all their relevant awards/claims for this closed 

period.  

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent decision this could be with either an 

award or disallowance.    

Unsuccessful -   claimant’s most recent claim to PIP was disallowed on points. You are applying the 

UT judgment(s) to this claim, any other relevant unsuccessful claims they have had in the past, 

and any previous relevant PIP awards they have had.  

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent unsuccessful claim. 

Closed BAU – claimant previously had a PIP award, but that has now ended, for example, award 

review or expired. You are applying the UT judgment(s) to all their  

 



 

 relevant awards/claims for this closed period but not their most recent decision. Their most 

recent decision doesn’t need to be reviewed because the UT judgment(s) have already been 

applied or enhanced/enhanced was awarded.  

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent decision (BAU) this could be with either 

an award or disallowance.    

• Unsuccessful BAU – claimant’s most recent relevant claim to PIP within the AE period was 

disallowed on points. You are applying the UT judgment(s) to this claim, any other relevant 

unsuccessful claims they have had in the past, and any previous relevant PIP awards they have 

had. Their most recent decision doesn’t need to be reviewed because the UT judgment(s) have 

already been applied or enhanced/enhanced was awarded.  

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent decision (BAU) this could be either an 

award or disallowance claim. 



 

PIP.7102 

Deceased 

AE decision letter – Deceased, Not benefitting and points unchanged. 

Use ‘Award’ letters if the last decision was an award (including BAU) 

Use ‘Claim’ letters if the last decision was a disallowance (including BAU) 

Award  -  claimant previously had a PIP award. You are applying the UT judgment(s) to this claim, any 

other relevant unsuccessful claims they have had in the past, and any previous relevant PIP 

awards they have had.  

In this letter you will give points for the most recent decision. 

Award BAU  - claimant previously had a PIP award. You are applying the UT judgment(s) to this claim, 

any other relevant unsuccessful claims they have had in the past, and any previous relevant PIP 

awards they have had. Their most recent decision doesn’t need to be reviewed because the UT 

judgment(s) have already been applied or enhanced/enhanced was awarded.  

In this letter you will give points for the most recent decision (BAU) this could be either an award or 

disallowance.  

Claim  -  claimant’s most recent claim to PIP was disallowed on points. You are applying the UT 

judgment(s) to this claim, any other relevant unsuccessful claims they have had in the past, and 

any previous relevant PIP awards they have had.  

In this letter you will give points for the most recent decision. 

Claim BAU  -  claimant’s most recent relevant claim to PIP within the AE period was  

 

 disallowed on points. You are applying the UT judgment(s) to this claim, any other relevant 

unsuccessful claims they have had in the past, and any previous relevant PIP awards they have 

had. Their most recent decision doesn’t need to be reviewed because the UT judgment(s) have 

already been applied or enhanced/enhanced was awarded.  

In this letter you will give points for the most recent decision (BAU) this could be either an award or 

disallowance. 



 

PIP.7103 

  

AE decision letter – Not benefitting and change in points not the award. 

This notification is designed for a number of different AE  decisions: 

Current  - claimant has a current award and you are applying the UT judgment(s) to all their relevant 

awards/claims, including their most recent award/decision.    

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent decision/current award (giving the new 

points if you have changed this decision). 

Current / previous period  - claimant has a current award and you are applying the UT judgment(s) 

to their relevant awards/claims, but not their most recent award. Their most recent award 

doesn’t need to be reviewed. For example, this could be because:  

the UT judgment(s) have already been applied  

enhanced/enhanced was awarded  

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent decision/current award.  

Closed  - claimant previously had a PIP award, but that has now ended for example award review or 

expired. You are applying the UT judgment(s) to all their relevant awards/claims for this closed 

period.  

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent decision this could be with either an 

award or disallowance (giving the new points if you have changed this decision).  

Unsuccessful  -  claimant’s most recent claim to PIP was disallowed on points. You are applying the 

UT judgment(s) to this claim, any other relevant unsuccessful claims they have had in the past, 

and any previous relevant PIP awards they have had.  

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent unsuccessful claim (giving the new 

points if you have changed this decision).  

Closed BAU – claimant previously had a PIP award, but that has now ended. You are applying the UT 

judgment(s) to all their relevant awards/claims for this closed period but not their most recent 

decision. Their most recent decision doesn’t need to be reviewed because the UT judgment(s) 

have already been applied or  

 



 

 enhanced/enhanced was awarded.  

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent decision (BAU) this could be with either 

an award or disallowance.  

• Unsuccessful BAU – claimant’s most recent relevant claim to PIP was disallowed on points. You are 

applying the UT judgment(s) to this claim, any other relevant unsuccessful claims they have had in 

the past, and any previous relevant PIP awards they have had. Their most recent decision doesn’t 

need to be reviewed because the UT judgment(s) have already been applied or 

enhanced/enhanced was awarded.  

In this letter you will give them the points for their most recent decision (BAU) this could be either an 

award or disallowance. 



 

PIP.7104 

Deceased  

AE decision letter – Deceased, Not benefitting and change in points not the award. 

Use ‘Award’ letters if the last decision was an award (including BAU) 

Use ‘Claim’ letters if the last decision was a disallowance (including BAU) 

Award  - claimant previously had a PIP award. You are applying the UT judgment(s) to this claim, any 

other relevant unsuccessful claims they have had in the past, and any previous relevant PIP 

awards they have had. Their points for their previous claims/awards may or may not also be 

increasing.  

In this letter you will give points for the most recent decision (giving the new points if you have changed 

this decision). 

Award BAU  - claimant previously had a PIP award. You are applying the UT judgment(s) to this claim, 

any other relevant unsuccessful claims they have had in the past, and any previous relevant PIP 

awards they have had. Their most recent decision doesn’t need to be reviewed because the UT 

judgment(s) have already been applied or enhanced/enhanced was awarded. Their points for 

their previous claims/awards may or may not also be increasing.  

In this letter you will give points for the most recent decision (BAU) this could be either an award or 

disallowance.    

Claim  - claimant’s most recent claim to PIP was disallowed on points. You are applying the UT 

judgment(s) to this claim, any other relevant unsuccessful claims they have had in the past, and 

any previous relevant PIP awards they have had. Their points for their previous claims/awards 

may or may not also be increasing.  

In this letter you will give points for the most recent decision (giving new points if you  

 



 

 have changed this decision). 

• Claim BAU  - claimant’s most recent relevant claim to PIP was disallowed on points. You are 

applying the UT judgment(s) to this claim, any other relevant unsuccessful claims they have had 

in the past, and any previous relevant PIP awards they have had. Their most recent decision 

doesn’t need to be reviewed because the UT judgment(s) have already been applied or 

enhanced/enhanced was awarded. Their points for their previous claims/awards may or may not 

also be increasing.  

In this letter you will give points for the most recent decision (BAU) this could be either an award or 

disallowance.    



 

PIP.7105 

  

AE decision letter – Benefitting change in Award 

This notification is designed for a number of different AE  decisions: 

Current  - claimant has a current award, their rate of PIP is increasing due to the judgment(s). You 

are applying the UT judgment(s) to all their relevant awards/claims (for example: the current one 

and any previous ones). Their points for their previous claims/awards may or may not also be 

increasing.  

In this letter you will give them new points for their increased award. Any earlier periods must be input 

in ‘Previous Award/Claim details’.   

Current/ Previous - claimant has a current award, their rate of PIP for the period immediately before 

their most recent decision is increasing due to the judgment(s). You are applying the UT 

judgment(s) to all their relevant awards/claims but not their most recent award/decision. Their 

points for their previous awards/claims may or may not also be increasing. Their most recent 

award/decision(s) doesn’t need to be reviewed. For example, this could be because:  

the UT judgment(s) have already been applied  

enhanced/enhanced was awarded  

In this letter you will give them the new points for their increased award (for the period immediately 

before their current award). Any earlier periods must be input in ‘Previous Award/Claim details’. 

Closed - claimant previously had a PIP award, but that ended for example award review or expired. 

The rate of PIP for that award is increasing due to the judgment(s) but end date remains 

unchanged. You are applying the UT judgment(s) to all their relevant awards/claims. Their points 

for their previous claims/awards may or may not also be increasing.  

In this letter you will give them the new points for their most recent closed award. Any  

 



 

 earlier periods must be input in ‘Previous Award/Claim details’. 

Closed BAU - claimant previously had a PIP award, but that ended for example award review or 

expired. The rate of PIP for that award is increasing due to the judgment(s) but the end date 

remains unchanged. You are applying the UT judgment(s) to all their relevant awards/claims 

period but not their most recent decision(s). Their most recent decision(s) doesn’t need to be 

reviewed because the UT judgment(s) have already been applied or enhanced/enhanced was 

awarded. Their points for their previous claims/awards may or may not also be increasing.  

In this letter you will give them the new points for their most recent closed award. Any earlier periods 

must be input in ‘Previous Award/Claim details’. 

Closed ongoing -  claimant previously had a PIP award, but that ended. The rate of PIP for that 

award is increasing due to the judgment(s) and being extended. You are applying the UT 

judgment(s) to all their relevant awards/claims. The points for their previous claims/awards may 

or may not also be increasing.  

In this letter you will give them the new points for their most recent closed award. Any earlier periods 

must be input in ‘Previous Award/Claim details’. 

Closed ongoing BAU - claimant previously had a PIP award, but that ended for example award 

review or expired. The rate of PIP for that award is increasing due to the judgment(s) and being 

extended but not their most recent decision(s). Their most recent decision(s) doesn’t need to be 

reviewed because the UT judgment(s) have already been applied or enhanced/enhanced was 

awarded. Their points/awards for their previous claims/awards may or may not also be 

increasing.  

In this letter you will give them the new points for their most recent closed award. Any earlier periods 

must be input in ‘Previous Award/Claim details’. 

Unsuccessful  - claimant’s most recent relevant claim to PIP was disallowed on points. PIP is now 

being awarded due to the judgment(s). You are applying the UT judgment(s) to this claim, and 

any other relevant previous claims.  

In this letter you will give them the points for their new current award. Any earlier periods must be 

input in ‘Previous Award/Claim details’. 

Unsuccessful BAU - claimant’s most recent relevant claim to PIP within the AE period was disallowed 

on points. PIP is now being awarded due to the judgment(s). You are applying the UT judgment(s) 



 

to this claim, and any other relevant previous claims but not their most recent decision(s). Their 

most recent decision(s) doesn’t need to be reviewed because the UT judgment(s) have already 

been applied or enhanced/enhanced was awarded. Their points/awards for their previous  



 

 claims/awards may or may not also be increasing.  

In this letter you will give them the changed points for their most recent relevant disallowed claim. Any 

earlier periods must be input in ‘Previous Award/Claim details’. 

PIP.7106 

Deceased 

AE decision letter – Deceased, Benefitting 

You are applying the UT judgment(s) and changing the award. 

In this letter you will give them the changed points. Any earlier periods must be input in ‘Previous 

Award/Claim details’ 

  

PIP.7101 Current  

  

Note: Use this notification if the latest decision being considered in the AE period is current. 

 12. You must: 

Step Action  

1 in the 'PIP System Template' select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7101 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Current’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 click ‘Next’ 

Note:  A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  



 

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list.  

   

13. 

Step Action  

1 enter the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ of the current award. If there is no end date leave the 

‘Award End date’ blank 

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for 

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 click ‘Next’ 

  

14. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the current award 

2 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7101 Current/Previous 

  

  



 

15.  You must: 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP System Template' select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose PIP.7101 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Current/Previous’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 enter the start date of the current: 

enhanced/enhanced award or  

BAU decision that applied the UT judgment  

in the ‘Award correct from’ date field 

7 In ‘not affected because’ click the appropriate sentence - ‘The changes in PIP law were taken into consideration’ 

should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s at  

 any rate of benefit. This includes disallowances, enhanced mobility and daily living and enhanced daily living 

only where the claimant was over state pension age. ‘You were awarded the highest rate of PIP’ should be 

selected where the claimants current/latest decision is enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living and was 

made before BAU go-live. Neither option should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT 

judgment/s and the decision/s prior to that decision were enhanced/enhanced.’ 

8 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 



 

 16. 

Step Action  

1 enter the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ of the current award. If there is no end date leave the 

‘Award End date’ blank 

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for 

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

17. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the current award 

2 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7101 Closed 

  

  

18. You must: 



 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP System Template' select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7101 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Closed’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

 19. 

Step Action  

1 enter the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ if a disallowance this will have a start date only.  

This is about the last decision within the AE period being considered  

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for 

 Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 



 

4 click ‘Next’ 

   

20. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the last decision 

2 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7101 Unsuccessful 

 21. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP System Template' select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7101 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Unsuccessful’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 click ‘Next’ 

  

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  



 

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

 22. 

Step Action  

1 enter ‘Award’ start date’ this will be the disallowance start  date and leave ‘Award End date’ blank 

2 select the  judgments  you have reviewed the case for 

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 click ‘Next’ 

  

23. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the last decision 

2 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7101 Closed BAU 

 24. You must: 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP System Template' select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose PIP.7101 



 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Closed BAU’’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 enter the start date of the last: 

• enhanced/enhanced award or  

 • BAU decision that applied the UT judgment  

in the ‘Award correct from’ field 

7 in ‘not affected because’ click the appropriate sentence - ‘The changes in PIP law were taken into consideration’ 

should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s at any rate of benefit. This 

includes disallowances, enhanced mobility and daily living and enhanced daily living only where the claimant 

was over state pension age. ‘You were awarded the highest rate of PIP’ should be selected where the claimants 

current/latest decision is enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living and was made before BAU go-live. 

Neither option should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s and the 

decision/s prior to that decision were enhanced/enhanced.’ 

8 click ‘Next’ 

Note:  A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

25. 

Step Action  



 

1 enter  the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ of the last decsion. If there is no end date leave the ‘Award 

End date’ blank. If a disallowance this will have a start date only and leave ‘Award End date’ blank’ 

2 select the  judgments  you have reviewed the case for 

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 click ‘Next’ 

  

26. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the last decision  

(BAU) 

2 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7101 Unsuccessful BAU 

  

27. You must: 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP System Template' select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7101 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 



 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Unsuccessful BAU’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 enter the start date of the last: 

enhanced/enhanced award or  

BAU decision that applied the UT judgment  

in the ‘Award correct from’ date field 

7 in ‘not affected because’ click the appropriate sentence 

8 click ‘Next’ 

  

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

 28. 

Step Action  

1 enter the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ of the last decsion. If there is no end date leave the ‘Award 

End date’ blank. If a disallowance this will have a start date only and leave ‘Award End date’ blank’ 

2 select the  judgments  you have reviewed the case for  

 Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at appendix 1 UT Chapter  



 

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 click ‘Next’ 

   

29. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the last decision  

(BAU) 

2 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7102 Deceased Award 

 30. You must: 

Step Action 

1 in the ‘PIP Clerical 2’ Template select ‘Bereavement’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7102 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Recipient’ details are correct 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 if no NOK or other contact tick box - See: No NOK 

6 choose ‘Award’ from the ‘Event type’ drop down menu 

7 enter the last ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’. This is about the last awarded decision (non BAU decision). 

The award end date will usually be the date of death unless the award ended before  



 

8  click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

 31. 

Step Action  

1 select the relevant judgements you have reviewed the case for  

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

2 if appropriate tick ‘was TI case and/or Remove mobility’ 

3 click ‘Next’ 

   

32. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the last award 

2 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  



 

PIP.7102 Deceased Award BAU 

  

33. You must: 

Step Action 

1 in the ‘PIP clerical 2’ template select ‘Bereavement’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7102 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Recipient’ details are correct 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 if no NOK or other contact tick box - See: No NOK 

6 choose ‘Award BAU’ from the ‘Event type’ drop down menu 

7   enter the ‘Award start date ’ and ‘Award end date’ of the last award (BAU). The award end date will usually be 

the date of death unless the award ended before 

8 tick ‘points have changed’ if required 

9 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

34. 



 

Step Action  

1 Enter the start date of the last: 

current enhanced/enhanced award or  

BAU decision that applied the UT judgment or  

in the ‘Date correct from’ field (this will be same date as the award start on the previous screen)  

2 select appropriate sentence for ‘Not affected because’ 

3 select the  judgments you have reviewed the case for  

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at appendix 1 UT Chapter  

4 if appropriate tick ‘was TI case and/or Remove mobility’ 

5 click ‘Next’ 

  

35. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the award immediately prior to date of death 

2 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7102 Deceased Claim 

 36.  You must: 

Step Action 



 

1 in the ‘PIP clerical 2’ template select ‘Bereavement’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7102 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Recipient’ details are correct 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 if no NOK or other contact tick box - See: No NOK 

6 choose ‘Claim’ from the ‘Event type’ drop down menu 

7 enter ‘Date of claim’  This will be start date of the disallowance  

8 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

 37. 

Step Action  

1 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for  

 

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at appendix 1 UT Chapter  

2  if appropriate tick ‘was TI case and/or Remove mobility’ 



 

3 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

38. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the disallowance immediately prior to date of death 

2 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

Spare paragraphs 39 - 41 

  

PIP.7102  Deceased Claim BAU 

 42. You must: 

Step Action 

1 in the ‘PIP clerical 2’ template select ‘Bereavement’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7102 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Recipient’ details are correct 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 if no NOK or other contact tick box - See: No NOK 

6 choose ‘Claim BAU’ from the ‘Event type’ drop down menu 



 

7 enter ‘Claim start date’ of the last disallowance decision (BAU) 

8 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

43. 

Step Action  

1 enter the start date of the last BAU disallowance that applied the UT judgment 

in the ‘Date correct from’ field (this will be same date as the claim start on the previous screen) 

2 select appropriate sentence for ‘Not affected because’ 

3 select the relevant judgments you have reviewed the case for  

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

4 if appropriate tick ‘was TI case and/or Remove mobility’ 

5 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

44. 



 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the decision immediately prior to date of death 

2 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7103 Current 

  

  

45. You must: 

Step Action 

1 in the ‘PIP System Template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7103 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Current’ from the ‘the event’ drop down menu 

6 select appropriate sentence in ‘Points changed’: 

• If the changes are on the current decision use ‘points changed’  

 • if the change is on a previous decision ‘points unchanged’  

7 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  



 

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

46. 

Step Action  

1 enter the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ of the current award (giving the new points if  

 you have changed this decision). If there is no end date leave the ‘Award End date’ blank 

If points changed the award start date cannot be before the earliest relevant determination date 

2 select the  judgments you have reviewed the case for  

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

47. 

Step Action  

1 you must copy and paste your reasons for the  

 decision 



 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

48. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the current award (giving the new points if you have changed this 

decision) 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

49. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award. If ‘points increased but award correct the ‘from’ date 

cannot be before the earliest relevant determination date 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 click ‘OK’ 

  

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 



 

  

PIP.7103 Current/Previous 

  

  

50. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP System Template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose  PIP.7103 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Current/Previous’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 select appropriate sentence in ‘Points changed’: 

If the changes are being made on the last decision within the AE period, you are considering use ‘points 

changed’  

If the changes are being made for an earlier decision within the AE period, you are considering use ‘points 

unchanged’  

7 Enter the start date of the current: 

enhanced/enhanced award or  

BAU decision that applied the UT judgment  

in the ‘Award correct from’ field 



 

8 in ‘not affected because’ click the appropriate sentence - ‘The changes in PIP law were taken into consideration’ 

should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s at any rate of benefit. This 

includes disallowances, enhanced mobility and daily living and enhanced daily living only where the claimant 

was over state pension age. ‘You were awarded the highest rate of PIP’ should be selected where the claimants 

current/latest decision is enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living and was made before BAU go-live. 

Neither option should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s and the 

decision/s prior to that decision were enhanced/enhanced.’ 

9 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

51. 

Step Action  

1 enter  the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ of the last decision within the AE period, you are 

considering 

2 select the judgements you have reviewed the case for  

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 



 

4 enter the current award start and end dates in ‘BAU start date’ and ‘BAU End date’ fields. If there is no end date 

leave the ‘BAU End date’ blank 

5 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

52. 

Step Action  

1 you must  copy and paste your reasons for the decision 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

53. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the current award 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

54. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  



 

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award. If ‘points increased but award correct’ the ‘from’ date 

cannot be before the earliest relevant determination date  

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7103 Closed  

  

  

55. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP System Template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose PIP.7103 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Closed’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 



 

6 select the appropriate sentence in ‘Points changed’ 

If the changes are being made on the last decision within the AE period, you are considering use ‘points 

changed’  

If the changes are being made for an earlier decision within the AE period, you are considering use ‘points 

unchanged’  

7 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

56. 

Step Action  

1 enter  the last ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ If a disallowance this will have a start date only. This is 

about the last decision within the AE period being considered  

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for  

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 click ‘Next’ 



 

  

  

57. 

Step Action  

1 you must  copy and paste your reasons for the decision 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

58. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the last decision in the AE period 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

59. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance or dates of the award. If ‘points increased but award correct’ the ‘from’ date 

cannot be before the earliest relevant determination date 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 



 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7103 Unsuccessful 

  

  

60. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP System Template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose PIP.7103 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 choose ‘Unsuccessful’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

5 select the appropriate sentence in ‘Points changed’ 

If the changes are being made on the last decision within the AE period, you are considering use ‘points 

changed’  

If the changes are being made for an earlier decision within the AE period, you are considering use ‘points 

unchanged’  

6 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 



 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

61. 

Step Action  

1 enter the start date of the disallowance in the ‘Award’ start date’ field of the last unsuccessful decision  

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for  

 Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at  Appendix 1 UT Chapter   

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

62. 

Step Action  

1 you must  copy and paste your reasons for the decision 



 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

63. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the most recent disallowance 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

64. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award. If ‘points increased but award correct’ the ‘from’ date 

cannot be before the earliest relevant determination date 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 



 

  

PIP.7103 Closed BAU 

  

  

65. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP System Template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose PIP.7103 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Closed BAU’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 select the appropriate sentence in ‘Points changed’ 

• If the changes are being made on the last decision within the AE period, you are  

 considering use ‘points changed’  

• If the changes are being made for an earlier decision within the AE period, you are considering use 

‘points unchanged’  

7 enter the start date of the last: 

enhanced/enhanced award or  

BAU decision that applied the UT judgment  

in the ‘Award correct from’ field 



 

8 in ‘not affected because’ click the appropriate sentence - ‘The changes in PIP law were taken into consideration’ 

should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s at any rate of benefit. This 

includes disallowances, enhanced mobility and daily living and enhanced daily living only where the claimant 

was over state pension age. ‘You were awarded the highest rate of PIP’ should be selected where the claimants 

current/latest decision is enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living and was made before BAU go-live. 

Neither option should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s and the 

decision/s prior to that decision were enhanced/enhanced.’ 

9 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

66. 

Step Action  

1 enter the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ of the last decision within the AE period, you are considering. 

If there is no end date leave the ‘Award End date’ blank 

Note: If a disallowance this will have a start date only and leave ‘Award End date’ blank’ 

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for  

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at  Appendix 1 UT Chapter   



 

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 enter the current award start and end dates in ‘BAU start date’ and ‘BAU End date’ fields. If there is no end date 

leave the ‘BAU End date’ blank. If it is a disallowance there will be no end date 

5 click ‘Next’ 

  

   

67. 

Step Action  

1 you must  copy and paste your reasons for the decision 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

68. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the current award/disallowance  

(BAU) 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

69. 

Step Action  



 

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award. If ‘points increased but award correct’ the ‘from’ date 

cannot be before the earliest relevant determination date 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

Spare paragraphs 70 - 75 

  

PIP.7103 Unsuccessful BAU 

  

  

76. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP System Template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose PIP.7103 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 



 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Unsuccessful BAU’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 select the appropriate sentence in ‘Points changed’ 

 

If the changes are being made on the last decision within the AE period, you are considering use ‘points 

changed’  

If the changes are being made for an earlier decision within the AE period, you are considering use ‘points 

unchanged’  

7 enter ‘Award correct from’ date 

8 in ‘not affected because’ click the appropriate sentence - ‘The changes in PIP law were taken into consideration’ 

should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s at any rate of benefit. This 

includes disallowances, enhanced mobility and daily living and enhanced daily living only where the claimant 

was over state pension age. ‘You were awarded the highest rate of PIP’ should be selected where the claimants 

current/latest decision is enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living and was made before BAU go-live. 

Neither option should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s and the 

decision/s prior to that decision were enhanced/enhanced.’ 

9 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

77. 



 

Step Action  

1 enter the start date of the disallowance in the ‘Award’ start date’ field of the last unsuccessful decision within 

the AE period being considered  

2 select the relevant judgments you have reviewed the case for  

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 enter the current award start and end dates in ‘BAU start date’ and ‘BAU End date’ fields. If there is no end date 

leave the ‘BAU End date’ blank. If it is a disallowance there will be no end date 

5 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

78. 

Step Action 

1 you must copy and paste your reasons for the decision 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

79. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the last decision  

(BAU) 



 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

  

80. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award. If ‘points increased but award correct’ the ‘from’ date 

cannot be before the earliest relevant determination date 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7104 Deceased Award 

  

  

81. 



 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP clerical 2’ template select ‘Bereavement’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7104 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Recipient’ details are correct 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 if no NOK or other contact tick box - See: No NOK 

6 choose ‘Award’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

7 enter ‘Award start date’ and ‘Award end date’ of the last award (non BAU). The award end date will  

 usually be the date of death unless the award ended before 

8 tick ‘points have changed' if the changes are on the last decision 

Do not tick if points changed on a previous decision 

9 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

82. 



 

Step Action  

1 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for  

 Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at  Appendix 1 UT Chapter    

2 if appropriate tick ‘was TI case and/or Remove mobility’ 

3 click ‘next’ 

  

  

83. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the last award (you may or may not have changed these)   

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

84. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 



 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the last 

decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7104 Deceased Award BAU 

  

  

85. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP clerical 2’ template select ‘Bereavement’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7104 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Recipient’ details are correct 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 if no NOK or other contact tick box - See: No NOK 

6 choose ‘Award BAU’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

7 enter the ‘Award start date’ and ‘Award end date’ of the last award within the AE period 

8 tick ‘points have changed’ if the changes are on the last decision (not BAU) 

 Do not tick if points changed on a previous decision 



 

9 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

86. 

Step Action  

1 enter the start date of the last: 

• enhanced/enhanced award or  

 • first BAU decision that applied the UT judgment   

in the ‘Date correct from’ field  

2 select appropriate sentence for ‘Not affected because’ 

3 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for 

 Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

4 if appropriate tick ‘was TI case and/or Remove mobility’ 

5 click ‘Next’ 

  

  



 

87. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the last award within the AE period being considered 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

  

88. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant  disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance , or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the last 

decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 click ‘OK’ 

  

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7104 Deceased Claim 

  



 

  

89. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP clerical 2’ template select ‘Bereavement’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7104 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Recipient’ details are correct 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 if no NOK or other contact tick box - See: No NOK 

6 choose ‘Claim’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

7 enter ‘Claim start date’ This will be the start date of the disallowance (non BAU)  

  

8 tick ‘points have changed’ if the changes are on the last decision 

Do not tick if points changed on a previous decision 

9 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  



 

90. 

Step Action  

1 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for  

 Note: if you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at   Appendix 1 UT Chapter    

2 if appropriate tick ‘was TI case and/or Remove mobility’ 

3 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

91. 

Step Action  

1 select  the appropriate descriptors for the last disallowance prior to date of death 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

92. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 



 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the last 

decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7104  Deceased Claim BAU 

  

  

93. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP clerical 2’ template select ‘Bereavement’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7104 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Recipient’ details are correct 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 if no NOK or other contact tick box - See: No NOK 

6 choose ‘Claim BAU’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

7 enter ‘Claim start date’ this will be the start date of the disallowance (last decision) within the AE  

 period 



 

8 tick ‘points have changed’ if the changes are on the last decision (not BAU) 

Do not tick if points changed on a previous decision 

9 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

94. 

Step Action  

1 enter the start date of the last BAU disallowance that applied the UT judgment in the ‘Date correct  

 from’ field 

2 select appropriate sentence for ‘Not affected because’ 

3 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for 

 Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at  Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

4 if appropriate tick ‘was TI case where the claimant was SRTI  and/or Remove mobility’ where mobility is not 

currently awarded as the claimant was over state pension age 

5 click ‘Next’ 

  



 

  

95. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for your AE award 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

96. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the last 

decision (already recorded earlier)   

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added you may need to  

 amend if there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  



 

PIP.7105 Current  

  

  

97. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP System Template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7105 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Current’ from  ‘event type ‘the drop down menu 

6 click ‘Next’ 

Note:  A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

 98. 

Step Action  

1 complete Rates, Amounts, Start and End Dates for the DL and Mob components for the AE decision. If there is 

no end date leave the ‘Date to’ blank 



 

2 tick the ‘still’ option if points have not changed or have changed but not enough to increase the rate of that 

component 

Note: You will only tick ‘still’ on one of the components as the other component will have increased the award 

3 in date of review enter the current date of review or the AE review date if you are extending the length of 

award   

4 click ‘Next’  

  

  

99. 

Step Action  

1 enter  the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ of your new AE decision. These are the same dates you 

input on the previous page 

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for  

 Note: : If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 ‘frequency’ is always 4 unless SRTI claim when it is 1 

5 select correct ‘Payday’ 

6 tick the ‘Is Arrears Due’ box if arrears are due 

7 tick ‘Payability affected if the arrears and/or regular PIP payments are reduced by payability, for example, 

hospital or prison’ 



 

8 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

100. 

Step Action  

1 you must copy and paste your reasons for the  

 decision 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

101. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for your new AE award 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

102. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 



 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 add any previous arrears. This is any previous and/or last decision where arrears are due. Add each decision 

individually 

7 click ‘OK’ 

  

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

Spare paragraphs 103 - 106 

  

PIP.7105 Current/Previous 

  

  

107. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP system template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose PIP.7105 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Current / Previous’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

  



 

6 enter the start date of the last: 

enhanced/enhanced award or  

BAU decision that applied the UT judgment or  

in the ‘Award correct from’ field 

7 in ‘not affected because’ click the appropriate sentence - ‘The changes in PIP law were taken into consideration’ 

should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s at any rate of benefit. This 

includes disallowances, enhanced mobility and daily living and enhanced daily living only where the claimant 

was over state pension age. ‘You were awarded the highest rate of PIP’ should be selected where the claimants 

current/latest decision is enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living and was made before BAU go-live. 

Neither option should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s and the 

decision/s prior to that decision were enhanced/enhanced.’ 

8 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

108. 

Step Action  

1 complete Rates, Amounts, Start and End Dates for the DL and Mob components for the AE decision. The end 

date will be the day before the effective date of the current award 



 

2 tick the ‘still’ option if points have changed but not enough to increase the rate of that component 

Note: You will only tick ‘still’ on one of the components as the other component will have increased the award 

3 click ‘Next’  

  

  

109. 

Step Action  

1 enter the start and end dates of the AE award in the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ fields. The end 

date will be the day before the effective date of the current award. These are the same dates you input on the 

previous page 

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for  

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at  Appendix 1 UT Chapter     

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 ‘frequency’ is always 4 unless SRTI claim when it is 1 

5 select correct ‘Payday’ 

6 tick the ‘Is Arrears Due’ box if arrears are due 

7 tick ‘Payability affected if the arrears and/or regular PIP payments are reduced by payability, for example, 

hospital or prison’ 

8 click ‘Next’ 

  

  



 

110. 

Step Action 

1 you must copy and paste your reasons for the decision 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

111. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for your new AE award    

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

112. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added,  you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 



 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 add any previous arrears. This is any previous and/or last decision where arrears are due. Add each decision 

individually 

7 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7105 Closed 

  

  

113. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP system template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7105 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Closed’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 click ‘Next’ 

Note:  A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 



 

  

  

114. 

Step Action  

1 complete Rates, Amounts, Start and End Dates for the DL and Mob components for the AE decision. The ‘Date 

to’ will be the end date of the closed period 

2 tick the ‘still’ option if points have changed but not enough to increase the rate of that component 

Note: You will only tick ‘still’ on one of the components as the other component will have increased the award 

3 click ‘Next’  

  

  

115. 

Step Action  

1 enter  the start and end dates of the AE award in the   ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ fields. The 

‘Award End date’ will be the end date of the closed period. These are the same dates you input on the previous 

page 

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for 

 Note: if you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 ‘frequency’ is always 4 unless SRTI claim when it is 1 



 

5 select correct ‘Payday’ 

6 tick the ‘Is Arrears Due’ box if arrears are due 

7 tick ‘Payability affected if the arrears and/or regular PIP payments are reduced by payability, for example, 

hospital or prison’ 

8 click ‘next’ 

  

  

116. 

Step Action  

1 you must copy and paste your reasons for the decision 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

117. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for your new AE award 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

118. 

Step Action  



 

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 add any previous arrears. This is any previous and/or last decision where arrears are due. Add each decision 

individually 

7 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7105 Closed BAU 

  

  

119. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP system template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose PIP.7105 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 



 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Closed BAU’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 enter the start date of the last: 

 

enhanced/enhanced award or  

BAU decision that applied the UT judgment  

in the  ‘Award correct from’ field 

7 in ‘not affected because’ click the appropriate sentence - ‘The changes in PIP law were taken into consideration’ 

should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s at any rate of benefit. This 

includes disallowances, enhanced mobility and daily living and enhanced daily living only where the claimant 

was over state pension age. ‘You were awarded the highest rate of PIP’ should be selected where the claimants 

current/latest decision is enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living and was made before BAU go-live. 

Neither option should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s and the 

decision/s prior to that decision were enhanced/enhanced.’ 

8 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

120. 

Step Action  



 

1 complete Rates, Amounts, Start and End Dates for the DL and Mob components awarded by AE The ‘Date to’ 

will be either: 

The end date of the last decision (date expired)  

the day before the effective date of the BAU decision (for example award review disallowed)  

whichever is earliest 

2 tick the ‘still’ option if points have changed but not enough to increase the rate of that component. 

Note: You will only tick ‘still’ on one of the components as the other component will have increased the award 

3 click ‘Next’  

  

  

121. 

Step Action  

1 enter the start and end dates of the AE award in the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ fields 

The ‘Award End date’ will be the end date of the closed period. These are the same dates you input on the 

previous page 

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for  

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 ‘frequency’ is always 4 unless SRTI claim when it is 1 



 

5 select correct ‘Payday’ 

6 tick the ‘Is Arrears Due’ box if arrears are due 

7 tick ‘Payability affected if the arrears payments are reduced by payability, for example, hospital or  

 prison’ 

8 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

122. 

Step Action  

1 you must copy and paste your reasons for the decision 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

123. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for your new AE award   

2 click ‘Next’ 

Spare paragraphs 444-449 

  

Spare paragraphs 

124 - 128 129. 

Step Action  



 

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

  

6 Add any previous arrears. This is any previous and/or last decision where arrears are due. Add each decision 

individually 

7 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7105 Closed ongoing 

  

  

130. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP system template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose PIP.7105 letter required 



 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Closed Ongoing’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

131. 

Step Action  

  

1 complete Rates, Amounts, Start and End Dates for the DL and Mob components awarded by AE.  

The ‘To date’ will be the new end date or leave blank if now ongoing  

2 tick the ‘still’ option if points have changed but not enough to increase the rate of that component 

Note: You will only tick ‘still’ on one of the components as the other component will have increased the award 

3 in 'date of review' enter the date of review where one is available 

4 click ‘Next’  

  



 

  

132. 

Step Action  

1 enter the start and end dates of the AE award in the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ fields. 

If there is no end date as ongoing leave the ‘Date to’ blank 

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for 

 

 Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 ‘frequency’ is always 4 unless SRTI claim when it is 1 

5 select correct ‘Payday’ 

6 tick the ‘Is Arrears Due’ box if arrears are due 

7 tick ‘Payability affected if the arrears and/or regular PIP payments are reduced by payability, for example, 

hospital or prison’ 

8 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

133. 

Step Action  

1 you must copy and paste your reasons for the decision 



 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

134. 

Step Action 

1 select the appropriate descriptors for your new AE award   

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

135. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 add any previous arrears. This is any previous and/or last decision where arrears are due. Add each decision 

individually 



 

7 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7105 Closed ongoing BAU 

  

  

136. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP system template 'select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose PIP.7105 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Closed ongoing BAU’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 enter the start date of the last: 

 

enhanced/enhanced award or  

BAU decision that applied the UT judgment  

in the ‘Award correct from’ field 



 

7 in ‘not affected because’ click the appropriate sentence - ‘The changes in PIP law were taken into consideration’ 

should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s at any rate of benefit. This 

includes disallowances, enhanced mobility and daily living and enhanced daily living only where the claimant 

was over state pension age. ‘You were awarded the highest rate of PIP’ should be selected where the claimants 

current/latest decision is enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living and was made before BAU go-live. 

Neither option should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s and the 

decision/s prior to that decision were enhanced/enhanced.’ 

8 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

137. 

Step Action  

1 complete Rates, Amounts, Start and End Dates for the DL and Mob components awarded by  

AE 

The ‘Date to’ will be either: 

the new end date decided by your AE review or  

the day before the effective date of the BAU decision  

2 tick the ‘still’ option if points have changed but not enough to increase the rate of that component 

Note: You will only tick ‘still’ on one of the components as the other 



 

3 click ‘Next’  

  

  

138. 

Step Action  

1 enter  the start and end dates of the AE award in the ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ 

fields. 

The Award End Date will be either: 

the new end date decided by your AE review or  

the day before the effective date of the BAU decision  

2 select the  judgments you have reviewed the case for 

 Note: if you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 ‘frequency’ is always 4 unless SRTI claim when it is 1 

5 select correct ‘Payday’ 

6 tick the ‘Is Arrears Due’ box if arrears are due 

7 tick ‘Payability affected if the arrears payments are reduced by payability, for example, hospital or prison’ 

8 click ‘Next’ 

  

  



 

139. 

Step Action  

1 you must copy and paste your reasons for the decision 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

140. 

Step Action 

1 select the appropriate descriptors for your new AE award 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

141. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of  disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 



 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 add any previous arrears This is any previous and/or last decision where arrears are due. Add each decision 

individually 

7 click ‘OK’ 

 Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7105 Unsuccessful 

  

   

142. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP system template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose  

PIP.7105 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Unsuccessful’ from the drop down menu 

  

6 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  



 

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

143. 

Step Action  

1 complete Rates, Amounts, Start and End Dates for the DL and Mob components awarded by AE. If there is no 

end date leave the ‘Date to’ blank 

2 tick the ‘still’ option if points have changed but not enough to increase the rate of that component. 

 

Note: You will only tick ‘still’ on one of the components as the other component will have increased the award 

3 in ‘Date of Claim’ enter the same date as ‘Date From’ 

4 in 'date of review' enter the AE review date where one is available 

5 click ‘Next’  

  

  

144. 

Step Action  

1 enter  the start and end dates of the AE award in the  ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ fields. These are 

the same dates you input on the previous page 

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for  

Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at  Appendix 1 UT Chapter    



 

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 ‘frequency’ is always 4 unless SRTI claim when it is 1 

5 select correct ‘Payday’ 

6 tick the ‘Is Arrears Due’ box if arrears are due 

7 tick ‘Payability affected if the arrears and/or regular PIP payments are reduced by payability, for example, 

hospital or prison’ 

8 click ‘next’ 

  

  

145. 

Step Action  

1 you must copy and paste your reasons for the decision 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

  

146. 

Step Action 

1 select the appropriate descriptors for your new AE award 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  



 

147. 

Step Action  

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 add any previous arrears.This is any previous and/or last decision where arrears are due. Add each decision 

individually 

7 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7105 Unsuccessful BAU 

  

  

148. 

Step Action  

1 in the ‘PIP system template select ‘LEAP’ from first drop down options and choose PIP.7105 



 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 

3 check if ‘Appointee’ is appropriate 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 choose ‘Unsuccessful BAU’ from the ‘event type’ drop down menu 

6 enter the start date of the last: 

enhanced/enhanced award or  

BAU decision that applied the UT judgment  

in the ‘Award correct from’ field 

7 in ‘not affected because’ click the appropriate sentence - ‘The changes in PIP law were taken into consideration’ 

should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s at any rate of benefit. This 

includes disallowances, enhanced mobility and daily living and enhanced daily living only where the claimant 

was over state pension age. ‘You were awarded the highest rate of PIP’ should be selected where the claimants 

current/latest decision is enhanced mobility and enhanced daily living and was made before BAU go-live. 

Neither option should be selected where there is a BAU decision that applied the UT judgment/s and the 

decision/s prior to that decision were enhanced/enhanced.’ 

8 click ‘Next’ 

Note: A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

149. 



 

Step Action  

1 complete Rates, Amounts, Start and End Dates for the DL and Mob components awarded by AE The ‘Date to’ 

will be either: 

the new end date decided by your AE review or  

the day before the effective date of the BAU decision  

2 tick the ‘still’ option if points have changed but not enough to increase the rate of that component 

Note: You will only tick ‘still’ on one of the components as the other component will have increased the award 

3 click ‘Next’  

  

  

150. 

Step Action  

1 enter the start and end dates of the AE award in ‘Award’ start date’ and ‘Award End date’ fields. 

The ‘Award End Date’ will be either: 

the new end date decided by your AE review or  

the day before the effective date of the BAU decision  

2 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for 

 Note: If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at  Appendix 1 UT Chapter   

3 if appropriate ‘tick’ one or more of the 3 options available for ‘remove mobility, terminally ill and  

ESA report used 

4 ‘frequency’ is always 4 unless SRTI claim when it is 1 



 

5 select correct ‘Payday’ 

  

6 tick the ‘Is Arrears Due’ box if arrears are due 

7 tick ‘Payability affected if the arrears and/or regular PIP payments are reduced by payability, for example, 

hospital or prison’ 

8 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

151. 

Step Action  

1 you must copy and paste your reasons for the decision 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

152. 

Step Action 

1 select the appropriate descriptors for your new AE award 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

153. 

Step Action  



 

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the 

current decision (already recorded earlier)  

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added, you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

6 add any previous arrears This is any previous and/or last decision where arrears are due. Add each decision 

individually 

7 click ‘OK’ 

  

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

PIP.7106 Deceased Benefitting 

  

  

154. 

Step  Action  

1 in the ‘PIP clerical 2’ template select ‘Bereavement’ from first drop down options and choose   

PIP.7106 

2 copy and paste in the Claimant details from the PIP person ‘home’ page 



 

3 check if ‘Recipient’ details are correct 

4 tick ‘Large Print’ if appropriate 

5 if no NOK or other contact tick box - See: No NOK 

  

6 click 'Next' 

Note:  A warning message ‘Alternative format flag’ 

• Large print  

• Braille  

• Audio/other  

will display if an alternative format record is held on PIPCS. You must ensure the claimants notification is 

issued in the appropriate format - See: Alternative Format and - See: AF Spoc list. 

  

  

155. 

Step Action 

1 complete the Rates, Start and End Dates for the DL and Mob components awarded by AE. This will be on the 

last decision within the AE period if there is more than one period being considered 

2 use the ‘still’ option if points have changed but not enough to increase the rate 

3 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

156. 

Step Action  



 

1 enter the start date of the: 

enhanced/enhanced award or  

first BAU decision that applied the UT judgment  

 in the ‘Date correct from’ field 

2 select appropriate sentence for ‘Not affected because’ 

3 select the judgments you have reviewed the case for  

Note:  If you reviewed LB you must select ‘LB managing and monitoring. LB diet should only be selected if you 

have increased the claimants PIP award or points as a result of diet as therapy or the claimant has the 

appropriate combination of conditions listed at Appendix 1 UT Chapter  

4 if appropriate tick ‘was TI case’ where the claimant was SRTI and/or Remove mobility where mobility is not 

currently awarded as the claimant was over state pension age 

5 tick ‘Arrears due’ as appropriate 

6 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

157. 

Step Action  

1 select the appropriate descriptors for the last decision within the AE period 

2 click ‘Next’ 

  

  

158. 

Step Action  



 

1 select the ‘event’ 

select ‘Claim’ for any relevant disallowance  

select ‘Award’ for any relevant periods of entitlement  

2 enter the date of disallowance, or dates of the award 

Note: You must add in order of oldest first 

3 in ‘Decision’ select the appropriate option for the decisions you record here individually. This will not be the last 

decision (already recorded earlier) 

4 click ‘add’ for each decision. Keep in view, the ‘from’ date will auto fill when added you may need to amend if 

there is a gap in the decision end and start dates 

5 select ‘edit’ if any details are entered incorrectly 

  

6 add any previous arrears this is any previous and/or last decision were arrears are due 

7 click ‘OK’ 

Note: Once the letter has been produced, check all the information is correct. 

  

Pre 14/10/19 notifications 

Number  Description 

PIP.7050 AE decision letter – Claimant not benefitting. They have Dispute rights 

PIP.7050M 

C 

AE decision letter – they have more than one PIP claim – Claimant not benefitting. They have Dispute 

rights 

PIP.7051 AE decision letter - Claimant benefits. They have Dispute rights 

PIP.7051M 

C 

AE decision letter – Claimant Benefits - they have more than one PIP claim .They have  

Dispute rights 



 

PIP.7051S AE Split decision letter - Claimant does benefit. They have Dispute rights 

PIP.7055 Deceased decision letter -  Claimant doesn’t benefit  

PIP.7055M 

C 

Deceased decision letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit - they have more than one claim. They have 

Dispute rights 

PIP.7056 Deceased decision letter - Claimant does benefit.    

PIP.7056M 

C 

Deceased decision letter – Claimant benefits – they have more than one claim. They have  

Dispute rights 

PIP.7058 AE decision not to look at case for AE because of recent tribunal decision. 

PIP.7059 AE decision letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit .They do not have Dispute rights. 

PIP.7059M 

C 

AE Review letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit - they have more than one claim, not affected by the PIP 

changes.  They do not have Dispute rights. 

PIP.7070 Deceased decision letter - Claimant doesn’t benefit.  They do not have Dispute rights 

PIP.7070M 

C 

Deceased decision letter – Claimant doesn’t benefit – they have more than one PIP claim.  

They do not have Dispute rights 

  

Spare paragraphs 480-484 

22 Change of Circumstance - review identified whilst ‘Progress  

Review” task is assigned to an AE CM  

  

1. If a Change of Circumstance (CofC) is identified after the case is “In Progress” in the LEAP tab, you 

must take the following action: 

Step Action  

1 defer Progress Review  task 115  for 6 weeks 

2 change LEAP OU back to OU postcode checker 



 

3 navigate to the Intervention tab to register a Claimant Instigated Intervention, if not already registered 

4 

  

when BAU have completed the CofC you will receive a manual to do task, advising the CofC is now complete. 

Start AE Review action 

  

Claimant becomes Special Rules Terminally Ill 

2. When a claimant reports they are SRTI after the BAU activity has taken place to put the marker on the 

case, the BAU CW will check to see if a AE review has been completed and if not will create a manual 

high priority PIPCS task ‘Claimant SRTI AE required’ and task to LEAP (Blackpool Alt Format 

BC_OverflowCW work queue) so the case can be reviewed under AE - See: Chapter 06 Special Rules. 

3. Once in the LEAP OU, the process will follow the AE journey - See: Workflow/Case Worker 

actions.  

  

23 Claimant dies and hasn’t had an AE review 

  

1. When the NoK reports the death of a claimant, a BAU CW, after completing case closure activity, will 

check to see if an AE review has been completed and if not, send a high priority PIPCS task ‘Claimant 

deceased AE required’ and task to LEAP OU (Blackpool Alt Format BC_OverflowCW work queue) so 

the case can be reviewed under AE - See: Death. 

2. Once in the LEAP OU, the process will follow the AE journey - See: Case Worker actions and also - See:  

CM Deceased Claimant scenarios. 

Note: You may not need to issue enquiry letters, if this information has already been collected by the 

Bereavement Service. This would be held in DRS if not already input in PIPCS.    

24 Checking address on aged information 

  

1. Aged information is where contact was more than 4 months ago for disallowed claimants or NoK 

of deceased claimants. 



 

2. You must try to confirm address by using CIS(Searchlight). If they are currently in receipt of 

benefit and they are in payment we can assume the address held is correct. This also applies to NoK.  

3. If NoK has never been on a benefit you can’t confirm the address held on CIS(Searchlight) as it 

may be older than 4 months.  

25 Immediate Review (previously known as LEAP Me Now) 

  

1. A claimant may contact us to request an immediate AE Review. 

2. This contact may come by phone or post. A PIPCS manual ‘To Do’task in subject ’NINO Immediate 

Review’will be sent to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Overflow CM. 

3. If the claimant requested an Immediate Review by phone find the closed ‘Immediate 

Review’ or ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate review when on-going event is 

completed’ task created by Enquiry Line. If the claimant asked to be reviewed for a 

specific AE the Agent will have recorded this in the task notes. 

4. AE 1st tier will consider the immediate review request and decide whether it should be actioned by 

1st tier or Dispute Resolution Team (DRT). 

5. 1st tier must look at when the original Case Manager (CM) decision was made. 

Original decision before 28/11/2016 

6. If the original decision was before 28/11/2016, this Immediate review will be dealt with by 1st tier. 

Original decision on or after 28/11/2016  

7. If the original decision was on or after 28/11/2016, this immediate review will be dealt with by AE 

DRT.  

The PIPCS manual ‘To Do’ task in subject ‘NINO Immediate Review’ must be forwarded on to AE DRT.  

See: 03 AE Review – Dispute Rights or no Dispute Rights to determine which is the original decision. 

CM Action – Original decision before 28/11/2016 

8. The CM should check the status of the judgment/s in the LEAP tab: 

Blank - check if the case meets the selection criteria for the judgment. See:  02   (AE) Case Selection .If 

the claimant does meet the criteria go to Selected to check if there are any AE selection exceptions. 



 

9. If the claimant does not meet the criteria, contact the claimant to explain why they don’t meet the 

criteria for the judgment. You may have to consider more than one claim or decision and each might 

not meet the criteria for different reasons. If there are different reasons provide the claimant with the 

appropriate reason for each claim or decision you considered. 

For example: 

The PIP award ended before the relevant determination date (RDD)   

‘Not everyone is affected by these changes in law. It depends when decisions were made on your claim.  

Your PIP award ended before the Upper Tribunal decision was made. These changes cannot be applied to 

your PIP’.  

The PIP claim was disallowed before the RDD  

‘Not everyone is affected by these changes in law. It depends when decisions were made on your claim. 

You made a claim for PIP, which was disallowed, this claim was made before the Upper Tribunal decision 

was made. These changes cannot be applied to your PIP claim.’ 

 The PIP decision was made after BAU go-live  

‘We have already applied the changes to your PIP. Your PIP claim was made after we started applying the 

change/s and we applied the changes to your PIP.’ 

The PIP claim was made and decided after the RDD and before the BAU go-live date, but it was 

disallowed on lay rules or by a negative determination  

‘Not everyone is affected by these changes in law. These changes cannot be applied to your PIP 

because your PIP claim/s were disallowed as you didn’t satisfy the entitlement conditions, for example 

you were not resident in the UK for two out of the last three years before making your claim or 

because you failed to attend your appointment with the AP’. 

The claimant’s award is enhanced rate of both components or enhanced rate daily living (RJ) or 

enhanced rate mobility (MH) or Descriptor 3 scored as F (LB) throughout the relevant period.  

‘Not everyone is affected by these changes in law. You have already been awarded the maximum rate/s 

of PIP from xx/xx/xx to xx/xx/xx. You can’t get any more PIP.’ 

10. You will provide the claimant with the ‘from’ date (the date of the relevant determination (RDD) or 

date of claim/effective date) and the ‘to’ date (the BAU go-live date of the judgment or end of award 

date)’.   



 

Note: Claimants in receipt of 3a are not in scope for the LB AE; however, if an Immediate review request 

is received from a claimant in receipt of 3a you should complete an LB review if the claimant meets all 

the other selection criteria. 

11. Create a record in Person Notes ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review, unable to complete 

AE review, claimant does not meet selection criteria. telephoned the claimant xx/xx/xx to inform 

them.’ 

Selected - check if the case has an open event record or closed appeal record with a Conclusion Reason 

of ‘New Decision Changed’ or ‘New Decision – Unchanged’ or ‘Decision Maintained’. See: 03 AE Selection  

 Exceptions   

12. If the case does not have an open event or closed appeal record with a Conclusion Reason of ‘New 

Decision Changed’ or ‘New Decision – Unchanged’ or ‘Decision Maintained’. You must: 

• update the status to ‘In Progress’  

• move the case into the AE OU and  

• complete the AE review See: (AE) End to End process  

13. If the case is exempt from AE selection contact the claimant to explain why they’re exempt from AE: 

The claimant meets the selection criteria, but there is an open intervention, advanced claim or 

reconsideration record that must be completed before the AE review can be completed. 

For example: 

‘We will consider the change of circumstances you reported first then review your claims and/or awards 

to check if the changes to PIP law mean you are eligible for more support for a previous period.  We will 

write to you regarding your change of circumstances review and the changes in PIP law separately.’ Or, 

 ‘We will consider the planned review we instigated first then review your claims and/or awards to check 

if the changes to PIP law mean you are eligible for more support for a previous period.  We will write to 

you regarding your planned review and the changes in PIP law separately.’ Or, 

‘We will consider the reconsideration you requested first then review your claims and/or awards to check 

if the changes to PIP law mean you are eligible for more support for a previous period.  We will write to 

you regarding your reconsideration and the changes in PIP law separately.’ 

The claimant meets the selection criteria, but there is an open appeal record. 



 

14. You must: 

• Forward the ‘Immediate Review’ task to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Cam-Lite_Alt Format 

MultiFunction Team1.  

• Create a PIPCS manual 'To Do' task, task subject ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review 

when ongoing event is completed’.  

• Forward this task to the CM overflow WQ of the owning OU.  

• Create a record in Person Notes ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review, AE deferred due 

to open event the immediate review will be considered when a decision has been made on the 

open event.’  

 The claimant has previously had a tribunal decision. 

15. You must:  

• forward the ‘Immediate Review’ task to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Cam-Lite_Alt Format 

MultiFunction Team1.  

• Create a record in Person Notes ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review, AE deferred due 

to closed appeal.’  

In Progress- Ensure the claimant meets the AE selection criteria. See:  02   AE) Case Selection . and if they 

don’t meet the AE selection exception criteria See: 03 AE Selection Exceptions If they don’t meet the 

selection criteria or are exempt from AE selection use the instructions under Blank or Selected  

16. If they do meet the selection criteria and are not exempt from AE selection, contact the claimant and 

tell them they have already been selected, their AE review will be completed and they will be 

notified of the decision in writing. Ensure there is an open ‘Progress Review’ or ‘Progress Review LB’ 

task. As long as there is an open task for each in progress AE type, or for MH/RJ one ‘Progress 

Review’ task, you can close the ‘Immediate Review’ task. 

Completed - Find the AE notification in attachments and contact the claimant to explain their AE review 

has already been completed. If the claimant disagrees with the AE review they might request a 

reconsideration. If they do you should register a LEAP reconsideration. See: Registering Reconsideration 

and close the ‘Immediate Review’ task    

38 Individual Administrative Exercise (AE) UT Judgements 

Subpages 



 

• OM Administrative Exercise (AE)  

OM Administrative Exercise (AE) 

  

1. When OM was implemented into Business as Usual (BAU) a scan was run to identify cases where  

Disability Living Allowance (DLA) entitlement had ended following a Negative Determination (ND) on 

Personal Independence Payment (PIP) due to Failed to Attend/Failed to Comply (FTA/FTC), non-return of 

PIP 2 or failure to supply further information/evidence. After the ND and good reason is accepted the 

subsequent decision can either be entitlement or ND. 

2. This AE will ensure: 

• If a claimant has been awarded less money on PIP for Mobility and Daily Living the customer will 

benefit  

• If a claimant has been disallowed PIP Mobility and Daily Living the customer will benefit  

3. If a claimant has been awarded more money on PIP for Mobility and Daily Living the customer will 

not benefit. These cases will be identified and not form part of the AE. 

Note: Claimants entitled to the enhanced/enhanced PIP rates can’t benefit financially from Upper 

Tribunal (UT) decision. As a result these cases will not form part of the AE. 

4. To action these cases you must: 

• Identify case from the scan  

• if there is a ‘Y’ in Detention/Hospital column that will affect the payment  

Step Action  



 

1 In CIS(Searchlight) 

Check Award History for 

DLA PUTD and £ amount  

PIP start date and £ amount  

And any overlapping benefit  

And that 

the PIP start date was the day after the DLA terminated on Award decisions  

If the customer does not benefit update the scan – end of action – go to step 9 

If the customer does benefit – continue action  

 

2 In PIPCS 

Check the PIP Application to establish the date eligibility was checked for the entitlement decision. 

If applicable (identified from scan) check PIP Evidence for Payability Evidence 

3 In the letter template 

Complete the template with the DLA and PIP details  

Produce the letter  

4 In CPS 

Create payment - See: CPS Instructions and also - See: CPS Step/Action below 

5 Notify the approver  

CPS Payment Approval Required   



 

6 Approver action 

Check details match the payment in CPS  

Authorise the payment and note the CPS payment reference number  

7 In the Scan 

Update the scan with the 

Total arrears amount  

from date  

to date  

initials of CM  

payment reference number  

initials of approver  

8 In PIPCS 

Record the payment details in Person Contact Notes using the text below: 

• OM AE. Customer would have received more money on DLA following the OM judgement. CPS payment 

Ref No. xxxx £xxxx From xxxx To xxxx equivalent to the amount of DLA that would have been paid less 

any PIP payment already paid for the period.  

Issue a PIP.8023/A notification 

Upload a copy of the notification to DRS using the letter reference 'Further Evidence' as this  

 document type is not a selectable option in DRS  

Create communication record 

See: Creating a communication record – to record a PIP.8023/A notification has been issued. 

9 Or, if the claimant is better off on PIP input the following note in Person – Contact – Notes: 

• OM AE. Out of scope. No arrears payment due, claimant is better off on PIP or claimants PIP award is 

equivalent to DLA   

Update the scan – better off on PIP or equal to on PIP 



 

  

CPS Step/Action  

  

5. Access CPS 

6. Select Local Payments NINO 

7. Create Payments 

  

  

8. Input NINO to Client Reference and Surname 

  

  

9. Input: 

• ‘Direct Payment’ to Method of Payment  

• ‘Not Required’ to Special Payment Criteria  

• ‘Not Required’ to Remittance Advice  

• ‘None’ to Ongoing Payment  

• Leave Contingency Payment Number as blank  

  



 

  

10. If you need to update the bank account details select Create or Update Payment Destination and 

complete bank account details.       

  

  

  

  

11. If bank details are correct select ‘Use Pay. Dest.’ 

  



 

  

12. Input Due Date – 3 working days from date payment created. 

  

  

13. Input Benefits Type ‘Disability Living Allowance’ 

  

  

  

14. Input Benefits Component. Use Quick Select to select Ben Code Value ‘61340 DLA – Ex Stat 

Payments’ 

  



 

  

15. Input the arrears amount and dates 

• Gross Amount  

• Start date  

• End date  

16. Select Bypass Deductions Screen 

  

  

17. Check payment and Submit 

  



 

  

  

Immediate Review – Could I ask for my case to be looked at sooner rather than 

wait? 

18. Check a PIP entitlement decision has been made following a Negative Determination (ND) decision 

that subsequently had good reason accepted. 

• If there is no ND they will not be affected by the judgement  

• If ‘good reason’ is not accepted they will not be affected by the judgement  

19. In PIPCS check the PIP Application for the ND 

Step  Action  

1 Click on ‘Eligibility checks’ – ineligible for all programmes checked 

2 Expand ‘Personal Independence Payment’ 

3 Click ‘ineligible’ 



 

4 In ‘eligibility period’ 

Lay rules – Fail  

Payable – Failed to return Part 2/BF223/Failed to supply requested information  

Reassessment - Yes  

5 Click ‘Evidence’ tab and go to ‘medical details’ 

  

6 Click Medical Condition Information 

7 Go to ‘failure to supply information' • 

good reason accepted – yes  

8 The claimant may be affected by the judgement 

20. Explain to the claimant as follows: 

“Your DLA stopped because you were disallowed PIP without a previous Negative Determination 

decision, you will not benefit. 

You had a Negative Determination decision for PIP reassessment from DLA but good reason was not 

accepted to continue the PIP claim, you will not benefit. 

I will pass your request to the team. However, unfortunately I am unable to indicate how long it will take 

to process your review but we think it will take about 3 months to complete the exercise. 

If you do not hear from us in 3 months you do not benefit from the judgement. We will not write to you 

if you do not benefit.” 

21. Create a manual ‘to do’ task and send to the OM AE point of contact. In subject field - ‘OM review 

request’. Complete any relevant notes for example if you have explained they won’t benefit but 

have still requested a review. 

  

‘OM review request’ task received 



 

22. Check if on scan or ‘in scope’ for example: a PIP entitlement decision has been made following a ND 

decision that subsequently had good reason accepted. 

23. If the OM judgement does not apply: 

Step  Action 

1 Input a note in Person – contact 

2 In ‘Notes’ - OM judgement does not apply and explain why for example good reason not accepted for failure to 

attend (FTA) 

  

39 Administrative Exercise (AE) - Dispute Resolution Team (DRT) 

Mandatory Reconsiderations (MR) - Administrative Exercise (AE)  

Decisions 

1. For Administrative Exercise (AE) cases, explanantion calls follow a different process from BAU 

existing guidance. For AE cases claimants will be given a brief explanation by a telephony agent if they 

don't understand why we have looked at their case again. A full explanation isn't required; a claimant 

who wants to dispute will go straight to MR and telephony agent will register the AE MR. 

Note: Claimants don't have to have new/additional information to request an AE MR. 

See: Reconsiderations - Registering Reconsideration 

2. All disputes against an AE decision will be registered by a telephony agent or Case Worker (CW), 

the associated task will auto allocate to a Case Manager (CM) with the AE Reconsideration skillset. 

  

Subpages 

• 01 Lateness  

• 02 Considering the Evidence  

• 03 AE Review – Dispute Rights or no Dispute Rights  

• 04 Reconsidered – New Decision Not Changed/Changed  

• 05 Reconsidered – New Decision Changed  



 

• 06 New Decision Changed – how to input onto PIPCS  

• 07 Motability claimant benefits from AE  

• 08 Special Rules Terminal Illness (SRTI) claimant benefits from AE  

• 09 Split Rate Decisions  

• 10 Modify single determination  

• 11 Modify subsequent determination (closed period AE award)  

• 12 Input reasons for decision  

• 13 Recording the conclusion  

• 14 Administrative Exercise (AE) Appeals  

• 15 Appeal Response  

• 16 Tribunal decision  

• 17 Late Appeals  

• 18 Immediate Review (previously known as LEAP Me Now)  

01 Lateness 

  

1. A MR of an AE decision must be requested within 1 month of the notification letter date. If a MR is 

received outside the 1 month dispute period, but within the 13 months absolute time limit, after the 

decision notification was issued, it’s considered out of time. The AE CM will consider lateness and if 

accepted, will continue with the AE Reconsideration.   

Note: Refusing to accept a late application no longer restricts the right of appeal. It is always better for 

the CM to accept lateness. This enables a second look at the case for correctness before any appeal 

application.  

02 Considering the Evidence 

  

Considering the Evidence 

1. No claimant will have a face to face assessment as a result of an AE decision. You must review any 

new documents and further evidence provided by the claimant and decide whether the information 

received would support a change of decision. If so, revise or supersede the decision. 

See: Input reasons for decision 



 

2. If after looking at the Further Evidence (FE) and applying the new case law you feel you aren’t able to 

make a decision and require clarification on aspects of the evidence or descriptors used, you must: 

• phone the claimant  

• if claimant can’t be contacted by phone issue clerical PIP.7057  

• refer to the Quality Assurance Manager (SAM) for advice  

Administrative Exercise (AE) Further Information clerical enquiry letter 

3. If you can’t contact the claimant by phone you must: 

Step Action 

1 open the PIP2 clerical template and select PIP.7057 

using the drop down menu select ‘LEAP’ and create clerical AE decision letter PIP.7057 

2 manually input the question into free text box 

3 create manual PIPCS task ‘PIP.7057 issued’, in task notes ‘defer for 21 days’ 

assign to LEAP (Blackpool Alt Format BC_OverflowCW work queue) 

4 create a communication record 

5 a copy of the letter must be uploaded to DRS using the letter reference, for example PIP.7057 

Note: You must include a business reply envelope with this notification. 

6 on receipt of ‘FE’’ task the CM must make a decision based on the balance of probabilities 

Change of Circumstances Identified at MR stage 

4. If a change of circumstances (CofC) is identified at MR you must complete the AE elements of the MR, 

notifying the claimant before tasking to a CM in BAU to complete the CofC. Before referring to BAU 

you must contact the claimant to advise them that depending on the change their PIP could go up, go 

down, stay the same or stop and a separate decision will be made dealing with their CofC.  You must 

only consider AE elements and notify the claimant of MR decision only on the AE aspect. 



 

Note: A claimant’s entitlement or points must not reduce as a result of your MR. Where a change of 

circumstances has been identified at MR stage you must consider any existing or new evidence solely for 

the AE element. 

Claimant disputes other activities and no change of circumstances identified 

5. The claimant may dispute or send in FE for: 

• another element of the PIP claim  

• another element of the PIP claim and AE  

• only AE  

6. If a claimant disputes or provides additional evidence relating to another element of the PIP claim, 

which doesn’t relate to AE for example; ‘Claimant is disputing activity 10 and provided evidence 

showing they can’t manage day to day simple budgeting decisions that is when food shopping or 

buying clothes’.  

This should be dealt with as part of the dispute process.   

7. The MR decision will cover both AE and/or BAU elements but must not see a reduction in points or 

award. If the BAU element of the MR decision would lead to a reduction in points or award you must 

only complete the AE element. 

Note: A claimant’s entitlement or points must not reduce as a result of your MR. Where the BAU 

element of the MR decision would lead to a reduction in points or award you must consider any existing 

or new evidence solely for the AE element. 

Claimant only disputes AE elements  

8. The MR decision will cover AE elements and must not see a reduction in points or award. You need 

not examine all the facts and circumstances of the case again. You should exercise discretion 

depending on the circumstances of each case when deciding what facts embodied in a decision need 

to be looked at again. If you notice an obvious error, it should only be dealt with as part of the revision 

process. If the error would lead to a reduction in points or award you must only complete the AE 

element. 

Note: A claimant’s entitlement or points must not reduce as a result of your MR 

See: Change of Service Centre 



 

Note: A claimant’s entitlement must not reduce as a result of AE. When making a decision, you must 

consider any existing or new evidence solely for the AE element. 

Claimant sending in further information 

9. If after 1 month the claimant hasn’t complied with our request for further information you must 

review all existing evidence and decide if a revision is appropriate after applying the new case law 

from the relevant determination. For AE disputes you must never suspend and/or terminate a 

claimant’s current PIP award for failure to comply. 

Example: Claimant benefits from MH  

Claimant entitled to standard rates of daily living and standard mobility. A planned award review is 

initiated on 01.09.2017. The AR1 indicates that the claimant’s condition has deteriorated (such that the 

3 month QP has been met by 01.09.2017). The CM makes a decision to supersede the award on the 

grounds of a relevant change and awards the enhanced rates of daily living and mobility from  

01.09.2017, taking into account both MH and the deterioration. The period from 28.11.16 to 31.08.17 

will be considered in the AE exercise. 

AE CM considers the claimant doesn’t benefit from MH and maintains the previous award of standard 

rate of daily living and mobility up to 31.08.17. The claimant applies for MR of the AE decision. 

The MR CM considers the claimant does benefit from RJ and revises the AE CM decision and awards 

standard daily living and enhanced mobility from 28.11.16 to 31.08.17. 

03 AE Review – Dispute Rights or no Dispute Rights  

  

1. Before completing your action, it must be established which decision the dispute is against. The AE 

review might not give the claimant dispute rights, in which case the dispute is against the original 

decision. 

2. Claimant’s don’t have dispute rights against the initial AE review if the: 

• original decision was made after the relevant determination date and  

• outcome doesn’t change as a result of the  initial AE review  

3.Original decision is the original CM decision. This will be a new, reassessment or advanced claim 

decision or an award or CofC review decision. 



 

4.The original decision can be identified in decision assist - determinations tab as they will have either a 

blank (new, reassessment, advanced claim) or intervention (award or CofC review) ‘determination 

reason’. 

5.To establish the date a new, reassessment or advanced claim decision was made you must first 

determine whether the decision resulted in an award or disallowance of PIP. If PIP was awarded go to 

the benefit delivery case – determinations tab – determination history. 

6.The date of decision is the date associated with the ‘Reason’ column row that contains ‘Case 

activated’. If PIP was disallowed, it must be disallowed on entitlement, go to the application case – 

eligibility checks. The date of decision is the date associated with the eligibility check that resulted in 

‘ineligible for all programs checked’. 

7.To establish the date an award or CofC review decision was made go to decision assist –  

determinations tab and select the 3 dots on the row containing the intervention ‘determination reason’ 

and select ‘view history’ from the dropdown box. The date of decision is the date associated with the 

entry ‘completed’ in the ‘status’ column. 

8.To look at how to establish the date of decision using PIPCS please complete the attached simulations. 

Note: Two NDR simulations will be included in these instructions when they are available. 

9.By ‘outcome doesn’t change’ this means: 

• points are changed but the award doesn’t change  

• points are not changed and so the award doesn’t change  

Note: If the outcome changes claimants will get reconsideration rights 

Note: Where the original decision has been revised it still remains the ‘original decision’. 

10. The flowcharts below show different scenarios where the claimant will have /won’t have dispute 

rights, when considering  UT decisions. A matrix is included to help understanding. 

11. The decision date is the date the CM makes their decision. The effective date is the date the decision 

takes effect from. 

12. Considering original decision before  UT decisions 



 

  

                                Original decision before  UT decisions 

 Entitled during period Outcome changed  Dispute  
Previously entitled at any time during next  UT decision following LEAP review rights 
period of UT 1st decision (up to next UT  

decision) 

√ √ √ √ 

√ √ X √ 



 

√ X √ √ 

√ X X √ 

X √ √ √ 

X √ X √ 

  

13. Considering original decision between UT decisions  

  
  

                                 Original decision between  UT decisions 

Previously entitled at anytime during  

 Entitled during period Outcome changed  Dispute  
period of 1st UT decision (up to next UT of  next  UT decision following LEAP review rights 
decision) 

√ √ √ √ 

√ √ X √ 

√ X √ √ 



 

√ X X X 

X √ √ √ 

X √ X √ 

X X √ √ 

X X X X 

Note: A disallowance cannot be superseded so you cannot apply the supersession provisions. 

14. If the claimant was not entitled during the second UT decision period, you must first apply the first 

UT decision.  If you put an award in place you can then go onto consider the second UT decision.  If you 

do not put an award in place you cannot consider the second UT decision. The following flowchart only 

applies where the original decision is after both UT decisions and up to when the UT decisions were 

implemented into Business As Usual (BAU). If the original decision was after BAU this decision would 

have considered the UT decisions. 

15.Considering original decision after  UT Decisions 

  



 

  

                                 Original decision r after all  UT decisions 

Previously entitled at any time during  

 Entitled during period Outcome changed  Dispute  
period of 1st UT decision (up to next UT of next  UT decision  following LEAP review rights 
decision) 

√ √ √ √ 

√ √ X X 

√ X √ √ 

√ X X X 

X √ √ √ 

X √ X X 

X X √ √ 

X X X X 

  

If the AE review did not give dispute rights then we need to establish when the original decision was 

made  

Secretary of State Decisions made after 28 .11.16 but before 9.3.17 where MH and RJ were not applied 

16. If the original was made after 28.11.2016 but before 09.03.2017 the CM wouldn’t have taken MH 

and RJ into account. 

17. If the claimant contacts us this should be treated as an ‘any time’ application for revision on the 

grounds of official error.  This is because all such applications will now be outside of the absolute 

time limit of 13 months and so cannot be treated as an ‘any ground’ application for MR. 

Award in place – revised for official error 

18. If the original decision can be revised for official error on the basis of MH, the revised decision (the 

original decision as revised) should be notified with appeal rights. 



 

19. The DM should also consider if the decision can now be superseded for error of law on the basis of 

RJ.  

The decision to supersede or not supersede will carry appeal rights. One notification for example, the  

MRN should be issued to say that the original decision has been reconsidered in light of both MH and RJ. 

Award in place – not revised for official error 

20. If there is no official error on the basis of MH, the DM should give a decision not to revise which will 

give the claimant the right of appeal against the original decision (see note under paragraph 38 

below).  

21. The DM should also consider if the decision can now be superseded for error of law on the basis of 

RJ.  

The decision to supersede or not supersede will carry appeal rights. One notification for example, the  

MRN should be issued to say that the original decision has been reconsidered in light of both MH and RJ. 

No award in place – revised for official error 

22. If the original decision can be revised for official error on the basis of MH, the revised decision (the 

original decision as revised) should be notified with appeal rights. 

23. The DM should also consider if the decision can now be superseded for error of law on the basis of 

RJ.  

The decision to supersede or not supersede will carry appeal rights. One notification for example, the  

MRN should be issued to say that the original decision has been reconsidered in light of both MH and RJ. 

Relevant Change of Circumstances (CofC) 

24. If, in the circumstances set out in paragraphs 8 - 11 above, any further information indicates that 

there has been a relevant CofC since the original decision took effect, the case should be referred to 

BAU to consider whether the awarding decision can be superseded. 

No award in place – not revised for official error 

25. If there is no official error on the basis of MH, the DM should give a decision not to revise which will 

give the claimant the right of appeal against the original decision (see Note below).  

26. In these circumstances the DM cannot consider supersession on account of RJ as there is no award 

in place. If the further information highlights a CofC, a new claim should be invited. 



 

Note – The guidance in paragraphs 11 and 14  is given on the basis of the UT decision in PH and SM v 

SSWP (CSJSA/513/2016) which says that where an application for revision on the grounds of official error 

is arguable but the original decision is not changed, the original decision, as not revised, is appealable. 

27.The claimant may also have provided additional evidence for the DM to consider. In these 

circumstances it is clear that an arguable application for revision on the ground of official error has been 

made. Accordingly, if that application is rejected, the original decision as not revised is appealable. 

28. If the claimant contacts the Department about a FtT’s decision, their only option would be to 

pursue an appeal against that decision as the SofS has no power to revise a FtT’s decision and the 

decision cannot be superseded for error of law. 

Secretary of State Decisions made on or after 9.3.17 where MH and RJ were not applied 

29. If the original decision was made on or after 09.03.2017 (until implementation into BAU) it 

wouldn’t have taken MH and RJ into account. 

 Information received within 13 months 

30. If further information is received within the absolute time limit of 13 months since the original 

decision was notified, it should be treated as a late application for mandatory reconsideration (MR) and 

admitted. In these circumstances you will not have to obtain reasons for lateness. 

31. Where on carrying out the MR, you can revise the original decision on the basis of further 

information the revised decision should be notified with appeal rights. 

32. If on carrying out the MR, the original decision can’t be revised, you must give a decision not to 

revise. This will give the claimant the right of appeal against the original decision. 

33. If the further information indicates that there has been a relevant CofC since the original 

decision took effect, the case should be referred to BAU to consider whether the awarding decision can 

be superseded. If the original decision was a disallowance and has not been revised, a new claim should 

be invited. 

Information received outside 13 months 

34. If the information is received outside of the 13 month time limit, it should be treated as an ‘any 

time’ application for revision on the grounds of official error. 



 

35. If you can revise the original decision on the grounds of official error, the revised decision should 

be notified with appeal rights. 

36. If there is no official error, you must give a decision not to revise which will give the claimant the 

right of appeal against the original decision. 

37. If further information indicates that there has been a relevant CofC since the original decision 

took effect, you should follow the guidance set out in paragraph 34 .   

04 Reconsidered – New Decision Not Changed/Changed 

  

1. When processing the AE MR, you uphold the original AE decision, you must not modify the 

determination. You must suppress the automatic notification and issue a clerical decision letter to the 

claimant. 

2. You must select the correct notification from the DRS document type dropdown, PIP.7002 or 

PIP.7012. 

3. However CM’s completing MR’s will be able to select the correct notification from the DRS document 

type dropdown, be this PIP7002 or PIP7012, or appropriate equivalent, pending case circumstance.    

4. You must: 

Step Action 

1 record the conclusion on the Reconsideration event 

2 issue appropriate clerical MR decision letter 

PIP.7002 (award)  

PIP.7012 (disallowance)  

3 upload to DRS doc using correct document type 

4 create Communication Record 

5  Navigate to LEAP tab 



 

6 edit AE Type, Status, Outcome, Further Evidence and More Information with the Reconsideration details 

05 Reconsidered – New Decision Changed 

  

1. If you decide the claimant’s entitlement would change you must revise the AE decision. This is on the 

ground of error of law due to a change in law from the appropriate date below: 

• 28.11.2016 (change regarding overwhelming psychological distress)  

• 09.03.2017 (change regarding how a person can complete a PIP activity safely)  

• both dates if they apply to them  

• to the start of your PIP award if it is after these dates  

2. Before inputting a decision you must check: 

• if claim was previously disallowed or customer now deceased  

See: Re-Opening the Application on Disallowances or deceased cases 

Note:  For a previously disallowed claim, which has now been awarded due to the new case law, you 

must make payment detail enquiries and consider the duration of the award. 

See: Payability and Setting an Award Period 

• if a CofC has been identified during evidence gathering  

  

See: Considering the Evidence - Evidence is provided at the MR stage that indicate a CofC 

• If a split rate decision as a result of new case 

• if payment details held are more than 4  months, telephone the claimant to check these are still 

correct  

3. If the claimant’s award was incorrect at the point of decision you will need to register a revision. If you 

are changing a decision from a later date than the original effective date you must consider a split rate 

decision. 



 

4. When modifying the determination you will see the information recorded by the previous CM. 

5. In cases where this action is completed this will create a new determination period which will be the 

body of your decision. You can record new reasons for each component. 

6. Before you can conclude the MR you must check if your outcome decision will affect the mobility 

component. If the enhanced rate of the mobility component has changed - See: Change to mobility 

component as BAU. 

7. When you complete the new determination you will be prompted to provide an effective date. When 

selecting an effective date you must record a clear explanation in Decision Assist Notes as to why the 

effective date was selected for example, which UT decision applied. 

8. The current and any previous determinations, with effective dates later than the AE effective 

date, will display a status of ‘replaced’ - See: Effective dates. 

06 New Decision Changed – how to input onto PIPCS 

Glossary 

1. 

UT  Upper Tribunal 

Descriptor scores change the claimant’s descriptor scores change even if their award does not 

Relevant determination 

(RD) 

date of the Upper Tribunal decision 

AE effective date the date that your AE decision is effective this could be the date of the relevant 

determination (RD) or a later date, for example, new claim effective date is after the RD 

Spans the determination with the effective date before the AE  effective date 

‘Completed’ 

determination 

a decision that results in an award of PIP will display as a ‘completed’ determination on 

PIPCS 

Application Claimant’s can make new, reassessment or advanced applications for PIP 



 

More than one application there can be multiple applications made for PIP 

Subsequent 

determinations 

any further determinations after the determination that contains the AE effective date 

Appropriate 

determination 

the determination that is effected 

Subsequent applications any application after the determination that contains the AE effective date 

CofC  Change of circumstance 

Implementation the date that the UT  judgement was implemented into business as usual (BAU) for MH 

and RJ amendment 26/06/18 

Closed period AE 

determination 

the AE determination will be for a closed period if subsequent determination/s remain the 

same or the application has ended 

Single AE determination one AE determination is required as there are no subsequent determinations or 

applications, or the AE  determination replaces any subsequent determinations 

Ongoing AE  award there are no subsequent determinations or applications after the AE determination, or the 

AE determination replaces any subsequent determinations 

SRTI Special Rules Terminal Illness 

CIS Customer Information System (Searchlight) 

2. If the claimant’s descriptor scores change once the UT has been applied you must follow the actions 

below to establish which step and actions; single and/or subsequent determination, you should use to 

input these changes onto PIPCS 

Note: These instructions must be applied even if the changes to the descriptor scores do not result in 

changes to the claimant’s PIP entitlement. 

• establish the AE effective date. This is the date the claimant met the criteria introduced by the 

UT  



 

Note: This could be the date of the relevant determination (RD) or a later date, for example, new claim 

effective date is after the RD. 

• access Decision Assist to determine which ‘completed’ determination contains the AE  effective 

date  

Screen shot PIPCS – Completed determination 

  

establish whether there is more than one application 

  

  

Defer any cases with more than one application. 

Examples – AE effective date, identifying which ‘completed’ determination spans the AE  effective date.  

All the determinations in the examples are ‘completed’ 

Claimant A – AE effective date is 28/11/2016  

Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate 

CofC Review 23/10/2017 Standard Nil 

New Claim 31/07/2016 Standard Standard 



 

The new claim spans the AE effective date. 

Claimant B – AE effective date is 

09/03/2017  

Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate 

Award Review 30/10/2018 Standard Enhanced 

CofC Review 01/02/2017 Standard Nil 

New Claim 31/10/2015 Standard Standard 

The CofC review spans the AE effective date. 

3. You must then determine the 

• end date  

• review date or;  

• review and end date  

of the AE decision - See: Setting a Review date 

4. Check the end of award date in the PIP benefit delivery case. If it has already ended establish why, you 

will need to take this into account for your AE decision if the application ended following a negative 

determination See: Negative Determinations 

Note: If you are considering an application that contains an SRTI determination – See: Special Rules. 

5. If the application has a current or terminated mobility agreement - See: Motability. 

6.If there are no subsequent determinations or applications after the determination that spans the AE 

effective date you must set the end or review and end date of the AE decision as appropriate. See:  

 Setting a Review date .  This is a single AE determination. 

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

New claim 31/07/16 Standard Standard 30/07/19 30/07/20 

AE decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 30/07/19 30/07/20 

7. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The new claim will be modified, the end date of 

the AE determination will be the appropriate end/review date/s. You will inform the claimant ‘I've 



 

looked again at your PIP claim and decided that because of the changes in the law, your award from 28 

November 2016 to 30 July 2020 has increased’. 

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review dateEnd date 

New claim 31/07/16 Disallowed Disallowed     

AE decision to be input28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 30/07/24 30/07/25  

8. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The new claim will be modified, the end date of 

the AE determination will be the appropriate end/review date/s. You will inform the claimant ‘I've 

looked again at the PIP claim you made on 31 July 2016 and decided I can award you PIP because of the 

changes in law’ 

9. If there are any subsequent determinations made after the determination that spans the AE 

effective date you must consider whether they were made before or after implementation of the UT. 

10. If the subsequent determination is before implementation of the UT, the judgement has not 

been considered when the CM decision was made 

11. If the subsequent determination is after implementation of the UT, the judgement has been 

considered when the CM decision was made 

Note: You may have evidence/grounds to change the subsequent determination - refer to Changes to 

subsequent determinations. 

12. CM decision made after implementation of the UT judgment the AE decision end date will 

depend on whether the subsequent determination is in the same or a separate application and when in 

the same application whether the claimant’s subsequent descriptor scores are 

• higher  

• the same  

• lower  

than the AE descriptor scores. 

Subsequent determination in the same application 

Descriptor scores are: 

Higher 



 

• AE end date will be the day before the effective date of the earliest subsequent determination  

• this is a subsequent (closed period) AE determination  

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award review 01/08/18 Enhanced Enhanced 31/07/20 31/07/21 

New claim 01/07/16 Standard Nil 30/06/18 30/06/19 

AE  decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced N/A 31/07/18 

13. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified, but must be 

reinstated as the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the award 

review (the subsequent determination). This is because the subsequent determination has considered 

the judgement. 

14. You will inform the claimant that their ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided that 

because of the changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 31st July 2018 has increased. 

Your PIP award from 1st August 2018 is not affected. This is because these changes in PIP law were 

taken into consideration when deciding your award from that date’ 

Same 

• AE end date will be the day before the effective date of the earliest subsequent determination  

• this is a  subsequent (closed period) AE determination  

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award review 01/08/18 Standard Enhanced 31/07/20 31/07/21 

New claim 01/07/16 Standard Nil 30/06/18 30/06/19 

AE decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced N/A 31/07/18 

15. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified, but must be 

reinstated as the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the award 

review (the subsequent determination). This is because the subsequent determination has considered 

the judgement. 

16. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided that because of the 

changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 31st July 2018 has increased. Your PIP award 



 

from 1st August 2018 is not affected. This is because these changes in PIP law were taken into 

consideration when deciding your award from that date’ 

Lower 

• AE end date will be the day before the effective date of the earliest subsequent determination  

• this is a closed period AE determination  

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award review 01/08/18 Standard Nil 31/07/20 31/07/21 

New claim 01/07/16 Standard Nil 30/06/18 30/06/19 

AE decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced N/A 31/07/18 

17. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified, but must be 

reinstated as the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the award 

review (the subsequent determination). This is because the subsequent determination has considered 

the judgement. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided that 

because of the changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 31st July 2018 has increased. 

Your PIP award from 1st August 2018 is not affected. This is because these changes in PIP law were 

taken into consideration when deciding your award from that date’ 

  

Subsequent determination in a separate application 

Descriptor scores are: 

Higher 

• AE end date will be the end date of the application that contains the AE determination  

• this is a single AE determination  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/7/18 Enhanced Enhanced 30/6/20 30/6/21 

Application Event (1) Effective date         



 

New claim 1/7/16 Standard Standard N/A 30/6/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Standard N/A 30/6/18 

18. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE determination will be the 

day before the start of application 2 as the application ended as a result of an entitlement 

determination, negative determinations are covered later in this chapter. There is no action to take on 

the subsequent application as it has considered the judgement. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked 

again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 01/07/16 to 30/06/18 - I’ve decided that because of the 

changes in the law, this award has increased. Your PIP award from 1st July 2018 is not affected. This is 

because you have already been awarded the highest rate of PIP for your daily living and mobility needs 

from this date’ 

Same 

• AE end date will be the end date of the application that contains the AE determination  

• this is a single AE determination  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/7/18 Enhanced Standard 30/6/20 30/6/21 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/7/16 Standard Standard N/A 30/6/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Standard N/A 30/6/18 

19. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE determination will be the 

day before the start of the new application as the application ended as a result of an entitlement 

determination. There is no action to take on the subsequent application as it has considered the 

judgement. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates:  

01/07/16 to 30/06/18 - I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased. 

Your PIP award from 1st July 2018 is not affected’ 

Lower 

Example 1 

• AE end date will be the end date of the application that contains the AE determination  



 

• this is a single AE determination  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/7/18 Standard Standard 30/6/20 30/6/21 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/7/16 Standard Standard N/A 30/6/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Standard N/A 30/6/18 

20. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE determination will be the 

day before the start of the new application as the application ended as a result of an entitlement 

determination. There is no action to take on the subsequent application as it has considered the 

judgement. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates:  

01/07/16 to 30/06/18 - I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased.  

Your PIP award from 1st July 2018 is not affected’ 

Example 2 

• AE end date will be the day before the date of claim of the new claim that was made after 

implementation of the UT judgments  

• this is a single AE determination  

• the application case for application 1 has a status of ‘decision made’  

Application Event (3) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

New claim 1/7/18 Standard Nil     

Application Event (2) Effective date         

New claim 1/10/17 Nil Nil     

AE decision to be input 01/10/17 Standard Nil   30/6/18 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/7/16 Nil Nil     



 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Standard Nil N/A 30/9/17 

21. Application 1 contains the AE effective date. The application case for application 1 must be 

‘reopened’ as the application did not result in an award then the New claim in application 1 can be 

modified. The end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of application 

2. The application case for application 2 must be ‘re-opened’ as the application did not result in an 

award then the New claim in application 2 can be modified. The end date of the AE determination will be 

the day before the effective date of application 3 as application 3 has considered the judgement. You 

will inform the claimant ‘You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the 

following dates: 01/07/16 - I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has 

increased. Your PIP award from 1st July 2018 is not affected. 

Note: You may have evidence/grounds to change the subsequent determination/application See: DMA 

Advice  

Note: If the application containing the AE determination ended following a negative determination. See: 

negative determination  

22. CM decision made before implementation of the UT judgment you must establish whether the 

claimant’s subsequent descriptor scores are 

• higher  

• the same  

• lower  

than the AE descriptor scores and whether the subsequent determination is in the same or a separate 

application. 

Subsequent determination in the same application 

Descriptor scores are: 

Higher 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination higher than the AE  descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in the same application the AE decision  

• the end date will be the day before the effective date of the subsequent determination  

• this is a closed period AE  award  



 

Application Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award review 01/06/18 Enhanced Enhanced 31/05/28   

New claim 01/02/16 Standard Nil 31/01/18 31/01/19 

AE  decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 31/05/18   

23. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified, but must be 

reinstated as the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the award 

review (the subsequent determination). You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim 

and decided that because of the changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 31st May  

2018 has increased. Your PIP award from 1st June 2018 is not affected’ 

Same 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are the same as the AE  descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in the same application the AE decision  

• the end/review date/s will be the same as the subsequent determination review/end dates.  

Unless there is evidence to support a change of these dates  

• This is a single AE award  

  

Application Event Effective date Daily Living Rate Mobility Rate Review date End date 

Award review 01/05/18 Standard Enhanced 30/04/28   

New claim 01/02/16 Standard Nil 31/01/18 31/01/19 

AE  decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 30/04/28   

24. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified. The 

end/review date of the AE determination will be the same as the award review (the subsequent 

determination) end/review date. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and 

decided that because of the changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 30 April 2018 

has increased. Your PIP award from 1st June 2018 is not affected’ 

Lower 



 

Note: Lower awards could be single or closed period determinations 

Example 1 

• the descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are lower than the AE  descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in the same application  

• the AE decision end date could be the day before the effective date of the subsequent 

determination or the same as the subsequent determination review/end dates. You must 

establish whether the claimant continues to satisfy the changes introduced by the UT 

judgement. • the claimant will continue to satisfy the criteria  

• this is a single AE  determination  

Application Event  Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award review 01/05/18 Standard Enhanced 30/04/28   

New claim 01/02/16 Standard Nil 31/01/18 31/01/19 

AE  decision to be input 28/11/16 Enhanced Enhanced 30/04/28   

25. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The award review will be modified. The end date 

of the AE determination will be the same as the award review (the subsequent determination) 

end/review date. You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided that 

because of the changes in the law, your award from 28 November 2016 to 30 April 2029 has increased’ 

Example 2 

• the descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are lower than the AE  descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in the same application  

• the AE decision end date could be the day before the effective date of the subsequent  

determination or the same as the subsequent determination review/end dates. You must 

establish whether the claimant continues to satisfy the changes introduced by the UT judgement • 

the claimant will not continue to satisfy the criteria  

• this is a closed period AE award  

  

Application Event Effective date Daily Living Rate Mobility Rate Review date End date 



 

CofC review 01/05/18 Nil Nil N/A 30/04/18 

New claim 01/02/16 Standard Standard 31/01/18 31/01/19 

AE  decision to be input 09/03/17 Enhanced Enhanced 30/04/18   

26. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The CofC will be modified, but must be reinstated 

as the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the CofC review (the 

subsequent determination). You will inform the claimant ‘I've looked again at your PIP claim and decided 

that because of the changes in the law your award has increased.’ 

Subsequent determination in a separate application 

Higher 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are higher than the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in a separate application the AE decision  

• the end date will be the end date of the application.  

• this is a single AE determination  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/5/18 Enhanced Enhanced 30/4/28   

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/5/17 Standard Standard N/A 30/4/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Standard N/A 30/4/18 

27. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE determination will be the day 

before the effective date of the advanced claim (the subsequent determination). You will inform the 

claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 01/05/17 to 30/04/18 - I’ve 

decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased. Your PIP award from 1st 

May 2018 is not affected’ 

Same 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are the same as the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in a separate application the AE decision  



 

• end date will be the end date of the application. Consider whether there is evidence to support a 

change of these dates, see note below.  

• this is a single AE determination  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living Rate Mobility Rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/2/18 Standard Enhanced 31/1/20 31/1/21 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/2/16 Standard Standard N/A 31/1/18 

AE decision to be input 28/11/16 Standard Enhanced N/A 31/1/18 

28. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE determination will be the day 

before the effective date of the advanced claim (the subsequent determination). You will inform the 

claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 01/02/16 to 31/01/18 - I’ve 

decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased. Your PIP award from 1st 

May 2018 is not affected.’ 

Note: In this example if there were evidence to support a change of the review/end dates you would 

complete a single determination on both applications and include reasons for the change of review/end 

dates in your reasons for decision. See: DMA advice  

Lower 

Lower awards could be single or subsequent (closed period) determinations 

Example 1 

• the descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are lower than the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in a separate application  

• the AE decision end date will be the end date of the application.  

• in example 1 the claimant will not continue to satisfy the criteria  

• this is a single AE award  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/2/18 Nil Nil N/A N/A 



 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/2/16 Standard Standard N/A 31/1/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 31/1/18 

29. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The claimant does not continue to satisfy the criteria 

the end date of the AE determination will be the day before the effective date of the advanced claim 

(the subsequent application) as the first application ended on an entitlement. You will inform the 

claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 01/02/16 to 31/01/18 - I’ve 

decided that because of the changes in the law, this award has increased. Your PIP from 1st February 

2018 is not affected.’ Example 2 

• the descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are lower than the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in a separate application  

• the AE decision end date will be the end date of the application  

• in example 2 the claimant continues to satisfy the criteria until their needs change, effective 

from 11/8/18  

• this is a single (application 1) and subsequent closed period (application 2) AE award  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Advanced claim 1/2/18 Standard Standard     

CofC Review 11/8/18 Nil Enhanced 31/1/20 31/1/21 

AE decision to be input 1/2/18 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 10/8/18 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/2/14 Standard Standard 31/1/16 31/1/17 

Award Review 1/2/17 Standard Standard   31/1/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 31/1/18 

30. The award review in application 1 contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE 

determination will be the end date of the first application as it ended on entitlement. On the second 

application the CofC review will be modified and the end date of the AE determination will be the 



 

day before the effective date of the CofC review. The CofC review must be reinstated as the AE 

determination ends the day before the effective date of the CofC review. You will inform the 

claimant ’I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 01/02/14 to 31/01/18 I’ve 

decided that because of the changes in law this award has increased. 01/02/18 to 10/08/18 I’ve 

decided that because of the changes in law this award has increased. Your PIP from 1st August 2018 

is not affected.’ Example 3  

• the descriptor scores of the subsequent determinations are lower than the AE descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determinations are in separate applications  

• in example 3 the claimant will continue to satisfy the criteria and the AE decision review/end 

date has been set as appropriate  

• this is a single AE award  

• the application case for application 1,2 and 3 has a status of ‘decision made’  

Application Event (3) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

New claim 1/2/18 Nil Nil     

AE decision to be input 1/2/18 Standard Nil 31/1/24 31/1/25 

Application Event (2) Effective date         

New claim 31/5/17 Nil Nil     

AE decision to be input 31/5/17 Standard Nil N/A 31/1/18 

Application Event (1) Effective date         

New claim 1/10/14 Nil Nil     

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Standard Nil N/A 30/5/17 

31. Application 1 contains the AE effective date. Application 1 must be ‘re-opened’ then the new claim 

can be modified. The end date of the AE award will be the day before application 2. Application 2 

must be ‘re-opened’ then the new claim can be modified. The end date of the AE award will be the 

day before application 3. Application 3 must be ‘re-opened’ then the new claim can be modified and 

the review/end date of the AE determination can be set as appropriate. You will inform the claimant 

‘’I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 01/10/14, 31/5/17 and 1/2/18 I’ve 



 

decided that because of the changes in law this award has increased. I can now award you Standard 

daily living from 09/03/17 to 31/01/25.’ 

Negative Determination 

Award ended by negative determination 

32. The PIP award has ended and it is unclear why, it may be a negative determination. 

To establish this go to the PIP benefit delivery case 

• select determinations tab  

• the result will show not eligible under the eligibility status  

• select the coverage period date for the not eligible  

• PIPCS will open the supporting details tab where you can establish the reason why  

  

Example 1  

• the AE end date will be the day before the negative determination effective date  

• the negative determination was effective from 14/11/18  

• this is a single determination AE award  

Application Event (1) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Intervention (FTA)  14/11/18 N/A N/A N/A N/A 



 

New claim 15/07/15 Enhanced Nil 30/06/18 30/06/19 

AE  decision to be input 09/03/17 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 13/11/18 

33. The new claim contains the AE effective date. The new claim will be modified, the end date of the AE 

determination will be the day before the negative determination effective date. You will inform the 

claimant ‘I've looked again at your previous PIP claim and decided that because of the changes in the 

law, your award from 09th March 2017 to 13th November 2018 has increased 

Example 2 

• the AE end date will be the day before the negative determination effective date  

• the subsequent determination is in a separate application  

• the negative determination was effective from 14/9/18  

• this is a single determination AE award  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

New claim 21/11/18 Enhanced Enhanced 20/11/22 20/11/23 

Application Event (1) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award Review (FTA) 14/9/18 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

New claim 15/7/15 Enhanced Nil 30/6/18 30/6/19 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 13/9/18 

34. The new claim in the first application contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE 

determination will be the day before the negative determination effective date. There is no action to 

take on the 2nd application as it has considered the judgement. You will inform the claimant ‘I’ve 

looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 15/7/15 to 13/9/18 – I’ve decided that 

because of the changes in the law this award has been increased. 14/9/18 I’ve decided this claim is 

not affected ad the decision not to award you PIP is still correct. Your PIP award from 21/11/18 is 

not affected.’ 

Example 3 

• the AE end date on the first application will be the day before the negative determination 

effective date  



 

• the negative determination was effective from 14/9/17  

• the subsequent determination is in a separate application  

• the claimant continues to meet the AE criteria on the second application  

• this is a single determination AE award on both applications  

Application Event (2) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

New claim 21/11/17 Enhanced Nil 20/11/21 20/11/22 

AE decision to be input 21/11/17 Enhanced Enhanced 20/11/21 20/11/22 

Application Event (1) Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate Review date End date 

Award Review (FTA) 14/9/17 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

New claim 15/7/15 Enhanced Nil 30/6/17 30/6/18 

AE decision to be input 9/3/17 Enhanced Enhanced N/A 13/9/17 

35. The new claim in the first application contains the AE effective date. The end date of the AE 

determination in application 1 will be the day before the negative determination effective date. The 

claimant continues to meet the AE criteria on the second application. The new claim on the second 

application will be modified, the end date of the AE award will be the same as the new claim. You 

will inform the claimant ‘I’ve looked again at your PIP claims for the following dates: 15/7/15 to 

13/9/17 – I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law this award has been increased. 

14/9/17 I’ve decided this claim is not affected and the decision not to award you PIP is still correct. 

21/11/17 to 20/11/22 I’ve decided that because of the changes in the law this award has been 

increased.’ 

Note: You can extend the review/end dates if there is evidence to support this. Include an explanation 

for the extension in your reasons for decision. See: DMA Advice. 

DMA Advice Changes determinations made after implementation date 

36. If the AE decision is more than the award review the AE decision could be awarded for a period from 

the relevant determination or the date of the claim, whichever is later, up to the end date of the 

award review. However, this will be dependent on finding grounds to change the award review 

decision. 



 

37. If so, the award review decision can be revised under regulation 5(1)(a)of the UC etc. (Decisions and 

Appeals) Regulations 2013. It can be said that the SofS commenced action with a view to revise 

within one month of the date of notification of the award review decision for example, awaiting 

outcome of the AE decision. 

Any changes to the subsequent determination for example extend end date or 

increase points 

38. You must establish whether the claimant continues to satisfy the changes introduced by the UT 

judgment and amend the determination/s as appropriate. This could be a single or closed period AE 

award. 

Example 1 - extend award 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are the same as the AE  descriptor scores  

• the subsequent determination is in the same application the AE  decision  

• the end/review date/s will be the same as the subsequent determination review/end dates.  

Unless there is evidence to support a change of these dates  

• further evidence shows needs likely to continue for a longer period  

• this is a single AE award  

Application  

Event 

Effective 

date 

Daily Living 

rate 

Mobility 

rate 

Review 

date 

End date 

Award review 01/08/18 Standard Enhanced N/A 31/07/20 

New claim 01/07/16 Standard Nil 30/06/1 

9 

30/06/18 

AE decision to be 

input 

28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 27/11/20 27/11/21 (extended as further evidence 

shows needs likely to continue for longer 

period 

39. The award review will be modified the end/review date of the AE determination will be the 

appropriate end date to extend the award to. 

Example 2 - change subsequent determination 

• descriptor scores of the subsequent determination are the same as the AE  descriptor scores  



 

• the subsequent determination is in the same application the AE  decision  

• the end/review date/s will be the same as the subsequent determination review/end dates. 

Unless there is evidence to support a change of these dates  

• further evidence shows the higher criteria is still met  

• this is a single AE  award  

  

Application  

Event 

Effective 

date 

Daily  

Living rate 

Mobility 

rate 

Review 

date 

End date 

Award review 01/08/18 Standard Standard N/A 31/07/20 

New claim 01/07/16 Standard Nil 30/06/1 

9 

30/06/18 

AE  decision to be 

input 

28/11/16 Standard Enhanced 27/11/2 

0 

27/11/21 Further evidence gathered at AE  

shows claimant needs another person on 

familiar journeys and not just unfamiliar 

40. The award review will be modified, the end/review date of the AE determination will be the  

appropriate end date to extend the award to. 

  

  

07 Motability claimant benefits from AE  

  

Motability cases 

1. If the AE decision is to be input through the single determination, you do not have to contact 

MOTA Specialist team. 

2. Complete the single determination step and action to input your AE decision. Ensure you 

thoroughly check PCC’s. 



 

3. If the AE decision is to be input through the subsequent determinations closed period email 

MOTA Specialist -  input ‘AE ’ in the email subject: 

• request a call-back from a member of the MOTA Specialist team  

• do not input the AE decision until you have spoken to a MOTA Specialist team member  

• you will not be able to suspend the benefit delivery case  

• when MOTA Specialist contact you provide them with the details of the AE award  

• the MOTA Specialist team member will tell you whether they need to take any action on the 

case before you input the AE decision, after you input the AE decision or both  

• if necessary they will arrange a suitable time to call you back once you have input your AE 

decision on PIPCS  

Note: This does not apply to provisional Motability agreements held with a safe date only. You do not 

have to contact MOTA Specialist team. Complete subsequent determinations closed period step and 

action to input your AE decision. 

  

  

08 Special Rules Terminal Illness (SRTI) claimant benefits from AE  

  

Special Rules Terminal Illness (SRTI) 

1. If the claimant benefits from the changes introduced by the UT judgement you must establish 

whether the claimant has or had an award of PIP under the SRTI provision. 

2. If the claimants previous award was made under SRTI provision and the claimant has since been 

awarded PIP under normal rules. 

For example: 

The AE effective date and rates are 09/03/2017, enhanced daily living and mobility. 

Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate 

CofC Review 01/06/2018 Enhanced Enhanced 

New SRTI Claim 01/05/2016 Enhanced Standard 



 

See: Claimant benefits from AE- how to input onto PIPCS 

3. If the claimant’s current award is made under SRTI provision and your AE decision increases the 

mobility component – See: Claimant benefits from AE - how to input onto PIPCS. 

4. If the claimant is currently awarded PIP under SRTI provision, there are previous award/s under 

normal rules, and your AE decision increases any of the previous normal rules awards use the 

instructions here to input the decision onto PIPCS. 

5. This is because you must modify the normal rules decision in order to access the correct 

assessment questionnaire. 

For example: 

The AE effective date and rates are 9/3/17, enhanced daily living and mobility. 

Event Effective date Daily Living rate Mobility rate 

SRTI Review 1/6/18 Enhanced Enhanced 

New Claim 1/5/16 Enhanced Standard 

6. You must not leave the benefit delivery case in suspension overnight. Leaving the suspension on 

overnight will have a negative impact on PIPCS broadcasts to CIS(Searchlight)and PIP payments. 

7. You must remove and re-input the SRTI marker on the same day. If left overnight without an 

SRTI marker the claimants payments will be negatively impacted. Allow plenty of time to complete the 

steps below 

Note: This step and action must be completed in one day. 

StepAction 

1 conclude the reconsideration/appeal - See: Recording the conclusion 

navigate to the ‘Benefit Delivery Case’, select the action button in the top right hand corner and 

select ‘Suspend case’ 

2 

input reason ‘Review evidence’ and select Save 

navigate to ‘Evidence summary’ – ‘Evidence tab’ – ‘Supporting Evidence’ – ‘Medical Details’. 



 

3 

Toggle the medical details and select ‘edit’ from the action button 

make a note of the answers populated in the fields in the ‘Special Rules for Terminally Ill People’ 

section: 

4 

Requested, Determined, DS 1500 Expected?, Need Someone Else, Dog or Aid?, Unable to Plan a 

Journey?, Difficulty Walking up to 50m?, Difficulty Walking up to 20m? 

change the answers to the requested and determined fields to ‘No’ and remove the answers from  

5 the rest of the fields - DS 1500 Expected?, Need Someone Else, Dog or Aid?, 

Unable to Plan a Journey?, Difficulty Walking up to 50m?, Difficulty Walking 

up to 20m? – so they are blank. 

6 apply the medical evidence details navigate to ‘Decision Assist’ and select 

‘Determinations Tab’ 

  

7 

select ‘Action’ button next to the determination that contains the LEAP effective date See:  

Claimant benefits from AE   review  screenshots 

do not modify the current SRTI determination 

8 select the option ‘Modify Determination’ 

9 PIPCS will display Modify Determination dialogue box 

10 select ‘Internal review’ from the ‘Reasons’ list options 

11 select ‘LEAP’ from the ‘Requested For’ list options 

12 in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE  CofC’ if the current decision was made before the 

relevant determination. For example the last decision was made before 09/03/17 input ‘UT RJ AE 

CofC’ in the comments 

or 

in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE  ERROR’ if the current decision was made on or after the 

relevant determination 

13 select Save 



 

14 PIPCS will create a new ‘in progress’ determination. Toggle the new determination select 

‘Questionnaires’ tab, select ‘Action button’ and select ‘Answer’ 

the questionnaire will be pre populate with the answers input for the normal rules decision 

15 

Note: If customer is Age 65 or over and you are awarding/increasing mobility, you must un-tick the 

No Mobility – over 65 box 

if further evidence was gathered for AE  select ‘Evidence’ from options on left hand side 

16 

add any additional evidence gathered and select ‘Next’ 

select ‘Disability’ from option on left hand side and ensure disabilities are recorded correctly 

17 add/amend if necessary and select ‘Next’ input the AE  

descriptor points for daily living and select ‘Next’ 

Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the  

18 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why 

See: The Assessment Questionnaire input the AE  

descriptor points for mobility and select ‘Next’ 

Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the  

19 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why. 

See: The Assessment Questionnaire  

once your answers have been successfully recorded ‘Close’ the assessment 

20 

Note: Before recording your reason check the rates are correct by selecting the submissions tab. 

21 select ‘Reasons’ Tab 

select ‘New’ button on the right of the list screen to open the ‘New determination reason’ dialogue  

22 box 

23 select ‘daily living activities’ 

paste the reasons for decision into the reasons free text field using the 4th button on the tool bar 

in  

24 PIPCS 



 

25 select Save 

26 then repeat for mobility activities select the ‘action’ button next to the ‘In Progress’ determination. 

27 select the option ‘Complete Determination’. PIPCS displays a confirmation dialogue box text: 

Step 1 ‘Are you sure you want to complete this determination?’ 

select ‘Next’ to confirm. The system then opens 

28 

Step 2 - set effective date  ‘Please enter the effective date of the determination’ 

input the AE  effective date and select ‘Next’ 

29 

A pop up box will appear asking ‘is the effective date correct?’ If the effective date is correct select  

Save 

the dialogue box will close. This completes all the action on the determination 

the determination status will change from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Completed’ 

30 

Note: The current and any previous determinations, with effective dates later than the AE  

effective date, will display a status of ‘Replaced’. 

if there are subsequent normal rules determinations to re-input follow steps 34 to 43 . 

31 

Only complete steps 31 to 33  before you re-input the current SRTI award then continue from step 

34 onwards. 

navigate to ‘Evidence summary’ – ‘Evidence tab’ – ‘Supporting Evidence’ – ‘Medical Details’. Toggle  

32 

the medical details and select ‘edit’ from the action button. 

re input the answers in the fields in the ‘Special Rules for Terminally Ill People’ section: 

33 

Requested, Determined, DS 1500 Expected?, Need Someone Else, Dog or Aid?, Unable to Plan a 

Journey?, Difficulty Walking up to 50m?, Difficulty Walking up to 20m? 

34 apply the medical evidence details 

toggle the ‘Replaced’ determination/s, select the submissions tab, toggle each component and 

record the scores  

35 



 

Note: You must re-input the current and any previous determinations, as required, in effective 

date order from earliest to latest. 

36 select the ‘Action’ button next to the LEAP determination and select ‘modify determination’ 

PIPCS will display the Modify determination dialogue box 

select the appropriate reason from the ‘Reasons’ list options, this will be same as the original  

37 

determination 

select the appropriate reason from the ‘Requested For’ list options, this will be same as the original 

determination 

38 

  

select Save 

PIPCS will create a new ‘In Progress’ determination. Toggle the new determination. 

select ‘Questionnaires tab’, select ‘action’ button and select ‘Answer’      

39 

the questionnaire will be pre populate with the answers input for the AE  decision. 

Note: If re inputting the SRTI determination from the introduction tab tick ‘TI provision met’. 

select ‘Daily living’ from left hand side check and amend scores as necessary, then select ‘Next’ 

40 

amend mobility scores as necessary 

once your answers have been successfully recorded ‘Close’ the assessment 

41 

Note: Before recording your reason check the rates are correct by selecting the submissions tab. 

toggle the appropriate ‘Replaced Determination’ reasons tab and copy reasons from there into this  

42 

determination (Refer to steps 20–25  to input reasons) 

43 complete the determination (Refer to steps 26 and 

27) input the original effective date and select ‘Next’ 

44 

A pop up box will appear asking ‘is the effective date correct?’ If the effective date is correct select  

Save 



 

45 repeat steps 34–43  to reinstate multiple determinations in effective date order, earliest to latest 

navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case. Ensure review/end of award date/s are correct 

to update review and/or end of award dates: 

46 

• select the Action button in the top right hand corner  

• select Edit  

• Add the comment ‘CofC– AE  decision’ or ‘Error in law – AE  decision’, as described in step 

7  

• select Save  

47 navigate to the ‘evidence summary’ and select ‘evidence’ tab if necessary, edit 

Additional Support (AS) in the Medical Details evidence 

it is important that both the AS indicated and the AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the 

claimant 

48 • claimant needs AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and 

‘Additional Support  

identified’ fields must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

• claimant does not need AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional  

Support identified’ fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

apply the medical details evidence only apply the Medical Details and 

Assessment Determination evidence records 

Note: Assessment determination evidence must be applied in date order, earliest first, one at a 

time. 

any other ‘in edit’ evidence must be actioned appropriately e.g. hospital 

evidence 49 See: Payability 

  

Note: A warning message will display advising the benefit delivery case is suspended – ‘Product 

Delivery Case is suspended’ - this can be ignored. 

See: Validating evidence and Eligibility check 



 

navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the ‘Action’ button in the top right hand corner and  

50 

select ‘un-suspend case’ 

51 select the reason ‘New Evidence’ when un-suspending the case and select Save 

using the same action button select ‘Check Eligibility’ tick the box ‘Use Active Evidence only’ and  

select Save 

52 

 PIPCS will open the Administration tab in manual eligibility checks 

using the same action button select ‘Submit for Approval’ 

53 PIPCS will display ‘Are you sure you want to submit this case for approval’ 

select ‘Yes’ 

54 using the same action button ‘Activate’ the benefit delivery case (if activate is greyed out press the 

refresh button or close and then re-open the tab) 

PIPCS will display ‘Are you sure’. If you are then select ‘Yes’ 

Note: If ‘Activate’ button remains greyed out go to tasks tab and see if there’s a 

management check. Your Supervisor must approve the check and return to you to 

‘Activate’. a single payment correction case will be created 

check payment amount is correct if an increased award of the component has been made. If the 

55 component was previously not awarded then the underpayment will generate over night. 

Note: If the claimant has/had a Motability agreement the payment corrections might be incorrect.  

You must liaise with MOTA Specialist team to establish any arrears payments. 

select the ‘financials tab’, over and underpayments on the left hand side to action any payment 

corrections: 

• BDC  > Action Button > Submit for Approval  

• Refresh Search Results  

• BDC  > Action Button > Activate Case  

56 • Search Results > Payment Correction (if applicable) will now show in the Search Results  

Payment Correction > Action Button > Submit for Approval 



 

See: Payment Correction - underpaid 

Note: Any arrears mustn’t be referred to Debt Management. 

the latest payment will be re-called, if : 

• the determinations were applied within 2 days of the regular weekly payment. PIPCS will 

automatically recall the payment and input a nominee suspension.  

57 Note: You must delete the recall payment and remove the nominee suspension 

  

• the determinations were applied within 3 to 7 days of the regular weekly payment PIPCS 

will generate a task to a CW Manual payment recall. You must grab and delete this task  

58 Navigate to the ‘Person Case’ Record, select ;LEAP; tab and update each relevant judgement 

59 Amend ‘Decision Outcome’ to ‘Increased’ 

60 Tick all boxes that apply to ‘Further Evidence’ types used 

Note: More information tick boxes should only be used if your actioning a AE  Reconsideration or 

Appeal 

61 Tick ‘Reconsideration’ box 

Close ‘Reconsideration Registration Complete’ tasks and action any other tasks appropriately if  

62 

necessary    



 

09 Split Rate Decisions 

  

1. There may be instances when you need to record a split rate decision in PIPCS as a result of UT 

decision. If the claim is affected by the new case law and the effective date is registered before the new 

case law date, you may need to make a split rate decision - See: Upper Tribunal and Split rate decision as 

a result of UT  

10 Modify single determination 

  

1. For AE decisions the determination will only be modified if the scores have been changed. This means 

you may get a dispute which you then decide to award where the last decision modified was a long 

time ago. Modifying a completed determination will mean a new determination is created. This allows 

you to re answer the questionnaire and to amend the effective date of the determination if necessary. 

You may need to make a split rate or closed period award. 

2. You must: 

Step Action 

1 conclude the reconsideration/appeal - See: Recording the 

conclusion navigate to ‘Decision Assist’ and select ‘Determinations’ 

Tab 2 select ‘Action’ button next to the most recent determination 

see: Feedback 

3 select the option ‘Modify Determination’ 

4 PIPCS will displays Modify Determination dialogue box 

5 select ‘Internal review’ from the ‘Reasons’ list options 

6 select ‘LEAP’ from the ‘Requested For’ list options 

in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE  CofC’ if the current decision was made before the 

relevant determination. For example if the last decision was made before 09/03/17 input ‘UT RJ AE 

CofC’ in the Comments box 

7 



 

or 

in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE  ERROR’ if the current decision was made on or after the 

relevant determination 

8 select Save 

9 PIPCS will create a new ‘In Progress’ determination. Toggle the new determination select 

‘Questionnaires tab’, select ‘Action’ button and select ‘Answer’ 

10 Note: The questionnaire will be pre populate with the answers input for the current decision. If 

customer is Age 65 or over and you are awarding/increasing mobility, you must untick the No  

Mobility – over 65 box 

if further evidence was gathered for AE  select ‘Evidence’ from options on left hand side 

11   

add any additional evidence gathered and select ‘Next’ select ‘Disability’ from option on 

left hand side and ensure disabilities are recorded correctly 

12   

add/amend if necessary and select ‘Next’ input the AE  

descriptor points for daily living and select ‘Next’ 

Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the  

13 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why 

See: The Assessment Questionnaire  input the AE  

descriptor points for mobility and select ‘Next’ 

Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the  

14 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why 

See: The Assessment Questionnaire   

once your answers have been successfully recorded ‘Close’ the assessment 

15 



 

Note: Before recording your reason check the rates are correct by selecting the submissions tab 

16 select ‘Reasons’ Tab 

select ‘New’ button on the right of the list screen to open the ‘New determination reason’ 

dialogue  

17 box 

18 select daily living activities from the drop down box 

paste the reasons for decision into the reasons free text field using the 4th button on the tool bar 

in  

19 PIPCS 

20 select Save 

21 then repeat for mobility activities select the action button next to the ‘In Progress’ determination 

22 select the option ‘Complete Determination’. PIPCS displays a confirmation dialogue box text: 

Step 1 ‘Are you sure you want to complete this determination?’ 

23 select ‘Next’ to confirm. The system then opens 

Step 2 - set effective date  ‘Please enter the effective date of the determination’ 

input the AE  effective date and select ‘Next’. A pop up box will appear asking ‘is the effective date  

correct?’ 

24 

if the effective date is correct select Save the dialogue box will close. This 

completes all the action on the determination 

the determination status will change from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Completed’ 

25 

Note: The current and any previous determinations, with effective dates later than the AE  

effective date, will display a status of ‘Replaced’ 

if the AE reconsideration has increased PIP complete step 27 

26 

if AE  reconsideration has awarded PIP go to step 28 navigate to the Benefit 

Delivery Case. Ensure review/end of award date/s are correct 

to update review and/or end of award dates select the action button in the top right hand corner  



 

27 and select ‘Edit’. Add the comment ‘CofC –AE decision’ or ‘Error in law – AE  decision’ as described 

in step 6 and select Save 

navigate to application case – evidence tab and go to step 29 

navigate to the application case, select the Benefits tab, select action button to Re-Open and Save 

28 

navigate to the application case - Evidence tab and go to step 29 if 

necessary, edit Additional Support (AS) in the Medical Details 

evidence 

it is important that both the AS indicated and the AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the 

claimant 

29 • claimant needs AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support  

identified’ fields must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

• claimant does not need AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional  

Support identified’ fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

apply the medical details evidence only apply the Medical Details and 

Assessment Determination evidence records 

30 

Note: If there’s more than one Assessment determination evidence they must be applied in date 

order, earliest first, one at a time 

any other in edit evidence must be actioned appropriately for example, hospital evidence 

See: Payability and Validating evidence and Eligibility check 

if AE reconsideration increased PIP navigate to the eligibility checks tab. Toggle latest eligibility 

result 

select the action button and option ‘Award’ input review/end dates 

31 
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return to ‘Search Results’ and select refresh. Navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the  

‘Action’ button in the top right corner and the option ‘Submit for Approval’ 

If AE reconsideration awarded PIP navigate to the benefit delivery case, select the ‘Action’ button 

in the top right hand corner and select ‘Check Eligibility’. Tick the box ‘Use Active Evidence only’ 

32 

select Save select the ‘financials’ tab, over and underpayments on 

the left hand side 

action any payment corrections 

33 

See:  Payment Correction - underpaid 

Note: Any arrears mustn't be referred to Debt 

Management. the latest payment will be re-called if : 

the determinations were applied within 2 days of the regular 4 weekly payment. PIPCS will  

automatically recall the payment and input a nominee suspension. You must consider deleting the  

34 

recall payment and removing the nominee suspension 

the determinations were applied within 3 to 7 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS will 

generate a task to a CW Manual payment recall. You must grab and delete this task 

if the claimant was disallowed PIP at new claim navigate to the Person Case, Contact tab and select 

communications. Suppress the system generated notification – PIP7002 

See: Suppress 

Notification 35 

Note: As long as the reconsideration/intervention is concluded before the AE  determination is 

input PIPCS will not generate a system notification for claimants, other than those disallowed at 

new claim 

36 navigate to the ‘Person Case Record’, select ‘LEAP’ tab and update each relevant judgement 

37 amend ‘Decision Outcome’ to: 



 

Increased Entitlement 

Decreased Entitlement 

No Change or 

Descriptor Change 

 tick all boxes that apply to ‘Further Evidence’ types used 

38 

Note: More information tick boxes should only be used if your actioning a AE  Reconsideration or 

Appeal 

39 tick ‘Reconsideration’ box 

close ‘Reconsideration Registration Complete’ tasks and action any other tasks appropriately if  

40 

necessary  

11 Modify subsequent determination (closed period AE award) 

  

This step and action must be completed in one day (except step 48). Allow plenty of time to complete 

the steps below.  

1. You must not leave the benefit delivery case in suspension overnight. This will have a negative impact 

on PIPCS broadcasts to CIS(Searchlight) and PIP payments. 

Navigate to the person record and select LEAP tab. The relevant judgement will display. 

Step Action 

1 conclude the reconsideration/appeal See: Recording the conclusion 

2 if the claimant has a Motability agreement, go to Motability Instructions 

navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the action button in the top right hand corner and 

select ‘Suspend case’ 

3 



 

input reason ‘Review evidence’ and select Save 

navigate to Decision Assist and select 

Determinations Tab 

4 select ‘Action’ button next to the most recent/current determination 

see: Feedback  

5 select the option Modify Determination 

6 PIPCS will display Modify Determination dialogue box 

7 select Internal review from the Reasons list options 

8 select LEAP from the Requested For list options 

in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE CofC’ if the current decision was made before the 

relevant determination. For example the last decision was made before 09/03/17 input ‘UT RJ AE 

CofC’ in the comments 

9 

or 

in the Comments box write ‘UT initials AE ERROR’ if the current decision was made on or after the 

relevant determination 

10 select Save 

11 PIPCS will create a new ‘in progress’ determination. Toggle the new determination 

select Questionnaires tab, select ‘Action button’ and select ‘Answer’. 

12 the questionnaire will be pre populate with the answers input for the current decision. If customer 

is Age 65 or over and you are awarding/increasing mobility, you must untick the No Mobility – 

over 65 box. 

if further evidence was gathered for AE select ‘Evidence’ from options on left hand side 

13 

add any additional evidence gathered and select ‘Next’ 

select ‘Disability’ from option on left hand side and ensure disabilities are recorded correctly 

14 



 

add/amend if necessary and select ‘Next’ input the AE 

descriptor points for daily living and select ‘Next’ 

Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the  

15 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why. 

See:  The Assessment Questionnaire   input the AE 

descriptor points for mobility and select ‘Next’ 

Note: QP/PT answers should be ‘Yes’. QP/PT should be manually calculated and reflected in the  

16 

effective date. If a QP has been applied your reasons for decision should explain why 

See:  The Assessment Questionnaire     

once your answers have been successfully recorded ‘Close’ the assessment 

17 

Note: Before recording your reason check the rates are correct by selecting the submissions tab 

18 select Reasons Tab 

select ‘New’ button on the right of the list screen to open the ‘New determination reason’ 

dialogue  

19 box 

20 select daily living activities from the drop down box 

paste the reasons for decision into the reasons free text field using the 4th button on the tool bar in 
21 PIPCS 

22 select Save 

23 then repeat for mobility activities 

select the action button next to the ‘In Progress’ determination. 

24 

select the option ‘Complete Determination’. PIPCS displays a confirmation dialogue box text: 

Step 1 ‘Are you sure you want to complete this determination?’ 

select ‘Next’ to confirm. The system then opens 

25 



 

Step 2 - set effective date  ‘Please enter the effective date of the determination’ 

input the AE effective date and select ‘Next’ 

26 

A pop up box will appear asking ‘is the effective date correct?’ If the effective date is correct select  

Save 

the dialogue box will close. This completes all the action on the determination 

the determination status will change from ‘In Progress’ to ‘Completed’ 

27 

Note: The current and any previous determinations, with effective dates later than the AE 

effective date, will display a status of ‘Replaced’ 

you must now re-input the current and any previous determinations, as required, in effective date 

order from earliest to latest 

to establish which determinations to re-input go to: New Decision Changed – how to input onto  

2

8 
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toggle the appropriate ‘Replaced’ determination/s, select the submissions tab, toggle each 

component and record the scores. 

select the ‘Action’ button next to the AE determination and select ‘modify determination’ 

29 

PIPCS will display the Modify determination dialogue box 

select the appropriate reason from the Reasons list options, this will be same as the original  

30 

determination 

select the appropriate reason from the Requested For list options, this will be same as the original  

determination 

31 select Save 

PIPCS will create a new ‘In Progress’ determination. Toggle the new determination 

32 select Questionnaires tab, select action button and select ‘Answer’     



 

the questionnaire will be pre populate with the answers input for the AE decision 

select Daily living from left hand side check and amend scores as necessary, then select ‘Next’ and  

33 amend mobility scores as necessary 

Note: You must also amend the type of assessment and remove any AE evidence if required. The 

Assessment questionnaire should be identical to the original questionnaire 

once your answers have been successfully recorded ‘Close’ the assessment 

34 

Note: Before recording your reason check the rates are correct by selecting the submissions tab 

toggle the appropriate ‘Replaced Determination’ reasons tab and copy reasons from there into this  

35 

determination (See steps 18 -23 to input reasons) 

36 complete the determination (See steps 24 and 

25) input the original effective date and select 

‘Next’ 

37 

a pop up box will appear asking ‘is the effective date correct?’ If the effective date is correct select  

Save 

38 repeat steps 29 – 37 to reinstate multiple determinations in effective date order, earliest to 

latest navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case. Ensure review/end of award date/s are correct 

to update review and/or end of award dates select Action button in the top right hand corner 

39 Edit 

add the comment ‘CofC– AE decision’ or ‘Error in law – AE decision’, as described in step 7 

Save 

40 navigate to the evidence summary and select evidence tab if necessary, edit Additional 

Support (AS) in the Medical Details evidence 

it is important that both the AS indicated and the AS determined fields reflect the AS status of the 

claimant 



 

41 • claimant needs AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional Support  

identified’ fields must be ‘Yes’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

• claimant does not need AS, then both the ‘Additional Support determined’ and ‘Additional  

Support identified’ fields must be ‘No’ in the most recent medical details evidence  

apply the medical details evidence only apply the Medical Details and 

Assessment Determination evidence records 

assessment determination evidence must be applied in date order, earliest first, one at a time 

42 

any other in edit evidence must be actioned appropriately for example hospital evidence. 

See: Payability 

Note: A warning message will display advising the benefit delivery case is suspended – ‘Product 

Delivery Case is suspended’ - this can be ignored. 

See: Validating evidence and Eligibility check 

navigate to the Benefit Delivery Case, select the Action button in the top right hand corner and  

43 

select ‘un-suspend case’ 

44 select the reason ‘New Evidence’ when un-suspending the case and select Save 

using the same action button select ‘Check Eligibility’ tick the box ‘Use Active Evidence only’ and  

select Save 

45 

PIPCS will open the Administration tab in manual eligibility checks 

using the same action button select ‘Submit for Approval’ 

46 PIPCS will display ‘Are you sure you want to submit this case for approval?’ 

select ‘Yes’ 

using the same action button ‘Activate’ the benefit delivery case (if activate is greyed out press the 

refresh button or close and then re-open the tab) 

47 PIPCS will display ‘Are you sure?’. If you are then select ‘Yes’. 



 

Note: If ‘Activate’ button remains greyed out go to tasks tab and see if there’s a management 

check. Your Supervisor must approve the check and return to you to ‘Activate’ 

a single payment correction case will be created for the correct amount 

48 

Note: if component hasn’t been paid before – the system will release payment overnight 

select the ‘financials tab’, over and underpayments on the left hand side to action any payment 

corrections: 

• BDC  > Action Button > Submit for Approval  

• Refresh Search Results  

• BDC  > Action Button > Activate Case  

49 

• Search Results > Payment Correction (if applicable) will now show in the Search Results  

• Payment Correction > Action Button > Submit for Approval  

See:  Payment Correction - underpaid 

Note: Any arrears mustn’t be referred to Debt Management. 

the latest payment will be re-called, if: 

50 

the determinations were applied within 2 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS will  

automatically recall the payment and input a nominee suspension. You must consider deleting the 

recall payment and removing the nominee suspension  

the determinations were applied within 3 to 7 days of the regular 4 weekly payment PIPCS 

will generate a task to a CW Manual payment recall. You must grab and delete this task go 

to person record, select LEAP tab and update each relevant judgement 

• Change status to ‘Complete’  

• Select appropriate decision outcome - No Change, Increased Entitlement, Decreased  

Entitlement or Descriptor change  

51 

• Tick all boxes that apply to ‘further evidence’ types used and Save  

• Tick ‘Reconsideration’ box  

Note: More Information tick boxes should only be used if you are doing a AE  reconsideration or 

appeal 



 

close ‘Reconsideration Registration Complete’ tasks and action any other tasks appropriately if  

52 

necessary 

12 Input reasons for decision 

  

1. You must: 

• ensure the reasons are specific to the new case law changes and the descriptors  

• use the evidence and information provided by the claimant, AP and other people involved with 

the claimant’s care  

• address inconsistencies and contradictions in the evidence  

• explain how the evidence supports the conclusions you’ve reached  

• use plain English and short sentences covering evidence and facts  

2. Reasons must be focussed to address the points of dispute. You don’t have to refer to points that 

aren’t disputed but it may be helpful to briefly mention them. 

3. The DMR tool has been amended to include paragraphs to help explain the change in the law.MH v 

DWP tribunal judgment, this relates to how overwhelming psychological distress is considered when 

assessing the ability of someone to plan and follow a journey. This change applies from 28 November 

2016. 

RJ v DWP tribunal judgment, this relates to how we decide whether someone can carry out an activity 

safely. It also relates to how we decide if someone needs supervision. We now consider the seriousness 

of any harm that might happen, as well as the likelihood of it happening. Supervision is a need for the 

continuous presence of another person to prevent harm happening to the person who is claiming PIP or 

another person. This change applies from 9 March 2017 - See: Decision reasons. 

  

  

13 Recording the conclusion 

  

126. Its important the correct conclusion is recorded in PIPCS. To record the conclusion you must:                                     



 

Step Action 

1 select either: 

Benefit Delivery Case  

Application Case  

select ‘Dispute’ tab 

2 identify the reconsideration 

3 select ‘Edit’ 

4 record the Outbound Reconsideration Call (ORC) activity in Telephone Contact type and Contact subtype 

Note: You must not record chasing activity for forms/evidence in this field. 

If not completed you won’t be able to save the conclusion and an error message will display. 

5 from the Conclusion drop down select the relevant conclusion options: 

Reconsideration Withdrawn Notification Required - where the claimant has withdrawn their request by letter 

so we acknowledge we actioned it 

Reconsidered - New Decision Unchanged – where the level of entitlement or period of award remain 

unchanged, for example, the descriptors changed but not the outcome, or new reasons are given 

Reconsidered - New Decision Changed – where a new outcome decision (favourable or not) is given 

Reconsidered - Decision Not revised – where no changes are made or a non-assessment decision hasn’t been 

revised 

Cannot Reconsider - for example, where reasons for lateness aren’t accepted 

Reconsideration Withdrawn Notification Not Required - where the claimant has withdrawn their  

 request by phone so we don’t need an acknowledgement 



 

6 the Conclusion selected will generate text describing the decision you’ve made 

Note: It’s important you conclude the outcome of the reconsideration before checking eligibility; if this isn’t 

done the reconsideration will be ‘locked down’ and a conclusion can’t then be recorded. 

127. The right of appeal to a First-tier Tribunal (FtT) arises only after the MR has taken place. 

128. Not all AE cases will have dispute rights. Cases that are received outside the 13 month absolute 

time limit will be processed by First Tier as ‘AE Review Outcomes’ with appropriate decision 

notifications available: 

Form PIP.7059 for First Tier AE – reviewing claim because of AE, scores are unchanged and claimant does 

not have MR/appeal rights. 

Form PIP.7069 for First Tier AE – reviewing claim because of AE , scores have increased but award 

remains unchanged and claimant does not have MR/appeal rights. 

Note: These notifications still advise claimants they can contact us if there is something that has been 

overlooked, or if they have more information about their health condition relating to either MH or RJ 

changes in PIP law. 

spare paragraph 129 -130 

  

14 Administrative Exercise (AE) Appeals 

  

Appeal received from HMCTS 

1. The DRT CW must check if a MR has taken place before registering the appeal in PIPCS: 

Step Action 

1 if the appeal is against a: 

disallowance – go to the Application Case, then select the Disputes tab  

an award – go to the Benefit Delivery Case, then select the Disputes tab  

  



 

2 click on Reconsiderations on the left hand side. The Status will display the current position as follows: 

Closed – when the MR has been completed  

Blank – when no MR has taken place  

Open – when MR is in progress  

2. If there has been no MR registered the CW must register a reconsideration, and a task will be 

automatically sent to AE Reconsideration CM to action - See: Register Reconsideration. 

3. If a MR has taken place the CW will change the OU to Blackpool Alt Format BC and register the 

Appeal. This will automatically task to an AE Appeals CM. You must update Person Case notes ‘AE 

Appeal in progress’ - See: Register Appeal. 

  

15 Appeal Response 

The Appeal Response 

1. Before preparing the response you must carefully read through the evidence to see if the decision can 

be revised. This applies even though MR has already taken place. 

2. If the appeal is to continue, prepare a response which is focused, clear and concise. It must cover all 

areas of dispute as clearly as possible with reference to the new case law. It must also address any 

points previously raised, which were not fully covered by the MR decision. Your appeal response will 

cover both AE and/or any BAU elements. 

3. The claimant may appeal: 

• another element of the PIP claim  

• another element of the PIP claim and AE  

• only AE  

4. During the appeal process you must consider AE and/or BAU elements. 

5. If the claimant appeals another element of the PIP claim, which doesn’t relate to AE for example; 

‘Claimant is appealing activity 10 and provided evidence showing they can’t manage day to day simple 

budgeting decisions that is when food shopping or buying clothes’. This should be dealt with as part of 

the appeal process. 



 

6. PIPART tool includes relevant MH and RJ paragraphs that must be included in Section 4 of the appeal 

response. These include but not restricted to:- 

MH considered 

[Title] [Surname]'s PIP award was looked at again taking MH v SSWP (2016) UKUT 0531 (AAC): into 

consideration. This tribunal judgment relates to the meaning of the descriptors within mobility activity 1, 

planning and following journeys. This change applies from 28 November 2016. The rate of PIP was 

[Select not affected or increased]. 

RJ considered 

[Title] [Surname]'s PIP award was looked at again taking RJ, GMcL and CS v SSWP (2017) UKUT 0105 

(AAC) into consideration: This tribunal judgment relates to whether an activity can be carried out 'safely' 

and the linked question of the need for supervision. This change applies from 9 March 2017. The rate of 

PIP was [Select not affected or increased]. 

RJ MH considered 

[Title] [Surname]'s PIP award was looked at again taking RJ, GMcL and CS v SSWP (2017) UKUT 0105  

(AAC) and MH v SSWP (2016) UKUT 0531 (AAC) into consideration: RJ, GMcL and CS v SSWP (2017) UKUT 

0105 (AAC)  relates to whether an activity can be carried out 'safely' and the linked question of the need 

for supervision. This change applies from 9 March 2017. MH v SSWP (2016) UKUT 0531 (AAC) relates to 

the meaning of the descriptors within mobility activity 1, planning and following journeys. This change 

applies from 28 November 2016. The rate of PIP was [Select not affected or increased]. 

[Title Surname Apostrophe] PIP award was looked at again because of LB v SSWP (2016) UKUT 0530 

(AAC). This tribunal judgment relates to the meaning of the descriptors within daily living activity 3, 

managing medication and monitoring a health condition. This change applies from 28 November 2016.  

The rate of PIP was [Select not affected, increased]. 

LB considered 

[Title Surname Apostrophe] PIP award was looked at again because of LB v SSWP (2016) UKUT 0530 

(AAC). This tribunal judgment relates to the meaning of the descriptors within daily living activity 3, 

managing medication and monitoring a health condition. This change applies from 28 November 2016.  

The rate of PIP was [Select not affected, increased]. 

7. The response must include copies of all relevant documents that were before the CM when making 

the decision up to the point of the appeal. 



 

8. You must follow The Response instructions in BAU for instructions on how to prepare and submit 

response to HMCTS - See: ADM Memo 16/18: PIP Mobility Activity 1 Effect of UT decision MH V 

SSWP (PIP) [2016] UKUT 531(AAC) 

Lapsing the Appeal  

9. You must check if the effect of the Upper Tribunal (UT) decision could result in either PIP entitlement 

or a higher rate of PIP being awarded. If so, you must consider revising the decision in the claimant’s 

favour provided the request has been accepted as in-time. 

10. The purpose of lapsing an appeal is to prevent unnecessary appeals being heard. However, it must 

not be used solely to prevent an appeal being heard. 

11. If you decide the decision can be revised fully to the claimant’s advantage the appeal must be lapsed 

12. If revision would be to the claimant’s advantage but not give them all they asked for, you must 

phone the claimant to discuss the new decision. This will give them the opportunity to decide if they 

wish their appeal to continue. Do not suggest that lapsing is the only option. If the claimant has a 

representative, you must either talk directly to the representative yourself or inform the claimant 

that they must do so. If you're unable to contact the claimant, you should contact the representative 

to discuss the new decision; they can agree to lapsing or discuss this with the claimant themselves. If 

they agree to lapsing, you should always ask them to inform the claimant. 

13. Your lapsed appeal will cover both AE and/or BAU elements. If the BAU element would lead to a 

reduction in points or award you must either 

• Lapse the appeal for AE elements only or;  

• Prepare the appeal response dealing with both AE and any BAU elements  

Note: A claimant’s entitlement or points must not reduce as a result of your decision. Where the BAU 

element would lead to a reduction in points or award you must consider any existing or new evidence 

solely for the AE element. 

14. If you notice an obvious error, it should be dealt with as part of the appeal process. But if the error 

would lead to a reduction in points or award you must only deal with the AE elements of the appeal. 

Note: A claimant’s entitlement or points must not reduce as a result of your decision 

Can lapse 



 

15. If the actual decision under appeal was made after both relevant determinations for example 

09/3/17 you can lapse the appeal as the tribunal have to apply the same rules as case managers 

when making a decision. The tribunal can’t apply the interpretations in those decisions before 

28/11/16 and 9/3/17 respectively 

Late Appeals 

16. For an appeal received outside of the 1 month period - See: Late Appeals. 

17. If the information received would support a change of decision this will have the effect of lapsing the 

appeal. 

18. If the claimant agrees to lapse the appeal, follow Consider lapsing an appeal as BAU processes. This 

process includes, where appropriate, having relevant conversation with claimant providing 

explanation and agreement to lapse has been reached. These conversations should be recorded in 

PIPCS. 

19. You must make payability enquiries and consider payment correction - See: Payability. 

20. When lapsing the appeal in PIPCS you must notify the claimant advising them the appeal has lapsed 

following revision of that decision - See: Revision is fully to Claimant's advantage. 

21. As the appeal has been lapsed, you will update Person Case Notes ‘AE Appeal Completed, lapsed’ 

and the LEAP tab. 

  

  

16 Tribunal decision 

  

1. All decisions made by Tribunals are given in summary on a decision notice issued by  

HMCTS.                              

2. Tribunal decisions will be: 

• emailed to DWP  

• uploaded to DRS locally  

• tasked to AE CM  



 

3. When you receive the decision you must input HMCTS Outcome. All PIPCS action is BAU. You must 

notify claimant of the HMCTS outcome - See: First Tier Tribunal (FtT) decision. 

4. Once you have notified the claimant of the appeal outcome, you must update person case notes 

‘AE Appeal completed (outcome)’and update the LEAP tab.  

17 Late Appeals 

  

1. If a subsequent appeal is received late, that is outside one calendar month, the CW will check the 

previous decision to see if the appeal lodged is against an AE decision. 

2. The CW can check either: 

• Person Case Notes  

• the previous determination at MR stage, as the system will log against a AE  decision when 

completing the determination or  

• check the ‘Person Record’ in PIPCS to view if any AE bespoke letters have been issued  

• the LEAP tab in the Person Record  

3. If the appeal is against an AE decision the BAU CW will forward the ‘Appeal Registration 

Complete’ task to AE Blackpool Alt Format BC_OverflowCM work queue this will auto allocate to an AE 

CM overnight for them to consider and complete the appeal action - See: Change of Benefits Centre.   

18 Immediate Review (previously known as LEAP Me Now) 

  

1. A claimant may contact us to request an Immediate AE Review. 

2. This contact may come by phone or post. A PIPCS manual ‘To Do’ task with  subject ’NINO Immediate 

Review’ will be sent to Blackpool Alt Format BC_OverflowCM. 

Note: If the claimant requested an Immediate review by phone, find the closed ‘Immediate Review’ or  

‘Claimant has requested an Immediate review when on-going event is completed’ task created by 

Enquiry Line. If the claimant asked to be reviewed for a specific AE, the Agent will have recorded this in 

the task notes. 

3. AE 1st tier will consider the Immediate review request and decide whether it should be actioned by 

first-tier or Dispute Resolution Team (DRT). 

4. 1st tier will look at when the original Case Manager (CM) decision was made. 



 

Original decision before 28/11/2016 

5. If the original decision was before 28/11/2016 the Immediate review will be dealt with by first-tier. 

Original decision on or after 28/11/2016 

6. If the original decision was on or after 28/11/2016 the Immediate review will be dealt with by AE DRT.  

See: AE Review – Dispute Rights or no Dispute Rights to determine which is the original decision. 

CM Action – Original decision on or after 28/11/2016 

7. The CM should check the status of the judgment/s in the LEAP tab: 

Blank - check if the case meets the selection criteria for the judgment. See: (AE) Case Selection . If the 

claimant does meet the criteria go to Selected to check if there are any AE selection exceptions. 

8. If the claimant does not meet the criteria, contact the claimant to explain why they don’t meet the 

criteria for the judgment. You may have to consider more than one claim or decision and each might 

not meet the criteria for different reasons. If there are different reasons, you must provide the 

claimant with the appropriate reason for each claim or decision you considered. 

For example: 

The PIP award ended before the relevant determination date (RDD)  

‘Not everyone is affected by these changes in law. It depends when decisions were made on your claim.  

Your PIP award ended before the Upper Tribunal decision was made. These changes cannot be applied 

to your PIP.’  

The PIP claim was disallowed before the RDD 

‘Not everyone is affected by these changes in law. It depends when decisions were made on your claim. 

You made a claim for PIP, which was disallowed, this claim was made before the Upper Tribunal decision 

was made. These changes cannot be applied to your PIP claim.’ 

 The PIP decision was made after BAU go-live  

‘We have already applied the changes to your PIP. Your PIP claim was made after we started applying 

the change/s and we applied the changes to your PIP.’ 

The PIP claim was made and decided after the RDD and before the BAU go-live date, but it was 

disallowed on lay rules or by a negative determination 



 

‘Not everyone is affected by these changes in law. These changes cannot be applied to your PIP because 

your PIP claim/s were disallowed as you didn’t satisfy the entitlement conditions, for example you were 

not resident in the UK for two out of the last three years before making your claim or because you failed 

to attend your appointment with the AP’. 

The claimant’s award is enhanced rate of both components or enhanced rate daily living (RJ) or 

enhanced rate mobility (MH) or Descriptor 3 scored as F (LB) throughout the relevant period 

‘Not everyone is affected by these changes in law. You have already been awarded the maximum rate/s 

of PIP from xx/xx/xx to xx/xx/xx. You can’t get any more PIP.’ 

9. You will provide the claimant with the ‘from’ date (the date of the relevant determination (RDD) or 

date of claim/effective date) and the ‘to’ date (the BAU go-live date of the judgment or end of award 

date)’.   

Note: Claimants in receipt of 3a are not in scope for the LB AE; however, if an Immediate review request 

is received from a claimant in receipt of 3a you should complete an LB review if the claimant meets all 

the other selection criteria. 

10. Create a record in Person Notes ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review, unable to complete 

AE review, claimant does not meet selection criteria. Telephoned the claimant xx/xx/xx to inform 

them.’ 

Selected - check if the case has an open event record or closed appeal record with a Conclusion Reason 

of ‘New Decision Changed’ or ‘New Decision – Unchanged’ or ‘Decision Maintained’. See: AE Selection 

Exceptions 

11. If the case does not have an open event or closed appeal record with a Conclusion Reason of ‘New 

Decision Changed’ or ‘New Decision – Unchanged’ or ‘Decision Maintained’: 

• update the status to ‘In Progress’  

• move the case into the AE OU and  

• complete the AE review  

See: CM Action – Immediate Review required  

12. If the case is exempt from AE selection contact the claimant to explain why they are exempt from AE. 



 

The claimant meets the selection criteria, but there is an open intervention advanced claim or 

reconsideration record that must be completed before the AE review can be completed. 

For example: 

‘We will consider the change of circumstances you reported first then review your claims and/or awards 

to check if the changes to PIP law mean you are eligible for more support for a previous period.  We will 

write to you regarding your change of circumstances review and the changes in PIP law separately.’ Or, 

 ‘We will consider the planned review we instigated first then review your claims and/or awards to check 

if the changes to PIP law mean you are eligible for more support for a previous period.  We will write to 

you regarding your planned review and the changes in PIP law separately.’ Or, 

‘We will consider the reconsideration you requested first then review your claims and/or awards to 

check if the changes to PIP law mean you are eligible for more support for a previous period.  We will 

write to you regarding your reconsideration and the changes in PIP law separately.’ 

The claimant meets the selection criteria, but there is an open appeal record  

13. You must: 

Forward the ‘Immediate Review’ task to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Cam-Lite_Alt Format MultiFunction 

Team1.  

• Create a PIPCS manual 'To Do' task, task subject ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review 

when ongoing event is completed’.  

• Forward this task to the CM overflow WQ of the owning OU.  

• Create a record in Person Notes ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review, AE deferred due 

to open event the immediate review will be considered when a decision has been made on the 

open event.’  

The claimant has previously had a tribunal decision 

14. You must: 

• forward the ‘Immediate Review’ task to Blackpool Alt Format BC_Cam-Lite_Alt Format 

MultiFunction Team1.  

• Create a record in Person Notes ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review, AE deferred due 

to closed appeal.’  

• Create a record in Person Notes ‘Claimant has requested an Immediate Review, AE deferred due  



 

to closed appeal. Phoned the claimant xx/xx/xx to inform them their immediate review will be 

completed as soon as a decision is made by the Department.’  

In Progress - Ensure the claimant meets the AE selection criteria. See: (AE) Case Selection and if they 

don’t meet the AE selection exception criteria. See: AE Selection Exceptions 

15. If they do use the instructions under Blank or Selected  

16. If they don’t contact the claimant and tell them they have already been selected, their AE review will 

be completed and they will be notified of the decision in writing. Ensure there is an open ‘Progress 

Review’ or ‘Progress Review LB’ task. As long as there is an open task for each in progress AE type, or 

for MH/RJ one ‘Progress Review’ task, you can close the ‘Immediate Review’ task. 

Completed - Find the AE notification in attachments and contact the claimant to explain their AE review 

has already been completed. If the claimant disagrees with the AE review they might request a  

‘reconsideration’. If they do you should register a AE  reconsideration. See: Registering Reconsideration 

and close the ‘Immediate Review’ task. 

CM Action – Immediate Review Required  

17. The AE DRT CM must: 

• update the status to ‘In Progress’,  

• close the ‘Immediate Review’ task and  

• register a reconsideration in the correct OU, selecting dispute type ‘LEAP’.  

• In comments field add ‘Claimant requested immediate review for MH/RJ’   

18. CM must consider whether the original decision was made: 

Original decision between 28/11/2016 and 08/03/2017 

19. If the original decision was between both UT decisions the original decision was erroneous (official 

error), as it was made without considering MH. 

20. The AE DRT CM must: 

• update the status to ‘In Progress’  

• close the ‘Immediate Review’ task and register a reconsideration in the correct OU, selecting 

dispute type ‘LEAP’.  

• In comments field add ‘Claimant requested immediate review for MH/RJ’  



 

21. The claimant’s Immediate review request will be outside 13 months (absolute time limit) of the 

original decision. It must be accepted on the basis of official error. You must make a reconsideration 

decision to either: 

• Recon and revise or  

• Recon and not revise  

22. You will then go on to consider RJ within the same decision and either: 

• change or  

• not change  

Note: A disallowance cannot be superseded. See: Reconsiderations on Disability and Award Reviews. 

23. The decision should be notified with appeal rights against the original decision. 

24. You must suppress the automatic notification and issue a clerical decision letter. The clerical 

reconsideration notifications PIP.7002 (award) or PIP.7012 (disallowance) must be used with the 

Bootle 1 address: ‘Personal Independence Payment 1, Mail Handling Site ‘A’.  

25. You must update the LEAP tab fields: 

• Decision outcome  

• Further Evidence  

• More information - place a tick in the reconsideration field   

Note: The Decision Maker’s Reasoning (DMR) template has been amended to include paragraphs to help 

explain the change in the law and this should be reflected in your reasons for decision. 

Original decision on or after 09/03/2017 

26. If the original decision was on or after 09/03/2017 (after both UT decisions) but before 

implementation into BAU this decision was erroneous (official error), it was made without 

considering MH and/or RJ. 

27. The AE DRT CM must: 

• update the status to ‘In Progress’  

• close the ‘Immediate Review’ task  

• register a reconsideration in the correct OU, selecting dispute type ‘LEAP’.  



 

• In comments field add ‘Claimant requested immediate review for MH/RJ’  

28. If the claimant requests an immediate review within 13 months of the original decision, this must be 

treated as an application for a Mandatory Reconsideration. 

You must make a decision to either: 

• Recon and revise or  

• Recon and not revise  

29. Whichever decision you make the claimant must be notified with appeal rights against the original 

decision. 

30. If the claimant requests an immediate review outside 13 months of the original decision this 

application must be accepted on the basis of official error. You must make a decision to either: 

• Recon and revise or  

• Recon and not revise  

31. Whichever decision you make, the claimant must be notified with appeal rights against the original 

decision - See: Reconsiderations on Disability and Award Reviews. 

32. You must suppress the automatic notification and issue a clerical decision letter. The clerical 

reconsideration notifications PIP.7002 (award) or PIP.7012 (disallowance) must be used with the 

Bootle 1 address: ‘Personal Independence Payment 1, Mail Handling Site ‘A’.  

33. You must update the LEAP tab fields: 

• Decision outcome  

• Further Evidence  

• More information - place a tick in the reconsideration field   

Note: The DMR tool has been amended to include paragraphs to help explain the change in the law and 

this should be reflected and personalised in your reasons for decision. 

34. Once you have completed your decision you must update the LEAP tab. 

35. Navigate to the person record and select LEAP tab. Each relevant judgment will need to be updated. 

  



 

Step  Action  

1 update LEAP review status from ‘Selected’ to ‘Complete’ 

and 

Decision Outcome to either: 

‘No change’ or  

‘Increased Entitlement’ or  

Descriptor change  

2 tick all boxes that apply to Further Evidence types used 

3 tick reconsideration box 

  

4 issue clerical AE decision letter PIP.7002/7012 

5 upload to DRS 

6 create Communication Record  

40 Not in use  

41 Scottish Devolution  

Scottish Government - Introduction 

1. The Social Security powers which have been devolved to Scotland through the Scotland Act 

2016, give the Scottish Parliament powers over a number of Social Security benefits currently 

administered in Scotland by DWP. DLA Child is the first disability benefit that Scottish Government (SG) 

will take full responsibility for. To find out more general information about Scottish Devolution – See: 

Scottish Devolution Programme.  

2. SG will take full responsibility for taking New Claims and administering and making payments to 

customers living in Scotland. SG will also take responsibility for the transfer of DLA Child cases to Social  

Security Scotland before the point when DWP would have started the process to invite a claim to 

Personal Independence Payment (PIP) at age 16 (known as Rising 16’s). 



 

3. DWP will complete appointee action for customers living in Scotland who will reach age 16 from 

1 September 2020. DWP will not transfer customer data to Social Security Scotland until action is 

complete and customers aged 16 from 1 April 2020 to 31 August 2020 will remain on the PIP journey. 

4. Links to information about new SG payments and amended existing DLA Child and PIP processes 

resulting from new working arrangements with SG are listed below:  

• Young Carer Grant   

• Scottish Devolution Personal Independence Payment (PIP) processes   

• Scottish Devolution Disability Living Allowance (DLA) Rising 16s process  • Child Winter Heating 

Assistance (CWHA)   

  

42 PIP related Coronavirus (Covid-19) information 

  

PIP related Coronavirus (Covid-19) information 

1. As part of the Operational response to the Covid-19 outbreak, there is a need to follow 

government guidelines at all times to reduce the risk to colleagues and customers. To support service 

delivery with COVID-19, changes have been made to PIPCS and temporary easements to some processes 

have been introduced. 

2. These changes have been communicated to staff in a series of Implementation Updates, on the 

Social Intranet site and cascaded by SPoCs within each area of the business. 

3. Ensure that you read and refer to the latest Implementation Updates to stay up to date with any 

changes.  

43 Recording Vulnerabilities and Advanced Customer Support Concerns  

Recording vulnerabilities and Advanced Customer Support concerns  

Introduction  

1. When Advanced Customer Support concerns and/or vulnerabilities are identified, we are able to and 

should, record these within relevant computer systems.  

2. This is information that we need to know about a claimant in order to ensure that they are supported 

appropriately throughout the life of their claim.  



 

3. The information recorded needs to be: 

• Accurate  

• meaningful and   

• factually correct   

4. We are able to record information which the claimant has reported and also information based on 

what we know.  

Note: GDPR applies and the claimant can request to see a copy of their records  

5. We are able to and should, document any supportive action which has been taken, as this will aid the 

next person who looks at the claim. 

6. We must also be mindful not to put anything which the claimant does not know about, for example if 

they are unaware they are terminally ill and claiming under Special Rules SRTI. 

Note: We are unable to record an opinion or assumption based on a claimant’s need.  

Recording a vulnerability or Advanced Customer Support concern   

7. When Advanced Customer Support concerns and/or vulnerabilities are identified they must be 

recorded accurately and factually on PIPCS. 

You must: 

Step Action 

1 within the PIPCS person page select the ‘contact’ tab  

2 select Notes 

3 select New 

4 in the subject line record – ‘Advanced Customer Support concern’  

5 in the text box record the details of what the concern is and any named contact who should be contacted 

should any further information be required 



 

6 select save 

Note: Consider whether the claimant requires an Appointee or Additional Support. See: Appointee and 

Additional Support      

  

44 Reasonable Adjustments  

Reasonable Adjustments  

Introduction 

1. Under the Equality Act 2010, DWP should provide support to enable claimants to have full 

access to DWP services. 

2. This chapter contains information to support colleagues  in assisting claimants who have 

reasonable adjustment requirements. 

Reasonable Adjustment: what do we mean? 

3. If a disabled person is at a disadvantage in comparison with a non-disabled claimant, we must 

make every reasonable attempt to remove or alter what we do to avoid the disadvantage. We call this a 

reasonable adjustment.   

Recognising when a Reasonable Adjustment might be required 

4. Disabled claimants may require additional support from us in order to make and maintain their claim.  

This may be because they: 

• are blind, partially sighted, colour blind  

• are deaf, hard of hearing, hearing impaired.  

• have difficulty walking, difficulty or inability to use their hands  

• have difficulties with memory retention, memory attention, logic skills, problem solving • have 

hidden disabilities or learning difficulties such as dyslexia or autism   

This list is not exhaustive.  

Subpages 

• 01 Types of Reasonable Adjustments  



 

• 02 Recording Reasonable Adjustments  

• 03 Updating CIS (Searchlight)  

• 04 Email as a Reasonable Adjustment  

• 05 Action to take when Email as Reasonable Adjustment has been Accepted  

• 06 Rules for using Email as a Reasonable Adjustment  

• 07 Web Accessible PDF's  

• 08 Accessible and Interactive versions of PIP forms  

• 09 Assessment Provider (AP)  

• 10 Medical Evidence by Email  

• 11 Appeals  

• 12 Alternative Format Single Point of Contact (SPOC)  

01 Types of Reasonable Adjustments  

Types of Reasonable Adjustment  

1. There are a number of options you can discuss with the claimant to help you provide a reasonable 

adjustment. These include but are not limited: 

• Interpreter  

• Email  

• Car Parking  

• Ramps  

• Lift       

• Relay UK (previously Next Generation Text) facility  

• a hearing loop  

• Textbox    

• home visit (in exceptional circumstances)  

• Wide Doorway  

 This list is not exhaustive.   



 

02 Recording Reasonable Adjustments 

Recording Reasonable Adjustments 

1. To ensure we provide continued and consistent support for claimants, we must record the 

reasonable adjustment on the claimant’s record. 

2. For all other Reasonable Adjustments, colleagues must record the reasonable adjustment on 

PIPCS using. 

You must: 

Step Action  

1 within the PIPCS person page select the ‘contact’ tab 

2 select Notes 

3 select New 

4 in the subject line record 'Reasonable Adjustment' 

5 in the text box record the details of what the requested Reasonable Adjustment is 

6 select save 

7 within PIPCS Decision assist select the ‘notes’ tab 

8 select new 

9 in the subject line record ‘Reasonable Adjustment’ 

10 in the text box record the details of what the requested Reasonable Adjustment is 

11 select save 

  

03 Updating CIS (Searchlight) 



 

Updating CIS (Searchlight) 

1.PIPCS does not broadcast amendments or updates of the recorded RA to CIS (searchlight). 

2. It is important that the claimants record in CIS (searchlight) is maintained.  

CIS500 

3. When the RA in PIPCS is updated the CIS500 must be completed. Follow the Instructions link to 

assist you with the completion of the form.  

4. Changes to the claimant’s RA requirements need to be detailed in the ‘Additional Needs’ field on 

the CIS500 form. 

You must: 

Step Action 

1 select Person Details button in Part 1 of form 

• This expands Part 3 of the form  

2 Additional Needs field is a drop down menu 

• select appropriate option(s)  

Note: specific requirements that are not evident from the selected option must be detailed in the ‘Other 

Info’ field    

04 Email as a Reasonable Adjustment 

Email as a reasonable adjustment  

PIP/DLA Alternative Format Single Point of Contact (AF SPOC) action 

1. DWP may need to use e-mail as a way to communicate with a disabled claimant/customer to make 

sure that they can fully access our services. You can provide email as a reasonable adjustment for a 

disabled claimant who requires it. 

2. Email may be appropriate if for example, a claimant is unable or finds it difficult to use: 



 

• phone because they are Deaf, hearing impaired, have no speech or have a mental 

health condition  

• letter because they are blind, visually impaired or have a learning disability  

• handwriting to fill in forms such as PIP2, AR1, because of a physical disability such as 

Rheumatoid Arthritis, Parkinson’s Disease  

This list is not exhaustive. 

3. Or, the claimant may use assistive software such as Zoomtext; JAWS or Dragon Software. Reminder: 

E-mail cannot be requested just as a preference. 

4. All PIP notification letters and invitations to claim PIP now include in the Getting Help and Support 

paragraph ‘email’ as well as braille, large print and audio. 

5. You can only set up email as a reasonable adjustment because of disability when the risks of data loss 

have been explained and the claimant gives DWP permission to email outside the secure network 

used by DWP. 

Note:  Remember the consent must be recorded on PIPCS. 

6. You must confirm the identity of the claimant and always check and confirm the e-mail address of the 

disabled claimant before information is sent. 

See: Rules for using emails as a reasonable adjustment before you send any emails to claimants.  

AF SPOC Action 

7. If you accept the request to communicate by email with the claimant/Personal Acting Body (PAB), you 

must: 

Step Action 



 

1 

 

 

 

 

confirm the email address they wish to use 

if the email address isn’t in the claimant’s name ask: 

‘can you confirm this is your email address and you have access to it’? 

Note: You can suggest they set up an email address just for DWP correspondence and they must tell us if they 

change the email address. 

2 ask the claimant: 

can they access scanned items with their own IT, for example, letters in PDF. Do they have the software to 

read PDF files? If they don’t know, we’ll send them a test one and they can see whether they can read 

it  

which notifications they need by email: all or just accessible forms they need to complete electronically 

such as PIP2; AR1  

if they are on any other DWP benefits,check Searchlight ‘Additional needs’ Tab for arrangements already 

in place with any other benefits  

DWP doesn’t need permission twice but it may be quicker to put in place an arrangement for PIP if this 

has already been established for other benefits  

if they want correspondence from the other benefit by email too  

Note: It’s good practice to check if the claimant is already on any other benefits before you speak to them 

3 write to/email them to explain the risk of data loss 

Note: Emails to claimants must only be sent from your group mailbox  

Note: Permission can be taken by outbound (OB) phone call only if the call is recorded. The date and time of 

the OB call must be recorded on PIPCS  

Note: All subsequent emails should also contain the declaration below 

4 mails explaining data loss should contain the appropriate declaration. See: Disclaimers  

  

05 Action to take when Email as Reasonable Adjustment has been  

Accepted  



 

Action to take when email as reasonable adjustment has been agreed 

1. Once email as a reasonable adjustment has been agreed and we have notified them in writing/email 

to explain the risk of data loss, you must record the details in PIPCS. 

2. Complete the following actions: 

Step Action  

1 create a Communication record in PIPCS 

use ‘correspondence’ as the contact method  

upload the letter/email to DRS   

2 select ‘Email’ and record in the notes the claimant’s requested format on the Person Details screen on PIPCS 

When you set this flag, the system produced notifications are sent to the relevant benefit centre to be 

forwarded to the AF SPOC. 

For reassessment cases, these are forwarded to  

Note: The Email flag must be set if any correspondence is to be issued by email. This is to ensure none is 

missed at a later stage in the claimant journey 

3 record in the Notes: 

‘DO NOT REMOVE: (All or state which) correspondence is to be issued by Email  

What software is to be used  

Claimant advised of the risks associated with using email sent (in writing/by email) on  

(date)  



 

4 record the claimant’s email address in the email field on PIPCS Note: This will 

broadcast to CIS (Searchlight) 

change the ‘preferred communication to ‘email’  

Important Note: Email as the preferred communication must only be used when email as a reasonable 

adjustment has been agreed.  There are other instances where an email address may have been recorded, for 

example, in exportability cases, but the preferred communication should be left as letter or phone. 

 Note: that changing the preferred method of communication doesn’t prevent the system from issuing 

notifications 

5 inform the Assessment Provider: 

'record in the Medical Details Evidence Comment box ‘email as a reasonable adjustment’ and the email address 

to be used'. 

See: Assessment Provider (AP) section 

6 PIPCS does not broadcast amendments or updates of the recorded AF to CIS (Searchlight). 

It is important that the claimants record on CIS (Searchlight) is maintained. 

When the Reasonable Adjustment (RA) in PIPCS is updated the CIS500 must be completed.  

Follow the Instructions link to assist you with the completion of the form.  

06 Rules for using Email as a Reasonable Adjustment 

Rules for using emails as a reasonable adjustment 

1. Once the claimant has understood the risks of data loss, use the following rules to communicate with 

the claimant: 

• AF SPOC must use a group mail box to email out and receive emails from the claimant  

• You must only send e-mails to the named individual, or in some cases the customer’s authorised 

representatives (including MPs)  

• You must always confirm the identity of the customer before sending information. DWP 

processes for checking customer/appointee identity should be followed  



 

• You must always check and confirm the e-mail address of the disabled customer before 

information is sent. When a customer asks for communication by e-mail, you should ensure that 

the e-mail address provided is valid, and relates to the customer. If there are any doubts about 

the authenticity of an e-mail, or the sender, try to verify their credentials. For example, by 

telephoning them at the number held on the customer’s record. If any doubts remain use an 

alternative method of communication  

• You must not highlight the sensitive nature of the e-mail in the subject line. Current procedures 

require that e-mails containing security classified data sent within GSI should be marked as such 

in the subject line. However, this does not apply to external e-mails, as the security classification 

would have no relevance to the customer. Likewise, in the subject line we would never write ‘Re: 

your benefit enquiry to DWP’ as this could raise interest  

• You should only include reference to one customer record in any one e-mail  

• You should consider whether the body of the e-mail needs to contain all the information or if 

you should attach a separate document  

• If you need to send an attachment, consider the content, for example, does it contain personal 

data? Do you need to send it? Is it necessary to send the whole attachment or can you send an 

extract? Consider the format. Is the format of the attachment one that the customer’s assistive 

software can read? Ultimately you may need to send the personal data by email as the disabled 

customer has requested this communication method and you are allowed to do this. Just only 

send what is needed  

• You must store and keep all e-mails and correspondence as outlined in the DWP Records 

Management Policy  

• You must upload copies of all inbound and outbound email correspondence, including 

attachments, to PIPCS using DRS.  

Further information on e-mail security can be found on the portal and in the How to Email Securely 

guide. 

  

07 Web Accessible PDF's 

Web Accessible PDFs 

1. Check with the claimant their own IT assisted software can read an accessible PDF document. 

Previously inaccessible PDF scanned images have been emailed to disabled claimants who are unable to 

read the documents with their assisted software technology. Fully accessible PDF documents can now be 

requested via the online portal where you request alternative formats with the Department’s contracted 

supplier. 



 

2. The system generated letters that are intercepted to the DWP office should be scanned and a 

fully accessible PDF document of the letter can then be requested via the online portal. Please see the  

Communication Support Services guidance for more information on how to request an accessible PDF 

via the online portal. 

3. Once you have the completed accessible PDF document, which they retrieve from the portal, 

this can then be emailed to the disabled claimant. 

4. Some printer/copiers will need the scanning function activating and this can be arranged 

through an RTPi request. 

  

08 Accessible and Interactive versions of PIP forms 

Accessible and interactive versions PIP forms, for example PIP 2 

1. DWP can provide PIP forms in different formats.  

2. If a claimant requires a PIP1 or a PIP2 in an Alternative Format, please discuss the claimants 

requirements and contact your Alternative Format SPOC   

09 Assessment Provider (AP) 

Assessment Provider (AP) 

1. It is important APs are made aware of a claimant’s communication needs before they contact the 

claimant to arrange a face-to-face assessment. 

2. Where the claimant has requested email as a reasonable adjustment this must be recorded in the 

Medical Details Evidence Comment box for the AP. 

3. Take the following action: 

Step Action  



 

1 navigate to the application screen 

From the search results, select the most recent Personal Independence Payment Application type for the 

claimant 

Note: If a claim is already in payment, from the search results select Evidence Summary.  

Note for undecided Advance Claims: There may be an existing note, detailing the Alternative Format (AF) 

requested, within the current Medical Details Evidence Comments on the on going award. You need to update 

the new Evidence screen for the advance claim with either, the new requested AF or the existing one, if it is still 

appropriate 

2 select 'Evidence' Tab 

3 on the Dashboard, click the ‘medical details’ link under Supporting Evidence 

4 in the ‘Evidence’ screen select toggle (on the left hand side) 

5 select the green action button on the right hand side 

6 select ‘Edit’ 

7 scroll down to the ‘Comments’ and record the ‘email’ reasonable adjustment the claimant needs 

Important: If there is any existing text, take care not to delete it 

8 select ‘Save’ 

9 select the action button (top right) 

10 select ‘Validate’ 

11 in the Evidence Summary,  select the ‘Refresh’ button in the dashboard 

  

12 select the action button in the dashboard and  select ‘Apply Changes’ 

13 select  the tick box then  select ‘Save’ 



 

Note: The AF SPOC should liaise with the Assessment Provider SPOC to make sure they’re aware of 

claimants who have complex accessibility needs. 

4. PIP AF SPOCs have been provided with contact details for the Capita and Independent Assessment 

Services (Atos) Single Points of Contact for claimants with complex accessibility needs. 

10 Medical Evidence by Email  

Medical Evidence by email 

1. DWP will accept Medical Evidence from the claimant by email where email as a reasonable 

adjustment is in place. 

11 Appeals  

Appeals 

1. If after receiving the Mandatory Reconsideration Notice (MRN), the claimant wishes to appeal they 

must send their appeal direct to Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service (HMCTS). 

2. Appellants must call the HMCTS contact centre on 0300 123 1142 

3. If they wish to speak in Welsh, dial 01286 669726  

4. HMCTS will arrange for the appeal to be lodged from this phone call.                                

5. In extreme exceptions, if claimants/appellants are entirely unable to use the HMCTS reasonable 

adjustment appeals process, then we have been provided with the email address of a member of 

staff.  

Contact the PIP Alternative Format Single Point of Contact for the email address. 

6. If it is going to take some time to obtain copies of evidence in an alternative format, the CW/CM 

should contact HMCTS to advise them the claimant has a reasonable adjustment under the Equality 

Act 2010 because of disability and request an extension. 

12 Alternative Format Single Point of Contact (SPOC) 

  

 Alternative Format Single Points of Contact (SPOC)  
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Advanced Customer Support Escalation Routes  

Introduction  

1. This chapter contains information to support colleagues in understanding Advanced Customer Support 

escalation routes. 

Process 

2. Our recommended response to support claimants we deem at risk from abuse, harm or neglect is built 

around four steps: 

Step 1  

Listen 

Listening to claimants over the telephone, reading their applications, letters and evidence or any other 

communication, is key to ensuring that we respond correctly. The language used, tone of voice or 

identified writings are all important indicators to consider. 

Step 2  

Consider  

Having listened to the claimant and establishing the relevant information, it is important to reflect on 

what you have heard or read so that the response you take is proportionate to the situation, supportive 

of the claimants and within the remit and capability that you possess. 

Ask yourself ‘What is my Concern?’ and ‘How urgent is the issue?’. 

Step 3   

Act 

Having gathered and considered the relevant information we must take steps to address the risk faced 

by the customer. 

Engaging the right people, at the pace required, and ensuring that the claimant understands what is 

being done are all important factors in this step. 



 

Step 4   

Review 

Having followed Steps 1 to 3, it is important that we review what has happened to help learn from it and 

ensure that those involved are supported. What this looks like will be influenced by the nature of the 

situation that we have dealt with.  

It is important that colleagues feel empowered to trust their instincts, however, situations are not always 

prescriptive, so if people encounter a scenario that they are unsure of, then they should speak to 

someone about it, even if it is not immediately clear what is wrong. Discussing concerns with a colleague 

or Line Manager may help to decide the best course of action to take. 

Subpages 

• 01 First Tier Escalation Process  

• 02 Vulnerable Claimant Champion (VCC)  

• 03 Customer Experience and Advanced Customer Support Team (CEACS)  

• 04 Advanced Customer Support Senior Leaders (ACSSL’s)  

01 First Tier Escalation Process 

  

First Tier Escalation Process 

1. The image below shows the steps to take within PIP, to gain support where a Advanced 

Customer Support concern has been identified. 

  

Accessible version  

Step Action  

1 as a PIP colleague, I identify a Advanced Customer Support concern/vulnerability and I feel I need extra 

support.   

This could be a phone call with a claimant or when reviewing a case 

2 discuss case with a team leader: 

• Listen, Consider, Act, Review  



 

 • What is my concern  

How urgent is the issue? 

3 after discussing the case with a team leader, further advice is required. 

• If call is needed whilst you are on a call, please contact your linked Vulnerable Claimant Champion (VCC) 

by Teams, email or phone see:  VCC    

If support is needed whilst you are reviewing a case, please email the request to: 

4 I am a VCC and I need further advice, serious Advanced Customer Support concerns have been identified. 

• the VCC should refer such cases through to the VCC lead  

support, further advice will be given on next steps 

5 I am the VCC lead and need further support with a case 

The VCC lead should refer the case through to the CEACS team 

6 I am a member of the CEACS team and need further advice, to escalate a Advanced Customer Support concern 

the CEACS team should make contact with the relevant Advanced Customer Support Senior leader 

2. If colleagues identify concerns around immediate risks to the welfare of a claimant, then it is 

important that we take immediate action. 

3. Depending on the nature of the concern, this may be to contact the emergency services, or 

following the Six Point Plan for your area in cases of a claimant declaring an intent to take their own life 

or selfharm. 

  

02 Vulnerable Claimant Champion (VCC) 

Vulnerable Claimant Champion (VCC) 



 

1. The role of the VCC is to provide additional support to claimants and colleagues from within their 

respective benefit centres. 

2. We recognise that DWP colleagues are not trained counsellors and may not have the experience to 

deal with all situations. The VCC will work ‘out of process’ to take whatever action is necessary to 

support colleagues and the claimant, where required, through the customer journey. 

3. The VCC is not responsible for undertaking generic process activity.  

4. A VCC can receive 2 types of referrals: 

• When a colleague is handling a call, or following a threat of self-harm or suicide on a 6-Point 

Plan.In such cases, the linked VCC should be contacted via Skype, E-mail or phone.  

• When a colleague is reviewing a claim. In such cases, notification should be sent to the VCC 

inbox:  

5. The VCC will investigate the referrals and decide how best they can support colleagues. There no fixed 

process in these circumstances. 

6. The VCC and referring colleague will agree if an additional support flag needs to be set (if not already). 

Additional support flag or recording Advanced Customer Support concern in PIPCS see: Recording 

vulnerabilities and  Advanced Customer Support concerns   

7. The VCC and colleague will work together to support the claimant throughout the process, for 

example providing additional reminders to the claimant or speaking to their support workers. 

8 The VCC should be informed of any activity to check all relevant tasks relating to the claimant are dealt 

with swiftly. (VCC may chose to ring the claimant). 

9. Where appropriate, the VCC will notify other benefit lines of action taken. 

10. The VCC and colleague will discuss if a debriefing Session is needed and complete the relevant 

Debrief Framework and send to the VCC Inbox. 

For further details on the VCC please refer to  Champion Activity    

  

03 Customer Experience and Advanced Customer Support Team (CEACS) 

Customer Experience and Advanced Customer Support Team (CEACS) 



 

1. The role of the Customer Experience and Advanced Customer Support Team is to: 

• Take ownership of high profile cases where there have been questions raised around our 

decisions and adherence to procedures and / or our policies.  

• Listen to our claimants and learn when things have gone may well or when we should have done 

better to improve the customer journey and the level of service we provide.  

• Gain the trust of our claimants by taking responsibility to investigate their case holistically, 

demonstrating empathy and compassion whilst keeping the claimant informed on progress and 

outcomes.  

• Where necessary instigate a multi-disciplinary approach with other arms of the department.  

• Share our customer’s experiences with colleagues and use these as a continuous learning tool, 

for example Vocal.  

• Create personalised individual learning journeys to improve capability and build a resilient 

workforce.  

• Identify and celebrate great customer service through the introduction of the CEST awards.  

• Provide support and advice to all colleagues across the DWP on Disability Service cases that are 

complex, Advanced Customer Support or vulnerable cases.  

• Collaborate with other government departments in the development of potential process or 

policy improvements.  

Advanced Customer Support 

2. When we talk about ‘Safeguarding’ on CEACS, we don’t always necessarily mean Advanced 

Customer Support the individual claimant, although that is of course an extremely important part of the 

work we do. 

3. Rather, we are ‘Safeguarding” the reputation of the Department and ensuring that any 

reputational risks are minimised and dealt with promptly, putting the focus back on the exceptional 

work carried out by colleagues’ day in, day out. 

4. However, we ensure that claimants who are vulnerable and at risk are the forefront of our 

service delivery priorities and support the wider directorate by: 

• Building foundations and networks with the Operational Advanced Customer Support Team in 

Customer Experience Directorate.  



 

• Supporting Advanced Customer Support Senior leaders (ACSSL’s). The Advanced Customer 

Support Senior Leader role has been introduced to support the department’s Advanced 

Customer Support response.  

• Engage with external partners and support organisations to help the safety of our claimants.  

• Provide support and advice to all operational colleagues across the DWP on Disability Service 

cases that are complex, Advanced Customer Support or vulnerable cases.  

• Act as a point of contact with the Assessment Provider to support them on Advanced Customer 

Support concerns that may arise following an assessment.  

• Participate in cross Department case conferences in respect of our most vulnerable claimants to 

establish a joined up approach in providing the best support for them  

04 Advanced Customer Support Senior Leaders (ACSSL’s) 

1. DWP has recruited Advanced Customer Support Senior Leaders forming a nationwide network of 

support that provides clear escalation routes for cases involving claimants deemed at risk of abuse, harm 

and neglect. 

2. They are present in every DWP Group / District and provide support when all other business as 

usual avenues have been exhausted. They will work with sites within their geographical area to build 

capability around the identification of, and response to, Advanced Customer Support concerns. 

3. ACSSL’s are instrumental in forming strong, far-reaching external relationships with a range of 

partner organisations and across DWP’s internal teams. 

4. Internally, ACSSL’s have a responsibility to raise any service design or delivery issues that are 

identified as potential causes of negative customer experience, escalating these to the appropriate 

teams. 

5. Where a negative experience has occurred, ACSSL’s are expected to play a key role in working 

with colleagues across the department to understand root causes and recommend steps to avoid 

reoccurrence. 

For further details on the SSL’s please refer to Advanced Customer Support Senior Leaders 
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